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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

JurLY 7, 1981.
To the Members of the Joint Economic Committee:

Transmitted herewith for the use of the Joint Economic Committee,
the Congress. and the interested public is a compilation of papers
assessing economic conditions in East Europe entitled "East Euro-
pean Economic Assessment. Part 2-Regional Assessments." This
volume deals with questions concerning energy, agriculture, the
transfer of technology, foreign indebtedness, defense, and other
important issues.

We wish to express our gratitude to the Congressional Research
Service of the Library of Congress for making available the services
of John P. Hardt, who helped plan the scope of the research and co-
ordinated and edited the contributions. He also wrote the lead essay
in the compilation. Dr. Hardt was assisted by Kate T. Tomlinson of
the Library staff. The project was supervised for the committee by
Richard F. Kaufman.

It should be understood that the views contained in this study are
not necessarily those of the Joint Economic Committee nor of indi-
vidual members.

Sincerely,
HENRY S. REUSs,

Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.

JULY 2, 1981.
Hon. HENRY S. REUSS.
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Transmitted herewith is a volume of papers
on the economies of the countries of Eastern Europe entitled "East
European Economic Assessment, Part 2-Regional. Assessments." The
volume contains papers written by scholars and specialists who were
invited to contribute because of their expertise in East European af-
fairs. The authors come from universities, private research organiza-
tions, and the Federal Government.

Of course, the views expressed in the papers are those of the indi-
vidual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of their gov-
ernmental or nongovernmental organizations or individal members
of the Joint Economic Committee.

Sincerely,
RICHARD F. KAUFMAN,

Assistant Director, Joint Economic Committee.
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CHAIRMAN'S OVERVIEW

East European economic relations-with the United States have taken
on a central role in our political-economic relations. Economic per-
formance is the critical area for both the East European leaders and
that populace. In East Europe economic policy and performance pro-
vides both the bases for the greatest political maneuver room and lead-
ership accountability. Success in economic performance may well turn
on U.S. and Western policy toward the regions and its various country
members in credit, technology export, and grain sales policy. Failure
of economic policy may mean at least political instability, possibly, in
some East European countries, open revolt.

For the United States and the Western Industrial Nations, East
Europe is currently a substantial and potentially an even more im-
portant, expanding market for equipment, grain sales, and other prod-
ucts. In need of. new markets and balance-of-trade surpluses, American
commercial interests find markets in East Europe are promising, if
their economies perform reasonably well. Reasonable economic per-
formance in East Europe, which cannot be easily assured, is in our
interest, as well as theirs.

We must be better aware of short-term or immediate crises that may
arise in East Europe to better prepare ourselves for legislative and
policy action. Many of these crises will have an economic base. It is
important that the Congress, as well as the Executive, become familiar
with the political problems and likely policy options for dealing with
them. We should also be aware of the longer term issues that join and
divide U.S.-East European interests. These cannot be well defined at
this time, but some short-term issues are clear and may be enumerated.

CRISES AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES IN EAST EUROPE

Political crises for East Europe regimes and opportunities for im-
provement are centered on economic performance:

EAST EUROPE POST-AFGHANISTAN AND IssuEs RELATED TO ECONOMIC
SANCTIONS

No East European nation joined the Soviet Union in sending troops
to Afghanistan. Sanctions by the United States and other nations
were not, applied to any of the smaller East European nations. With
the precarious and vulnerable economic conditions in East Europe
restrictions on technology sales, credit, grain, or energy would have
had serious, in some cases, catastrophic. impact on the economic per-
formance of these countries.

(VIi)
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ENERGY SHORTFALLS IN EAST EUROPE AND POTENTIAL IMPACT ON
GLOBAL ENERGY BALANCE

East Europe has become an energy hostage to the Soviet Union for
oil and natural gas supplies in recent years. In spite of serious efforts,
economic and energy growth-especially involving hydrocarbon sup-
ply-are closely linked. Leveling off in Soviet supply may force East
Europe further onto the world market with very limited prospects for
financing their needs.

IMPACTS OF GLOBAL AND DOMESTIC INFLATION AND RECESSION ON EAST
EUROPE

Recent imports of technology and energy financed by hard-currency
payments have spurred economic modernization and improved living
conditions in the last decade. However, rising prices for imports and
recession-induced diminution in markets for exports have generated a
rising debt burden. Likewise, rising domestic expectations and critical
foreign demands for quality goods have fostered a new East European
phenomenon-inflation.

EASTERN AGRICULTURAL MARKETS AND U.S. GRAIN TRADE

Historically a grain exporting area. East Europe has become a
"permanent" grain-deficit region. The increasing need for feedgrain
for livestock reinforces the demand generated in low bread-grain pro-
ductivity. East Europe in average weather years has become a larger
buyer than the Soviet Union from the United States. It is not inaccu-
rately perceived in the American heartland that when the Soviets are
in the world market for grain the American farmer makes a profit.

DEFENSE BURDEN AND WARSAW PACT MILITARY COMMITMENTS OF
EAST EUROPE

The relative burden of defense is greater on the smaller nations of
the Warsaw Pact than the European members of NATO. Particularly
onerous is the diversion of resources from investment needed for mod-
ernization. Little wonder that the Warsaw Pact members that share
neither the authority or benefits from external use of military power
have an active interest in arms control between the United States and
the U.S.S.R. Recurrent requirements for East Europeans to partici-
pate in non-European ventures of the Soviet Union tend to create
tension and disputes.

CoMMIssION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE (CSCE)
MEETINO IN NOVEMBER 1980, AND EAST EUROPEAN RELATIONS WITH
THE WEST. ESPECIALLY ECONOMIC RELATIONS IN "BASKET Two" OF
HELSINKI FINAL ACT

The United States and Western nations initiatives in the "Basket
Two" area may find their greatest response in East Europe. With little
chance to influence security, human rights or political affairs, East
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Europe gravitates toward some accommodation in economic and busi-
ness relations with the West. The recent Hungarian Trade Agreement
with the United States illustrates this economic flexibility in East
European policy.

BROADER PERsPEcTus

The United States has long been intent in improving the lot of the
people and increasing the sovereignty of the smaller nations of East
Europe, even in the shadow of their dominant Eastern partner. Polit-
ical "rollbacks" of the 1950's, military pressure on critical Western
positions, such as West Berlin, and ever attendant objectives of greater
independence, pluralism, and human rights in East Europe have shown
little success for U.S. policy and generated considerable frustration.
Western surrogates for a free press via Voice of America, Radio
Liberty, and Radio Free Europe have all played important and posi-
tive roles. Recently, however, with economic interdependence, modern-
ization, and consumerism dominating the policy of the East European
countries, West Europe and the United States have found a newly
effective source of influence. Moreover, for the most part East Europe
has become a good and promising market for the West.

Under the umbrella of increasing Soviet commercial relations with
the West, East European nations have opened their economies to West-
ern imports. Economic interdependence involving Polish coal exports
and American grain imports, cooperative ventures, such as production
of International Harvester equipment in Poland for use there and sale
on the world market have tied the economies closer together and made
them somewhat interdependent.

As East European leaders and planners commit their economies to
qualitative improvement, modernization becomes increasingly synony-
mous with emulating Western technology and management. As some
economies, such as Hungary, open increasing number of sections to
world market competition, they develop economic mechanisms more
compatible with Western free enterprise economies and more able to
compete with exports and pay for useful imports.

Rising consumer incentives designed to promote productivity and
respond to the rising expectation of the citizen-consumerism in East
Europe-also tends to emulate Western standards and economic mech-
anisms. All the countries in East Europe have become very. respon-
sive to an iron law of rising consumer requirements. Some face not only
discontent, but strikes and violence if minimum expectations are not
met.

We can share with these countries the goals of economic interde-
pendence, modernization, and consumerism. We find not only political
substance in the degree of pluralism, responsiveness to the citizenry
that this implies, but also the pressure to divert resources away from
the military burdens of the Warsaw Pact. We would hope that these
pressures would be more effective in the future than they have been in
the past. Likewise, we welcome the expanding markets, especially in
Poland, Yugoslavia, Romania, and Hungary where we have trade
agreements or long-standing normal commercial relations. We look to
the day when the conditions of our Trade Act would be met by the
other nations and we might proceed toward normalized trade.
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In 1969 the Joint Economic Committee released its first volume on
Eastern Europe, Economic Developments in Countrie8 of Eastern
Europe. In 1974, Reorientation and Commercial Relations of the
Economie& of Eastern Europe was released by the Committee. Three
years later, East European Economie8 Po8t-Heleinki was released.
These volumes joined what has become a triannual series on the econ-
omies of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and the People's Republic
of China. This volume allows a continuum of assessments of the East
European economies and is intended to provide objective analyses
assessing current economic problems of the 1980's. These are intended
to provide Congressional Members and staff with analysis needed for
legislative and policy needs. Congresional delegations to the region
have benefited from these analyses for fact-finding missions.

In the current compendium, specialists from governmental and aca-
demic institutions in the United States, the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, the United Kingdom, France, and Canada have assessed East
European economic policy, performance, and prospects for the future.
Special attention is given to changes in East European priorities and
economic institutions, especially as they relate to commercial relations
with the West, the United States, and the Atlantic community. While
the German Democratic (G.D.R.), Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Romania, and Bulgaria, the core of nations of CMEA, are the central
focus of the compendium, attention is given to East Europe's non-
members-Albania and Yugoslavia. The U.S.S.R. is dealt with only
to provide a frame of reference for analyzing policy and performance.



EAST EUROPEAN ECONOMIES IN FLUX: AN
ASSESSMENT

By John P. Hardt

The beginning of the 1980's is a vital time in East Europe's economic
development. Crises in decisionmaking present not only opportunities
for improvement but also intractable problems, seemingly beyond the
control of East European leaders and planners. Increased economic
interdependence, modernization, and consumerism have apparently
become the imperatives of economic policy in most of East Europe.

Economic issues dominate the relations of the United States with
the individual countries of East Europe. The U.S. Congress has be-
come increasingly interested in developments within the East Euro-
pean region as a whole and in individual nations. Congressional initia-
tives in and actions on legislative and policy issues have ranged from
economic normalization (i.e., approving trade agreements) to political
relations such as the return of the Crown of St. Stephen to Budapest.
These actions have involved many congressional members, committees
and staff in travel to the region. Security and human rights questions
may rank high in American councils, but Eastern flexibility in those
areas is largely limited by Soviet policy control. As a result, economic
issues in which the Eastern European countries have more flexibility,
dominate their relations with the United States.

In 1980-81 some of the issues that may result in congressional and
Federal concern, policy action, or even new legislation include the
following:

Polish Debt Crisis and U.S. Government/Private Credit Policy.
East Europe Post-Afghanistan Issues Related to Economic

Sanctions.
Energy Shortfalls in East Europe and Potential Impact on

Global Energy Balance.
Eastern Agricultural Markets and U.S. Grain Trade.
Impact of Global and Domestic Inflation on East Europe.
Fragility of Romanian Independence and Continued Political-

Economic Normalization with U.S.A.
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)

Meeting in Madrid in 1980-81 and East European Rela-
tions With the West, Especially Economic Relations in "Basket
Two" of Helsinki Final Act.

Defense Burden and the Warsaw Pact Military Commitments
of East Europe.

Post-Tito Viability of Yugoslavia: Political Stability and Eco-
nomic Growth.

Hungarian Experiment With "Market Socialism": Prospects
of Economic Reform of Other Eastern Economies.

(1)
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In coping with these policy problems, East European leaders must
relate the imperatives of economic interdependence, modernization,
and consumerism to each particular problem. This East European
political process will provide both opportunities and obligations for
U.S. policymakers.

Economic interdependence was recognized as a global imperative of
growing importance by the European Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Helsinki in August 1975, and reasserted at Belgrade in
1977 and Madrid in 1980-81. The Soviet Constitution of 1977 stressed
the related need for economic interdependence among nations of the
Council for Mutual Economic Cooperation (CMEA) in Eastern Eu-
rope. Interest on the part of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in
East-West commercial relations is unabated. Indeed, fulfillment of
CMEA national goals of modernization and improved living stand-
ards seems increasingly tied to economic relations with the Western
industrial nations. For the West, Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union remain one of the larger untapped markets for its expanded
economies.

The economic fortunes of the East European economies have already
been significantly influenced by policies and developments outside
their area. Soviet policy and performance have been a major independ-
ent variable in East European performances since World War II. In-
creasingly in recent years the policy and performance of the advanced
Western economies and OPEC have had a consequential impact on
East European economies. Increasing economic interdependence has
not been an unmixed blessing, however. Whereas the region benefits
from advanced technology and external economies (e.g., cheaper ma-
terials), the costs of interdependence appear to be mounting sharply
for Eastern Eurone in recent years.

In a time of global economic uncertainty and change, it is important
for East European leaders and planners not only to correctly antici-
pate external developments and policies, but also to assess their impli-
cations for formulating their own plans. Unfortunately, these tasks
have not been sufficiently well performed in Eastern Europe to arm
leaders and planners to accommodate to foreign developments. For
example, until 1973 most European countries adopted the cheap hydro-
carbon policy of the Soviet Union and the OECD to their current
sorrow. In the 1980's the process of increasing economic interdepend-
ence, while making necessary internal structural changes will be es-
pecially difficult, the margins for error small and the cost of mistakes
very high indeed.

Domestic economic plans and pressures for change in Eastern
Europe underpin the likelihood of more economic interdependence.
"Extensive" has given way to "intensive" economic growth as the
socialist economies unevenly proceed into a new, more qualitative tran-
sitional stage of economic development. MIodernization, the raising of
efficienev in production and quality of supply close to that of the ad-
vanced Western industrial economies, has become imperative to sup-
port needed trade and to provide an opportunity for sustaining
economic growth. Consumerism, the use of improved material incen-
tives to foster productivity increases and insure political stability, has
likewise become a given in East Europe. Albania alone has rejected
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the imperatives of interdependence and consumerism. In the years
ahead there will be extremely difficult policy choices requiring con-
troversial assessments of the politico-economic costs and benefits of
the available options for attaining an acceptable rate of moderniza-
tion and improvement for consumers.

Increasing interdependence, modernization, and consumerism-the
imperatives of East European policy and plans-threaten rising costs
in terms of satisfying other priorities in resource allocation (e.g.,
defense commitments), challenge the traditional organization of the
economy and long held socialist principles, and contradict the former
goal of independence from foreign economic influences.

In formulating economic policy East European planners and leaders
are faced with what may seem to be insoluble dilemmas with respect
to internal and external economic policy. Each of them involves not
only decisions for the short-term but also hard choices relating cur-
rent- cost to future benefits, a type of decision especially vexing to
policymakers everywhere.

Dilemma No. 1. To expand economic relations with the West and
OPEC countries while meeting domestic and CMEA demands.

In order to increase the efficiency of production and raise the qual-
ity of output to the level of the Western market, increased importa-
tion of Western products and technology is necessary. In the eyes
of many East Europeans the prospective benefits of Western "eco-
nomic miracles" await East European economies from effective ab-
sorption of Western technology. Like Western technology, increases
in oil deliveries from the, OPEC countries needed to sustain domestic
economic growth must be paid for with scarce "hard goods," i.e., goods
commanding hard or convertible currency on the world market.

However, expanding hard currency trade poses difficulties. Eastern
goods often are not competitive on world markets. Hence, the East-
ern European countries are likely to place even greater emphasis on
compensation (product "buy-backs") arrangements and countertrade
requirements. Some payments to the West and OPEC may be de-
ferred, albeit at high long-term costs, by accepting high levels of
commercial and governmental credit and heavier debt burdens. In
order to reduce the Western debt burden to manageable portions, to
husband scarce "hard? goods for domestic and Eastern markets and
to reduce exposure to economic disturbances from political leverage
bv the West, commercial relations with the industrially advanced
Western economies and OPEC should be held down. But to satisfy
the imperatives of interdependence. modernization, and consumerism
indicates the opposite. Somehow the East European countries must
accommodate these costs.

Dilemma No. 2. To increase intra-CMIEA hard goods trade and
joint participation in Soviet resource development projects by smaller
East European nations necessary in order to pav for hydrocarbons
and other scarce materials from the U.S.S.R. while meeting domes-
tic. Western. and OPEC economic requirements.

Oil, natural gas, and other scarce material and industrial require-
mients are expanding, creating critical import needs from the U.S.S.R.
which are both expanding and critical in the drive for growth and
efficiency. Both Soviet price increases and more frequent require-
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ments to provide "hard" goods in payment raise the cost and burden
of this form of intra-CMEA trade.

Such costs increasingly generate pressures in East European capi-
tals to reduce the claim of imported energy on domestic growth gen-
erating activities and limit involvement in joint projects for the de-
velopment of materials supplied primarily from the U.S.S.R. such
as the CMEA-wide Orenburg natural gas pipeline project. Likewise,
the defense and economic cooperation claims of Warsaw Pact and
CMEA must be met to support Eastern solidarity. Pressures to sup-
port Warsaw defense requirements and Soviet foreign policy posi-
tions tend to impose high costs and burdens on domestic economic
planning in the smaller East European nations. These broader costs
may be an important part of intra-CMEA trade.

Onerous as the cost of some aspects of economic relations between
the Soviet Union and the other CMEA countries may be, critical as-
pects such as energy exchanges are imperative for East European
economic growth.

Dilemma No. 3. To provide higher quality resources in greater
quantity for domestic inve8tment to stim'ulate needed growth while
meeting pressing current export commitments to the Soviet Union,
OPEC, Western countries and contributions to the Warsaw Pact.

In order to increase the rate and quality of domestic economic
growth, higher priority is needed for investment, especially for bring-
ing on stream modern plant and facilities which can generate hard
goods output for sale on the world market, and for meeting commit-
ments at home and throughout CMEA. Future growth depends largely
on current investment and the efficient use of production capacity.

Current commitments often entail giving priority to programs that
compete with domestic investment. These include increasing domestic
consumption as incentives for workers and managers; maintaining
agreed to intra-CMEA relations including acceptable relations with
the Soviet Union; meeting Western repayment commitments by ex-
porting scarce hard goods; and limiting imports of Western invest-
ment goods for the sake of balancing foreign trade accounts in order to
improve the East European countries' credit worthiness. Warsaw Pact
defense claims, likewise, preempt scarce, high quality production fa-
cilities and skilled manpower. As pressing as these current claims on
allocations of resources are, it is imperative that the rate of high
quality investment be maintained and increased to stimulate economic
growth needed for modernization and future consumer satisfaction.

Dilemma No. 4. To reforin. planning and management institutions
and practices to stimulate productivity and quality of output while
retaining traditional socialist institutions, principles, and practices
perceived as essential.

In order to increase incentives to managers, workers and peasants to
raise production, changes in the organization and staffs of planning,
production, and trading organizations have been made. They are in-
tended to increase competition, improve efficiency and eliminate "un-
productive" activities. Consciously, if not explicitly, such changes are
designed to incorporate the effective and necessary conditions of a well
functioning market, while retaining the fundamentally socialist char-
acteristics of the East European economic systems.
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Reform or reorganization in planning, management and incentives,
and which differentiate rewards according to productivity, tend to
threaten some of the socialist institutions basic to the traditional ap-
proach to economic development in East Europe-domestic party
involvement in the economy, job security and egalitarian wage pay-
ments. Increasing the role of the technical professional threatens the
traditional role of the Party apparatus. Modernization of enterprises
and economic sectors leads to reassignment or removal of some old
professionals and reassignment of the labor force without the cer-
tainty of comparable re-employment. Differentiation in payments
leads to inequality in material benefits and a possibility that some
managers, workers, and peasants may suffer decreases in real income.
Openness to the global economy may foster competition but also
exposes the East European economies to the adverse consequences of
Western recession and inflation. Notwithstanding all these costs, the
European policies of modernization and consumerism make reform
of their economic planning and management crucial.

Each of these dilemmas represents predicaments that have been
faced in the past. However, in recent years sharply rising energy costs,
global stagflation and other domestic and external-events have led to
a paradoxical result: East European planners are often compelled to
follow growth-retarding policies, such as reducing energy imports
for balance of. payments reasons Instead of expanding exports, im-
port-reducing policies have been adopted, impairing the effect of in-
vestment programs in order to reduce debts with Western banks to
acceptable levels. The cost and uncertainties of intensive economic
development have become sharply more apparent to the Eastern Euro-
pean leaders and planners, while Western inflation and recession have
made global relations uncertain and costly.

-Looking to the 1980's, as the East European economies become more
-committed to economic growth with efficiency and to consumer satis-
faction more in line with Western levels, they will become increasingly
unable to provide for the necessary import requirements to fulfill their
growth plans. While recent economic performance in many of the
nations of Eastern Europe, including Yugoslavia and Albania, may
be assessed as ranging from adequate to excellent by international
standards, the leaders and populace alike, generally seem to view
economic performance as insufficient to meet major policy needs or as

. inadequate to-fill strongly felt popular needs. For example, even a 4
percent annual growth in GNP is not enough if a minimum of 5 or 6
percent is officially planned or popularly desired. Poland is notable
among the exceptions to the generally favorable growth record in
East Europe. Former Polish Party leader Gierek was outspokenly
and justifiably critical of his country's negative economic perform-
ance. It is understandable that leaders pay particular attention to
economic performance. Indeed it is no exaggeration to say that the
tenure and effectiveness in office of most of the Eastern party lead-
ers depend, in large part, on the satisfactory performance of their
economies. Circumscribed by Soviet tutelage as the power of the East
European leaderships is in military, political, and ideological matters,
economic policy remains the area of greatest indigenous autonomy and
responsibility. This is all the more reason why the East European
leaders are held to special account for economic performance.
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Although the Soviets may have less control over economic issues

than over other matters, the policies of the Eastern giant have a pro-

found effect on the East European economies. Eastern Europe's eco-

nomic dependence on the U.S.S.R. has been underlined whenever the

Soviets raise oil prices to Eastern Europe and tightened their alloca-

tions. This onerous materials price burden added to the ever present

defense claims, makes the influence of Soviet policy on East Europe

appear generally unfavorable. To put this well recognized burden in

perspective, it is fair to note that the Soviet Union is still accepting

East European goods in trade that can not be easily marketed else-

where, especially in the West. The Soviet Union may thus receive

more blame for unfavorable terms of trade than merited.
Unfavorable as Western inflation, trade restrictions, recession and

the burdens of servicing the debt owed to the West have been for the

critical development of East-West interdependence, moderization,
and consumerism, the industrial West still appears to be the major

source of economic good news in East Europe. Western exports of

technology and supplies bear promise for necessary Eastern economic

modernization and consumer improvement. Small as Western trade

may be, it often appears to represent the critical margin for economic

success.
In 1969 the Joint Economic Committee released its first volume on

Eastern Europe, Economic Developments in Countries of Eastern

Europe. In 1974, Reorientation and Comnmercial Relations of the

Economies of Eastern Europe was published by the Committee. Three

years later, in 1977, East European Economies Post-Helsinki was

released. These volumes joined what has become a triannual series on

the economies of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and the People's

Republic of China. This two-part assessment supports a continuum of

assessments of the East European economies and is intended to pro-

vide definitive analvses for assessing the current economic situation

and for providing insights into the problems of the 1980's.
In the current compendia, specialists from governmental and

academic institutions in the United States, the Federal Republic of

Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and Canada have assessed

East European economic policy, performance, and prospects. Special

attention is given to changes in East European priorities and economic

institutions, especially as they relate to commercial relations with the

West, the United States and the Atlantic community. While the Ger-
man Democratic (G.D.R;), Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Ro-

mania, and Bulgaria, the core East European nations of CMEA, are

the central focus of the compendium, attention is also given to East

Europe's nonmembers-Albania, and Yugoslavia. The U.S.S.R. is

dealt with only to provide a frame of reference for analyzing policy
and performance.

The chapters are grouped into four sections: Policy and Perform-
ance, Energy Performance and Prospects, Agricultural Performance
and the Grain Trade, and Foreign Economic Relations. Issuing a com-

panion volume on individual countries ' is a change from the format

of the earlier volumes. A special effort in the individual country
studies was made to solicit comparable assessments of the recent eco-

' East European Economic Assessment: Part 1. Country Studies.
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nomic performance of the non-CMEA countries Yugoslavia and
Albania.

The authors have provided their own summaries and the reader
may wish to make up his or her own mind on differences in professional
viewpoints. The following are some of the major questions raised by
the papers with an indication of answers and where in the volume
the relevant analysis may be found.

1. What has been the general policy and performance of the East
European economies in the 1970's? What vulnerabilities are now ap-
parent that will influence future East European performance?

During the 1970's, the Eastern European countries have continued their post-
war industrialization drives at a rapid pace. Fundamentally, two patterns of in-
dustrialization may be followed by any country: Import substitution industrial-
ization and export promotion industrialization. The eight East European coun-
tries have followed essentially the former path to economic transformation.

Import substitution industrialization relies on a protected domestic (or re-
gional) market to generate demand for industrial products, which can facilitate
achieving a rapid increase in output over a certain period. Rapid expansion of
industrial production. however, requires increased supplies of energy, raw mate-
terials, semi-manufacturers, and machinery, which must be obtained increas-
ingly through imports. But under such policies, many industries are protected
from domestic and international competition; thus manufacturing products
which are competitive on world markets is difficult. Sooner or later, the coun-
try will face a balance of payments ecnstraint on the continued rapid growth
of its economy. The timing and severity of this constraint will depend on (1)
the availability of raw materials and agricultural products from domestic (or
from protected regional) sources to supply the growing industrial sector and to
generate foreign exchange, and (2) the availability of external financing to
bridge the foreign exchange gap.

In contrast, export promotion industrialization can typically proceed without
severe foreign exchange constraints; industralization can thus become more a
self-sustaining process. It, however, tends to be more difficult to initiate than
import substitution, for political and economic reasons. For example, industrial-
ization by export promotion typically requires policies that make explicit a con-
siderable degree of reliance on domestic and external market forces....

The Eastern European countries have been able to pursue . . . [import sub-
stitution] policies much longer than comparable market-type economies because
up to now they have been able to rely-temporarily-on three special support
mechanisms: (1) a highly centralized political system geared to resource mobi-
lization and suppression of dissent; (2) the U.S.S.R. as a supplier of energy and
raw materials and a market for manufacturers; and (3) access to a large West-
ern credits in recent years....

The common denominator in all five of the key vulnerabilities to which the
Eastern European countries are exposed-growing dependence on energy and
raw material imports, can imported grain and other agricultural products, on
Western technology, on markets in industrialized countries, and on Western
credits-is their need for hard currency. The root cause of this vulnerability is
their deficient earning of hard currency via manufacturers exports, which in
turn is a consequence of import substitution industrialization policies, tradi-
tional central planning, and the protected nature of the CROMEA markets. (MIarer,
pp. 74, 75-76, and 79.]

2. Did the invasion of Afghanistan by Soviet forces and the resultant
trade sanctions and Olympic boycott affect East European policies?
Is economic performance likely to lead to political or economic crises
in any East European country in the near term?

The invasion of Afghanistan by Soviet forces (December 27, 1979) had a trau-
matic impact on the authorities in Eastern Europe, many of whom have com-
mitted sizable resources, developed long-term planning and undertaken, in some
instances, massive financial obligations on the assumption that their economic
and political relations with the West will continue to expand in the foreseeable
future. Overnight this assumption has become questionable due to events beyond
their control. The unthinkable-a rejection of detente and return to cold war

70-528 0 - 81 - 2
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mentality-became a distinct possibility as Moscow invaded a nonaligned state
far from East European borders, and the world, in an overwhelming U.N. Gen-
eral Assembly vote, condemned its action. [Alatusek, p. 96.]

The overriding purpose of Romania's foreign policy can be succintly sum-
marized in one phrase: National autonomy. Autonomy, always a relative con-
cept refers in the first instance to a political capacity: "The ability to frame and
carry out objectives . . . which may diverge widely from those of other coun-
tries." By logical extension, autonomy also refers to an economic capability to
pursue planned development without requisite reliance upon the resources of any
single partner. Ultimately, the successful maintenance of autonomy in inter-
national relations necessitates a military capacity as well: The ability to raise
the cost of the use of force beyond adversary acceptability. [Laux, p. 107.]

They are all more exposed to movements in international trade and finance
than their larger ally but partly sheltered (compared to their Western counter-
parts) by cooperation within the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance....

The most decisive element in shaping the future is seen in the direction taken
by the leading trading countries during a period of slow growth and other diffi-
culties in the years ahead. The possibilities range from much improved coopera-
tion to the collapse of past arrangements and a period of sharp rivalry and na-
tionalism leading to bilateralism. In each case the eastern countries are likely
to be significantly affected though they will not have much influence on the
basic determinants of what happens. [Diebold, p. 434.]

Major international economic disturbances during the first half of the 1970's
influenced internal economic conditions and policy tradeoffs in countries through-
out the world. The sensitivity of individual countries to these disturbances varied
as a consequence of differences in their domestic economic and political situation,
their involvement in international commodity and factor markets, and their
ability to introduce consistent and effective policy responses. Although the econo-
mies of Eastern Europe played only a very small role in the sequence of events
leading to the world economic crisis of the 1970's, they could not remain isolated
from the worldwide effects of this crisis....

We will show that the traditional view that centrally planned economies were
relatively isolated from world markets and had economic systems capable of
insulating them completely from external shocks is much too simplistic. On the
other hand, the alternative extreme view that world market disurbances are the
dominant factor shaping recent economic developments in Eastern Europe is just
as inadequate an explanation. [Neuberger, Portes, and Tyson, pp. 128 and 129.]

East European foreign trade statistics were compiled and systema-
tized to present ordered information for the recent past. Still, prob-
lems remain in presenting and analyzing East European foreign trade
statistics comparable to statistics reported by other.trading countries
in the West:
r Because of the- overvaluation of the -ruble vis-a-vis the dollar in the official

Soviet foreign. trade statistics, no.attempt is. made here to aggregate the Soviet
trade with four major trade regions and present a "world total" for each com-
modity trade. The reader should be aware that .1 (accounting) SDRs worth of
commodities in Soviet trade with the CMEA Six or with the CPEs is not equiva-
lent in value to 1 SDRs worth of commodities in Soviet trade with the MDCs and
the. LDCs. Any attempt to aggregate unadjusted trade flows across different

-regions amounts to "adding up potatoes and oranges, pound for pound" and will
result in the calculation of world aggregates of dubious economic meaning. [Va-
nous, "Soviet and East European Trade . . .," [p. 689.]

3. Can CMEA integration be comopared with economic integration in
Western Europe? What-is the current status and future prospects for
inproved economic integration in Eastern Europe? Do joint projects,
such as the Orenburg natural gas line, represent significant steps to-
ward regional integration? What role, if any, does Western technology
and credit play in CMEA integration?

It is our impression that. once again, the CMEA has reached an impasse. No
significant initiatives appear to have been taken in recent years to conduct
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intra-CMEA economic relations more efficiently. Coordination of national plans
and joint planning focus on the last stage of production for key commodities,
without much attention to the interconnectedness of production with other
branches. While there are a number of highly visible CMEA mining and trans-
port projects, these undertakings can be justified for the most part on the basis
of resource endowment or engineering capacities. Even on these projects there
is much dispute between the host and the investing countries about who is con-
tributing how much and how equitable are the repayment arrangements....

The fundamental difference between market-oriented and centrally planned
economic integration can be found in the institutions facilitating or hindering
integration. In Western economies, in spite of the expansion of the public sector
and other deviations from perfect competition, the bulk of international com-
merce is conducted by private enterprise, seeking profit opportunities where-
ever it can find them. Hence, a reduction or elimination of barriers to the move-
ment of goods, factors of production, and money across national boundaries goes
a long way toward integration. By contrast, once the market is replaced by
central planning, all movement of goods and factors within the region (as trans-
actions with outsiders) requires an explicit action by the governments involved.
The integration of CPEs demands, therefore, more overt management and thus
a more elaborate bureaucratic structure. [Marer and Montias, pp. 170 and 172.]

Orenburg was not only the largest regional project, but the most innovative
in format. It apportioned to participating East European countries full respon-
sibilities for the construction on Soviet territory of sections of the 2677-kilo-
meter Soyuz (Alliance) natural gas pipeline. The original project format in fact
proved overly ambitious; and subsequent modification of the responsibilities of
four of the five East European countries participating in the construction of the
pipeline was required. As a result, the U.S.S.R. ended up by building (but not
financing) about two-thirds of the pipeline.

In return for their contributions of equipment, materials, labor and credits
to the Orenburg project, the five principal East European participants are each
guaranteed annual supplies of 2.8 billion cubic meters of gas over a period of
20 years....

One of the new features of joint projects in the 1970's was the' degree to which
they were designed to incorporate Western inputs. Western equipment, technol-
ogy and credits have played a key role in the success of these projects, serving
to alleviate some of the traditional obstacles to intra-CMEA cooperation. East-
West relations have thus contributed importantly to the pursuit of the regional
goals cited above.

In sum, joint projects contributed little to the improvement of the institu-
tional mechanism of CMEA integration or to the advancement of the regional
goal of multilateral specialization. Joint projects did serve as a cruder form
of integration, extended East European dependence on Soviet energy and raw
materials, and increased the orientation of East European industries to Soviet
capital requirements [Hannigan and McMillan, pp. 261 and 290.]

4. Has the rate and structure of economic performance in Eastern
Europe conformed to plans, expectations, and needs? Has the onerous
defense burden been at all reduced? What are the future prospects for
growth?

Our estimates, necessarily rough, of dollar levels of East European GNPs
put the per capita average for the area at about 37 percent of the United States
level in 1978, with a range from about 50 percent of the U.S. level for the GDR
and Czechoslovakia down to about 30 percent for Bulgaria.

Measures of growth of GNP show a slackening of rates of growth in recent
years in the three countries that have been growing most rapidly (Romania
with a growth of 128 percent over 1965-1970, followed by Bulgaria, 85 percent,
and Poland, 75 percent), as well as in the three more mature countries (with
growths of 51-53 percent over 1965-1979). [Alton, p. 349.]

The military effort of the six East European countries covered in this study
is indeed substantial: their number of regular active, well disciplined forces
amounts to more than one-half of that of the United States. Even in terms of
the narrowly defined official defense budgets, the military expenditures of the
'six East European countries as a group amount to about one-fifth of the total
defense outlays of the United States in terms of U.S. dollars. [Alton, Lazarcik,
Bass. and Znayenko, p. 430.]
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5. Will energy supplies be a constraint on growth? If there is a gap,
i.e., demand exceeding. supply, in East European countries, how will
the deflcit be accommodated?

The confluence of effects resulting from tighter energy supplies and limits
on hard currency trade are likely to make the 1980's a decade of economic
retrenchment for all of the countries of Eastern Europe. Our projections sug-
gest that economic growth between 1980 and 1985 will average barely half the
rate of :the 1970's.-Tflough myriad factors contribute to the slowdown, projected
energy shortages will constrain economic growth in all of the East European
countries. In most countries,<energy shortages are likely to account for half
or more of the decrease in economic-growth. Hard currency trade will provide
little, if any, relief from imports of Western oil. In several countries-Czecho-
slovakia in particular-per capita growth may be little more than zero, and
living standards could actually stagnate.

All countries except Poland and Romania rely heavily on Soviet oil deliveries
to support their consumption of petroleum products. Our calculations indicate
that a fifty percent reduction in those deliveries between 1980 and 1985 would
drive the average annual rate of growth over that period to one percent or
less in Hungary, Czechoslovakia and the GDR. Alternative policies for allocat-
ing reduced Soviet oil. exports might reduce somewhat the growth losses in-
curred by these countries, but the overall prospects would be stark indeed.
[Watson, p. 478.]

Are the Eastern Europeans engaged in a Sisyphean endeavor to close their
energy gaps? Indeed, all options available to this end-increased importation
of energy from the U.S.S.R. and/or from the international market, better con-
servation of existing energy reserves, and the expanded production of indigenous
sources of energy-engender painful policy dilemmas, entail obvious costs, and
provide no panacea for the resolution of the region's energy problems.
[Kramer, p. 475.]

What are the likely consequences of the predicted trend in Soviet exports of
oil and Eastern European imports of oil on the patterns of their foreign trade?
In the case of the U.S.S.R., the two questions of the greatest interest are how
the projected trend in Soviet oil exports would affect its imports from the CMEA
Six and its trade behavior with the MDCs. Clearly, the expected rapid increase
in prices of Soviet oil will greatly increase the Soviet export revenue earned
in Eastern Europe, which will most probably be spent on imports of Eastern
European machinery and industrial consumer goods. This is already apparent
in the U.S.S.R. trade results for year 1978; in 1978 Soviet imports of Eastern
European machinery and equipment increased by an unprecedented 40. percent
relative to 1977 (about 35 percent in real terms). [Vafious "East European and
Soviet Fuel Trade," p. 559.]

... [D]uring the 1970's trade with OPEC has proven a viable means for the
East European countries to supplement their energy supplies without having to
draw down scarce hard currency reserves. It is questionable, however, whether
East Europe can continue to rely on-this strategy. Two very preliminary projec-
tions of potential 1985 East European oil imports from OPEC ... illustrate the
problems now facing most East European countries. According to the first quite
modest projection, East Europe (excluding Romania) would be paying almost
$3.4 billion more for OPEC oil in 1985 than in 1978. The second projection foresees
almost $6.8 billion more in oil costs by 1985. If East European exports to OPEC
grow at a rate close to a number of recently published plan figures for foreign
trade expansion (around 10 percent per annum), trade deficits of $600 million
to $4 billion would be incurred with OPEC by 1985, depending on which of the
two projections obtain. [Oechsler and Martens, pp. 532 and 533.]

6. How has economic modernization in export-oriented computers
fared?

The East European computer industries in the early 1970's were small, tech-
nologically backward and little able to satisfy domestic demands. Yet by 1978
most of these countries were producing and exchanging advanced computer
equipment that was vastly superior to earlier hardware though still not up to
Western standards.

During 1972-78 Eastern Europe imported nearly S639 million worth of com-
puter equipment from the West. Expressed in dollar terms computer systems
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accounted for 56 percent of the total, followed by peripheral equipment (26 per-cent), spare parts (10 percent), and technology tS percent). The largest importerswere Czechoslovakia and Poland, together accounting for 60 percent of the total.The largest supplier of equipment over the period was the United States (41percent) followed by West Germany (25 percent) and the United Kingdom (19
percent). . . .Imports of computers and related equipment may be expected to decline in thefuture owing to the competing demand on hard currency and the growing capa-bilities of Eastern Europe to satisfy its own needs. On the other hand, technologyimports probably will continue to grow over the next few years. This is becausegrowing Soviet capabilities presage a decline in Soviet purchases of East Euro-pean computer equipment. With their current reliance on sales to the U.S.S.R.to spur growth and the foreseeable loss of this market, Eastern Europe will beforced to look to the West to sell computer equipment. Currently, East Europeanproducts cannot compete in Western markets, and newer manufacturing anddesign technology will be needed on a broad front if these countries are to com-pete successfully. Even with newer technology, however, East European com-puter products will continue to lag Western state-of-the-art. In that event, EasternEurope will face the dilemma of whether to continue pouring funds into anindustry with diminishing prospects for exports. [Tasky, pp. 296 and 297.]

7. What ha8 been the scope of new flexible or inflationary price
policy?

Five of the six countries of Eastern Europe officially raised prices of consumergoods and services sold in the state sector In 1979. Hungary and Bulgaria sharplyincreased prices for a broaa range of items including many mass consumptiongoods and services, causing a steep rise in the overall price level. The higher pricesin Romania and Czechoslovakia affected a smaller array of goods, but the result-ing increase in the cost of living, although more moderate than In Hungary andBulgaria, was still substantial. In Poland, while the regime officially announced
price increases on only a few items-with negligible Impact on the general con-sumer price level-it indirectly also took a variety of steps to raise consumerprices in the state sector in 1979. Only the GDR failed to officially boost consumerprices at all. There, too, however, the regime moved to raise some prices -in state
retail outlets without publicizing Its actions. Furthermore, there have beenindications that the GDR may soon openly raise some consumer prices....[T]he need to narrow balance of payments deficits to preserve credit worthiness
will require a decrease in the share of output allocated to domestic use, includingpersonal consumption. Under these circumstances, consumer demand must bekept under a particularly tight rein. [Kohn, pp. 328 and 329.]

8. How have demographic trend8 and manpower s upply affected
economic policy and performance?

The population of the eight countries of Eastern Europe increased by 23.9
million between 1950 and 1975. This represents an average annual growth rate of
0.8 percent....

According to the projections presented in this report, the population of Eastern
Europe is expected to number between 145 million and 156 million by the year
2000....

The growth rates for most of the eight countries were low to moderate (i.e.,
0.5 to 1.3 percent) during the 1950-75 period. Albania and the German Demo-cratic Republic were the exceptions. Albania's average annual rate of 2.7 percentwas more than double that of any of the other countries. The higher rate forAlbania was due to a much higher birth rate. Even though fertility has declinedin Albania during the last 25 years it is still considerably higher than In theother countries. The German Democratic Republic was the only country amongthe eight to have a smaller population in 1975 than in 1950-due primarily toemigration, which was enormous prior to the building of the Berlin Wall in
1961. ..

The future population trends for the individual countries vary considerablydepending on the assumed level of fertility and on the age-sex structure. Albaniais expected to have by far the largest relative growth. The medium series pro-jection for that country indicates an average annual growth rate of 2.0 percentbetween 1975 and 2000, compared to 0.8 percent for Poland and Yugoslavia, thecountries with the next highest rates. [Baldwin, pp. 197 and 198.]



Thus, at the beginning of the 1970's, two countries, the G.D.R. and Czecho-
slovakia achieved high levels of economic participation of their population,
practically exhausted labor reserves among non-working women of working age
and could not rely any more on agriculture as a source of manpower for other
sectors of their economies. The labor market in Hungary had very similar char-
acteristics, though the labor shortage was not as acute, as in the two above
mentioned countries. In Poland, Romania, and to a lesser degree, in Bulgaria
there were still possibilities bor increasing the level of economic activity of
working-age women, and agriculture still was a reservoir of manpower for non-
agricultural sectors.

Economic policies of the East European countries in the 1970's continued to
reflect their respective labor market situations. Countries with tight labor force
balances had to rely more on increasing labor productivity, while Poland's and
Romania's economic policies were based on the availability of labor reserves. The
labor market situation in Poland has changed during the past decade. During
the period 1971-1975 Poland had the largest increase in the population of work-
ing age in her history. [Vais, p. 237.]

9. How has agricultural policy contributed to improved output 9
With increasing feed/livestock requirements what are the projected
imports from the United States i WilZ agricultural performance, e8pe-
cially meat availability, again be a critical factor for Poland's leader-
8hip ?

All the East European governments are putting increasingly stronger empha-
sis on increasing agricultural output and the productivity of land and labor. To
effect this, they are channeling more resources into agriculture in the form of
increased investment in machinery and equipment, land irrigation, better tech-
nology on farms, technical education, more flexibility and incentives to managers
of farms and individual farmers, and pricing systems more responsive to chang-
ing scarcities, especially as shown in sharply increased prices paid to farmers,
and increased fringe benefits. These incentive policies were followed especially
in Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia, and to a lesser degree in Romania and Bulgaria.

In comparison with the relatively poor agricultural year for most of the East
European countries in 1979, the prospects for the remaining years of the
current five year plans seem favorable... [However] ... imports must be in-
creased if the livestock production plan are to be met. Since most of the sup-
pliers of these feeds are hard currency countries (USA, Canada, Australia, and
South America), Eastern Europe is facing difficult choices in allocating their
limited hard currency flows to finance increasing feed imports. [Lazarcik, pp. 627,
628, and 630.]

The East European (EE) economic programs designed to rapidly improve
diets through increased animal product consumption during the last three plan
periods have created a serious imbalance between livestock numbers and live-
stock product output on the one hand, and the ability of these countries to pro-
duce enough feedstuffs on the other. Despite the recognition that the growing
dependency on imported feedstuffs has become a strategic and a financial burden,
EE efforts to become self-sufficient have so far been ineffective....

It is no coincidence that grain, oilseeds, and livestock products are singled out
for special attention within the feed-livestock economy. Over the past several
years, EE has become a billion dollar market for U.S. grain, oilseeds, and oil-
seed meal to support its expanding livestock production. The United States also
supplies livestock products such as cattle hides, tallows. and bull semen to EE,
while serving as an increasingly important outlet for EE meat exports. Barring
drastic unforeseen changes, the United States is likely to continue to be a major
agricultural trading partner of EE in the 1980's. [Terharr and Vankai, pp. 563
and 564.]

10. If East-West trade normalization were sought, what legislative
and institutional barriers to increased commercial relations might be
removed or altered ?

A less elusive goal-at least in theory-is normalization of commercial re-
lations between the United States and East Europe through the elimination or
mitigation of abnormalities. . . . those statutory or administrative measures
applied by the United States to commercial relations with East European coun-
tries that do not encumber U.S. commerce with the non-Communist world.



Legislative action would clearly be required for the elimination of some im-
portant restrictions. The freedom-of-emigration requirement, blocking the ex-
tension of the MFN status to East European countries as well as their par-
ticipation in the programs of the Eaimbank, the Commodity Credit Corporation
and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, canuot be completely avoided
without legislation. While it is possible for East European countries to be granted
the trade benefits restricted by the freedom-of-emigration provision, this grant-
ing is contingent on their meeting certain requirements and conditions. This is
not required of non-Communist countries. Although their status can be "nor-
malized" within the existing law insofar as its practical effect is concerned, such
normalization and its continuation are still tied to conditions which do not apply
generally.

A similar situation, with additional conditions, exists in respect to the partici-
pation of East European countries in the U.S. generalized sy8tem of preferences
and requires legislative normalizing action.

Legislative action would be required also to eliminate the market disruption
provisions of sec. 406 of the Trade Act of 1974, the mandatory inclusion of safe-
guards clauses in bilateral trade agreements with Communist countries, and the
alternative method of foreign market value of imports from "State-controlled-
economy" countries in antidumping investigations.

Also mandatory-although waivable-and hence removable only by legisla-
tion is the ban on the participation of Communist countries in Exrimbank pro-
gram8. As mentioned earlier, this ban itself has not constituted an obstacle
that could not be readily surmounted in practice through Presidential waiver
action as authorized by the law itself. (The principal obstacle in this connec-
tion is the freedom-of-emigration requirement).

Legislative action would be needed for the elimination of the statutory ban on
foreign assistance to Communist countries, which directly affected OPIC opera-
tions (restricted also by the freedom-of-emigration requirement). In contrast to
the comparable Eximbank provision, however, the Presidential waiver procedure
in the case of the OPIC ban is considerably more cumbersome and tied to less
easily fulfilled conditions. It has been, therefore, thought more practical to re-
move the statutory obstacle by specific legislation, as in the case of Romania and
Yugoslavia.

The system of export controls is based on legislation that authorizes rather
than mandates Executive action in this area; such controls could, technically,
be mitigated or perhaps even removed by Executive action alone. Significant
changes in the system have, in fact, been taking place all along within the exist-
ing statutory guidelines. A totally free hand of the Executive is, however, sig-
nificantly circumscribed in practice by the clearly stated congressional intent
and-especially in the context of the Export Administration Act-by Congres-
sional findings, declarations of policy and, implicitly, administrative directives
which the Congress has inserted into the legislaton. Thus, while marked changes
in the administration and mechanics of the export control system are possible by
Executive action alone, a total removal of controls applying specifically to East
European countries would appear to go counter to the existing policy guidelines
and would for practical purposes require Congressional sanction as well. A change
in Congressional mood, expressed through new legislation, would almost inevit-
ably be called for as a basis for the "normalization" of controls on direct U.S.
exports to East European countries.

Third-country exports of articles of U.S. origin, or of articles containing U.S.-
origin components or technical data, would probably fall within the same cate-
gory. Exports from third countries over which the United States claims con-
trol-often faced with the respective foreign Government's serious annoyance at
what they consider U.S. interference in an area of their sovereign competence-
only because they are produced by an American-owned foreign subsidiary or
shipped on a U.S.-flag carrier, can probably be released from U.S. control by
Executive action without serious disregard of Congressional intent, since the
occasions for exercising this control authority are generally quite infrequent
and, in the case of shipping controls, virtually nonexistant.

It is obvious that-speaking practically-the prospects for substantial normal-
ization of commercial relations with East European countries, regardless of how
readily any normalizing action on the part of the United States can be taken in
theory, essentially depend on changes in the internal and external political sit-
uation of East European countries as it affects or is perceived to affect the na-
tional security or foreign policy interests of the United States, namely, those
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end-1979, net debt to the West had climbed to $49.3 billion, compared with a level
of $18.7 billion at end-1975. Rising world market prices, slack demand in the
West, and continued high grain imports have added greatly to the borrowing
required to help fuel economic growth. Thus, Eastern Europe has met with only
limited success in reducing its trade deficit with non-Communist countries and-
because of rising interest payments-even less success in narrowing the current
account imbalances.

The next few years will be difficult ones for the East Europeans. In order to
keep new borrowing down, they will have to carefully monitor imports from the
West while attempting to maximize exports. Since economic growth depends to
an important degree on imports of Western goods, further curbs on imports will
damage the economic health of the East European countries. Although all of the
countries appear ready to accept at least some slowdown in economic growth,
they will be hard pressed to hold down their imports from the West since Soviet
deliveries of energy are expected to level off and supplies of other industrial
materials will at best grow very little. At the same time, maintaining a modicum
of growth in consumer welfare will be necessary in order to minimize consumer
discontent. [Zoeter, pp. 718 and 719.]
* These uncertainties in East-West relations come at a time of growing economic

strains in western economies and financial markets due to recent oil price bikes
and prospects of more to come. The adjustment to a rising OPEC surplus this
time will be different from what has taken place since 1974. The manner in which

. recycling has been managed over the past six years constrains the adjustment
options open to oil-importing countries, including those in Eastern Europe. Past
adjustments, for example, filled U.S. and other international bank portfolios with
loans to Eastern European and developing countries, thus increasing the overall
risk, level of their asset holdings. Such lending was desirable since it allowed
countries to spread out the burden of adjustment over a number of years. These
debts now limit the ability of the international banks to accommodate the current
problems of recycling. As a result, most oil importing countries will be forced to
adjust sooner than the would have liked. The experience of these years has also
altered the perceptions of oil producers concerning prospects for inflation, eco-
nomic growth, and foreign exchange rates. This has led to changes in the mech-
anism by which oil prices and production are set by OPEC. These developments
are contributing to a major structural transition in the western economies that
will likely stretch into the mid-eighties.

The confluence of these economic events and the new political uncertainties
represents a unique stage in the relatively brief history of East-West commercial
relations. A key question is how the Eastern European countries will be able to
adjust to these new developments. [Brainard. pp. 754 and 755.]

In the 1980's, Eastern Europe faces an environment which would appear to be
particularly difficult for economic reform and institutional change. The adverse
movement in the terms of trade for the CMEA Six as well as the unprecedented
rise in State debts to households and the West impose severe constraints on the
political leadership. Significant investment programs for energy and energy con-
servation are necessary, a rising volume of exports is required to pay for imports

.and service debt, and the household sector may hold productivity hostage if im-
provements are not made in dietary standards, housing and the quality of con-
sumer goods. However, we still expect significant reforms to occur in Eastern
Europe during this decade, reforms which will require an expanded role for bank-
ing and finance.

The expanded role for banking expected in Eastern Europe may even spill over
into investment decisions. Here. however. one must acknowledge the formidable
barriers to property rights which are likely to persist during the decade. Cen-
tralization of property rights over capital goods and "ministerial commandism"
will continue to limit the decentralization of investment choice and consequently
the role of investment banking. Such problems continue to arise in the Yugoslav
economy even after several decades of development in the property rights of
enternrises workers and banks. [Green. p. 784].

In the East European case, the original decision of Western Banks in the
1960's and early 1970's to participate in lending was made without sophisticated
economic analysis. At-that time such analysis was found to be unnecessary. and
given the lack of data. impossible. Nevertheless, in the last decade most banks
as well as the East European countries have found the relationship profitable.
Given the advanced stage of the relationship and the absence of international
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institutions which would facilitate the transitions and complications in the rela-
tionship, country risk analysis has begun to play a very important role. For this
relationship to remain highly desirable for both Western banks and East
European countries, it is necessary for both parties to be aware of the need for
bona Mide cooperation in the resolution of all issues. The availability of basic
information according to standard international practice is now more essential
than ever before. [Eichler, p. 777.]

DATA AND STATISTICAL RELiABIrLY

Economic statistics and other data required in analyses have been
limited in scope, quality and quantity. The basic statistics required for
conventional Western analyses have to be reconstructed and carefully
evaluated from the limited data released by the respective countries.
The national accounts and trade data are reconstructed in this volume
by Thad P. Alton and Associates and Jan Vaflous, respectively. Pub-
lished data from East European sources have characteristically been
limited in scope and quantity in comparison with Western reporting
standards.

More information is now being published on the economies of East
Europe than in the past. An annual statistical handbook for the mem-
ber countries of CMEA has appeared in recent years. Moreover, con-
siderably more information is being provided through international
media, such as the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), bilateral
government commissions, and private Western commercial and finan-
cial channels. However, even with some compliance by East European
countries with the patterns of commercial and economic data disclo-
sure agreed to in the Helsinki agreement, the data disclosed still falls
far short of that commonly available among Western trading nations.
In spite of the longer term trend toward more disclosure, in the last
three years, since the last volume in this series, availability and quality
of data released has been sharply reduced for some countries.

Shortfalls in national economic data make limited objective external
assessments difficult albeit perhaps more necessary. Low quality and
availability of commercial data limits trade and financing because
the paucity of data raises the cost and risk for Western corporations
dealing in Eastern markets. Especially important for governmental
and commercial banking institutions is better information on the bal-
ance of payments, outstanding debts (especially in hard currency) and
financial assets. Explicit requirements for these kinds of detailed data
were not covered in the Helsinki agreements. However, Western com-
mercial and banking interests have made progress in reconstructing
the necessary data and publishing it. More reliable data is still needed
to answer the legitimate credit worthiness questions raised by com-
mercial and financial interests in the West:

(1) What are current and future prospects for East-West
marketing?

(2) How much is owed to other creditors by debtor nations?
(3) What are the debtor nations' other assets that might be

available to service debts during shortfalls in export deliveries to
the West?

In assessing economic performance in East Europe, there are par-
tially irresolvable differences in methodology. Western concepts of
national accounting require adjustment of data reported by the sta-
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tistical agencies in East Europe. The methodology used in this com-
pendium by Thad P. Alton and Associates builds on that of Maurice
Ernst (in his studies of East European accounts) and Abram Bergson
(in work on Soviet accounts). The necessity of estimating missing data
and making subjective judgments precludes the development of a fully
defined, objective set of accounts. However, the reconstruction by Thad
P. Alton and Associates best parallels national accounts compiled by
Western economists for the Western industrial nations. As the sta-
tistical reporting of the East European nations improves in coverage
and comparability, more reliance may be placed on the primary source
data. The methodology of estimating Eastern indebtedness used in this
volume illustrates the progress achieved and differences that still re-
main. Joan Zoeter has some differences with other experts, as the
reader may observe. Some authors use the figures which Lawrence
Brainard developed at Chase Manhattan and Bankers Trust. More
participation by Eastern bankers and economists would help to further
improve the data and reduce the differences in opinion and method-
ology.

PROBLEMS AND PROsPEcTs

The proliferation of claimants for East European goods and services
runs well ahead of the ability to increase output to satisfy their de-
mands. Modest economic growth in the face of rising expectations is
not unique to East Europe. However, the options for improved per-
formances are especially limited, and the -mixture of costs and benefits,
particularly complex.

The above may present too pessimistic a picture of East European
economic prospects. Although the economies of East Europe are small,
have insufficient raw materials and human resources, suffer from a
technology lag compared with their Western neighbors, and must sat-
isfy a revolution in rising expectations, they do have assets. Many of
their current leaders and planners are pragmatic and flexible. Many
of the Eastern economists, statisticians, bankers, and managers are in-
genious and highly professional. Central or Eastern European states
have long survived by persistence, ingenuity and determination in the
presence of superior neighboring political and military powers. In spite
of its precarious position between economic colossuses the Soviet Union
in the East, with its raw material monopoly, and the Common Market,
Japan and the United States in the industrial West, with their for-
midable technological leadership, East Europe may not only survive,
but prosper.
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in the East European economies, a reminder about certain un-
common abbreviations in the text:

CPE-Centrally Planned Economy.
CMEA-Council for Mutual Economic Assistance.
GDP-Gross Domestic Product.
NMP-Net Material Product.
NEM-New Economic Mechanism (Hungarian).

ARl of these entities or concepts are defined in the text.

I. INTRODUCTION

This essay summarizes and interprets the economic performance of
the eight East European countries during the 1970's and analyzes their
prospects for the 1980's. These eight countries-Bulgaria, Czecho-
slovakia, the German Democratic Republic (GDR), Hungary, Poland,
Romania, Yugoslavia, and Albania-constitute a region of considera-
ble importance to U.S. policymakers, to a large segment of American
public, to U.S. agricultural, business, and banking interests, and to
academic specialists on comparative economic and political systems.

The United States has a security interest in Eastern Europe, where
two world wars started; a humanitarian intere8t, because the American
people are concerned with human rights everywhere and because some
20 million Americans trace their ancestral homelands there, many with
continuing family ties to the region; and a political interest, for ex-
ample, whether U.S. relations with the region can remain unaffected
in the wake of the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and consequent
worsening of West-U.S.S.R. relations. So far, U.S. policymakers have
answered in the affirmative [Matusek].

In the centrally planned economies (CPE's) economic and political
developments have particularly close links. For this reason, too, an
objective assessment of the current economic situation and future
economic prospects is important for the United States. However, an
objective assessment of an East European country's economy based
solely on official statistics is virtually impossible because these statistics
use different definitions of many economic concepts than those of
Western countries and are politicized in various ways and for various
reasons. Although Eastern European countries differ widely in this
regard, published primary data is generally scarce, and much in-
formation is published on a selective basis. For instance, only index
numbers may be published whose derivation may not be documented
and, in some countries, may not meet commonly accepted international
standards. Therefore, an objective assessment such as is attempted here
requires that use be made also of recalculated statistics on economic
performance by Western specialists and by international organizations
such as the World Bank and the United Nations.

This essay attempts to integrate, selectively, the contributions in
these two volumes with other specialized literature. The effort to inte-
grate was prompted by comments on the earlier volumes published in
this same series, which pointed out that it is difficult for a member of
Congress. his or her staff, and indeed any reader who is not a specialist
in tle Eastern European economies. to distill and compare the wealth
of information presented on the eight countries in these two volumes'
fifty contributions. For this reason, this essay includes many charts
and graphs highlighting the trends and differences among the coun-
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tries. For the same reason, several economic concepts are defined and
features of the Easterm European economies that may be particularly
interesting or novel are explained and interspersed in the text in small
type (such as why and how a "second economy'" functions or how in
some countries the U.S. dollar has become, quite openly, the preferred
means of payment in the consumer sector); these may be skipped by
the reader without loss of continuity. Further elaboration of some of
the more technical issues and documentation are provided in the
appendix.

Much of the data in this essay is based on statistics found in the
individual contributions. A special effort is made to describe the deriva-
tion of the statistical information, the conceptual and statistical prob-
lems of interpretation, the availability of alternative estimates and if
so, why they differ.

Sometimes in summarizing others' writings it is difficult not to pre-
emipt the original contributions, particularly those by Thad Alton,
who has devoted a lifetime to the reconstruction of East European
economic statistics according to Western concepts and methods. His
group's statistical computations represent the single largest body of
independent assessment of the economies of this region, and this essay
relies extensively on its work, presenting it side by side with official
statistics. Additional information, greater detail, and more sophis-
ticated interpretations may be found in the individual contributions
summarized in this essay and carefully referenced throughout.

Perhaps not only members and staff of the Congress but also East
European economists and policymakers will find the views and inter-
pretations stimulating, prompting them to engage in a fuller, more
focused dialogue with Western specialists on some issues. Also, we hope
that students of centrally planned economies who read the contribu-
tions will be stimulated to learn more about the region.

Credit for any insights that the reader might gain from this essay is
due to the many expert contributions in this volume and to the rap-
idly-growing body of East European and Western literature on the
planned and worker-managed economies of Eastern Europe.

II. COMPARATIVE SIZE AND LEVEL OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Two standard indicators of the comparative size of countries are
their population and Gross National Product (GNP); the standard
measure of economic development levels is per capita GNP or gross
domestic prodlet (GDP), expressed in a common currency, usually
U.S. dollars. This section presents graphically the most recently avail-
able statistical information on these standard indicators and discusses
briefly some key estimation problems and alternative approaches to
deal with them.

I GNP includes net factor Income (such as income from foreign investments) received
from abroad, GDP excludes it. For the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe,
GNP assumed to be the same as GDP.
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A. Population

Chart 1 presents the populations of the eight East European coun-
tries as of mid-1978.

Chart 1. Population of East European Countries, Mid-1978
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The six European members of the Council of Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA) combined (excluding Yugoslavia and Albania)
have a total population of about 100 million; the eight East European
countries, including Yugoslavia and Albania, almost 125 million. This
latter total is in the range of the population of Indonesia, Brazil, or
Japan. The total population of the East European countries com-
pared to that of the U.S., the U.S.S.R., and Western Europe is shown
below:

Population of East Europe as
percent of country/region of

1978 comparison
population

Country/region (millions) EE-6 EE-8

United States ---------------------------------- 218 46 57
U.S.S.R ------------------------------ 261 38 48
Continental Western Europe (excludes Turkey) -287 35 44

Source: World Bank Atlas, 1979.

70-528 0 - 81 - 3
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B. Total and Per Capita GNP Estimates

Estimates of the total dollar GNP of the individual Eastern Euro-
pean countries are shown in chart 2; per capita GNP in chart 3. GNP
estimates for CPE's must rely on Western reconstructions because they
use a different concept of national income-the so-called Net Material
Product (NMP)-which is smaller than GNP because it excludes
government, many services, and depreciation, and because GNP esti-
mates in national currencies must be converted into dollars. Because
CPE's do not have convertible currencies, finding appropriate ex-
change, rates poses very difficult methodological problems.

Two estimates of the Eastern European countries' dollar GNP's are
presented: those calculated by the Research Project on National In-
come in East Central Europe,. headed by Thad P. Alton, for the
CMEA-Six countries only (referred to here as the Alton estimates),
and those published by the World Bank in Washington for all CPE's
(referred to as the World Bank estimates). Neither source considers
Yugoslavia a CPE, so GNP estimates for that country are calculated
by the World Bank on the same basis as for market economies.

Chart 2. Estimates of Total GNP of East European Countries, 1978

(BILLIONS OF 1978 US DOLLARS)
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European countries (see text).
Sources: [Alton], Table 11: World Bank Atlas, 1979.

0 Marer, 1980

Alton's estimates are based on his reconstruction of each country's
GNP in local currency "from the bottom up," that is, from detailed
physical output, consumption, employment, wage, and capital stock
data, converted to U.S. dollars via the purchasing power of the cur-
rencies which he also estimates [Alton].

The World Bank's estimates are based on a relationship between
the actual GNP and derived NMP calculated for a group of West
European countries. The GNP/NMP relationship for Western Eu-
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Chart 3. Estimates of Per Capita GNP of East European Countries, 1978

'Not estimated by Ahon.
'World Bank estimates for Yugoslavia and Romania are not comparable
with those i makes for the other East European countries (oee text).

Sources: See Chart 2.

rope is used to transform each East European country's officially, re-
ported NMP to a GNP estimate in local currency converted to dollars
in the case of six out of seven of the countries (Romania being the
exception) via the official tourist exchange rates; in the case of Ro-
mania, the so-called commercial rate is used. Appendix A describes the
Alton and World Bank methodologies in greater detail, indicates why
the World Bank treats Romania differently than it does the other
CPE's, presents the methodologies and main results of two additional
GDP estimates for the area,2 and compares in greater detail the main
findings.

Chart 2, listing the countries in order of decreasing GNP (World
Bank estimates) reveals that in 1978 the six countries that are members
of the CMEA had a combined GNP in 1978 dollars of about $400 bil-
lion; the eight countries of the region, including Yugoslavia and
Albania, about $450 billion. Taken as a single economic entity, the
Eastern European countries' total GNP is of the same order of mag-
nitude as that of France or the People's Republic of China (PRC)
([31, pp. 231-35).

The combined GNP of Eastern Europe relative to the GNP of the
United States, the U.S.S.R., and Western Europe, respectively, is
given below for 1978:

EE as percent of country/
1978 GNP region of comparison

(billion 1978
Country/region dollars) EE-6 EE4

United States -2,128 19 21
U.S.S.R -966 41 47
Continental Western Europe (excludes Turkey) -2, 043 20 22

2 The estimates based on the Janossy-nhrlich "physical indicators" method by the
Economic Commission for Elnrope (ECE) of the United Nations (UN) and the estimates
based on the Kravls-Heston-Summers method, under the auspicies of the UN-World Bank-
University of Pennsylvania's International Comparisons Project.
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Chart 3 presents alternative estimates of the per capita dollar GNP's
of the East European countries, again in decreasing order (World
Bank estimates). According to the chart, the eight East European
countries may be separated into four income groups, with the GDR and
Czechoslovakia in the top tier, Poland and Hungary in the second tier,
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Romania in the third, and Albania in the
fourth. In Table 1, countries of the world are categorized by per capita
income levels, showing where the East European countries rank, ap-

-proximately, in the distribution of income per capita among the
world's nations.

TABLE 1.-RANKING OF EAST EUROPEAN AND SELECTED WESTERN AND THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES BY
ESTIMATED 1978 PER CAPITA GNP

Countries

Range of per capita GNP (in 1978 East Europe Rest of the world
dollars):

Above $7,500------------------- None -United States, Canada, some OPEC countries, and a I
West European countries not listed below.

$5,500 to $7,500 -None -Australia, Japan, Austria Finland.
$4,500 to $5,500 ------------ German Democratic Re- United Kingdomn, New iealand.

public, Czechoslovakia.
$3,5C0 to $4,500 -None -Israel, Italy.
$3,000 to $3,500 -- ------- Poland, Hungary - Spain, Ireland, Greece, Singapore.
$2,400 to $3,000 -Bulgaria, Romania, Yugo- Venezuela, Hong Kong, Trinidad and Tobago, Puerto

slavia. Rico.
$1,500 to $2,400 ----- - None -Argentina, Portugal, Iraq, Uruguay, Brazil, South

Africa, Costa Kica.
$740 to $1,250 -Albania -Turkey, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Syria, Ecuador, Co-

lombia, Paraguay, Peru.

Source: East Europe: average of the estimates presented In chart 3; rest of the world: World Bank Atlas, 1979.

C. Measurement and Interpretation of Economic Statistics

The following brief discussion of statistical issues is prompted by
two considerations: first, a need is perceived to respond, however tenta-
tively, to questions certain to be raised by a reader about the dollar
GNP statistics presented. Second, the emphasis at the beginning of
this volume on the particularly vexing statistical problems regarding
the measurement and analysis of the economic performance of the
East European countries is intended to caution the reader about the
many uncertainties and information gaps that remain but which may
be obscured by the sheer volme of statistical information available
from official East European sources and in this collection of studies.

1. Statisticians and economists in the West and at international or-
ganizations reporting and assessing the economic performance of
CPE's must rely mainly on statistics published by the central statisti-
cal offices of these countries, supplemented by data cited in journal
articles, newspapers, radio broadcasts, and other reports, always based
on official statistics. While in some cases it is feasible to reorder the
data according to standardized nomenclatures used in the West or to
make some adjustments (e.g., to recalculate index numbers employing
preferred methodologies), the accuracy of Western statistical esti-
mates remains constrained by the accuracy of the official data pub-
lished. To be sure, detailed physical output and consumption data
published by the East European countries are less subject to defini-
tional and index number problems, and therefore to possible manipu-
lation, than official macroeconomic data.
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2. Intertemporal comparisons, i.e., index numbers of growth of ag-
gregate output, depend much on the weighting scheme used and on
the accuracy of plan-fulfillment reports by primary units. Since plan-
fulfillment reports are of enormous importance for managerial bo-
nuses, incentives, and careers, the degree of the accuracy of reporting
can vary from one period to the next, depending on economic and
political conditions in the country.

3. A very important aspect of accuracy is whether a country
releases statistical information on a selective basis and if so, what
criteria guide the selection of what is published.

4. Statistical sophistication in the collection, systematization, ag-
gregation, and presentation of economic information, and in the statis-
tical detail made available in a given year in publicly available sources
differs widely among the Eastern European countries. (This disparity
explains much of the difference in the sophistication of economic
analysis in the individual country studies in the companion volume).
Two variables which probably explain much of the disparity among
these countries are the level of economic development (through its
influence on the statistical traditions of the country) and the politi-
cally-determined "openness" of the society.3

Albania fares the worst on both counts: there is little systematic,
quantitative economic information of practical usefulness available
from that country, and opportunities for a Western economist to check
on the reasonableness, much less on the accuracy, of the data that oc-
casionally do crop up from Albanian sources are scant. One gets the
impression that Albanian officials quote statistics as much to support
a political position as to inform their audience about economic develop-
ments in that country [Schnytzer]. Consequently, the estimates of Al-
banian economic performance, especially of the GNP growth rates
presented in Chart 4, may contain a significant (almost certainly an
upward) bias as compared with the other countries.

Romania fares better than Albania, although a great deal of basic
statistical information remains unavailable for that country also. Some
important statistical series are published only as index numbers of
gross or net output, sometimes without much documentation on
methods of sampling, weighting, or the introduction of new products.
(To be sure, this problem is encountered to some degree in many

Western and especially Third World countries also, although the
problem is much more pervasive in some East European countries.)
These are some of the reasons why Romania's performance indicators,
especially its growth rates, may be upwardly biased as compared with
those of other countries in the area.

Statistical information available for the GDR is also deficient.
Here the main problem is unwillingness to publish some primary data
and the tendency in recent years to reduce substantially the economic
information and statistical detail in official yearbooks.

Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria are in an intermediate position as con-
cerns the availability of published economic information and the
documentation of statistical methodology.

Hungary, Yugoslavia and Poland publish the most comprehensive
and best documented set of economic statistics in the region. Yugo-

3But other factors may also be importsnt in some cases. For example, Bulgaria. which
scores poorly on both counts, has a relatively good record of publishing data.
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slavia, for example, is the only country in the region that publishes
detailed balance of payments statistics; ' it and Hungary report con-
sumer price indices that measure meaningfully the rate of inflation in
their countries [Kohn]. Poland is deficient in comprehensive balance
of payments and consumer price index data but in many other respects
the extent of its statistical output is good. Of course, certain types of
economic information are also not publicly available in any of these
countries.

5. A further difficulty hindering statistical comparability among
these countries is the absence of statistical standardization. Although
comprehensive CMEA statistical standards do exist (and presum-
ably are used to adjust national data for CMEA purposes), the in-
dividual countries prefer to rely on and publish data according to
their own methodology. Major differences remain in the definition of.
statistical concepts and in the methods of compiling and reporting
statistics. To give just one example, the definition of the most basic
Marxist national income concept-the NMP-is not identical for all
CMEA countries [Alton].

In addition to the general difficulties enumerated, two sets of specific
statistical problems are singularly important for comparing and in-
terpreting dollar GNP estimates: the varying importance of the offi-
cially unmeasured "second economy," and the influence of the exchange
rate chosen to convert statistics in national currency units into U.S.
dollars.

6. The "second economy" refers to activities not included in the
"first economy," that is, in the state of cooperative-regulated activity
within the state and cooperative sectors. Thus, the "second economy"
includes the non-regulated (legal and illegal) aspects of activity
within the state and cooperative-sectors and all forms of private
(legal, semi-legal, and illegal) economic activity. A portion of the
"second economy's" output is included in official statistics on output;
another portion is unreported. The latter includes some portion of
the output produced in the private agricultural sector (including on
the garden-plots of workers employed outside agriculture), a signifi-
cant share of privately-financed construction of residences, and a
segment of the services of all kinds rendered privately by profes-
sionals, skilled workers, and retail establishments. The relative size
of the "second economy" and the portion of its total output unrecorded
in the official statistics of these countries differ greatly from country
to country. Presumably, there is some relationship between the over-
all importance of the second economy and the relative importance of
the unregistered part of such activity in each country's NMP or GNP.
The exclusion of a portion of output resulting from private economic
activities understates our estimates of per capita GNP and the stand-
ard of living in these countries. If the relative importance of private-
sector activities grows or diminishes rapidly during the period con-
sidered, estimated growth rates may also be biased. The informed
consensus-opinion which, however, cannot be easily verified with
statistics-is that such activities are exceedingly important in Hun-

' Hungary publishes balance of payments information for convertible currency transac-
tions only [38}.
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gary, of considerable importance in Yugoslavia and Poland, and of
somewhat less but still significant importance in the other coun-
trles, -,with tie possible exception of Albania. The presumed greatest
importance of the "second economy" in Hungary, and therefore also
of unregistered production, may explain in part the disparities be-
tween the levels of per capita (iNP estimates in Chart 3 and other
statistical indicators of comparable levels of economic development,
such as per capita consumption of certain key products.5

THE "SECOND ECONOMY" IN EASTERN EUROPE

The economies of the Eastern European countries (except Yugoslavia),
the Soviet Union, some Asian commnunist countries, and Cuba are called
centrally planned economies (CL'Es), a (lesignation also used by interna-
tional organizations, such as the UN and the World Bank. The terminol-
ogy suggests that the means of production are predominantly state owned
and economic activity planned by Party and government organs. Yet,
in each SIPE a portion of economic-activity is not under the direct control - -
of the planners but is pursued by individuals for private gain.

The "second economy" includes activities that are legal in all
countries, such as cultivating a private plot (though who may be per-
mitted to do so, the maximum size of the plot, and number of animals
allowed vary greatly from country to country); legal in 8onme countries
and illegal in others (the selling on the farm market of agricultural
products not produced by the seller's family); or illegal in all countries
(use of materials, transportation, or labor obtained from the state
sector for private gain, e.g., for constructing a private residence; or the
giving, and accepting of certain kinds of "tips" or "bribes" to provide
preferential goods or better services in the state sector). Because no
pejorative/negative connotation should be attached at least. to legal
second-economy activities, perhaps a better terminology would be "com-
plementary private economy" or "secondary economy."

In judging the importance of the "second economy," an issue much
more important than the laws and regulations governing the legality of
certain private economic activities is the degree of cooperation between
the first and second ceonomnics. The extent of cooperation depends upon
answers to questions such as: can the' private sector obtain inputs, on
a regular basis, and at a reasonable cost? Can it use the distribution
and marketing channels of the first economy and still make a profit?
Are the taxes levied and regulations imposed on private activity pre-
dictable and reasonable?

The first economy is comprised of the state and the cooperative sec-
tors. The cooperative sector, which can be found in all Eastern European
countries in agriculture, jn industry, and in the services, differs from
the state sector. In some countries cooperatives operate on principles
quite similar to those governing the first economy; in others the co-
operative is more similar to a seeond-economy activity.

In all CPEs the state recognizes the second economy's.contribution
toward balancing consumers' purchasing power and desires and the
available supply, quality, and distribution of goods and services; toward
providing employment for workers not absorbed into the first economy's
work force (particularly in Yugoslavia and Poland) ; toward supple-
menting.the income of those who could not live reasonably well from
their first-economy earnings; and toward providing an investment out-
let for accumulated private savings [35]. Intelligent privatization of
the economy also tends to increase the legitimacy of the regimes in the
area.

At the same time, all CPEs wish to contain the second economy within
prescribed (and in some countries frequently changing) limits, for ideo-
logical as well as for socio-economic and political reasons. One concern

c A further reason for the discrepancy is that- GNP estimates measure production and
composition of output but may not take adequately into account quality changes (which
are not always unidirectional).
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Is that loosening the reigns on private activity could lead to unaccept-
ably high income inequalities; officials also fear that for workers who
moonlight after a job in the first economy, the incentive effect of first-
economy wage differentials would be reduced [35].

Because so many variables-ideological, political, systemic, demo-
graphic, and cultural-influence policies regarding the prescribed limits
and operating rules of the second economy, it is not surprising that the
relative importance of the private sector differs greatly among the
Eastern European countries. Little statistical information exists, to be
sure, on its total size. But informed economists in the region and in the
West feel that the relative importance of private activities is greatest in
Hungary.

Two Hungarian economists write:
"The secondary economy . .. . involves mainly people employed in the

socialized sector as well as those considered statistically inactive. While
the number of [private] agricultural producers is only about 200 to 250
thousand, small-scale agricultural production embraces 1.8 million pri-
vate plots and keeps busy half of the country's population, i.e.,
more than 5 million people. These households produce every year as
much as would be the output of 750 to 800 thousand fulltime workers.
Retired persons contribute an average of 4.4 hours per day; house-
wives 4.3 hours; those employed in the socialized sector at least 3
hours. The population builds up to 40 thousand flats a year, which equals
the annual performance of 120 thousand construction workers. These
flats are built by people who hold other jobs, during weekends, holi-
days, sick-leaves or temporarily interrupted employment. This means
that secondary agricultural and housebuilding activities produce in one
year the equivalent of about one million persons' annual working
hours while statistics record 5-2 million active wage earners. These
approximate and fragmentary data illustrate the secondary economy's
enormous span." ' [19]

A Western observer writes that in 1979 there were nearly 11,000
private traders assisted by about 5,000 family members and about 1,500
registered assistants. Shopkeepers are offered tax concessions to open
stores, especially in the provinces. In 1979, 91,000 private artisans and
skilled workers supplied 46 percent of the services available to the
population; government economists estimate that the country needs

35,000 more. The government has started to set up offices where re-
quests for the private services of full- and part-time artisans and skilled
workers are matched with offers to provide such services. Private con-
struction teams can be found building-legally-private residences,
especially in the countryside. Official statistics show that the private
sector produces about one-third of agricultural output.

With respect to Poland, in addition to the persons employed in the
predominantly private agricultural sector [Newcomb], many persons
find work outside the official place of employment, cultivating a gar-
den plot, building a house, working on a nearby family farm, driving
a taxi, and so on:

"This diversion of effort into the 'second-economy' has grown in recent
years as supplies of foodstuffs and consumer goods to state retail out-
lets have dried up" [Davies].

In the GDR, after a relatively liberal attitude toward the private
sector in the early 1970's, a policy of systematic nationalization was
followed up to 1976. with the state sector absorbing some 80 percent of
the private sector. This policy has now been reversed. Between 1976
and 1980, about 600 private restaurants have been opened, bringing
to 40 percent the number of restaurants in private hands. The gov-
ernment is encouraging private individuals to open grocery stores, hard-
ware stores, etc. [16].

7. Finding a meaningful exchange rate to convert output calculated
in national currency to dollars is problematic for any country, even for

'Other knowledgeable Hungarian economists have commented. privately, that the
number of people cited above as working on private plots is, in their view, exaggerated.
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those with convertible currencies and market-determined exchange
rates. Even market-determined rates may not reflect accurately
the real purchasing power of currencies; their use in converting
output in national currencies to U.S. dollars tends to overstate real
per capita GNP differences between less developed and more developed
countries. 6

Finding meaningful exchange rates for CPE's is much more com-
plicated because their domestic prices reflect far less accurately cost
of production and relative scarcities than do prices in Western coun-
tries. (Yugoslavia's exchange rates are by and large acceptable from
that point of view.) Also, methods of price formation differ signifi-
cantly among the Eastern European countries, and periodic price
"reforms" may alter drastically the relative prices of inputs and final
products. For example, for consumer goods, the retail price level in
Hungary until 1979 was lower than the wholesale price level-possibly
the only country in the world with this anomaly-as a result of low
retail markups, very high taxes on producers, and enormous subsidies
on consumer items [Marer].

Two important conclusions follow. First, the set of domestic prices
used could make a major difference in estimating NMP and compo-
nents in national currency (and their growth rates), as documented in
the contribution by Alton. Second, given the arbitrary nature of prices,
the purchasing power of a CPE's currency is very difficult to establish.
Thus, the exchange rates underlying the dollar GNP estimates pre-
sented in Charts 2, 3, and 4 must be fully understood and taken in
proper perspective. A brief discussion of this question can be found
in Appendix I and in [Marer]; a more detailed discussion in the
sources therein cited.

III. ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE DURING THE 1970'S

A. Interpreting Economic Performance Indicators
Economic performance is a multidimensional concept in any coun-

try. The five indicators economists most often use to measure perform-
ance in a given country over time and to compare countries are:
growth rates of aggregate output; production efficiency (i.e., how
much input is used to produce a unit of output) ; the standard of living
and the distribution of income (including the inflation experience of a
country); the level of unemployment; and the balance of payments.

In addition to the problems of accurately measuring economic per-
formance, two very important factors in interpreting economic per-
formance indicators must be taken into account. First, a comparatively
g ood performance in one area of the economy may be achieved at the
expense of a concurrent or postponed weaker performance in some
other area. For example, excessively large foreign borrowing can ac-
celerate a country's growth rate over a certain period, but servicing a
large debt later can drag down future growth rates if the borrowed
resources were invested unwisely.

6 The main problem is that exchange rates are based on prices of internationally tradedgoods and services. which may bear little relationship to priees in the Agricultural endservice rectors. and in these secto-s, output Is usually priced lower relative to industrialoutput in the less developed than in the more develoned market- and mixed-eronomy coun-
tries. (See [27], or a summary and interpretation of its empirical findings in [Marer].)



Secondly, the relative economic potentials of countries differ, and
one must consider this fact when judging economic performance. The
East European countries' economic potentials differ considerably from
one another, for several reasons. For one, central planning was intro-
duced in each country after World War II under differing initial con-
ditions, e.g., with respect to levels of economic development; historical,
cultural, and political traditions (which affect attitudes toward work
and the economic policies chosen by leaders) ; large regional disparities
and friction among nationalities in some countries; and resource en-
dow-ments. These countries became further differentiated during the
postwar period, for example, with respect to ownership patterns in
agriculture (predominantly private in Poland and Yugoslavia and
socialized elsewhere); development strategies (Bulgaria versus
Romania, as discussed by Jackson and in [39]) ; economic systems (the
experiments of Yugoslavia and Hungary being best known but
country-specific systemic differences are found in the other nations as
well); dramatic political events in individual countries which trig-
gered critical economic decisions; and special political links forged or
severed between countries (Bulgaria's close links with the U.S.S.R.;
Albania's with first the U.S.S.R. and then the PRC, both now severed;
the GDR with the Federal Republic [Stahnke]; and Romania with
Third World countries [Laux]-to mention only those with very im-
portant economic consequences. In recent years, the East European
countries have become further differentiated due to the impact of the
energy crisis and other disturbances emanating from the world
economy.

The countries relatively better endowed with energy and raw mate-
rials-Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia, and Albania-had the potential,
ceteris paribus, to perform significantly better since the 1973-74 energy
crisis than the other four countries. The changes between 1973 and
1979 in the terms of trade are one approximate measure of the impact
of this difference. For example, Poland's terms of trade did not change
significantly during this period, whereas Hungary's deteriorated by
approximately 20 percent. Because about 50 percent of Hungary's
NMP is exported to pay for correspondingly large imports, a 20-per-
cent deterioration in its terms of trade has led to an outright loss of
up to 10 percent of produced national income, the actual loss depend-
ing on the elasticity of substitution in consumption and production
(which for Hungary are probably quite low).

For all these reasons, one shoulld not, therefore, interpret the growth
rates or the indebtedness of these eountries using the same yardstick.

B. Growth P'ales of NMP and GNP

1. THREE ESTIMATES FOR 1970-77

Chart 4 gives estimates of the average annual growth rates for
1970-77 of total and per capita NMP and GNP of the eight East Euro-
pean countries, the average annual growth of each country's popula-
tion, and the per capita growth rates estimates. The bar charts read
against the scale show growth rates of total NMP or GNP, whereas
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Chart 4. Estimates of Average Annual Percent Growth Rates of Total and
Per Capita Net Material Product (NMP), Gross National Product
(GNP), and Population of East European Countries, 1970-1977

Note: Read against the scale, the bars show growth rates of total NMP or GNP;
the numbers on top of each' bar show per capita growth rates. NMP and
GNP are not comparable in coverage,
method, and valuation (see text). I NMP (Official)
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Sources: NMP: Albania: ],J Table 1; Yugoslavia: [Tyson and Eichier], Tables 3.1 and 3.2, adjusted for change in
population. All other: Calculated from (Alton], Table 17. GNP f World Bank): World Bank At*,a 1979. GNP (flton):
(Alton], Table 13.

the figures on top of each bar give corresponding estimates on a per
capita basis. The countries are listed by per capita NMP growth rates,
in descending order.

Table 2 ranks the countries according to each of three alternative
growth rate estimates. Chart 4 and Table 2 reveal large differences
among the three estimates. The differences between official NMP and
the World Bank's GNP growth rate estimates are small-6.4 percent
vs. 5.7 percent for all the countries combined-while Alton's calcula-
tions cut the tempo of growth claimed in the official NMP statistics by
almost half, from 6.4 percent to 3.6 percent.8

It should be emphasized that the Alton GNP and his related meas-
ures presented here are not directly comparable to the official NMP
measures. GNP covers various service sectors excluded from NMP
where they are regarded as "nonmaterial" or "nonproductive." More-
over, NMP is calculated by subtracting from the gross output of offi-
cially defined material sectors only so-called material costs, including
depreciation, but does not deduct inputs from the excluded service sec-
tors, so that NMP is not a "clean" value added measure. Further, Al-
ton's GNP sectoral indexes are combined into the overall GNP index
by means of estimated factor cost weights, while the official NMP
measures are based on actual prices that in some instances diverge

'I One reason for the difference between the World Bank and Alton estimates Is that the
World Bank's methodology is a linear transformation of NMP which will not affect the
growth rates greatly, while Alton's Is a nonlinear transformation (see text and Appendix)
which can have a major Influence on growth rates.
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widely from factor costs and thus distort the structure and rates of
growth from what they would be at factor cost. There are in fact two
kinds of NMP's, one at market prices that is generally available in the
East European statistical yearbooks, and another in variants of factor
cost, that are calculated and published in some countries (e.g. Poland)
but for some reason are not prominently reported. The NMP valuation
problems, coupled with the truncated national product concept accord-
ing to the NMP definition (as compared to GNP measures that come
much closer to factor cost) in effect should exclude use of the widely
published NMP measures as surrogates for GNP measures even for
growth rate comparisons. Some Polish economists have publicly rec-
ognized the shortcomings of the concept of N MP at prevailing prices:

Studies of the structure of the national economy and analyses of its changes
have fundamental significance for planning operations.... It is obivous that
the price system has a great influence on the execution of analyses and on the
economic calculation that is being carried out.... Accordingly it is noted often
an economic analyses that actual prices distort the proportions of origins and
uses of national income; furthermore it is certain also that intertemporal analy-
ses carried out in actual prices do not correctly reflect the phenomenon that is
being considered. Hence the search f6r price systems such as would reflect cost
relationships. In economic calculations that has vital significance (cited in
[Alton]).

With reference to Chart 4, the large gap between the two GNP
growth estimates is due to dissimilar methods of estimation (discussed
in Appendix I). The typically large difference between the official
NMP and Alton's GNP estimates arises principally for the following
reasons: (1) differences in coverage; (2) differences in estimates of
sectoral growth rates; in the GNP calculations, agriculture typically
grows somewhat faster or declines less than in the NMP calculations
because GNP includes depreciation which grows faster than agricul-
tural NMP; in industry and construction GNP grows more slowly
than NMP for various reasons (set forth in [Alton]); (3) differences
in the weights assigned to the sectors (NMP weights are higher for the
relatively fast-growing industrial and construction sectors, while GNP
weights are higher for the relatively slow-growing agricultural and
service sectors) ; and (4) the inclusion of depreciation in GNP reduces
growth rates compared to NMP which nets out depreciations Further
details can be found in [Alton] and [Jackson-1].

9 Schematically, growth of NMP = (production-depreciation) ,
(production-depreciation) ,-l

while growth of GNP= production
produ ction il.

In a growing economy, production t > production e-t. Since the capital stock changes
much more slowly than output, depreciation i depreciation ¢-l. Therefore, let depreca-
tion=10, production t=110, and production t-i=100. Then:

ANMP= ii-i10 =19=11.1%

h p=100 =10 50o
AGNPy-=0,

The greater the capital stock, i.e., the more developed the economy, the greater will be
the discrepancy. ceteris paribua, between the net (NMP) and gross (GNP) growth rates.
For example, if dlepreciation=30, ANMP= 1-0030 =80=14.3%. (This point was called to

iOo-30 To
my attention by Josef Brada.)
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TABLE 2.-RANKING OF EAST EUROPEAN COUNTFIES ACCORDING TO ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATES OF
1970-77 GROWTH RATES

[At constant prices, in percent!

Per- Per- Per-
NMP cent GNP (World Bank) cent GNP (Alton) cent

1. Romania -9.8 Romania - 9.9 Romania -6.2
2. Poland -7.7 Poland -6.3 Poland -4.7
3. Bulgaria -6.8 Bulgaria -5.7 German Democratic Re- 3.5

public.
4. Albania - 6.3 Hungary 5. 1 Yugoslavia - (3.5. Hungary -5.6 Yugoslavia 5.1 Bugara----- 3.2
6. Yugoslavia -5.4 German Democratic Repub 4.9 Hungary - 2.8

lic.
7. German Democratic Repub- 5.3 Czechoslovakia -4.3 Albania -1, (2.6)

lic.
8. Czechoslovakia -4.5 Albania - 4.1 Czechoslovakia -2.6

Average (unweighted) -- 6.4 -5.7 -3. 6

X 1970-75 data.
* X Estimated by assuming that the-relationship between the 2 GNP estimates is the same as the average ratio for the 6

other countries.

Note: NMP and GNP are not directly comparable: see text discussion in connection with chart 4.
Source: Chart 4.

According to Chart 4 and Table 2, the three per capita growth
rate estimates for 1970-77 agree only on the ranking of the two
fastest-growing economies-Romania and Poland-and on the slow-
est-growing economy-Czechoslovakia. The ranking of the five coun-
tries in the intermediate group differs by fractions of percentage
points that (in view of the likely margins of. error) are too small
to permit a firm conclusion about the countries' relative growth
performance.

2. NMP AND GNP GROWTH RATES, 1965-79

Three alternative estimates of overall economic growth rates are
available only up to 1977. An assessment of growth performance up
to and including 1979 can be based on the NMP series or on Alton's
GNP estimates. Chart 5 presents the average annual growth of per
capita NMP and GNP for 1965-1979, by two subperiods up to 1975
(1965-70 and 1970-75) and annually thereafter.

In all of the countries except Yugoslavia the recent growth rate.
trend is downward. This trend is observed for Poland, Bulgaria, and
Czechoslovakia since 1976; for Romania since 1976, and for Hungary
and the GDR since 1977. The downturn is especially sharp in Poland
which in 1979 registered its first negative growth rate in the postwar
period, and in Czechoslovakia, which registered no growth in 1979
according to the preliminary GNP estimate. Fluctuations in recent
growth rates are notably large in Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslo-
vakia.
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Chart 6 Average Annual Growth of Per Capita Net Material Product (NMP) end Gross National Product (GNP)
of East European Countries by Subperiods, 1965-1979

(AT CONSTANT PRICES)
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3. GROWTH RATES IN INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE, 1965-79

The performance of industry and agriculture strongly influences the
growth of NMP or GNP in each country. According to East European
statistics, industry and agriculture combined account anywhere from
slightly less than 23 (Hungary) to about 3/4 (Romania) of NMP [Al-
ton, Table 4]; according to GNP calculations these two sectors repre-
sent anywhere from 55 percent (GDR) to 71 percent (Romania) of
GNP [Alton, Table 2].10 Although presently in all Eastern Euro-
pean countries except Albania the share of agriculture is smaller

15'The other sectors included in NMP are construction, transportation and communica-
tions, and trade; the GNP concept also includes housing and government and private
services plus depreciation.



than that of industry, agricultural production plays a very impor-
tant role by either supporting or constraining expansion in the rest of
the economy. If agriculture performs well, it supplies direct inputs
for the other sectors, supports improved living standards which pro-
vide the material incentives for improved productivity, and helps
the balance of payments by earning and saving convertible currency.

Chart 6 presents growth rates in industry and agriculture accord-
ing to the NMP and GNP concepts even though NMP and GNP are
not measuring the same things, as was already noted. Chart 6 differs
from Chart 5 in that it shows (not per capita but) total growth rates
and in that it presents four rather than six subperiods: 1965-70, 1970-
75, 1975-78, and 1979.

There is no need to sum up-;.the chart is self explanatory. One in-
teresting fact, however, .that the chart calls attention to is the compara-
tive performances of Romania and Bulgaria, a topic discussed in con-
siderable detail in the two studies by Jackson. During the 1960's, Ro-
mania. and Bulgaria were practically neck to neck leading the
group in the growth race, but during the -1970's, Romania appears to
have pulled away from the- other Balkan country (but see measure-
ment problems discussed in Section I-C). The divergent trends are ap-
parent both in industry-and in agriculture. Romania has had signifi-
cantly higher industrial growth rates during the 1970's because both
labor and capital inputs grew faster in that country; labor because
until the late 1970's Romania still had excess agricultural labor to
draw on, and investments probably because consumption was held
in check more severely than in Bulgaria. A very likely further reason
is the terms of trade which, because Romania is relatively more self-
sufficient in energy, deteriorated less 'than those of Bulgaria [Jack-
son-2]. With respect to agriculture, during 1965-70 both Romania's
*and Bulgaria's production declined."" During the 1970's, however, Ro-
--maniawas able to expand agricultural output by a wide margin, where-
as Bulgaria's agricultural production declined according to the NMP
index [Alton, Table 16] and-increased by a very small margin accord-
ing to the GNP index.
- What happened to Bulgaria's agriculture, which during the 1950's

and 1960's performed well relative to that in the other countries
[39] ? Officially, the recent difficulties are attributed -to poor weather

-but, clearly, Bulgarian agriculture also faced many man-made prob-
lems.12

"According to the formula used in Chart 6 to calculate overall annual growth rates
during a period; use of a different formula, Ie., comparing average outputs during twofive-year-periods, may yield a positive growth figure [Jackson-1, Table 22].

12 Among these were the virtual elimination of cooperatives in the 1970's, with theirabsorption into new "agricultural-lndustrial complexes"; inadequate Investment and In-puts of all-kinds, such as fertilizers and agricultural machinery (a recent census showed
that 35 percent of the tractors and 98 percent of the grain combines were over eight yearsold, while Bulzarian norms sDPecify their oDtimum- life span to he only 61 to 7 years) . andthe high average age and low average educational level of agricultural workers [Jack-son-i] .
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Chart 6. Average Annual Growth of Industrial and
According to NMP and GNP
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C. Labor and Capital Inputs and ProductivitY

Productivity measures the relationship between inputs and output;
its simplest indicator is the ratio of some measure of national income
to employment. Productivity estimates will vary, of course, depending
on whether NMP or GNP measures of output are used. Alton has
calculated productivity indices for the six East European countries for
1965-78, by subperiods and economic sectors (his Table 24), conclud-
ing that:

... with employment growing at relatively low rates and GNP at higher rates,
the obvious arithmetic outcome is positive growth per unit of labor. To say that
GNP grew because of the positive contribution of labor productivity, of course,
subsumes the complex of socio-political milieu, the contribution of capital and
technology, and all else we know little about.

1. LABOR FORCE TRENDS

Key manpower developments that influence the growth of output
and productivity are the labor force participation rates of the popu-
lation, which in East Europe have already reached close to maximum
levels ([Vais], Tables 5 and 6. and [Alton], Table 7), the shifting of
labor from aqricqulture to other sectors, and the extent of rural indus-
trialization. Because in most countries productivity historically has
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Agricultural Production of East European Countries
Concepts by Subperiods, 19651979
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been lower in agriculture (but not in the United States), a transfer of
workers to the non-farm economy usually enhances output and pro-
ductivity, unless the transfers contribute to food supply or balance of
payments problems. (To be sure, because the new workers lack indus-
trial experience and skills and divert some experienced workers to
training, productivity level differences may not be exploited fully for
some time).

Chart 8 presents the labor force employed in agriculture and for-
estry in the seven East European countries for selected years between
1950 and 1977. As the chart shows, large initial differences among
their employment patterns have narrowed during this generation.
Data presented in Chart 8 and demographic information on the age
composition and labor-force participation rates of the populations
reveal that in four of the seven countries (the exceptions are Ro-
mania, Yugoslavia, and to some extent Poland) labor reserves have
been exhausted, i.e., when the agricultural labor force falls below the
25 percent level. in the short- to medium-run practicallv only natural
increments in the working-age population will provide additional
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labor for industry or agriculture [Vais]. One alternative to solving
the labor force problem is rural industrialization, putting to work the
underemployed workers and family members in and various tertiary-
sector activities, a policy that has been followed, for example, by
Hungary, with considerable success. Another alternative of course is
economic reform which would increase the efficiency of labor utiliza-
tion.

Chart 8. Percent of Labor Force Employed in Agriculture and Forestry
in East European Countries, 1950, 1960, 1970, and 1977
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2. INVESTMrENTr TRENDS

Investment, which can be financed from domestic or foreign sources,
consists of fixed-capital formation (including unfinished investment
projects) and inventory changes. A distinction must 'be made between
gross and net investment, the latter representing. increments to the
capital stock. The difference is depreciation, whose importance in
total investment varies among countries with the size of accumulated

-capital stock. Because of immense statistical problems in measuring
investment flows, and the -value of capital stock, particularly in East
Europe, comparisons among the countries are probably not very
-accurate. One problem, for example,-is that if industrial prices are
kept artifi6ially low relative to consumer prices, as they are, say, in the
Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and the GDR, then their investment
ratios will be understated as compared with the other countries.

A. measure of each country's investment effort is the ratio of gross
investment to GNP or GDP in current prices, a statistic generally not
published in the area. Available in its stead is the "net accumulation
rate": the ratio of savings net of depreciation to distributed NMP
(e.g., value in production net of depreciation, plus imports minus ex-
ports). The measures' principal shortcoming is its exclusion of depre-
ciation (another is its dependence on net exports), which in CPE's
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typically finances investment in excess of capital retirement [Jack-
son].

In a given country, the share of accumulation of NMP can vary, for
the same year, depending on which set of prices is used to value the
components (relative prices change with each price reform), as docu-
mented by Alton. Alton's compilation of officially reported accumula-
tion, shares (his Table 6) shows their considerable growth in most
countries between 1965 and 1975 (years vary by country). In each
country, we may add, a portion of the increase was financed by foreign
borrowing.

Alton also computes gross investment as a percent of distributed
GNP for five countries, for selected years (no comparable data for
Romania). Alton does not compute gross investment in distributed
final uses of product; instead he calculates "residuals" by subtracting
private consumption plus selected civilian components of government
from distributed GNP. The "residual" is thus comprised of gross in-
vestment plus military and some other unspecified government ex-
penditures.

Between 1970 and 1978, this residual was highest in Poland, where
it reached 44 percent in 1975 (1970-78 range: 34-44 percent), followed
by Bulgaria (31-39 percent), Czechoslovakia (33-36 percent);
Hungary (31-35 percent), and the GDR (22-24 percent). In Yugo-
slavia, gross investment in fixed assets as a percent of GDP increased
from a 1971-75 average of 28 percent to a 1976-78 average of 30.5
percent [Tyson-Eichler, Table 3-4]. Because investment in fixed assets
is more narrowly defined than gross investment, which also includes
military and some other government expenditures, Yugoslavia prob-
ably joined some of the European CPE's as having the highest invest-
ment rates in the world.

For the same five countries, Alton also computed a residual index
comprising gross investment, defense, and other lesser end uses for
selected years between 1965 and 1978 (his Table 15). He then tabulated
the NMP indices of net accumulation (his Table 18 on investment) but
cautioned that no comparisons should be made between the residual
in total domestic final uses and NMIP accumulation because of dif-
ferences in coverage, methodology, and bases of valuation.

Problems of definition and measurement notwithstanding, statistics
plainly show that the East European countries have been devoting a
share of output to investment that is very large by international
standards and that during the first half of the 1970's (in some coun-
tries until 1978) these shares had been rising. Clearly, this fact has
been responsible for a substantial part of the region's output and pro-
ductivity growth. Yet, certain special features and consequences of
the emphasis on investment can be seen only by looking beyond aggre-
gate statistics.

One of the more interesting findings-particularly well-documented
in several of the studies-is that central planners have been partly
unwilling and partly unable to control the growth of investment. In
Poland, for example, the 1971-75 plan targeted a 42-percent increase
in total investment over the previous five-year period; the actual rise
(in constant prices) was 90 percent [Fallenbuchl]. Not only was the
investment plan increased in the wake of the ready availability of
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foreign credits, but the plan was also "overfulfilled." In Czechoslo-
vakia, too, investments over and above the planned levels were found
to be causing the main difficulties in economic management [Brada-
King-Schlagenhauf].

How can a system with so many administrative controls on indi-
vidual investment projects typically overfulfill its investment plan,
sometimes.by a large margin? The study on Hungary [Hewett] ex-
amines this question in particularly rich detail. The essential prob-
lem in that country, as in other CPEs, is that lacking the constraints
that would be imposed by competition and lacking good information
about the real efficiency of projects, all proposals can be justified to
the center (to the commercial banks in the case of Yugoslavia) which
finds it difficult to resist political and economic pressure for new in-
vestment projects. At the same time, disinvestment has not been built
into the system [Hewett].

Lack of control over investments can have disastrous consequences
for the economy, such as: inability to finish projects on time (by the
time they are completed, the products may already be outmoded);
rapid growth of imported machinery, materials, and energy required
to construct and operate the plant (exerting pressures on the balance
of payments); and inefficiency and waste resulting when the balance-
of-payments constraint finally forces the planners to cut investments
and imports drastically and usually inefficiently.

The direction of investment also contributes to inefficiency, creating
a problem with several dimensions. In comparison to Western coun-
tries, CPE's typically devote a much larger share of gross investment
to building new capacity and a smaller share to replacement invest-
ment. Reduced output and efficiency due to equipment breakdowns,
inadequate supply of spare parts, and prolonged maintenance and
capital repairs result when productive assets are not replaced when
they become economically obsolete. Also, financing too many invest-
ment projects at once causes delays and an inefficient scattering of
scarce resources, which leads to the creation of new capacities with
low technological levels [Vais], in part because investment built on
the basis of blueprints and machinery purchased from the U.S.S.R.
(and other East European countries) often mean built-in obsolescence
[Fallenbuchll and excessively high capital-, material-, and energy-
intensity of plant construction and operation [Levcik].

Furthermore, new investment has traditionally been concentrated
in heavv industry sectors-mining. metallurgy, machine building.
chemicals-which are not only capital- and energy-intensive at the
construction stage but also energy-intensive (with exceptions) and
material-intensive (consequently import-intensive) during operation.
Thus, one consequence of past investment patterns is that the region's
economies have become heavily dependent on imported energy, raw
materials, and semifinished products-a point stressed in the indi-
vidual country studies, documented in especially rich detail for
Czechoslovakia by [Levcik] and [Brada-King-Schlagenhauf], and
comparatively for the six East European CMEA countries [Watson].

Examining labor and capital inputs and simple labor productivitv.
we reach the following conclusions for the six countries: the rapid
growth of investment in fixed capital, preference for new capacity
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("greenfield") over replacement investments, and the high priority
accorded to projects in heavy industry have contributed to the high
growth rates of output and large increases in employment outside
agriculture up to the mid-1970's (in some countries, until 1977 or
1978).

In countries with a proportionately large workforce in agriculture,
where underemployment may have existed, this investment pattern
has reduced underemployment. However, extensive investment in new
capacities was continued much too long in all countries, even after
labor and other input reserves had been exhausted. This led to an
apparent labor shortage [Vais] and contributed to a subsequent, trade-
related economic crisis, whose arrival was hastened-but not created-
by the world energy crisis and associated major disturbances on the
world market.

The experience of Yugoslavia is similar to that of the rest of East
Europe but contains some unique features. Yugoslavia, too, has de-
voted a large share of output to investment and has given priority
to the heavy industrial sectors; as a result, its economy, too, has
become increasingly import dependent. Yet, the investments have
been financed and allocated among enterprise and regions. and con-
sequently the impact on employment, have been different in
Yugoslavia.

Yugoslavia's decentralized economic system precludes easy mobili-
zation of savings in the enterprise sector. The combination of collec-
tive ownership and self-management provides an incentive for workers
to distribute enterprise income as wages and to rely on external
sources to finance investment. During 1971-76, for example, com-
mercial banks (which are to a considerable extent under the control
of enterprises) financed 43 percent of investment in fixed assets and
Yugoslav enterprises obtained large additional resources directly
from foreigrn sourcesF [Tyson-Eichler]. Problems of investment effi-
ciency rise from:

... a misallocation of capital among sectors of production, enterprises, and
regions. On the aggregate level. concentration of investment on capital-intensive
projects appears to be inconsistent with relative factor scarcities. Because of
this concentration. additions to the capital stock have had smaller effects on
output and employment than might otherwise have been the case [Tyson-
Eichler].

In the CPE's of Eastern Europe, labor tends to move to areas with
new investment projects. In Western market economies, capital for new
investment projects tends to move to areas with large labor force and
natural resources. In Yusoslavi.. si.rnificant regional barrierq to capi-
tal mobilitv and remaining cultural barriers to labor mobility con-
tribute to some misallocation of investments among competing
enterprises and regions.

D. Unemployment

The percentage of workers without jobs is uniformly low, hovering
near zero in all the East European countries except Yugoslavia, where
unemployment is comparable to Western levels. Wiping out open un-
employment (as well as extreme forms of poverty) is the most signifi-
cant economic and social achievement of the postwar regimes in the
area. However, these achievements are not without costs and problems.
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These economies suffer disguised unemployment: for managerial rea-
sons, jobs do not fully utilize workers' skills and training, i.e., labor
productivity is low. Ambitious national plans and investment strat-
egies create such a high level of aggregate demand that labor is short at
the macro level, even though at the micro level labor surpluses result
from hoarding, and inefficient use of, labor. Practically all blue- and
white-collar workers are guaranteed not only employment but their
current jobs. Open and disguised unemployment are alternative forms
of inefficiency [7], though with quite different outcomes for income dis-
tribution. The lack of competition (which would identify inefficient
enterprises) and the failure of the state to liquidate inefficient enter-
prises and fire workers and employees except in the most flagrant cases
all result in fewer incentives and opportunities for workers and man-
agers to improve efficiency than in a market economy.

Yugoslavia's unemployment situation, its causes and future pros-
pects for eliminating it are discussed in considerable detail in the
country study [Tyson-Eichler]. There, the unemployment problem
first became acute during the post-reform plan period of 1966-70, when
social sector employment increased only .7 percent a year, partly be-
cause of the new emphasis on efficiency accompanying the economic
reform. At the same time, the postwar baby boom added new entrants
to the labor force at a rapid rate. During 1965-73, external migration
absorbed about 60 percent of the total increase in the labor supply; the
number of workers employed abroad climbed from 275,000 in 1966 to
more than one million by 1973. By 1978, however, this number had
fallen to about 800,000 as net inflow replaced net outflow, due to
unfavorable economic conditions, which in turn prompted restrictions
on the inflow of guest workers in Western Europe.

The capital-intensive bias of investments (system-determined and
supported by the government's tax policies) has tended to aggrevate
the problem of labor absorption in Yugoslavia. Looking ahead, Tyson
and Eichler conclude that Yugoslavia's increasingly severe balance-
of-payments constraint will require more emphasis on small-scale,
labor-intensive projects in both the social and private sectors.

E. Consumer Satisfaction: Standard of Living, Income Distribution,
Inflation

1. MEASURING THE STANDARD OF LIVING

The standard of living-perhaps better called "consumer satisfac-
tion"-is an important indicator to measure and compare different
countries' economic performance. Consumer satisfaction includes the
level and growth of private and public consumption, the availability
of consumer goods and services (overall and to different segments of
the population), the distribution of income, and the impact of infla-
tion. Three standards guide the average citizen's and tourist's judg-
ment on these matters: the demonstration effect, i.e., the higher living
standards observed in some (mainly Western) countries as compared
to the lower standards in some East European countries; the rate of
improvement from year to year relative to the population's expecta-
tions; and the degree of (and bases for) inequality of income distribu-
tion in a country.
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The standard of living in a country tends to be compared with those
of its neighbors when -mobility across national frontiers allows direct
comparison. Accordingly, the demonstration effect is probably least
important for Albania's isolated population and most important for
the GD.R, whose people have excellent opportunities to make compari-
sons with the FRG. (It is interesting to note that politicians in the
FRG regularly have claimed responsibility for the welfare of their
compatriots in the GDR and have attempted to devise trade policies to
improve living standards in the Eastern part of their divided nation
[Stahnke]).

Serious obstacles hinder the measurement of living standards in
Eastern Europe and their comparison with those of Western nations.
Typically, publicly supplied goods such as nominally free health care
(although under-the-table payments to health professionals have be-
come the norm in some countries) comprise a much larger share of a
family's consumption in East Europe. Its countries also subsidize hous-
ing, public transportation, and many basic food items. Consequently,
comparisons of CPE's wage, salary and income tax levels and of wage
and salary increases across countries is much less meaningful than
comparisons solely among market economies.

Wide differences among the Eastern European countries in the avail-
ability of consumer goods and services present another difficulty in
comparing living standards. The lack of consumer goods or lack of de-
sired assortment is a serious problem in some countries; for example,
in Poland, where queues in front of retail stores are evidence of scarci-
ties; even families with the money typically have to wait eight to twelve
years or longer for a decent apartment and four to five years to buy a
car. Some highly-prized consumer goods, including many produced in
Poland (such as meat), are readily available only in special stores, at
substantially higher prices [Newcomb]; other important consumer
items, including durables and apartments, may be purchased without
a long wait only in hard-currency outlets, for dollars or other Western
currencies. Such discrimination in favor of consumers with foreign
currency has contributed to tension in that country in recent years
[Davies].

POLISH BLACK MARKET CONTAINS SOMETHING FOB MOST EVERYONE

To observe Eastern Europe's well-established black market in Its
fullest and freest form, come to Poland.

Here the U.S. dollar is still king, supporting a second economy in which
everything from Japanese cars to scarce building materials can be
bought and sold. Perhaps most significantly of all, Poland's Communist
government doesn't discourage such activity, which carries severe pen-
alties in neighboring countries.

On entering the country, a Western visitor is Immediately invited by
taxi drivers, street-corner merchants and local acquaintances to sell
dollars at the black market rate of 110 zlotys each, more than three times
the official rate of 30 zlotys.

This exchange is highly attractive, it seems, to everyone.
The Western visitor sharply reduces the cost of a stay in Poland.
The local resident acquires the only currency that lets him acquire

some luxury goods from the West or, briefly, even some canned meat
in the hard-currency shops run by the government or on the black
market].

The government [also] gets to use the money for its international
needs by encouraging residents to deposit any amount of dollars or other
hard currencies in state bank accounts.
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These hard-currency accounts draw interest of as much as 7 percent
if left as long as three years. Depositors, moreover, can withdraw their
funds at any time and for any purpose, including overseas travel. And,
to the relief of depositors, they aren't asked to declare where the money
comes from. "It's wonderful; everyone knows these deposits must derive
from the black market," one depositor says.

The government's view: "We know the black market is going to exist.
Why shouldn't the state take advantage of it?" a state planning official
asks.

Not all the money, however, comes from the black market. Dollars also
flow legally into Poland from remittances, of relatives living in -the U.S.,
Social Security benefits of Americans who retire to Poland and the earn-
ings of Poles who work abroad.

As a result of such legal and extralegal flows, hard-currency accounts
at Bank Handlowy, the central bank, are thought to total about $500
million, almost as much as Poland borrowed last year from private banks
in the West.

The hard-currency funds are used by the bank for its normal operations
and to reduce the state's borrowing requirements abroad. "If you have a
big debt, every dollar is needed," one economic specialist comments.

Analysts say the dollar economy probably also helps defuse some con-
sumer discontent because it makes some commodities available to a
limited segment of the population.

At the same time, however, it increases friction by creating a privileged
class with access to hard currency. The-contradiction of a socialist state
increasing class differentials is apparent to some. "From a social point
of view it isn't very pleasant," one Warsaw resident says.

Source: The Wall Street Journal, March 12,1980.

Each CMEA country has retail outlets offering imported and certain
domestic goods at higher prices or for hard currently only (the GDR's
retail trade turnover in such stores has been quantified [Cornelson]),
but the range of goods in these stores varies considerably from country
to country. The Hungarian population, for example, feels no effect
because hard-currency stores almost exclusively sell handicrafts for
foreign tourists. No special stores operate in Yugoslavia, while for
Albania, no information is available on this matter. By contrast, such
stores are very important in Poland and of significant importance in
the other countries, affecting income distribution and the standard
of living most in those countries with serious shortages of consumer
items. This is one reason why in those countries, particularly, the con-
sumers' position will not be reflected accurately in the official real
income statistics.

2. INFLATION

CPE's and market economies are both subject to inflationary pres-
sures, but these are typically manifested in different ways. Market
economies are characterized mainly by open inflation, which is meas-
ured by changes in their price levels. CPE's are characterized mainly
by repressed inflation, whose symptoms are chronic shortages, con-
sumer queues, inefficiency of the distribution system, and widespread
corruption. Price controls, pseudo product differentiation (higher
prices charged for a product with superficial change), the opening of
"commercial shops" where goods not available in the regular retail
outlets are sold at substantially higher prices, and the consumer's
involuntary substitution of higher priced goods for unavailable lower-
priced products are ways of trying to keep open inflation under control.
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Moreover, many goods and services are exchanged at higher prices in
the "second economy," under conditions that range from the officially
sanctioned to the illegal.

Beginning in 1979, the consumer price policies began to change
throughout the six planned economies. After a long period of relative
stability of consumer prices, in 1979 Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary, and Poland officially raised prices of consumer goods and services.
The price increases in Hungary and Bulgaria affected a broad range
of items, causing a steep rise in the overall consumer price index; the
increases in Romania and Czechoslovakia involved a smaller array of
goods, but the resulting price increases were still'substantial [Kohn].
The policy change to some degree was intended to limit real consump-
tion and excess demand while wage growth continued. Money wages
were rising to provide work incentives and in some countries (e.g.,
Poland) also because planners found it very difficult to control the
wage bill [Fallenbuchl]. But the most important general reason for
the price increases was a desire to correct relative price distortions
and to reduce the huge price subsidies draining the government budget.
Because the price distortion and the subsidy burden are the greatest
in Poland, in July of 1980 the government had tried once again to
pass along some of the subsidy costs to the consumer by raising retail
prices, most notably on meat products. This action, once again, trig-
gered on explosion of worker discontent in the form of a wave of strikes
that during July spread to many parts of Poland. These protests
resembled two previous protests over food-price increases (in 1970,
when Gomulka was toppled after protests over price increases led to
the deaths of scores of workers, and in 1976, when worker protests
forced his successor, Gierek, to rescind price increases within 24 hours).
This time, although the strikes began over higher meat prices-and
the transfer of much meat from regular retail outlets to the special
"commercial shops" where higher prices are charged-the protests
quickly extended to other issues: overtime pay, inflation adjustments,
plant safety, and so on. Although this time the government managed
to stick to the higher prices, it was forced to grant wage increases
between 10-15 percent, which reportedly cost more than the govern-
ment is saving on meat subsidies, and thus will inevitably lead to
further price-wage spirals.

In the other countries where prices were raised during 1979-80, these
measures have gone some way toward reducing the very large subsidies
on consumer products and toward adjusting relative prices to those
prevailing on the world market. The resulting change in consumption
patterns is expected to improve the convertible currency trade balance,
mainly by freeing more agriculture goods for export. An attempt was
made in some countries to protect the real income of the poorest seg-
ment of the population. In Hungary, for example, an across-the-board
wage, salary, and pension supplement (of 180 forints/month; equal to
about 5 percent of the average monthly wage and 10 percent of the av-
erage retirement pension, respectively) was granted. While the West-
ern press tends to chide the East European countries for their inability
to escape inflation, price increases, if intended to bring relative prices
closer to those prevailing on the world market, make good economic
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sense. To be sure, significant domestic political costs are incurred by the
leadership when consumer prices go up because the increases are abrupt
rather than continuous, and they must announce them. This makes it
difficult to shift responsibility to market forces beyond their control,
especially since propaganda has stressed for years that socialist
planned economies are not subject to "capitalist" crises such as
inflation.

In Yugoslavia, inflation has persisted with varying degrees of in-
tensity since the early 1960's. During the 1970's, the cost-of-living
index has increased at an average annual rate of 18 percent [Tyson-
Eichler, Table 5.1]. A thorough examination of the causes of Yugo-
slavia's inflation reveals that prices are both pulled by excess demand
(facilitated by rapid growth of the money supply) and pushed by wage
and other cost items. Thus, many of the causes are very similar to those
in most market economies, although the details of the transmission
mechanism and policies attempting to contain inflation have unique
Yugoslav features. One such feature is the direct political pressure by
enterprises on the National Bank for rapid increases in the money sup-
ply because tight monetary policy would affect investments much more
than consumption, since enterprises finance a high share of investments
from bank loans which tight monetary policy would curtail [Tyson-
Eichler].

3. INCOME DISTRIBtTION

The leaderships must reconcile two contradictory objectives: keep-
ing income inequality within certain limits and allowing income differ-
entiation to provide material incentives. Focusing on the distribution
of wage-type income in planned and market economies, a recent study
found that, in both systems, responsibility, physical exertion, and spe-
cial hardship in work conditions command a pay differential, for simi-
lar reasons. But in CPE's taken as a group, income from work seems to
be significantly less unequally distributed than in capitalist countries,
once allowance is made for size of country and level of economic de-
velopment [12]. In recent years, Albania appears to have moved to-
ward drastic equalization of wage- and salary-type incomes, so much
so that it might well have become the country with the lowest income
differential in the world [Schnytzer].

In Yugoslavia, great disparities in the level of economic develop-
ment, as measured by per capita incomes in the six republics and two
autonomous provinces, continue to be a major problem. Regional in-
come disparities have increased further during the postwar period, in
spite of persistent central government policy efforts to correct the im-
balance and in spite of the rapid growth in the less developed regions,
whose relative gains in totaloutput were more than offset by their

-more rapid growth of population. In 1977, the ratio of per capita na-
tional incomes between the richestwrepublic (Slovenia) and the poorest
province (Kosovo) was 6.5:1.0: differences in per capita personal
incomes were smaller [Tyson-Eichler].

A very important consideration for assessing the level and distribu-
tion of income in CPE's is the wide range of unpublished economic
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and travel privileges granted in most countries to the political, mana-
gerial, military, and scientific elite. This is an especially important
consideration in countries where the availability of consumer goods
through the normal distribution channels is deficient and travel to the
West, as a rule, is not allowed. These privileges are carefully differen-
tiated by type of position, and are greater for those holding politically
sensitive posts. The economic value of privileges, such as obtaining
desirable apartments quickly and access to well-stocked special stores,
can exceed the recipient's money wages. The power to grant and take
away highly prized economic perquisites is one of the key levers in
the hands of party organizations to secure the loyalty of key people
to the regime.

IV. EXTERNAL EcoNoMIc PERFORMANCE DURING THE 1970's

A. Measuring the Importance of Trade

In each East European country, the relative importance of trade has
risen during the 1970's, as shown by substantially above-unity income
elasticities of import demand in every country [Neuberger, et al.]. Re-
grettably, other measures of the "openness" of these economies are diffi-
cult to calculate. Trade participation ratios (exports+imports as a
share of some measure of national income) cannot be measured accu-
rately because domestic and foreign trade price structures differ and
are not integrated, except in Yugoslavia and to some extent in Hun-
gary. The geographic and commodity composition. of total foreign
trade are difficult to compute because foreign trade prices for the same
commodities differ in intra-CMEA and East-West commerce (see dis-
cussion in [Vanous-2] and [29]. Though not fully comparable, cal-
culations show that foreign trade participation ratios are highest in
Hungary and Bulgaria; measured on the basis of per capita foreign
trade flows, the GDR would rank first.

B. Terms of Trade

1. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

One of the most important developments during the 1970's has been
a change in Eastern Europe's terms of trade with the U.S.S.R., with
each other, with other CPE's, with the more developed countries
of the industrial West, and with the less developed countries of the
Third World and OPEC. The U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and
the GDR (until 1976) have published physical value indices (trade in
constant prices) for total trade, from which price indices can be
derived. Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia publish foreign trade
price indices. No information is available for Albania and Romania
although Jackson does speculate on what Romania's terms of trade
may have been, on the basis of trade partner information and analogy
with Bulgaria and Yugoslavia [Jackson-2]. The official indices are
based on different (often unspecified) methodologies of index number
construction and therefore are not fully comparable to one another.
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TERMS OF TRADE: CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT

By the terms of trade Is meant the ratio of export prices to import
prices over time with a fixed base year. Terms of trade are said to im-
prove when export prices rise more rapidly (or fall less rapidly) than
import prices or when export prices rise while import prices fall. When
this occurs a country is able to obtain a larger volume of Imports for a
given quantum of exports. There is a deterioration in the terms of trade
when the reverse happens.

There are a number of technical questions before terms of trade can
be used as a basis for policymaking. First, the terms of trade should be
measured in foreign currency prices; they can also be measured in local
currency prices provided the conversion factors are the same for both
exports and imports. Complications arise when there is a marked shift
over a period in the commodity mix of exports and imports. Then there
Is the question of the choice of the base year. If the chosen year is one

-when export prices are relatively high, then the terms of trade will ap-
pear to be unfavorable in the subsequent period. If export prices are low
in the base year, then the terms of trade will appear unrealistically
favorable. While policymakers may have special reasons for choosing
one year over another, one could partly avoid the base year problem by
fitting trend lines to export prices and import prices and then compare
the two trends. Even here, there is the question of what overall period
one should consider. How far back should one go to make such a com-
parison?

Source: U Tun Wal, "Some Economic Concepts and Policy Issues,"
Finance and Development, June 1975.

Several somewhat complementary approaches toward assessing the
terms of trade of the East European countries are used. One is to
accept the official statistics (fragmentary or not published in some
countries) ; another is estimating by analogy the indices for countries
that do not publish such information, that is, assuming that countries
with similar geographic and commodity trade compositions have had
similar changes in their terms of trade (the method Jackson relies
upon for Romania); or computing foreign trade prices- indices from
sample unit values, which can be calculated from original or trade-
partner sources (the approach followed in [Vanous-2]. In this sec-
tion we use all these types of estimates.

2. TOTAL TERMS OF TRADE

Chart 9 presents the terms of trade for six countries (Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia), for
total trade during 1970-79 (or to the latest available year), based on
official sources. With the exception of Poland and Yugoslavia, the
Eastern European countries' terms of trade have deteriorated since
1973, basically because they are very large net importers of energy and
raw materials. Albania, a net exporter of energy and raw materials
[Schnytzer], almost certainly would show an improvement in its terms
of trade. For Romania-on the basis of estimates that could have a
substantial margin of error, Jackson concludes:

From 1970 to 1975, it is estimated that Romania's overall- terms of trade
declined by 8 percent. Since 1975 estimates are more hazardous. Through 1977,
her terms of trade with CMEA probably declined about 4-6 percent, but were
offset by a slightly smaller rise in terms of trade with the more developed coun-
tries. Terms. of trade with the less developed countries probably declined slightly
by 1977. Part of Romania's position has been defined by very large increases [in
the prices of] exports of refined petroleum products [Jackson-21.
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Chart 9. Total Terms of Trade of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary,
Poland, and Yugoslavia, as Available, 1970-1979
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The timing and extent of changes in the terms of trade reflect differ-
ences among the countries in their geographic and commodity compo-
sitions of trade. Because about 80 percent of Bulgaria's trade is with
the CMEA, where price changes lag behind those on the world market,
its terms of trade began to fall somewhat later than the other coun-
tries'. Hungary's terms of trade appear to have deteriorated the most.
Hungary lost a full 20 percent of what it could have purchased with
a given volume of exports, had foreign trade prices and the composi-
tion of its trade remained unchanged during the last decade.

3. TERMS OF TRADE BY COUNTRY GROUPS

Chart 10 presents the terms of trade of the Six CMEA members
(including Romania but excluding Yugoslavia and Alabania) com-
bined, with the U.S.S.R., with the more developed countries, and
with the less developed countries, based on independent Western
estimates [Vanous-2] and Hungary's official statistics on its ruble and
and dollar commerce.13

Terms of trade with the U.S.S.R.-The U.S.S.R. is the largest trad-
ing partner of each East European country (including Yugoslavia),
except Albania. Prices in intra-CMEA trade are set on the basis oflagged moving average world market prices of the previous five year

"1 Ruble vs. dollar trade differs from socialist vs. non-socialist trade because ruble tradeexcludes that part of socialist trade which Is priced at current world market prices andrettled In dollars or In other convertible currency. Based on calculations for Hungary, suchtrade may account for 8 to 10 percent of the total, depending on the trade partner andsear (see [30]. Appendix); for Poland, the hard-currency component of Intra-cMEA trades less than 5 percent.
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Chart 10. Terms of Trade of the East Europe Six with the USSR, MDCs, and LDCs, 1970-1977,

and of Hungary in Ruble and Dollar Trade, 1970-1979
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period (for details, see [Marer-Montias], [Vanous-1], [Vanous-2],
and [25]), so that changes in terms of trade tend to reflect, with a
delay, changes in world market price ratios for the commodities traded.
The calculations show that East Europe's weighted average terms of
trade with the U.S.S.R. did not change significantly until 1973, when
they deteriorated rapidly until 1977, the latest year for which informa-
tion is available. This average, however, hides significant differences
among individual countries which are shown in the insert of Chart 9.
These figures are from a different source [13], which estimated changes
in the U.S.S.R.'s terms of trade with the individual countries between
1974 and 1977. The ranking shows that Poland and Romania fared
much better than the four other countries, experiencing only a small
deterioration in their terms of trade with the U.S.S.R.-Poland be-
cause it is also an exporter of energy (coal) and other raw materials
to the U.S.S.R., and Romania because it did not import crude oil and
natural gas from the U.S.S.R. until 1979.

On the basis of Hungarian statistics, a rough estimate may be made
of the terms of trade between 1977 and 1979. Price changes between
Hungary and the U.S.S.R. up to 1977 were close to the average
U.S.S.R.-East Europe price change (as shown in the inset). On that
basis, the area's terms of trade with the U.S.S.R. may have deter-
iorated a further 4 to 5 percent, with the same four countries probably
bearing the brunt of the deterioration.
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Terms of trade with the West.-Vanous's calculations presented in
Chart 9 contrast the terms of trade of the combined CMEA-Six with
the more developed countries which changed little, and their terms of
trade with the less developed countries which deteriorated by more
than 50 percent by 1977. This is because East Europe's imports are
mostly price-sensitive raw materials and fuels and exports mostly less-
price-sensitive manufactures. Romania probably suffered large price
losses because it trades heavily with the less developed countries [Jack-
son-2] and [Oechsler-Martens]) and because it imports most crude
oil from OPEC countries ([Vanous-l] [Oechsler-Martens]).

Western estimates of how the individual East European countries
have fared in trading with the more developed countries (MDC's) are
available up to 1976, as shown in the following tabulation:

Terms of trade with MDC (1970=100)

Country 1973 1976

Bulgaria -100 112
Czechoslovakia -89 84
German Democratic Republic - 95 94
Hungary- 97 87
Poland 108 120
Romania -103 111

C. Volume of Trade

1. INTRA-COEA TRADE

Vanous computed the commodity composition of trade of the com-
bined CMEA-Six with the U.S.S.R. in value and in constant-price
(physical volume) terms for 1970-77. While imports from the U.S.S.R.
rose in value tenrMs throughout the period, the physical volume of im-
ports from the U.S.S.R. actually declined slightly in 1975 and 1976. On
the other hand, the East European countries' exports to the U.S.S.R.
continued to climb both in value and volume terms. The U.S.S.R. may
have been unwilling to supply more energy, raw materials, and semi-
manufactured products to Eastern Europe at a time when their prices
were increasing faster on the world market than in the CMEA, due to
the CMEA price rule (i.e., intra-CMEA prices are set on the basis of
world market prices averaged over the previous five years), and/or
the U.S.S.R. was not willing to increase its trade surplus with these
countries (resulting from its improved terms of trade), given their
presumed inability to increase exports to the U.S.S.R. fast enough
[Vanous-2] .14

The other side of the coin of the 1975-76 stagnation of the physical
volume of imports from the U.S.S.R.-a time when East European
exports to both the U.S.S.R. and to the West had to be increased to
finance deteriorating terms of trade and to service a growing hard-
currency debt-is that it became necessary for East Europe to turn

14 Hcwett also Investigated Soviet East European trade trends on the basis of official
Soviet and recalculated CMEA trade data. His results and Interpretations do not agree
fully with those of Vanous; for example, he finds that during 1975-76. the phvslcal volume
both of Eastern Eurone's Imports from and exports to the U.S.S.R. stagnated (22]. Table
B-11, and that the Soviet Union appears to have shown no reluctance to run up further
surpluses with these countries ([22], Table 5). A reconclltatlon of the Vanous and Hewett
calculations would be useful.
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more and more to the world market for energy, raw materials, and
semimanufactured products needed for the domestic economy and the
production of exports. This identifies one mechanism through which
intra-CMEA and East-West trade are interrelated.

I have examined this interrelationship in some detail for Hungary,
which publishes comprehensive statistics by commodity categories and
trade partners. Western experts focus on energy imports, especially
crude oil, pointing out that the U.S.S.R. supplies the bulk of foreign
oil to the East European countries (except Romania). For Hungary,
however, raw material imports are considerably more important than
energy; in 1977, raw materials were obtained in approximately equal
shares from ruble and dollar sources, and by 1979 more than half (in
current value terms) from dollar sources. (To be sure, because Hun-
gary has operational exchange rates that value the dollar and the trans-
ferable ruble differently than do the official rates between these curren-
cies, trade shares calculated in Hungarian currency will be different
than trade shares based on Soviet or CMEA statistics. For this reason,
my trade share calculations for Hungary are not directly comparable
with Vanous' calculations cited earlier.) Most important and striking
are the imports of energy- and raw-material-intensive semri-finished
products (mostly chemicals and ferrous and nonferrous metal prod-
ucts), which in value terms account for nearly as large an expenditure
as energy and raw material purchases combined: In this commodity
category, Hungary buys nearly three times as much, in value terms, for
dollars than for rubles! And in recent years, 84 to 90 percent of agri-
cultural and food imports have been obtained for hard currency.

Consequently, by the late 1970's about 70 percent of Hungary's con-
vertible currency imports were comprised of primary products and
semi-finished goods (including food) and only 30 percent of finished
manufactures. Evidently Hungarv has not been able to secure ade-
quate imports of energy and, more importantly, of raw materials and
semifinished products from the CMEA. The problem is not only the
growing inability and increased reluctance of CMEA exporters of
energy and raw materials to supply more of these products to their
bloc partners, but also-and more importantly-the inadequate ex-
pansion of the semifinished-goods sector everywhere in the CMEA
during the postwar period. Consequently, Hungary is unable to meet
its demand for semi-finished goods from either the domestic or the
CMEA market; hence, it must rapidly increase imports of these prod-
ucts from convertible currency areas.

The significance of Soviet credits granted to Hungary and to the
other East European countries after 1975 to help finance their deteri-
orating terms of trade must be evaluated in light of these facts. As I
understand, political leaders at the highest levels allocate such credits,
but often they cannot be utilized fully because the additional goods
Hungary and the other countries need most-energy, raw materials,
and semifinished products-are not available. Additional goods which
are offered-standard machinery, watches, and cameras, for instance-
are rot needed by these countries. A further reason why Soviet credits
are difficult to track is the "games" enterprises play in some (all ?) East
European countries. Because exporting manufactured goods to the
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Soviet market is often advantageous for firms in these countries, they
tell the Soviet customer to ask for a larger volume of specified imports;
under these circumstances, government negotiators find it difficult to
limit the overall level of their country's exports.

An analysis of the changes between 1970 and 1978 in the commodity
composition of East European-Soviet trade by Vanous shows the rapid
increase of the former's fuel imports in value terns: in 1970 this com-
modity category represented less than 1/6 of total imports; by 1978 it
reached 1/3. However, the share of raw materials other than energy and
food declined: from 43 percent in 1970 to 32 percent in 1977. On the
export side, the pattern has changed very little: machinery and equip-
ment account for nearly half and industrial consumer goods for more
than 1/, of East Europe's total exports [Vanous-2].

The pattern of intra-CMEA-Six trade has remained stable during
the 1970's. The share of machinery and equipment has accounted for a
gradually rising 53-57 percent; the share of non-food raw materials,
about 20 percent [Vanous-2]. Trade between individual East Euro-
pean countries tends to be bilaterally balanced not only in total but also
by categories of so-called "hard" and "soft" goods.

2. TRADE WITH LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (LDC'S)

In recent years, machinery and equipment have consistently ac-
counted for nearly half of East Europe's exports to this group of
countries; between 1970 and 1977, the share of non-food raw materials
has grown from 1/4 to 1/3. East Europe's imports consist of non-food
raw materials (61 percent in 1970 versus 45 percent in 1977) and fuel
(5 percent to 29 percent). The share of machinery has remained at an
insignificant 1 percent or less. During the 1970's, East Europe's oil
imports from OPEC countries increased moderately in volume and
dramatically in value, accounting for about 1/4 of the region's total
volume of crude oil imports by 1978. The growth, composition, and
future supply and demand prospects of the region's exports to
OPEC are examined in great detail in two of the contributions [Van-
ous-1] and [Oechsler and Martens].

3. TRADE WITH MORE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (MDCX'S)

The basic determinants of East Europe's trade with the industrial
West during the 1970's were: (a) the tempo and pattern of East Euro-
pean economic growth; (b) the availability of so-called "hard" goods
from the U.S.S.R. and from other soft-currency sources; (c) changes
in the terms of trade with partners in the CMEA and in the rest of the
world; (d) economic conditions in the West; and (e) the availability
and terms of Western credit and the willingness of the Eastern
European countries to borrow.

(a) Regional growth rates accelerated during the first half of the
1970's as compared with the previous five-year period; in some coun-
tries, the high growth rates continued well into the second half of the
decade (Chart 5). Given this high tempo and the pattern of invest-
ments described in section III-C, coupled with the inefficient use of
resources documented in all of the country studies, the inevitable result

70-528 0 - 81 - s
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was this entire region's rapidly growing import dependence during
the 1970's.

(b) The U.S.S.R. has been able to supply a portion of East Europe's
increased import requirements in three out of five key commodity
categories-energy, raw materials, and semimanufactured products-
but has been unable to supply the region's growing import requirements
in two other commodity categories-agricultural goods and high-tech-
nology products. From 1970 to 1977, the share of grain and other
agricultural commodities in total Soviet exports to East Europe de-
clined from 8 percent to 1 percent [Vanous-2]. The small share of
high-technology goods supplied by the U.S.S.R. is more difficult to
document, but all CPE's rely on the industrial West for a large share
of such purchases.

(c) Terms of trade developments during the 1970's contributed
greatly to five out of eight countries' increased dependence on Western
imports. The exceptions were Poland, Yugoslavia, and Albania. De-
terioration in terms of trade with the U.S.S.R. means that they must
export increased quantities to obtain a fixed volume of imports. These
increased exports require more energy, raw materials, semimanufac-
tures, and high-technology imports, most of which has to be purchased
for convertible currency on the world market.. Deterioration of the
region's terms of trade vis-a-vis the more or the less developed coun-
tries reenforced these tendencies.

(d) The crisis in the world economy adversely affected not only East
Europe's terms of trade and the availability of hard goods from the
U.S.S.R., but also Western demand for its exports. One contribution
provides a conceptual framework and facts regarding the transmission
mechanism through which world market disturbances affect Eastern
Europe [Neuberger et al.]. A crucial fact is that a recession in the West
reduces Western demand for all East European exports except fuel.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) has calculated that the volume of imports from the seven
CMEA countries (including the U.S.S.R.) fell below the trend line by
10 percent in 1974 and by 15 percent in 1975, presumably due mainly to
demand factors. At the same time, import-sensitive goods-clothing,
textiles, shoes, steel, basic chemicals, and other products-comprise too
high a share of Eastern Europe's exports to the West so many restric-
tions are still imposed on them.'5

(e) The crisis in the world economy benefited Eastern Europe by
opening up new opportunities (with potential dangers) to borrow
large sums from Western governments and private financial institu-
tions. These new opportunities were connected with the "recycling" of
the Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Countries' (OPEC) dollar
surplus. During the 1970's, much financing and international liquidity
creation shifted to private financial institutions, with the big multi-
national banks accepting deposits and making loans on the Euro-
currency markets. This new environment favored the borrowers, and
the Eastern European countries were able to obtain large sums on only
slightly less favorable terms than borrowers in the OECD countries

5 The shares of Import-sensitlve goods In each East European country's exports to the
West has been calculated In a study by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce [43].
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and on better terms than less developed countries and even OPEC.
Western government lenders also were eager to provide credits to
CPEs to stimulate Western countries' exports. Between 1973 and 1977,
20 percent of OECD's official export credits went to the CAIEA coun-
tries (including the U.S.S.R.), even though these countries accounted
for only 4 percent of total OECD exports [Neuberger, et al.].

D. Growing Indebtedness to the Industrial We8t

1. GROWTH OF TOTAL DEBT

Chart 13 presents the increase of gross and net hard currency debt of
the seven countries between 1970 and 1979. The difference between
the gross and net figures is hard currency deposits in Western com-
mercial banks. Debt estimates do not include CMEA countries' obli-
gations to the two CMEA banks as their share of these banks' hard
currency obligations to Western banks. At the end of 1979, the six
countries' share totaled about $2 billion [Zoeter], incurred mostly in
funding the construction of the Orenburg gas pipeline through the
CMEA's International Bank [Hannigan and McMillan].

While at the beginning of the 1970's the East European countries
differed only slightly in their debt levels (most of them owing about
$1 billion), by the end of the decade their debt levels differed widely.

Chart 13. Gross and Net Hard-Currency Debt of the East European Countries, 1971-1979
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2. SOURCES OF CREDIT

Three main sources of hard-currency credits exist: 1. private com-
mercial sources, in which costs and conditions are largely determined
by market forces; 2. Western governments, whose terms, as a rule, are
more advantageous to the borrower than those from private sources
(see [42] for a detailed discussion of government finance in East-
West commerce) ; and 3. The World Bank and the International Mone-
tary Fund (IMF).
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Private commercial sources include, among others, commercial
banks, which may lend directly, on a bank-to-bank basis (usually for
short term), or on a syndicated basis, via the Eurocurrency markets
(usually for medium- or long-term), and supplier credits (promissory
notes held by the exporters or by a financial institution). Government
credits in the United States are extended by the Export-Import Bank
to finance the sale of machinery and equipment and by the Commodity
Credit Corporation (CCC) to support agricultural exports. Other in-
dustrial Western countries have similar official institutions to help fi-
nance exports from their countries. Financing from the World Bank
and IMF is available to members only, i.e., to only Romania and Yugo-
slavia in the region.

During the 1970's, commercial finance, principally by large interna-
tional banks in the form of syndicated Eurocurrency loans, became the
largest source of credit, as shown in Table 3. At the end of 1979,
U.S.-based banks and their major foreign branches held a combined
$4,330 million in net claims against the CMEA-Six, 25 percent of
which was held by U.S.-domiciled and 75 percent by foreign domi-
ciled units. The $4,330 million accounted for 12.4 percent of the total
net liabilities of these countries to Western commercial banks, as shown
in Table 4.

TABLE 3.-COMPOSITION OF EAST EUROPE'S INDEBTEDNESS BY SOURCES OF CREDIT AT THE BEGINNING AND AT
THE END OF THE 1970'S

[In percentl

CMEA-6
Yugoslavia

Source of funds 1971 1978 1979

Private commercial -58 83 36.41
Government credits -42 15 40-45
World Bank and IMF -2 19

Sources: EE-6: [Zoeterl; Yugoslavia: [Tyson-Eichler] and information provided by Eichler.

TABLE 4.-NET U.S. COMMERCIAL BANK LOANS OUTSTANDING TO EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES AT THE END
OF 1979

[Dollar amounts in millions]

An percent o f
CMEA-6 total from

Borrowing country Amount (millions) United States

Poland - $1,642 38
Hungary -924 21
German Democratic Republic ---- 782 18
Bulgaria - 473 11
Romania -380 9
Czechoslovakia -129 3

Total -4,330 100
Yugoslavia- 2,000

Source: EE-5 [Zoeterl; Yugoslavia: [Eichler-Tysoni.

At the end of 1979, U.S. commercial bank loans outstanding to
Yugoslavia were about $2 billion [Tyson-Eichler], which I estimate
represented about 20 percent of loans extended to Yugoslavia by West-
ern commercial banks.
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As of 1980, access to U.S. Government export credit facilities has
been granted only to the four countries that have also been ex-
tended U.S. MFN status: Yugoslavia (never denied MFN status),
Poland (since 1960). Romania (since 1975), and Hungary (since 1978).
(A summary of the legal status of U.S. commercial relations with in-
dividual countries can be found in [Pregelj]. All four countries have
used the credit facilities of the Export-Import Bank and the CCC
as shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5-OFFICIAL UNITED STATES CREDITS OUTSTANDING TO INDIVIDUAL EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
(EXIMBANK AS OF MARCH 31, 1931; CCC AS OF AUGUST 31, 1980)

[Dollar amounts in millionsn

Loans outstanding

Country Eximbank CCC Total

Poland$ --------- 256 $670 $926
Yugoslavia -976 6 982
Romania ------------ 139 50 189
Hungary -- ------------------------- 10 _ 10

Table 6 shows that Romania and Yugoslavia have also obtained
large loans from the World, Bank and the IMF. Yugoslavia has re-
ceived more in World Bank loans on a per capita basis than any other
country. Romania also benefitted from membership in the two inter-
national financial institutions by obtaining large loans.

TABLE 6.-WORLD BANK AND IMF LOANS TO ROMANIA AND YUGOSLAVIA OUTSTANDING AT
THE END OF 1980

[in millions of U.S. dollarsl

World Bank
IMF

Country Disbursed Undisbursed (net use)

Romania $810 $663 $322
Yugoslavia -- -------------------------------- 1, 385 992 747

The principal mission of the World Bank is to finance public-sector
development projects in less developed countries; that of the IMF is
to help all member countries with temporary balance-of-payments
problems. Thus, if the other East European countries became members
of these two institutions (a country must join the IMF to be eligible for
Bank membership), all could make use of the IMF's loan facilities, but
probably only Bulgaria and Albania could become eligible for loans
from the World Bank. (Although no absolute eligibility standards are
published, my understanding is that, at the beginning of 1980, the
eligible countries were those with per capita GNP levels blow $2,100.)
Another advantage of World Bank membership is the right of all
members to take part in competitive bidding on any World Bank
project.le

" Participation is -open only to suppliers from member countries and Switzerland.
Switzerland, though not a member; has worked closely with the Bank and has opened its
capital market to the sale of Bank bonds and notes.
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3. REASONS FOR THE GROWING INDEBTEDNESS

Many factors contribute to the East European countries' growing in-
debtedness. Both increased demand for credits and increased supply
(availability) of credits are responsible for the large expansion of debt
depicted in Chart 13. Some factors responsible for increased demand
are largely within the control of decisionmakers in the area while
others are largely outside their control.

(a) Factors largely within the control of deci8ionnvikers
(i) Rate of economic expansion.-The more rapid and sustained

the growth of a country's real product, the stronger, ceteris paribUs,
is its demand for imported fuel, non-food raw materials, semimanu-
factures, food, machinery and equipment, and industrial consumer
items, and the lower its export supply of many primary products. The
income-elasticity of the CMEA-Six's demand for imports from the
West is very high for fuels, non-food raw materials, agricultural com-
modities, and industrial consumer goods [Vanous-2, Table 14]; the
elasticities of export supply to the West are much lower [Vanous-1,
Table 16].

(ii) Level and direction of investment.-The high level and rapid
growth of investment in fixed capital and the high proportion of
projects in the heavy-industrial sectors contribute to the rapid increase
in imports from the West. Most projects require Western technology
imports for their construction and energy and raw material imports
for their operation. Many projects are not intended to produce hard-
currency exports; for others, completion delays and other problems
often result in lower-than-planned hard-currency exports from proj-
ects intended to produce goods for sale to Western markets.

(iii) Type of specialization in the CJMEA division of labor.-The
more energy-, raw material- or high-technology intensive is a country's
specialization within the CMEA, the greater, ceteris paribus, will be
the adverse impact on the hard-currency balance of payments. This re-
lationship is documented for Poland tFallenbuchl], Czechoslovakia
[Levcik], the GDR [Oechsler] and Hungary ([40], Chapter 8).

(iv) Policies toward agriculture.-Inadequate inputs, poor man-
agement of state and collective farms, insufficient incentives, and policy
mistakes toward the dominant private farmers in Poland [Newcomb]
have caused agricultural output to remain below potential in many of
these countries, with adverse consequences for the hard-currency
balance of payments. Agriculture performed well during the 1970's
in only two of them: Romania and Hungary, as shown by Chart 7
depicting comparative levels of per capita agricultural output during
1966-79'by subperiods.

During the 1970's, only these two countries were net exporters of
agricultural products, Hungary consistently, in excess of $500 mil-
lion yearly, Romania considerably less and with greater year-to-
year fluctuations. By contrast, Czechoslovakia, the GDR and Poland
are large net importers of agricultural products of about $1 billion
yearly for each country, while Yugoslavia's net imports of agricul-
tural products were between $300 and $750 million, depending on the
year [Terhaar-Vankai].
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Chart 7. Comparative Levels of Per Capita Agricultural Output
in Eastern Europe, 1966-1979
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Grain is a key agricultural product in Eastern Europe's balance of
payments and a very important commodity in U.S. exports to the
region. Charts 11 and 12 depict U.S. export and import trade, re-
spectively, with total, agricultural, and non-agricultural commodities.

(v) Standard of living policies.-Providing more meat and certain
other food items to consumers (without appropriate wage, price, and

Chart 11. US. Exports to East European Countries, Total and Agricultural Commodities, 1972, 1975-1979
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Chart 12. US Imports from East European Countries, Total and Agricultural Commodities, 1972. 1975-1979
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agricultural policies to maintain a reasonable balance between domestic
supply and demand for such products) can result in a huge drain on
the hard-currency balance of payments as illustrated by recent de-
velopments in Poland [Newcomb]. A decision to supply the popu-
lation with more automobiles and other import-intensive consumer
items may also have an adverse impact on the balance of payments.
To illustrate: in the early 1970's, relying almost entirely on West
European technology and licenses, Poland decided to build up its
passenger automobile industry to supply the domestic and export
markets. Although exports have risen, the hard-currency cost of im-
ported parts reportedly exceeds hard-currency export earnings by a
substantial margin [Teske].

(vi) Policies toward torismr.-Not only do the East European coun-
tries differ in the amount of sun, water, and other attractions they can
offer Western tourists, but they also differ significantly in their policies
to exploit their tourist potential [34]. Yugoslavia has done the most to
promote tourism; Hungary, Romania, and to some extent Bulgaria
have made major efforts in this direction; and the GDR has accepted
large numbers of visitors from the FRG. However, for political rea-
sons, Czechoslovakia and especially Albania have discouraged West-
ern tourists. Although one would expect any sort of tourism to have
a favorable impact on the balance of payments, accommodating a sig-
nificantly large number of tourists from the CMEA countries than a
country is sending-who pay for food, gasoline, and other purchases
with soft currencies-has an advese impact on the hard-currency bal-
ance. This was Romania's justification for its unilateral decision in the
summer of 1979 to sell gasoline to all foreigners for convertible cur-
rency only (under an agreement that the deficit country is to settle the
balance with delivery of "hard" goods), thereby stranding thousands
of East European motorists traveling in that country.

(vii) Other policy decisions.-Major strategic or policy decisions in
other areas, taken for a variety of economic and political reasons, can
have positive or negative impacts on the hard-currency balance of pay-
ments. YugYoslavia's decision to permit its citizens to work in Western
Europe, resulting in up to a million Yugoslavs -being employed abroad
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in some years, has provided a critical flow of hard currency into the
country LTyson-Eichler]. The GDR's clever management of the FRG's
willingness to provide hard-currency benefits to the GDR through nu-
merous channels and for a variety of political and economic reasons
[Stahnke] benefits that country's hard currency balance of payments.
Decisions with a negative impact on the hard-currency balance include
various kinds of "planning" mistakes, many of which are documented
in the country studies in this volume. Many East European countries'
policymakers, for example, failed to realize for quite some time after
1973 that price changes on the world market, especially with respect to
energy, were permanent. One consequence of the 1973-74 turn of world
events was a sudden drastic change in the profitability of certain indus-
tries and products. In many Western countries, therefore, the produc-
tion of certain chemicals, plastics, iron and steel, various kinds of ma-
chinery and equipment. etc. became unprofitable. and worldwide
demand for new capacity in these branches declined precipitously.
Suppliers of plant and equipment in these branches, faced with excess
capacity, offered attractive deals, including financing, to willing buy-
ers. Many buyers were found in East Europe, and a disproportionately
large number in Poland. A survey of West German firms involved in
technology transfer under recent coproducton deals showed that 50
percent of the projects involved products already facing saturated
markets in the industrial West; another 44 percent involved products
that were moving in that direction [Teske].

(viii) Efflcie'ney of the domemtic economic systems.-Although last
on this list, the efficiency of the domestic economic system is the single
most important factor under the control of decisionmakers in the re-
gion because it can have a favorable or unfavorable impact on all of the
other factors listed. Here the economic system refers to a country's
price mechanism and the role it plays in production and consumption
decisions, the system of planning and management at all levels in the
economic bureaucracy, and the economic-social-political incentive sys-
tems which guide the actions of workers, managers, and professionals.

The CPE economic system is particularly adversely suited to the
export of manufactured products-precisely the type of goods on
which the East European countries must increasingly rely to finance
their rapidly growing Western imports. Typically., the manufactured
goods which they wish to sell in the West have serious, system-deter-
mined shortcomings in quality. Product innovation and technological
change tend to lag behind those of competitors because the incentive
system discourages firms from introducing new technology and because
military-related research is kept separate from the civilian economy.
Ties between the large R & D establishment and manufacturing enter-
prises are weak even in the civilian sector. In the absence of competi-
tion on the domestic and CMEA markets, enterprise output is "dis-
tributed," not "sold," so that the competitive skills necessary in inter-
national trade are not developed. Export promotion and good trading
performance require the nurturing of personal contacts between buyer
and seller. i.e.. travel. but in some of these countries such activities are
discouraged [Eichlerl granting it only as a privilege to select people.

Successful exporting of manufactured products also requires con-
tinuous change and adaptation of the production structure. Decision-
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makers must initiate or promptly follow technological changes on
the world market and respond to market signals in a timely fashion.
Because manufacturing is dynamic, risky, and highly competitive, en-
trepreneurship is vital to international trade. much more so than to
domestic development. As conventionally interpreted, Marxist eco-
nomic theory inculcates a disdain for market forces, the price mech-
anism, competition, and entrepreneurship-an attitude that is espe-
cially damaging for efficient allocation of investment funds and in in-
ternational trade [20].

Another systemic problem is overfull-employment planning and a
perennial sellers' market, which lead to the so-called "salability il-
lusion": planners consistently overestimate their ability to export to the
West since they are used to thinking in terms of supply rather than
marketing constraints. Even when planners perceive and attempt to
close quality gaps between their products and their competitors', by
the time they succeed, another gap has usually opened up, at a dif-
ferent level [22a]. The outcome is unfulfilled export plans and unfore-
seen hard-currency deficits.

Another systemic problem is the absence of operational exchange
rates to link domestic and world market prices. Enterprises are paid a
fixed local-currency price regardless of whether the output is sold on
the domestic CMEA, or Western markets. The result: enterprises pre-
fer to sell their manufactured products on the domestic and CMEA
markets that are less demanding and risky. As for imports, quality,
availability, and service considerations prompt enterprises to prefer
goods imported from the West. Because they are charged a fixed dom-
estic price for inputs and because financing (once an input is allocated)
is automatic, firms have little interest in the foreign price or in the
availability of foreign exchange, and bargain hard with authorities
to obtain Western imports.

Without operational exchange rates (which only Yugoslavia and
Hungary have) and currency convertibility. East European coun-
tries are unable to rely on devaluation to solve persistent balance of
payments problems. Because foreign trade with the West is conducted
in Western currencies and approximately at world market prices, de
facto devaluation can be achieved only by charging an export price
lower than that prevailing on the world market. Such back-door de-
valuation, however, is limited bv Western antidumping re zulations.
(It is problematic, to be sure, whether a devaluation would improve
the balance of payments, which depends on the elasticities).

In spite of efforts to overcome these problems, the system deter-
iniiie 1 constraints on the hard-currencv balance remain strong. To be
sure, tho countries differ in the degree to which their economic systems
contribute to or attemut to solve the hard-currency balance of pay-
ments and other related problems. For examDle, f undamental problems
with the economic system in Poland are the principal cause of that
country's crushing hard-currency debt. Polish and Western experts
agree that for quite some time that country has not been led com-
petently in economic matters, and that much economic experimenta-
tion notwithstanding, key components of the economic mechanism
are not internally consistent. Sever,1l contributions discuss Poland's
systemic problems: [Fallenbuchl], rDavies]. and [Teske].
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This long list of factors largely within the control of East Europeandecisionmakers which have contributed to worsened balance of pay-ments problems is not intended to suggest that all factors are of equalcontributing importance. In my view. an East European policymaker
wishing to solve his country's balance of payments problem duringthe 1980's must concentrate on the last factor: improving the efficiency
of the domestic economic system.
(b) Factors largely outside the control of decisionmalker in Eastern

Europe
It is not enough simply to enumerate the outside economic forceswhich have an adverse impact on the hard-currency balance of pay-ments one must focus also on the decisionmakers' response to adverse

developments. Timely and appropriate response will largely limit theextent of harm inflicted on a country by forces of external economicdisturbance [Neuberger, et al.]. Thus, decisions largely within thecontrol of decisionmakers in Eastern Europe are, of overriding
importance.

(i) Deterioriating terms of trade.-Subsumed under this heading isa country's endowment of natural resources and existing productioncapacity, which in the 8hort run will largely determine its terms oftrade if world market price ratios change by a wide margin. But afterthe initial adverse impact of world market price changes, a countryshould be able to influence its ternm§ of trade by adjusting domesticproduction and consumption, i.e., by reducing imports and expanding
exports of items that have become relatively more expensive on theworld market. The same is valid under adverse external developments
(2), (3), and (4).

(ii) Prolonged recession in the West.-This adversely affects East-ern Europe's hard-currency balance of payments because of reduceddemand for its exports.
(iii) Increased competition from less developed countries.-During

the 1970's, the East European countries faced especially strong newcompetition from the dozen so-called newly industrialized countries.(iv) Increased protectionism in We8tern markets.-Partly a West-
ern political response to the prolonged recession and intensified com-petition from developing and planned economies, growing protection-
ism involving certain sensitive products has created some added diffi-culties for thre East European countries. With respect to the U.S.market. this issue is discussed in [Jurew]. [Pregelj]. and [32]; withrespect to the European Community. especially in relation to Romania.in [Lauxl; with respect to some broader issues in East-West com-merce. in [Dieboldl. FBaumer-Jacobsen] and [Orr].

(v) Western inflation.-Rising world price levels usually raise theinterest rates borrowers must pay not only on new credits but also on asignificant portion of existing debt, because the interest rate on mostsyndicated Eurocurrency loans is "floating"-determined on the duedate (every 3 or 6 months) by adding a fixed margin to the floatingLIBOR rate.lca Thus, the larger the share of commercial bank loansin a country's total debt and the larger its need for new financing
10- LIBOR7London Interbank offer rate, the Interest charged in transactions betweenlaree International banks on borrowed Eurodol'ar time deposits in London. LIBOR interestrates are influenced by the monetary policies of the major Western countries, by theanticipated levels of world Inflation, as well as by more specific demand and supply factors.
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the greater will be the impact of rising interest rates on its total debt.
For instance, since at end-1979 Poland owed about $15 billion to com-
mercial banks [Zoeter], an 1-percent increase in LIBOR adds a $150
million interest burden for Poland. Of course, inflation reduces the
debt burden in the long run, provided that export prices at least keep
up with world inflation.

(vi) Fluctuating exchange rates among Western currencies.-This
factor has multiple impact on an East European country's nominal
debt. The impact depends on the currency in which a debt is denomi-
nated. If in U.S. dollars, a change in the dollars' exchange rate has no
impact on the nominal debt level. If the debt is denominated in a cur-
rency which appreciates vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar (e.g., the Deutsche
Mark (DM) in recent years), then the nominal dollar value of the debt
will increase (and conversely if the dollar appreciates). Because the
FRG and other Western countries are large creditors to the East Eu-
ropean countries and because the Mark and some other currencies ap-
preciated against the dollar in recent years, the nominal dollar value
of Eastern Europe's debt has.been inflated, even though a portion of
the debt is payable in other currencies. A calculation for Poland shows
that if its non-dollar-denominated debt were converted to dollars at
exchange rates prevailing in 1975, its end-1979 total debt would be only
about $16 rather than $20 billion [Zoeter]. Because few observers are
aware of the impact of Western exchange rate fluctuations on nominal
debt figures, a substantial depreciation of the U.S. dollar is clearly
detrimental to those debtor countries which have a significant portion
of their debt denominated in appreciating currencies

4. SUPPLY (AVAILABILITY) OF CREDITS

Several developments have resulted in the availability of increas-
ingly large credits to the East European countries. First, detente im-
proved the political climate, an indispensible precondition for Western
governments and commercial lenders to even consider large-scale cred-
its to communist countries [Eichler]. Next, a large portion of the
huge surpluses generated by OPEC countries after 1973 was deposited
in Western banks, which were seeking to lend profitably. At the same
time, borrowing by traditional debtors in the West declined because of
sluggish Western economies; new borrowers, including those from
Eastern Europe, were gladly accommodated. rThird, the recession in
the West created excess capacity and growing unemployment, which
caused Western governments to encourage exports by seeking out buy-
ers. Such sales were promoted by subsidized government credits.
Fourth, keen competition among American, West European, and Jap-
anese banks, especially during 1978-79, prompted some banks to lend
to countries in East Europe (and elsewhere) on perhaps an unwar-

17 As to the Impact of changes in exchange rates on the real debt burden. miuch depends
on the currency in which a eebtor country's earnines are generated and Nw'Pther Its
export prices are fixed under long-term contracts. If. for exemple. an East European
country enters into a fixed-price, long-term export contract in DM. the Mark appreciates
vis-a-vls the dollar during the life of the contract, and the debt Is denominated largely
in dollars, then the debtor would benefit from the eollars depreciation. But in export
transactions not covered by fixed-price contracts, the world market price quoted in differ-
ent currencies presumably adjusts instantaneously to exchange rate fluctuations.
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ranted scale, in view of some borrowing countries' provision of in-
adequate information on their financial positions and on the effec-
tiveness of their economic programs in managing a growing debt.

5. THE BURDEN OF DEBT

No one measure can accurately indicate the debt burden of a given
country or the comparative debt burdens of several countries. Chart
14 presents three alternative (net) hard-currency debt burden meas-
ures for the seven Eastern European countries, for 1971, 1975, and
1979; other (more sophisticated) measures are presented in [Zoeter].

Chart 14. Three Alternative Debt Burden Measures for the East European Countries, 1971, 1975 and 1979
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A-very simple indicator is per capita debt (column 1 of Chart 14),
sometimes used because it can be easily calculated.

Yet, this measure takes into account neither a country's export
potential nor the maturity structure of its debt. The ranking of the
Eastern European countries on the basis of their 1979 (net) debt per
capita is as follows:
Hungary-------------------- --------------------------------------- $702
Poland ------------------------------------------------------------- 568
Yugoslavia --------------------------------------------------------- 543
GDR -____________________________________________________________ 537
Bulgaria ----------------------------------------------------------- 431
Romania -- 306----___-------------------_-------___--------- 3
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A more sophisticated measure is the debt to merchandise export
ratio (column 2 of Chart 14), which shows the size of the debt rela-
tive to the country's annual hard-currency exports. The Eastern Eu-
ropean countries' ranking, on the basis of 1979 data is:
Poland ------------------------------------------------------------- 3.16
Yugoslavia --------------------------------------------------------- 2.96
Hungary ------------------------------------------------------------ 2.23
GD-R _--------------------------------------------------------------2.00
Bulgaria ------------------------------------------------------------ 1.65
Romania ----------------------------------------------------------- 1.26
Czechoslovakia ------------------------------------------------------ 0.88

Chart 14 reveals the extraordinarily rapid increase in Poland's debt
to export ratio during the 1970's, indicating the inability of that
country's exports to keep up with increased debts. By contrast, Bul-
garia's and Romania's 1979 ratios were about the same as in 1971,
revealing that these countries had been able to increase hard-currency
exports roughly in proportion to their debt (partly, of course, because
they borrowed at a slower pace than Poland). Bulgaria's improved
1979 ratio is mostly due to the almost 50 percent increase in its 1979
hard-currency exports [Zoeter, Table 1]. If this level of exports can-
not be sustained and expanded in the early 1980's, Bulgaria's debt to
export ratio will deteriorate once again, as it did during the mid-1970's.

The third measure of the debt burden presented is the debt service
to export ratio (column 3 of Chart 14), relating interest on total out-
standing debt and principal payments on medium- and long-term debt
in a given year to hard-currency exports in the same year. The advan-
tage of this measure over the previous one is that it focuses on the im-
mediate situation. Two countries with identical total or per capita
debts or debt-to-export ratios may have quite dissimilar debt service
ratios; for one country, a large share of repayment obligations may be
bunched and falling due soon, whereas the other's payments may be
stretched out over a longer period. The main shortcomings of the meas-
ure are the bias introduced by omitting services, e.g., Yugoslavia, Bul-
garia, and Poland have substantial net service revenues (see below)
available for debt service, and the implicit assumption that short-term
credits (which for some East European countries amount to one-third
or more of their total debt) can be rolled over automatically.

The ranking of the East European countries on the basis of their
1979 debt-service-to-export ratios is:

Percent

Poland- _________________________ 5
Yugoslavia ---------------------------------------------------------- 5
G D R _ _ _ _ _ _ ----------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- 65
Hungary --------------------- - 36
Bulgaria _______________________________ ------ 36
Romania _______________________--_________ 25
Czechoslovakia ---------------------------------------------------- 22

Poland's extraordinarily high debt service ratio is due not only to its
very large nominal indebtedness but also to the dramatic worsening of
the maturity structure of its debt, which in turn is due partly to: (1)
Poland's increasing reliance on government export credits to pur-
chase commodities (grain, steel, chemicals, etc.) for which terms are
considerably shorter than for financing machinery and equipment or
for syndicated Eurocurrency loans; and (2) principal repayments on
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earlier Eurocurrency credits falling due during 1979-80 [Zoeter]. In
*contrast, Hungary (which ranked higher than Poland on per capita
debt and placed second to Poland on debt-to-export ratio) has relied
heavily on medium- and long-term syndicated Eurocurrency loans, so
that it does not face a debt service crisis similar to Poland's.18

Invisibles are omitted in calculating the debt service ratio because
full balance of payments data are not available for five of the seven
-countries, Hungary and Yugoslavia being exceptions.lsa Revenues and
expenditures in these two countries' invisibles are presented in Table
7,.which reveals that-invisibles are not a significant source of net rev-
enue (or expenditure) for Hungary, but are extraordinarily impor-
tant for Yugoslavia, whose 1978 earnings of-$5.3 billion on the invisi-
bles account compared with export revenues of $5.7 billion. Yugo-
slavia's net -invisibles earnings of about $3. billion were available to
finance a portion of its traditionally large import surplus or its debt
service.

TABLE 7.-SELECTED.INVISIBLE REVENUES'AND EXPENDITURES IN HUNGARY'S AND
YUGOSLAVIA'S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1979

[Dollar amounts in millionss

Revenues Expenditures Balance

Hungary (1979):
Freight and insurance -$23 $210 -$187
Tourism and travel -157 85 +72
Government expenditures -15 52 -37
Other current payments -235 145 +90
Transfer payments -46 6 +40

Total -476 498 -22

Yugoslavia (1978):
Freight, insurance and other-transport -1,550 565 585
Tourism, traveL- 1, 050 120 930
Worker's remittances and miscellaneous other- 3,070 1,542 1,528

Total _… -- ------------ 5,670 2,227 3,043

Sources: Hungary: 1381, table 18; Yugoslavia: [Tyson-Eichler), appendix.

Other East European countries' -hard-currency invisibles balances
are probably much nearer to Hungary's than to Yugoslavia's, al-
though several are able to generate. significant net earnings: the GDR,
through large: visa and. transit fees from West German and other
visitors to Berlin and the GI)R plus other payments by the FRG, re-
lated-to Berlin-and the-freeing of.political prisoners by the GDR; Po-
land, from tourism, remittances by relatives;-and "internal" hard-cur-
rency exports in the !"Pewex" shops; and Romania and Bulgaria from
shipping and tourist and travel. On the basis of published informa-
tion for Hungary and Yugoslavia and reconstructed estimates for the
East European countries ([28], Table 6), the balance of 1979 hard-
currency invisibles transactions (excluding interest on debt) are as
follows:

"The maturity schedule and other detailed hard-currency balance of payments statistics
are officially published by Hungary in [381-

"- Poland provides the Information to Western governments and commercial banks on
a confidential basis and the Western press occasionally acquires and reports the figures.
Romania provides its balance of payments to the IMF and the World Bank. For the first
time in June i980. the IMF has started to publish Information on Romania's exchange rates.
holdings of foreign exchange, Special Drawing Rights and gold, as well as Its position
vis-a-vis the Fund [24].
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Milliona

Yugoslavia ----------- _---------------------------------------- $3,750
GDR ------------------------------------------------------------- 1, 000
Poland------------------------------------------------------------ 390
Bulgaria ---------------------------------------------------------- 250
Romania- -____________________________________ 100
Hungary ---------------------------------------------------------- _ (22)
Czechoslovakia ---------------------------------------------------- (50)

To sum up: the various debt burden measures indicate that during
the 1970's Poland relied the most and Czechoslovakia the least on
external finance, although even Czechoslovakia's 22 percent debt serv-
ice ratio is substantial by international standards. In the next-to-
highest tier we find the GDR, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia.
Romania's debt is relatively modest by Eastern European standards,
although it has been rising rapidly since 1977. In any event, all coun-
tries' hard-currency balance of payments prospects-which are deter-
mined by requirements for hard-currency imports, their abilities to
earn hard currency, principally through exports, and their continued
access to credits from Western private and government sources and
from the international financial institutions-are all vital factors in
their debt situations.

0. DEBT PROJECTIONS TO 1985

During the early 1980's, the East European countries almost cer-
tainly will need substantial additional credits from the West. This con-
clusion can be drawn from their current balance of payments. In addi-
tion to refinancing the debt when payment of principal is due, each
year a country needs to cover its hard-currency imports plus the inter-
est payments on the debt outstanding. If these sums cannot be financed
by its hard-currency export plus net invisibles earnings, then the

TABLE 8.-ESTIMATED FOREIGN EXCHANGE REQUIRED AND AVAILABLE FOR THE EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
TO AVOID INCREASING THEIR DEBT LEVELS, 1979

IDollar amounts in millions]

Uses of hard currency Sources of hard currency Uses less sources

Interest Foreign Foreign As per
on 1979 eschange Net in- eschange cent f

Country Imports net debt'I required Exportfsa visibles 4 available' Amount exports

Poland - $8,095 $2, 351 $10,446 $6, 335 ' $850 $7,185 $3, 261 52
Romania -6,670 808 7,478 5,350 100 5,450 2,028 38
German Democratic Republic 5,900 1,037 6,937 4,500 1,000 5,500 1,437 32
Hungary 3,880 878 4,758 3,361 (22) 3,339 1,419 42
Czechoslovakia- 4,120 383 4,503 3,600 (50) 3,550 953 26
Bulgaria -1,603 462 2,065 2,310 250 2,560 (495) (21)

EE-6 -30,268 5,919 36,187 25,456 2,128 27,584 8,603 34
Yugoslavia -10,179 1,000 11,179 4,463 3,570 8,033 5,716 118

EE-7 -40,447 6,919 47,366 29,919 5,698 35,617 14,319 48

I Assuming an average interest rate of 12 percent on outstanding debt (in the source cited). This rate may be on the
high side.

2 Does not include hard-currency obligations due to the CMEA banks and to other CPE's, deficits in intra-CPE hard-
currency trade, and miscellaneous other hard-currency obligationsn

a Exports may overstate the amount of hard currency generated because they include sales to less developed countries
on credit or under bilateral agreements where the balance is not settled in hard currency.
' Shipping, tourism. sale of gold and arms for hard currency. The estimates have a potentially large margin of error.

Does not include hard currency that may have been obtained directly from CPE's or less developed countries.
° An alternative estimate gives $390,000,000 (see note 4).

Sources: East Europe-6: 1281, table 6 (except invisibles for Hungary, see text table 7);Yugoslavia, trade: ITyson-Eichlerl.
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balance must be borrowed. Table 8 presents such calculations for the
six countries, individually and combined, plus Yugoslavia.

For the six East European countries combined, the 1979 gap between
foreign exchange required to finance imports plus interest payments
and foreign exchange available without additional borrowing was $8.6
billion and was matched almost exactly by the $8 billion 1979 increase
in the six countries' combined debt (Chart 13).19 Because the 1979 for-
eign exchange gap was equal to approximately one-third of the
CMEA-Six's combined hard-currency exports, the only way the East-
ern European countries could avoid increasing their debt in 1980 and
beyond would be either to reduce drastically their hard-currency im-
ports or to increase very substantially their hard-currency exports, or
both. In view of their countries' dependence on Western technology
(including spare parts) and on the world market for imports of
energy, raw materials, intermediate goods, and consumer products,
added to the various supply and demand constraints on their hard-
currency exports, it is unlikely, to say the least, that these countries
will be able to balance their current accounts during the early 1980's.
Clearly, if their imports are to expand, or even remain for several
years at 1979 levels, their total indebtedness must rise.

Table 9 projects 1983-85 debt levels of the East European countries
under various assumptions regarding the growth rates of their hard-
currency imports and exports. Because so many factors influence a
country's exports and imports, these projections are intended to be il-
lustrative rather than predictive. They show that for most countries,
even a modest growth of imports and relatively rapid expansion of ex-
ports will result in rising debt levels. The exact outcome will be deter-
mined by the size of the current gap between imports and exports, the
interest on the currently outstanding and future debt, and the growth
of imports and exports.

In Table 9, the numbers in row A assume a continuation of each
country's 1975-79 growth rates of imports and exports. The numbers
in row B are the growth rates of exports required to stabilize a coun-
tlry's debt level by 1983 and 1985, respectively, on the assumption that
the 1975-79 growth tempo of imports is continued (except for Bul-
garia: see below). In row C, one or more alternative import and export
growth rates are projected, along with the resulting indebtedness by
1.983 and 1985. Projected debt and export growth rates required for
debt stabilization are given within a range, the low figures assuming
an average interest rate of 10 percent on outstanding debt, the higher
figiires-12 percent.

Table 9 can best be explained and interpreted by referring to Chart
15, which depicts the trends in the hard-currency imports, exports,
trade balance, and invisibles balance of the Eastern European coun-
tries during 1973-79. A bar shows hard-currency exports, imports and
the trade balance for each country for each year. A solid black shading
indicates a trade deficit: diagonal stripes-a trade surplus. The chart
compares the trade trends of each countrv over time, the size of a deficit
or surplus relative to the same country's exports and imports in the
same year. and, comparatively, the levels and trends in the trade flows

19 The $.S tbillion difference could arise from omissions and inaccuracies In the estimntes
shown in Table 8 (see the footnotes to the table) and from partial financing of the foreign
exchange gap by a reduction of foreign exchange reserves.

70-528 0 - 81 - 6
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TABLE 9.-ALTERNATIVE PROJECTIONS OF 1933 AND 1985 DEBT LEVELS OF THE EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

lDollar amounts in billionus

Net year-end hard-currency debt
Export growth rate (percent) (billions)

Assumed Import
growth rate, Required to

1979-83 or 1979- stabilize debt
Country/Type of projection 85 (percent) Assumed by 1983 or 1985 1979 1983 1985

B ulgaria:
A-----------.-.4 20 -$3.8 None None
B-------------- 15------- 6.8- 7.3 ------ $2.4-$2.6 ------

15 -- 8.7- 8. 9 ------- - . 3-$1.6
C- 20 5-- 4.1- 4.5 7.3- 7.9

Czechoslovakia:
A 9 9- 3.2 7.9- 8.3 11.3-12.2
B-9------- 14. 2-14.7 ------ 5.4- 5.6 -------

9--B. 12.9-13.2 - -6.9- 7.2
C 5 10 - -5. 3- 5.7 5. 1- 5.8

German Democratic Republic:
A 8 8- 9.0 15.4-16.4 20.4-22.4
B 8 -- 14.1-14.8 - 11.8-12.3-

8-- 12.5-13.1 - -13.9-14.7
C 5 10 - - 12.5-13.4 13.2-15.0

Hungary:
A 7 15 -7.5 9.2-10.0 7.5- 8.8
B 7 … 13.2-14.1 - 10.0-10.4

7----- 11.4-12.1 -- - 11.7-12.3
C- 5 10 - -10.6-11.0 12.7-13.5

Poland:
A 7 12 -20.0 30.4-32.6 35. 2-39.4
B 7-- 15.6-16.7 - 26.7-27.8

7-- 13.2-14.1 - -31.-3-33.1
C-0 15 ……------------- 20.8-22.8 11.7-15.1

5 15- - 25.-27.6 22.6-26.3
Romania:

A- 16 14 -6.7 .19.4-20.9 32.7-34.9
B 16 -- 23.4-23.9 - 12.3-12.7 16.4-17.2
C 16 -- 21.4-21.7-

10 15 .-- - 13.4-14.3 15.4-17. 1

Source: 1281, tables 8 through 13.

and trade balances among the countries. The chart also shows, for 1979
only, the estimated net hard-currency invisibles (excluding interest
payments on debt), juxtaposed with each country's 1979 trade deficit
(or surplus), which a positive-invisibles balance reduces. (On the other
hand; the interest on debt outstanding, not shown on the chart, enlarges
the trade deficit.)

The absolutely-and relatively large and growing trade deficits of
Yugoslavia are most striking-in Chart 15 ;.in 1979 less than 50 percent
6f imports could- be financed by exports. On the other hand, Yugo-
sfavia can finance more than half of the trade deficit with its net

-invisibles earnings. Also, each previous jump in imports and deficits
-was.followed by a leveling off of imports for two or three years, as the
balance of payments constraint forced the country to give priority to
improving its current account- [Tyson-Eichler]. Poland's difficult
situation is also striking: the annual trade deficit could not be reduced
significantly in -spite of a more rapid expansion- of- exports than of
imports since 1975 (12 percent versus 7 percent, as shown in Table 9).
Because the large outstanding debt creates a further financing burden,
Poland -has to run very fast, so to speak, just to avoid falling further
behind. Table 9 shows that even if exports continue -to expand at al-
most twice the rate at which imports rise, Poland's debt will.increase
to more than $30 billion by 1983 and may almost reach $40 billion by
1985, depending on the future interest rate charged. Poland can avoid
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Chart 15. Hard-Currency Imports, Exports, Trade Balance, and Invisibles, Balance
of the East European Countries, 1973-1979
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a substantially larger debt by 1983 only by holding its imports con-
stant at 1979 levels for four years while expanding exports by at least
15 percent per annum, or by implementing some similar arrangement
of highly divergent growth rates of imports and exports.

My preliminary assessment of the effect of the recent disturbances
in Poland on that country's balance of payments is that the workers'
strikes as well as the terms of the settlement reached with them are
likely to aggravate rather than bolster the already fragile economic
situation in Poland. Giving large increases and freezing prices means
that the government must put more goods into the shops. These will
have to be imported or diverted from intended exports, thereby
worsening the balance of payments.

The hope of the decisionmakers in Poland is that the terms of the
strike settlement and subsequent economic reforms will improve
morale in the country to such an extent that productivity improve-
ments will more than compensate for the production shortfalls caused
by the strike. Everyone agrees that Poland's economy has large "re-
serves" to boost output and productivity, but Polish officials are more
ontimistic than Western observers about the prospects for capturing
these reserves. To obtain substantial productivity gains will require
comprehensive, simultaneous, and internally consistent reforms in
ths planning. price. incentive. management. and information systems.
This would mean a basic overhaul of the Polish economic and manage-
ment system to reestablish a close connection between economic effort
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and reward, to appoint competent officials to key party, government,
and enterprise-management posts, and to inform the Polish people
in a straightforward mamier about the country's domestic economic
and foreign debt situation. The broad reform program will probably
have to include temporary economic austerity to stabilize the foreign
debt situation since Western lenders are becoming more and more
reluctant to provide additional funds. The problems and the pro-
posed solution must be laid out by the leadership and accepted by
the people. Only then can the leadership hope to restore the confi-
dence of the Polish people as well as of foreign lenders in the ability
of the party and the government to solve Poland's extremely serious
economic problems.

V. CONSEQUENCES OF ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE; INCRrASED EXTERNAL

DEPENDENCE AND VULNERABLTY

A. Import Sub8titutzon Indu8trialization Uinder Central Planning

During the 1970's, the East European countries have continued their
postwar industrialization drives at a rapid pace. Fundamentally, two
patterns of industrialization may be followed by any country: import
substitution industrialization and export promotion industrialization.
The eight East European countries have followed essentially the
former path to economic transformation.

Import substitution industrialization relies on a protected domestic
(or regional) market to generate demand for industrial products,
vhich can facilitate achieving a rapid increase in outDut over a certain

l)eriod. Rapid expansion of industrial production, however, requires
increased supDlies of energy, raw materials, semimanufactures, and
machinery, which must be obtained increasingly through imports. But
under such policies, many industries are protected from domestic and
international competition: thus manufacturing products which are
competitive on world markets is difficult. Sooner or later, the country
will face a balance of payments constraint on the continued rapid
growth of its economy. The timing and severity of this constraint will
depend on: (1) the availability of raw materials and agricultural
products from domestic (or from Drotected regional) sources to supply
the growing industrial sector and to generate foreign exchange; and
(2) the availability of external financing to bridge the foreign ex-
change gap.

In contrast, export promotion industrialization can typically pro-
ceed without severe foreip-n exchange constraints; industrialization
can thus become more a self-sustaining process. It. however. tends to
he more difficult to initiate than import substitution industrialization
for political and economic reasons. For examnle, industrialization by
export promotion typically requires policies that make explicit a con-
siderable degree of reliance on domestic and external market forces.

The postwar growth performance of small- and medium-sized mar-
ket economies has been more satisfactorv under export promotion tlisn
under import substitution industrialization for several reasons. Under
the latter. a country often constructs plants of less than effieient mini-
mum optimal size. The absence of strong competition allows both
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efficient and inefficient firms to prosper. Thus it often involves uneco-
nomical, high-cost activities wniic use resources which could other-
wise be used more productively. Tile resulting shortfall in export
earnings relative to rapidly growing import requirements creates a
foreign exchange bottlenecK, wnich in turn leaus to more and more
policies to save foreign exchange by limiting imports. Such policies
tend to be bureaucratic, indiscriminate, and shortsighted; they further
constrain the growth of manufactures exports, because in order to
compete internationally, procucers must be given reasonable access to
imported raw materials, intermediate goods, and technology. 'There-
fore, a country pursuing import substitution policies will typically
become strongly constrained by-and thus dependent on-apparently
uncontrollabie external economic forces, even though upon adoption
these policies appeared to assure a greater degree of economic inde-
pendence than export promotion policies. Export promotion industri-
alization policies acknowledge from the outset a close interdependence
with the world economy. This interdependence in turn sets constraints
on the economic behavior of both the government and enterprises
because the international market provides practically instantaneous
feedback on the success or failure of decisions.

During the postwar period, each of the eight countries has essen-
tially followed import substitution industrialization policies. The ex-
treme version of this policy-attempted autarky-has been given up
after several years by all except Albania [Schnytzer].- Import sub-
stitution policies in the region do not mean that these countries
have attempted to replace all imports, but that they have been
largely indiscriminate in their willingness to establish and ex-
pand industrial branches and enterprises regardless of their ability to
compete with the resulting products on the world market. Central
planning under an authoritarian-government protects these industrial
branches and enterprises more securely than any tariff could in a
market economy; central planning also reinforces both the strengths
and the weaknesses of import substitution policies. By substituting
government demand for the market, output growth is not constrained
even by domestic market forces. Government ownership and control of
the means of production and the use of coercion to finance an ambitious
economic development program facilitate, for a time being, rapid prog-
ress toward industrialization. However, by running the economy in a
typically bureaucratic fashion, central planning in effect carries the
protectionist tendencies of import substitution to extreme, because
foregoing all competition is equivalent to perfect protectionism. This
leads to inefficiency in the use of all inputs, in investment decisions, and
in the ability to generate hard currency via manufactures exports.

The East European countries have been able to pursue such policies
much longer than comparable market-type economies because up to
now thev have been able to rely-temporarily-on three special sup-
port mechanisms: (1) a highly centralized political system geared to
resource mobilization and suppression of dissent; (2) the U.S.S.R., as

2 For Albania. attempted antarky includes not having to import grain and other food
products: manufacturing all the spare parts needed to keep imported machinery in opera-
tion, plus some simple machinery, Including tractors: and producing some basic Industrial
consumer items [Schnytzerl.
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a supplier of energy and raw materials and a market for manufac-
tures; and (3) access to large Western credits in recent years.

(1) A highly centralized authoritarian political system had been in-
strumental both for initiating and extending import substitution poli-
cies. Such a system is able to mobilize domestic resources and contain
dissent, including consumer discontent, by strong-arm methods. The
government is able to finance rapid industrialization and exports by
diverting resources which in a market economy would have been con-
sumed (or saved voluntarily if there were sufficient incentives). How-
ever, the economic effectiveness of such policies diminishes rapidly
after a point at which further economic growth must be generated
principally by improved productivity.2 1 All the East European coun-
tries have reached this point at various times during the last two
decades.

(2) The U.S.S.R., in supplying energy and raw materials as well as
a market for manufactures, has extended the life snan of import sub-
stitution policies by postponing the appearance of a binding foreign
exchange gap. Since the mid-1960's, it has been evident that the avail-
ability of adlditiowl energy and raw materials supplies from the
U.S.S.R. in exchange for manufactures that could not be sold readily
for hard currency is only temporary. East European countries began
to feel the pinch during the 1970's; the problem is sure to get worse
during the 1980's.

(3) During the 1970's, the consumer began to require more atten-
tion, necessitating increased Western imports. The supply of primary
products from the IU.S.S.R. became more limited, requiring growing
supplementary purchases for hard currency. The need for Western
technology to modernize industry became more pressing-a need that
could be met only by heavy reliance on Western imports. At the same
time, Western credits began to flow on a very large scale, temporarily
bridging the growing foreign exchange gap. However. during the
1980's additional Western credits will not be available to finance hard
currency imports on anywhere near the scale of the previous decade,
even though the debt levels of most East European countries will con-
tinue to rise. (For Albania, the economic assistance China supplied
until about 1978 provided resources on a scale roughly comparable to
those made available to the other countries of the region via Western
credits. See [Schnytzer] and [30], Table 4.)

B. Increamcd Externa1 Depevd evoe and Vulnerability

Import substitution industrialization policies pursued under com-
mand-tyne central planning for a generation and their growing reli-
ance on Soviet raw materials and markets and Western credits have
driven the East European countries into a position not only of in-
creased external dependence (which is not necessarily bad) but also
increased external vulnersbility (which is the real problem).22 They
are especially vulnerable in the following five areas:

"n It is Interesting to note that the rather consamer oriented Period In Polsnd in the
early 1170's did not brinr about the expected feedback on productivity, probably because
of the fundeymental rhortcomintq in the economic and management systems.

2s Vulnerabilitv refers to the degree of Oifflciiltv a country has in attempting to resno, d
to adverse external developments that are bound to arise when a country Is externally
dependent and the likelihood of successful response in meeting adversity.
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1. INCREASED DEPENDENCE ON IMPORTED ENERGY, RAW MATERIALS, AND

INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS

While the East European countries are still predominantly depend-
ent on the U.S.S.R., even under the most favorable assumptions about
Soviet production capabilities and export policies, during the 1980's
they will become much more dependent on other hard-currency sources
[Watson] .

2. GROWING DEPENDENCE ON IMPORTED AGRICULTURALL PRODUCTS

Increased consumption of meat must remain a high priority for
economic and political reasons. Much of the grain and other animal
feedstuffs currently imported already comes from the United States
and other hard currency sources and is expected to continue so during
the 1980's [Vankai and Terhaar].

3. INCREASED DEPENDENCE ON WESTERN TECHNOLOGY

The East European countries are vulnerable partly because they im-
ported so much Western plant and equipment during the 1970's (which
must be maintained with a continuous flow of components and spare
parts) and partly because the CMEA still lacks much of the modern
technology essential for continued industrialization and for the crea-
tion or maintenance of hard-currency export potential.

Basic problems are: (1) that CMEA countries continue to experience
difficulty in taking indigenous and foreign technology and applying it
to commercial processes quickly and on a broad scale. This is partly a
systemic problem-improper incentives-and partly the result of
macroeconomic policies which stress capacity expansion over capacity
replacement; and (2) inability to create adequate substitutes for
foreign direct investment as a means. for transferring technology [10].

4. INCREASED COMPETITION AND VULNERABILITY OF THEIR MANUFACTURES
AND PROCESSED AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS ON WESTERN MfARKIETS

Eastern Europe's vulnerability is in part due to its growing de-
pendence on Western multinational corporations not only for tech-
nology but also for marketing services, often under industrial coopera-
tion agreements (see [32] and [33]). In product areas in which the
Eastern European countries are less dependent on multinationals for
technological and marketing know-how-mostly traditional, labor-
intensive agricultural products and industrial consumer goods such
as textiles clothing, and shoes-they are becoming more and more
vulnerable to competition from the rapidly industrializing but still
low-wage developing countries and to growing protectionist trends in
the recession-prone industrial Western countries.

.. CONTINUED. IN SOME CASES EXCESSIVE, DEPENDENCE ON WESTERN CREDITS

This is the most immediately critical area of vulnerability for the
East European countries, for several reasons:

(a) Conventional debt burden measures show that several countries
already have excessive debts relative to their export potential (Chart



14) ; these debts will be extremely difficult to service. Today's Western

financial press features prominently the debt servicing difficulties

already encountered by Poland, whose refinancing maneuvers during

1980 have been interpreted as tantamount to forced resciheduiing LA6]

Actual rescheduling of Poland's foreign debt, estimated at $24 billion

at the end of 1980, is almost certain to be necessary in early 1981.

This year (1180) and in each of the next four years Poland needs to

borrow between $6.5 and $7.5 billion to overcome the bunching of the

maturities on its existing debt during the early 1980's. Its large out-

standing debt, bad harvests, and economic mismanagement are mak-

ing it exceedingly difficult for Poland to obtain the amounts it needs

(most of it to service the existing debt). My understanding of the

consensus of opinion of major Western banks that have been ap-

proached by Poland for furtner credits in the spring of 1980 is that

the banks were reluctant to lend until they received convincing evi-

dence that Poland had a well-conceived program to get its balance of

payments under control. In August 1980, Poland obtained a $325 mil-

lion syndicated loan from a consortium of commercial banks (of which,

about $70 million was provided by a Soviet bank)-less than the $500

million Poland requested in this particular round of syndication. To a

large extent, this loan went to refinance the maturities coming due.

For the first time, the loan agreement provided to the banks an op-

portunity to "monitor" the implementation of the stabilization pro-

gram. Monitoring in this context means a formal semiannual meeting

between a small group of Western experts elected by the banks partic-

ipating in the syndication and Polish bankers as well as responsible

government officials. The Polish side is to discuss in considerable de-

tail the status of the economy and the implementation of the economic

stabilization program. The assessment of the participating bankers

naturally would have an impact on Poland's future borrowing capa-

bility (and cost) from the private sector.
(b) A direct relationship exists between the external debt service

performance of Poland-or that of any other European CPE-and

the availability and cost of credits to the East European countries as

a group. An imperfect repayment record of any member of the group

would be reflected in deterioration of the terms and conditions on loans

to other members of the group rEichler].
(c) Practically all of the debt has been borrowed under portfolio

rather than equitv arrangements. Many countries borrowed sizeable

amounts during the take-off stages of their industrialization, but in

most cases a significant portion of the debt incurred for long-term
purposes-to build infrastructure and new industries-was in the form
of equity. Therefore, more reliance on risk capital would make sense,

but this would require not simply new laws but the creation of an

economic environment attractive to foreign investors.

22 In a published letter to Euromoney (Februarv 1980). the First Vice President of

Bank Handlowy took exception to the rescheduling interpretation:
". . . the majority of countries all over the world are taking up new credits. whether

for the purpose of financing their imports or for financine their balance of payments deficits.

and you would hardly call that rescheduling. WhV then in regard to Poland?" The editors

of the journal reuly : "Reschedule is a difficult wford to define in banking. To us. however.

It means this : If a debtor is forced to renegotiate a loan on such terms that imply that the

original terms could not be met. then that is a rescheduling. It was along those lines

that . . . Poland renegotiated a major French loan recently."



(d) Borrowers heavily dependent on private financial markets are
vulnerable to adverse economic and political developments affecting
those markets. At the end of i979 Poland owed approximately $15 bil-
lion to banks, on wiuch it must pay a floating interest rate. As inflation
in the United States acceierated in 19719 and early 1980 and as the
Federal Reserve tightened credits, the London Eurodollar in-
terest rate skyrocketed from 10.5 percent during the first half of
1979 to 19.5 percent in March 1980, then declined to 11 percent
by April. Eachi 1 percent rise (or decline) in the Eurodollar interest
rate means an approximately $150 million extra payment for sav-
ings) for Poland, according to the terms of its syndicated Eurocur-
rency contracts. To illustrate the political side: the deterioration of
East-West political relations in the wake of Afghanistan is making
Western corporations and banks more sensitive to the risks of doing
business in tne East; "stiffer lending terms could result" [Brainard].

(e) Some rather ominous grey clouds are hanging over the entire
international financial structure; if a storm were to be precipitated,
many borrowers would be hurt, and all creditors would run for cover.
International lending would be seriously affected, meaning borrowers
would find difficulties in purchasing those goods and services which
they had planned to import on credit. An international credit crunch
could conceivably be precipitated by several large borrowers' simul-
taneous inability to meet their payments before an international
agreement is reached on the handling of such a crisis. Recycling the
large new surplus funds being generated by the 1979-80 round of
crude oil price increases will present another concern in the next
few years. A 1980 estimated OPEC surplus of $115 billion is likely to
be duplicated in each of the next two years, and possibly longer.
Because the big international banks recycled a large part of the pre-
vious OPEC surplus by filling their portfolios with loans to less devel-
oped countries and to East European countries who are now approach-
ing or have passed prudent credit limits, whether and how a next round
of recycling can proceed smoothly is an open question [Brainard].

The common denominator in all five of the key vulnerabilities to
which the East European countries are exposed-growing dependence
on energy and raw material imports, on imported grain and other agri-
cultural products, on Western technology, on markets in industrialized
countries, and on WIrestern credits-is their need for hard currency. The
root cause of this vulnerability is their deficient earning of hard cur-
rency via manufactures exports, which in turn is a consequence of
import substitution industrialization policies, traditional central plan-
ning, and the protected nature of the CMEA markets. (Even in their
economic transactions with the U.S.S.R., the East European countries'
fundamental cause of vulnerability stems from problems of gen-
erating hard currency: if they were able to pay for Soviet
energy and raw materials with manufactures that could be sold
readily for hard currency, their vulnerability vis-a-vis the U.S.S.R
would be reduced greatlv). The energy crisis, the recent round
of nrice increases by OPEC. deteriorating terms of trade, the
prolonged recession in the WVest, and other external disturbances in
recent years have contributed to. but are not the fundamental cause
of their increased external dependence and vulnerability.
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Increased economic dependence and vulnerability are the inevitable
fate of anv small- or medium-sized country with a rapidly growing,
open economy but there are degrees of dependence and vulnerability.
Increased economic interdependence is unavoidable for practically
all countries; but the excessive lopsided dependence experienced by
the East European countries need not be crippling for any industrial-
ized or industrializing country which has an efficient production sys-
tem, reasonably strong export orientation, and flexibility to adopt to
changing global economic circumstances, so long as a world economic
crisis (of Great Depression magnitude) can be avoided.

Small, open economies pursuing export promotion industrialization
policies are still and will continue to be much better suited to respond-
ing to external economic disturbances, as the economic performance of
Hong Kong, Taiwan and numerous other countries will illustrate.
While I do not want to suggest that these countries should be set up as
the ideal models for East Europe (since many Asian countries have
cheaper labor as well as very substantial direct investment by foreign
corporations), it is still instructive to note that Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and some other Asian countries are small, open economies without
mineral, resources that have, managed to cope-remarkedly well with
the global economic turbulence around them. Just one example: during
.1970-78 Taiwan's exports to the United States, consisting almost en-
tirely of .nanufactiired products, increased at 34 percent per annum.

VI. PROSPECTS FOR THE 1980's

A. Austerity Programs and What They Can Accomnplish

All eight East European countries' 1976-80 five year plans proposed
a slower growth rate than the growth tempos achieved during 1971-75
(Table 10). With the possible exception of Albania for which no in-
formation is available, the 1976-80 five year plans also envisioned that
absorption (national income used domestically) would grow at a
slower rate than output (national income produced), the difference
representing projected net exports'(or a narrowing of the annual trade
deficit) required to finance a deterioration in the terms of trade and
to service the hard-currency debts.

Neither the more moderate 1976-80 output plans which were
still much too ambitious, given the internal and. external pressures
described earlier), nor the plans to keep the growth of absorption
significantlv below the growth of output will be achieved by the
end of 1980. Estimated 1976O plain fulfillment, based on growth
rates during the first four vears and the planned growth rates for the
fifth year, are, shown in Table 10.

During 1976O all countries showed a clear tendency toward de-
celerated growth, esnecially during 1978-79, when every- country ex-
cept Bulgaria and Yngoslavia hd- a lower rate of growth of output
than during the first two years (197-77) of tlhe five year plan period.
In 1979, output actually declined in Poland. Of the three countries for
which both output and absorption plans for 1980 are available-
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland-absorption is expected to de-
cline by approximately 1 percent in Hungary and Poland and to grow
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TABLE 10.-GROWTH RATES OF NATIONAL INCOME OF THE 7 EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, ACTUAL
(1971-79) AND PLANNED (1976-80)

[in percenti

1976-80 1979 1980 plan

Esti-
1971-75 mated

Country actual Plan actual I Plan Actual Output Absorption

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Bulgaria -7.9 7.7-8.5 6.2 7.0 6.5 5. 7 (1)Czechoslovakia - 5.6 4.9-5.2 3.7 4.3 2.7 3.7 2.2German Democratic Republic 5.4 4.9-5.4 4.3 4.3 4.0 4.8 (2)Hungary -6.2 5.4-5.7 3.9 3.5 1.4 3.0-3.5 -1. 0Poland -9.7 6.9-7.2 2.9 2.8 -2.0 3 1.4-1.8 (-.5)-(-1. 0)Romania -11.3 11.0 8.3 8.8 6.2 8.8 (')

E 4' ..................... . 7.8 6.6 4.6 4.6 2.4 4.3 (3)Yugoslavia ' --6.3 7.0 6.4 (') 7.0 (2) (X)

I Unweighted average annual increases between 1975 and 1980.
2 Not available.
3In June 1980 Poland reduced its plan targets by I percent, so that practically no growth is planned.
4 Weighted average.
S Social product

Sources: EE-6, col. (1), (2), (4), (5): 1371, table 2: col. (3): calculated by the author on the assumption that 1980 planswill be fulfilled; Col. (6), (7): 1371, table 1. Yugoslavia: [Tyson-Eichlerl, table 3.1.

only minimally in Czechoslovakia (Table 10). Poland's performance
in 1980 is expected to be much worse then just stagnation.

Focusing on the 1976-80 growth of output, in all of these countries
except Poland, so far we can only talk about a reduction of growth, not
a Western-type recession in which production actually declines over
some period. Two factors, however, must be considered when compar-
ing the macroeconomic growth performances of CPE's and Western
countries: differences in statistical measurements (discussed in Part
II-C) and differences in the political consequences of declining growth
rates. Up to now, propagandists in many CPE's have claimed that, as a
group, they have shown and will continue to achieve superior economic
performance over most market economies because of their higher
growth rates. Because of the strong emphasis placed on rapid growth,
a stagnating or declining tempo of growth in a CPE creates not only
the conventional economic and political problems any government typ-
ically faces in such a situation, but also raises fundamental questions
about the basis for the leadership on which to claim political legiti-
macy. The situation is somewhat different in Yugoslavia, where the
real problem of declining growth rates arises from the need for new
jobs to absorb the large, rapidly growing number of unemployed and
underemployed persons rTyson and Eichler]; and in Hungary, for
some time where the leadership has focussed as much if not more on
other performance indicators.

A slowdown in the rate of economic growth after a period of rapid
expansion is not unusual in Eastern Europe; the cyclical nature of
postwar growth in the region has been amply documented. The differ-
ence this time is the nature of duration of the slower growth faced by
the four more developed countries and the severity of the prospective
future constraints on all East European nations, as the external
economic environment continues to deteriorate and as the temporary



mechanisms (described earlier) which have enabled these countries
to postpone fundamental adjustments are ending.

How does declining growth today differ from those in previous eco-
nomic cycles? Comparable decelerations in output growth can have
fundamentally different causes and implications. A point of departure
for analyzing declining growth rates is to juxtapose the growth rate
of production and the growth rate of absorption: a faster tempo of
absorption over an extended period typically portends future debt-
service problems; a lower rate of growth of absorption may be a
healthy sign, if the real costs to the economy of holding down absorp-
tion are not excessive. These costs -tend to be very high if domestic
absorption is held in check either by an indiscriminate and panicky
promotion of exports or by inability -to purchase essential imports.
Both factors have been present in Poland since about 1977 and at least
one of the factors, shortages of essential imports, in Czechoslovakia,
in the GDR, and probably in varying degrees in the other countries
also. Polish planners have responded to their country's severe hard-
currency balance of payments problem by across-the-board import
restrictions, causing sectors of the economy to be unable to fulfill their
plans for lack of energy, iron, steel, copper, cement, plastics, synthetics,
and so on, and by a desperate drive for exports, sometimes by rerouting
goods- needed in the domestic supply system into exports [Fallen-
buchl]. The situation in -the current slowdown, at least in some East-
ern. European countries, is new: the growth of output is limited not
so much by a lack of production capacity but by limited supplies of
energy,-raw materials, and intermediate products to operate existing
capacity.

The fundamental question for the East European countries other
than Yugoslavia is whetherrthey can tolerate their current economic
difficulties by restoring once again to temporary austerity programs
without carrying out fundamental reforms in their traditional CPE
systems. For the four more developed countries (Czechoslovakia, the
GDR, Hungary, and Poland) the most probable answer already today,
is negative, while for the less developed countries (Bulgaria, Ro-
mania and possibly Albania) the answer will probably become nega-
tive toward the latter part of the 1980's. The chief reasons are the
relentlessly growing pressure on their hard-currency balances of pay-
ments (which temporary austerity programs alone will not solve) and
the domestic economic and political problems created by prolonged
austerity programs. Growing pressure on the balance of payments
requires the earning or saving of hard currency without incurring
exorbitant costs which can undermine the country's future economic
potential. That in turn requires large new investments to adapt these
excessively energy and raw material intensive economies to the
changed availability and cost situation on the world market. A much
stronger hard-currency export orientation on the part of manufactur-
ers, typically absent in CPE's, is also necessary. The political con-
straints on prolonged austerity programs, which cause stagnation or
very slow growth of investment and consumption, are strong interest
group (ministries, enterprises, Tegions). and consumer pressure on the
planners and political leaders to provide additional resources.
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B. Economic Ref ormw

Appendix IS provides a short essay conceptualizing types of eco-
nomic reforms in CPE's; this section describes pressures for and
against reforms.

1. PRESSURES FOR REFORMS

While a traditional CPE can mobilize and allocate resources to a
limited number of priority targets and rapidly expand primary prod-
uct exports, it is unable to obtain desired efficiency of production and
to expand rapidly the sale of manufactures to hard-currency markets.
Today, reform pressures in both industry and agriculture are gaining
strength throughout Eastern Europe because greater efficiency in the
use of limited inputs and expansion of hard-currency manufactured
products are vital.

Further pressure for reforms comes from the consumer sector. Ne-
glect of consumption has an adverse impact on productivity and on the
regime's political stability. Given the new inflationary environment in
East Europe (following the actual or expected 1979-80 rise in con-
sumer prices in all countries) and the announced austerity programs,
consumers are less willing to save as much of their income as they had
until recently under relatively stable price levels and expected in-
creased availability of scarce consumer items, especially durable goods
and housing. If these expectations are not met, "the household sector
may hold productivity hostage in the 1980s" [Green]. Pressure for
reforms also comes from the gradual ending of the "sheltering" of the
CMEA market, principally by the U.S.S.R.'s supplies of energy and
raw materials at less than world market prices, in exchange for "soft"
manufactures. During the 1970's, increased reliance on Western tech-
nology and credits has substituted for fundamental reforms. The re-
sulting external debt is fast becoming a binding rather than potential
constraint on economic expansion, and thus a pressure for reform.

2. OBSTACLES TO ECONOMIC DECENTRALIZATION

A major obstacle is the turbulent international economic environ-
ment which, paradoxically, contributes simultaneously to the pres-
sure for and against reforms. The pressures against reform have two
bases. First, for any nation experiencing major disturbances in its for-
eign economic relations, the great temptation is to centralize decision-
making. This reflex action is even stronger and more automatic in a
CPE than in a market economy. Secondly, external economic pressures
add to the "tautness".of the economy: plan fulfillment requires greater
exertion, whereas reforms require some slack-i.e., reserves of mate-
rials, machinery. labor. consumer goods, and foreign exchange-to
cushion predictable and unforeseen difficulties during the transition
period. Tautness also means operating under repressed inflation; thus
reforms which give a greater role to market forces are especially
feared because of the increased likelihood that economic decentraliza-
tion will lead to rapid. onron inflation, perhaps resulting in significant.
though temporary, unemployment.
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Another obstacle to reform is the opposition of vested interests of
segments of the ministerial bureaucracy, the party apparatus (espe-
cially the middle and lower levels), managers of enterprises, and union
leaders who have prospered under the existing system. All fear a loss
of personal power; while some party leaders are also concerned about
the party's diminished role in the economy. Other obstacles include
shortcomings in the statistical system which may fail to disclose the
facts and causes of declining economic-performance [8] and lack of a
reform movement in other CMEA countries, which causes continued
difficulty in fitting trade with the CMEA-conducted under bilateral
government agreements-into a decentralized, market-oriented eco-
nomic system.

3. PERSPECGIVES ON THE REFORMS IN HUNGARY AND YUGOSLAVIA

Three contributions to these volumes and an upcoming book [21]
focus on the evolution and current status of Hungary's New Economic
Mechanism (NEM). A comprehensive view of its institutional features
and some details about policy can be found in [Kramer and Danylyk];
a balanced statistical analysis and interpretation of the achievements
and shortcomings of the NEM in [Hewett]; and the role of exchange
rates and the prospects for currency convertibility in [Marer]. There-
fore, a review of the principles of the NEM is not needed here; rather,
a few observations, intended to place it into a broader perspective.

In 1968, Hungary introduced the NEM all at once, but with some
elements applied in agriculture earlier. Generally unknown to the
West. reforms embodying the spirit of the NEM had been introduced
in agriculture during the early 1960's. The unambiguous success of the
agricultural reforms in output growth and efficiency (without politi-
cal side effects that would have worried the system's directors) played
r key role in the decision before 1968 to go ahead with economic de-
centralization in industry also.

In preparing the 1968 NEM, planners' attention focused on the
principles and rules of the new economic mwchanism, by and large
neglecting the other two components of the triad: economic strategy
and selection of the managerial personnel. The newv feature in the
1979-80 round of NEM reforms is the attention given to economic
development strategy as well, making a decisive choice essentially in
favor of export promotion industrialization-export promotion indus-
trialization. All East European countries have for years been expound-
ing on the need to improve the hard-currency balance of payments by
increasing manufactures exports, but the economic policies they
actually followed (in spite of impressive-sounding ad hoc measures,
such as export bonuses) were not fundamentally effective. What may
be one of the most significant new trends during 1979-80 began in
Hungary in 1979: for the first time in any Eastern European country
in the postwar period, all major economic targets and programs were
subordinated to a strategy for improving the hard-currenev trade
balance. Hungary first prepared what Hewett calls the "X-M Plan"
for 1979, starting with an estimate of the economy's export capability
and targets for external financing, the two jointly yielded import pos-
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sibilities, which in turn determined planned growth rates and all other
targets [Hewett]. At the same time, improved economic policy instru-
ments were introduced. Still lagging, however, is the retraining or
replacing of managers who are unable to perform well under NEM-
type rules.

What impact,.if any, did Hungary's NEM have on the country's
economic performance over the last decade? Considerably less than it
could have, had the development strategy and the system of manage-
ment not been neglected (even today, the latter remains a weak link)
and had the country not been subject to severe external shocks since
1973. The country's economic performance indicators-growth rates,
productivity, hard-currency trade balance, and the growth and level
of hard-currency indebtedness-are not decisively more favorable than
for the rest of East Europe viewed as a group, so that under these
criteria, Hungary's performance may well be judged "just average."
However, considering that Hungary was subjected to greater unfavor-
able external shocks than any other East European country (see, for
example, the terms of trade depicted in Chart 9), its average perform-
ance represents a good achievement. This interpretation would stress
also that Hungary does not benefit from special advantages, such as
Bulgaria's relationship with the U.S.S.R. or the GDR's with the FRG
[Stahnke], or Romania's and Yugoslavia's membership in the IMF
and the World Bank.

The economic performance benefits of the NEM are much more
apparent qualitatively than quantitatively, in the economic as well as
in the political realm. As one observer noted:

Hungarian economic policy . . . has been clearly focused not on spectacular
growth rates but on balanced development with concomitant increases in real
incomes of the population, again rather without spectacular jumps in statistical
indices but with the purchasing power of the population relatively well covered
by the supply of consumer goods on the market. This required, among other
things, a pragmatic agricultural policy [in which] the methods of collectivization,
and particularly the economic system established both within the cooperatives
(including individual plots) and in the relationship between the cooperatives
and the state, differed considerably from the Soviet model, and in some respects
from other East European countries as well ([11], p. 49).

During the last two decades Hungary has displayed a greater degree
of internal political stability than perhaps any other East European
country (with the possible exception of Yugoslavia) by the absence of
sudden violent purges at the top of the leadership hierarchy and by the
relatively few signs of popular dissatisfaction with government policy,
even with as irritating a measure as the recent large price increases on
essential consumer goods. Political stability has been instrumental in
introducing and nurturing the NEM; the NEM in turn contributes to
economic and political stability in the country:

The distinctive feature of Hungary has perhaps been not so much the loosen-
ing of tensions in all instances and at all times (some other countries at some
periods in some respect have gone further than Hungary), but that that has
been accomplished consistently, without major retreats . . . and on a relatively
broad front. . . . The basic approach used [is] widening of what I call the "politi-
cal indifference zone," concentrating active interference only (or mainly) on
matters of direct relevance to the foundation of authority. Among other things,
this opened the way to wider use of genuine expertise on the part of decision-
makers ([11], p. 49).
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In contrast to Yugoslavia, Hungary has maintained the principle
and practice of effective central planning. The reforms intend to make
central planning more effective by changing the methods of plan
construction and by guiding enterprises not by obligatory targets and

physical allocation orders but by a wide array of fiscal and monetary
regulators. The NEW1 has been introduced and nurtured without sac-
rificing any basic features of a Communist political system that re-
mains under the tutelage of the U.S.S.R. A single party still controls,
directly or indirectly, the commanding heights (and more)of the
economy and other aspects of social and political life. All appoint-
ments to positions of authority remain under party control. Autono-
mous political activitv is banned, and the mass media monopolized.
Finally, foreign policy continues to guarantee the primacy of the
U.S.S.R. in the country's external relations [11].

Given these economic and political developments, the Soviet Union
may actually welcome Hungarian efforts to improve economic per-
formance via the NEM. Soviet comments on the Hungarian reforms
have generally been favorable, although they state carefully the con-
tinuing socialist character of Hungarian society [Kramer and Dany-
lyk]. There is no reason to believe, therefore, that the Soviet Union
would veto the introduction of Hungarian-type reforms or policies

elsewhere in East Europe, given its own interest in the region's im-
proved economic performance. To be sure, ceter7s paribus, the Soviet
Union may well prefer all CMEA countries to have essentially similar,
highly centralized internal planning and management systems to fa-
cilitate the negotiation and implementation of CMEA agreements [8].

The Yugoslav economic system, fundamentally different from the
Hungarian, is based on the idea of self-management at every level in
the economic hierarchy, with a much greater role for the market. In
Yugoslavia, central planning has become more and more indicative
and advisory, performing chiefly a coordinating and redistributive
function among the republics and regions [Tyson and Eichler]. In
recent years, some further vital, fundamental reforms have been intro-
duced, centering around two new institutions: Social contracts and
self-management agreements. These reforms further decentralize
decision-making within the government from the federal to the repub-
lic and local levels and within enterprises from central management to
so-called basic organizations of associated labor (BOAL), which rep-
resent any group of workers whose performance can be avaluated
independently of the results of other workers [Tyson and Eichler].

To be sure, the Yugoslav economic and political system makes eco-
nomic policy coordination cumbersome and difficult. Yet, at the same
time:

. . .the existence of a broad range of institutions for the expression of group
interests has meant that the Yugoslav system can absorb conflicts of interest
without such conflicts becoming a challenge to the current political leadership.
The Yugoslav situation in this regard stands in stark contrast to the situation
[elsewhere] in Eastern Europe, where the very notion of divergent interests Is
unacceptable, and where the very expression of group interests is . . . interpreted
as an attack on the political system [Tyson and Eichler].

Just as this essay was going to the printer (December 1980), it was
reported that Poland has unveiled an economic reform program which
borrows extensively from both Hungary's and Yugoslavia's economic
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model. The Polish plan (which requires approval of the Parliament
and is to be implemented over 3 years) instructs planners to place
more weight on the profit motive and economic efficiency and to forge
a closer link between wages and productivity-the direction of Hun-
gary's NEM. On the other hand, Poland's reform program also talks
about establishing worker councils at the factory level and giving
them a strong role in managing enterprises-one of the essential fea-
tures of Yugoslavia's economic model.

The Yugoslav and Hungarian reforms illustrate the East European
countries' attempts to deal with growing economic problems. While the
other Eastern European countries seriously consider such reforms
themselves, perhaps even more far-reaching forms will prove necessary
to deal with the regional and world economic problems of the future.

APPENDIX I

ALTERNATIVE DOLLAR GNP OR GDP ESTIMATES FOB EASTERN EUROPE

A. Statement of the Problem

GNP estimates for CPEs must rely on Western reconstruction for two reasons.
First, CPEs use a different concept of national income-the so-called Net Ma-
terial Product (NMP)-which differs from GNP mainly in that it excludes gov-
ernment, most services, and depreciation. Second, NMP or GNP estimates In
national currencies must be converted into dollars. Because prices in CPEs do
not reflect relative scarcities, and because realistic exchange rates that reflect
the purchasing power of the currencies are not generally available for the non-
convertible CPE currencies, translating East European GNP or NMP data ex-
pressed in national currencies into dollars poses even more difficult methodolo-
gical problems than one finds in such currency translations for other countries.

B. Alternative Estimating Method8

Here we review four different projects that have made dollar GNP or GDP
estimates for one or more East European countries, each based on a different
methodology: (1) the Research Project on National Income in East Central Eu-
rope in New York, headed by Thad Alton, for the six countries, sponsored by the
U.S. Government (referred to here as the Alton estimates); (2) the Economic and
Social Data Division, Economic Analysis and Projections Department of the
World Bank in Washington, for all CPEs (referred to as the World Bank esti-
mates) ; (3) the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) of
the United Nations (UN) in Geneva, for seven countries (excluding Albania)
(referred to as the ECE estimates) ; and (4) the International Comparisons
Project (ICP) under the joint auspices of the UN, the World Bank, and the
University of Pennsylvania, so far including only Hungary, but now in the process
of adding Poland and Romania also (referred to as the ICP estimate). Presented
here briefly are the methodology and main results of each estimate.

1. THE ALTON ESTIMATES

(a) Summary of methodology

Alton bases his estimates on a reconstruction of each country's GNP "from the
bottom up"; that is, he relies on detailed physical output, employment, con-
sumption, wage, and capital stock data from the official East European publica-
tions to reconstruct GNP in local currency. These figures, in turn, are converted
to U.S. dollars on the basis of exchange rates based on detailed purchasing power
ratio calculations for components of end-use GNP between individual East Eu-
ropean countries and the Federal Republic of Germany in 1955, linked to U.S.
dollars via estimated 1955 purchasing power ratios between Deutsch Mark and
the U.S. dollar. The 1955 ratios are updated to 1975 and 1978 by applying various
East European, West German, and U.S. quantity and price indices [Alton, Appen-
dix B]. Although establishing conversion ratios for components of GNP is prob-

70-528 0 - 81 - 7
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ably the preferred methodology for determining exchange rates. the fact that
Alton's basic calculations are based on 1955 data must be considered when his
GNP estimates are interpreted.

(b) Main resutst of computations

Alton's estimated 1975 and 1978 per capita GNPs are shown in the tabulation
below; his 1978 figures are also presented in Chart 3.

1975 in 1978 In
Country 1975 dollars 1978 dollars

German Democratic Republic 3 650 4,77
Czechoslovakia- 3 660 4,61
Poland- 2440 3,13
H ungary ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 72,390 3,04Romania ------------------------------------------ 2, 200 3,18
Bulgaria -2,180 2,72

Source: 1975 [II, table 10; 1978: lAltoni, table 11.

2. THE WORLD BANK ESTIMATES

(a) Summary of methodology

The World Bank publishes one of the most frequently relied upon reference
works for international comparison of GNP levels and growth rates, the annual
World Bank Atlas. For all countries except CPE's, the Atlas' figures for GNP
in U.S. dollars are derived from GNP in domestic currency converted to dollars
on the basis of official or market exchange rates. Its GNP estimates for the East
European CPE's except Romania, however, are based on an estimated regression
relationship between the actual GNP and the derived NMP calculated for a
group of West European countries. For Romania, its GNP estimate in local
currency is not comparable to those iFt makes for other CPE's. The estimate has
been arrived at by adjusting official Romanian national accounts data for differ-
ences in coverage ([46], 1979, p. 16). The resulting estimates of GNP in local
currency are converted to dollars in the case of six out of seven of the East
European countries (Romania being the exception) via the official exchange rate
(also called "noncommercial rates").2'

The World Bank's justification for using the dollar tourist exchange rates is
that they are periodically adjusted to reflect changes in the purchasing power of
the national currencies and that the implicit GNP exchange rates Alton derived
for 1975 (in [2] ) were quite close to the tourist rates [45].

Two comments on the use of tourist exchanges rates for GNP conversions. My
understanding is that tourist rates are based on the purchnsing power of a basket
of goods and services sold to a typical tourist at the retail level in the East Euro-
pean country and in one or more Western countries. Whether they reflect reason-
ably accurately purchasing power parities for the other GNP components remains
.an open question. Moreover, in an earlier study I found that individual East
European countries adjust their tourist rates from estimated purchasing power

24 The currencies of CPEs are not convertible. Typically, CPEs have the following ex-change rates: (1) the official rate calculated on the basis of the arbitrarily established
gold content of the national currency. It usually serves only an accounting purpose, to
convert foreign trade transactions denominated In foreign currencies into a so called
"devisa' domestic currency. Trade flows expressed in such devisa units are not compa-
rable to transactions expressed in dometic currency units. (2) Tourist (also called œlon-
commerciall exchange rates, established apnroximately on the basis the purchasing power
parity of the currency for a basket of goods and services tourists typically purchase. (31
C(ommercial exchange rates, based on the a'-ernge domestic cost of enrning a unit of forpi n
exchange through exports. (4) Black market exchange rates, which are determined by
supply and demand for those goods and services that certain segments of the ponulation
can obtain for forign currency. Typically. the highest vnaue for the currency of a CPE
will he Iniplled hb the (often arbitrary) official rate. followed bh the tourist rate. then
the commercial rate, and then the black market rate. To illustrate: in Anril 1980. Ro-
mania's official rate was 4.45 let/dollars, its tourist rate 12 lel/dollars. its commercial
rate 18 lel/dollars ((24], p. .32T). and the black market rate lei/dollars t44]. Durine
1970-77. the ratio of black market rates to tourist rates ranced from a low of 1.40 to 1.84
In Hungary to a high of 4.18 to 6.54 In the U.S.S.R. ([44]. Table 5). For a more detailed
discussion of tourist and commercial exchange rates In Hungary. see [Marer] ; throughout
East Europe, [41] and [44].
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levels, depending on whether they wish to encourage or discourage the inflow oftourists from the West [34], a practice that still continues in some countries. Forexample, in the early 1970's, Bulgaria set rates that were very attractive to West-ern tourists. In 1975, the so-called "tourist premium" on convertible currencieswas discontinued, then re-introduced in October 1978 [Jackson-1].
The problematic nature of finding an appropriate exchange rate for CPE's, andmore generally, a methodology for estimating GNP's for CPE's in dollars, is recog-nized by the World Bank: "The estimation methodology adopted for the Euro-pean CPE's (other than Romania) is outlined . . . without any claim that the

method is the best. . . . The most difficult problem . . . Is the selection of anexchange rate." [45]
Only for Romania among the CPE's does the World Bank rely on the so-called commercial rate (18.00 lei/dollar during 1978-79) rather than the touristrate (12.00 lei/dollar). The application of a different type of rate for Romaniacauses the World Bank's dollar GNP estimate for that country to be understatedby 50 percent ( !) as compared with its GNP estimates for the other East Euro-pean countries (see Charts 2 and 3.)

(b) Main results of computations

The World Bank's estimated 1975-78 per capita GNP's are shown in the tab-ulation below; the 1978 figures are also presented in Chart 3.

GDP per capita estimates at current prices
Country 1975 1976 1977 1978

German Democratic Republic -4, 178 $4, 564 $5, 066 $5, 664Czechoslovakia- 3,554 3,853 4,239 4,717Poland -2 706 2, 989 3, 291 3,658Hunga~y ------------------------------------------- 2, 550 2, 759 3,099 3,454Bulgaria -2, 302 2,545 2, 830 3,199Romania - ----------------------------------------- 1 400 1, 530 1,750
Yugoslavia I---------------------------------------------------- - 1,750 2,100 2,390Albania - -570 660 740

l Not classified as a CPE so the methodology of estimation is the same as for market economies.
Sources: Romania and Yugoslavia: 1461, various issues; all other: [451, table 7 and 8.

THE WORLD BANK AND OFFICIAL ROMANIAN STATISTICS

Why does the World Bank treat Romanian statistics differently fromthose of other CPE's? When I raised this question with the staff at the
World Bank, the official reply was:

The estimate for Romania is not governed by the method applied
to other European CPE's because for all Bank member countries we
obtain estimates from our regional departments which in turn ob-
tain estimates from official sources.'

The answer is thus related to Romania's being the only CPE in Eastern
Europe with membership in both the World Bank and the IMF (Yugo-slavia Is a member but Is not classified as a CPE), which apparently
entails an understanding that these international organizations acceptthe official data on the member countries without adjustment.

Why would Romania, whose official statistics do not as a rule under-
state the country's economic achievements, suggest that the World Bankuse an exchange rate which will lower the estimate of its per capita GNPin dollars? Perhaps Romania believes that tourist rates yield per capita
GNP estimates that are upward biased and prefers a rate that errs in theother direction so as to be designated a less developed country and thusreceive tariff concessions and other economic benefits (such as loans
on concessionary terms) customarily granted to less developed countries
by industrial Western nations and by the World Bank and the IMF. For
example, in the Spring of 1980, the threshold level of per capita income
below which the World Bank was willing to make loans to countries

25 Letter dated June 6, 1980 from the Chief, Economic & Social Data Divilson,Economic Analysis & Projections Department.
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for approved projects was approximately $2,100, well below the approx-
imately $3,000 estimate for Romania that would result if tne tourist
rate were used. The benefit to Romania of being eligible for 15 year
loans at 8.25 percent, with a three-year grace period can be calculated
by comparing these terms with financing terms available for the same
project from commercial banking sources.

3. THE ECE ESTIMATES

(a) Summary of methodology

The ECE bases its estimate on a method it calls phy8ical indicator global
estimates (PIG). The method was first elaborated by F. Janossy and E. Ehrlich
in Hungary for comparing their country's level of development with those ofother countries. In the original 1970 study [14], dollar GDP estimates were
obtained by correlating 21 physical indicators (such as production of steel, ce-
ment, plastics, milk yield, rooms per person, infant mortality, etc.) with levels
of per capita GDP in 22 non-OPE countries for 1975 and applying these estimat-
ing equations to the CPE's. The composite GDP per capita value of a country
is a simple arithmetic average of individual GDP estimates so derived for that
country. This set of estimates was then moved forward by means of GNP and
population growth indices. The most recent calculations (using the described
methodology but a larger number of reference countries and physical indicators)
are for 1973.

(b) Main results of computations

The ECE's estimated 1973 per capita GDPs in 1973 US dollars are shown in
the tabulation below.'

German Democratic Republic--------------------------------- $3,183-$3, 301
Czechoslovakia ---------------------------------------------- 3, 09- 3 117
Poland -_____________________________- ---- 2,243- 2, 482
Hungary ----------------------------- 2, 324- 2,433
Bulgaria --------------------------------------------------- 2, 195- 2,507
Romania ---------------------------------------------- --- 1, 856- 2,082
Yugoslavia -------------------------------------------------- 1, 709- 1, 801

Source: 15], appendix table 1.

4. THE ICP ESTIMATES

(a) Summary of methodology

The ICP derives quantity comparisons from detailed price and expenditure
comparisons. Expenditures data on a large sample of GDP components are ob-
tained from official sources for each country, as are detailed price data for the
same sample of commodities. This makes it possib!e to calculate the purchasing
power of each country's currency by direct price comparisons for a standardized
classification of 153 final GDP expenditure categories, obtaining for each cate-
gory the prices of from one to a dozen representative items. The identification
of equivalent representative Items in the 16 countries included in the study
(Hungary being the only CPE at this stage) is the focal point of much of the
research. Both binary and multilateral comparisons are made. In the former,
each country is compared with the U.S.; in the latter, all the countries are com-
pared simultaneously.

(b) Main results of computations

For Hungary, the estimated 1973 per capita GDP in 1973 "international" dol-
lars was $2,793 ([27], Table 1.2).2' The purchasing power of the forint in 1973
for total GDP and its main components was calculated to be as follows:

26 The lower estimate Is based on standard Indicator coverage, the higher estimate
on all available Indicators.

27 The international dollar has the 'same purchasing power as a U.S. dollar overU.S. GDP as a whole, but Its purchasing power over Individual product categories Isdifferent, It being determined by the structure of world prices ([27], Pp. 6-7).
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Category: Forints pvrr U .S. dollar

Consumption -__________________________________________ 13. 0
Capital formation- - ___________________________________ 19. 7
Government -______________________________________________ 9.8

.GDP- --------------------------------------------------------- 14.3
Source: [27], table 1.8.

These purchasing power results compare with Hungary's 1973 tourist exchange
rate of 24.6 forints-72 percent discrepancy-which is supposedly also based on
the purchasing power of the forint for a basket of goods and services typically con-
sumed by tourists from West European countries. As mentioned in my paper on
Hungarian exchange rates and convertibility [Marer], since the consensus of ex-
perts in Hungary is that the official tourist rate values the forint quite realisti-
cally, there is a need to reconcile ICP and Hungarian calculations.

C. Alternative Approache8 Compared

Although the coverage of the four projects-as far as countries included and
the. years for which estimates are available-is not identical, the approximate
orders of magnitude of the estimated per capita levels of GNP or GDP do not
differ by unusually large margins, considering the substantially different methods
of estimation. The exception is the World Bank's estimate for Romania, for the
reasons mentioned. The lowest estimates are those by Alton. Somewhat higher
are those by the World Bank (except for Romania). Higher than either of these
two are the estimates by the ECE; the highest per capita GNP or GDP estimates
are those of the ICP for the one country, Hungary, for which a comparison can
be made. But if the ICP's estimated purchasing power of the forint were not
so high, the ICP's estimate of Hungary's per capita income level would also be
lowered.

As far as the relative ranking of the Eastern European countries are concerned,
the overall pattern is not in dispute, although there are some differences among
the studies that are worth noting, as shown in the following tabulation, which
expresses each country's per capita GNP or GDP as percent of the GDR's.

Estimated levels of per capita GNP or GDP

Alton World Bank

Country 1975 1978 1975 1978 ECE 1973

German Democratic Republic -100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Czechoslovakia -100.3 . 96.6 85.1 83.2 95. 0
Poland -66.8 65.6 .64.8 64.6 74. 4
Hungary -65.5 63.7 61.0 61.0 73.4
Bulgaria -59.7 57.0 55.1 56.5 72.5
Romania -60.3 66.6 '30.7 '30.9 60.7
Yugoslavia - ------ (2) (2) 38.3 42. 2 54.1
Albania -(2) (2) 12.5 13. 1 (2)

' See "The World Bank and Official Romanian Statistics."
2 Not available.

The dispersion of estimated income levels among the East European countries is
revealed to be considerably smaller on the basis of the ECE's methodology, using
physical indicators of development, than the dispersion resulting from the alterna-
tive calculations. This is as expected because the physical indicator approach en-
compasses a wider sphere of development indicators than production statistics
(for instance, health). (The ICP's methodology would probably also show a
smaller dispersion of income levels than Alton's or the World Bank's, for. the
reasons given in Section II-D of [Marer].)

Interesting to note also are the relative positions of Bulgaria and Romania in
the three studies. Alton's calculations show Romania surpassing Bulgaria's per
capita GNP level in 1975 and.gaining rapidly on Bulgaria since then. The World
Bank-even if its figures for Romania are adjusted upward by 50 percent-shows
Bulgaria's per capita GNP level to be significantly higher, a status confirmed by
the ECE's calculations. (Although the ECE's latest is 1973 data, that figure
shows such a large distance in favor of Bulgaria that it is unlikely that the gap
could have been closed by Romania in five years.)
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APPENDIX II

EcoNoMIc REFORM CONCEPTS

Modifications of a traditional CPE system typically entail a decentralization of
authority among key economic units: planning agencies, ministries, trusts, enter-
prises, workers, consumers, and households-usually with corresponding changes
in the flow of information needed in decisionmaking and in the incentive system.

There are three alternative models of decentralization: (1) administrative
decentralization: devolution of authority over selected decisions from higher to
lower tiers-in the administrative hierarchy, on the presumption that lower levels
can make better iecisions on a more timely basis; (2i) e*coomic decentralization;
giving a greater role to domestic and external market forces in determining the
composition of output, allocation of resources, and distribution of income; and
(3) intra-flrm decentralization: devolution of authority within the firm trom a
state-appointed manager to the workers. For each of these models, implementa-
tion strategy must decide whether the reform is to be introduced (a) all at once
or in phases; (b) across all state industry (or across the entire state sector of
the economy) or in selected enterprises only, on an experimental basis; and (c)
under a model of fixed principles and rules or of continuous adjustments.

The consensus of Western (and many East European) economists is that reform
models (2) and (3) are more promising than model (1), and that a comprehensive
implementation strategy which introduces all the major components of a reform
at once without continuous tinkering with its principles and regulations and
which cover at least the entire state industrial sector will be most effective. All
East European countries and the U.S.S.R. have experimented with economic re-
form model (1), administrative decentralization typically in an ambivalent, tem-
porary, and tentative fashion and consequently without yielding a great deal of
improvement in economic performance and without fundamentally altering the
institutional framework and decision processes of a traditional CPE.

Economic reform model (3) has so far been implemented only in Yugoslavia.
The Yugoslav model is unlikely to be duplicated soon elsewhere in the region, for a
variety of economic and political reasons, including the fact that the Yugoslav
model has developed in response to that country's unique domestic and interna-
tional political situation.

Economic reform model (2), economic decentralization, was first Introduced In
Czechoslovakia during the Prague Spring of 1966-68 which also called for mean-
ingful workers' self management in enterprises. The experiment was cut short
by the 1968 invasion of that country by the U.S.S.R. and its Warsaw Pact allies
(except Romania). In 1968, Hungary also introduced, and after some hesitation
(1974-77) has carried forward, comprehensive economic reforms known as the
New Economic Mechanism (NEM).

For an economic decentralization reform to achieve the objectives that prompt
it, coordinated introduction of the following key requirements appears to be
necessary:

(1) The principles and rules of economic decentralization, usually referred to
as the economic 8y8tem, are only one leg of a tripod; the other two are the
country's economic development 8tratefy (the setting of clear priorities and
targets), and the economic managemnent sy8tem (which focuses on the qualifica-
tions and attitudes of the key personnel, especially of the enterprise level, who
implement the development strategy according to the principles and rules of the
economic system)."

(2) A sufficiently large number of autonomous enterprises should operate in
a country to insure effective competition; if a country's small size does not permit
It, open up the economy to effective foreign competition.

(3) The administrative allocation of inputs and a significant share of invest-
ments in the enterprise sector should be eliminated or substantially reduced.
This, however, must go hand in hand with the increased monetarization of the
economy. Money-in the form of enterprise bank deposits or bank credits-

29 The first 4 paragraphs of this section are based on two excellent essays by Morris
Bo-nstein: [81 and r9].

29 For example. If after a comprehensive reform old managers are retained, for
whom it has become a reflex after years of habit to check with their industrial ministry
before any major decisions, then the implementation of the reform is not likely to go
smoothly.



must not be without cost to enterprises and must represent real command overresources. Presently, enterprises seek "liquidity" by holding real resources, money
being simply a convenient means of "financing" the holding of fixed and working
capital already acquired [Green].

(4) Prices, wage normns andi work incentives should be significantly decon-
trolled after a reform, ensuring that product and factor prices will reflect cost
as well as demand forces. This makes possible a greater reliance on prices as the
basis for production and consumption decisions.

(5) Operational exchange rates should be introduced to effectively connect do-mestic and external prices, so that proceeds from the exports and the cost of im-
ports can be properly valued. Enterprises should become more directly involved
with foreign customers or suppliers, possibly through voluntary agency agree-
ments.

(6) Profits should be relied on as the best synthetic indicator of enterprise per-
formance, with profitability having a major influence on the ability of enterprises
to obtain additional (or fewer) resources for expansion.

(7) While reforms are typically centered in the state sector, a complementary
relationship between the state and the enlective and private sectors should be
introduced, the key variable being not the legal framework but the economic
policies of the state sector vis-a-vis the collective and private sectors.
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I. THE IMPACT OF THE AFGHAN INVASION

The invasion of Afghanistan by Soviet forces (December 27, 1979)
had a traumatic impact on the authorities in Eastern Europe,' many
of whom have committed sizable resources, developed long-term plan-
ning and undertaken, in some instances, massive financial obligations
on the assumption that their economic and political relations with the
West will continue to expand in the foreseeable future. Overnight this
assumption has become questionable due to events beyond their con-
trol. The unthinkable 2 -a rejection of detente and return to cold war
mentality-became a distinct possibility as Moscow invaded a non-
aligned state far from East European borders, and the world, in an
overwhelming UN General Assembly vote, condemned its action. The
subsequent embargo on US technology and grain deliveries to the
USSR, joined by other Western suppliers, and the proposal to boycott
the Moscow Olympics suggested that, regardless of their wishes, the
East European countries will have a hard time to keep out of the con-
troversy. Indeed, in comparison with their usual behavior, Moscow's

*Bnreau of Intelligence and Research, Department of State. Paper drafted February 1980
and revised Januarv 1981.

1 For the purposes of this naper Fastern Rurone comprises the Warsaw Pact
members: the German Democratic Republic (GDR). Poland. Czechoslovakia. Hungary,
Romania and Bulgaria. and the two Balkan Indenendents--Yugoslavia and Albania.

2 As late as Jan. 3. 1980, Hungarian Foreign Minister FrIgves Pula spoke of "the
prospects of detente becoming universal and irreversible."-Frigyes Pija: "The Charac-
teristics and Prospects of the Detente Process.' Budapest. Nepszabadsag. Jan. 5. 1980.
pp. 4-5.
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six Warsaw Pact allies demonstrated a singular lack of enthusiasm
about the Afghan invasion:

Only the GDR issued, the very next day, a party/governmental
statement supporting the invasion;

Hungary released a government endorsement with a two-week
delay, followed by a party endorsement two months later;

Neither Poland, Czechoslovakia, nor Bulgaria published a party
or government statement on the event, but congratulations were
sent to the Karmal regime;

Romania remained initially aloof of the Karmal regime, implicitly
condemned the Soviet action, and did not participate in the UN
General Assembly vote on Afghanistan; and

Yugoslavia and Albania voiced vehement condemnation.
However, within a month of the invasion, and evidently under

severe Soviet pressure, the Czechoslovaks, East Germans, and Hun-
garians "postponed" long-scheduled meetings with high-level FRG
leaders (Chancellor Schmidt, Foreign Minister Genscher), the Hun-
garians begged-off from dispatching their first parliamentary dele-
gation to the United States, and Soviet Foreign Minister Gromvko
unexpectedly arrived in Bucharest for an apparently contentious con-
frontation with Ceausescu. The latter had just hosted a UJ.S. congres-
sional delegation headed by Representative Charles Vanik and held
discussions with Department of State Under Secretary Newsom and
FRG opposition leader Franz Joseph Strauss. The cold war was rear-
ing its ugly head in Eastern Europe-or was it?

For one, despite an unexpectedly lengthy (Jan. 31-Feb. 2, 1980)
stay in Bucharest, Gromyko apparently failed to budge Bucharest
from its independent course. A subsequent meeting of communist par-
liamentarians in Sofia, Bulgaria, saw Romania and North Korea
refuse to associate themselves with that body's communique endorsing
the Karmal regime and criticizing the United States and China.

The shock was even greater in Yugoslavia where the coincident
illness of President Tito reminded the populace of their own vulner-
ability, especially once Tito was gone. Albania, perceiving a similar
threat, found it necessary to reiterate First Secretary Hoxha's 1976
pledge to "stand bv the Yugoslav people" and "fight together" with
them if Yugoslavia is attacked.3

II. THE ArrRscTIoN OF DETENTE

But even bevond the maverick Balkans, Eastern Eurone's dis-
orientation and lack of association with the invasion was understand-
able, given the evolution over the past five years. Ever since the CSCE
Final Act was adopted in Helsinki, the East European authorities have
been operating on the assumption that East-West relations will im-
prove progressively and that they have Moscow's blessing to pursue
their individual detentes with various and sundry Western partners.
Not only the nopulations. but the Governments foresaw greater lati-
tudes in their dealings with those Western countries which had been
out-of-bounds within the parameters of the cold war.

a Zeri i Popullit, Tirana, Jan. 19, 1980.
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Since the last Joint Economic Conmmittee report appeared 4 Hun-
gary has received back the Crown of St. Stephen held in the United
States since the end of World War II and has since followed Romania
in, concluding a trade agreement with the United States under the
tetms of the 1974 Trade Act. She thus became the third Warsaw Pact
member (joining Poland and Romania) to be a recipient of Most
Favored Nation (MFN) treatment from the United States. By the
end of 1979, some 53 percent of Hungary's trade was with the Free
World (see table 1) and its domestic policies were the most pragmatic
of !all the Warsaw Pact countries.

Jlungarv's new economic policy guidelines, taking effect at the be-
ginning of the 1980's, continued to accent not only trade ties with the
West, but the principles of its New Economic Mechanism (NEM) re-
form program which are unique in allowing a role to market forces
wiile command economies remain operative elsewhere in the Warsaw
Pajct area. I

TABLE 1.-SHARE OF EAST EUROPE'S TRADE WITH NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES

[Percent of turnovers

1970 1975 1979

Bulgahra -22 23 23
Czechoslovakia -30 31 ' 28
German Democratic Republic -28 33 l 34
Poland -- 34 50 '43
Hungary -35 31 '53
Romania ---- 44 50 (1978) 54
Yugoslavia ---------------- 75 68 '68

' Estimate.
Source: National Statistical Yearbooks.

Even more so than in Hungary, the Western connection has become
of crucial importance to Poland. The elevation of Cardinal Wojtyla
to the papacy and his triumphant tour of his homeland in June 1979
galvanized the population, boosted the church's prestige and reminded
the authorities of the unsurpassed-even though uncodified-authority
and power of the church. Pursuing its traditional role of guardian of
Polish national interests and statehood, the church lent a helping hand
to First Secretary Gierek, calming the populace, warning against civil
disorders and taking the wind off the sails of the more hot-headed
leaders of the proliferating dissident movement. In this sense the
church probably contributed to Gierek's re-election at the 12th Party
Congress in February 1980, the continuation of his d6tente policies
and the ouster of an unpopular Premier-Piotr Jaroszewicz-whose
political demise at the time boosted Gierek's stature.

By the end of 1979 Poland's hard-currency indebtedness approached
$20 billion, nearly a third of Eastern Europe's total (see tables 2-3).
The annual repayment of principal and interest on Poland's debt in
1979 mortgaged 95 percent of its annual hard-currency exports.
Any drop in exports or in continued access to hard currency loans
would endanger Warsaw's repayment ability. Polish access to West-
ern trade and financial markets and the maintenance of Western good-

'East European Economles Post-Helsinki-JEC, Aug. 25, 1977.
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TABLE 2.-EAST EUROPE'S HARD-CURRENCY DEBT

[Net in billions of U.S. dollars (estimate)j

1975 1978 1979

Eastern Europe -24.1 52.9 62.0Poland- 7 4 17.0 19.6Yugoslavia --------------------------------------------------- 5.4 10. 7 12. 7German Democratic Republic -3. 5 7. 5 8. 6Hungary ---------------- ------------ 2.2 6.5 7. 3Roman:- 2.4 5.0 6.7Czechoslovakia- -------------------------- 2. 3 3.7 3.9Czechoslovakia ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~.8 2. 5 3. 2

Source: Joan Zoeter: "Financing and Debt Policy.issues in Eastern Europe" in ch. V of this issue and "The EuropeanEconomy in 1979", ECE (XXXV)!l.

TABLE 3.-EAST EUROPE'S HARD CURRENCY DEBT SERVICE RATIO

[Debt repayment as percent of hard-currency exports]

1978 1979

German Democratic Republic79 95Bulgaria- 47 36H ungary ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 36 36Rom ania - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 21 25Czechoslovakia - 20 22Yugoslavia - 16 19

' As share of total convertible current account revenues.
Source: Ibid.

will is thus of major importance not only fiscally, but also for thefurther growth of the country's economy which has been stagnating
over the past two years, exhibiting the poorest of the generally lack-luster performance throughout the area (see table 4).

TABLE 4.-EASTERN EUROPE: GROWTH OF GNP

[Percent per annuml

1971-74 1979
(average) 1978 (estimate)

Romania -6.7 5.9 4. 5
Bulgarna - 4.6 2.8 2.6German Democratic Republic -3.4 2. 5 2. 3
Czechu r ovakia ------ ----- ----- ------ ----- ----- ------ --- - ----- 3. 3 2.8 1.3Czec osl vak a - --- ---- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --- --- 3.4 1.4 .7Poland- 59 3.9 .1

Source: National-Foreign Assessment Center: "Economic Intelligence Weekly Review." Apr. 11, 1980.

Given last year's poor harvest, Poland's ability to purchase unusualamounts of grain-of necessity in the West-appears crucial lest thefood supply situation deteriorates further. The nature of this predica-
ment should be apparent to Moscow.

While ties with the West may not be as important to Moscow's other
allies, a potential reversal of the post-Helsinki trend-should this bewhat the Kremlin has in mind-would put a new crimp in every coun-try's posture. The GDR, for example, would certainly resent curtail-
mnent of its profitable dealings with the FRG on numerous pending
bilateral issues. It would also resent the resulting drop in its inter-
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national standing. The GDR's main foreign policy preoccupation

lately has been to demonstrate that its prestige, especially in the Third

World, is equal or superior to that of the FRG.
Bulgaria has also invested great effort in improving relations with

Greece, Turkey, as well as the US and would not like to see its aspira-

tions brought to naught. And even Czechoslovakia over the last two

years has attempted to improve its image in the West.
Moreover, there is the pressing iproblem of paying-in hard cur-

rency-for the energy supplies which Moscow warned it would not be

able to provide in the 1980's. By the end of 1978, one quarter of all

Fast European crude oil imports originated in the OPEC countries

(see table 5).
TABLE 5.-EASTERN EUROPE: IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL

[in thousands of barrels per dayl

1978
1970 1975 (estimate)

Total -790 .1, 402 1, 810

Of which-
U.S.S.R---------------------------- 687 1,166 1, 360
Soviet share (percent of total)- ------------------------------- (87) (83) (75)
Non-Communist countries -102 236 452

Non-Communist share (percent of total) -(13) (17) (25)

Of which-
Romania ------ 46 102 256

Poland- 48 76
German Democratic Republic 29 29-- -
Hulgar9 8 129 27

Czechoslovakia ------ 8 7 17

Source: National Foreign Assessment Center, "Energy Supplies in Eastern Europ3: A Statistical Compilation,"
ER 79- 10624, December 1979.

Romania, Poland and the GDR were the major importers. Although

Soviet crude shinped under annual protocols was being sold to them

at about one-half of the world-market prices, most countries found

themselves hard pressed to find the means to purchase supplementary

non-Soviet crude. This exerted pressure on the East Europeans to

divert exports to non-CEMA areas. The Soviet proposal at the Janu-

arv 1980 CEMA Executive Committee Session to raise Soviet crude

prices 5 to world market levels during the 1981-85 period-if imple-

mented-would have the effect of forcing Eastern Europe to direct

some additional $11 billion of its trade to the USSR to cover the

increase.
In addition, there was the fear that Moscow might insist that its

East European allies give economic or military assistance to another

distant country. Afghanistan, like it did with Cuba, Vietnam, Angola

and Ethiopia. This would Dlace further strain on their stagnating

economies. In fact. the GDR on February 9 signed an economic and

technical cooperation agreement with Afghanistan and announced

that it was providing medical treatment for wounded Afghan soldiers.

At the same time popular resentment manifested itself in anti-invasion

graffiti in several East German towns.

5 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitunvg, V.Ml.: "Does Mloscow Want Higher Otl Prices?"

Feb. 4, 1980, p. 1.
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III. CAN DETENTE CONTINUE?

At this stage it is not clear what Moscow has in mind as to the
future East-West relationship. It appears likely, however, that it
initially miscalculated the international reaction to the Afghan in-
vasion and either underestimated or ignored the possible impact on
its East European allies. The Kremlin appears to be signaling the
East and West alike that it will not tolerate a further erosion in
discipline in the Warsaw Pact alliance and letting its allies know
that they will have to get the Kremlin's approval before proceeding
with any detente moves of their own. How much leeway they have in
these matters became apparent during the November session in Madrid
of the second review conference on CSCE. While both sides decided
to go to Madrid as scheduled, there had been voices in both Eastern
and Western quarters expressing fears about the confrontational na-
ture of that meeting and some suggestions that the conference be
postponed.6

At the same time, the Eastern side just like- the West was pro-
ceeding with preparations for the meeting. Moscow certainly wanted
to blame the West should the Madrid conference be aborted, even
while trying to avoid- another critical forum similar to the UN General
Assembly vote on Afghanistan. If Moscow had not participated at
Madrid it would, in effect, have admitted the failure of Brezhnev's
CSCE detente initiatives, put the West on notice regarding its hard-
ened posture, and upset its East European allies who have strongly
endorsed Soviet detente policies.

The (February 18-March 3,1980) CSCE Scientific Forum in Ham-
burg-considered by some observers to be a test for Madrid-gave
every indication that the USSR and its allies would go to Madrid,
despite their obvious -expectations of continued criticism over Afghan-
istan and human rights violations.

IV. PECULIARITIES OF THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

The nature- of Moscow's policymaking and how the Warsaw Pact.
operates have been vividly demonstrated in the case of the Afghan
invasion. The decision of a handful of men in the CPSU Politburo
about the most disruptive event in recent East-West relations was
transmitted, with no -advance warning, to their counterparts in East-
ern Europe during the most -universally respected holiday in that
region-Christmas.' There were no consultations and little is known
of the East European leaders' initial reaction to what in effect was a
fait accompli. The eventual acquiescence of most Warsaw Pact mem-
bers in Mcscow's decision and subsequent activation of their propa-
ganda apparatus in support of the invasion suggests that-with the
exception of Romania-they have relinquished such policymaking
prerogatives to Moscow.

The willingness of the Warsaw Pact countries-except Romania-to
defer on such matters to Moscow rests-on their alleged "acceptance" of
Moscow-'s doctrine of "proletarian internationalism," by now incor-

aRomanian Foreign Minister Andrei on Feb. 12, 1980 during a press conference
in Vienna, Austria expressed the opinion that It would be better If the Madrid
conference met at Foreign Ministers level and adjourned immediately until February
1981. (Die Pregse, Vienna, Feb. 13, 1980.)
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porated into some constitutions (e.g., the GDR) and a number of
Soviet-East European bilateral Treaties of Friendship and Mutual
Assistance. (This has followed the crushing of the "Prague Spring"
by the Soviet-]ed invasion of Czechoslovakia of August 21, 1968.) The
thesis-usually referred to as the "Brezlnev doctrine"-in effect
maintains that a communist country (in practice the USSR) has the
right and obligation to come to the assistance of another when so-
cialism (i.e., communism) is threatened. But there are also practical,
self-serving motivations why the Warsaw Pact countries would
acquiesce in the doctrine. Each country derives gains from USSR's
continuing willingness to supply badly needed raw materials, absorb
their manufactures (largely unsalable in the West), and politically
back regimes which enjoy little, if any, acceptability among their own
populations. Beyond this, there is a certain communality in attitudes
which is rooted in the near-identitv of institutions and overgrown
bureaucracies that control political and economic decisionmaking
throughout the area.

These factors, and an elaborate mechanism of internal security
forces, are responsible for the remarkable record of stability that has
characterized the East European leadership over the past decade. With
the exception of Poland, most of the East European leaders have now
been in power for more than ten years and seem likely to continue in
their jobs for the foreseeable future, barring incapacitation or death.

The system has mellowed over the four decades it has been in power.
Gone are the mass executions of "kulaks" (wealthy private peasants)
and the show-trials of political opponents. real or imaginary, that
characterized the 1950's. While occasional discrimination and brutal-
ity against political opponents and dissidents continue in some coun-
tries (e.g. Czechoslovakia, East Germany), the authorities' attitude
toward them has been tempered by recurrent amnesties and in some
instances (e.g., Hungary) even benign neglect. The authorities' rela-
tionship with the churches and their handling of divided family
issues have been increasingly a mixture of conciliation and pragmatism
(e.g., in Hungary, Romania, East Germany).

On balance, the authorities-seeking a degree of acceptance and
regime stability-have become more responsive to popular pressures
and national aspirations. Some countries have limited their con-
cessions to "consumerism" (catering to material needs of the popula-
tion) while others tolerate limited popular dissent, or play up na-
tionalistic themes and pursue more autonomous foreign policies. Some
combinations of these policies have worked at times so well that a
measure of popularity accrued to several leaders (e.g., Kadar in
Hungary, Ceausescu in Romania), albeit for dissimilar reasons. In
such countries as Poland, the sizable and vocal dissident movement,
the independent Catholic Church, and the assertive working class
have come to share their leaders' concern about the country's con-
tinued existence as an independent state.

All policymaking power in Eastern Europe, as in the USSR, rests
with the communist parties whose organizational structure, despite
some differences in terminolo y, is practically identical with that
of the USSR. Through an intricate system of cells reaching down to
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individual city blocks, factories, and offices, the party exerts its influ-
ence over most of the daily life and maintains control over the society.
At all administrative levels (state, regional, district and local), it
actually maintains a control structure which from behind the scene
leads ministries, drafts laws, and in effect, hands down court sentences,
subsequently implemented by the ostensibly responsible legislative,
executive or judiciary organs. In some cases, party men actually hold
both positions; behind the scenes in the party, and in full public view
as the President, the Prime Minister, or the Chairman of the Par-
liament. Some countries-for example, Romania and Poland-have
attempted to streamline the structure and heighten party control by
merging a number of party and government bodies below the national
level (see fig. 1).

In each country, the approximately dozen full members and about
half-a-dozen candidate members of the Politburo (or Presidium)
represent the highest party authority and are the real policymakers
in such fields as foreign or military affairs, economic matters, cultural
policy, et cetera. The somewhat smaller Party Secretariat supervises
the execution of Politburo decisions, directs the party's current work,
and controls the movement of members up or down the party ladder.
The First (or General) Secretary heads both the Politburo and the
Secretariat and is the most powerful man in the country. All Polit-
buro and Secretariat incumbents are also members of the some 100
to 250-members-strong Central Committee-a sort of party parliament
which by statute is the highest party authority when party congresses
(held every 4 or 5 years) are not in session and is the body to which
the First (General) Secretary is responsible.7

In practice, the Central Committee plenums usually serve no other
role than to endorse Politburo decisions. However, if factional infight-
ing develops in the party hierarchy, the Central Committee can as-
sume crucial importance in deciding the political survival or demise
of one or another warring Politburo or Secretariat faction. (For
instance, the Czechoslovak Party Central Committee decided in 1968
to oust First Secretary Novotny and to replace him with Dubcek; the
1970 replacement of Gomulka with Gierek in Poland was similarly
the result of a Central Committee action). The statutory responsibility
of the Central Committee or of the Party Congress to elect the Polit-
buro or the Secretariat members has thus at times actually been
discharged. For the most part, however, decisions of this type are
usually made by the Politburo itself and rubberstamped by the Central
Committee.

The Council of Ministers, composed of a prime minister, some half
lozen deputy premiers, and 10 to 40 ministers is, according to the
East European constitutions, the "supreme organ of state admin-
istration". Actually, it is no more than the executor of party policies
and instructions. According to the various constitutions, the Council
of Ministers is appointed or recalled by the national parliament or

7 The Romanlan party statute lacks this provision, making the General Secretaryresponsible to the Partv Congress. The Romanlan party also differs in that there are twoexecutive decision-making bodies: a 27-member Political Executive Committee and a15-member Permanent Bureau. The division of labor among them Is not clear, al-though the former appears to ratify the decisions of the latter. In practice, both aredominated by the General Secretary.

70-528 0 - 81 - 8
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the state president. In fact, the selection of incumbents is made by
*the party long before the parliament acts upon them. The individual
ministers "direct" specific branches of state administration, while the
Council of Ministers can "rescind an order or regulation" issued by

FIGURE 1

TYPICAL PARTY AND GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE
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a minister. In practice, the unwieldly Councils of Ministers rarely
act as a body, leaving this function to a Presidium (or Bureau) com-
posed of the Prime Minister and his deputies.

The parliaments, known as National or People's Assemblies are
for the most part unicameral bodies (in Yugoslavia, East Germany,
and Czechoslovakia the parliament has two chambers) composed of
some 250 to 400 deputies. The latter are elected usually for a 4- or
5-year term on a single "National Front slate." The slate includes
some independents and puppet party candidates-where such parties
exist-but in every instance the communists retain a majority on the
slate, despite the fact that nonparty candidates are handpicked and
hardly less reliable than actual party members. While according to
the constitutions the parliaments are the "highest organ of state au-
thority," they have no real political power and, except in Yugoslavia,
simply ratify legislation drafted by the party.

The illusion of parliamentary representation is carried down the
ladder of territorial organization parallel with the party structure.
Thus, on the regional, district, and local levels there is a system of
local government which consists in essence of miniature parliaments
and Councils of Ministers under such names as Peoples Councils,
National Committees, and so forth. These are usually elected at the
same time as national parliaments.

Each Council or Committee exercises government authority over
-the area of its responsibility. Lower levels report, and are responsible
to, their immediately superior level and ultimately either to the par-
liament or to the Council of Ministers.

Under the principle of no separation of powers, and despite con-
stitutional claims that all judges are independent and subject only
to provisions of the law, the judiciary at all echelons in Eastern
Europe is little more than an extension of authoritarian party rule.

The purpose of these mechanisms is to provide the regimes with a
close control over the population which, since the individual com-
munist takeovers, has been an unwilling captive of the system. The
institutional framework is designed to provide close supervision of
each individual by government and party agencies, and is augmented
by an extensive network of secret and regular police, informers, party-
dominated mass organizations (trade unions, youth associations, and
so forth), and a system of indoctrination by public media and schools.

Yugoslavia, which broke with the Soviet bloc some thirty years ago,
is a notable exception to much, of this pattern. While it also does not
allow opposition parties, it has evolved since 1948 a system of rule
which, while institutionally similar to the one described above, is
significantly more decentralized, permissive, and responsive to public
opinion pressure-especiallv from the half a dozen constituent na-
tionalities. Apart from total rejection of Soviet hegemony and pursuit
of a "nonaligned" foreign policy, the most notable Yugoslav depar-
tures from the Soviet-tvpe structure are a svstem of "workers' self-
management" which gives employees in each enterprise a voice in
managerial decisionmaking, including the dismissal or the appoint-
ment of a manager. and an economic system which assifns the market
forces, profit, and the individual manager a substantially greater de-
gree of influence than anywhere else in Eastern Europe. Another ear-
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mark of the system is the markedly greater willingness to experiment
with existing institutions and to make frequent changes in the politi-
cal and economic structure on a trial-and-error basis.

Over the years, but especially since Khrushchev's visit of recon
ciliation to Yugoslavia in 1955, and the resulting Belgrade Declara-
tion which conceded that there are "separate roads to socialism," (re-
confirmed by Brezhnev in 1976), these Yugoslav practices have at-
tracted imitators elsewhere in Eastern Europe (notably in Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Hungary). Most of these experiments proved
rather shortlived, however, once they ran into Moscow's opposition.

A major departure from the "one-man" type of rule was introduced
in Yugoslavia, after Tito's death. The constitution and party statutes
have been reshaped to allow "rule by a committee"-which seemingly
borrows from Swiss practices.

A nine-member collective "state presidency" has replaced Tito as
president of the Socialist Federated Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY).
Its membership consists of one member from each of the six constitu-
ent republics, two autonomous provinces and the chairman of the new
Party Presidium. The post of the President of the SFRY presidency-
in effect the new head of state-rotates annually (on May 15) accord-
ing to a predetermined sequence of republics and provinces. The party
Presidium representative is excluded from the rotation. The new head
of state thus cannot be the state and party leader concurrently, al-
though he becomes the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces, as-
suming two of three of Tito's erstwhile positions.

An even more complex and less precisely defined collegial mecha-
nism has been devised for the party-the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia (LCY),. A 23-member LCY Presidium, headed by a chair-
man or presiding officer who rotates annually according to as yet
undetermined or unpublicized sequence, has replaced Tito in his func-
tion as party leader. As in the case of the SFRY Presidency, the Pre-
sidium adheres scrupulously to the. principle of equal nationalities
representation (3 members come from each of the six republics, two
from each of the two autonomous provinces. and there is one repre-
sentative of the armed forces). The SFRY Presidency and. the LCY
Presidium have as yet had only limited experience in the art of gov-
erning, although their performance since Tito's death has been gen-
erslly favorably assessed.

The svstem was clearly devised to accommodate Yugoslavia's multi-
national structure. Yugoslavia opted for an abandonment of the.tradi-
tional system of nfle. in favor of a dispersion of power among its many
federated nationalities, an approach that has no precedent in com-
munist history.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The overriding purpose of Romania's foreign policy can be suc-
cintly summarized in one phrase: national autonomy. Autonomy,
always a relative concept, refers in the first instance to a political
capacity: "the ability to frame and carry out objectives . . . which
may diverge widely from those of other countries." 1 By logical ex-
tension, autonomy also refers to an economic capability to pursue
planned development without requisite reliance upon the resources of
any single partner. Ultimately, the successful maintenance of auton-
omy in international relations necessitates a military capacity as well:
the ability to raise the cost of the use of force beyond adversary
acceptability.

Socialist Romania first attracted international attention nearly
twenty years ago by refusing to conform to Soviet preferences for
regional integration. Unable to convince its partners during multi-
lateral bargaining in the CMEA to retain Stalinist development prior-
ities, and unable to persuade the Soviet Union to subsidize Romania's
steel industry despite new CMEA priorities, the Romanian Commu-
nist Party chose nonetheless to pursue its policy of rapid industriali-
zation. The dispute with CMEA was elevated into a nationalist
doctrine with the April 1964 Central Committee "Declaration of Inde-
pendence" which concluded: "Bearing in mind the diversity of the
conditions of socialist construction, there are not nor can there be any
unique pattern and -recipes . . . It is up to every Marxist-Leninist
party, it is a sovereign right of each socialist state, to elaborate, choose.
or change the forms and methods of socialist construction."

tlniversity of Ottawa.
IRichard N. Cooper, The Economic8 of Independence (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968).p. 4.
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When Nicolae Ceausescu took over the Secretary Generalship of
the party in 1965, the principles used to rationalize a dispute over
economic objectives in CMEA were extrapolated to international
political-security issues. Romania began to demonstrate to the Western
world that the foreign policy of a small socialist state need not con-
form to Soviet prescriptions despite formal alignment with the
USSR: recognition of the German Federal Republic . . . refusal to
condemn Israeli "aggression" . . . denunciation of the Warsaw Pact
intervention in Czechoslovakia. Romania continues to capture inter-
national press headlines today as "the maverick"-as when it boldly
refused to join its allies in defense of the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.

In pursuit of national autonomy, the Romanian party-state essayed
three broad strategies. First Romania sought to minimize those forms
of collaboration with Soviet-sponsored institutions which undermine
sovereignty.2 Second, Romania diversified its external ties-economic
and diplomatic-to the socialist states outside the Warsaw Pact, the
West and the Third World. Diversification serves national autonomy
by simultaneously fulfilling a promotive function-augmenting na-
tional resources and thereby reducing the extent of reliance on CMEA
partners-and a protective function-avoiding diplomatic isolation
and thus inhibiting Soviet sanctions. Third, Romania reworked offi-
cial Marxist-Leninist ideology both to rationalize unilateral actions
for the benefit of communist militants at home or in fraternal coun-
tries and, by forging a nationalist variant, to legitimize a regime which
asks the population to postpone individual material gains for the sake
of national industrialization.

How can a relatively small, less developed country, a member of
the Warsaw Pact alliance, at one and the same time pursue economic
development objectives lacking CMEA sanction and take foreign
policy positions which diverge from those of its allies? The quick
explanation for Romania's unique foreign policy-one which has
become a truism among students of communist politics-is that con-
formity to the orthodox Soviet model at home allows for independent
behavior in foreign affairs. The relationship is seen to be symbiotic-
maintaining tight domestic controls reassures the Soviet leadership
that Romania Is safe for communism while brandishing a nationalist
flag offers citizens patriotic compensation for the lowest living stand-
ards in CMEA. (More cynically, some add that party controls com-
bined with a personality cult close the door to attempted Soviet manip-
ulation of factions and offer disaffected Romanians only one trapdoor
outlet: emigration.)

The objective of this chapter is to reconsider Romania's political
and economic strategies with special attention to international rela-
tions. To do so we shall reassess the validity of the dichotomous
explanation of Romanian foreign policy: domestic orthodoxy/
external deviance. We want to know, in Section II, whether, after
fifteen years of nationalism Ceausescu-style. Romania's international
relations differ substantially from those of its allies. Have the much
publicized verbal differences produced divergent outcomes across the

2 That Is. "the formal ability of countries to make their own decisions and to renounce
previously made decisions." Ibid.
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spectrum of military, diplomatic and economic relations? In short,
can we say, at the end of the 1970's, that Romania is still "the
maverick"?

Looking forward to the 1980's in section III, we will examine the
other side of the equation. If "Romania's special ingredient has been
the combination of central planning with mobilization pressure",
can we assume that orthodoxy will suffice to ensure popular com-
pliance? 8 For the Party, after all, "The 1980-1990 decade is the
decisive stage in the implementation of the Party Programme . . .
creating the material and social premises for the gradual passage
to communism. Attainment of this aim requires the powerful growth
of the forces of production". 4 A continued industrialization drive
implies a continued deferment of major gains for individual con-
sumers. Thirty five years after "liberation", will people wait?

II. REASSESSMEN-T OF ROMANIA'S POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC STRATEGIES:
STILL THE MAVERICK?

A. Political-Security Strategy in the 1970'8

Romania's dramatic breaks from established Warsaw Pact policy in
the 1960's crystallized its maverick image. Ceausescu transformed a
reactive confrontation with CMEA partners over economic develop-
ment into active provocation on issues of security. He initiated a period
of militant nationalism in Romanian foreign policy with his May 1966
speech downgrading the role of the Red Army in Romania's liberation.
Here Ceausescu asserted that "One of the barriers on the road to co-
operation among peoples are the military blocs . . . (which) represent
an anachronism incompatible with the independence and sovereignty
of peoples."X 5Official ideology centralized the concept of sovereignty
and combined it with a "small state" identity to rationalize Romania's
new political strategy-diversification of ties across alliance lines, par-
ticularly through activism in United Nations fora; unilateralism on
issues of collective alliance interest; and manipulation of nationalist
symbols at home. Certainly the apogee of militant nationalism came in
August 1968 when Ceausescu responded to the intervention in Czecho-
slovakia by mobilizing the armed forces, creating an armed people's
militia and rallying the nation from the balcony of his official resi-
dence: "We will answer to all-tie entire Romanian people will never
allow anyone to invade the territory of our fatherland." 6

By swinging the limelight onto dramatic differences with the USSR
and by exposing apparent Soviet sanction attempts, the Romanian
regime sought to protect its divergent industrialization strategy and
the extra-bloc credit and trade ties which sustained it in a period when
diversification still looked dangerously different. More importantly
perhaps, orchestrated nationalism corresponds to the period of Ceau-

3Marvin R. Jackson, Industrialization. Trade, and Mobilization In Romania's Drive
for Economic Independence," In Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States.
East European Economies Post-Helsinki, Washington, 1977. pp. 886-940.

"Draft Directives of the Twelfth Congress of the Romanlan Communist Party for
Romanian's Economic and Social Development In the 1981-1985 Five-Year Plan Period
and the Guidelines Until 1990." Romania, Documents-Events, July 1979 pp. 77.

ENicolae Ceausescu, Romania pe drumul desavrifrff i ontructiei socialiste (Bucharest:
Editbra politics, 1968), vol. 1, pp. 412-413.

' Ibid., vol. III, pp. 415-416.
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sescu's power consolidation. Nationalism in the face of external oppo-
sition allowed him to foster public support for the regime in its
industrial push, which required consumer sacrifices, and to forge gen-
eral party consensus while he eliminated personal rivals and assured
his power within the party apparat. What became of militant national-
ism in the 1970s when the primary objective of heavy industrialization
had been achieved and Ceausescu's personal power successfully
consolidated?

1. THIE WARSAW PACT

Appreciation of any state's role in the Warsaw Treaty Organiza-
tion (WTO) must consider the two areas of Pact activity: military
defense and political coordination. In order to assess Romania's rela-
tive autonomy in military defense we would have to know facts which
are often not available on military maneuvers; burden sharing; equip-
ment standardization; and inputs into debates on defense strategy.
Data on Romania's limited participation in joint military maneuvers,
often cited to document its maverick stance, are not very impressive
once compared to similar data on Bulgaria-the two look rather alike.
Data on burden sharing are wholly unreliable and the general ups and
downs in Romania's defense budget do not correlate neatly with
Soviet or Pact policy changes. Although it is reported that Romania
does not receive the latest equipment and arms from the USSR. this
negligence probably has more to do with the geopolitics of the alliance
than with political tensions between the two. The best Soviet equip-
ment goes to the more sensitive northern tier countries. As for recon-
structing policy debates, we are obliged to rely on unsatisfactory
Kremlinologist-style interpretations of banal joint communiques and
selective national press leaks.

Despite these handicaps, an analysis of Romanian behavior in the
1970's reveals an orientation which sharply differentiates Romania
from its allies and shows that country to be a marginal Pact partici-
pant. More impressive than any statistics on maneuvers is the over-
whelming legacy of 1968 when Romania neither participated in the
planning (it was excluded by the USSR) nor the execution of the
allied intervention in Czechoslovakia. Romania's overall orientation
emphasizing national rather than allied defense took legal expres-
sion in 1972 with the "all-points" defense law and has been continu-
ously reemphasized throusghout the 1970's bv giving prioritv attention
to territorial defense .7 Other indicators of Romania's peripheral role
in the Warsaw Paet will be reviewed below.

Romania's position on alliance burden-sharing has been repeatedly
manifested through diplomatic action, particularly in United Nations
fora where snokesmen argue that defense expenditures constitute the
major impediment to economic development and global eauity. At
the 1978 UNGA Seventh Special Session on Disarmament, Romania
presented proposals for a general freeze on military expenditures at
1978 rates with progressive reductions of 10-15 percent by 1985: a
practice already announced as national policy. At home the official

v A Nrel Yt.nn. "The Yi-onvar/RAranian Concept of People's War" Canadian Defense

Quarterln, VII (Summer 1977). pp. 39-4 3.
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press offered marvelous statistical presentations of the guns and buttertrade off to Romanian readers-for example, 12,400 tanks less equals6,500,000 classrooms (for 30 students each).8 At the November 1978Warsaw Pact Political Consultative Committee meeting, when facedwith Soviet proposals for increased defense expenditures, Ceausescuobjected and widely publicized this objection at home after beingbacked up by the RCP Executive Political Committee. The Commit-tee's declaration of support rejected and condemned any new push forincreased military expenditures. The leadership thus communicated
two signals to the public-there is an ever present threat of interfer-ence by the Soviet Union; and delayed economic benefits are partlydue to forces beyond national party control.

Ceausescu's loudly voiced objections to Soviet proposals for furtherintegration of forces at the 1978 Warsaw Pact summit in Moscowalso demonstrated that sensitivity to possible violation of sovereignprerogatives in Soviet sponsored regional institutions remains a con-stant in Romanian foreign policy making. The Executive PoliticalCommittee declared its support for Ceausescu and for "the fact thathe refused to approve adoption of certain measures which did not havethe unanimous agreement of the member countries". Concern fornational defense is paramount, but "each national army is exclusivelyunder the orders of the supreme commander of the respective coun-tries." Ceausescu himself then rallied the representatives of the armyand the ministry of the interior by swearing that "We will never ac-cept that any Romanian unit or any Romanian soldier receive ordersfrom abroad." 10
The Romanian party has taken a series of decisions which seem tofavor the build-up of a national defense industry by reducing pro-eurement from allies and ignoring equipment standardization norms.In the early 1970's when the bulk of its aircraft was still Soviet sup-plied, Romania purchased several Boeing 707's from the UnitedStates; signed a cooperation accord with France to assemble AlouetteIII heliocopters (having already bought six BAC-Ill from Englandin 1968). A joint equity venture agreed upon in 1977 with the German-Dutch firm, VFW Fokker, foresaw the production of 100 short-haulaircraft over a ten year period. This project was not ultimately real-ized but the expertise developed through licensing and industrial co-operation has assisted relative defense autonomy-alreadv by 1975 theRomanians claimed to procure two thirds of their military equip-ment at home." Official propaganda consistently makes the linkagebetween successful fulfillment of economic objectives. military capa-bilities and national autonomy: "By the firm orientation towards thehighly technical branches . . . industrialization greatly contributednot only to the technical and economic independence of the countrybut also to strengthening the defence capacity, national independenceand sovereignty.12

'8cintela, Dec. 7. 1978, p. 5.
it Communl~lllP published p. 1, Scinteia, Nov. 25. 1978.
IhIbid. The full text of the WTO Declaration and Ceausescu's speech are in Scintela,Nov. 28. 1978.
11 Airel Braun. Romanian Foreign Policy Since 1965, New York: Praeger, 1978, pp.171-172 and East West Trade News July 6. 1977.
D "Romanla: Industrialization. a decisive factor of orogress. of economic and noliticalIndependence." Romania: Articles, Features, Information, No. 5, May, 1977. p. 7.
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Romania's divergence from its allies is equally evident in the sec-
ond area of Pact activity: political coordination. WTO Political Con-
sultative Committee (PPC) meetings, which conclude with a joint
statement on the controversial issues in world politics, rarely reach
unanimity given Romanian unilateral postures. Romania sought and
gained the addition of a committee of foreign ministers to the PCC
(1976) so as to accentuate the role of states rather than parties in the
Pact's deliberations, and by implication, the role of sovereign equality
and noninterference over proletarian internationalism as guiding
norms. It has now become commonplace to find the publication of a
unanimously endorsed general communique, accompanied by another
document supporting specific (Soviet preferred) interpretations of
international politics which Romania has refused to sign, for example,
the Pact condemnation of the Camp David accords. 13

2. INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMACY

In international relations outside the Soviet bloc, Romania per-
sisted, in the 1970's, in expanding its diplomatic network to avoid iso-
lation. This political strategy of diversification was buttressed in offi-
cial-declarations by a doctrine of pluralism-presenting a broad, non-
exclusive definition of the socialist community and appealing to the
solidarity of small states, less developed states or non-aligned states in
order to transcend ideological or alliance dividing lines. General opti-
mism about East-West d6tente in the early 1970's (with CSCE prep-
arations, the fruition of German Ostpolitik, and the Nixon-Brezhnev
summit) encouraged other East European states to renew diplomatic
ties with NATO states, but Romania today remains different. The Ro-
manian government managed to keep a relatively high profile in Wash-
ington in the decade following Nixon's dramatic 1969 visit to Bucha-
rest. This seems to be a source of irritation in Moscow-according -to
Kissinger's memoirs Ambassador Dobrynin oftimes complained about
Romania's access in Washington. A recent Congressional comparison
of U.S. relations with East Europe concluded that "Romania has de-
veloped the broadest and most diversified ties with the United States
among Warsaw Pact member countries." 14

By the end of the 1970's Romania had constructed extraordinarily
versatile diplomatic machinery. Only Romania has decent diplomatic
relations with Israel and with every other Mideast state as well as the
PLO-Ceausescu was therefore able to play a role in bringing Sadat
and Begin together. In the Third World, Ceausescu has used personal
diplomacy in a series of multicountry visits to Latin America, Asia,
and Africa in order to promote trade. This opening to the Third
World was facilitated by Romania's official claim to be a less developed
country itself (the whys and wherefores will be explored in the sec-
tion below on economic strategy). Romania asked, and was granted,

13Robert Farlow pieces together this pattern in "Romania: Problems of Independence

and Development." Paper presented to the conference on "East Central Europe: Yester-

day. Today. Tomorrow." Hoover institution. Stanford University. January 1980.
i"Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division, Congressional Research Service.

report prepared for the Subcommittee on Eurone and the MIddle East -f the Committee

on Foreign Affairs. U.S. House of Representatives, "U.S. Relations with the Countries

of Central and Eastern Europe." Washington. 1979. p. 73.
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permission to attend the Lima Conference of Foreign Ministers ofNon-aligned Countries in 1975. The following year, the Conference
of Heads of State and Government of Non-aligned countries invitedseveral formally aligned countries as guest participants at their Co-lombo meeting-Romania attended and continues to make part inall major gatherings of non-aligned countries.

Romania retains a unique role in inter-party and inter-state rela-tions in the communist world. Despite the degeneration of Sino-Sovietrelations reflected in China's reworking of foreign policy doctrine tomake "social-imperialism" the principal enemy, Romania continues toplay the role of mediator between the Communist giants when possible
and dares to exchange top level visits regardless (Hua Guofeng cameto Bucharest after Ceausescu visited Peking in 1978). Romania strives
for self-protective pluralism in inter-party politics generally. Ceau-sescu gave non-aligned Yugoslavia second place billing after theUSSR in his verbal listing of socialist friends at the XII Party Con-gress (November 1979). Ignoring the fact that relations among somesocialist friends have deteriorated into military conflicts, he thenplaced virtually equal emphasis on Romania's solidarity and coopera-
tion with China, with Vietnam and with Democratic Kampuchea. Onthe question of Eurocommunism, Ceausescu ignored his own regime'sorthodoxy to insist that "It .. . appears perfectly natural that the com-munist parties should define autonomously, with no outside interfer-ence, their political line, including a number of new concepts relatedto their revolutionary strategy and tactics. One such example is theconcept of Eurocommunism." as

In international negotiating behaviour and U.N. voting behaviourrelated to security issues, Romania government representatives oftentake a unilateral stance at variance with their Pact allies. Interviews
conducted with the heads of NATO country delegations to the firstConference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, for example, re-vealed that Romania did not alwavs take part in the Pact caucus.
Romanian delegates consistently spoke out in plenary sessions withoutrespect to Pact positions-notably on military-security and economicissues (being rather silent on matters of hunian rights!). In debateson confidence building measures, such as advance notification of troopmaneuvers, Romania supported proposals tabled by the neutral andnonaligned caucus rather than Warsaw Pact Droposals-this practicewas continued at the 1977 CSCE sessions in Belgrade.l"

At the United Nations Romania continues to set itself apart fromits allies even on votes critical to Soviet global interests. At the Sep-tember 21. 1979 General Assembly session only Romania voted withthe majority in favor of assigning Cambodia's seat to the Pol Potregime-thereby condemning Soviet ally Vietnam for its militaryintervention and nreferring to vote alongside China. Reacting to theSoviet Union's military intervention in Afghanistan, Romania did notvote on the January 14, 1980 nonaligned resolution asking for im-
'5 Nicolae Ceausescu. Report on the Fulfilment of the Decisions of the Eleventh Con-vress. of the Pro-ramme of the Romanian communist Party, and on Future Tasks." supplement to Romania Today. No. 1/279. 1978. p. 21.
" Jeanne Kirk Laux. "res negotiations est-ouest: le rOle des pays d'Eurone de lPestan seln de la CSCE." Etudes Internationales, VI, 4, decembre, 1975, pp. 478-500
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mediate withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan. It thus
abandoned its WTO allies, all of whom voted against the resolution."7

Throughout the 1970's, then, Romania's political elite persistently
articulated a nationalist foreign policy regarding political-security
issues. Militant rhetoric should not of course obscure the reality of
alignment. Romania remains a Warsaw Pact member state and re-

newed its friendship treaty with the USSR in 1970. Nonetheless, Ro-
mania plays a marginal role in the military activities of the Pact and
the regime continues to frame objectves and take policy stances on the
regional and world stage which diverge widely from those of its alli-
ance partners. Romania clearly remains the maverick.

B. Economric Strategy in the 1,970's

Commitment to rapid industralization-with new emphasis on pro-
ductivity gains from applied teclnology-remains the priority ob-

jective in Romania's economic strategy. In international economic
policy, however, recognition of constraints has led the party to modify
its ostentatious drive toward self-reliance and instead to frame a stra-
tegy of "selective cooperation" with CMEA partners in the 1970's.
Wrhen Romania's economic behaviour is compared to its partners'-
participation in CMEA or international trade, credit and cooperation
ties-certain distinctive features are still noticeable. The official doc-
trine of underdevclopment, for example, is unique as are some insti-

tutional affiliations. Yet overall, it is a pattern not of divergence but
of convergence which emerges. Romania has normalized its partici-
pation in the CMEA while its partners have chosen to increase their

participation in the international division of labour.
Signature of the CMEA Comprehensive Program in 1971 marks

the transition in Romania's foreign economic policy toward selective
cooperation. Efforts to account for this qualitative reorientation must
begin from an appreciation of the cumulative impact of more than

a decade of heavy industrialization which had exposed the limits of

semi-autarkic development. High rates of investment since 1960. with
over 12 percent annual increases in fixed industrial assets, established
a core industrial infrastructure but also revealed new needs. A rising

deficit in trade in industrial raw materials and depleting oil reserves
created the need to find new sources of supply. Declining labour re-
serves created the need to enhance productivity through improved
process and product technology. The increasing hard currency debt
imposed the need to improve export performance if technology im-

ports were required or to reduce imports from the dollar zone. Disas-
trous floods in 1969 no doubt made all these issues more salient. Faced
with the consequences of domestic structural changes, the Romanian
leadership adapted ideology and foreign economic policy to new ne-

cessities by pursuing a modified strategy of cooperation within CMEA
all the while continuing to essay.. new forms. of economic relations
with non-socialist partners.

17 Romania confirmed its opposition to Soviet intervention when It refused to sign the

Feb. 7. 1980 communique after the meetirg in Sofia of parliamentary delegations from

twelve Communist Party states which supported the Soviet action (North Korea aWso

desisted). Official explanation of the U.N. vote boycott was given In Scinteia, Jan. 16.

1980. p. 4 "Sesiunea extraordinara a Adunarli Generale a ONU consacrata situatield din
Afgantstan."
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The National Party Conference in July 1972 formally identifiedRomania as a developing country. This doctrinal choice reflected acompromise strategy-an agreement to push industrialization forwardby higher rates of investment, but also to modify pretensions of self-reliance by selective cooperation within CMEA. Status as a less de-veloped country served for the remainder of the decade to justifysacrifices demanded of consumers at home, to rationalize claims forspecial privileges from capitalist countries and from CMEA partners,as well as to promote new forms of cooperation with the Third World.

1. THE COUNCIL OF MUTUAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

In the 1970's Romania clearly normalized its participation in theCMEA. Overcoming initial reluctance, Romania associated with In-termetal; joined Interchim; became a member of the Bank for Inter-national Investment (after an eight-month delay used to bargain aboutvoting procedures); and opted to take part in the Comecon Commis-sion coordinating research and production of computers in 1973(although Romania is still not part of the division of labor within
CMEA for production of the Riad series computers). After a year ofhesitation, Romania decided in 1975 to sign the Ci!'EA protocolcreating a technical standardization program for the region. Romanianow is a member of all but one of the "International Economic Or-ganizations" created to assist coordination and specialization in in-dustrial production. Following the adoption of an Agreed Plan forMultilateral Integration Measures at the 29th CMEA session (1975),Romania decided to participate in many of the major joint construc-tion projects-the Orenburg pipeline for natural gas; the Ust Ilimskcellulose complex; the Kiyembaev asbestos mine, and the Kingisepp
phosphate complex."'

Romania's. representatives are rather brash. in advertising their op-
portunistic self-interest in CMEA cooperation. Joint constructionventures, it is explained, are accepted when they can insure vitalsupplies of industrial inputs: "As a result of its participation . . .Romania will ensure its own long-term supply of natural gas, cellulose,asbestos and ferro-alloys." 19 Plan coordination is agreed to only inthose areas, such as the machine tool industry, where it will create theprerequisites for a continuous 'increase in the volume of machineryand equipment exports from the less advanced countries (i.e. Roma-nia) . 20 At CMEA's 1975 session, while the USSR promoted its draftplans for multilateral integration, Romania's prime minister negoti-ated for credits and investment in the countrv's five leading branchesof industry and for "access of the industrially less developed socialiststates to more advanced technology." 21

Despite obvious long-term commitment to CMEA, Romanian polit-ical elites do remain sensitive to protecting national autonomy-the
1' Marie Lavlene, Les economies s8cialistes 8otidtique et europgennes, Paris: ArmandColin. 1979 (3rd edition). chapter 7. provides an excellent analysis of recent CMEAInnovations. A country-by-country break down of participation in joint projects is givenin Z. Lugan. "Une forme d'integration du CAEM: la construction en commun d'objectifsIndisfriels," e Courrier des pays de l est, No. 221. septembre 1977, pp. 3-29. See alsoMcMillan and Hannigan In this volume.D R. Constantinescu. "The Dialectic of the Rapprochement and Equalization of theEconormic Levels of the Socialist Countries." Era socialista, No. 24, December 1974. Trans-lated in RFE, Romania Press Survey, No. 983 (Jan. 22. 1975).
20 Ibid.~'Scinteia, July 6, 1975, p. 5.
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right to carry out nationally determined development plans. Romania
alone has refused to conform to CMEA directives to include a. special
section on integration in its national plan. Cooperation is contingent
on respect for procedures based on interested parties and not supra-na-
tionality. Acceptance of this principle by the other partners made it
possible for Romania to sign the Complex Program after three
years of negotiation. The sharp objections to Soviet proposals for fur-
ther plan integration voiced by Romania atthe 1978 CMEA session
in Bucharest indicate continued sensitivity to issues of sovereignty. It
was at this session that the USSR won acceptance for three of the Tar-
get Programs while it reportedly failed to convince the others to
abandon the interested party principle. Romania's prime minister
and head of delegation argued that the means of plan coordination
already specified in the Complex Program-that is, reciprocal na-
tional consultations-provide an adequate and appropriate framework.
The entire purpose of CMEA should be to strengthen central planning
within each member-state. "We therefore consider that it is not nec-
essary to amend the CMEA statutes." 22

2. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS

Despite renewed cooperation with CMIEA in the 1970's, Romania
pursued its diversification strategy in international economic rela-
tions. Commercial and credit relations with non-socialist partners were
expanded and new forms of industrial cooperation introduced. When
we compare Romania's international economic behavior today to that
of its CMEA partners, however, many Romanian choices turn out to
be more typical than idiosyncratic. Romania was often the first to
explore new modes of East-West cooperation and remains the most
committed to East-South cooperation. Yet other East European coun-
tries have followed suit, creating the overall impression of con-
vergence. We shall first point out Romania's unique institutional affil-
iations and then review the overall trends in commerce, credit and
cooperation relations outside the bloc which support the convergence
thesis.

Looking for higher credit ceilings and lower trade barriers, the
Romanian government successfully exploited its status as a less devel-
oped country to gain entr6e to several international organizations-
some of these affiliations still distinguish Romania from its CMEA
partners. Romania convinced the European Common Market (EC)
to accept its relative underdevelopment as a basis for inclusion in the
EC Generalized Preference System. This overture came in February
1972-one month before Brezhnev's oft-cited speech accepting the
Common Market as a "reality". Romania's delegates to the CMEA
consistently argue for bilateral, not regional, economic relations with
the EC-a policy which suggests that Romnania's EC relationship is
part of its political strategy of diplomatic diversification in addition
to its economic strategy of winning trade concessions. Romania closed

P id. June 30. 1970. p. 5 gives the text of this speech. Unofficial reports suggest that

very hard bargaining took place-revolving around the admission of Vietnam to CNIEA
membership and Romania's contribution to the Orenburg project. It mivht be poInted
out that the interested party principle does not extend to the IEOs-thev use majority
decisionmaking for operational functions. See M.IcMtllan and Hanligan In this volume.
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the decade with another first in EC relations. In February 1979, the
government began negotiations which have led to a general industrial
trade agreement with the EC Commission in Brussels and to the crea-
tion of a Joint Committee to oversee trade. Other CMEA countries
have now signed sectoral trade agreements with the EC and Bulgaria
has asked to be included in the Generalized Preference System (1977);
others are also members of the GAiVT (Czechoslovakia, Poland, and
Hungary). Romania is, however, still the only CMEA country to have
joined the IME and thus the World Bank . . . gaining immediate
benefits in substantial hard currency credits. IMF acceptance of
Romania was justified by reference to its status as a less developed
country able, according to Article XIV, to exercise currency control
as a transitional measure.23 Sanctification of Romania's pragmatic use
of its official identity as an underdeveloped country came with the
1976 Executive Political Committee's announcement that Romania
had been admitted to membership in UNCTAD "77" at the Manila
meeting.

The dramatic drop in Romania's share of trade with CMEA part-
ners over the 1960's-following from the decision to import virtually
half its machinery needs from the West in order to achieve divergentindustrialization objectives-looked remarkable. Romania today hasthe lowest trade turnover with CMEA and a rather unique distribu-tion of commercial partners among East, West and South. For theCMEA as a whole, however, trade with western industrialized coun-tries began to grow at a faster annual rate than intra-bloc trade inthe 1960's. By the mid-1970's Poland, for example, had a higher annualtrade turnover with the western industrialized countries than Ro-mania.24 Romania's trade turnover with CMEA as a share of totaltrade turnover has in fact risen each year since 1974. Certainly Ro-mania's decisions to source outside the bloc for key items such as oil andnuclear reactors (Romania opted for Canada's CANDU reactor inOctober 1978) do indicate a distinctive concern with maximizing aultonomy in the vital energy sector. Nonetheless, trade diversification ni

longer indicates maverick behavior in international economic rel I
tions. Having turned to the West for an increasing share of machine4r
imports, all CMEA countries, like Romania, have chosen to tolerate

deficits by recourse to external borrowing. In the resultant debt ac-cumulation Romania ranks only fourth among the six smaller CMEA
countries in terms of its hard currency debt to the West.25Revision of the Romanian legal code in 1971 permitted foreign
private investment in a CMEA country for the first time and a smallnumber of western firms have formed joint equity ventures in Ro-mania. Hungary, Poland, and Bulgaria have since followed Romania'slead and introduced legislation allowing joint investments with capi-talist firms on their territory. Looking more inclusively at differentforms of industrial cooperation, all CMEA states are involved in East-

2: Max Baumer and Hanns-Dieter Jacobsen, "CMEA and the World Economy: Institu-tIonal Concepts." in Joint Economic Committee. Congress of the United States, EastEuropean Economies Post -Helsinki, Washington. 1977. n. 1013.2 According to Soviet sources cited by Peter Knirsch. 'The Significance of EconomicInterdependence Arising from East-West Relations", p. 55 in Zbigniew HA. Fallenhuchl andCarl H. McMillan (eds) Partners in East-West Economic Relations (New York: Pergamon,
Press. 1980).=5 Whether gross or net; CIA or Banker's Trust figures for 1978 and 1979.
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West inter-firm cooperation, with Hungary and Poland having con-
cluded the largest number of contracts.2 6

Turning to overseas investment, the data on foreign direct invest-
ment by CMEA countries (the USSR included) collected by McMil-
lan 27 show that at end-1978 Romania ranked fourth for the number
of wholly or jointly owned companies located in the OECD countries
while it was first (with 49 out of a total of 185) for the number of
companies located in the developing countries. On the one hand, these
figures demonstrate Romania's energetic commitment to promoting
exports to the developed West (most companies are engaged in market-
ing activities) and to assuring non-CMEA suppliers for industrial
raw materials (the most important sector for companies located in the
Third World). They thereby underscore Romania's continuing pursuit
of relative autonomy. On the other hand, these figures demonstrate a
similar push by all CMEA countries. Romania may be ahead in the
scramble for the Third World but everyone is now playing the same
game.

At the end of the 1970's Romania's international economic strategy
does not appear to diverge from that of its CMEA partners. Romania
seems rather to be competing with them for credits, raw materials and
markets. Romania does remain somewhat less reliant on the regional
market and more sensitive to infringements of sovereignty in the in-
tegration process. Overall, however, we see a process of convergence
as new economic necessities obliged the Romanian leadership to nor-
malize relations with CMEA and as the other East European states
moved toward reintegration in the international division of labor. All
party leaderships, we assume, would concur with Ceausescu's sum-
mary of the environmental constraints shaping his foreign economic
policy in the 1980's:

We have had to take account of the Implications of the world economic crisis
worsened by the energy and raw materials crisis, by the tremendous rise In the
prices of petroleum and other basic raw materials, by sharpening of the
financial and monetary crisis and the widening of the technological and eco-
nomic gaps on an international plane.d

C. Reconmideratio'n

To sum up, therefore, Romania's political and economic strategies,
based on analysis of its international behavior during the 1970's, sug-
gests a need to modify general assertions about foreign policy devi-
ance. The very success of Romania's industrialization drive means that
the regime's development objectives no longer diverge widely from
those of its partners. With a return to CMEA cooperation by Ro-
mania, and experimentation with new trade, credit and cooperation
ties by other East European states, the pattern of international eco-
nomic relations is convergent. Romania's political-security strategy,

2SCari H. McMillan. "East-West Industrial Cooperation." Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, East European Economies Post-Helsinki, Washington, 1977,
P. 1188.

27 Carl H. McMillan. "Growth of External Investments by the Comecon Countries," The
World Economyl, vol. 2. No. 3. September 1979. pi. 363-386.

28 "Report of the Central Committee of the Activity of the Romanian Communist Party
in the Period Between the Eleventh and the Twelfth Congress and the Party's Future
Tasks," presented by Nicolae Ceausescu, reprinted in Romania, Documents-Events, No.
67, Nov. 21, 1979, p. 3.
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however, still appears deviant with a continued marginal role in the
Warsaw Pact and highly visible unilateral actions in international
diplomacy. Without underestimating the resolve and ingenuity re-
quired by the Romanian leadership to parry Soviet efforts to increase
Pact integration, over the past fifteen years we nonetheless see a
cumulative process of r9otainization of .nationalism. Routinization
means that Warsaw Pact allies anticipate Romanian unilateralism.
The flamboyant rhetoric of the 1960's has become the litany of the
1970's, so that Soviet sanctions are less likely to be imposed for these
diplomatic diffeiences.

III. 1 [E IiTrrs OF AUTONOMY: LOOKING AHEAD

If it is correct to argue that Romania's economic development ob-
jectives no longer contravene the preferences of its partners and that
Romania's maverick role in political-seaurity matters has acquired a
de facto tolerance from its allies, then it appears that the real limits
of Romanian autonomy- are not imposed from outside. The central
question for the 1980's is no longer whether orthodoxy at home can
continue to assure foreign policy autonomy, but rather whether for-
eign policy will suffice to protect the maintenance of orthodoxy at
home.

Orthodoxy means-at the risk of over-generalization-giving
continued primacy to the core principles of the Stalinist economic
model (in particular central planning and production for production's
sake, regarding consumption as a residual) and the Leninist political
model (in particular bureaucratic centralism within the party and a
leading role for the party in society, channeling all public expression
of economic, social and cultural needs). Given the RCP's announced
objective of pursuing its industrial drive to push Romania, by 1985,
beyond underdevelopment to become "a medium level developed na-
tion", hortatory patriotic appeals today look like attempts to engender
party cohesion and mass compliance to sustain yet another period of
sacrifice in order to reach this goal. Yet some twenty years after the
original stand-off with CMEA, it might be argued that nationalism
has decreasing marginal returns in terms of legitimacy. The routini-
zation of nationalism at home gives greater urgency to the Romanian
leadership's economic foreign policy. Selective cooperation-East,
West and South-can buy time for orthodoxy by enabling the regime
to meet some of the challenges of moving to an intensive growth stage.
If, for example, industrial cooperation and economic diplomacy lead
to productivity gains, export competitiveness and access to hard cur-
rency markets, Romania will climb more quickly out of the debt
trap which now requires exports of foodstuffs despite persistant short-
ages at home.

Two brief case studies will illustrate several of the contradictions
facing the Romanian government in the 1980's. Analysis of Romania's
political effort to gain economic entr6e to the European Economic
Community will demonstrate the difficulty of improving export per-
formance in the industrialized West. Examination of the work stop-
page by coal miners in the Jiu Valley will highlight the difficulty of
sustaining commitment to economic growth without adequate material
rewards.
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A. Internatiaonal Market8: The EEC Example
Romania's negotiations with the European Community exemplify

the government's use of political-diplomatic means to accelerate
resolution of development dilemmas. Penetration of this major market
for Romanian exports to the industrialized West would not only ease
repayment of hard currency debts, but also, if manufactured exports
become a larger share in total exports, would allow Romania to reduce
exports of current top earners-fuels and foodstuffs-which do not
bring as high a return as manufactures and which are now needed at
home. Romania became a crude oil importer in 1968, but has only faced
the challenge of an overall energy deficit since 1975.29 Diversion of
meat products, fruits and vegetables to the international market is
increasingly untenable when perennial shortages at home provoke
consumer discontent.

Romanian foreign policy makers have assiduously used their polit-
ical bargaining skills to gain access to the EC market. In order to
be included in the Generalized Preference System (effective Jan-
uary 1, 1974) Romania had to win party acceptance at home for of-
ficial status as a "less developed nation" and then convince EC mem-
ber governments, in particular the French, to swallow this designa-
tion. After a visit to Bucharest, French Foreign Minister Schumann
agreed to support Romania's demand "strictly for political reasons"
(according to Le monde of January 31, 1973).

The EC political concession was not, however, followed up by con-
crete economic concessions. Preferrential treatment was denied to
most of Romania's major export manufactures-textiles, furniture,
footwear, and agricultural chemicals. The EC has added, piecemeal,
more tariff items to the liberalisation list after each annual review
session, but the results are not impressive. Often these products are
not even produced in Romania. Political friendships are seldom reli-
able where domestic interests conflict. After the EC Commission had
agreed in 1976 to propose nine new tariff positions for liberalisation in
the Romanian case, the EC Council of Ministers refused to accept
three which were traditional Romanian export items (honey, fruit
and vegetable conserves, and fruit juices) reportedly because of the
French exercise of veto power. 30 Despite continued high level inter-
ventions to improve trade liberalisation (for example Foreign Minis-
ter Stanciu's talks with the EC in July 1977), the latest figures avail-
able from the EC show that Romania's exports to the Community
have not increased. In terms of millions of EUC, export values from

i The World Bank foresees a worsening long run energy deficit for Romania over 1980-
1990 and points out the critical implications of any bottlenecks in fuel production for the
petrochemical and metallurgical industries which are undergoing expansion. See Romania:
The Industrialization of an Agrarian Economy Under Socialist Planning (Report of a
mission sent to Romania by the World Bank) Washington. 1979. Some alternative long-
term supply arrangements for oil made in the mid-1970s have run into problems-potitical
instability in Iran disrupted expected deliveries; disagreement over terms delayed construc-
tion of a refinery on Romania's Black Sea coast financed by Kuwait and to be supplied by
Kuwaiti oil. The results of recent exploration are not fully known-Ceausescu reported to
the last Congress: "I would like to inform the Congress that our workers on the first off-
shore drilling rig in the Black Sea have tapped oil sources. We hope they are large enough
to be exploited on an Industrial scale and help us implement the provisions of our pro-
gramme of meeting all our necessities of fuel and energy and becoming self-sufficient in
energy in the ensuing decade." "Report . op. cit., p. 27.

a) Septimiu-Corneliu Pop, "Les relations commerciales entre la Roumanle et la Com-
munautd kconomique europeenne:' These pour le doctorat de spdctalitd, Universitd de
Paris 11, 1977.
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Romania remained at near identical levels for 1976, 1977 and 1978
while EC exports to Romania were rising.31

Romania was the first state-trading country to negotiate a sectoral
agreement with the EC (textiles 1976) and the first to propose a gen-
eral commercial accord. Both overtures, made in 1975 and 1978 re-
spectively, involved delicate political maneuvering in CMEA ses-
sions, because they coincided with the first formal contacts between
the EC and CMEA in spring 1975 and with the 1978 decision by the
EC Vice Commissioner and the CMEA Secretary to work toward a
framework agreement on institutional cooperation. Romania's Prime
Minister walked a diplomatic tight rope at the 1975 CMEA session-
giving assent to CMEA-EEC talks but only so long as they "do not
affect the competence of the member states of CMEA" which could
and should "develop treaties and conclude arrangements, conventions
and other agreements with the EEC organs." 32 Again at the 1978
session Prime Minister Manescu insisted on Romania's view that in-
ternational economic relations were inter-state relations-any CMEA-
EC agreement should not contain directives for individual members.33

The concrete results of these diplomatic maneuverings by the
Romanian government to increase exports to the EC are rather am-
biguous. Romania's textile accord with the Community basically ex-
presses Common Market specifications of quotas for items included in
the Multifibers Agreement (and flax). The terms of the accord were
not as favorable as those offered Third World countries.34 By rational-
izing the multitude of national quotas and setting one EC ceiling,
which has been raised each year for some products, Romania gains a
more predictable situation. More specifically, the right to be consulted
before the EC agrees to impose safeguard restrictions because of a
perceived market disruption gives Romania a political bargaining
opportunity. The EC Oficial Journal, however, is full of Council deci-
sions granting different member countries' requests for imposing ex-
ceptional quotas on Romanian products. Romania has certainly gained
political access in Brussels-institutionalized in a Joint Committee

(agreement initialed in February 1980)-the first between the EC and
an East European government.

Whether or not Romania makes headway in increasing exports to
the EC depends not only on overcoming member country reluctance
to give serious economic concessions but also on the competition from
other exporters. The EC market is extremely attractive and Romania
must now compete with other states in the Third World and in CMEA
itself which are scrambling for the same market with the same or simi-
lar products. In a product by product breakdown of EC imports for
1977, a recent study located East-South competition within SITC
category 6-textiles in particular and, secondarily, steels. 3 5 Other

31 Romania does retain a small surplus each year. Europe Information. December, 1979.
The recent Agreement on Trade In Industrial Products promises to extend to Romania
all preferences offered GATT partners, to eliminate some quantitative restrictions andto increase other quotas after consultations. See Council of the European Communities,
General Secretariat, Press Release, Bucharest, July 28, 1980 (19006/, Presse 113).

Scinteia, July 5, 1975, p. 5.
33 Ibid., June 30, 1978, p. 5.
3 Pop. op. cit.

3 J. Decaye. "Concurrence Est-Sud sur les mnrch6 de lolvest: les cas des lens manufac.
tulrns." In 'Marie Lavigne (ed.). Strategies des pays Sociaistes dons l'echange inter"',-
tional (Paris: Economica, 1980). Figures were compared to Anuarul Statistic 1978. Theprincipal Third World comnetitors are Brazil. South Korea, India, Taiwan, Hong Kongand then Iran, Pakistan. and Thailand.
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CMEA countries have followed Romania's lead and negotiated sectoral
arrangements with the EC too. Textile agreement in effect to Decem-
ber 1982 have now been signed with Hungary (11/1978); Poland
(1/1979); and Bulgaria (4/1979). Steel agreements were initiated by
Czechoslovakia in April 1978, offering a kind of infant-exporter price
reduction of 4% on delivery prices of special steels and 6%o for ordi-
nary steels without accusation of dumping on the EC market. Similar
agreements now exist between the EC and Hungary, Poland, and
Bulgaria in addition to Romania.36 Bulgaria has also asked to 'be in-
cluded in the General System of Preferences and the EC Council of
Ministers agreed (July 24, 1979) with implementation likely for 1981.

Romania's agile foreign policy thus took it off the mark faster than.
others in the EC race. Conclusion of the Agreement on Trade in In-
dustrial Products (July 28, 1980) may yet give Romania more mean-
ingful liberalisation concessions that we have seen hithertofore. Yet
the duplication of products between South and East in some categories,
and the duplication of political effort by some East European partners,
raises a large question mark in an era of protectionism in the indus-
trialized West (with special concern for steels, textiles and footwear).
The Romanian leadership simultaneously pursues several economic
strategies which together may compensate for the vagaries of inter-
national market conditions, especially for traditional manufactures.
It seeks to restructure production at home in favor of chemicals,
machinery and equipment; to enhance self-reliance by progressive
import substitution; and to increase the share of trade with developing
nations. For now, 'however, looking into the 1980s, the party clearly
remains concerned about the twin problems of international markets
and indebtedness. In his report to the XII Congress, Ceausescu under-
scored these concerns:

In 1980-1985 the foreign trade volume will grow by 50-57 per cent . . . Ex-
ports will have to increase more sharply, thus providing the necessary means
for imports and the coverage of payments due in respect of outstanding credits,
with a view to achieving a correct balance of payments.6'

B. Domestic Comnpliance: The Jiu Valley Excam ple

At the end of the 1970's, faced with uncertainties in the international
economy, energy and raw materials deficits, indebtedness, and the set-
back of a major earthquake in 1977, the Romanian Communist Party
chose to reinforce orthodox priorities for economic development at
home. According to the World Bank Report, the Party's ambitious
plans "can be put into effect only by mobilizing more resources, both
by increasing the efforts of the labor force and by securing additional
savings of production expenditures through greater efficiency".ss Can
the regime assume domestic compliance with these new priorities-
will industrial workers put in more hours? Will technical and engi-

W Europe Information, December 1979.
r It should be noted that until now Romania has handled its debt problem ratherwell. Internal IMF reports indicate that the short term borrowing to cover convertible

currency payments had not led to any Increase In the debt-service ratio 1976-1979 thanksto good export performance. Of course much of this "performance" was really the reaping
of windfall profits after 1974 when world prices for energy products (which make upnearly one third of the value of Romanian exports) rose dramatically.

3 World Bank, op. cit., p. 391.
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neering personnel put in more effort to assimilate imported tech-nology? Are appeals to patriotism and to fidelity to the leader ade-quate substitutes for improved living standards?
In its pursuit of planned economic objectives, the regime willhave to worry about the social contradictions intensified by contin-ued deferment of consumer gains, if the protest actions taken byindustrial workers-the coal miners of the Jiu Valley-are consid-ered symptomatic. Reports on the Jiu Valley action come from amultitude of international press sources and can only be verified in-directly and partially from Romanian Press sources. Most reportsagree that some 35,000 coal miners in the Jiu Valley, where someeight mines are located, stopped work in August 1977 to protest thenew pension law, unpaid overtime work exacted as part of the effortto make up for losses due to the March earthquake: dangerous work-ing conditions: and inadequate food. Miners are said to have held agovernment official hostage briefly and to have tried to shout downPresident Ceausescu who sought to placate them by Personal appeals.It might be said that the regimes's reaction to the Jiu Valley actiondemonstrates the efficacy of orthodoxy. In the short run, the govern-ment was indeed able to contain social protest. The* military wasdisnatched-bv the end of August 2,000 soldiers apparently pa-trolled the vallev-while securitv police infiltrated the workforce (thesunposed urovocateurs were arrested and another 4.000 miners dis-missed). The party used its central role to amend the pension lawwithout attention to constitutional details which require NationalAssembly aDproval. The party nress publicized the gains achieved bvminers under socialism while Ceausescui personally returned to thearea to verifv that conditions had improved after he dismissed threeof the five mine managers. Techniques of coercion, compensation andp)oulilism indeed appear to have defused the explosive tensions inth_ .Tj11 V7allev.

The Jiu Valley protest, although contained, nonetheless retainsour attention because it is symptomatic of two fundamental stressesin Romania's orthodox political economv. The attempt to modernizeand restructure industrv has created nedw conditions of extreme comzplexity and interdependencies which would challenge the capabil-ities of economic managers anywhere. Romania, moreover, seeks tomaintain a highly centralized command system and pursue simul-taneously high growth rates. industrial modernization; restructuring,and energy self-sufficiency. There is verv little margin for error. Thenroven nossibility of disruptive industrial workers' action. particu-larlv in mining. could have tremendous reverberation effects. Theregime is counting. for example. on a leading role for the chemicaland machine building industries in the 1980-1990 decade. Chemicalswill be a major export item-which suggests the need both to reduceexports of hydrocarbon fuels and to find substitute fuels at home so
that hydrocarbons can serve as feedstocks for the petrochemical in-dustry. Machinebuilding-the fastest growing industry for the cur-rent plan-is of course fed bv the high energy consuming metal-

lnrgical industry. Not surprisingly. the XXII Congress Directivesfocus on energy self-sufficiency and look to coal. 85% of it lignite,Lo replace oil. By the mid-1980's some 60%o of total electric power will
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come from coal. Jiu Valley repetitions cannot be afforded. As it was.
Ceausescu's presentation of the Central Committee report on the
1975-80 plan pointed out that "We still have lags in the achievement
of physical production-especially in the mining industry . . .X.39

The disaffection of the coal miners also touches a political raw nerve.
Radical action by industrial workers is of extreme political sensitiv-
ity-unlike the scattered protest action of Romania's intellectual or
religious dissidents able to be dismissed by the regime as deviants. In
the difficult weeks of choice after the March 1977 earthquake, the party
leadership determined not to revise the 1976-80 plan downwards but
rather to push for overfulfillment of norms and to continue apace in
the -1980s to reach the preestablished goal of modernization: "the
multilaterally developed socialist society" by 1990. This push creates
tremendous stress in the political system due to the erosion of ideology.
Ideological appeals-whether communist or nationalist-no longer
have their previous potency given the constant priority on production
and the residual role for consumption in planning. Erosion of ideology
makes the need to deliver greater material rewards ever more pressing.

C. Contradiction* of Orthodoxy in the 1980's

The appearance of contradictions between individual needs and na-
tional needs (ascribed by the party) can be more broadly conceived
as a contradiction between socio-economic realities and ideology which,
if translated into political self-consciousness by Romanians, becomes
a contradiction between the masses and the party-state elite. The
Romanian party leadership is, however, more than aware of these
contradictions. High rates of investment and deferred consumer bene-
fits have been a subject of controversy at least since 1972, as constant
justification by official propaganda publications and leadership
speeches confirm. The tone of the propaganda can be captured by one
citation from the Romanian Bulletin which asserted in an article en-
titled "Race Against Time" (August 1976) that:

In the competition for development, the Romanians had and still have to
recover a big handicap . . . it is necessary to further allocate a considerable
part of the national income to development, namely some 33 per cent. Any other
alternative, whether. for the development of the national economy or for raising
the welfare of the population is simplistic and flagrantly erroneous.

In addition to offering constant justification for development pri-
orities, the party has introduced compensatory social welfare pro-
grammes and modified the pace of industrialization slightly for the
1980's. The way in which these correctives are interpreted-rhetorical
or real; meaningful or marginal-will influence the observer's overall
appreciation of the socio-political limits to growth in Romania.

In order to compensate for its "Vast and Inspiring Programme for
an Additional Rise in Production", the National Party Conference
following the earthquake (December 1977) also proposed a new pro-
gramme "For a More Marked Rise in the People's Living Standard-
an Expression of Our Party and State's Permanent Care for Man".
A series of promises were made for, to cite only a few examples, in-

3D "Report of the Central Committee. , op. cit., p. 21. For the long term energy
plans see "Directives . . ." op cit.
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creased real wages (32 percent rather than the 20 percent foreseen)
improved pensions; controlled consumer prices; educational anti
recreational facilities; and a reduced working week (44 hours by
1985). The relationship to industrial growth was underscored in

,.Ceausescu's explanatory speech:
In this context I would like to again emphasize the need for every citizen to

realize that the programiiies for the additional growth of production and higher
living standards are an indivisible whole.'

Reinvigoration of ideology was sought in the introduction of in-
dustrial organization schema which were to institute "Worker's self-
management and self-administration of the economic units, of the
working people's sharing in the profits" .41

At the XII Party Congress the Central Committee approved a
new "Programme of Raising the Standard of Living for 1980-1985
and Continually improving the Quality of Life." Earlier promises
were carried forward after accomplishments were demonstrated. The
report claimed for example that "The present food consumption rate
in this country stands at 3,240 calories per capita, Romania holding
a top place in the world in this respect." For the 1980's, quality of life
would be even better-"the improvement of the population's supply
with foodstuffs" was promised and "more fresh vegetables and fruit
shall be on sale." (Meat is prudently not mentioned.) The Programme
was tied to industrial production priorities, thus representing '"a
scientifically set consumption." The party's line in the past had, after-
all, been proven correct:

The higher rate Qf the development fund in the last five year plan periods has
resulted in a faster growth of the consumption fund and in the improvement of
the whole people's welfare."

Combined with the tempering in growth rates in the 1981-1985 plan,
these promises of the Great Society demonstrate Romanian leadership
pragmatism.4 3

IV. CONCLIUSION

In our review of Romania's performance in the 1970's, we under-
scored those modifications of strategy and circumstance which make
Romania's foreign economic policy look less deviant and its maverick
political-security behavior look less dangerous. In our discussion of
Romania's perspectives for the 1980's, we focussed attention on some of
the stresses which could make the maintenance of political and eco-
nomic orthodoxy at home more difficult. This emphasis on modifica-
tions and stresses may or may not be an exaggeration. It is certainly
a necessary corrective for wholly optimistic assessments of Romanian
capabilities. In conc]uding our analysis of Romanian strategies, how-
ever. we want to recall both the achievements and the challenges before
raising the final question of how best to evaluate future performance.

":"Report on the Fulfillment . op. cit. p. 9.
" "Report of the Central Committee . . .' op. cit., p. 8.
42 "Draft Proeramme of Raising the Standaird of Living for 1981-1985 and for Con-tintpllv improving the Quality of Life." Romanfa Document8-Erent8, No. 56. Sept. 22, 1979.
'3 The share of the development fund rosa with each five rear plan from 1956 to reach34 Percent for the late 1970's. It will now be reduced slightly to 33-34 percent Industrial

houtput, whch crew nt the annual rate of 10-11 percent in the last plan period will now
inceaeby 8-9 percent.
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The achievement of the Romanian party-state in bringing the coun-
try out from under a crushing heritage of dependence and under-
development is extremely impressive. It has forged an industrial
infrastructure and integrated the national economy. "Industry con-
tributes 60 percent to the national income and supplies over 75 percent
of the machines and equipment needed by the economy." 44 It has also
improved Romania's role in the international division of labor-
chemicals, machinery and the products of light industry now account
for over half the total export vilti.

Today, however, new exigencies and challenges raise new questions
about Romania's future development. Some of the exigencies are
common to all small, relatively less industrialized economies facing
the exhaustion of their labor reserves. Marvin Jackson has provided
an excellent review of the "new challenges of 'intensive' growth." 45

Others are quite specific to the state socialist systems of Eastern
Europe-in particular the crisis of ideology which, in a highly
centralized system. poses an acute challenge to political leadership.

The erosion of ideology thirty years after "the revolution", and the
fait accompli of major economic transformations which brought gains
in social mobility to many, make it that much more difficult today for
East European communist parties to cope with circumstances of slow-
ing p'rowth rates. Thev must either induce further consumer sacrifices,
or if they cannot, find compensations. Other East European countries
have experimented with other strategies but Romania's party leader-
ship has chosen to maintain orthodoxy. Mary Ellen Fischer's work
ably traces the processes of centralization and personalization of power
which has reinforced the leading role of the Romanian party.A Na-
tionalism and demagogy supplement communist ideology: full re-
liance is placed on unified central planning. Where inducements fail,
the regime does not shrink from use of coercion as the Jiu Valley in-
cident shows.

Whether or not orthodoxy still works in the 1980's, we would pro-
pose in closing that evaluation of Romania's success should not be
limited to the single criterion of whether the party meets its own
planned industrialization goals. This criterion, appropriate perhaps
at an earlier stage of development, no longer seems adequate. It is time
to reverse J. M. Montias's premise in his classic study of Economic
Development in Comxmuni4 Romania:

To argue that individual consumption has failed to keep pace with production
or that bathroom plugs are now just as hard to find In retail shops as they were
eight years ago Is beside the point."
The ouality of individual consumption is no longer beside the point.
The Romanian party-state must generate a general sense of reward
for performance if it is to avoid the alienation that provokes indus-
trial workers to withhold their labour force and architects, mathe-
maticians, biochemists. or electrical engineers to choose the risks of
illegal emigration over pursuit of their "successful" careers at home.

" "Report of the Central Committee . op. cit., p. 6.
4"Jackson. op. cit.
"See In nartllcilr "Pollticnl TLpderehin and Personnei Poleiy in Romania, 1965-1976f"

in Steven Poseflelde. ed.. World Communism at the Cro.ssroads (forthcominu) And "Par-
ticipntorv Reform s Pnd Politlcci Development In Pomania" nn. 217-257 In Jan Triska and
Paii (7oeks. ed.-. Polities1 Development in Eastern Europe (New York: Praever. 1977).

47 John Michael Montias, Economic Development in Communist Romania, Cambridge.
Mass. : MIT Press, 1967, p. vii.
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Major international economic disturbances during the first half of
the 1970's influenced internal economic conditions and policy tradeoffs
in countries throughout the world. The sensitivity of individual coun-
tries to these disturbances varied as a consequence of differences in
their domestic economic and political situation, their involvement in
international commodity and factor markets, and their ability to in-
troduce consistent and effective policy responses. Although the econ-
omies of Eastern Europe I played only a very small role in the sequence
of events leading to the world economic crisis of the 1970's, they could
not remain isolated from the worldwide effects of this crisis. This
paper attempts to summarize a series of studies analyzing the impact
of the crisis on the countries of Eastern Europe, most of them pre-
sented in a volume of papers on the transmission of disturbances to
Eastern Europe edited by Neuberger and Tyson (1980) .2

I'The term Eastern Europe will be used to denote the following countries : Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania, the Soviet Union, and Yugo-slavia. The term CM*EA will be used to denote the above countries excluding Yugoslavia,
while the Six will be used to denote the European members of CMEA excluding the Soviet
Union.
C 2 This paper reviews the contributions to the transmission problem presented at the
conference on the Impact of International Economic Disturbances on the Soviet Union

and Eastern Europe held at the Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies In Wash-ington, D.C. in September 1978, chaired by Egon Neuberger. These contributions have been
Published In E. Neuberger and L. Tyson, eds. The impact of International Economic Mis-
turbances on the go amet Union and Eastern Europe: T'ransmisston and Response, Pergemon
Press, 1980-Neuberger and Tyson (i180). In preparing the survey we have utilizedthree papers: Richard Portes, "Effects of the World Economic Crisis on the EastEuropean Economies," The World Economy, Vol. 3, No. i, June i980-Portes 1980), EgonNeuberger and Laura D'Andrea, Tyson, "The Transmission of International Economic M~s-tilrbances: An Overview,' Chapter 1 of Neuberger and Tyson (1980)-Neuberger andTyson (1980a), and Richard Portes. "External Disturbances and Adjustment in Eastern

Europe," Chapter 2 of Neuberger and Tyson (1980)-Portes (1980a).
Sine mst f te rfernce inthis paper are to contributions In the Neuberger andTyso (180)volme, heywil heidentified simply by the name of the author(s). Only

refeencs t paersnotincude inthis volume will he cited by author and year.
Reaersintresed n amor coprehensive treatment are advised to consult the sources

listd i th biliorapy. hispapr represents a highly abbreviated and incomplete survey

(128)
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In order to study the transmission of recent disturbances to the vari-
ous countries in a coherent way, it is essential to identify the basic ele-
ments of the transmission process. The "transmission and response"
framework developed in the paper by Tyson and Kenen provides the
analytical framework for the comparative study of transmission to
countries with diffetent economic systems and different economic con-
ditions. This framework is utilized to organize our discussion.

We will show that the traditional view that centrally planned
economies were relatively isolated from world markets and had
economic systems capable of insulating them completely from external
shocks is much too simplistic. On the other hand, the alternative
extreme view that world market disturbances are the dominant factor
shaping recent economic developments in Eastern Europe is just as
inadequate an explanation.

The analysis in this paper focuses on the key tradeoffs between
external and internal economic balance and on the interplay between
externally generated forces impinging on each country's economy and
internal policy decisions and endogenous economic developments in
each country. We show that the transmission process is extremely
complicated and that neither extreme view provides a satisfactory
explanation of East European economic developments in the 1970's.

METHODOLOGY AND THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS

The transmission and response approach presents a five-part frame-
work that distinguishes the numerous factors that shape the trans-
mission process as it applies to a given international disturbance and
a given national economy. The first part of the framework analyzes the
generation process or the sources of the foreign disturbance under
study. In the second part, the various channels of impact through
which a disturbance influences an individual country are identified.
The third part of the framework focuses on the transformation
process or the various features of a national economy that determine
the manner and extent to which a foreign disturbance changes the
price and vuantity signals affecting domestic economic decisions. The
subject matter of the fourth part of the framework is the propagation
process or the ways in which the initial effects of an external disturb-
ance are spread or propagated internally by the endogenous responses
of non-government or private economic agents to these changes.
Finally, the fifth part of the framework studies policy responses intro-
duced in reaction to the direct domestic effects of an external disturb-
ance and its internal propagation.

The transmission and response framework subsumes the traditional
absorption approach usually used to study the macroeconomic inter-
connections between the foreign sector and the domestic sector in an
individual market economy.3 It can easily he demonstrated that such
an approach also applies to the economies of Eastern Europe. provided
the relevant definitions are appropriately interpreted. According to the
absorption model,. we can present the links between trade flows and

SOne of the most Important general methodological asnects of the studies reviewed In
this paper is their explicit emphasis on the macroeconomics of planned economies, a topic
that has generally been subordinated to the study of microeconomic Issues. in planned
economies In the past.
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internal macroeconomic variables in any economy in terms of the
relation between available resources and internal demand (total ex-
penditures or "absorption"). Resources available for domestic use are
given by output plus imports less the amount exported; domestic use
goes to one of the mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories of
private (marketed) consumption, investment in fixed or working
assets (whether private or state-owned), and government expenditure
on current period objectives (defense, collective consumption, etc.).
Thus, according to the absorption approach we have

(1) A=Y +M-X
(2) A=C+I+G hence
(3) Y-A=X-M=B=Y-(C+I+G)

where
Y= output
A = domestic utilization (absorption)
X=exports
M=imports
B =X-M=balance of trade
C = investment
G = current government expenditure.
According to these conditiqns, any excess of output over domestic

use is available for net exports, and any excess of domestic use or
absorption over production must be supplied by net imports. Ex post,
these relationships are accounting identities. Ex ante, when viewed as
equilibrium conditions, these relationships reflect a number of possible
economic problems. For example, the excess (possibly' negative) of
desired or planned output over desired or planned domestic use may
be greater than what the economy is able to transfer abroad in net
exports for several possible reasons. 4 In this case, although it is true
ex post, that Y-A =X-M. ex ante we have (Y-A)P>X-Ml, where
P denotes desired values, so there is ex ante excess domestic' supply. The
normal consequences of this excess supply are, an accumulation of
undesired inventories and a revision of plans, leading to an adjustment
in all variables.

Perhaps less common in market economies but frequent enough in
the planned economies of Eastern Europe is the ex ante imbalance
(Y-A)P<X--M or (A-Y)P>hI-X. Here, planned domestic use
cannot be met by planned output plus net imports, so there is excess
demand domestically. It may be impossible to obtain (or finance),-
desired imports, at least in the short run, or exports may be unsuitable
for diversion to domestic use or impossible to withdraw from commit-
ments to trading partners. Again, the identity between (Y- A) and
(X-M) will be satisfied ex post, in the planned economy case usually
through informal rationing of consumer goods by queues, or through
delays in investment projects because machinery is not delivered (we
disregard here and above the possibility that domestic price might
change). But e~x ante plans; will not be satisfied and will therefore
even tually change.

Whatever may be the ex ante relationship between (Y-A)P and
B=X-M, the existence of an ex post B#AO requires financing unless

'For example, foreign demand conditions for exportables may not allow exports to he
raised sufficiently, or complementarity In production or use between domestic output and
imports may be so strong that cutting Imports would adversely affect planned output or
planned absorption.
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and until there is some economic adjustment to eliminate it. For theplanned economy, the question of finance arises only on the interna-
tional side. There is no domestic financial problem (eg., financing
the government deficit) created by an excess of domestic expenditure
over output: the banking system creates credit and emits currency in
the required amounts. But the planners must provide for the borrow-
ing or lending abroad that corresponds to B79O, and insofar as they
find this capital flow undesirable or infeasible, they must adjust.

Adjustment will, in general, involve both macro and micro changes.
Thus, reducing an excess of absorption over output so as to shift re-sources into the foreign sector at the aggregate level, requires not onlydecisions on how to istribute this shift across categories of domestic
final use (C, I, G), but also many micro-level decisions on import sub-stitution and the production of exportables. Moreover, there may be
conflict between maintaining macrostability and rational,, efficient
microeconomic responses to external events.

In addition to the transmission and response framework and themore traditional absorption approach outlined here, the papers by
Richard Portes and Thomas Wolf in the Neuberger and Tyson volume
(1980) provide further theoretical insights into the process by which
external economic disturbances are transmitted to the planned econo-mies of Eastern Europe. Portes (1979) 4 presents a model of a tradi-
tional CPE which is "small" in world markets. The model is based, atleast in spirit, on the internal economic institutions and practices of
the Soviet Union, the prototype centrally planned economy (CPE) inEastern Europe. His economy has the typical CPE features of a fixed
accounting exchange rate, an automatic system of variable taxes and
subsidies, and complete .tate control over foreign trade and capital
flows. Similarly, central control over domestic wage and price deter-
mination, money supply formation, and the employment, of resources
eliminates most of the propagation processes working through demand
multiplier effects, real balance effects, and price-substitution effects,leaving only the supply multiplier effects that are identified in theTyson-Kenen paper and modelled formally in the Portes paper.

Portes focuses on the -nterrelationship between the goals of internal
macroeconomic balance and external trade balance in a CPE with the
assumed transformation and propagation structures. By developing a
complete formal specification of such an economy, he is able to examine
this interrelationship in a precise way to draw some important con-clusions about the impact of specific types of disturbances in a particu-
lar institutional setting. Many of these conclusions find empirical sup-
port and justification in the country studies presented in Neuberger
and Tyson (1980). For example, his analysis of the trade offs between
competing domestic uses of resources and the implications of such
trade offs for labor supply incentives appears in somewhat different
guise in Zbigniew Fallenbuchl's discussion of the potential economic
and political consequences for Poland of a decline in consumption
necessitated by a deterioration in the terms of trade and a consequent
drop in domestic absorption. Besides providing a complete and con-
sistent theoretical foundation for the findings of many of the empirical

'n Portes (1979) represents a revised version of the Portes paper In Neuberger andTyson (1980).
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papers in the volume, Portes' model serves as a point of comparison
with wellknown models of policy trade offs in market economies. Thus
his work, like the analysis provided in the Tyson-Kenen paper, indi-
cates the manner and extent to which the theoretical concepts of con-
ventional literature on macroeconomics and international trade are
relevant to an understanding of the transmission process in planned
economies.

Just as Portes' model captures many of the characteristic features
of the pure CPE, so Thomas Wolf's model captures many of the char-
acteristic features of the MCPE, a theoretical construct which Wolf
himself has developed to reflect the major thrust of economic reforms
in the smaller, trade-dependent economies of Eastern Europe. These
reforms have significantly altered the operation of the transformation
and propagation processes in many planned economies. Therefore, it
is not surprising that the assumptions about these processes are notice-
ably different in the Portes and Wolf papers. In particular, in contrast
to Portes' pure CPE model, the transformation and propagation proc-
esses of Wolf's MCPE model allow for direct links between world
prices and domestic prices for some goods and for decentralized deci-
sion-making in trade for certain specified commodities. Like Portes,
Wolf is interested in policy choices and responses in the particular
institutional setting.he defines. His emphasis, however, is not so much
on trade offs between internal and external policy goals as on a com-

*parison of-the long-run economic costs of employing different eco-
nomic strategies in pursuit of the same goals. In particular, Wolf at-
tempts to study the economic costs of adjusting the reforms of the
MOPE in either a liberalizing or centralizing direction as a policy
response to particular types of external shocks. His theoretical analy-
sis is clearly relevant to the policy and reform dilemmas that con-
fronted the Hungarian and Polish economies in the early 1970's and
that are discussed empirically in the papers by Alan Brown and
Martin Tardos, Fallenbuchl. and Sarah Terry and Andrzej Korbon-
ski. In addition, his disaggregated models distinguish between intra-
CMEA and East-West trade flows and indicate some of the many ways
in which disturbances arising in world markets can affect intra-CMEA
trade relations.

In the final paper of-the theoretical sectiori of the Neuberger-Tyson
volume, Edward Ames presents a fascinating paper analyzing and
contrasting the Tyson-Kenen, Portes and Wolf contributions within
the framework of counterfactual history.

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSMISION PROCESS 5

A. Channe18 of Impact

The transmission and response framework identifies several chan-
nels of impact through which external economic conditions influence
an individual country. The nature and scope of the economic ties be-

fiThe papers presented in the Neuberger-Tvson volume paid little attention to the
first part of the transmission and response framework, the generation process, which
focuses on the issue of how international dlsturbances in the early 1970s were gen-
erated. The analysis in all of the papers rested on the reasonable assumption that these
international disturbances were caused by external shocks over which the countries of
Eastern Europe had little, if any, control.
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tween the given country and the rest of the world determine which
channels are important in a given set of circumstances. For all of the
economies of Eastern Europe in the early 1970's, the dominant chan-
nels were commodity market channels and, to a lesser extent, capital
market channels. The significance of each of these channels differed
from country to country, depending on such factors as the overall
openness of the economy to international trade, the geographic and
commodity composition of trade, and the country's willingness and/or
capacity to borrow funds on external capital markets.

The greater the openness of an economy, the greater is the probable
impact on it from any changes in the world economy. The share of
CMEA countries in world trade rose from 41/2 percent in 1948 (equal,
incidentally, to their share in 1938) to 11 percent in 1962, and has since
settled at slightly below that level. Neither these shares, nor the share
of trade in each country's national income, can be measured with any
precision or comparability, since the internal price structures of each
CMEA country deviate greatly from each other, from intra-CMEA
trade prices, and from Western world market prices.

It is nevertheless clear that. as in other developed countries, the im-
portance of trade for the CMEA countries has risen steadily, with
(partial) output elasticities of import volume around 1.75 since the
mid-1950's (Portes, Winter and Burkett, 1980). Hence, although it is
generally (but not unanimously) thought that their trade participa-
tion is somewhat lower than comparable market economies, the dif-
ference is not so great in itself as to reduce significantly their sensi-
tivity to shocks transmitted through trade. But a high share of their
trade is still concentrated within CMEA (the extreme case is Bul-
garia, with an average for total trade turnover of 76 percent with
CMEA partners in 1977, while at the other end, the corresponding.
figure for Romania is 42 percent).

Indirect comparisons based on measures of per capita imports in
1975, and still subject to severe price and exchange rate limitations,
suggest that the GDR is the most open and the Soviet Union the
least open economy of the East European countries (Fallenbuchl, Neu-
berger, Tyson, 1977, Table III). However, the evidence presented in
Vladimir Treml's paper indicates that- the Soviet Union is fast becom-
ing an-increasinglv open economy. Indeed, according .to Treml's cal-
-culations, Soviet foreign. trade -turnover reached some 20 percent of
national income in the 1970's.

The question of the trade-income ratio in the Soviet Union. is one of
the most controversial issues considered in Neuberger and Tyson
(1980). Treml's and Steven Rosefielde's papers and Abram Bergson's
comments on Treml's calculations contribute to our understanding of
this important and complex issue. Treml has produced some very
important new evidence challenging the conventional wisdom pre-
sented in Rosefielde's paper. This is clearly an issue on which consider-
ably more -discussion is required before a definitive answer can be
provided.

As far as the commodity-structire of foreign trade in the smaller
countries of Eastern Europe (the Six) is concerned, two general com-
ments can be made. First, given the predominance of raw materials
and other productive inputs in total imports, it is reasonable to expect
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that the price elasticity of import demand is quite low and the income
elasticity of import demand quite high in these economies. Sucti
elasticity characteristics are usually observed in economies whose im-
ports are heavily concentrated in inputs for which there exists no
readily accessible domestic substitutes, at least. in the short. run. Such
is the case in most of the economies of' the Six, particularly in their
import trade with Western markets. Second, on the export side of the
ledger, it is fair to say that the difficulties which these economies cen-
countered in their attempts to maintain or expand export trade with
Western buyers in the early 1970's were the consequence of many long-
standing institutional problems, the upshot of which was the absence
of well-established and reliable export markets in Western countries.
Thus, when recessionary conditions hit these countries in 1973-74,
East European exporters were faced with a sharp and immediate drop
in Western demand.

As Colin Lawson and Peter Wiles point out, because of these general
characteristics of their commodity trade, the response of the countries
of Eastern Europe to Western business cycles is asymmetric. Although
they can acconunodate to the effects of Western expansions relatively
easily, and indeed may derive sonic benefit from them, in the absence of
readily available foreign credit or foreign exchange reserves, Western
recessions may require rapid and perhaps costly changes in the foreign
trade plan. For example, the OECD has calculated that the volume of
OECD imports from CMEA fell 10 percent below trend in 1974 and 15
percent below trend in 1975.

Except for Yugoslavia which ran a persistent and significant deficit
in its trade account, and Poland which developed such a deficit during
the early 1970's, financed by foreign borrowing most of the other
countries had relatively balanced trade at the onset of the world
economic disturbance in 1973-74. With balanced trade and no net
foreign currency assets or liabilities, a uniform increase in the prices
of all traded goods has no effect on a country's balance of payments
(if we disregard potential differential price elasticities of demand for
a country's exports and importsy. In addition, in a CPE, the price
equalization system prevents an impact on domestic prices, so there
are no real balance effects or changes in relative prices of tradeables
and non-tradeables. Insulation is complete.

A more interesting case is that of a deterioration in the terms of
trade. As is well known, no country can avoid an income loss in such a
case, no matter what its system. Bulgaria, Poland, the USSR, and
probably Romania, experienced improvements in their terms of trade
with the West from 1972 to 1976, while Hungary, the GDR, Czecho-
slovakia, and Yugoslavia suffered significant deteriorations. These re-
sults mainly reflect the differential weight of raw materials in each
country's exports and imports during the primary product price ex-
plosion of the early to mid-1970's. Intra-CMIEA prices remained
essentially unaffected by world price changes from 1971 until the end
of 1974, when the Soviet Union insisted on a change in intra-CMEA.
pricing policies which had Pvevented it from taking advantage of the
improvement in the world ternix of trade for net exporters of raw
materials.
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However, the resulting changes in intra-CAIEA prices were stillvery moderate compared with price changes on the world market.
Edward Hewett estimates that, had it forced an immediate and fullshift to world market prices. the USSR could have obtained a terms oftrade improvement with its CMEA partners of as much as 40 percent
by 1976, in comparison with the 14 percent it actually realized (andthe USSR's terms of trade in CMEA trade in 1976 wvere still worsethan they had been in 1960). As we will discuss below in the section onpolicy responses, the USSR further cushioned the intra-CMEA effects
of world price changes by allowing its partners to go into deficit.

Capital markets served as another channel through which changing
international conditions affected the individual countries of EasternEurope. Given existing capital market controls, changes in the termsand availability of foreign credit were the major sources of disturb-ances through this channel. Initially, but to differing degrees, attempts
by each of the East European economies to maintain domestic growth
and absorption targets in the face of adverse developments in com-modity market trade with the West led to a substantial expansion inforeign borrowing (see the discussion below). Apparently, in the shortrun the availability of foreign credit s-as not perceived as a. binding
constraint. Over time, however, individual countries began to en-counter credit limitations. For example, foreign credit sourcesdwindled sharply for Yugoslavia in'1975 and for Poland in 1976-77.In the long run, the small country assumption proved inappropriate
for each of the Eastern European economies borrowing on externalcredit markets. With a lag, perhaps, foreign lenders adjusted interestrates and credit availability on a country by country basis in response
to such indicators as a country's outstanding indebtedness and its debt-service ratio.

Among the countries of Eastern Europe, Yugoslavia is the only onefor which external labor market conditions were an important channel
of impact. One of the characteristic features of CPE's and MCPE'sis the prohibition of international labor migration; the official export
of workers from such economies for temporary work abroad is limitedin magnitude. In Ywgoslavia, in contrast, a sizable number of workersemigrated to the West over the 1968-1973 period, and recessionaly
conditions abroad caused a significant reversal of migration flows andslowdown in the rate of growth of remittances, an important source ofconvertible foreign exchange for the Yugoslav economy.

B. The Transformation Stouwture

According to the Tyson-Kenen framework, the four major com-ponents of the transformation structure of -a given economy are: theexchange rate system; the system of taxes and subsidies inking theforeign and domestic prices of tradeahle goods; the foreign-trade
decisionmakinz structure; and the set of controls on external capitaltransactions. Each of these components differs among the economiesof Eastern Europe. At one end of the spectrum, the Soviet Union hasa transformation structure similar to that usuially assumed for the
classical CPE and modeled in Portes (1979)-a fixed accounting
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exchange rate; an automatic system of variable taxes and subsidies
divorcing domestic and foreign prices.; and complete central control
over all foreign trade and foreign capital market decisions.

At the other extreme, Yugoslavia has a transformation structure
that is quite like those of developing market economies-a heavily
managed flexible exchange rate system; relatively constant taxes, sub-
sidies, and tariffs linking domestic and foreign prices; decentralization
of foreign trade decisionmaking within a set of import and foreign
exchange controls that are tightened or loosened in response to the
balance-of-payments situation; and rather restricted freedom for
foreign borrowing decisions, with strict control over foreign lending
decisions.

Somewhere in between the two extremes of the Soviet Union and
Yugoslavia are Poland and Hungary, which have transformation
structures characteristic of Wolf's MCPE, and the other four East
European countries which are much closer to the Soviet transforma-
tion structure. In the MCPE's, the exchange rate regime and the tax-
subsidy scheme together permit foreign price changes to be reflected
in domestic price changes in varying degrees for different commodity
groups. For some commodities, the insulation of domestic prices from
foreign prices is complete; for others, it is only partial. In the MCPE
economies, reforms in the decision-making structure have broadened
enterprise discretion in foreign trade decisions for some commodities.
Others, however, remain under the strict control of the central au-
thorities. Finally, the reforms have done little if anything to reduce
the central control over foreign capital market decisions characteristic
of the classical CPE.

As the above comparison of different transformation structures sug-
gests, in the classical CPE, the variable tax and subsidy scheme serves
as an automatic "insulation layer" between the, foreign prices of trade-
ables and their domestic wholesale prices. In the MCPE's of Hungary
and Poland (and, according to some observers such as Treml, in the
Soviet Union as well) this insulation layer has been weakened and
reduced in scope, while in the market economy of Yugoslavia it has
been nearly eliminated. In its place, the Yugoslav price control system
works to facilitate rather than to impede the transmission of foreign
price changes to domestic producer (wholesale) prices for some com-
modities.

C7. The Propagation Structure

The transmission and response approach identifies three basic propa-
gation mechanisms through which the domestic effects of a disturbance
are spread or propagated through an economy: demand or supply
multiplier effects; real balance effects; and price-wage-substitution
effects. In the classical CPE depicted in Portes' (1979) model, only
supply multipliers are considered to be of potential significance in the
propagation process. Demand multipliers are ruled out on the assump-
tion that the planners continuously adjust production and tdomestic
sources of aggregate demand to maintain the full employment of do-
mestic resources. Real balance effects are-similarly ruled out on the as-
sumption that changes in foreign reserves have no impact on the do-
mestic money supply. Finally, price-wage-substitution effects are ruled
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out because, even if the insulation layer in the transformation structure
permitted domestic wholesale prices of tradeables to change in reaction
to foreign price developments, two other insulation layers would pre-
vent the propagation of these changes. The first insulates retail prices
from possible changes in the wholesale prices of tradeables (by means
of price controls buttressed by variable turnover taxes and subsidies),
while the second breaks the possible links between changes in retail
prices and wages (by means of central control over wage levels).

As the studies by Rosefielde and Treml indicate, the propagation
process in the contemporary Soviet economy may differ in some re-
spects from that assumed for the classical CPE. For example, Treml
argues that changes in foreign trade ruble earnings affect both the
credit base of the state bank and the domestic budgetary situation.
Consequently, Treml's description implies that real balance effects
operating through changes in household and enterprise expenditures
in response to changes in credit availability cannot be ruled out com-
pletely as a potential propagation mechanism; their significance can
only be evaluated through future research. Rosefielde's model of enter-
prise microplanning in the Soviet system suggests that discretionary
behavior by both enterprises and households in response to changing
policy-generated domestic economic conditions can propagate the
domestic effects of an international disturbance.

Households can vary their labor supply decisions and the volume
and composition of their expenditures, while enterprises can vary their
input and output decisions within the relatively wide limits imposed
by the existing plan and in accordance with the incentives of the exist-
ing bonus structure. Within the transmission and response framework,
these varieties of discretionary household and enterprise behavior can
be classified as supply multiplier effects, real balance effects, substitu-
tion effects or 'some combination of the three. Rosefielde rules out an
important role for demand multiplier effects, arguing in a manner
reflective of the existing literature that the Soviet authorities main-
tain control over aggregate demand and domestic resource utilization
despite variations in international trade flows. He also argues that
supply multilier effects can be ruled out for most practical purposes.

Finally, both the Rosefielde and Treml studies are consistent with
the view that existing price and wage control systems can serve to
insulate the Soviet economy from the propagation of domestic price
and wage changes in the wake of an external disturbance. As Tremil
demonstrates, however, the Soviet authorities sometimes allow or engi-
neer such changes as part of their policy response to changing inter-
national conditions. Thus, although in the short run before policy
makers have a chance to react to changing world price relations, the
mechanistic and automatic insulation layers between wholesale prices,
retail prices and wages seem to apply in the Soviet Union and other
CPE's, in the longer run, domestic prices may be adjusted in con-
formance with world prices as part of an active policy response.

In Yugoslavia, demand multiplier effects, real balance effects, and
price-wage-substitution effects all play some role in the propagation
process, as Tyson and Neuberger (1979) indicate. As suggested above,
changes in world market prices pass through the transformation struc-
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ture relatively unimpeded in Yugoslavia, and these first-round price
effects lead to further domestic price effects through commodity arbi-
trage and cost-markup channels, except where prohibited by selective
price controls. Although there are no enforceable administrative wage
controls, social compacts are a mechanism used to moderate wage
increases that may be encouraged by increases in the cost of living. The
evidence suggests, however, that such compacts were not very success-
ful during the period under consideration.

In their propagation mechanisms, as in most other respects, the Six
lie between the two extremes of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, al-
though in this particular area they are considerably closer to the
Soviet Union. In these countries, as in the Soviet Union, demand multi-
pliers are assumed to be relatively unimportant since the planners,
perhaps with some difficulty, as Fallenbuchl argues, attempt to main-
tain domestic.aggregate demand and the full employment of domestic
resources. Similarly, in these countries, real balance effects are rela-
tively unimportant to the extent that the potential impact of changes
in foreign reserves on the domestic money supply is automatically
"sterilized" by the monetary system (Wolf, 1980). The sterilization
issue is a rather complex one since changes in foreign exchange reserves
might be permitted to affect the money supply, although there is no
direct mechanism that does this automatically. To some extent, there
might be transmission via the bonus system, and even though authori-
ties try to tax away windfall profits, they are not always fully success-
ful. On balance, we would judge that real balance effects, though per-
haps not completely absent, are not very significant.

As far as potential price-wage-substitution links are concerned, the
institutional setup of the MCPE allows a partial transmission of world
price changes through domestic wholesale prices to retail prices. Under
such circumstances, there is the very real danger that a foreign infla-
tionary disturbance will set off a price-wage spiral of the type tra-
ditionally associated with market economies. In Poland and Hungary,
the authorities rely mainly on wage controls to stop the development
of such a spiral, but the evidence in the Brown-Tardos and Fallenbuchl
papers suggests that this strategy has not been completely successful.
On balance, the Hungarian and Polish experience in recent years indi-
cates that the kinds of dysfunctional price-wage spirals incited by
external shocks in market economies are coming to exist in very limited
but nonetheless perceptible form in the MCPE's.

POLICY RESPONSES

In analyzing the transmission of disturbances to the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe, a key issue is the nature of the adjustment of
these economies to external shocks.6 We must recognize both the simi-
larities with and differences from developed market economies
(DME's) of the socialist planned economies of Eastern Europe; as well
as the differences among the latter. The classification between tradi-
tional CPE's and MCPE's is helpful here, but the systemic differences
should not obscure -other economic characteristics such as size, extent

dFor a more detailed analysis of the various contributions in Neuberger and Tyson
(1980) In terms of the absorption-adjustment framework, see Portes (1980a).
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of raw material base, and overall openness. Nor should we ignore thefact that all the conventional national income identities must apply to
CPE's and well as DME's, and so do some of the familiar macro-economic functional relationships, though sometimes in unfamiliarways. Therefore, adjustment problems revolve around many of thesame questions as they do in the West. On the other hand, even theMCPE's have inconvertible currencies, no domestic capital markets,complete control over international capital flows, and a much higherpriority for full employment and growth objectives than do the DME's.

Thus, we would expect to find both similarities and differences inthe ways in which these economies respond to and adjust to external
disturbances.

Policy Responaes in Individual Countre8
Policy responses can be usefully categorized into several generalstrategies. First of all, as Wolf suggests, the authorities can adopt await-and-see strategy, relying on the existing insulation layers andautomatic policy responses embedded in the transformation and prop-agation structures. For example, a traditional CPE may rely on anautomatic price equalization scheme to insulate the domestic prices oftradeable goods from the effects of foreign price changes, while an

MCPE may rely on automatic rules of bonus, price and wage formationto determine the domestic price consequences of such changes. In terms
of the transmission and response framework, a wait-and-see strategyimplies the absence of any explicit policy response. Although such astrategy is usually the one most preferred by policy-makers, the mag-nitude of economic disturbances and their potential domestic effectsmade such a strategy an impossible luxury in recent years, except inthe short run. It is interesting to note that this conclusion applies tomost market economies as well.

Active policy responses can be divided into two distinct varieties:
policy actions taken within a given economic system and policy actions
that alter existing institutions or features of that system. Although
it is difficult to draw this distinction in practice, a useful way of think-
ing about it is to consider the economic system as a set of equations
and to regard systemic reform as a change in the number of equations,
the functional form of such equations, or the variables included in agiven equation. In contrast, policy actions within a given system areanalogous to changes in the parameter values of the included
variables.

In order to identify systemic changes introduced in response to theeffects of an international disturbance, it is necessary to begin with aclear view of the systemic features of the economy in question. Theeconomic system of the Soviet Union conforms in broad outline to thetraditional CPE, characterized by comprehensive planning of resourceuse, administrative allocation of key factors of production and goods,and comprehensive price control. The Rosefielde and Treml papers arebasically consistent with this interpretation and with the conclusion
that systemic reform and adjustment were. not policy responses of theSoviet leadership in the wake of recent international events. Hungary
and, to a lesser degree, Poland conform to the economic system of the
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MCPE, seeking cautious partial integration of the domestic economy
into the world economy and accepting the desirability of and need for
some adjustments in the former in keeping with changes in the latter.
In both countries,-some recentralization of decision-making power
was a systemic adjustment introduced in response to the domestic ef-
fects of external disturbances, but in neither case was there a complete
reversal of the decentralizing reforms characteristic of the MCPE. In-
deed, in the case of Hungary, it seems fair to say that the basic fea-
tures of the New Economic Mechanism in operation at the time of the
disturbances remained intact; and most recently (beginning 1980),
the Hungarian authorities have sought to decentralize further along
the lines of the development originally intended in the reform project
of 1968.

Yugoslavia conforms to what Morris Bornstein has named the
Socialist Regulated Market Economy with Labor-Managed Enter-
prises (SRME-LME). In an economy of this variety, labor-managed
firms decide on their participation in foreign trade in response to
changes in relative prices, and in line with their objective functions,
and the government regulates the economy in aggregate and indirect
ways through monetary and fiscal instruments and adjustments of the
exchange rate. Tyson and Neuberger (1979) suggest that explicit ad-
justments in the economic systemi as thus defined, were not introduced
as policy responses to cope with the domestic effects of the external
shocks. On the other hand, it is worthwhile to note that the authorities
did enlarge the scope and enhance the effectiveness of some existing
direct controls, particularly price controls, that are at odds with the
basic characteristics of the decentralized market system.

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR., and Romania, which were
not explicitly analyzed in Neuberger and Tyson (1980), generally
correspond fairly closely to the CPE model. We shall not deal with
policy responses by these countries in any detail, but it is fair to say
that none of them changed their economic systems to any significant
extent in response to external disturbances.

Systemic change is generally a relatively drastic reaction to external
shocks; a more normal reaction is to change various macroeconomic or
trade policies. There is no way to insulate completely against terms of
trade changes or against shifts in non-horizontal demand and supply
curves facing the country, or even against Uniform foreign price level
changes, if the country's trade is not initially balanced. What a cen-
trally planned economy can do, however, is to control fairly con-
sciously how a disturbance is transformed, how it is propagated within
the system. In particular, the planners can regulate its dist'ributional
effects. If the planners are sensible, they can thereby avoid some of the
dysfunctional endogenous mechanisms that are triggered in market
economies by external shocks.

The planners, just as government- authorities in DME's,
must deal with both internal balance between aggregate de-
mand and aggregate supply, and external balance, i.e., the balance of
payments. In terms of the absorption approach discussed earlier, they
must deal with both the gap between output and absorption Y-A and
its external manifestation B=X-M. As in market economies, so in
planned economies, adjustment of imbalance will require some combi-
nation of policies affecting both gaps, and indeed any single policy will
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typically affect both. In market economies, however, policies are
usually directed towards domestic and foreign demand and their com-
ponents. Thus we have "expenditure-reducing" and "expenditure-
switching" policies for cutting balance of trade deficits, although we
know tthat a measure which reduces A and thus directly reduces ex-
penditures on imports and exportables, will also start a process which
somewhat reduces Y (supply). as well; and a policy-switching ex-
penditure from foreign toward domestically produced goods will
normally induce some increase in domestic output, and consequently
in A.

In CPE's and MCPE's, the planners are more capable of acting di-
rectly on the 8upply sides of both gaps (Y and X), and the system is
better able to contain the indirect (and often undesired) effects of any
policy. On the other hand, CPE planners are unable to use one of. the
key policy instruments available in market economies-changes in the
exchange rate. They can, of course, take some related policy measures,
such as lowering their export supply prices in foreign currency, or
raising the domestic prices of consumer goods imports; but these do
not have the "automatic," across-the-board character of currency
devaluation.

On the other hand, the planners need not be as concerned with some
of the key financial feedback mechanisms characteristic of macro-
economic relationships in market economies. There are no domestic
markets for government securities, nor any private debt or equity
instruments. Hence the planners need not be concerned with domestic
interest rates (except as incentives for household savings) or the
effects of government financial policy on domestic investment or inter-
national capital flows. Changes in wages and other costs do not affect
prices, at least in the short and medium term. Conversely, changes in
prices have no direct effect on factor incomes, hence none on demand.
Moreover, changes in the demand for goods need not affect their sup-
ply and therefore do not affect the demand for labor. Under these
conditions, neither external nor internal shocks are likely to start a
"wage-price spiral." Thus, the CPE is insulated from external shocks
to some extent. But the planners' economic power carries a correspond-
ing responsibility. It is much harder for central planners than for
governments in Western developed market economies to use external
events as justification for unpopular domestic policies, or to shift
blame onto impersonal market forces which it would be neither feas-
ible nor wise to oppose. Their burden is not only their control over
the economy, but also their claim to protect it from the maladies of
the capitalist market economies and the international capitalist eco-
nomic system.

One general policy response of the Six to the external disturbances
was an attempt to prevent a slowdown in the growth rate of overall
domestic absorption as long as possible. In each case, however, the
impact of these disturbances, combined with domestic factors, finally
forced the policymakers to accept lower growth rates, at least tem-
porarily. Both Hungary and Poland maintained their average growthrates until 1976 when they dropped sharply. The decline continued
into 1977 in Poland but was reversed in Hungary. Over the longer run,
the lower growth rates projected in the 1976-1980 plans suggest some
scaling down of macro expectations in light of more realistic assess-
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ments of available options,. influenced, in part, by changed interna-
tional conditions. In Yugoslavia, there was a delayed but sharp de-
cline in the growth rate in 1975-1976 in response to balance-of-
payments pressures, but then the growth rate increased in 1977, after
an unanticipated current account surplus in 1976. Yugoslavia also
projected a slower growth rate for its 1976-1980 plan primarily as a
consequence of perceived external constraints.

In evaluating and interpreting different policy strategies and re-
sponses, it is essential to recognize that policymakers function within
the institutional and historical constraints of a given country. These
constraints limit the ability of decisioninakers to frame and implement
consistent and coherent policy programs in relatively short periods of
time. For example, in Poland, the institutional rigidities of the price
control and planning processes made it difficult for the planners to
adjust domestic prices quickly in response to foreign price develop-
ments. Given these rigidities, Polish policymakers decided to postpone
major price increases to the beginning of the 1977-1980 plan period.
In retrospect, of course, this policy decision appears unwise, since the
concentration of large price increases at a single point in time incited
another bout of the kind of worker protest that is beginning to be-
come a tradition in Polish political life.

Another example of how institutional constraints shape policy re-
sponses is provided in the description of Hungarian price policy by
Brown and Tardos. According to their argument, the continued func-
tioning of the New Economic Mechanism required that the majority
of Hungarian enterprises earn a positive profit, since both bonuses and
wage funds were administratively linked to measures of enterprise
profitability. This profitability requirement was, in their words, a
piece of "excess baggage" which the policymakers were forced to
carry as they struggled to adjust domestic prices in response to chang-
ing relative prices on world markets. The Tyson-Neuberger discussion
of monetary institutions and their implications for the sterilization
of foreign reserve flows in Yugoslavia provides yet another example
of how policy responses were restricted by institutional constraints.

On the other hand, Yugoslav policymakers were probably aided in
their efforts by their previous experience with aggregate and selective
tools to cope with changing trade offs between internal and external
balance. Aleksander Bait points out that Yugoslav policy. actions in
response to the 1974-1975 external crisis were largely endogenous in
the sense that changes in certain indicators of imbalance quickly and
predictably triggered certain specific policy responses that had been
employed in the past. In contrast, neither the Hungarians nor the
Poles were practiced in the use of stabilization or balance-of-payments
policies. Their lack of experience, a legacy of past policy-making
tradition in more traditional CPE structures, constrained their abil-
ity to frame effective responses in their reformed economic systems.

The implicit or explicit ranking of basic policy objectives was an-
other constraint limiting policy responses in each economy.7 For ex-

7 Witold Trzeciakowski proposed the following ranking in order of importance of
the factors behind the current Polish difficulties: the simultaneous huge increases in in-
vestment and consumption; the ineffectiveness of wage policy in providing incentives to
productivity; the recession and associated protectionism in the west (fall in foreign de-
mand); and western inflation.
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ample, in Hungary and Poland the necessity of maintaining the fullemployment of domestic resources, at least superficially, ruled out cer-tain anti-inflationary policies from the beginning. Similarly, distri-butional considerations eliminated certain policy options. In Hungary,Poland, and Yugoslavia, all of which suffered real economic losses as aconsequence of world developments, economic policies were shaped, atleast in part, by the authorities' desire to distribute the burden ofthese losses in accordance with accepted standards of equity.
In Eastern Europe, as elsewhere, the ability of political leaders tointroduce effective policy responses depended on the prevailing politi-cal situation. For example, just as recent bitter conflict over the forma-tion of a social compact in the United Kingdom made an effective in-comes policy difficult to achieve, so in Poland the historical legacy ofworker protests imposed severe limits on the government's ability toincrease prices and control wages. Unlike the Polish government, theHungarian regime spared no effort to prepare the public for impend-ing price increases. Undeniably, as suggested by Terry and Korbon-ski, the legitimacy of the political leadership and the contemporarypolitical climate were important factors in the success or failure ofpolicy responses in different countries.
Common to the experience of all CMEA countries is the unimpor-'tance of rises in the world price level for the overall domestic pricelevel. Even in Hungary, little open inflation has been imported. Thereand even more so in Poland, consumer price increases have reflectedthe need to limit real consumption and excess demand while moneywage growth continues. The money wage increases have partly beenintended for incentives, to widen differentials, and to relieve socialtensions, but they have also gone beyond the planners' intentions.Throughout CMEA, recent large price increases for certain specificcommodities, well-publicised in the WtVest and often interpreted asevidence of the inability of central planning and CMEA to protectthe Eastern countries from world inflation, are the consequence ofquite different factors. They are basically responses to relative pricedistortions made increasingly absurd and untenable by both externaland internal pressures. The increases of prices for gasoline, fuels andenergy are overdue and perhaps still inadequate. In general, the objec-tive of price adjustments has been to cut some specific imports or re-lease supplies of certain goods for export, as well as to reduce somesubsidies whose income distributional justification has become weakeras overall real incomes have risen. Yet, despite domestic price in-creases for certain important commodities, available evidence sug-gests that even Hungary, the most flexible of the AICPE's, has notbeen completely successful at adjusting the domestic relative pricestructure in accordance with changing world price relationships.As far as policy responses affecting foreign economic relations areconcerned, several types of policy measures were adopted by eachcountry in Eastern- Europe, including those aimed at reducing thedegree of openness of the economy or modifying the geographic and/or commodity structure of trade. As far as participation in commoditymarkets is concerned, the evidence suggests that there was some de-crease in the rate of growth of imports, and hence in the aggregateincome elasticity of demand for imports in Hungary and Poland. At
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least in the Polish case, however, it is possible that this decrease was
the consequence of the import-substitution strategy introduced before
the 1973-1974 disturbances. In neither Hungary nor Poland did the
absolute level of imports (measured in either nominal or real terms)
decline as it did in Yugoslavia in 1975 in response to the imposition of
stricter import and foreign exchange controls.

As shown by Brown-Tardos and Fallenbuchl, Hungary and Poland
were unable to reorient their export and import trade to CMEA coun-
tries in response to changing conditions on Western markets. In
Poland, the share of CMEA countries in total exports dropped slightly
between 1972 and 1976, while the share of CMEA countries in total
imports dropped noticeably. In Hungary, the share of CMEA coun-
tries in both exports and imports apparently did not decline between
1972 and 1976. Unfortunately, however, because intra-CMEA trade
prices rose more slowly than world market prices during the period
under consideration, it is difficult to draw any definite conclusions
about actual changes in the geographic orientation of trade flows from
data on nominal export and import shares.

Overall, the evidence presented in the country studies and in the
contribution by Edward Hewett, suggests that a major reorientation
of imports from the more expensive non-CMEA sources to the
relatively cheaper CMEA sources was not a feasible policy option for
any of the smaller economies of Eastern Europe. This does not deny,
however, that CMEA trade exerted a stabilizing influence at least as
regards changes in the terms of trade and in the overall inflation of the
prices of tradeable goods. In summary, the evidence indicates that
although the Soviet Union was prepared to accept a delayed and
partial adjustment of intra-CMEA prices to world levels, it was
not prepared to increase its exports to CMEA countries to the extent
necessary to substitute for more expensive Western sources of the
same commodities.

In addition to the moderating impact of the slower growing prices
of raw materials in intra-CMEA trade, and Soviet credits, the avail-
ability of Western credits- during this period played a major role in
permitting the Six to moderate the immediate impact of world dis-
turbances on their economies. The highly competitive Western effort
to find markets for capital goods, spurred by the Western recession,
caused both the availability and terms of credits to be favorable to
CMEA countries. OECD data indicate that from 1973 onwards,
officially supported export credits to CMEA have accounted for about
20 percent of total OECD export credits to all countries (although
CMEA takes only 4 percent of total OECD exports), and about 75 per-
cent capital goods exports to CMEA in 1973-1977 were financed by
official export credits with a term longer than a year. Total new offici-
ally supported export credit commitments by OECD exporters on
signed contracts with CMEA rose from $4.0 billion in 1973 to $6.6
billion in 1974, $5.7 billion in 1975, $7.2 billion in 1976, and about the
same in 1977. None of these data include the very substantial amount
of Western bank lending without official support or guarantees which
has accompanied export contracts won by the banks' domestic
customers.

The gross hard currency debt of the seven CMEA countries rose to
close to $70 billion by the end of 1978. This large debt means that
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debt servicing is a major problem for some of the countries. Hungaryand Poland, for example, must have had to use 30-35 percent of theirearnings from exports to the West in 1978 simply to pay the intereston their debts. The relatively short-dated maturity structure of thedebt also presents short-run liquidity problems. Moreover, none of thedebt is risk capital, and much of it carries variable interest rates. Thisis indeed another channel of transmission of Western economic condi-tions. The six-month Eurodollar rate (LIBOR) rose from 5.4 percentat end-December 1976 to 12.3 percent at end-December 1978; add anaverage spread of around 1 percent, say, and one finds that the interestburden on outstanding Eurodollar loans more than doubled in thatperiod. Although the corresponding Western inflation reduces thelonger-run real burden of repayments of principal, the size of debtrelative to GNP is now considerable in some countries. Overall,Poland's debt problem is most serious, while Bulgaria, Hungary, andthe GDR all are also in difficulty.
The availability of Western credits and the willingness of theSoviet Union to allow its CMEA partners to run a deficit in their tradeaccount (the aggregate trade deficit of the Six with the Soviet Unionrose to $2 billion by 1977) permitted the planners in the Six to adopta wait-and-see policy temporarily. Thus, they were not forced to adoptextreme systemic or other policy measures to cope with the externaldisturbances. The Eastern countries have for the most part chosenflnancinq rather than adjustment. Adjustment is painful: for four ofthe CMEA countries, just to eliminate their trade deficits with theWest would require shifting 2-3 percent of GNP into net exports, andto this must be added the interest burden of accumulated debt. Andwith no unutilized resources (ignoring what might be released by im-proving efficiency), output growth cannot be accelerated, so adjust-ment requires reducing the growth of absorption (and consequentlythat of output, to some extent).
Adjustment is diffioult: it is difficult to convince politicians or con-sumers to lower their aspirations and expectations. Even in a central-ized economy, it is hard to control lower-level pressures for moreinvestment, more wage funds, more imported materials and equip-ment. It is hard to sell more in the West, especially in a generalizedcrisis, when you have a bad image (partly justified) for quality andafter-sales service, and when your attempts to compensate by cuttingprices provoke charges of dumping (and you cannot achieve the sameresult by a competitive exchange rate devaluation). And finally, ad-justment is, of course, not nece8sary if finance is freely available atreasonable terms.
Obviously, hard currency financing is only a temporary expedientand cannot postpone adjustment permanently. While external financ-ing is available, the country can continue to avoid difficult policychoices, and in many cases this has meant a continuation of policieswhich give little promise of long-run success.
Yugoslavia, on the other hand, had already accumulated a largehard currency debt before 1974. Thus, although the authorities in-itially sought to maintain the fast pace of output growth, while lettingdomestic relative prices adjust to world price changes, they found thatWestern lenders were unwilling to finance the resulting trade deficits(with the prospect of more rapid domestic inflation and exchange rate
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depreciation). Thus unlike the CMEA countries, Yugoslavia was
forced to move earlier (in 1975) to deflationary macroeconomic
policies, while broadening the scope of price controls.

Intercountry Policy Responses

Allen Lenz and others have raised the critical issue of the impact of
external disturbances on political and economic relations within the
CMEA bloc. Were they predominantly centrifugal or centripetal? This
is the central theme of William Zimmerman's and Edward Hewett's
contributions. A main point of these studies is that .intra-CMEA eco-
nomic ties acted to mute the impact of worsening world market con-
ditions on the smaller members of the bloc and reinforced centripetal
forces within the bloc. In this sense, the Soviet Union's willingness to
accept only a partial and lagged increase in raw material prices within
CMEA and to extend additional credits certainly exercised a stabiliz-
ing influence in Poland, Hungary and. the other members of the Six.
Apparently, political considerations and goals motivated the Soviet
Union to give up some of the potential gains it could have derived as a
net exporter of raw materials. As Zimmerman indicates, Soviet con-
cern about the possible political ramifications of economic weakness in
the smaller countries of Eastern Europe actually gave the latter some
bargaining power. On a more general level, the importance of political
motives in the international economic relations of the Soviet bloc is
stressed in the paper by Colin Lawson and Peter Wiles. They argue
that such motives play a significant role not only in intra-CMEA rela-
tions but also in the relations of the bloc with other countries. More-
over, their evidence suggests that the politically motivated economic
decisions of the bloc sometimes produce destabilizing effects in other
countries.

The overwhelming consensus of the viewpoints expressed in contri-
butions to Neuberger and Tyson (1980) is that despite the undimin-
ished importance of East-West economic relations, recent world mar-
ket disturbances tended to solidify intra-CMEA economic and political
ties. The Soviets have used their enhanced economic bargaining power
within the bloc to maintain the economic dependence of the smaller
countries and to encourage greater intra-bloc interdependence. They
have attempted to accomplish these objectives not-so much by shaping
the terms and quantities of intra-CMEA trade flows as by tying con-
tinued supplies of raw materials to East European participation in
coordinated investment and production projects in the Soviet Union.

CONCLUSIONS

Some of the major conclusions of the various studies of the trans-
mission of external disturbances to the Soviet Union. and Eastern
Europe covered in this survey are:

1. Central planning with its insulation layers has, to a considerable
extent, insulated most of the CMEA economies from world market
disturbances. This was particularly true of insulation from open
increases in prices and wages, although this success was bought at
*;ome cost in terms of foregone microeconomic efficiency.
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2. The stagflation in the West increased the difficulties facing CMEA
countries in their hard currency exports but, at the same time, pro-
vided them with an unprecedented availability of hard currency loans.
The latter gave the planners breathing room and permitted them to
pursue a wait-and-see policy for a while, thereby delaying difficult
adjustment policies.

3. The terms of trade shifts in the 1970's had very different impacts
on the various countries in Eastern Europe. The Soviet Union and
Poland clearly benefited, while Hungary, East Germany, Czechoslo-
vakia, Yugoslavia and some other countries suffered serious losses.

4. Although there was no shift in trade away from the West and
toward intra-CMEA trade, it is clear that centripetal forces within
CMEA gained strength as a result of the world market disturbances.

5. In general, the economic difficulties facing the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe are more the consequences of internal pressures and
past policy choices than the consequence of the impact of world market
disturbances.

6. Finally, reviewing the evidence presented in the various studies
we have discussed in this paper, it is clear that recent world market
disturbances have had many and varied effects on both individual
countries in Eastern Europe and on their external economic and politi-
cal relationships. When all is said and done, however, the surprising
conclusion is not how much has happened but how little of a funda-
mental nature has really occurred.
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INTRODUCTION

This contribution is intended to be useful to three audiences: (1)
readers who are not experts on the economic system of the East Euro-
pean countries or on the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA) and would like to obtain an overview of CMEA's institu-
tions, practices, and current policies (parts I and II) ; (2) specialists
familiar with the East European economies and integration who
would like to explore in greater detail certain aspects (who may turn
to the annotated guide to the English-language literature on CMEA
integration, in the appendix); and (3) economists, economic geogra-
phers, political scientists, and others interested in the definition, con-
ceptualization, and attempted measurement of economic integration
among planned economies and in the relevance of West European in-
tegration concepts to Eastern Europe (part III). Although the mate-
rials in the sections complement each other. each part is self-contained
and may thus be read independently of the other parts.

*Paul Marer, associ ite professor of international business. School of Business, Indiana
University; and Jcnn Montias, professor of economies. Yale University.
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This contribution is based on the authors' essay in East EuropeanIntegration and East-West Trade (Marer and Montias), publishedearlier this year and often follows its wording closely. The main dif-ferences between the two contributions are:
Sequence of presentation: Parts I, II, and III in this study cor-respond roughly to the earlier study's appendix, part III, andparts I and II, respectively.
This study's appendix, "Survev of the English-Language Litera-ture on CMEA Integration and Related Topics," is a new con-tribution.
The present study includes: several topics not included in theearlier contribution, some revisions, recent developments, andreferences to publications not available for the previous study.Most of the large number of (often lengthy) footnotes in theearlier study have been replaced here with a simple referencesystem incorporated in the text, which shows only the author'sname and date of publication if more than one work is cited bythe same author. Page citations are given only for direct quotes.The reference citations are to a comprehensive bibliographywhich has been newly added.

I. INSTIrURTONAL ARRANGEMENTS IN TMS CMEA

A. Membership and Afflliation
Four types of affiliation with the CMEA, are possible: full member-ship, associate membership, non-socialist "cooperant" status, and "ob-server country" status. In addition, several countries have been identi-fied as "interested" in some form of affiliation.
Ten countries had full memnbersmkip at the end of 1979. Six nationswhich formed the CMEA in Januarv 1949: the USSR, Bulgaria,Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Romania (Albania had joinedabout a month later but has taken no part in CMEA's activities since1961) ; the GDR (1950), Mongolia (1962), Cuba (1972), and Vietnam(1978). Members can decide whether to participate or not in CMEAprograms according to the "interested party" provision of the CMEAcharter.
Associate nwmbership status governs the affiliation of Yugoslaviasince 1964, participating in 21 of 32 key CMEA institutions as if itwere a full member.
Non-socialist cooperant status has been granted to three countries:Finland in 1973 and Iraq and Mexico in 1976. Since these countrieshave no foreign trade plans and their governments cannot concludeagreements on behalf of firms, cooperant countries do not participatein the work of CMEA organizations. Each country has mixed com-missions, composed of government and business representatives, whichsign various kinds of "framework" agreements with CMEA's JointCommission on Cooperation, especially established for this purpose.The agreements are subsequently "accepted by the relevant perma-nent commission of the CMEA but the implementation is up to theinterested CMEA country (ies) and cooperant country firms.Observer status appears to be a designation applied to a mixedgroup of Communist or Communist-leaning governments. The group's
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composition changes from time to time, depending mainly on political
developments. At one time, for example, the People's Republic of
China and North Korea were "observers." At the end of 1978, Afghan-
istan, Angola, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Mozambique, and South Yemen
had negotiations under way with the CMEA to explore the possibility
of a Yugoslav-type associate membership. Occasionally, some coun-
tries in this group are invited to attend CMEA. Council sessions as
observers.

Interested country appears to be a designation for a group of less
developed countries whose composition has also changed over time.
For example, Egypt, Chile under Allende, and Bangladesh were inter-
ested countries at an earlier period. At the end of 1978, seven less de-
veloped countries reportedly had an interest in the possibility of a
Finland-type cooperant status: Guyana and Jamaica, with which
official talks were said to have been under way, and. Angola, Colombia,
Costa Rica, India, and Venezuela, which were said to have been con-
sidering the matter.

B. Main Organizations

CMEA's main policy and administrative organizations and the link-
ages among them are shown in chart 1.

Chart I

CMEA trgmai-atian Char
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The CMEA Council is the organization's supreme policymaking
body; each full member has one vote. The Council is convened about
once a year; sessions deciding important matters are usually attended
by the party first secretaries. The Council's recommendations must be
approved by each country, after which bilateral or multilateral agree-
ments or treaties must be signed as a basis for implementation.

The Executive Commrittee is the executive body of the Council. It
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proposes statements and recommendations to be considered by theCouncil, supervises the work of all other CMEA bodies, and monitors
the implementation of CMOEA agreements and treaties. It meets atleast once every two months.

The Secretariat, located in Moscow, carries out the day-to-day
operations of the G.MEA. It has a large, multinational staff headed bya citizen of the USSR. Many of its departments correspond in nameand function to those of the various special-purpose Council commit-
tees and permanent commissions (see below) ; other departments areresponsible for interbranch coordination, arranging interstate con-
ferences, and other functions.

The key line functions of the CMEA are performed by three
Council- committees, set up in 1971, and a large number of permanent
comnismion8, most of them established during the 1950's and 1960's.
The. Committee on Cooperation in Planning, comprised of the chair-men of the central planning bodies of the member countries, comes
close to being a supranational planning agency for dealing withspecific economic problems. This committee is the main CMEA bodyresponsible for the coordination of the five-year and long-term plans
of the member countries. It has a special permanent working group onenergy. The other two Council committees are the Commrittee onScientific Technological Cooperation and the Commnittee on Coopera-tion in Material and Technical Supply, each dealing with problems
suggested by its name.

The permanent commisaions are generally organized along branch
lines, but some are responsible for functional areas, such as health.
statistics, currency, standardization, and so on.

In addition to these organizations, the CMEA also has two regional
banks (see below); a large number of scientific institutes; interstate
conferences on ad hoc problems; intergovernmental commissions
dealing with specific issues; and many conferences of non-govern-
mental organizations which maintain loose ties to CMEA organs. Ithas been estimated that more than 100,000 persons are involved di-rectly in carrying out various CMEA functions and sponsored
activities.

Of special interest in connection with CMEA integration are thefew production enterprises jointly owned by firms in member coun-
tries. We were able to identify from CMEA sources nine suchenterprises:

1. Haldex (1959; Katowice, Poland) between Hungary and
Poland: extraction and processing of coal waste products.

2. Agromaeh (1965; - ) between Hungary and Bulgaria:
producing machinery for vegetable and fruit harvesting and
processing.

3. Intromosh (1965; -) between Hungary and Bulgaria:
producing specialty equipment for transport machinery and
equipment used in factories.

4. DruzAba (1972; Zawiercie, Poland) between the GDR and
Poland: production of cotton yarns.

5. Erdenet (1973; Erdenet, Mongolia) between the USSR and
Mongolia: mining and processing of copper and molybdenum
ores.
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6. Service (1976; Zielona Gora, Poland), a subsidiary of Inter-
atominstrument (see below): maintenance of nuclear-technical
equipment imported by Poland.

The fact that only a few, relatively small-scale, jointly owned enter-
prises had been established during the past two decades reflects the
financial and other institutional obstacles that hamper cost-accounting
and profit-sharing. Many of the existing arrangements are little more

than repayment in kind for the other side's deliveries of capital assets
(usually on credit) and current inputs. These joint enterprises may

thus be regarded as domestic enterprises of the country in which they
are located, with several special provisions regarding credit obliga-
tions and direct foreign trade rights [Brus, p. 168].

After the adoption of the Comprehensive Programn in 1971 (see
below), and in accordance with the trend toward enhancing the role of

large industrial units (associations) in individual countries, a new
type of organization was created, the so-called International Eco-
nomic Association (1EA). Their purpose was the concrete coordina-
tion of joint economic activities in research and development, produc-
tion, service, and foreign trade. 1EA's have a looser organizational
structure than the joint enterprises: They,

... retain their domestic status as enterprises (or associations) and they
settle with their foreign and domestic partners in accordance with general rules,
earmarking some funds for meeting the cost of the headquarter's [operations].
The main novelty of this form is apparently the delegation to [them] of the
authority to negotiate specialization agreements and to conclude contracts in-
stead of [arranging these] at governmental level [Brus, p. 169].

We were able to identify from various CMEA sources nine IEA's:
1. Interatominstrument (1972; Warsaw) by the six European

members of CMEA except Romania; cooperation in research,
production and sales of nuclear-technical equipment, with au-
thorization to trade with third countries.

2. Interatomenergo (1973; Moscow) by the seven European
members plus Yugoslavia: cooperation in research, planning,
construction and supply of nuclear power plants.

3. Assofoto (1973; Moscow) between the USSR and the GDR:
joint planning in the photo-chemical industry.

4. Intertextilmrash (1973; Moscow) by the seven European
members plus Yugoslavia: cooperation in research, production
and sales of textile machinery, with trade with third countries to
be authorized "in the future."

5. Mongolsovtsvemet (1973; Ulan Bator) between the USSR
and Mongolia: coordination of prospecting, mining and process-
ing of nonferrous metal ores.

6. Interkhimlvolokno (1974; Bucharest) by the seven European
members plus Yugoslavia: cooperation in research, production
and sales of chemical fibers.

7. Domookhim (1974; Moscow) between the USSR and the
GDR: joint planning in domestic (household?) chemical prod-
ucts, with company sales outlets in the founding countries.

8. Intertalonpribor (1974; ) by the seven European
members of CMEA; cooperation in measuring instruments.
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9. Interport (1974; - ) between Poland and the GDR:
apparently cooperation involving port facilities in the two coun-
tries.

The IEAs are legal entities of the country in which their head-
quarters is located; they are thus not organs of the CMEA, although
they do have a close working relationship with CMEA bodies, espe-
cially the permanent commissions.

To begin operations, certain assets are put at the disposal of the
IEAs and they are expected eventually to become self-financing by
the revenues and profits generated in their operations. According to acomprehensive Western study of IEA's, none of them has yet attained
full solvency [Ginsburgs, p. 14].

The significance of the joint enterprises and the IEA's lies in the
possibility that they may provide the legal and experimental basis for
creating socialist multinational corporations, which potentially could
play an important role in CMEA integration. To be sure, the con-sensus of Western opinion is that the difficulties of determining ac-
curately costs, prices, and meaningful exchange rates, as well as other
problems, such as differences in applicable legal norms and tax stat-
utes among the countries, greatly limit the scope and operation of the
IEA's, which can not be considered socialist multinational enterprises
[Lavigne]. Concluded another Western observer:

Due to their small number, their mostly very limited functions and their spe-cial financial and currency arrangements, the [joint enterprises and the IEAs]are not to be considered as a new qualitative element of international coopera-tion within CMEA. . . . It is unlikely that, in the foreseeable future, an au-tonomous initiative could be taken by [them] for developing new mechanisms ofintegration which would involve a limitation on the member countries' sover-eignty. On the contrary, an improvement of methods and forms of CMEA inte-gration will have to create the conditions for a better functioning of the IEAs[Machowski, pp. 194-95].
While legally not a part of the formal CMEA structure, the two

regional banks must be discussed in conjunction with other CMEA
institutions.

The International Bank for Economic Cooperation (IBEC) was
established in 1964 by the full members of the CMEA to perform
bookkeeping operations arising from commercial transactions among
the members, to issue trade credits and thereby promote multilateral-
ism within the region, and to carry out financial operations with
banking institutions outside the region. IBEC's statutory capital was
set at 300 million transferable rubles (TR)-an artificial unit of ac-
count described in the following section. Each country's quota was de-
termined in proportion to its share in intra-CMEA trade. But since
loanable TR's can be "created" only through an export surplus in
intra-CMEA trade, and since all members cannot be net exporters
simultaneously, it is not clear how, or whether, the paid-up capital
in TR's has actually been transferred to the Bank, as prescribed,
by all members.

IBEC performs as planned its intra-CMEA bookkeeping function
and has been expanding considerably the volume of transactions withWestern banks in convertible currencies, but it has not been able to
promote multilateralism within the bloc in any significant way.
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The International Investment Bank (IIB) was established in 1971
by the full members of the CMEA to help finance investments in the
member countries, including the joint CMEA projects. Statutory
capital was set at 1 billion TR, 30 percent payable in convertible cur-
rency, the rest in TR. Each country's quota is proportional to its share
in intra-CMEA trade. As in the case of IBEC, how the JIB "creates"
loanable TR funds is not clear. The fundamental issue is that when the
Bank issues paper credits in TR's, what freedom does the recipient
country have in choosing the investment goods it needs from the other
CMEA countries to build a project? This point has not been clarified
in the CMEA literature. One possibility is that a member's TR quota
subscription takes the form of a hypothetical (or tentative) list of
pledged investment goods; the other is that a granting of IIB credits
must be preceded by successfully concluded negotiations between the
prospective debtor and creditor countries, specifying the investment
and repayment commodities that will be shipped, including all terms
and conditions. In either case, the mobilization of TR credits must
be exceedingly difficult.

In recent years, the IBEC and the IIB have both borrowed substan-
tial convertible currency sums from Western financial institutions. It
has been shown that the convertible-currency operations of these two
CMEA banks have tended to facilitate regional integration, while the
intended original main purpose of these institutions, promoting
CMEA integration through the introduction and increased use of the
TR, has not been achieved [Brainard].

(3. The Price Mechanism in Intra-CMEA Trade

CMEA countries employ a different pricing mechanism in East-
West trade and in intra-CMEA trade. With partners outside the bloc,
they trade at current world market prices. While. prices in intrabloc
trade are linked to Western world market prices of an earlier period,
according to various formulas periodically agreed upon since shortly
after World War II. There is bargaining in the CMEA not only about
the kinds of goods as well as the quantities to be traded but also on
prices, because it is difficult to find "the" world market price. Different
capitalist markets can be taken; price quotations may vary from ac-
tual prices because of rebates, quantity discounts, and so on, or may
differ as between particular buyers and sellers due to quality factors,
the effects of tariffs and other trade barriers, conditions of payment,
and transport and insurance costs, all difficult to isolate. And since
intra-CMEA prices are based on average world prices for a commod-
ity over a period of years, the process of averaging multiplies the large
choice.

The essence of price-determination in CMEA trade was pinpointed
by a leading Soviet specialist on the CMEA:

The exporter will naturally propose prices that are advantageous to him or
that at any rate cover his production costs. In the price selection process, the
importer is also guided primarily by the level of his production costs. Thus, in
negotiations, both sides cite prices that satisfy their notions of effectiveness of
exchange and subsequently arrive at some variant as a result of 'bargaining"
[Mitrofanova, p. 9].
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Formally, the basis for setting prices in intra-CMEA trade has
taken the following course. During 1945-50, prices were based on cur-
rent capitalist world market prices. The period 1951-53 was the era
of "stop prices," when negotiators relied on the latest prices in effect
before 1950, to avoid the distorting effect of inflation due to the Korean
War. During 1954-57, a situation existed in which "stop prices," their
adjusted version, and current world market prices existed side by side,
creating much friction.

The 1958 ninth session of CMEA in Bucharest adopted the follow-
ing new rules of price determination: (1) Average 1957-58 world
market prices would be introduced in 1959; (2) prices would remain
fixed for several years, except for new or improved products; (3) theso-called "half-freight principle" was adopted, under which the im-
porter pays the equivalent of 50 percent of the hypothetical transport
cost from the recognized world market center for that commodity to
its own border; and (4) clarified what constitutes acceptable docu-
mentation of the world market price in bilateral negotiations.

Average 1957-58 world market prices remained in effect until about
1965. For 1965-70, average world prices of 1960-64 were used; for the
1971-75 period, the agreement was to base intra-CMEA prices on
average world prices of 1965-69. However, in early 1975, prices were
revised, at Soviet insistence, one year ahead of schedule. For the year
1975 only, prices were based on average world prices of the preceding
five years for most goods and for the preceding three years for a few
commodities, notably oil. The world market price explosion of the
mid-1970's also prompted the CMEA countries to change their method
of price formation, replacing the principle of keeping prices fixed for
five years with a moving average formula: intra-CMEA trade prices
are now revised annually on the basis of world prices of the immedi-
ately preceding five-year period.

II. IMPACT OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM, POLICY, AND THE ENVIRONMENT
ON CMEA INTEGRATION

A. Economic System and Integration

The foreign trade activities of a traditional centrally planned econ-
omy (CPE) are determined or influenced by the following institu-
tional arrangements:

(1) In each country, production and trade levels are set by highly
placed officials in the party or in the government and carried out by
the ministerial hierarchies concerned. Plans-sets of ex ante produc-
tion and trade decisions slated to be carried out in a given period by
producers and foreign trade enterprises (FTE's)-are geared to a sys-
tem of interlocking material balances. Decisions are implemented via
orders that come down through hierarchic lines. Information about
the environment of producers is transmitted chiefly from subordinates
to superiors in the hierarchies.

(2) FTE's, subordinated to the Ministry of Foreign Trade, buy out-put from producers for export and sell imports to producers andwholesalers. The monobank in each country, on behalf of the FTE's,
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pays producers for goods exported and charges consumers for goods
imported in local currency. The producer of export and the user of
import deal with the FTE's only, so he is isolated from the foreign
buyer of his export or foreign supplier of his import. Managers of
producing enterprises and FTE's are subject to material incentives for
fulfilling physical output or foreign trade plans, for cutting down on
production costs, and in certain instances for carrying out other as-
signed tasks. Given this system, quality and orientation toward the
needs of the user often leave much to be desired. Observes a Hungarian
author:

It occurs that the technical parameters of Soviet machines and equipment and
their cost norms, (i.e., cost of operating the machines) are less favorable than
those of the most up-to-date Western ones. This is known already before the pur-
chase and necessitates compromises on the part of consumers [Schweitzer, p. 326].

(3) Export and import transactions entered into by the FTE's with
non-CMEA countries are valued according to current world market
prices, and settled in a convertible currency; with CMEA countries
transactions are valued according to an agreed upon set of past ("his-
torical") world market prices and settled in TR's. The TR is an arti-
ficial accounting unit which takes a world market price expressed in
a convertible currency and translates it into rubles at the prevailing
official exchange rate for the ruble.

(4) The official exchange rates of the individual CMEA countries
in terms of convertible currencies or vis-a-vis the transferable ruble
are set arbitrarily and may not reflect or even approximate the equi-
librium exchange rates based on the purchasing power of the cur-
rencies or some other equilibrium concept. FTE's, therefore, must
keep two sets of books in domestic currency: one expressing the value
of transactions with foreign buyers and sellers translated into domes-
tic currency via the official exchange rate, and the other expressing
the value of transactions with domestic sellers of exports and users of
import according to the domestic prices fixed (to some degree arbi-
trarily) by the domestic authorities in the country. The "gain" or
"loss'" on foreign transactions reflected by the difference in the two
sets of books is settled automatically with the state budget, a pro-
cedure known as "automatic price equalization."

(5) Within the CMEA, representatives of each country negotiate
the pattern of specialization in production with other CMEA mem-
bers either bilaterally or multilaterally. The exchange of goods among
countries is almost always agreed upon bilaterally. Prompted by the
domestic planning system in the CMEA countries, which is based on
"material balances," trade negotiations in the CMEA focus mainly
on the type and quantity of goods each country wishes to import.
When negotiating the quotas to be included in the five-year agree-
ments, it is necessary to forecast domestic demand for all kinds of
machinery as far ahead as eight years because plan coordination in
the CMEA begins three years before the current plan period ends.
Practically speaking, this is a difficult situation, not designed to fa-
cilitate the ready matching of product specifications in the exporting
and importing countries.

(6) Bilateralism discourages economic integration in several ways.
One reason is that barter deals tend to be struck to keep bilateral ac-
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counts in approximate balance. Any surplus demand beyond an ex-
porter country's planned supply must be purchased outside the
CMEA. It is for this reason that the value of a given surplus or deficit
with one CMEA partner, expressed in transferable rubles, is indeter-
minate and cannot be used automatically to offset deficits or surpluses
with other CMEA partners. Lack of convertible currency sometimes
leads to egregiously inefficient decisions. Hungary, for example, has
a chemical complex whose operation requires a large quantity of salt.
About 35 miles from the complex, across the border in Romania, is
one of Europe's largest salt mines. But Romania ships the salt to the
United States and other countries where it gets paid in convertible
currency while Hungary imports salt from Algeria because that
source doesn't require a direct outlay of scarce hard currency. Some-
times such problems are solved by agreeing to settle certain intra-
CMEA trade transactions in convertible currency, a growing tendency
which may be favorable to bloc-wide integration insofar as it mitigates
the integration-reducing effects of bilateral clearing accounts.

(7) There is no mechanism in the CMEA for joint risk taking. Risks
inevitably arise when a country undertakes an investment to build ex-
port capacity for the CMEA (or to the world) market. Demand in
the CMEA (as in the world market) may fluctuate due to technological
or other factors or because central planners in partner countries change
their minds regarding imports. The risks of specialization for the
CMEA market fall relatively more heavily on the smaller East Euro-
pean countries than on the U.S.S.R. because the former can specialize
in only a relatively few products so their risks are concentrated, while
the U.S.S.R. produces and specializes in many products, so its risks are
spread more widely.

Since the early 1950's, when the above described "pure" foreign trade
system was in force throughout the bloc, partial reforms had been
implemented at various times and in varying degrees by all CMEA
countries and comprehensive reforms were introduced in Hungary in
1968 [Marer, 1980]. Have economic reforms changed the basic mecha-
nism of foreign trade within the CMEA?

Three types of partial reform measures may be identified: reforms
in the- planning mechanism, in the foreign trade monopoly, and in the
domestic price and exchange rate systems.

The essence of planning reforms is a reduction in the number of
quantitative plan targets set by the central planner, leaving some flexi-
bilitv to the ministries and producing enterprises to determine the com-
position of output. Decisions to incorporate a line of production, an
investment project, an export or an import commitment into the plan
may be based on, or justified by, calculations of costs and returns made
with the aid of domestic or foreign-currency prices. Yet, the essential
features of traditional material balancing and central supply alloca-
tion have remained unchanged in all countries except Hungary.

Reforms in the monopoly of foreign trade were prompted by a recog-
nition that the functional separation of foreign trade from domestic
production is inefficient. Various schemes have been introduced, there-
fore, to make FTE's and producing enterprises more equal partners, in-
cluding the granting of foreign trade rights to selected industrial
firms. Still, the fundamental lack of interest of producing enterprises
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in earning more foreign exchange by improving the quality of prod-
ucts or by finding new export items has not changed.

Reforms in the domestic price system were undertaken so that prices
would reflect more accurately production costs, including the cost of
imports. But because there is no consensus in these countries on how to
set prices to reflect both costs and relative scarcities, or on how long
prices should remain fixed, and because strong vested interests oppose
any major price change, prices tend to be arbitrary and still play only
a small allocative role. Various reforms were also undertaken to forge
a more meaningful link between domestic and foreign prices. Ex-
change-rate-type coefficients are permitted to influence, to a greater or
lesser degree, some export and import choices. But given the short-
comings of the domestic price systems and the mechanisms under which
taxes mop up the greater part of enterprise profits and wipe out the
bulk of its losses (bankruptcies are riot permitted), these modifica-
tions in the price mechanism do not have a substantially different effect
on enterprise decisions than automatic price equalization did under the
traditional system.

Hungary's comprehensive economic reform in 1968 abolished de-
tailed plan instructions to enterprises; based prices on factor costs
while allowing some prices to be flexible to reflect demand also; and
established more realistic exchange rates to link foreign and domestic
markets operationally. But the influence of the market is still circum-
scribed by the monopoly power of many enterprises, which remain
protected from foreign competition, and by the pervasive use of direct
and indirect instruments of state intervention.

We conclude that, notwithstanding the introduction of partial re-
forms in all CMEA countries since the late 1950's and the nurturing
of the comprehensive reform that has been evolving in Hungary since
1968, the "traditional" foreign trade mechanism is still essentially
intact, at least, as far as trade within the bloc is concerned. What
forces are generated by the "system" for and against CMEA
integration?

First, the system places on producers constraints that are not con-
ducive to integration with foreign markets. Since producing for the
foreign market is more difficult as a rule than supplying the domestic
market, most firms are fundamentally disinterested in exports. The
enterprise is ordered to export to fulfill the plan rather than to make
a profit; the firm's existence in most cases is not threatened in any
fundamental way by its inability to export or to compete efficiently
with imports. Since most exporting firms also produce for the do-
mestic market, even when managerial bonuses are tied to foreign ex-
change earnings, the maximum bonus can usually be achieved more
easily by skillful bargaining with the planning authorities or by ful-
filling the domestic plan than by gearing up for exports.

Even when nominal bonuses for exports expansion are substantial,
the marginal rate of taxation of personal income is so high in some
countries that the de facto export incentive is insignificant. These
generalizations seem to be valid even for the majority of Hungarian
industrial producers. There are exceptions,,to be sure, in all CMEA
countries: enterprises that have a long tradition of producing for
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foreign markets (e.g., pharmaceuticals in Hungary, optical equip-
ment in the GDR, ships in Poland) or enterprises whose top man-
agement is entrepreneurial and has strong lobbying power to obtain
the resources necessary to produce for export. (This does not mean,
of course, that these firms earn their foreign exchange efficiently.)

The information system in the CMEA countries is much too coarse
to enable the policymaking hierarchy to make fine-tuned specializa-
tion and trade decisions based on any small differences in relative
scarcities between their country and the economies of the other CMEA
members. To illustrate: In the late 1960's, when Poland and Czecho-
slovakia agreed to produce tractor parts and components fdr each
other's markets, there was so much uncertainty and debate about what
each part or component was worth that they finally entered into a
barter agreement in which 10 kg. of exports was exchanged for 10 kg.
Of "similar type" imports. The uncertainty -about whether this kind
of specialization yielded gains or losses was a factor in the decision
to abandon this specialization agreement.

East European economists themselves stress the problem of in-
sufficient information. For- example, while it is in Hungary's macro-
economic interest to import more of the right kind of machinery from
the U.S.S.R., machinery purchases are impeded by insufficient infor-
mation about import possibilities, which a Hungarian economist ex-
plains this way:

[Hungarian] engineers designing the technical documentation of investments
are usually familiar with Western technologies and new technological achieve-
ments. Western firms promote their articles in the socialist countries ... through
catalogues, leaflets, agents, advertising, and purposeful participation [in] fairs
and exhibitions. . . . Hungarian engineers have much less information on the
achievements of socialist countries, among them [those] of the Soviet Union.
Information is often obsolete [which] . . . results in prejudice, misbelief, and
fallacies here, just as it does everywhere.

IBecause traditionally] central organs of the [importing] countries specify
the machine imports necessary for investments and conclude the trade agree-
ments . . . in the Soviet Union less importance is attached to informing the
user enterprises of the socialist countries. Lively marketing and promotion
activity is judged important mainly in relation to Western markets. Critiques
appearing in the Soviet press blaming foreign trade organs for lack of export
promotion usually emphasize the necessity of improving activities only on West-
ern markets I Schweitzer, p. 332].

Decisionmakers in the CMEA countries probably do not perceive
the necessity of evening out differences in relative scarcities among
countries. They are moved to action by perceived shortages and defi-
cits in the availability of goods or by calculations of costs and returns
showing a conspicuous advantage in engaging in certain lines of
exports or in replacing expensive domestic production by imports.
Neither the material balances (which at least ensure a modicum of
consistency between input -and output decisions) nor the calculations
comparing foreign exchange prices with domestic costs (based ulti-
mately on administered prices) can supply accurate guidelines for
specialization and trade policies.

Investment to expand export capacity may occur because exports
are necessary to pay for imports or, in the case of the less developed
members of CGMEA, because exports in certain "modern" branches of
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manufacturing are prestigious. There is no a prion reason to believe
that the resulting investments will be efficient in volume or in compo--
sition. For example, about ten years ago Bulgaria decided to special-
ize in electronic pocket calculators. It started to export calculators-
to Hungary (probably also to other CMEA countries) for 100 TR
each. Finding the price too high, Hungary attempted import substi-
tution and started to produce calculators. But since it found that the
value of components it had to import from the West was $15 and that
it could import the finished product for about the same price, Hungary
stopped production and began to import calculators from Hong
Kong [Pecsi, p. 318].

For many decisionmakers in CPE's, every imported good is a
"deficit item," and any branch of domestic production that can be
expanded to replace it is a worthy candidate for investments. While
there may be no policy of "import-substitution across the board"
handed down from the highest levels of the government, such an atti-
tude is fostered for balance-of-payments reasons, by a misperception
of scarcity, and by a fear that dependence on inputs imported from
socialist partners may jeopardize fulfillment of the plans in case of
supply breakdowns. Diversification of production to hedge against the
vicissitudes of supply may be just as rational a response to this source
of uncertainty at the national level as it is at the enterprise level. This
pattern of enterprise behavior in CPEs is conventional wisdom in the
East European and Western literature on the topic.

Unless the import supply of a product can be nailed down through
a CMEA-sponsored specialization agreement supplemented by an en-
forceable long-term contract with the exporting country, it is likely
that the one-time "shortage" will sooner or later disappear as a result
of a capacity-expanding investment in the importing country. But,
paradoxically, attempted import substitution cannot reduce the im-
ports of the relatively small countries of Eastern Europe, only trans-
forms their composition. If previously the country was importing com-
modities that have been replaced with new domestic capacity, then
the new import requirements will consist of goods made necessary by
the process of import substitution itself.

This discussion of systemic considerations leads us to the conclusion
that decisions by branch ministries, industrial associations, or enter-
prises are unlikely to move the system in the direction of intrabloc
comparative advantage and may well move it in the opposite direction.
An active integration policy must be conducted. at the top to combat
tendencies toward isolationism in the lower levels.

B. Economic Policy and Integration

Given the economic system in the CMEA countries and the system-
determined mechanism of foreign trade in the bloc, what integration
policies are pursued by members of the CMEA? First we will discuss
the evolution of key policy recommendations for integration, especially
those by the Soviet Union, and the concrete measures taken up to now
to implement them. Next, we will call attention to certain domestic
policies of the CMEA countries which affect regional integration out-
comes directly or indirectly.
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1. INTEGRATION POLICIES IN THE CMEA

The economic system previously described perpetutates the funda-
mental lack of interest of producers in becoming integrated with
customers and suppliers in other countries. For this reason, the in-
tegration policies of member countries must focus on the mechanism
of state-to-state relations rather than on domestic economic policies
which would make CMEA integration more attractive to producers
and consumers. That is, integration must be planned by the state at
the highest level and imposed on the ministries, trusts, and enter-
prises. This is recognized by a Hungarian observer who writes:

In general, the special requirements of consumers are enforced only in those
particular cases when the central organs themselves exercise pressure on pro-
ducers to take them into account [Schweitzer, p. 327].

Tracing the efforts during the three decades of CMEA's existence
to find policies acceptable to all members reveals how difficult it is
first to reach agreement about specialization, then to find a workable
CMEA mechanism, and finally to implement agreed policies effectively
in each country. Linked closely with alternative policies on specializa-
tion, suggestions for reforming the CMEA mechanism have ranged
from proposals for a supranational authority which would create the
traditional institutions of central planning at the regional level, to
those favoring greater reliance on market mechanisms.

The best known proposed integration policy was that advocated
by the Soviet Union during 1962-64 for CMEA to become a supra-
national organ. The Soviets proposed that CMEA should make deci-
sions and allocate resources ex ante rather than to try to cordinate
ex post the decisions taken by the national planning authorities.
This proposal brought to the surface the fear of the comparatively
small East European countries that bloc integration under a supra-
national authority would mean more and more domination by the
U.S.S.R. The most uncompromising stand against this type of integra-
tion was taken by Romania, whose ruling party issued its famous
1964 statement, which, brought the conflict to world attention:

. . .forms and measures have been proposed such as a joint plan and a single
planning body for all member countries. . . . The idea of a single planning
body for all CMEA countries has the most serious economic and political implica-
tions. The planned management of the national economy is one of the funda-
mental, essential, and inalienable attributes of sovereignty of the socialist
state . . . transmitting such levers to the competence of superstate or extra-
state bodies would turn sovereignty into a meaningless notion [cited in Montias
1967, p. 217].

In the face of Romania's firm stand-and perhaps remembering that
intensified pressure on Albania just a few years earlier had led to that
country's defection from the bloc-the USSR decided not to press
its proposals.

The 1964-70 period was one of much discussion, debate, and experi-
mentation in each CMEA country about needed reforms in the tradi-
tional centrally planned economic system. In addition, the proposals
usually contained suggestions to reform the CMEA mechanism also.
One such proposal, most clearly articulated by Hungarian economists,
favored a greater reliance on market mechanisms for socialist integra-

I
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tion. The advocates of this approach predicted better prospects for
the realization of gains from regional specialization and for the main-
tenance of greater national autonomy. Other proposals, including
those by Soviet economists, favor planned integration relying on the
traditional concepts and institutions of central planning [McMillan].

After the Czechoslovak events of 1967-68, it became more urgent
for the Soviet Union to promote the cohesiveness of the CMEA net-
work through which it could maintain its dominion without resorting
to coercion. The Soviet Union probably also wanted a system of re-
gional integration that would place external limits on the economic
reforms undertaken by any East European country. At the same
time, this system would better compensate it than the then current
CMEA price and trading system for becoming an increasingly large
net supplier of energy and raw materials to Eastern Europe. (See
discussion of this issue in the next section.) Accordingly, Soviet econ-
omists began to float new proposals in the late 1960s. Realizing that
supra-national planning was not politically feasible, they thought
that it could be approximated, nevertheless, through joint planning
of the regional economy's key sectors.

The outcome of this -debate was the 19'71 Comprehensive Program
for socialist integration. Although the document appears to be a com-
promise between those advocating market mechanisms and those favor-
ing a joint planning approach, the emphasis since 1971 has been clearly
on joint planning and the initiation of joint investment projects in
priority sectors. Aspects of the Cornprehensive Program which stress
the market approach to socialist integration, such as its timetable to
introduce a degree of convertibility into CMEA currency relations or
to establish direct, autonomous trade links among enterprises in the
different countries, appear to have been more lip service, or perhaps a
recognition of need rather than a statement of resolution [McMillan].

With respect to the latter point, a reform proposal that was codified
in the Comprehensive Program is the classification of traded goods
into three categories: "Important commodities" with fixed quantities
in physical terms; "fixed value quotas" with physical contents to be
negotiated subsequently between buyer and seller; and "non-quota
goods." It was envisioned by the reformers that trade at least in the
third category would encourage direct export-import links between
autonomous producer and user enterprises. But due to the many insti-
tutional obstacles, the trade flows in this third category have remained
small-about 2 percent, some say between 2 and 5 percent of intrabloc
trade-so that the reformists' hopes were not realized:

It [is] clear that any extension of enterprise autonomy would remain mean-
ingless as long as the functions of COMECON money continued to be passive, sub-
ordinated to barter-type exchange. In turn, the activation of money [would] re-
quire major changes in the system of exchange rates, . indomestic prices and
[in the economic management system] [Brus, p. 167].

To reduce the fears of the East European countries about compul-
sory supranatioralismn one irnnortant compromise recognized by the
Comprehensive Program, which appears to have become a permanent
feature of the CMEA, is the "interested party principle." This per-
mits member countries to-participate only in those CMEA projects
or programs in which they have a material "interest."
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Three types of activities contained in the Comprehensive Program
have been stressed: improved plan coordination, cooperation in long-
term "target" programs, and joint CMEA investment projects. With
respect to the first two, it is difficult to learn from the CMEA litera-
ture how much has been agreed upon in principle only, whether com-
prehensive and detailed blueprints for implementation have yet been
accepted, or the extent to which implementation of these programs is
under way. Our understanding about the status of these activities atthe end of 1979 is the following:

Improved plan-coordination.-The old way was that "coordination"
began when for all practical purposes the national plans had been
completed and the pattern of investment (formally not subject to
coordination) already decided. Coordination used to mean little more
than exchanging background information preparatory for bilateral
trade negotiations. Improved plan coordination today means that the
procedure begins earlier (three years before the end of the current
quinquenniuli) so teat there is at least the possibility that, as a result
of discussions, a member country's investment plans would be altered
[Brus]. Moreover, a 1973 agreement specified that each country must
include a special section in its national plan document for 1976-80,
elaborating the specific economic details of its integration measures.
The special sections consist of two parts:

(1) A listing of resources allocated for the construction of
CMEA joint projects and of the reciprocal commodity deliveries
resulting from the projects; and

(2) A listing of resources devoted to the construction and
operation of domestic industries which have bilateral or multi-
lateral specialization agreements with the other CMEA countries
and the reciprocal commodity deliveries resulting from these
agreements.

Plan coordination thus appears to involve a standardization of
economic information concerning projects that involve a long-term
linking of two or more CMEA economies. This should facilitate a
better assessment of what is really going on in the CMEA and check-
ing the bilateral and multilateral consistency of national plans, but
it does not appear to affect the substance of CMEA integration. One
knowledgeable observer concludes that:

It is difflcult to say in what sense this attempt at [improved] plan coordination
was more successful (as it was claimed) than the previous ones, and especially
what was the practical value of even improved e.T ante coordination in view ofwide divergencies between planned and actual performance in [several] COME-CON countries.... Nothing new apparently emerged In the methods of coor-dination of the 1976-80 five-year plans, which anyhow had to undergo seriousmodifications at a late stage because of volatile economic conditions on a worldscale and increased tensions in East European economies [Brus, p. 173].

Cooperation in long-term target programs.-This involves selected
sectors and key projects of major importance, where coordination takes
a more binding and all-embracing form. The blueprint for this type
of cooperation reportedly consists of [Trend]:

1. Joint forecasting for 15 to 20 years of production, consump-
tion and trade trends to identify prospective shortages and sur-
pluses;
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2. Coordination of medium- and long-term plans for the sector's
main branches of production and key commodities;

3. Joint planning of the production of selected key commodities,
and joint research and development programs; and

4. Continuous exchange of information of planning experiences.
It has been agreed that cooperation in long-term target programs
should encompass five sectors: fuels, energy, and raw materials;
machine building; industrial consumer goods; agriculture, espe-
cially feedstuffs; and transportation. Joint planning of produc-
tion has been agreed on in principle for selected commodities.

Implementing these programs would appear to involve substantial
further investments by the East European countries in the USSR. At
the 32nd CMEA session in Bucharest, in mid-1978, the Soviet Union
was still urging the rapid formulation of concrete plans in the first
three of these sectors, so that implementation could begin with the
next five year plan (starting in 1981). Thus, it appears that coopera-
tion in long-term target programs has not yet advanced very far be-
yond general statements of goals and intent.

Joint COMEA investment projects.-These represent the major new
form of CMEA activity. About a dozen such projects are being im-
plemented during the current (1976-80) five year plan, most of them
located in the U.S.S.R. The biggest by far is the Orenburg gas pipe-
line; other large ones include asbestos mining facilities at Kiembayev,
a cellulose plant at Ust Ilim, and an electric power transmission line
between the U.S.S.R. and Hungary. The planned value'of joint CMEA
projects in 1976-80 was 9 billion TRs (approximately $14.5 billion),
about half financed by the U.S.S.R., the other half by the East Euro-
pean countries. The contribution in this volume by McMillan and
Hannigan that follows this study describes in detail the range of these
projects, their place in CMEA integration, and how the projects are
initiated, planned, financed, and implemented. They also examine the
impact of these joint projects on the economies of the participating
countries, present a case study of the Orenburg project, and consider
prospects for the 1980's.

Our understanding, briefly, of the role of the joint projects is as
follows: Since the Comprehensive Plan was accepted, the Soviet Union
has been pressing the other countries to participate in such projects,
pointing out that its territory has the natural resources which most of
these joint projects are designed to exploit or transport, and that these
investments represent partial compensation for supplying its CMEA
partners with energy and raw materials-hard goods which today the
Soviets can readily sell to Western countries for convertible currency.

The East European countries argue, on the other hand, that invest-
ing in the so-called CMEA joint projects-which take the form of the
delivery of labor, capital and consumer goods, and the provision of
technical knowv-how for projects located on Soviet soil-are not neces-
sarily economic from their point of view. They cite the high manpower
and hard-currency costs of these projects, the lowv interest rates re-
ceived, and the disadvantageous terms of repayment, made in kind,
vet valued in continually depreciating TRs as intra-CMEA prices
follow the rise of prices on the world market. The East European
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countries recognize, however, that these liabilities must be juxtaposed
with assurance that the promised supplies will be available in the
future.

2. DOMESTIC POLICIES AFFECTING INTEGRATION

While the system determines or narrowly confines the channels
through which policies can be implemented, and the environment im-
poses restrictions on each country's set of possible actions, there are
still many options to policymakers to give effect to their preferences
on matters of integration. First, the preferences of the highest au-
thorities in the various CMEA countries and the policies that they
inform differ a good deal with respect to the nature and the extent of
specialization that they are willing to accept. Bulgaria, has specialized
in exports of agricultural products, both raw and processed, as far as
was compatible with her goal of rapid industrialization. In contrast,
Romania has neglected her agriculture until quite recently to press all
available resources into industrial expansion. Within the, industrial
sector, Romania and Bulgaria also differed in that the former insisted
on "balanced, complex, inultisided development,". meaning that no
branch of industry was to be sacrificed for the sake of reaping the ad-
vantages of specialization, whereas the latter was distinctly more will-
ing to go along with CMEA-wide specialization.

Not all members of CMEA has the same preference, relative to the
other goals they may pursue, for promoting the economic interests of
CMEA as a whole. In more recent years, the Soviet Union at times
appears to have forsaken its short-term economic advantage, for ex-
ample by its willingness to become an increasingly large net supplier to
Eastern Europe of oil and other "hard goods" at a time when those
commodities could have been sold more advantageously on the world
market. To be sure, policies on such matters involve difficult-to-quan-
tify trade-offs between a country's economic and political objectives
and may well involve economic or political quid pro quos between the
Soviet Union and the countries in Eastern Europe. For example, there
may well be a link between the GDR's economic and military assist-
ance to countries in sub-Saharan Africa and the level, the composition
and the prices of goods it trades with the U.S.S.R. To establish this
point more firmly, however, would require more information and
study.

The attitude of individual CMEA members toward trade and indus-
trial cooperation with Western countries, and their reliance on West-
ern credits, differ considerably. The share of the industrial West in
the total trade of the European CMEA countries ranges from about
20 percent for Bulgaria to almost 50 percent in the case of Romania
and. Poland. Only Romania and Hungary permit equity joint ven-
tures within their borders with Western corporations; Poland allows
only small-scale joint ventures in certain sectors [Marer and Taba-
czynski]. The acceptance of Western credits, or the active search for
them since the early 1970's. range from avid in the ease of Poland
and Bulgaria, to eager in the case of Hungary, the GDR, and Ro-
mania, to cautious in the case of Czechoslovakia. Western credits fa-
cilitate the expansion of trade with the West, both through an im-
mediate rise in imports by the credited nation and an eventual rise in
exports to repay the loans.
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In spite of these differences within the CMEA, there was a sub-
stantial expansion of all CMEA countries' trade with the West during
the 1970's. Increasing reliance on imports from the West-whether
energy, raw materials, semimanufactures, grain, technology, or con-
sumer products-reflects the growing unavailability (in adequate
quantities or quality) of products most in demand from CMEA sup-
pliers, which is a consequence of the economic system, as well as the
easy availability of Western credits, and new policies by the CMEA
countries.

The relationship between East-West trade and CMEA integration
can be both complementary and competitive. Complementarity ob-
tains, for example, insofar as the enlarged scale of production for the
East European countries, prompted by export-specialization for the
CMEA market, may facilitate production for the Western market
also. At the same time, the inflow of Western goods, technology, and
managerial know-how can give an impetus to product specialization
in the CMEA. Some imports from the West and a few of the industrial
cooperation agreements with Western firms are motivated in part by
the desire of the smaller East European countries to be designated the
sole (or at least principal) supplier of machinery or other products
under CMEA specialization agreements. For Western corporations,
the possibility of penetrating the entire CMEA, especially the Soviet
market through industrial cooperation with an East European partner
can be an important commercial motive.

These kinds of complementarities are illustrated by the 1972 agree-
ment between the U.S. firm International Harvester and the Polish
firm BUMAR to jointly manufacture crawler tractors in Poland, as
shown by the case study on this project presented in this volume. [Gar-
land and Marer].

Examples of complementarity between East-West commerce and
CMEA integration should not suggest that the two are typically com-
plementary and mutually reinforcing. Many examples can illustrate
just the opposite. The CMEA countries have no common, agreed upon
strategy regarding the purchase of Western technology or regarding
industrial cooperation with Western firms. This causes unnecessary
duplication of effort among them. For example, during the first half
of the 1970's, every European CMEA country bought polyvinyl chlo-
ride (PVC) technology from the West and planned to export a large
part of the output to pay for the import. Lack of coordination in the
CMEA, inadequate CMEA-wide planning for domestic utilization of
the output, and long delays in putting the plants on stream (during
which worldwide overproduction had cut the world price of PVC by
nearly half ) have resulted in excess production capacity and cutthroat
competition to sell PVC for convertible currencv.

East-West trade and CMEA integration can be competitive in other
respects also. The substantial expansion of the CMEA countries' trade
with the West during the 1970's has created economic links that can-
not easily be severed. The large indebtedness of the CMEA countries
to the West mortgages a significant share of East Europe's future
exports to the West, with self-evident consequences for CMEA inte-
gration.
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C. Environmental Variables and Integration

1. REGIONAL FACTORS

The most remarkable aspect of the environment of CMEA, in con-
trast to the European Community's (EC), is the disparity in size, re-
source endowment, and political power among its members. The So-
viet Union accounts for roughly two-thirds of the population and
aggregate GNP of the bloc and it is endowed with over nine-tenths of
its crude oil, gas, and iron ore resources.

As well endowed as the Soviet Union is, there is a deficit supply
in the communist bloc in natural resources, minerals, foodstuffs, and
other primary commodities. This is in part a consequence of forced in-
dustrialization, which required a growing quantity of these resources
for domestic industries and for exports, and the wasteful use of ma-
terials in production. The deficit is caused in part also by the fact that
primary commodities can be traded more easily outside the bloc for
convertible currencies, and in part because in the CMEA they are un-
derpriced relative to manufactured products (as compared to world
market prices). This relative underpricing-much less pronounced
since 1975 than before--is the outcome of the bargains struck by the
individual CMEA members in bilateral and multilateral negotiations,
and hence of the policies underlying the negotiating stance of each
member. But once prices have been decided on, the relative scarcity of
"hard goods" and abundance of "soft goods" become exogenous (i.e.,
part of the environment) for each CMEA member.

Countries relatively well supplied with natural resources, or which
are net exporters, are pressed by those that cannot provide them with
these scarce "hard goods." The former, chiefly the Soviet Union but
also to a lesser extent Poland and Romania, hold the trump cards.
They exert bargaining power by tying their deliveries of primary
products to sales of soft goods, chiefly manufactured commodities that
for one reason or another the purchasers would not otherwise have
wished to buy.

The disparities in the levels of industrial development of CMEA
members is another factor inhibiting integration. One might expect
that the faster growth of the least advanced members (Bulgaria, Ro-
mania) and the gradual evening out of levels of development in the
bloc-a matter on which CMEA's ideologists are given to boasting-
would tend in the long run to reduce the importance of this impedi-
ment to integration. This, however, is by noimeans certain, in view of
the "brute-force" nature of the development of the latecomers to in-
dustrialization. As long as the technological gap between the more
and the less advanced members of the bloc persists, the former will not,
in general, abandon lines of production to the latter and become de-
pendent on suppliers that may not be capable of meeting their require-
ments. The technological gap, in general, is not likely to narrow as
rapidly as disparities in GNP per capita.

The enlargement of the CMEA by the incprporation of Mongolia in
the early 1960's, Cuba in the early 1970's, and Vietnam in 1978 (Laos,
Afghanistan, and Cambodia during the 1980's?) makes integration
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more difficult, for political and institutional reasons, even if these
countries play only a marginal role in CMEA specialization agree-
ments. Given their locations, their membership would appear to serve
principally Soviet foreign policy interests, according to which the
East European countries are called upon to subsidize these less devel-
oped allies of the U.S.S.R.

A critical environmental factor for CMEA is the low mobility of
factors of production between the socialist countries, especially within
Eastern Europe proper. The initial decision not to open Eastern
Europe to the free movement of labor and capital may be traced to
Soviet policies imposed on East European clients in the early postwar
period. This actively discouraged forming deep commercial ties among
the East European countries. But those policies eventually became a
part of the CMEA economic environment. With few exceptions there
have been no significant transfers of labor within the bloc. In addi-
tion, these economies do not take advantage of low-cost .foreign labor
from countries outside the bloc, such as the EC imports from Portu-
gal, Spain, Greece, Turkey, and Yugoslavia.

Until recently, capital exports from one CMEA nation to another
have also been small and were often determined ex post, when credits
were granted to finance an unplanned imbalance in (visible and in-
visible) trade flows, or on the basis of political, considerations. An
example of the latter is the flow of Soviet credits granted to several
East European countries to finance their deteriorating terms of trade
with the U.S.S.R. after 1975, when energy prices were raised. Such
Soviet credits, agreed upon by leaders at the highest levels, often can-
not be utilized fully by the East European countries because the goods
they need the most, energy and raw materials, are not available and
what is readilv available (e.g., standard machinery, watches, cameras,
and so on) is not wanted. In recent years, large credit transactions
have been initiated under the so'called joint CMEA investment proj-
ects discussed earlier.

According to the neo-classical theory of international trade, given
differences in factor endowment in a group of countries, low factor
mobility should be conducive to even greater intensity of trade than
if factors were free to move. But under conditions where intra-industry
trade, which is not particularly related to specific factor endowments,
predominates, lack of mobility is likely to impede trade rather than
promote it. CMEA integration, no matter how defined, would move to
higher levels if energetic measures were taken to transfer. labor and
capital across frontiers to those uses where they might be expected to
be most productive on the margin. But such transfers are impeded by
the inability to calculate reliably the benefits and costs of such inte-
gration measures.

2. INTERNATIONAL FACTORS

Let us now turn to the impact of events external to the region on
CMEA integration. The rapid -growth of trade with the West during
the 1970's has made the East European countries, and to a lesser ex-
tent the Soviet Union, increasingly sensitive to international economic
disturbances, such as the OPEC-triggered energy crisis, rapid world
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inflation, and Western recession. OPEC's action in 1973-74 increased
the opportunity cost to the Soviet Union of supplying energy and raw
materials to Eastern Europe, thus intensifying pressure for the
U.S.S.R. to reorient its export supplies to the West. Although the ac-
tual reorientation was modest because of political considerations, it has
forced the East European countries to rely more and more on alterna-
tive sources for energy and raw materials, which is clearly dis-
integrative. However, to the extent that the world market price
explosion increased the cost of Soviet energy and raw materials to East-
ern Europe (although with some time lag), the East European coun-
tries have had to export more to the U.S.S.R. to finance their deterio-
rating terms of trade. They also had to become more willing to invest in
the large energy and raw material projects located in the U.S.S.R.
Both of these outcomes may be viewed as integrative, even though the
cost-benefit calculations on the joint projects are unclear and the terms
of investment participation in dispute.

Perhaps the most important effect of world events since 1973 on
CMEA integration was the impact of developments on the inter-
national financial markets. Large OPEC surplus funds had to be
recycled just when the deep Western recession reduced corporate de-
mand for loanable funds, creating large excess liquidity on the world
financial markets. The recession also induced Western governments
to subsidize the financing of their country's exports. These develop-
ments, combined with the new political environment created by
detente, brought about a situation in which exceedingly large private
and official credits were made available by the West to the CMEA
countries. At the end of 1979, the gross indebtedness of the six East
European countries and the U.S.S.R. to the West was about $70 bil-
lion, the net indebtedness (subtracting the assets of the CMEA coun-
tries held in Western banks) was in excess of $60 billion [Zoeter].
Because of the availability of these credits, the extraordinarily rapid
expansion of imports from the West was not, in our view, at the
expense of CMEA integration (induced as the expansion was though
in part by the shortcomings of CMEA.) Intra-bloc trade continued
to expand during this same period, although at a slowed rate.

The impact of CMEA's large indebtedness on the future of CMEA
integration is exceedingly difficult to assess. Much will depend on the
productivity of the borrowed resources in terms of generating hard-
currency exports. Although the debt may continue to rise-some ex-
perts foresee the possibility that it may well double during the 1980*-
the need to service the debt mortgages resources. As the ability of the
CMEA countries to import from the West is impaired, now or eventu-
ally, by the requirements of debt service, this may give an impetus to
an improved intrabloc division of labor.

There is another environmental consideration: Successive interna-
tional crises-political, like those relating to events in Afghanistan,
or economic, relating to the growing difficulties that CMEA countries
are encountering on Western markets due, among other reasons, to
protectionism-are supporting those in Eastern Europe who argue
that the CMEA, but especially the Soviet Union, offers a more stable
and more easily accessible market and source of supply than does the
West.

A
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No simple generalization can be made about the impact of the ex-
ternal economic environment on CMEA integration. The expansion
of East-West commerce has set in motion both centrifugal and cen-
tripetal forces in the CMEA; their strength and impact differ from
time to time and from country to country.

D. Future Prospect8

Where does the CMEA stand today, as it begins the fourth decade
of its existence, and what are its prospects for the 1980s?

It is our impression that, once again, the CMEA has reached an
impasse. No significant initiatives appear to have been taken in recent
years to conduct intra-.CMEA economic relations more efficiently. Co-
ordination- of national plans an d joint planning focus on the last
stage of production for key commodities, without much attention to
the interconnectedness of production with other branches. While there
are a number of highly visible CMEA mining and transport projects,
these undertakings can be justified for the most part on the basis of
resource endowment or engineering capacities. Even on these projects
there is much dispute between the host and the investing countries
about who is contributing how much and how equitable are the re-
payment arrangements. Joint projects in manufacturing, which must
be based on commercial considerations and supported by cost calcu-
lations and financial arrangements acceptable to all -parties, have not
yet materialized on any significant scale. Successful CMEA integra-
tion, i.e., increased, specialization in manufacturers,.requires uniform
valuation criteria among the countries. This in turn.will-beconie possi-
ble if and when, in every CMEA country, domestic price relatives of
tradeables approximate prices on the world market and national cur-
rencies become convertible. As a minimum, the prices and exchange
rates used to make decisions on CMEA specialization must simulate
world market prices and equilibrium exchange rates.

There are two key determinants of the future of CMEA integration:
First, the course of domestic economic reforms in the individual
CMEA countries is important because the fundamental systemic con-
straints limiting CMEA integration are rooted in the domestic institu-
tions of CPEs, whether traditional or partially reformed. Second, the
attitude of the U.S.S.R. is important because the policies of the East
European members of the CMEA are to some extent constrained by the
policies adopted by the organization's most powerful member. The
more developed East European countries are fundamentally much less
conservative about comprehensive economic reforms than the U.S.S.R.
This is so not only for political reasons but also because the role of for-
eign trade is relatively small in the Soviet economy. A further reason is
that in the U.S.S.R. the best-trained individuals, particularly in fields
involving contracts abroad, can be found near the top of the party and
government hierarchies, whereas in Eastern Europe the disparity in
the quality of technical-managerial personnel is not so pronounced.
This reduces in Eastern Europe the risk (from the point of view of the
system's directors) of allowing middle-management to engage in for-
eign operations [Ginsburgs, p. 35]. These considerations help explain
why Soviet leaders are less willing to tamper with the country's do-
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mestic economic mechanisms or move toward currency convertibility,
which would necessitate changing domestic prices. For East European
countries, on the other hand, improved efficiency of foreign trade, in-
cluding a more effective CMEA integration, is very important, al-
though the constellation of economic and political forces supporting
and opposing comprehensive reforms differs from country to country.
Paradoxically, one of the reasons why the issue of improved regional
integration is pressing on all members is the rising cost of energy and
their large indebtedness to the industrial West, which make it impera-
tive for all countries to use their resources and to trade more efficiently.

Given all the obstacles that must be overcome to achieve integration
in today's environment and in the framework of a central planning sys-
tem that is not conducive to this end, in the long run there appear to
be only two ways of cutting the Gordian knot. One option is the im-
position of supranational authority over the members whereby policies
working for integration would be ordered by the "center." Although
Moscow probably prefers this solution, Kremlin leaders know that the
Soviet Union incurs significant political costs when it uses force overtly
to gain its ends. This gives the East European states some room for
maneuver. The second option is comprehensive economic reforms, a key
component of which must be economic (as opposed to administrative)
decentralization, a reform in the price mechanism, and the introduc-
tion of currency convertibility. At the very least, the evaluation of
proposed CMEA projects and specialization agreements must be based
on generally accepted cost-benefit calculations, even if the CMEA
trade and financial mechanism remains unchanged for the time being.
An intermediate solution might lie in an initiative by an East Euro-
pean subgroup of CMEA to undertake comprehensive domestic eco-
nomic reforms and simultaneously to move toward subregional integra-
tion. In any event, the key to the choice lies in the politico-economic
preferences of the leaders in the U.S.S.R. They will choose among these
options to achieve more rapid and far-reaching integration if and only
if the gains they expect from this "common good" outweigh the ex-
pected political losses they are likely to suffer under any alternative
course.

III. THEORIES AND MEASUREMENTS oF CMEA INTEGRATION

A. Economic Integration Defined

Economic integration has traditionally been equated with the divi-
sion of labor in a geographical region, although it is usually not made
clear what minimum level of trade would justify speaking of integra-
tion. More recently, economic integration is said to consist not only
of the internationalization of the markets for goods and services but
also for those of capital and labor, technology and entrepreneurship,
money and credit, as well as of the supporting economic institutions.

The institutional aspects of integration are not possible to measure
with statistical indicators, but their effects will presumably be re-
flected in the level and composition of trade and other kinds of
measurable economic links among members of a regional group. In
discussing integration in the CMEA East European economists tend
to focus on institutions that foster or hinder integration; Western
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economists, by contrast, seek statistical measures of commercial ties
among countries belonging to any regional group.

B. Can Integration in Eastern and Western Europe Be Compared?

What are the key differences and similarities between capitalist
and socialist type economic integration? Can the Common Market of
Western Europe and the CMEA be compared? To be sure, charac-
terizing the Common Market countries as "capitalist" and the CMEA
countries as "socialist" is an oversimplification. There is significant
state ownership and control over the means of production in the Com-
mon Market as well as a degree of supranational planning. Conversely,
market-type relations can be found both in the domestic economies of
individual CMEA countries and also in their relations with each other.
Still, the basic features of the two integration groups justifies charac-
terizing them as essentially market-oriented or centrally planned.

The fundamental difference between market-oriented and centrally
planned economic integration can be found in the institutions facilitat-
ing or hindering integration. In Western economies, in spite of the
expansion of the public sector and other deviations from perfect com-
petition, the bulk of international commerce is conducted by private
enterprise, seeking profit opportunities wherever it can find them.
Hence, a reduction or elimination of barriers to the movement of
goods, factors of production, and money across national boundaries
goes a long way toward integration. By contrast, once the market is
replaced by central planning, all movement of goods and factors
within the region (as transactions with outsiders) requires an explicit
action by the governments involved. The integration of CPE's de-
mands, therefore, more overt management and thus a more elaborate
bureaucratic structure.

The fundamental similarity between market-oriented and centrally
planned economic integration is that the purposes behind efforts to
integrate tend to be similar: (1) better division of labor (i.e., improved
specialization) desired as a source of economic growth; (2) economic
discrimination in favor of members; and (3) enhanced political power
for the integration group. The stronger countries (the United States
in the OECD, the U.S.S.R. in CMEA) usually hope that closer eco-
nomic ties will lead to closer political ties and eventually to political
unification; weaker countries seek the benefits of being associated
with a strong group but resist any significant loss of national inde-
pendence and freedom of action in the international arena.

Focusing on market-type economies, sophisticated statistical indi-
cators have been developed by Western economists and political scien-
tists to measure aspects of integration from the point of view of a
single member of a group or for a group of countries vis-a-vis other
groups or the rest of the world. The indices that can measure commer-
cial ties can refer either to the conditions or to the effects of integra-
tion. Among the conditions are those that have the power to affect
mobility (defined as elasticity in response to stimuli). One statistical
approach to measurement is to quantify the obstacles to the free move-
ment of goods or factors of production within a region. Among the
effects are actual movements of goods and services, factors of produc-
tion, technology, and money: One statistical approach is to measure
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changes in the level and composition of trade; another is to focus on
changes in the relative prices of goods or of factors of production
within a region.

Statistical measures of integration, which we will discuss in greater
detail in the next section, tend to give meaningful insights when ap-
plied to the same country or a group of countries over time. Less
meaningful are attempts to compare integration among countries or
groups of countries at any given moment. The reason is that it is so
difficult tohold "all other things constant."

Among the important variables that will influence comparative out-
comes are the economic size of the countries (regions) and the size
disparities within the groups, level of development, resource endow-
ment, distance from main suppliers and key markets, the economic
policies pursued (such as import substitution vs. export expansion),
the political objectives and relations of the countries within an inte-
gration group, and the group's economic and political relations with
the rest of the world. It is not possible to isolate simultaneously the
effects of these and other variables on integration outcomes because
the statistical sample of integration groups is limited. No union of
countries can therefore be compared meaningfully with the EC, which
itself is undergoing continuous transformation as new members are
added and political conditions in the member countries change.

In addition, attempted comparisons of the integration outcomes of
market and planned economies, i.e., the EC vs. the CMEA, encounter
special difficulties. One is the problem of calculating identical statis-
tical measures for both groups. For example, if the CMEA is viewed
as a Western-type custom union because its members discriminate
against outsiders, this would be reflected in the CMEA countries'
preference for higher-priced or lower-quality domestic or bloc sup-
pliers. That is, the CMEA aggregates its preferential trading area by
implicit quotas rather than by preferential tariffs or explicit quotas.
Moreover, even when it is possible to calculate nominally identical
measures for the EC and CMEA, institutional differences can under-
mine the validity of parallel statistical interpretation. Rather than
indicating successful integration, a relatively large volume of intra-
bloc trade, such as during the 1950's, may only reflect underlying
systemic or externally imposed commercial and financial barriers to
extra-regional trade.

To be sure, meaningful statistical comparisons of selected aspects
only of EC and CMEA integration can be made [see Fallenbuchl,
1980]. But comprehensive statistical measures are not readily avail-
able to compare the degree of integration of the EC and the CMEA.
Our efforts in the next section will therefore be limited to the con-
ceptualization and measurement of economic integration in the
CMEA.

C. Concepts and Measures of CAIEA Integration

The economic integration of socialist countries may be viewed from
the vantage point of the authorities in these nations, as they perceive
the problem. or as Western economists would envisage it. in theory or
in practice. In this section, we present both points of view, along with
some appropriate methods of measuring progress toward integration.
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1. APPROACHES BY CO1EA AND WESTERN ECONOEISTS

The perception of CMEA policymakers as to what might represent
progress toward integration is undoubtedly more subtle and complex
today than what it was two or three decades ago. At that time it was
generally believed that any decision tending to increase trade among
CMEA members at the expense of trade with non-members promoted
bloc integration, which was deemed to be a good thing. An indicator of
such progress widely used at the time was the percentage of each
member's total trade carried on with other members of the bloc. Viewed
thusly, the integration of the communist bloc reached its high point in
the 1950's, when every member of the CMEA, including the Soviet
Union, conducted a larger part of its trade with other members than it
does today, even though the organization itself was dormant. Lack of
dpportunities to trade outside the bloc, largely due to the Western stra-
tegic embargo, contributed significantly to this apparent integration.

Today, CMEA policymakers concerned with the pace of integration
would place considerable weight on the "deepening" of the intra-
CMEA division of labor, that is, on increased specialization within
branches and on "vertical" specialization by two or more countries
contributing inputs, components? or final assembling capability to
manufacture a product. "Deepening," of course, does not necessarily
increase the share of intra-CMEA trade in the total trade of the bloc.
Two CMEA members, each agreeing to specialize in a particular line
of production, may find that as their output and exports of the special-
ized products expand, their imports from the West needed to sustain
the increased output have to be stepped up pami passu. Gains in real
income due to specialization may also lead to larger imports from
non-member countries.

Countless books and articles published in the CMEA countries on
specialization approach the statistical measurement of integration by
citing increases in the absolute volume of trade, the share of trade turn-
over accounted for by CMEA partners, the number of signed bilateral
and multilateral trade and specialization agreements, or the share of
trade accounted for by various (usually poorly defined) specialization
or industrial cooperating agreements. That is, the statistical indica-
tors most often relied upon to show integration tend to be based on
supply data. No reference is made, as a rule, to conditions that must
be met or states that must be reached to have achieved some acceptable
or desired level of (static or dynamic) integration among the CMEA
countries. A representative review article presenting the kinds of evi-
dence CMEA economists often rely on to measure CMEA integration
is one by a GDR economist which has appeared in a leading Soviet
journal, also available in English [Morgenstern] .

A more sophisticated measure of integration sometimes used by
CMEA economists, as well as by the United Nations' Economic Com-
mission for Europe, is the "delta coefficient," which is the ratio of a
region's actual share of intrabloc trade to its hypothetical share. The
ratio is calculated on the assumption that intrabloc trade is propor-
tional to the region's share in total world exports and imports [UN].
To illustrate with hypothetical figures: if the EC were to account for
35 percent of total world exports and 30 percent of total world im-
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ports, then the hypothetical share of intra-EC trade would be 10.5
percent of world trade (35 percent X 30 percent). If the actual share
were, say, 15.75 percent, the "delta coefficient" would be 1.5 (=.1575

÷.105) .
According to a variant of this measure developed by an Austrian

economist, where delta coefficients are scaled on the basis of their maxi-
mum attainable level (the maximum would be achieved if all the trade
of a region were intrabloc), the highest degree of integration of CMEA
occurred in 1955 and again in 1962, and it has been declining up to 1975
(the last year included) [Fink]. But, in our view this and other related
measures of integration are only very approximate indicators of the
extent to which a bloc of countries trading in a protected common
market has achieved specialization according to its members' com-
parative advantage. One reason is that a bloc's share in world trade
may be depressed by a policy of systematic "trade aversion" on the part
of its member countries, or by discrimination against the bloc by out-
siders. Yet, net "trade creation" in intrabloc exchanges may not be
large enough to compensate for the drop in trade with the rest of the
world. In such a case, the delta coefficient would rise without any in-
crease in intrabloc specialization taking place. Stating the problem
differently: if the EC's higher foreign trade intensity than that of the
CMEA, measured by trade/GNP ratios, is not properly considered, the
delta coefficients will underestimate the trade integration of the EC
and overstate that of the CMEA [Baufeldt and Walter].

There is a more fundamental problem, however, with any type of
indicator that relies on changes in trade shares among members of a
preferential group. A decrease in the share in the face of an increase in
the absolute volume of intrabloc trade surely does not indicate a de-
cline in regional integration, just as an increase in the share in the face
of a stagnating or declining Xvolume of intrabloc trade does not signal
an increase in integration. Thus, the decline in the CMEA's delta coeffi-
cients between 1971 and 1976 was almost certainly due to increased
Soviet and East European trade with the West rather than disintegra-
tion of CMEA. Moreover, the requirement of bilateral balancing
within the CMEA encourages tied trade and re-exports, so that even
changes in the absolute volume of intrabloc trade may not necessarily
indicate a corresponding change in the degree of integration.

An interesting Western approach to the measurement of integration,
avoiding reliance on changes in trade shares and explicitly taking into
account domestic output and import demand, has been developed and
applied to the CMEA by French economists [Israelewicz]. It measures
the changes over time of a country's "degree of involvement" ("d") in
the regional or international economy by individual or groups of
products.

Specialization is measured by
d=Y

D
where

Y=domestic output of a commodity (group)
D=effective domestic demand, i.e., domestic output less exports plus

imports
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If d<1, it indicates that domestic demand is met by an excess of im-
ports over exports; if d>1, domestic demand is satisfied and exports
exceed imports. Increased specialization over time (among countries)
is found if. a country's "d's" tend to increase over time (or more rapidly
than those of other countries) for the region's, or the world's, most
progressive products.

Applying this method of calculation to a sample of 31 industrial
products accounting for about 20 percent of the U.S.S.R.'s (and a
somewhat higher percentage of the East European countries') exports
of manufactured products, the study found specialization within the
CMEA to be "a very slow process," with Poland being the most and
the GDR being the least specialized. The U.S.S.R., was omitted in this
comparison as a special case due to its size [Israelewicz].

Another promising approach is to compare actual trade within
a bloc with potential trade, which is econometrically estimated on the
basis of the distance between trading countries, their relative popula-
tions, and GNP's. Natural-resource endowments and industrial struc-
ture are other factors influencing potential trade that should be in-
cluded. but are usually omitted from these "gravity models." This is
the route chosen by Hewett [1976], who analyzes differences in the
foreign trade outcomes between centrally planned and market econo-
mies. One difficulty these models face, as Hewett stresses, is how to
allow for the impact on potential trade of the preferences of policy-
makers for trading with partners in the bloc rather than with out-
siders. Moreover, the potential is generally estimated from coefficients
derived from the trading records of Western economies, which them-
selves are far from exploiting the full advantages of interindustry
specialization.

The neoclassical approach to the definition and measurement of
integration differs radically from those just examined. An example
will illustrate the approach. Consider first a set of economies where
all investment and output decisions are strictly consistent with the
familiar requirements of "efficiency in production," yet trade among
them limited by artificial barriers (tariffs, quotas, exchange controls).
Suppose that all impediments to trade among them-though not neces-
sarily with the rest of the world-were removed. In the framework
of the neo-classical paradigm, a necessary and sufficient condition for
complete integration of this "bloc" would be that-the relative prices
of any pair of goods in every member country should be the same
(adjusted for transportation costs). A process of integration would
then consist in moving from an initial state, where relative prices dif-
fered significantly in each country, through a series of states, each
marked by a convergence of relative prices compared to the last. Any
temporary divergences in relative price trends due to exogenous events
would eventually have to be reversed, i.e., the trend toward equaliza-
tion of relative prices in each country would have to be resumed as in-
tegration proceeded.

Among CPE's (or, for that matter, among market economies where
the state interferes with production or investment decisions), con-
vergence toward equal price relatives is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for integration because government planners may order,
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or induce, levels of output or investment projects that are inconsistent
with comparative advantage.

How can one tell whether a country is investing along the lines of
comparative advantage? Consider two countries, A and B, both pro-
ducing some amounts of goods x and y in the presence of restrictions
on trade. Let coal-intensive good x be produced relatively cheaply in
A and oil-intensive good y be produced relatively cheaply in B. When
trade is facilitated by the removal of restrictions, A moves toward an
output-mix richer in x and B toward a mix richer in y. The scarcities
(or the shadow prices) of x and coal increase in A relative to the scar-
cities (or the shadow prices) of y and oil. The profitability (in terms
of shadow prices) of producing x and coal increase in A, that of
producing y and oil increases in B. To be consistent with comparative
advantage, investments and other resources must gravitate toward x
and coal in A and toward y and oil in B. If, instead, prior to the re-
moval of trade restrictions, large investments had flowed toward y
and oil in A and toward x and coal in B, the same relative scarcities
of these two pairs of goods might also have been attained in both
countries, at which point no trade would take place even in the ab-
sence of restraints. If investment decisions are systematically made
with an eye to equating relative scarcities within each country, then
members of the bloc would cease engaging in any mutual trade, and
perfect dis-inteirration would result.

Let us now examine the problem of measuring progress toward in-
tegration along these lines. In the light of our definition of an integra-
tion process, price and quantity indicators should be used to measure
changes in the degree of integration. But in CPE's, prices and costs
generally diverge from marginal rates of transformation in produc-
tion (due, among other factors, to low capital charges and to large
differences in the extent of indirect taxes and profits levied on various
goods). Moreover, wholesale accounting and retail prices have not had
much influence on the planners' choice of tradeable goods, nor have the
prices of exports and imports been reflected systematically in whole-
sale and retail prices. In this situation, changes in the relative prices of
goods would be difficult to use to give even an impression of the extent
to which relative scarcities within CMEA have tended to converge or
to diverge over time.

On the quantity side, the question is how to measure the convergence
or divergence of relative outputs among countries over time. The
method we suggest is analogous to the measurement of changes in the
distribution of incomes or wealth using the Lorenz curve approach.
Take as an example the statistics of production of metal-cutting
lathes, which we assume to be available for all countries in CMEA in
comparable measurement units. What is the percentage of the total
CMEA output of these goods in a given year represented by the small-
est producer (say, Bulgaria) or of the two smallest producers, and so
forth, until the entire output is accounted for? The results may be
plotted on a Lorenz curve, with the number of states shown on the
abscissa and the cumulative shares of total output they'represent on
the ordinate. Of interest then would be the changes in the position of
the curve observed through time. Clearly, progress toward integration
will be marked by greater "inequality" or a larger coefficient of vari-
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ation, that is, by each curve lying farther from the 45 degree line than
the last.

To see what the results of a systematic study with this measure
might yield, we selected a sample of 14 products from the CMEA
statistical yearbooks. Data availability limited the samples to rela-
tively highly aggregated products, such as lathes, tractors, and so on
(see table 1). According to our definition, a movement toward special-
ization would show a more unequal distribution of production, i.e.,
the smallest three or four producers accounting for a declining share
of total CMEA output over time. As could have been predicted, this
indicator of integration during 1950-76 shows dis-integration among
CMEA members for most products, largely because the countries that
produced the smallest relative outputs during the 1950's (Bulgaria
and Romania) have increased their shares of total bloc output over
time. Table 1 reveals that during 1950-6G, a trend toward specializa-
tion is found only. for 3 out of 1.3, during 1960-70 for 4 out of 14, and
during 1970-76 for 5 out of 14 products.

TABLE 1.-INDICATOR OF PRODUCT SPECIALIZATION IN CMEA: HAS THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTION LEVELS
AMONG CMEA MEMBERS1 BECOME MORE UNEQUAL?

Product 1950-60 1960-70 1970-76

Investment goods:
Tractors - Yes - No -No.
Railway cars -No- Yes -Yes.
Buses -No - No Yes.
Lathes -Not available - No No.

Intermediate goods:
Pig iron -No - No - No.
Steel -No - No - No.
Synthetic fertilizer -No -No -No.

Consumer products:
Shoes No -No -No.
TV se No -Yes - No.
Radio sets -Yes - Yes -Yes.
Textile fabrics -No -No No.
Cigarettes -Yes -Yes -Yes.

Agricultural products:
Butter -No - No Yes.
Meat -No - No - No.

X The CMEA as here defined includes the U.S.S.R. and the 6 East European countries of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the
German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Romania.

Source: Based on production data in physical units reported in various CMEA statistical yearbooks. The method of
calculation is described in the text.

This particular application of the proposed measure is far from
ideal, if only because we cannot rest a generalization about CMEA
integration or dis-integration on 14 arbitrarily chosen and quite ag-
gregated products. There is also the following conceptual problem.
One usually thinks of increased specialization as one country expand-
ing output at the expense of other countries;, but if one country
reduce8 output to let several other countries expand production a
little, might that not also be construed as a move toward increased
specialization? This is in fact what we found in the case of tractors:
During 1960-76, Hungary and the GDR were both giving up the pro-
duction of this item (their absolute production figures were declin-
ing), yet during the same period, the combined shares of the four
smallest CMEA producers were rising, so that the statistical results
cannot give an unambiguous answer.
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We computed the coefficient of variation of the percentages of out-
put of the 14 commodities represented by the different members ofCMEA. (The greater the coefficient, the greater in principle the degree
of integration.) To refine this measure, which is strongly influenced
by the large share of the U.S.S.R. in the total CMEA output of most
of these commodities (close to two-thirds), and to detect whether
subregional integration might be taking place among the six East
European countries, the coefficient of variation is shown both includ-
ing and excluding the Soviet Union.

The results in table 2 do not contradict the conclusions reached
earlier. First, in every instance, the coefficient of variation is signifi-
cantly greater, as expected, among the CMEA seven than among the
CMEA six (which excludes the U.S.S.R.). Second, for the CMEA
seven, between 1950 and 1960 the coefficient declines or remains essen-tially unchanged for 9 out of 14 commodities, between 1960 and 1970
again for 9 out of 14 commodities, and between 1970 and 1976 for
11 out of 14 products. The picture is somewhat different if we focus
on the six East European countries only. Between 1950 and 1960, thecoefficient declined or remained essentially unchanged for 13 out of
14 commodities (the single exception is tractors); between 1960 and
1970, it again declined or remained practically unchanged for 13 out
of 14 commodities (except for cigarettes). Between 1970 and 1976,
the coefficients increased for about half of the commodities sample,
indicating that there may have been a movement among the six coun-
tries toward specialization, although a significant increase is found
only for TV and radio sets. Our tentative conclusion is that "dis-integration" appears to have been taking place in the CMEA between
1950 and 1970 as the less developed countries installed capacity toproduce many products that were previously the monopoly of the
more industrialized members, but after 1970 this trend appears to
have been halted and some specialization decisions implemented.

These statistical results illustrate the problem of quantifying theproposed measure of integration. One may argue, for example, thatworking with more disaggregated products, which would distinguish,
say, lathes of various dimensions and degrees of. automatic control,might show more positive results on specialization, since individual
members of CMEA are more willing to agree-to specialize in nar-rowly defined than in broadly defined product groups.

A method of measuring progress toward integration in terms ofprices and outputs may also be devised on the basis of index-number
theory. First, calculate for certain benchmark years the aggregate
output (GNP or industrial production, depending on whether only
specialization in industrial goods is of concern) for any pair of coun-tries A and B in CMEA, using, alternatively, the prices of A and Bto measure the aggregate. It is well known that the ratio of country
A's output to B's will be larger when B's prices are used to weightthe outputs of both A and B than when A's prices are used, if and
only if the relative outputs of the two countries are inversely corre-lated with their prices. Otherwise, the result will be reversed [Ames
and Carson].

If the ratio in question, measured at two points of time with thesame sets of prices drawn from A and from B, marks an increase, it will
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TABLE 2.-INDICATOR OF PRODUCT SPECIALIZATION IN CMEA: COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF PERCENTAGES OF
OUTPUT LEVELS FOR SELECTED COMMODITIES, 1950-76

CMEA-71 CMEA-6R

Product 1950 1960 1970 1976 1950 1960 1970 1976

Investment goods:
Tractors -2.06 1.97 2.08 1.97 0.75 1.11 0.95 1.00
Railway cars -1.68 1.31 1.42 1.46 1.16 .92 .81 .93
Buses -1.06 1.92 1.64 1.59 1.62 .80 .80 .84
Lathes -1.42 1. 41 1.45 1.54 1. 04 .83 .42 .35

Intermediate goods:
Pig iron -2.07 1.97 1.98 1.94 .93 .75 .64 .61
Steel -1.92 1.90 1.87 1.82 .76 .70 .58 .61
Synthetic fertilizer 1.49 1.37 1.56 1.64 1.98 1. 51 .87 .78

Consumer products:
Shoes -1.63 1.59 1.53 1.43 .74 .54 .51 .48
TV sets 1.71 1. 57 1.80 1.73 2.44 .85 .38 . .0
Radio sets…-------- 1.36 1. 62 1. 80 1.59 .79 .67 .60 .bi
Textile fabrics -1.51 1.64 1.64 1.62 .55 .47 .44 .45
Cigarettes 1.46 1. 58 1.45. 1.42 .45 .47 .57 .64

Agricultural products:
Butter --- 1.73 1.64 1.64 1.60 .98 .90 .86 .90
Meat -1.24 1.41 1.42 1.26 .89 .62 .55 .53

'U.S.S.R. and the 6 East European countries.
'6 East European countries only.

Source: See table 1.

denote a trend toward greater integration. This is because the con-
stancy in prices ensures that a rise in the ratio implies a greater
divergence (variance) between the quantities produced in A and B.
To check whether prices have converged in a given period, a cal-
culation may be made of the output ratio in the two countries at the
beginning and at the end of the period, using beginning-of-the-period
and end-of-the-period prices and keeping quantities constant. Need-
less to say, there is an underlying assumption that the quantities and
prices entering the ratio in each period are a representative sample
of all the outputs and of all the prices in each economy.

The neo-classical framework for analyzing specialization and inte-
gration (in which the ideas developed in the foregoing pages are
rooted) has lately come under attack among Western economists. One
of its chief drawbacks is that it has little to say about the extraordi-
narily rapid growth of intra-industry exchanges and about the related
phenomenon of balanced trade within sectors and even within sub-
sectors in trade among developed market economies.

In many developed countries the share of foreign trade in GNP has
increased only moderately. Yet the intensity of trade within prac-
tically all industrial sectors has increased drastically, in some cases
by some 50 to 100 percent during the last decade. The reason for this
apparent paradox is that the composition of GNP of many industrial
countries has shifted from high-trade to low-trade sectors, mainly
from manufacturing to services, public services in particular [Lind-
beck].

What explains the success of increasing intra-industrv and the
failure to deepen inter-sectoral specialization after the elimination
of tariffs? Balassa's explanation for the EC focuses on product dif-
ferentiation and strong promises to protect existing industries. He
finds that the elimination of tariffs has led to increased exchanges
of consumer goods and specialization in narrower ranges of machinery
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and intermediate products. "The increased exchange of consumer
goods is compatible with unchanged production in the consumer goods
industries of each of the participating countries while changes in
product composition can be accomplished in the framework of exist-
ing machinery and intermediate products industries" [Balassa].

Focusing on the effect of successive tariff reductions among GATT
countries, HIufbauer and Chilas explain the failure to deepen inter-
sectoral specialization in terms of the process of bargaining for the
mutual concessions that paved the way for the expansion of trade
among these developed nations. They argue that the negotiators, in
the framework of GATT, swapped tariff concessions, which had to
be more or less balanced to receive domestic support from the indus-
tries that were likely to be affected. Often the consent of a powerful
firm could be obtained for an import that might threaten its sales
only if a countervailing concession could be secured for one of its
exports.

With regard to the protection of domestic industries, the situation
within CMEA seems to be analogous, particularly as regards the mu-
tual trade of its East European members. CMEA negotiations on
reciprocal deliveries take place within specialized commissions, one
for each industrial sector like machine-building, chemicals, textiles,
and so forth. In this framework, concessions are likely to be "bal-.
anced." There is little chance that one country will concede an export
surplus to one or more other members in the goods under the juris-
diction of one commission in counterpart for the opportunity of run-
ning a surplus in the goods subject to negotiation in another com-
mission.

Trade in machinery within the CMEA illustrates the point. Table 3
shows the share of machinery in the total imports and exports of indi-
vidual CMEA countries and that of the bloc, with and without the
U.S.S.R., for three 5-year periods between 1960-64 and 1970-74. We
find that trade in machinery has grown much faster than in other
products, especially among the six East European countries, where in
just ten years the share of machinery in their mutual trade had in-
creased from about 40 percent to 54 percent. The main reason for this
is the rapid increase in the machinery exports of the less developed
countries, especially those of Bulgaria and Romania, and also of
Poland, principally to the more developed markets of the GDR and
Czechoslovakia. Thus, the large export and import surpluses of the
1950's and 1960's in intrabloc trade in machinery, and in the cor-
responding offset categories of raw materials and foodstuffs, have
diminished over time as "tied" reciprocal deliveries became the frame-
work for trade within the CMEA.

Intra-industry trade among developed nations cannot be explained
satisfactorily by specialized factor endowment or by any of the stand-
ard theories of the neo-classical paradigm. Neither can its advantages
be measured in terms of the familiar gains-from-trade arguments. The
explanations now being looked into by theorists run in terms of econo-
mies of scale and product differentiation in imperfectly competitive
markets, while the advantages of trade without specialization may be
attributed to the broadening of consumer choice, the limitation of the
power of oligopolies, and the enlarged possibilities for the transmission
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TABLE 3.-SHARE OF MACHINERY IN INTRA-CMEA TRADE, 1960-74

15-yr arithmetic average percent!

Imports Exports

Country 1960-64 1965-69 197D-74 . 1960-64 1965-69 1970-74

U.S.S.R --- 47.7 48.6 49.8 28.4 31.8 34.7
Eastern Europe:

Less developed:
Bulgaria -52.7 51.8 51.1 21.6 31.3 40.8
Romania -40.9 44.6 51.8 20.7 25.1 32.8

Medium developed:
Hungary -36.3 35.9 40,2 44.8 42.9 44.8
Poland -39.7 44.0 45.4 41. 8 50.1 52.7

More developed:
German Democratic Republic 21.2 31.3 40.4 55.3 58.3 59.9
Czechoslovakia -31.9 35. 6 38.9 51. 3 57.9 58.9

CMEA-7 -38.6 42.4 45.7 38.4 42.4 45.7
CMEA-6 (excludes U.S.S.R.) -41.2 48.9 54.3 40.3 48.9 54. 2

Source: Jan Vanous computer printouts from Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and Bal-
ances of CMEA Countries, 1950-75 (Vancouver: Department of Economics, University of British Columbia).

of technology [Hufbauer and Chilas]. It can hardly be claimed that
expansion of balanced intra-industry trade, so characteristic of
exchanges among both Eastern and Western nations, promotes the
type of integration that reduces or eliminates differences in relative
scarcities among trading partners, at least to the same extent as inter-
sectoral trade might be expected to. In our view, despite the advan-
tages that we have listed, its potential for facilitating growth or
increasing consumers' welfare is definitely inferior to what we would
associate with a freer type of trade.

APPENDIX

SURVEY OF THE ENGLIsH-LANGUAGE LITERATURE ON CMEA INTEGRATION AND
RELATED Topics 1

This appendix annotates and cross-references a selective list of books published
in the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and in Western countries; articles published
in the West; and special studies included in a series of compendia on the U.S.S.R.
and Eastern Europe issued by the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress.
The survey is not comprehensive. Its main limitations are: (1) With a very few
exceptions, only publications in the English language are included. (2) With
respect to the literature originating from the CMEA countries, principally books
(including edited volumes and document collections) are listed, supplemented by
a few articles from two English-language journals published, respectively, in
Hungary and Poland.! (3) With respect to articles and special studies, the prin-
cipal focus Is on those published in the West, without claiming to have listed
everything important. For example, much of the large literature on CMEA inte-
gration written from the perspective of political science, economic geography, or
law has been omitted. (4) Generally excluded also are works that focus on just
one CMEA country or on just one segment of CPE trade, such as East-West or
East-South commerce. (5) Items that should have been included may have
escaped attention.

There is a need to build current research on earlier works, which students and
scholars often find difficult to do because the relevant literature is scattered in
many different types of journals, publishers, and volumes of collected studies. The
purpose of this survey is not to overwhelm the reader with the longest possible
list of publications but to guide those wishing to undertake further research on

IWe would like to thank J. van Brabant for helpful suggestions on a draft of this
Acts. 0econoplna (Budapest) and Oeconomica Polona (Warsaw).
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some aspect of CMEA integration and related topics. Listed are several bibliogra-
phies which provide a more comprehensive guide to the CMEA literature. More-
over, most of the other publications listed in our selected bibliography contain
their own extensive reference citations.

The appendix is divided into three sections. Section A presents a chronological
guide to the English-language books published by Western and Eastern economists
between 1950 and 1980, supplemented by a few books published in French and
German. Section B cross-references each publication listed in the bibliography
under one or more topic. Section C contains a two-part bibliography: Part 1 on
CMEA integration and part 2 a short list of additional works cited in the main
text.

A. Chronological Guide to the Literature by Western and Eastern Economists

No major work of significance appears to have been published, in English, on
socialist integration for almost a decade-and-a-half after the CMEA was estab-
lished in 1949. This probably reflects the dormancy of the organization and that
of foreign trade in general in the socialist countries, as well as the economic and
political isolation of the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe from the West. For almost
ten years thereafter, several books have appeared in English, but all of them
were written by Western economists. During 1971-75, a spate of books appeared,
in the West and In Eastern Europe, apparently marking the beginning of a period
in which economists from the CMEA countries attempted to communicate with
their counterparts in the West by publishing books in English. This increased
openness of communications continued during the second half of the 1970's.

Focusing on publications by Western economists, it is of course not surprising
that American and British authors dominate the English-language literature. It Is
more interesting to note that of the 16 books authored or edited by experts from
the CMEA countries found by our admittedly incomplete search of the literature,
seven originated in Hungary, seven in the U.S.S.R. and two In other CMEA coun-
tries. The significant contribution of Hungarian economists to the English-lan-
guage literature on CMEA integration can probably be traced to the country's
strong tradition in economics and the relative obscurity of the Hungarian lan-
guage which compels their experts to present their views (not only to the West
but to the East also) in a language more readily accessible than Hungarian.

The pioneering work on CPE foreign trade, including integration, Is the book by
Pryor [103], which describes the role and main institutions of CPE trade (i.e.,
planning, organization, criteria for decision-making, how prices are set), the
theory and practice of conducting foreign trade, and prospects for reforming the
traditional CPE foreign trade system.

The first book devoted entirely to socialist integration was the 1965 study by
Kaser [52], tracing the evolution of the CMEA and highlighting the achievements
and problems of integration; a second and revised edition was published in 1967.

In 1968, two comprehensive volumes that are still basic works on CPE foreign
trade were published. One is by Wiles [139], a most wide-ranging contribution to
the field. containing not only economic but also historical, sociological, political,
and philosophical treatments of the subject. Particularly interesting is the dis-
cussion of Soviet and East European trade theories (based on Marx's doctrine of
non-equivalent exchange, which Wiles criticizes strongly) ; his views on bilateral-
ism; his reconstruction and analysis of the balance of payments of selected CPE's
and their balance of payments adjustment process; and the use of trade as an
instrument of peace or warfare.

The other 1968 volume, edited with an analytical introduction by Brown and
Neuberger [26], Is based on a conference on International Trade and Central
Planning at the University of Southern California In Los Angeles, sponsored by
the Joint Committee on Slavic Studies of the American Council of Learned
Societies and the Social Science Research Council. The purpose of the Confer-
ence was to Initiate a systematic study of centrally planned foreign trade, a
neglected field in the West up to then. Among the key Issues discussed were the
level and structure of CPE trade, the Institutional mechanism of trade. commer-
cial policies, the balance of payments adjustment process, and future prospects.
Concerning the level of trade, it was concluded that trade-income ratios of CPE's
tended to be lower than In "comparable" market economies, but the ratios of
CPE's tended to rise more rapidly. CPE's tend to curtail nonessential imports but
Increase rapidly essential imports to break bottlenecks created by rapid Indus-

70-528 0 - 81 - 13
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trialization under taut central planning. Furthermore, primary product exports
with low import content are gradually replaced by industrial exports that are
highly import intensive, which re-enforces the rapid rise of imports.

Concerning the commodity 8tructure of trade, it was concluded that rapid,
forced industrialization has created increasing difficulties of selling exports for
convertible currency, re-enforced by a neglect of agriculture which has reduced
the availability of goods for exports and increased the demand for imports. In
the Brown-Neuberger volume one of us (Montias) explored the relationship be-
tween investment and trade cycles with a simulation model. It was revealed that
the concentration of investment in heavy industry, especially in machinery, led
over time: (1) to a decline in the share of machinery in the less developed CMEA
countries' imports from the more advanced CMEA countries; and (2) to the con-
traction of exportable surpluses of raw materials and foodstuffs required in in-
creased amounts for their domestic economy and to pay for Western imports.
These developments, in turn, have created difficulties for the more advanced
CPE's, such as Czechoslovakia and the GDR, which depended so heavily on their
partner's demand for machinery.

Concerning the balance-of-payments adjustment mechanism, Hoeffding pro-
vided an empirical analysis of the Soviet Union's response, in its trade with the
West and in its trade within the bloc, to a grain-import-induced severe CC bal-
ance-of-payments problem. Holzman presented a theoretical discussion of BOP
adjustment under central planning. One of his conclusions was that in relations
with the West, a CPE's chief method may be adjusting the price it charges for
exports and the domestic price of imports-measures that can be viewed as sur-
rogates for exchange rate depreciation in Western countries with CC's-while in
trade with other CPE's, external imbalances tend to be corrected via adjustments
in the quantities traded.

Turning now to books published in the early 1970s by CMEA economists, one
of the first major works in English Is by the Hungarian economist Kiss [531. An
interesting feature of the book is a detailed review of the Western literature
on international trade, which takes up nearly a third of the volume, but with
little discussion of its relevance to CPE trade. The rest of the book describes the
organizational, economic, and financial arrangements in the CMEA and sketches
some interesting ideas on the relationship between domestic economic reforms
and reforms in the CMEA trade and financial mechanism.

Another volume is a collection of 11 essays by Hungarian specialists in foreign
trade, edited by Vajda and Simal [129]. Several of the essays are pioneering as
far as discussions by East European experts are concerned, although there are
few attempts to formulate testable hypotheses. One contribution especially rele-
vant is Berend's frank review of the political and economic conditions prevailing
at the time the OMEA was established. His analysis shows that during the
interwar period, East European integration was hampered by unhealthy rivalry,
including high tariffs; early postwar integration attempts were thwarted by
Soviet rejection of the concept; while more recent tries have floundered on un-
realistic forms of proposed integration and on central planning. Other contribu-
tions of particular interest to Western economists include Augustinovics' use
of input-output methods to analyze the relations between the commodity compo-
sition of foreign trade and economic structure, and Tardos' discussion of linear
programming models for guiding the economy toward efficient resource allocation
through trade.

Another Hungarian volume is by Ausch [5]. After presenting some historical
information on the early years of CMEA's integration efforts, it focuses on the
role of prices in the CMEA. The book's main contribution is showing how and
why the shortcomings of the CMEA price system create bilateralism, and why
this hinders an effective division of labor among the countries. One of the first
English-language publication of papers presented by economists from the mem-
ber countries at a CMEA conference on "The Nature and Problems of the CMEA
Market" was edited by Kiss [54].

Among the major books by a Soviet economist translated into English in 1973
is a treatise by Maximova [87], a leading specialist on questions of capitalist
and socialist integration. Although her book is mainly a Marxist critique of
capitalist integration, it includes chapters on the Marxist definition of integration
and on socialist integration.

Appearing in the same year and focusing only on socialist integration is
another work by a leading Soviet specialist, Senin [112]. The author examines
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the theory and methodology of the international socialist division of labor, formsof integration, and the ways and means of achieving it. The work is of consider-able interest as an authoritative statement of the Soviet position on the issuesas of the late 1960s; it has been translated into several East European languages.Other, more descriptive or polemical works were also published in English in theU.S.S.R. during the first half of the 1970's, including [3] and [8].
Turning now to Western contributions appearing around this period, a treatiseby Boltho [14] discussed the theoretical criteria and practical planning methodsof foreig4 trade decisions in Eastern Europe.
Statistical data on the foreign trade of the CMEA countries plus Yugoslaviahas been compiled by Marer [78], presenting some 300 pages of statistical tabu-lations and a detailed discussion of the problems of standardizing CPE foreigntrade data. The work describes the CMEA and the principal Western tradenomenclature systems, the practical difficulties of their reconciliation, and theproblems that impair the comparability of CPE trade data over time and acrosscountries within and outside the bloc. Building on this effort, Vanous has createdand continuously updates a computerized l)ata Bank of Foreign Trade Flowsand Balances of the Seven CMEA Countries, available.on printouts or computertapes to any interested user.'
Two Western contributions focused on the foreign trade prices and termsof trade of the CMEA countries. Marer [79] describes how foreign trade pricesand price levels are determined in CPE trade and provides estimates for variouscountries and time periods of prices at which CMEA countries trade with eachother and with the West. Taking world market prices as a reference point, hefinds that during the 1950's and 1960's intrabloc prices were relatively high. Theforeign trade price mechanism in intrabloc trade was explored in even greaterdetail by Hewett [41]. After reviewing the Eastern and Western literature onthe topic, Hewett undertakes, on the basis of original methodology, an empiricalanalysis of intra-CMEA prices and terms of trade. He describes the influence ofprices on intra-CMEA trade flows, the various price reform proposals by econo-mists of the member countries, and analyzes the institutional reasons why eventhe most reasonable-sounding CMEA price reform proposal could not be imple-mented.
A descriptive, chronological account of new proposals made, the official posi-tions taken at various times and contexts, and the compromises reached regard-ing CMEA integration between 1967 and 1971, can be found in Schaefer [110].Van Brabant's treatise [131] analyzes the advantages and disadvantages ofCMEA bilateralism, stressing that there is some rationale for it, given the growthstrategy and economic model typical of CPE's. He compares the results of a bi-lateral trade policy with what could have been obtained by a multilateral tradepolicy. Although a reliable quantitative estimate of the benefits and costs ofbilateralism eludes the author, van Brabant's analysis provides theoretical andpractical insights into many aspects of the problem. Further attempts to quantifythe costs of bilateralism can be found in studies by Brada ([20], and [21]),which also represent Western applications of foreign trade models developedin Eastern Europe by Trzeciakowski [127] and Tardos [123].
One of the most significant contributions to the field is Holzman's 1974 collec-tion of his own essays [44], written mostly during the preceding decade. Thevolume covers a significant body of theoretical contributions to the field duringthis period, including discussion of the foreign trade adjustment mechanisms ofCPE's; the relationship between trade and growth; the question of autarky vs.-integration of the planned economies on their regional market and vis-a-vis theworld market; and commercial policies of CPEs (bilateralism, protectionism,dumping, and economic warfare). Several chapters focus on the history, insti-tutions, and performance of the foreign trade of the U.S.S.R.
A comprehensive introductory college text by the same author [45] reviewsin non-technical terms Soviet and East European foreign trade theory, foreigntrade institutions and practices, and examines the postwar trade policies ofthese countries in their East-East, East-West, and East-South setting.
A pioneering attempt to examine the validity of trade patterns predicted byconventional economic theory for the trade of the U.S.S.R. with partners in andoutside of the CMEA is the work of Rosefielde [107].

a Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia,2075 Westbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1Y2, Canada.
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Turning again to works by CMEA authors, a polemic attempt to compare
socialist and capitalist integration by a Soviet international lawyer is Kuznetsov
[60]. More scientific are some other works by Soviet experts: A collection pub-
lished by the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. (118], by Bogomolov [13], and
by three authors [61]. A comprehensive review of the Eastern and Western
literature on socialist and market integration was published in 1976 by Palankal
[100]. Very useful for a Western reader is a 600-page collection of key docu-
ments on CMEA integration, published in Moscow [94].

There was a rare opportunity for leading economists from the East and the
West to engage in a productive dialogue on economic integration at the Fourth
Congress of the International Economic Association, held In Hungary in 1974,
whose theme was economic integration among countries. Two proceedings vol-
umes were published. The first, edited by Machiup [73], contains 13 of the prin-
cipal invited papers and nearly 50 comments by leading specialists from East
and West. The second volume, edited by Simai and Garam [115], is comprised
of 38 shorter contributions by specialists from East and West. As is typical of
proceedings of these type, the quality of the contributions is uneven in both
volumes. Nevertheless, these proceedings provide an excellent opportunity to
sample, in English, the views on integration of foreign trade specialists from
many countries, including even the perspective of a specialist from Mongolia.
Another collection of studies presented at a Western conference on CMEA inte-
gration was published in the same year [80].

A study published in 1976 summarizes the various rationales and theories of
economic integration and then describes and contrasts the institutions and prac-
tices of the European Economic Community and of the CMEA [19]. A 1977
book by van Brabant [132] on the institutional and theoretical aspects of the
CMEA financial system focuses on such topics as the largely unsuccessful
attempts in the CMEA to multilateralize intrabloc transactions, the organiza-
tion and functions of CMEA's two regional banks, the role of exchange rates,
details of monetary reform proposals by experts from the CMEA countries, and
the problems and prospects of their implementation.

One of the most comprehensive attempts to evaluate critically the limited
progress so far of CMEA integration and to put forth reform proposals is by
the Hungarian economist Pecsi [101]. Another pioneering and highly theoretical
work, attempting to provide a realistic optimization model for planning a so-
cialist economy, with emphasis on the planning of foreign trade, is the book by
Polish economist Trzeciakowski [127].

A comprehensive review of the institutions and economics of CMEA integra-
tion, containing much original material and Interpretation, can be found in the
French-language works of Lavigne, especially [64]. Austrian and German spe-
cialists have also contributed comprehensive studies in German, including [4],
[12], [49], and [65].

Another recent conference and a volume based on It has examined the sensi-
tivity of individual CMEA countries and that of the CMEA as a group to major
International economic disturbances during the 1970s: the energy crisis, Infla-
tion, and recessions [97]. The studies analyze the key trade-offs between external
and internal economic balance, concluding that the sensitivity of individual
CMEA countries to these disturbances has varied as a consequence of differences
In their domestic economic and political situation, their involvement in inter-
national commodity and factor markets, and their ability to introduce consistent
and affective policy responses.

We have edited a book [85] which traces its origin to a 1976 conference on
East European Integration and East-West Trade. It was sponsored by the Joint
Committee on Eastern Europe of the American Council of Learned Societies
and the Social Science Research Council-a tenth anniversary follow-up to the
conference on International Trade and Central planning cited earlier.

Let us therefore compare and contrast the publications that resulted from the
two conferences. In the earlier volume, edited by Brown and Neuberger [26],
there was an emphasis on what is different and unique about centrally planned
foreign trade, as is appropriate for a new and emerging field of study. The
contributions in the more recent volume seek to find both similarities and
differences between CPEs and market-type economies, revealing that CPEs have
important features that make it possible to compare them with nations outside
of Eastern Europe. The contributions also recognize that the CPEs themselves
should be increasingly differentiated-by size, level of development, historical
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,and political tradition, and the extent of modifications in the traditional CPEsystem that nations may undertake in individual fashion.A further distinction between the two works is that while most of the con-tributions in the Brown-Neuberger volume tended to be descriptive of CPEforeign-trade institutions and policies, necessary at an early stage of research,many contributions In the more recent volume are analytical.and theoretical,made possible by the fact that the authors could build on the earlier, and byand large still relevant, descriptive contributions. One aspect is the inclusionin our volume of several econometric studies, whereas there was neither a firmenough theoretical foundation nor adequate-statistical information to attempteconometric work ten years ago.
Concerning future pro.pects, the only issue that received considerable atten-tion in the earlier volume was the question of economic reforms, Includingreforms in- the foreign-trade sector. It was recognized, especially by Grossman,that balance-of-payments problems would provide pressure for reforms in East-ern Europe, but not in the U.S.S.R. Yet it was felt, notably by Bergson, thatCPE's would probably not move rapidly toward improved efficiency either intheir domestic or in their foreign-trade sectors because serious obstacles, iden-tified by Neuberger as "legacies of a Soviet-type CPE," remain against economic-decentralization-type reforms. In retrospect, ten years later one finds the pre-diction quite accurate, except in the case of Hungary which in 1968 did intro-duce major reforms.
It is interesting to note that no one even raised the possibility ten years agothat one policy option the CPE's might have is to borrow heavily from the West.Looking ahead, it is not difficult to predict that the large indebtedness, espe-cially of the East European countries, will remain critically Important inshaping not only East-West trade but also CMEA integration.With respect to some of the specific contributions in the recent volume, it In-cludes an essay by the editors on CMEA integration, which is an earlier versionof the main text of this contribution. Hewett attempts to measure and explaindifferences -between centrally planned and market economies in their foreign-trade behavior and outcomes, i.e., trade level, direction, and structure. Two shortessays by political scientists Abonyi and Sylvain critically examine the relevanceof -political science theories on international integration to the experience ofCMEA. Caporaso contrasts the difference between EC and CMEA in terms of thehistorical, political, and socio-economic conditions present when the respectiveregions began their integration efforts and deduces conclusions regarding com-parisons involving the EC and CMEA. Wolf develops a framework for analyzingthe short-run, macro-economic adjustments of both conventional CPE's and"modified" CPE's such as Hungary to external economic disturbances, such asinflation or changes in terms of trade.
Brainard's contribution focuses on the CMEA financial system. Fallenbuchlcompares Industrial policy in the CMEA and the EEC; that is, national andsupranational efforts to promote industrial growth by encouraging structuralchanges in the branch or geographic composition of an industrial sector, focusingon the steel industry. Vanons presents an econometric model of intra-CMEAforeign trade, an interesting attempt to combine the rudiments of a theory of thekey determinants of intrabloc trade with an empirical testing of the model.Further contributions view Integration from the perspective of.individual mem-bers of the CMEA.
While much progress has been made in the analysis of CMEA trade, some areasremain relatively unexplored: (1) There have been very few studies of EastEuropean integration by individual industries. Fallenbuchl's study of trade andspecialization in steel products In [341 Is one of the rare exceptions. Intra allia,a careful study of agricultural specialization in CMEA would fill an importantgap. (2) Integration by subregions of the CMEA area-e.g., the Danubian basin,the "Northern tier"-has also been neglected. (3) We know far too little alsoabout the relation between technical progress and trade. When an innovationoccurs, either in the West or in a socialist country, how is it diffused amongCMEA countries? Once a CMEA member begins to produce a new product, doesIt usually manage to secure a monopoly in the bloc? Does it relinquish thismonopoly once the product has become technologically less novel and attractive?In other words, Is there a "product cycle" in CMEA, as there is in the West, suchthat less advanced countries eventually take over the production of technologicalnovelties from the pacesetters who, in turn, begin to produce new things? In
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the absence of a product cycle, we would expect growing parallelism. The only
English-language publication known to us in this general area-the compendium
of papers edited by Wasowski In 1970 [137] (in which the contributions by
Richard Judy and Alexander WoronJak focused on the diffusion of technologies
among CMEA countries), but the book is now, at least in part, outdated. (4)
Finally, there is still much to be done before we understand fully the relation
between East-West and intra-CMEA trade. The study of this problem has been
impeded until now by the fact that most CMEA countries did not publish CTN
breakdowns by geographic area, so that we had no precise data on the shares of
developed market and of centrally pLhined economies in any given CMEA coun-
try's imports by commodity categories. As these data become more abundant and
begin to enter Western data banks, scholars will. have an opportunity to analyze
foreign-trade decisions in greater depth. We will then know, or have a better
sense of, how any given CMEA member copes, for example, with a bad harvest
and a decreased ability to export farm products: Which exports will it increase
and to what countries to make up the shortfall? What imports coming from
which countries will it curtail? Such analytical exercises would also shed light
on the constraints individual CMEA members must observe in redeploying their
trade in the wake of any unexpected event due to the fixed nature of certain
long-term contracts, especially with CMEA partners but also with certain less
developed countries.

Anyone interested in a survey of what we do and do not know about socialist
economic integration should find the most recent book by van Brabant [133],
currently in press, useful.
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INTRODuCTION

This paper presents population projections by age and sex for the
eight Communist countries of Eastern Europe-Albania, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, Ro-
mania, and Yugoslavia. Population trends are described very briefly in
the first section of the text. The sources, methods, and assumptions
employed in making the projections are discussed in the second section.
The text tables present the results of the projections in summary form,
some derivative data, and figures relating to the fertility and mortality
assumptions. Detailed results for the eight countries combined and for
each country individually are given in the appendix tables. Table I
gives total population on January 1, and July 1, absolute numbers of
births, deaths, and natural increase, and the corresponding rates per
1,000 population for every fifth year of the period 1950 to 2000 and for
each year of the period 1975 to 1985. Table II shows the projected
distribution of the population by sex in 5-year age groups for every
fifth year of the period 1980 to 2000. The numbers of persons by sex
in the pre-school, primary school, working, and retirement ages for
every fifth year of the period 1980 to 2000 are given in tables III, IV, V,
and VI, respectively.

POPULATION TRENDS, 1950 To 2000

The following discussion of population trends in Eastern Europe is
very brief. More detailed discussions are given in earlier articles and
reports by the Foreign Demographic Analysis Division., This section

*Foreign Demographic Analysis Division, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of
Commerce. The assistance of Gail Neumann, Vickie Hart, Millie Hofmann, Carole Truss,
Nancy Graves, Sandy Kave. and Joyce Howard is gratefully acknowledged.
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P-91, No. 25, Washington, D.C. July 1976 and in Godfrey Baldwin, "Population Estimates
and Projections for Eastern Europe: 1950 to 2001." in U.S. Congress, Joint Economic
Committee, "East European Economies Post-Helsinki," Washington, D.C., U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1977.
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will highlight the population trends and the changes in the currentprojections by this Division compared to those presented previously.
The population of the eight countries of Eastern Europe increased

by 23.9 million between 1950 and 1975. This represents an averageannual growth rate of 0.8 percent (table 1). The rate declined during
the fifties and early sixties but it hasn't changed very much since themid-sixties. Most of the earlier decline was due to a decline in the birthrate. For the region as a.whole, the birth rate dropped from about 26births per 1,000 population in 1950 to 17 per 1,000 in 1965 (table 2).
Since 1965 the rate has fluctuated around 17-18 per 1,000. This rela-tively stable rate is in contrast to the generally falling birth rates inmost of Europe after 1965. The higher rate in Eastern Europe has beendue, in part, to programs designed to increase fertility which wereinstituted by the governments of several of these countries.

The crude death rate for Eastern Europe declined from 12 deathsper 1,000 population in 1950 tper 1er 1,000 in the mid-sixties and then
increased slightly to above 10 per 1,000 in the late seventies. The slightincrease in the crude death rate has been due to the gradual aging ofthe population although the decline the he age-specific mortality rateshas also been slower since the mid-sixties. The trend in the naturalincrease rate reflects the changes in both the birth rate and the death
rate. The natural increase rate for Eastern Europe declined from 14per. 1,000. in 1950 to .8 in 1965 and it has remained around 7-9 per 1,000
since 1965.

According to the projections presented in this report, the population
of Eastern Europe is expected-to number between 145 million and 156million by the year 2000 (table 3). The principal determinant of thesize of the future population will be the trend in fertility. Four fer-tility trends are postulated for the projections: high, medium, low, andconstant. The amount of population growth expected during the period1975-2000 is about the same for the medium and constant series. Theyshow absolute increases of 21 and 22 million, respectively, and bothindicate an average annual rate of 0.6 percent for the 25-year period.The high series implies an absolute increase of more than 26 millionand an average annual rate of 0.7 percent, whereas the low series postu-lates an increase of only 16 million and an average rate of only 0.5
percent yearly.

Since migration after 1979 is assumed to be negligible for each coun-try, the projected growth rate for any particular year is simply thedifference between the corresponding birth and death rates. The pro-jected birth, death, and natural increase rates for 1980, 1990, and 2000are shown in table 4. The crude birth rate is projected to remain around17-18 per 1,000 for the high series, decline-slightly to between 15 and 16per 1,000 for the medium and constant-series,-and decline to below 13per 1,000 for the low series. The crude death rate for all four series isexpected .to remain near 10-11 per 1,000 throughout the projection
period. These trends result in a stable rate of natural increase for thehigh series, slightly declining rates for the medium and constant series,
and a moderately-declining rate for the low series.

The growth rates for most of the eight countries were low tomoderate (i.e., 0.5 to 1.3 percent) during the 1950-75 period (table 1).Albania and the German Democratic Republic were the exceptions.
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Albania's average annual rate of 2.7 percent was more than double that
of any of the other countries. The higher rate for Albania was due to a
much higher birth rate. Even though fertility has declined in Albania
during the last 25 years it is still considerably higher than in the other
countries. The German Democratic Republic was the only country
among the eight to have a smaller population in 1975 than in 1950-
due primarily to emigration, which was enormous prior to the building
of the Berlin Wall in 1961. Since 1950? all of the countries except
Albania have experienced at least one period of significant net emigra-
tion, but the German Democratic Republic was the only country where
migration was the most important factor in population change. Net
emigration from that country between 1950 and 1975 amounted to
around 2.5 million persons, or more than 13 percent of the 1950 popu-
lation. The German Democratic Republic was also the only country
that experienced a natural decrease during any year after 1950. The
number of deaths for this country exceeded the number of births for
every year from 1969 through 1978. The number of births has increased
during recent years and the total for 1979 was slightly greater than
the total number of deaths for that year.

The future population trends for the individual countries vary con-
siderably depending on the assumed level of fertility and on the age-sex
structure. Albania is expected to have by far the largest relative
growth. The medium series projection for that country indicates an
average annual growth rate of 2.0 percent between 1975 and 2000, com-
parecd to 0.8 percent for Poland and Yugoslavia, the countries with the
next highest rates (table 3). The medium series rates for the remain-
ing countries vary from 0.1 percent for the German Democratic Repub-
lic to 0.7 percent for Romania. In the other series all of the projected
rates for the period 1975-2000 except those for Albania are between
0.0 and 1.0 percent. The rates for Albania range from 1.8 to 2.3 percent.

The current projections for these countries are generally a little lower
compared to the previously published projections prepared by the
Foreign Demographic Analysis Division. For Eastern Europe as a
whole the total population for the medium series is 2.3 million or 1.5
percent lower at the end of the century, the total for the high series
is 5.3 million or 3.3 percent lower, and the total for the constant series
is 2.6 million or 1.7 percent lower. The projected figure for the low
series is slightly higher-0.6 million or 0.4 percent. For the individual
countries all of the projected totals for the year 2000 are lower ex-
cept those for the German Democratic Republic and those in the low
series for Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Yugoslavia. All four series for
the German Democratic Republic show higher figures for the end of
the century although even the total for the high series is still below the
1950 population for that country. The higher population figures for the
German Democratic Republic are due primarily to the higher fertility
levels assumed compared to the levels assumed for the previously pub-
lished projections for this country. For the other countries, the assumed
levels of fertility are lower, and consequently the projected population
totals are also generally lower.

Selected age-sex characteristics in 1950, 1975, and 2000 are presented
in table 5. The age distributions for the latter year vary according to
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the projection series because the size of the total population and es-pecially the size of the under 15 age group are strongly dependent uponthe projected level of fertility. The higher the level of fertility thehigher the proportion of young people and the lower the proportion
of old people. Albania, which stands out from the other countries inthis respect, has a much younger population, as is clearly reflected inthe percentage distributions by major age groups and in the median
ages.

SOURCES, METHODS, AND AssUmPTIoNs

The projections presented here supersede all others for these coun-tries prepared previously by the Foreign Demographic Analysis Di-vision. The data incorporated in these projections are for the mostpart those that were available as of March 1980, but some later infor-mation has been used. The cohort-component method was used inmaking the projections. This method involves carrying forward a re-ported or estimated age-sex distribution on the basis of various assump-tions concerning the components of population change (i.e., births,deaths, and migration). For all of the countries, migration was as-sumed to be insignificant during the projection period.
Whenever possible, official age-sex distributions were used for thebase population, but for some countries it was necessary to use esti-mated or adjusted distributions. The January 1, 1972, base population

for Albania was derived from data reported for earlier years, in-cluding census data for 1955 and 1960. For Bulgaria, the population
by single years of age and sex reported for January 1,. 1971 wasupdated to January 1, 1979 and adjusted to accord with the popula-tion by 5-year age groups and sex reported for the latter date. Forthe other countries official distributions by single years of age wereused without modification. The base date for the German Democratic
Republic and Hungary was January 1, 1979; the date for Romaniawas July 1, 1978; for Poland it was January 1, 1978; for Czechoslo-
vakia it was January 1, 1976; and for Yugoslavia it was July 1, 1975.For each country, the base population was survived to January 1, 1980using reported and estimated data on fertility, mortality, migration,and total population for the intervening years.

Four series of projections incorporating alternate fertility assump-tions were prepared for each country. The constant series assumesthat fertility will remain at the estimated 1979 level throughout theprojection period. The other three series were designed to give a rea-sonable range of possible future trends in fertility. The assumptionsfor each series *ere formulated in terms of gross reproduction rates.2The rates assumed for 1980 and 2000 are given in table 6; the ratesfor the intervening years were obtained by linear interpolation. Foreach country, recently reported or estimated female age-specific fer-tility rates were adjusted to yield the number of births for 1979. Foreach series and each year these adjusted fertility rates were multi-plied by the ratio of the assumed gross reproduction rate to the 1979gross reproduction rate to give the projected age-specific fertility
2 The gross reproduction rate Is defined as the average number of daughters that wouldhe born to a woman during her reproductive lifetime if a given set of birth rates by age ofmther remains In effect.

70-528 0 - 81 - 1
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rates, which, in turn, were applied to the female population in the
reproductive ages to -give the projected number of births.

The anticipated fertility levels are related to the- estimated gross
reproduction rates for 1979. For -example, the estimated 1979. rate for
Albania, 1.95, was very high; consequently, all of the series except
the constant series postulate a decline in the gross reproduction rate
by the end- of the century. On the other hand, the 1979 rate for the
German Democratic Republic, 0.91, was low; therefore, increases are
assumed for the high and medium series and only a slight decline is
assumed for the low series. The 1979 rates for the other six countries
were between the -rates for the German Democratic Republic and
Albania, and- the assumed changes in the gross reproduction rate are
also intermediate between the two extremes.

For all of .the -countries except Albania, the-gross reproduction rate
vas assumed -to reach a level'of 1.25 for the high -series, 1.05 for the

medium series, and 0.85 for-the low series-by the end of the century.
The assumed levels for Albania were 1.65, 1.35, and 1.05. If mortality
is low, a gross- reproduction rate of 1.05 would cause the population to
grow at a slow rate.

Only one assumption was. -made- about the -future course of mor-
tality, namely that it will -decrease slowly throughout the projection
period. It was arbitrarily assumed that the decline in mortality would
be equivalent to an increase of 2.5 years in life expectancy at -birth
between 1979 and 2000. This assumption would appear to be reason-
able, given the, current levels of life expectancy in these countries. The
model life tables prepared by Coale and Demeny 3. were used in these
projections. The tables are divided-into four families, each represent-
ing a different pattern of age-specific mortality based on the mor-
tality experience of various countries of the world. For present pur-
poses,. the families selected were those- that most closely matched esti-
mated 1979 survival rates by age-for each sex. The rates for 1979 were
estimated by adjusting survival rates derived from reported mor-
tality data, by age -and sex, to yield the number of deaths for 1979.

The selection -of -the family. of-life tables was made separately for
males and females, and it was-therefore possible that the tables used
for a given country could come from two different life table families.
-Two sets of -survival rates were derived for each sex from the selected
family of tables. The level of mortality represented by the first set
wvas such -that the implied life expectancy was equal to the estimated

'1979 -life expectancy as. calculated from the adjusted survival rates
for' 1979. -The level of the -second- set was such that the implied life
expectancy was 2.5. years higher than that for -1979. The differences

-between the two sets of age-specific survival rates were then added
to the estimated survival rates for 1979 to- produce the survival rates
-for 2000. The life expectancies -associated with the survival rates for
1979 and 2000 are shown in table 7. Survival rates for the intervening

-years were calculated by interpolating between the rates for 1979 and
those -for 2C00. These rates were used to calculate the numbers of sur-
vivors by age and sex for each year in the projection period.

3 Ansley J. Coale and Paul Demeny, "Regionnl -Model Life Tables and Stable Population s,Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, 1986(.



TABLE 1.-TOTAL POPULATION AND AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENT CHANGE-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 1950 TO 1975
[Absolute numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals shown due to roundingi

Average annual percent change
Country 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1950-55 1955-60 1960-65 1965-70 1970-75 1950-75

Eastern Europe -105, 504 111, 081 116,105 120, 690 125, 104 129, 415 1.0 0. 9 0. 8 0. 7 0.7 0.8
Albania ---------------- 1, 199 1, 359 1, 581 1, 841 2,105 2, 375 2. 5 3.0 3. 0 2.7 2.4 2. 7Bulgaria- 7, 228 7, 461 7, 829 8,178 8, 464 8 710 .6 1.0 39 7 26 7Czechoslovakia ------------- 12, 340 13, 024 13, 608 '14, 097 '14, 309 14, 738 1. 1 .9 7 .3 .6 .7German Democratic Republic-2 18,38 117,929 17,114 17,004 17, 075 16, 891 5 .9 - 1 -.Hungary ---------------- 9, 293 9, 767 9, 961 10,140 10, 322 10, 509 1. .4. 4 4 .5Poland----------------- 24, 613 '26, 959 '29, 384 '31, 123 '32, 400 ' 33, 789 2. 8 17 1. .8 .8 1. 3Rumania---------------------- - 16, 2014 17,181 18, 319 18, 980 20, 140 21, 141 1.2 1.3 .7 1.2 1.0 1.
Yugoslavia -16, 240 17, 402 18, 308 19, 328 20,290 21,262 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.0 .9 1. I

I Revised estimates to account tor discrepancies between the official estimates and census results, 2 Census of Aug. 31, 1950.See notes to tables I-D, I-E, and I-G.



TABLE 2.-VITAL RATES-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 1950 TO 1975

[Rates per thousand population]

German
Democratic

Rate and year Eastern Europe Albania Bulgaria Czechoslovakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania Yugoslavia

Birth:
1950 -25.5 38.9 25.2 23.3 16 20.9 30.7 26.2 30.2
1955---------------- 24.1 44.5 20.1 20.3 16.4 21.4 29.2 25.6 26.9
1960 ---- 19.9 43.4 17.8 15.9 17.2 14.7 22.6 19.1 23.5
1965-17.1 35.2 15.3 16.4 16.5 13.1 17.5 14.6 21.0
1970 -17.2 32.5 16.3 16.0 13.9 14.7 16.8 21.1 17.8
19750-18.0 '29.9 16.6 19.6 10.8 18.4 19.0 19.7 18.2
1976 -'-------------- 18. 1 ' 29.7 16.5 19.2 11.6 11.5 19.6 19.5 18.2
1977 -118.0 129.4 16.1 18.7 13.3 16.7 19.2 19.6 17.7
1978- 117.7 '29. 1 15.5 18.4 13.9 15.7 19.1 19.1 17.3
1979---------------- 117.6 ' 28.8 15.3 17.8 14.0 15.0 19.5 118.6 17.1

Death:it
1950---------------- 11.9 14.2 10.2 11.5 11.9 11.8 11.6 12.4 13.0
1955---------------- 10.3 15. 1 9.0 9.6 12.0 10. 9.6 9.7 I.4 t

1960---------------- 9.5 10.4 8.1 9.2 13.7 10.2 7.6 8.7 9.9
1965 ---------------- 9.3 9.0 8.1 10.0 13.5 10.7 7.4 8.6 8.8

1970---------------- 10.1 9.3 9.1 11.6 j41 11.6 8.2. 9.5 8.9

1975---------------- 110.2 17.7 10.3 11.5 1,4.3 12.4 8.7' 9.3 8.7
1976---------------- 110.2 '7.6 10.1 11.4 13.9 12.5 8.9 9.6 8.5

1977 -'-------------- 10.2 17.5 10.7 11.5 13.5 12.4 9.0 9.6 8.4
1978 -'------------- 10.4 17.4 10.5 11.6 13.9 13.1 9.3 9.7 8.7

1979 -'-------------- 110.4 17.3 10.7 11.5 13.9 12.8 9.2 ' 9.9 8.6
Natural increase:

1950---------------- 13.6 24.7 15.0 11.8 4.6 9.5 19.1 13.8 17.3

1955---------------- 13.7 29.4 II.1t 10.7 4.4 11.4 19.6 15.9 15.5
1960---------------- 10.4 32.9 9.7 6.7 3.5 4.5 15.0 10.4 13.6

1965----------------7.8 26.2 7.2 6.4 3.0 2.4 10.0 6.0 12.2
1970----------------7.1 23.3 7.2 4.4 -.2 3.1 8.6 11.6 8.9
1975---------------'17.7 ' 22.2 6.3 8.1 -3.5 6.0 10.2 10.4 9.5
1976---------------. 17.9 1 22.1 6.4 7.8 .- 2.3 5.0 10.7 9.9 9.7

1977 -- '-------------7.7 1121. 9 5.4 7.2 -.2 4.3 10.1 10.0 9.3

1978---------------- 17.3 '21.7 5.0 6.9 0 2.6 9.8 9.4 8.6

1979 -'-------------- 17.2 ' 21. 5 4.6 6.4 .1 2.2 10.4 ' 8.7 8.6

Estimated.



IAILL 3.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION AND AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENT CHANGE-4 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 1975 TO 2000
(Absolute numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the series]

Average annual percent change
Country and series 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1975-80 1980-85 1985-90 1990-95 1995-2000 1975-2000

Eastern Europe:
High - -f 139,257 144, 382 149, 857Medium---129, 415 134 007 138, -531 142, 567 146 577Low---------------- - 1945 3,0 13,804 140, 751 143 29Constant-- 138,610 142, 793 147,054Albania:
High. -.--- 2,966 3,320 3 698
Medium -2, 375 2 650 2 942 3, 256 3,578Low ---------------- j,7 ,5 2,918 3,193 3,457
Counstant - 2,972 3,351 3,777
Hign 9,066 9,278 9 525
Medium -8, 710 8,846 9,025 9,173 9,331Low --------------- 8,583 9,067 9138
Constant…; 9,024 9,172 9,329Czechoslovakia:
High 15,781 16,242 16 776
Mediu - - 14, 738 15,282 15,700 16,044 16,4181 ow ----------- 15 ~~~~~j 619 15, 846 16, 060Co °slan ---- 15,709 16,083 16, 511German Democratic Republic:
High1 _ _ -- 16,971 17, 330 17 701
Lowu ----- -16,891--16,740--16,890 17, 119 17, 328Low- 16,891 16, 740 16, 809 16, 907 16,955

HConstant- 16, 818 16, 945 17, 036
Migh… ---------. - --------.-.-.- 10,826 10,920 11,096Medium -------------- 10, 509 10,710 10,778 10,802 *10,6878Low-. 10, 730 10, 683 10 660

Poland: 10,772 10, 777 10,821
High-1 - 37, 326 39, 042 40, 641
Low - - 33, 788 35, 382 37, 114 38 527 39, 738LW----------------- 36, 902 38, 012 38, 835Constant - - - - - - - 37,124 38, 570 39, 836Romania:
Hiph _-[ 23,008 23,868 24,940
Lew..-21,141 22,135 22, 889 23, 572 24, 385Lcw ---------------------- ----- 22,770 23, 275 23, 830Cons-ant --- - ---------- 23, 002 23, 838 24, 866

Yugoslavia:
Hiph ----------------------- ----- 23,313 24,382 25, 479
Low -21,262 22,262 23'072 234,74 24,961
Constant ------------------------- 23,189 24,056 24, 879

155,633 0-8 0.7 0.7
150, 4351 91~ 7 .6 .6145,246 0.7 :6 .3 :
151,276 .7 .6 .6

4,084 2.3 2.3 2.2
3,887 22 2.1 2.0 1.9
3,691 1.9 1.8 1.64,234 2.3 2.4 2.4

9,794.5 .6 .5
9,482 .4 .3 23
9,170 .3 .3 .2 .29,477 I . .3 .3

17, 445
16, 863
16, 283
17, 039

18 032
17, 466
16,902
17,041

11 360
11,003
10, 647
10, 895

42, 317
40, 907
39, 498
41,084

26, 049
25, 21655
24, 263
25,910

26, 552
25, 672
24 793
25, 597

^ .46

.3
-. 2 .X2

.2

.4 0
. .1

1.1

.9 1. 0
8

.86

1 .98

* 9 t 7

.6

.4

.3

.5
.4
.3

.2

.2

.2
0
- I
0
.9

.7

.6
.8

.7

.6

.4

.7

.9

.7

.6

.7

.6

.5
3

.5

.4

.2

.1

.1

.3.1I
-0.

.8
.6.4
.6

.9

.7

.5

.8

.9

.7
.5

0.8
.5.3
.6

2. 0
1. 7
1.3
2. 3

.5

.3

.6

.3

.8

.5

.3

.6

.4

.2
-.30

.5

.2-0

.I

.8

.6

.3.6

.9

.6

.4

.8

.8
.6
.4

0. 7
.6.5
.6

2.22.0
. 8°

2. 3

.5.3

.2

.3

.7
35

.3
.I0

0

.3

.2

.1

.9
.8
.6
.8

. 8

.7

.8

.9

.67
Ileie siae oacutfrdiceace ewenteofca .6 8S

aRevised estimate to account for discrepancies between the afflicial estimates and the census results. Sea note to table l-G.



TABLE 4.-PROJECTED VITAL RATES-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 1980, 1990, AND 2000

[Rates per thousand population; see text for an explanation of the seriesl

German
Eastern Czecho- Democratic Yugo-

Rate, series, and year Europe Albania Bulgaria slovakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania slavia

Birth:
High:

1980-
1990.-- - - - - -- - - - - -
2000-

Medium:
1980
1990-
2000

Low:
1980-
1990
2000-

Constant:
1980 .
1990-
2000 .

Death:
High:

1980
1990
2000

Medium:
1980
1990
2000

Low:
1980-
1990
2000

Constant:
1980
1990 _
2000

Natural increase:
High:

1980-
1990 -- - - - - - - - - - - -
2000

Medium:
1980-
1990-
2000

Low:
1980
1990-- - - - - - - - - - - -
2000

Constant:
1980 -----------------------
1990
2nnn

18.3
17.3
17.8

17.4
15.6
15.3

16.6
13.9
12.7

17.5
15.9
15.8

10.4
10.0
10.1

10.4
10.1
10.3

10.4
10.2
10.7

10.4
10. 1
10.3

7.9
7.3
7.7

7.0
5.5
5.0

6.2
3.7
2. 1

7. 1
5.8
5.5

29.4
29.2
25.3

27.9
26.5
21.7

26.5
23.7
17.8

29.4
31.3
28.8

7.3
7. 1
6.6

7.2
7.0
6.6

7.2
6.8
6.6

7.3
7.2
6.7

22. 1
22.1
18.6

20.7
19.5
15. 1

19.3
16.9
11.2

22.1
24.1
22.0

15.9
15.9
17. 1

15.2
14.3
14.7

14.4
12.8
12. 1

15.2
14.3
14.6

18.4 15.7
16.6 16.3
18.6 15.5

17.5
15. 1
16. 1

15.0
14.7
13.3

16.7 14.2
13.5 13.1
13.4 11.0

17. 5
15.6
17. 1

10.8 11.5
11.1 10.8
11.5 10.3

14.2
13.5
11.7

13.8
11.9
10.9

13.8
12.1
11.3

15.3
14.8
17.5

14.6
13.3
15.1

I13.9
11.8
12.5

14.6
12.9
14. 1

i2.7
12.5
12.3

12.7
12.6
12.7

12.7
12.7
13.0

20.4 18.3
17.2 18.3
17.8 18.5

19.4 17.4
15.5 16.6
15.4 16.0

18.5 16.5
13.9 14.8
12.8 13.3

19.4 18.3
15.8 18.0
15.8 18.0

10.8
11.2
11.9

11.5
10.9
10.7

9.2
9.0
9.3

9.2
9.1
9.6

9.2
9.2
9.9

9.9
10.0
10.2

9.9
10. 1
10.5

9.9
10.2
10.8

17.9
17.6
17.3

17.1
15.9
15.0

16.2
14. 2
12. 4

17. 1
15.8
14.7

8.7
8.6
9.4~

9 88.6
8.8
9.7

8.6
8.9
9.9

8.6
8. 8
9.7

9.3
8.8
8.0

8.4
7. 1
5.3

7.6
5.3
2.5

8.4
6.9
5.0

10.8 11.4 13.8
11.3 11.0 12.2
12.3 11.0 11.6

10.8
11.2
11.9

11.5
10.9
10.5

13.8
12.2
11.5

12.7 9.2 9.9
12.6 9.1 10.0
12.8 9.5 10.2

5.2 6.9 1.8
4.8 5.9 4.4
5.6 8.3 4.6

2.6
2.3
5.3

1':9
.7

2.4

4.4
3.2
2.8

6. 1
4.2
5.4

1.1
2.7
2.0

11.2
8.2
8. 5

10.2
6. 5
5.8

9.3
4.7
2.9

8.4
8.3
8.3

7.5
6. 5
5. 5

6.6
4.6
2. 5

3.7 5.2
1.5 2.5

-.1 2.4

4.4 6.1
3.1 4.7
2.7 6.6

.4 1.1

.9 -.9
-.7 -.6

.4
1.4
.1I

1.9 10.2 8.4
.2 6.7 8.0

1.3 6.2 7.8
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TABLE 5.-SELECTED AGE-SEX CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:

1950, 1975, AND 2000

[As of July I for 1950, Jan. I for 1975 and 2000; percentages may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an
explanation of the seriesu

Percent distribution by age group
Median Mules Depeud-

Counrtry, year, 65 aud age (iu per 100 ency
anunt yrie All ages 0-14 15-39 40-64 over years) females ratio I

Eastern Europe:
1950 - ______________ 100 27.5 38.1 27.5 6.8 27.9 90.8 5231975 -_ 100 24.0 38.1 27.2 10.7 30.8 94.8 5322000:

High- 100 24.1 34.5 29.3 12.1 33.2 97.0 567Medium -100 22.0 35.2 30.3 12.5 34.5 96.7 526Low - -- - 100 19.7 36.0 31.4 12.9 35.9 96.4 484
Constant … 100 22.4 35.1 30.1 12.4 34.3 96.7 533Albania:

1950 - ______-- ______ 100 39.3 36.8 17.8 6.1 20.3 106.6 8311975 -_________ 100 39.9 38.1 16.8 5.2 19.5 105.5 820
2000:

High -100 33.5 39.9 20.7 5.8 24.4 105.1 648Medium - 100 30.7 41.4 21.8 6.1 26.0 105.1 584Low -100 27.7 42.9 22.9 6.4 27.5 105 0 518
Constant -100 35.7 38.7 20.0 5.6 23.3 105.2 704

1950 - 100 26.8 41.7 24.8 6.7 27.3 99.9 5041975 -100 22.4 36.4 30.8 10.5 33.5 99. 7 490
2000:

High -100 23.0 33.1 29.5 14.3 35.1 98.5 595Medium -100 20.9 33.8 30.5 14.8 36.4 98.3 555Low -100 18.7 34.5 31.6 15.3 37 7 98.1 514Constant - 100 20.9 33.8 30.5 14.8 36.4 98.3 554Czechoslovakia:
1950 - 100 25.9 36.6 29.9 7.6 30.2 94.6 5041975 - 100 23.2 37. 1 27.7 12.1 31.3 95.0 5442000:

High - 100 24.3 34.9 29.1 11.7 32.5 95.6 561Medium - 100 22.1 35.7 30.1 12.1 33.9 95.3 520Low - _ 100 19.9 36.4 31.2 12.5 35.2 95.0 479Constant -100 22.9 35.3 29.8 11.9 33.5 95.4 535German Democratic Republic:
1950 - 100 22.8 31.0 35.6 10.6 37.3 79.8 5021975 -100 21.9 35.6 26.3 16.3 35.1 86.5 617
2000:

High -100 22.6 33.4 31.0 13.0 36.1 95.1 554Medium -100 20.6 34.0 32.0 13.4 37.1 94.8 516Low -100 18.4 34.7 33.1 13.9 38.1 94.4 477
Constant -100 19.0 34.4 32.8 13.8 37.9 94.5 488Hungary:

1950 100 25.1 38.6 29.0 7.3 29.9 92.6 480
1975 -100 20.2 37.2 30.1 12.5 34.2 94.2 4852000:

High -100 22.3 32.7 31. 5 13.5 35.6 95.1 557Medium -100 20.2 33.3 32.6 13.9 37.0 94.7 518Low -100 18.0 34.0 33.7 14.4 38.5 94.4 479Constant -100 19.4 33.6 32.9 14.1 37.5 94.7 504
Poland:

1950 -100 29.4 40.2 25.2 5.2 25.8 91.0 5291975 - 100 24.1 40.2 26.3 9.3 28.2 94.7 5032000:
High - 100 24.1 34.7 29.6 11.6 33.0 95.6 554Medium -100 22.0 35.4 30.6 12.0 34.4 95.3 514Low -100 19.7 36.2 31.7 12.4 35.8 94.9 473Constant -100 22.3 35.3 30.5 11.9 34.3 95.3 520Romania:

1950 - 100 28.4 41.0 25.2 5.3 26.1 93.2 5091975 -100 25.2 37.4 28.0 9.4 30.8 96.9 529
2000:

High -100 25.0 35.0 27.9 12.1 31.5 98.5 589Medium -100 22.8 35.8 28.9 12.5 32.5 98.3 546Low -100 20.4 36.6 29.9 13.0 33.8 98.1 502Constant -100 24.6 35.2 28.0 12. 1 31.7 98.5 581Yugoslavia:
1950 -100 31.1 39.7 23.5 5.7 24.1 93.1 5821975 -100 25.8 39.3 26.3 8.6 28.8 96.8 524
2000:

High -100 24.0 34.7 29.3 12.0 33.7 98.8 561Medium -100 21.8 35.4 30.3 12.4 34.9 98.5 520Low -100 19.6 36.2 31.4 12.8 36.1 98.3 479Constant -100 21.6 35.5 30.4 12.4 35.0 98.5 516

Number of persons under 15 and 65 and over per thousand persons of age 15 to 64.
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TABLE 6.-ESTIMATED AND ASSUMED GROSS REPRODUCTION RATES-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
1979, 1980, AND 2000

German
Czecho- Democratic Yugo-

Year and series Albania Bulgaria slovakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania slavia

1979 -1.95 1.05 1.13 0.91 0.97 1.08 1.21 1.03
1980:

High -1.95 1.10 1.19 1.01 1.02 1.14 1.21 1. 08
Medium -1.85 1.05 1. 13 .96 .97 1.08 1.15 1. 03
Low -1.75 0.99 1.07 .91 .92 1.03 1.09 .98
Constant -1.95 1.05 1.13 .91 .97 1.08 1.21 1.03

2000:
High -1.65 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
Meduim - -- 1.35 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
Low-1.05 .85 .85 .85 .85 .85 .85 .85
Constant------- 1.95 1.05 1. 13 .91 .97 1.08 1.21 1.03

TABLE 7.-LIFE EXPECTANCIES AT BIRTH, BY SEX-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 1979 AND 2000

1979 (estimated) 2000 (projected)

Country Male Female Male Female

Albania -66.2 70.0 68.7 72.5
Bulgaria -69.2 74.4 71.7 76.9
Czechoslovakia -67.3 75.4 69.8 77.9
German Democratic Republic -68.9 75.5 71.4 78.0
Hungary -66.6 73.7 69.1 76.2
Poland - 67.1 76.5 69.6 79.0
Romania -67.7 73.1 70. 2 75.6
Yugoslavia - 68.5 74.0 71.0 76.5
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APPENDIX TABrEs
TABLE I-A.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND

VITAL RATES-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES COMBINED: 1950-2000
jAbsolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-yearchanges inthepopulatin estimatesaredue,invarying degrees,t migrationand discrepanciesisthereprtings emnatural increase may nut equal the difference between births and deaths due In rounding; see teat far an euplanat~iulnat the seriesj

Population Natural increase Births Deaths
Year Jan. I July I Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate

ESTIMATES
1950 °- -05, 504 06,061 1,438 13.6 2,702 25.5 1,264 11.91955-- -11,081 111,692 1,533 13. 2 689 24.1 1,56 10.31960----- -1-------16, 105 16565 1, 212 10.4 2, 321 19.9 1,109 9.51965 ----- -------- 120, 690 121110 941 7.8 2, 070 17. 1 1, 129 9.31970 ----- --------- 125, 104 12,501 096 7. 1 2, 162 17.2 1,265 10. 11975 ----- -------- 129, 415 12,876 1,003 7. 7 2, 332 18.0 1, 329 10.21976 ----- -------- 130, 338 130813 1,030 7.9 2, 366 18.1 1336 10.21977 ----- -------- 131, 307 13,786 1 09 7. 2, 309 18 0 1, 349 10.21978 ----- -------- 132, 253 13, 679 968 7. 3 2, 354 17.7 1, 386 10.41979 X 133, 109 133, 569 967 7.2 2, 356 17.6 1,389 10.4

PROJECTIONS

High series:
1980 -134, 007 134, 538
1981 -135, 069 135, 598
1982 -136, 128 136, 653
1983 -137, 179 137, 701
1984 -138, 222 138, 740
1985 -139, 257 139, 771
1990 -144, 382 14, 908
1995 -149, 857 150, 422
2000 -155, 633 156, 238

Medium series:
1980 -134, 007 134, 480
1981 -134,953 135, 417
1982 -135, 881 136, 334
1983 -136 787 137, 229
1984 -137 670 138, 101
1985 -138, 531 138, 950
1990 -142, :67 142, 961
1995 -146, 577 146, 971
200C -150,435 150,811

Low series:
1980 -134,007 134, 423
1981 -134, 838 135, 236
1982 ------------------- 135, 635 136,015
1983 -136, 396 136, 757
1984 -137, 119 137,4611985 -137, 804 138, 129
1990 -140, 751 141, 014
1995 -143, 297 143,520
2000 -145, 246 145, 396

Constant series:
1980- 134, 007 134, 486
1981 -134, 965 135, 436
1982- 135, 907 136, 368
1983 -136, 829 137, 279
1984 -137, 730 138,170
1985- 138, 610 139,041
1990 -142, 793 143,208
1995------------------- 147, 053 147,480
2000 -151, 276 151, 695

1, 062
1, 058
1, 051
1,043
1, 035
1,027
1, 051
1, 130
1, 210

946
928
606
883
860
837
789
788
751

830
797
760
723
685
649
527
447
3G0

958
942
922
901
880
860
830
852
837

7.9 2,463 18.3 1,401
7.8 2,471 18.2 1,413
7.7 2, 474 18. 1 1,423
7.6 2,475 18.0 1,432
7. 5 2, 475 17.8 1,441
7.3 2, 475 17.7 1,448
7.3 2, 504 17.3 1,453
7.5 2,594 17.2 1,464
7.7 2,780 17.8 1,570

7.0 2,345 17.4 1,399
6.9 2,337 17.3 1,410
6.6 2,325 17.1 1,419
6.4 2,311 16.8 1,428
6.2 2,296 16.6 1,436
6. 0 2,281 16. 4 11,444
5.5 2,235 15.6 1,447
5.4 2,245 15. 3 1,457
5.0 2,312 15.3 1,561

6.2 2,227 16.6 1,397
5.9 2,204 16.3 1,406
5.6 2,176 16.0 1, 416
5.3 2,147 15.7 1:424
50 2,117 15.4 1,432
4.7 2,087 15.1 1,439
3.7 1,967 13.9 1,440
3. 1 1,895 13.2 1,449
2.1 1,851 12.7 1,551

7.1 2,357 17.5 1,399
7.0 2,352 17.4 1,410
6.8 2,342 17.2 1,420
6.6 2,330 17. 0 1,429
6.4 2,318 16.8 1,437
6.2 2,306 16. 6 1,445
5.8 2,279 15.9 1,449
5.8 2,312 15.7 1 460
5.6 2,402 15.8 1,565

10.4
10.4
10.4
10. 4
10.4
10.4
10.0
9. 7

10. 1

10.4
10.4
10. 4
10.4
10.4
10.4
10.1
9.9

10.3

10.4
10.4
10.4
10.4
10.4
10.4
10 2
10.1
10.7

10.4
10. 4
10.4
10.4
10. 4
10.4
10. 1
9, 9

10. 3
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TABLE I-B.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND
VITAL RATES-ALBANIA: 1950-2000

[Absolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-year
changes in the population estimates are due, in varying degrees, to migration and discrepancies in the reporting systems;
natural increase may-not equal the difference between births and deaths due to rounding; see text for an explanation
of the series]

Population Natural increase Births Deaths

Year Jan. 1 July I Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate

ESTI MATES
1950- -1,199 1,215 30 24.7 47 38.9 17 14.2
1955 -1,359 1,379 41 29.4 61 44.5 21 15.1
1960------------- 1, 581 1,607 53 32.9 70 43.4 17 10.4
1965 - 1,841 1, 865 49 26.2 66 35.2 17 9.0
1970------------- 2,105 2,136 50 23.3 70 32.5 20 9.3
1975- 2,375 2 402 53 22.2 72 29.9 18 7.7
1976------------- 2,429 2,456 54 22.1 73 29.7 19 7.6
1977- - 2,483 2,510 55 21.9 74 29.4 19 7.5
1978 ---- 2,538 2,566 56 21.7 75 29.1 19 7.4
1979-2,594 2,622 56 21.5 76 28.8 19 7.3

PROJECTIONS

High series:1980------- 2,650 2,680 59 22.1 79 29.4 20 7.3
1981----------- 2,709 2,740 61 22.4 81 29.7 20 7.3
1982-2,771 2,802 63 22.6 84 29.9 20 7.3
1983 ----- 2,834 2,867 65 22.8 86 30.0 21 7.3
1984 ----------- 2,899 2,933 67 22.8 88 30.1 21 7.3
1985 -2,966 3,000 68 22.8 90 30.0 22 7.2
1990 ------..... 3,320 3,357 74 22.1 98 29.2 24 7.1
1995- 3,698 3,737 77 20.6 103 27.5 26 6.8
2000- 4,084 4,122 77 18.6 104 25.3 27 6.6

Medium series:
1980 --2 650 2,678 55 20.7 75 27.9 19 7.2
1981 ----- - 2,705 2,134 57 20.9 77 28.1 20 7.2
1982 - ---------- 2,763 2 792 59 21.0 79 28.2 20 7.2
1983- 2,821 2,851 60 21.0 80 28.2 20 7.2
1984----------- 2,881 .2,912 61 20.9 82 28.1 21 7. 1

1985 --- 2,942 2,913 62 20.8 83 27.9 21 7.1
1990 - 3,256 3 288 64 19.5 87 26.5 23 7.0
1995----------- 3,578 3,610 63 17.6 88 24.3 24 6.8
2000----------- 3,887 3,917 59 15.1 85 21.7 26 6. 6

Low series:
1980 ----------- 2,650 2,676 52 19.3 71 26.5 19 7.2
1981----------- 2,702 2,728 53 19.4 72 26.5 19 7. 1
1982----------- 2,755 12,781 .54 19.3 73 26.4 20 7.1
1983----------- 2,808 2,836 55 19.2 75 26.3 20 7.0
1984----------- 2,863 2,890 55 19.0 75 26.0 20 7.0
1985-------2,918 2,4 55 1. 76 25.7 21 70
1990----------- 3,193 3,220 54 16.9 76 23.7 22 6.8
1995---------- 3,457 3,432 50 14.3 73 21.0 23 6. 7
2000----------- 3,691 3,711 41 11.2 66 17.8 24 6.6

Constant series:
1980----------- 2,650 -2,680 59 22.1 79 29.4 20 7.3
1981----------- 2,709 2,740 62 22.6 82 29.9 20 7.3
1982----------- 2,771 2,803 65 23.0 85 30.3 20 7.3
1983-------2, 836 2, 869 67 23.4 88 30.7 21 73
1984-------2,903 2,938 70 2. 91 31.0 21 73
1985----------- 2,972 3,008 72 23.8 94 31.1 22 7.3
1990----------- 3,351 3,392 82 24. 1 106 31.3 24 7. 2
1995----------- 3,777 3,821 90 23.4 116 30.4 27 7. 0
2000----------- 4,234 4,281 94 22.0 123 28.8 29 6.7
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TABLE I-C.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND

VITAL RATES-BULGARIA: 1950-2C00

[Absolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-yearchanges in the population estimates are due, in varying degrees, to migration and discrepancies in the reporting sys-tems; natural increase may not equal the difference between births and deaths due to rounding; see text for an explana-
tios of the series]

Population Natural increase Births Deaths

Jan. I July I Number Rate Number Rate Number RateYear

ESTIMATES
1950 -7,228 7,250 108 15.0 183 25.2 74 10.21955 ------------ 7,461 7,499 83 11.1 151 20.1 68 9.01960 ------------ 7,829 7,867 76 9.7 140 17.8 64 8.11965 -8,178 8,201 59 7.2 126 15.3 67 8.11970 ------------ 8, 464 8,490 62 7.2 139 16.3 77 9.11975 ------------ 8,710 8,721 55 6.3 145 16.6 90 10.31976 -8, 731 8,759 57 6.4 4 145 16.5 88 10.1197 -8, 786 8,804 47 5.4 142 16.1 94 10.71978 ------------ 8,823 8,814 44 5.0 136 15.5 92 10,51979- 8,805 8,823 41 4.6 135 15.3 94 10.7

PROJECTIONS

High series:
1980 -8,846 8, 869
1981- 8,892 8, 914
1982- 8,937 8,9591983 ---------- 8, 981 9,002
1983 ------------------ 9,624 9,045
1985 ------------------ 9, 066 9,087
1990 ------------------ 9,278 9, 3011995 -9, 525 9,552
2000 -9, 794 9,821

Medium series:
1980 -8,846 8, 866
1981- 8,885 8,904
1982- 8,923 8,940
1983 -8, 958 8,975
1984 -8,992 9,008
1985 -9,025 9,040
1990 -9,173 9,187
1995 -9, 331 9,347
2000 -9, 482 9,495

Low series:
1980 -8, 846 8, 863
1981 -8,879 8, 894
1982- 8,908 8, 922
1983- 8,936 8, 9481984- 8,960 8, 972
1985- 8,983 8,993
1990 -9,067 9,074

.1995 -9,138 9,143
2000- 9,170 9,169

Constant series:
198 -8,846 8, 8661981 - 8, 885 8,904
1982 ------------------- 8,923 8,9401983- 8,958 8,975
1984 -8,992 9,008
1985 -9,024 9,040
1990 -9, 172 9, 186
1995- 9,329 9, 345
2000- 9,477 9,490

46 5.2 141 15.9 96 10.8
45 5.0 141 15.9 97 10.9
44 4.9 142 15.8 98 10.9
43 4.8 142 15.7 99 10.9
43 4.7 142 15.7 99 11.0
42 4.6 142 15.7 100 11.1
45 4.8 148 15.9 103 11.1
53 5.5 158 16.6 106 11.0
55 5.6 168 17.1 113 11. 5

39 4.4 135 15.2 95 10.8
37 4.2 134 15.0 97 10. 9
35 4.0 133 14.9 98 10.934 3.8 132 14.7 98 11.0
33 3.6 132 14.6 99 11.031 3.4 131 14.5 100 11.1
29 3.2 132 14.3 103 11.2
32 3.4 137 14.7 105 11.3
27 2.8 139 14.7 113 11.9

32 3.7 128 14.4 95 10.8
30 3.3 126 14.2 97 10.9
27 3.0 125 14.0 97 10.9
25 2.8 123 13.7 98 11.0
22 2.5 121 13.5 99 11.0
20 2.2 120 13.3 100 11.1
13 1.5 116 12.8 102 11. 3
11 1.2 116 12.7 105 11. 5

-1 -0.1 111 12.1 112 12.3

39 4.4 135 15.2 96 10.8
37 4.2 134 15.0 97 10. 9
35 4.0 133 14.9 98 10.9
.34 *3.8 132 14.7 98 11. 0
32 3.6 132 14.6 99 11.0
31 3.4 131 14.5 100 11.1
29 3.1 131 14.3 163 11.2
31 3.4 137 14.6 105 11. 3
26 2.7 139 14.6 113 11.9
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TABLE 1-0.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND
VITAL RATES-CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 1950-2000

[Absolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natursl increase and year-to-year
changes in the population estimates are due is varying degrees, to migration and discrepancies in the reporting systems;
natural increase may not equsl the differesce between births and deaths due to rounding; see lest for an explanation
of the series]

Population I Natural increase Births Deaths

Year Jan. 1 July I Number Rate
2 Number Rate

2 Number Rate2

ESTIMATES
1950 ---- -- 12,340 12,389 145 11.8 288 23.3 143 11.
195 -13,024 13,093 139 19.7 265 28.3 126 9.6
1960 -13608 13,654 92 6.7 217 15.9 125 9.2
1965-14,097 14, 147 91 6.4 232 16.4 141 10.0
1970- -14309 1.4, 319 63 4.4 229 16.8 166 11.6
1975M-14738 14, 802 120 8. 1 289 19.6 170 11.5
1976- 14 857 14, 918 117 7.8 287 19.2 171 11.4
1977- - 14, 974 as , 031 108 7.2 281 6 8.7 173 11. 5
1978 -15,082 15,138 104 6.9 279 18.4 175 11.6
1979 -15,184 15,5238 97 6.4 272 17.8 175 11. 5

PROJECTIONS

.High series:
1980 -1, 282 15,335 106 6.9 282 18.4 176 11.5
1981 -15,388 15440 103 6.7 280 18.1 177 11. 4
1982 -15, 491 15, 54 99 6.4 277 17.8 177 o. 14
1983- 15,590 15639 96 6.2 274 17.5 178 11.4
1984----------- 15,687 15734 94 6.0 273 17.3 179 11.4
1985----------- 15,781 15827 93 5.9 272 17.2 179 11. 3
1990----------- 16,242 16290 95 5.9 271 16.6 176 10.8
1995 ----------- 16, 776 16,839 124 7.4 297 17.6 173 10.3
2000----------- 17,445 17,518 146 8.3 327 18.6 181 10.3

Medium series:
1980---------- 15,22 15329 93 6.1 269 17.5 176 11.5
1981 -------- -15,375 15419 88 5.7 264 17.1 176 11. 4
1982----------- 15,463 15,05 83 5.4 260 16.8 177 11.4
1983----------- 15, 546 16,586 79 5.0 256 16.5 178 11.4
1984 ----------- 15, 625 15,663 75 4.8 253 16.2 178 11. 4
1985----------- 15,700 15736 72 4.6 251 15.9 178 11.3
1990 ----------- 16,044 16077 67 4.2 243 15.1 175 10.9
1995----------- 16, 418 16,461 85 5.2 257 15.6 172 10. 5
2000----------- 16, 863 16,909 92 5.4 272 16.1 180 10.7

Low series:
1980 ----------- 15,282 15322 80 5.2 255 16.7 175 11.4
1981----------- 15, 362 1,399 73 4.8 249 16.2 176 11.4
1982----------- 15, 435 15,469 67 4.3 244 15.8 177 11.4
1983----------- 15, 502 15, 533 61 3.9 239 15. 4 177 11.4
1984----------- 15, 563 15, 591 56 3.6 234 15.0 178 11.4

1985 -15, 619 15, 645 52 3.3 230 14.7 178 11.4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1561 1,65 2 .
1990 ---------- 15,846 15, 865 39 2.5 214 13.5 175 11.0
1995----------- 16, 060 16,083 46 2.9 218 13.5 172 10.7
2000----------- 16,283 16,302 39 2.4, 218 13.4 179 11.0

Constant series:
1980-15--------- 282 15, 329 93 6.1 269 17.5 176 .11.5

1981-15--------- 375 1,420 89 5.8 265 17. 2 176 11.4
1982----------- 15, 464 15, 07 85 5:s 262 16.9 177 11.4
1983----------- 15, 549 15,590 81 5.2 259 16.6 178 11.4

* 1984 ------------ , 630 15,670 79 5.0 257 16.4 178 11.4
1985 -- i--------- , 709 15,747 77 4.9 255 16.2 179 11. 3
1990----------- 16, 083 16,121 76 4.7 251 15.6 175 10.9
1995----------- 16, 511 16,561 99 6.0 271 16.4 172 10. 4
2000----------- 17, 039 17,095 112 6.6 293 17. 1 180 10. 5

IThe published population totals for the years 1961-70 have bean revised downward here to account for the difference
of approsi mately 148,000 between the Dec. 1, 1970 census total of 14,344,987 and the unrevised population estimate far
that date. The revised estimates are based on the Mar. 1, 1961 centsus total, reported births and deaths, and adjustments
to the implied aonual net amigrution figures so as to he consistent with the 1 970 cansus total. These adjustmentsainclude
the assumptios that 60 000 refugees left during the last half of 1968 and 20.000 during the first hailf of 1969.

1Rates for the years 1961-70 are based on the published numbers of births and deaths and the revised midyear popula-
tion totals. See footnote 1 above.
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TABLE I-E.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND
VITAL RATES-GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC: 1950-2000

[Absolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-year
chankes is the population estimates are due, in varying degrees, to migration and oiscrepancies in the reporting systems;
natural increase may not equal the difference between births and deaths due to rounding; see text for an explanationof the seriesi

Population ' Natural increase Births Deaths

Year Jan. I July I Number Rate s Number Rates Number Rate a

ESTI MATES
1950 a-18,388 318,388 84 4.6 304 16.5 220 11. 9
1955 -1----------- 7, 929 17, 832 79 4.4 293 16.4 214 12.0
1560 -1----------- 7,114 17, 058 59 3. 5 293 17.2 234 13.7
1965 -17, 004 17, &OO 51 3.0 281 16. 5 230 13. 5
1970---------------------- 17, 075 17, 070 -4 - 2 237 13.9 241 14.1
1975 ------------ 16, 891 16,850 -59 -3. 5 182 10. 8 240 14. 31976 -16 820 16, 786 -38 -2. 3 195 11.6 234 13. 9
1977 ------------ 16 767 16, 765 -3 -. 2 223 13.3 226 13. 5
1978-1----------------- - 6, 758 16, 756 0 0 232 13.9 232 13. 9
1979 16, 751 16, 745 2 .1 235 14.0 233 13. 9

PROJECTIONS

High series:
1980----------- 16, 740 16, 755 31 1. 8 262 15.7 232 13.8
1981 -16,771 16,790 39 2.3 269 16.0 231 13.71982----------- 16, 810 16,833 47 2. 8 276 16.4 229 13.6
1983- -------- 16, 856 1,883 54 3.2 282 16. 7 228 13.5
1984----------- 16,911 16,941 61 3.6 286 16. 9 226 13. 31985 -16,971 17,004 66 3.9 289 17.0 223 13.1
1990----------- 17, 330 17, 369 76 4.4 283 16. 3 207 11. 9
1995- 17,701 17,732 64 3.6 258 14.6 194 11. 0
2000M -18,u 0e - ,032 18,073 83 4.6 280 15.5 197 10.9Medium series:
1980----------- 16, 740 6,749 19 1. 1 251 15.0 232 13.8
1981 - - 6,759 16,771 25 1. 5 25i 15.2 239 13. 7
1982 ---------- 16, 784 16, 799 31 1.8 260 15. 5 229 13. 6
1983 16,814 16,832 36 2. 1 263 15.6 227 13. 5
1984…---------- 16. 859 16, 870 40 2. 4 265 15.7 225 13. 4
1985 -16, 890 16,912 43 2. 6 266 15. 7 223 13.2
1990----------- 17, 119 17, 142 46 2. 7 253 14.7 207 12. 1
1995 -- : 17, 328 17, 342 29 1.7 223 12.9 194 11. 2
2000 -17,466 17,484 35 2. 0 232 13.3 197 11.3

Low series:
1980 -16,740 16,744 7 .4 239 14.2 231 13.8
1981---------------- 16, 747 16, 753 11 .6 2411 14. 4 230 13.7
1982 -16,758 16,765 14 .9 2431 14.5 229 13.6
1983 -16, 772 16, 781 17 1. 0 245 14.6 227 13.5
1984----------- 16,790 16,800 19 1.2 245 14.6 225 13.4
1985 - 16, 809 16, 820 21 1. 2 243 14. 5 223 13. 2
1990-----------16,907 16, 915 15 .9 222 13.1 286 12. 2
1995 ---- 16,955 16, 952 -6 -. 3 188 11. 1 194 11. 4
2000 -16,902 16,896 -12 -. 7 185 11.0 137 11.6

Constant series:
1980 -16, 740 16,744 7 .4 239 14. 2 231 13. 8
1981 ---------- 16,747 1,753 12 .7 242 14. 4 230 13.7
1982 - 16759 16,767 16 1.0 245 14.6 229 13.6
1983 -16, 775 16, 785 20 1. 2 247 14. 7 227 13. 5
1984 -16,795 16,806 23 1.4 248 14.8 225 13. 4
1985 -16,818 16, 830 25 1.5 248 14.7 223 13.2
1990 -16, 945 16, 956 23 1.4 230 13. 5 206 12.2
1995-----------17,036 17,039 5 .3 198 11.6 194 11. 4
2000 - 17,041 17,042 2 .1 199 11.7 197 11. 5

S The published population totals for the years 1951-64 have been revised downward here to account for the difference of
approximately 212,000 between the Dec. 31, 1964 census totsl of 17,003,632 and the unrevisel population estimate for that
date. The revised estimates are based on the Aug. 31, 19j0 census total, reported b rths and deaths, and adjustments to the
implied annual net emigration figures so as to be consistent with the 1964 census total.

2 Rates for the years 1951-64 are based on the published numbers of births and deaths and the revised midyear popula-
tion totals. See footnote I above.

5 Census of Aug. 31, 1950.
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TABLE I-F.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND
VITAL RATES-HUNGARY: 1950-2000

[Absolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-year
changes in the population estimates are due, in varying degrees, to migration and discrepancies is the reporting systems;
natural increase may not equal the difference between births and deaths due to rounding; see text for as esplanation
of the series]

Population Natural increase Births Deaths

Year Jan. 1 July I Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate

ESTI MATES
1950- - 9,293 9,338 89 9.5 196 20.9 107 11.4
1955------------------ - 9, 767 9,825 113 11. 4 210 21. 4 98 10. 0
1960…------------ 9,961 9,984 45 4. 5 146 14. 7 102 10. 2
1965 - 10,140 10, 153 25 2. 4 133 13. 1 108 10.7
1970------------- 10,322 10, 338 32 3.1 152 14.7 120 11. 6
1975------------- - 10,509 10,541 63 6.0 194 18.4 131 12.4
1976 -10,572 10, 599 53 5. 0 185 17 5 132 12. 5
1977------------- 10,625 10,'648 46 4. 3 178 16. 7 132 12.4
1978 - -- - - 10,671 10 684 28 2. 6 168 15.7 140 13. 1
1979--- 10,699 10104 23 2. 2 160 15.0 137 12. 8

PROJECTIONS

High series:
1980 -10,710 0724 28 2.6 164 15.3 137 12.7
1981----------- 10, 738 1,750 25 2. 4 162 15. 1 137 12. 7
1982----------- 10,763 10,774 23 2. 1 160 14.9 137 12. 7
1983 -10,786 10,796 21 1.9 158 14.7 138 12. 7
1984----------- 10, 807 10,816 19 1.8 157 14. 5 138 12. 8
1985 ------------------ 10, 826 10, 835 18 1. 7 156 14.4 138 12. 8
1990----------- 10,920 10933 25 2. 3 162 14tS 136 12. 5
1995-911096 1120 47 4. 2 182 16.3 135 12. 1

20---------- 11,380 11,390 60 5. 3 200 17. 5 140 1.
Mediem series:

1980 -10, 710 10, 720 20 1.9 157 14.6 137 12. 7
1981 - 0,730 10,738 17 1.6 153 14.3 137 12.7
1982----------- 10,747 10,753 13 1. 2 150 14.0 137 12.7
1983----------- 10,760 10,765 10 1.0 148 13.7 137 12.8
1984----------- 10, 770 10,774 8 .7 145 13. 5 138 12. 8
1985 - ---- - - 10, 778 10, 781 6 .5 144 13.3 138 12.8
1990----------- 10, 802 10 806 8 .7 144 13.3 136 12.6
1995 -10 878 10,889 22 2. 1 157 14.4 134 12.3
2000----------- 11, 003 11, 016 26 2.4 166 15. 1 139 12.7

Low series:
1980 -10,-------- 71.0 10,716 12 1. 1 149 13,9 136 12. 7
1981----------10, 722 10,726 8 .8 145 13.5 137 12. 7
1982----------- 10, 730 10, 732 4 .4 141 13. 1 137 12. 7
1983----------- 10, 734 10, 734 -0 137 12.8 137 12.8
1984----------- 10, 734 10, 732 -4 -. 3. 134 12. 5 137 12.8
1985----------- 10, 730 10, 727 -6 -.6 131 12.2 138 12.8
1990----------- 10,683 10,679 -9 -.9 126 11.8 136 12,7
1995----------- 10, 660 10, 659 -2 -.2 132 12.4 134 12.6
2000----------- 10,647 10,644 -6 -.6 133 12.5 139 13.0

Constant series:
1980----------- 10,710 1,720 20 1.9 157 14.6 137 12. 7
1981----------- 10,730 10,738 16 1. 5 153 14.2 137 12.7
1982----------- 10,746 10,752 12 1.1 149 13.9 137 12.7
1983----------- 10,758 10, 763 8 .8 146 13.6 137 12. 8
1984 ----------- 10,767 10,770 6 .5 143 13.3 138 12,89
1985----------- 10,772 10, 774 3 .3 141 13. 1 138 12. 8
1990 ----------- 10,777 10,779 2 .2 139 12.9 136 12. 6
1995----------- 10,821 10,828 13 1.3 148 13.7 134 12.4
2000----------- 10,895 10,902 14 1.3 153 14.1 139 12.8
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TABLE l-G.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE.
AND VITAL RATES-POLAND: 1950-2000

[Absolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-year
changes in the population estimates are due, in varying degrees, to migration and discrepancies in the reporting
systems; natural increase may not equal the difference between births and deaths due to rounding; see text for an
explanation of the seriesi

Population I Natural increase Births Deaths

Jan. I July 1 Number Rate' Number Rate' Number Rate'

ESTIMATES

1950 24, 613 24, 824 474 19.1 763 30.7 289 11.6
1955 -26, 959 27, 221 532 19.6 794 29.2 262 9.6
1960 - -- ----------- 29, 34 29,590 445 15.0 669 22.6 224 7.6
1965 ------- 31, 123 31, 262 314 10.0 546 17.5 232 7.4
1970------------- 32,400 32, 526 279 8.6 546 16. 8 267 8. 2
1975 ----------------------- 33,789g 33,951 347 10. 2 644 19.0 297 8.7
1976 -34 114 34,277 366 10.7 670 19.6 304 8.9
1977 -34, 441 34, 595 350 10.1 663 19.2 313 9. 0
1978 -34,749 34. 899 341 9. 8 666 19. 1 325 9. 3
1979 -35, 049 35, 225 365 10.4 688 19. 5 323 9. 2

PROJECTIONS

High series:
1980 -35, 382 35, 581
1981 -35, 780 35, 978
1982 36, 176 36, 372
1983 -36, 567 36, 759
1984 -36,951 37, 139
1985 -37, 3Z6 37, 508
1990 39,042 39, 202
1995 -40,641 40,803
2000 -42, 317 42, 497

Medium series:
1980----------- 35, 382 35, 564
1981 -35, 746 35, 925
198Z -36, 104 36, 278
1983 -36, 452 36, 621
1984 -36, 790 36, 952
1985 -37, 114 37,269
1990 -38, 527 38, 652
1995-3% 738 39, 855
2000 40, 907 41, 025

Low series:
1980 -35, 382 35, 547
1981 -35, 712 35, 872
1982 -36, 031 36, 184
1983------ - 36, 337 36, 483
1984 -36, 628 36, 765
1985 -36, 902 37, 029
1990 -38, 012 38, 102
1995 -38, 835 38, 907
2000. -39, 498 39, 556

Constant series:
1980 -35, 382 35, 564
1981 -35, 746 35, 925
1982 -36, 105 36,280
1983 -36, 455 36, 626
1984 -36, 796 36, 960
1985 -37, 124 37, 281
1990 -38, 570 38, 700
1995 39, 836 39, 959
2000 -41,084 41,212

398 11.2 726 20.4 328 9.2
396 11.0 729 20.3 332 9.2
391 10.8 728 20.0 336 9.2
384 10.4 724 19.7 340 9.2
375 10.1 718 19.3 343 9.2
364 9.7 710 18.9 346 9.2
320 8. 2 673 17.2 352 9. 0
323 7.9 685 16.8 362 8.9
360 8.5 755 17.8 395 9.3

364 10.2 691 19.4 327 9.2
358 10.0 689 19.2 331 9.2
349 9.6 684 lag 335 9.2
337 9.2 676 185 339 9.2
324 8.8 666 18.0 342 9.2
310 8.3 655 17.6 345 9.3
250 6.5 601 15.5 351 9.1
233 5.9 594 14.9 360 9.0
237 5.8 630 15.4 393 9.6

330 9.3 657 18.5 327 9.2
320 8.9 650 18.1 331 9.2
306 8.5 641 17.7 335 9.2
291 a&o 628 17.2 338 9.3
274 7.4 614 16.7 341 9.3
256 6.9 599 16.2 344 9.3
180 4.7 529 13.9 350 9.2
143 3.7 502 12.9 359 9.2
116 2.9 507 12.8 391 9.9

364 10.2 691 19.4 327 9.2
359 10.0 690 19.2 332 9.2
351 9.7 686 18.9 335 9.2
340 9.3 679 18.5 339 9.2
328 8.9 670 18.1 342 9.2
315 8. 4 660 17.7 345 9. 3
259 6.7 610 15.8 351 9.1
247 6.2 608 15.2 361 9.0
257 6.2 650 15.8 393 9.5

The published population totals for the years 1951-78 have been revised downward here to account for the differences
of approximately 123,000, 95,000, and 112,000 between the 1960, 1970, and 1978 census totals and the unrevised popula-
tion estimates for those years. The revised estimates are based on the Dec. 3, 1950 census total; reported births, deaths
and net migration; and the intercensal adjustments necessary to be consistent with the Dec. 6, 1960 census total of 29,775,
508; the Dec. 8,1970 census tsotl of 32,642,270; and the Dec. 7, 1978 preliminary census total of 35,032,000.

5 dates for the years 1951-78 are based on the published numbers of births and deaths and the revised midyear popu-
ation totals. See footnote 1 above.
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TABLE I-H.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND
VITAL RATES-ROMANIA: 1950-2000

[Absolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-year
changes in the population estimates are due, in varying degrees, to migration and discrepancies in the repurting systems;
natural increase may not equal the difference between births and deaths due to rounding; see text for an explanation
of the series]

Population Natural increase Births Deaths

Jan. I July 1 Number Rate Number Rate Number RateYear

ESTIMATES

1950 -- 16,204 16, 311 225 13.8 427 26. 2 202 12.4
1955 -17, 181 17, 325 275 15.9 443 25.6 168 9. 7
1960 -18, 319 18, 403 192 10.4 352 19.1 161 8.7
1965 -18,980 19 027 115 6. 0 278 14.6 163 8.6
1970 -20, 140 20 253 234 11.6 427 21.1 193 9. 5
1975 -21, 141 21, 245 221 10.4 418 19.7 198 9. 3
1976 -21, 353 21, 446 212 9.9 417 19. 5 205 9.6
1977 -21, 559 21, 658 215 10. 0 424 19.6 209 9.6
1978 -21 758 21, 855 205 9.4 417 19. 1 212 9. 7
1979 -21,953 22,044 192 8.7 410 18.6 218 9.9

PROJECTIONS

High series:
1980 -22, 135 22, 228
1981 -22, 322 22, 412
1982 -. 22, 502 22, 589
193- 22,675 22,760
1984- 22,844 22,926
1985 -23, 008 23, 090
1990 -23.868 23,967
1995 -24,940 25,052
2000 -26,049 26, 158

Medium series:
1980 -- - 22, 135 22, 218
1981 -22, 302 22, 381
1982 - 22, 460 22, 535
1983 -22,610 22,681
194 -22, 752 22, 821
1985 -22, 889 22, 956
1990 -23, 572 23, 648
1995 -24, 385 24, 467
2000 -25, 155 25, 224

Low series:
1980 … 22, 135 22, 208
1981 -22, 282 22, 350
1982 -22, 418 22, 481
1983 - 22,544 22,603
1984 -22, 661 22, 716
1985 -22,770 22,822
1990 -23, 275 23, 329
199i -23,830 23,881
2000 -24,263 24,293

Constant series:
1980----------- 22, 135 22, 228
1981 -22,322 22,411
198 -22, 501 22, 587
193 -22, 673 22, 757
1984 -22,840 22, 921
1985 -23,002 23, 082
1990 -23, 838 23, 934
1995- ---- 24,866 24,972
2000 -25,910 26,011

187 8.4 407 18.3 220. 9.9
10 8.0 403 18.0 223 9.9
174 7.7 399 17.6 225 10. 0
168 7.4 396 17.4 227 10.0
165 7. 2 395 17.2 230 10. 0
163 7.1 395 17.1 232 10.1
198 8.3 438 18.3 240 10.0
224 8.9 469 18.7 245 9.8
218 8.3 484 18.5 266 10.2

167 7.5 387 17.4 220 9.9
158 7.1 380 17.0 222 9.9
150 6.6 374 16.6 224 10.0
142 6.3 369 16.3 227 10.0
137 6.0 366 16.0 229 10.0
133 5.8 364 15.9 231 10.1
153 6.5 392 16.6 239 10.0
163 6.7 406 16.6 243 9.9
138 5.5 403 16.0 264 10.5

147 6.6 366 16.5 219 9.9
137 6.1 358 16.0 221 9.9
126 5.6 350 15.6 224 10.0
117 5.2 343 15.2 226 10.0
109 4.8 337 14.8 228 10.0
103 4.5 334 14.6 230 10.1
108 4.6 345 14.8 237 10.2
102 4.3 344 14.4 241 10.1
60 2.5 323 13.3 262 10.8

187 8.4 407 18.3 220 9.9
180 8.0 402 17.9 223 9.9
172 7.6 397 17.6 225 10.0
166 7.3 394 17.3 227 10.0
162 7.1 392 17.1 230 10.0
160 6.9 392 , 17.0 232 10.1
191 8.0 431 18.0 240 10. 0
213 8.5 457 18.3 244 9.8
202 7.8 468 18.0 266 10. 2
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TABLE 1-1.-ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED TOTAL POPULATION, COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, AND
VITAL RATES-YUGOSLAVIA: 1950-2000

lAbsolute numbers in thousands; rates per thousand population; differences between natural increase and year-to-year
changes in the population estimates are due, in varying dezrees, to migration and discrepancies in the reporting systems;
natural increase may not equal the difference between births and deaths due to rounding; see text for an explanation
of the series]

Population Natural increase Births Deaths

Year Jan. I July I Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate

ESTI MATES

1950 -16, 240 16, 346 282 17.3 494 30.2 212 13.0
1955 -17,402 17, 519 271 15.5 471 26.9 200 11.4
1960 -18, 308 18,402 250 13.6 433 23.5 183 9.9
1965 -19, 328 19, 434 238 12.2 408 21.0 171 8. 8
1970 -20,290 20,371 181 8.9 363 17.8 182 8.9
1975 -21, 262 21,365 203 9.5 388 18.2 185 8.7
1976 - 21, 462 21, 573 209 9.7 392 18.2 183 8.5
1977 -21, 672 21, 775 202 9.3 385 17.7 183 8.4
1978 -21, 875 21, 968 190 8.6 381 17.3 190 8. 7
1979 -22, 074 22,168 190 8.6 380 17.1 190 8.6

PROJECTIONS

High series:
1980 -2 262 22, 366 208 9.3 401 17.9 193 8. 7
1981 -22, 470 22, 574 209 9.3 406 18.0 197 8.7
1982 -22 679 22, 784 210 9. 2 410 18.0 199 8. 8
1983 -22,889 22,995 211 9.2 414 18.0 202 8.8
1984 -23, 101 23, 207 212 9.1 417 18.0 205 8.8
1985 -23, 313 23, 419 213 9.1 420 18.0 208 8.9
1990 -24,382 24,490 217 8.8 431 17.6 215 8.8
1995 -25, 479 25, 588 218 8. 5 442 17.3 224 8.8
2002- 25 552 26,658 212 8.0 462 17.3 250 9.4

Medium series:
1980 -22, 262 22, 356 189 8.4 382 17.1 193 8.6
1981 -22, 451 22, 545 188 8.3 384 17.0 196 8. 7
1982 -22, 639 22, 732 186 8.2 385 16.9 199 8. 7
1983 -22, 825 22, 918 185 8.1 386 16.8 201 8. 8
1984 -23, 010 23, 101 183 7.9 387 16.7 204 8. 8
1985 -23, 193 23, 283 180 7. 7 387 16.6 207 8.9
1990 -24, 074 24, 160 171 7.1 385 15. 9 213 8.8
1995 -24, 920 25, 000 160 6.4 383 15.3 223 8.9
2000 -25, 672 25, 740 136 5.3 385 15.0 248 9.7

Low series:
1980 -22, 262 22, 347 170 7.6 363 16.2 193 8.6
1981 -22, 432 22, 515 166 7. 4 362 16. 1 195 8.7
1982 -22. 599 22, 680 162 7. 2 360 15.9 198 8.7
1983 -22, 761 22, 840 158 6. 9 359 15.7 200 8.8
1984 -22, 919 22, 996 153 6.7 356 15.5 203 8.8
1985 -23, 072 23, 146 148 6.4 354 15,3 206 0.9
1990 -23, 767 23, 830 126 5.3 338 14.2 212 8. 9
1995 -24, 361 24, 412 102 4. 2 323 11. 2 221 9. 1
2000 -24, 793 24, 824 62 2.5 309 12.4 247 9.9

Constant series:
1980 -22, 262 22, 356 189 8.4 382 17.1 193 8.6
1981 -22, 451 22, 545 187 8.3 383 17.0 196 8. 7
1982 -22, 638 22, 731 186 8. 2 384 16.9 199 8. 8
1983 -22,824 22,916 184 8.0 385 16.8 201 8. 7
1984 -23, 008 23 098 181 7.8 385 16.7 204 8. 8
1985 -23, 189 23, 278 178 7.7 385 16.5 207 8. 9
1990 - 24,056 24,140 167 6.9 381 15.8 213 8.8
1995 -24, 879 24, 956 154 6.2 377 15.1 223 8. 9
2000 25, 597 25, 661 129 5.0 377 14.7 248 9. 7

70-528 0 - 81 - 15



TABLE Il-A.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-8 EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES COMBINED, 1980-.2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding: see text for an explanation of the seriesl

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Ali apes:
HighC-13- 1 , 257 144,382149,8 5 ,633 7 68{089 70, 780 73,625 76,3 

71
0:168 7,603 73, 232 79, 020

Medium - 134, 007 138, 531 146, 577 150 5 67, 716 69, 848 71, 941 7 95 68 630 76
Low -. 1 1 37, 804 140, 751 143 297 145, 246 67, 343 68, 916 70, 258 71, ,4
Constant ------------ 138, 610 142, 793 147, 054 151, 276 9 167, 757 69,964 72, 186 74, 376 J .70, 853 72, 829 74, 868 76,900

Under 5 yr:
High …1--------12, 067 12, 134 12, 417 13, 081 16,193 6, 230 6, 378 6,21 1 5, 874 5, 904 6, 040 6~ 360
Medium - 11, 428 11, 340 11,042 10, 1, 156 5, 866 5, 820 5,669 5, 623 5, 77232 5562 5,521 5,373 5,325 5,424
Low---j 0, 614 9,949 9, 478 9, 240 I5, 447 5,108 4, 868 4, 747 5,167 4, 841 4,610 4,493
Constant-- 11,420 11, 190 1,8200 11,1524 35,860 5,745 5,753 5,921 5,559 5,445 5,448 5,603

15to 9 yr: 1,8 ,3 ,4

5 oHigh --------- 12, 017 12, 090 12, 9377 r 613 6, 204 6, 35351 ,5 ,8 ,2
Medum-------------- II19 101 1 5,792 5,646 5,603551 535 ,0

Medium10, 510 11,375 10 570 1, 913 9 448 51394 5,834 5,421 5,087 4,851 5,116 5,540 5,14 5,356 5,39
Constant ------------ 11,372 11, 147 11, 162 5 832 5,721 5,731 5,540 5,426 5,431 I
10t 4yr:

… 112 0 12 776f65,4 ,
Meium -------- ---- 1022 10, 494 1139 1:280 1,990 512 533 5783 5 3
Low1 0558 9,903 5,413 5,080 5,145 4,823
cos rta nti 11 358 11135 5,823 5,713 i5,535 5,423

15 to 19 yr :
High --- 11,984----- 6139 5,84
Medium -10,16-1,18-10,73-1,39-11263- 5769 I 493

10,544 5~~~~~ ~~140 5141Low ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~1,76 1,8 0,7 139 10 541 5,208 5,206 5, 367 5, 809 5,40 4,967 4,974 5,106 5, 530 53
Constant ---------- 11,341 5, 8091 3

20 to 24 yr ------------ 11,344 10, 137 10, 145 10, 441 11,309 5,793 5,178 5,178 5,341 5,783 5,552 4,960 4,967 5,100 5: 526
25 to 29 yr ------------ 11,414 11,291 10, 094 10,106 10,405 5,811 5,751 5,143 5,147 5,312 5,603 5,540 4,951 4,959 5,094
30 to 34 yr ------------ 9, 254 11, 349 11, 232 10, 047 10, 064 4, 684 5, 762 5, 706 5,107 5,114 4, 570 5, 587 5, 526 4, 940 4,950
35 to 39 yr ------------ 8,137 9,182 11,266 11, 156 9,986 4,073 4,631 5,701 5,648 5,060 4,064 4,551 5,566 5,507 4,925
40 to 44 yr ------------ 8,601 8,043 9,083 11, 151 11,049 4,268 4,006 4,560 5,617 5,569 4,333 4,036 4,523 5,535 5,480
451to49 yr ------------ 8,567 8,444 7,903 8, 935 10, 978 4,238 4,161 3,910 4,455 5,493 4,329 4,283 3,993 4,480 5,486
5010o54 yr ------------ 8,076 8,322 8,216 7,698 8,716 3,837 4,072 4,005 3,768 4,301 4,240 4,250 4,211 3,930 4,416
551to 59 yr ------------ 7,091 7,733 7,979 7,893 7,407 3,162 3,614 3,843 3,788 3,570 3,929 4,120 4,137 4,105 3,837
60 to 64 yr ------------ 4,047 6, 626 7, 239 7, 482 7, 422 1753 2, 878 3,300 3,518 3, 478 2, 294 3,748 3,939 3,964 3,941

65 to 69 yr-5,563 3,631 5,966 6,533 6,767 2,361 1,510 2,487 2,865 3,063 3,202 2,121 3,478 3,668533 3,7001361 1510 2865 3063 0

70 to 74 yr ------------ 4,524 4,639 3,053 5,039 5,537 1,870 1,849 1,193 1,973 2,287 2,654 2,789 1,860 3,066 3,253
75 yr and over ---------- 5,073 5,744 6,223 5,527 6,474 1,837 2,0691 2,1 71 1,9854 2,173 3,236 3,683 4,053 3,673 4, 304



TABLE I1-B.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-ALBANIA, 198D-2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an exp lanation of the series]

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

All eyes:
High - 1 -- .- _-}- 2, 966 3, 320 3, 698 4,081 1,522 1,703 1, 897 2,093 1 444 1, 616 1, 802 1, 931
Medium- -265 2,942 3,256 3, 578 3,887 136 1 510 1, 671 1, 835 1, 992 1 290 143 1,56 ,73 18)6
Low----2,918 3,193 3,457 3,6911 ' ,498 1,638 1,772 1,890 ' 1,420 1,555 1,685 1,800
Constant-------------- 2, 972 3, 351 3,777 4, 234 J 1 1526 1, 719 1, 937 2,171 1, 447 1, 631 1,840 2,063

Under 5 yrs:
High -1--------- 389 435 469 484 } 200 224 242 250 1 { 188 210 227 234
Medium ----------- 342 365 395 410 40 176 188 204 21 20 16 177 191 199 197
Low-------------- 341 355 352 330 f 7 176 183 182 170 I165 172 170 160
Constant----------- 395 460 516 557 J 1 204 237 266 288 J191 223 250 270

High-------------380 426 45291 196 220 2037 1r 184 206 222
Medium -- 325 334{ 357 387 402 | 167 172 184 200 208 158 162 173 187 196

Low - ------------------ 333 348 345 J172 180 178 j 161 ~ 168 167
Constant w-------------------386 450 506 199 232 261 187 218-245
C onstnt4

l Hto14 r: ----------- 7 425 196 219 [ 184 206

Lowiu 2--------- 1 2 3 5 347 159 167 172 171 179 151 157 161 161 168

Constant --- 310--324--333 85 386 199 232 187 217
15 to 19 yr:

High 3781---1951 183
Mediem 303-39-323 33-15-159-66-1 83~ 4 5 5 6 12

Low - ~~~-.-------l 32 332i 57 15 71 171 16 5 57 61 1861
Ce.nstant 1 3841 198) 8

20Oto 24yr ------------ 263 302 308 322 331 136 156 158 165 170 127 146 150 157 16
25 to 29 yr-1---------_ 98 261 300 306 321 102 135 155 157 165 95 126 145 149 156
30 1o034 yr ------------ 161 196 260 299 305 84 102 134 154 156 77 95 126 145 149
35 to 39 yr------------ 145 160 195 258 297 77 83 101 133 153 68 76 94 125 144
40 to 44 yr ------------ 133 143 158 193 256 71 76 82 100 132 62 67 76 93 124
45 to 49 yr..... ------- 108 131 141 156 190 58 70 74 81 98 51 61 67 75 92
50 to 54 yr ----------- 93 106 128 138 152 48 56 67 72 78 44 50 60 66 74
55 toS59yr ------------ 70 89 101 123 133 34 46 53 64 69 36 43 48 59 64
60to64yr-61 65 84 95 116 30 31 42 49 59 31 34 41 46 56

65 to 69yr ------------ 51 56 60 76 87 24 27 28 38 44 27 29 32 38 43
70Oto 74yr ------------ 38 44 48 52 67 17 20 23 23 32 21 24 26 28 34
75 yr. and over ---------- 50 58 66 75 83 20 24 28 32 35 30 34 38 43 48



TABLE Il-C.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-BULGARIA, 1980-2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the series]

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

All ages:
Hi ----h-- ---- 9,066 9, 278 9, 525 9794 1 4 I51 4,611 4,728 4,860 4,555 4,668 4, 797 4,3

Medium-8 846 39,025 9,173 9,331 9,482 4409 4,490 4,55~~~~~~~~ ~~6 4,629 4,700 ~ 4,53 5 4,616 4,703 4,782
Low -------- 8 983 9,067 9,138 9,170 4,468 4 502 4,529 4,540 }4,515 4,565 4,608 4,630
Constant-- - 9, 024 9,172 9, 329 9,477 4,490 4,556 4,628 A, 697 4,535 4,616 4,701 4,779

Under 5 yr:
High … _ 694 706 747 803 356 362 383 412 1 338 344 364 391
Medium 681 653 643 659 684 349 335 330 338 351 332 318 313 321 333
Low--------------611 573 570 566 j313 297 292 290 1298 282 278 275
Constlant --- -- -- 652 642 657 681 334 329 337 350 318 313 320 332

5 to 9Yr:
Hogh-- 692 704 7461 355 361 382 337 343 363
Medium-----------658 679 651 641 657 338 348 333 329 337 320 331 317 312 320
Low 1---------609 577 569 3 3 312 296 292 |297 281 277
Constant _ 650 640 656 333 328 336 317 K3 12 319

10 to 14 yr:
High----------- (691 7041 354 3611 337 343
Medium- ------- 622 657 678 650 640 320 338 347 333 328 302 320 331 317 312
Low---1608 5771 3 311 295 32 20 31 297 281
Constant - 3 649 639 J 333 328 317 312

15 to19 yr:
High - -------- 690 353 337
Low---- -- 621 621 656 677 64079 318 319 337 346 31 303 302 319 330 296

Constant -------------- 1.649 J1 332 31
20 to 24 yr --. 636 619 620 655 676 325 317 318 336 345 311 302 301 319 330
25 to 29 yr -658 633 617 618 653 332 323 315 317 334 326 310 302 301 319
30 to 34 yr - -659 655 631 615 616 331 329 321 313 315 328 325 310 301 301
35 to 39 yr - - 558 655 651 627 613 280 328 327 318 311 279 327 324 309 300
40 to 44 yr - -562 553 649 645 622 281 276 324 323 315 282 277 325 323 308
45 to 49 yr - - 627 554 545 641 637 314 275 271 318 317 313 279 274 323 320
50 to 54 yr------ ------- 614 612 541 533 628 306 304 266 263 309 308 308 274 270 318
55 to 59 yr - -583 589 589 521 515 284 290 289 253 251 299 300 300 268 265
60 to 64 yr - -333 545 552 553 491 160 260 266 266 234 173 285 286 288 257
65 to 69 yr - -392 299 490 498 502 187 139 227 233 234 205 159 263 265 268
70 to 74 yr - -311 326 250 413 420 143 149 112 183 188 167 177 138 229 232
75 yr and over - -330 375 412 387 480 141 160 174 160 198 189 215 238 227 283



TABLE II-D.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 1980-2000

INumbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the series)

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

All ages
Hg h-1 15,781 16, 242 16, 776 17 445 7 74 69 7,925 8,192 8 528 8,089 8, 317 8 585 8, 918
Medium-- 15282 15, 700 16, 044 16,418 16: 863i 74 7, 651 7, 824 8, 009 8, 230 3 ,4 ,2 8, 1 ,3
Low _ l--0- -15 619 15, 846 16,060 16, 283 5 7,610 7, 723 7,826 7, 8010 8,123 8,234 8 349
Constant-- -- 15,709 16, 083 16, 511 17, 0396 1 7, 656 7,844 8,065 8, 3201 1 053 8,239 8, 455 8719

Under 5 yr:
High -- - 1, 361 1, 332 1 3765 1, 5350 } 695 681 703 7851 ( 666 652 672 750
Medium --------- 89 1, 380 60 1, 2152 I: 3721 31 2 5705 621 621 670' 675 626 594 594 640
Low 1,174 1,199 1,097 1,055 1 0881 612 560 539 5569 5 587 537 516 531
Constnt 29 -- 12 1,289 1,245 1, 269 1, 3945 658 636 649 7133 631 609 620 681

5 to 9 yr:
High-- 1,357 1,329 1,374 692 679 702 665 651 672
Medium3 . 1,256 1,3761 1 277 1 212 1,213 62 70 610 59 5 613 674 625 593 593
Low-1,196 1,095 1,053 64j0 61 5 ~ 86 536 515I

10 to 14 yr: _1286 1,242 1, 267 656 634 647 630 608 619
High -64 - _------38-792-1,356 1,328 3 691 678 6 664 650
Medium--- 1,068 1, 254 1,374 1, 275 1,211 547 641 701. 650 618 621 3 673 6 5 593
Low -------------------- 1,195 1,0941 609 558 5 586 536
Constant - 1 1,284 1,2411 655 634 J1 629 608

15 to 19 yr:
High 1,3--4--6901 354664
Medium --- - - - - - -- - ,7 2

Low-~~~~~~ ~~~1,089 1,066 1,252 1,372 124 558 55 69 699 6949 531 51 62 625
Constant ----------- I1,1283 1 654 1. 629

20 to 24 yr ------------ 1, 174 1 085 1 063 1,248 1369 599 554 543 636 696 575 531 520 612 673
25 to 29 yr-_---------- 1, 282 1 169 1 081 1: 059 1,245 653 595 551 540 633 629 574 530 520 611
30 to 34 yr ------------ 1,194 1,276 1,164 1077 1,056 604 648 591 548 537 590 628 573 529 519
35 to 39 yr ------------ 979 1,185 1,268 1, 157 1, 071 490 597 642 586 543 489 588 626 571 528
40 to 44 yr ------------ 800 969 1,173 1,256 1,147 395 483 588 633 578 405 486 585 623 569
45 to 49 yr ------------ 871 786 952 1,154 1,237 427 385 471 575 619 444 401 481 580 618
.50 to 54 yr ------------ 892 844 763 926 1,125 427 408 369 452 553. 466 436 394 474 572
55 to 59 yr ------------ 903 851 806 730 888 420 398 382 306 425 483 453 425 385 464
60 to 64 yr ------------ 473 838 792 751 683 215 378 359 345 313 258 460 433 407 370
65 to 69 yr ------------ 715 420 746 707 673 314 182 320 305 293 401 238 427 403 380
70 to 74 yr ------------ 575 587 347 620 590 236 238 138 245 234 339 349 208 376 356
75 yr and oner----------- 631 715 772 656 772 214 243 259 211 250 417 472 513 446 523



TABLE II-E.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC, 1980-2000

INumbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the seriesi

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

All ages:
ig-- } { 16, 971 17, 330 17,701 18, 032 7 8,033 8,301 8,061 8,790 8, 938 9,030 9,139 9, 242

Medium- 16,740 16,890 17, 119 17, 328 17, 466 4 992 8,192 8,370 8499 9 8, 899 8,927 8,958 967Lo-I ---- 16,809 16,907 16,955 16,902 7,950 8,84 8179,20 00 ,59 882 ,76 8,63

Low---08{1,25 1 2 , 9538 , 694 6 }, 80 859 , 82 0 , 769 653

Constant-----------16,818 16,945 17, 036 17, 041 . 7, 954 8,103 8, 22 ,21J 18,863 8, 842 8, 816 8, 760

eriu - 1,24 1 359 1, 432 1 351 1, 301 }698 736 694 669 661 696 657 632
Mediam … 1,051 1,278 1,301 1,189 1,109 656 668 611 570 511 622 633 578 539

Lowh 1, 197 1,171 1,027 917 } 615 601 528 471 583 569 499 445
Constant-J 1,206 1,199 1,071 974 619 616 551 501 587 583 521 473

3 to 9yr:
llijh --- J ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~1,356 1,429 1,3491 696 734 69 660 695 656
Medium - - 004 1048 ~~~~~~ ~~~~1,275 1,299 1,187 1 55 58 655 667 69103 40 1 621 632 577

Low -- 1 195 1,168 1,026 613 600 5271 1 582 568 499
Constant - 1 1,203 1,197 1, 070 1 617 615 550 JI 586 582 529

10 to 14 yr:
Hi7 h ---------- 1---------- 1,35835 1 695 733 660 695
Medium -1,248---1,003---1047 124 1,298 640 514 537 654 666 60 51 620 6932
Low- ----------- 1,194 1,1681 61 591 581 568
Constant ------ ---- 1 1202 1,1961I 617 614 I 585 582

15 to 19yr
Hith r 1,-------3521 6931 659

Leiuow ----------- 1,427 1,245 1,000 1,044 1,272 730 637 512 535 652 697 608 489 509 620
Constant ----------- 1200 I . 61 585

20 to24 y ------------------ 1313 ,420 1,24 997 1,041 674 724 633 509 532 639 696 607 488 509
25 to 29 yr ------------ 1,296 1,307 1,415 1,235 993 666 670 720 629 506 630 638 695 696 488
30 to 34 yr ------------ 860 1,289 1,301 1,409 1,231 436 661 665 715 625 424 628 636 694 605
35 to 39 yr- ------ 1,222 854 1,282 1,294 1402 614 432 655 660 710 608 422 626 635 692
40 to 44 yr ------ 1,27 1,209 846 120 1,284 640 605 427 647 652 636 604 420 623 631
45 to 49 yr -1,------------ I017 1,254 1,189 834 1,252 507 625 592 418 635 510 628 598 416 617
50 to 54 yr ------------ 931 991. 1,224 1,162 816 414 490 605 573 406 518 S0l 618 589 410
55 to 59 y r…----------- 867 896 .954 1,180 1,122 324 392 466 576 547 544 504 488 604 576
60 to 64 yr------------ 525 814 842 837 1,112 191 295 360 428 531 334 519 483 469 582
65 to 69 y r------------ 864 474 736 763 811 312 164 254 312 372 552 309 482 450 440
70 to 74 yr ------------ 808 723 400 624 647~ 296 242 129 199 248 512 481 271 424 399
75 yr and over ---------- 1,031 1, 083 1,066 858 889 343 345 316 237 239 688 739 750 621 650



TABLE Il-F.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-HUNGARY 1980-2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the seriesl

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

A lgh - -- 10, 826 10,920 11,096 11,360 5,253 5,305 5,397 5,536 5,573 5,616 5,699 5,824
Medium L -1 10,778 10, 802 10,878 11, 003 195 5, 228 5, 244 5, 286 5, 353 5515 5, 550 5, 558 5, 592 5,650
Low - -1522510, 710 0 730 10,683 10 660 10 647 5, 5 204 5,183 51 5 17 5 527 5, 500 5, 486 5, 476
Constant -( 10, 772 10, 777 10, 821 10 895 5, 225 5, 232 5, 256 5 298 5 547 5, 546 5, 564 5, 597

Under 5 yr:
High ----- ----- [-89 784 769 830 935 401 394 425 479 r383 375 405 456
Medium |-- -- 859 { 736 698 730 796 440 377 357 374 408 419 359 341 356 388
Low----- -- 1- 730 627 630 658 352 321 323 337 336 306 307 321
Constant 730 679 697 746 374 348 357 382 357 331 340 364

5 to 9 yr:
High _ _ 781 767 828 400 392 424 382 374 406
Medium ----------- I 6 5 734 696 7291 34 3 375 356 373[ 373 418 359 340 35
Low - 767 856 - 686 626 629 394 438 351 320 322 4335 305 304 It3
Constant ----------- 728 678 696, 1372 347 356 356 331 339

l0 to 14 yr:
High - 781 766 399 392 1 381 374
Medium 699 766 855 7 6 96 I 60 9 43 375 356 i 3 37 418 358 340
Low--- 686 62 1 351 320 fI 33 30
Constant - _ J l 728 677 J 372 347 J . 356 331

15 to 19 yir:
High _ _ _ 779 398 381
Low M m - -646 697 764 854 68352 331 359 392 436 350 314 338 372 418 335
Constant-- I 726 J 371 I 355

20 to 24 yr - 817 643 695 762 851 418 330 357 390 434 399 314 338 372 417
25 to 29 yr- 907 814 641 692 759 462 415 327 355 388 445 398 313 338 372
30 to34 yr…------------ 769 902 809 638 689 389 459 412 325 352 380 443 397 313 337
35to 39 yr - 728 763 895 803 633 363 384 453 408 322 365 378 441 395 311
40Dt 44 yr ------ ------ 655 718 753 884 794 315 356 377 446 401 340 362 376 438 393
45 to 49 yr - 686 641 703 738 867 332 306 346 367 434 354 335 357 371 434
50 to 54 yr- 695 662 621 681 716 331 316 292 331 352 364 346 328 351 365
55 to 59 yr - _ 672 661 631 593 652 309 310 296 274 311 363 352 335 319 341
60 to 64 yr-- _-_-_-_-_379 623 614 588 553 170 279 280 268 249 209 344 334 319 304
65 to 69 yr - 544 336 553 547 525 237 144 237 238 229 307 191 316 308 235
70 to 74 yr -and -- ----- 412 445 277 457 453 171 181 111 183 185 242 264 166 274 269
75 yr and over----------- 474 515 560 483 557 172 182 194 161 186 302 333 366 323 371



TABLE Il-G.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-POLAND, 1980-2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the seriesl

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

All ages:
High ---- 37, 326 39, 042 40, 641 42 317 18, 200 19, 059 19, 853 20, 682 19,126 19, 983 20, 788 21, 63;
Media------------- 35392 J37, 114 38, 527 39, 7318 40, 907117 235 10, 091 18, 795 19, 390 19,958 18 147 19,01226 972 2, 4 04
L~ow -I ~ m~~~~~~ *~~~~~~~ l 35f382 | 336, 902 38, 012 3 7,983 18, '31 19, 926 19 235 f18, 919 19, 481 19, 909 20, 263
Constant - ....--- J - 37,124 38, 570 39,836 41084J 18, 097 18, 817 19, 440 20 049 19,027 19, 753 20, 396 21, 035

Under 5yr:
High-1- 9 3 402 3, 307 3, 498 j 1 820 1,746 1, 698 1, 797 1 2 1,656 1,609 1,700
Medium-3,237 3,337 3,098 2, 918 2, 989 1 3 1711 1,590 1,499 1, 536 14 1,626 1,508 1 420 1, 453

Hleh~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 136 531,1.071,72

Low | 2,801-- - 3,'125 2,795 2,530 2 ,401 1603 1,434 1,299 1,275 1,522 1,360 1,231 1,206
Constant ------------------ - 3,347 3,131 2,973 3,068 1:717 1,607 1,1526 1,577 1,631 1,524 1,446 1,492

5 to 9 yr:
High to 3,539 3,313 3,301 11,813 1,740 1,694 1 1, 726 1,653 1,607
Mediam ----- 2,7810 3,2260-3,327 3,091 2,913 428 1 656 1,705 1,595 1,495 1 57 1,506 1,418Low ----------------------- 2,781 3,226 525 1,428 1,354 1:622 1,2 14 4
Low-o 39 yr 1, 876 2, 607 3,116 2,798 2,52 9 1,596 1,430 1,296 1,51 1,358 1,229Constanto ------------------ 3,337 3 3124 2967 , 7910 1, 602 1,523 1627 1,522 1,444

I0 ta 14 yr:High--1------3,5 5 3,391 r 1,811 1,738 175 1,62
Medium-------------------- 2, 506 2, 778 3,222 3,35234 3,088 1208 1,425 1,653 1,702 158 1'22 71353 1 570 1 622 1505
L ow- -------------------- 3,113 2 ,788 15 1594 1,428 ,26 9 1,519 1,358
Constant -1 3 3,334 3,121 J 1,708 1,600 7 1,627 1.521

15 to 19 yr,

High -74 yr 1 073 3 111 806 1, 260 1,4531 433 4331 310 14 87 , 724
Low I--N7--------,03, 1,421 1 3 1,9 1,370 225 1,352 195 1,617Medium------2, 801 2, 501 2, 773 3,218 3 320 I 431 1, 276 1,42 69 6,919 1,5218
Constant - J3,330 J1,104 1,626

2010o24 yr ----------- 3,432 2,790 2,492 2,764 3,209 1, 748 1,422 1269 1 413 1,641 1,603 1,369 1,224 1,351 1568
25 to 29 yr ------------ 3, 351 3, 414 2, 777 2, 481 2,753 1,699 1, 733 1, 410 1, 259 1, 403 1,653 1, 681 1, 367 1, 222 1, 350
30 t034 yr ------------ 2,630 3,330 3,393 2,761 2,468 1,325 1,681 1,715 1,396 1,248 1,305 1,649 1,678 1,365 1,221
35 to 39 yr ------------ 1,876 2,607 3,302 3,367 2,742 935 1,307 1659 1694 1,380 940 1, 301 1,644 1, 673 1,362
4to 44yr ------------ 2,112 1, 852 2,577 3,266 3,332 1044 918 '1,283' 1,:630 1,666 1,1068 935 1,294 1,636 1,666
4510o49 yr ..---------- 2,201 201 1,818 2,533 3,212 1,8 104 82 1,25 159 ,19 1,057 926 1,283 1,623
5010o54 yr------------- 2,082 2,135 2,012 1,768 2,468 978 1,035 9711 856 1,202 1,104 1,100 1,041 913 1,266
55 to 59 yr------------ 1 740 1, 991 2, 043 1, 929 1, 699 780 916 971 913 806 960 1, 075 1, 073 1,016 893
601to 64 yr ------------ 1,052 1,630 1,868 1,920 1,818 456 710 936 887 837 596 92 0 1,033 1,033 981
6510o69 yr ------------ 1,320 950 1,477 1, 696 1,746 554 394 614 725 771 766 556 863 971 1975
7010o74 yr ------------ 1,073 1,11 806 1,260 1,451 433 433 310 486 576 640 678 496 774 875

75 yr and oner - ~~~~~1,187 1,9 ,50 141 1,700 399 463 497 446 528 788 928 1,43 995 1,172



TABLE 1l-H.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-ROMANIA, 1980-2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals duoe to rounding; see text for an explanation of the series]

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

All ages:
..........-..... 23, 008 23, 838 24, 940 26, 0491 111.365 11,808 12, 359 12, 928(1,4 1206 1,58 0311

Low -- 22, 770 2, 275 23. 830 4, 263 ' 11,23 104 1,9 1202 11,5853 11,7710 12, 041 12,1251Medium --22 135 22, 889 23, 572 24, 385 25, 155 |10 921 11304 11,656 12 074 12, 470 1, 11,214 11527 1,5 3 2,68

Constant-J 23,002 23, 838 24, 866 25,910 11,362 11,793 12, 321 12,I857 11 640 12, 045 12, 545 13, 053
Under 5r_ yr:0 1,05 1,45 1,5

High 1,943 1, 990 2, 216 2,328 997 1, 021 1,137 1,195 946 969 1,079 1,134
Medium 1 ~~~~~~~~4 ,11 195 ,98936 929 1,04 1,20 888 82 953 968

Low ---------------------- 1,705 1,633 1,698 1,649 875 838 8071 1846 13 8 2

Low-2,17 1,2 8204 a1, 811 1, 957 1,98 988 ,02 6 183 033 93 983 795 879 803 S
Constant -1937 1,966 2,172 2,263 I 994 1,009 1,115 1,161 943 951 1,058 1,102

toe 9yr:
High _1,932------------- 1,979 2 206 (991 1,015 1,132 942 964 1,075Medium- 84 1 2 1194 30 2 884 7 4Medium- ~~~~~~1,922 2,004 184 1,80 1,9481300926999 8 978 82 8792 823
Low 1,933 1,919 2,696 1,625 1,690 98469 983 9867 9
Constant 1,926 1,956 2,162 9 987 1,003 1,109 938 953 1,053

10 to 14 yr:
High _ 1,929 1 ,976 989 1,0138 941 963
Low- - 1,933 1,919 2,001 1, 11 1,799 987 982 19024 928 922 945 937 977 883 87
Consan _1 1, 693 1,622 868 832 825 791
Constanto 29 ------------------- 792-1,-1, 923 1,953 985 , 8001 937 952

15 to 19 yr:
High --------------------- 1,925 986 61 9
0 um ------- 1,436 1,928 1,914 1,996 1, 70 865 984 978 692 926 882
Mdu to 4_ 96- 1,808 735 984 978 1 7 0265 701 944 935 976 884

Conutant -- 1, 919 983 L 936
20 to 24 yr -- - 1,801 1430 1,921 1, 08 1,990 918 731 979 974 1,016 883 699 942 934 974
25 to 29 yr ------------ 1,768 1792 1,423 1,913 1,900 900 912 726 973 969 868 880 697 940 932
30 to 34 yr ------ 424 1, 757 1, 782 1, 4 1, 3904 723 892 905 721 967 701 865 877 694 937
35 to 39 yr…1,280 1,412 1,743 1,768 1,406 640 715 883 896 715 640 697 860 873 692
40 to 44 yr ------------ 1,536 1,264 1,395 1,724 1,750 764 629 703 869 8813 772 635 692 855 867
45 to 49 yr…------------ 1, 496 1, 507 1,241 1,372 1, 696 745 744 614 687 850 752 762 627 685 846
50 to 54 yr ------------ 1,400 1,453 1,465 1,208 1,338 687 716 717 592 665 718 737 748 616 673
55 to 59 yr ------------ 1,175 1,339 1,392 1,406 1,161 538 648 677 679 562 637 691 715 727 599
60 to 64 yr------------ 659 1,091 1,251 1,303 1,319 286 492 593 621 624 373 605 658 682 695
65 to 69 yr ------------ 891 590 986 1,126 1, 176 392 247 428 517 543 499 343 558 608 633
70 to 74 yr -680 743 495 833 953 298 313 198 346 419 381 431 297 487 533
75 yr and over - 717 830 937 843 1,019 291 337 371 320 389 425 493 566 522 629



TABLE 11-1.-PROJECTED POPULATION, BY 5-YR AGE GROUPS AND SEX-YUGOSLAVIA, 1980-2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the seriesl

Both sexes Male Female

Age and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

All ages.
Nigh-__ 23, 313 24, 382 25, 479 26,5521 11, 512 12, 068 12, 638 13,19616 11,801 12, 313 12,841 13,356Medium -__ 22, 262 23,193 24, 074 24, 920 25, 672 10 971 450 11, 910 12, 350 12,742 29 11, 743 12,164 12, 571 12, 930
Low -I , 23,072 23,767 24,361 24, 793 , 11,388 11,751 12, 061 12,289 11, 685 12 015 12, 300 12, 504
Constant ------------ 23,189 24,056 24,879 25,597 111,448 11, 901 12,328 12,703 1 741 12 156 12,550 12, 893

Under 5 yr:
High ---------- 1 86 1,988 2,069 2,121 2,1961 1,025 1,067 1,095 1,1331 962 1,002 1,027 1,033Medium -- - - 1,986 1888 1 1 869 1,874 960 963 970 964 967t 901 904 911 905 907
Low -------- 1,747 1,693 1,617 1553 j 991 874 834 801 i 846 820 783 752
Constant ---------------- 1,863 1, 867 1, 845 1, 840 961 963 952 950 902 904 893 891

5 to 9 yr:
High ............. 1,979 2,061 2 114 1 1,020 1,063 1,091 958 998 1,024
Medium _-- -797 1 852 1 859 1,874 1,863 926 955 959 966 961 871 901 907 902Low , , 1,739 1,687 1,611 9 897 870 831 897 843 817 780
Constant -1,855 1, 860 1,839 956 959 949 899 901 89010 to 14 yr: H
High-1 __8 1,:976 2, 058 1,019 1,061 958 997
Medi- .1,816 1,794 1,849 1,857 1 872 929 924 953 89 95 I887 870 896Low- - 1,737 1,685 I1 895 869 7 9. 842 816
Constant ---------- 1853 1,858 955 958 898 900

15 to 19 yr:
High_ 1,974 1,017 957
Low 1,853 1,812 1,791 1,846 1735 949 926 9 951 905 886 869 895 841
Constant-- _ 1, 850 953 897

20 to 24 yr-1, 908 1,847 1,807 1,786 1,842 974 944 922 919 948 934 903 885 868 894
25 to 29 yr … _ 1,953 1,901- 1,841 1,801 1,781 997 968 939 918 914 956 932 902 884 867
30 to 34 yr . …_-- --- 1,557 1,944 1,892 1,833 1,795 793 990 962 934 913 764 954 930 900 88235 to 39 yr…------------ 1, 349 1, 546 1, 931 1, 881 1, 823 675 785 982 954 927 675 761 950 927 89740 to 44 yr- 1 527 1, 335 1, 531 1,913 1, 864 759 665 775 969 943 768 670 756 944 922
45 to 49 yr … _1, 560 1,501 1,313 1,508 1,886 774 742 650 759 950 786 759 663 749 935
50 to 54 yr … _ 1, 369 1, 519 1,463 1, 281 1, 474 646 747 717 629 736 723 772 746 652 738
55 to 59 yr -1,081 1,316 1,462 1,410 1,237 473 613 710 683 600 608 703 752 727 637
60 to 64 yr - 564 1,014 1,236 1, 374 1,329 244 434 565 655 631 320 580 671 720 697
65 to 69 yr - 785 508 917 1,120 1,248 340 213 380 497 577 445 295 537 624 671
70to74 yr- -628 659 430 781 956 276 272 172 308 405 352 386 259 473 551
75 yr and over ---------- 653 778 871 785 974 257 308 332 287 349 396 470 539 498 625
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INumbers i n thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the series]

Both sexes Male Female

Country and series 1980 1985 -1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Eastern Europe:
High -------------------- 6 6:34 16, 954 17,272 8 534 8,703 8, 870 9, 290 0 8, 251 8, 402 8, 7951 18: 05827' 8: 161 7,970 7, 869 7, 976 7, 746 7, 557 7,454 7. 551Medium ----------------- 15'907 15, 527 15, 323 15 1 7,645 8' 10
Low ----------------------- 15, 714 15, 81 14, 101 13,375 12, 978 81 068 7, 788 7, 238 6, 868 6, 667 7,392 6,863 6, 507 6, 311
Constant ------------------- 15: 1987 15, 713 15, 645 16, 009 8, 202 8,066 8,034 8,224 7,785 7,647 7,611 7, 785

Albania:
High -------- - - - - ------ 469 525 594 644 672 271 306 332 347 254 287 312 325
Medium- 5 1 543 56 561 2�8 280 293 294 227 243 263 275 2750 8 67 241 2 254 254Low--- 477 4 2 492 4 �6 241 231 238 238 226

532- 6923 704 766 274 321 363 395 257 302 341 371
Bulgaria:

High -------------------- 959 184 1,032 t,9101 491 505 529 568 467 480 503 539917 901 915 50 470 462 4 48
Medium ----------------- 956 490 07 439 446 463
Low ----------------------- 875 818 798 793 448 419 410 4 27 399 389 386
Constant ---------------- 917 900 913 947 470 461 468 486 447 439 445 461

Czechoslovakia:
Hijh____ 1'900 1:869 1,907 2,099 970 955 174 1,073 930 914 932 1,026Medit;m. 1 19 1 715 1,695 1 814 '29 876 923 945 821,933 8 11 7 8 890 839 829
Low---- 1:738 1561 1,483 1: 5 988 887 97 76568 773 851 763 725 738
Constant. 1, 828 1:751 1,763 1,912 933 895 901 978 895 857 862 934

German Democratic Republic:
High ---------------------- 1:992 1,921 1,8625 934 1,023 '87 938 8485 969 934 '87
Medium ------------------- 1 738 1 823 1,701 1, 55 92 936 8 6 887 828 60

1:819 4 '74 806 804 721 6351,402 1 1 720 8 87 7
Low ---------------------- 1 657 1,653 1,483 1 306 850 849 762 6 1 682
Constant ------------------ 1:665 1,688 1,541 1:382 855 867 792 710 810 821 749 672

Hungary:
High ------------------- 1 102 1,076 1,140 1 279 564 551 184 651 538 525 556 623
Low1um ------------------- 1,189 :054 984 1,008 1 0 39 503 5 515 480 492 534Med' :95 609 5 16 561 580 1

1 11,007 891 877 913 515 456 449 468 492 435 428 445
Con;t'a-ni ------------------------ 1,049 961 966 1,030 537 492 495 528 512 469 471 1.02

Poland:
High_ 4,868 4,811 4,642 4,824 296 2,468 2,383 2,478 2,372 2,343 2,259 2,346
Medium:::::::::::::::::::I 4,392 4,656 4'410 4,123 4,148 21257 2:3487 2 262 2,116 2,131 2,135 2,269 2,148 2,006 2,017
Low--- 4,444 4 0 3 603 3,474 2 278 2:057 1,850 1,785 2,165 1,953 1,753 1,689
Constan 4,666 4:'4151 4:193 4,252 2:392 2,283 2,152 2,185 2,274 2,167 2,040 2,068

Romania:
Hi' hC 2,741 2,755 3,034 31230 1:405 1,413 1:�56 1658 1 335 1342 1477 1 573Mad 2 622 2 523 2,694 2,777 1 344 1 294 1 382 1425 1:277 1229 1312 1 352Low--- 2,786 25 1,428 1,8 11358

2:503 2'292 2,355 2, 3 2 3 1:176 1 208 1193 1 219 1116 1147 1,132
Constam 2,734 2:727 2,978 3,145 1,402 1.399 1:528 1:614 1:332 1:328 1:450 1,531
M 3 1
Hi 2:721 2:6873 2 953 3 04 1:404 1,482 1,524 1,573 1 318 1,391 1,403 1.476

ad' 2 601 2 29 2:618 2:618 1 341 1,356 1,351 1 1 5 1:259 1,273 1,267 1,267
lum 2,588 1 336 1 253Low 2,481 2 385 2 1279 1,230 1,178 1:130 1,201 1,155 1,105 1 060

Con;t-an 2,597 2:612 2, 1:339 1,347 1,335 1,328 1,257 1,265 1,253 1:246



TABLE IV-PROJECTED POPULATION OF PRIMARY SCHOOL AGE (7 TO 14 YR), BY SEX-EIGHT EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 1980-2000
[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding; see text for an explanation of the series)

Both sexes Male Female
Country and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Eastern Europe:
High-- 8, 556 19,237 19,450 9, 514 9, 865 9,981 r ,042 9,372 9, 469Medium - 16,427 17,302 ~~~~~~~8,167 17, 905 17, 531 844 876 9,315 9, 182 8, 996 8852 8,723 8,535
Low -- 1778 16,574 15,613 9,115 8,500 8,012 8,013 74o,601.8,208 18060 17' 813 91 36 9,262 9,141 1 8,663 8,0748 7,601Albania:
Hiih ------------- 5 630 6297 r 286 325 360 r 268 305 337Medium-------- 508 521 542 585 62 26 28 200 302 323 I262 283 303Low--- 530 540 555 261 j 68 273 279 287 247 253 256 261 269Constant -------------- 556 648 746 1287 335 385 J . 269 314 361Bulgaria:
High------------- 1,092 1,111 1,144 150 560 569 587 1f 533 542 558Medium ---------- 1,006 1,072 1,07 104 ,31I 518 548 530 528 522 504 503Low------1, 048 957 918 (537 490 470 489 522 511 467 447Constant … 11, 070 1, 033 1, 029 J548 529 528 J1 522 504 502

Czechoslovakia
High … 1-------2,194 2,154 2,1381 119 ,09 191I,75 1,055 1,046Medium - 177 22 ILsw 2091 , 151 2,008 1,9302 091906 1,668 1,9 ,2 8160 1,05598194023Consan --- --- 2,107-1,862-1,723 1074 950 88 86 1,2 1:032 912 843

German Democratic Republic:2,5 2,02 190.1,08 103 106 105 96 97
Medium----------- 1,901 1,592 1,801 2,9060 2,029 97 816 924 1,057 1,042 97 76 877 1,003 987Low ------------- 1,759 1,986 1,804 fj 902 978 927 927 77 856 928 878Co nstant … 11,761 1,930 1,8581 904 990 954) 858 939 904

Hun¶Va. - 1 r 1,329 1,238 1,252 66 66860 633 641 1650 605 611
Medium - -~~~~~~~1,136 1,304 133 111 ,25i 85 68 66 589 576 55i65 637 562 549

Low ------------- 1,278 1,064 999 f 653 544 511 52 624 520 488Constant------------- 1,302 1,136 1, 089 J666 581 557 J . 636 555 531Poland:
High ----- -- 5,352 5,594 5,365 2,744 2,866 2,751 1( 2,608 2,728 2,614Medium … … 4,132-------4-, 51237 4,8270 4,3418 262 6247 22148I3 2,552 2,541 2,359Constant 237 }4,32 4,853 ,14 1. 2,685 2,6 248 201 2,97 2,54 2,0Low------------ -5 53 ,8210 4, 84 2 1142 42,405142,4018 2,28010Rum santa ------------- 5, 240 5, 238 4,904 2, 687 2,684 2:515 2, 554 2, 554 2, 389
High ------------ 3168 3,091 3,281 1,622 1,585 1,682 1,546 1,507 1,599
Ceiuo -----t----nt-… ,07 3,126 313 286 2 5 1 ,57 160 18 ,7 5151 0 ,4Medium -- 3,007 ~~~~~~~~~~~,038 2,660 29 636 1556 ,364 1,35Low -- 10-2,-76-2-958 1,56,60 1 589 1,474 1, 35172 ~ ,2 1, 482 1, 297 1, 284Constant- 3,~~~~~~166 3,073 3,23 1,621 1,575 1,658 1,545 1,498 1,576Yugoslavia:
High ----------- 3,024 3,205 3,320 f 1,559 1,652 1,712 r 1,465 1,553 1,608
Medium ---------- - 2,88 2,912 2,960 2,981 2,990 1j7 ,0 1 526 1 537 1:542 146 1,411 1, 434 1, 444 1, 448Constant ---------- 2,8959 2,757 2,660 J1493 1,42 1,7 46 , 1,403 1,336 1,288Constant ----------------- 2:959 2,970 2, 963 1,525 1,531 1 2 1,433 1,439 1,435



[Numbers In thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may aot add to totals due to rounding; see text for as explanation of the series]

Both sexes Male Female

Country and series 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Eastern Europe: 19 1 9 1 9 0

Ledum-----------1 677 9,0 360 9,4 98, 598 42, 827 45, 258 46,712 48, 198 4948 079 880 46, 050 46,918 48, 051 49, 150Low h---------497,448 4 48, 798
Constant - )98,676 4II 494811 49, 188

Albania:
High …1------------ 2,478 r 12751 1203
Medium ----------- 1, 534 1,762 1,998 2, 222 2,45 796 912 1,033 1, 146 1,263 738 850 964 1,075 1,191Low ------- 2,4311 1, 251 I1 ,180
Constant…------2,484 . 1,279. 1,0

Bulgaria:7120
High ------- --- 6,0140 3,085 3,054
Medium ----------- 5, 851 6,035 6,050 6,085 6 193 31021 3,033 3,053 3:064 2,921 3,014 3,017 3,031 3,034Low ------ -- 6, 057 3 043 3,014

6,098 I. 3,064 I. 3,034Czechoslovakria:High…----- ------ 11,1741 ~5586 15,588
Lowiu ---- ------ 11, 09 5 :54 70 5075,19 5,7 5,54Medium - ~~~~~~~9,657 10,070 10, 314 10,732 1103 4,708 4,992 5,134 5,358 417 5,509,79 5,7
Constant----------- 11,1 1 5,550 i .5,553

German Democratic Repiu-blic':
High …1_ - - 11,051 5,8361 5 ,769

Medium - ~~~~~~~~10,735 11,281 11,293 11,322 11,25 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,3 5,730Low j~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1444 5196 5,532 5,634 5,690 5,69159 ,4 560 ,3
Constant … J ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~11,453. ~5,758 J 5,695

High u------------- 7,296 13,641 13,655
Medium…----------- 6,955 7,248,26 7,32 0 3,52 353 361 3,9 ,3 ,3Low-7,124 7,126 7,232 7,20~~~~~~~~~~~~~1' 3,422 3,513 3,533 3,9 3,6163627 2 . ,3 ,1 ,9 ,3 3,609Constant ----------- 7,243 .~1 3,614 1 3,629

Poland:
High --------- 27, 232 13, 578 61 13, 654
Medium … 1--------- 3,7 431 2,5 600 70 148 1,1 1242 2 r4 1:7 1.523, 277--- 27,801 13 362 11799 12, 312 12, 630 13,06 1351Lowaia 24,32-2,-06-6,008 26-80 1148 1,1 2 2 2 4 3, 401 13, 448Constant ----------- 27, 031 1 13,475 I. 13,556
High -1--14979-15528--------16 391 1 8 2371 980' 8,154

ad u --------- - 13,97562738,17 2309865
y ----- g------- 1t75 1,99 1558 601 6,5 6, 934 7,463 7,776 8 0314 1 8,177 7,041 7,516 7,752 79 8,019

Med~ium ------- 161,0 ~ 8,5180 8,2Low ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~685 j847 40 ,90 ,13 ,24 8.3267Low ~~~~~~ ~~~~4,722 15,735 16,267 16,6?4 16. 76 7,282 7,815 8,144 8, 370 8,40 518 113 .2 8, 309
Constant ------------------- ~~1 16,8811 1 8,516 JI 8,365
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TABLE Vl.PROJECTED POPULATION OF RETIREMENT AGE (65 YR AND OVER), BY SEX-8 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
1980-2000

[Numbers in thousands as of Jan. 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding

Country and sex 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Both sexes:
Eastern Europe -15,160 14,014 15, 242 17, 099 18,779Albania 140 157 174 203 237Bulgaria -1,033 1, 000 1,152 1,297 1, 402Czechoslovakia- 1921 1721 1,865 1,984 2, 035German Democratic Republic … 2 702 2 280 2,202 2,244 2,348

Hungary -1,430 1, 296 1, 389 1, 487 1, 534Poland -3, 580 3,452 3,824 4, 397 4, 896Romania -2 288 2,163 2,418 2,801 3,147Mal: Yugoslavia- 2,067 1,945 2,219 2,686 3,178
Eastern Europe -6,068 5,421 5,851 6,692 7,524Albania 62 71 78 93 111Bulgaria -472 449 513 576 620Czechoslovakia -764 663 717 760 777

German Democratic Republic -950 752 699 748 858Hungary -579 508 542 582 600Poland -1,386 1,290 1, 421 1,657 1,875Romania -981 897 997 1,184 1,352
Female: Yugoslavia 874 793 884 1,092 1,331

Eastern Europe -9,092 8,593 9,391 10,407 11,255
Albania ------ 78 86 96 110 126Bulgaria -561 551 639 721 782Czechoslovakia 1,156 1,059 1,148 1,224 1,258German Democratic Republic -1,752 1,529 1,504 1,496 1, 490Hungary -851 788 848 905 935
Poland 2,195 2,162 2, 402 2,740 3,021Romania - ----------------- 1, 306 1 266 1,421 1,617 1 796Yugoslavia -1,193 1,152 1,334 1,595 1 848
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper seeks to present a picture of labor markets and govern-
mental responses to changes in the labor market situation in the six
East European countries which are members of the Council for Mu-
tual -Economic Assistance (CEMA): Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the
German. Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Romania.

The first goal of this paper is to describe the general features of
labor markets in the East European countries during the postwar
period. The labor resources of any country are determined primarily
by demographic factors, that is by the size of the population and its
sex and age composition. The labor market situation is a result of both
demographic changes which affect the: supply of labor and economic
policies which primarily determine the demand for labor. Changes in
the.labor markets as a result of these two factors are discussed in the
first part of this paper. Despite the existence of substantial differences
in the labor supply and demand relation among individual countries,
the general tendency in most of them has been towards a demand for
labor that exceeds the supply. The second section contains a discussion
of some of the causes of this imbalance. The analysis reveals an ever

*Financial support for research relating to this paper was provided by the Russian Re-
search Center, Harvard University. I am indebted to Abram Bergson, Joseph Berliner,
Padma Desai, and Barney Schwalberg for having read and criticized a first draft of this
essay. Of course, responsibility for errors and opinions is solely the author's.
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growing problem in meeting the demand for labor in practically every
East European country. The coming 5-year plan period (1981-85) will
see a sharp decline in labor supply in most of them. Combined with
other economic problems, this situation constitutes one of the most
serious challenges to East European policymakers in the first half of
the 1980's.

The second goal of this paper is to describe East European man-
power policies. One of the main goals of socialist economic policy is to
provide employment for all those seeking it. At present, this task has
been achieved in all the East European countries. Under the circum-
stances of growing labor shortages the main objective becomes to better
use of the available labor force. This is assured, in particular, by means
of manpower policy. Manpower policy must ensure that necessary types
of labor are available at the places and in quantities where they are
needed to fulfill national economic plans. Among the manpower instru-
ments discussed in this paper are labor planning, regulation of labor
mobility, certain elements of wage policy, as well as measures aimed at
increasing current and future labor supply.

This paper concentrates on the industrial labor market. There is
no discussion of that facet of manpower policy which addresses the
problems of supply and demand for workers with particular qualifica-
tions; the goal here is simply to provide the reader with a general
understanding of the labor market situation and the general features
of manpower policy in Eastern Europe.

II. THE LABOR MARKET

A. From ReseMres to Shortage 1

The labor resources of any country are determined primarily by
demographic factors, i.e., by the size of the population and its age and
sex composition.

The six East European CMEA countries had a population of 108
million in 1978, an increase of 5.3 million, or 5.1 percent, over 1970.
During the entire post World War II period the population in all but
one of these countries has been increasing. The only exception has been
the G.D.R where, because of the massive emigration before 1961, the
adverse impact of the two world wars on the age and sex structure of
the population, and low birth rates, the population has been decreas-
ing almost throughout the entire postwar period (see table 1).

TABLE 1.-AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE 1IN THE POPULATION

Country 1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 1976-78

Bulgaria -0.65 0.95 0.85 0.70 0.55 0.35,
Czechoslovakia - 1.10 .85 .75 .25 .65 .75German Democratic Republic - -. 50 -. 80 -. 25 .05 -. 25 -.20
Hungary -1.00 .30 .35 .35 .40 .45Poland -1.90 1.60 1.30 .65 .90 .95Romania -1.20 1.20 .65 1.25 .95 .95

Total -1.00 .80 .70 .60 .60 .60

Source: Statistical yearbooks of individual countries.

1 Labor shortage, as interpreted In this paper, is a situation when the enterprises cannot
find enough workers in the labor market to meet employment plans, either their own, or
those handed down for them by the authorities. No attempt is made to discuss supply and

K nand for workers of particular skills.
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At the same time the general tendency in the majority of East
European countries has been a decline in the average rates of popu-
lation growth. This decline was especially impressive in the 1960's.
In the 1970's, however, there was a slight increase in population
growth in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland, due primarily to
increased birth rates during the first half of the previous decade.

At least two periods in the dynamics of population can be distin-
guished in most East European countries. During the first period,
which lasted approximately until the mid-1950's, birth rates were
high and death rates were decreasing. While death rates decreased
steadily until the end of the 1960's, birth rates reached their maxi-
mum level in most East European countries in the early 1950's. There-
after they started to decline rapidly. Death rates were relatively
stable in the 1970's while birth rates have stabilized or even somewhat
increased. The latter was due to the fact that the relatively large
cohorts of population born after World War II were entering child
bearing years during that period. Active pronatalist population poli-
cies adopted by most East European countries have also contributed
to the increase in birth rates.

Changes in birth and death, rates and increased life expectancy
resulted in significant changes in the age structure of population.
Their characteristic feature has been the aging of the population. The
rates of growth of the elderly population (i.e., aged 60 and over) were
3-4 times the rates of growth of the whole population. At the same
time, the youth (under 15) have decreased in number and proportion
in the population in almost all the countries.

As all East European countries must rely primarily on domestic
labor force,2 the dynamics of the working age population is of para-
mount importance to the evaluation of labor supply (see table 2).s

During the entire postwar period Poland has had the largest growth
in working-age population, and therefore, the ability to increase its
labor force more rapidly than the rest of the East European countries.
Romania and Bulgaria also experienced relatively high rates of growth
in the working-age population in the 1950's. With the exception of
the G.D.R., labor supply again increased in all the East European
countries during the second half of the 1960's, due to high birth rates
after the war and in the early 1950's. During the second half of the
1970's the average annual rates of growth of the working-age popula-
tion started to decline in most East European countries, reflecting the
low birth rates of the 1960's. This trend will become particularly evi-
dent in the first years of the 1980's.

In addition to decreasing increments of young people to the labor
force, the dynamics of the aging population withdrawing from the

2 Import of foreign labor in some of the East European countries was very limited and
played a marginal role. Ehmigration has significantly Influenced the size and the growth of
the 'nbor force only in the G.D.R., while having been a minor factor In the rest of Eastern
Eu rope.

3 Age limits for the working-age population are different In individual East European
countries. The lower limit is usually determined by compulsory schooling age, while the
unper one Is dependent upon the legal requirements for eligibilitv for old-age pensions. The
working-age population Is defined in Bulgaria as men aged 16 to 59 and women aced 16 to 54.
in Czechoqlovpkial it includes men 15 to 59 and women 15 to 53 or 57 depending on the
number of children they have, In the G.D.R. It consists of reen 15 to 64 and women 15
to 59, in Hungary the age limits are 14 to s9 for men and 14 to 54 for women (as of 1951,
the lower limit became 15), in Poland the limits are 16 or 1S to 64 for men and to 59 for
women. in Romania, 16 to 61 for men and to 56 for women. However, the actual limits of
the ahle-hodied population differ from those set by jurisdiction which serve as the basis of
official statistics.
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labor force upon reaching retirement age will also have an increasingly
negative effect on the labor supply in most East European countries.
For example, World War I affected Hungarian birth rates in such a
way that an average of 131 thousand people a year were born during
1916-1918 in comparison with an average of 264 thousand during 1900-
1914. These. cohorts reached retirement age at the end of the 1970's,
thus partially offsetting the lower increments to the working-age popu-
lation. But in 1980-1982 people born after World War I, the years of
maximum births in Hungarian history, will reach retirement age.
These cohorts are twice as large (251 thousand on average during 1920-
1922) as those of 1916-1918. At the same time, people born in the mid-
1960's when the birth rates were extremely low will reach working
age. [1] Thus, the size of the working-age population in Hungary will
decrease. Similar demographic trends can be observed in most of the
other countries of Eastern Europe as well.

These changes in population growth and changes in age and sex
structure of the population have affected the dynamics of employment
in Eastern Europe (see tables 2 and 3).

The employed population has increased in all the six East European
countries. However, a comparison of the rates of growth of employ-
ment and of the population of working ages reveals significant differ-
ences between them (see table 3).

TABLE 2.-NUMBER OF EMPLOYED POPULATION

[In thousandsl

Country 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1978

Bulgaria -4,203 4,153 3, 956 3,942 4,151 ' 4, 304
Czechoslovakia -5, 577 5, 956 6, 063 6, 477 7, 033 7,605
German Democratic Republic -------- 7, 196 7, 722 7,686 7, 676 7, 769 8, 048
Hungary-l4,107 4,470 14, 735 4,649 4,980 5,069
Poia'nd-------------- 10,186 11,467 12401 13, 521 15, 175 17, 410
Romania- 8,377 9,363 9,538 9,684 9,875 10,290

' 1975.

Sources: Statistical yearbooks of individual countries; Mikulskyi, K.(., ed.: Effektivnost' socialisticheskogo proizvodstva
i khozyaistvennyi mekhanizm (Efficiency of Socialist Production and Economic Mechanism). Moscow, 1979, D. 33; Vais,
T.A.: Problemy sotrudnichestva stran SEV v ispol'zovanii trudovyjkh resursov (Problems of Cooperation of the CMEA
Countries in Manpower Utilization), Moscow. 1976, p. 27.

TABLE 3.-AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN WORKING-AGE I POPULATION (P) AND EMPLOYED POPU-
LATION (E)

1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-78

Country P E P E P E P E P E

Bulgaria -0.75 -0.25 0.40 -0.95 0.75 -0.05 0.60 1.05 2 0.50 2 0. 75
Czechoslovakia -5 1.35 .40 .35 .85 1.35 .50 1.65 .70 1.00
German Democratic.Republic. -.65 1. 40 -1. 55 -.10 -1. 20 .00 -.05 .25 .65 .55
Hungary ---------- 50 1. 70 -.10 1. 15 .45 -.35 .65 1.48 .35 .25
-Poland -1.45 2.40 .85 1.60 1.00 1.75 1.40 2.35 '1.70 1.75
Romania-----------------2.25 .65 .35 .50 .30 1.05 .40 1.35 .50

sPopulation ofindividuals5of working age is by official age limitsoset by individual countries, except forRomania (15 to 59
for men and 15 to 54 for women).

X1971-75.
'1971-77.

Sources:Sameasfortable2.
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Let us take a closer look at employment growth in individual coun-tries and the factors which have affected this growth.

(I) 1951-55: A3M1PLE LABOR RESERVES

The immediate postwar period and the first years of the 1950's werethe years of reconstruction of the East European economies. Thiswas a time of rapid industrial development which required a signifi-cant labor force. Meeting this labor demand has not been a problem,since unemployment existed in the urban areas and the countrysidewas overpopulated. The increase in employment was based primarilyon liquidation of unemployment. Due to this policy, the employmentrate of the population rose significantly in most countries (see tables4 and 5).4 For example, during 1951-1955 the employment rate ofthe working-age population increased in Czechoslovakia from 75.1to 79.6 percent, in the G.D.R. from 61.1 to 67.7 percent.' The firstlabor shortages appeared in the G.D.R. and Czechoslovakia towardthe end of this period. There were labor shortages in Hungary aswell due to economic policies before 1953. [3] The only exception hasbeen Bulgaria where until 1956 the process of industrialization wasvery slow, and employment in industry and construction hardly grew.As a result, the size of the labor force has decreased. That, in turn,caused a decline in the level of economic activity. [4]
'When discussing employment rates one should be aware of several caveats. The employ-ment rate of the total population does not reflect the differences among individual countriesin the age and sex structure of the population. Thus, a country where the labor force poten-tial of the population (i.e. the share of working-age population in the total population)Is higher might have a hlighr employment rate even though the age-specific participationrates might not necessarily be higher. The employment rates of the working-age populationare distorted by the fact that the employed population consists not only of persons inworking age groups, but of those in pre- and post-proluctive ages as vell. It should bementioned that employment of people of pre-productive ages is very limited in the socialistcountries of Eastern Europe. iPor example, in Bulgaria there were only iO,000 persons ofthie age employed in the national economy in 1970. This constituted only 0.2 percent ofoverall employment [21 In addition the eemployment rate is affected by the branch struc-ture of the economy. Countries with a high Droportion of the Workforce emoloyed In agri-culture (see tahle below) have, as a rule, higher employment rates. Possibilities of employ.ment in agriculture In the East European co-intries for women, elderly persons, and lessqualified lal-or are much greater than in other branches of the national economy. Therefore,cete-is paribue one can expect the employment rates to he higher in such countries witha large share of agricultural employment, as Romania, Poland and Bulgaria.

PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL WOREFORCE EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE AND
FORESTRY

Country 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1978

Bulgaria 79.5 70.4 55.5 45.5 35.8 25.2GermanzDe mocrltiak Re 38.6 34.1 25.9 21.3 18.6 14.5German Democratic Re-
public - 27.3 20.7 17.2 15.2 13.0 10.8Hungary -50.6 43.4 9. 29.7 2&4 21.7Poland - 54.0 - - 44.1 39.4 34.6 30.8Romania ------------------- 74.3 69.7 685.6 567 49.3 32.8

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance,Moscow, 1971, pp. 377-80; 1979, pp. 441-43.
v Relatively lower employment rates of the population in the G.D.R. are explained pri-marily by the high average age of Its population. limiting -the size of the working agepopulation. If we consider the participation rates of the population aged 15 to 59 then thisIndicator, for example, for 1970 would have been 83.5 percent rather than 78.8 percent forthe legally determined population of working ages.
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TABLE 4.-EMPLOYMENT RATE OF THE POPULATION (PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYED POPULATION IN TOTAL

POPULATION)

Country 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1978

Bulgaria -58.0 55.4 50.3 48.1 48.9 49. 4
Czechoslovakia -45.0 45.5 44.4 45. 7 49. 1 50.
German Democratic Republic -39.1 43.0 44.6 45.1 45.5 48.5
Hungary -44. 0 45. 5 47.4 45.8 48.2 47.4
Poland -41.0 42.0 42.0 42.9 46.6 49. 7
Romania : 51.4. 54.1 51.8 50.9 48.8 46.9

1 1975.
Source: Same as for tables 1 and 2.

TABLE 5.-EMPLOYMENT RATE OF THE WORKING-AGE POPULATION (PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYED POPULATION
IN THE POPULATION OF WORKING AGE)

Country 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1978

Bulgaria -96. 7 92.0 85.8 82.3 84.1 1 85.1
Czechoslovakia -75.1 79.6 79.4 81. 4 86.2 88.0
German Democratic Republic -61.1 .67. 7 72.9 77.4 78.6 77.8
Hungary--------------- 71.8 73. 5 80.3 77. 1 80.0 79. 6
Poland -70.2 73. 5 76.2 79.1 82.8 2 83. 6
Romania - - 3 91.7 90.4 89.6 86.8 81.3

11975.
2 1977.
Source: Same as for table 2.

(I) 1956-60f: DEPARTURE FROM THE LABOR FORCE

Large scale collectivization made the second half of the 1950's a time
of rapid changes in agriculture in most East European-countries. Large
numbers of previously unemployed or underemployed agricultural.
workers and their families moved to urban areas. In some instances the
non-agricultural sectors could not absorb both the total growth of the
population of working ages and the influx of formerly agricultural
population. Limited employment prospects in non-agricultural sectors
resulted in significant withdrawals from the labor force and in Bul-
garia, even open unemployment, especially among women, and in a
general decrease in employment. This phenomenon is known as "mi-
gratory loss." The process also resulted in a decline in the level of
economic activity of the population in some countries (in Bulgaria
the rate of employment of the population decreased from 58 percent in
1950 to 50.3 percent in 1960, in Romania from 54.1 in 1955 to 51.8 in
1960, and in Czechoslovakia from 45.5 to 44.4 during the same five-year
period). There was some decline in employment in Hungary as well.
However, in the Hungarian case the main cause of the decline was the
1956 revolt, which disrupted regular economic activities. Approxi-
mately 180,000 people, a majority of them of working age, left Hun-
gary. The authorities subsequently introduced unemployment benefits.
In April of 1957. 39.000 people were receiving benefits. [5] In general,

.during the second half of the 1950's the rates of growth of employment
in all the East European countries were lower than in the preceding
five-year period. At the same time in the majority of them these rates
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were higher than the rates of growth of the population of working age.
As mentioned, the main sources of additional labor for non-agricul-
tural sectors were the formerly agricultural population and house-
wives in the cities. Some countries relied heavily on the latter source.
For example, due mainly to tapping female labor reserves in the
G.D.R. the employment rate of the population of working ages in-
creased from 68 percent in 1955 to 73 in 1960.

(III) 1961-65: RELIANCE ON FORMERLY AGRICULTURAL LABOR FORCE
CONTINUES

During the first years of the 1960's the process of collectivization in
agriculture had continued in most countries with a resulting massive
movement of population to the urban areas. For example, from 1959
to 1962 the number of persons employed in Hungarian agriculture de-
creased by 442,500, while during the preceding and succeeding three-
year periods the decrease was only 14,000 and 151,400 persons respec-
tively. At the same time, there was an increase in the rates of growth
of the working-age population in all the East European countries, as
youths born after the war entered the labor force. However, the in-
creased labor supply, notwithstanding the demand for labor in most
countries was unsatisfied.

It should be mentioned that the first half of the 1960's was a period
of severe economic problems for many East European countries.
Economic growth rates had declined significantly, reflecting, in par-
ticular, crises in agriculture after collectivization. In addition, rates
of growth of labor. productivity had also shown a downward tend-
ency. Policymakers sought to counteract these negative trends by
expanding production through construction of new industrial capacity
and an increase in the labor force. The main source of industrial
employment in most countries continued to be the agricultural work-
force. Employment in agriculture during these five years decreased
in Hungary by one-fourth, and in the G.D.R., Czechoslovakia, and
Romania by one-sixth. The age and sex composition of agricultural
labor force started to deteriorate. In the early 1960's, 26 percent of
the labor force in agriculture in Czechoslovakia was in post-produc-
tive age groups, in Hungary almost one-fifth. Simultaneously in such
countries as the G.D.R. and Czechoslovakia the proportion of women
in the labor force increased considerably. The rate of employment of
women approached the maximum achievable. Illustrative of this proc-
ess of massive tapping of female labor reserves in Eastern Europe
during the postwar period are the following statistics. In Czechoslo-
vakia during the period 1948-1977 total employment increased by
1,545 thousand, while the number of employed women increased by
1,111 thousand, or 72 percent of the total increase. Even more im-
pressive are the data for Hungary where during the period 1949-1979
the increase in employment of women (1,083 thousand) was higher
than the increase in overall employment (1,058 thousand).

The following factors have contributed to this significant increase
in women's employment: (1) low wages for heads of households
created a demand for a second income in the family in order to main-
tain the standard of living; (2) the increase in the minimum wage
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raised the opportunity cost of staying home for housewives; (3)
creation of job opportunities in excess of available male labor reserves
generated increased demand for female labor; (4) the introduction
of new technology made many jobs suitable for employment of
women; (5) increase in educational level of women resulted in a
desire to apply acquired skills and to pursue a career; and (6) de-
velopment of childcare facilities liberated women (to some degree)
from the necessity of staying at home with their children.

(IV) 1966-70: ECONOMIC REFORMS-CAUTION IN MANPOWER POLICY

The second half of the 1960's was the period when most East Euro-
pean countries started economic reforms. Some of them, as for exam-
ple, Hungary and Bulgaria, were afraid that economic reforms com-
bined with an increase in the working-age population could bring
about the reappearance of unemployment. In order to avoid this dan-
ger, Hungarian policymakers adopted several measures. Economic
regulators, particularly the system of wage regulation, were con-
structed in such a way as to discourage enterprises from firing redun-
dant workers. In addition, Hungary signed an agreement with the
G.D.R., according to which 10,000 young Hungarians were to work
in the G.D.R. for three years. However, fears of possible unemploy-
ment were unfounded: Demand for additional labor was extremely
high. As a result, while average annual rates of growth of the work-
ing-age population were 0.65 percent, employment increased at a rate
of 1.4 percent per annum, increasing the employment rate of the
population from 45.8 in 1965 to 48.2 percent in 1970, and causing a
labor shortage. In the G.D.R., in spite of the continuing decrease of
*the size of the working age group, the labor force continued to
increase. This was made possible by the introduction of flexible forms
of employment for marginal female labor reserves and by encourag-
ing people who became eligible for old-age pensions to continue to
work. In the mid-1960's 8 percent of the labor force in the G.D.R.
consisted of persons in post-productive ages. In Czechoslovakia the
rates of growth of employment were also significantly higher than
the rates of growth of working age population; the former has been
increasing by 1.65 percent on average per year, the latter by 0.50
percent. Almost half of the country's population was employed.
Eighty-five percent of the employment increase was derived from the
natural increase of working age population. Poland and Romania
based their economic strategies on expanding production by, in par-
ticular, bringing additional workers into non-agricultural sectors. In
Poland during the period 1966-1970 more than three million people
(as opposed to two million in the preceding five-year period) reached
working age. Thus, in order to secure employment for these incre-
ments to the labor force, 1.5 million new job opportunities had to be
created. During this period employment in Poland increased by more
than that. The first signs of local labor shortages have appeared,
especially in the industrially developed regions of the country and
among men. At the same time, there were not enough job opportuni-
ties for women. In 1965 for every 10 women registered as seeking
employment there were only 2 openings, in 1970-only one. [6] In
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Bulgaria, in contrast with the preceding 15 years of decreasing labor
force, employment showed a significant rise during the second half of
the 1960's. The employment rate increased primarily due to increased
participation rates of the urban female population. As in Hungary
and in Poland, the first labor shortages appeared in Bulgaria during
this period.

(V) THE 1970 S: GROWING LABOR SHORTAGE

Thus, at the beginning of the 1970's, two countries-the G.D.R.
and Czechoslovakia-achieved high levels of participation of their
population, practically exhausted labor reserves among non-working
women of working age, and could not rely any more on agriculture
as a source of manpower for other sectors of their economies. The
labor market in Hungary had very similar characteristics, though
the labor shortage was not as acute, as in the two above mentioned
countries. In Poland, Romania, and to a lesser degree, in Bulgaria
there were still possibilities for increasing the level of economic
activity of working-age women, and agriculture still was a reservoir
of manpower for nonagricultural sectors.

Economic policies of the East European countries in the 1970's con-
tinued to reflect their respective labor market situations. Countries
with tight labor force balances had to rely more on increasing labor
productivity, while Poland's and Romania's economic policies were
based on the availability of labor reserves. The labor market situation
in Poland has changed during the past decade. During the period
1971-1975 Poland had the largest increase in the population of work-
ing age in her history. At the same time, in 1970 there were 71,300
women seeking employment, but only 8,500 openings. According to
one version of the five year plan, there were to be 0.5 million unem-
ployed in Poland at the end of the plan period. [7] The new political
leadership, facing a threat of unemployment and severe economic
problems, adopted a new economic strategy which was based on heavy
investments in industry through foreign borrowing and on high ratesof growth of employment. Due to this policy Poland has achieved high
rates of economic growth and provided employment for all those seek-ing it A special program of creating new "cheap" job opportunities
for women was adopted. The rates of growth of employment in "fe-
male" branches of the economy have risen sharply. For example, in
1971, the growth rate of employment in the clothing industry was 5.6times the (percentage) growth rate of 1970, in the leather, fur and shoe
industries 2.8 times; and in the food industry as much as 16 times. [8]
As a result, for the first time, demand for female labor exceeded the
supply in 1973. [9] High rates of employment growth continued
through most of the 1970's. Simultaneously, in the last years of the
past decade employment in agriculture has stabilized. Under condi-
tions of very limited labor reallocation between agricultural and non-
agricultural sectors and diminishing labor reserves among the female
population in urban areas, the demand for labor in excess of natural
growth of the working age population led -to increased labor shortages.

During the second half of the 1970's in most East European coun-
tries the supply of young labor started to decline due to the low birth
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rates of the early 1960's. This trend, combined with the exhaustion of
labor reserves and continued demand of the economy for additional
labor have further aggravated labor shortages. For example, in Czech-
oslovakia there are 500,000 job vacancies in industry, and in Hungary
there were 150,000 to 200,000 vacancies outside agriculture in 1975. [101
As a result, in most East European countries the rates of growth of
employment have declined, and in Hungary, the employment has even
decreased absolutely.

Thus, in every East European country with the exception of Ro-
mania and to some extent Poland, labor reserves have been exhausted.
Practically the only remaining source of additional labor is the natural
increment to the working-age population.6 However, this source will
decline sharply especially in the period 1981-1985, in all countries but
Romania. The size of the working age population will decrease abso-
lutely in the coming five years in Bulgaria and Hungary, and from
1985 until the end of the century in the G.D.R. In Czechoslovakia the
average annual rate of growth will be one-tenth of a percent in con-
trast to the one percent of the second half of the 1970's. In Poland there
will be half as many new entrants to the job market as in the preceding
five years (see table 6).

TABLE 6.-AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE WORKING-AGE POPULATION I (PROJECTIONS)

Country 1981-85 1986-90 1991-2000

Bulgaria - --------------------------------------------- -0. 0.0 0.
Czechoslovakia -. 1 .7 .8
German Democratic Republic -. 5 -. 1 -. 5
Hungary --. 2 .1 .5
Poland4 -5 -9
Romania -9 6 5
Eastern Europe -4. 4 S

X Population aged 15 to 59.
Source: Labor Supply and Migration in Europe. Demographic Dimensions 1950-75 and Prospects. Economic Survey of

Europe in 1977: Part 11. Prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe, Geneva, N.Y., 1979. p. 276.

These projections combined with achieved levels of economic ac-
tivity of the population in individual countries suggest a significant
slowdown or even absolute decline in the labor force in most East
European countries. The labor market situation will depend primarily
on changes in the demand for labor, and the ability of policymakers
to meet demand by reallocating labor within individual industries
rather than seeking to continue the tradition of mobilizing additional
manpower reserves.

This brief review of the general trends in employment in Eastern
Europe suggests an ever growing problem in meeting the demand for

a Romania and Poland still have a considerable agricultural labor force. Due to the social
nature of Poland's agriculture, the majority of which still consists of a large number of
small family farms, agricultural overpopulation remains a characteristic feature of today's
Poland. It is well known that the process of socialization and collectivization of agricul-
ture in all of the rest of Eastern Europe was accompanied by a significant reduction in the
agricultural labor force. This might suggest that when and if this process starts in Po and,
the agricultural population will decrease significantly especially if it is of massive propor-
tions. This, in turn. could have a strong impact on the labor market situation through
increased labor supply in the non-agricultural sectors. It showld, however, be remembered
that the agricultural population is large, but its age structure Is very unfavorable. In 1975,
for example, 24.6 percent of the economically active population in agriculture was 60 years
of age and older (27.7 percent in the private sector of agriculture), while in non-agricul-
tural sectors the share of this age-group was less than 4 percent. [11]
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labor. The G.D.R. and Czechoslovakia have experienced labor short-
ages almost continually throughout the entire postwar period. Hun-
gary was preoccupied with problems of creating enough job opportu-
nities in the second half of the 1950's and to some extent at the end of
the 1960's. Today Hungary is among the states with a tight balance
of labor resources. In Bulgaria, employment had been decreasing
until the mid-1960's, but since that time labor shortage has become the
predominant feature of the labor market. However, the most striking
example of the abrupt appearance and subsequent exacerbation oflabor shortages is Poland. Less than a decade ago there were reports
of possible large-scale unemployment. Today Poland faces problems
of labor shortages which will be especially acute in the 1980's. [121 IfRomania retains its present model of economic development, the labor
market situation there is bound to take on the same characteristics asin the rest of Eastern Europe.

Of course, this is only a general tendency. The situation in indi-
vidual countries may vary (as it does) depending primarily on the
rates of growth of the working age population and peculiarities of
political and economic realities during specific periods of time. Butone has a feeling that whatever the supply of labor might be, demand
almost constantly exceeds it after a certain point. At least, such has
been the past experience. What are the reasons for this situation insocialist countries, where the state has available different tools, includ-
ing central planning, for attempting to keep labor supply and demand
in equilibrium?

B. Causes of Labor Shortage: Po8sible Eplanations

There are quite a few explanations for the existence of labor short-
ages in the East European countries. For the most part, these expla-
nations are complementary, and each of them should be treated as one
reason for the existing situation.

One of the main causes of the labor shortage is deficiencies in na-tional planning. Labor planning in the socialist countries is based on
a balance of labor resources. The supply side of the balance is deter-
mined primarily on the basis of demographic development and esti-
mates of changes in the participation rates. One of the basic require-
ments for the national labor plans is full employment. Hence, the po-
tential size of employment is given. Then the supply side of the bal-
ance of labor resources is compared with the economy's demand forlabor. The latter is calculated on the basis of projected production and
labor productivity growth. At this stage the supply and demand sides
are balanced.

However, enterprises try to prove to their respective ministries thatin order to fulfill their production plans they need more workers than
the planned employment limits handed down to them. The same claim
is made to the national planning committees by the branch ministries.
The national planning committees yield to these pressures for addi-tional labor by expanding the supply side of the balance of labor re-
sources on the often unrealistic assumptions that more people would
be willing to undertake employment or fewer workers would be leav-ing the labor force. Therefore, labor supply figures become the de-
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sired number rather than the estimated. [13] As a result of these as-
sumptions, labor plans call. for greater increase in employment than
is possible.

A second source of labor shortage on the macroeconomic level is the
planners' unfounded optimism with regard to the growth of labor
productivity. If one compares the five year plans of most East Eu-
ropean countries with fulfillment during most of the postwar period,
one notes that the planned targets for productivity growth were un-
derfulfilled. Thus, if the level of labor productivity is lower than
planned, an increase in the labor force to above plan levels is neces-
sary in order to fulfill output targets, which are the most important
planned indicator.

The third cause of labor shortage derives from the practice of in-
vestment planning. In this sphere the main goal of an enterprise is
to get its investment project approved by the central authorities. Ap-
proval is easier to obtain if the project shows low requirements for
labor (and money). Therefore, enterprises, as a ruLle, underestimate the
actual labor demand connected -with new investments. It is much
easier to get additional funding when construction is started and
millions of crowns, forints or levas have been spent even if the. final
costs and labor requirements are much higher than those estimated
and approved. [14]

Therefore, one can speak of the labor shortage as a result of creat-
ing more job opportunities than available labor supply.

The excess supply of job opportunities has its historical roots in
postwar Eastern Europe. During the years of abundant and cheap
labor, policymakers sought to create as many job opportunities as the
accumulation fund permitted. This often led to the creation of work-
ing places with a low technological level resulting in low labor pro-
dletivitv. When the period of exhaustion of labor reserves arrived,
this policy of extensive investments in new capacity rather than in-
creased capital for labor substitution at the existing production units
was not reversed, thus leading to a labor shortage.
- Labor shortage in the East European countries can be discussed
from another point of view as well, that is, why are the enterprises
interested in expanding their work force?

It seems to be a general law that in modern societies firms seek
to expand. In addition to common reasons for a growth-orientation,
socialist enterprises have their own specific motives for expansion. In
a socialist economy, the activities of enterprises depend on central
authorities or market regulators determined by these authorities. The
larger the enterprise, the greater its significance, prestige and some-
times, its monopolistic or semimonopolistic position and the more it
can influence the authorities. This holds true for economies with tradi-
tional types of economic mechanisms as well as for economies which
have introduced limited market regulations. With regard to the for-
mer, the larger an enterprise, the greater is its ability to influence the
plan targets given to it by the central authorities and the stronger
is its bargaining position for "better" plan targets. With regard to
the latter, a larger enterprise is likely to force the authorities to be
more sensitive to the enterprise's interests when determining the
market regulators.
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The urge toward growth results in a shortage of the factors ofproduction, both labor and capital. But while most capital is allo-cated by the center (a market for capital goods does not exist, or isvery limited), there is a labor market. One specific feature of the labormarket, under the conditions of free movement of labor, is that someenterprises are able to get labor even if the total demand is greaterthan the supply. In a labor-short economy every enterprise has tocompete for. labor, otherwise it will lose its own. This factor alsopushes the enterprise to seek additional labor, even if it does not needit. [15]
In addition, enterprises in the majority of the East European coun-tries are not profit-maximizing. Their prime objectives are connnectedwith the fulfillment of output targets, while profitability is subordi-nated to these goals. Therefore, allocation of resources is not primarilybased on comparative costs of factors of production and their pro-ductivity, but rather on the easiest ways of increasing output. Beingable to acquire additional labor rather than capital, enterprises oftenfollow a labor intensive policy. Such conduct helps to explain whythe efforts of policymakers in many East European countries to in-crease shadow wages for enterprises (which will be discussed later)have been fruitless.
In addition, the low level of mechanization of auxiliary processes,such as, for example, material handling and storage contributes tolabor shortages. Even in the G.D.R., where the level of mechaniza-tion is higher than in the rest of Eastern Europe, mechanization ofauxiliary processes is 30 percent lower than that of primary proc-esses. [16] Lack of capital for labor substitution in this sphere is dueto the fact that such labor-saving investments do not increase output.Another explanation for labor shortages is connected with theratchet principle of national planning and management, which is alsoknown as planning from the achieved. Under this system of planning,managers have an interest in not disclosing all their reserves. Thisphenomenon leads to the creation of so-called intra-mural labor re-serves at the enterprises. According to various estimates, such reservesconstitute up to 20 percent of the industrial labor force and are evenlarger in the construction industry. Firms' interest in increasing theirworkforce also stems from the existing system of remuneration forthe managers, whose salary is directly connected to performance inoutput not reduction of labor costs.

Still another explanation for the labor shortage is the low level oflabor productivity even in comparison with the achieved level of tech-nology. Very often this results from the extremely limited materialincentives for the workers to increase the intensity and productivity oftheir work. The main reason for this absence of stimuli lies outside thesphere of economic policy. Material incentives can be productive onlyif they allow visible wage differentiation according to work perform-ance. But this differentiation is very restricted due to political con-siderations, including the population's intolerance of significant wageand income differentials.
All the above mentioned factors contribute to the enterprises' drivefor additional labor which, in turn, creates an excess demand forlabor.
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III. MANPOWER POLICY

To achieve the goals of economic policy, authorities use different
tools. One such tool is manpower policy. Although subordinate to
economic policy, manpower policy has tasks of its own. It must ensure
that the necessary types of workers are available at the places and in
quantities where they are needed in order to fulfill national economic
plans, which reflect the goals of economic policy. The goals of man-
power policy can be achieved only in combination with other govern-
mental policies, such as investment, population, educational, housing
and wage policies. Lack of coordination among these policies results in
disequilibria in the labor market. One of the causes of this lack of
'coordination is the economic policy of "unconditional" economic
growth. Therefore, manpower policy cannot be "blamed" for the prin-
cipal labor market problems in the countries of Eastern Europe.

A. Ikstrument8 of Manpower Policy

(I) LABOR PLANNING

In socialist countries the main tool of manpower policy- at the na-
tional level is labor planning which is based on a balance of labor
resources. This balance reflects the relationship between the demand
for labor in the national economy and the available labor supply. Two
main types of balances may be distinguished: actual and planned.
These reflect the process of reproduction and utilization of the labor
resources at a specific point in or period of time in the past (actual
balances) or in the future (planned balances). An example of an ag-
gregate actual manpower balance for Hungary, is given below.

In addition to manpower balances, the East European planners
usually work out employment balances. These balances, based on man-
power balances and indicators of the national plan, show the number
of employed people at the beginning of the year, the increment to the
working population during the year (mainly from schools and train-
ing institutions), total withdrawals from the workforce during the
year, including natural losses, and finally, the number employed at the
end of the year. All these data are broken down by sex.

Preparation and analyses of these balances form the basis for labor
planning and the introduction of different measures intended to facili-
tate the fulfillment of the plan. The national labor plan is designed so
as to meet the following requirements: to provide full employment,
to provide labor for the economy, to facilitate better utilization of
employed personnel, and to regulate labor mobility.

A national labor plan's implementation in individual socialist coun-
tries relies upon: (1) regulation of employment at the level of branch
ministries, associations, and enterprises; (2) plans for organized labor
recruitment; (3) plans for professional training and allocation of
skilled labor; and (4) territorial labor planning. In addition, some
nonmanpower policy measures are used to facilitate the fulfillment of
labor plans. Most of the labor planning instruments are similar in the
East European countries. It is, however, the method of regulation of
employment that is different.
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TABLE 7.-AGGREGATE MANPOWER BALANCE IN HUNGARY (BEGINNING OF THE YEAR)
[l thousands

Of which

1971 1976 1979
total Males Females

Population by age groups
Under 14 yrs -1, 947.0 2,003.7 2,172.3 1,116.0 1,056.3Males between 14-59, females between 14-54 yrs - 6, 275.4 6, 370.0 6, 363.8 3,325.3 3, 038. 560 yr and older males, 55 yr and older females -2,131.3 2,168.4 2,162.7 750.0 1,412.7

Population, total 10,353.7 10,572.1 10,698.8 5,191.3 5,507.5
Source of manpower:

Males between 14-59 yr, females between 14-54 yr- 6, 275.4 6, 370.0 6, 363.8 3, 325.3 3, 038. 5Active earners 60 yr old and older men and 55 yr old andolder females -360.8 277.6 233.8 69.9 163.9
Source of manpower, total 6, 636.2 6, 647.6 6, 597.6 3, 395. 2 3, 202. 4

Use of manpower:
Active earners:

Industry - ---------------- ---- 1, 775. 5 1, 788.8 1, 733.9 958. 1 775. 8Construction and-communication . 385.0 420.4 413.2 340.8 72. 4Transportation and communition ------------------ 369.1 402.2 408. 7 309. 7 99. 0Trade 419.9 468.0 485.1 175.1 310.0Waler economy------------------- 62.3 70. 5 75. 3 58.0 17. 3Nonproductive branches - 772 884.2 935. 3 366. 4 568. 9
All branches other than agriculture -3, 784. 5 4, 034.1 4, 051.5 2, 208.1 1, 843.4
Agriculture ------------------ 1,167. 4 1,008.6 979. 0 57i. 2 401. 8Forestry- 5 4 50. 5 50.5 34.6 15.9

Active earners, total -5, 010. 3 5,093. 2 5,081.0 2, 819. 9 2, 261.1Persons working abroad within the international manpowercopration ----------------------- 11I.5 10.0 5.0 4.0 1. 0Inactive earners and dependents (males between 14-59 yr,females between 14-54 yr) -1,614.4 1, 544. 4 1, 511.6 571.3 940.3
Inactive earners- 300.9 517.0 597. 6 246.4 351. 2Students -614.1 518.0 487.6 259.1 228. 5Other dependents -699.4 509.4 426. 4 65.8 360. 6

When these countries started their economic reforms, mainly in the1960's, the general tendency was to give firms more power in makingdecisions about allocation of factors of production, including labor.The number of planned targets was substantially reduced, and somecountries abolished direct planning of employment altogether. Regu-lation of employment was achieved through planning of the wagefund, average wages, and labor productivity. However, in the 1970'sthe majority of the East European countries returned to direct plan-ninrrl of employment.
The main reasons for this were the acceleration of the growth ofemployment and decline in the growth rates of labor productivity, andthe desire of the planners to have a stricter control over the moneysupply in the economy in order to keep the demand for consumergoods and services from producing inflationary pressures.
In Bulgaria, for example, since 1972 all ministries, associations. andfirms have received binding plan limits for employment, broken downby categories of blue- vnd white-collar workers. There are special eco-nomic sanctions for violation of these limits. The number of emnloyedpersonnel is also a planned target in Czechoslovakia, the G.D.R. andRomania. In Poland there are branches of the economy in which thegrowth of employment is a fixed plan indicator, while in other



branches employment is regulated indirectly with the help of the wage

fund. The latter system of employment regulation is used in the Hun-

garian economy as well. [17]
In Czechoslovakia all the elements of labor planning are integrated

into a Unified System of Employment Management and Labor Force

Allocation. This system includes a labor plan which prescribes the fol-

lowing employment targets binding down to the level of production

units: distribution of labor and job placement by local national com-

mittees on the basis of limits on personnel established by the central

authorities, and the actual manpower balances in the specific county;

measures aimed at satisfying the labor demands of specific branches,

firms or developmental projects; job placement of 15-year old youths,

control over work discipline, and measures aimed at reducing labor

turnover. [18]
To assist labor planning, a system of employment accounting was

introduced in Czechoslovakia in 1973. This system keeps records of

all the employed population in the country, place of employment,

and mobility of the labor force. [19]
Plans for organized recruitment of manpower are directed to cover

only a small fraction of the total labor force. The task of these plans

is to transfer labor from labor surplus regions of the country to areas

which have special needs for additional labor. Such special needs may

be the result of low population density (as in the case of the western

parts of Czechoslovakia and Poland, from which the German popula-

tion was deported or fled after or in the last years of the war), or the

result of specific production tasks. In the latter case, workers are of-

fered a contract for a specific period of time, after which they can

either remain in the new job or return to their previous places of resi-

dence and employment. The contracts are accompanied by certain ma-

terial incentives. For example, in Czechoslovakia organized manpower

recruitment is based on a contract between the worker and the local

national committee for a period not less than a year. This contract is

accompanied by specific material incentives for the worker to relocate

such as:
A lump sum, half of which is paid at the beginning of the new job,

the remainder after six months.
Reimbursement of traveling and moving expenses.
Daily allowances and wages during the period of relocation.

A grant to learn the trade if needed.
Familv allowances in case the family does not get housing from

the firm.
If the worker breaches the contract he is obliged to pay back the

amount of money received from the firm. The svstem encourages long-

term contracts bv increasing lump sum payments. [20]

Plans for professional traininp. in practice mean plans for distri-

bution of youth entering the working age group among various forms

of training and education, and iob placement of graduates.

Durino the last few years a greater emphasis has been nlaced on

territorial planning. Local authorities, who are represented in indi-

vidual countries by national committees or conncilF. supervise the ful-

fillment of emolovment plans by the enterprise. They have the right

to limit or to impose a ban (as in Czechoslovakia) on the construction
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of any new production capacity if there is insufficient labor in the
locality to fill new job vacancies.

In Hungary, local councils are responsible for the following activi-ties in the area of manpower planning and labor utilization. The coun-
cils divide all the firms into groups-usually three-according to per-
missible changes in employment. In the first group are those firms
which are allowed to increase their personnel. At the same time, most
counties have imposed limits on such increases. The second group con-
tains those enterprises which are allowed only to compensate for their
losses in employment, but not to increase the number of employed
persons above the level of the basis year, The third group is formed by
firms which are not allowed even to compensate for their losses, and
have to operate with diminishing labor.

The councils supervise compulsory labor exchange and job place-
ment. These activities are limited to those workers who have quit their
jobs more than twice a year, and those who have been fired because of
a shutdown of a production unit. These measures are integrated into
territorial manpower plans which have been prepared in Hungary for
the forthcoming plan (1981-1985) as they have been for the previous
two five-year plan periods. [21]

(U) LABOR FORCE ALLOCATION AND REGULATION OF LABOR MOBILITY

Labor force allocation and regulation of labor mobility are another
major part of manpower policy in East European countries. The al-
location of labor between various branches and industries is based
primarily on investment and training policies, while wage differenti-
ation has played a subordinate role. There are few restrictions on the
free movement of labor in the labor market, so that people are rela-
tively free to choose among various types of employment. At the same
time, labor mobility in the East European countries is a problem that
causes substantial concern to the planners. They view it as being both
insufficient and redundant at the same time.

The problem of labor turnover which is often considered to be un-
desirable and socially harmful is well-known. In the early 1970's in
Hungary it was running at 20 percent of average yearly employ-
ment. [22] However, the problem is not so much the high rate of labor
turnover, as its direction. Most of the turnover has a circular move-
ment, that is, workers quit their jobs and are replaced by those who
quit their jobs in another place and who, in turn, are replaced by
those of the first group. Thus, labor turnover does not facilitate de-
sirable changes in the structure of production. In addition, it is con-
sidered to be a significant economic burden. First, during the time
workers are between jobs society loses a considerable portion of the
social fund of working time. This averages up to 3 weeks per worker.
Secondly, labor productivity of a worker who is changing jobs falls
during the period prior to quiting his former place of employment
and is lower at his new job during a certain training period. These
losses are even higher if the worker has to acquire a new profession
or skill. This is why the official attitude toward labor turnover has
been negative. Measures have been introduced to limit these move-
ments, such as administrative restrictions on job changes, and ma-
terial incentives to encourage remaining at one's job.
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In Bulgaria the range of administrative restrictions on labor mo-
bility is widespread. Firms, for instance, may not hire workers al-
ready employed, or who have been dismissed for disciplinary viola-
tions. Territorial labor mobility is restricted by a ban on hiring new
personnel who reside in another county or who were employed in the
agricultural sector. In addition, skilled workers who abandoned agri-
cultural production after January 1, 1973 and undertook new jobs
outside agriculture, had to return to work in agriculture. To reduce
fluctuations, the government punishes those who change their jobs
without "valid" reasons by allowing them to receive lower wages, by
prohibiting a wage increase for one year, and by depriving them of
the right to get bonuses for two years. If the managers breach these
regulations they may be subjected to disciplinary actions or penalties,
such as deprivation of bonuses and reduction of wages up to 20 per-
cent. [23] To provide material incentives not to change jobs, "long-
service" increments to wages are used. These increments range from
6 percent after 1 year of service up to 36 percent after 15 years of
service in jobs regarded. as difficult, and from 3 percent after 5 years
up to 12 percent after 20 years in other jobs. [24]

In Czechoslovakia measures of this nature are included in the Labor
Code. Among them are the following: A firm may sign a contract
with a worker undergoing professional training provided by the firm,
which obligates the worker to spend a specified period of time with the
firm after his training period is over. If the worker quits the job
earlier, he must pay back the training expenses. A similar type of con-
tract may be signed with an apprentice. A worker is eligible for regu-
lar paid vacation only after he has been with the enterprise for a cer-
tain length of time, usually 11 months.

Besides such "negative incentives" against mobility, there are some
measures, which provide material stimuli to encourage remaining with
the firm for a longer period. Among them are the following: (1) Al-
lowances for "loyalty" which represent a specific percentage of wage
increase in accordance with length of uninterrupted service at a given
firm, paid primarily in the mining industry; (2) remuneration on the
occasion of 25 years of service, fiftieth birthday, or retirement, pro-
vided that the recipient has been with the enterprise not less than 5
years; and (3) determining remuneration at the end of the year,
personal wage increments, sick benefits, and pensions, on the basis of
length of uninterrupted service.

Many firms in Czechoslovakia have organized special "fluctuation"
committees. Their purpose is to analyze the causes of labor turnover
and to prevent undesirable quitting, primarily by skilled workers who
are difficult to replace. [25] Similar committees have also been orga-
nized in enterprises in the G.D.IR. Many firms receive planned targets
for labor turnover reduction. In addition, there are "loyalty" allow-
ances and bonuses at the end of the year according to the length of
service. For example, the loyalty allowances in the mining industry
for those working underground amount to 4 to 16 percent of their
yearly wages. [261

Both in Czechoslovakia and in Hungary workers who change their
jobs more than twice a year, and those who leave their jobs without
advance notice may be placed in a new job only through the mediation
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of a local employment office. However, the efficiency of this "compul-
sory" job placement is very low, although in 1978 the number placed
in Hungary was 75 percent higher than in 1976 before compulsory
mediation was introduced. [27] Although the above mentioned restric-
tion succeeded in bringing about some reduction in labor turnover it
did not fulfill the other task the employment agencies were assigned;
namely, to redirect workers to priority firms. Because a worker is not
obliged to take the job offered, less than a third of those who reported
to the employment offices were given assignment to priority enterprises.
The majority, 60 to 70 percent, came to the offices having not only aconcrete idea of future employment, but very often a special petition
from the future employer. More often than not the worker was as-signed to the petitioning firm. [28]

These measures aimed at restricting labor turnover coexist at thepresent time with the view that labor turnover should be encouraged
when it facilitates reallocation of labor from low- to high-priority-
industries, when it helps to match the skills of the workers and the job
requirements to labor force qualification, and when it is motivated bypersonal circumstances. [29]

Restructuring of production in industry is becoming one of theprimary economic objectives of East European countries. Unfavorable
changes in the world markets in the 1970s along with unsatisfactory
efficiency in national production have made it evident to planners thatin order to avoid major economic slowdowns they must stimulate
effective and suppress ineffective production. Up until now these
policies have not been totally successful, despite their high priority
for a number of years.

The growing labor shortage and the anticipated sharp reduction inthe increment to the working age population for 1981-85 bring about
a new environment for these structural changes. In the past, programs
for development of new industrial products could have been carriedout, though not without difficulties, by adding new labor to man new
facilities. Instead, the present situation requires the reduction of the
labor force at existing production units. On the one hand, reductions
must foster the development of efficient production, which is competi-
tive on world markets. and reduce the share of inefficient production.
On the other hand, reduction of the working force at existing enter-
prises has to solve the problem of intraenterprise reserves of labor
and to reduce the labor shortage. These reserves are estimated to bebetween 5 and 20 percent in industry and up to 35 percent in
construction.

According to one Czechoslovak source, in the long run approxi-
mately 20 percent of all jobs in industry should be phased out. During
the 1976-S80 plan period 32 thousand working places were to be elimi-
nated, but during the first 2 years of the plan period this target was
underfulfilled by 40 percent. [30]

In order to facilitate the process of structural change, the govern-
ment of Czechoslovakia issued a decree in 1978 concerning material
security for workers affected by structural changes. [31] The decree
was enacted by the Federal Ministry on Labor and Social Questions in
1979. Its main objective was to facilitate desirable labor mobility by
reducing the negative effects of job changes on workers.

70-528 0 - 81 - 17
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According to this decree, a worker affected by structural changes
may be dismissed only if he cannot be employed at his former place,
and if he refuses to accept a new job offered by the administration of
the firm, or to undergo retraining. The former employer has to assist
the fired worker in finding a new job. This is done in cooperation with
the local national committees.

If the worker, after being fired, accepts a new job at one of the
development projects, he is eligible for compensation for the loss of
his wages. During the first 3 to 6 months (in some instances up to 12
months) at the new job, after being fired because of structural changes,
the worker receives the same gross wage he had received at the previous
job, even if the present wage is lower. If, on the other hand, the worker
is hired at a developmental project through organized recruitment, he
is eligible for the benefits appropriate to that recruitment. The same
compensation is also provided to a worker who changes his job within
a firm as a result of structural changes.

In case a worker has been fired because of structural changes and
cannot be placed in a new job by the enterprise and the local national
committee, he is eligible for a so-called grant until new employment is
found, which is in fact a form of unemployment benefits. The grant
constitutes 60 percent of the previous average net wage not to exceed
1,800 crowns a month (which is 70 percent of average wage rate in
industry for 1978). The grant is paid for up to a 6-month period. If the
dismissed worker has not been offered any suitable job during this 6-
month period, the grant is paid for another 6 months but at a reduced
rate (30 percent of the average net wage but not more than 90 crowns).
[32] It remains to be seen wnether these new measures will achieve the
goals for which they were designed. A similar regulation was intro-
duced in Bulgaria in 1967, [33] but no evidence of any positive effect
on labor reallocation has been reported.

Other East European countries do not have such a comprehensive
program for facilitating socially useful labor mobility. This does not
mean that the problem of structural changes is less important in these
countries.

In all the East European countries, preference is given to transfers
of workers within an enterprise. Under Hungarian regulations, if a
worker does not accept a new job within the enterprise, he is given a
dismissal notice 15 days to 6 months prior to the dismissal itself. Dur-
ing this period the firm is obliged to give the worker free time with
full pay for a period of 15 to 30 days, to look for a position. In case a
worker has been fired and cannot find a job, he is eligible for some
form of assistance, under certain conditions. [34] The first case of
relatively large dismissals occurred in Hungary in April of 1979, when
249 employees were dismissed from a truck and machine factory in
Gyor. [35] The dismissed workers were given new jobs by the local
council employment agencies. No difficulties in finding new employ-
ment were reported. Some changes in the Labor Code that will give
more power to enterprise managers to dismiss workers, and will at the
same time provide the dismissed workers with some form of social
security can be expected in the near future.

In the G.D.R., structural changes in employment are carried out
primarily in two ways. The first is the redistribution of the labor force
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on the basis of categorizing enterprises or branches according to theplanners' ideas of future growth. Those enterprises which are desig-nated to lose manpower are not permitted to hire any new employees.This brings about a reduction of employment in this sector of theeconomy in the long run. In contrast, enterprises and branches thatare designated to increase their work force are provided with new em-ployees from among graduates of colleges and trade schools. Thismethod is used primarily in construction and service industries. Thesecond method of structural change is the so-called direct transfer ofworkers on the basis of "triangle agreements." The parties to suchagreements are the two enterprises between which the transfer ofworkers occurs and the workers themselves. Such agreements may beestablished solely on the basis of central or local plans. They includecompensations both to former employers and the transferredworkers. [36]
The authorities also apply measures aimed at regulating movementof specific groups of the labor force. For example, almost all the EastEuropean countries at different periods have introduced more or lesssevere restrictions on hiring administrative workers, or have ordereda reduction in their number. Bulgaria in 1976 decided to reduce thenumber of administrative workers by 30 to 40 percent, and to redirectthem to new jobs. [37] In Hungary in 1976 a freeze on hiring newadministrative workers was introduced, which was replaced as ofJanuary 1, 1977 by a regulation allowing the hiring of only as manyadministrative workers as those who left their jobs. [38] In Czecho-slovakia the number of administrative and managerial workers wasreduced by 10 percent in 1970. But after 1970 their number continuedto grow. In 1976 their number was frozen at the level of December 31,1974. Beginning in 1977 every enterprise received as a binding plantarget its share of administrative workers in its total personnel. Inspite of all these restrictions, out of a total growth of industrial em-ployment of 58,000 during 1976-78 only 19 percent constituted anincrease in blue-collar workers; the remaining 81 percent was in mana-gerial and clerical personnel. [39] Since 1979, in several branches ofthe economy, the number of administrative managerial and clericalpersonnel, as well as some other groups has been regulated on anindividual basis for specific occupations. r40]

Another means of influencing the distribution of the labor force isthrough housing policy and restrictions on residence in certain cities.In many instances a firm is permitted to hire new workers only if theyreside in the same community as the firm. Enterprises which areplanned for growth receive special privileges such as the ability toprovide new workers with lodging, dormitories or apartments, or anallocation of apartments being constructed by the municipalities. Insome countries enterprises provide workers with low-interest loans forthe purpose of building a house.

(iM ) WAGE POLICY

A potentially important instrument in achieving the goals of man-power policy is wage policy. At the macroeconomic level, regulation ofwages has two important functions. First, regulation must keep the
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employees' wage bill within the planned limits of the population's
purchasing power, so as to ensure a balanced consumer market. Second,
regulation must provide firms with incentives to increase efficiency,
including better utilization of the labor force.

Up until now in practically all the East European countries the
system of wage regulation have fulfilled only the function of income
regulation. The problem is that a mechanism of wage regulation
which effectively combines both these functions has not yet been found.
Regulations, which have occasionally been built into the systems of
wage regulation in individual countries with the aim of minimizing
labor inputs, were usually accompanied by measures restricting their
effect. More general moves in the direction of connecting the wage bill
to the results of enterprises' activities took the form of the making
the wage bill depend on one of the performance indicators. In the-last
years in most of the East European countries this indicator has been
net production, or value added. But even in those countries which have
adopted this normative (ratio) method of wage regulation the
growth of the wage bill or the average wage is limited either by
absolute amounts of paid wages, or by progressive taxation of wage
increase. [41]

Let us take a closer look at the Hungarian system of wage regulation.
There the enterprises have the right to make decisions about inputs,.
including labor.. Thus, the wage regulation system's function of in-
creasing the efficiency of labor utilization might be meaningful in
Hungary, as cannot be the case in countries where employment itself
is regulated.

Since 1976 four main methods of wage regulation have been used in
Hungary. [42] Two of them which are used in branches and enterprises
which are either non-profit or in which the performance depends more
on the economic environment than on their own activities are direct
wage regulations by the center. The second two methods of regulation
depend on success indicators. One of them, regulation of the average
wage, is used in branches in which employment increases are permitted.
Those enterprises which, according to the planners projections, are to
develop with a stable or even shrinking labor force use a system of
regulation of the wage bill, which is linked to increase in value added
over the previous year.

The latter system of wage regluation is the one which was designed
primarily with the aim of improving labor utilization. In this system,
every percentage increase or decrease of the value added entitles the
firms to an increase or decrease in the wage bill of 0.2-0.3 percent. Any
higher increase in the wage bill is taxed, and the tax has to be paid out
of the profitsharing fund. In addition to the regulation of possible
increases in the wage bill, there are limitations on increases in the aver-
age wage. The latter may be increased up to a certain level, after which
any further increase results in a tax.

In any case, an increase of the average wage by 8 to 10 percent is
subject to progressive taxation. Until 1980 the untaxable average wage
increase was set at the level of six percent. The scale of taxation was
100 to 300 percent of the increase of the wage bill until 1979. In 1979
the tax was reduced to 50 percent in case of growth of the average
wage by 6 to 7 percent and to 100 percent in case of 7 to 8 percent
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growth, provided the amount of this increase is available at the enter-prise due to increase in the value added or reduction in personnel. If thelatter condition is not fulfilled, the firm has to pay an additional 100to 200 percent in taxes on any increase of the average wage above thesix percent limit. [43]
The above method of wage regulation has become dominant in theHungarian economy. While this system is the only one which stimu-lates enterprises to use less labor to achieve their production tasks, itsactual effect is minimized by a low 3 percent untaxable increase in theaverage wage which discourages the substitution of capital for labor.Thus, an enterprise which reduces its personnel and thus achieves sav-ings in the usable wage bill, is prevented from using the saving forinvestment in capital or wage increases. The result often is that enter-prises first calculate the amount of the wage fund they can use withoutbeing subject to the progressive tax and take this sum as a startingpoint in planning all the rest of their economic activity, includingemployment changes. [44] Thus the stimuli for efficient production,and labor utilization especially, are substantially reduced. An activedebate on possible changes in the system of wage regulation in Hun-gary took place during 1978-79. A wide variety of views were pre-sented,- ranging from propositions to introduce centrally determinedwage increases to appeals for further increases in- the scope of wage billregulation. As of 1980, it seems the latter point of view has prevailed.More significant changes, however, may be introduced soon.Although the East European countries are trying to create incen-tives for better utilization of their resources through regulation ofwages, even in Hungary, which has gone further in these efforts, theresults have not been satisfactory.

Some of the East European countries use or have been experimentingwith devices intended to increase the labor costs of enterprises, that is,raising the shadow wage, thereby encouraging enterprises to reducelabor inputs. In Poland, for example, some enterprises must pay aspecial fixed tax for any additional worker they hire above a base level.A similar kind of tax was used in some enterprises in Czechoslovakiafrom 1972 to 1975, and with some modifications, until 1977. In all theEast European countries enterprises must make social security pay-ments to the state and in some of them pay a tax on the wage bill. Insome instances these payments were increased: but in general theydid not have a positive effect on labor utilization as discussedearlier. 145]
Regulation of individual wages is primarily carried out with the.help of centrally fixed wage rates. Wages represent a reward for aspecific amount of work performed (norm) during an hour. They aredifferentiated in accordance with qualification of the worker, com-plexity of the job and conditions of the work. Theoretically, overful-fillment of the norm results in an increase in the wages. But norms areoften set not on the basis of an assessment of achievable labor produc-tivity, but in such a way as to keep wage increases within the limits ofthe wage bill or the average wage. For a number of reasons it may be
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concluded that the stimuli for individual workers to increase produc-
tivity are limited and that the present system of wage rates does not

alleviate the problem.
B. Other Measures

The foregoing discussion has been limited to instruments of man-

power policy in the East European socialist countries which seek

primarily to regulate the employment of those already employed. In

addition, these countries apply measures to increase the supply of

manpower-an approach which iS gaininllg lincreasling importanlce with

the decline in rates of growth in most East European countries and in

the absolute numbers of the population of working age in some of

them.
From the point of view of East European policymakers a most dis-

turbing fact has been the decline in population growth. Another
closely related concern has been the negative effect of low-birth rates
on the age structure of the population. As life expectancy lengthens 7

and birth rates fall, the percentage of elderly in the total population
rises.8 This means an increase in the dependency ratio and a future

slowdown in the growth of the labor force.
These considerations have led the East European countries to the

adoption of pronatalist demographic policies. [47] Among the instru-
ments of such policies are family allowances, paid maternity leaves,
loans to young married couples, childbirth grants, child sickness bene-
fits, and various nonmonetary forms of aid to families with children.
Another instrument has been the reinstitution of strict laws regulating
abortion. Some of these measures have a more social, than pronatalist
orientation, while others are directly designed to increase the birth

rate. Among the pronatalist measures which should be mentioned is

the child care allowance system which has a direct impact on the cur-
rent and future situation in the labor market. Hungary was the first

East European country to introduce this system as of Ja nuary 1 1967.
In 1962 Hungary's birth rate had dropped to 129 births per 10,000 of
population-one of the lowest in Europe. Had the coefficient of popula-
tion reproduction not been raised, there would have been an absolute
decline in population in the future. At the same time due to the high
participation rates of the female population an ever increasing propor-
tion of annual births occur among working women. In addition, since
the mid-1960's the fertility rates of working women have been higher
than those for nonworking women. Therefore, the introduction of the
system of child care allowances was aimed primarily at increasing
birth rates among working women.

Under this system working mothers, after the expiration of their
regular maternity leave, are eligible for child-care allowances up to

the time when the child reaches three years of age. The monthly al-
lowances at present are identical for urban and rural areas, and are

differentiated according to the number of children in the family: 800

forints a month for the first child, 900 for the second, and 1,000 forints

7 In the mid-seventies the average life expectancy ranged from 69.6 in Hungary to 71.9
in Poland. [46]

8 Between the early fifties and the late seventies the proportion of population aged 60 and

over increased in Czechoslovakia from 11.8 to 16.4, In Hungary from 11.6 to 16.8, and in

the G.D.R. from 13.3 to 18.4 percent.
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for the third (for comparison, the average monthly wage in theHungarian economy in 1978 equaled 3,522 forints). During the threeyears of child rearing the woman is guaranteed re-employment at herprevious job, if she so wishes. In addition, she may participate in anywage raises that may have taken place while she was enjoying hermaternity and child care leave.
This scheme has been widely used by Hungarian women. Since 1967more than a million mothers have taken advantage of it. This meansthat every eight out of ten working mothers stay at home with herchild for some period of time after her regular maternity leave hasexpired. The number of persons receiving child-care allowances hasincreased from 92,000 -in December 1968 to 277,000 in December 1978.Combined with other pronatalist policies and due to an increase inthe number of women of child-bearing age, live births per 10,000 ofpopulation in Hungary rose from a low level of 129 in 1962 to 184 in1975. This -increase in the number of births will result in a higherincrement to the working age population in 15-18 years, thereby in-creasing the labor force in the long-run. During recent years a slightdecline in this index has been registered, mainly due to the change inthe -age-composition of the Population.
Althoug.h of long term -benefit, this policy has exerted a negativeeffect on labor supply in the short run. The number of women on

-post-maternity leave represents approximately 5 percent of the totallabor force and 11 to 12 percent of all employed women. The with-drawal from the active labor force of 250 to 300 thousand persons eachyear has undoubtedly contributed to the labor shortage in the lastdecade. The negative effect on the labor situation is especially acutein "female" industries, such -as the clothing industry, where 18.8 per-cent of all persons employed were receiving child-care allowances inDecember of 1978, the textile industry where 14.6 percent of all em-ployees received such allowances and the leather, fur and shoe indus-tries where the figure was 13.3 nercent. The share of employees receiv-ing allowances was also high in trade-9.6 percent. [481
The Hungarian child-care allowance system was followed with somemodificatfions in 1970 by Czechoslovakia, in 1973 by Bulgaria and in1976 by the G.D.R. [49]
In addition to the above mentioned long range goals, the East Euro-pean planners also seek to increase the current labor supply.One of the traditional sources of additional labor in Eastern Europehas been activization of unemployed female population. But due toincreasing participation rates of women in the national economies thisreservoir of labor has been almost totally exhausted in those countrieswhere the labor shortage is especially acute. For example. according tothe aggregate manpower balance of Hungary for 1979 (see table 7),there were 3.038..500 women of workinsT age (14-54 vears). Out ofthis total. 2,261,100 were active earners (69 percent), 351,200 were in-active earners (11.6 percent) that is, pensioners rentiers, mothers onchild-care leave. 228.500 were students (7.5 percent). and 360,600 weredependents (11.9 percent). Thus, active earners together with studentsand inactive earners comprised a total of almost 90 percent of thefemale working age population. Among the dependents a great numberhave children, live in small villages or are without any skills so that
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their employment is either impossible or would require significant ex-
penditures. Moreover, many work on family household plots, the pro-
duce of which is in strong demand. Therefore, in the short-run their
employment is unlikely. On the other hand, such countries as Romania
and to a lesser degree Poland still have some labor reserves among
women.

To increase the supply of labor some Hungarian specialists have sug-
gested changing the child care scheme so as to increase participation
rates among women, especially by shortening child-care leaves. Two-
fifths of the women on post-maternity leave go back to work within 12
months of child birth. Some specialists argue that the child-care allow-
ance should be such as to stimulate mothers to remain at home with
their children during the first 12 to 18 months, while encouraging them
to return to active employment afterwards. [50] As the majority cur-
rently takes longer maternity leaves, this could lead to a decrease in
the number of women on post-materity leave by 20 to 60 thousand. [51]

In addition to seeking an increase in female employment, the East
European countries try to make use of the growing population in post-
productive ages. The period 1979-82 will see the retirement of large
numbers of people born during the postwar birth rise of 1919 to 1922.
This results in a significant increase in the number of retirees and
their proportion in the population, which is especially significant be-
cause the participation rate of this group has been declining in some
countries. For example, in Hungary during the 12 year period 1966
to 1978 it decreased from 23.4 to 11.4 percent. [52]

In the 1950's and even in the 1960's many aged people were forced to
continue to work because they were not eligible for old-age retirement
benefits. The pension scheme in the socialist countries provides full
benefits to those who have reached a certain age-different in indi-
vidual countries-and, in addition, have been employed for a certain
number of years (usually 25 years for men and 20 years for women.)
Many would-be retirees were not eligible for old-age pensions in full
because they did not fulfill the second of these conditions. In addition,
and even more importantly, in many countries the pension scheme did
not cover the agricultural population. Along with the development of
the pension system the number of old-age pensions has increased
rapidly, reducing at the same time the number of employed elderly
persons.

To increase the number of employed persons in post-productive ages
material incentives have been introduced with the aim of both dis-
couraging retirement and luring old-age pensioners back to work. A
significant factor in encouraging employment of retirement aged
individuals is the low retirement age in most East European countries.
Many men above 60 years of age and women above 55-the usual re-
tirement ages-are still able-bodied and can perform useful work.
Thus, it is argued, the socialist countries must take use of this addi-
tional labor reserve.9 In the G.D.R. the economic activity of persons
older than working age is the highest among the East European
countries, reaching 43 percent of this group of the population [541,
while in Czechoslovakia, for example, it is only 22.7 percent of this
group. One of the reasons for this disparity is that in G.D.R. anyone

fIt should be mentioned that retirement policies are used to regulate the labor market
in the West too. For example, a system of pre-pensions was Introduced in 1978 by Belgium
In an effort to stimulate early retirement.[ 53]
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who reaches retirement age receives a pension and, in addition, may begainfully employed in any economic activity without restriction. Inall the rest of the socialist countries the possibility of workin' whilereceiving an old-age pension is restricted to a lesser or greater degree;the harshest restrictions are in Poland, the mildest in Czechoslovakia.Two main types of work incentives can be distinguished in the EastEuropean countries. First, some countries such as Bulgaria, Czechoslo-vakia and Hungary and to a very limited extent Romania, have intro-duced a system of pension-increments. Under this system, those reach-ing retirement age and having the required length of service maychoose not to receive their pensions, but rather to continue to work. Inthis case, every additional year spent on the job automatically increasesthe amount of the future pension by a certain percent (up to 8 per-cent). Second, retirees are allowed to work, while receiving their pen-sion in full or in part. The latter type of incentive is widely used inthe G.D.R. and to some extent in Czechoslovakia and Hungary andto a limited degree in Romania. Usually there are limits on the totalincome from wages and pensions, except for some professions. As theHungarian and Czechoslovak experience has shown, this type ofincentives has proved to be the most effective.The number of economically active persons above working age whowere eligible for old-age pensions more than doubled in Czechoslo-vakia during 1966-77, and their share in the total labor force reached9.2 percent. Out of a total of 651,000 employed persons of retirementage in Czechoslovakia in 1977, 585,000, or 90 percent, opted for one ofthe above incentive schemes. The number of those opting for postponedretirement and increased future pension was small-only 35,000, or 5.4percent of all working people of retirement age. The majority chooseto work only part of the year and thus to receive a full pension in addi-tion to wages. [55]
In addition to monetary incentives to increase the economic activityof the older population, the East European countries' manpower poli-cies have attempted to encourage the employment of the elderly byreducing the length of the work day. by making it more flexible, byoffering the pensioners easier jobs, and by increasing the length ofpaid vacations. In Bulgaria and Poland, enterprises compile lists ofjobs suitable for elderly people and report them to the employmentagencies. [56] Such policies have had some positive results. In Hun-gary, for example, 70 percent of total employment increases outsidethe service sector in 1978 resulted from increased employment ofretirees. [57]

Finally, it should be mentioned that the attention of manpowerpolicy also has been directed toward another group-handicappedand disabled persons. During the past decade in some East Europeancountries the economic activity of the male population between theages of 40 to 59 has declined due to an increase in the number of per-sons receiving disability pensions. For example, in Hungary, for theperiod 1976 through 1978, the rise in the number of disabled pension-ers outstripped the increase in the participation rate of females, de-spite the fact that the latter was larger than planned, contributing toa general decline in the size of employment. [58] During 1972-1977alone the number of disabled pensioners increased by 190,000. [59] Theincrease, as a Hungarian source points out, [60] is explained by thedevelopment of the social security system, as well as by abuses of the
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system. In addition, medical and employment rehabilitation did not
keep pace with technological changes. To facilitate the rehabilitation
of the disabled and the handicapped, a special decree was adopted in
Hungary in 1974, which calls for special training and jobs for this
group. [61]

Occasionally international labor migration has been mentioned as
a means of influencing the labor market situation in the socialist coun-
tries. Although employment of foreign workers has a 35-year tradi-
tion, its scope is very limited and cannot be compared to the number
of foreign workers employed in Western Europe. According to one
estimate, [62] the total number of foreign workers within all six East
European countries plus the U.S.S.R. was approximately 150,000 dur-
ing the mid-1970's. There is reason to believe that since then this num-
ber has declined somewhat. The temporary transfer of personnel be-
tween socialist countries can only promote the solution of some par-
ticular problems. It may be important, for example, in certain
branches of industry or for certain specific functions. An example is the
employment of Polish and Yugoslav construction workers in the
G.D.R., Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Another is the employment of
commuting workers in the border areas between the G.D.R. and
Poland, Poland and Czechoslovakia, and Czechoslovakia and Hun-
gary. [63] The basic position of the CMEA member nations has been
and continues to be to strive to assure the right of their citizens to
work in their own homeland.

Seldom can international labor migration serve the purpose of di-
rectly influencing the balance of labor resources. One such case, how-
ever, was the above mentioned agreement between Hungary and the
G.D.R. The scope of this type of employment is very limited. The
share of foreign workers in individual socialist countries never reached
even one percent of total labor force. Employment of workers from
outside the communist countries is negligible due to ideological, polit-
ical and economic reasons.

All of the above described manpower instruments for better or
worse fulfill the tasks for which they have been designed. However,
they cannot eliminate the growing labor shortage in Eastern Europe.
This requires a change in economic policies, more reasonable national
planning, a change in existing systems of management of the econo-
mies and in the behavior of enterprises in the labor market.
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Program stressed "joint planning" on a sectoral basis as at least an
intermediate alternative. Joint development projects were to be the
vehicle for sectoral integration in the areas of energy, fuels and raw
materials. At the same time, joint projects would serve to apportion
the cost of developing natural resources (concentrated in the USSR)
among the interested CMEA countries. Adoption of the regional ap-
proach to resource development followed in the wake of Soviet com-
plaints at the cost of meeting Eastern Europe's mounting require-
ments for primary products. Joint development projects may thus be
seen as serving two ends, regional cohesion, through the sectoral ap-
proach to "socialist integration" and regional cost-sharing, through
redistribution of the resource development burden.

There is little doubt that these were primary goals of Soviet strategy
for the region, and that joint development projects were thus key ele-
ments of Soviet regional policy. The Western literature has accord-
ingly tended to regard the terms of participation in the joint projects
of the 1970's as imposed upon Eastern Europe, and thus as a new mani-
festationi of Soviet hegemony in the region. The implication is that
these projects have not yielded net benefits to the East European
participants. East European sources have also occasionally raised
questions about the advantages of participation. None of these assess-
ments have been supported by a comprehensive analysis of the avail-
able evidence.

This is the task to which this study is addressed. We examine the
form and scope of joint investments in the framework of regional
relations, and analyze the economics of the projects from the perspec-
tive of East European interests. We concentrate on the largest, and by
far the most important of the multilateral development projects of
the decade: the Orenburg natural gas complex and pipeline. The anal-
ysis does not focus on what motivated Eastern Europe to participate
in joint projects, but on the nature of its participation and on the
benefits and costs to it which have resulted.

Joint resource development projects formed the core of the "Co-
ordinated Plan of Multilateral Integration Measures" adopted by the
CMEA in 1975 for the ensuing 1976-80 plan period. The plan en-
visaged a series of joint investments (including Orenburg) with a
total estimated cost of nearlv $12 billion. In addition to providing
increased supplies of Soviet natural gas and electrical energy, to sub-
stitute where possible for increasingly scarce petroleum resources,
these projects aimed at the development of other important primary
products for East European industry, such as cellulose, asbestos, fer-
rous and non-ferrous ores and metals. Most of these projects were to be
completed by the end of the plan period.

While coordination of investments and the extension of develop-
ment credits among CMEA countries are not new, the joint projects
of the 1970's incorporated several important new features. They were
for the most part larger in scale and more broadly multilateral in
character, with the International Investment Bank (1971) providing
new opportunities for regional project financing. Their most sig-
nificant innovation was the more direct participation of investing
countries in project construction phases. They have fallen short, how-
ever, of providing on-going participation in management or other
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aspects of joint ownership, although these have emerged in some bi-lateral arrangements. The only continuing ownership claim of the in-vesting countries after project completion is to a share of the resultantoutput. This, however, is merely an extension of the classic CMEA
compensation format, dictated by problems of intra-CMEA account-ing and rooted inconsistent prices and exchange rates and incon-
vertible currencies.

One of the new features of joint projects in the 1970's was the degreeto which they were designed to incorporate Western inputs. Westernequipment, technology and credits have played a key role in the successof these projects, serving to alleviate some of the traditional obstaclesto intra-CMEA cooperation. East-West relations have thus contrib-uted importantly to the pursuit of the regional goals cited above.
Orenburg was not only the largest regional project, but the mostinnovative in format. It apportioned to participating East European

countries full responsibilities for the construction on Soviet territoryof sections of the 2677-kilometer Soyuz (Alliance) natural gas pipe-line. The original project format in fact proved overly ambitious; andsubsequent modification of the responsibilities of four of the five EastEuropean countries participating in the construction of the pipelinewas required. As a result, the USSR ended up by building (but notfinancing) about two-thirds of the pipeline.
In return for their contributions of equipment, materials, labor andcredits to the Orenburg project, the five principal East Europeanparticipants are each guaranteed annual supplies of 2.8 billion cubicmeters of gas over a period of 20 years. (Owing to its more limitedparticipation in the project, Romania is to receive 1.5 billion cubicmeters annually.) A portion of these supplies would be provided inrepayment of their investment in Orenburg, which we have estimatedon the basis of available sources at approximately $5 billion.
While the full details of East European participation in Orenburg

are not known, we have employed varying assumptions with regardto the length of the repayment period and the unit value of gas sup-plied, to calculate internal rates of return on the East European invest-ment. These calculations indicate that, if present intra-CMEA pricingarrangements for deliveries below world market price levels are main-tained, the East European investing countries will enjoy rates ofreturn ranging between 19.5 and 31.5 percent. The lower end of thisrange considerably exceeds the standard rate-of-return criteria appliedto investment projects in the CMEA countries, and compares fa-vourably with rates of return on similar projects in the West. More-over, the calculated rates of return do not capture the potential benefits'accruing beyond the repayment period from supplies of gas provided
at CMEA contract prices below world prices.

If joint projects have sought to redress the burden of resource devel-opment for regional needs, they have not, in the important case ofOrenburg, done so in economic terms which are obviously dis-advantageous to the East European countries. In fact, our analysisindicates that the East European countries have participated in re-source development in the USSR on terms which are likely to bemutually advantageous. At the same time, these projects have guar-
anteed to these countries access to Soviet sources of supply to a degreewhich is significant in terms of their resource requirements.
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If there is a significant cost to Eastern Europe from participation in
joint investment projects, it must be seen in terms of any loss of
autonomy resulting from increased regional interdependence. East
European dependence on supplies of Soviet energy and raw materials
does give the USSR potential leverage, if it is prepared to use it. In
certain sectors, joint investments have both extended and increased
their dependence over levels already attained by the early 1970's. The
structure of this dependence is changing, however. Increased sectoral
dependence on Soviet natural gas will be at least partially offset by a
declining dependence on Soviet oil imports.

Increased regional interdependence through joint development proj-
ects has resulted in some restructuring of East European investment
in the 1970s. The commitment of resources to projects in the U.S.S.R.
has necessarily limited funds for the desired development in Eastern
Europe of new, internationally competitive, export-oriented indus-
tries. While it is not possible to determine the magnitude of this
impact, we estimate joint investments only to have constituted some
1 percent of overall East European investments in the 1976-80 plan
period (although several East European sources cite higher figures
of between 2 and 4 percent for participating countries).

There are signs that the joint investment format for the 1970's will
increasingly be abandoned in favor of a new format for "joint projects"
carried out under the "Long-Term Target Programs for Cooperation",
adopted by the CMEA in 1978. These would no longer envisage the
transfer of capital or joint participation in construction. Instead, they
would apparently involve greater restructuring of investments within
the East European economies in order to provide improved inputs to
resource development in the U.S.S.R. The terms at which these prod-
ucts would be exchanged for Soviet raw materials would be negotiated
on a short-term basis, under bilateral, annual trade agreements.

Such arrangements could be considerably less favourable to Eastern
Europe than the joint investment projects of the 1970's. A major factor
will be whether a new pricing formula is adopted for the 1981-85 plan
period which moves CMEA contract prices for energy products and
other raw materials still closer to world price levels.

II. JOINT PROJECTS IN THE 1971 COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM

The term "integration" was formally incorporated into the vocabu-
lary of the CMEA with the adoption in July, 1971, at the 25th Session
of the Council in Bucharest, of the "Comprehensive Program for the
Further Extension and Improvement of Cooperation and the De-
velopment of Socialist Economic Integration by the CMEA Member-
Countries" (hereafter CP). In its statement of the principles which
should guide regional activities through the decade, the CP defined
"socialist integration" broadly as:

a process of the international socialist division of labor, the drawing

closer of their economies and the formation of modern, highly effective national
economic structures, of a gradual drawing closer and evening out of their eco-

nomic development levels, a formation of deep and enduring ties in the basic
branches of the economy, science and technology, an expansion and consolida-
tion of the international market of these countries, and an improvement of

commodity-money relations . . . (Sec. 1, para. 2.)
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It is important to note that "integration" had been reserved for theprocesses fostered by Western regional economic organizations, suchas the EEC.' Now "socialist integration" began to be used inter-changeably with the term, "international socialist division of labor",to designate cooperative activities among member states of the CMEA.
What did this shift in official terminology signal?

For one thing, it reflected an attempt by the Soviet Union to revi-talize the CM-EA as a mechanism for fostering bloc cohesion in theaftermath of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. This renewedSoviet interest in the regional organization followed a period of com-parative indifference in the early years of the Brezhnev leadership.
The new terminology served to distinguish the more cautious Brezh-nev steps to stimulate greater regional economic interdependence, post-Czechoslovakia, from the earlier drive mounted by Khrushchev, toestablish a centrally planned, socialist commonwealth under Moscow'sleadership. Khrushchev's regional policies had met formal oppositionfrom ithe most openly nationalist of the East European members ofthe CMEA, Romania.2 After Khrushchev's fall, the Soviet drive hadlost momentum.

The shift in terminology signalled more than a new phase in Soviet-East European relations within the CMEA framework. It also symbollized a new role for the CMEA in the extra-regional relations of themember states, commensurate with the policies of detente and thepromotion of security and cooperation in Europe. The adoption ofthe international designation "integration" for CMEA processes thusrepresented a further move away from the Stalinist concept of a sepa-rate "world socialist market" and its Khrushchevian formulation inthe "international socialist division of labor". It reflected the conceptof a system of states not only increasingly integrated among them-selves, but with normal, active, and collective links to the world econ-omy and to other regional organizations. The perceived compatibility
between the expansion of East-West relations and the development ofsocialist integration, was expressed in the CP in the following terms:

... because the international socialist division of labor is effected with dueaccount taken of the world division of labor, the CMEA member-countries shallcontinue to develop economic, scientific and technological ties with other coun-tries, irrespective of their social and political system . . . (Sec. 1, par. 3.)
The term "socialist integration" served to imply a system of statesanalogous to, and capable of acting on a par with, Western regional

systems. The CMEA charter was subsequently amended in 1974 togrant the organization the authority to enter into agreements withthird parties on behalf of its members (article 11 of the revisedcharter). These measures were intended not only to enable the CMEAto negcotiate collectively with the EEC, but to compete more effec-tively with it in establishing organizational ties with Third World
countries.

The adoption of the OP had been preceded by active discussion ofthe question of appropriate instruments for the pursuit of regionalspecialization.3 The CP was in fact a compromise which sought to
'Cf. Lavicue (1979). PP. 377ff.
eCf. Montias (1964) and Kaser (1967), Ch. VI..A volume of papers from a conference of academic specialists representing the membercountries, Kiss (1973), reflects some of the differences in approach under discussion atthe time.

70-528 0 - 81 - 18
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reconcile two opposing views: integration through comprehensive,
supra-national planning and integration through decentralized,
market-determined interaction. Its emphasis, however, was on
planned, rather than market, approaches.

While some attention was paid in the CP to the "improvement of
commodity-money relations", principally in terms of increased non-
quota trade and proposed measures to promote multilateral settle-
ment, most of the new methods and instruments introduced were
designed {to foster cooperation in planning. 4 'In implicit recognition of
the impossibility of reconciling comprehensive supra-national plan-
ning with national sovereignty, the OP's proposals for "joint plan-
ning" stressed a sectoral approach, with initial concentration on

"selected branches or lines of production" (sec. 4, par. 24) .
To implement this approach in some sectors, three types of "inter-

national economic organizations" were envisaged. Each type would
create direct, transnational links at the operational level (ministerial,
association or enterprise) of its constituent national members; and
would engage in the joint planning of industrial production and in-
vestment at that level. These new instrumentalities, designed to pro-
mote intra-branch specialization among member-countries, are some-
times misleadingly termed "socialist multinationals". They have at-
tracted considerable attention in the Western literature.5

In the critical, natural resources sectors, the CP stressed joint
investments:

The CMEA member-countries consider it imperative to satisfy more fully the

mounting requirement for products of the fuel and power, iron and steel and

other raw materials branches of industry, on the basis of the concerted efforts of

interested countries aimed at the development of the said branches, employing

various mutually advantageous forms of multilateral and bilateral coopera-
tion... (Sec. 10, par. 1.)

Given the wealth of Soviet natural resources, it was inevitable that
many such joint projects should be destined for the territory of the

U.S.S.R. The CP indicated in general terms a number of possible
project areas. It also assigned an important role to the International
Investment Bank, created the preceding year, in financing "the build-
ing of projects aimed at the development of the fuel and power and
raw materials branches" (sec. 10, par. 3.8).

The extension among CMEA member-states, on a bilateral or multi-
lateral basis, of long-term development credits for projects of mutual
interest is not new. The innovation of the CP was to step up the pace
and scope of joint projects and give them a more important part in
the new phase of "socialist integration". Joint development projects
played an even more prominent role in regional activities than an-

ticipated by the OP. Much of the envisaged program of integration
fell woefully behind schedule. While sectoral planning through the
new international economic organizations bogged down in old CMEA
problems of international coordination, joint resource development
projects-especially the giant Orenburg'natural gas complex and as-

'Plndak (1974) analyzes the content of the CPnn this respect.
-- See Lavigne (1975), and Machowskl (1977).
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sociated pipeline-remained as the centerpiece of CMEA accomplish-ments in the 1970's.
In retrospect, this is scarcely surprising; not only because jointdevelopment projects were institutionally the most conservative ofthe CP's "innovations", but more importantly because they were de-signed to meet vital, regional economic needs. The East Europeancountries faced, by the end of the 1960's. the problem of much in-creased dependence on raw materials imports from the U.S.S.R. Thegrowth in East European demand for raw materials, and the needfor greater recourse to external sources of supply, had 'their origins inmisguided early investment policies and in inefficient industrial use.'The development in the 1960's of the East European chemicals indus-tries and the emergence of the private passenger car contributed fur-ther to escalating resource requirements, especially for hydrocarbons.The U.S.S.R. had meanwhile grown open in its complaints aboutincreasing Eastern European dependence on Soviet raw materials.Soviet dissatisfaction centered on the increased costs (in terms ofcapital, labor, and transportation) of supplying Eastern Europe'sneeds from sources which had increasingly shifted to, and beyond, theUrals. The U.S.S.R. also complained of the poor quality of finishedproducts it received from Eastern Europe in return for fuels and otherraw materials which could be readily sold outside the CMEA atimproving terms of trade."
In these circumstances, joint projects offered a solution potentiallyattractive to both sides. The Soviet Union would receive needed assist-ance in financing and carrying out the costly development of moredistant natural resources and the infrastructure to transport a portionof the resulting output to Eastern Europe. The East European CMEAcountries would be assured in return of major, long-term supplies ofraw materials, thereby avoiding alternative recourse to hard currencyimports. It should be emphasized that the decision to embark on thiscourse was made prior to the 1973 international energy crisis and to itsimpact on world supplies and prices.
Most Western observers have questioned the reciprocity of thesearrangements, tending to regard the East European countries as forcedto contribute large amounts of scarce resources to Soviet developmenton disadvantageous terms.8 Others, while conceding some economicadvantage as accruing to Eastern Europe, have raised the question ofthe political price paid, in terms of increased long-run dependence onSoviet supplies of basic fuels and raw materials. We hope, by review-ing the record of joint CMEA development projects, as it stood at theend of the 1970's, and through an in-depth analysis of the most im-portant project to date (Orenburg), to shed some light on theseimportant issues in the political economy of Soviet-East Europeanrelations. We also hope to derive some insights into the processes ofCMEA integration over the past decade and into the impact on themof expanding East-West relations.

6 Cf. Dobozl ( 1978) .,These concerns were expressed by, among others, Dudinskii (1966) in a now classicarticle. See also Dohozi (I 97.S)
8Cf. Plndak (1974) and Trend (1975a).
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III. A NEw FORMAT FOR JOINT PROJECTS?

The CMEA countries have long engaged in bilateral and multi-
lateral arrangements for the joint financing, on a "compensation"
basis, of projects directed to the extraction and distribution of fuels
and other raw materials. Kaser cites as the first "joint investment"
project, the 1957 agreement whereby the GDR and Czechoslovakia
provided capital for the development of Polish coal-mining, with re-
payment of principal and interest from the eventual output.9 This
was followed by other, similar arrangements concluded in the late
1950's and throughout the 1960's, among the smaller, East European
members of the CMEA and between them and the' U.S.S.R.'0

The joint development projects of the 1970's incorporated this basic
format, while extending it to meet new requirements. As known East
European reserves of raw materials began to be exhausted, joint
projects were increasingly directed to the territories of the U.S.S.R.
and certain non-European, CMEA member-countries. The size, loca-
tion and rising cost of development of Soviet reserves dictates joint
projects of growing magnitude, involving larger transfers of resources.
These conditions in turn have required more extensive participation
by CMEA member-countries. The joint projects of the 1970's have in
consequence tended to be more broadly multilateral than their prede-
cessors. The general agreements governing them, signed by all par-
ticipants, have, however, been followed up by more detailed, bilateral
agreements between the host country (typically the U.S.S.R.) and the
individual investing (typically East European) countries.

Under the compensation format, the contributions of investing
countries are for the most part made in kind. Such contributions have
taken the form of deliveries of materials, machinery and equipment
for the project itself, or of shipments of goods not directly related to
the project, usually consumer goods. Contributions may also be "in
cash"; for example, through the ahead-of-schedule repayment of
Soviet credits."

Contributions in kind need not be produced by the investing country,
but may be procured from foreign, even extra-regional (Western)
sources. Similarly, contributions in cash may be made in convertible
currencies. One of the distinguishing features of joint projects in the
1970's was their growing hard-goods and hard-currency content (see
sec. V below).

A major innovation introduced by the projects of the 1970's was the
joint participation of the investing countries in important aspects of
construction on the territory of the host country."2 Contributions were
thus extended to the provision of important construction, and related
technical services, including the provision of skilled labor and the
training of host country personnel. This form of participation was
carried furthest in the case of Orenburg, where the construction of the
Soyuz pipeline on the territory of the U.S.S.R. was the designated
responsibility of the East European investing countries.

9 Raser (1967), pp. 78-79.
loCf van Brabant (1971).
u Lebedinskas (1976). p. 66.
"2As a result, they are often referred to as "joint construction projects" In the Soviet

and East European literature.
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While the details will be given below (sec. VI), it may be noted herein this regard that the format for the Soyuz natural gas pipeline con-trasted sharply with the organization of its predecessor of the late1950's and early 1960's, the Druzhba ("Friendship") oil pipeline. Inthe case of the earlier, oil pipeline (built to transport crude oil fromSoviet fields in the Urals to Poland and the G.D.R., with a branchpipeline to supply Czechoslovakia and Hungary) each country wasresponsible for the financing and construction of the portion of thepipeline located on its own territory.13 The Druzhba pipeline was thusa "joint project" only in the sense of being jointly planned, but was notJointly financed or jointly constructed as was the Soyuz pipeline.The compensation format provides for the eventual repayment ofthe investing countries in the form of return flows of a portion of theoutput of the joint project. The proportion of output designated fortheir repayment typically reflects the share of their contribution inthe total capital invested in the project. Thus if the Eastern Europeancountries contribute 40 percent of the capital for a project in theU.S.S.R., 40 percent of the annual output is normally reserved fortheir repayment. Repayment includes a modest (currently 2 percent)"fraternal" interest charge on the capital tied up in the project, butinterest is not paid on interest.14
With the volume of return flows and interest charge fixed, thelength of the "repayment period" is necessarily determined by thevaluation of the deliveries of resultant output. The Soviet and EastEuropean literature becomes notably vague when approaching thisquestion of valuation, and it seems likely that the method varies some-what from project to project. Nevertheless, the following procedureemerges as constituting the most general practice. (We shall return tothis question in the specific context of the Orenburg project in sec-tion VI.)
A fixed, accounting price is employed to set the initial terms of thearrangement. The period of repayment will, however, ultimately de-pend upon the actual contract prices at which return flows of outputare valued. Since January 1, 1975, CMEA contract prices have beenvariable, renegotiated annually from the base of a moving average ofworld prices.15 In a period of rising world prices for the products inquestion, the CMEA contract prices will rise annually. This has beenthe case for raw materials in the 1970's. If contract prices are used tovalue return flows, the final term of repayment of the investments in aproject will depend upon the rate at which prices for return deliveriesrise in the repayment period.'c
We do not know, however, whether the return flows of output fromjoint projects are valued at current intra-CMEA trade prices or atspecially agreed project prices."' It should be noted that most of the

23 See Kaser (1967), p. 81.
1 The low Interest charge and failure to compound have an Ideological basis, as rituallystressed in the CMEA literature. Lebedinskas (1976) provides one of the more thoroughdiscussions of the financing of joint projects."sSee Kohn and Lang (1977) for a detailed discussion of the new CMEA pricing for-mula. which we will refer to as the "modifled Bucharest formula".'- In our calculations of the rate of return on East European Investments in Orenburg(sec. Vi below) we have accordingly employed both fixed and variable price assumptions."7Sources vary on this crucial point. One recent Soviet source (Altukhov, Deviatov andIvanov (1979). p. 53) suggests the possibilIty of a "two price system' for raw materialscomprising "special integration prices" for ~production from joint construction projectsand standard foreign trade prices. See also Haikay (1979). conversations with knowl.edgetablte EastEuro peans haemenf~ailed tot es~tablbinsoha consensus on the pricing Issue, Indicat.

ing thatthe actul arranements ae not wel known
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major joint projects for the 1976-80 plan period were negotiated prior
to the adoption of the new, variable CMEA pricing formula.

The project agreement will usually also stipulate the "full term" in
which there is a commitment to supply stipulated quantities of the
resultant output to the investing countries. Beyond the repayment
period, the committed quantities will actually be paid for at the then
current CMEA contract price, and will no longer be treated simply
as offsets against the host country's debt. Agreements will often pro-
vide for extension of the supply commitment beyond the full term
originally established.

The larger and more complicated international financing required
by the new format for joint projects contributed to the establishment
in 1971 of a new CMEA institution, the International Investment
Bank (IIB). Funded by subscriptions from the member-countries, the
IIB serves as financial intermediary in the longer-term credit aspects
of joint development projects."8 The effectiveness of "transferable"
ruble credits is restricted by their de facto lack of ready transferability
in intra-CMEA payments practice. The IIB's role is not limited to
transferable ruble financing, however. A portion of its loan capital is
in convertible currencies, and it has served as an important mechanism
for convertible currency financing of joint development projects (see
sec. V below).

The format for joint projects has inevitably been shaped by the
ideology and institutions of the participating countries. In particular,
the nature of their ownership and monetary systems has constrained
the organization of joint projects among the CMEA countries.

Legal restrictions on foreign ownership, reflecting both fundamen-
tal principles and the practical requirements of central planning and
control, have ruled out direct investment-by the East European coun-
tries in Soviet raw materials.'9 The role of the East European in-
vestor has therefore been restricted to that of an arms-length creditor,
with no prospect of rights other than a claim to a portion of the out-
put, on agreed terms. In the case of the Soyuz pipeline, however, some
short-term relaxation of the ownership constraint may be noted, at
least in the original concept. The East European countries were to
have primary responsibility for the construction of individual sec-
tions of the pipeline on Soviet territory. The ownership features of
the arrangement were thus similar to those characteristic of inter-
national "turnkey" projects, with transfer of ownership to the host
country only upon completion of the project.

A more severe constraint has been imposed by the system of cen-
trally administered prices and related controls on foreign exchange
in the member countries. The methods of accounting and payment
available to the participants have been sharply restricted by the ab-
sence of a consistent, unified CMEA system of prices and exchange

la See Kostantinov (1977) for details on the functions of the IIB In this regard. The
I11B is not the only medium for financing joint investments. The other CMEA bank (Inter-
national Bank for Economic Cooperation) plays a role in short-term credits linked to joint
projects. We have already stressed the importance of intergovernmental credits, extended
in the form of "advance deliveries" to be repaid on a compensation basis. Each of these
forms of credit (IIB, IBEC and intergovernmental) is granted on different nominal in-
terest terms.

19 Dobozi (1978). p. 215. reports, however, that the possibility was at least con-
templated of one CMEA country leasing to others the rights to develop natural resources
on its territory. This would in effect have been a return to the early Soviet format of
foreign concessions, within the CMEA framework.
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rates, and by the inconvertibility of member-country currencies. It isthese factors which have necessitated the compensation format, withinvestment and repayment specified and conducted largely in kind.Problems of accounting have obstructed realization of the potentialfor flexible participation and for specialized roles in joint projects.Accounting in kind has tended to impose on the investing countriesroughly uniform contributions to, and sharing in joint projects. Sincethe Eastern European CMEA countries vary considerably in eco-nomic size and level of development, this has meant unequal invest-ment costs and benefits placed upon them. In the Orenburg case, thefailure to take sufficient account of individual capabilities subsequentlyrequired major changes in assignments (see sec. VI below).Large-scale, multinational investment projects would certainly notbe simple in the best of circumstances. Their organization was never-theless rendered more complex by the cumbersome arrangementswhich the lack of flexible instruments of accounting and payment hasdictated. Those aspects of the project subject to convertible currencyfinancing and accounting could, by contrast, be more effectively or-ganized and more easily and realistically assessed.

IV. THE RANGE OF MULTILATERAL PROJECTS IN THE 1970's
At its 29th Session, held in Budapest in June, 1975, the CMEA ap-proved a "coordinated" ("soglasovannyi") plan of multilateral inte-gration measures for the member-countries in the 1976-80 plan period.The coordinated plan sought to establish multilateral commitmentswhich would then be incorporated into national 5-year and annualplans.
The official communique issued by the Council at the end of thesession indicated that joint development projects formed the core ofthe coordinated plan. The communique affirmed that measures adoptedfor "the construction of facilities and the creation of additional pro-duction capacities by the joint efforts of interested countries" wouldin the 1976-80 period attain a total estimated cost of aproximatelynine billion transferable rubles (nearly $12 billion at the 1975 officialexchange rate).20
Most of these projects had already been agreed to, and were merelyincorporated ex post into the coordinated plan. Nearly all were lo-cated in the U.S.S.R. and involved the development of resources in theUrals and beyond. The coordinated plan thus consecrated the long-standing Soviet policy objective of shifting more of the burden of So-viet resource development and distribution to the regional level. Theprincipal exception was a multilateral project, agreed to at the 29thsession, for creation of new capacities for the production of nickel andcobalt, and related products in Cuba. While this agreement under-scored Cuba's role as a new (since 1972) member of the CMEA, itwould also serve to spread some of the burden of Ciiban economic de-velopment to the East European members of the CMEA.21

'2 communique on the 29th SessIon of the CMEA, complete text published In Pravda,
June 27, Th75. pp. 1.4.

21 The soviet and East European references to this project are vague and often con-tradictory There are indications that the protect has been delai-ed. See L. Theriot andJ. Mathe8on, "Soviet Economic R ations with Non-European CMEA Countrles". in JointEconomic committee, Soviet Economy in a Time of Change, Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1979.
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The principal development projects incorporated in the coordinated
plan are presented, in their essential details in table 1. Neither the
plan nor an official list of projects has been made public.22 Table 1 can
nevertheless be presumed to be reasonably comprehensive, the proj-
ects included there accounting for the bulk of the announced 9 bil-
lion transferable ruble total cost of joint investments to be undertaken
in the plan period. Among the smaller projects, only occasionally cited
in Eastern source materials and about which less is known, one may
note the joint development of forestry resources in the Komi Autono-
mous Republic as well as several chemical fertilizer projects in the
U.S.S.R.

It should be stressed that we refer here only to multilateral proj-
ects, and therefore exclude from consideration joint projects among
CMEA member-countries in this period which are bilateral in nature.23

Some of these are not only economically important, but are interest-
ing institutionally, involving joint construction, as well as joint invest-
ment functions, and even joint management of the new facilities in an
ongoing joint venture arrangement. The Erdenet copper-molybdenum
mining and ore dressing complex in Mongolia, a joint Soviet-Mon-
golian project, is a good example.24

As table 1 shows, the coordinated plan envisaged joint projects not
only for the development of critical alternative sources of energy, but
also for the development of supplies of important industrial raw ma-
terials, such as cellulose, asbestos, ferrous and nonferrous ores and
metals. Most projects were conceived on a broad multilateral basis,
involving all of the European CMEA countries. Romania, however,
is clearly seen to have followed a more selective policy of participa-
tion than the other East European countries, opting out of some proj-
ects and limiting its role in others.25

Among these projects, Orenburg stands out as by far the largest and
most ambitious. A separate section of this paper will accordingly be
devoted to its description and analysis. Apart from Orenburg, the Ust-
I]limsk project best illustrates the new joint development format.

Construction of a giant pulp mill at Ust-Ilimsk, on the banks of the
Angara River, in Central Siberia, was the first of the multilateral
development projects to be initiated following the adoption of the
Comprehensive Program. The mill is an important part of a complex
which Tass reports describe as the largest forest-based industrial
complex in the U.S.S.R. When in full operation in 1980, the mill is
scheduled to produce 500,000 metric tons of bleached sulphate pulp,
50,000 tons of unbleached pulp and large quantities of various by-
products.2a

22 There is consequently considerable variation In published reports of the number of
projects to be undertaken, ranging from ten upwards. Cf. Vorov and Rakhutin (1979),
p. 57 and Trade and Development Board, UNCTAD "Multilateral Schemes of the Country
Members of the CMEA . ..-' TD/B/AC.2H.3 (Apri 14, 1977), par. 26. The higher figures
probably include bilateral arrangements, or define "project" narrowly. (Orenburg might,
for example, be counted as two projects, and the arrangements for the development of
ferrous ores and metals as twelve projects.) In the absence of supporting data for thefigures given in these sources, one can only speculate at the reasons for their inconsistency.

23 It should be noted in this regard that the IIB's long-range financing is not restricted
to multilateral projects, and extends as well to bilateral and national Invesments.

24 See "Sovmestnymi usililami: 'Erdenet' v god puska", Ekonomicheskoe 8otrudnichestvo
stran-chlenov SEV, No. 3, 197S, pp. 92-95.

25 Cf. J. Laux, "The Limits of Autonomy: Romania in the 19S0s", in this volume.
go "Forestry Complexes Under Development In the USSR," Business and Trade, XIII, 13

(Nov. 7, 1979), P. 9.



TABLE 1.-PRINCIPAL MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN BY CMEA MEMBER COUNTRIES IN THE 1976-80 PLAN PERIOD

Project Location Agreement Facility Volume of annual returnsigned operational Participation ' deliveries
Pulp mill bine-U.S.S.R. (Ust-Ilim, Siberia)- 1972 1980 All but Czechoslovakia - 205,000 metric tons.Asbests cU.S.S.R. (Kiembaev, Urals Retin)-1973 1980 All - 40,000-50,000 metric tons.Development of natural gas condensate deposit and con- U.S.S.R. (Orenburg, Urals Region)-1974 1980 All bat limited role for 15.5 billion cubic metres.struction of trans-continental gas pipeline. tomaniaExpansion of iron ore mining and dressing facilities (5 U.S.S.R. various locations, in area of Kursk Magnetic 1974 1977-80 All but Romania -5.29 million metric tons.

combines). Anomaly and in Ukraine~.Additional facilites for production of ferroalloys (7 plants) U.S.S.R. (various locations in Ukraine and Kazakhstan) 1974 1979-80 All -Not available.750-KV Vinnitsa-Albertirsa electric power transmission Soviet Ukraine and Hungary (590 of the 860 kilometer 1974 1978 All but Romania -3 billion kwh.'
line.2 length is in U.S.S.R.).Nickel and cobalt production facilities . - - Cuba (Las Camariocas) -1975 Not available All Not available.
I Extent of participation by East European CMEA member-countries. Sources: CMEA communiques and other documents; member-country press reports, and other
EComponent of CEA "Master Plan for Long-Term Development of United Power Grids." sources cited in text and bibliography.
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The value of the contributions of the five participating East Euro-
pean countries (Czechoslovakia, with its own forest resources to
develop, chose not to participate) constituted 40 percent of the capital
costs of the mill. Under the terms of the agreement, these countries will
accordingly receive in return 40 percent of .the annual output of the
mill over a twelve-year repayment period. At the end of this period,
the supply commitment can be extended for a further, twenty-year
period, on renegotiated terms. The East European contributions, while
adjusted to~'some extent to differing national capabilities. were for the
most part in the form of special, prefabricated steel structurals for
the mill and technical assistance in their installation. Some labor con-
tingents were provided, but they appear to have been largely symbolic.
With the exception of Romania, the investment shares of the partici-
pating countries apparently did not differ greatly.27

The remaining projects listed in table 1 do not involve significant
participation of the East European countries in the actual construc-
tion of the new facilities, unless some portion of these are located on
their own territory (as was the case for Hungary in the construction
of the Vinnitsa-Albertirsa power line). The contributions of the
member countries are limited to supplies of equipment and materials,
according to an agreed delivery schedule. The value of these con-
tributions may vary considerably in magnitude, however, depending
upon national requirements for the resulting output. This is the case,
for example, in the joint development of the Kiembaev asbestos
deposits, in the Orenburg region of the Southern Urals, involving a
strip mine, an ore-enrichment plant and ancillary facilities, with a
planned annual capacity of 500,000 metric tons of asbestos. All of
the projects follow the compensation format, with return deliveries
(proportionate to the investment shares of the participating coun-
tries) scheduled systematically to redeem the credits, but with pro-
vision for extension of the supply arrangements beyond the repay-
ment period.

V. THE ROLE OF rHE WEST IN JOINT CMEA PRojEcTs

One of the features of multilateral CMEA projects in the 1970's,
which has clearly set them apart from their precursors, is the role
they have allotted to Western firms and financial institutions. The
expanded Western role has not been limited to. increased supply of
isolated pieces of machinery and equipment not. available within the
CMEA region. It has extended to the provision of technically inte-
grated production systems and to direct participation in design and
construction. It has inevitably included as well an enlarged role in
project financing. Western participation in joint CMEA projects
thus illustrates one of several important ways in which East-West
relations have, in the course of the decade, contributed to regional
goals. 28

The Western role is especially striking in the case of Orenburg.
Not only was all of the wide-diameter pipe used in the construction

27 On these points, see Zoloev (1973) and Ekonomnicheskoe sotrudnichestvo stran-chlenov
SEV, No. 3, 1978, pp. 98-102.

28 One of us has argued elsewhere the more general point that East-West relations can
contribute positively to East European integration, especially in the -area of Industrial
cooperation. See McMillan (1978). In the more specific context of the involvement of
Western multinationals, see also Marer (1980).
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of the Soyuz natural gas pipeline of Western (French, Italian andJapanese) manufacture; but the compressors, turbines and all otherrelated equipment for the 22 compressor stations required to movethe gas through the line were all purchased in the West (FRG andItaly). Western firms also supplied large amounts of ancillary equip-ment.29 We estimate that approximately 80 percent of the total $2.5billion cost of materials and equipment for the pipeline was in theform of expenditures for Western materials and equipmentsWestern suppliers have also provided technology and equipmentfor other joint projects. The advanced technology for the highlyautomated Ust-Ihimsk pulp mill was acquired from France andSweden.31 For the jointly financed expansion of capacities for iron-ore extraction and enrichment in the Kursk region and in the Ukraine,four technically integrated lines for the processing of iron-ore concen-trates, and related equipment, were acquired from U.S. and Germanfirms.32 The number of examples could easily be extended, but theseillustrate the extent of Western inputs.

Western engineering firms have also participated in the design andconstruction of facilities forming part of joint CMEA projects. Tech-nip of France has played a central role in the development since thelate 1960's of the Orenburg gas complex. In the third phase (whichcoincided with the period of the multilateral agreement for the par-ticipation of the East European CMEA countries in Orenburg de-velopment), Technip was again contracted to supply gas recoveryand processing units. These facilities included "three gas purifyingand drying installations, each with a capacity of 5.75 billion cubicmeters per year, a 1.4 million ton per year condensate collecting andpurifying unit, and a 640,000 ton. per year gas filtering and sulfurproduction unit, with sulfur granulation equipment." 33 At Ust-Ilimskthe French subsidiary of the U.S. multinational Parsons Whittemorewas awarded the contract for the design of the installation, and servedunder the arrangement as principal contractor for the equipping ofthe mill. The bulk of the equipment orders were in turn subcontractedto French suppliers.34
It is interesting to note that Western, as well as Eastern, participa-tion in such projects may be on a compensation basis. In the case ofthe Ust-Ilimsk mill, Parsons Whittemore France reportedly agreedto purchase 85,000 tons of the annual cellulose output, thus helpingto finance the convertible currency costs of the project.15Under the joint project format, individual East European coun-tries make convertible currency funds available for joint financing aspart of their investment commitment. To the extent that these fundsare raised through the IIB, the investing countries are in turn respon-

2 Soviet Business and Trade, V, I (June 9, 1976), p. 1, and IV, 19 (February IS, 1976),p. 5: EastlVest Markets, January 26, 1976, p. 6, and June 14, 1976, p. 4; Eastern EuropeReport, January 30, 1976, p. 31: and Business Eastern Europe, July 9, 1976, p. 216. It isInteresting to note how the ability in the 1970s to rely on Western suppliers to meetrequirements for Orenburg contrasts with the conditions of the i960's, when constructionof the Druzhba pipeline was delayed by a US-led NATO embargo on exports of large-diameter pipe for the project.
3o For further details on the total investment cost of Orenburg, see sec. VI below.3t Soviet Business and Trade, V, 15 (Dec. 22, 1976), p. 5.aG. Sergeev (1978), p. 89.
a' Soviet Business and Trade, VI. 10, (Oct. 11. 1977), p. 5.3' Eastern Europe Report, Aug. 10, 1973, p. 225.
' C. H. McMillan and D. P. St. Charles, Joint Ventures in Eastern Europe: A Three-Country Comparison, Montreal: C. D. Howe Research Institute, 1974, p. 13; and SovietBusiness and Trade, V, 14 (Dec. 8, 1976), p. 4.
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sible for their repayment (principal and interest at the Eurocurrency
lending rate) through the IIB, when due.36 Thus in the case of Oren-
burg, while convertible currency funds were raised collectively, par-
ticipating countries were individually accountable for the financing
of their sections of the project. They remained financially responsible,
regardless of whether they used the funds to make the necessary hard
currency purchases themselves, or whether the funds were assigned
to a Soviet purchasing agency.

It is not possible to determine precisely what proportion of the con-
vertible currency financing of their contributions to joint projects has
been provided directly by participating CMEA countries and what
share has been made through the -CMEA's International Investment
Bank. It seems that the bulk of project financing in convertible curren-.
cies has, however, been conducted through the IIB. The financing of
multilateral cooperation among CMEA member-countries was in effect
the primary purpose intended for the IIB.3 '

In the case of large-scale convertible currency financing of joint
projects the IIB serves as the financial intermediary through which
the participating countries can raise funds collectively on Western
money markets. Thus the first of a series of Eurocurrency loans for
Orenburg was secured by the IIB in 1975. Several of these were raised
through multinational syndicates headed by Dresdner Bank of the
FRG. The final loan, in December 1977, was raised for IIB with Chase
Manhattan of New York acting as lead manager. Altogether, it is esti-
mated that over $2 billion in convertible currency credits were raised in
this fashion to finance Orenburg-related purchases. 38 Collective bor-
rowing through the IIB presumably improved the terms of financing,
since Western banks tend to ascribe to the IIB the relatively high
Soviet credit rating. In fact, the spreads on Eurocurrency loans to
IIB for Orenburg ranged between 1 and 13/8 percent over the London
Interbank Offering Rate (LIBOR).

In sum, large-scale recourse to Western equipment, technology
and know-how in carrying out joint CMEA development projects
required an enlarged role for Western firms and banking institutions.
The availability of Western equipment, technology and credits were
indeed vital to the success of the major projects such as Orenburg
and Ust-Ilim, and through the medium of such projects served to
facilitate the goals of socialist integration as outlined in the Compre-
hensive Program.

VI. ORENBuRG-A CASE STUDY

1. Planning and Organization of Constrlut ion

The Orenburg project envisaged construction of both the third stage
of the natural gas complex at Orenburg, adding a capacity of 15 bil-
lion cubic metres per year, and the Soyuz natural gas pipeline, capable

3I The same principle of Individual country responsibility apples of course as well to
soft-currency (transferable ruble) project financing through the 1B.

S' Lavigne (1973), p. 207.
'S East West Markets, Oct. 6, 1975, p. 7; Eastern Europe Report, Feb. 27, 1976, p. 63-

Business Eastern Europe, May 20, 1977, p. 157 and June 17, 1977, p. 186; and Moscow
Narodny Press Bulletin, Dec. 14, 1977, p. 16.
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of a through-put of 28 billion cubic metres of gas annually. TheCMEA's Committee for Cooperation in the Field of Planning draftedthe original proposal for joint participation, subsequently approvedat a meeting of the chairmen of the central planning agencies of theinterested countries on April 5, 1974. On June 21, 1974, at the 28thComecon Session in Sofia, the heads of government of Bulgaria,Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary, Poland, Romania and theU.S.S.R. signed the "General Agreement" on Orenburg.The Orenburg project is an important example of joint planningat the regional level. Not only did the CMEA planning committeedraft the original proposal, but upon signing the General Agreementthe specifics of the project were incorporated into the individual five-year and annual plans of each CMEA member country.39 The follow-ing year, the General Agreement on Orenburg was included as part ofComecon's first regional plan. The General Agreement, supplemented*by about twenty more specific multilateral agreements, defined theresponsibilities of the participating countries, and set forth the regu-lations governing construction activity on Soviet soil by East Euro-pean construction enterprises.40
Five East European countries (Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, theGDR, Hungary and Poland) agreed to finance and construct a 2.677-kilometre pipeline of a 1.42-metre. diameter, plus the 22 compressorstations needed to maintain a constant pumping pressure of 75 atmos-pheres along the length of the pipeline. The route of the pipeline wasdivided into five, roughly equivalent sections, with each of the par-ticipating countries assuming financial and construction responsibili-ties for one of these sections. For its part, the Soviet Union wouldcarry out geological explorations of the pipeline route, and providethe design documentation relating to the welding and laying of thepipeline. Upon completion of the pipeline, the Soviet Union wouldalso be responsible for its operation and maintenance.
Under the arrangement, the U.S.S.R. was also required to completethe third-phase construction of the Orenburg gas complex. Romaniaagreed to help finance the purchase of equipment from Western indus-trialised countries for this gas complex.
Under the terms of the General Agreement, the East Europeancountries were to receive 15.5 billion cubic metres of natural gas peryear for a twenty-year period.4 Of this amount, the five countriesbuilding the pipeline would each receive 2.8 billion cubic metres an-nually, while Romania's share would be 1.5 billion.A brief word about Romania's special role in the joint investmentproject is appropriate. Unlike the other countries, Romania did notparticipate in any part of the actual construction. It simply providedgas refinery equipment, purchased in the West on its own account.There are several possible reasons why its contribution to the projectdiffered from the other East European countries. Romania's specialrole was in line with its more independent stance within the CMEAand its policy of selected involvement in regional projects. Romania's

U Shulman (I97), pp. i6-iT.
40 Petrenko (1977), p. 95; and L. Vailev (1977), pp. 101-105.'l"Nepazabadsag, 20, 23. 24 August 1976, p. 19 (JPRS No. 68085, p. i9) ; CzechoalovakForeign Trade, No. 9, 1979, p. 27; and PoliSh Economic survey, No. 3, February 1979, p. 6.
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indigenous reserves and production of natural gas reduced its import
requirements. Also, the nature of Romania's role strongly suggests

that its decision to participate in the project was taken oniy after the

project had been formulated among the other countries. Bather than

redraft that proposal, an alternate role was devised for Romania.

As Soviet construction enterprises were to build the gas refinery

complex at Orenburg, its planning and construction would be no

different from that of a domestic investment project involving some

foreign procurement. However, the organization and coordination of

construction of the Soyuz pipeline were far more complex, inasmuch

,as construction enterprises from five different countries would be op-

erating on Soviet territory.
To formulate general policy and guidelines, a special intergovern-

mental group of representatives of the participating countries from

the deputy-ministerial level was established under Soviet chairman-

ship. This committee met annually, while lower-level coordinating

committees convened quarterly. 42

Each section of the pipeline was to be constructed on a "turnkey"

basis, with the Soviet "General Contractor," Soyuzintergazstroi of the

Ministry for the Construction of Petroleum and Gas Industry Enter-

prises, acting as general coordinator and supervisor of construction.

The services of the designated East European construction enterprises

were formally subcontracted by the Soviet general contractor. It in

turn was responsible to the "General Client," in this case the industrial

association Soyuzzarubezhgazprom of the USSR Ministry of Gas

Industry.43 Upon completion, ownership of the pipeline was, therefore,

to be entirely in Soviet hands.
The conclusion of separate, bilateral'contracts between Soyuzinter-

gazstroi and the East European contracting enterprises reflects the

bilateralism so common to intra-CMEA relations. In the absence of

horizontal linkages among the sub-contracting enterprises, accounting

was entirely between the Soviet Union and each East European coun-

try. Although this arrangement circumvented the problems associated

with multilateral settlement, it limited the degree of specialization

achieved within the framework of the project.
There were nevertheless certain cases of specialization in the supply

of materials and equipment for use on the Soyuz pipeline. For exam-

ple, Hungary provided "instruments and automation equipment" for

the pipeline, while Poland apparently delivered certain types of pipe-

laying machinery.44 Moreover, specialized equipment was procured

from Western sources.
To facilitate accounting, the five East European countries were

originally given responsibility for the financing and construction of

roughly equal sections of the pipeline. This proved infeasible in prac-

tice, however. In the final analysis, only one country, Poland, con-

structed all parts of its section of the pipeline. Because the others

could not meet all of their obligations from domestic sources, they had

to subcontract with enterprises of another participating country (or

42 Gazovaya promyshlennoft', No. 6, June 1977 (JPR8, No. 69525, p. 24).

" For a list of the various contracting enterprises from Eastern Europe, and a discussion

of the contractual relationships among the various enterprises. see Hannigan (1980).

Vilaegazdasag, Budapest, Oct. 21, 1975. p. 3 (JPRS, No. 66118, p. 28) and Glo8 Pracy,

Warsaw, Mar. 23, 1976, p. 1 (JPRE, No. 67066, p. 1).



countries), in most cases the Soviet Union, to build certain parts oftheir respective sections of the pipeline.
According to the 1974 General Agreement, responsibility for the fivesections of the Soyuz pipeline was to be apportioned in the followingway: the first, that is, most easterly, section was to have been financedand constructed by Poland, the second by Czechoslovakia, the thirdby Hungary, the fourth by the GDR, and the fifth by Bulgaria."Within a year, when the bilateral agreements were being signed,important changes in these responsibilities had occurred. Thesechanges and the possible reasons for them fall into three groups.First, it would appear that the Soviet Union was anxious to com-plete quickly the first section of the pipeline, running from Orenburgto Aleksandrov-Gai. This section would form a crucial link in theSoviet Union's internal gas transportation network, as it would join(in Aleksandrov-Gai) with the main gas line from Central Asia. Byhooking into this trunkline, Orenburg gas could be delivered to indus-trial users in European Russia and thus increase the overall flexibilityof the domestic gas pipeline system.48 Accordingly, several changesoccurred relating directly to the construction of the first section. Ini-tially, Poland was to build this section. But sometime after signingthe General Agreement, Poland and Hungary switched sections.47Although actual reasons for this change are not known, it is possiblethat Poland could -not complete the first section as quickly as theU.S.S.R. would have liked. Hungary then took over financial responsi-bility for the section, but did not undertake actual construction. In-stea , the Soviet Union with the aid of Bulgarian workers built thissection of the pipeline, apparently completing it in 1976, far in ad-vance of the other sections.48

The Soviet Union performed the construction work on the firstsection of the pipeline partly to ensure its early completion, but alsobecause Hungarian workers proved unskilled in laying and weldingwide-diameter pipe. No matter which section the Hungarians wereoriginally to build, Soviet workers would have had to lay the pipeline.The same situation applied to the Bulgarians. Therefore, the secondreason for the changes in country roles was an absence of skilled pipe-line construction workers in Hungary and Bulgaria.49 Hungarian andBulgarian workers did, however, build compressor stations.The severe shortages of skilled labor in Czechoslovakia and theGDR comprised the third reason for the reorganization. Czechoslo-vakia had to withhold skilled pipeline construction workers from theSoyuz project, and employ them instead on a third pipeline in thetransit gas system in Czechoslovakia.so The necessity to increasecapacity of this system relates, at least in part, to Czechoslovakia's
'5 Trend (1975b), p. 11. citing Nepszabadsag, June 15. 1975.'6 A report that Orenburg natural gas was reaching the Industrial parts of EuropeanRussia via the Central Asia-'Moscow mainline appeared In Pravda on Aug. 24. 1976, p. 4.This could not have been accomplished unless the first section of the Soyuz pipeline, as faras Aleksandrov-lal, were completed.
"'Trend (1975b). p. 11. citing Nepzalabadsag, June 15, 1975.I Pravda, Oct. 24. 1976, p. 1.am "Orenburg Hitches" East West Markets, June 30. 1975, p. 8.50 The transit gas system consists of the main triinklines for transportation of gas to the('DR and countries of Western Europe (Austria, the FRG and Italy). The construction ofthe third line In this system increased capacity from 28 billion to 37 billIon cubic metersper year. Orudzhev (1976), p. 128.
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participation in the complex trilateral gas swap agreement of 1975

among Iran, the Soviet Union, and a consortium of Western gas com-

panies headed by Ruhrgas AG of the FRG.51 To accommodate the

gas destined for Czechoslovakia, plus that in transit to Western

Europe, Czechoslovakia required its pipeline construction workers to

expand domestic pipeline capacity. Hence, the Soviet Union agreed

to undertake the laying of all pipe on the Czechoslovak section of the

Soyuz pipeline.52 Soviet workers also laid one-half of the pipeline in

the fourth (GDR) section. Although precise reasons are again un-

known, the most reasonable guess would be the labour shortage in the

GDR.
In the original concept of the pipeline project, the U.S.S.R. had

no construction responsibilities. Ultimately, however, Soviet workers

laid approximately 1,800 kilometres of the 2,677-kilometre pipeline,

and also assisted in the installation of the compressor stations for the

first section of the pipeline. The remaining portions of the construc-

tion (pipeline, compressor stations and infrastructural needs) were

carried out by East European workers.53

It is apparent that the systemically determined logic of the original
organizational structure was undermined by the shortage of available

skilled workers ion Eastern Europe. 54 The consequent reorganization
of construction created further problems of accounting, as each coun-

try employing services of foreign workers for its section would now
have to settle their wage bill in foreign prices and currencies.55 Given

the difficulties encountered in the Joint construction format for the

Soyuz pipeline, it is hardly surprising -to find that it has not been

replicated (see sec. VIII below).

2. Financing the Project

The Orenburg project was financed from domestic and foreign

sources.56 The costs of labour and domestically-produced materials

could be financed from the internal funds of each individual country,

sometimes through special-purpose bank credits.57 Materials and sup-

plies purchased by one participating country from another CMEA

country could be financed in transferable rubles extended on credit

by the IIB or the International Bank for Economic Cooperation

(IBEC). In the special case of Orenburg, the IIB extended trans-

ferable ruble credits at 2 percent for a 15-year period.55 (Usually IIB

credits in transferable rubles carry an interest charge of between 3

51 This arrangement has been analyzed in an unpublished report prepared by the Insti-

tute of Soviet and East European Studies at Carleton University. See Hannigan and

McMillan (1979), 54 pges.
51 Zahranici Obchd, No. 9 1976, pp. 408 (JPRS, No. 68739, p. 16).

3 "Infrastructural needs" included residences, schools, shops, hospitals, warehouses,

access roads, a power transmission line, and other service buildings.

" In this and other issues related to labor migration in Eastern Europe, see F. Leveik,

Migration and Employment of Foreign Workers in the CMEA Countries and their

Problems, in Joint Economic Committee. Congress of the United States, East European

EconOlncs Post-Helsinki, Washington: Government Printing Office. 1977. pp. 458-478.

s5 It has been reported that Hungary compensated the Soviet Union for its work on the

Hungarian section by supplying Ikarus buses. These are "hard go-ds" which could have

otherwise been sold for hard currency, or exchanged for other "hard goods". e.g. raw

materials and fuels, from other CMEA countries. Nep8zabadsSg, Budapest, 20, 23, 24

August 1976 (JPRS. No. 68085, p. 20).
5' Boratyneki (1976).
w Hospodarake Noviny, Prague, No. 47, Nov. 21. 1975, pp. 8-9 (JPRS, No. 66824,

P. 21).
Ss Konstantinov (1977), P. 

5 .
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and 5 percent.59 One report has indicated interest charges up to 6
percent.) 6° 0-

Materials and equipment purchased in hard currency from the Westwere financed largely, if not exclusively, through the IIB.6
1 The IIBraised between $2 billion and $2.5 billion in credits on the Eurocur-rency market, apparently to be used for Orenburg-related, hard-currency purchases.s2 These credits were extended to the participatingcountries at the interest rates at which the funds were initially securedon foreign markets, plus a service charge.63 As hard-currency creditsraised by the IEIB were meant for the entire joint investment project,that is, the Orenburg gas refinery complex and the Soyuz pipeline, itmay be assumed that these credits were made available to all sevencountries participating in the project. However, the major share prob-ably went to the East European countries, including Romania, as theSoviet Union apparently made use of a credit protocol extended byFrance to finance the third-phase gas refinery plant for Orenburg,purchased from the French firm Technip SA.64

3. The Terms of Repayment
Recalling the compensation format for joint investment projectsoutlined in Section II above, there are two distinct time periods associ-ated with any given joint investment. The "full term" of the Orenburgproject as stated in the terms of the General Agreement, is twentyyears. The Soviet Union is thereby obligated -to deliver to the EastEuropean investing countries a specified quantity of natural gas (15.5billion cubic metres) 6ach and every year of the 20-year full term,beginning in 1980.
The length of the expected "repayment period" in the case of Oren-burg (i.e., the amount of time required for the Soviet Union to repaythe principal and interest of the East European countries' investment)has not been made public.65 The period is determined by relating theamount of the principal investment and the interest charge on it tothe volume and unit price of the natural gas deliveries in repayment.The amount of the East European investment is the value of theircontributions to the cost of the pipeline construction. In CMEA prac-tice, contributions are accounted for in transferable rubles. Thus, allnon-ruble expenditures must be translated into transferable rubles, aprocess which requires the use of various exchange rates. The hard-currency expenditures can be transposed using contemporary officialexchange rates. On the other hand, soft currency expenditures by in-

iBoratynski (1976). p. 12; and Konstantinov (1977), p. 5.co Eaat-West, VI, 68/69 (Sept. 28. 1979). p. 4.e Throughout the course of our investigation into the costs of the Orenburg project,no mention was ever made to the raising of hard-currency loans for Orenburg-relatedpurchases by national banks in any of the participating East European countries. Thus,It is quite possible that all hard-currency financing was through the IIB.QThe lower estimate is from Hannigan (1980) ; the higher comes from Kohn (1979),
'3 Trend (1977), p. 2. It Is estimated that the average total charge to the countriesreceiving the credit was in the vicinity of 8-9 percent."nTrend (1975h). p. 2.e We have found only one Eastern source which gave any Indication of the term ofrepayment. In this report, it was noted that, "Hungarian expenditures (for Orenburg)will be repaid within 6-9 years from the returns of the imported Orenburg gas." Noexplanation or methodology was given as to how these figures were derived ; however, it issigfiscant that the Hungarian state secretary for heavy industry, Adam Juhasz, madethe remark. Hungaropress, Nos. 13-14, 1978, P. .

70-528 0 - 81 - 19
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dividual East European countries are more difficult to inter-relate. In
this instance, three different "conversion factors" for each East Euro-
pean currency are applied, to arrive at a cost figure in transferable
rubles: one for materials and equipment, a different one for wages and
salaries, and yet another for overhead expenses.6A The overall cost
figure thus determined in transferable rubles serves as the amount of
investment principal.

Painstaking examination of published source materials has made
it possible to estimate the total "nominal cost" for the construction of
the Soyuz pipeline at $5,129 million.6 7 (This is a mid-range estimate
of costs, as shown in column 2 of table 2.) Of this estimated total
amount, $4,253 million is made up of installation and materials costs,
while the remaining $876 million represents costs to the East Euro-
pean countries of financing these expenditures. In establishing the

TABLE 2.-COST OF CONSTRUCTING THE SOYUZ PIPELINE

jln millions of dollars; 0.74 rubles equals $1!

Low Midrange High
estimate estimate estimate

Installation costs I---- --- --------------------- $1,216 $1, 284 $1, 351

Materials costs:
Pipe'2 919 1081 1460
Compressor stations a 772 772 772
Machinery and equipment - 550 650 740

Subtotal- 2,241 2,503 2,972

Financing costs:
Hard currency 5-- 529 595 726
Soft currency 6 _ 259 281 303

Subtotal- 788 876 1,029

Total of above costs 4,245 4,663 5,352
Estimate of unknown costs ' (I0 percent of calculated total)- 425 466 535

Total cost- 4,670 5,129 5,887

I Estimated, using Soviet data given in Ekonomika Stroitel'stva, No. 11, November 1977 (Joint Publication Research

Service, (JPRS), No. 70591, p. 77). "Installation costs" are assumed to include labour costs, plus operating and service
costs during the period of construction.

' Based upon various estimates ot tonnage of pipe used, and cost of wide-diameter (1.42 m) pipe from known Western

supliers.The difference in estimates resultstrom awide variation in estimates of total tsnnageof pipe used. See Hannigan
su98Iieo details of derivation.

a This figure was often reported in Western business publications, including Soviet Business and Trade, V, 1, (June

9.1976, p. 1); East-West Markets, June 14, 1976, p. 4; and Business Eastern Europe, Jul 9. 1976, p. 216.
'This amount includes hard-currency purchases from Westrsn countries of from u150,000,000-$240,O.OOO and salt-

currency eupenditures on machinery and equipment produced in Eastern Europe, roughly estimated to be between

$400,000000-$500,000,000. The estimate of hard-currency purchases was compiled from numerous Western business

!ublications. The figure for soft-currency expenditures was more crudely determined, based uron scant reports in the

astern European press. The latter figure includes a certain portion of the infrastructural costs, ut these are difficult to

assess and remain largely undetermined. For more detail, see Hannigan (1960), app. C.
awe estimated the amount of hard-currency debt raised for Orenburg at 52,050,00.000, based again on numeous

Western sources. Another Western estimate put the amount at $2,500 (Kohn (1979), p. 254). The lower figure is used for

the low and midrange estimates; the greater, for the high estimate. Using known terms and payment periods for the various

credits, we employed an 8 percent per annum rate of interest to calculate the low estimate cost of financing, and a 9-percent

rate for both the medium and high estimates. See Hannigan (1980).
6 Calculated at 2 percent per annum over 15 years. corresponding to the terms at which transferable ruble credits were

extended by the 111, specifically for Orenburg (Konstantinov (1977), p. 5). We have lumped together costs of financing IIB

credits in transferable rubles, and domestic currency financing.
7 This 10-percent figure is a rough guess, but is meant to incorporate the costs of infrastructure which are unknown, an

escalation in costs, particularly hard currency, due to inflation; the increase, in dollar terms, of an appreciating ruble ove r

the construction period; and any associated costs of financing needed for these additional expenditures.

, UKonstantinov (1976), f. 20.
7 The "nomninal cost" s based upon prevailing prices, wages Interest charges and

exchange rates. A detailed account of how this figure was reached, including disaggregated
cost data, is given in Eannigan (1980).
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amount of principal upon which the fraternal rate of interest is to bepaid by the Soviet Union to the East European countries, the $4,253million figure must be used.
Interest is charged on the principal from the moment the first de-liveries of supplies to the construction project begin. 'The "fraternal",2-percent interest rate is applied, with interest calculated on principalonly, not on interest.GS
Once the amount of principal and interest is determined, the repay-ment period can be calculated by valuing the quantities of natural gaswhich the U.S.S.R. is committed to deliver in return. The value of thesedeliveries depends upon their price. In principle, they may be pricedon a fixed or variable basis.69 If the price were variable and rising(such as the CMEA contract price for gas under the modified Bucha-rest formula), then successive annual increases in the price for repay-ment deliveries of natural gas would result in a shorter repaymentperiod than would be the case with a fixed price. Unfortunately, in theexample of the Orenburg joint investment project, it is not clear fromeither published or unpublished sources whether the gas is to be de-livered at a fixed or variable price.

Looking specifically at the case of the five East European countriesinvesting in the Soyuz pipeline, it should be clear that if we estimatethe costs to them of building the pipeline, and the terms (henceforthto be referred to as the "accounting price") at which deliveries of gaswere valued for purposes of repayment, then the period of repaymentcan be established. On the basis of the determined repayment period,it would be possible in turn to calculate a rate of return on theirinvestment.
Not knowing the accounting price or the pricing format, we firstselect hypothetical repayment periods which permit- calculation ofassociated accounting prices. We then judge the feasibility of anyperiod by its related accounting price. The range of possible repay-ment periods for Orenburg is limited at the upper end by the full termof twenty years.
Selecting hypothetical repayment periods of 20, 15 and 12 years, therelated magnitudes are readily calculated. These data are presentedin table 3, which show, for example, that in order to repay the totalamount of principal and interest in the East European investmentover a period of 20 years, the accounting price for Orenburg naturalgas deliveries to Eastern Europe would have to be fixed at $18.90/1000cubic metres. This price is only slightly below the actual 1974 averageexport price of Soviet gas deliveries to Eastern Europe of $20.27 (15rubles) per 1000 cubic metres.70 Alternatively, if the investment was tobe repaid in 12 years, the return deliveries of natural gas would haveto be priced at $29.33/1000 cubic metres. We may conclude that if afixed accounting price for deliveries of natural gas under the Orenburgagreement had been set within the range of approximately $20-$30/1000 cubic metres, then the East European investment would be repaidwithin 20 to 12 years.

eLebedlnskas (1976), p. 74.
a Ibid., p. 73.
701Vneahniaia torgov~ia (1975). The average 1974 rate of $1=0.74 rubles has beenused here. Recall that 1974 was the year the Orenburg agreement was signed.
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TABLE 3.-IMPLIED ACCOUNTING PRICE FOR RETURN DELIVERIES OF ORENBURG NAlURAL GAS UNDER 3
DIFFERENT REPAYMENT PERIODS

Volume of Accounting
natural gas Amount of price for gas
deliveries * principal and deliveries t

(billion interest t (dollars/l,000
Repayment period cubic meters.) (millions) m a)

20 yr -288 $5,443 $18.90
15 yr -218 5,230 23.99
12 yr -------------------------------------- 174 5,103 29.33

Includes the estimated 8 000000 000 m3 delivered during 1979, and the annual delivery of 14,000,000,000 m 5 over the
designated repayment period.

I The figure used for principal is $4,253 (the estimated $5,129,000,000 cost of the Soyuz pipeline minus the $876,000,000
nancing costs). Interest is calculated at the fraternal 2-percent rate, beginning with the first shipment of materials and

equipment by the Eastern European countries, i.e., during the construction period interest accumulated on the principal. It
has bees assumed that the total principal was divided evenly among the 4 years. As repayments were made, beginning
with those in 1980 the amount of principal declines with every year. Interest is not calculated on interest Therefore, the
equation used to calculate interest over the repayment period is the constant ratio formula.

2NI
P(n+l)

r=rate of interest
where, N=number of installments per year

I=amount of interest
P=principal
vs=number of years

This price is assumed to be fixed over the repayment period.

Is it realistic to think that the contract price for natural gas deliv-
eries would remain fixed over such a long term? On the one hand, it can
be argued that the East European countries should have acquired,
through their construction of the pipeline, a claim to a specific quantity
of Orenburg natural gas at a designated price. As the year of the agree-
ment was 1974, fixed prices of between $20 and $30 per 1,000 cubic
metres would seem not unrealistic. From the Soviet standpoint, though,
it is hard to imagine planners agreeing to such terms, particularly in
the 1974, post-OPEC environment. It is just as conceivable, therefore,
that the agreement envisaged a variable price, pegged to fluctuations
in world prices for natural gas. (A variation of the fixed-variable
dichotomy in the pricing format may have seen a variable price, mov-
ing upward until it reached a predetermined ceiling price.)

A possible alternative scenario, therefore, less advantageous to East-
ern Europe, would be one in which Orenburg natural gas deliveries
were to be valued at the contemporary CMEA contract price for Soviet
gas exports to Eastern Europe, beginning in 1980 and changing an-
nually according to the modified Bucharest formula introduced in
1975. If this in fact were the case, what would be the consequent period
of repayment? We estimate that the 1980 contract price for natural
gas exports to Eastern Europe could be as high as $75 per 1,000 cubic
metres (approximately 50 rubles at present exchange rates).7l Assum-
ing that prices rise by only 5 percent per annum from 1980 on, the
repayment period would be reduced to 41/2 years!

nThe 1977 average price for Soviet exports to Eastern Europe was 37.91 rubles per
1.000 cubic metres. This represented a 13.3 percent increase over the average 1976 price.
The 1976 price had risen by 18.8 percent over the 1975 price. If the 1978-80 prices rose by
10 percent per annum, then the 1980 contract price would be about 50 rubles/1000 cubic
metres. Soviet foreign trade statistics from 1977 on, have not given gas exports in volume;
therefore a post-1977 unit contract price cannot be determined from Soviet sources.
Source: Vneaihniaia torgoavii, various years, and StatiaticheskU ezhegodnik (1979).
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4. o08t8, Benefit8, and the Rate of Return on Ea8t Ewropean
Investmrnt8

We turn now to an attempt to relate the economic costs and benefitsto the East European countries of their participation in the Orenburgproject. We do so through the formulation of a cost-benefit equation bymeans of which the internal rate of return on the East European in-vestment can be calculated. This requires data on the following:(1 The value of the principal investment;(2 The cost to the investing countries of tying up that amount ofcapital in the gestation period;
(3) The volume of natural gas received in repayment; and(4) The value of those return deliveries.For selected repayment periods, the estimated investment and theagreed volume of natural gas to be received in payment (points I and3 above) are known. The other two components remain to be intro-duced. We turn first to point 2.

Our estimate of $5,129 million for the full cost of East European in-vestment in Orenburg has been termed the "nominal" cost, because it isbased on administered prices, wages, interest and exchange rates. Whileit represents the cost of Orenburg in the units of accounting of themember countries, it incorporates a variety of elements which distortits meaning in terms of actual resource scarcities. Some of these maybe offsetting. For example, price subsidies on materials supplied toOrenburg result in-undervaluation of the East European contribution.On the other hand, overvaluation of the ruble by the official exchangerate results in overestimation of soft-currency expenditures convertedto dollars at that rate.
A major source of underestimation of the "true" or "effective" costof investment in Orenburg to the East European participants is cal-culation of the costs of financing at nominal interest rates which do notrepresent the opportunity costs of these funds. During the five-yeargestation period (the four-year construction period plus a one-yearstartup period), the East European countries had funds tied up whichcould otherwise have been invested to earn a return. We have thereforereestimated the costs of financing, under the assumption that a returnof 15 percent could be earned on alternative investments in thisperiod . (A further assumption employed is that funds were dis-tributed evenly over the four-years of construction.)
In table 4 we see that had the sum of $1,063 million been invested ineach of the first four years and compounded annually at a 15 percentrate, then at the end of the fifth year, the value of the investmentwould have grown to $7,021 million. The opportunity cost to the EastEuropean countries of tying up funds in Orenburg rather than in alter-native investments in the five-year gestation period is therefore $2,768million, and the full "effective" cost of investment in the pipeline is$7,021 million.

72 This 15-percent rate of interest corresponds to the coefficient used to determine theeffectiveness of foreign trade-related investments in the socialist economies. See Lehedinskas(1973). p. 48. The average coefficient for capital Investment effectiveness in CMEA is 12 per-cent. "Standard Methodology" (1971), P. 32. Therelore-an interest rate of ia percent todetermine the opportunity cost for East European investment in Orenburg is notunreasonable.
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TABLE 4.-CALCULATING THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF EAST EUROPEAN FUNDS INVESTED IN THE ORENBURG

PROJECT

ln millions]

Year-end
interest

Accumulated Principal plus (calculated
Principal interest interest at 15 percent)

Year I-1- .063 - - $1 063 $159
Year 2-2,126 $159,------------------------2 285 343

Year 3----------------------- 3,189 502 3,691 554
Year 4- 4,253 1,056 5,309 796
Year 5-- - - - - 4,253 1,852 6,105 916

At end of 5-yr gestation period- 4, 253 2, 768 7,021-

This $7,021 million will be tied up for the duration of the repay-
ment period, resulting in a further opportunity cost. However, if the
stream of benefits to the East European countries is discounted to that
value, at the time these benefits begin to accrue, the internal rate of
return will provide an alternative measure of the opportunity cost
of the investment over the repayment period. To arrive at the appro-
priate discount rate, the stream of benefits first has to be evaluated.
This brings us to point 4.

The appropriate method of measuring the benefit from repayment
deliveries of gas is in terms of replacement cost, i.e., the cost of the
most realistic alternative to gas deliveries through the Soyuz pipe-
line. The question to be answered then is, if the East European coun-
tries had not invested in the Orenburg project, where would they
now secure equivalent supplies, and what would be the cost?

Oil imports from the Middle East seem the most relevant alterna-
tive to Orenburg gas and have thus been selected as the most appro-
priate basis for valuing Orenburg deliveries.73 As shown in footnote
1 of table 5, this method of calculating the replacement cost places the
value of 1000 cubic metres of natural gas at $176.72. Using this unit
value, the stream of benefits over a given repayment period can be
calculated. Discounting the stream of benefits to a present value of
$7,021 million, yields an internal rate of return on investment for
the repayment period. The results, along with explanations on meth-
odology, are presented in table 5.

How can we evaluate these estimated rates of return on the East
European investment in Orenburg? In the socialist countries the av-
erage industry-wide coefficient for the effectiveness of capital invest-
men is 0.12, as formulated in the Soviet "Standard Methodologv for
Determining Economic Effectiveness of Capital Investment".74 Based
upon this standard of comparison, we see that even if the East Euro-
pean countries receive deliveries over a repayment period of only 4.5

5 OPEC oil would seem to be the most feasible alternative to Orenburg gas, because of

the lack of transport facilities for the import of equivalent amounts of Middle Eastern

or North African gas and well known constraints on significant increases in So: iet oil

deliveries. Coal and nuclear power are effectively ruled out as alternatives, since Oren-

burg gas is to be used nrimarily as feedstock for chemical plants (Zycie Warazawy,

Sept. 25. 1976, p. 6, in JPRS, No. 65993, pp. 1-3.) Major economies of industrial use

face structural and systemic obstacles.
I' "Standard Methodology" (1971), p. 32. Although this Is the Soviet methodology, the

same standard methods are employed by CMEA member countries. See Khachaturov

(1978), p. 95.
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TABLE 5.-RATES OF RETURN ON THE EAST EUROPEAN INVESTMENT IN THE ORENBURG PROJECT OVER SELECTED
POSSIBLE REPAYMENT PERIODS

Volume of Apprdfimate
natural gas Value of natural rate of returndeliveries (billion gas deliveries I on investment'Repayment period cubic meters) (billions)

20 yr -288 
$50.9 31.512 yr ---------------- ------------------------------------ 218 38.5 31.045yr --- 176 31.1 30. 04.-yr - 71 12.5 19.5

l The value is based on the January 1980 price of Iraqi crude, which was posted at $28 per barrel. (Financial Times ofLondon, Jan. 30, 1980, p. 1.) As the oil equivalent of 1,000 mi of natural gas is 0.86 metric tons of crude oil, and as thereare 7.33 bbl of crude oil in a metric ton, it can be shown that in terms of an oil equivalent, the value of 1,000 in' of nat-ural as is $176.72. To calculate value over the entire repayment period, this price has been held constant.' Tfe formula for calculating the internal rate of return is:

E_ Bo+r

where B. is the-benefit in year t;
n is the number of years in the-repayment period: andr is the discount rate (rate of return).The discount rate is solved for in the polynomial equation:

Bo (i+r)i ( * B1+.)^

At time to, which has been equated with the time when gas deliveries first began, the cost outlay (negative benefit) was-7,020,000,000. In year to (tIe end of 1979) 8,000,000,000 ms of.gas had been delivered to Eastern Europe, for a benefitof $1,413,000,000. In the subsequent years which make up the repayment period, the value of gas deliveries equaled$2,474,000,000 each year (14,000,000,000 m' X $176.72/1,000 in).

years the return is higher than the coefficient of effectiveness. Over a12-year, or greater, term, the associated returns on investment of 30-31.5 percent greatly exceed this standard coefficient.
A no less interesting standard for assessing the return on Orenburgis offered by the rates earned on similar investment projects in a mar-ket economy.: Drawing on Canadian experience, we find that expectedinternal rates of return (before tax) on investment in analogous pipe-line projects are in the vicinity of 17 2 0 percent, depending upon thedegree of risk involved.7- By this standard, even the return associatedwith a repayment period of 4.5 years for the East European invest-ment in Orenburg is adequate.
Based upon our analysis, and the assumptions we have been forcedto make because of gaps in the available data; we can put forward thefollowing conditional conclusions. By CMEA- planning criteria of in-vestment effectiveness, Orenburg appears to have been a -clearly justi-fied investment for the participating-East European countries. If, inrepayment for their investment inrOrenburg the East European coun-tries receive deliveries of natural gas in the agreed amounts for atleast 4.5 years, then the return on their investment will be profitableas well by contemporary Western, market-determined standards.We have calculated what may be regarded as average rates of re-turn to the East European countries from their investments in theSoyuz pipeline. Because of approximately equal sharing of the- EastEuropean -countries in the costs-of the pipeline, and the prospect of-return deliveries proportionate to contributions, this approach seemed
W5 We are Indebted to Mr. Bob Jones of the flnanclal Regulatory Board. National'Energy Board-(Canaada); for-providing us with this information.
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appropriate."" Nevertheless, because of differences in the nature and
size of the East European economies, the burden of the investment
cost and the importance of the resulting benefits will differ among
them in ways not captured by our average calculations. Furthermore,
we have considered only those costs which applied to delivery of natu-
ral gas to the western border of the U.S.S.R. The differential costs
to individual countries of transporting the gas beyond that point have
not been included.77

Indirect benefits and costs, in the form of external economies and
diseconomies, are not measured by the rate of return calculation. For
example, the expertise gained by East European enterprises in plan-
ning and constructing a major pipeline project could be profitably
applied domestically or in third countries. The greatest indirect cost,
environmental damage, was sustained by the Soviet Union and thus
represented a saving to the East European participants relative to the
possible environmental cost of developing alternative domestic sources
of energy and fuels.

The most obvious benefit to Eastern Europe not measured by our
rate of return calculations is assured, long-term access to a major
source of natural gas. The internal rate of return measured only the
net benefit associated with deliveries over the repayment period. The
East European countries will also benefit from gas deliveries through
the full, 20-year term of the agreement, and possibly beyond if the
supply commitment is extended. Net returns beyond the repayment
period will result from deliveries at contract prices (including trans-
port costs) below the cost of alternative supplies.78

There is a cost side to the benefit of a long-term supply commitment:
the risk of over-dependence on a single, external source. East Euro-
pean dependence on the U.S.S.R. for supplies of hydrocarbons grew
markedly between 1965 and 1975, because of the increased role of oil
and gas in the area's fuels-energy mix. In 1965, oil and gas imports
from the U.S.S.R. accounted for about 8 percent of total energy con-

sumption in Eastern Europe. By 1975 that figure had increased to
21 percent. 7 9 At the same time, the structure of this dependence has
changed, with Soviet gas increasingly substituting for Soviet oil.
Orenburg will contribute importantly to that shift. In 1980, it is esti-
mated that Orenburg-related deliveries of gas (15.5 billion cubic
metres per year) will alone account for about 2.8 percent of total
energy consumption in Eastern Europe.80

" Romania, which did not participate in the construction of the pipeline, is not Included
In our rate of return calculation. While we know the volume of return deliveries of gas
which Romania was to receive for its contribution to the Orenburg gas complex, we have
found no information on the value of this contribution and are unable to say how closely
Romania's return may have conformed to the average calculated for the other East
European countries.

7' The Soyuz pipeline hooks into the East European pipeline system at Uzhcorod on
the Soviet border with Czechoslovakia. It is not clear to what extent existing East
European pipeline capacities have had to be expanded In order to accommodate the
Increased flows.

7O of course, should the CMEA price rise above the world price, there would be a loss
from the continuing supply agreement.

'Hannigan (1980).
8 This percentage share Is based upon an estimate of total East European energy

consumption in 1980 of 661 million tons of standard fuel equivalent. The figure for total
energy consumption is from Haberstroh (1977), p. 381.
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VII. THE IXPACT OF JOINT PROJECTS

1. Impact on East European Economies
It has been reported that 7.5 billion rubles were allocated to jointinvestments by the CMEA member countries in their 1976-80 nationalplans.,, The East European share was 3.4 billion rubles, or about 45percent.8 2 Total investment planned by the East European countriesin 1976-80 was approximately 335 billion rubles.83 On the basis ofthese figures, investment in joint development projects would repre-sent only about one percent of Eastern Europe's total planned invest-ment in the period.84 The share of joint investments in total plannedinvestments by the Soviet Union in the same period was 0.6 percent.85
On the basis of these estimates, their investments in multilateralprojects cannot, on average, be regarded as overly burdensome for theparticipating countries. The investment burden weighs unequally, how-ever. Bulgaria, for example, has invested roughly the same amount inmultilateral projects as Poland, yet Poland's total annual allocationsto investment are roughly four times greater than Bulgaria's. If jointprojects have served to equalize the investment burden of new resourcedevelopment between the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe, they have notdistributed the burden equitably among the-East European countries.Data on the annual volume and value of return deliveries from EastEuropean investments in resource development projects are presentedin table 6. The total value of annual return deliveries from four of theseprojects is estimated at close to 940 million rubles (in Soviet exportprices to. Eastern Europe of the late 1970's). The other projects, whichare thought to be smaller in scale, could easily bring the annual value ofreturn flows of output from the seven major joint development proj-*ects above the one billion ruble mark. This amount may be comparedwith a projected 55-60 billion rubles in total East European importsin 1980, with fuels, minerals and metals making up about 30 percent ofthat total.80

In order to measure the sectoral dependence of Eastern Europe onSoviet sources of supply, we have attempted to estimate the share ofreturn deliveries scheduled under the four principal joint developmentagreements in total East European imports and "apparent consump-tion" of the products in question. The results are presented in table 7,which draws on the estimates of table 6. We find these deliveries toaccount for a projected 9-51 percent of total imports. The high share
6' This figure is from Lascelles (1976). p. 37. The actual amounts invested wereundoubtedly higher. Our estimate of the cost of the Soyuz pipeline would alone accountfor almost half of this total. Recall that the amount targeted for joint investments inthe regional plan was announced at 9 billion rubles (see see. IV above).E2 Radio Free Europe, Hungarian Situation Report/il, Apr. 27. 1978, p. 11, citingFigyelo, April 12. 1978.

83 Derived from Lascelles (1976).
8 Several East European sources give alternative, somewhat hither, shares for theEast European countries. Fig/elo, Apr. 12. 1978, cites joint investment commitmentsfor individual East European countries of between 2 and 4 percent. Dobozi (1980) reportsshares for H~ungary and the GDR at 4 percent and 3 percent respectively. One explanation

.~ Derived from Lascelles (i97ff)., as ell as multilateral, projects
ss These projections are based on 1977 figures from Statiaticheskii ezhegodnik (1979).
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for Orenburg gas indicates its importance in Eastern Europe's energy
strategy. This is borne out by its projected share in apparent consump-
tion of gas, with Orenburg accounting for 17 percent of Eastern
Europe's 1980 consumption. By way of comparison, it may be noted
that German imports of natural gas under another large deal, the tri-
lateral gas swap agreement concluded among Iran, the U.S.S.R. and
the FRG in 1975, were expected to account for about 9 percent of the
FRG's natural gas consumption in 1985.87

TABLE 6.-ANNUAL RETURN DELIVERIES UNDER JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Annual volume of Value of return
Project return deliveries Estimated unit value deliveries

Ust-Ilimsk (cellulose) -205,000 tonnes - 230 rubles per metric ton - 47,150,000 rubles.
Kiembaev (asbestos) -40,000-50,000 tonnes_ Not available - Not available.
Orenburg (natural gas) -15,500,000,000 m 8- 50 rubles per 1,000 m 3 b ______ 775,000,00Q

rubles.
Iron ore plants . -- 5,290,000 tonnes 11.05 rubles per metric ton ---- 58,454,500

rubles.

Ferroalloy plants- Not available - Not available _ Not available.
Vinnitsa-Albertirsa (electric power) 3,000,000,000 kWhc---- 19.48 rubles per 1,000 kWh 58,440,000

rubies.

Nickel and cobalt facilities- Not available- Not available - -- Not available.

-Average 1978 price of Soviet exports of the particular product to Eastern Europe. Vneshniaia torgovila (1979).
b Estimated 1980 price.
e Estimate.

Sources: Based principally on data from Statisticheskii ezhegodnik (1979); Vneshniaia torgoviia (1979); and Lascelles
(1976).

TABLE 7.-RETURN DELIVERIES FROM JOINT PROJECTS IN THE PROJECTED IMPORTS AND APPARENT

CONSUMPTION OF EASTERN EUROPE IN 1980

Approximate
Approximate share of return

share of return deliveries from
deliveries from joint projects

joint projects in apparent
Total in imports Apparent consumption

imports (percent) consumption (percent)

Cellulose (1,000 tons) --- 11, 000 21 3, 400 6
Gas (billion cubic meters)- 2 30.5 51 2 92.0 17
Iron ore (1,000 tons) - 62, 000 9 l 70,000 8
Electric power (billion kilowatt-hours) -' 9 16 ' 415 I

I Estimates based on imports and "apparent consumption" (domestic output less net exports) in 1977, calculated from
Statisticheskil ezhepodnik (1979), and projected to include the return deliveries plus a growth factor of 5 percent.

2 From G. W. Hoffman, "Energy Projections-OiH, Natural Gas and Coal in the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe", Energy
Policy, vol. 7, No. 3 (September 1979), p. 234.

2. Imrpact on Regional Relations

As envisaged by the Comprehensive Program, joint development
projects were to be the vehicle for sectoral integration in the key areas
of energy, fuels and raw materials. Because they incorporate joint
planning, joint construction and joint financing through regional in-
stitutions like the IIB, joint projects are cited as important examples
of progress toward integration of the CMEA economies. In fact, how-

e7 The deal, which was abrogated in the summer of 1979, would have provided the FRG

with 5.5 billion cubic meters of gas annually, starting in 1983. Ruhrgas (FRG) projected

FRG consumption of gas at 61 billion cubic meters in 1985. ("Gas Supply/Demand Gaps

Forecast for Western Europe", The Oil and Gas Journal, August 14, 1978, p. 35.)
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ever, we have seen that they involve no lasting collaboration among theparties. In particular, they entail no ongoing relationship of jointownership or management of the jointly constructed facilities. Theonly continuing relationship after construction is completed is asupply commitment.
In their organization, joint development projects were seen toexemplify rather than to resolve traditional obstacles to specializationwithin the CMEA. They exhibited a high degree of bilateralism inactual relations within their formal, multilateral framework, andwere severely constrained in other structural and functional aspects.These organizational limitations were reflections of long-standing in-stitutional obstacles to multilateral accounting and settlement inregional relations. Joint projects, then, can only be regarded as a verymodest advance in CMEA institutional relationships. Without Oren-burg, there would be very little to point to in the way of institutionalinnovation. Nor did these projects represent much in the way ofprogress in intra-regional specialization except of the most obvioussort, based on inescapable differences in resource endowment. By theirnature and structure they served primarily to reinforce the traditionalpattern of bilateral links between the Soviet Union and individualEast European countries. The metaphorical allusion to the spokes of awheel, with Moscow at the center, still captures the essence of regionalrelations.

Of all the issues arising from joint investment projects, the mostcontentious is their impact on Soviet-East European relations. Jointprojects gave the appearance of an almost feudal relationship, withthe "vassal" East European states forced to render services to theSoviet "lord." Our analysis has shown that this appearance of eco-nomic exploitation is unfounded and that the available evidence in-dicates a mutuality of advantage, in the important case of Orenburgat the very least. Appearances are nonetheless politically important.Moreover, despite the favourable terms of East European participa-tion indicated by the Orenburg example, joint projects have served tobind the East European economies to Soviet supplies of essentialenergy products and basic industrial raw materials for extendedperiods of time. Evidence of the extent of this dependence waspresented in the previous section.
How much the supply dependence resulting from joint projectslimits East European autonomy and increases Soviet leverage can onlybe. a matter of conjecture. The favorable terms gained by EasternEurope in the Orenburg case, as well as other forms of economic assist-ance provided by the Soviet Union to Eastern Europe in the late 1970'ssuggest that to some degree the U.S.S.R. is a hostage to EasternEurope's economic weakness.s8
The impact of joint projects on regional economic relations is notlimited to the question of import dependence. A more subtle, indirect-ost of participation was its effect on the structure of East EuropeanInvestment. By reorienting investment towards Soviet developmentrequirements, participation in joint projects presumably limited themounts available for an alternative goal-the desired restructuring

" For an excellent review of the various facets of Soviet-East European economic relationsn this period, see Kohn (1979).
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of the East European economies to improve their performance on
world markets. Regional investment commitments may thus have
slowed the development of internationally competitive, export-
oriented industries in Eastern Europe. (Paradoxically, the devel-
opment of such industries was rendered all the more essential by
the increased hard-currency indebtedness which the East European
countries assumed as part of their contribution to joint development
projects.) It is impossible to estimate the magnitude of this struc-
tural effect, except to recall that the value of contributions to joint
projects constituted only a small share of total East European invest-
ment in the period.

Joint development projects do not serve solely to obstruct Eastern
Europe's integration into a broader international division of labor. By
assuring Eastern Europe supplies of raw materials below the cost of
alternative sources of supply, these joint investments may also in the
longer term facilitate the development of internationally competitive
industries.

In sum, joint projects contributed little to the improvement of the
institutional mechanism of CMEA integration or to the advancement
of the regional goal of multilateral specialization. Joint projects did
serve a cruder form of integration, extended East European depend-
ence on Soviet energy and raw materials, and increased orientation of
East European industries to Soviet capital requirements. On the other
hand, the financial terms of Eastern Europe's participation were not
unfavourable. Meanwhile, the continuing rise in prices and Eastern
Europe's mounting indebtedness have altered the conditions for
further evolution of the Soviet-East European relationship in the
1981-85 plan period.

VIII. PnOSPECTs

As table 1 indicates, the principal multilateral development projects
for the 1976-80 plan period were all formulated and announced in the
first half of the 1970's. They have not been followed up by announce-
ment of a new series of analogous projects for the 1981-85 plan
period. Orenburg still stands alone in both its size and format.

The major innovation introduced in the OMEA framework in the
latter half of the 1970's is the "Long-Term Target Programs for
Cooperation," hailed as a "new stage in the development of socialist
economic integration." 89 The decision was taken at the 30th Session
of the Council, in 1976, to work out the details of what were to be the
"first five" long-term target programs in designated areas of coopera-
tion. At the 32nd Session of the Council, in 1978, three, long-term
target programs were approved, in the spheres of energy, fuels and
raw materials; agriculture and the food industry; and engineering.90

The elaboration of long-term target programs is described as having
"given planning activities of the CMEA countries a new orientation,
characterized by greater utilization of the possibilities enshrined in
the Comprehensive Program," (i.e., joint planning)."'

I Baibakov (1978).
90 Communique of the 32d Session of the CMEA ; full text published In Pravda, June 30.

1978, pp. 1 and 4. The other two areas of long-term cooperation which had been designated

in 1976 were consumer goods (non-food) and transport.
I" Batbakov (1978) and Kozlov and lakushin (1977). It is noteworthy that- discussions

of the target programs stress not only measures to develop new production capacity but

also to promote "more economic and rational use" of resources.
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This is not the place to embark on a discussion of these programsand their significance, except to note that they represent once again thetransferal to the regional level of a feature of recent national in-stitutional emphasis, in this case, long-term planning. It remains to beseen whether there can be any more success regionally than nationallyin establishing long-term goals which will determine medium- andshort-term plan targets.5 2 In any case, the sectoral approach to social-ist integration is retained.

What is of interest for the purposes of this paper are the implica-tions of these developments for joint investments. There is certainlynothing in the concept of the long-term target programs which wouldpreclude multilateral investment projects; on the contrary, the latterwould seem to be easily incorporable into the former. This in fact ap-pears to have been the intention, as reflected in reports of the'Council'sdecisions. For example, in what may be regarded as an authoritativearticle, the Chairman of the Soviet State Planning Commission. N. K.Baibakov, has written, "According to preliminary estimates, imple-mentation of the measures for joint projects included in the long-termtarget programs . . . will require the CTMEA countries to make con-siderable investments." 93 Cited in particular in this regard, are plansfor accelerated-expansion of regional nuclear energy capacity, includ-ing the construction of nuclear power plants in the U.S.S.R. throughthe -cooperation of interested CMEA countries. Other joint projectpossibilities which have been mentioned in connection -with the long-term target program in energy. fuels and- raw materials include thefurther development of Soviet iron ore deposits and the Kursk metal-lurgical complex.s4 It has become apparent, however,, that "jointproject" in this context has acquired a new- meaning.Recent evidence suggests a- backing away from the format of the1970's for future resource -development. According to the "GeneralAgreements on Multilateral Investment Cooperation" signed at the88th Meeting of the CMEA Executive Committee,'in January 1979,the member countries will no longer participate in the development ofSoviet resources on the former joint investment basis.95 Instead, theyare to invest individually in industries within their -own economies.96These investments will be made primarily with a- view to developingexport capabilities through which Eastern Europe can better compen-sate the U.S.S.R. for future deliveries of energy and raw materials.Long-standing Soviet complaints about the quality of East Europeanmanufactures received in return for Soviet deliveries must be recalledhere.97-
The old, two-stage compensation basis for cooperation is thus togive way to short-term, countertrade arrangements.9s There will ac-cordingly be less -emphasis on the extension of credit and the transfer1' The objective of long-term national economic planning has proved difficult to achieveand the 15-year plans envisaged for the period 1975-1990 have been converted to 10-yearplans as the result of delays in their preparation.Balabakov (I 978). p. 6.

Ga. Sergeev (1978), p. 89.9; As reported in East-West, vol. VI, Nos. 68/69, Sept. 28, 19
79,pp. 4-7.U Brainard (1979), p. 30, and also points made by him In extension, based on discussionshe had with knowledgeable officials inMoscow in tmd-1979. We are grateful to Dr. Breynardfor his help In clarifying the new a pproach.reflects this continuing Soviet concern thus (in the context of nuclear energyprojects), "The volumes of annual supplies of energy . . . will be fixed in bilateral agree-ments and toii5 be specified more precisely according to the value of actual deliveries of

goods from the individual countries." (llnbakov (1978), p. 8, emphasis added)."' cf. Karavaev [1979], p. 93; and Pecsi [1979], p. 97.
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of capital, and more on specialization in each country. Of course, the
development of new domestic capacities, and the resulting delivery of
goods, may be directed specifically to development projects agreed
to under the target programs (capital goods for the nuclear program,
for example). It is apparent that under these arrangements the
U.S.S.R. will have a good deal to say about East European invest-
ment programs and the composition of deliveries from individual
CMEA countries.

Why this abandonment of the joint investment approach of the
1970's for what in many respects would seem to be essentially a return
to the earlier basis of regional relations, centered on short-term trade
agreements (albeit dressed up in the new guise of co-operation in long-
term investment planning) ? Is it in deference to East European con-
cern about the terms of joint projects? 99 While our analysis has sug-
gested that in direct economic terms, participation in these projects
was not disadvantageous to the East European countries, we have also
stressed the difficulties in assessing relative gains and losses owing to
the complexities and anomalies of the CMEA accounting system.
In these circumstances, joint, projects have been perceived more as im-
posing an unwelcome burden in a period of general economic stress
than as affording needed relief in the face of growing raw materials
constraints. Politically, therefore, the new arrangements may prove
easier to justify in Eastern Europe than the joint investment format,
with its large transfers of resources to the U.S.S.R. on poor nominal
interest rates.

Altered economic conditions also appear to have required the shift in
approach. Eastern Europe has become increasingly indebted to the
U.S.S.R. since 1975, primarily as the result of the new intra-CMEA
pricing formula and the consequent deterioration in its terms of trade
with the U.S.S.R.100 In these circumstances, it makes little sense for
Eastern Europe to assume the burden of further long-term investment
in Soviet development. The growing scarcity of labor in Eastern Eu-
rope has already. required adjustments in existing joint projects, such
as Orenburg. Moreover, the major joint investments of the 1970's were
negotiated at a time when world prices were more stable and CMEA
contract prices fixed. With world prices changing rapidly, and the
intra-CMEA pricing formula under further review, long-term agree-
ments are increasingly difficult to negotiate. In sum, quite apart from
any dissatisfaction with the old joint investment format, compelling
economic circumstances have overtaken it, and have virtually dictated
its abandonment.
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I. SUMMARY

The East European computer industries in the early 1970's were
small, technologically backward and little able to satisfy domestic de-
mands. Yet by 1978 most of these countries were producing and ex-
changing advanced computer equipment that was vastly superior to
earlier hardware though still not up to Western standards. In part,
the advance of computers in Eastern Europe was a result of the
RYAD 1 program-a joint Soviet and East European-effort to build
a family of modern,-compatible data processing computers. To a major
extent, however, East European accomplishments -are the result of im-
ports of Western computers and-associated technology.2

During 1972-78 Eastern Europe imported nearly $639 million worth
of computer equipment from the West.. Expressed in dollar terms
computer systems accounted for .56 percent of the total,- followed by
peripheral equipment '26 percent), spare parts (10 percent), and tech-
nology (8 percent). The largest importers were Czechoslovakia and
Poland, together accounting for 60 percent of the total. The largest
supplier of equipment over the period was the United States (41 per-
cent) followed by West Germany (25 percent) and the United King-
dom (19 percent).

*Research- Analyst with the Office of Economic Research. Central Intelligence Agency.
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Eric Fine and Bettie Meier for their
valuable contribution to this paper.

I RYAD is a Russian word meaning series.
' Technology imports are defined in this paper as: technical data for design and manu-

facturing; production and testing equipment: and large quantity shipments of parts and
components (including peripherals) that are to be incorporated by East European computer
manufacturers into, computer systems.
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In the same time frame, Eastern Europe imported more than 1,300computer systems: 86 percent of these (1,126) were minicomputers;and 14 percent (177) were large computer systems. The U.S. directlysupplied more than half of all the computers purchased by EasternEurope, and if U.S. models produced overseas or resold by other West-ern countries are added to the totals, the U.S. share jumps to a whop-ping 80 percent of total imports. Again, Czechoslovakia and Polandwere the largest purchasers importing nearly two-thirds of allcomputers.
Importation of Western manufacturing technology and componentshas enabled the East European countries to establish a significant ca-pability for the manufacture of computer peripherals, a traditionalweakness of Communist computer industries. Imported computers arebeing used in variegated applications and industries, ranging frommetals and minerals, electronics, and machinery industries to govern-ment and scientific communities. The major uses for imported com-puters are research and development, and process controlEastern Europe imports Western computers partly because theRYAD program has failed to provide computers in the quantities anddiversity needed. Western equipment offers technical advantages forpriority applications that are unmatched by Communist models. Inaddition, the training and support that accompany Western com-puters are superior to anything available domestically, and, indeed,provide an additional benefit that can be directly utilized in develop-ing domestic training programs. Technology imports have allowedthe countries to achieve more rapid growth of domestic computer in-dustries than would have been possible otherwise.Imports of computers and related equipment may be expected todecline in the future owing to the competing demand on hard cur-rency and the growing capabilities of Eastern Europe to satisfy itsown needs. On the other hand, technology imports probably will con-tinue to grow over the next few years. This is because growing Sovietcapabilities presage a decline in Soviet purchases of East Europeancomputer equipment. -With their current reliance on sales to theU.S.S.R. to spur growth and the foreseeable loss of this market, East-ern Europe will be forced to look to the West to sell computer equip-ment. Currently, East European products cannot compete in Westernmarkets, and newer manufacturing and design technology will beneeded on a broad front if these countries are to compete successfully'Even with newer technology, however, East European computer prod-ucts probably will continue to lag Western state-of-the-art. In thatevent, Eastern Europe will face the dilemma of whether to continuepouring funds into an industry with diminishing prospects forexports.-

ex .- II. INTRODUCTION
Computers have long played an important role in Communist coun-tries for scientific and technical applications; but only during the past10 years have they come to be used significantly for economic and in-dustrial tasks in these countries. It is in these latter applications. how-ever, that domestically produced computers were particularly ill-suited, leading East European countries to become increasingly de-
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pendent upon imports from the West. To date, comprehensive data on
East European computer imports have not appeared in Western liter-
ature. This paper is intended to fill that vacuum. The paper provides
detailed data on imports in recent years, discusses their uses and im-
pact, and assesses the prospects for continued imports in the future.3

By way of background the size and growth of the East European com-
puter industries as well as their markets are also discussed.

III. BACKGROUND

A. General

Until the early 1970's the countries of Eastern Europe, 4 hindered
partly by small domestic and export markets and partly by the lack
of required technology, did not develop significant computer indus-
tries. Indeed, only East Germany and Poland produced computers in
any meaningful quantity; the two countries combined produced less
than 150 relatively unsophisticated machines in 1970. The other four
countries in Eastern Europe, for all practical purposes, did not even
produce computers.5 Hence, the decade of the sixties was a period of
almost total dependence on imports, mostly from the U.S.S.R. but
also from the West.

Toward the end of the 1960's, pressures were building for a new
direction in most of the East European countries. Some countries such
as Bulgaria, wanted to import Western design and manufacturing
technology and build their own families of computers for the domestic
market. Other countries, such as Poland, wanted to build computers
for export, and seemed just as willing to produce foreign designed
models as domestic ones; To varying degrees, all of the East European
countries except East Germany had entered or were preparing to enter
into license agreements with West European countries or Japan to
manufacture or assemble contemporary computers of Western design.
However, in the event, domestic aspirations had little opportunity to
take root, and had to be subordinated to the grand design of the
Soviet Union.

Because the Soviets saw an opportunity to carry out a large-scale
development and production program without substantially shifting
resources away from its own on-going computer programs, Moscow
directed CMEA members to depend for the most part on a collegial
effort. More importantly, perhaps, Soviet computer technology was
itself backward by Western standards and Moscow probably saw
Eastern Europe as able to upgrade Soviet state-of-the-art due to its
more ready access to Western technology suppliers.

In 1969, under pressure from the Soviet Union, all East European
countries, except Romania, became members of the Intergovernmental
Commission for Cooperation in the Area of Computer Equipment.6

The use of "imports" or "imported computers" in this paper refers to Western, not
inter-cEMA, sources. The data were compiled by the author from U.S. government esti-
mates of Western (including Japan) exports of computers and related equipment to
Eastern Europe.

'For the purpose of this article, Eastern Europe is taken to Include Bulgaria, Czecho-
slovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland. and Romania.

5 In this period, several of the countries made only prototypes or very limited quantities
of computers.

Is. Popov, "Dynamically and Effectively", Ikonomicheski Zhivot, Sofia, 30 May 1979,
p. 8.
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Thus began Eastern Europe's involvement in the so-called RYADcomputer program, a Soviet-directed effort to build a family of mod-ern, compatible, data-processing computers.'
The Soviet enthusiasm for a joint computer production programwith Eastern Europe was not initially shared by the East Europeans.

Poland, for example, felt that the products of its small industry weretechnologically superior to those the Soviets were proposing to pro-duce. Romania even refused to join the project until 1974 when it be-came an associate member.8 East European reluctance to cooperatewas overcome in part by Soviet arguments that a large export marketexisted in the U.S.S.R. and that Eastern Europe could advantageouslyexploit that market. 9 That is because computers are produced with arelatively large input of unskilled labor which East European coun-tries had in adequate supply, and a relatively small input of plant andequipment and raw materials which were in short supply.

B. Production Treqndp
The RYAD computer program provided a large new impetus for theexpansion of computer output in the industries of Eastern Europe.Table 1 provides estimates of the numbers of RYAD computers pro-duced by these countries through 1978. Table 2 gives some importantperformance characteristics of the RYAD models produced in EasternEurope. In addition to RYADs, some countries continued to produceother models of computers: for example, Poland produced ODRAmodels; 1o Romania produced the FELIX series; oand East Germanyproduced the PuS and KRS models.e2 Finally, two countries, Hungary

and Bulgaria, began producing for the first time large quantities ofperipheral equipments. In 1978 about one-half of the total value ofproduction of Hungary's largest computer manufacturer, Videoton,consisted of peripheral equipment.13 Bulgaria produced large quanti-ties of magnetic disk equipment. Peripherals were and are being pro-duced to support the RYAD program; hence, most of these productsare exported to other East European countries and the U.S.S.R. Forexample, according to one report, Videoton exports 80 to 85 percentof its peripheral production.14
The new emphasis on RYAD computers and peripheral equipmentled to explosive rates of growth in computer output throughout thefirst half of the 1970's (table 3). As may be seen, countries withpoorly developed computer industries (Bulgaria, Hungary) experi-enced the highest rates of growth during the first five years of thisperiod (1971-75). East Germany, which technologically had the mostadvanced computer industry in Eastern Europe, grew at a muchslower rate of 13 percent a year.'5

7For a full discussion of the RYAD program, see N. C. Davis and S. E. Goodman,"The Soviet Bloc's Unified System of Computers, Computing Surveys, Vol. 10, No. 2,June 1978. pp. 93-112.
8 Summary of World Broadcasts, Part 2, Eastern Europe, Weekly Economic Report,Second Series. EE/W811, 23 January 1975. p. A/I.

1. Dudinskiy. "The Strategy of Cooperation", Znamya, Moscow, No. 6, 1978, pp. -180-192.10 Odra is the name of a river in Poland.
11 Felli is a proper name in Romania.
I P

1
'S-prozes rechnersystem-process computer system; KRS-kleinrechnersystem-small computer system.

13 Hett Vflaggazdasag, Budapest, No. 6, 14 July 1979, pp. 18-19." Ibid. D. 18-19.
11 Handbook of Economic Statistic8 1979, National Foreign Assessment Center, CentralIntelligence Agency, ER 79-10274, August 1979, p. 189.
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TABLE 1.-EASTERN EUROPE: ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF RYAD COMPUTERS, 1972-78

[In units]

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1972-78

Bulgaria' - 5 15 25 55 50 .50 200
Czechoslovakia- - 5 15 20 40 50 55 185
East Germany 3 -5 15 30 50 50 50 50 250
Hungary -10 50 100 105 120 140 525
Poland 5_----------------------------- 5 5 10 25 50 50 145

Total -5 40 115 205 275 320 345 1, 305

' ES-1020 and ES-1022.
2 ES-1021 and Es-1025.
a ES-1040 and ES-1055.
4 ES-1010, ES-1011, and ES-1012.
5 ES-1030 and ES-1032.

TABLE 2.-KEY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF RYAD COMPUTER MODELS PRODUCED IN EASTERN EUROPE

Operating Primary
speed I5(in memory

thoasands of capacity' 2 Msmory cycle
operations (in thousands time 3 (in

Model per second) of bytes) microsecon ds)

ES-1010 (Hungary) -10 8-64 1.0
ES-1012 (Hungary)- -. (4) 8-64 1.0
ES-1015 (Hungary) -15 64-160 (4)
ES-1020 (Bulgaria) -20 64-256 2.0
ES-1022 (Bulgaria) -80 128-512 2.0
ES-1035 (Bulgaria) 100-140 256-512 2.0
ES-1021 (Czechoslovakia) -40 16-64 1.5
ES-1025 (Czechoslovakia) -30-40 128-256 1.25
ES-1030 (Poland) -100 128-512 1.25
ES-1032 (Poland) -200 128-1,024 1.2
ES-1045 (Poland) -400-500 256-3,072 1. 0
ES-1040 (East Germany) -320 128-1,024 1.35
ES-lOSS (East Germany) - 750 256-4, 096 1.2

X This performance measure is often used by Communist countries without precise definition. It appears to refer to a
mix weighted heavily toward fast arithmetic operations.

2 Minimum and maximum capacity of main internal memory. A byte is a basic unit of memory used to form words.
3 Time required to read and restore a specified number of bytes.
4 Not available.

Source: N. C. Davis and S. E. Goodman, "The Soviet Bloc's Unified System of Computers," Computing Surveys, vol. 10,
No. 2, June 1978, pp. 93-122.

TABLE 3.-EASTERN EUROPE: GROWTH IN OUTPUT OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT-

Average annual growth rate Value of output
(in percent) 1978' (in mil-

lions of U.S.
1971-75 1976-78 dollars)

Bulgaria 2 ---------------------------------------
Czechoslovakia …-.-. ------ ---------…-----
East Germany& -a--------------------------------------
Hungary ------------------------------------
Poland…
Romania 7____________________________.___________________________

61 3 15 (4
(4) (1)4
13 6 69
85 21 121

a 33 4 489
a 25 '25 (4)

'Native currencies converted to 1978 U.S. dollars at official rates of exchange.
2 Includes office equipment
a Planned. Actual rates are not available.
4 Not available.
5 Includes business machines.
4 1972-75.
7 Includes automation equipment.

Sources: East Germany, Hungary, and Poland: Based on the output figures in the Handbook of Economic Statistics 1979,
National Foreign Assessment Center Central Intelligence Agency, ER 79-10274, August 1979. p. 189: Bulgaria: Average
annual rate of growth based on the 1971-75 plan fulfdinment in lemedelsko Dname, Sofia, May 27, 1979, pp. 1-2 and e
1976-80 plan in Summary of World Broadcasts pt. 2, Eastern Europe, Weekly Economic Report, Second Ser es, EE/W903.
iNovember 4, 1976, p. A/2: Rumania: Averaga annual rate of growth based on the planned increase for 1975 over 1970
n Agerpres. Bucharest, Dec. 11, 1974. and the planned increase or 1980 over 1975 in Foreign Broadcast Information Service,
vol. I1, supplement 41, No. 74-175, Sept. 9,1974. p. 8.
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Since 1975, with the exception of Hungary and Romania, computer
production growth rates fell drastically. Hungary continued to grow
at a fairly rapid rate mainly because the Hungarian version of the
RYAD was designed around Western components which were read-
ily available. In other East European countries, growth in output was
impeded by a short supply of domestically-produced components. Ro-
mania's continued high rate of growth was the result of new capacity
for computer peripherals added with assistance from a U.S. firm,
Control Data Corporation."s Although growth rates for Czechoslo-
vakia for the 1975-78 period are not available, it is believed that they
also slowed. Like East Germany the Czechoslovakian computer in-
dustry is an older, more established industry.

Despite impressive growth, the East European computer industries
continue to be relatively small by world standards. For example, East
Germany, with the largest industry in Eastern Europe, produced $696
million worth of computer equipment in 1978 (table 3). This may be
compared, with computer production in West Germany, which reached
$2,711 million in 1978 or nearly four times the East German figure."7
Corresponding output in the United States was more than 20 times
that of East Germany."' The importance, however, of the East Eu-
ropean countries lies not in the size of their industries but rather in
their complementary and supplementary contributions to the com-
puter capabilities of each other and the Soviet Union.

IV. IMPoRTS FROM Tim WEST

The six countries of Eastern Europe began importing Western com-
puters in significant numbers during the 1960's. At least 237 Western
computers were obtained during the decade by these countries and by
1970 these imports comprised nearly one-fifth of their installed in-
ventory."" The importance of these imports, however, varied from
country to country. For example, Western machines made up only 4
percent of East Germany's 1970 inventory while they comprised nearly
50 percent of the total in Hungary. The remainino machines in these
countries were obtained mainfly from the U.S.S., except in East
Germany and Poland where domestically-produced computers made
up a substantial share of their total. All of the Eastern countries de-
sired to lessen their dependence on Western models, but the non-avail-
ability of modern, reliable computers from the U.S.S.R., or each other
forced them to continue their reliance on the West for priority needs.

A. Value

Partly as a result of a substantial liberalization of the COCOM 20
embargo on computer sales to Communist countries, Western exports
to Eastern Europe began to pick up speed in the early 1970's. In 1972,

Is J. Toth, "Developments in Romania-On the Basis of Licenses', Szamitastechnika,Budapest, July-August 1979, P. 9.
1? Based on figures for West Germany in Statistiaches Jahrbuch 1979, Stuttgart, 1979,

pp. 185-189.
'9 value of shipments data. See Handbnok of Economic Statistics 1979, op. cit., p. 189."I. lBerenyt, "Computers in Eastren Europe,, Scientific American, October 1970, pp.102-1 08.
'0 cocoM (coordinating Committee) is a voluntary organization of NATO countries(minus Iceland) and Japan that was established in 1950 to develop and administer exportcontrol poliies.g c~oou meets regularly in Paris to consider changes in the list of em-

bargoed commodities and to decide on requests for exceptions to the embargo.
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the first year for which detailed statistics have been compiled, the
value of exports of all computer equipment was more than $51 million.
Since then, shipments have increased yearly (with the exception of
1976), reaching a peak of $119 million in 1978. During 197'278 total
shipments were roughly $639 million, almost double the comparable
figure for the U.S.S.R. Tables 4 through 10 provide data on the value of
imports from the West for each Eastern country individually and for
the region as a whole; table 11 shows comparative figures for the
U.S.S. 21

TABLE 4.-BULGARIA: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78'

tin thousands of U.S. dollars]

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

I -A mnnnter sustens:

Mir

bUnitejStat s:X :763 0 0 2,188 0 2, 960 10, 589 16, 500

Western Europe:
West Germany -0 0 1, 718 2, 547 0 0 0 4,265
United Kingdom -0 0 954 0 0 0 0 954

Subtotal -0 0 2, 671 2, 547 0 0 0 5,219

Japan -0 0 1, 888 0 3, 028 1,181 0 6,097

Subtotal, large computers 763 0 4, 559 4, 735 3, 028 4, 140 10, 589 27, 815

iicomputer systems:
United States - -58 265 1, 334 35 2, 424 338 562 5, 015

Western Europe:
West Germany -0 0 47 226 1, 294 0 15 1, 582
United Kingdom -93 237 0 0 91 374 0 795
Denmark - - 0 590 307 376 0 1,255 0 2, 528

Subtotal -93 827 354 601 1,385 1,629 15 4,904

Japan-0 0 0 0 0 197 0 197

Subtotal, minicomputers - 151 1, 092 1,688 637 3, 808 2,165 577 10,117

Peripheral equipment:
United States -361 28 88 1, 442 75 34 621 2,650

Western Europe:
West Germany -7 104 114 3 262 503 945 1,939
United Kingdom -587 354 113 753 173 0 0 1,980
Belgium - 0 0 472 97 0 0 104 673
France -0 0 0 157 0 0 0 157
Denmark -0 0 0 88 0 0 0 88
Italy - 21 0 0 0 0 26 0 46
Canada -0 0 0 0 0 9 0 9

Subtotal -615 459 699 1,097 435 537 1,049 4, 891

Japan -81 0 0 228 0 0 0 309

Subtotal, peripheral equipment. 1,057 486 787 2, 767 510 572 1,670 7,849

Technology:
United States 0 674 1, 260 66 71 0 0 2, 069

Western Europe:
West Germany -0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3
United Kingdom -67 16 731 0 0 0 0 815
Netherlands -133 0 0 0 0 0 0 133

Subtotal -200 16 734 0 0 0 0 950

Subtotal, technology -200 690 1,993 66 71 0 0 3,019

See footnotes at end of table.

21 For a complete discussion of Soviet Imports, see K. Tasky, "Soviet Technology Gap
and Dependence on the West: The Case of Computers," Soviet EconomY in a Time of Chnge,
Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C., 1979, Vol.
1, pp. 510-523.
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TABLE 4.-BULGARIA: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78t -Continued

[in thousands of U.S. dollarsi

Exportingcountry 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Spare parts:
United States -81 59 588 271 562 167 434 2,161

Western Europe:
West Germany -16 0 0 0 41 53 101 211
United Kingdom -184 4 127 160 0 0 0 475
France-0 0 0 0 21 0 0 21
Denmark -0 0 0 77 0 0 0 77

Subtotal - - 200 4 127 236 62 53 101 783

Japan 0-- - - - - -. 0 0 25 0 0 0 25

Subtotal, spare parts -281 63 715 533 624 220 534 2 970

Total equipment:
United States -1,263 1,025 3,270 4,002 3,131 3,499 12,206 28, 395

Western Europe:
West Germany -23 104 1, 881 2,776 1, 597 556 1, 060 7,998
United Kingdom -932 611 1,925 913 264 374 0 5,019
Belgium -0 0 472 97 0 0 104 673
France -0 0 0 157 21 0 0 178
Denmark -0 590 307 540 0 1, 255 0 2,692
Netherlands -133 0 0 0 0 0 0 133
Italy -21 0 0 0 0 26 0 46
Canada -0 0 0 0 0 9 0 9

Subtotal -1,108 1, 306 4, 585 4, 482 1, 882 2, 220 1,164 16,747

Japan -81 0 1,888 254 3,028 1,378 0 6,628

Total -2,452 2,331 9,743 8,737 8,041 7,096 13, 370 51, 770

X Totals may not add due to rounding.
X All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.
I For the purpose of this table, includes Canada.

TABLE 5.-CZECHOSLOVAKIA: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM fHE WEST,
1972-781

[in thousands of U.S. dollarsn

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large computer systems:
United States - 202 441 850 2,970 6,353 5,578 2,226 18,619

Western Europe:
West Germany -4, 843 7, 754 2, 007 5,652 1, 574 15, 616 6, 042 43,488
United Kingdom -0 2,628 1,003 5,394 0 4,190 1,281 14,496
France -98 0 0 0 0 51 0 148
Italy -0 0 225 0 0 0 0 225

Subtotal -4,940 10, 382 3, 235 11, 046 1, 574 19,857 7,323 58, 357

Subtotal, large computers 5,142 10, 823 4,085 14,017 7,926 25, 435 9, 549 76,977

Minicomputer systems:
United States -1,256 1,044 2,200 5,815 5,310 2,863 4,990 23, 478

Western Europe:
West Germany - 1, 823 594 3, 496 1,074 2,943 605 3,081 13, 617
United Kingdom -187 232 2,193 2,528 265 448 1, 661 7 513
Belgium -0 0 0 0 0 0 309 309
France -0 0 0 21 0 0 571 591
Denmark -0 0 194 0 0 1, 419 513 2, 127
Netherlands -59 97 0 22 0 0 0 178

Subtotal -2,069 922 5, 884 3,645 3, 208 2,473 6,134 24, 335

Japan -0 0 0 0 0 100 1, 296 1, 396

Subtotal, minicomputers - 3,325 1,966 8, 084 9,460 8, 518 5,435 12,420 49, 209

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 5.-CZECHOSLOVAKIA: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78 t-Con.

[in thousands of U.S. dollars]

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Peripheral equipment:
United States -1, 653 1,664 1, 820 1, 897 1, 398 2,224 5, 580 16,236

Western Europe:
West Germany -2,146 1,825 2,545 3, 266 1, 311 1,695 2,129 14,916
United Kingdom -1,323 1,305 1,342 1,829 1,383 128 2,297 9,606
Belgium - 474 751 187 400 235 1,232 604 3,883
France -41 0 0 21 0 0 0 62
Denmark -0 0 0 59 0 173 0 233
Netherlands -335 117 6 25 73 47 52 655
Italy -40 64 39 0 73 597 0 814

Subtotal -4,359 4,062 4,120 5,600 3, 075 3,871 5, 081 30,169

Subtotal, peripheral equip-
ment -6,013 5,726 5,940 7, 497 4, 473 6, 095 10,661 46, 405

Technology:
United States -66 177 43 70 83 286 281 1, 006
Western Europe:

West Germany -°0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
United Kingdom -0 0 21 0 0 0 0 21
Beiium -0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Netherlands -2 25 0 0 0 11 0 37

Subtotal - ------- 2 28 21 0 0 11 0 62

Subtotal, technology -68 206 61 70 83 296 281 1, 068

Spare parts:
United Stales -1, 428 1, 000 1, 807 1,893 1,857 812 895 9,692

Western Europe:
West Germany - 96 51 197 118 262 533 653 1, 909
United Kingdom 1,314 33 955 1,499 513 1,579 691 6, 586
Belgium -0 22 0 21 23 43 0 109
Denmark -0 0 0 39 0 0 0 39
Italy 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Subtotal -1,410 107 1,152 1, 678 799 2,155 1, 344 8,644

Subtotal, spare parts -2, 838 1,107 2,960 3, 571 2,656 2,967 2,239 18, 336

Total equipment:
United States -4,606 4,326 6,721 12, 645 14,999 11,762 13, 972 69, 032

Western Europe:
West Germany -8, 908 10, 225 8, 246 10,110 6,090 18, 449 11,904 73,932
United Kingdom -2,823 4,198 5, 514 11,250 2,162 6,345 5,930 38,223
Belgium -474 775 187 420 259 1,275 912 4, 303
France -139 0 0 42 0 51 571 802
Denmark -0 0 194 98 0 1, 593 513 2, 398
Netherlands -396 239 6 47 73 57 52 870
Italy -40 64 264 1 73 597 0 1,040

Subtotal 12, 781 15, 502 14, 412 21, 969 8, 656 28, 366 19, 883 121, 568

Japan -0 0 0 0 0 100 1, 296 1,396

Total -17, 387 19,828 21,133 34, 614 23, 656 40, 228 35,150 191, 995

X Totals may not add due to rounding.
2All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.
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TABLE 6-EAST GERMANY: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-781

(In thousands of U.S. dollarso

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large computer systems:
Western Europe:

West Germany - 0 0 0 3,696 734 0 4,430Minicomputer systems:
Usited States2 -49 322 326 467 1,940 331 2,458 5,895
Western Europe:

West Germany - -- - 0 268 72 0 1,1068 0 165 1,574United Kingdom -0 0 0 0 0 173 25 198Denmark - ---------- 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Subtotal - ------- 0 268 129 0 1,068 173 190 1, 829

Japan -951 0 0 0 0 0 1, 243 2,193
Subtotal, minicomputers- 1, 000 59 456 467 3,008 504 3, 891 9,917

Peripheral equipment:
United States -655 180 499 263 9 201 31 1, 839
Western Europe:

West Germany -1, 397 0 258 681 0 126 0 2,462United Kingdom -131 0 0 522 0 23 0 675Belgium -0 0 0 81 31 0 0 111France -79 0 107 0 0 0 0 186Netherlands - --------- 0 0 0 0 75 0 738 813Italy-0 0 0 55 0 0 0 55
Subtotal -1,606 0 365 1,338 106 150 738 4, 302

Subtotal, peripheral equipment 2,261 180 864 1,600 115 350 769 6,141
Technology:

United States -0 18 0 0 0 14 868 901Western Europe: Denmark 0 0 0 0 0 121 0 121
Subtotal, technology -0 18 0 0 0 135 868 1,022

Spare parts:
United States- 744 104 907 486 1,099 122 726 4,188
Western Europe:

West Germany- 50 21 160 185 7 121 49 591United Kingdom- 340 0 257 10 0 306 0 914
Subtotal- 391 21 417 196 7 427 49 1, 506

Subtotal, spare parts- 1,135 124 1,324 682 1,106 549 774 5,694
Total equipment:

United States- 1,449 625 1,732 1,216 3,049 668 4,084 12,823
Western Eumope:

West Germany -1, 447 289 490 866 4,770 981 214 9,057United Kingdom -471 0 257 532 0 502 25 1,787Belgium- 0 0 0 81 31 0 0 111France -79 0 107 0 0 0 0 186Denmark ------------------- 0 0 57 0 0 121 0 178Netherlands; 0 0 0 0 75 0 738 813Italy0 0, 097 089 11 153-4,-76-,-7 130 0 0 55 0 ~0 0 55Subtotal----------1,997 289 911 1,533 4,876 1,604 977 12,186
Japan -951 0 0 0 0 0 1,243 2,193

Total -4,397 914 2,643 2,749 7,925 2,272 6,303 27,203

l Totals may not add due to rounding.
2 All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.
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TABLE 7.-HUNGARY: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST,
1972-781

[In thousands of U.S. dollarsl

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large cornmuter systems:
UnitedStates

2- 806 0 2,713 0 0 0 0 3,518

Western Europe:
West Germany -1,728 6, 585 1, 582 0 2,128 3,039 2, 486 17,548
United Kingdom -1,179 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,179
Belgium -0 0 1,326 0 0 0 0 1,326
France -0 0 671 3,279 995 0 0 4,945
Italy -0 0 110 0 0 0 0 110

Subtotal -2,907 6, 585 3,689 3, 279 3,124 3,039 2, 486 25,108

Subtotal large computers - 3,713 6,585 6,401 3, 279 3, 124 3,039 2,486 28,626

Minicomputer systems:
United States -690 68 23 1,770 1,961 1,229 1,111 6,851

Western Europe:
West Germany -0 111 103 622 130 263 212 1,440
United Kingdom -0 264 223 103 0 0 103 693
France -0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Denmark-0 0 1,759 230 392 603 1,922 4,906
Netherlands -0 1,001 22 0 0 0 0 1,023
Canada -0 0 0 0 0 0 299 299

Subtotal -0 1,375 2,107 955 522 866 2, 536 8, 361
Japan -0 0 0 0 1,131 0 0 1,131

Subtotal, minicomputers- 690 1,444 2,130 2,724 3,614 2,095 3,647 16,343

Peripheral equipment:
United States -2,382 1,261 869 1,632 892 303 2,944 10,282

Western Europe:
West Germany -397 167 1, 517 908 740 2,254 1,060 7,043
United Kingdom -295 718 856 527 1,891 114 760 5,160
Belgium -137 246 163 301 428 2,081 1,692 5,048
France -148 0 0 0 39 114 0 300
Denmark -0 0 58 200 0 0 84 342
Netherlands -0 0 12 76 18 167 237 510
Italy -_ 0 54 0 0 0 0 0 54

Subtotal -977 1, 184 2,606 2,011 3, 117 4,729 3,834 18, 457

Subtotal, peripheral equipment 3, 358 2,445 3,475 3,643 4,009 5,031 6,777 28,739

Technolofited States -424 434 3,686 495 2,158 1, 479 0 8,675

Western Europe:
United States -0 97 0 52 0 0 0 148
United Kingdom -0 270 806 0 0 0 0 1,075
Denmark -0 0 0 0 0 17 0 17

Subtotal -0 366 806 52 0 17 0 1, 240

Subtotal, technology -424 800 4,491 546 2,158 1, 496 0 9,916

Spare pa rts:
United States - ------------- 759 328 951 958 886 504 1, 213 5, 597

Western Europe:
West Germany -160 239 162 2 289 51 347 1, 249
United Kingdom -973 5 1,076 926 13 1,015 0 4,008
France -0 0 0 0 653 0 0 653
Denmark -0 0 0 59 0 0 0 59
Italy -5 3 0 0 0 0 0 8

Subtotal 1 137 247 1, 238 987 955 1,065 347 5,976

Subtotal, spare parts 1, 896 575 2,189 1,945 1, 840 1, 569 1, 560 11, 573

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 7.-HUNGARY: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST,

1972-78 L-Continued

[In thousands of U.S. dollarsn

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Total equipment:
United States -5,060 2,090 8,241 4, 854 5,896 3,514 5, 268 34,924
Western Europe:

West Germany - 2, 285 .7,2197 3,364 1, 583 3,287 5,606 4,104 27,427United Kingdom -2,447 1,257 2960 1,556 1,904 1,129 863 12, 115Belgium -137 246 1,489 301 428 2,081 1,692 6,374France -148 0 671 3,280 1,686 114 0 5, 898Denmark -0 0 1,817 489 392 620 2,006 5, 325Netherlands -0 1,001 34 76 18 167 237 1, 533Italy -5 57 110 0 0 0 0 172Canada -0 0 0 0 0 0 299 299
Subtotal - 5,021 9, 758 10, 445 7, 284 7,717 9, 716 9, 202 59,143

Japan -0 0 0 0 1,131 0 0 1, 131
Total -10,081 11,848 18,686 12,138 14, 744 13,230 14,469 95,197

I Totals may not add due to rounding.
2All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.
a For the purpose of this table, includes Canada.

TABLE 8.-POLAND: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-781

[in thousands of U.S. dollarsl

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large computer systems:
United States I-3,119 2,424 1, 387 5,879 2,448 2,200 2,935 20, 392

Minicomputer systems:
Western Europe:

West Germany -0 3,755 8,535 2,075 0 3,920 3,466 21,751United Kingdom -3,801 2,741 2,645 2,363 0 0 0 11, 551Belgium -0 1,801 95 0 0 0 0 1,896France -0 2,874 0 2,849 0 806 0 6, 529
Subtotal -3,801 11, 171 11,276 7,288 0 4, 726 3,466 41,727

Subtotal, large computers 6,920 13,595 12,663 13, 166 2,448 6,926 6,400 62,118
Minicomputer systems:

United States -47 1,929 1, 595 2,566 4,918 2,852 1, 246 15,154
Western Europe: a

West Germany -114 786 398 613 561 957 338 3,766United Kingdom -0 844 4,246 6,726 1,187 569 1,587 15, 159Belgium -0 0 0 1,113 0 46 72 1, 232France------------ 0 0 0 410 378 716 0 1, 504Denmark-0 0 1,487 2,607 196 1,528 385 6,202
Italy -0 0 831 0 138 0 0 969Canada -0 0 0 0 0 801 93 894Norway- 0 0 '0 201 0 0 0 201

Subtotal -114 1,630 6,961 11,669 2,460 4,617 2,475 29,926
Japan -937 0 0 0 3,756 1,735 4,698 11, 126

Subtotal, minicomputers - 1, 098 3, 559 8,556 14,235 11, 135 9,204 8,420 56,206

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 8.-POLAND: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78 '-Continued

[In thousands of U.S. dollars]

Exporting country 1972 1973 .1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Peripheral equipment:
United States -316 1,542 685 3,233 1,663 802 1,039 9,279

Western Europe:
West Germany -- - 544 409 2,149 3,326 747 725 1, 152 9,050
United Kingdom- - 2,636 3,484 5,661 3,606 2,960 4,240 1,376 23,962
Belgium ----- -1---- 0 294 244 196 1,059 232 2,026
France- 0 755 0 786 42 316 288 2, 188
Denmark- 0 0 0 246 0 38 193 477
Netherlands - - 9 0 5 0 0 50 36 99
Italy - -0 0 0 534 46 0 0 581

Subtotal -3,189 4, 648 8,109 8,742 3,990 6,427 3,275 38, 382

Japan -0 0 0 0 0 592 0 592

Subtotal, peripheral equipment 3, 505 6,190 8,794 11,975 5,654 7,821 4, 314 48, 253

Technology:
United States -1,245 680 755 63 1,365 138 151 4,397

Western Europe:
West Germany -0 34 0 6 6 0 32 78
United Kingdom -12 241 780 119 0 18 0 1,171
France -0 0 0 314 0 0 0 -314
Netherlands -0 111 0 0 0 0 0 111

Subtotal - 12 386 780 439 6 18 32 1, 674

Japan - 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 80

Subtotal, technology ------ 1,257 1,066 1,535 503 1, 451 157 183 6,151

Spare parts:
United States -454 648 1,067 1, 677 2,142 502 1,151 7,642

Western Europe:
West Germany - - 0 0 0 49 253 91 105 497
United Kingdom - - 680 0 1,613 1,945 347 3,954 50 8,590
Belgium - - 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 16
France - -0 0 0 0 130 0 0 130
Denmark -- -- - 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 40

Subtotal - 680 0 1,613 2,034 731 4,060 155 9,273

Subtotal, spare parts- 1,135 648 2,681 3,711 2, 873 4, 562 1,306 16, 915

Total equipment:
United States - --------- 5,181 7,223 5, 489 13,418 12,536 6,495 6,522 56,863

Western Europe:
WestGermany -658 4,984 11,082 6,068 1, 566 5,692 5,092 35,143
United Kingdom- 7, 129 7,310 14,946 14,759 4,494 8,780 3,013 60,431
Belgium - ---- 1' I 1, 801 390 1,357 196 1,120 304 5,169
France ----- 0 3,629 0 4,359 551 1,839 288 10,665
Denmark 0 0 1, 487 2,893 196 1, 566 578 6, 719
Netherlands -9 111 5 0 0 50 36 210
Italy -0 0 831 534 184 0 0 1, 549
Canada -0 0 0 0 0 801 93 894
Norway -0 0 0 201 0 0 0 201

Subtotal ------ -- 7,797 17,835 28,739 30,172 7,186 19,848 9,403 120,981

Japan -- ---- - 937 0 0 0 3,837 2,327 4,698 11,799

Total - 13,915 25,057 34,228 43,590 23, 560 28,669 20,624 189,643

5 Totals may not add due to rounding.
2 All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.
3 For the purpose of this table. Indudu' I.end.
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TABLE 9.-ROMANIA: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78'
[In thousands of U.S. dollarsi

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large computer systems:
UnitdStates --0 1,360 980 1,769 0 0 0 4,109
Western Europe:

West Germany0 0 33 0 0 0 33United Kingdom -610 0 684 0 0 1,569 0 2,864France ---------------- 518 0 0 0 0 0 0 518
Subtotal -1,128 0 684 33 0 1,569 0 3, 414

Subtotal, large computers 1,128 1,360 1,664 1,802 0 1,569 0 7,523
Minicomputer systems:

United States -46 600 364 2,400 26 2,035 1,687 7,156
Western Europe:

West Germany - 0 281 1,301 436 101 0 188 2,307United Kingdom -29 0 22 0 65 0 432 548Belgium-0 0 0 0 0 12 0 12France -51 0 0 155 0 0 0 206Denmark -0 0 144 208 0 0 339 692
Subtotal- 79 281 1,467 800 166 12 959 3,764

Subtotal, minicomputers 125 881 1,831 3,199 191 2,047 2,646 10, 921
Peripheral equipment:

UnitedStates -310 100 119 713 1,034 2,130 9,245 13,651
Western Europe:

West Germany -465 20 23 190 64 8 0 771United Kingdom -364 396 461 578 186 0 0 1,986Belgium 15 2,006 1,726 1,802 882 2,003 426 8,951Fresc- 33 102 0 0 0 0 0 136Denmark- 0 0 0 0 0 75 0 75Netherlands---------- 0 0 0 0 0 128 398 526Italy -0 358 20 0 0 0 378
Subtotal ------------ 878 2,884 2,230 2,571 1,132 2,303 825 12,822

Subtotal, peripheral equip-
ment -1,187 2,994 2, 349 3,284 2,166 4,434 10,070 26, 473

Technology:
United States -- - 0 4,415 129 4,014 1,232 6,729 13,948 30,466
Western Europe:

Belgium- 151 251 0 652 4 0 821 1,878Nptherlands ---------------- 0 0 0 0 0 6 77 84
Subtotal- 151 251 0 652 4 6 898 1,962

Subtotal, technology- 151 4,665 129 4,665 1,236 6,736 14, 846 32, 428
Spare parts:

United States- 51 289 522 1, 074 169 737 1, 586 4,428
Western Europe:

West Germany- 0 73 86 0 108 0 0 268United Kingdom- 170 3 222 161 0 0 0 557Belgium 0 24 129 103 61 149 11 476Denmark ------------------- 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 11
Subtotal- 170 101 437 264 179 149 11 1, 311

Subtotal, spare parts -221 390 959 1,338 349 886 1,597 5,739
See footnotes of end of table.
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TABLE 9.-ROMANIA: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78;-Continued

[In thousands of U.S. dollars]

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Total equipment:
United States -407 6,764 2,113 9,969 2, 460 11, 631 26, 465 59, 810

Western Europe:
West Germany -465 375 1, 411 659 273 8 188 3,378.
United Kingdom -1,173 400 1, 389 739 251 1, 569 432 5,954
Belgium -167 2,280 1, 855 2,556 946 2,254 1,258 11,317
France -602 102 0 155 0 0 0 859
Denmark- 0 0 144 208 11 75 339 777
Netherlands -0 0 0 0 0 134 476 610
Italy -0 358 20 0 0 0 0 378

Subtotal -2,407 3,516 4,818 4,318 1,481 4,040 2,694 23,274

Total- 2, 813 10,280 6,932 14, 288 3,942 15, 671 29,158 83, 084

I Totals may not add due to rounding.
2 All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.

TABLE 10.-EASTERN EUROPE: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-781

[in thousands of U.S. dollarsj

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large computer systems:
United States 4, 889

Western Europe:
West Germany-- - 6, 571
United Kingdom- 5, 590
Belgium -0
France -- 616
Italy- 0

Subtotal -12,777

Japan- 0

Subtotal, large computers - 17, 666

Minicomputer systems:
United States 2,145

Western.Europe: -

West Germany-- - - - 1, 938
United Kingdom 309
Belgium- 0
France - ------------ 51
Denmark- 0
Netherlands -59
Italy… 0
Canada- 0
Norway -0

=

4, 226 5,930 12, 806

18, 094 13, 842 10, 307
5, 369 5, 285 7,757
1,801 1,421 0
2,874 671 6,129

0 336 0

28, 138 21, 555 24, 193

0 1,888 0

32, 363 29, 372 36, 999

4, 228 5, 842 13, 053

2, 039 5,417 2,970
1, 577 6,684 9, 357

0 0 1,113
0 0 586

590 3,948 3,420
1,097 22 22

0- 831 0
0 0 0
0 0 201

=

-

8,800 10,738 15,750

7, 398 23, 309 11,993
0 5,760 1,281
0 0 0

995 857 0
0 0 0

8, 393 29,925 13,274

3,028 1,181 0

20, 222 41, 844 29, 024

16, 579 9,648 12,054

6,096 1, 826 3,999
1,608 1, 564 3,807

0 58 381
378 716 571
588 4, 805 3,160

0 0s 0
138 0 - 0

0 801 392
0 0 0

-

63,138

91,514
31,042
3, 222

12, 141
336

138, 255

6,097

207, 490

63, 549

24,286
24, 906
1, 552
2, 301

16, 511
1, 201

969
1,193

201

= =
=

Subtotal 2, 356 5,304 16,902 17, 669 8,808 9,770 12, 310 73, 119

Japan -1 888 0 0 0 4, 887 2, 032 7, 236 16,043

Subtotal, minicomputers - 6, 389 9, 531 22, 744 30, 722 30, 274 21, 450 31, 600 152, 712

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 10.-EASTERN EUROPE: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78 '-Con.
On thousands of U.S. dollars]

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Peripheral equipment:
United States- 5,677 4,774 4,081 9,180 5,071 5,693 19,460 53,936
Western Europe:

West Germany- - 4,956 2 525 6,606 8,374 3,124 5,310 5,285 36,180United Kingdom -- ------ 5,335 6,258 8,433 7,814 6,593 4,504 4,433 43, 370Belgiumng-- -- - 628 3,003 2,843 2,924 1,772 .6,456 3,058 20,692
France --- …------------ 301 858 107 964 81 430 288 3,028Denmark -d0 0. 58 593 0 286 277 1 214Netherlands --------- 344 117 23 101 166 392 1,461 2,603Italy -60 476 59 589 .120 623 0 1,926Canada - ----- 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 9

Subtotal -11,624 13,237 18, 128 21,358 11,856 18, 017 14, 802 109, 022
Japan -81 0 0 228 0 592 0 901

Subtotal, peripheral equipment 17, 382 18, 011 22,209 30, 766 16,927 24,303 34,262 163,859
Technology:

United State- 1,735 6,398 5, 872 4,707 4,908 8,647 15,248 47 515
Western Europe:

West Germany - - 0 132 3 57 6 0 32 230United Kingdom -80 526 2,338 119 0 18 0 3,082Belgium -151 253 0 652 4 0 821 1,880France - -0 0 0 314 0 0 0 314Denmark - - 0 0 0 0 138 0 138Netherlands - - 135 136 0 0 0 17 77 365
Subtotal - 366 1,047 2,341 1,142 9 173 930 6,009

Japan -0 0 0 80 0 0 80
Subtotal, technology- 2,101 7,445 8,213 5,849 4,997 8,820 16, 178 53,603

Spare Parts:
United States -3,518 2,428 5,841 6,359 6,715 2,842 6,005 33, 709
Western Europe:

West Germany - - 322 383 605 354 960 848 1,253 4,725United Kingdom- - 3,661 46 4,251 4,702 874 6,854 742 21,130Belgium - - 0 46 129 123 84 207 11 600France - -0 0 0 0 804 0 0 804Denmark - -0 0 0 214 11 0 -0 225Italy - - 3 0 1 0 0 0 9
Subtotal- 3,988 479 4,985 5,395 2,732 7,909 2,006 27,494

Japan -0 0 0 25 0 0 0 25
Subtotal, spare parts- 7,506 2,907 10,827 11,779 9,447 10,751 8,010 61, 228

Total equipment:
United States -17, 964 22, 053 27, 566 46, 105 42, 072 37, 569 68,517 261,847
Western Europe:

West Germany -13, 787 23, 174 26, 473 22, 062 17, 584 31, 292 22, 563 156,936United Kngdom - - 14, 975 13 777 26,992 29 749 9,075 18,700 10,263 123,530Belgium - - 779 5,103 4,392 4, 812 1,860 6,730 4,270 27, 946France -- ---- 968 3,731 777 7, 993 2,258 2,003 858 18,588Denmark - - 0 590 4,006 4,227 598 5,228 3,437 18,087Netherlands - - 538 1,350 45 123 166 409 1,539 4,169Italy - - 65 479 1,225 590 257 623 0 3,240Canada - - 0 0 0 0 0 809 392 1, 201Norway - - 0 0 0 201 0 0 0 201
Subtotal -31,111 48,204 63,911 69,757 31,799 65,794 43,322 353,898

Japan- 1,969 0 1888 254 7,996 3,804 7,236 23147
Total -51, 044 70, 257 93,365 116,116 81, 867 167, 167 119, 075 638 892

X Totals may not add due to rounding. -
All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.3 For the purpose of this table, indudes Canada.

70-528 0 - 81 - 21
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TABLE 11.-U.S.S.R.: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78t

[in thousands of U.S. dollarsl

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large computer systems:
United States -3,621 0 2,302 15,293 13,629 12,725 29,485 77,056

Western Europe:
West Germany -6,102 0 0 2,411 0 10,799 10,113 29, 425
United Kingdom -1, 290 1 192 0 0 0 0 789 3, 270
France -4,117 1,691 3,404 4,394 4,361 4,561 4,182 26,710
Italy------------- 494 0 0 0 0 0 0 494

Subtotal -12,003 2, 882 3,404 6, 805 4, 361 15, 360 15,085 59,900

Japan 861 0 0 0 0 5, 522 0 6,382

Subtotal, large computers - 16,484 2,882 5,706 22, 098 17, 990 33, 607 44,570 143, 338

Minicomputers:
United States 4, 870 4,773 6,331 18, 320 12,792 9,261 26, 543 82,890

Western Europe:3
West Germany -206 3,058 3,092 7,155 2,514 1,957 1,259 19,240
United Kingdom -489 1,428 540 5,830 6,442 8,709 4,694 28,133
Belgium -0 0 0 0 0 0 275 275
France -0 0 89 537 201 0 5,230 6, 056
Denmark -0 0 11 141 0 0 0 152
Netherlands -65 66 312 293 0 0 0 736
Canada -0 0 31 0 115 0 0 146
Norway -0 0 0 0 0 0 345 345

Subtotal -759 4,552 4,076 13,955 9,273 10,666 11,802 55,083

Japan -0 941 1, 002 58 2,973 1,031 4,620 10, 626

Subtotal, minicomputers - 5,629 10, 266 11,409 32, 334 25, 037 20, 959 42, 966 148, 599

Peripheral equipment:
United States 1 545 1, 246 840 1,844 2,257 5,018 3,185 15,935

Western Europe:
West Germany 28 915 543 787 229 1,318 4,538 8, 358
United Kingdom -1, 425 2,105 1, 189 1,773 682 12, 455
Belgium -0 71 0 0 128 25 182 406
France- 739 551 38 46 147 1,724 1,219 4,464
Netherlans- 33 10 20 6 0 8 0 77
Italy -0 0 19 0 0 0 0 19

Subtotal -2,225 3,653 1,903 4,837 1,693 4,848 6,622 25,780

Japan -64 0 0 0 0 0 0 64

Subtotal, peripheral equipment- 3,834 4,898 2,744 6,681 3,950 9,866 9,806 41,779

Technology:
United States -0 73 94 165 20 0 131 482

Western Europe:
West Germany -0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2

Belgium -0 0 0 0 9 0 0 9
Canada -0 0 0 0 0 561 0 561

Subtotal -0 0 2 0 9 561 0 571

Japan - -------- 0 824 0 0 0 0 0 824

Subtotal, technology -0 896 96 165 28 561 131 1,876

Spare parts:
United States- 896 326 1,041 1,632 2,415 3,448 1,246 11,005

Western Europe:
West Germany-- 27 89 0 127 340 5 654 1,243
United Kingdom … 587 0 1,097 1,354 0 755 0 3793
France -0 0 0 282 0 451 409 1,142

Subtotal- 614 89 1,097 1,762 340 1,211 1,064 6,177

Subtotal, spare parts -1,510 415 2,138 3,394 2,756 4,659 2,310 17,182

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE II.-U.S.S.R.: VALUE OF IMPORTS OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT FROM THE WEST, 1972-78LContinued

[in thousands of U.S. dollarsf

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1J76 1977 1978 Total

Total computers:
United States -10,932 6, 417 10,608 37, 254 31,113 30,453 60,590 187,368
Western Europe:

West Germany -6, 362 4,063 3,637 10, 480 3, 083 14, 079 16,565 58, 268United Kingdom - 3,790 4,724 2,921 11,181 7,632 11,237 6,165 47,651Belgium ----------- 0 71 0 0 136 25 457 689France -4,856 2,241 3, 531 5,259 4,709 6,736 11,040 38,372Denmark----------- 0 0 11 141 0 0 0 152Netherlands -99 76 332 299 0 8 0 813Italy -494 0 19 0 0 0 0 514Canada -0 0 31 0 115 561 0 706Norway-0 0 0 0 0 0 345 345
Subtotal -15,601 11,176 10,482 27,360 15,675 32,645 34,572 147,511

Japan -924 1, 764 1, 002 58 2,973 6, 553 4,620 17, 896
Total -27, 458 19,358 22, 092 64,672 49, 760 69,652 99, 782 352, 774

' Totals may not add due to rounding.
2All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.
a For the purpose of this table, includes Canada.

For the total period in Eastern Europe, computers comprised morethan half (56 percent) the value of imports.22 About 26 percent of thetotal was composed of peripheral equipment 3 with the remainder
consisting of spare parts (10 percent) and technology imports (8 per-cent). This pattern contrasts sharply with that for the U.S.S.R. wherethe value of Western computer imports during 1972-78 made up 83percent of total imports, nearly equally divided between large systemsand minicomputers. Peripheral equipment was 12 percent, spare partswere 5 percent, and the value of technology imports was less than 1percent of total Soviet imports.

Several factors help account for these differences. First, the SovietUnion purchased larger, more costly computer systems than did theEast Europeans.24 Second, East European computer users have relied
more on the West for peripherals to support indigenous computers thanhas the U.S.S.R. Soviet requests for peripherals to support domestic-ally-produced computers have generally not been approved. Finally,technology imports have plaved a much more significant role in East-ern Europe than in the U.S.S.R. The computer industries of Eastern
Europe are generally less advanced than their Soviet counterparts andfind it useful to buy older technology that the West is willing to pro-vide. The Soviets, on the other hand, have been looking for more

21 58 percent of this Is large computers and 42 percent is minicomputers.
2 The separate figures for peripherals include only those sold to computer users for up-grading the capability of their computers, and not those sold to computer manufacturers.24 The average cost of a large computer system Imported by the U.S.S.R. was over $2.1million versus about $1.2 million for Eastern Europe; corresponding figures for mini-computers were $163.7 thousand versus $135.6 thousand.
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advanced technology to upgrade their industry that the West, for the

most part, has not been willing to sell them.
The largest importers of Western computer equipment over the

1972-78 period were Czechoslovakia and Poland (table 12). Each

accounted for about 30 percent of the value of imports. They were

followed by Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, and East Germany. Many

factors account for this varying dependence on Western imports, in-

cluding the size and stage of development of the indigenous computer

industry, the extent of use of computers in the economy, and the tradi-

tion of dependence on Western imports. Thus, for example, Czecho-

slovakia had little computer manufacturing capability and a historical

orientation toward trade with the West. Similarly, although Bulgaria's

computer industry was small and its desires for imports from the

West were great, the amount of computer equipment it was able to

import was restricted by its ability to pay and by the lack of trained

personnel to use the imports. East Germany, on the other hand, had a

relatively large, well developed computer industry and was able to

meet many of its needs internally. Also East Germany, historically,
has favored the Soviets for those items it could not produce itself.

Thus, it exhibits a pattern of very small computer imports from the
West.

TABLE 12.-EASTERN EUROPE: DISTRIBUTION OF THE VALUE OF COMPUTER IMPORTS FROM THE WEST, 1972-78'

tin percent]

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1972-78

Bulgaria - 5 3 10 8 10 7 11 8

Czechoslovakia -34 28 23 30 29 38 30 30

East Germany -9 1 3 2 10 2 5 4

Hungary-------28 17 20 10 18 12 12 15

Poland --- 27 36 37 38 29 27 17 30

Romania -6 15 7 12 5 15 24 13

Total -100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

I Totals may not add due to rounding.

The United States dominates the overall shipments of computer
equipment to Eastern Europe although not to the extent that it does

to the U.S.S.R. (table 13).25 Although the United States is the largest

single supplier to Eastern Europe, imports from all of Western

Europe make up 55 percent of the total value as against 41 percent for

the United States. The United States is the leading supplier to Bul-

garia, East Germany, Hungary, and Romania, while West Germany
and the United Kingdom are the primary partners in Czechoslovakia
and Poland, respectively. Japan and the other West European ex-

porters play only a minor role.

23 The share of the United States In exports to both the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe

would be higher than Indicated in table 10 if deliveries from foreign subsidiaries of U.S.

companies, and the use of U.S. parts and peripherals in foreign systems, were credited

to the United States.
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TABLE 13-U.S.S.R. AND EASTERN EUROPE: DISTRIBUTION OF THE VALUE OF COMPUTER IMPORTS BY COUNTRY

OF ORIGIN AND DESTINATION, 1972-78'

lin percentl

Total,Czecho- East EasternBulgaria slovakia Germany Hungary Poland Romania Europe U.S.S. R.

United States -55 36 47 37 30 72 41 53Western Europe:'
West Germany 15 39 33 29 19 4 25 17United Kingdom 10 20 7 13 32 7 19 14Belgium -1 2 7 3 14 4France i 6 6 1 3Denmark 5-1 1 6 4 1 3Others-4 - -() 1 3 2 2 1 1

Subtotal -32 63 45 62 64 28 55 42Japan- 13 1 8 1 6 0 4 5
Total -18 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

I Totals may not add due to rounding. -
Includes Canada.5
Negligible.

4 Includes the Netherlands, Italy, Canada, and Norway.

B. U'nit8

The United States also figures prominently in the shipment of in-dividual -computer units to Eastern Europe (table 14). Imports overthe 1972-78 period totaled 1303 units of which the U.S. directly sup-plied 51 percent and other countries 49 percent (table 15). If U.S.designed computers produced overseas and those purchased in theUnited States and resold by West Europeans are added to the U.S.figure, a total of 1055 (81 percent) were supplied directly and indi-rectly by the United States.

TABLE 14.-EASTERN EUROPE: IMPORTS OF COMPUTERS FROM THE WEST, 1972-78

1in units)

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Bulgaria:
Large computer systems:

UnitedStates - 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 7Other countries - 0 0 3 1 2 1 0 7
Subtotal -1 0 3 2 2 2 4 14

Minicomputer systems:
United States -2 1 6 1 16 6 2 34Other countries- 1 2 3 5 4 9 1 25

Subtotal- 3 3 9 6 20 15 3 59
Total computers:

United States- 3 1 6 2 16 7 6 41Other countries- 1 2 6 6 6 10 1 32
Total, Bulgaria- 4 3 12 8 22 17 7 73

Se, footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 14.-EASTERN EUROPE: IMPORTS OF COMPUTERS FROM THE WEST, 1972-78"ontnued

[in unitsl

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Czechoslovakia:
Large computer systems:

United States---------------
Other countries .

Subtotal-

Minicomputer systems:
United States .
Other countries-

Subtotal-

Total computers:
United States-
Other countries-

Total, Czechoslovakia

East Germany:
Large computer systems:

Other countries-

Minicomputer systems:
United States …
Other countries-

Subtotal .-. -

Total computers:
United States-
Other countries-

Total, East Germany

Hungary:
garge computer systems:
United States .
Other countries-

Subtotal .

Minicomputer systems:
United States-
Other countries-

Subtotal -- ---

Total computers:
United States-
Other countries …

Total, Hungary-

Poland:
Large computer systems:

United States-
Other countries-

Subtotal-

Minicomputer systems:
United States-
Other countries …

Subtotal

1 6 2 4 11 5 4 33
7 8 3 12 . 1 9 6 46

8 14 5 16 12 14 10 79

15 8 25 46 43 34 47 218
16 13 44 45 11 7 5 171

31 21 69 91 54 41 82 389

16 14 27 50 54 39 51 251
23 21 47 57 12 16 41 217

39 35 74 107 66 55 92 468

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2

2 3 7 12 19 6 10 59
I 1 4 0 1 1 6 14

3 4 11 12 20 7 16 73

2 3 7 12 19 6 10 59
I 1 4 0 2 2 . 6 16

3 4 11 12 21 8 16 75

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
3 5 5 2 3 2 2 22

4 5 6 2 3 2 2 24

10 2 1 18 15 12 10 68
0 7 20 10 8 4 16 65

10 9 21 28 23 16 26 133

11 2 2 18 15 12 10 70
3 12 25 12 11 6 18 87

14 14 27 30 26 18 28 157

5 1 1 4 1 2 1 15
2 10 12 6 0 3 1 34

7 11 13 10 1 5 2 49

2 17 25 26 26 25 18 139
4 9 56 64 17 28 24 202

6 26 81 90 43 53 42 341

Total computers:
United States -7 18 26 30 27 27 19 154
Other countries -6 19 68 70 17 31 25 236

Total, Poland -13 37 94 100 44 58 44 390
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TABLE 14.-EASTERN EUROPE: IMPORTS OF COMPUTERS FROM THE WEST, 1972-78-Continued

[In units]

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Romania:
Large computer systems:

United States -0 1 2 1 0 0 0 4Other countries -2 0 1 1 0 1 0 5
Subtotal -2 1 3 2 0 1 0 9

Minicomputer systems:
United States -1 6 9 23 1 31 17 88Other Countries -2 3 10 15 4 1 8 43

Subtotal -3 9 19 38 5 32 25 131
Total Computers:

United States -1 7 11 24 1 31 17 92Other Countries -4 3 11 16 4 2 8 48
Total, Romania -5 10 22 40 5 33 25 140

Eastern Europe:
Large computer systems:

United States -8 8 6 10 12 8 9 61Other countries 14 23 24 22 7 17 9 116
Subtotal -22 31 30 32 19 25 18 177

Minicomputer systems:
United States -- 32 37 73 126 120 114 104 606Other countries -24 35 137 139 45 50 90 520

Subtotal -- 56 72 210 265 165 164 194 1,126
Total computers:

United State -40 45 79 136 132 122 113 667Other countries -38 58 161 161 52 67 99 636
Total -78 103 240 297 184 189 212 1,303

X All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.I Includes Western Europe, Canada, and Japan.

TABLE 15.-U.S.S.R. AND EASTERN EUROPE: DISTRIBUTION OF IMPORTED COMPUTERS BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
AND DESTINATION, 1972-78 1

[in percentl

Total,Czecho- East EasternBulgaria slovakia Germany Hungary Poland Romania Europe U.S.S.R.

Large computer:
United State- 50 42 0 8 31 44 34 43Other countries I 50 58 100 92 69 56 65 57

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Minicomputers:

United States -58 56 81 51 41 67 54 61Other countries- 43 44 19 49 59 33 46 39
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total computers:
United States- 56 54 79 45 39 66 51 60Other countries -44 46 21 55 60 34 49 40

Total -100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

I Totals may not add due to rounding.
2 Includes Western Europe, Canada, and Japan.
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East European imports consisted predominantly of minicomput-

ers-112 6 versus 177 large computer systems. The U.S. supplied 606

of the minicomputers and 61 of the large computers. If reexports and

foreign produced U.S. designs were included, the U.S. contribution

would rise to 932 minicomputers and 123 large computers. The rank-

ing of importing countries by number of units (table 16) is parallel

to the ranking by value of computer imports (table 13).

TABLE 16.-EASTERN EUROPE: DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF COMPUTERS IMPORTED FROM THE WEST,

1972-78 I

[In percentl

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1972-78

Bulgaria----------- 5 3 5 3 12 9 3 6

Czechoslovaia - - 50 34 31 36 36 29 43 36

East Germany -4 4 5 4 11 4 8 6

Hungary - 18 14 11 10 14 10 13 12

Poland -17 36 39 34 24 31 21 30

Romania -6 10 9 13 3 17 12 11

Total -100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

X Totals may not add due to rounding.

For comparison, Soviet imports of Western computers are shown

in table 17, together with the distribution by exporting countries

included in table 15. The United States deminates this trade as well,

accounting for more than two-fifths of the large computers and three-

fifths of the minicomputers. If U.S. computers supplied by other coun-

tries are included, 85 percent of all the Western computers shipped to

the U.S.S.R. are U.S. models-a figure close to the 81 percent figure

for Eastern Europe.

TABLE 17.-U.S.S.R.: IMPORTS OF COMPUTERS FROM THE WEST, 1972-78

[In unitsl

Exporting country 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Large computer systems:
United States 1 3 0 1 6 4 5 10 29

Other countries ' 8 3 3 4 2 7 12 39

Subtotal- 11 3 4 10 6 12 22 68

Minicomputer systems:
United States- 17 40 56 159 120 69 96 557

Other countries- 10 33 34 92 33 67 82 351

Subtotal- 27 73 90 251 153 136 178 908

Total computers:
United States-
Other countries-

Total ------

20 40 57 165 124 74 106 586

18 36 37 96 35 74 94 390

38 76 94 261 159 148 200 976

I All U.S. figures exclude equipment produced by overseas subsidiaries.
X Includes Western Europe, Canada, and Japan.
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C. Technology

An important aspect of the development of East European com-puter industries has been the stress on importation of Western tech-
nology. During 1972-78 East European countries imported manufac-
turing equipment and know-how, design information, and components
valued at $54 million (tables 4 through 10). Romania was by far the
largest importer of technology accounting for more than 60 percent
of the total ($32.4 million). Czechoslovakia and East Germany were
the smallest importers of technology, each importing about $1 million
worth over the period. Table 18 provides a listing of the major items
of technology imported during the period.

TABLE 18.-EASTERN EUROPE: MAJOR TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY IMPORTED FROM THE WEST, 1972-78

Country Type of technology End product

Bulgaria Technical data -Card reader, line printer, disk drive.Manufacturing equipment -Disk drive.
Parts and components -Card reader, line printer, disk drive, disk pack,

tape drive.Czechoslovakia - Parts and components -- Magnetic core memory.East Germany - Manufacturing equipment -Magnetic tape.Hungary -Technical data - -- Disk drive, line printer.
Parts and components Disk drive, line printer, card reader, magnetic

core memory, tape drive.Poland -Technical data -Disk drive, disk pack, disk drive refurbish-
mentManufacturing equipment -Disk drive, data input device.Parts and components Disk drive, disk pack, disk cassette, magnetic
core memory.Romania -Technical data -Card reader line printer, tape drive, disk
drive, card punch.Manufacturing equipment -Card reader, line printer, tape drive, disk drive,
card punch.Parts and components -Card reader line printer tape drive, disk
drive, card punch, batch terminal, magnetic
core memory.

As indicated most of the technology acquired is in the area of com-
puter peripherals, which had long been neglected by Communist coun-
tries. Four countries-Bulgaria, East Germany, Poland, and Roma-
nia-received manufacturing assistance for peripherals. Manufac-
turing and design technology for computers proper had been acquired
from the West prior to 1972, and did not figure prominently in Eastern
Europe's technology imports during this period. Nevertheless, several
countries imported parts and components for computer main mem-
ories. In addition, some East European countries imported electronic,
components for central processors, and in some cases, component manu-
facturing technology as well.2e In general, most of the ingredients
needed to develop and expand the computer industries of Eastern
Europe have come from the West. A discussion of computer develop-
ments and technology imports for individual countries is given below.

"A discussion of the extent of this type of transfer is beyond the scope of this paper.
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BULGARIA

Bulgaria had only a rudimentary computer industry until the late
1960's. Nevertheless, by the end of the 1970's it had become the leading
supplier to CEMA of magnetic disk peripheral equipment. Indeed,
thanks to imported technology and an energetic program of govern-
ment support, Bulgaria has established a modern, though modest, per-
ipherals industry. As can be seen from table 18, imported technology
for disk equipment has covered the entire spectrum from technical data
and manufacturing equipment for disk drives to large quantity im-
ports of parts and components for both disk drives and disk packs.
Drives and packs of varying capacities currently are being produced
at a plant established for that purpose in Stara Zagora.

Beginning in 1969 Bulgaria also obtained licenses and technical
assistance from Japan for other types of computer technology that re-
sulted in the manufacture of the ZIT-151 computer at the Plant for
Computer Techniques (ZIT) in Plovdiv. The ZIT-151 is the Bul-
garian version of a Japanese medium-sized machine. Initially, Bul-
garia assembled Japanese parts and components but later produced
much of the computer from its own resources. Japanese-supplied tech-
nology also provided Sofia with the experience needed to meaningfully
participate with the U.S.S.R. in the development and production of
RYAD's. Bulgaria assembled the ES-1020 until 1976, mainly for do-
mestic end-users. Since that date, they have been cooperating with the
U.S.S.R. in the development of the ES-1035 computer in the RYAD
II series, and may be preparing to assemble it in Bulgaria.2 7

CZECHOSLOVAEL4

Czechoslovakia has been in the computer business since the early
1950's, but has had great difficulty establishing series production of
indigenous computers. In 1969, prior to its involvement in the RYAD
program, Czechoslovakia produced the TESLA 200 under French
license at the Control and Automation Industries Plant (ZPA) in
Cakovice. Czechoslovakia had to import many French components for
this computer. The ZPA program, which never shifted into high gear,
was abandoned in the early 1970's as the RYAD program came into
force. A new computer (the ES-1021) was developed for the RYAD
program by the Research Institute for Mathematical Machines
(VUMS), the major research arm of ZPA. However, this model was
not compatible with other members of the Ryad family and failed to
receive acceptance outside of Czechoslovakia. A small number were
produced for domestic use. Currently, Czechoslovakia has responsi-
bility for development of a more advanced RYAD model, the ES-

" The RYAD program is currently in a second phase, called RYAD II. The ES models
in this phase are much more modern than those In RYAD I.
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1025. A few prototypes have been made but it is not known if thismodel will be compatible with other RYAD computers and thereforeacceptable for export to other CEMA countries.To date, Czechoslovakia's contribution to the RYAD program hasbeen mainly in the area of peripherals, providing other CEMA coun-tries with typewriters, punched tape and punched card equipment, andplotters. Production of these products has been reasonably successfulbecause of earlier collaboration with the French. Recent Czechoslo-vakian imports of technology have been very limited, consisting only ofparts and components for the assembly of computer memories.

EAST GERMANY

Under the RYAD program, East Germany was given responsi-bility for the development and production of the ES-1040, for manyyears the largest and most successful model of the RYAD family. Thisassignment was logical since East Germany with a long and success-ful tradition developing business machines and a large pool of skilledengineers and technicians had the greatest indigenous computer capa-bility in Eastern Europe. Although table 18 shows that East Germanyhas imported only manufacturing equipment for the production ofmagnetic tape, it is likely that this understates the role of Westernassistance in the development of the East German computer industry.East Germany probably was aided in its development and productionefforts by acquisition of Western technical data, manufacturing equip-ment, parts, components, training, and support through non-conven-tional channels.28
Currently, East Germany is producing the ES-1055 at the RobotronPlant in Dresden, the largest and most important computer plant inEast Germany. This computer, like its predecessor, the ES-1040, willbe used domestically and exported to the U.S.S.R. In addition, EastGermany is producing small-scale process control minicomputers andmagnetic tape units and is pushing software development, and op-erating and maintenance training. Indeed, the Western-style trainingand service programs underway in East Germany seem very impres-sive relative to the meager efforts of the other East European countriesand the U.S.S.R. The Robotron Training Center in Leipzig is develop-ing into a source of common concern providing modern training to allCEMA countries.

HUNGARY

In the late 1960's the Hungarian Videoton computer factoryacquired a license from France for production of a small computer.Based on this French-supplied design Hungary began producing theRYAD ES-1010 in 1973,29 and modified versions in later years. Forseveral years, the ES-1010 utilized 90 percent imported Westerncomponents. Recently the Western content has dropped to 12 percent.30Budapest has also acquired licenses from United States and Swedishfirms making it possible to produce some peripherals for use with the
8- See for example. Electronic News, Oct. 8, 1979, p. 32; Electronics, Jan. 8, 1976, pp.68-74; Electronic News, Aug. 11, 1975, p. 4.s Nepszabadsag, Budapest, Mar. 4, 197, p. 5.Ibid., p. 5.
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Hungarian RYAD computers.31 These peripherals include disk and

tape drives, line printers and card readers.
Widespread use of Western technology and components enabled

Hungary to develop a substantial export market for her products. By

late 1978, an estimated 300 ES-1010 computers (out of a total produc-

tion of 500) had been exported to other CEMA countries including

roughly 150 to the U.S.S.R.32 Hungary also sells separate graphic and

alphanumeric display terminals which are used extensively by the

other CEMA countries in various computer systems and is currently

developing a follow-on computer model (the ES-1015) in the RYAD
II series.

POLAND

Poland was one of the earliest and most successful of the CEMA

countries to develop and produce computers. In the early 1960's,

Poland produced small general-purpose transistorized computers

(the ODRA series) of indigenous design for domestic use. In the late

1960's Poland acquired British design technology which led to the

development of a third-generation (based on integrated circuits)

machine, also called ODRA.33 A substantial number of these were

exported to the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, East Germany, and in a few

cases, to developing countries. Polish computer production is centered
at the Automation and Measurement Apparatus Industries Plant

(MERA-ELWRO) in Wroclaw.
Because of its success with ODRA, Moscow entered into a joint

arrangement with Warsaw for the development of the RYAD ES-

1030. Poland was a reluctant participant in this joint venture pre-

ferring to concentrate resources on the development of a higher

performance model, the ES-1032. In the event, the Polish version of

the ES-1030 was not successful. The ES-1032 is now being produced,

apparently for domestic use. Joint Polish-Soviet cooperation is con-

tinuing on a RYAD II machine, the ES-1045.
Poland's most important contribution to the RYAD program has

been as a supplier of peripherals which have been built under Western

licenses. Poland has provided large quantities of high speed line

printers, produced under an early British license, as well as display

terminals and disk drive equipment made under license from other

Western partners.
ROMANIA

Romania's computer industry, concentrated at the Electronic Com-

puter Factory (ICE) in Bucharest, has been built almost entirely

through Western license agreements. The major item of production is

the Felix C-256 computer built under French license. Romania, in a

joint venture with an American company at a new plant in Bucharest,

also produces various types of peripheral equipment using many U.S.

supplied parts and assemblies. For the most part, this production

consists of low performance electromechanical peripherals for the

domestic market.

n Ibid., p. 5.
2 Szamitastechnlk, Budapest, No. 9, September 1978, p. 3.

a The main models in the ODRA family were the ODRA 1305 and ODRA 1325.
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Romania is not directly involved in the RYAD program. It's roleappears to be limited to that of an interested observer with, however,some unspecified responsibility for software development. Romania'sFelix computers are not compatible with RYAD machines and theperipherals have not met CEMA standards. Recently, however,Romania acquired a U.S. license to produce a magnetic disk drive at itsjoint venture facility.34 This more modern item of peripheral equip-ment may find acceptance as part of the RYAD line and thus offerRomania increased export opportunities in the future.

V. USES OF IMPORTED COMPUTERS

Computer sales to Communist countries are approved by COCOMmembers for civilian end-uses. Table 19 categorizes the use of Westerncomputers in Eastern Europe by end-use as follows: research and de-velopment (R. & D.) (basic and applied), industrial (managementand production control), and economic (banking, trade, administra-tion, and other services) .35
The figures in the table point up some general conclusions regardingthe use of imported computers, as well as a few unique patterns forindividual countries. With the exception of Romania the East Euro-pean countries use one-fourth of the computers for R. & D.Again with the exception of Bulgaria, the other countries are fairlyclose to the regional figure (39 percent) for the industrial end-use.Afore divergence from the average is found in the "economic" categorywhere the percentages range from 26 percent for Romania to 58 per-cent for Bulgaria. In summary, it can be said that nearly every EastEuropean country has imported Western computers mainly for tech-nical end-uses, that is to improve R. & D. and to support industrialdevelopment. Only Bulgaria is using most Western computers for"economic" applications.

Additional insights into the use of Western computers can be gainedfrom table 20 where imports are categorized according to sector ofthe economy being served. Whereas the previous table shows howWestern computers are being used, table 20 shows where they arebeing used. Any given sector may include imported computers withany or all of the end-uses specified in table 19. Thus, the "government"category includes computers used for R. & D. and economic purposes.The "science" sector includes computers used for R. & D., economic,and even industrial purposes. The sectors listed are themselves rela-tively general categories that include a variety of activities and or-ganizations. For example, the "science" category includes computersused for atomic energy and theoretical physics among others; com-puters in "government" are used directly by government organiza-tions for administration, planning, and other functions.
as Romanian Engineering, No. 2/79, February 1979, p. 6." Often, end-uses are given only In general terms or cover multiple uses. For example.4 computer sold to a factory for "industrial uses" can be used for: (a) administration;(b) planning; (e) process control; and (d) industrial R. & D. Table 19 categorizes whenPossible according to the unambiguous stated end-use: otherwise the major activitv ofthe end-user Is used. Thus a computer used in a factory only for Industrial R. & D. tifound In the R. & D. category. A computer used in a factory for plant management, processcontrol and industrial B. & D. has been placed in the industrial category.
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TABLE 19.-EASTERN EUROPE: DISTRIBUTION OF IMPORTED COMPUTERS BY END USE, 1972-78

Units Percent I

Large Mini- Large Mini-
End use computers computers Total computers computers Total

Bulgaria:
R.&D …
Industrial-
Economic -.-- _--------_____-

Total-

Czechoslovakia:
R.&D …
Industrial …
Economic-

Total-

East Germany:
R.&…D
Industrial …
Economic .--------

Total -- -

3 17 20 21 29 27
1 10 11 7 17 15

10 32 42 71 54 58

14 59 73 100 100 100

8 96 104 10
34 159 193 43
37 134 171 47

79 389 468 100

25
4134

100

2241
37

100

23
0 17 17 0
1 28 29 50
1 28 29 50

2 73 75 100

23
38
38 .

3939

100500
100

Hung D ------------------------- 5 29 34 21 22 22

Industrial-4 44 48 17 33 31

Economic -15 60 75 62 45 48

Total -24 133 157 100 100 100

Poland:
R.&D-
Industrial-
Economic …

Total - --------- -

12 95 107 14 28 27
21 141 162 43 41 42
16 105 121 33 31 31

49 341 390 100 100 100

Rumania:
R. & D 3 42 45 33 32 32

industrial ------------ 1 5 59 11 44 42

Economic 15 3 36 56 24 26

Total - -------------- 9 131 140 100 100 100

Eastern Europe: 3 290 32 18 26 25
R. &D …3 9 2 8 2

Industrial ------------ 62 440 502 35 39 9

Economic -84 390 474 47 35 36

Total -177 1, 126 1,303 100 100 100

Totals may not add due to rounding.

Since imports of Western computers signify both the expenditure
of scarce foreign exchange and the requirement for a type or per-
formance that cannot be met domestically or from other CEMA
countries, the economic activities utilizing the greatest number of
-these computers represent areas marked for high priority develop-
ment. Thus, from table 20, Bulgaria's imports are highly concen-
trated in three areas utilizing nearly two-thirds of all Western com-
puters: transportation, electronics, and government. The stress on
transportation is in major contrast to the pattern exhibited by the

other East European countries.
East Germany also exhibits marked deviations from the regional

averages, choosing to concentrate imports in biology, medicine, and
education to a much greater extent than the other countries. The ab-
sence of Western computers in government activities is also highly
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TABLE 20.-EASTERN EUROPE: DISTRIBUTION OF IMPORTED COMPUTERS BY MAJOR SECTOR OF END USE, 1972-781

fin percenti

Total,Bugra Czecho- East EasternBulgaria slovakia Germany Hungary Poland Romanla Europe

Metals/minerals 1 15 11 10 17 13 14Governments 19 13 0 27 7 5 12Eletronic -21 7 15 13 10 15 11Sciences -7 9 9 11 10 18 11Machinery ' - 7 8 4 3 15 17 10Light industry 4 11 13 7 7 9 9Trade -3 9 4 5 6 4 64 7 7 3 3 6 5Biological/medical 1 4 16 6 6 1 5OtherS 1 5 9 6 3 6 .53 7 0 3 3 0 4Transportation 25 2 0 2 6 1 4Edocatien - 4 1 12 4 3 4 3Automotive - 0 1 0 0 5 2 2
Total -100 100 100 100 100 100 100

X'Totals may not add due to rounding.
5 Planning commissions, banks, insurance commissions, and other organizations.a Atomic energy, physics, among others.
' Agricultural, electrical and other machinery producing sectors.a Generally, joint-use data processing centers servicing a multitude of diverse users.

atypical. At the other extreme, Hungary has applied a higher thanaverage number of Western computers to the government sector. Insum, the countries of Eastern Europe are using Western computersin metals and minerals, government, electronics, science, and machin-ery. This is quite different than the Soviet case where it was foundthat the most important sectors in descending order were automotive,science, chemicals, biological and medical, and metals and minerals3a

VI. IMPACT OF WESTERN COMPUTERS AND TECHNOLOGY

Eastern Europe turns to the West for computers partly because ofinsufficient production within CEMA, and partly because Westernmodels have technical advantages over CEMA products. Most im-ported computers offer advantages over Communist models in such-'areas as speed of operation, memory capacity, small physical size, re-liability, the.availability of particular- software, and the ability to-support advanced computing concepts such as time-sharing. In allcases the imported computers satisfy priority requirements. By 1978imports made up a significant portion of the total computers in use inEastern Europe, exceeding 20 percent. 3 7

As seen in the previous section, one of the principal applications forWestern computers is for modernization of industry. Within industrythe metals and electronic sectors seem to have been singled out forpriority attention. Most of these industrial applications have involvedminicomputers for process control, or large systems with advancedsoftware for-production planning and scheduling.
ze K. Tasky, op. cit, p. 520.
3' The percentage -Is honed on the 1303 Western computers Imported during 1972-78and a total Stock of 6000 computers Installed In 1978. This latter figure was estimatedby the author extrapolating from a 1975 benchmark of 3817 computers published InEDP Industry Report, Internatlonal Data Corporation, Waltham, Mass; Vol. 13, No. 5,
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Other important recipients have been government planning and
banking organs which have imported large time-shared computer sys-
tems. Although it is not possible to quantify the impact of these im-
ports, it can be said that Eastern Europe gains considerably in effi-
ciency and reliability when Western computers are used. In addition
certain tasks -would be impossible using existing Communist com-
puters. For example, current computer and data communication hard-
ware and software probably are inadequate to provide large network
systems such as used for airline reservations.

An additional benefit provided with Western computers is train-
ing. This type of support can be passed on by the end-user of the
computer and allows the East Europeans to upgrade their main-
tenance, programming, and training capabilities.

Perhaps the greatest impact has resulted from the imports of

Western technology allowing several of the countries to become suc-
cessful producers of selected types of equipment, principally com-
puter peripherals. Furthermore, this specialization has allowed the
countries to expand their industries far beyond what would be neces-
sary to support their own relatively small domestic requirements.
For example, Bulgaria has become the major supplier of magnetic
disk drives and disk packs to the CEMA countries. 38

However, the export potential within Eastern Europe remains rela-
tively small and all the countries depend to a major extent on sales
to the U.S.S.R. This market is substantial: for example, between 1971
and 1978 the largest computer producer in Hungary exported more
than 80 percent of its production, of which the major share was sold
to the U.S.S.R.39 The existence of a foreign market for Eastern Europe
was made possible, in part, because Western technology was used to
develop and modernize their industries.

VII. FUTuRE TRENDS

Although figures have not been compiled for 1979. preliminary evi-
dence indicates that East European imports of Western computer
equipment continued at a brisk pace last year. Import patterns dis-
cussed in earlier sections apparently were repeated in 1979. Additional
imports of computers can be expected in the future as the East Euro-
peans will need Western computers for high priority applications
where requirements exceed the capabilities of their own models. The
volume of these imports, however, cannot be predicted with any cer-
tainty since this will depend partly on hard currency considerations
and partly on the speed with which they can upgrade their own capa-
bilities to meet their needs. Both these factors seem to weigh toward
a reduction in the value and number of computer imports in the
future.

Technology imports, however, which have played such an important
role in developing the industries of Eastern Europe, may come in for
more emphasis in the future. Two factors lead to this conclusion: first,

the Soviet market for East European products probably will begin to

0 Summary of world Broadcasts. Part 2, Eastern Europe, Weekly Economic Report.

Second Series EE/W1062. Dec. 13. 1979, p. A/21.
3 Summary of World Broadcasts. Part 2. Eastern Europe, Weekly Economic Report.

Second Series EB/W1055. Oct. 25, 1979. p. A/18.
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decline in the next few years; and second, Eastern Europe will beginto look to the West for new markets and will have to upgrade theirproducts significantly in order to compete.
At the moment, the computer industries in Eastern Europe prosperbecause a large share of their output is taken by the Soviet Union.Moscow generally has imported computer equipment of a type notmanufactured in the U.S.S.R., such as large computers from EastGermany, computer terminals from Hungary, and magnetic diskequipment from Bulgaria. However, the Soviets have been developingcomparable and more advanced products of their own. For example,at a recent exhibit of computer equipment in Moscow, the Soviets dis-played a large quantity of magnetic disk drives with a capacity greaterthan those generally available from Bulgaria.40 As the Soviets beginto produce a complete line of equipment they will reduce purchasesfrom Eastern Europe to an amount sufficient only to maintain a facadeof CEMA cooperation.

The alternative for Eastern Europe is to look for markets in theWest. Sales in this arena could bring the added advantage of hard cur-rency earnings. However, it is not likely that these countries, with theircurrent, relatively backward line of products, can compete with U.S.,West European, and Japanese computer firms. This is true even in lessdeveloped countries unless the Communists are willing to price theirequipment extremely low or perhaps deal on a barter basis. Thus theEast Europeans have an important incentive to import more modernWestern technology in the hope of competing in Western markets.However, by itself, an upgranding of domestic capability from theacquisition of this technology will not ensure success in Westernmarkets, and the East Europeans may face the dilemma of whetherto increase investments in possibly declining industries.
4 '.New Glimpse of EE Computers," Business Eastern Europe, vol. 8, No. 36, Sept. 7,1979, p. 285.
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I. SUMMARY

Five of the six countries of Eastern Europe ' officially raised prices

of consumer goods and services sold in the state sector in 1979. Hun-

gary and Bulgaria sharply increased prices for a broad range of items

including many mass consumption goods and services, causing a steep

rise in the overall price level. The higher prices in Romania and

Czechoslovakia affected a smaller array of goods, but the resulting

increase in the cost of living, although more moderate than in Hungary

and Bulgaria, was still substantial. In Poland, while the regime

officially announced price increases on only a few items-with negligi-

ble impact on the general consumer price level-it indirectly also took

a variety of steps to raise consumer prices in the state sector in 1979.
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for Money In the German Democratic Republic. by Donald.w. Green. December 1978.
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AlBulgarla, Czechoslovakha. East Germany, Hungary, Poland, and Romania.
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Only the GDR failed to officially boost consumer prices at all. There,too, however, the regime moved to raise some prices in state retailoutlets without publicizing its actions. Furthermore, there have beenindications that the GDR may soon openly raise some consumer prices.The developments in 19 7 9 -particularly the open and explicit rolethe governments of Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, and Czechoslovakiaplayed in instituting sizable price increases-suggest a significantchange in policy. It appears that virtually all Eastern European re-gimes have abandoned a commitment to stable prices for consumergoods sold in the state sector. The price movements and governmentalactions in 1979 indicate that the authorities may now view flexible-and rising-prices as a distasteful but useful and necessary tool forrestraining consumer demand.

More specifically, we believe that Eastern European regimes, forthe most part, are seeking to reduce consumer demand in the statesector. They are apparently motivated by fear that the imbalance be-tween supply and demand generated by immobile prices for consumergoods can be particularly disruptive under current economic condi-tions. Because of a variety of tightening internal and external eco-.nomic constraints, economic growth, already slowing, will be slightand in some countries may cease altogether. Furthermore, the need tonarrow balance of payments deficits to preserve credit worthiness willrequire a decrease in the share of output allocated to domestic uses,including personal consumption. Under these circumstances, consumerdemand must be kept under a particularly tight rein. Achievement ofthis objective is undermined, however, by excess demand, which leadsto an accumulation of so-called forced savings and/or to an immediate"spillover"-to quote a phrase used by Donald W. Green 2-of demandinto sectors of the economy where state control is absent or minimal.The state is thus threatened by diversion of resources, now and/or inthe future, from authorized or planned uses. The desire to head offsuch diversion-by absorbing some of the purchasing power that nowflows away from state stores-appears to be the key explanation for theapparent change in consumer price policy.

II. INTRODUCTION

Officially announced consumer price changes in 1979 suggest that inat least four Eastern European countries-Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,Hungary and Romania-consumer price policy may be undergoing asignificant change. It appears that these countries have become moreIvilling-in response to increasingly stringent internal and externaleconomic constraints-to raise state retail prices. Restraint of con-sumer demand appears to be the prime objective.Section III below discusses consumer price inflation in EasternEurope in the 1970-78 period. We compare price chances as officiallyrecorded and as measured by alternative Western indexes. We thenexplore the reasons for the differences.
In section IV we look into the Price increases in 1979. We (a) sumup the increases; (b) outline the official explanations for the increases;

*Donald W. Green. "Household Expenditures and the Demand for Money In the Ger-man Democratic Republic,"' unpublished paper, December 1978.
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(c) evaluate these explanations; and (d) present our own view of the
reasons for the hikes.

Section V describes and evaluates the public's response to the price
rises and the implications of that response for future consumer price
policy.

III. CONStUmR PRICES IN EASTERN EuROPE, 1970-78

East European regimes have consistently enunciated two contra-
dictory consumer price policies: (a) Retail prices should be set to
clear markets; and (b) both relative prices and the overall level of
retail prices should remain stable. In fact, most of these regimes have
tended to make a fetish of price stability, giving priority to the second
objective and thus undermining the first. As table 1 3 indicates, at least
three of these countries lay claim to having achieved such stability, the
consumer price indices for Czechoslovakia, the GDR, and Romania
showing negligible changes. Bulgaria's state retail trade index also
records almost no change in prices. However, the index for goods sold
in the cooperative market-mainly food items sold at essentially
market-determined prices-reveals inflation outside the state sector.
The official indices for Poland and Hungary, however, register rates of
inflation well above those in the other four countries. The difference is
partly explained by the nature of the Polish and Hungarian indices.
But it also reflects the fact that inflation in the two countries, particu-
larly Poland, has indeed been greater.

TABLE 1.-EAST EUROPEAN CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES

Price indexes Average annual change
1970 equals 100 (percent)

1975 1978 1971-75 1976-78 1978 1979

Bulgaria:
Official: state retail trade ' -100.9 102.8 0.2 0.5 1.2
Official: cooperative market' 

- 123.6. '137.6 4.3 '5.5 ()
Alternative -116.0 129.1 3.0 3.2 2.5 (2)

Czechoslovakia:
Official: consumer retail prices' -100.7 103. 6 .1 .9 .9 2. 5
Alternative -111.4 116.2 2.2 1.6 1.8 ()

German Democratic Republic:
Official: consumer retail prices ' -98.4 98.2 -. 3 0 0
Alternailve ------------------ 103.3 108.6 .7 1.3 6

official: consumer prices 
- 114. 5 130.8 2.9 4. 3 4.6 9. 0

Alternative -122.4 139.8 4. 1 4.4 4. 5 (2)
Poland:

Official: consumer retail prices 
- --- 113. 3 134.1 2.5 5.9 8. 1 ()

Alternative------------------ 131. 8 168. 5 5.7 8. 0 8. 9 (2)
Rumania: .5 2

Official: commodity prices and service tariffs- 102.6 105.4 .5 .7 1.5 2.5

Alternative -() (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

I The official price indexes are described in detail in Alton (see sources below).
X Not available.
2 1977.
4 1976-77.

Sources: Thad P. Alton, Gregor Lazarcik, Elizabeth M. Bass, George J. Staller, Wassyl Znayenko, "Official and Alterna-
tive Consumer Price Indexes in Eastern Europe, Selected Years, 1960-78," in Working Papers, September 1979, Ec-
onomic Studies, L. W. International Financial Research, Inc., New York, September 1979.

nTable I reproduces in slightly rearranged form tables compiled by Thad P. Alton

and Associates In their study, "Official and Alternative Consumer Price Indexes In East-
ern Europe. Seleeted Years. 1960-78." (For full citation. see table 1.) This entire see-
tion draws heavil on tbe Alton study. (Tbe only material In table 1 not from Alton Is
the Romanian oficial price index, which was taken directly from official Romanian
sources.)
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The official indexes-except possibly the Hungarian one in recentyears-invite skepticism. Their major flaw appears to be use of offi-cial list prices for an assortment of goods that is not altered to takeaccount of the addition of new items. The indexes thus suffer fromdownward bias, since official list prices tend to remain unchanged,even though actual prices (through means discussed below) may beon the rise. Furthermore, even if actual prices of the goods do holdsteady, the exclusion of new goods from the indexes gives the fixedprice goods-to the extent that the indexes are base-year weighted-adisproportionate weight.
Suspicion of the official indexes has led Western observers to calcu-late alternative measures of consumer price movements in EasternEurope, such as the Alton estimates in table 1. Each of his indexes isderived by dividing official consumption indexes in current prices byestimates he has made of consumption in constant prices.4 Alton's re-sults indicate an actual rate of consumer price inflation perceptiblyhigher than that officially reported in all five countries.5 The lone ex-ception is Hungary in 1975-78, where the Alton and official indexesreport virtually identical rates of inflation. This is not surprising andconfirms other indications that the Hungarian index is a much moreaccurate measure of consumer price movements than the indexes else-where in Eastern Europe. In contrast to the other countries, Hungaryhas not sought to deny or conceal inflation and has indeed several timesin recent years officially introduced price rises, with considerable ad-vance publicity.

The Alton results give strong quantitative corroboration to the the-sis that consumer price inflation in Eastern Europe is worse than theauthorities acknowledge." His findings suggest at least three questions:What gives rise to consumer price inflation in Eastern Europe? Bywhat means do prices rise above officially stable list prices? and Howsevere has inflation in fact been in the 1970's? Short answers to thesequestions would stress the following elements:
A'Thad P. Alton, Elizabeth M. Bass, Gregor Lazarcik, and Wassyl Znayenko, "Per-sonal Consumption In Eastern Europe, Selected Years, 1960-78," Occasional Papers ofthe Research Project on National Income in East Central Europe (OP-57), L. W. Inter-national Financial Research Inc. New York, 1979.6 Because of lack of data Alton was not able to compute an alternative Index forRomania. The official Romanlan index of commodity prices, -however-the closest thingto a consumer price index-shows little change and is thus suspect.aAlton's results tally closely with other, independent estimates. For example, hiscalculations match almost perfectly estimates made by Kazmier Laski. Making compari-sons of purchasing power parity between France, Poland, Austria, and the FRG, Laskicomputes actual rate of Inflation in Poland between 1964 and 1973 at 3.5 percent ayear. (See Eastern European Economies; a Journal of Translations. Vol. XII, No. 4,summer 1979. [Kazmierz Laski] (Austria) : "The Problem of Inflation in SocialistCountries"Fochnbrct 1977 No. 38), p. 3-84. (See In particular Appendix IV."fiudten In-iorun In olWand," pp. 69-71.) Alton's estimate for 1966-73 (his table doesnot include years between 1960 and 1965) is 3.3 percent annually.Alton's measures of actual inflation in the GDR correspond closely with estimatesbased on purchasing power parities in the GDR and PEG made by the Deutsche InstitutfUr Wfiscbnftsforqchunwg (DTW) for the 1960s. The DIW estimates for mid-'WR tomid-1969 range from 1.4 to 1.7 percent a year. Alton's estimates for 1960 to 1968 and1960 to 1970 (he shows no ficure for 1969) rqn'e from 1 2 to 1.4 percent a year. Onthe other hand, the DIW calculates a rate of GDR consumer price Inflation of 3.4 to 3.7percent a year from mid-1969 to the beginning of 1973. Alton's estimates for 1968-1972are much lower-1.6 to 1.8 percent annually. (The DIW results are renorted -by MichaelForein. Tlho Retuirn of the Anclen Reltrne: The GrlR In the 1970s." Fao7t Fu-nneancoszom~es Post 13'elsinlr. Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States,
calculations by Michael Keren of divergent movements between retail prices and enter-prise prices In 1973-75 Imply a rate of inflation in the GDR of 1.4 percent a year, closeto Alton's estimates of 1.f to 1.8 percent n year for the same period. (Keren. op. cit., p.) The official GDR consumer prce index In 1960-75 showed almost no change.
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(1) Inflationary pressure appears to be a built-in feature of the
economies of the Warsaw Pact countries. The strong emphasis on eco-
nomic growth manifested in high investment rates and overambitious
planning marked by overly sanguine expectations of increases in fac-
tor productivity make for sellers markets. The tendency to treat con-
sumers as residual claimants on resources-while giving priority to
defense and, at least until recently, investment-makes the demand
pull inflationary bias in the consumer sector particularly strong. Ex-
ogenous factors have in recent years intensified inherent inflationary
tendencies in most of Eastern Europe. Rapidly rising energy and raw
materials prices have moved the terms of trade in an unfavorable di-
rection for many of these countries vis-a-vis the non-communist world
and the Soviet Union, the leading trade partner of all six Eastern
European countries.

(2) Sellers of consumer goods respond to inflationary pressures by
disregarding list prices. They can-and do-openly raise prices above
officially prescribed levels. But more often they resort to subterfuge.
For example, goods are repackaged and/or relabeled and their prices
then raised. Or prices are raised on goods that have actually been mod-
ified but in trivial ways-"the proverbial extra button on a shirt," to
quote Laski. To cite another variant of the same game, prices may be
held the same but the quality reduced, for instance by lowering the
nutritive value of a given quantity of food. Whatever the technique,
actual prices diverge increasingly from list prices with the passage of
time.

The central authorities themselves seem to be abetting inflation
by differential pricing that appears, at best, to be only partly picked
up in the official indices. Eastern European regimes are increasingly
resorting to special state stores in which goods, some of which are
also available in normal retail outlets, are sold at higher prices. As
Newcomb (in "Polish Agriculture: Policy and Performance," pub-
lished elsewhere in this volume) observes, the Polish government is
attempting to reduce excess demand for meat by expanding the net-
work of special stores, in which a rising proportion of the country's
meat is sold at prices twice the level in the regular stores. In the GDR,
the regime appears to be placing increasing reliance on special state
stores known as Delikat Shops to help keep retail trade in balance.'

In addition, not all goods and services sold outside state outlets, in
markets where prices are freely determined, are recorded in the in-
dices. (Interestingly, however, free market food sales where such
sales account for a significant share of the total-e.g., in Poland-are
included in the official index.)

7 According to a West German commentary (quoted In Summary of World Broadcasts,

Part 2, Eastern Europe, Feb. 27. 1980, EE/6356.B/4), "The high prices in the Delikat

shops are meeting with increasing criticism. Information Bureau West reports on 21st

February that the number of these shops, which sell high quality foods and luxury items

such as chocolates. cocoa and coffee, has sharply increaced In recent months In all parts

of the country. Their share in the general turnover of luxury and other foods of the

state trading organization. HO. is Increasing correspondingly. In the Lelpzic area it Is

already 6 percent. The official Purpose of the Dellkat shops is to meet the "higher demand"

for quality products. from both domestic production and Western Imports. Their higher

prices and ensuing profits serve Incrensinalv to subsidize-for politicAl reason-the

lower prices charged for many every day commodities. Many goods have disappeared from

the normal shops and re-appeared in the Delikat shops with new packaging and higher
prices."
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It is not self-evident of course that higher prices in special statestores and free markets contribute to inflation. The average price levelat any given time may be higher than the price level in official out-lets but need not be changing at a faster rate. In fact, however, pricesdo appear to be increasing faster outside the regular state retail tradenetwork. Furthermore, the proportion of trade in special state storesis on the rise, which would also contribute to a rise in the overall pricelevel, even if price differentials remained the same.
(3) Alton's alternative indices indicate that, despite the inflation-ary pressures, consumer prices rose at moderate rates in the GDRand Czechoslovakia and at rates that do not seem excessive, especiallywhen compared to the pace of inflation in the Western world in recentyears, in Bulgaria and Hungary. Of the countries for which alter-native indices are shown in table 1, only in Poland was inflationsevere.
The success enjoyed by the GDR, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria inkeeping inflation moderate probably stems from their: (a) havingkept money income from rising very rapidly; and (b) increasing thesupply of consumer goods, economy-wide, sufficiently to prevent anundue excess of demand over supply. (This does not mean that ex-cess demand did not occur in individual sectors-i.e., ordinary stateretail outlets.) This is indicated by the figures on wage increases andrises in per-capita real personal consumption in table 2.

TABLE 2.-EASTERN EUROPE: COMPARISON OF GROWTH IN WAGES AND GROWTH OF PER CAPITA REAL PERSONAL
CONSUMPTION

Average annual percentage
growth

1971-75 1976-78

Bulgaria:
Nominal wages -3.4 

2.3Per capita real consumption -------- -- 3.3 1.8Czechoslovakia:
Nominal wages 3.5 3.0Per capita real consumption 2.0 1.9German Democratic Republic:
Nominal wages 3.5 3.2Per capita real consumption -- 3.6 2.2Hungary:
Nominal wages -7.7 

7.8Per capita real consumption -------- -- 1.0 2.5Poand:
Nominal wages - 9.8 9. 6Per capita real consumption- 5.2 2.6Romanila:
Nominal wages -4.3 

8. 0Per capita real consumption ---- --- ---------------------

I Not available.

Sources: Alton, "Personal Consumption in Eastern Europe, Selected Years, 1960-1978." op. cit. and statistical hand-books of East European countries.

The lag of per capita consumption behind wages was largest inPoland and Hungary, the countries with the highest inflation. Infla-tion in Hungary is apparently a consequence of the looser, less cen-tralized way in which the economy is run, which gives greater scopefor uncontrolled increases in income. The openness of the Hungarianeconomy (see below)-that is, the high ratio of foreign trade toGNP-also contributes to inflation. Tile "imtportation" of inflation has
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been indirect, however. As is true of all East European countries, the

exchange rate is mainly a unit of account in commercial transactions,

linking foreign currency prices of imported goods with domestic

prices of those goods. Indeed, Hungary has made copious use of sub-

sidies to shield consumer prices from world inflation. The inflationary

impact of price movements in the rest of the world arises from dif-

ferential changes that have seen the prices of what Hungary sells

abroad rise less than the prices of what it buys abroad. These adverse

terms of trade movements can be inflationary, by requiring Hungary

to devote more production to exports, thus reducing the supply of

goods, including those for consumers, available domestically. However,

the inflationary pressures generated by disadvantageous terms of trade

changes have been mitigated by the balance-of-trade deficits Hungary

has run vis-a-vis the West and the U.S.S.R. In effect, Hungary's trade

partners have allowed her to pay for imports with credits as well as

goods. This has been true in all of Eastern Euro Re.
Polish inflation is best explained by the regime s apparent loss of

control over wages-despite a far greater degree of central planning

and management than in Hungary. The inflation of the 1970's was not

of the imported variety. Rather, it reflects Poland's overzealous eco-

nomic growth and modernization goals. As a net exporter of energy,

Poland was protected from the terms of trade deterioration that has

made it difficult for other countries to maintain domestic price sta-

bility. The large balance-of -payments deficits Poland ran during the

1970's had a strong anti-inflationary influence, as they reduced the

volume of domestic resources Warsaw had to allocate to its develop-

ment program.

IV. TEE PRIcE CHANGES OF 1979

A. The Extent of the Changem

Consumer price inflation speeded up in much of Eastern Europe in

1979, as suggested by the officially recorded changes for 1979 shown in

table 1 above for Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Romania. Table 3,

which summarizes the officially announced price changes introduced

in 1979, likewise implies accelerated inflation for Bulgaria, Czecho-

slovakia, Hungary, and Romania. 5 It also indicates that the accelera-

tion was in large measure deliberately engineered in these four

countries.
Although there was no disposition in Poland in 1979 .to announce

price rises, inflation remained rapid. Poland has not yet published its

official consumer price index, but has announced a rise in the cost of

living of 6.7 percent, derived by dividing current price expenditures

on consumption by the official measure of consumer expenditures in

constant prices. (This is the same technique used by Alton, who used

his own measure of real consumption, however.) The 1978 rise in the

cost of living, according to this same method. was 8.7 percent, suggest-

: The impacts on the cost of living were derived by weighting the price changes by

the share of the affected Items In consumption in 1977, as reported by Alton and asso-

ciates "Personal Consumption in Eastern Europe, Selected Years, 1960-78." op. cit. (It

should be noted that Table 3 records the effect of the official price changes durifng 1979

and does not compare, as does Table 1, changes in average annual price levels.)
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TABLE 3.-EASTERN EUROPE: OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED PRICE CHANGES, 1979

Price
Country Date Products affected (percent)

Bulgaria I -May -Gasoline 
82-95November -- - - - Food - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 35Alcoholic beverages-3 45Fuel and energy -50-100

Children's clothing -20-30
Printed materials, tickets, telephone, telegraph, postal 50-100services.Impact on cost of…

living. 
2Czechoslovakia - July -Gasoline, electricity, household fuels 50Telephone telegraph, and postal services -60-300Children's clothing -up to 300Impact on cost of -…--…-----------2-3living. - - - - - - - - - - - -Hungary 2________________.January Gasoline, tobacco, beer, rice, building materials, news- 25-50papers, some consumer durables.June - - Gasoine -20July - Food -20

Fuel and energy -- 34Shoes, other leather goods, laundry and dry cleaning, 16-30soap, detergent, furniture, cars, entertainment
tickets.

Restaurant food -30-75Impact on cost of -- - -- - -- - -- ---- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- 13-14Poad3living.-131
Poland-3__________ January - Gasoline- 8

July-GTaxifares -40
Taxi fares -10
Fuel oil -20

September Postage -40-50

Impact on cost of----------------------------------- 
16living.

Romania- March - Household appliances, construction materials, chit- 28dren's clothing.
May ----- Canned fruits, fish, vegetables -33

Heating oil - --- ------------------------- 100June-August Some fuels and energy- 50-100Impact on cost of ------------------------------------------------------------- 
5living.

X Bulgaria, in April 1980, announced increases in tobacco and cigarette prices, ranging from 33 to 115 percent.Some restaurant food prices were subsequently reduced in Hungary. In January 1980, several minor increases andreductions in consumer prices on balance pushed the cost of living up by about I percent In April 1980, gasoline priceswere seama boosted, by an average of 20 percent. Taxi fares were raised by 30 percent.3In March 1980, Polsh gasoline, fuel, oil, motor oil and lubricant prices were raised by an average of 15 percent, and afuel surcharge was placed on taxi fares.

ing a slight deceleration of inflation in 1979. However, since knowl-edgeable Polish sources have intimated that all official measures under-state true inflation rates-and it is not clear that the degree of under-statement is consistent-whether inflation slowed in 1979 is uncertain.The explanation for Poland's obviously strong preference for theunpublicized, informal, frequently "hidden" price hikes discussedabove is basically political. Officially introduced price rises have inthe past triggered serious civil disturbances-in 1970 and 1976. Theextraordinary magnitude of the increases, combined with poor timingand lack of communication with the populace, was mainly respon-sible for the public's violent reaction. Nonetheless, the regime evi-dently remains extremely leery of openly raising prices even by moremoderate amounts than those that ignited the public's outragedresponse in 1970 and 1976.9

9 For a discussion of Pollsh disturbances, see ZbIgniew M. Fallenbuchl, "The Pollishconomy in the 1970's," "East European Economies Post Helsinki," op. cit., p. 816-864.
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The absence of any officially disclosed price rises in the GDR in

1979 also reflects fear of public reaction. The obviously unfavor-

able contrast between the East and West German economies is an

unending source of irritation and uneasiness in East Berlin. Price

stability is one of the few favorable comparisons the GDR authorities
can make with the FRG and is thus one they are obviously reluctant to

relinquish. Official dissatisfaction in the GDR with price rigidity and

the stresses it causes has been reported, however, and a round of overt

price rises is not unlikely within the next year or so.
To soften the negative impact on real income, the publicly disclosed

price increases were accompanied everywhere except in Romania by

increases in wages and benefit payments.' 0 The increments to pay and

benefits only partially canceled out the income-reducing impact of the

price hikes. Hungary-which admitted that the offset was only about

75 percent-announced additional monthly supplements to workers
and pensioners, increases in child allowances, education supplements,
maternity allowances, and easier access to credit. In Czechoslovakia,
pensions and family -allowances were raised and "salary adjustments"
were made for workers in selected occupations-teachers, nurses, and

health workers. Bulgaria claims to have raised wages and salaries by

25 to 30 percent-more than enough to compensate for the dent in

real income made by the price rises-and to also have increased allow-

ances for children, pensions, and educational stipends. But the size

of the wage boosts was linked to level of education, length of service,

and importance and difficulty of work. The adjustments required by

these factors may- have lowered the average rate of the wage increases

well below the claimed-25 to 30 percent. Sofia made no claim that the

rise in transfer payments equalled the magnitude of the price boosts.

B. Explanations for the Changes

The countries that publicly raised prices offered many explanations,
which fall -into four broad 'categories. Allegedly, the increases were

needed, to: (1) Bring prices into line with those on the same items in

neighboring communist countries; (2) promote efficiency; (3) con-

serve energy; and (4) make required adjustments to surging world
inflation. The price adjustments can in fact be justified on all four of

these grounds, although the arguments offered by the regimes do not

always appear valid.
1.. Neighboring- country argument.-Administrative determination

of prices and the absence of coordination in price planning among

.Eastern European countries make it likely that there are marked inter-

country differences in prices for the same or similar goods. The Czech

authorities, for example, justified the increases in children's clothing
on grounds that their lower prices were inducing disproportionately
large purchases by non-residents flocking to Czechoslovakia to buy

- w Reference In this paragraph is to pay and benefit Increases specifically associated

with the price rises. Other Increases In wages and transfer payments have also occurred.

Howpvpe. preliminarv data Indicate that In Bulgaria. Hungary and CzPehoslovskln the

percentage Increase in the consumer price level from the end of 1978 to the end of 1979

was higher than the percentage increase In personal money income between these two

points In time. Because of lack of data, we do not know whether this was also true In

Romania. lint official statements make clear that real personal Income rose much more

slowly In 1979 than in previous years.
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children's wear that was much more expensive in their own countries.However, achievement of the relatively low priority goal of priceequalization between communist countries could hardly have been aprime motivation for the large-scale, politically risky increase in 1979.2. Efflciency argument.--The officially announced price increases in1979 should improve efficiency-but only in a narrow way. As wedemonstrate with indifference curves in the appendix, raising prices:(a) reduces the excess demand we believe exists in state retail outlets;and (b) thus leads (or can lead)-within the tighter constraint of re-duced real income-to more "efficient" consumer behavior. The level ofsatisfaction attained by consumers may be lower after the price rises,but it comes closer to the maximum possible than was the case beforethe price increases. The higher consumer prices are not likely to bringabout more rational or efficient use of resources in production, however.The authorities in Eastern Europe, when speaking of greater effi-ciency, do not of course have in mind such abstractions as achievingtangencies between indifference curves and income lines (see appen-dix). They emphasize two points. First, they claim that the reductionin subsidies will relieve the government of a huge financial burden.Since, however, the governments in all East European countries faceno obstacles in raising the taxes to finance the subsidies (budgets areroutinely balanced in Eastern Europe), the subsidies appear to imposeno burden on the government as a separate economic unit.Second, the countries maintain that raising consumer prices willbring about a more realistic relationship between prices and productioncosts of consumer goods. The heavy subsidization of consumer goods,particularly of mass consumption items, has caused unit costs to exceedprices, often by a substantial amount, on a broad scale. However, thenarrowing of the gap between costs and prices should not be expected toimprove efficiency since this development will not, as far as we can tell,significantly influence the behavior of producers.
The increase in consumer prices in the centrally planned economiesof. Eastern Europe should not be confused with, say, the removal ofprice controls in a market economy. In the latter, excess demand iseliminated-using the pure competition model-by reduction in theamount of goods consumers desire (they move upward to the left ontheir demand curves) while producers respond by increasing produc-tion (they move upward and to the right on their supply or marginalcost curves).
The price increases in Eastern Europe, on the other hand, are notdesigned to stimulate additional production. Indeed, as we indicated,restraining demand seems the prime reason for the price rises. In East-ern Europe's centrally planned economies, consumer goods output-particularly in the period of economic stringency the countries therehave now entered-will continue to be determined largely by centraladministrative direction. Prices are not likely to be used as an im-portant signal for accomplishing the volume of output the central au-thorities desire. Indeed, price boosts on consumer goods are not likelyto affect prices at the producer level very much if at all. The adjust-ment will apparently be made through cutting turnover (sales) taxes.To the extent that the producer directly receives the payments result-
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ing from the higher prices, it alters the composition of his revenue in

the direction of a lower share for subsidies, but does not increase the

total sum received for each unit sold.
The retail price hikes in 1979-except possibly for Hungary-were

not associated with an overall revamping of prices or reform in the

price formulation process." Production costs in much of Eastern

Europe remain inadequate and misleading signals of relative scarcities.

The consumer price hikes of 1979 leave untouched the misallocation of

resources-the inefficiencies-resulting from centrally established and

imposed prices.
Hungary is often cited as an exception to the general pattern of

highly centralized economic control in Eastern Europe. Indeed, Buda-

pest has said that the consumer price increases in 1979 were part of a

comprehensive realignment intended to give prices a greater role in

determining economic activity. But the distinction between Hungary

and the rest of Eastern Europe should not be overstressed, the Hun-

garian economy is. still centrally planned, and centralized control over

resource allocation still prevails. If anything, such control is likely to

strengthen because of the need to rectify an external financial imbalance

under increasingly unfavorable economic conditions. The key features

of the Hungarian price reform, as explained by Budapest, are the in-

crease in consumer prices to reduce subsidies, restructuring of domestic

prices to conform better to world price ratios, and ongoing alteration

of prices to preserve these ratios. Adjusting domestic price ratios so

that they mirror world price ratios does make economic sense in that in

the substantially open Hungarian economy world price ratios should be

a reasonably reliable guide to the opportunity costs of producing one

good rather than another. The question nevertheless remains whether

the sweeping revision of prices now under way-producer prices have

been substantially changed in 1980-is really necessary to improve the

balance of payments, which Budapest identifies as the overriding

reason for the price overhaul (and the other reforms that are part of

the revival of the New Economic Mechanism).

As pointed out above, in Hungary as in all Warsaw Pact countries,

the central authorities control foreign trade and can thus achieve

balance of payments objectives through administrative means. In-

deed, in 1979, when the renewed NEM was just getting under way,

Hungary markedly improved its trade and current account balances.

The answer would seem to be, then, that reform is not necessary. Never-

theless, it could be helpful. Although balance-of-payments, equilibrium

can probably be restored through diligent and vigorous imposition of

restraint and direction of foreign trade by fiat, establishing a price

system that will harmonize the interests of enterprises with those of

the central authorities may facilitate achievement of the desired ex-

ternal payments balance.'
3. Energy conservation argument.-Steep rises in prices of fuels

and energy sold to consumers were common to all five countries that

announced price increases in 1979, lending credence to official state-

U1 However, Bulgaria-when It announced the rises in retail prices-disclosed that

increases in agricultural procurement prices would also go Into effect, In 1980.

12 See Paul Marer. "The Mechanism and Performance of Hungary's Foreign Trade,"

to appear In Paul Hare and Hugo Radice, The Hungarian EconOmy: Ten Yeara On, Lon-

don; Geo. Allen and Unwin, 1980.
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ments that energy conservation was one of the principal aims. None-theless, the impact of these boosts on energy consumption is not likelyto be great. Only a small portion of total energy consumption-about15 percent-is directly accounted for by the household sector, andenergy is administratively allocated to the consumer sector-weaken-ing the connection between prices and the amount consumed. Raisingenergy prices can serve state interests if-by bringing officially allo-cated supplies of energy into better balance with demand-it cutsdown on unauthorized diversion of energy, through black markettype sales.
4. World inflation argument .- As we indicated at the outset, webelieve restraint of consumer demand on a broad scale, not just forenergy, is the prime reason for the consumer price rises in 1979. It isthe pursuit of this goal that underlies the argument that higher con-sumer prices were necessitated by inflation elsewhere in the world.The link between world inflation and the need to damp consumer de-nmand is complex and can be summarized as follows:Eastern European economic prospects over the next several yearsare discouraging. Economic growth will be slow at best, reflecting avariety of constraints. These include systemic rigidities that are becom-ing increasingly burdensome; declining increments to the working agepopulation; dependence on energy and other raw material importsthat are becoming more and more expensive and difficult to obtain;and balance-of-payments deficits that must be narrowed or eliminated.In this setting of waning, possibly vanishing growth, the need to de-vote an increasing share of GNP to net exports to deal with balance-of-payments requirements will inevitably squeeze the domestic econ-omy, including personal consumption. World inflation is intensifyingthe squeeze. The problem is not inflation per se but the fact that inthe 1970's prices have for the most part risen faster (as noted above)on Eastern Europe's imports than on its exports. That is, the termsof trade have been moving unfavorably for Eastern Europe, impeding

efforts to cut balance oi payments deficits. Terms-of-trade movementswill continue to be adverse, in large measure because of EasternEurope's disadvantageous, energy situation. Most countries thereheavily depend on the Soviet Union for energy, notably oil. ButSoviet exports of oil, a large share of which is sold on more favorableterms than are available in non-Communist markets, are likely tolevel off, requiring Eastern Europe to turn to other, more expensivesources of supply if oil consumption is to grow at all.Data on economic targets in Eastern Europe confirm that the regimesthere are reducing the proportion of GNP allocated to domestic uses.Hungary's 1980 plan, for example, calls for a 3- to 3.5-percent increasein national income produced but a slight drop in national incomeutilized domestically. In Czechoslovakia, the projected growth ratesin 1980 are 3.7 and 2.2 percent, respectively, for national income pro-duced and national income used.
The brunt of the decline in the share of production for domestic useneed not be borne entirely by the consumer. Indeed, sharp absolutedecreases in capital investment are the principal means by which EastEuropean countries are now implementing the shift in resources to theforeign sector. Still, there. are limits on how drastically investment
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can be slashed, since the East European goal of higher quality goods

more efficiently produced depends in part on introduction of new plant

and equipment. Furthermore, the share of defense spending in national

income is likely to increase amidst the increase in East-West tension

generated by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The consumer will

therefore increasingly feel the impact of the ever more insistent claims

of the external sector. Indeed, many East European officials have

candidly warned of an impending stagnation in living standards.

C. How Price Riose8 Will Re8train Demand

The consumer price boosts of 1979 suggest that several Eastern

European regimes now view upwardly flexible prices as a useful in-

strument for facilitating the restriction of personal consumption. The

demand-inhibiting effects of higher retail prices is accomplished pri-

marily by reducing excess demand for consumer goods sold in the

state sector." By bringing supply and demand into better balance

there, purchasing power is absorbed that would otherwise flow into

savings and/or purchases outside the state sector, in the so-called sec-

ond economy.' 4 These flows threaten or cause, currently or in the fu-

ture, diversion of resources from uses desired by the state into un-

authorized uses. To quote Green-whose analysis we have found par-

ticularly enlightening-"When the gap between the retail price level

and market price levels becomes quite large, there can be serious reper-

cussions on the planned sector of the economy. Labor effort (if not

employment) and other resources may be diverted to second-economy
activities with deleterious effects on state production." 15 At present,

and for the foreseeable future-when pressure on resources will be

particularly intense-the regimes of Eastern Europe are doubtless

especially eager to keep tight control over resource allocation.

D. A Note on the EXCes8 Demand IssUe

We have assumed-on the basis of an unending stream of reports

of long lines, long-waiting periods, etc.-the existence of excess de-

mand (or repressed inflation, as it sometimes is called) in the state

sector in Eastern Europe.'6 The validity of the excess demand as-

sumption has been challenged in recent years, notably by Portes and

Winter.'7 They conclude, on the basis of econometric analysis, that

demand for money and savings behavior by households over time were

stable and predictable in the GDR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and

Poland. They claim that their findings imply the absence of repressed

inflation, under which, supposedly, money balances desired would be

'3 Raising prices on goods for which demand vas inelnstic even where sunply and

demand were in equilibrium In the state sector would reduce the income available for

purchasing other items.
1 We do not wish to imply that operations in the second economy are invariably incon-

sistent with state Interests. The second economy often fills needs the state Is unable or

unwilling to meet.
'5 Green. unpublished paper. op. cit.
i6 Repressed inflation refers to a situation in which prices are successfully kept stable

but would in fact rise if the administrative restrictions keeping the lid on were removed.

It is not to be confused with hidden inflation, which refers to actual but covert or

ins-e'-^wledged n~ce rises,
17 Richard Portes and David Winter, "The Demand for Money and for Consumption

Goods in Centrally Planned Economies," The Review of Economice and Statiaties, Vol.

LX. February 1978. pp.8-18.
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out of line with actual balances and actual expenditures on consump-tion would be less than desired.
Portes and Winter's rejection of the excess demand thesis has beenquestioned, however. According to Green, for example, one majorflaw is that the approach is too aggregative. Green argues that Portesand Winter could be correct about the stability of money demand andsavings behavior even though disequilibrium-excess demand-pre-vailed in individual markets, and large and important markets atthat. Green-also using econometric analysis-maintains that in theGDR overall consumer equilibrium has gone hand in hand with dis-equilibrium in the large and vital state food sector. Unsatisfied de-mand thus "spills over" into other areas, to the detriment-as wehave said-of state control.18

E. Why Increame Price8 To Reatrain Demand?
Price rises are only one of the ways in which consumer demand canbe curtailed. One can only speculate as to why this particular tech-nique was chosen. East European regimes probably viewed it as thepolitically least unpalatable option. Income taxes are little used inEastern Europe, so raising them or imposing them would have beenparticularly unpopular. Lowering wages would have been more pro-vocative than raising prices. Economically, furthermore, increasingselected prices is presumably the most effective way to improve equi-librium in the state retail network, a goal to which we assume theregimes of Eastern Europe attach high priority.

Another question is why the particular mix of price and pay andbenefit increases was selected. Why not, for example, raise prices by asmaller amount and leave wages and transfer payments as they were?Perhaps the authorities believed that steeper price increases accom-panie by pay and benefit hikes would be less upsetting to the popu-lace than lower price rises with no rise in money income. Combiningselected pay and price boosts also afforded the opportunity of rear-raniigigg tne structure of relative incomes at the same time prices wereraised. Perhaps the size of the price increases was dictated by the goalof having prices cover production costs, although this seems unlikelysince sizable subsidies remain on many of the goods whose prices wereincreased.
V. THE PuBLIC'S MODERATE REACTnoN

The rash of officially announced consumer price increases in 1979-despite manifest anxiety on the part of the regimes that introducedthem and despite the fact that prices of essentials were affected-didnot set off large-scale civil disorder or violent protest. The inevitablepervasive grumbling one can expect to accompany price increases any-where seems to have been the predominant reaction. Panic buying inanticipation of further price increases appears to have been the mostunsettling response from the leadership's standpoint. Scare buyingseems to have been particularly heavy in Czechoslovakia. Perhaps be-cause the price increases were limited to a few items, they invited ex-pectations that increases would spread to other goods. The regime
inGreen, unpublished paper. op. oft.



seems to have emitted conflicting signals, sometimes denying further

hikes were planned, at other times intimating that additional boosts

were a possibility.
Four major factors seem to explain the public's generally moderate

reaction:
1. As noted above, the publicly disclosed price increases were ac-

companied everywhere except in Romania by increases in wages and

benefit payments.
2. The regimes that substantially increased prices prepared the pub-

lic for the price increases in advance. Hungary-where retail price in-

creases have become routine. although more modest than the 1979 in-

crease-did a particularly thorough and skilled job of informing the

public of its plans and of the reasons for them.

3. The populations of Eastern Europe, whatever their misgivings,

feared the repression that would follow violent reaction to the price

rises.
4. The Eastern European public is accustomed to inflation, dis-

seminated as described above in a variety of informal, back-door ways.

Thus while large-scale officially announced price increases may have

been a disagreeable novelty, long experience with rising price levels

mitigated the inevitably adverse reaction.
The reaction overall seems to have been sufficiently mild that East-

ern European regimes mav be emboldened to openlv raise consumer

prices more steeply and more frequently than in the past.

APPENDTx

EXCESS DEMAND AND CONSUMER WELFARE

The welfare reducing effects of excess demand are demonstrated below.

In all four figures, the horizontal axis represents goods sold in state retail

outlets and the vertical axis-money income to be spent on all other goods and

held as savings.
Figure 1 shows welfare maximization at Point A, where the consumer-here

the collective of consumers-is free to distribute his income between any com-

bination of X and Y lying along income line Y... Xm.. The consumer optimizes

by spending Y... Y. to buy OX1 of X and devoting YO to the purchase of all

other goods and/or to savings.
Figure 2 shows what happens when the supply of X Is arbitrarily set at OX2

but money income and prices are kept the same. Excess demand emerges, with

consumers now buying OX. of X-on which they spend Y.. Y,-and spending

Y.0 on all other goods and savings. The consumer ends up at Point B on his

income line-or on a lower indifference curve than in figure 1. He is thus obtain-

ing less satisfaction from his spending than before.

In figure 3, the authorities eliminate excess demand for the given output of

X (OX,) but do so in such a way as to permit consumers to maximize satisfac-

tion, by raising the price of X by the amount implied by the new income line

Ym.. XI.... Real income has been reduced and with it the level of consumer

satisfaction. But, subject to the tighter constraint, consumer welfare is maxi-

mized at Point C. Savings and spending on other (second economy) goods have

been cut by Y.Ys.
Figure 4 shows what would happend if the authorities were overzealous and

raised the price of X as reflected in income line Y... X"'... while continuing to

produce X at the rate of OX,. This is the worst of all possible worlds. Inventories

of X. XM accumulate, and expenditures on other goods and savings are higher by

YY4 than they would have been had the price been raised only to Y... Xm..'.

The consumer is losing out because his level of satisfaction has been reduced

compared with his position in figure 3. The state suffers because more is being
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spent in the second economy and saved, by the amount YaY 4. The price of X wasset so high that demand was elastic over the price range from Y,.. X..,' toYm.x Xm.... as is shown by the lower total expenditure of Y,,,Yd on OXa, com-pared to a total expenditure of Y.-Y, on OX2 .(As figure 3 indicates, the demand for X was price inelastic from priceYmm. X... to price Y... Xmax'. That is, more was spent on a smaller quantity ofX-Y...Y3 on OX 2 -after the price rise than before, when only Y..Y, was spenton OX 1.)

The possibility that the authorities would overshoot the mark, as they do infigure 4, Is remote, however. They have been cautious, continuing to subsidizethe production of goods heavily, even some of those on which prices were raised.

70-528 0 - 81 - 23
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SUMMARY

This paper examines the comparative economic performance since

1965 of six East European countries: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the

German Democratic Republic (GDR), Hungary, Poland, and Ro-

mania. It is concerned with structural changes and rates of growth of

production, final uses of product, factor inputs and labor productivity.

Two sets of measures are considered: (1) Our independent estimates

of the structure and trends of economic activity, and (2) official na-

tional statistics on such structures and trends. Our measures adhere

to the familiar GNP concept as defined in the United Nations SNA

(System of National Accounts). They are more comprehensive in

coverage of economic activity than the net material product (NMP)

national income definition published in East European statistical

sources in that GNP includes government and private sector services

that the NMP concept excludes as nonmaterial, or nonproductive.

"I am greatly Indebted to all my colleagues at the Research Project on National Income

In East Central Europe for their substantive contributions to this paper. The basic sta-

tistical measures and their underlying research are the cumulative results of the Joint

efforts of many Project associates. past and present. Many of the findings outlined here

were originally published by vnrlous authors in Project Occasional Papers. of which a

list Is appended in the bibliographical note to the Appendix. For the current article.

special thanks are dole to Grevor Lazarcik. Elizabeth M. Bass Wassvl Znavenko. Georre

Staller. and Frank Bnndor for the prensration of GNP estimates and for consultRtions.

review, and participation In the drafting of the paper. Any shortcomings are my

responsibility.
(348)
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There are also fundamental differences in how the national productis. priced or valued. Our GNP measures are based on approximationsto factor cost (remuneration of labor, a net return to capital and agri-cultural land, and consumption of fixed capital in the process of pro-duction). The NMP measures are given for each country in its marketprices of a specified date for particular time segments for trends (orparticular years for structures) of economic activity. Underlying suchVast European market prices there are differentiated sales (or turn-over) taxes, differentiated profit levies, and trade subsidies that im-pinge in highly diverse degrees on various products or variousranches of production. As a result, the official indicators of structureof economic activities sometimes present anomalies, and comparisonsover time for a given country and between East European countriesare less reflective of "real" differences than comparisons based on factorcost.
While the NMP measures are thus inappropriate substitutes forGNP indicators, we present them in this paper because East Europeannational economic discussions and plans refer to NMP. Inferences asto changes made within the NMP framework can be put into perspec-tive by references to our GNP measures, which offer better symmetryfor intercountry and intertemporal comparisons than the NMPindicators.
Among the many aspects of recent economic developments in East-ern Europe that emerge from the statistical findings presented in ourtables here, the following general trends may be noted:Slowing population growth, already high economic participationrates, and diminished potential transfers of labor from agricultureunderscore the enduring importance of labor and labor productivity asconstraints on growth.
Past emphasis on industrialization seems to continue in all countries.In some, the share of industry in GNP is actually now higher than thenorm for developed western economies, reflecting comparatively lowdevelopment of services. Agriculture's share in GNP continues to lessenthr-ught 1Vthe area, utu i is stiui the second largest.Our estimates, necessarily rough, of dollar levels of East EuropeanGNPs put the per capita average for the area at about 37 percent ofthe U.S. level in 1978, with a range from about 50 percent of the U.S.level for the GDR and Czechoslovakia down to about 30 percent forBulgaria.

Measures of growth of GNP show a slackening of rates of growthin recent years in the three countries that have been growing mostrapidly (Romania, with a growth of 128 percent over 1965-1979, fol-lowed by Bulgaria, 85 percent, and Poland, 75 percent), as well as inthe three more mature countries (with growths of 51-53 percent over1965-1979).
Provisional measures of changes in the uses of final product arehandicapped by lack of data or estimates sufficiently refined to distin-guish military procurements from other uses in fixed capital invest-ment and inventories. On the whole, it appears that investment andmilitary effort combined tended to grow more than personal consump-tion and consumption of the civilian government services that wecould attempt to measure.
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Slackening rates of general growth amid rising inputs, and low rates

of growth of labor productivity are occurring in the context of increas-

ing foreign debt and rising costs of materials, especially of energy. A

fresh round of economic reform measures in Hungary recalls repeated

efforts by East European economic authorities to decentralize manage-

ment, provide incentives, and enhance efficiency, repeatedly frustrated

by bureaucratic inertia and resistance. In Eastern Europe there is per-

haps a systemic impossibility of eliciting a high level of initiative and

effort iii the context of mandatory full employment with job security

amounting to tenure, and excessive central control of economic activity.

There are lessons to be learned by other countries from the East Euro-

pean experience.
-I. INTrRODUMTON

This paper is concerned with the comparative economic perform-

ance of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic

(GDR), Hungary, Poland and Romania over the years 1965-1979. The

essence of its content lies in the statistical materials presented in its

tables, and most notably in our independent measures of GNP struc-

ture and growth, which permit the examination of developments in

these countries over time and of differences among countries on a com-

parable basis. Materials provided below describe structural changes in

the economies, rates of growth of production, final uses of product,

factor inputs, and labor productivity, in terms that are methodolog-

ically consistent for the entire time period, and for all six East 1Euro-

pean countries. Results for 1979 are, of course, preliminary.

We shall make here, and repeat in many contexts, a fundamental dis-

tinction between two sets of measures appearing in this paper: (1) Our

independently constructed GNP measures, and (2) official net ma-

terial product (NMP) "national income" indicators. Our tables re-

ferring to GNP may be considered both for international compari-

sons and for intertemporal comparisons within a given country. We

must emphasize that GNP and NMP summary measures are not com-

parable because of differences in coverage, bases of valuation, and

methodology. Often, NMP measures are not comparable among them-

selves. We shall make these differences and inconsistencies clear below

in connection with particular tables. At this point, it may be useful to

note briefly that GNP as used in this naper follows the conventional

definition; where any significant modification of this concept is ap-

plied, this will be indicated at the appropriate point in the text. Unlike

the GNP concept of gross value added in production of goods and

services, the NMP aggregate is limited to material production, exclud-

ing so-called nonproductive services, e.g., government services. includ-

ing defense. However, the NMP is not entirely net value added. By

the methodology of its derivation, the gross sales value of production

is diminished only by material costs, including depreciation of fixed

assets, to arrive at NMP. Purchases from non-material production sec-

tors (i.e.. various services) enter as costs into the gross value of pro-

duction, but are not subtracted from this gross value to derive NMP.

Thus they are passed along into the NMP of the material production

sector that buys them. Hungary alone among the East European coun-

tries has presented formally in its recent statistical yearbooks both
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NMP and NNP (net national product) and GDP (gross domesticproduct) tables, but the underlying problem as concerns productionand final use of product still is the basis of valuation.The problem of valuation, or price systems, affects the measures ofeconomic performance throughout Eastern Europe. A few observa-tions here, precisely about Hungary, which has been in the forefrontof economic reforms, should illustrate the nature of the problem:Under the New Economic Mechanism (NEM) introduced on Janu-ary 1, 1968, Hungary expected to place price formation on a more real-istic footing in relation to costs of labor, capital, and exports to andimports from -the rest of the world. This aim, however, was not ex-pected to be achieved in the short run. Too many investments hadbeen made in earlier years without sufficient regard for the realities ofinput costs and Hungary's participation in international division oflabor. The domestic price regimen would have to be reordered underthe NEM, and the relation of domestic to world prices would requireintroduction of uniform rates of exchange of the domestic forint tothe major world currencies. Investments in production facilities madebefore the introduction of the NEM could not be summarily writtenoff. They would be allowed to proceed toward termination aided bystate subsidies and special concessions in foreign trade exchange rates.The disruption of the world economy after 1973 caused by sharplyincreased costs of petroleum and other raw materials and other infla-tionary factors added to the very substantial internal difficulties thatshould have been anticipated upon transition to the NEM. DeputyPrime Minister Margai of Hungary in discussing Hungary's foreigneconomic policy pointed out that imports had become more expensiveand export goals more difficult to achieve., The balance of trade inconvertible currencies turned sharply adverse, and Hungary's intra-CMEA trade was impeded by her partners' limited export possibili-ties, especially in raw materials and petroleum from the USSR, wherecosts of production and transport difficulties, and, we may add, salesopportunities on other markets had increased. Margai indicated theneed for higher appreciation of nal1Ali+. in production, for econom1yin the use of time, energy materials, and prodluctive capacity, for dis-cipline, and for socialist entrepreneurship.
The NEM, notwithstanding its bold design, had at its inception re-serve provisions that in time eroded substantially the desire to instilleconomic efficiency in response to cost-based and market influencedpricing. Despite the desire to shed the central command type of econ-omy, the government was inclined to compromise major principles inorder to avoid major calamities: inflation, unemployment, and stag-nant or declining living standards.2 Hence retail prices and wages inthe 1970s were still controlled, investment funds in major part werekept under state budget or state bank control, and state subsidies werecontinued in order to keep enterprises solvent in spite of their ineffi-ciency. Retail prices in very substantial measure were insulated from

' See Jossef MargaA, Deputy Prime Minister, "External Economic Policy Furtheringociaist IProggresls", in The Hungarian hconomny (a special quarterly, published by
See William F. Robinson, "ungarv's NEM: A New Lease on Life?" in RFE.RAIl Background Report/275, Dec. 13, i979, for a survey of problems under NEM andnew measures to cope with them.
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producers' prices and the domestic economy from prices on world mar-

kets. Domestic consumption and investment exceeded the output of the

national economy, and import surpluses led to balance of payments

problems and a heavy burden of foreign debt service. A facade of

relative consumer price stability belied the facts of state subsidies.

Essays in other parts of the present Compendium will survey in

detail the terrain of the individual.East European national economies.

The point to be made here is that the price systems of these economies

have masked fundamental economic realities relating to structure and

rates of growth of production and final uses of product. The NEM in

Hungary gave way to recentralization. Discontinuous sharp upward

increases of consumer prices were put into effect recently, and a

refurbished set of economic regulators and amendments to the Labor

Code were made effective on January 1, 1980. How these new measures

will succeed remains to be seen, but past performance warrants

skepticism.
The horizon of economic rationality and efficiency in Eastern Europe

has been retreating. No doubt the national economic authorities know

well enough that the realities of costs and efficiency are poorly por-

trayed by their accounts in current, unadjusted prices, and that in

planning they should seek more rational trade-offs than their deformed

price systems suggest.
Economists in Hungary and Poland, for example, have sought to

show the conformation of national economic activity in various sys-

tems of adjusted prices to reflect more adequately the contributions

of labor and capital to value than their current price systems. These

systems are characterized by patchworks of domestic subsidies, dis-

proportionate incidence of turnover (sales) taxes, and profits poorly

related to factor contributions. There are enterprise-differentiated

foreign trade subsidies that belie the notion of unified exchange rates

within CMEA and separately for the Western economies. We shall

return to this problem in discussion of particular tables of structure

and growth of economic activity. Differences in rates of growth and

structure of economic activity as shown in our GNP measures versus

the official NMP indicators in large measure reflect the problems of

valuation of factor inputs and value added in production.

II. ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE AS REFLECTED IN STRUCTURE OF PRODUC-

TION, FINAL USES OF PRODUCT, AND LABOR AND CAPITAL INPUTS

In this section, we examine the performance of the East European

economies as shown in the changing composition of value added in

production, in final uses of product, and in inputs of factors of pro-

duction: labor and capital. Our findings on the. structure of economic

activity will be presented in tables 2-10.

Population: Numbers, Indexes, and Rates of Growth

Population statistics provide extremely rough indications of eco-

nomic potential, particularly where comparisons are made between

countries at sharply differing levels of industrial development. Where

such levels do not vastly differ, an initial impression of the economic
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significance of a country, or a group of countries, may be gained byreference to demographic statistics. The population, data in table 1show a total population of 108.8 million for the six countries for mid-year 1979. For comparison, the mid-year 1978 populations in millionswere as follows: six countries of Eastern Europe-108.2, UnitedStates-218.5, U.S.S.R.-261.2, France-53.3, Federal Republic ofGermany (including West Berlin)-61.3, and Italy 56.7.3 Thus the sixcountries represent about 50 percent of the level of the United Statesand 41 percent of that of the U.S.S.R. Although individually thecountries are relatively small, taken together they represent importanteconomic potential.

TABLE 1.-EAST EUROPEAN POPULATION 1965-79

German
Demo-

Czecho- craticBulgaria slovakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania Total
1. Midyear or annual average (thousands):196 . 8,201 14, 159 17, 020 10,148 31, 496 19, 027 100, 0511966 - -8, 258 14, 240 17, 058 10,179 31, 698 19,141 100, 574

1967 - -8,310 14, 305 17, 082 10, 216 31, 944 19, 285 101, 1421968 - -8,370 14, 361 17, 084 10, 256 32, 305 19, 721 102, 0971969 - - 8,434 14, 415 17, 076 10, 299 32, 555 20, 010 102, 789
1971 - -8, 490 14, 334 17, 058 10, 338 32, 526 20, 253 102, 9991972 ---------- ---------------- - 8, 536 14, 399 17, 061 10, 368 32, 805 20, 470 103, 639
1972 - - 8, 576 14, 465 17, 043 10, 398 33, 068 20, 663 104, 2131973 4-- 8, 621 14, 560 16, 980 10, 432 33, 363 20, 828 104, 7841974 58, 679 14, 686 16, 925 10, 749 33, 691 21, 029 105,4891975 - -8, 721 14, 802 16 850 10 541 34, 022 21, 245 106,18119776---------------------- 8,759 14 918 16, 786 10 599 34, 362 21, 446 106, 870197- -------------- 8, 804 15, 031 16, 765 10, 648 34,698 21, 658 107, 6041978 - - 8, 814 15, 138 16, 756 10, 685 34, 950 21, 855 108, 198

179 -nd - -965el-- 10: 8, 823 15, 223 16, 747 10,690 35, 216 22, 044 108, 7531965 -100.0 
100.0 100. 0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.01967 -100.7 
100.6 100.2 100.3 100.6 100 6 100.5

196 8-------------- 101.3 101.0 100.4 100.7 101.4 101.4 101. 1196- 102. 1 101.4 100.4 101. 1 102.6 103.6 102.0197- 102.8 101.8 100.3 101.5 103.4 105.2 102.7197- 103.5 101.2 100.2 101.9 103.3 106.4 102.9197- 104. 1 101.7 100.2 102. 2 104. 2 107.6 103. 6197- 104.6 102.2 100. 1 102. 5 105.0 108.6 104. 219743-------------------- 105. 1 102.8 99. 8 102. 8 105.9 109.5 104. 71975----------- - 105.8 103.7 99.4 103 3nIO7C-106.3 SuiA C ,,,~~ ,. - 107.0 110.5 is
------------- 106.3 1n&A U i.a 5Ud.0 111.7 106.1106.8 19798.6 104.4 109.1 112. 7 106.81978-107.4 

106.2 98.5 104.9 110.2 113.8 107.5197 -107.5 
106.9 98.4 105.3 111.0 I 9 108. 1197 ------------------------------- 107.6 107.6 98. 4 105.3 111.8 115 9 108.7

Sources: Official statistical publications and plan fulfillment reports.
Population growth in the.six East European countries as shown bycomparisons of increases over the 1950-1964 period versus the in-creases over 1965-1979 has slackened in five countries and declined ata lesser rate in the German Democratic Republic (GDR). For eachcountry, the percentage-increments in the corresponding periods, 1950-1964 versus 1965-1979, calculated from national statistical yearbookswere as follows: Bulgaria, 12.3 to 7.6; Czechoslovakia, 13.5 to 7.6; theGDR; minus 7.6 to minus 1.6; Hungary, 8.4 to 5.3; Poland, 25.5 to11.8; Romania, 16.0 to 15.9; and the six-country total, 12.3 to 8.7.4Thus Romania alone has maintained its substantial momentum.

8 Non-East European data: US, CIA, Handbook of Economic Statistics 1979, p. 50.'1965-1979 : See table 1; 1950-1964 : see U.S. Congress, Joint EconomIc Committee,
Economic Development in Countries of Eastern Europe (1970). Paper by Paul P. Myers,
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The new entrants into labor force of the 1980s will reflect births of

some fifteen years earlier, and the more recent births will affect the

consumption side of the national product. If recent trends continue,

Eastern Europe will be facing increasing labor scarcities. Labor short-

ages already are strongly manifested in the GDR, which has the con-

tinued distinction of a declining population, Czechoslovakia, and

Hungary. Even Bulgaria and Poland are concerned over labor short-

ages, though less acutely than are the other countries.
The agricultural population in Eastern Europe still constitutes a

substantial reserve for transfers to other sectors despite its steeply

declining share in the total of economically active population (see

table 7). It is against this background of relative labor scarcity com-

pared to the earlier post-World War II years that such great empha-

sis is being placed currently upon more rapid technological progress,

capital investment, and labor discipline to make possible increased

labor productivity.
Expectations of rapid increases in raising output to Western qual-

ity standards by leap-frogging to the technological forefront by pur-

chases of up-to-date capital equipment and by technical education to

match have not been achieved, despite significant progress in some

high priority sectors. Rapidly mounting indebtedness of Eastern Euro-

pean countries to Western countries to finance imports of capital goods

and agricultural products, notably animal feedstuffs, and disappoint-

ing export performance have placed great strains upon Eastern

Europe's ability to carry the debt burden. In turn, this implies for

Eastern Europe reduced rates of investment with concomitant reduc-

tion of the rate of growth of national product, a hoped-for decline in

the population's expectations of rapidly increasing living standards

in view of shortages of energy and raw materials and of the required

expansion of exports and curtailment of imports, and insistence upon

a higher intensity of effort on the part of employees.
Given the economic systems of Eastern Europe where unemploy-

ment with few exceptions is regarded as nonexistent, and where there

is evidently inadequate differentiation of income in relation to effort,

employees in the overwhelmingly dominant socialized sectors of pro-

duction have developed a feeling of guaranteed tenure, regardless of

effort. This feeling is not shaken by continuous exhortations by party

and government for higher labor discipline. Effective incentives for

higher productivity will require in substance, though most unlikely

in form, substantial "reprivatization," less intervention by the party

and the government in the workings of the economy, and more real

incentives for above-average effort. Experience of the last three dec-

ades, however, suggests that a sustained reform of this kind is un-

likely. Bureaucratic intervention from above and lower level economic

interests seeking government subventions have undermined repeated

"reform" efforts. A reform program is soon vitiated by numerous ex-

ceptions, and a new reform is decreed to accomplish what the previous

reform had failed to achieve.
We shall turn now to measures of economic performance as shown

in structural.changes in production, final uses of product, employment,

and fixed capital.
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Compo8ition of Tational Product by Sector8 of Origin

Tables 2, 3, and 4 indicate the changing composition of nationalproduct by industrial sector over the 1965-1978 period. Tables 2 and3 are in the GNP or GDP concept, and table 4 in NMP nationalincome concept. Before discussing the structural changes in thesetables some observations on concepts and methodology are warranted.
TABLE 2.-COMPOSITION OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT BY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN, SELECTED YEARS, 1965-78

fin constant pricesl

1965 1970 1975 1978

Bulgaria:
Industry (including handicrafts) --- 29.0 34.1 35.9 37.5Agriculture and forestry …35.6 28.4 25.1 21.7Construction - - 6. 4 6.8 6.2 6.4Transport and communications - - 6.1 8.3 9.6 10.6Trade - -5.3 6.2 7.2 7.8Housing -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7.0 6-l 5.9 6.0Government and other ---- ----- 7----------- 10.6 10.1 IQ.9 10.0

Total, GNP -- 
100.0-000-------------------------------------- 1 0

Czechoslovakia:
Industry (including handicrafts)-------------------- 40.1 41.5 42.5 43.3Agriculture as forestry-1 _- 8.7 18.3 17.4 16.7TConstruc~tion- _ M s = = 5 3 5. 3 5.4 5.3Transport and commasications- ---------- 10.5 10.0 10.2 10.6Trade----- ------------------------------- 6.8 7.8 8.7 8.7Government and other-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~--------- 8 o9.6 8.5 7.8 7. 6---- --- ---- --- --- 9. 0 8.6 8.0 7.8Total, GNP --- --------------- --------- 100 0 100.0 100.0 100. 0

German Democratric Republic:
Industry (including handicrafts)- 41.0 42.5 42.3 42.6Agriculture and forestry -15.8 

13.8 13.4 12.5Construction-- ---------------------- 4.7 5.8 6. 2 6. 5Transportan-communications-_ 
7.0 7.5 8.3 8. 5Trade…- _9.4 

10. 0 10. 8 11. 1Noticing- ~~~~~~~------------- 8.9 7. 9 7.0 6Government and oilier =- --- 13.2 12.5 12.0 16.8
Total, GNP 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0Industry (including handicrafts) 33.5 34.4 33.2 33.9Agriculture and forestry -25.9 
22.4 23.1 22.1Conistruction ------------

Transpor ano communications-- 
. 7 9. 9.8 50.0Trade -- ---------------------------------------- 
5.6 7.2 8.4 8.6Housingm a o0.0 

9.0 8.5 8.3Governmentandother -------------------------------------------- 10.8 11.4 11.3 11.6
Total, GNP --- - -o 0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Poland:
Industry (including handicrafts) -32.0 35.7 37.5 38.2Agriculture and forestry -30.0 

24.4 18.9 18.8Construction----------------- 
7. 0 8.4 10.4 9.5Transport and communications ----------------------------------- 7.8 8.7 11.6 12.3Trade - --------------------------------------------- 6.0 6.5 7.4 7.6Government and other-7.5 

* 7.3 6.1 5.9G ov rn n W -ri -t i -r ---- ---- -- -- -- ----- -- -- -- ------ ---- 9.7 9.0 8.1 7.7Total, GNP -100.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0

Romania:
Industry (including handicrafts) -26.4 35.5 39.8 40.8Agriculture and forestry - 42.1 31.3 29.3 30.2Construction _ 

6.7 7.5 6.2 5.8Transport and communications - 5. 7.0 7.9 7.3Trade -- ------------------------------------------ 5.5 6.5 6.9 7.3Government and other-5.4 
4.7 3.9 3.3Governmeni tl~~~~~~-e-- ~8.4 7.5 6.0 5.3Total, GNP---100.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Derived from GNP measures shown in table 14; see also appendix, pt A.
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TABLE 3-NON-CMEA COUNTRIES: COMPOSITION OF GDP BY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN AND EXPENDITURES,

SELECTED YEARS, 1975-77

(Percentages of totall

- A: Composition of GDP by industrial origin, producers' prices

Agri- Transport
culture Con- and

and struc- communm-
Year GDP Industry forestry tion cation Trade Other

Austria'I---------- - 1977 100 33 5 9 5 16 22

France - ------- - -- - 1977 100 30 5 7 5 13 31

Federal Republic of Ger- 3 7 9 6 32

many'I---------- - 1977 109 41 3 7 9 6 3

Greece ----------- - 1977 100 20 15 8 7 12 26

Italy I-------- -- 
1976 100 35 8 B 6 14 26

Japan' I- -- 1976 100 32 5 8 7 16 30

Spain I------------ - 1975 100 30 9 8 6 16 27

United Kingdom 1'.------- 1976 100 30 3 6 B 9 33

United States I- -------- 1977 100 29 3 5 6 18 37

B: Expenditures on GDP, purchasers' prices

Govern-
ment Private
final final Increase Gross

expendi- con- in fixed Less

Year GDP ture sumption stocks capital Exports imports

Asstria 3----------- 1977 100 17 57 2 27 35 39
France I- ---------- 1977 100 15 62 1 23 21 21

Federal Republic of Ger-

manny ' --- 1977 100 20 56 1 21 26 23

Greece- ---------- GDP 1977 100 16 67 4 23 16 25

Italy ue--1976 100 14 s t64 3 20 27 28

Japan' 3 ------------------- 1976 to 10 58 1 31 14 i 13

Spain'3------------ 1977 100 10 69 23 ts1 17

United Kingdom'-........ 1977 100 21 59 1 18 31 30

United States'is--------------k1977 100 18 65 1 17 8 10

'IsI the present SNA, GOP equals value added by resident producers in prodacers' values, plus import duti es.

Isrncludes a statistical discrepancy.
IPresent SNA.
4 Calculated from total of available items.

Note: In some cases the percentages do not add op to 100 because import duties are not included in the reported in-

dustrial group but do enter the total GDP, "Agriculture and forestry" include hasting and fishing; "Industry" includes

mining, quarrying, manufacturing, electricity, gas and water. "Other" isclades public administration, defenae, and other

services.

Sources: A-United Nations "Statistical Yearbook, 1978," p.
724 ff, and U.S. Department of Commerce, "Statistical

Abstract, 1979," pp. 896-597; b-United Nations, "Satistical Yearbook, 1978," P.709 ff. Ot-

TABLE 4.-COMPOSITION OF NATIONAL INCOME (NET MATERIAL PRODUCT) BY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN,

SELECTED YEARS, 1965-78 -

[Percent of total]

Agriculture Transport
and Construc- and commu-

Total I ndustry forestry tion nications Trade Other

Bulgaria:
1965 1- 100 48.7 28.5 7.7 4.6 8.4 2.1

1965' -2 _- ------------ 100 45.0 33.4 7.3 4.5 7.7 2.1

1970' - 100 55.3 17.2 9.2 7. 1 8.7 2.5

1970' -_............ 100 49.1 22.6 8.7 6 9 9.9 2.8

1975 '- 100 53.5 19.0 8.9 8.3 8.0 2.3

1977'1---------- 100 55.7 14. 7 8.9 8.3 9.9 2.5

19778-------------- 100 51.5 18. 3 8.9 8.7 10.1 2.5

1978e100 53.3 18.0 8d 9.1 8.2 2.5
Czechoslovakia:

19653-1--------- 00 68.9 9.9 10.3 4. 1 6.0 .8

1965'-.....100 66.4 12.0 9.3 2.4 8. 5 1.4

1965'5-----100 64.9 13. 3 9.3 3.2 8.4 .9

1966'6---------- 100 67.4 10.6 11.2 3.7 6.1 1.0

1966'7---------- 100 62.4 12.2 11.6 4.1 8.9 .8

1970'4---------- 100 61.6 10.9 10. 9 3.6 II.B 1.2

1970'---- 100 61LO 11.3 11.2 4.2 11.3 1.0

1975S------------ 100 62.7 8.9 RO. 3.7 11.7 1.1

1975'.----100 64. 1 9.3 12.5 4. 8.9 .9

19780a------------- 100 59.8 9.1 11L2 4.5 14.9 .5

1978'.---------- 100 59.3 & 8 11.4 4.6 15.4 .5

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 4

.-COMPOSITION OF NATIONAL INCOME (NET MATERIAL PRODUCT) BY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN,
SELECTED YEARS, 1965-78 -Continued

[Percent of totatl

Agriculture Transport
Total Industry and Construc. andI commo-Total Industry forestry tion n ications Trade Other

German Democratic Repub.
lic: I
19650----------- 100 59.2 13.8 7.4 5.4 12.5 1.71975 -- 100--- 60.791 11.6 8.3 5.2 12.6 1.61978 ---------- 100 59.1 11. 1 7.4 5.0 14.6 2.8Hungary: - 10066.4 465.0 its6 3.0Original version:

1965 9 - - - - - - 01965 5-100 6.9 16.4 10.7 4.5 .Revised versions: ---- 100 68 .6 19ons: ~ ~ ~ 681 20.5 10.3 4LB 5.3 1.01965 version A 10- 100 41.6 24.0 10.6 6.0 135 431970 version A In---- 100 42.6 4 17.3 9 65 6.81970 version A'5--- 100 56.4 16.00 10. 9 5.1 8.6 3.01975 version A ID.---- 100 44.7 15.0 I17 6.3 826 3.011975 version A' 100-- 59.7 15.0 11.0 4.8 7. 9 1.61975 version Bi.. 100 45.7 18.8 12.5… … …23.01978 version 0 i.---- 100 46.9 17.3 12.8- - -23.1978 version Bs 100 47.2 15..7 13.3 8.2 253.0Poland: 4. 5 33 -- 82 1:1965 it 1---00 53.4 21.1 9. -6!2 B.-5 1196 
92s1965is -~~~--- 100 51.5 23.5 8.9 9 8. 7 1.196514~~~~-- 100 51.6 22.8 8. 9 59 9. 3 1. 51970e 450 25.5 10.2 6.3 11.5 

pie
'--- 100 58.4 14.8 10.0 6.4 8.6 1.8

1970"-an rie o an ,17

-- r 197550 ad 17.3 6r .r6s 0 . 88 1.6
0l1970"comparable-prices."Other"100 54i 6 17.d3 9.8 6.7 9n 9

In~~~~~~~~-- 100an 4961 pne7

100149218 .9 11.4 6.5 11.8 1. 61 9 70t- 1 0 0 4 6n8 2 3 .9 1 1.p4 6 .7T9 .6l1 .6I~~~lSAU -~~-- 100 52.1 12.6 13.3 7. 4 12.6 2.061975 13---100 59a. 15.1 11.i2 6.8 5. 5 2 3197 8------- ---- 1-----5 14. 8 11. 2 6. 8 5. 5 2. 219785 ~ ~ ~ 00 50.2 16.4 1.0 7
1 8 6~~~~10 30 . 10.6 2.11 3--------------- 100 52.4 15.4 11. 7.8 10.4 2.'4RomanIia---------- 100 52.2 116.0 121.'2 6. 9 10.3 2.41965 -- ...... 100 489 29 8. 0 4.0 10.2"11970 489 28.9------ 10 6..1970 603-----19.5 98 40---- 100 9.8 8. 56. 4 11975 -------- 100 s o 10.4 6.0 7.1"61975 - ~~~~ ~~~~100 56.2 16. 0 7.6 5.8 i~i1978 --------- 100-59-8-16.2 7.6 5.8 10.6 t100 57.9 15.3 10. 2 5.9 10. 7"'

1
oinlntan. 1 -162-pics -hrug 9!._ In Jan. 1, 1971 prices since 1971. 1970 a.ndIi~lr~. ..f.. iasu.icvrgto ielniserv o,,-- dill--11111 m1yEe commuanicahions services formerly ecud'om atrlpout,I andealsosm-evces formerly excluded from indantry and agriculture. rdcadasIn current prices.
'In Apr. 24, 1960, prices.
'Is Jan. 1, 1967, prices.
In current prices.

'Apr. 24, 1960, rcs

In constant prices of Jan. 1, 1977.'Hu ngary: in "Comparable prices, "1975 and 1978 version B in '1967 comparable prices"; GDR: 1965 and 1970 in 16prices, 1975 and 1978 in 1975 prices.16
'0 1n 1968 comparable prices. "Other" includes water economy."1In constant 1961 prices.
'2 In constant 1965 prices.

"oe In currentdpix tC

1976 13I urnrces; for Poland, 1975 version A in classification effective to Dec. 31, 1795, version B in that effective Jan. 1,"1In constant 1971 prices. Total NMP.iS In current prices;' the 2 sets sf 1970 figures reflect changes in coverage to include passenger transportation and the:ommunications serviceseformerly excluded from notional product, and also some services formerly. excluded from in-lustry and agriculture; th 2sets f 1975 figures reflect changes is methodology from that effective in 1971-75 to the presentsnethodology
"offico brekdown s notavailale. Acordig to tabulation providedty the CMEA statistical office for NMP in curirent

Ircs h hr ftaews75preti 95 .ecn n17 n 06preti 95ad3.2 percent is 1978;rhe horeof "ther setor as 15 pecentin 965,1.9 ercet in'190, 17 pecentin4175,and e.4tprcen in7978
Se"tttihsiezgdnksr-ceorovtekomcekiviromohh199"p.47, 525.) There aretherdiferecesbetwen he MEARomnianstrctue ad th coresondng trucureas how inthe official Romaniantatstial eaboo, bth et inicaed s n crret pics. otaly or197, te CEAyeaboo sows the share for

Note: See appendix, pt. C.
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As we have noted above, we use GNP or GDP in its conventional

sense, referring to gross value added in production. NMP (net mate-

rial product) national income is a narrower and somewhat less value

added concept on two counts: (1) It excludes as nonproductive various

service sectors that GNP includes; and (2) in its calculation NMP

subtracts from gross production only intermediate material costs and

depreciation, even though inputs from the nonmaterial (service)

sectors enter the gross value of production of the material sectors that

buy these inputs. These purchases from nonmaterial sectors accord-

ingly appear as 'an element in the NMP of the purchasing sector.

Although such purchases are not very significant percentage-wise in

total production, they contribute to ambiguity. This fact, and other,

more important considerations, have provoked discussions in Eastern

Europe as to the desirability of broadening the concept of production

to include nonmaterial services. Some concession has already' been

made in this direction by including as material production the

formerly excluded passenger transportation and communications

services to household and nonmaterial sectors. Since 1970, only Czecho-

slovakia still follows the Soviet lead in excluding these particular

services. The other five East European countries had expanded their

NMP sphere by 1970, but their indexes of NMP production and the

related structures of NMP national income have not in all sources

been retrospectively adjusted to provide uniform coverage over

extended time periods.
The methodology and detailed documentation of our GNP measures

have been published in the Occasional Papers of the Research Project

on National Tncome in East Central Europe. A list of these papers is

given in the bibliography of the present report and our appendix pro-

vides a summarv description of these GNP measures in section A. In

brief, we have derived GNP sector of production weights within the

material production sphere taking as an overall constraint the NMP

produced in a selected base year (a late 1960's year) reduced by the

content of purchases by material sectors from the nonmaterial or so-

called nonproductive sphere. The resulting control value was

attributed to labor and non-labor factors of production. This value was

allocated: (1) To labor returns. comprising wage and wage-like pay-

ments plus social securitv contributions, sector by sector; and (2) to

nonlabor factors of production by reducing the control total by the

sum of labor returns and distributing the residual to production

sectors on the basis of their percentage shares in the total of their

present (depreciated) values of fixed capital and working capital. The

results for the material production sectors were augmented to reach the

GNP concept by adding depreciation on fixed assets, and, further, by

estimating the gross value added in the service sectors excluded from

the NMP concept. Labor returns in these services were determined in

the same sense as for the material sphere, non-labor net returns to

capital were estimated at the same rate as for the material sphere, and

depreciation similarly was estimated. Non-labor returns were included

only in those service sectors where such returns are conventionally

provided according to the SNA concept.
The base-year structure of GNP by sectors of origin of product was

moved to other years by our GNP real indexes of production sectors,

and the results are shown in table 2 in percentage shares of total GNP.
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Derivation of our GNP indexes is outlined in our appendix and will bediscussed briefly in part IV, below.
It is worth repeating here our earlier observations that because ofdifferences in concepts, in methodology, and especially in bases ofvaluation, the structures of economic activity as shown in GNP andNMP tables below are far from comparable. It would require a sub-stantial effort to transform the NMI? concepts into factor cost ap-proximations such as are represented in our (GNP tables. Some effortshave been made in Eastern Europe to see what consequences forstructure of production would follow from application of differentbases of valuation to the NMP concepts. The consequences were in factvery significant. We shall return to this point in discussing the NMPtables below. We believe our adjusted valuations shown in GNP con-cept provide a superior guide to the structure of production and use ofproduct than the truncated production concept structures representedby the NMP tables and the distortions from factor cost entailed in thebases of valuation underlying these tables. For purposes of interna-tional comparison both with -the CMEA grouping -and with othercountries, the GNP concept on an adjusted factor cost basis is pre-ferred. NMP tables applying to non-CMEA countries are not generallyavailable, though no doubt some approximations have been made bysQme authors for special purposes.

Table 2 shows the continued primacy of industry in the percentagecomposition of GNP, 1965-1978. This sector has shown a slightly in-creasing share in this period in Czechoslovakia and the GDR (risingfrom around 40 percent to 43 percent), relatively insignificant changein Hungary (about one-third of GNP), and steep increases in the re-maining countries from 1965 to 1975, but leveling off in 1975-1978toward 38 to 41 percent of GNP. The share of agriculture and forestryhas declined in all countries, 1965-1978, but the sector ranks second,'ranging in 1978 from a low of about 13 percent in the GDR to a highof 30 percent in Romania. Transport and communication ranks thirdand shows a generally rising trend over the 1965-1978 period. Housinga nerally duciining trend. We leave it to the reader to tracethe other services in table 2.
Table 3, part A shows in current prices for recent years the in-dustrial composition of GDP for non-CMEA countries of Europe,United States, and Japan. The Federal Republic of Germany in 1977ranked first in the share of industry (41 percent), a share slightlybelow that of the GDR and Czechoslovakia (see table 2). At thisjuncture one should note that comparisons of this kind are extremelyrough, and the shares in the various countries are strongly affected bythe bases of valuation, sectoral boundaries, and methodolozy ofcalculation, which may differ among countries. Despite such differ-ences, table 3 suggests that Eastern Europe may be expected to de-crease further the share of agriculture and to increase the share forservices as the economies continue to develop. The very low shares foragriculture, and forestry (3 to 5 percent) for the more developedcountries shown in table 3 (United States, U.K., West Germany,France, and Japan) are unlikely to be reached in Eastern Europe ina short period..

The table 4 shares of material product sectors in the NMP (netmaterial product) national income are not directly comparable to data

70-528 0 - 81 - 24
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shown in tables 2 and 3, not only because of the narrower product con-

cept but also because of very significantly different. bases of valuation.

This lack of comparability applies iwithin table 4 itself, both for a

single country over time and among countries primarily because of

differences in relative valuation among sectors. Moreover, as we have

already noted above, changes in coverage of the NMP concept also

affect the compaiisons. At various points in time all of the countries

except Czechoslovakia have transferred passenger transportation and

communications serving households and nonmaterial sectors of pro-

duction from the nonmaterial to the material product sphere. In 1970

and 1971, Bulgaria and Romania made this transfer. There have also

been other such transfers enlarging the material product sphere, and

the footnotes and introductory text to the national income chapters of

the national statistical yearbooks make clear the lack of comparability

over time that these transfers cause.
For example, the official Polish Statistical Yearbook for 1977, cau-

tions the reader that calculations for 1975-1976 reflect changes in the

official classification of economic -activity binding from January 1,

1976, and also more rigorous estimates than formerly for net produc-

tion of construction and agriculture, as well as revised depreciation

rates for housing that result in changes in NMP consumed attributed

to personal consumption from the population's own incomes or to other

consumption, depending upon whether the housing was private or

socialized.5 These changes were not carried back to pre-1975 years. We

have not attempted to adjust the published figures to achieve com-

parability over time, and indeed the task might well require more in-

formation than is given in the available statistical sources.

We have included breakdowns of NMP by industrial sector for

given years for several countries in more than one set of prices in order

to illustrate the oftimes extreme shifts that changes in valuation bring

about. The footnotes to the table indicate the price bases underlying

these changes. Perhaps most striking are the instances of "deindtis-

trialization" within a single year. In Bulgaria, for example, in 1965

industry accounted for 49 percent of NMP in 1962 prices, but only 45

percent in current prices. A comparable "decline" in Czechoslovakia

in 1966, from 67 to 62 percent, resulted from valuation in 1960 and

1967 prices, respectively. Most striking was the change in the share of

industry in Hungary for a single year, 1965, from 67 to 58 to 42 per-

cent in the transition to more recent price bases.

Romania's two different shares in 1970 for various sectors reflect

boundary changes for overall NMP and for component sectors; "non-

productive" passenger transportation and communications were made

"productive" or "material", and some other services were annexed to

agriculture and industry. Obviously the growth of national product

measures reflected in chain linked indexes will be affected by the

changes in prices bases and production boundaries unless adiustments

are made. Difficulties associated with price or other weight base

changes of course relate to the familiar inescapable "index number

problem," but some alleviation may be devised by resort to averaging

of various types.
A close reading of table 4 should identify by means of the footnotes

the years that are valued in a single set of prices and thus provide an

'Roen k Statystyczmy 1977. p. 50.
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impression of the structural changes occurring over time. Thus forBulgaria, the proportions in 1965 and 1970 based on 1962 prices areindicated by footnote 1. In this interval industry's share grew from49 to 55 percent of the NMP national income; agriculture's share fellfrom 28 to 18 percent. The "real" changes in shares from 1970 to 1975cannot be inferred from table 4 unless one assumes no change affectedby valuations in current prices of the two years.In addition to price base changes, there are four further aspects ofNMP structure measures on which comments are warranted. First, theshares exhibited in the table are in market prices and reflect theincidence of turnover taxes, profits, and subsidies. These distor-tions from factor cost on balance favor industry, where the turn-over taxes and profits, as forms of "socialist accumulation" ( sav-ing or revenue to finance investment and other social objectives)in general are realized in industrial selling prices. Second, becauseNMP national income excludes "nonproductive" services (govern-ment, etc.), but GNP does not, the peicentage shares of netmaterial product originating in the total NMP for industry andother material sectors would be larger than the correspondinglynamed gross value added shares in GNP where allocations haveto be made to the sectors excluded from NMP. The fact thatGNP includes capital consumption allowances whereas NMP ex-cludes them of course should be taken into account here, but the con-sequences of this consideration would have to be sorted out in terms ofthe distribution of fixed assets and depreciation rates. Third, the NMPconcept refers to gross output less material costs; purchases from "non-material" sectors appear as net material product of the buying sector.Although the total of such purchases is not large, if some sector, sayindustry, accounts for a disproportionate part of the total, then some.distortion would follow as compared to the conventional notion ofvalue added. Fina]ly, fourth, and most important, the bases of valua-tion underlying table 2 differ from those of table 4; table 2 representsapproximations to factor cost; table 4 is in established nrices.Thapri.nal Oju uttiiie of this difference would be more symmetric valua-tions in table 2.
Economic statisticians in Eastern Europe are aware of the conse-quences that alternative bases of valuation may have upon the struc-ture of national income (material product concept). Thus, in the in-stance of Poland,6 the Polish Main Statistical Office (GUS) calculatedthe composition of gross national income (net material product plusdepreciation) in realized or established current prices on the onehand, and three alternative bases of current valuation: variants A, B,and C. Variant A was calculated in prices adjusted by subtractingfrom the value of net production in current realized prices the taxes(including turnover taxes, income taxes in cooperatives and the pri-vate sector, and land tax in agriculture) and positive budget differ-ences (a levy very much like the turnover tax) and by adding subsidiesand negative budget differences (which in effect are a form of sub-sidy). The intent here was to make the adjusted values of net productin particular sectors and branches of the economy more proportionalto the corresponding outlays of social labor (live and that embodied

a See Polnnd, Glowny urznd stntystezny (GTTs) Rocznik dochodu narodotcego, 1971,
"Aneks, Dochod narodowy w cenach umawnych" (Annex, National Income In AdjustedPrices), p. 214 B.
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in objects). Variant B was calculated in adjusted prices reflecting the
outlays of live labor (pracy zywej) in the various sectors and branches.
These outlays comprise wages and other payments for labor, social

security contributions, and net incomes of units in the private sector.

Agricultural labor cost was taken as the sum of wages and social

security contributions in state farms and net incomes of production
cooperatives and private farms. In the calculations under variant B

a limiting constraint was made that the total value of consumption
from personal incomes would be the same in both the actually effective

realized prices and in the adjusted variant B prices. Variant C calcu-

lations were made along the lines of variant B but with further adjust-

ment to reflect the contribution of fixed capital in various sectors and

branches, taking this contribution as equal to one-sixth of reproduction
cost (wartoici odtworzenjowej) of the fixed capital, a ratio corre-

sponding to a six-year period of recoupment (okres zwrota), assumed

to be the average for the economy as a whole. Also in variant C, the

constraint that the value of consumption from personal incomes should

be the same in the actually realized prices as in adjusted. prices was

not introduced. There were other estimative and procedural details in

the alternative calculations, but the above simplified description suf-

fices for the illustrative purpose here. The Polish state statistical

office stressed most emphatically that the alternative calculations were

not be to be considered other than rough estimates and cannot be in-

terpreted as pointing to a need for changes in the existing system of

realized prices nor are these alternative calculations to be taken to rep-

resent economically justified sets of prices of realization.
In effect, these provisional recalculations by the Polish statistical

office follow roughly along the lines of our own earlier calculations of

the structure of national product at prices approximating factor cost.7

The tabulation below shows the results of the GUS calculations of.

gross domestic national income for 1967 in current prices in four

alternative bases of valuation for, sectors of origin of product. Gross

national income here means that capital consumption allowances were

not subtracted along with other material costs from gross output to

arriv'e at the aggregate. The gross national income therefore is the net

(NMP) national income plus depreciation of fixed assets in the ma-

terial sphere of production.

STRUCTURE OF GROSS NATIONAL INCOME, 1967

ln current pricesl

Realized
prices Variant A Variant B Variant C

Total - - - - 100 100

Industry ---------------------- 
51 45 39 41

Construction -19 
11 3 27

Agriculture- - 19 2 28 23

Transport and communications -8 8 13

Trade ------------------------------------ 
9 1 7 6

7 See autobibliography for Alton and Associates, PoUlh National Income and Produci

4t 1954, 1955 and 1965, and our more recent Occasional Papers on trends and structure

of Polisb economic activity.
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In all the variants (A, B, and C), industry's share declines very sub-stantially while that of agriculture increases. Variant C comes closestto our notion of structure at factor cost. In this variant, as comparedto the structure in realized Prices, in percentages of the total, industrydeclines from 51 to 41 (i.e. by one-fifth); agriculture rises from 19to 27 (by about one-half), and transport and communications risefrom 8 to 13 (about five-eighths); trade declines by about one-third;and construction stays roughly unchanged.The composition of gross national income distributed to major finaluses remains practically unchanged in variants A, B, and C as com-pared to its structure in realized prices. Although the major final usepercentage shares are relatively unchanged in the four variants, thisdoes not mean that subcomponents will all duplicate this stability.This is implied by the branch composition of industry in the fourvariants (see below). We would expect some substantial changes forshares of subcomponents of personal consumption, collective consump-tion, and gross investment when displayed in the four variants. Un-der personal consumption there should appear repercussion of the de-clining shares of textiles and food (see below). Within collective con-sumption and gross investment under the current prices of realiza-tion some subcomponents may be relatively subsidized vis-a-vis others.Allocations of product to favored investment uses and to military pro-curement in current prices of realization may appear as relatively lowshares compared to what they would be at approximations to factorcost.

The summary GUS calculations by four alternative sets of valua-tions for major sectors of production tabulated above cannot showthe very substantial changes within the industrial sector, but suchchanges were tablulated by GUS for branches of industry. Perhapsthe most significant changes evident in the juxtaposition of 1967 shareswithin industry as a whole taken as 100 in each variant, were the fol-lowing, showing first the branch percentage share at actually realizedprices and second the corresponding branch share in variants C Fuels,lv.5-l4.9: ferrous metallurgy, 4.9-9.5; textiles, 10.8-7.2; food,18.0-9.9. For other branches there were smaller variations, up anddown. The major changes no doubt reflect the significant influence ofthe returns to capital and the incidence of turnover tax and other.forms of accumulation of financial means to finance investment andother state purposes. Such financial transfers would appear to im-pinge heavily in favor of the textiles and food shares in the actuallyrealized prices, and the adjustment in variant C accordingly reducesthe shares of these branches.
An earlier edition of the Polish Main Statistical Office national in-come yearbook attempted a more modest adjustment to economicstructure, taking into account only the consequences of exclusion oftaxes and budget differences (which in effect are like positive or nega-tive sales, or turnover, taxes).8 The results were more or less like thoseunder the variants described above, although they showed less di-vergence from the structure at established prices. We have not seenin more recent Polish official national income yearbooks comparable

8 Rocznik dochudu narodowego 1965-1968, pp. 158-159.
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alternative calculations of the structure of economic activity although
economic policy and planning require a more realistic view of the al-

location of factors of production (labor, capital, and land) than is

afforded by the statistics in actually realized prices. We should note

that the composition of gross (material) national income under va-

riants A, B and C still cannot be simply juxtaposed to the composi-

tion of GNP or GDP; the latter aggregates include so-called non-

productive services that are excluded from gross (material sector)

national income (dochod narodot-y brutto) used in the GUS recal-

culations. In addition to this difference in coverage, there are differ-

ences in valuation and methodology between the GUS gross national
income concept and GNP as we calculate it.

Composition of National Product by End U8eS

In table 5 we show the percentage composition of gross product en-

tering domestic final uses. The total here for each year comprises final

product arising from domestic production plus imports minus ex-

ports. Indexes corresponding to the structure shown in table 5 are

given in table 15 for 1965 and 1970-1978, and are discussed in section

IV. We note briefly that tables 5 and 15 are derived within the frame-

work of our estimates of GNP produced. Indexes of personal con-

sumption excluding housing are estimated from extensive commodity
samples weighted by base-year prices and base-year consumption ex-

penditures by major categories. Housing services are weighted by their

sector of origin weights augmented by estimated purchases from other

sectors for this final use. The selected elements of government final

civilian uses comprise administration, justice, internal security, edu-

cation, culture, health and social welfare. Their indexes are the same

as in our GNP by sector of origin, but their weights are augmented by

purchases from other sectors, comparably to the weight for housing.
A residual consisting of gross investment, defense, and other uses not

already covered in the private consumption and selected government
final uses noted above is derived by subtracting the specified uses from
the control total of product available for domestic final uses as defined
above. Our Occasional Papers, Nos. 55 and 57 and working papers
provide details of our sources and methodology.

We should note here that the results in Tables 5 and 15 are pro-

visional and are not as detailed as we would like them to be. Further
research is needed to provide more definitive measures. Our principal
concern is to disaggregate the residual, but we are constrained by the
knowledge that official sources indicate inclusion of some defense
expenditure in the official accumulation, or investment, category. How
the defense component as a final use would move over time is the
major issue. Official defense expenditure data are believed to under-
state substantially the actual defense spending.

The shares of private consumption as presented in table 5 generally

show considerable stability from 1965 to 1978; some small decline is

indicated for Czechslovakia and the GDR. A somewhat more substan-
tial decline is evident for Poland, Hungary shows a rising share, and

Bulgaria a notable dip in 1975. Adverse foreign trade developments
are suggested by some of the changes in the 1970's, but the picture is
not very clear. The indexes in table 15 may be more informative. There
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TABLE 5.-COMPOSITION OF GROSS PRODUCT DOMESTICALLY USED, SELECTED YEARS, 1965-78

[In constant prices)

196J 1970 1975 1978
Bulgaria:

1. Private consumption.. 
58.5 56.7 52.6 59. 8

a. Personal consumption excluding housing -50.8 49.9 4.3 52.5.Housing- 
7.7 6.8 6.3 7.32. Government: Selected civilian elements 8- 3 830-8-0-93. Residual: Gross investment, defense, other33.2 35.3 39 4° 31 2

Total-i 
o- _o----------________-_____-___----- . 100.0 100.0 10. 0Czechoslovakia:

1. Private consumption-59.9 57.8 55.2 56.3
a. Personal consumption exclgding housing 48.7 47.8 46.2 47.4b. Houslng - - 11. 2 10.0 9.0 8.92. Government: Selected civilian elements 8.8 8.8 8.6 8.73. Residual: Gross investment, defense, other - -31.3 33.4 36.2 35.0Total -- ----------- ------ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0German Democratic Republic:

1. Private consumption - - 66.6 62. 8 65.8 63.8
S. Personal consumption excluding housing----------- 56.4 53.9 57.6 560b. Housing 

10.2 8.9 8.2 7.82. Government: Selected civilian elements - -14.4 13.0 12.6 12.23. Residual: Gross investment, defense, other - -19 0 24.2 21.6 24.0
Total 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0Hungary:
1. Private consumption - --------------------- 56.1 56.8 58.0 160.1

a. Personal consumption exicuding housing- 45.3 47.2 40.8 5508b. Housing -10.8 
9.6 9.2 1 93

2. Government: Selected civilian elements 90 83 8 93. Residual: Gross investment, defense, other -3490 8.3 8.6 18.9Total ~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~34.9 34.9 33.4 s 31j0Total-100.0 
100.0 100.0 - 100. 0Poland:

1. Private consumption -57.6 
56.7 49.8 51S. Personal consumntion *vr,,d 2...---------- . 49.0 48.4 43.4 44.9u. noosing-8.6 
8.3 6.4 6.42. Government: Selected civilian elements - 8 8.3 6.1 6 43. Residual: Gross investment, defense, other -8.3 7.8 6.1 6.0Total ------ ---- ~~~~~~34.1 35.5 44.1 42.7Total-10--------------------------------------------- 

0. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0
' 1977 estimates.

Source: See app., pt. A.

is room for speculation as to what the tradeoffs may be within theresidual as between civilian investment and military procurement.Austerity with regard to civilian investment is noted in East Europeandiscussions, most notably in Poland. If the defense component wererising, then the decline in the civilian investment share would begreater than table 5 suggests. There is of course, in particular yearsthe complicating, factor of weather-induced variable agricultural out-put as it affects personal consumption and the total product availablefor final use.
Hungary alone among the six countries studied here publishes in itsrecent statistical yearbook tables of gross domestic product (GIDP) by
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sources and use. The absolute figures as published in the 1977 and 1978

yearbooks are in current prices, and there are no detailed breakdowns
within the two given major uses-final consumption and gross capital

formation. A comparison with our table 5, which is in constant prices,

and with a different bases of valuation, notably for housing, would be

inappropriate. We shall remark upon the valuation of housing services

in another context below.
Dr. Eugenia Krzeczkowska in the Polish Main Statistical Office

expanded the 1974 NMP national income produced to the United Na-

tions SNA GDP concept and proceeded to an estimate of Polish GDP

in dollars. Krzeczkowska took some care to impute rent and profits in

housing to place this highly subsidized element on a more comparable
footing to Western national accounts. We shall take further note of

this estimate below in connection with dollar estimates of East Euro-

pean GNPs.
Table 6 shows the percentage composition of "distributed" NMP na-

tional income in Eastern Europe for selected years, 1965-1978. The

total distributed NMP differs from the total NMP produced by the

extent of losses of product and the surplus (or deficit) of imports over

exports. NMP national income here excludes nonmaterial services as

contributors to production but includes them as users of material

product. The NMP concept is not comparable to GNP or GDP, and

differences in methodology and especially of bases of valuation con-

tribute further to lack of comparability.
Table 6 shows the structure of NMP in allocations to consumption

and net accumulation (investment) and to components of these two

major uses. Footnotes to the table indicate the price bases for particu-
lar rows, and notations on row stubs indicating "versions" refer to

reclassification. For example, there are two 1965 rows for Hungary
which differ significantly, and in 1975 a reclassification again affected
the Hungarian structure of uses. According to some official East

European economic handbooks, "accumulation" includes some mili-

tary expenditures, but the prices at which military procurement would

enter into accumulation are open to question. In some countries price

setting for military procurements is an explicit matter of participation
for the ministry of defense, and it is possible that special price conces-

sions, or devious financial transfers result in less cost to the explicit
defense budget.9

We shall leave it to the reader to trace the detailed evolution of

shares in table 6; here we shall consider only general trends. For most

countries, 'as a percentage share, accumulation rose from 1965 to a

peak in the mid-1970's; Hungary was an exception in reaching a high

point in 1978. Poland reachI a peak of 35 percent in 1975 and fell to

about 31 percent by 1978. Polish and Hungarian 1980 plans indicate
shrinkage in prospect in dealing with acute balance of payments prob-

lems and the heavy burden of foreign debt service. Romania obfuscates
the picture by showing shares only as averages over five-year periods,

Milan Spicak, V armade po tunoru. Prao ue. 1968, p. 154. mentions a special investment

credit as a very substantial "camouilaged" source of Czechoslovak defense expenditures

in the early postwar years. Spicak wrote his book during the period of liberalization

preceding the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in the summer of 1968.
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TABLE 6.-COMPOSITION OF DISTRIBUTED NATIONAL INCOME (NET MATERIAL PRODUCT) BY FINAL USE,
SELECTED YEARS, 1965-78

[Percent of total] -

NMP Consumption Accumulation
used -
total Total Personal Collective Total Fixed Inventory

capital and
reserves

Bulgaria:
1965, -------------- 100 71. 7 69.2 2.5 28.3 ( ) (2)19701 X 100 69.2 66.3 2.9 30.8 (1) ()19751 --------------------------- 100 67.2 63.2 4.0 32.8 (2) (2)19753a--------------- 100 67.5 (5) (2) 32.5 (2) (5)

Czechoslovakia:100 676 72.0 4.5 23.5 (2) (2
19654 ............................ 100 90.9 70.2 20.7 9.1 9.2 I.11960s---------------------------- 100 79.4 60.3 19. 1 20.6 14.6 6.01975 5------------------ 100 76.7 57.9 18.8 23.3 18. 3 5. 019755 ---------------------------- 100 74.0 54.5 19.5 26.0 21.6 4.41976A- ------------------------- 100 74.3 54.4 19.9 25.7 21.5 4.11976Bs -------------------------- 100 74.3 54.6 19.6 25.7 20.3 5.51978 -100 76.3 55.8 20.6 23.7 21.4 2. 219784 ............ --------- 100 75.3 55.5 19.8 24.7 22.2 2. 5German Democratic Repoblijc:6-
1965 -100 80.0 71.5 8.5 20.0 15. 5 4. 51970 ----------- 100 75.6 66.4 9.2 24.4 20.6 3.7
1978------------------------ 100 77.7 67.0 10.8 22.3 19. 4 2.9
1unga-y:- 100 78.4 67.1 11.3 21.6 19.2 2. 4Original version: 1965: -7100 76.1 72.3 3.8 23.9 20.0 3.9Revised versions:-
.1965 version A 7----- ------ 100 79.8 71.2 8.6 20.2 15. 0 5. 21970 version A 7 - -100 76.0 66.6 9.4 24.0 18.8 5.21975 version A - -100 71.1 61.9 9.2 28.9 23.4 5. 51975 version A1-- 100 75.2 66.1 9.1 24.8 22.4 2.41975 version B 7- 100 73.6 (2) (2) 26.4 (5) 2)41978 version B' - -- - 67.--5 58.1 .- 3 2.5 19.8 12.1978 version 0 7 - - 10 69.3 (2) (2). 30.7 (2) 8 2Poland: ---------- 0 693 () () 37 )
1965 9_ ---------------- -- ____ 100 73.2 63. 7 9. 5 26.8 18.6 8. 21970 P -------------------- ------ 100 72.1 61.4 10.7 27.9 21. 8 6. 1197010 --------------------------- 100 73.9 62.6 11.3 26.1 19.5 6.61938510 ---------------------- 100 64.8 54.4 10. 4 35.2 28.4 6. 8197810 -" ------------- 100 69.2 57.4 11. 8 30.8 26.1 4.7197811--- - 100 69.2 57.6 11.6 30.8 25.9 4.9Romania: W-------- 

.15615-7100 75.7 (2) (2) 24.3 (') (2)1966-70- 100 71.2 (2) (2) 28.8 (2) (2)100 65.9 (2) (5) 34. 1 A') (2)

I ln comparable prices: prices ofJan. 1, 1962, through 1970; prices ofJan. 1, 1971, for 1975.2 Not available.
o In current prices.
'In current prices.
o Prices of Jan. 1, 1967, for 1965-1976A; 19760 and 1978 in Jan. 1,1977, prices and in a revised classification.o All years is 1975 prices.
7 In comparable prices.
I In current prices.

In constant 1971 prices.
'° In constant prices of Jan. 1,1977.
"In current prices.
"t2in comparable prices: 1955 prices for the period 1961-65; 1963 prices for 1966-70 and 1971-75. More recentor moredetailed data are sot available.

Note: See app., pt. C.

with the 1979 statistical yearbook showing the allocation for the 1971-
1975 period as the latest available. Trends in total consumption shares
obviously complement the trend in accumulation.

Structure and Growth of Employmewnt

Table 7 provides insights into the evolving structure of production
from the viewpoint of the distribution of the economically activepopulation by industrial sectors for CMEA countries of Europe, other
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countries of Europe, and the USA.10 Although these data are not fully
comparable as to coverage, the orders of magnitude are probably close
enough for our rough purpose. Some general conclusions drawn from
this table are:

TABLE 7.-ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION BY KIND OF ACTIVITY, SELECTED COUNTRIES AND YEARS

Percentages of active population in-

Percent Non- Agricul- Other
Total of total material ture and material

Country and year (thousands) population services' Industry forestry activities

Bulgaria:
1960 -) (a) 9.2 21.9 55. 5 13. 4
1965 -4, 628 51.9 (a) (5) ( ) ( )
1977 -() (a) 16.0 34. 2 25.8 24. 0

Czechoslovakia:
1960 - 6, 062 44.4 14.3 37:3 25.9 22. 5
1977 -7, 282 48.4 20.0 38.3 14.9 26. 8

German Democratic Republic:
1960 -7, 968 46.2 15.3 42.0 17.3 25. 4
1977 -8, 516 50.8 21.0 42.3 10.9 25. 8

Hungry
1960 4,876 49.0 14.3 28. 4 38.9 18. 4
1977- 5, 083 47.4 18.0 34.7 21.9 25.4

Poland:
1960 -13, 971 . 47. 5 13. 1 23.2 48.0 15. 7
1974- 17, 507 52.0 15.5 30.2 34.6 19. 7

Romania:
1960 - 9, 538 51.6 7.6 15. 1 65.5 11. 7
1977 -10,264 47.4 12.0 32.8 34.7 20. 5

U.S.S.R.:
1960 - 399, 130 3 47.5 15.4 4 32.3 38.7 13.6
1970 -117, 028 48.4 (2) (5) , () (5)
1977 -(2) (') 22.0 4 38.3 21.8 17. 9

Austria:
1961 - 3, 370 47.6 19.4 31.1 22.8 26. 7
1977 3, 015 40.1 24.0 31.8 11.7 32. 5

France:
1962 -19, 829 42.7 24.0 29.4 19.8 26. 8
1975 -21, 775 41.3 30.0 28.4 9.6 32.0

Spain:
1960 -11,634 38.1 14.9 24.3 41.3 19.5
1976 -13,281 36.9 5 20.0 27. 1 20.8 ' 32. 1

Federal Republic of Germany:
1961--------------- 25, 763 47.7 23.0 40.0 13.4 23. 6
1977- -26,051 43.8 29.0 37.0 6.4 27.6

United Kingdom:"
1961 -24, 617 46.7 27.7 39.3 3.8 - 29. 2
1976 -26, 045 46.6 33.0 31. 1 2.5 33.4

Italy:
1961 -20,173 39.8 16.4 27.8 28.3 27. 5
1977 -21,607 38. 3 23.0 26.3 14.6 36. 1

United States:
1960 -69, 877 39.0 31.6 28.8 6. 5 33. 1
1977 -99, 534 45.9 38.0 24.3 3.6 34.1

I For non-CMEA countries (Austria and those that follow below), nonmaterial services are the residual in the total
after exclusion of industry, construction, agriculture, forestry, transportation, communications, and trade.
' Not available.
'1959, but the remaining figures refer to 1960.
4 Includes construction.
B Finance and Insurance are excluded from "nonmaterial" and included in "other material activities."
'Excluding Northern Ireland.

Source: Poland, Main Statistical Office, Rocznik Statyetyczny, 1976, p. 554, and ibid., 1979, p. 483.

(1) The economically active population in 1977 in the East Euro-
pean countries and the U.S.S.R. comprises roughly one-half of the
total population. In Western Europe and the United States the range
for 1975-1977 is between 37 and 47. percent. For the United States it is
46 percent; the Federal Republic of Germany shows 44 percent; Spain

"e The data In table 7 are not fully comparable. The CMEA classification is followed
for Eastern Europe and the International Standard Industrial Classification for the
remaining countries.
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(1976) is lowest, at 37 percent; and United Kingdom (1976), highest
at 46 percent. (2) As a percentage of the total economically active
population, nonmaterial services in Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R.
have risen from a range of 8 to 15 percent in 1960 to a range of 12 to
22 percent in 1977. For the non-CMEA countries, the corresponding
range for 1975-1977 was 20 to 38 percent. (3) The percentage shares
for the East European countries for industry have risen markedly
from 1960 to 1977 for Bulgaria, Romania, Poland, and Hungary;
very slight increases appeared in Czechoslovakia and the GDR. For
the region as a whole the 1977 range for the share of industry in the
total economically active population was between 30 and 42 percent,
with the GDR (42 percent) and Czechoslovakia (38 percent) at the
top and Romania (33 percent) and Poland (1974-30 percent) at the
bottom. The 1975-1977 corresponding range for industry in Western
Europe was from 26 percent (Italy) to 37 percent (the Federal Re-
public of Germany); for the United States the share was 24 percent.
Thus in terms of the range of industry's share in total employment,
Eastern Europe is higher than Western Europe. (4) The share ofagriculture and forestry in Eastern Europe fell sharply in all coun-
tries between 1960 and 1977. In 1960 the range was from a high of 66
percent in Romania to a low of 17 percent in the GDR. By 1977 this
range had diminished to a high of 35 percent in Romania and Poland
and a low of 10.9 percent in the GDR. In Western Europe agriculture's
share also declined sharply. In 1975-1977 the range was from 21 per-
cent (Spain, 1976) to 2.5 percent (United Kingdom, 1976); for the
United States (1977) the percentage was 3.6. The comparison suggests
that agriculture still affords a labor reserve for transfer to non-agri-
cultural sectors in Eastern Europe. Such transfer will depend on im-
proved productivity in agriculture and the provision of employment
opportunities and housing in the non-agricultural sectors. Industry's
share may be expected to decline as the services' share rises.

Table 8 provides for countries of Eastern Europe the percentage
composition of employment and indexes of growth of employment by
sector 01 production, 1965, 1970, i975 and 1978. The share for indus-
trv in the total emnlovment showed onlv slight changes over the 1965-
1975 period for Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary, and Poland;
very substantial increases occurred in Bulgaria, and particularly in
Romania (from 19 to 33 percent). In 1978 the ranpqe for the industrial
shares for the six countries was from 31 percent (Poland) to 42 percent
(the GDR). a remarkable reduction from the ranae in 1965. from 19
percent (in Romania) to 41 percent in the GTR. For agriculture andforestry the evolution of ranges was, from 1965, 58 percent in Romania
to 16 percent in the GDR, to 1978, 34 percent in Romania to 11 percent
in the CTDR.

The indexes in table 8 show the growth of employment totals and
by sector. 1965. 1970, and 1975, and 1978. Total employment increased
most in Poland (30 percent) and least in Romania and the GDR (7
percent). Employment in all sectors grew faster than total employ-
ment, excent for agriculture and forestry, where it dropped. in pert
cent, by about 39 in Bulgaria, 38 in Romania, .30 in the GDR, 22 in
Hungary and 21 in Czechoslovakia, but increased 1 percent in Poland,
and except for trade, which fell only in the GDR (by 4 percent). The
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faster growing sectors varied among countries, but trade, construction,
transport and communications, and industry, more or less in that
order, were the leaders. A significant exception here was industry in
Romania (an increase of 88 percent, the highest sectoral growth).

Because industry is the largest sector in all countries, except Poland
and Romania, where its employment share is nearly the same as for
agriculture, .the changing composition of employment by branches of

TABLE 8.-STRUCTURE AND GROWTH-OF EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR SECTOR, 1965, 1970,1975. AND 1978

[Percent of total; indexes 1965 = 1001

Structure (percent) Indexes (1965=100)

1965 1970. 1975 1978 1965 1970 1975 1978

Bulgaria:
Industry (including handicrafts) -26.3 30.4 33. 5
Agriculture and forestry -45.3 35.7 28.1
Construction- 7.0 8.4 8. 0
Transport and communications -5.1 6.0 6.4
Trade -5.2 . 6.1 7. 8
Other -11. 1 13.4 16. 2

Total -100.0 100.0 100. 0

34. 5 100 121.6 138.9 144.2
25.0 100 83.2 67.7 60.7
8. 3 100 127.2 125.6 131.3

*6. 9 100 116.0 131. 2 140.7
8.3 100 124.8 165.4 177.4

17.0 100- 129.1 160.9 171.2

100.0 100 105.3 109.2 110.0

Czechoslovakia:
* Industry (including handicrafts)- 38.3 38:0 38. 5

Agriculture and forestry -21.1 18.3 15. 2
Construction- 8. 0 8. 6. 9.3
Transport and communications -6.5 6.8 6. 5
Trade --- 8.4 9.0 .10.3
Other -17.7 19.3 20.2

38.5 100 107.7 115.3 117. 9
14.2 100 94.2 82.6 79.3
9. 6 100 116. 1 132.2 140.5
6.6 100 114.4 11603 119.4

11.1 100 116.4 140.0 153.7
20.0 100 118.4 131.5 133.1

Total -- 100. 0

German Democratic Republic:
Industry (including handicrafts) -41.4
Agriculture and forestry -16.1
Construction 6. 1
Transport and communications 7.1
Trade ---- 11. 5
Other - 17. 8

Total -100. 0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100 108.6 114.8 117. 4

42.1 42.0
12.4 11.0
8. 0 7. 5
7.2 7.6

10 9 10.6
19.4 21.3

100.0 100.0

41.9 100 103. 6 105.6 108.2
10:6 100 78.6 70.9 69.9
7. 6 100 134.0 128. 1 133.4
7.6 100 103.4 * 111.2 114.4

10.4 100 96.7 96.2 96.2
22.0 100 110.5 124.6 131.7

100.0 100 101.8 104.1 106.8

Hungary:
Industry (including handicrafts)- 34. 3
Agriculture and forestry2 -8. 3
Construction -6. 4
Transport and communications 6. 9
Trade - 7. 3
Other. -16. 8

Total - 100. 0

35.7 35. 4 34. 3 100 111. 4 112. 5 109.0
24.8 21.0 20.3 100 94.2 81.3 78.2
7.5 8.2 8.2 100 125.2 140.2 138.8
7.3 7.8 8.0 100 113.7 123. 5 127.2
8.2 9.1 9.5 100 120.5 135.2 141.7

16. 5 18. 5 19. 7 100 105.4 120.3 127.7

100.0 100.0 100.0 100 107. 2 109.3 109.0

Poland:
Industry (including handicrafts) -28. 6 30.3 31. 1 30.7 100 119.0 137.6 .139.1
Agriculture and forestry -39. 4 34.6 30.8 30.7 100 98.8 98.6 101.0
Construction -6.8 7.3 8.7 8.4 100 121.2 161.3 159. 4
Transport and communications -5.9 6.2 6.3 6.4 100 119.0 136.1 142. 3
Trade -6.1 6.9 7.4 7. 6 100 126.5 154.1 160.5
Other -112 14.7 15.7 16.2 100 124.4 149.3 157. 8

Total -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 112.4 126.3 129. 5

Rumania:
Industry (including handicrafts) -18.8 22.5 30.1 33.1 100 122.5 168.0 187. 8
Agriculture and forestry -57.6 50.3 39. 1 33.7 100 89.3 71.1 62.4
Construction- 6.4 7. 6 8. 1 8.8 100 121.3 132.4 146.9
Transport and communications - 3. 5 4. 1 4. 7 5.1 100 117.6 140.4 153.6
Trade 3.9 4.3 5.5 6.0 100 112.4 145.5 161. 5
Other -9.8 11.2 12.5 13.3 100 118.9 135.4 145.8

Total -100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100 102.4 104.9 106.6

Note: See app., pt. D.



TABLE 9.-STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT BY BRANCHES OF SOCIALIZED INDUSTRY, SELECTED YEARS, 1960-78

[Annual averages and percentage compositioni

Bulgaria Czechoslovakia German Democratic RepublicI

1960 1965 1970 1975 1978' 1960 1965 1970 1975 1978 1960 1965 1970 1975 1978

Employment:
Thousands -762.5 936.4 1,147.7 1,285.0 1, 286.8 2,262.0 2,478.0 2,616.0 2,689.0 2,740.0 2,782.4 2,729.9 2,817.8 3,063.7 3,125. 2
Percentof total -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1. Electric power- 1.6 1.6 1.5 1. 5 1.7 1.7 1. 7 1.7 1.9 2.0 9
2. Mining and fuels -5. 7 5.6 5.0 4.0 4.2 8.1 8.3 6. 5 6.3 6.3J 9.2 9.5 6.2 6.4 6.4
3. Metallurgy .-- 5.2 6.8 35.9 32.4 2. 8 8.7 9.1 8.9 8.9 7.6 3.7 4.1 4.3 4. 1 4.1
4. Machinery -16.7 19.8 2. 5 25.7 28.0 34.6 35.8 37.3 37.7 39.6 36.4 38.0 41.6 42.5 42.9
5. Chemicals and rubber -3.4 4.1 5. 3 6. 1 6. 3 4.1 .4.5 5.0 5.2 5.2 9.7 10.3 1. 5 10.9 10.7
6. Building materials -4.3 5.0 4. 2 4.6 5.2 4.5 3.9 4.0 3.9 3. 8 3.3 3. 2 3.2 3.1 3.1
7. Lumberand wood products -10.4 8.8 7.3 6. 4 5.7 5.0 4.8 4.8 4.9 4.7 5. 5 5.3
8. Paper and paper products -. 9 1.0 1. 0 1. 2 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.6 1. 7 1.7 2.2 2.1
9. Textiles -12.7 10.0 10.0 10.1 10.4 9.8 9.0 8. 7 8.4 8.1 11.9 10.3 8. 8 8.0 7 5

10. Other industry- 22.3 21.3 22.1 24.5 21.6 13.4 13.6 13.9 13.6 13.4 10. 5 9.9 16.7 17.1 16.7
11. Food processing and tobacco -16.8 16.0 15.2 13.5 12.8 8. 4 7.6 7.6 7.5 7.6 7.6 7. 3 7.7 7.9 8.6 X

Hung~ary Poland Romania

1960 1965 1970 1975 1978 1960 1965 1970 19754 1978 1960 1965 1970 1975 1978

Emplo ment:
housands -1,302.7 1, 498.1 1,729.0 1,744.0 1,687.0 2,297.0 3,431.5 4,043.6 4, 704.1 4,763.5 1, 255. 2 1,675.6 2,066.0 2, 802.1 3,107.5

Percent of total-100.-0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1. Electric power -2.8 2.7 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 1. 3 2. 1 1.9 1. 5 1. 4
2. Mining and fuels -11. 1 10. 4 8.4 7.3 6.9 12.1 11. 1 9. 9 8.9 9.2 6.9 5.8 4. 7 3.6 3.5
3. Metallurgy- 6.5 6.1 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.7 5.8 5.6 5. 4 5.4 7.2 7.3 6. 8 6.1 6.1
4. Machinery -27.9 29.4 31.0 31.6 32.2 24.9 28.2 31.0 32.8 34.0 23.3 24.2 26.4 32.6 34.4
5. Chemicals and rubber -5.0 5. 7 6. 4 6.8 6. 8 6.3 6.6 6.8 7. 1 6.9 4.2 5.4 6.5 6.8 7.0
6. Building materials- 5.3 5.0 4.7 4.7 4.8 5.9 5.2 4.9 4. 3 4.0 5.6 5. 5 5.3 4.3 4. 3
7. Lumber and wood products 3. 3 3. 8 3.1 3. 2 3. 1 5.2 5. 0 4.8 4.7 4.8 16.4 16.1 14.2 11.2 10.1
8. Paper and paper products -. 7 .8 1.0 .9 .9 1. 5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1 1. 5 1.4 1.3 1.2
9. Textiles ------------------------ 9. 5 9.4 8.4 7.8 7. 4 12.6 11. 4 10.7 10.2 9.6 11.4 10. 4 10. 8 11.3 11.6

10. Otherindustry -18.0 17.0 18.8 18.3 17.7 11.5 11.1 11.3 12.1 12.0 13.2 12.6 13.5 13.6 13.1
11. Food processing and tobacco- 9. 9 9.7 13.4 11.3 11.9 12.1 12.1 11.5 11.4 11.2 9.4 9.1 8. 5 7.7 7.3

9Total industry. The structure shown herei based on Polish revised industrial classification effective Jan. 1,1976.
2 Structure Ohares refer to production workers and employees In state indust y only. Total employment for 1975 was revised upward by 1.3 percent, but relatively unimportant differences
0 1960, 1965. and 1970: Ferrous and nonferrous industries; 1975 and 1978: Ferrous industry only . in percentage structure were entailed as compared with that based on the superseded classification.

One might note the sharp increase in 1975 in "Other industr- this suggests a transfer from ' Metal See RS 1977, p. 132 for details.
lurgy" to the "Other' category, which includes an unpeiad residual we plai:ed there. Soarces: App., pt. B.
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TABLE 10.-OFFICIAL DATA ON THE STRUCTURE AND GROWTH OF FIXED CAPITAL, BY MAJOR SECTOR, 1965, 1970,
1975, AND 1978

(Annual average unless otherwise specified; varying valuations as indicated)

Structure (percent) Indexes (1965=100)

1965 1970 1975 1978 1965 1970 1975 1978

Bulgaria (1965-75: at full initial cost;
cumulative value of assets added at
current prices of the time of acquisi-
tion; 1978 at replacement value):

Total -100.0 100.0 100.0 1 100.0 100.0 152.7 223. 2 ' 314. 1

Industry (including forestry) 26. 6
Agriculture … 14.1
Construction 1. 3
Transport and communications - 14. 3
Trade - ------------------- 1. 9
Other material production- .

Subtotal: material production - 58.3
Nonproductive sectors -41. 7

Of which, housing -30. 6

33.1 36.1 34.8 100.0 189.6 297.3 402.5
13.3 12.4 11.8 100.0 142.9 196.5 262.3
1.9 2.5 2.6 100.0 222.8 437.0 628.6

13.5 13.7 NA 100.0 144.3 215.5 NA
2.2 2.6 NA 100.0 189.9 331.4 NA
.1 .1 NA 100.0 142.7 757.3 NA

64.1 67.6 67.8 100.0 168.1 257.8 364.0
35.9 32.4 32.2 100.0 130.9 174.4 243.6
24.1 19.9 18.6 100.0 120.0 148.1 195.1

Czechoslovakia (at undepreciated pur-
chase value, in comparable 1967
prices, 1965-75, and in Jan. 1, 1977
prices for 1978; Indexes linked at

To5.tal -------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 120.7 157.0 185.2

Industry -33.9 34.7 35.0 34.6 100.0 123.7 162.3 195.3
Agriculture and forestry -8.7 8.8 9.0 9.3 100.0 123.2 163.9 198.9
Construction -1.6 2.0 2.4 2.6 100.0 144.1 229.7 289. 3
Transport and communications - 18.2 17.6 16.3 15. 5 100.0 117.0 140.5 157. 8
Trade -2.8 3.3 3.8 4.0 100.0 142.7 213.6 266.6
Other material production -. I .I .2 .1 100.0 134.9 190.3 382.8

Subtotal: material production- 65.3 66. 5 66. 7 66.2 100.0 123.0 160.4 190. 9
Nonproductive sectors -34.7 33.5 33.3 33.8 100.0 116.2 150.7 174. 9

Of which, housing -23.9 22.5 21.9 22.1 100.0 113.6 143.8 165.3

German Democratic Republic (at unde-
preciated book value, in comparable
1966 prices):

Total -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 118.9 146.9 166.8

Industry and crafts -33. 7
Agriculture and forestry 7. 2
Construction -1. 2
Transport and communications 10. 2
Trade ------- 2.9
Other material production- .2

36.4 40.1 42.1 100.0 128.5 174.5 208.1
8.0 8.3 8.4 100.0 132.0 168.1 193.9
1.6 1.8 2.0 100.0 163.4 230.5 293.3
9.8 9.7 9.8 100.0 113.5 140.2 159.2
3. 0 3.2 3.3 100.0 125.6 165.2 194.0

.3 .4 .4 100.0 174.1 336.0 385.4

Subtotal: material production- 55. 4
Nonproductive sectors 44.6

Of which: housing -NA

59.1 63. 5 66.0 100.0 126.9 168.6 198.9
40.9 36.5 34.0 100.0 109.0 120.0 127.0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Hungary (at undepreciated value, in com-
parable prices of 1968 and 1976): 2

Total -100.0 100.0/100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 125.0 165.0 199. 4

Industry- - 22. 5 25. 0/24.8 26. 7 27.8 100. 0 140.0 203.7 256. 5
Agriculture and forestry -8.4 9. 7/12.1 13.4 13.3 100.0 144.0 216.9 259.8
Construction- .7 1. 0/1.0 1.4 1.7 100.0 174.0 349.7 489. 3
Transport and communications - 18.0 16. 8/12.5 11.9 11.6 100.0 117.0 150.8 176. 7
Trade ------------- 1.5 1. 9/1.9 2.4 2.8 100.0 161.0 272.6 375. 6
Other material production -5.3 4. 8/2.9 3.3 3.4 100.0 112.0 165.1 211. 9

Subtotal: Material production- 56. 4 59. 2/55.2 59. 1 60. 6 100. 0 131.0 189.9 235. 2
Nonproductive sectors -43.6 40. 8/44.8 40.9 39.4 100.0 117.0 144.6 168. 5

Of which: Housing' -32.4 29.2/33.1 29.9 28.7 100.0 113.6 138.8 160.7

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 10.-OFFICIAL DATA ON THE STRUCTURE AND GROWTH OF FIXED CAPITAL, BY MAJOR SECTOR, 1965, 1970,

1975, AND 1978-Continued

[Annual average unless otherwise specified; varying valuations as indicated)

Structure (percent) Indexes (1965=100)

1965 1970 1975 1978 1965 1970 1975 1978

Poland (at undepreciated value It
prices of 1971 through 1975; Jan. I
19771rices for 1978; indexes linked)

otal -- - -- - - -- - -- - -

Industry
Agriculture and forestry-
Construction
Transport and communica
tion

Trade --- -----------
Other material production_

Subtotal: material production--..
Nonproductive sectors .

Of which: housing .

Romania (year-end data at full inventor)
value; 1965 data reflect list prices at
the time of acquisition; 1970 and 1975
data reflect prices of 1963; 1978 data
are in current prices):

Total

Industry
Agricuture
Construction. - -------
Transport and communication.
Trade
Other material production.--------

Subtotal: material production...>
Nonmaterial sectors

Of which housing -

) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 125.2 166.3 205.3
20.5 24.0 29.0 29.7 100.0 146.4 234.4 319.017,1 16.5 15.8 16.4 100.0 121.1 154.2 189.0

1.1 1.6 2.3 2.8 100.0 173.0 332.5 488.7
10.1 10.0 10.6 9.7 100.0 124.7 159.1 220.8
1.8 2.1 1.9 1.8 100.0 150.9 182.6 212.31.9 2.1 2.6 3.7 100 0 132.2 178.7 323.3

52.5 56.3 62.2 64.1 100.0 134.2 196. 9 257.547.5 43.7 37.8 35.9 100.0 115.3 132.5 148.932.2 29.2 25.5 4(24. 2) 100.0 113.7 '(131. 9) 4(148. 3)

100.0 100.0/100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 151.0 239.0 315.0
31.8 37.4/35.9 41.6 43.2 100.0 186.0 345.0 469.0
13.5 12.6/11.5 11.4 11.1 100.0 131.0 211.0 269.02.4 2.7/2.7 3.5 4.4 100.0 174.0 350.0 578.0
10.9 a 11. 7/11.7 12.1 12. 1 100.0 149.0 234.0 309.02.3 3.1/NA NA NA 100.0 171.0 NA NA.3 7.4/NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

- 61.2
- 38.8
- 25.2

67. 9/71. 5 76.8 78. 8 100.0 167.0 NA NA
32. 1/28.5 23. 2 21. 2 100.0 128.0 129.0 154.0
21. 6/24.8 19.7 17.9 100.0 127.0 161.0 191.0

1 1978 data for Bulgaria are at replacement cost and also reflect results of capital census and revaluation an of Dec. 121974. They are not directly comparable to earlier data.
,Data for 1565 and the lefthand set of structure figures for 1970 reflect prices of 1968 and definitions in use earlier;the righthand set of structure figures for 1970 and those for 1975 and 1978 reflect 1976 prices and reviued definitions.aIIncludes personal services.
I Rough estimate based on 1975 share in nonproductive sectors' total. Indexes for 1975 and 1978 are rough estimatesbased on 1970 and 1975 housing values in 1971 prices and upon the assumption that housing capital grew at the samerate as the nonproductive total for 1975-78.
5 Romanian data for 1970irefloeet an e-pznr c G I ' czvowax6 ui lixed capitai data concurrent with the expansion ofthe official concept of muaterial product. Figures to the left are comparable to 1965 data in the old coverage; figures to theright are comparable to the 1975 data in the new coverage. Value figures to reconcile the two concepts are not available,and linked indexes for all sectors and groupings have not been published.
o Figures shown here are those given in yearbooks published since 1972; they reflect the redefinition, as of 1970, of allsuch services as "productive." Earlier datahowever, ield larger shares for productive and nonproductive transportation*and communications takes together: 16.6 percent in 1965, and 15.9 percent in 1370.7 Includes forestry (0.1 in 1 65 and 0.2 in 1970) as implied by comparison with figures on agriculture including forestrypublished earlier.
I Includes communal and miscellaneous nongovernmental services.
Sources: See app., pt. E.

industry, 1960-1978, shown in table 9 may be of interest. In all the
countries, except Bulgaria, the machinery branch, comprising metals,
general machinery, precision machinery, transport means, and elec-
tric-electronic equipment, was from the outset the largest branch and
continued to grow over the period. In Bulgaria, the machinery branch
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assumed first place by 1970. In percentages of total industrial employ-
ment, 1960 and 1978 respectively, this branch accounted for 36.4 and

42.9 in the GDR, 34.6 and 39.6 in Czechoslovakia, 27.9 and 32.2 in

Hungary, 24.9 and 34.0 in Poland, 23.3 and 34.4 in Romania, and 16.7

and 28.0 in Bulgaria. Thus, by this indicator, the spread among coun-
tries has diminished. In all of the countries, textiles' share was impor-
tant at the beginning of the period, but this share declined up to 1978,
except in Romania where it remained almost unchanged. The chemi-
cals branch shows fairly consistent growth over this period through-
out the area.

Structure and Growth of Fixed CapitaZ

Priorities in fixed capital formation are reflected in table 10 in
terms of shares in total fixed capital and indexes showing growth of

fixed capital for selected years, 1965-1978. Housing is a special case;
its capital represents accumulation over a longer period than the ma-

terial production sector. In 1965 housing capital was a large share in
all countries, but it also shows the lowest rate of growth over the pe-
riod. In all six countries the share of industry is the largest in the
national totals in 1978, and this share had increased over the 1965-
1978 period. Transport and communications ranks second in 1978 in
all countries except Hungary and Poland, where agriculture and for-
estry come second. Agriculture, with the exceptions noted above,
ranked third. The range for the share of industry in 1978 in percent-
ages of the total was from a high of 43 percent in Romania to a low
of 28 in Hungary. (These shares of course do not indicate the com-
parative levels of capital per worker; some of the lower ranking
countries, e.g., the GDR and Czechoslovakia, should stand above Ro-
mania on this count.)

The indexes show fixed capital growing most rapidly in the 1965-
1978 period in construction in all countries; transport and communi-
cations ranks second except in Romania and the GDR (where in-
dustry took precedence), and Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria (where
trade came second). Industry ranks third in growth except in Czecho-
slovakia where it yields precedence to agriculture. The miscellaneous
"other material production" is not considered in this ranking. Fixed
capital in the economy as a whole for 1965-1978 would appear to have
grown fastest in Romania (3.2-fold) and Bulgaria (3.1-fold). but
fixed, capital statistics considered as "real" measures are of dubious
quality in these countries. Agriculture showed below average growth
in fixed capital in all countries except Czechoslovakia, the GDR, and
Hungary.

III. DOLLAR ESTIMATES OF GNP

The total and per capita 1978 dollar values of GNP shown in table
11 provide rough, order-of-magnitude orientation of the relative
standings of the indicated countries. The figures for the six countries
of Eastern Eirope were calculated as described in Part B of the Ap-
pendix to this paper. The data for non-CMEA countries were con-
verted from national currency values into dollars by various rates as

indicated in the table. Because the methodologies underlying the esti-
mates are not uniform and the conversion rates varv widely depending
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upon choice of average exchange rates or purchasing power equiva-
lents, one should expect a range of overall and per capita dollar GNP
estimates. Purchasing power equivalents are preferred. We shall dis-
cuss below some alternative estimates for Hungary and Poland, and
World Bank estimates for the six countries.

TABLE 11.-TOTAL AND PER CAPITA DOLLAR VALUES OF GNP, 1978

[in 1978 U.S. dollars]

Total GNP GNP per
CMEA countries (billions) capita

Bulgaria -24.0 2, 720
Czechoslovakia -69.8 4, 610German Democratic Republic -80.0 4, 770
Hungary - ------------------------------------------------ 32.5 3, 040
Poland -109.6 3,130Romania -69.4 3,180

Total -385.3 3, 560

Source: See appendix, pt. B.

Total GNP (billions) GNP per capita

Average Average
1978 Purchasing power 1978 Purchasing power

par rate/ equivalents par rate/ equivalents
market market

Non-CMEA countries rate A B rate A B

France - -470. 2 393.7 390.8 8, 824 7 430 7, 330
Federal Republic of Germany - 640.2 445.0 395.7 10,443 7, 230 6,460
Italy - -235.2 243.1 219.4 4,146 4,240 3,860United Kingdom - -309.6 340.5 320.1 5,550 6,080 5,690Austria ----------------- 57. 3------------- - 7,630 ------------
Greece ---------------- - 31.0 - - - 3,308
Spain - -- 141.6--- 3, 815
Japan - -968.8 750.4 630.0 8,432 6,560 5,500
United States - -2,108.0 2,108.0 2,108.0 9,644 9 644 9,644

Source: Non-CMEA countries: "Statistical Abstract of the United States," 1979, p. 898. National currency values con-verted into dollars by the average 1978 par rate/market rate as published by IMF. The purchasing power equivalents aretaken from CIA "Handbook of Economic Statistics 1979," p. 24. The per capita purchasing Dower en!!ivx!ants A on' Dwere otitAined from the "-- soujca by appyiiig indexes based on United States equaa 100 given in this source to the
U.S. figure (59,644). with the result rounded. The A and B versions of purchasing power equivalents are based upon
1970 ratios (A) and 1950 ratios (B), moved to 1978 by price indexes.

According to table 11, the GDR and Czechoslovakia ranked at the
top; Hungary, Poland and Romania followed at roughly the same
level in the middle; and Bulgaria came last. The range was from about
$4,800 down to $2,700. The GDR and Czechoslovakia 1978 GNP per
capita in dollars was about half that of the U.S.; the corresponding
relationship for Hungary, Poland, and Romania was about one-third
the U.S. level, and Bulgaria was somewhat below 30 percent of the
U.S. level. For the six East European countries as a group, the average
per capita level was about three-eighths of the U.S. level. In terms of
the total GNP in 1978, in current U.S. dollars, the six countries of
Eastern Europe had a total roughly equivalent to that of France, and
they would account for about one-fifth of the U.S. total.

The ranking of Romania in table 11 ahead of Hungary and Poland
is not what one might expect from, say a tourist's impression of the
relative living standards in these countries. Romanian statistical data
are the least abundant among the six East European countries, and
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their official rates of growth of national product place Romania far
ahead of other countries in the area. If these official rates of NMP
national income growth were taken as more or less adequate proxies for
real GNP growth, and if they were applied to some subjectively ac-
ceptable relative dollar level of Romanian GNP at some intermediate
year of the postwar period to move that level backward, or forward,
the result might well be an unacceptable anomaly. Romanian per capita
GNP could rival that of the more advanced countries or be so low as
to cause one to wonder how the populace could survive. One should
also note that per capita GNP refers to current annual production allo-
cated to personal consumption, government expenditures, and gross
investment. The accumulated cultural infrastructure (opera houses,
museums, etc.) that creates the impressive ambiance of Budapest is
not so relevant here. The few available Romanian statistics on allo-
cation of national product indicate the highest level of net investment
in Eastern Europe in the more recent years (see table 6). When re-
lated to the very high national product growth rates, either the official
NMP or our very substantially lower GNP rates, a relative dollar GNP
of an earlier year carried to 1978 would show very substantial catch-up.
We may conclude that our table 11 relative standings indicate rough
rankings that on the whole seem reasonable, given the data we have to
work with.

Some published dollar estimates of the GNP's of Poland and Hun-
gary may be compared with our figures in table 11. The figures for
Poland were prepared by Dr. Eugenia Krzeczkowska of the Institute
for Statistical Economic Research in the Polish Main Statistical Office
by expanding the official figure of gross NMP produced (NMP plus
depreciation) to the UN SNA definition of GDP. She added the net
value by non-material services plus their depreciation of fixed assets,
made adjustments for imputations for rent and profit in the housing
sector, and subtracted the value of non-material services bought by the
material sectors and appearing in their NMP. The result was the esti-
mated value for 1974 GDP in zlolys.'1 This value was converted to IU.S.
dollars by reference to bilateral France-Poland comparisons of per-
sonal consumption from personal incomes in purchasing power in-
dexes of their currencies in 1972 and 1973,12 and then linking the result
to the TT.S. dollar. The consumption catefrory was broken down into
foods, beverages, clothin g, shoes, household equipment, fuel, electric-
ity, water, gas, personal hygienic articles and cultural services. The
findings were advanced to 1974 by indexes. The remaining end uses
(consumption financed by social funds, investment construction, and
machinery and equipment for investment) were converted to dollars
using the bilateral United States-Hungary comparison of the United
Nations International Comparisons Project (TCP),'3 and bilateral
Hungary-Poland comparisons prepared by research and analysis units

11 E genl Krzpczkowska, "Dochod parodowy Polski w (Iolarach" (Polish National Income
in Dollars) Wiadomosci statvatrierne. No. 10. 1976, pp. 1-3.

u Fronce. Instiatt de la Statistique et des Etudes Economninues. Comnarlon de Prix
et du Volume de Ia Consommation entre ln France et Ia Pologne. published jointly with
the Polish Statistical. Office in a single volume in French and Polish, Parts and Warsaw,
1975.

1i See Irvina B. Kravis. Zoltan Yeneqsev. Alan Freston and Robert Summers. A Sysfem
of International Comparisons of GrOss Product and Purchasing Powter, The Johns Hop-
kins University Press, Baltimore. 1975.
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of the respective national statistical offices. Krzeezkowska found that
the average relation of the zloty to the dollar in 1974 was $1.00=20.6
zlotys. She translated the result into Polish GDP per capita in 1974
equal to 2,167 current dollars, and she further roughly extrapolated
this to obtain the estimated 1975 per capita Polish GDP at 2,325 U.S.
1975 dollars. This estimate advanced to 1978 dollars by means of real
GNP per capita (table 13) and the U.S. GNP deflator yields a value
of $3,007, which is about 4 percent below our table 11 estimate.

The United Nations ICP provides binary United States-Hungary
comparisons for 1967, 1970, and 1973. The approach is based on pur-
chasing power ratios for detailed categories of final uses of GDP
yielding ratios of Hungarian per capita GDP to that of the US=100
in U.S. weights, Hungarian weights, and their geometric mean. For
purposes of very rough comparisons, the ICP results were extrapolated
from 1970 and 1973 to 1978 in the three weight regimens using our real
per capita Hungarian GNP indexes in table 13 and the U.S. GNP
deflator in the Statistical Abstract of The U.S. Extrapolating by this
means from the ICP figures for 1973 yielded somewhat higher values
for Hungary than when extrapolating from the 1970 ICP figures. Both
approaches resulted in substantially higher Hungarian per capita
GNP in 1978 in 1978 dollars than shown in table 11. At Hungarian
weights these ICP-related Hungarian per capita figures were from
about 6 to 16 percent higher, at the geometric average of the Hun-
garian and U.S. weights, the differences were greater, from 28 to 39
percent higher, and at-U.S. weights the differences obviously were even
greater. 14

The ICP studies represent very important methodological and
empirical contributions to international comparisons and deserve de-
tailed study by interested scholars. They have aroused interest in the
CMEA area as well as more broadly elsewhere."

We cannot undertake here a comparison of the extensive ICP work
with that underlying our table 11, which is essentially a simplified,
approximative effort. However, at least two niefstions mona be raised
here with regard to the United States-Hungary ICP binary
comparisons.

(1) It is not clear to what extent the purchasing power ratios were
based on binational, or multinational, commodity or product expertise
in actual comparison shopping that would take into account both
product specifications and general availability of the product on the
markets. and to what extent reliance was placed upon official price
lists with suitable product specification but without actual verifica-
tion of general availability at the indicated prices at a sufficient num-
ber of sales outlets. Description of the ICP approach provides a note
of warning and guidance stressing a number of caveats.le In the
instance of Hungary it is pointed out that the work represents collabo-
ration of the Hungarian Central Statistical Office and the U.N. ICP
staff; and that comparisons between countries differing as widely in

1 bid., p. 173. and Irving B. Kravis. Alan Heston, and Robert Summers. InternationalComparisons of ReO' Product and Purchasing Power, The Johns Hopkins University Press,BEpltmore. 197,C. D. 203.
25 See Ivan Ryzhov and Yuri Ivanov. "About Methods of International Comparison ofNational Income and Other Imnortant Value Indexes." (in Russian), ElkonomicheakoesotrudnichestVo 8tran-chlenov SEV, No. 1. 1980, pp. 97-100.
' Kravis, Kenessey, et al., op. cit. (1975), pp. 10-12.
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levels of economic development and social systems as the United States
and Hungary are less reliable than comparisons between countries
where such wide differences do not occur, e.g., United States-France or
United States-Federal Republic of Germany. Our observations of
East European statistical reporting suggests that the ICP cautions
should be seriously taken into account. National statistical offices can
be expected to protect their indexes and other statistical data.
Although we think Hungary would be a great deal more cooperative
than some other CMEA countries, perhaps even here the convention
in international organizations that the given member country's official
statistical data are not to be challenged may limit the scope of inquiry
adversely. The ICP study indicates that Hungarian consumer goods
prices were all supplied by the Hungarian Central Statistical Office."'
Hungarian consumer goods prices in many instances have been, and
up to 1980 continued to be heavily subsidized. It is also open to ques-
tion as to what extent the "new product" phenomenon was in effect in
Hungary. By such an approach, a modest product differentiation is
used to justify a much higher market price than that given in official
price lists for essentially. the same product.

(2) Our second observation pertains to U.S.-Hungary rent com-
parisons. The ICP study notes that the Hungarian Central Statistical
Office increased the 1967 nominal average monthly rents charged on
various categories of state-owned dwellings by the extent of state sub-
sidies to communal management enterprises, and that 1967 rents were
still in effect in 1970.18 It is not clear to what extent, if any, such
subsidies would contribute to a net return on housing capital. Most
probably these subsidies were intended only to meet current deficits,
allowing no net return to fixed capital in housing. Mihalyi Peter writ-
ing in an official Hungarian Central Statistical Office (CSO) publica-
tion calculated that as compared to other properties the value of the
housing stock in Hungary is "some 80 percent" higher than shown in
official CSO publications'.9 He applied the methodology of the CSO
in his calculation. His conclusion was that using his adjusted values
"the gross performance value of housing services within the consump-
tion of the population" corresponds to similar data of developed capi-
talist countries.

The ICP tabulation shows per capita forint gross rents accounting
for 8.8 percent of the "SNA Private Final Consumption Expendi-
ture." 20 Mihalyi Peter shows the 1970 value of housing services at 25.4
percent of "total consumption by the population" as opposed to 3.5
percent indicated by the Hungarian CSO.21 We have not at all at-
tempted to sort this out as to possible consequences for forint: dollar
purchasing power ratios, but it may be worth looking into.

The World Bank in its 1979 World Ba'nh Atlas, pp. 2, 6, and 22-23,
published U.S. dollar estimates for East European countries. The per
capita figures based on mid-year or average annual populations ap-
plied to the World Bank estimated totals for GNP in 1978 dollars are
as follows: Bulgaria-3,230, Czechoslovakia-4,710, GDR-5,700,

"7 Ibid., P. 82.
'A Kravts, Kenessey et aL., op. cit. (1975). P. 128.
w See Statisztikci szemle. November 1979, pp. 1082-1089.
'Kravls, Kenessey et al., op. cit. (1975), D. 179.

S Statiaztfkai ezemie, November 1979, p. 1087.
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Hungary-3,450, Poland-3,670, and Romania-1,750. Compared toour estimates in table 11, the differences are not great, except forRomania. The World Bank characterizes its Romanian estimate as notcomparable to those of the other five countries because its conversionsof Romanian lei figures to dollars were made at the effective exchangerate for foreign trade transactions, whereas the other conversions weremade at the respective noncommercial exchange rates. One may won-der why the World Bank would publish such an egregious GNP figurefor Romania. Perhaps it has something to do with protocol observedby international organizations with respect to their members: It wouldappear that a member country's official figures are accepted as given,and subject to change only with approval of that member. In anyevent, the Romanian $1,750 per capita 1978 GNP figure, if carriedback by official Romanian growth rates, also accepted by the WorldBank, would show for around 1950 a per capita GNP suggestingbelow starvation personal consumption levels, since a substantial partof the GNP would represent investment and other nonpersonal con-sumption items.
The World Bank Atlas, pp. 22-23, provides a brief statement of itsmethodology, which we quote here in part:
The estimates of GNP per capita and its growth rates are based on the officialdata on Net Material Product (NMP). Using the national accounts data of 12Western European countries,-two relationships were estimated: The first betweenNMP per capita and GNP per capita for the benchmark year 1970, and thesecond between the average annual growth rates of NMP per capita and of GNPper capita for the period of 1970-76. For, each CPE (centrally planned economy),the GNP per capita for 1970 was obtained by entering its NAIP per capita for1970 (converted to U.S. dollars by the noncommercial exchange rate) in the firstequation, and the annual growth rates of GNP per capita for 1970-78 were esti-mated by using the official NMP per capita growtth.rates in the second equation.The 1970 benchmark GNP..per capita obtained from the first equation was ex-trapolated to 1977 and 1978 by -the use of the growth rates estimated from thesecond equation. Finally, these 1977 and 1978 estimates of GNP per capita in1970 U.S. dollars were converted to current dollars by-multiplication by the U.S.implicit GNP deflator with 1970 as the base.
The Atlas states that its estimates should be considered as tentativesince further methodological research is continuing and differencesof national account concepts between East European countries andother countries must be noted. The basic assumptions underlying theWorld Bank estimates are reliance upon West European experienceand acceptance of official, unadjusted East European data as inputsinto the estimative equations. Differences in price systems betweenEast and West European countries and concern over the reliability ofEast European growth rates no doubt should be matters of furtherstudy.

IV. INDEXES AND RATES OF GROWTH OF NATIONAL PRODUCT

In tables 12-18 we show our estimated real GNP indexes and theofficial NAIP national indexes covering the 1965-79 period or selectedyears within it. Corresponding average annual growth rates are pre-sented in tables 19-22. The indexes provide more detail than the leastsquares determined exponential growth rates; the latter can be readilycalculated from the indexes *for -any subperiod-the reader may desire.
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Some comparable data on rates of growth are also presented for non-
CMEA countries. Methodological comments and source references for
the tables are provided in the appendix to this paper.

Indeze8 of National Product

Our GNP indexes are calculated as aggregations of indexes of
sectors of origin of product in constant prices. Weights for the
aggregation of sectors into the overall GNP index are factor cost
approximations of the sectoral shares in a selected base year, generally
in the late 1960's. These weights comprise returns to labor, a net return
to the current value of fixed and working capital, a return to agri-
cultural land, and depreciation of fixed capital.

The NMP national income measures represent sectoral gross output
less material cost, including depreciation. Nonmaterial services are
excluded from the NMP measure, although the sales of such services
to the material sectors appear as part of the net material product of
the purchasing sector. The NMP indexes were calculated for successive
subperiods in sets of new constant, or comparable, prices for each such
subperiod, and the subperiod indexes were chain linked into the index
for the entire period. Because the GNP and the NMP national income
indexes differ in concept, methodology and weight regimens, they are
not directly comparable.

The official NMP measures were taken directly from the national
statistical publications. No changes were made to compensate for re-
classification of economic activities; such changes in sectoral bound-
aries are often indicated in footnotes and introductory texts to the
national income chapters of the national statistical yearbooks. How-
ever, retrospective changes in the published indexes are rarely made;
thus there would follow inconsistent coverage in the published series.
In the 1965-1975 period Bulgaria and Romania added passenger
transportation and communications serving nonmaterial sectors to the
material product sphere; Czechoslovakia so far remains the only
country among the six that has not made this change.

The setting of "constant" prices for new products is a source of
upward bias in the official indexes. New industrial products have been
given initially high "constant" prices with the intention to replace
them later by new, low "constant" prices when the scale of production
increases. East European discussions have indicated that such reduc-
tions were not adequately realized because of adverse effects on bonuses
to management related to plan fulfillment in constant prices. Moreover,
some spurious innovations masking an essentially unchanged product
are used by enterprises to set higher "constant" prices.

We have tried to maintain a consistent approach in constructing our
independent GNP indexes for various countries, but some compromises
have been made because of lack of adequate product samples and other
data problems. Our industrial production indexes reflect civilian pro-
duction with the exception primarily of Czechoslovakia, where we have
made a substantial adjustment to account for production of military
hardware. If the output of military hardware does not match the trend
in civilian production, our measures would be deficient. We may also be
conservative as regards inclusion of new products, but we are limited
in our calculations by the sample of products published by the statis-
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tical offices of the East European countries. Whether the publishedseries are selective in the sense of showing disproportionately thefaster growing series is a matter for speculation. In any event, an in-.dependent approach to the estimation of trends in production would
seem justified.

TABLE 12.-INDEXES OF REAL GNP, 1965-79

11965=1001

GermanCzecho. DemocraticBulgaria slovaia Republic Hungary Poland Romania

1965
1966
1967 -- - - -
1968-- - - - - - - - -
1969
1970-- - - - - - - - -
1971-- - - - - - - - -
1972

1973
1974-- - - - - -
1975-- - - - - -
1976
1977----------
1978
19791

100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. B107.9 104. 3 103.0 105.8 166.3113.7 189 163 111.8 110.2115.8 113.8 111.1 113.1 116.7121.4 115.9 113.8 116.6 115.7128.2 118.4 116.7 116.2 121.7132.5 122.4 119.3 121.3 130.4130.8 126.8 123.4 123.9 139.9144.3 131.0 127. 2 130.4 150.2148.7 135. 7 133.3 133. 8 159. 1161.0 139.7 138.3 136.7 166.6167. 5 141.8 141.4 136.5 173. 5165.5 184 162 144.8 178.3170.1 150.5 149.8 148.9 185.3114.6 151. 5 153.3 150. 8 185.2

100.0
111.5
116. 5
119.0
124.4
127.4
145.3
154.6
159.6
168.6
176. 1
198.8
205.7
217.8

11979 indexes are Provisional eutimates based on incomplete plan fulfill ment and other partial data.
Source: Table 14.

TABLE 13.-INDEXES OF REAL GNP PER CAPITA, 1965-79.

11965 =1001

German
Czecho- DemocraticBulgaria ulovakia Republic Hungary Poland Rumania

1965 -- - - -
1966 -- - - -
1967
1968-- - - - - - - -
1969-- - - - - - - - -
1971
1972
1973 - - - - - - - - -
1974 - - - - - - - - -
1975-- - - - - - - - -
1976-- - - - - - - - -
1978
1979 - - - - -- - - -

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0107. 1 103.7 102.8 105.5 105.7112.2 107.8 105.9 111.0 108.7113.4 112.2 110.7 111.9 112 '1IR*! ~ ~ ~ ii3~ .5 114.9 111.9123.9 117.0 116.5 114.0 117.8127.3 120.4 119.1 118.7 125.1132. 7 124. 1 123.3 120. 9 133.2137.3 127.4 127.5 126.8 141.8140.5 130.9 134. 1 129. 5 148. 7151.5 133.7 139.7 131.6 154. 3156.8 134.5 143.4 130.7 159.0154. 1 139.7 148.4 138.0 161.8158.2 140.8 152.2 141.4 166.9162.3 140.8 155.8 143.2 165.7

100.0
110.8

iu4. a
118.3
119.7
135.0
142.4
145.8
152.6
157. 7
17&.4
180.8
189.6

1 1979 indexes are Provisional eutimates based on incomplete plan fulfillment and other partial data.
Source: Tables I and 14.

Ta~bles 12 -and 13 prersent our -indexes of overall and per capita realGNP. Both tables show similar trends, but table 13 shows slowergrowth where the population is increasing. The rank by extent ofgrowth is the same in both tables. In 'the 1965-1979 period iRomaniawas highest in growth of total GNP (128 percent), followed by Poland(85 percent), and Bulgaria (75 percent). The remaining three coun-tries were clustered (51 to 53 percent). The range of growth in, table 13
i s n r r o w r , f o m 6 p e c e n t ( R o m m a ) t o 4 p e r e n t ( C z e c h o -
s l o v k i a b e c u s e t h e a s t r g r w t h i n t t a l G N P h o w i n t a b l e 1 2

w a s s o w e d o w n m r e w h n s h w n p e c a p i a i n a b l e 1 3 in t h o s e
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countries whose population grew relatively faster. The GDR, with an
absolute decline in population, showed higher per capita GNP growth
than total GNP growth. The population indexes are shown in table 1.

Table 14 shows the detailed array of our sectoral real GNP indexes
and the weights used to combine them into overall GNP. The sectors of
construction, trade, transport and communications, and industry are
generally the faster growing ones, but their rank varies from country
to country. Agriculture in all countries grows less rapidly than overall
GNP. Because industry and agriculture are the more heavily weighted
sectors, their influence upon the growth of overall GNP is decisive.

Table 15 presents provisional indexes of real final domestic uses of
gross product, 1965 and 1970-1978. Our sources and methodology are
outlined in the appendix, part A. Romania is omitted for lack of ade-
quate data. The total product here is that which is produced as ad-
justed for imports less exports. Indexes of private personal consump-

tion were calculated very provisionally using official weights for con-
sumption categories as substitutes for factor cost weights. Product se-
ries were available in national statistical yearbooks, and unit prices
were taken from the same base year as our sector of origin GNP in-
dexes. In some few instances where physical product series and price
weights were unavailable we used official value series in their constant
prices. Details of our procedure and sources are given in our Occa-
sional Paper, No. 57. The housing index carries a weight comprising
its weight in our sector of origin GNP indexes plus estimated pur-
chases by housing services from other sectors. An analogous weighting
procedure was used for the selected government civilian service com-
ponent indexes: (1) Administration, justice, and internal, security;
(2) education and culture; and (3) health and social welfare. The
total product less the independently estimated private and govern-
ment consumption yield the residual series, comprising gross invest-
ment, defense expenditures, and other items of government consump-
tion not already accounted. Our Occasional Papers, Nos. 55 and 57
provide details of our estimates.

Major interest here concerns the content of the "Residual": what
part of it is gross investment and what part is military procurement?
At this stage we have not provided a breakdown. To the extent that
the military component has more or less the same growth rate as
civilian gross investment, the index of the residual could serve as a
proxy for an investment index (subject of course to reservations noted
above). However, particularly in the most recent years, under the
pressure to meet the burden of external debt service, civilian invest-
ment goals have been sharply reduced in some countries. East Euro-
pean official definitions of "accumulation" (net investment) indicate
that some defense procurements are within the accumulation category.

We leave it to the reader to trace the detailed trends of component
uses in table 15. Private consumption shows fairly steady growth over
the 1965-1978 period. As long as the new additions to the housing
stock exceed the retirements, and there were no exceptions here, the
housing services index will show continuous growth. The indicated
government service indexes reflect the continued growth of employ-
ment in the component government sectors. The residual index is more
variable over time and among countries. it has slackened its growth or
declined in the most recent years in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary, and Poland, but because of its residual nature, inferences based



TABLE 14.-INDEXES OF REAL GNP BY SECTOR OF ORIGIN, EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 1965-79
[Indexes 1965=100; weights in percent of GNPJ

Weights 1 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 19792
BULGARIA:

GNP
Industry -- - - --. . . . . . . . .
Agriculture ............................
Forestry i- - - - - - - - - -

Transportation

Commucatlos............................

Government and other sectors----------
Czechoslovakia:

Transer

Government and other sectors

GNP -- -- - -- -

l~ nd try - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Agriculture l -an foreatr
Contrctio n .................
Transport and-commun-cat-on-
Communicati ons ----------------------..
Trade
H o using --- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- --
Government and other sectors

German Democratic Republic:

Industry--

Agriculture an fo e ty- - -- - - - - - - - -

Construction y- ----------------
Transport and communications
Trade

Governgent and other sectors

S onotery: aten -f-abAgriulur ------------- ------------
Industry ------- ---------------- -- ------ --

Agiutra e. ------------ ---- ---- ---- ---- -----

See footnotes at end of table.

1300. O
33.35
29.23

.49
6.99
6.71
.66

5.90
6.45

10.22

100.00
39. 73
19. 31

.97
5.40
8.64
1.30
6.95
8. 97
8.73

100.00
41. 24
15. 84

5.39
7.07
9.55
8.20

12. 71

100.00
32. 82
26. 50

.61
5. 19
8.18
1. 16
6.56
8.98

10.00

100 107.9 113.7 115.8 121.4 128.2 132.5 138.8 144.3 148.7 161.0 167.5 165.5 170.1 174.6100 110. 7 121.6 133. 1 143.0 150.8 160.7 165.8 174.3 186.5 199.2 207.6 213.2 220.0 229.0100 106.8 106.4 96.4 97.4 101.9 100.7 107.7 108.2 101.6 113.4 115.4 101.8 103.6 106.810C 105.6 111.0 107.1 113.5 111.9 107.3 107.6 106.8 104.4 102.4 93.6 94.5 96.9 97.6100 111.5 122.2 127.4 129.2 138.2 140.0 141.8 145.8 155.8 158.6 160.5 164.1 172.8 176.8100 111. 6 127.9 143.9 161.2 180.7 194.6 208.2 226.0 244.8 268.5 301.0 307.2 315.9 297.2100 105.5 110.3 115.2 121.6 128.4 134.8 139.7 145.9 145.7 147.8 146.0 145.0 139.8 138.9100 108.6 121. 1 130.2 140.3 151. 3 161.2 171.8 187.0 204. 1 220.0 236.0 243.4 251.7 268. 8100 101.8 103.9 106.0 108.5 111.2 113.9 116.3 119.2 121.5 134.8 138.4 142.2 145.6 149.4100 103.9 107.0 111.3 116.7 121.7 124.2 130.7 136.2 141.3 152.7 156.6 156.8 159.5 162.6
100 104.3 108.9 113.8 115.9 118.4 122.4 126.8 131.0 135.7 139.7 141.8 148.4 150.5 151.5100 102.6 108.0 112.1 115.3 122.7 125.9 131.5 136.6 141.6 148.3 152.3 158.8 162.7 166.1100 112.6 119.5 129.3 127.6 117.2 121.3 124.8 129.9 132.1I 131.7 125.2 141.8 135.2 127.1100 90.2 100.3 94.8 97.6 105.9 108.0 107.1 108.3 113.2 115.8 120.9 120.8 127.1 130.7100 105.4 110.7 112.6 100.7 117.5 125.7 129.4 132.0 137.3' 142.5 146.8 146.2 149.2 151.0 CC100 102.8 102.5 105.9 106.7 113.3 118.9 124.8 126.6 133.4 136.8 143.3 147.9 153.2 154.4 9100 103.0 103.7 104.2 104.7 106.6 100.3 111.0 115.2 121.2 124.0 128.4 131.4 136.9 139.6100 105.0 110.8 124.5 133.8 135.4 143. 1 151.5 160.5 172.3 177.5 182. 1 185.3 192. 1 198.6100 100.9 101.5 101.5 103.5 104.5 105.9 107.5 109.1 110.8 112.7 114.9 116.7 118. 120.2100 101.6 1055 108.7 112.7 112.7 115.9 116.9 118.2 122.1 124.1 125.2 128.1 131.3 133.5
100 103.0 106.3 111.1 113.8 116.7 119.3 123.4 127.2 133.3 138.3 141.4 146.2 149.8 153.3100 102.6 105.7 111.8 116.6 121.0 124.2 126.5 130.0 136.3 142.8 148.8 151.5 155.7 159.8100 101.5 109.5 111.5 105.9 102.0 99.1 109.3 110.9 118.7 117.3 107.0 118.3 118.0 118.0100 107.3 113.5 126.5 136.2 142.9 149.8 155.3 162.2 169.7 179.7 189.5 197.8 204.3 213.3100 102.3 107.0 111.5 114.5 125.1 134.1 136.8 143.0 150.3 162.0 169.5 174.6 181.4 185.0100 104. 2 108. 2 113. 4 119. 5 124. 4 129. 0 136.9 144. 7 153.7 159.2 165.1 172. 5 178. 2 183. 6100 101.0 101.7 102.9 103.8 104.1 104.5 105.6 107.0 108.5 110.1 111.6 113.1 114.7 116.2100 101.7 103.3 107.0 108.6 110.1 112.7 114.2 118.4 121.8 126.0 129.9 133.1 136.2 140.3
100 105.8 111. 8 113.1 116.6 116.2 121.3 123.9 130.4 133.8 136.7 136.5 144.8 148.9 150.8100 104.2 108.3 112.8 114.0 118.9 120.7 122.2 127.2 130.4 135.2 140.0 143.8 150.2 153.1100 111.8 122.3 115.3 122.4 100.3 110.9 113.4 122.7 121.6 121.7 111.5 127.8 127.1 125.9100 103.9 110.0 114.7 112.6 118.6 126.0 129.4 120.6 120.0 130.1 136.9 139.1 140.9 144.7100 107. 7 115. 5 133. 1 134. 3 145. 6 156. 1 156. 4 160.6 168. 7 172. 1 169.2 175.0 182.0 182. 7100 103.8 108.3 109.4 112.1 118.3 121.0 123.4 130.9 138.7 130.6 140.2 147.2 151. 8 154.9100 104.1 107.3 111. 4 112.9 119.1 121.2 125.0 120.1 134.8 140.5 145.5 157.4 160.6 169.6100 106.9 116.9 124.8 135.9 149.4 162.3 168.0 178.8 194.0 203.7 205.7 219.6 227.8 231.1100 102.7 104.3 104.6 105. 0 105.3 107.1 108.8 111.S 113.7, 116.1 118.7 121.2 123.7 126.3100 100. 4 103. 8 105.6 108. 2 123.2 125.0 131. 5 137.8 141.6 144. 2 147. 3 154. 5 160.8 164. 7



TABLE 14.-INDEXES OF REAL GNP BY SECTOR OF ORIGIN, EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 1965-79-Continued

[indexes 1965=100; weights in percent of GNPI

Weights 1 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 2

Poland:
GNP
Industry--
Agriculture -.. -- ----..-.........
Forestry .-.-----------.-.---.---------------
Construction .
Transport and communications
Trade - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Housing .-s-----------

100.00 100 106.3 110.2 116.7 115.7 121.7 130. 4 139.9 159. 2 159._1 166.6 173. 5 178.3 185.3 185.2

35.28 100 105.4 111.8 119.6 127.4 135.4 144.2 155.8 168.0 179.6 195.0 203.6 213.1 220.7 222.2

2.9 100 1089 107.9 114.0 95.2 99.3 107.3 112.8 116.7 114.2 104.7 105.4 106.9 116. 0 114.8

80 100 104 0 102.4 103.9 100. 2 99.3 99. 1 97.4 104.4 112.9 120.9 130.7 118.0 115.5 115.5

8. 17 100 106. 0 115. 1 124.5 134. 1 114.8 156.4 170.0 204.5 232.0 247. 1 258. 4 251.7 250.6 238.6

8.72 100 1085 113. 8 123.1 128. 8 035.9 152.2 171. 2 186.6 216. 6 246. 5 263. 8 27. 291 211

6.54 100 106.7 114. 7 121.5 126.9 131. 8 141. 3 158. 4 174. 6 188. 7 207. 1 220. 1 231. 6 236.9 240. 5 C3

7.24 100 103.0 105.6 108.3 111.7 117.8 123.7 126.1 128.8 131.5 134.9 139.3 144.0 146.5 148.7 00

la inn 1in 6 106.6 109.4 112.1 113.9 118.7 124.3 129.0 133.6 139.2 142.4 145.7 147.8 150.3

I
Government and other sectors ------------------- _. SD DU2

Romania: 100.00 100 111.5 116.5 119.0 124.4 127.4 145.3 154.6 15.6 168.6 176. 1 21 22

GN P .. 3-------------------- 10.5 100 112. 6 125.5. 138. 1 153. 2 171. 6 187. 1 2932. 3 223. 0 249. 3 255. 9 283. 9 314. 1 336. 6 356. 1

Indust37.29 100 114. 4 113. 2 105. 5 104.0 94. 7 123. 5 12). 1 124. 4 121. 8 122. 7 154. 5 150.6 156. 5 161. 2

Consrucion-------------------- :-: ---- 6.92 100 105. 6 111. 9 123. 0 134. 1 142. 7 160. 7 162. 7 163. 6 2176.79 125.7 171.8 177.5 188.8 196.5

Construction ----- ------ 6. 36 100 111. 7 124. 5 138. 7 153. 3 164. 3 176. 3 186. 2 193. 6 26. 253 259 275 208 344

Transport and communications .. 6.09--------103 110. 0 120.0 1311. 0 137.0 149.0 163.0 173. 0 186. 0 205.0 221.0 240.0 257.0 286.8 303.4

Trade .. 4.86----100--102.2----104.3---106.2 108. 111.0 113.7 16.2 11 8.7 121.5 124.5 127.4 13. 131 162

HousIng- ------------------ 7.90 1100 105.6 109.3 111.4 114.3 112.6 115.4 118. 1 117.6 121.7 125.5 131.9 133.2 137.2 14.

I Weights are percentages of total GNP at adjusted factor cost in indicated base years: Bulgaria, 2 1979 Indexes are provisional estimates based on incomplete plan fulfillment and other partial

1968; Czechoslovakia, 1967; German Democrat Republic, 1968; Hungary, 1969; Poland, 1969, and data.

Romania, 1968. 
Note: See app., pt. A.
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TABLE 15.-INDEXES OF REAL FINAL DOMESTIC USES OF GROSS PRODUCT, SELECTED YEARS, 1965-78

[in constant prices; 1965=1001

1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Bulgaria:
Private consumption -100 122.4 126.4 130.1 136.2 140.2 147.6 153.8 153.6 157.9Personal consumption exclud-

ing housing -100 124.1 128.3 132.2 138.8 143.1 149.5 156. 1 155.3 159. 8Housing-- . 100 111.2 113.9 116.3 119.2 121.5 134.8 138.4 142.2 145.6Government: Selected civilian ele-.
mentsidu- 100 122.2 124.7 132.2 139.1 148.1 158.1 165.7 167.0 167. 2Residual: Gross investment, de-
fense, other -100 134.5 123.2 138.9 145.0 163.7 194.9 173.8 162.3 145.7
Total- 100 126.4 125.2 133.2 139.4 148.7 164.2 161.4 157.6 154. 7

Czechoslovakia:
Private consumption -100 112.9 116. 5 118.6 122.0 126.6 128.8 131.6 134.8 139. 3Personal consumption exclud-

ing housing -100 l 114.8 118.9 121.1 125.0 130.2 132.5 135.4 139.0 144.0Housing 100 104.5 105.9 107. 5 109.1 110.8 112.7 114.9 116. 7 118. 5Government: YeSelected civilian ele-
ments -100 116.5 121.2 126.9 129. 0 132.2 135.5 138.6 142.8 146.2Residual: Gross Investment, de-
fense, other 100 124.8 126.9 133.7 147.3 160.3 161.4 158.8 170.6 165.3

TotaL- 100 116.9 120.2 124.0 130.6 137.6 139.6 140.7 146.7 148.0
German Democratic Republic:

Private consumption- 100 112.4 115.8 121.3 129.3 131.7 136.0 140.4 141.4 144.5Personal consumption excluding
housing -100 113.9 117.9 124.1 133.3 135.9 140.6 145.6 146.5 149.9Housing -100 104.1 104.5 105.6 107.0 108.5 110.1 111.6 113.1 114.7Government: Seleced civilian ele-

ments Selected civilian 100 107.4 110.1 112.0 114.7 117.6 120.5 123.8 125.9 128.1Residual: Gross investment, de-
fense, other -100 152.0 145.2 144.4 140.4 159.0 156.6 167.9 185.1 190.7

Total -100 119.2 120.6 124.3 129.3 134.8 137.7 143.2 147.5 150. 9
Hungary:

Private consumption -100 120.2 122.8 125.7 129.7 136.1 141.3 143.5 150.1 154.3Personal consumption exclud-
ing housing- 100 123.8 126.5 129.7 134.0 141.4 147.3 149.4 157.0 161.6Housing- 100 105.3 107.1 108.8 111.5 113.7 116.1 118.7 121.2 123.7Government: Selected civilian ele-

ments -100 110.7 113.3 117.9 122.0 126.6 131.1 135.7 138.8 143.1Residual: Gross investment, defense,
other- 100 118.7 141.9 117.9 116.5 130.7 131.1 118.9 124.5 n.a.

Total- 100 118.9 128.6 122.3 124.4 133.4 136.8 134-7 5A0 5 __

Poland:
Private consumption- 100 120.2 126.3 132.4 139.7 145.7 157.4 167.3 173.2 174.6Personal consumption excluding

housing- 100 120.6 126.7 133.5 141.6 148.2 161.3 172.2 178.3 179.5Housing … 100 117.8 123.7 126.1 128.8 131.5 134.9 139.3 144.0 146.5Government: Selected civilian ele-
ments -100 114.5 119.4 123.6 126.8 130.1 132.6 135.5 138.5 139.5Residual: Gross investment, defense,
other- 100 127.0 146.0 170.7 203.6 229.5 235.6 243.0 236.2 245.3

Total -100 122.0 132.4 144.7 160.4 173.0 181.9 190.4 191.7 195.9

Source: See app., pt. A.

on this index should be made with caution. Trends in net imports andagricultural good or bad years as they affect personal consumptionwould affect the residual series.
Table 16 presents the official NAMP sectoral and national income pro-duced indexes. The indexes shown for particular sectors over the 1965-1978 period in particular countries are various, but the faster growingsectors are, as in table 14, construction, trade, industry and transportand communications, in varying order depending on the country. Agri-culture shows below average growth in all countries. The impact ofweather on agricultural performance appears in the fluctuations of itssectoral index.



TABLE 16.-INDEXES OF NET MATERIAL PRODUCT BY ORIGIN, EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 1965-1979

[in constant prices, 1965=1001

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Bulgaria:
NMP-
Industry-
Agriculture-
Forestry …-- - - -
Construction-
Transport and communica-

tions-
Trade-
Other-

Czechoslovakia:
NMP -
Industry …
Agriculture and forestry
Construction-
Transport and communica-

tions-
Trade -- ------------
Other --------------

German Democratic Republic:
NMP-
Industry --------------
Agriculture and forestry-
Construction--…----------…---
Transport and communica-

tlons-
Trade - ----------
Other-

100 111.1 125.1 129.0 141.9 152.B 162.6 174.8 189.2 203.6 221.5 235.9 250.8 264.6

100 111.3 126.1 145.4 164.7 180.2 196.4 212.6 .8 232.5 261.3 280.7 302.9 336.4 363.5

100O 114.1 12' 23'3109.5 90.9 96.5 95.5 93.6 100.3 100.3 92.6 103.3 104.2 92.5 90.4

100 104.2 110.0 106.6 112.6 111.1I NA NA NA NA 126.9 NA 119.1 1.

100 116.1 135.6 155.1 163.4 178.4 18535 142.7 214.1 225.4 244.0 245.8 254.7 288.7

100 112.7 127. 6 141. 5 147.2 161.7 177.9 194.0 216.7 249.0 274.9 300.8 315. 3 336. 3

100 99.3 122. 4 130.0 147. 1 165.4 188.6 206.8 253. 1 287. 8 337.2 381. 4 436.0 390.4

100 95.7 107.4 134.1 114.3 100.8 NA NA NA NA 111.9 NA 132.9 148.5

100 109.2 114.9 123.2 132.2 139.7 147.4 155.8 163.9 173.6 184.4 191.1 199.1 207.3

100 106.8 111.1 117.3 125.0 134.9 142.5 148.7 156.3 167.2 181.4 192.2 195.0 204.7

100 121. 0 129.9 141.0 148.7 138.5 143.8 145.1 1419. 4 150.3 148.9 140.7 160.1 150. 8

100 119.0 127.7 133.8 134.9 142.6 156.5 177.5 185. 2 197.1 206.4 211.0 205.1 211.4

100 98.0 109.6 110. 5 112.9 111. 1 122.0 131.5 133.7 142.0 152. 1 157. 5 170. 1 185.4

100 111. 2 117. 8 142.3 173.3 189.9 193.7 213.0 232.7 243.2 2465.1 255.6 295.2 314.1

100 124. 8 138. 1 164. 5 205. 1 219.7 212.7 215.2 234.'5 247.6 265.0 250.7 235. 1 251.3

100 105.0 110.8 116.8 122.2 129.2 134.6 142.4 149.9 159.5 167.2 173.2 182.1 189.1

100 105. 0 110.8 117. 5 124.9 132. 5 139. 5 146. 7 155.6 165. 5 175.6 185.9 194.5 203.2

100 104.8 111.3 110.6 102.8 108.6 103.5 116.5 116.1 124.9 120.9 107.5 120.0 118.7

100 106.5 114.3 126.9 137.1 145.0 151.9 157.2 164.6 172.4 181.2 191. 1 199.4 206.0

100 103.6 1.06.0 111.7 114.5 123.9 132.0 134.3 138.8 144.5 152.4 159.S5 164.2 170.6

100 105.2 110.0 115.1 ~124.9 129.9 138.0 147.0 157.6 169.2 177.6 183.6 192.9 200.5

100 102.7 112.0 126.8 127.7 123.9 127.0 128.7 143.8 156.4 163.3 175.4 18. 190

281.8
NA oNA
NA

NA

NA

212.9
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

196.7
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA



Q ............... 100 108.2 117. 0 122.8 132.6 139.1 148.1 155.6 167.2 178.8 188.5 194. 2 209.7' 217.9 220.6
idustry- ... 100 109. 4 119.0 12E. 1 131. 7 142. 4 150. 5 161.3 175.0 190.9 202.8 213.8 228.3 238. 6 NA

Agriute adfrestry ---- 100 110.0 111.0 111. 2 123.1 101. 5 110.2 113. 9 122.6 120. 6 118.0o 109. 6 .126.8 142N
Construction --------- 100 106.2 120.5 129.8 142. 0 156. 1 166. 4 168. 9 177. 3 191. 8 208. 2 218. 8 233. 0 244.2 NATrandor and---- comnctos 10 105. 0 115. 7 126.1 136. 7 148. 8 157. 4 165.3 179. 6 191. 4 198. 5 198.5 211. 9 229.8 NA0ther------- -------- 100 104.9 116. 7 125. 9 135.2 152. 8 169. 3 180. 4 195.5 215.5 237.9 254. 5 274.0 266 N

Pother ........ 100 105. 4 124. 4 130.0 156. 4 218.2 212. 4 208.9 208.9 221. 0 224. 3 NA9NA N NAInMut P. .. 100 107.1 113.2 123. 4 127. 0 136 144. 5 159. 7 177.0~ 195.5 213. 0 227. 6 239. 0 246. 2 241.3
Industry.------- 100 107.1 114. 8 125. 6 136.1 145.4 157. 7 174.1 194.2 217. 6 242. 4 264.9 285. 2 292.3 NA

Agriutr adorestry .~..... 100 104. 8 104. 4 113. 7 93. 8 97.3 104.5 109.5 113. 6 111. 3 103. 9 105. 5 104. 7 112.9 NA
Construction -------- 100 108. 9 12.7 133. 2 141. 7 146. 4 153. 6 186. 4 216. 8 246. 4 273. 6 280.6 283.5 282.6 N
Tradeprt-ndcommunic.... n .100 108.5 113. 8 123.2 128. 9 135. 9 152.3 171.3 186. 7 216. 6 246.5 263. 8 .274.1 2.1N
Othrad-_---- ... 100 104.8 110.1 122. 8 130.9 134. 8 147.5 160. 6 180. 20. 2. 4. 259. 2591.7 NA..t..er.. 100 125. 4 142. 3 136.9 183.0 179.2 186.2 211.5 7 2485 204.0 2289.27 319.7 348.5 368.7 N

Romania: 
5 4' 7. 8. 1.7 38 6.2 NA

NMP.-_---------- 100 110. 0 118. 0 126. 0 136.0 145. 0 164.0 181.0 200. 0 225.0 247. 0 275.0 299.0 321.0 34.
1nd str---------------- 100 

NA.0 
15 4.0 5. 8.0 23 29 6.030Agri cultu're.--------- 100 110. 0 125.0 1407.0 1580 120 230 2.6.0 304. 0 339. 0 366. 0 406.0 444.0 N

Constructin.......... 100 116. 0 115.0 10 14 109.0 97. 0 127. 0 136.0 129.0 126.0 126. 0 161. 0 155.0 161.0d 10D 1~~~~~~108.0 124. 0 1340. D 15143 7. 9.0. 0 0 20.0 232.0 253. 0 281.0 334.0 339.0 N
Trnsot...cmunctin. 10N1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 8. 0. 223. 0 262. 0 275.0 290.0 305.0 NATaetheor'-......... . 100 88. 0 76. 0 77.0 60.0 24.0 NA NA NA . NA NA NA NA NA NA.. 100 . 110. 0 119.0 125.9D 127.0 127.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA C,

I Excludes forestry. Forestry inisinicultureor in the residual "other" sectors in Note: Price bases and NM P coverages vary; see app. Pt. C. 2Romnia sttisica sorcs n logercary a idex of NMP originating~ in trade. The CMEAyearookhoweer as ecenly eenshowng uchas index for Rumania, indicating growth asfatows i95=10,'197-13, 975216 196-27,1977-260, 1978-287.
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Our GNP indexes over the 1965-1979 period (table 14) show mark-

edly slower growth than the official NMP national income produced

indexes (table 16). Of course, as outlined at various points in this

paper, the measures are not comparable because of different produc-

tion boundaries, pricing and other weightings, and methodology. We

believe that for international comparisons both within the CMEA

area and with non-CMEA countries, the GNP series provide a more

consistent base than the NMIP indexes sometimes used as proxies for

GNP growth. Juxtaposition of the overall growth rates by GNP and

NMP indexes over the 1965-1979 period shows, respectively, 1965=

100, for Bulgaria-17 5 vs 282, Czechoslovakia-152 vs 213, the GDR-

153 vs 197, Hungary-15 1 vs 221, Poland-185 vs 241, and Romania-

228 vs 341. Comparable juxtaposition can be made for GNP and NMP

indexes for industry and other sectors. Thus, for industry, the major

sector in Eastern Europe, a juxtaposition (not really a comparison)

of this sectoral index, respectively, for GNP (table 14) and NMP

(table 16), taking 1965=100, shows for 1978: Bulgaria-220 vs 364,

Czechoslovakia-163 vs 205, the GDR-156 vs. 203, Hungary-150 vs

239, Poland-221 vs 292, and Romania-337 vs 444. Tables 19-22 be-

low will show average annual growth rates for subperiods of the

1965-1978 interval for the overall aggregate indexes and their com-

ponent sectors.
The official real NMP national income produced indexes per capita

are given in table 17. They are lower than the corresponding total in-

dexes because table 17 reflects population growth directly. Only the

GDR experienced an absolute decline of population, and accordingly
its indexes of per capita growth in table 17 reach higher levels than

the corresponding indexes in table 16.

TABLE 17.-INDEXES OF NET MATERIAL PRODUCT PRODUCED PER CAPITA, 1965-79

11ndexes 1965=1001

German
Czecho- Democratic

Bulgaria sl6vakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania

1965_ ----------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0

1966 -110. 3 108. 5 lot. 8 107.9 W06. 5 109. 3

1967- 123.5 113.8 110.4 116.2 111.6 116. 4

1968- 126.3 121.5 116.3 121.5 120.3 121.6

1969 -138. 0 129.9 121. 8 130.6 122.8 s29. 3

1970 -146.9 138. 0 128.9 136. 5 129. 3 136. 3

1971 -- 156. 2 144.9 134.3 144.9 138.7 152. 4

1972 --------- 167.1 124 142. 3 151. 8 152.1 166.7

1973 --- 180.0 159.4 150.2 162.6 167.1 182.6

1974- 192.4 167.4 160.5 173.1 182.7 203. 6

1975 - 208. 4 176.5 168.9 181.4 197. 2 221. 1

1976 -220.9 181.3 175.7 186.0 208.6 244.0

1977 233.5 187. 5 184.9 199.9 2169 262.7

1918----------- 246. 1 193.9 192.2 206.9 221:8 279. 4

1979 -261.9 197.9 199.9 209.5 215.8 294. 1

Note: Calculated from official NMP indexes in table 16 and population indexes in table 1.

Taking 1965=100, the ranks in descending order of total NMP

national income produced were by 1979 as follows (see table 16):

Romania- 3 41, Bulgaria-282, Poland-241, Hungary- 2 21, Czecho-

slovakia-213 , and the GDR-197. Per capita, again 1965=100, by

1979 the NMP total rankings were in the same order, except the in-

dexes were somewhat lower in view of population growth, except for
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the GDR, where population declined, and the GDR moved to fifthplace, and Czechoslovakia to sixth. Returning to overall, not percapita sectoral indexes, industry and construction were the fastergrowing sectors, while agriculture and forestry were the slowest inall six countries. The interested reader may follow the detail in table16 as regards these and other material product sectors. Average growthrates by subperiods of the 1965-1979 interval may be more instructive;they are shown below in table 22. Sectoral growths reflect investment,price, and incentive policies, among other factors. Industry, especiallyin the machinery and chemical branches, rated high priorities in EastEuropean economic planning (compare tables 8-1 ) above).
We have discussed above in connection with table 15, 1965 and1970-1978 indexes of real final domestic uses of gross product, de-fined as GNP plus imports minus exports. Table 18 presents for allcountries except Romania (which does not publish this information)the official indexes of total net material product (NMP) domesticallydistributed and also indexes for consumption and accumulation (netcapital formation), in 1965,1970, 1975, and 1978. NMP produced is hereadjusted by "losses" and the foreign trade balance to arrive at the

TABLE 18.-INDEXES OF NET MATERIAL PRODUCT DOMESTICALLY DISTRIBUFED, iUIAL AND COMPONENTS
AND PER CAPITA, 1965, 1970, 1975, AND 1978

[At constant prices; indexes 1965=1001

Total NMP NMP per capita
1965 1970 1975 1978 1965 1970 1975 1978

Bulgaria:
Consumption - 100 141.3 198.5 228.9 100 136.5 186.7 212.9Personal --------------------------- 100 140.2 192.6 NA 100 135.5 181. 2 NAOther- 100 175.5 371.6 NA 100 169.6 349.6 NANet capital formation -100 167.4 306.5 265.3 100 161.7 288.3 246.8

NMP distributed, total -100 148.8 224.6 NA 100 143.8 211.3 NA
Czechoslovakia:

Consumption - - - 100 130.5 169.0 -187. 5 100 128.9 161.?7 1754.esn!---------------- 0A-0 1'.4.*ut *otJ.2 10fl i28.5 iSI.4 100.0Other capita format ----- 100 131.7 182.8 210.3 100 130.1 174.9 196.7Netcapital formation -------- -100 191.1 287.1 281.9 100 -188. 8 274.7 263.7
NMP distributed, total - 100 139. 7 187. 7 202.0 100 138.0 179.6 189.0

German Democratic Republic:
Consumption - 100 125.7 162.8 184.8 100 125.4 164.5 187.8Personal- 100 123.2 157.1 175.9 100 122.9 158.7 178.8Other- 100 143.3 208.3 .250.4 100 143.0 210.4 254 5Net capital formation -100 .160.3 184.1 203.2 100 160.0 - 186.0 206.5

NMP distributed, total- 100 133.0 167.0 187.8 100 132.7 168.7 190.9
Hungary:

N

osmpion ------ 100 135.0 170.2 189.0 100 132.4 163. 8 179. 5Personal -------------- NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NAOther,,formation ---------- NA NA 'NA NA NA NA NA NAet capitalo o ---------- 100 173. 0 254. 8 348.2 100 169.8 245.2 330. 7
NMP distributed, total -100 143.0 187.5 220.8 100 140.3 180.5 209.7

d:Poland
CConsumption- ____ 100 -130.6 -197.7 233.7 - 100 126.4 -183.2 - 210. 3Personal - 100 127.9 192.1 224.9 100 123.9 177.8 202.0Other --------- 100 150. 2 239. 2 298.3 100 145.4 221.4 268. 6let capital formation -100 137.3 327.2 316.9 100 133.0 303.0 285. 2

NMP distributed, total- 100 132.3 232.6 257.4 100 128.2 215.4 231.6

Note: These data are not entirely comparable among countries. See the -app., pL C.
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total distributed. Once more we emphasize that because of differences

in concepts of GNP versus NMP, prices and other weights, and meth-

odology, tables 15 and 18 are not comparable. Services entering the

GNP as origins of product, enter the NMP produced as value added

of the material sector that buys them, and these services appear as

final users of the NMP, to the extent of their purchases of material

product, under the heading of consumption. In GNP concept these

nonmaterial services enter in full under gross value added in produc-

tion and in their gross value as regards their part of sales to final uses.

We shall note here also that NMP personal consumption is not

uniformly defined among the East European countries. In some in-

stances it refers to purchases of material goods and material services

by the population from their personal incomes; in others it includes

some state-financed consumption attributed to "consumption by the

population" as distinct from "other consumption." The basic statis-

tical sources make this distinction clear in their notes to tables. Mili-

tary expenditures enter personal consumption (e.g., food for soldiers),

"other" or collective consumption (current operational expenses), and

accumulation (net capital formation), according to official commen-

taries on the NMP acccounts.
Acccording to the official constant price indexes in table 18, net

capital formation grew faster than total NMP domestically distrib-

uted. Concomitantly, the total consumption had to grow slower than

the total NMP. Within total consumption, personal consumption grow

at a lesser rate than "other" consumption (government uses).

Rate8 of Growth of National Product

The detailed indexes of growth of national product given above in

tables 12-18 and in supporting materials provide a ready basis for

calculating rates of growth for various subperiods of the 1965-1979

interval. We shall present in tables 19-22 average annual rates based

on the exponential equation, I,.=I, (1+R)'I, least squares fitted to

index observations, where the I refers to index values and R is the

compound annual rate of growth. These rates obviously show only

what is implicit in the basic indexes and the assumed growth equation,

but they facilitate comparison of performance by subperiods. Year-

to-year changes for the most recent three or four years will also be

shown.
Table 19 shows per capita GNP growth rates of the six East Euro-

pean countries, and seven other European countries, Japan, and the

United States. Facile comparisons drawn from such a table of course

can be misleading; ideally one should compare performance among

countries at about the same level of development and under conditions

where the course of development is not disrupted by extraordinary

exogenous factors. However, if we disregard these and other cautions

and simply consider the performance of the countries in the same time

spans, a general impression of comparative rates of growth may be

gained. We have noted earlier in our discussions that the countries of

Eastern Europe are becoming more like the Western countries, al-
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TABLE 19.-AVERAGE AND ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA, 1965-79

lAt constant prices; percentl

1965-70 1970-75 1973-78 1976 1977 1978 1979 '

East European countries:
Bulgaria -- 4. 0 3. 9 3.0 3. 5 -1. 7 2.7 2.6Czechoslovakia ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3. 2 2. 7 .2.0 .6 3. 9 .8German Democratic Republic 3. 2 3.8 3. 2.6 3. 5 2.6 2.4Hungary- 2. 7 3. 0 2.1 -.7 5. 6 2. 5 1. 3Poland- 3.0 5. 7 3.2 3.0 1.8 3. 2 -.7Romania 3 2 5 2 5 7 119 2 5Other countries353.6
France- 5.0 2. 8 2.3 4.9 2. 7 2.6Rpblic of Germany----- 4.0 1. 3 2.1 6.3 2.6 3. 6 .-----Italy 5. 4 3. 2 1. 3 5.0 1. 5 1. 5United Kingdom 1. 8 1. 7 1.0 2.1 .4 3.1Austria 6 - 44 3.6 2.5 5. 3 3 4 1.6Greece---------------- 6. 6 4. 9 2. 5 4.6 3.0 4.4 -----Spain - - 5. 2 4.4 1. 4 1.0 1.2 1.8Japan - -10. 6 3. 9 2. 6 5. 2 5.0 4.9United States- - 2. 5 1.2 1. 7 5. 2 4.1 3.2

l Rough provisional estimates based on incomplete plan fulfillment and other data.
Sources: East European countries Calculated by least squares fit of I =lo(1+R)o to indexes in table 14. Other countries:United Nations, "Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics," 1975, table 4A, and United States, Department of Commerce,"Statistical Abstract", 1976, p. 877, ibid, 1979, p. 898.

though considerable disparities still exist among the countries in eachgroup and between the two groups.
In the 1965-1970 period the overall impression is that the non-CMEA countries, with the notable exception of the United Kingdomand the United States, grew much more rapidly than the countries ofEastern Europe. The unweighted average rate for Eastern Europewas 3.2 percent; for the group of other countries the correspondingrate was 5.1 percent. Becauise of the downturn in the world economy in1975, the 1970-1975 unweighted average annual GNP growth for thegroup of countries outside. Eastern Europe was 3.0 percent (for 1970-1974 it was 4.1 percent) ; the corresponding average for 1970-1975 forEastern Europe was 4.1 percent. In the 1973-1978 span the East Euro-pean average annual rate. 2-9. percent, was above Lile correspondingfigure for the "Other Countries" garoup. 1.9 percent. By 1976, the lattergroup on the whole performed slightly better than Eastern Europe.For both 1977 and 1978 there was little difference between the twogroups by the unweighted averages-a range of 2.6 to 3.0 percent.Weighted averages would perhaps show somewhat different com-.parisons, but individual country performances over the 1965-1978period are in any event more interesting. Within Eastern Europe, theGDR shows consistently good GNP growth as judged by the table 19figures; Romania grew much faster but with more fluctuation; Bul-garia slackened considerably in 1977 and 1978, although growing atrespectable rates earlier. The remaining East European countries hadirregular growth as indicated by five-year average rates and the 1976-1978 annual rates. Poland enjoyed singular prosperity in the 1970-1975 period but subsequently faced the need to slacken growth to copewith the mounting convertible currency debt burden.A cursory glance at the table suggests that in the more recent periodboth sets of countries are finding growth more difficult to achieve. This
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is not the place to explain the harder times, but evident major factors

in Eastern Europe are growing labor scarcity, higher costs of energy

and raw materials, increasing consumer expectations for a higher level

of living that suggest tradeoiis favoring consumption over investment,

a growing burden of foreign indebtedness, and systemic factors that

dampen initiative, innovation, and a will on the part of the population

to strive for higher quality and greater productivity.
At this point we may consider, but not actually compare, the NMP

per capita annual averagp rates of growth (see table 21) in juxtaposi-

tion to the per capita GNP rates noted above (table 19). We may re-

mind the reader, as we repeatedly have done in previous discussions,

that differences between our GNP and the official NMP measures as to

concepts, weights, methodology, and other considerations render di-

rect comparisons inappropriate. Despite this, however, some users of

international statistics consider the NMP indexes as adequate proxies

for GNP indexes. Reference to tables 19 and 21 shows NMP per capita

rates of growth, e.g., in the 1970-1975 period, from 50 to 100 percent

higher than those by GNP concept (in percentages: Bulgaria, 85;

Czechoslovakia, 85; the GDR, 50; Hungary, 100; Poland, 58; and

Romania, 94). The GNP measures, we believe, on methodological,

conceptual, and bases of valuation grounds, provide a better basis for

intercountry comparisons both in the CMEA area and in a broader

context.
Table 20 shows overall and sector of production GNP growth rates

by subperiods, 1965-1979. The 1979 figures are very, provisional and

will be revised when adequate statistical data are published. The table

19 overall GNP per capita rates will of course be lower than the over-

all GNP rates in table 20 because of population growth, except for the

GDR, where population declirned. Table 20 is based on the indexes

shown in table 14, and average annual rates for subperiods ether than

those shown in table 20 can be retaily calculated.
We leave it to the reader to trace such sectoral changes as may be

of interest; here we shall note only some general changes. Industry,

with rare exceptions in particular time spans, grows faster than GNP

as a whole. Agriculture for reasons associated with weather and na-

tional priorities regarding provision of production inputs and income

incentives to farmers shows erratic growth rates, on the whole con-

siderably below the overall GNP rates. Construction shows higher

growth rates in most countries through 1975 than in later years.

Housing has maintained -relatively low but steady growth, 1970-1978.

Trade services in general maintain growth rates above the average for

total GNP; the transport and communications sector shows a similar,

though more erratic pattern of growth.
Tables 21 and 22 show NMP national income and sector of origin

growth rates, per capita and overall NMP; respectively, for subperiods
of 1965-19.79. Given the population growth in the period, per capita

rates will be lower than those for total NMP, except for the GDR,

where population declined.
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TABLE 20.-AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH OF GNP BY SECTOR OF ORIGIN, 1965-791
fAverage annual rates at constant prices; percenti

1965-70 1970-75 1975-78 1976 1977 1978 1979
1979'

Bulgaria:
GNP 4.7
Industry (including handicrafts).. 8. 7
Agriculture and forestry --. 8
Construction- 6. 2
Transport and communications 11. 9
Trade -8. 7
Hcusing -2. 1
Gcvernment and other services 4.0

Czechoslovakia:
GNP -- 3.5
Industry (including handicrafts) 4. 1
Agriculture and forestry- 3.5
Construction -2.7
Transport and communications 2.1
Trade -7.0
Housing -9
Government and other services 2. 7

Cerman Democratic Republic:
GNP -3.2
Industry (including handicrafts) 4.1
Agriculture and forestry- .4
Construction - 7.7
Transport and communications 4.4
Trade- 4. 5
Housing -. 8
Government and other services . 2. 1

Hungary:
GNP-3. 1
Industry (including handicrafts)- 3.4
Agriculture and forestry- .7
Construction -8. 0
Transport and communications 3.2
Trade 8. 3

.Housing -- - - - - - - - - - - - - .9
Government and other services 3. 7

Poland:
GNP---------------- 3. 8
Industry (including handicrafts) 6.3
Agriculture and forestry -- 1. 1
Construction -7. 8
Transport and communications 6.3Trade 5. 8
Housing- 3.2
Government and other services 2.7

Romania:
GNP - ------- 4.6
Industry (inciusing handicrafts) ----- ii. 2
Agriculture and forestry -- 1. 8
Construction - 7.7
Transport and communications 10. 5Trade -8. 1
Housing -2. 1
Government and other services 2.5

4.5
5. 5
1.6
3.0
7.8
7.9
3.4
4.6

3.4
3.9
2.5
3.6
3.7
5.8
1.5
1.9

3.5
3.3
3.7
4.6
4.9
5.3
1.2
2.7

3.4
2.6
3.8
3.2
3.6
6& 3
2.0
3.5

6.6
7.6
1.5

12.2
12.5
9.7
2.6
4. 1

6.2
0.4
3.8
2.7
8. 6
8. 1
2.3
2.0

1.5 4.0 -1.2 2.8
3.3 4.2 2.7 3.2

-3.8 1.7 -11.6 1.8
2.8 1.2 2.2 5.3
4.8 11.2 1.9 2.5
4.4 7.3 3.1 3.4
2.6 2. 7 2. 7 2.4
1.3 2.6 .1 1.7

2.7 1.5 4.7 1.4
3.2 2.7 4.3 2.5
2.1 -4.4 12.5 -4.2
1.3 3.0 -.4 2.1
3.7 4.7 3.1 3.6
2.6 2.6 1.8 3.7
1.7 2.0 1.6 1.5
1.9 .9 2.3 2.5

2.8 2.2 3.4 2.5
2.8 4.2 1.8 2.8
1.2 -8.8 10.6 -.3
4.4 5.5 4.4 3.3
3.8 4.6 3 0 39
3.9 4.1 4.1 3.3
1.4 1.4 1.3 1.4
2.6 3.1 2.5 2.3

3.2 -.1 6.1 2.8
3.5 3.6 2.7 4.5
2.7 -8.0 14.3 -. 5
2.0 -1.7 3.4 4.0
3.5 1.5 5.4 3.0
4.1 1.0 6.8 3.7
2.1 2.2 2.1 2.1
3.8 2.1 4.9 4L1

3.5 4.1 2.8 3.9
4.3 4.4 4.7 3.6
3.0 1.8 .1 8.2
.1 4.6 -3.0 .0

5.5 7.0 4.2 5.9
4.6 6.3 5.2 2.3
2.8 3.3 3.4 1.7
2.0 2.3 2.3 1[4

6.9 12.9 3.5 5.9
0.12 S.u 0.3 g.2
7.3 25.9 -2.5 3.9
4.9 5.6 3.3 6.3
4.4 4.2 4.0 5.2
8.9 1.8 6.9 11.6
2.2 2.3 2.1 2.32.8 5. 1 1.0 3tO

2.6
4.1
3. 12.3

-5.6
6. 8
2.6
1.9

.7
2.1

-5. 5
1.2
.9

3.4
1.4
1. 7

2. 3
2. 6
0.0
4.4
2.0
3.0
1.3
3.0

1. 3
1. 9
.8
.42.5

1.4
2. 1
2.4

.7
-1. 0
-4.8

.0
1. 5
1.5
1.7

4. 5
. 1

3. 0
4. 1
4. 7
5. 82. 3
3.3

XBy least squares fit of I,=10(l+R)o. Calculated from table 14.
Provisional estimates based on incomplete plan fulfillment and other partial data.

TABLE 21.-AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH OF NET MATERIAL PRODUCT PRODUCED PER CAPITA, 1965-79'

lAt constant prices; percentl

.1965-70 1970-75 1975-78 1976 1977 1978 19792

Bulgaria . 7.8 7.2 5.7 6.0 5.7 5.4 6.4Czechoslovakia 6.5 5.0 3.2 2.7 3.4 3.4 2.1GermanDemocratic Republic -5.2 5.7 4.5 4.0 5.2 3.9 4.0Hungary -6.4 6.0 4.8 2. 5 7.5 3. 5 1. 3Poland -5.2 9.0 4.0 5.8 4.0 2.3 -2. 7Romania -6.2 10.1 8.1 10.4 7.7 6.4 5.3

' By least squares fit of l= l. (I+R)-, calculated from table 17.
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TABLE 22.-AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH OF NET MATERIAL PRODUCT PRODUCED, BY SECTOR OF

ORIGIN, 1965-79'

[At constant prices; percenti

1965-70 1970-75 1975-78 1976 1977 1978 1979 2

Bulgaria: 8.5 7.8 6.1 6.5 6.3 5.5 6..5

NMP, total ------------------------------

Industry (including handicrafts) 13.0 9.5 9.2 7.9 11.1 8.1. NA

Agriculture (excluding forestry)- -2.6 1.0 -5.1 .9 -11.2 -2.3 NA

Construction- 12.3 7.6 5. 6 .7 3.6 13.3 A

Transport and communications -9.9 11.4 6.7 9.4 4.8 6.7 NA

Trade -11.3 15.5 5.9 13.1 14.3 -10.5 NA

Others 
- 2.3 NA NA NA NA 11.7 NA

Czechoslovakia:
NMP, total - -- --------- 6.8 5.7 4.0 3.6 4.2 4.1 2.7

Industry (including handicrafts)- 6.0 5.9 3.8 6.0 1.5 5.0 NA

Agriculture and forestry -6.9 1.5 1.7 -5.5 13.8 -5.8 NA

Construction- 6.5 7.7 .4 2.2 -2. 8 3.1 NA

Transport and communications -2.8 6.0 6.9 3.6 8.0 9.0 NA

Trade-14.5 6.1 9.2 3.9 15.5 6.4 NA

Other- 17.4 4.3 -2.2 -5.4 -6.2 6.9 NA

German Democratic Republic:
NMP, total - - -------------- 5.2 5.4 4.3 3.6 5.1 3.8 4.0

Industry- 5.8 5.8 5.0 5.9 4.6 4.5 NA

Agriculture and forestry -1.0 3.2 .6 -11. 1 11.6 -1. NA

Construction -8.1 4. 5 4. 4 5.6 . 4.3 3.3 NA

Transport and communications -4.2 3.9 3.7 4.7 2.9 3.9 NA

Trade-~~~~~~~~~~~~~5. 5 6.6 4.2 3.4 5.1 3.9 NA
Trade ----------------------------- 

5.5 6. 5.2 3.N51A.

Other -5.4 
6.2 6.0 7.4 5.6 5.2 NA

Hungary: 
1

NMP, total - ---------------------- 6.8 6.4 5.2 3.0 8.0 3.9 1.2

Industry (including handicrafts) -7.0 7.6 5. 7 5.4 6. 8 4. 5 NA

Agriculture and forestry -1.2 3.2 3.0 -7.1 15.7 -2.1 NA

Construction-9.5 5.6 5.6 5.1 6.5 4.8 NA

Transport and communications -8.5- 69.20 5.2 07°0 76.87 8.2 NA

Trade-~~~~~~~~~~~~~8. 8 9.0 76 70 77 82 N

Other -158 -7 NA NA NA NA NA

Poland. 
. .0 -.

N MP, total ------------------------------- 6.0 10.0 5.0 6.9 5.0 3.0 -2.0

Industry (including handicrafts) - 8.0 10.9 6.6 9.3 7.7 2.5 NA

Agriculture andiforestry -1. 1 1.6 2.4 1.5 -.8 7.8 NA

Constructiun 
8.3 14.4 1.1 2.6 1.0 -3 NA

Transport and communications - 6. 3 12.5 5. 5 7.0 3.9 6.2 NA

Trade-6.7 11.3 4.4 7 9 5:1 .2 NA

Other ------------------- 12.0 iI.l 8.4 10. 5 9 57 N

Romania: 
6

NMP,total -------------------------- 7.6 11.2 9.1 11.3 8.7 7.4 6.2

Industry (including handicrafts) - 12.? 13.7 9.6 8.0 10.9 9.4 NA

Agriculture (excluding forestry) -1.2 0 3.6 7.2 27 - 78 9 .5 NA

Construction------------- 12. 0 7.2 11.1 11. 18.9 1.5 NA

Transport and communications ------- 9.2 10.7 5.2 5.0 5A NA NA

Trade ------------------- -21.0 4'NA 'NA 'NA NA NA NA

Others -4.9 NA NA NA NA NA

I By least squares fit of l-l 0(1+R)p. Calculated from table 16.
2Preliminary data.
Forestry is not included among the residual "other" sectors, but is included in total NMP.

4 Publication of an NMP series for the trade sector was discontinued in Romanian statistical sources after 1970. An

evidently revised series for the trade sector of Romania appears in CMEA yearbooks. without, however. any methodological

clarifications or any concomitant revision of the measures for the growth of NMP as a whole. The CMEA series, thus, does

not seem to be consistent with the main body of Romanian NMP statistics.
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Romania leads in overall NMP growth, except in the 1965-1970period, when Bulgarian growth was higher; 1979 very provisionalfigures indicate that Bulgaria again exceeded the Romanian growthrate. Aside from our caution as to the highly provisional nature of the1979 GNP figures, we should note that Bulgarian and Romanian sta-tistical reporting rank at the low end within Eastern Europe, andaccordingly we regard our GNP estimates for these two countries asless reliable than for the others.
The table 22 NMP sectoral growth rates are based on official con-stant price indexes, and cautions concerning the NMP measures wehave made elsewhere should be kept in mind here as well. These cau-tions related to such matters as sectoral boundary changes, changesin the constant price regimens for linked segments of the indexes, etc.We have noted that GNP and NMP levels, indexes, 'and rates ofgrowth are not comparable. The NMP growth rates are higher thanthose of GNP, but sectoral relationships of growth rates, by bothconcepts show general agreement as to rank. Thus, by table 22, NMPin industry with rare exceptions grows faster than total NMP. Simi-larly, agriculture grows more slowly than total NMP. Constructionshows high growth rates through 1975 but, with some significant ex-ceptions, slows down in later years. Its retardation was striking inPoland, 1975-1978, the rate becoming negative in 1978. In the morerecent years government policy in -an attempt to cope with the mount-ing foreign debt burden cut back sharply on investment, especially inconstruction. Transport and communications shows generally highgrowth rates in relation to overall NMP national income produced.The Bulgarian 1978 decline of 10.5 percent in NMP of the tradesector appears anomalou, but this figure reflects the official index1978/1975 given in the pocket statistical yearbook for 1979, whichshows an increase of 15.8 percent over the three years, the same as inour table 16.22 On the other hand the CMEA statistical yearbook,1979, shows a decline of about 2.4 percent, 1978/1975.22 Where ourtables 16 nand 929 shon a decline in 10.5 rc 1078/1977, / lA -Ec A

yearbook shows for the same year a decline of 26 percent. This observa-tion is intended to caution users of CMEA statistics to check theircorrespondence to the national statistics of member countries* ofCMEA. The Romanian official NMP trade index also behavedstrangely, exhibiting an unbelievable annual average decline of 21percent over the 1965-1970 period. Its publication was suspended inthe Romanian statistical yearbooks after '1970, but there remains aquestion as to how it now enters into the overall NMP national incomeindex.

Stats8ticheaki spravochnik 1979, .p 56.nCMEA Secretariat. Statiwtichevksi ezhegodnik stran-chlenov 8oveta ekonomicheskoivzaimopomoahchi, 1979, p. 45.
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V. RATES OF GROWTH OF EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR PRODUCTIVrry

Tables 23 and 24 relate employment indexes to our GNP indexes,
setting forth average annual rates of growth of employment and labor
productivity for sub-periods of the 1965-1978 interval. Trends in labor
productivity obviously reflect a number of contributing factors: trends
in the amount of capital assets per employee, technological advance,
organization and management of production, incentives to manage-
ment and employees, changes in quality of the labor force, etc. We do
not attempt here to go beyond the simple labor productivity index.

Average annual rates of growth of employment for the entire na-
tional economy in the 1965-1978 period show generally declining
trends; the G1DR and Romania were exceptions in this regard, main-
taining around 0.5 percent growth. The average rates for the other
countries fell sharply in the successive subperiods, 1965-70, 1970-75,
and 1975-78. Average annual rates for industry by subperiods in most
of the countries declined, but not as sharply as those for total employ-
ment. Again, Romania was an exception: industrial employment main-
tained average annual growth rates in a range of 3.8 to 6.6 percent,
evidently by transfers from agriculture, where the average annual
rates in successive subperiods were negative, from - 2.1 percent in
1965-70 to -4.5 percent in 1970-75, and -4.2 percent in 1975-78. In
other countries, agricultural rates were almost uniformly negative.
Those in Bulgaria were on the order of -3.7 percent, 1965-78. In the
remaining countries, except Poland, the negative rates were numeri-
cally smaller, while Polish agricultural employment declined at close
to zero rates, 1965-75, and actually increased in the 1975-78 period by
0.8 percent. The need to curtail Polish investment in view of adverse
convertible currency balance of payments problems evidently reduced
urban employment prospects in the most recent period. In other sectors
of production in Eastern Europe, there were declining average annual
rates, but not as low as those for total employment.

Employment in Eastern Europe evidently has small scope for
growth from higher participation rates of the population in economic
activity. Reference to our table 7 shows these rates reaching around 50
percent in the 1970's. In Western Europe and the United States, the
range was from about 40 to 47 percent, with substantial declines in
most countries from around 1960. In the United States, the participa-
tion rate rose to 46 percent in 1977 from 39 percent in 1960. One may
ask whether Eastern Europe's participation rates will decline and will
those of Western Europe and the United States rise from current
levels. There have been many references to labor shortages in almost
all of the countries of Eastern Europe; Romania, again, is the excep-
tion. Efforts to maintain or to advance living standards by employees
are evident in extensive moonlighting.

In the more developed economies of the West, there have been some
efforts to postpone retirement to later years than have been customary.
There is substantial scope for augmenting the supply of labor by such
postponement also in Eastern Europe. Perhaps a more important
source of "increasing" the supply of labor is through greater intensity
of effort on the job. In the present difficult period of declining eco-
nomic growth in Eastern Europe, increasingly there are heard admon-
itions to the population to maintain labor discipline, and labor codes
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TABLE 23.-AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES OF EMPLOYMENT, 1965-78'

1965-70 1970-75 1975-78 1976 1977 1978

Bulgaria:
Total - 1.0 0.8 0.2 0.6 0 0.1

Industry (including handicrafts) -4.0 2.6 1.3 1.6 1.2 1.0Agriculture and forestry -- 3.7 -3.8 -3.6 -4.4 -3.4 -2.9Construction -4.3 -. 6 1.6 1.9 2.5 . ITransport and communications -2.9 2.2 2.4 2.2 3.1 1.7Trade -4.7 5.6 2.1 4.6 0 2. 5Other sectors ------------------ ------------ 5.1 4.7 2.0 4.5 .7 1.1
Czechoslovakia:

Total - ------------------------- 1.6 1.1 .7 .5 .8 .9
Industry (including handicrafts) -1.4 1.4 5 1 5 8Agriculture and forestry -- 1.3 -2.7 -1.9 -1.9 -2.0 -1.7Construction -2.9 2.7 1.3 1.4 1.3 1. 1Transport and communications -- 2.8 .4 1.0 1.7 .8 .4Trade -3.5 3.7 2.0 1 3 2.4 2.2Other sectors ----------------------------- 3.5 2.1 2.2 1L8 2.5 2.4

German Democratic Republic:
Total .4 .4 .9 .6 1. .8

Industry (including handicrafts) -. 8 .4 .8 .7 1.0 . 7Agriculture and forestry -- 5.2 -2.2 -. 5 -. 7 -1.1 .4Construction -7.1 -. 9 1.4 1.6 1.8 .6Transport and communications- .5 1.6 1.0 .8 1.7 .4Trade--.7 -.1 0 .4 0 -4Other sectors- 2.0 2.3 2.0 .7 2.9 2. 0
Hungary:,

Total .... --------------------....... 1.5 .4 -.1 0 -.2 0
Industry (including handicrafts) -2.5 4 -I. -1. 3 -1. 0 _9Agriculture and forestry -- 1.1 -3.0 -1.3 -1. 9 -1.5 -5Construction - 4.0 2.1 -. 4 .1 -. 7 -. 4Transport and communications -2. 6 1.5 .9 1.8 .5 .6Trade -4.0 2.4 L3 1 8 L3 .9
Other sectors ------------------------------ .9 2.7 2.0 2.7 1.7 1.6

Poland:
Total -2.5 2.5 .9 .5 1.3 .8

Industry (including handicrafts) -3.8 3.0 .4 .2 1.0 _IAgriculture and forestry --. 3 -. 1 .8 .4 1.2 .8Construction -4.3 6.6 -.4 -L.2 -.3 3Transport and communications -3.4 2.7 1.5 1. 8 1.3 1. 4Trade -4.3 4.6 1.5 .1 2.9 1.1Other sectors 5. 2 3- s 1. IS 2. 1
Romania:

Total .5 .5 .5 .8 .6 .3
Industry (including handicrafts)- 3.9 6.6 3.8 4.7 4.0 2.7Agriculture and forestry -- 2.1 -4. 5 -4.2 -4.6 -4.0 -4. 1Construction 4.1 1.7 3.6 2.2 4.2 4. 2Transport and communications -3.0 3.4 2.8 4.9 1. 1 3. 1Trade - --- ------------------------ 2.2 5.4 3.6 4.6 3.9 2.1Other sectors ------------------------------ 3.6 2.5 2.4 4.2 1.5 1. 8

' By least squares fit of ID= I0(I+R)n.
Note: Figures here reflect GNP concept sectoral definitions. See the app., pt D.

are being redrafted to give force to the exhortations by party andgovernment officials.
Hungary, for example, now sanctions moonlighting by part-time

jobs at the same enterprise where the employee is employed full time.24
Unjustified absenteeism and other violations of labor discipline will,
under the revised labor code effective January 1, 1980, entail penalties
that cannot be avoided by changing employers. The revised labor code
is part of Hungary's effort to put its 1968 goals of the New Economic

> fMagyar Kozlony. No. 84, Dec. 1, 1979, for the labor decree and executive orders effec-tive Jasn. 1, 1979. See also the discusston tin REl Research, vol. 5, No. 4, Report 1/80on Hungary.
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Mechanism back on track, but one may well wonder whether bureaWt-
cratic. edicts can accomplish what should be accomplished by a suitable
system of decentralized economy direct incentives. In short, what
would seem to be required is reprivatization in essence if not in official
nomenclature. Lax labor discipline seems to be a corollary of the senti-
ment that what belongs to everybody (the socialized enterprises' sup-
plies and equipment) can be treated with less regard than possessions
of a particular person or private enterprise, and of the feelinsz that
with egalitarian income distribution goals, overall personal utility (or
monetary plus psychic rewards) may be more readily achieved by less
than average intensity of work.

Table 24 shows average annual rates of growth of labor productivity

based on our overall GNP and sectoral GNP indexes and correspond-

ing employment indexes. WvTith employment (see table 23) growing at

relatively low rates and GNP at higher rates, the obvious arithmetic

outcome is positive growth of output per unit of labor. To say that

GNP grew because of the positive contribution of labor productivity,

of course, subsumes the complex of the socio-political milieu, the

contribution of capital and technology, and all else we do not know

enough about.

TABLE 24.-AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH OF LABOR PRODUCTIVITY, 1965-781

[At constant prices; percent]

1965-70 1970-75 1975-78 1976 1977 1978

Bulgaria:
GNP - --------
Industry (including handicrafts)-
Agriculture and forestry …
Construction-
Transport and communications-
Trade - ---------

Czechoslovakia:
GNP-
Industry (including handicrafts)-
Agriculture and foreaty-
Construction-
Transport and communications-
Trade - -----------------

German Democratic Republic:
GNP -------------
Industry (including handicrafts)-
Agriculture and forestry-
Construction
Transport and communications
Trade - ---------------

Hungary:
GNP -----
Industry (including handicrafts)
Agriculture and forestry----------------------
Construction-
Transport and communications
Trade ----

Poland:
GN P -------
Industry (including handicrafts)
Agriculture and forestry .
Construction-
Transport and communications
Trade -----------------

Romania:
GNP P- -- ------------ ----
Industry (including handicrafts)-
Agriculture and forestry .
Construction-
Transport and communications
Trade - ---------------------------

3. 7 3.7 1. 3 3.4 -1. ' 2. 7
4. 5 2. 8 2.0 2.6 1. 5 2. 2
3.0 5.6 -.3 6.4 -8.5 4.8
1.8 3.7 1.2 -.7 -.2 5.2
8. 7 5. 4 2.3 8.8 -1.2 .7
3.8 2. 2 2.3 2.6 3.2 .9

1.8 2.3 2.0 1.1 3.8 .5
2.7 2.4 2.8 2.6 3.7 1.7
4.9 5.4 4.0 -2.7 14.8 -2.5

-.2 1.0 .1 1.5 -1. 6 .9
-7 3. 3 2.7 2.9 2.3 3.2
3. 4 2.0 .6 1.3 -.6 1.5

2.9 3.1 1.9 1.7 2.2 1.7
3.2 2.8 2.0 3.6 .8 2.0
6.0 6. 0 1.7 -8.1 11.8 -.7

.6 5.6 2.9 3.8 2.5 2.7
3.9 3.2 2.7 3.8 1.3 3.5
5.2 5.4 3.9 3.6 4.1 3.7

L.S 3.0 3.3 -.1 6.3 2.9
.9 2.3 4.6 4.9 3.8 5.4
19 7.0 4.1 -6.3 16.0 0

3.8 1.0 2.4 -1.8 4.2 4.4
0.6 2. 1 2.5 -.3 4.8 2.3
4.1 3.9 2.5 -1.5 5.4 2.8

1.3 4.0 2.6 3.6 1. 3. 1
2.4 4.5 3.8 4.2 3. 7 3. ?

-.8. 1.6 2.1 1.4 -1.1 7.4
3.4 5.3 .5 5.8 -2.7 -.4
2.8 9.6 4.0 5.1 2.9 4. 5
1.4 4.9 3.1 6.1 2.2 1. 2

4.1 5.7 6.4 12.0 2.9 5.6
7.0 2.6 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3
.4 8.6 12.0 32.0 1.6 8.3

3.4 1.0 1.3 3.3 -. 9 2. 1
7. 2 5.1 1. 5 -.7 2.8 1. 9
5.8 2.6 5.1 4.0 2.8 9. 3

I By leastsquare fitof 10=1 0(1+R)". Calculated from annual average employmentand theGNP indexes in table 14.

Note: Figures reflect GNP concept definitions. See the app. pts. A and D.
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At the total GNP level, the annual average growth rate of laborproductivity in Eastern Europe increased from the 1965-70 period tothe 1970-75 period, except in Bulgaria, where it remained unchanged
at a high, 3.7 percent, rate. In the 1975-78 period, the rate declined inall countries except Hungary and Romania. One may surmise that inthe latter country, the evident transfer of labor from agriculture toother sectors was a contributing factor (see table 23). Romanian an-nual average rates of growth of labor productivity in total GNP in-creased from 1965-70 to 1975-78, and in all periods were the highest
among the six countries. We may note for all countries some caution inreaching conclusions as to recent trends by subperiods because of theshorter, 1975-78 period as compared to earlier subperiods. Specialcaution should attach to Bulgaria because the basic employment magni-
tudes for recent years are estimates; the Bulgarian statistical publica-
tions available to us do not carry direct comprehensive employment
figures.

The reader may trace in table 24 the changes in average annual laborproductivity growth rates sector by sector for each country. On thewhole, industry has shown substantial, though variable, rates by timeperiods. Agriculture's rates would seem to benefit from a reduction inits labor force while its fixed capital was increasing (see tables 8 and10). Taking into account tables 8, 10, 14, 20, and 23 should help inmaking inferences regarding the rates shown in table 24.

VI. PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS

We have shown in table 20 and other tables. East European GNPgrowth overall and by major production sectors. The GNP average an-nual rates are very substantially lower than the NMP national income
produced growth rates. For both intra-CMEA and broader interna-tional comparisons the GNP measures are more appropriate than theofficial national NMP indicators. However, in order to give some per-spective on East European actual versus planned performan, we
shall show below in juxtaposition NMP actual and planned growth
for various subperiods, 1965-1980.

A caution regarding inferences from table 25 should be noted here.The officially reported "actual" growth reflects upward bias because
of shortcomings in the "constant" pricing of new or spuriously "new"industrial products. For some new products the assigned "constant"
prices have been acknowledged in East European sources to be higher
than justified, and in fact to reflect higher current labor and material
costs. Spuriously "new" products are essentially "old" products modi-fied in some relatively unimportant detail in order to be considered
"new" and be given a higher "constant" price. The planned growthrates appear to be on a more realistic footing in this regard.

Table 25 provides a summary of East European economic plansand performance 1965-1980, as measured by the average annual ratesof growth of NMP national income produced. The actual rates by twofive-year subperiods, 1970/1965 and 1975/1970, and the shorter four-
year interval, 1979/1975, show on the whole a slackening rate. In per-centage rates, Romanian growth was the highest, but irregular: 7.6,11.2, and 8.3, respectively, in the indicated subperiods. Bulgaria, like
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Romania a less developed country, came second in performance by
the indicated subperiods: 8.5, 7.8, and 6.1. Poland's growth rates, 6.0,
10.0, and 3.3, reflect rapid expansion in 1971-1975 aided by large
foreign loans (expected to substantially exceed 20 billion dollars out-
standing in 1980), followed by austerity measures aimed at curtailing
imports, sharply reducing the rate of investment, and seeking to ex-
pand exports. Hungary's rates in the indicated periods slackened mod-
erately: 6.8, 6.4, and 4.4, and Hungary, like Poland, is facing a heavy
foreign debt burden. Czechoslovakia, with rates of 6.8, 5.8, and 3.8,
and the GDR, with 5.2, 5.4, and 4.2, in the respective subperiods, also
show downward growth rate trends.

TABLE 25.-ACTUAL AND PLANNED RATES OF GROWTH OF NMP NATIONAL INCOME PRODUCED, 1965480

[in percent; constant prices!

1975/70 1979
1970/65 1980/75 1979/75 1980
actual Plan Actual plan actual Plan Actual plan

Bulgaria -8.5 7.74.5 7.8 7.7 6.1 7.0 6.5 5.7
Czechoslovakia -6.8 5.1 5.7 4.9-5.2 3.8 4.3 2.7 3.7
German Democratic Republic 5.2 4.9 5.4 5.0 4.2 4.3 4.0 4.8
Hungary -6.8 5.56.0 6. 4 5.4-5.7 4.4 3.0-4.0 1.2 3.0-3.5
Poland - 6.0 7.0 10.0 7.0-7.3 3.3 2.8 -2.0 1.4-1.8
Romania -7.6 11-12 11.2 11.0 8.3 8.8 6.2 8.8

Sources: Actual, tables 16 and 22; planned, United Nations, "Supplement to World Economic Survey, 1975," (1976),
and Office for Development Research and Policy Analysis of the U.N. Secretariat, based on published plan goals.

A comparison of planned versus realized NMP growth rates in table
25 indicates for 1975/1970 that actual growth was higher than planned.
The outlook for 1980/1975 is less favorable, judging from the realized
growth rates over four years of the five-year plan period. In 1979, in
all six countries, actual -growth was below planned growth, in percent
rates, respectively, as follows: Poland-minus 2.0 versus 2.8; Hun-
gary-1.2 versus 3-4; Czechoslovakia-2.7- versus 4.3; the GDR-4.0
versus 4.3; Romania-6.2 versus 8.8, and Bulgaria-6.5 versus 7.0.
Plans for 1980 set somewhat higher goals than the realized rates in

:1979, but fulfillment of the 1980 plans would still mean for the five-
year plans, 1976-1980, substantially lower growth than targeted for
this period.
-- Reasons for the slowdown in growth are to be found in labor short-
ages, difficulties in providing exports.to-pay'for imports of petroleum,
raw materials for industry and feedstuiffs for livestock in view of in-
flation and reduced growth in non-CMEA countries, poor labor mo-
rale, disincentives to personal and enterprise initiative and innovation,
scaled down investment goals in some countries, and other factors that
should be discussed in other contributions in this Compendium. The
populations of the East European countries no-doubt over the years
have become much less likely to be incited to work harder by Commu-
nist Party sloganeering. Full employment policies amounting to ten-
ure have promoted lax discipline on the job, and cognizance of this
fact, implying socialized underemployment, is behind official demands
for more dedicated effort, some attention to greater differentiation of
earnings among employees, and stiffened regulations regarding labor
discipline.
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Future rates of growth of the East European economies will dependon how successfully the party and government elite manage to meetor mollify rising consumer expectations, ameliorate the adverse factorsaffecting productivity, and cope with adverse developments on foreignmarkets. All of the East European countries are relatively small, allseek rapid economic development, all possess very limited natural re-sources (with few exceptions, e.g., Poland's coal, Romania's oil, Hun-gary's bauxite), all face difficult choices in seeking domestic sources tosubstitute for costly imports, and all, by their size and meager naturalresource endowment are heavily foreign trade dependent.Given the approaching, or already present, near exhaustion of rapidcatch-up potentials in agricultural underemployment, education, easytransfers of existing technology from abroad, and relatively easy for-eign loans, the remaining most immediate means for maintaining orimproving economic growth will consist of reforms of economic sys-tems. These reforms should be such as to enable the ultimate resource-workers and managers-to become more efficient in their domestic andinternational specializations.
Economic reforms, of course, are perennial in Eastern Europe. Somehave been more comprehensive than others, but all have failed to comeup to expectations. When first announced, some systemic reforms, suchas the New Economic Mechanism in 1968 in Hungary, have excitedobservers abroad. Some would impute to such reforms object lessonsfor Western governments on how to control inflation while maintain-ing economic growth. However, in Eastern Europe, efforts to overcomethe separation of world markets from domestic markets, and the do-mestic retail markets from the wholesale or producer goods marketshave met little success. Multiple foreign exchange rates, custom tailoredto meet the needs of solvency for inefficient as well as efficient firms,have persisted despite warnings that the inefficient firms should perish,or be absorbed by efficient ones. Foreign trade price equalization fundsof the state have continued to subsidize foreign trade.On the domestic markets there, have heen vaset. subsidies to maitinlow prices for basic consumer goods and socialized housing. Inflationhas been masked for some periods by these subsidies and by failures ofofficial price indexes to reflect market realities. Scarcities of price con-trolled goods have entailed queuing or spurious product differentiationto raise prices. In Poland, the politically sensitive market for meat hascaused problems for the party and the government, and some tempo-rary respite from queuing has been provided by dual counters and dualprices in the same retail outlet. The slow line with the queues and low,controlled prices is present along with the fast line where prices maybe twice as high, but supply is assured. Sharply discontinuous retailprice increases such as those in Hungary for laying the foundation forthe 1980 revitalization of the frustrated NEM of 1968, raise questionsas to the "real" extent of inflation in the preceding years. New, sharplyupward revised prices would also be of consequence for internationalcomparisons of final uses of product.2s

This paper was completed in March, 1980. and therefore does not take account ofthe problems that have become exacerbated since that time, especially in Poland. In thatcountry, critical confrontations of industrial workers against the party and governmenthave arisen over real wages, hours of work, and the role of Independent labor unions. Aspart of the attendant public discussion, the party and government have acknowledgedserious deficiencies in published official statistics, and, among more important leadingpersonnel changes, a new chairman was appointed to the Main Statistical Office.
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The aim of the East European reforms is to promote quality and

efficiency in production. Instruments to accomplish this aim have been

various, but in perhaps the more enlightened approaches, the means

have been systems of regulators designed to promote decentralized de-

cision making by prospects of differentiated enterprise and employee

rewards for profitable operation. However, in practice, loopholes for

bureaucratic intervention have remained, and centralized controls have

proven resistant.
Success of the re-reforms in Eastern Europe warrants skepticism.

Bureaucracies do not die easily; on the contrary they seem to regroup

and expand. In Eastern Europe where the hegemony of the Com-

munist. Party is held inviolate, it will be difficult to allow extensive

freedom to managers, technocrats, and workers for fear of challenge to

this principle.
Non-Communist countries may profit from the experience of East-

ern Europe. The essential thrust of the. economic reforms there is an

appeal to self interest of enterprises, managers, and employees to

achieve efficiency, innovation, and increasing standards of living. Yet

such achievements are far more likely to come about without the or-

ganized duress and extensive government intervention that persist

alongside the announced reforms. Regulations and controls tend to

metastasize and become counter-productive as regards their initial

aims.
In Western economies where high rates of inflation, excessive and

increasing government intervention in the private sector, and income

redistribution policies are undermining the impulses to save, to invest,

and to make extra efforts for efficiency and profit, there is danger of

going toward the kind of economy that the East European reforms

are seeking to redirect. Where personal savings and profits are not

adequate to finance private investment, the gap must be filled by gov-

ernment funding in the hope of maintaining or advancing the stand-

ard of living. The corollary is expanding government regulation and

control.
APPENDIX

A. GNP MEASURES

The methodology and detailed documentation of the GNP measures In this

report have been published in various Occasional Papers of the Research Project

on National -Income in East Central Europe (see bibliography). Summarized

briefly:
For measures of GNP produced (tables 2, 12, 14, and others derived from

them), adjusted factor cost weights for each country were estimated as returns

to labor (taken as payments to labor plus social security contributions in each

sector), plus returns to other factors, derived by distributing the remainder of

the estimated total value added (at estimated factor costs, for the economy as a

whole) among sectors in proportion to the fixed and working capital in the re-

spective sectors and the land in agriculture and by adding depreciation as

officially accounted. A full description of sources and procedures will be found

In OP-48, Statistics on East European Economic Structure and Growth. Weights

for Hungary in this report differ slightly from those in OPr-48 because of the

subsequent incorporation of more precise capital data in the estimates.

Sectoral indexes for major production sectors were derived from official phys-

ical output data, weighted for aggregation as appropriately as possible with

domestic prices and value added by subsectors. For services except housing. the

indexes are largely derived from employment. For housing, the basis is official

measures of housing stock. For some countries, minor production sectors are also
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represented by employment, or by official value aggregates in constant prices.'The indexes as they appear in this report reflect updating of those publishedearlier, with revisions in some instances in the light of later data and updatedweight regimens. Changes since tneir most recent summary in OP-54, EconomicGrowth in Eastern Europe, 1965a-1.78, will be documented in a forthcoming Oc-casional paper covering 1965-1979.

The measures of gross product allocated to domestic final uses (tables 5 and15) are derived within the framework of our estimates of GNP produced, withadjustments for foreign trade. Essentially, total gross product available for finaldomestic use was estimated as gross final product produced in the given yearplus any surplus of imports over exports, or minus any export surplus. Majoruses in personal consumption and certain civilian branches of government wereestimated for base years matching those of the GNP origin measures for therespective countries. Indexes based on extensive commodity samples measurethe changes in personal consumption over time (see OP-57 for details). Changesin housing and the measurable civilian branches of government were estimatedby the same indexes as used for their GNP origin measures, weighted to includepurchases in addition to value added. For lack of satisfactory alternate measures,all other uses, lumping defense and unspecified government and other uses to-gether with gross investment, were derived as residuals. More detailed discussionand documentation will be found in OP-55 and OP-58.

B. DOLLAR ESTIMATE OF GNP
The GNP dollar estimates in table 11 are based on Maurice Ernst's study (inU.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, New Directions in the Soviet Econ-Omyi, Washington, 1966, part IV, appendix A, pp. 911-912) as updated in thepresent paper. The estimates were obtained as follows: First, the GNP by end-usecomponents at current domestic prices in the various East European countrieswas converted to West German marks in 1955 by means of estimated purchasingpower ratios. Second, as a complement to, or as a check on, the end-use estimatesobtained in the first step, quantity indexes were calculated relating East Euro-pean personal consumption and net industrial and agricultural production tothese categories in West Germany, using West German prices and value weights.The conversion in the first step used price indexes weighted by East Europeanquantities: that in the second step used West German value weights, a pro-cedure methodologically consistent with that of the first approach. In consid-eration of the tendency for relative quantities to be inversely correlated withrelative prices, an alternative calculation converting West German aggregatesinto East European currencies should give less favorable results for EasternEurope. Therefore the original estimates based on the price conversions andweighted quantum comparisons of production were adjusted downward byanalogy with estimates for other countries and on the basis of other information.Third, the values in West German marks so obtained were converted intoUnited States dollars by means of estimated purchasing power parity rates for1955 prepared by Milton Gilbert and Associates (Comparative National Prod-ucts and Price Levels, Paris, OEEC, 1958). Fourth, the 1955 United States dollarvalues were converted to 1978 dollars by the use of the United States implicitGNP price deflator. Finally, the East European GNP values for 1955 in UnitedStates 1978 dollars were carried forward to 1978 by our indexes of East Euro-pean GNP's in constant prices, 1955-1978.

C. NET MATERIAL PRODUCT OR OFFICIAL "NATIONAL INcOME" IMEASURES
Net material product (NMP) figures in this report (tables 4, 6, 16, 18, andothers derived from them) reflect East European "national income" measuresthat exclude government and a number of other services. Calculated as thegross value of all production by officially defined material sectors (at salesprices including turnover taxes) less material costs and depreciation, net mate-rial product is not strictly a value added measure because small amounts of non-material costs, reflecting purchases of services by the material sectors, are notdeducted and remain within the value of "national income produced."The definition of what constitutes the material sectors for purposes of meas-uring NMP is not standard for all the countries under review, and has not re-mained the Rame throughout the period covered in this report. For example, inthe measures for the GDR, Hungary, and Poland. transportation and communi-
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cations services are treated as material product in their entirety, whereas in

Czechoslovakia only freight transportation and a portion of communications

defined as "productive" enter into the material product. For Bulgaria and Ro-

mania, the NMP measures for the early years reflect definitions similar to that

of Czechoslovakia, but as of 1970 for Bulgaria and 1971 for Romania, the defini-

tions were broadened to encompass passenger transport, all of communications,

and some other previously excluded services related to other sectors. The Bul-

garian and Romanian indexes are chain-linked at these years to provide con-

tinuity; retrospective data in the later coverage have not been published. Other

boundary changes include Poland's reclassification, as of data for 1975, redefin-

ing some communal services as material.
Constant price bases for the NMP measures also vary from country to country

and are not in all cases the same throughout the period under review. Bulgarian

indexes are based on prices of January 1, 1962 for the years 1965-1971 and linked

to measures in January 1, 1971 prices for 1971-1979. Czechoslovak NMP data for

1965-1966 are in prices of Ap-ril 4, 1960, data for 1966-1976 are in prices of

Januaryl, 1967, linked to data, inyprices of Jan. 1, 1977 for years from 1976 onward.

For the GDR, data are available in- 1967 prices for the period 1965-1976; more

recently data are given in terms of 1975."comparable" prices. Hungarian meas-

ures are based on 1968 prices for 1965-1975, linked to 1976 prices for later years.

Polish measures for 1965-1970 are based on 1965 prices, for 1970-1975 on 1971

prices, and then on 1977 prices. Romanian measures use 19.55 prices for 1965-1966,

linked to data in prices of 1963 for 1966-1976, and to 1977 prices thereafter. Chain

linking is the standard method for deriving continuous series.
NMP data by sector of origin, whether in constant or in current prices. include

turnover taxes. It is the practice to include the turnover taxes In the NMP orig-

inating in the sector in which the taxes are collected. In all of the countries under

review, the bulk of turnover taxes are collected at the point of sale of goods from

industry, and the incidence of this tax in the NMP values for industry is higher

than it is for-other sectors.
Definitions of NMP used reflect the material product definition constraints ap-

plicable in the respective countries. NMP used may differ from NMP produced

by the amount of foreign trade balances, losses, and other discrepancies; pub-

lished data sometimes reflect reconciled accounts. Dividing lines between "per-

sonal" consumption and "other" consumption vary, coverages change with time,

and the reader would be well advised to consult the sources with care before

imdertsking international comparisons on this point. Conqtant price bhses and

linkages for the published indexes of NMP by use are believed to be the same

as those described above for NMP produced, although this identity is not always

explicitly stated in the sources.

D. EMPLOYMENT MEASURES

Employment measures used in this report (table 8 and others derived from it)

reflect annual averages except for. data by major sector for the GDR, where the

data refer to September 30 of the respective years.
The data cover civilian employment only. The official sources Indicate that

persons occupied full-time in the armed forces-and in political organizations are

excluded. In other respects, however, the coverage is said to be comprehensive,

including private activity in all sectors as well as collective farmers in agriculture.

Descriptions of employment accounting in the. sources sometimes state that per-

sons absent from work on leave with full pay are counted as employed. These data

are thus not strict measures of labor inputs in terms of man-year equivalents. It

should also be noted that leave provisions and the amount of time worked per

man-year vary somewhat from country to country In Eastern Europe and have

varied within given countries over the time period under review.
Where employment data are considered in the context of GNP measures In this

report (tables 8, 23, and 24), sectoral boundary lines are believed to match those

of -the GNP sectoral indexes, including, for example, all transportation and

communications employees in these sectors for all countries. Where NMP meas-

ures are under consideration, the division between material production and "non-

productive" services should- follow the definition underlying -the official measures

for the country in question.-Thus-for'Czechoslovakia, employment in the material

sectors should exclude persons employed in passenger transportation and in the

communications services officially deemed nonproductive. It should be noted that
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productive-nonproductive boundary lines in employment data have not been stableover the time period under review. In addition to changes related to the broaden-ing of the definition of material product In Bulgaria and Romania, there areoccasional abrupt declines in the series for employment in "nonproductive" ad-ministration and scientific services. These seem to coincide with the transfer ofpersonnel formerly affiliated with central ministries and institutes to affiliationsadministratively subordinate to production organizations, or from budgetary tokhozraachet financing. Apparently, such transfers redefine the productiveness oftheir employment.
The employment measures used in this report are based on absolute figuresgiven directly in official statistical sources except for two countries. For Romania,absolute year-end figures were available fQr 1965 and 1970-1978; official Indexesfor 1964-1969 were used to obtain annual averages for 1965-1970. For Bulgaria,official annual averages in the desired employment coverage were available up to1970. Our measures for the period after 1970 are estimates derived from scatteredabsolute figures taken together with official percentages on the structure of totalemployment given in Bulgarian yearbooks.

E. FIXED CAPITAL MEASURES

Fixed capital data presented in this report reflect annual averages except asotherwise indicated in notes on table 10. A possible exception is Czechoslovakia,for which the yearbook notes offer no statement as to the time reference of thedata given.
All the figures used refer to undepreciated values of fixed capital, variouslytermed "gross inventory value," "full purchase cost," etc. The sources suggestthat it is generally the practice to include the value of surveying and otherdevelopment and overhead costs, as well as direct costs of the assets.Constant price data are not consistently available for all countries. The Bul-garian series at "full initial cost" for years prior to 1977 are described as originat-ing from a capital revaluation as of 1949, with subsequent additions "at the costat which the fixed asset was put into operation and entered into accountingledgers." This implies valuation at an accumulation of current prices of variousyears. Romanian methodology for the period prior to 1970 is described in termssimilar to the Bulgarian, although Romanian data for 1970 and later are cited asbeing in 1963 and subsequently 1977 prices.
The coverage of the official fixed capital data for some countries has changedover the years. Bulgaria and Romania both appear to have added to the totalcoverage of capital in 1970 and 1971, respectively, when they expanded their defi-nitions of material product to inclule.more services; the sectoral boundary linesbetween "productive" and "nonproductive" fixed capital also, of course, changedat the time. Shifts and ^h^^ges- arre oservable in Hungarian capital data betweenthe 1976 and 1977 yearbooks. The series shown in this report are from the mostrecent yearbooks except for Romanian 1965 and 1970 old classification dataincluded for comparability of detail.
Where the data are considered in the GNP context in this report (table 10),sectoral boundary lines have been adapted insofar as possible to match those ofthe GNP indexes. Thus, for Czechoslovakia, the "nonproductive" fixed capital intransportation and communications has been included in the sector as shown Intable 10. As nnted on that table. all sectoral coverages are not strictly comparable:data on capital in housing for Hungary and Romania include some other serv-ices; Bulgarian capital data used for industry include forestry. Where thecapital data are used in the NMP context, sectoral boundary lines should conformto the official usage of the country in question. Thus the capital in Czechoslovakpassenger transportation and communications defined there as "nonproductive"ought accordingly to be excluded from capital in the material sectors.

BnIBmoIGRAPY
Western sources directly drawn on for this study are cited in context. EastEuropean official figures given are from the standard statistical yearbooks,periodicals and plan fulfillment reports of the countries in question and from theCMEA yearbook. For full citations of these sources, the reader may refer to thebibliography of our report on "Defense Expenditures in- Eastern Europe, 1965-1978," in this volume.
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The GNP indexes and structural measures presented reflect the cumulative
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power estimates from western sources, and on local, East European

pay rates and consumption values. Other outlays, presumably cover-

ing operations and maintenance, and procurements, are derived as re-

siduals within the published budget totals. To the extent that the de-

fense budgets omit a number of military outlays (and there is evidence

that this may be to a very substantial extent), outlays for purposes

other than personnel are underestimated.
The dollar estimates involve direct pricing of the same manpower

at United States pay rates (including subsistence) to derive personnel

cost values. Only the nonpersonnel portions of the dollar estimates

depend on converting domestic East European values into dollars.

The residual, nonpersonnel costs derived from official budget totals

in our domestic currency estimating procedure were converted. into

current dollars by ratios derived, in turn, from our estimates of GNP

in domestic currencies and in dollars, for each country and each year

covered.
Issues and problems of conversions are discussed with a compari-

son of various available rates. Pricing manpower directly in dollars

offers one solution, yielding a measure of what East European forces

personnel would cost in current United States terms. Available con-

versions for other costs are far from satisfactory in that the appropri-

ateness of general, GNP-derived rates is questionable in view of the

particular nature of many military procurements, plus the fact that

defense ministries in Eastern Europe are exempt from normal price

formation rules, and may in actuality make their purchases at atypi-

cally low prices.
Tentative findings arising from our estimates are that defense out-

lays in terms of shares of GNP are hizher for the East European

countries when measured in dollars, assigning U.S. values to person-

nel, than when measured in domestic prices, with nominal pay for con-

scripts. In both valuations, nonpersonnel costs (operations and main-

tenance, and procurements, albeit probably not all of them) have

risen more rapidly than personnel costs, presumably reflecting mod-

ernization of forces, with increasingly sophisticated equipment per

person of manpower. East European military expenditures, while

smaller than those of the U.S.S.R. both in absolute total and in shares

of GNP, constitute a significant contribution to the Warsaw Pact and

have tended to rise at roughly the same pace as those of the U.S.S.R.

For the decade 1965-1975. this pace exceeded the rate of increase in

United States defense expenditures, followed by a moderate decelera-

tion of increase rates in 1975-78. Again, it should be stressed that

these findings, perforce, rely on officially published budgets. which

mav be better refl-ctors of announced detente policies than of actual

military outlays. The highly approximate and incomplete nature of

these results underscores the need for continuing work on estimation

problems in the military field.

I. INTRODUCTION

The present paper extends our earlier report on the magnitude,

trends, and structure of military expenditures of selected countries

of Eastern Europe: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Demo-

cratic Republic, Hungary. Poland, and Romania. The findings shown
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here, with minor exceptions, are directly based on the officially pub-lished defense budgets. No attempt was made to measure the defenseeffort more comprehensively to match the coverage used in Western
countries.

There is evidence that the East European countries' official defenseexpenditures substantially understate the cost of their military efforts,and we urge that this caution be kept in mind in international com-parisons and other considerations, particularly as regards armamentprocurements (see sec. V). Economic handbooks published in EasternEurope state that defense expenditures in national accounting termsenter into both collective consumption and accumulation (invest-
ment). In the early postwar period in Czechoslovakia a very substan-tial part of defense outlays was described as "camouflaged" in aspecial investment credit.'

Estimates are presented in current domestic prices and in currentdollars, covering the time span 1965-1978. GNP is also calculated inconstant 1978 dollars. In order to place military expenditures in per-spective, defense outlay are shown in the context of values of GNPin absolute and relative terms, as well as in terms of average annual
rates of change (secs. II and III).

For comparisons of shares of GNP devoted to defense, a factor coststructure would be preferable to valuation in -effective market prices.Yet factor cost approximations conventionally calculated would stillfall short of an equitable standard of 'comparison in those cases whereconscription results in diversef'proportions-.of opportunity cost beingpaid to conscripts in the form of nominal. cash pay plus subsistence.
This follows from the conventional procedure of accepting the marketprice (actual-) returns to labor as equal to the factor cost of labor.

Where the concern is to compare internationally the shares of GNPallocated to defense, it would appear that a modified concept of GNPand military expenditures should be employed; that is, both theGNP aggregate and the military component should reflect suitableupward revaluation to account for servic, of mnlf Jd- personnel at
.___ S- ..- j V _ 11 aopportunity cost. We did not attempt such adjustments in the presentstudy. It seems clear, nonetheless, that the outcome of such compari-sons between countries of Eastern Europe on the one hand and the

United States on the other would be to raise the shares of the formerin relation to the latter.
Another approach to international comparisons of defense expen-ditures is to express all the outlays in a common currency. To this endwe present estimated dollar valuations of East European military ex-penditures. In order to facilitate such conversions to dollars, we allo-cated the total military expenditures between personnel costs andother outlays, and used distinct conversion rates for each component

(sec. IV).
The results-presented here are necessarily approximations. The pro-cedures. we employed could certainly be refined, particularly in get-ting better breakdowns of total expenditures, devising better conver-sion -rates to apply to components of the total, making corrections for

'See Milan Spicak. V armade po unoru (Prague. .968). p. 154. Note that this sourcewas published In 1968 and evidently had.been written before the Soviet invasion in thesummer of that year.
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price distortions, and estimating the military expenditures outside

and above the officially published defense budgets in each of the six

East European countries reviewed in this study (sec. V).

IL GNP, DFENSE ExPENDITumiEs, AND IMPLICrr CONVERSION RATES OF

NATIONAL CuRRENoIzs To DoLLARS

In this section we present for Eastern Europe as a whole and for

each country, for the period 1965 to 1978, annual estimates of the total

gross national product in current and constant dollars and total mili-

tary expenditures in current dollars, conversion rates, and shares of

defense in GNP. Given the limitations of time, accessible information,

and material resources, our results are approximations which we

qualify at various points.
For each country the GNP values in current market prices in the

respective national currencies were estimated as follows: Detailed in-

dependent estimates of GNP were made at our Research Project for

Czechoslovakia for 1966 and 1967 and for Hungary for 1967 and 1968.

Also rough estimates for GNP are available for the German Demo-

cratic Republic (hereafter GDR) for 1968, Romania for 1968, and

Bulgaria for 1968 and 1970. For Poland, detailed independent esti-

mates for GNP are available only for 1954-1956, with rough estimates

for the later 1960's. On the basis of the ratios between GNP and of-

ficial national income (material product) for benchmark years, we

were able to inflate the official national income series to the GNP

concept for all other years covered in this study. It is to be noted that

these ratios exhibited a degree of stability, comparing the middle of

the 1950's with the 1967-1968 period.
For purposes of this study, officially given defense expenditures

series are assumed to include the direct cost of maintenance of mili-

tary personnel, cost of military equipment and supplies, and mainte-

nance of equipment and structures. In the GDR, expenditures for in-

ternal security are included in published defense expenditure data.

On the other hand, indirect military activity, for example, expendi-

tures on military research and development, and a variety of other

related outlays are not included in the national defense figures. Some

adjustments of official figures to conform somewhat more closely with

the U.S. definition of miltary purpose are made in section III.

The relative importance of military expenditures in different East

European countries may be shown in percentages of their total GNP.

Comparisons based on such shares will be meaningful only if the basis

of valuation of the defense and nondefense (civilian) components of

GNPs of various countries is more or less uniform. However, in the

East European centrally plannned economies, the prices of civilian

consumption goods and services, because of the heavy incidence of

turnover taxes, most probably are relatively high in relation to prices

of military hardware and other procurement items, on which turn-

over taxes generally are not imposed. Also, very probably, the produc-

tion of defense items is heavily subsidized through financial transfer

at the state budget or lower levels. These pricing policies imply sub-

stantial underestimation of the "real" cost of military spending when

expressed as a percentage of GNP at market prices in domestic cur-

rencies (table 1, col. 6).
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TABLE 1.-GNP, DEFENSE EXPENDITURES, AND IMPLICIT CONVERSION RATES OF EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Indexes in current dollars, Defense as percentageGNP Implicit (1965=100) of GNP in-* .- conversion
Millions Millions rate ($1 =of 1978 of current domestic EE Domesticdollars dollars currency) GNP Defense currencies Dollars

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Bulgaria:
1965 - - 14, 080 6, 8811966 - - 15, 192 7, 6671967-------- 16, 009 8, 318
1968… 16, 305 8, 852
1969 - 17, 093 9, 7461970 … … 1----- 8, 051 10, 843
1971 - - 18,656 11, 7781972 19, 543 12,850
1973- - 20, 317 14, 1331974 - - 20, 937 15, 9711975 - - 22, 669 18, 9511976 - - 23, 584 20, 7421977 -------- 23, 302 21, 696

Ce1978 23, 950 23, 950
1965 - 46 375 22, 6631966 -48 369 24, 4121967 - --- 50, 502 26, 2411968 - 52.775 28, 6521969- 53, 749 30, 6481970- 54, 908 32, 9831971- 56, 763 35, 8341972 ---------- 58, 804 38, 6641973 -60, 751 42, 2581974- 6, 931 48, 0041975 - - 64, 786 54, 1611976 65, 760 57, 8361977- 68, 820 64, 078G 1978 69, 794 69, 794

Republic:
1965 -53, 399 26, 0961966 -55, 001 27, 7591967 -56, 763 2q, 4941968 -59, 326 32,2081969 -60, 768 34, 6501970 -62, 317 37, 4341971 -63, 705 40, 2171972 - 65, 894 43, 3251973 -67 924 47,248

1974 --------------- 71. 181 54 297s97a --------------- 73,851 61; 7391976 -75, 506 66, 4081977 -78, 069 72, 6901978 -79, 992 79, 992Hun Farv:
1965 -21,794 In, 6511966 -23, 058 11,6371967 - ------- 24. 366 12,6611S68- 24, 649 13, 3821969 -75, 412 14,4901970- 25,325 15,513.1971- 26, 436 16, 6891972- 27, 003 17, 7541973- 28, 419 19, 7681974- 29, 139 22,227
1975- 29, 792 24, 9061976- 29, 749 26, 1641977- 31,558 29,3849178- 32, 451 32, 451Poland:
1965- 59, 136 28, 9001966- 62,862 31,7261967- 65, 168 33,8611968- 69,071 37, 4991969- 68,420 39,0131970- 71, 969 43, 232
1971- 77,113 48,6811972- 82, 732 54, 3961973 - - 88,822 61, 7851974- 94,085 71,763
1975 - ------------- 98, 521 82, 364
1976 -102, 601 90,2381977 105,439 98,1741978- 109,579 109,579

1.27 . 100.0
1.25 111.41.25 120. 9
1.28 128. 6
1.27 141. 6
1.26 157.6
1. 15 171.2
1. 14 186. 7
1. 12 205.4
1. 07 232. 1
.98 275.4
.95 301. 4
.93 315.3
.88 348.1

10.72 100.0
11.15 107. 7
12.27 115.8
12.63 126. 4
13.33 135.2
13.06 145.5
12. 51 158.1
12.28 170.6
12.05 186. 5
11. 58 211.8
10.81 239.0
10. 47 255.2
9. 29 282. 7
8. 95 308. 0

4.21
4.17
4.19
4.03
3.95
3.86
3. 75
3.68
3.55
.29

3.06
2.95
2.83
2.67

20. 07
20.17
20.39
21. 93
22.84
22.82
22. 94
23.39
23.27
21.62
20.61
21.10
20. 57
20.06

23. 79
23.25
22. 9622. 78
22. 92
22. 05
22. 53
22. 78
23. 50
23. 59
22.99
24. 46
24.19
23.37

100. 0
106. 4
113. 0
123. 4
132. 8
143. 4
154.1
166.0
181. 1

236. 6
254. 5
278. 5
306. 5

100.0
109. 3
118.9125. 6
136.0
145. 6
156. 7
166. 7
185. 6
208. 7
233. 8
245.6
275. 9
304. 7

100.0
109.8
117.2
129. 8
135.0
149.6
168.4188. 2
213.8
248.3
285. 0
312.2
339. 7
379. 2

100. 0
103. 3
106. 6
110. 7
118. 8
133.5
148. 4
165.0188. 9
224.8
240. 7
261.2
278.9
283. 0

100.0
101. 1
107. 4
112.5
117. 1113. 6
130. 5
140. 5
155. 5
172. 2
187. 5

'191. 8
203.8
222.0

100. 0
104. 9
114.3
146. 4
159. 4
176.8
190.1
205. 2
231. 3
296.6
317.6
339.0
372.8

100.0
97.2
96. 5

105.1
115. 2
137. 9
143. 5
151.4
163.3
185. 5
199. 3
194.8
198. 5221.6

100.0
102.1
108.0
119.4
130. 0
139.2
162. 1
171.4
199.0
220.7
245.6279. 2
280.9
297. 7

2.6
2. 5
2.4
2.3

2. 42. 42.6
2. 7
2. 7
2.8
3.0

3. 0
3.2

4. 0

3. 9
3.8
3. 7
3.4
3. 4
3. 43. 3
3.2
3. 03. 2
3.1
3.1
3.1

3. 0
2. 9
3.1
3.9
4.0
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4. U
4.0
4.1

4i.0
4. 1

2.6
2.2
2.1

2.3
2.32.9
2. 6
2.3
2.1

2. 2
2. 3
2. 1
2.1
2.3

3. 4
3.5
3.4
3.6
3. 8
3.83.5
3.3
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.6
2. 7
2. 6

12.011. 2
10.6
10.4
10.1
10. 2
10.4

10.611. 1
11.710. 5
10. 4
10.7
9.8

8. 17.6
7.5
7.2
7.0

6. 3
6. 76.6
6. 76.5
6.3
6.1

5.85. 8

5. 4
5.3
5. 5
6.4
6. 566 7
6. 7
6. 7
6.9

Is. i6.8
6. 7
6.6
6.6

7.66. 8

6. 2
6.4
6.47. 2
7.0

6.96. 7
6. 8
6. 5
6. 0

5. 5
5. 5
8. 0
7.4
7. 4
7. 4
7.7

7. 47. 7
7.3
7.4
7. 1
6. 9

7.16.6
6. 3
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TABLE I.-GNP, DEFENSE EXPENDITURES, AND IMPLICIT CONVERSION RATES OF EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES-
Continued

Indexes in current dollars, Defense as percentage
GNP Implicit (1965=100) of GNP in-

conversion
Millions Millions rate (S1=
of 1978 of current domestic EE Domestic
dollars dollars currency) GNP Defense currencies Dollars

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Romania:
1965- 31, 878 15, 579 u4.57 100.0 100.0 2.1
1966 -35, 544 17, 939 13.91 115.1 100.0 2.0
1967 -37, 138 19, 297 13. 90 123.9 94.3 1.9
1968 -37, 935 20, 595 13. 36 132. 2 102. 2 2 1
1969 -------- 39, 688 22, 630 12. 74 145. 3 118. 5 2. 2
1970 --------- 40, 613 24, 396 12. 32 156.6 131. 2 2. 4
1971 -46 319 29,241 11. 24 187. 7 134. 1 2. 3
1972 -- 49, 283 32, 404 10.91 208.0 157.1 2. 2
1973 -50, 877 35, 390 10. 78 227. 2 165.4 2. 1
1974 -53, 746 40, 997 10. 19 263.2 188.2 2. 1
1975 -56, 137 46, 931 9.59 301.2 210.1 2.2
1976 - ------- 63, 373 55, 737 8. 77 357. 8 230.5 2.2
1977- 65 573 61, 055 8. 70 391.9 241.0 2. 1
1978 - 69, 430 69, 430 8.23 445.7 260.4 2. 1

Eastern Europe:
1965 --226,662 110,770 8,510 100.0 100.0 '3.0 7.7
1966 -240, 026 121, 141 8, 651 109.4 101. 7 2. 8 7. 1
1967 -249, 946 129, 872 8,983 117.2 105.6 I 2.8 6.9
1968 -260,061 41, 187 10,000 127.5 117.5 '3.0 7.1
1969 -265, 130 151, 177 10, 877 136. 5 127.8 X 3.0 7. 2
1970 -273, 183 164, 101 11, 745 148. 1 138.0 13.2 7. 2
1971 -288, 992 182, 441 12, 979 164.7 152.5 1 3.1 7. 1
1972 -303, 259 199, 393 14, 094 180.0 165.6 ' 3.0 7. 1
1973 -3 1_ 307, 110 220, 582 15, 778 19. 1 185. 4 X2. 9 7. 2
1974----------- 332, 019 253, 264 17, 727 228.6 208. 3 I2.8 7.0
1975 -345, 756 289, 052 19, 673 260.9 231.2 I 2.9 6.8
1976 -360, 573 317, 125 21, 227 286.3 249.4 ' 2.8 6.7
1977 -372, 761 347, 077 22, 104 313.3 259.7 1 2.9 6. 4
1978 -385, 196 385, 196 23, 778 347.7 279.4 I 2.9 6. 2

8. 5
7. 4
6. 5
6.6

6. 9
7.1
6.1
6. 4
6. 26. 2
5. 9*5. 5
5. 3
5.0

30. 4
32. 3
33. 4
36. 3
36. 5
39.1
38. 236. 4
34. 5
34. 2
35.6
35.1
37. 2
38. 4

I Unweighted average of percentages in all 6 countries.

Sources: Calculated from data given in Thad P. Alton, Gregor Lazarcik, Elizabeth M. Bass, and Wassyl Znayenko, "De-
fense Expenditures in Eastern Europe," in fIS. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, "East European Economics Post-
Helsinki," Washington, D.C., U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, 1977, pp. 267-288, revised and updatedforl977-78.

The conversion of military expenditures from national currencies
into current dollars is a very difficult task, given the lack of informa-
tion on prices of military items and composition of military procure-
ments in East European countries. Proper conversion, indeed, would

require information on the composition of the forces, rates of military
pay, the quantity, quality and technical characteristics of the various

military items purchased in each year, and the value weights in the

national currencies and in dollars. This study offers one approach to
the problem of conversion. This approach is based on implicit con-
version rates for GNP derived from comparisons of dollar estimates

of GNP and domestic currency estimates of GNP, both given in cur-

rent prices. Further refinements involve estimates of the structure of

military expenditures, presented in section III, Kwith components then
converted separately from domestic currencies into current dollars,

as described in section IV. All the conversion rates used, it should be

said, rest on approximative methods and accordingly should be inter-
preted with caution.

'In this study, the GNP dollar figures were first derived in constant
1978 prices on the basis of GNP in 1978 dollars for the year 1965 ex-
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tended by our GNP indexes in constant prices.2 The GNPs in constant1978 dollars were then deflated into current dollars by the U.S. GNPimplicit price deflator.
Our estimates of defense spending in current dollars (table 1, Col. 5and table 6, col. 1) value the East European (and the U.S.S.R.) mili-tary personnel services directly in dollars at United States pay ratesfor officers 'and men. The present set of estimates (table 6, col. 2) as-signs full pay rates per man, as opposed to the partial rates used forearlier estimates. For converting the military nonperson-nel and re-search and development expenditures from domestic currencies intodollars (table 6, col. 3), we used the implicit average exchange rates(table 1, col. 3) derived from comparisons of the estimated GNPs indomestic currencies and the corresponding dollar values of the GNPsin current prices.

TABLE 2.-AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATES OF CHANGE IN GNP AND DEFENSE EXPENDITURES FOR EAST
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 1965-781

[Calculated from data in constant 1978 and current dollars)

GNP Defense expenditures, current dollars

NonpersonnelConstant Current Personnel and R. & D.Country and period 1978 dollars dollars Total costs costn

Bulgaria:
1965-70.
1970-75
1975-78

Czechoslovakia:

1 965-70.

1970W7

1975-78
German Democratic Republic:

1975-78

1 970 75 :

Nun 1 7-a _-- - - --g-- - -- - -

1970-75
1975-78

Poland:
1965-70
1970-75..
1975-78

Romania:
1965-70
1970-75
19751-78

Eastern Europe:
1965-70..
1970-75
1975-78

U.S.S.R.:
1965-70..
197C-75
197E-77

United States:
1965|70

197E-78

4. 7
4. 5
1.5

3.5
3. 4
2. 7

3.2
3. 5
2.8

3. 1
3.4
3.2

6.6
3. 5

4.6
6. 2
6. 9

3. 7
4. 8
3.6

4. 7
4.0
3. 8

3. 1
2. 7
4. 9

9.1

11.7. 8

5.6
13.2
5. 7

5.3
12.1
3. 5

7. 518. 7
13. 7

7.9 3.3 1. 6 5 7
10. 3 10. 3 12. 2 7.69. 0 5. 8 3. 6 8.79

7. 6 13. 2 8. 4 18. 610. 5 10. 9 12. 7 9. 29.1 7. 8 5. 8 9. 7
7. 7 6. 5 4. 3 13. 310.0 8. 0 9. 0 5. 29.5 3.4 0.3 10.8

13. 8 1I 8 15.8 5.79.9 6.0 5.6 6.9

9.0 5. 7 3.6 14. 813.3 10.3 9.8 11.7
13.5 7.1 5.3 11. 5
8.1 7.1 4.4 12. 5

11.8 10. 9 12. 5 8. 210. 0 6. 3 4.5 9. 4

9.1 8.1 5.3 11. 310.9 10.2
9.4 8.4
7.5 10.7 11.9 10.1
9.5 3.5 3. 7 0. 611.3 6.3 5.1 6. 9

' Rates for 5- and 3-year spans are based on least squares fit to I .=l . (I+r)p . Rates for the U.S.S.R., 1975-77, andthe United States, 1975-78, are simple averages of the annual percentage changes.
Sources: For East European countries, tables I and 6. For the U.S S.R. and the United States, U.S.A.C.D.A, "WorldMilitary Eapenditares and Arms Transfers," 1965-74 through 196t-77 issues, and U.S. Department of Commerce, "Statis-tical Abstractofthe Unitedstates 1

9
71p . 242. and 1978, p.359,and 197

9,pp.366and 437.

2 See OP-54, table 8, and Its notes for details on method. Our GNP estimates havebeen somewhat revised since the publication of OP-54. The revised indexes may be foundIn the present Compendium In T. P. Alton, "Production. and Resource Allocation InEastern Europe: Persormance, Problems, and Prospects," tables 12 and 14.
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The findings in tables 1 and 2 with reference to other tables may be

summarized as follows:
1. The implicit conversion rates between East European domestic

currencies and the U.S. dollar decreased in the last eight years in

most countries because the rate of inflation in the United States was

higher than in most East European countries, especially in the 1970's.

2. Military expenditures expressed as percentages of GNP are

substantially lower in domestic currencies than in current dollars

(compare cols. 6 and 7, table 1). There are two reasons for these large

differences: (a) The very low nominal pay rates in Eastern Europe for

enlisted men (a small fraction of their opportunity costs); and (b)

price distortions (the uneven incidence of turnover taxes, accounting

profit taxes, and subsidies) which result in very low percentage shares

for military expenditures in GNP at current market prices (as com-

pared to shares on other bases of valuation, for example, at oppor-

tunity cost, factor cost, or dollar valuations). Thus, these percentage

shares of GNP in domestic currencies of centrally planned East Euro-

pean countries are very misleading for comparisons with percentage

shares in other countries where such extreme valuation abnormalities

do not occur (for example, Western Europe, United States, and

Canada).
3. Our estimates based on dollar valuations of personnel costs and

conversion of other defense outlay components at implicit GNP over-

all rates indicate that ithe percentage share of GNP spent on defense

in Eastern Europe as a whole is more than double the corresponding

percentage of GNP calculated in the national currencies. The per-

centage shares shown in table 1 are rough estimates. For the purpose

in view, a range in terms of whole percentage points, or at least a

rounding to whole percentages characterized as rough approximations

would be preferable to unwarranted appearance of precision by the

use of percentages carried to one decimal place. Our percentagTe share

estimates reflect the rough estimates required to expand net material

product aggregates to approximate GNP coverages and the conversion

rates we used.
4. When valued in dollars (table 6) the nonpersonnel and research

and development expenditures (operations, maintenance, military

procurements), expressed as a percentage of total East European de-

fense outlays. on the whole increased, rising from 30 percent in 1965

to 38 percent in 1978. This presumably reflects progress in mechaniza-

tion and modernization of Eastern Europe's military forces.

5. Based on valuations in current dollars, defense spending for most

of the East European countries grew at a somewhat slower rate than

GNP (table 2). In most of the countries defense snending grew at a

slower rate in the 1965-1970 period than in the 1970-1975 period. For

Eastern Europe as a whole, the average annual rate in the latter pe-

riod was 10.9 percent, while that in the former period was 7.1 percent.

Again a lower rate, 6.3 percent, characterizes the most recent time

span covered. 1975-1978.
6. In all East European countries the nonpersonnel and R&I) dol-

hqr costs 1965-1970 grew at higher rates than nersonnel eoots (table 2) .

This trend was reversed in some ceuntries during 1970-75, but resumed

in all in the more recent years, 197.5-1978. The higher annual per-
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centage rates of growth of nonpersonnel costs observable in Bulgaria,the GDR, Hungary, and Romania apparently indicate rapid progressin mechanization and modernization of their armed forces.7. Comparison of Eastern Europe with the U.S.S.R., shows that therate of growth of GNP was about the same in 1965-1978 in both re-gions and likewise rates of growth of defense spending were about thesame in both, although in 1965-70 and 1975-78 rates for the U.S.S.R.were somewhat higher (table 2). The other Warsaw Pact membercountries have consistently contributed a lower share of their GNP'sto defense than the U.S.S.R.3
8. Comparison with the United States, however, shows distinct dif-ferences. The average annual rate of growth of defense spending incurrent dollars for the whole span 1965 to 1978 has been significantlylower in the United States than in the U.S.S.R., or in Eastern Europe.The contrast is greatest for the 1970-1975 period, when the U.S. GNPgrew at an average annual rate of 9.5 percent, while the military ex-penditures grew only at 3.5 percent. The respective percentages for theU.S.S.R. were 10.9 and 10.2, and for Eastern Europe, 11.8 and 10.9(table 2).

9. U.S. military outlays on nonpersonnel and R. & D. costs in cur-rent dollars barely increased from 1970 to 1975. Since U.S. wholesaleprices increased by 58 percent in the same period, the nonpersonnelspending (operations, maintenance, military procurements, and re-search and development) actually declined in real terms. This is incontrast to the continuous increase of these costs in the U.S.S.R. andEastern Europe in the same period.
10. It should be noted that Eastern Europe as a whole currentlyspends, from defense budgets only,4 in terms of dollars (see tables 1and 6), more on defense than any country other than the UnitedStates and the U.S.S.R., or over one-fifth es much as the UnitedStates. This is a significant contribution to the total defense expendi-tures of the Warsaw Pact.
11. It appears that the overall military effort of the Warsaw Pactcountries as reflected in defense expenditures has tended to improveover recent years while that of the United States and other NATOcountries has been relatively deteriorating.
Again, it should be stressed that the conclusions of this study aretentative, necessarily so in view of the need for further research andcomparisons of economic potential and related military expenditures.The results shown in tables 1 and 2 can be improved by detailed stud-ies of the structure of the GNP's in current market prices and inprices with adjustment toward fa-tor cost. Further research on ex-change rates based on purchasing power parities is necessary for im-provin- the international eomparn.bility of defense snending of variouscountries. Use of up-to-date reliable purchasing power parity ex-change rates could substantially alter the results shown here. A surveyof currently used and alternate dollar conversion rates is provided insection IV.

3ACDA, World Military Expenditures and Armas Transfers 1968-1977. D. 61.'There are tancihle Indications that the official defense budgets of East Euroneancountries cover only a part of their total military spending. See ACDA. op. cit.. for U.S..U.S.S.R.. and other countries' defense expenditures.
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III. ESTIMATES OF THE DEFENSE EXPENDITURES OF EAST EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES BY MAJOR PURPOSE, IN CURRENT DOMESTIC CURRENCIES

Estimates in domestic currencies are presented in table 3. These

include a breakdown of direct defense budget expenditures between

outlays to support uniformed military personnel and those for opera-

tions, maintenance, and procurements as a residual category that could

not be further subdivided except on an arbitrary basis. In addition,

some rough estimates to reflect presumed research and development

of a military nature financed outside of budget defense appropria-

tions are offered for the three countries in which such activities may

reasonably be thought to be greater than negligible.

TABLE 3.-ESTIMATES OF DEFENSE EXPENDITURES BY MAJOR PURPOSE, EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, IN

CURRENT DOMESTIC CURRENCIES, 1965-781

[Millions of domestic currencies

Defense budget expenditures

Operations,
Personnel costs mainte- Research

nance, and and

Military Sub- procure- develop- Total

Country Total Total pay sistence ments ment (1)+(6)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Bulgaria (million leva):2
1965--------- 230 93
1966 - - 240 101
1967- 247 115
1968 -264 126
1969--------- 302 127
1970 -324 126
1971-------- 354 129
192- 391 131
1973 - 422 147
1974--43 161
1975--------- 548 160
1976--------- 596 171
1977 - 653 178
1973--------- 681 170

Czechoslovakia (million crowns):789 253
1965 --- ,896-2,53
1966 -39- 08890' 2,520
1967 -10, 156 2, 710
1968 -10,945 3, 014
1969------- 12,034 3,232
1970 --12 470 2, 795
1971------- 12,972 3,014
1972 --13, 169 3,128
1973--------- 13,776 - 3,275
1974--14,043 3,530
1975--------- 15,603 3,555
1976--------- 15,993 3,431
1977 -15,651 3,534
1978 -16, 552 3,732

German Democratic Republic (million marks):'
1965--------- 3,100 629
1966- 3,200 679
1967- 3, 600 717
1968 -4,814 812
1969-------- 5,229 848
1970- 5,712 838
1971- 6, 019 837
1972 -6-------- 217 353
1973 -6,-- 6,571 929
19746_ , __ 67746 957
1975--------- 7,154 1,058
1976 - ------ 7, 613 1,083
1977--------- 7,363 1,123
1978-- 8261 1,188

See footnotes at end of table.

4752
61
64
6365
66
6775
80
79
83
8581

1,038
1, 057
1, 127
1, 233
1,304
1, 313
1, 373
1,429
1, 4801, 5681, 517

1, 473
1 493
1 581

337358
376
434
457
466
479
495
514
529
569
587
611
650

46 137-
49 139-
54 132-
62 138-
64 175-
61 198-
63 225-
64 760-
72 275-
80 322-
81 388-
83 425-
93 475-
89 511-

1, 501 5, 357 1,722
1, 463 6, 370 1, 826
1, 583 7,446 2,033
1,781 7,931 2,332
1,973 8,752 2,033
1,482 9,675 2,249
1,641 9, 8~ 2, 334
1,699 10041 2, 318
1,795 10501 2,527
1,962 10, 513 2,729
2,033 12,053 2,8350
2,003 12 512 2,323
2,041 12117 2,995
2,201 12,770 3,114

297 2,271 155
321 2, 521 160
341 2,8383 180
373 4, 002 241
396 4, 331 261
372 4, 874 236
358 5, 182 301
363 5,359 311
415 5,642 329
428 5,78 337
489 6, 016 353
496 6, 530 381
517 6,740 393
533 7,073 413

230
240
247
264
302
324
354391
422
483
548
596
653
681

9, 618
10.716
12,239
13,277
14,072
14,719
15, 356
15, 487
16, 303
16,772
18, 458
18, 821
18,646
19, 666

3, 255
3,360
3,780
5, 055
5,490
5,998
6, 320
6, 528
6, 900
7,083
7, 512
7,994
8,261
8, 674
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TABLE 3.-ESTIMATES OF DEFENSE EXPENDITURES BY MAJOR PURPOSE, EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, INCURRENT DOMESTIC CURRENCIES, IS65-781-Continued

[Millions of domestic currencies]

Defense budget expenditures

Operations,Personnel costs mainte- Research
nance, and andMilitary Sub- procure- develop- TotalCountry Total Total pay sistence ments ment (I)+(6)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Hungary (million forints):
1965 -- 5, 757 1, 9821966-- 5, 219 2, 0321967 -- 5433 2, 0051968 -- 6, 611 2, 0511969-- 7, 644 2, 1311970 -- 9, 848 2,1951971 -- 9, 891 2,166
1972-- 9, 430 2, 2941973 -- 9,488 2, 3861974- 10, 564 2, 4771975 …11, 811 2, 5321976 -- 11, 671 2, 5711977 -- 12, 607 2, 5851978-- 14, 984 2, 772Poland (million zlotys):
1965-- 23, 255 4, 6231966-- 25, 213 4,4121967 -- 26, 438 4, 7251968 -- 30, 332 4, 9811969-- 33, 519 5,1501970-- 35, 724 4, 7401971 -- 37, 684 5, 7301972-- 39, 490 6, 2231973 -- 42, 342 6, 8851974 -- 46, 441 7, 6381975 -- 50, 220 8, 9931976 -- 54, 286 11, 7791977 - 61, 139 12, 490R 978um- 63,314 13,203Romania (million lei):

1965 -- 4, 735 1, 6241966 -- 4,927 1,6861967 -5,146 1 6171968 -- 5,751 1,5871969 -- 6, 319 1, 8041970 -- 7, 067 1, 8921971---------7, 424 1, 681
92 - 7710 -

1974-- 8, 744 2 0961975 -- 9,713 2, 238
1976 -- 10, 575 2, 4691977 -- 10, 963 .2,6231978 -- 12, 000 2,874

1, 028
1, 069
1, 034
1, 123
1, 168
1, 235
1, 226
1, 282
1, 332
1, 414
1, 4591, 515
1, 573
1, 714

2, 620
2, 513
2, 656
2, 779
2, 830
2, 607
3, 097
3, 3793, 717
4,177
5, 019
6, 462
6, 918
7, 277

808
848
852
799
910
953
847
944

1,Oil
1, 128
1, 244
1, 322
1, 448

951963
920
928
963
960
940

1, 012
1, 051
1, 063
1, 073
1 0561, 012
1,053

2, 003
1, 899
2,069
2,202
2, 320
2,133
2, 663
2,844
3,168
3, 461
3, 974
5, 317
5, 572
5,926

816
838
765
788
894
939
834930

13!
995

1, 110
1, 225
1, 301
1, 426

3, 775-------3,187
3,429 - - - - - -4,560

5,513 - - - - - -7,653 -- -
7,725 -

7,136 - - - - - -
7,102 - - - - - -8,037
9.279 - - - - - -9,109 -

10,022
12,212 -2 --

18, 632 297
20,801 338
21, 713 412
25, 351 442
28, 369 424
30,984 450
31,954 986
33,267 1,274
35, 457 1 678
38,803 1:876
41, 227 2,070
42, 507 2, 363
48, 649 2, 383
50,111 2,398

3,111 - - - - - -3,241 .
3, 529 .
4,164
4,55 1 5
5,175 - - - - - -5,743-
5, 836 - - - - - -
6,648
7,475-
8, 106
8, 340
9, 126 - - - - - -

5, 757
5, 219
5, 433
6,611
7 644
9, 8489, 891
9, 430
9, 488

10, 564
11,811
11, 671
12, 607
14, 984

23, 552
25, 551
26, 850
30, 774
33,943
36, 174
38, 670
40, 764
44, 020
48, 317
52, 290
56, 649
63, 522
65, 712

4, 735
4, 927
5,146
5, 751
6, 319
7,067
7, 424
7, 710
7, 835
`, 1449, 713

10, 575
10 963
12, 000

I Data for 1978 are preliminary
* 2Defense budget data for Bulgaria have not been published since 1970. Expenditures for 1971-75 are estimated at 6percent of total planned budget outlays, the approximate share they accounted for in 1966-70. For 1976-77, in view ofmalor changes in the budget structure, the estimate is based on 12 percent of total planned outlays excluding outlayson thenationialteconomy, and for 1978l was assumed to remain a constant share of GNP.

Source: "Defense Expenditures in Eastern Europe," op. ciL, and notes thereto, revised and updated to 1971-78.

A rather strict concept of "military purpose" underlies these esti-mates. The intention is to reflect current outlays to support, equip, andadminister armed forces, plus research and development directly re-lated to military purposes. No attempt has been made to assess indus-trial investments related to armaments production. Nor has any at-tempt been made to include here various military related outlaysknown to be financed outside the defense budgets proper, such as bene-
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fits to soldiers' families and paid leave for reservists. Investment

expenditures made directly by ministries of defense, however, are

implicitly included. Judging by the Polish state budget, which is the

only one among the six East European countries to provide this detail

explicitly, planned investments by the ministry of defense in recent

years account for about 6 V percent of the ministry's total budget, in-

cluding investments. These investments evidently are not in armament

production facilities or arms themselves, but rather outlays for offi-

cers' housing and social-cultural facilities.6

The definition of armed forces followed for these estimates includes,

in addition to the regular army, navy, and air forces, the border guard

troops routinely organized and equipped as army units in all these

countries, and the security troops that are essentially military in their

organization and equipment. It is important to distinguish between

these latter, the "militarized police," and the various other internal

security units, such as the secret police, the workers' militia, customs

guards, prison guards, and other uniformed services that do not seem

to be directly military in their organization and potential. This "civil-

ian" portion of internal security is excluded from the estimates. Ad-

justments have accordingly been made in the budget expenditure totals

for the GDR, whose published budget appropriation figures through

1976 reflect defense and internal security taken together.

* The same basic estimation method was followed for all the six coun-

tries covered. Working from estimates of regular forces and "paramili-

tary" border and security troops published by the Institute of Stra-

tegic Studies, London, and by ACDA, the pay and subsistence of these

forces were calculated with reference to national wage rates and con-

sumption data. Exact procedures varied somewhat with the avail-

ability of data for the different countries. The resulting personnel

costs were then deducted from the defense budget expenditure totals

to obtain the estimates for operations (including costs of civilian per-

sonnel and other administrative expenses), maintenance, and procure-

ments (other than supplies for the subsistence of uniformed person-

nel). The basis for the research and development estimates were budget

expenditures on "science and research, " of which a portion were

deemed "military." Again, varying availability of data necessitated

some differences in method.
Inevitably, these estimates are very rough approximations. Many

choices underlie them, some involving no small element of arbitrari-

ness. For this set of estimates, we have continued to treat all paramili-

tary forces (border guards, security troops) as though thev were

financed out of defense budget appropriations uniformly in all coun-

tries. There is, however, increasing evidence that in some cases they

are supported by the budgets of other, non-defense, ministries. Our

personnel cost estimates may thus include manpower that is not

actually paid for out of nominal defense appropriations. To the extent

that this is so, it would simply mean that our estimates of nonpersonnel

costs, derived as residuals from the official defense budgets, are too

low.

5 See Dziennfk ustato various annual numbers giving the state budget.

6 See Zolnierz woolSoci, June 24, 1976. p. 3 - this article states that over 50 percent of

the total investment outlays of the armed forces was for housing.
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The general results for all countries except Poland show total de-fense expenditures rising more rapidly than personnel costs, 1965-1978 (see table 3). The rise in personnel costs, it should be noted, ispartly attributable to the fact that rising wage levels and rising costsof living are reflected in our estimates of pay and subsistence. Thenumbers of personnel have not consistently increased in recent years.Increasing costs of operations, maintenance and procurements peruniformed effective are, of course, a logical concomitant of moderniza-tion, the introduction of more sophisticated and more expensive weap-onry, communications. and other equipment.
With regard to the changing structure of the observed defense budg-ets, it seems important to state that none of the breakdowns of expendi-ture by purpose in these estimates rely directly on the technique of esti-mating by analogy with other countries or earlier time periods. In theBenoit-Lubell estimates, analogy to Poland is the basis for all thecountries in question but Czechoslovakia. Benoit's and Lubell's sourcessuggest that their detailed breakdown of the residual after personnelcosts for both countries derived from estimates made for 1956.7 In theestimates presented here in table 3, the technique of analogy was almosttotally confined to minor aspects, such as differentials between enlistedmen's and officers' pay. No structural rule of thumb was applied to allin common beyond the assumption with regard to financing paramili-tary troops, discussed above. The results are the product of numbers oftroops and rates of pay and subsistence calculated separately for eachcountry. No reasonably sound up-to-date basis was found for a break-down of the operations-maintenance-procurement residuals, hence nonew attempt was made in this regard.

IV. DOLLAR ESTIMATES OF EAST EUROPEAN MILITARY EXPENDITURES
BY MAJOR PURPOSE, AND ExIsnrNG CONVERSION RATES

For international comparisons of military expenditures, or of othercomponents of national products, it is necessary to express the valuesgiven in national currejicies in a common unit of value. The presentchapter will survey various available approaches for conversions ofWarsaw Pact country values into United States dollars and describethe alternative used for the-estimates in this report.
Among the available means for .conversion are two sets of officialexchange rates and three sets of Western conversion rates. For eachcountry, the official rates are the "basic" rate that is used as a unit ofaccount in foreign trade statistics and the "non-commercial" or tour-ist rate applied to travelers' funds and sometimes to other personaltransactions. Two sets of Western rates that have been used in the fieldof military expenditures are, first, those estimated by Benoit and Lu-bpll and subsequently adopted as the basis for dollar estimates pub-lished by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute(SIPRI) and the Institute for-Strategic Studies, London (ISS), andsecond. those calculated by the authors of the present paper and usedfor dollar estimates published by the U.S. Arms Control and Disarm-ament-Agency (ACDA) for 1960-1970. A complete set of our rates for1965-1978 appears in this study in table 1, column 3.

7 Emile Benoit ead. Disarmament and Wodrld Economic Interdependence, New YorkColumbia University Press. 1967, pp. 31-32 and 37.
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TABLE 4.-MAJOR AVAILABLE SETS OF RATES FOR CONVERTING EAST EUROPEAN NATIONAL

CURRENCIES TO U.S. DOLLARS

Our forint
total divided

by Kravis,
Heston, and

Benoit- Summers

Official rates Ours Lubell dollar total

Noncommer-
Basic cial (tourist)

Country 1978 1978 1978 1965 1964-65 1973

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (b)

Bulgaria (leva) -0.88 0.94 0.88 1.27 1.16-
nPnok f(crnwns; 5.42 10.64 8.95 10.72 8.50-zux~auazus~za 3.39 - .

German Democratic
Republic (marks) .-. 2. 05

Hungary (forints)-
Poland (zlotys) 3. 24
Romania (let) -4. 57

1.90 2.67 4.21
17.79 20.06 20.07
32.16 23.37 23.79
12.00 8.23 14.57

3. 39 -- - - -
17.36 15.79
15.92-
9.43-

Sources: Cols. I and 2: United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, vol. 33, No. 8 1979, table 67. The rates are aver'

ages of 12 inn. Cob. 3 and 4: Table 1. Col. 5: Emile Benoit, ed. "Disarmament and World Economic Interdependence,d

New York, 1967, p. 40. Col. 6:1.. Kravis, A. Heston, and R. Summers, "International Comparsions of Real Product and

Purchasing Power, ' p. 8. Kravlss estimate of $29,128,000,000 of Hungarian gross domestic product in 1973 was divide,-

into oar estimate of 460,036,000,000 forints total domestic final uses. Kravis cites the Hungarian official GDP at 415,103-

000,000 forints for 1973. Our figure refers to a different aggregate than GDP, and we revalued housing to reflect approxi-

mate factor cost as well as purchases by housing from other sectors.

Various rates for 1978 shown in table 4 were chosen for purposes of

comparison with the original Benoit-Lubell estimates, which referred

to 1964/1965. For all countries, our conversion rates are higher than the

Benoit-Lubell rates. For 1978 our rates are close to the tourist rates for

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. For Hungary alone, there is

additionally a rate for 1973 based on Kravis' results. This is also shown

in table 4.
Of the two sets of official rates, it may be said that neither offers a

satisfactory basis for converting military expenditures. The arbitrary

nature of the "basic" rates is well known; it is generally evident that

they bear no meaningful relationship to purchasing power parity with

respect to the goods moving in international trade. Hungary in recent

years has made efforts to establish foreign trade conversion rates to

bring domestic and foreign trade relative prices into more realistic

alignment. However, because of differentiation by ruble and dollar

trading areas and because of special regulations that modify overall

rates and of centrally directed trade deliveries to the U.S.S.R. at

state-set prices, as well as other considerations, determination of a

single purchasing power parity would require a complex study.

The tourist rates, in contrast, are intended to and apparently

largely do reflect purchasing power parities for a tourist's basket of

consumer goods and services. Here, however, the objection is that such

purchases not only represent a product mix lacking many of the ele-

ments included in military expenditures, but also that they are made

at prices including a high incidence of turnover tax, from which pur-

chases by East European ministries of defense are thought to be

largely exempt. They also probably reflect higher profit rates than the

average included in the prices of military procurements.

The Benoit-Lubell rates, in the words of their authors, represent

"very rough purchasing power parity." 8 The rather general account

a Emile Benolt, ed. Disarmament and World Economic Interdependence. New York,

1967, p. 40.
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provided of their derivation indicates that they are based on compari-sons of general national income and product aggregates. It is notclear whether or not any consistent effort was made when derivingthese estimates to allow for the skewed incidence of turnover tax andprofits in East European prices of different categories of goods andfor different categories of buyers. The authors were, however, quiteaware of this problem, as evidenced by their use of differential ratesfor various components of the U.S.S.R.'s defense expenditures.-Clearly, the rates implicitly given by comparisons of aggregates innational currencies and in dollars are far from ideal. They reflect theroughness of the basic estimates. However, more satisfactory infor-mation on purchasing power parities is thus far fragmentary. Somework in this field has been done among the East European countriesthemselves, but very few results have been published. Joint efforts bythe United Nations, the World Bank, and the University of Pennsyl-vania in the U.N. International Comparison Project (fCP) recentlyproduced studies on purchasing power parity conversion rates for six-teen countries, including Hungary.l" For 1970, this study gives anoverall GDP conversion rate to one U.S. dollar of 13.3 forints in.Hungarian weights and 19.4 forints in U.S. weights; for 1973, therespective conversion rates are 12.5 and 17.9. Our implicit GNP con-version rate is 22.8 forints for 1970 and 23.3 forints for 1973. Un-fortunately, the U.N. study does not give separate conversion ratesfor military end items.
An ideal approach for determination of purchasing power paritiesof national currencies in binarv comparisons would be along the linesof the ICP studies, where detailed components of final uses were as-signed representative commodity specifications fitting the U.N. SNAconcepts of final use categories. A highly desirable attribute in deter-mining price ratios for each commodity specification would be to basethese ratios on inspections by teams of commodity experts to insurethat the commodities as per specifications were generally available ineaeh country and that the prices acetually were those on usual Mrkelts.Reliance on official price lists of East Euiropean countries is hazardousfor the determination of price indexes domestically as well as for in-ternational comparisons. This iiidgmejlt reflects the opinions of EastEuropean statisticians. The 1CP studies noted ". . . the exchangeof exPert members of the staffs of the national statistical offices andthe TCP. consultations with industry experts and government expertsoutside the statistical offices, and the use of samples, catalogs, andpriose sheets." 11

The ultimate merit of sueh comparisons clearly would depend in eachcase on the extent of binational commodity expert confrontation withactual markets to permit verification of commodity specifications andthe observation of Drices for generally available supplies. Too oftenin East European circumstanc.es, producers' and retailers' interests inprofit considerations have led to spurious product innovations (for
9Speciflcally (in rubles per $1 U.S.): 0.5 for Procurements R. & D. operations, main-

tennnce. and construction; 0.2 for cash pay of military personnel and cost of transfers
1.0 for Tlllitnry nrlbsistenee: see Bpnolt, op. cit.. p. 40.10 

T
rviniD B. Kravis. Zoltan Kenessey. Alan Heston. and Robert Summers. A System

of In ernationa Comnariotonb of Gross Product and Purchagina Power. Baltimore Johns
Honkins University Presq. 1975. and I. B. Kravis A. Reston. R. Summers. International

eomoss -io78 nof Re'1 Proi.'lt and Purcha8ing Poicr B altimore. Jobns
Press. i978 oP. i81 and 203. 

e 
Hk 

4.
" Kravis et al.. op. cit., 1978, p. 4.
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example, inconsequential style or color modifications) with steep in-

creases over the officially listed prices for an essentially unchanged

specification.
We should note in this context a study by Dr. Eugenia Krzeczkow-

ska of the Institute for Statistical Economic Research of the Polish

Main Statistical Office. 12 Krzeczkowska expanded the Polish official

figure for gross material product national income (the net material

product national income plus depreciation on fixed capital in the ma-

terial product sector) to the United Nations SNA definition of gross

domestic product. She did this by adding the net value added by non-

material services plus their depreciation of fixed assets, by making

adjustments for imputations for rent and profit in the housing sector,

and by subtracting the value of non-material services bought by the

material sectors and appearing in their net material product. The re-

sult was a value for 1974 Polish GD)P in zlotys.
In translating the zloty value to U.S. dollars, Krzeezkowska pro-

ceeded by reference to bilateral France-Poland comparisons of per-

sonal consumption in purchasing power indexes of their currencies in

1972 and 1973, and then linked the result to the U.S. dollar. In the

France-Poland comparison, the personal consumption category was

broken down into foods, beverages, clothing, shoes, household equip-

ment, fuel, electricity, water, gas, personal hygienic articles, and cul-

tural services. The price ratios were established by Polish and French

experts jointly visiting actual markets in the capitals of the two coun-

tries for on-the-spot confrontation of specifications, availability, and

prices.13 The findings were advanced to 1974 by indexes. For the re-

maining end-use categories, Krzeczkowska proceeded by use of the

United States-Hungary ICP comparison noted above and bilateral

Hungary-Poland comparisons prepared by research and analysis units

of the respective -national statistical offices. Her result for 1974 was

an average parity of $1 = 20.6 zlotys. She applied this rate to her Polish

GDP zloty estimate to obtain 1974 Polish per capita GDP of 2,167

current dollars, which she extrapolated roughly to obtain 1975 per

capita Polish GDP equal to 2,235 U.S. current dollars. Our calculation

for the same year was about 5 percent above Krzeckowska's estimates.

For 1975 we show Polish and Hungarian GNP per capita at approxi-

mately the same level (see OP-51, p. 14).
The ICP calculations imply a 1975 Hungarian per capita value sub-

stantially above our figure. The question of dollar levels of per capita

GNP's is obviously complicated. General acceptance of East European

catalog or list prices for indicated specifications is hazardous-because

these list prices may not refer to actual market prices, where spurious

innovation is used to justify higher than list prices for essentially un-

3' Eugenia Krzeczkowska, "Dochod narodowy Polski w dolarach" (Polish National

income in Dollars), Wiadomosci statys8tycne, No. i0. 1976, pp. 1-3.

D Institut National .e.. Statistiqe et des Etudes Eeonomrei end (- e osv Tirzad

Statystyeny, Porownanie cen i poziomu spozycia, Polska-Francia (Comparison of Prices

and Level of Living, -Poland-France), Paris and Warsaw, 1975. Field collection of data

by experts was alFo P fe.'tisre of thP-Gii1ert-Krn-!ls-stwiv for A+he OEEC: -ee Milton C-il-

-bert and Irving- B. Kravis. An International Gomparsofn of National Products and the

Purchasing Power of Currencies, OBEC, Paris, 1954, p. 18.
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changed specifications. International comparisons of personal con-sumption and GNP levels clearly require a fresh look.Even if detailed purchasing power parity rates were available forapplication to the diverse bundles of military goods and services, therewould still remain problems of choosing suitable weights for combin-ing the detailed rates into rates appropriate for major components ofmilitary expenditures. The composition of the latter varies amongcountries and, for given countries, over time.The new estimates offered in this chapter represent a somewhat moredirect approach to the problem of converting East European militaryoutlays into dollars, although they still, inevitably, rest in part onrates implicitly derived from GNP estimates in dollars and in nationalcurrencies. The roughness of the "purchasing power" parities under-lying the dollar figures has already been noted. Our approach is toconvert the military personnel costs within military expenditures bypricing the "products," that is, the services of the officers and enlistedmen, directly in American prices. This is done entirely in terms of U.S.cash pay rates including allowances (table 5). The reliance on implicitoverall GNP rates is thus somewhat reduced in scope.

TABLE 5.-PAY RATES IN THE U.S. ARMED FORCES
Basic pay including allowances in current dollars, as of June 30 of each yearJ

Year 
Enlistedear ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Officers personnel

1965 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

9, 677 3 ,583
1968 

10,684 3,622
1969---------------- 

10,697 3,862
1910-~~~~----------------------------- 

11,341 4.146_ 
I I~~~~~~~~~~~,8341 3,61

---- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- - - 1 2, 94 7 4, 7 34
197- 

14,000 5, 3001974------------------------------------------------ 15,000 6 000
-974--- 

------ 16 000 6,7001978- 
-18,800 

8,00020,000 8, 300798 ------ 
21,zu 00 , 0

Sources: 1965-66: U.S. Departmet2fComec,7Sttstca 
bs 

ii.,9
ZZ,~~~~~1 tiea s

1968, p 6 19 68: ibid..' 1969 e, of Commerce, Statistica A tract ofte United States, 1965 '; p 265; 767 id

341; 1 ~778 ibid., 1978; p. 26;16308bd,1913.25 
917: bd,17,p 7; 946 bd 17,p

Our results in current US dollars are presented in table 6. The calcu-lations are summarized below. We assumed that the percentage ofofficers in total military personnel was roughly the same as in theUnited States, or about 12 percent on the average for 1965-1970. Weuse this average for the East European countries for 1965-1978.14 Itmnay be noted that this ostensibly differs from the procedure in sec-tion III where, for calculating the cost of military personnel in domes-tic currencies, we put the number of officers at about 20 percent of thetotal military personnel. This larger share was assumed to includelower grade officers, covering sergeants as well as commissioned officers.
'4 S U.S. T)enrtmnpnt o Conutnpree. Statoftic jl A4 llgract of the Unite& d Stateks 197,1
252. In the United Staten, the percentage of officere increased to an average of 14

prerent for the 197i1.1977 period * see ibid., 1978, p. 379,
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TABLE 6.-ESTIMATES OF DEFENSE EXPENDITURES BY MAJOR PURPOSE, EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
2

[In millions of current U.S. dollarsi

Percentage shares of total

Personnel NonpersonInel Personnel Nonpersonnell

Country and year Total costs costs 
2 costs costs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Bulgaria: 
7118 87.0 13.0

1965--------------- - .856 75 III 87.0 13.0

1966 --------------- - g.4 778 106 88.0 12.0

1967---------------- 918 810 108 88.2 11. 8

1968 ---------------- 95 847 138 86.0 14.0

1970---------------- 1, 107 950 157 85.8 14.2

1971---------------- 1,230 .1,034 196 84. 1 15.9

1972-.-------------- 138 1,140 228 83.3 16.7

1972--- ------------------- 1,5368 1,320 246 84.3 15.7

1974-1,864------------ 1,56 3 301 83.9 16. 1

1975---------------- 1, 995 1,599 396 80.2 29.8

.197.6---------------- 2,165 1,718 447 79.4 20.61

1977---------------- 2,312 1,801 511 75.2 22.1

1978- -------------- 2,346 1,765. 51 75248

-Czechoslovakia: 1,2 ,6 6 3836.2

1965 - - - ~~~~~~ ~ ~~1,846 1,111 735 60.2 3.

1966 -------- -------- 1,962 1,185 777 60.4 39.6

1967 -------- -------- 2,054 1,241 813 60.4 39.6

1968--------------- - 2,138 1,328 810 62.1 37.9

1969---------------- 2,015 1,162 913 E6 0 44.0

1970 -------------- - 2,383 1,396 987 58.94.4

1971 -------------- - 2,565 1,558 1,007 60.7 39.1

1972 -------------- - 2,840 1,759 1,081 61.9 38.1

1973-~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~3,144 2,000 1,144 63.6 3.
1974 ----------------------------- 1,379 59.7 40.3

1974-~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~3,424 2,045 1,46 58.
1975 ------------- -- 3,503 2 038 14626 56.3 3.

1976---------------- 3 722 2:096 12 63 4.

1977~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1978--------------- - 4:053 .2,281 1.772 56.3 4.

German Democratic Republic:417862 
55743

1965…-- - - -- --- - - - - - 1,1 786 6243
1966 -------------- 1,479 836 643 56.7 45

1967 -------------- 1,612 881- 731 7

1968 -- ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~2,064 1,011 1,053 49.0 51.0

1969 …… 2,----247--1,--072--1, 175 47.7 52.3

1970 1-~~~~~ ~ ~~~2,493 1,156 1,337 46.4536

1971 ……------------- 2, 680 1, 218 1,462 45. 4 54. 6

1972 ------------- - 2,893 1, 352 1, 541 46.7 53. 3

1973 ------ -3,261-----1,579 1,682 48.4 51.6

1974 -- ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~3,626 1,764 1,862 48.6 5.

1975 …… ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~4,182 2, 073 2, 10 9650.4

1976 …… 4,478 2,135 2,343 47.7 52.3

1977 -- 4 780 2, 259 2,521 47.3 52.7

1978 ---- -------- - 5,257 2,453 2,804 46.7 5.

Hungary: 809 621 188 76.8 23.2

1966 ------------- 8 2 158 79.9 20.1

1967 ------- -------- 781 613 18 78.5 21.5

1968 ------- -850---642--208 
75. 5 24. 5

1969 …… ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~932 691 241 74.1 25.9

1970 ------- -1,------ I116 781 335 70.0 30.0

1971 ------------- - 1,161 824 71039.

1972 ------------- -1,225 920 305 75. 1 24.9

1973 -- 1, 321~~~~- II 1, 016 305 76. 9 23. 1

1974 ……1,50----------- 3 1 1,127 374 75. 24.9

1975 ……1,612--- -------- 5 1 116 450 72. 1 27.9

1976 ------------- -1,6576 1,145 431 72.7 27. 3

1977 ------------- - 1,606 1, 119 487 69.7 30.3

1978 ……1,793-----------1,184 609 66.0 34. 0

1965 ……:2,309 1,514 75 65 6 3

1966 ------ -------- 2, 357 1, 447 910 61.4 38.6

1967 --------------- 2, 493 1, 529 964 613 4.

1968 --------------- 2, 758 1, 626 1'132 59.0 41.8
1969 -- ~~~~~~~~~~3,002 1,746 1' 256 58.2 4.

1970 --------------- - 3,213 1,788 142.55 39.0

1971 ……------------- 4 2,282 1462 6103

1972 ------------- - 3,958 .2,442 1:516 61.7 38.3

1973 …… ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ 3,015 1580 65:6 3.

1974 -- ~~~~~~~~ ~~5,095 370 1 725 661 33.9

1975 ------------- -05, 7 3,3789 1 883 66.8 33.2

1976 -- ~~~~~~~~~~6,446 4,611 1:3 1528.5

1977 ……6,486-----------4,376 2,110 67.5 3 .

1978 ------------ -6,4874 4 627 2.247 67:3 3.

See footnotes al end of table.
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TABLE 6.-ESTIMATES OF DEFENSE EXPENDITURES BY MAJOR PURPOSE, EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES I-Continued

[in millions of current U.S. dollarsn

Percentage shares of total
Personnel Nonpersonnel Personnel Nonpersonnel

Country and year Total costs costsa2 costs costa

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Romania:

1965---------------- - 1,327 1,113 214 83 9 16. 11967------- --- ------- --- --- 1, 327 1,094 233 82.4 17.61968 1- - l 251 997 254 79.7 20.31969 ------ 1,356 1,044 312 77.0 23.01 -9 1, 573 1,218 355 77.4 22.61971--- --- --- ---- --- --- --- 1, 741 1,321 420 75.9 24.11972 ----- 1,781 1,269 512 71.3 28.71973 - :::: :: 2,085 1,550 535 74.3 25.71974.---------------- 2,195 1,641 554 74.8 25.21975-2----- -------- , 497 1 844 653 72.0 28.0197 -- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 2,788 2,008 780 72.0 28.0
1976-::::: - 3,059 2,135 924 69.8 30.21977 -3,198 

2, 239 959 70.0 30.0Eastern Europe2,346 
1, 109 67.9 32.11966---------------- - 8, 510 5,920 2, 590 69.6 30.41967---------------- - 8,651 5,861 2 790 67.7 32.3

1967 ----.... 8,983 5,983 3,000 66.6 33.41969 -10,000 
6,374 3,626 63.7 36.3

1970 ----------- 10, 877 6,902 3,7 63:5 36.5
1970 ------- --- -- --- -- --- -- 11,745 7,158 4,587 60 9 39.11971--------- -- 12 o2979 8,023 4,956 6128 38.2
1972---------------- 14, 094 8, 962 5, 132 63.6 36.4197 15 778 10,330 5 448 65.5 3451974 -------- 197,77 1,6 6,059 65.8 34.2
197-19,673---------12,676 

6,997 64.4 3.
197-127 

372 7,445 64.9 35.1_978 - 22, 104 13, 890 8,214 62.8 37.223,778 14,656 9,122 61.6 38.4
X Figures for 1978 are preliminary.
I Nonpersonnel costs include research and development costs.
Source: Calculated from "Defense Expenditures in Eastern Europe,' op. cit., table 5, revised and updated up to 1978

In our calculations we estimated separately three functional cate-gories of military expenditures: (1) personnel costs, broken into com-pensation for officers and for enlisted inen, separaely; (2) coss ofoperations, maintenance, and procurements; and (3) estimates of mili-tary research and development for those countries in which this cate-gory was believed to be of some significance (that is, Czechoslovakia,the GDR, and Poland) .l5 It is to be noted that military subsistence(cost of food and clothing) is included in compensation of officers andenlisted men in the dollar valuations in table 6.Specifically, the estimates of different categories of outlays in cur-rent U.S. dollars were done as follows: The cost of personnel wasobtained by attributing to officers in all East European countries (12percent of total military personnel) the average yearlv compensationin dollars of officers in the United States forces, and by attributingto the enlisted personnel in all East European countries (88 percentof total military personnel) the average yearly compensation (includ-ing subsistence) in dollars of enlisted men in the United States forces(table 5). The average annual pay given in table 5, columns 1 and 2,was multiplied by the number of officers and enlisted men for eachcountry and year, respectively. The resulting values in U.S. dollarsare shown in table 6, column 2, for officers and enlisted men combined.
a5 Researehand devellonment is shown with nonpersonnel costs (operation int

and procurements) in table 6. nnesne ot oeatnmitnne
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Dollar estimates of outlays on operations, maintenance, and pro-

curements, and research and development (table 6, col. 3) were ob-

tained by converting our estimates in domestic currencies for East

European countries (table 3, cols. 5 and 6) by the GNP implicit

average exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and domestic curren-

cies given in table 1, column 3, for respective countries and years.

These GNP exchange rates were derived by comparing GNP's in

domestic currencies with the corresponding dollar values of the GNP's

in current prices.
The value of GNPs in constant and current U.S. dollars are given

in table 1, columns 1 and 2. It is to be noted that the GNP dollar

estimates in table 1 are based on Maurice Ernst's study,"' updated by

Thad P. Alton." The estimates were obtained as follows: First, the

GNP at current domestic prices in the various East European coun-

tries was converted to Federal German Republic marks by means of

estimated purchasing power ratios for individual components of GNP.

Second, the values in marks so obtained were then converted into U.S.

dollars by means of estimated purchasing power parity equivalents for

1955 prepared by Milton Gilbert and Associates.'8 Third, the 1955

U.S. dollar values were converted to 1978 U.S. dollars by using the

implicit GNP price deflator. Fourth, the 1978 U.S. dollar values of

East European GNPs for the year were carried forward into the 1965-

1978 period by East European GNP quantity indexes, and, fifth, the

GNP's in constant U.S. dollars of 1978 were deflated into current dol-

lars by the U.S. GNP price deflator.
It should be also noted that the estimates of military research and

development outlays are very rough and were made only for Czecho-

slovakia,. the GDR and Poland, on the basis of very scanty information.

V. CONCLLUSIONS AND PROBLEMS

The preliminary findings of defense expenditures of East European

countries in national currencies and in U.S. dollars presented in this

study are very tentative and very narrowly defined. They are based

solely on the officially published budgets of the respective ministries

of defense in these countries. No attempt has been made here to meas-

ure the defense effort of the East European countries more compre-

hensively along the lines of the definitions and coverage in usage in

Western countries, particularly in the United States. Only a token

adjustment in the direction of more comprehensive coverage was made

by a small, very roughly estimated allowance from the state budget for

science and technology that we assianed to military research and

development in Czechoslovakia, the GDR, and Poland. These three

countries are known to be developing and producing certain up-to-date

armaments for the Warsaw Pact countries. Beyond this small R. & D.

allowance, no attempt has been made to include here various military

and military-related expenditures known to be financed outside the

defense budgets proper, and not identified as part of the defense out-

l Maurice Ernst. In U.S. congress, Joint Economic Committee, New Directions in the

Soviet Economy, Washington. 11166. pt. IV. app. A. pp. 911-912.

17 Thad P. Alton. -Production and Resource Allocation in Eastern Europe: Problems

and Prospects." In the present Compendium, table 11.

3B Milton Gilbert and AssoCiates. Comparative National Products and Price Levels,

Parts, OEEC, 1958.
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lays in the official statistics of these countries. More specifically, theomitted items of military expenditures financed partly or fully byministries and agencies other than the ministry of defense in EastEuropean countries include: -1. Certain military units, such as border guards, security troops,construction troops, and transport troops, that may be financed partlyor fully from the budgets of the ministries of internal affairs, minis-tries of security, ministries of construction, ministries of transport, orsome agency other than the defense ministry.2. Paid leaves to reservists while on military exercises, which areas a rule financed by the reservists' civilian employers from their ownfunds.
3. Severance pay to conscripts for several weeks at the beginningof their military service, financed by their civilian employers.4. Costs of travel of conscripts and reservists to and from the placeof military service, exercises or training, which may be borne by thetransport ministry or local governments.
5. Costs of preliminary training, which is heavily stressed in allthe East European countries, and may be borne partly or fully by theeducation ministries or local governments.6. Costs of the transportation of troops and military equipment andthe cost of communications for armed forces, which may be partlyborne or subsidized by the ministries of transport and communications.7. All or part of the costs of civilian employees and supporting per-sonnel in the military establishment, which may be financed from thebudgets of agencies of the central administration other than the defenseministry proper.

8. Costs of support to soldiers' families, which may be financed partlyor fully from the budgets of the ministries of social welfare or localgovernments.
i 9. Costs of pensions and disability pay for military personnel, whichin many instances may be borne partly or fully by the ministrie of
social welfarp-. yIr-uly yIh Ini r- v

gi vrAniIenIs, and former civilian employers ofthe soldiers, rather than by the defense ministry.10. Certain military investment that may be financed partly or fullyby the ministry of construction or other economic ministries or indus-trial associations.
11. The cost of some of the military armament procurement may bepartly or fully absorbed by the appropriate production association orministry and ultimately settled through transfers at the associationlevel or by subsidies from the non-defense part of the state budget.12. Imports of military end items may be financed partly or fullythrough the ministry of foreign trade price equalization funds or byother channels of financing and not directly from the budget of theministry of defense.

There are direct references in official gazettes and collections of lawsof East European countries concerning pricing and price regulationsthat state that purchases of the ministry of defense are not subject tothe general price regulations and that the defense ministry can set itsprocurement prices directly or by a different set of regulations. Theimplication of this differential pricing procedure is that the priceswhich the ministry of defense pays may be far below the costs incurred
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by the production enterprises. Differences between production costs

and the prices paid by the military may be covered by subsidies from

non-defense agencies in the state budget or by financial transfers as

noted in item 11. The value of production and price subsidies channeled

from the state budget to production associations and enterprises is

large in East European countries. Such subsidies could cover a sub-

stantial part of the cost of military procurement and this would not be

shown in the published budget expenditures of defense ministries.

The items indicated above, which are either definitely known to be

excluded from the official published defense budgets or which are

believed very probably to be so excluded, do not exhaust the possi-

bilities. However, they illustrate a broad range of military-related

expenditures that are or may be financed outside of the regular pub-

lished defense budget. If these expenditures are added together, their

sum could be very large. To illustrate the order of magnitude which

may be at stake, let us assume that the prices paid by a ministry of

defense for all its purchases are about one-third below the cost of pro-

duction. Since the non-personnel costs and subsistence valued in

national currencies account for very large shares (some above 90 per-

cent) of the officially given defense budgets of most East European

countries (see table 3), this would require perhaps a 45 percent increase

in the present defense budgets to enable the ministries of defense to

pay the full cost of their purchases and meet also the present level of

military cash pay. It may well be that the ministries of defense pur-

chase many items at even lower prices than our assumed one-third

discount.
We are not at present in a position to calculate the order of magni-

tude of the items enumerated above that should be included in the

defense expenditures of the East European countries in order to make

their defense outlays comparable with those of Western countries, and

the United States, in particular, and we refrain from speculation on

the magnitude of such outlays. To provide good estimates of the more

important military expenditures not included in the official East Euro-

pean defense budgets would require a substantial and sustained re-

search effort. Such an undertaking would examine in detail the intri-

cacies of fiscal and other financial flows of the economies of Eastern

Europe. Eventually it should place the comprehensive military out-

lays of Eastern Europe in proper perspective.

In the meantime, the present study provides a general picture of

the extent, allocation, and trends of defense expenditures in national

currencies and in U.S. dollars based on the narrow definition and

incomplete coverage of the official defense budgets of the East Euro-

pean countries. This limited approach provides only a sharply circum-

scribed impression of the military expenditures of these countries.

The military effort of the six East European countries covered in

this study is indeed substantial: their number of regular active, well

disciplined forces amounts to more than one-half of that of the United

States. Even in terms of the narrowly defined official defense budgets,

the military expenditures of the six East European countries as a

group amount to about one-fifth of the total defense outlays of the

United States in terms of U.S. dollars.
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SUMMARY

Though the countries of Eastern Europe are far from homogeneous,

they share a higher degree of involvement in the world economy than

the U.S.S.R. They are all more exposed to movements in international

trade and finance than their larger ally but partly sheltered (com-

pared to their western counterparts) by cooperation within the Coun-

cil of Mutual Economic Assistance. Taking as its starting place some

views of the changing character -of the world economy, the paper

examines the possible ways in which the smaller eastern countries may

be affected by the attack on non-tariff barriers resulting from the

Tokyo Round, proposed new arrangements about food, energy and

raw materials, and alternative developments as to GATT. The future

of East-West industrial cooperation is considered in the light of poten-

tial developments in the treatment of international direct investment.

In finance, the link between these countries and the world economy is

not provided by the International Monetary Fund (as GATT does in

trade) but by their credit relations with the West, the future of which

is seen as continuing but as subject to some new strains. CMEA is

evaluated in terms of how it bears -on the freedom of action of the

members in- dealing with the rest of the world, -the limited advantages

it gives in creating a large single market, the changing position of the

U.S.S.R. as a-supplier of food and energy and its possible future as

a unit in the world economy. The nature of the East European coun-

tries' interests in North-South economic relations is briefly portrayed.

The most decisive element in shaping the future is seen in the direc-

tion taken by the leading trading countries during a period of slow

growth and other difficulties in the years ahead. The possibilities range

from much improved cooperation to -the collapse of past arrangements

and a period of sharp rivalry and nationalism leading to bilateralism.

In each case the Eastern countries are likely to be significantly affected

though they will not have much influence on the basic determinants

of what happens.

*Senlor Research Fellow, Council on Foreign Relations.
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It is the constellation of world power, not economic similarities thatcauses us to treat as a group Poland, the German Democratic Repub-lic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria. Indeed, it isdifficult to find very many meaningful economic propositions thatapply equally to all those countries and only slightly less difficult in-tellectually-and more awkward stylistically-to put each economicproposition through the permutations and combinations needed tomake it apply precisely to every one of them. The writing of a paperabout the group as a whole is helped by the fact that other papers inthis volume deal in great detail with individual countries, nationaldifferences and international comparisons. In any case, it is not al-together misleading to -try to say something sensible about the groupas a whole in relation to the changing world economy. There are, afterall, certain rather important similarities among these countries. Someconcern their relations with the Soviet Union and with one anotherthrough the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA). Someof the things they have in common are factors that differentiate themfrom the Soviet Union. In an oxymoronic way one can also say thatthese countries have in common quite a few differences among them-selves-systemic, structural and in terms of traditional views of na-tional interests.
Size is one of the factors that differentiates these countries from theSoviet Union. They have a lower level of economic self sufficiencyand a much larger volume of foreign trade in relation to domestic pro-duction and consumption than their large ally. This common character-istic of the differences between large and small countries has specialimportance for centrally planned economies which have difficulty intaking full advantage of foreign trade. The countries we are concernedwith partially cope with these difficulties by the sort of planned tradethat takes place within CMEA-a matter to which we shall have toreturn. Nevertheless, trade outside CMEA is of considerable impor-tance to the small socialist countries and how it develons has a greatinfluence on weii being. Even when the share of theirtrade outside CMEA is about the same as that of the Soviet Union theeffect on them of this exposure-if one may use that term-is muchgreater. The same is equally true, naturally, of financial relations withthe west. Consequently, the way the international economy develops-rates of growth and inflation, stability or instability, removal or impo-sition of national barriers to international transactions, greater co-operation or greater friction-affects most of the links between thesecountries and the rest of the world that are the subject of this article.At the same time, the small countries have only a limited influence onthe course of those events. That is true of most countries, even big ones,but it is, for instance, truer of the Eastern European countries than ofWestern European countries or Japan which have comparable degreesof dependence on international trade but are richer and have largereconomies. It is truer of countries that, for the most part, have to im-port fuel, food and raw materials than of countries that export thoseproducts. While the Soviet Union, too, is not a major shaper of theworld economy, it is not as dependent or exposed as its smaller allies tothe international economy. It is also a great power and the others arenot.
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That is not the sort of statement that usually appears in economic

analyses but it is highly relevant to the subject of this paper. To start

with, east-west economic relations are more heavily politicized than

almost any other segment of world trade and payments. It is also true

that the relation of their large partner and ally to the rest of the world

inevitably puts on the smaller countries certain constraints in their own

behavior and affects how other countries treat them. They are, how-

ever, free of some of the constraints that affect the economic behavior

of the Soviet Union (or for that matter any other great power). Per-

haps the simplest example of what this can mean is to think in terms

of membership in international economic organizations. One can

hardly imagine the U.S.S.R. joining either an existing or new organi-

zation except on terms very similar to those which would apply to the

United States, the European Community or Japan, whether measured

in voting power, subscription or status. Equally, one can hardly

imagine Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia or the others expecting

to be treated differently from a substantial number of other small or

moderate-sized countries for whom international economic activities

were greatly important but who could never expect to be given special

status much less veto power of one form or another. Nor would western

countries have the same sort of worry about the effects on an interna-

tional economic organization of including the smaller socialist coun-

tries which must arise when Soviet membership is in question. Even

when the issue is not one of joining organizations but of cooperating

in other forms or simply negotiating, similar differences distinguish

the great power of the CMEA world from the smaller ones. Whether

CMEA itself might become a unit in the international economy is the

subject of a later section.
History as well as power is another factor differentiating the smaller

countries from the U.S.S.R.-and from one another. The Bolshevik

Revolution took place in 1917 but it was not until after the Second

World War-more than a generation later-that the smaller countries

came under the aegis of their local versions of the Communist Party

and became closely affiliated and eventually allied with the U.S.S.R.

This difference of more than a generation no doubt means many differ-

ent things, but it certainly means that the relative newness of the

centrally planned system in the smaller countries creates problems and

possibilities that are different from those to be found in the U.S.S.R.

A longer period of history is also relevant since a good part of the

territory occupied by the six countries we are considering was thought

of as being oriented to Western Europe to a degree that was rarely, if

ever, true of Russia. Even when this was not altogether so-in some

of the Danube and Balkan countries, for instance-the smaller coun-

tries had a different experience from that of Tsarist Russia, at home

and in relation to the rest of the world as well. Economic and social

structures naturally differed and consequently both the problems and

the resources for establishing the new centrally planned socialist sys-

tems. There are also differences dating from the diverse experiences

of the East European countries in the Second World War and the

years right after it. (Poland and Czechoslovakia were members of the

Fund and Bank for a time; Czechoslovakia but none of the others was

a founding member of GATT; the status of the German Democratic
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Republic was in doubt for some time and it was the last of the groupto become a member of the United Nations and its affiliated bodies).There is no room in this paper to review historical developmentsor to trace in detail the differences in the way the Eastern Europeancountries conduct their economies. It is difficult to speak of the rela-tion to the world economy of a group of national economies that can nolonger be said to conform to a simple model of central planning andexecution coupled with a complete state monopoly over foreign trade.Those elements exist but they look very different in, for example,Poland, Hungary, Romania and the German Democratic Republic.Equally important, for our purposes, are the differences in structureand resources among these countries. On all these matters the readermust rely on other papers in this volume. Here significant differenceswill be referred to from time to time but the main effort must be tosee what can be said about the group as a whole. If that is worth at-tempting, it is for three reasons: (1) Traditional explanations of thegap between socialist economies and the largely market-oriented mixedeconomies of the rest of the world are no longer adequate; (2) theexperiences of the Eastern European countries have opened a numberof new kinds of relations with the rest of the world the potentials ofwhich have not been adequately analyzed; and (3) it is not at all clearhow the world economy is likely to move in the next decade, or whatthe state of international economic cooperation will be, and the effectson the smaller East European countries could differ widely.The perspective of this paper, in contrast to most of the others inthis volume, is primarily that of the world economy; it asks howchanging circumstances may affect the way the East European coun-tries relate to the rest of the world. The author writes not as an experton the socialist economies but as an observer of the changing inter-national economy who has made some effort to understand the rela-tions of the Soviet Union and its allies to it.- Inevitably, many issueshave to be brought into the survey even though they cannot be ade-quately dealt with; some are analyzed in depth elsewhprp. in this vnl-ume.mhe paper points to possibilities rather than arguing a case orarriving at conclusions about them.

A VARIETY oF TRADE RELATrONs
Instead of trying to construct a full taxonomy of the significantdifferences among the foreign trading arrangements of the EasternEuropean countries one can look at the relation of several of them toGATT which illustrates some major points. Even the chronology ofthat subject is of some help.
Czechoslovakia was a founding member of GATT and so is entitledto the same rights as all other members. Only the United States (in

1Most of the work on which this paper is based has been done over a period of yearsin the preparation of a book for the Council on Foreign Relations on American economicpolicy toward the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe which will be published in 1981 bythe New York University Press. A different treatment of some of these Issues appearsin "East European Countries in the World Economy" The Soviet Union and Baet-WeetRelatione by L~awrence Caldwel and William Diebold Jr. New York: McGraw-Hill forthe Council on IForeign Relations (1980). I have also had the opportunity to discuss theissues taken up here with scholars, businessmen and officials in a number of countries.My indebtedness, especially to the people in Eastern Euro pe, too great to be detailedhere. A companion piece to this paper. "The Soviet Union in the World Economy,"a-p apeare inh Completeedntdiu~m rof i979, Soviet Economy in a Time of Change, pp. 51-70.Th~ paer as ompete inFeruary 1980.
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1951) asked for and received a waiver of the obligation to treat

Czechoslovakia equally. However, it is generally believed that many

other countries, notably those of Western Europe, treat Czechoslo-

vakia just as they do most other East European countries. That means

that they provide formal most favored nation treatment on a wide

variety of matters but in fact control imports from Czechoslovakia by

various devices which could well be challenged as violations of GATT.

If that challenge is not made it is presumably because the government
of Czechoslovakia believes that it would not be likely to improve its

trading position by such a course. It might well be-to stick only to

GATT issues-that the Western European countries could make a

valid claim that the introduction of state trading in Czechoslovakia
after it became a member of GATT had the effect of nullifying or

impairing the original tariff concessions.
A long time passed before any of the other Eastern Europe coun-

tries sought to enter GATT. Then in 1967 Poland was the first to

join under a special protocol calling for annual percentage increases

m its imports from the other GATT members as a group. This kind

of purchase commitment as a substitute for the play of market forces

that is assumed to work out when tariffs are reduced in a largely

market oriented economy is an old stand-by dating back to the '30s.

It provides only a very limited kind of bridge between two systems

and has deficiencies when viewed from either side. The protocol calls

for other countries to remove quantitative import controls on Polish

goods but this has not been done by all countries in a manner satisfac-

tory to the Polish government (or various observers).
In 1971 Romania, too, entered with a purchase commitment but this

took a somewhat more sophisticated form. Not an annual increase but

an assurance that the GATT members' share of planned Romanian
imports would not fall was the key.

Hungary broke new ground by insisting that its new tariff plus the

internal changes referred to as the New Economic Mechanism (NEM)

made tariff concessions meaningful so that Hungary could enter

GATT as a full member through the normal process of negotiating
tariff bargains with other members. While this procedure was followed
when Hungary became a member in 1973, the protocol for Hungarian
accession permitted others to ask questions if the assumptions were

not thought to be fully validated by later events. Invoking these with

regard to Hungarian exports rather than inmports, the European Com-

munity has retained some quantitative controls that the Hungarian
government regards as illegal.

Bulgaria took part in the Tokyo Round of multilateral tariff negotia-
tions (MTN) and appears to be moving toward GATT membership.
That leaves the German Democratic Republic and the Soviet Union

as the only two European CMEA countries that are outside the most

comprehensive set of trading arrangements we have. But, as the sum-

mary has shown, being inside is not the same thing for a centrally

planned economy as for others-or even the same for all such

countries. 2

'There Is also no point-by-noint correlation between GATT membership and the treat-

ment of eastern European countries by the United States since the GATT formula calls

for the completion of satisfactory negotiations with members and, for the United states,

these are governed by American laws bearing, notably, on the conditions applying to most-

favored-nation treatment.
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This is not the place to try to strike a balance among these differenttypes of agreements or to go further into the controversies that havesurrounded the interpretation of their provisions and especially theireffects. Perhaps enough has been said to make clear three points. First,although a purchase arrangement of some sort is a feasible quid proquo for tariff concessions by countries with market economies, it fallsshort of being a true equivalent. Second, it is possible to organizethe economy of a socialist country so that a strong case can be made forthe use of traditional reciprocal tariff reducing measures. However,this conclusion is subject to some qualifications. The case is not alto-gether accepted by all students and observers and only the passage oftime will permit a clearer judgment on the matter than is now possible.Moreover, it is far from clear whether all state trading or centrallyplanned economies are in fact capable of producing a system compara-ble to that of Hungary. And even if they were, there would remain thequestion whether they would want to do so. Therefore, the third con-clusion is that the problem of how to relate the smaller socialist coun-tries to a world trading system based largely on market principleshas not been completely solved.
Even within the GATT framework there, are more questions thanthe quid pro quo for tariff concessions or most-favored-nation treat-ment. The state trading provisions of the agreement were envisagedfrom the very beginning as part of the process of bridging the differ-ence between economic systems, but very little has been done with them.This is partly because of difficulty in seeing just how they can be madeeffective and partly because of the late start in bringing east-west trad-ing questions into GATT. The most important question about the statetrading rules, it could be argued, is whether they can be applied tostate trading in mixed economies or whether some other approach willbe devised to deal with what appears to be a growing problem. Even ifthere is progress along these lines, it will not necessarily help very muchin dealing with east-west trade.

There is another whole set of problems concerning th pln.as of nAnnLtuni barriers and trade distorting practices in east-west trade. Herethe territory is partly old and partly new. The old largely concerns thewell known problems of applying such concepts as export subsidies anddumping to state trading countries; the new concerns efforts to dealmore effectively with these matters than they have been dealt with inthe past that is reflected in the new GATT codes negotiated in theMTN; there are, also a number of issues that are both old and new inthe sense that they concern the use either unilaterally or with somemultilateral sanction of various kinds of safeguards by importing coun-tries against what is thought to be disruptive or unfair competition.The dumping and subsidy issues as they bear on countries with cen-trally directed economies and prices that have little or nothing to dowith either real costs or the true foreign exchange value of the cur-rency are well known. Nothing has happened to overcome the intellec-tual obstacles to making a reasonable link between such arrangementsand the essentially market concepts of unfair competition embodiedin GATT rules or national legislation about dumping and subsidies.Most Western countries use their own price -level or some more orless arbitrary standard to trigger the antidumping or countervailing
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measures. They may thereby deprive themselves of the advantage of
cheap imports (from what may be truly more efficient foreign sup-
pliers) but the arrangements are workable just as others are which
make the quantity or price of imports the standard of market disrup-
tion. For their part the eastern countries have as a rule been willing to
abide by understandings to keep up their prices thus getting as much
foreign exchange as they could for a given volume of exports and
avoiding the risk of being penalized by sharper import restrictions.
However, they have not always been happy with their treatment in
this respect and sometimes western producers have felt themselves
damaged. There have also undoubtedly been cases in which the very low
prices at which goods changed hands were concealed by the western
importer taking an exceptionally large markup to sell at the domestic
price level. Arrangements of this sort are not very satisfactory from
many points of view but they can hardly be seen as a major obstacle to
the increased participation of the smaller eastern countries in the world
economy unless western protectionism uses them for that purpose.

To prevent such abuse, the eastern countries have an interest in the

GATT codes on dumping and subsidies which establish standards and
procedures. The subsidy code is of special interest because, apart from
banning fairly clear export subsidies, it emphasizes effect not form.
The general principle of the code is that a subsidy is not offensive un-
less it hurts people in another country and then, no matter how lofty

its purpose or how common its use, account has to be taken of the dam-
age it does to foreigners. No one can be sure how these new arrange-
ments will work out or what body of case law or common principles
may be built up over time but it is clear that the door has been opened
to new kinds of international economic negotiation in which all sorts
of activities traditionally regarded as domestic will have to be exposed
to analysis and defense before international tribunals of one sort or
another. Can socialist countries engage happily and effectively in this
kind of process? Even if publicity is not by itself a barrier to effective
participation, the question of determining what measures may or may
not distort competition can hardly be a simple matter in economies that
depart so much from the market model out of which the ideas grew.
However, the emphasis on judgment according to results and the re-
quirement that damage must be shown before imports can be penalized
might provide a pathway to reconciliation. Would the results be very
different, though, from present arrangements? As parties to the sub-
sidy codes, socialist countries might also find themselves challenged on

the ground that certain of their domestic arrangements were narrow-
ing (or obliterating) the market for imports of western goods and

could be viewed as damaging subsidies. But if they do not adhere to the
codes, the socialist countries run the risk of being discriminated
against in the application of antidumping and countervailing duties
and of having no appeal except to the offending government itself.

With regard to other codes the situation is somewhat different. That
concerning standards ought not, in principle, pose problems for a gov-
ernment with one system rather than another and might help overcome
prejudices against the quality of eastern goods. While the term "gov-

ernment procurement" may take on a special meaning in a socialist
economy, the fact that the code on this subject is selective for capitalist
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countries as well, applying only to agreed governmental entities andsome kinds of goods, makes it conceivable that bargains could be struckthat would give the socialist countries a chance to bid on some con-tracts in the west in return for purchasing certain amounts of theirgovernment supplies in the west (as they already do).A little imagination opens other possibilities. Nevertheless, it is un-doubtedly true that soon after acceptable-if not wholly satisfactory-ways have been found of fitting the smaller socialist countries into thetraditional GATT framework with its emphasis on tariffs, quantita-tive restrictions and most-favored-nation treatment, the gravamen hasshifted to what can be done about nontariff barriers and trade distort-ing practices, often on a less than universal basis (the codes apply onlyto those who accept them). Consequently new problems are posed andnew experiments will be needed to see how serious the problems maybe of fitting the Eastern European countries into the new arrange-ments-and what benefits they may see in taking part in them. Forthat matter, it is far from clear what these new efforts will amount toso far as trade among market economies is concerned; their failurewould be a most serious setback in the cooperation on trade liberaliza-tion that has been a central feature of the last 30-odd years.There is, however, much more to world trade-and the place of thesmaller socialist countries in it-than what GATT takes adequateaccount, of. Most farm products, though nominally covered by GATTrules, have for long been in a special status which in only a few casesapproximates that of trade in manufactured goods. Though the prob-lem is an old and well recognized one (good discussions of it go backto the late '40s), neither the Kennedy nor the Tokyo Rounds made amajor contribution to solving it. Not the trade barriers at the frontierbut the policies behind them that make restrictions on imports andsubsidies on exports logical are what governments must negotiateabout if they wish to develop a serious basis for international coopera-tion in this field. Failing that, the best they can do is to come to someunderstanding about how the. flow of international trade will b'e 1 Iapedin quantities and price. And they can agree to consult when anyone hasa problem that is becoming very severe. That is what the Tokyo Roundresults amount to, in a very limited way and concerning dairy prod-ucts and meat more than anything else. These are products of con-siderable interest to Hungary and Poland in their trade with the westand they have suffered from import barriers some permanent and somethrown up according to the current state of the market. There shouldbe no systemic problems involved in fitting into western arrangementsbut to find satisfactory bargaining power may prove to be somethingelse again.
Also outside the realm of the kind of trade liberalization applied tomanufactured goods is much of the world's trade in fuels and other rawmaterials. Except for duty rates and occasional quota actions on min-erals, fibers and inedible oils, the GATT approaches are not central tothis share of world trade -either. Supply contracts, longrun commit-ments and buying and selling homogeneous-products in spot marketsare matters which the state trading countries can handle on very muchthe same basis as large trading entities' in the market-oriented econo-mies, whether these are public or private. To the extent that there are
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agreements about stockpiles, the stabilization of the market, price

ranges within which trade is to take place and other matters of the sort

that sometimes exist and are more often proposed in these fields, there

is no clear obstacle to full participation by the Eastern European coun-

tries. The questions from their point of view are more likely to concern

the inevitable limitations on the bargaining power of small countries,
whether they are sellers or buyers, whether they are better off inside

a multilateral agreement or making their own more or less bilateral or

ad hoc arrangements and, above all, how their obligations and possi-

bilities in dealing with the rest of the world should be related to the

pattern of their transactions within CMEA where the position of the

Soviet Union as a key factor in world trade in food, fuel and perhaps

other raw materials has undergone a good bit of change.

Still another segment of international trade presents few if any sys-

temic problems. It is a rather miscellaneous segment so far as products

are concerned but is marked by a much more general use of controls

of various sorts than is common in the rest of international trade. Some

of these controls are more or less matters of international agreement,

but usually with a strong position for major importers who wish to

curtail competition and "assent" extorted from exporting countries

by fear of worse unilateral action by the importers. Textiles, starting

with cotton goods in the '60s and expanding to manmade fibers and

woolens in the '70s, stand out as having the most elaborate set of re-

strictions with the most formal and general international sanctions

(the agreements being attached to GATT). Several of the East Euro-

pean countries already take part in these arrangements. A number of

different products are covered by the various kinds of importer-ex-

porter understandings that take the form of Orderly Marketing

Agreements (in American law) or negotiated understandings between

governments or producers in the kinds of restraints applied to Jap-

anese sales of automobiles and other products in Western European

markets. Steel provides still another case in which the restrictive

measures taken by the United States and the European Community in

their efforts to meet adjustment problems are undertaken in the knowl-

edge of what the other is doing but without formal commitments, and

yet some degree of coordination. Each has also made arrangements
with Japan and coped with shipments from smaller exporters.

Under all these devices either the amount of trade is controlled or

the prices at which goods move or both. When such limits are put on

competition there are no difficulties in fitting in trade by centrally con-

trolled economies. In short, if the trend proves to be more "managed

trade," the old problems of bridging systemic differences will give way

to those of discovering what constitutes a good bargaining position

for getting a fair (or favorable) share of such trade and how countries

are to avoid doing themselves economic damage by letting crude mer-

cantilism dominate their policies.-
There is, finally, another category of international trade that cuts

across some of those already mentioned. It is sometimes fully subject

3 A related problem arises from the use of import controls under GATT or national

"safeguard" rules to prevent "market disruption " The failure of the main trading coun-

tries to agree in the Tokvo Round on an improved svqtpm of Internfatlonal surveillance

of the *1Fe of thpse measures Is oninoms. The Eastern ulurnnean countries are likely to be

victims of national measures of this sort. at least from time to time.
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to the kinds of rules and practices with which GATT is concerned andsometimes not, but even when it is, it has some characteristics of itsown that are of special interest to the Eastern European economies.This is the exchange of goods between affiliated entities in differentcountries, or-more loosely-intra-firm trade. Outside the socialistworld these firms are often thought of as multinationals exchanginggoods within their own structure to take advantage of local situationsor their global strategies. Although several of the East European coun-tries permit actual foreign investment, this is not a necessary conditionfor east-west trade to take on the character of intra-firm trade. Thelinks of many sorts grouped under the name of "industrial coopera-tion" often involve the western partner in acquiring eastern goods forhis own use in the west or for sale to others. This may be the way thewesterner is paid for the equipment, technology, capital, or manage-ment he has supplied. He may want the products because there is agood market for them in the west, as is often the case with raw ma-terials. Or he may want the products as supplies for future processingin his own plants in the west, or as components or to fill out a lineof goods.
In any of these activities (though least in barter-like arrangements)lhe acts very much as if he were a multinational moving goods fromone place to another. In doing so he may help-enormously in bridgingthe trading gap between the two systems and in reducing the signif-icance of restrictions that would apply if two truly independent partieson either side of the border were exchanging goods. At the same time,he provides a form of assistance which most Eastern countries feel theyneed in helping to develop effective marketing in the West. Naturally,all these services command a price which is reflected in the real costto the Eastern country and is higher when the western partner is paidin goods when he would rather have money. Nevertheless, industrialcooperation arrangements are well thought of in the east as vehiclesfor the import of technology (and by some people for the help theyprovide in removing obstacles to efficiency e.I or present purposes what needs to be underlined is the importanceof this particular kind of trade and the "industrial cooperation" un-derlying it not onlv in bridging the trade gap but in integrating theeconomies of the Eastern European countries into the world system.Several of the smaller countries have proven themselves considerablymore flexible than the Soviet Union in finding forms of industrialcooperation that permit western corporations to function quite effec-tively. Others seem to have more difficulty. All are to a degree limitedby their relatively small domestic markets. While a certain access tothe whole CMEA market exists in principle, the arrangements fortaking advantage of it in practice are awkward and not at all like theaccess an investor gains to the Common Market simply by locatingin any member country. Nevertheless, the growth of trade linked withindustrial cooperation remains one of the developments likely to domost to tie the smaller Eastern European countries into the worldmarket.

The growth of indiustri91 cooperation in-the future will be deter-mined in part by the-way the factors mentioned in the last few para-graph s balance out from the point of view of -either eastern officials or
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western businessmen. Another factor will be the alternative opportuni-

ties that businessmen have in other parts of the world either for com-

parable measures of industrial cooperation or conventional direct

investment. How the general state of the world economy may affect

these calculations is a matter left for later but the character of this

paper requires some comment on how east-west industrial cooperation

might be affected by intergovernmental arrangements concerning

private investment in market-oriented industrial or developing

countries.
It is unlikely that we shall soon see any comprehensive understand-

ings about direct investment comparable to those which the world has

long had in trade. It is, however, hard to believe that nothing will

result from the play of forces that includes: The concern of labor and

some other groups that when businessmen invest abroad they export

jobs and slow down investment at home; governmental measures that

on the one hand solicit foreign investment and on the other set up

checks against undue foreign dominance of their economies; the com-

petition of national governments (and within nations, provinces and

localities) to attract foreign investors by tax concessions and other

forms of subsidy; governmental pressures on firms to export as a con-

dition of investing; the drafting of codes for the conduct of multi-

nationals; and any number of international disputes about taxes,

finance, discrimination and legal jurisdiction. As national measures

conflict, governments will be pushed toward agreements about the con-

ditions of investment and the acceptable ways of regulating it.

The results may be bilateral or multilateral agreements and may

cover only a few issues or many.
The smaller socialist countries may not be parties to such agree-

ments; they can make their own choices about what foreign companies

can become partners in industrial cooperation and on what terms. But

those among them that permit true foreign investment may wish to

have a part in international agreements (as is suggested by the invest-

ment treaty between Romania and the Federal Republic of Germany).

Moreover, even agreements that do not formally apply can have an

effect on east-west industrial cooperation. For example, if standards

are set for governmental measures to encourage foreign investment

that are then reflected in the price or quantity of exports, there might

well be efforts to insure that exports from ventures in industrial coop-

eration with centrally planned economies conform to more or less the

same standards, even if the method of doing that were as arbitrary as,

for example, the application of antidumping procedures. If a govern-

ment took measures to assure itself that foreign investments by its

domestic firms did not displace exports or jobs, it would be illogical to

exempt ventures in industrial cooperation because they were not tech-

nically "investment." That would be equally true of restraints put on

investment to deter the transfer of technology abroad (for commercial

as well as political or strategic reasons). Another possibility is that a

western countrv will single out foreign-government-owned corpora-

tions for special attention when they appear as investors in its terri-

tory. Naturally. such an approach would logically apply to the enter-

prises of socialist countries (and perhaps to some forms of industrial

cooperation that were thought of as joint venture). The growth of
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eastern investment in western countries is sufficiently marked-in dis-tribution and servicing, manufacturing and mining, for instance-that it may well become the subject of east-west negotiations butwhether that happens or not, east-west industrial cooperation seemslikely to be influenced by measures that have their primary reason forbeing in relations among the capitalist or mixed economy countries.Similarly, the smaller socialist countries may be significantly affectedby the future development of trade cooperation that nominally hasnothing at all to do with east-west relations. Apart from what was saidabove about the MTN codes 4 there is the question of the future ofGATT. One view is that the main capitalist trading nations who haveled in trade liberalization should carry the process to a new stage byaccepting even tighter rules for trade among themselves without tryingto apply these higher standards to the rest of the world.5 A differentapproach would emphasize the desirability of dealing with the widerange of trade issues not effectively covered by existing GATT rulesand procedures. According to this view, commodity agreements, forexample, or understandings about agriculture, should be the subject.ofnew-agreements among those countries interested in the matter withoutnecessarily involving all the members of GATT. On many differentkinds of issues codes similar to those already negotiated in the MTNcould be worked out; in fact, the new codes themselves could be seen asforerunners of this approach as they only apply to the countries signingthem. Some method would have to be found to be sure these agreementsdid not damage the interests of third parties. Most people who supportthis approach would say that the agreement should -be open to othersto join on equal terms. Anothu'r safeguard would be an 'umbrella" ofgeneral principles with, possibly, a central secretariat and dispute-settlements procedures. Some people think these arrangements shouldsupersede parts of GATT; others would tighten GATT but treat it asone agreement existing alongside the other new agreements.'These two alternatives would affect the western trading relations ofthe eastern countries quite diffre-re1n. The "o-rme--tighter GAYTrrules for a small group-would sharpen the difference between east-west trade and west-west trade. It would not necessarily add to the.impediments to east-west trade but there would be a step away fromthe processes described earlier that open possibilities for a certain,though limited, degree of integration of the eastern economies intothe broader international economic system. Whether the western coun-tries would treat relations with the east in some uniform manner eitherby a general east-west arrangement or by individually applying a moreor less uniform set of rules to centrally planned economies is notpreordained in this approach.
'Which may affect Investment; for example subsidies to trade may take the form ofinducements to Investors; nationality of firms has to be defined for government procure-men t.
mtATT Plus-A Proposal for Trade Reforms, New York: Praeger Publishers for theAtlantic Council of the United States. 1975.-The general approach Is set out in The American Society of International Law Re-Makingfl the Sstem of World Trade: A Proposal ar Institutional Reform, West Pubilsh-

lne Compeny. 1976. A more fully Plat'Oretpd (end eompwhnt v~frnl'ersion anpoers InMiriam Camps. The Case for a New0 Global Trade Organization. a Council on PoreignRelations mimeograph paper. 1980: this Is a chapter from a forthcoming book by Mirs.Camps and Catherine Owin. CollectJive Management: The Reformn of Global EceonomicOrganizatione, McGraw ylill for the iDRO's Project of the Council on Foreign Relationg(forthcoming 1981).
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The other approach, allowing for the multiplication of arrange-

ments, is also ambiguous on this score. Under the general umbrella

there could be an agreement, or organization, devoted to east-west

trade issues; that would have the advantage of permitting the working

out of practices especially suited to the special characteristics of this

trade, whether they differed much from those applying to trade among

the market countries or not. However, one could also imagine that

under the "umbrella"-which would state some basic principles reflect-

ing common interests in trade cooperation regardless of economic sys-

tem-individual socialist countries would adhere to the various ar-

rangements that were being worked out according to their degree of

interest in each. For example, Hungary could belong to tariff agree-

ments even though the German Democratic Republic did not, but both

might be parties to a set of rules about commodity agreements or

arrangements concerning food and energy. The advantage of this ap-

proach is that it would take full account of the differences among the

smaller socialist countries and not force a common mold on what are

already somewhat different entities. To a degree one can imagine a

combination of these last two approaches. But the terrain becomes more

speculative than even this rather speculative essay warrants, especially

as the basic course-more or less GATT, more or fewer other formal

arrangements-will almost surely 'be determined mainly by other mat-

ters than the needs of east-west trade.
Trade issues have occupied a rather large part of this paper, partly

because they are intrinsically important but also because they rather

conveniently raise a number of issues that apply to other sets of eco-

nomic relations as well. It would be misleading to try to summarize

this section in a few words but a few propositions could be derived

from the discussion. (1) Systemic differences continue to present ob-

stacles to the full integration of state trading countries into the coop-

erative world trading system that has evolved primarily in relations

among the market-oriented countries and that is embodied primarily in

GATT. (2) However, these differences have been somewhat mitigated

by developments at both ends. Within the system itself. there are some

possibilities of fitting in eastern trading arrangements better than

before. In some of the socialist countries the national economic systems

have developed in ways that make it possible for those countries to deal

with the west quite differently from others. (3) There are other areas

of trade, not well handled in the GATT system, within which coop-

eration takes forms that do not impose major impediments to including

eastern and western countries in general arrangements on more or

less the same terms. (4) Most of the smaller countries have shown a

good bit of interest in fuller participation in the international economy

and its cooperative arrangements. When that was worked out, for ex-

ample in GATT, their participation has not impaired the process.'

- MONEY AND FINANCE

Whereas GATT provided a handy viewing glass to put in focus the

relation of the smaller eastern countries to the world trading system,

the International Monetary Fund does not serve the same function

' The contrast with the U.S.S.R. on most of these issues is fairly marked. For a closer

comparison see my paper. cited from last year's volume, p. el where the second full para-

graph attempts a summary similar to this one.
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in relation to monetary and financial issues. The reason is obvious:Of the countries we are concerned with, only Romania is a member.What its few years in that status have shown about how nearly com-parable its membership is with that of other countries and what thatexperience may suggest about the difficulties of fitting centrallyplanned countries into the Fund is a complex, delicate matter aboutwhich I know too little to judge.8 The related but quite different casesof Vietnam and the People's Republic of China raise other questionsthat cannot be taken up here.What does need to be noted, however, is that whatever the Romanianexperience does or does not prove, or proves in the future, aboutsystemic problems, these are clearly not the sole obstacle to the othersocialist countries' membership in the Fund. It is not hard to see thepotential advantages to these countries of membership in the Fundand Bank. In the past a significant body of opinion in Poland andHungary, at least, has favored such a course. It would appear thatSoviet opposition was the major factor keeping them out. (Not thatthere were not costs and disadvantages of membership that probablyled some Poles and Hungarians to oppose joining). This impedimentmay not be permanent. That depends partly on what underlays theSoviet position: weighted voting (absent in GATT) and the heavyinfluence of the U.S. and Western Europe (not so absent from GATT);the need to supply information; obligations that would have put thecountries under pressure to permit surveillance of their economicperformance and the suspicion that this would influence what theydid; a shift in emphasis away from the CMEA links; pressure forconvertibility. The- weight Moscow (or each eastern country itself)gives each of these factors may change over time. So may estimatesof the trade-off between these factors and the ability of the U.S.S.R.or CMEA or the individual countries themselves to cope with exchangeand balance of payments problems outside the Fund and Bank aswell as they could inside.
Being outside the Fund and Bank does not mean that rhe smallereaste-r countries are cut off from the international monetary andcredit system. Instead, their involvement in it has increased greatlyalong with the increase of their trade with the west. But more thanJust expansion is involved. In an earlier period, east-west trade wasfinanced largely by bilateral payments agreements of various sortswhich provided the eastern partner with western credit in return forbuying from the creditor. Subsequently, clearing agreements and otherrather narrow arrangements gave way to more -flexible practices aseastern countries became freer to use the convertible western cur-rencies they obtained by exporting. Credits from western governmentsremain important as do their guarantees of private export financing.For the German Democratic Republic a vtry large "swing credit"from the Federal Republic-that mostly swings in one direction-is a major nexus with the west, but a special one. For the other coun-tries, flexibility has been further enhanced by a combination of com-mercial credit and longer term borrowing in- western capital markets,aIn contrast, there are no special difficultles in seeing what It means to Romanla to

belong to the World Bank. Were joint membership not required, other eastern countries
might well have applied to join the Bank long ago.
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especially the Eurocurrency markets. These developments have a num-

ber of advantages for the eastern countries, but the point of importance
here is that these activities have linked those countries with the
international financial system far more fully than earlier arrangements
did.

Debt is inherent in such a set of relations. The persistent one-sided-
ness of the balance is a natural reflection of the wish of the eastern
countries to acquire technology, equipment and other supplies faster
than their exports can penetrate western markets. When in the 1970's
that imbalance became, for several of the countries, large enough so

that they, or their creditors, began to worry, that was partly a reflec-

tion of a further shift in this relative pace as demand fell faster in

the west than in the east while the interest of western entrepreneurs
in exporting and lending also increased. In dealing with these problems

the eastern countries have some advantage over other debtors in the

great control they have over their economies. To some degree these

benefit indirectly from the reputation the U.S.S.R. has gained of

always being good for its debts (though how far Moscow would go to

save one of its smaller allies from defaulting is a different question).
While the debt problems of Poland, at least, are not fully solved at
this writing, there seems little doubt that the credit nexus will con-

tinue to be an important link between the smaller socialist countries
and the rest of the world economy. There are. however, two possible

modifications of past trends that have to be taken into account. One is

decentralization of decisionmaking about foreign trade which may
reduce the ability of some socialist countries to deal easily with their

balance of payments problems, forcing them to choose between sub-
ordinating the decisions to some form of central exchange control and

greater reliance on credit control or other methods of holding down
the demand for foreign products than has been common in the socialist
countries. The other is the revived emphasis of recent years on com-

pensation agreements in which imported western capital goods and

technology are to be paid for later on by the output of the plants they

equip. This is a step away from the financial flexibility that had de-

veloped before the new tightness of the '70s and back toward partial
bilateralism.

Convertibility of their currencies would represent a major step
toward the fuller integration of the eastern countries into the world
economy. It is not, however, a condition likely to be achieved for some

time, as it would entail considerable changes in planning (where the

planning system is still strong) and in the way prices are set in the

socialist countries. The subject is by now a familiar one that does

not need to be rehearsed here except to ask whether the convertibility
of an individual eastern currency is possible by itself. It is easier to

see the case for a negative than a positive answer. It rests heavily on

the importance of CMEA trade to each of the countries, the difficulty

of making the transferable ruble convertible if the Soviet ruble is not,

the divorce between domestic and world prices in CMEA countries
and the lack of a consistent relation among their national price struc-
tures. Although the suggestion that a positive answer is possible is

frequently made, especially with regard to the Hungarian forint,

the demonstrations are not too persuasive unless a very limited kind

of convertibility is intended. In that case the effect of such a step
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on the integration of the country in question in the world economywould naturally be limited as well.In recent years another obstacle to convertibility has appeared. In-stability of western currencies, thanks to inflation-and especially dif-ferential rates of inflation-balance of payments pressures, specula-tion, uncertainty and floating exchange rates has made world moneymarkets chancy and, to those who like predictability, unattractive.Some people in the east have understandably had second thoughts asto whether convertibility would be as much of a blessing as they hadlong thought. However, they have also found that inconvertibility anddomestic controls have not sufficed to shield them from the disturb-ances in the world economy. The contraction of western markets, therise in prices of western goods generally and of oil, food and some rawmaterials in particular, the resulting balance of payments pressuresand the push on domestic prices (increasing the subsidies needed tohold them down) have all had marked effects, as is shown elsewherein this volume. It could be argued that the presence of those othertransmission belts should weaken objections to convertibility based onthe fear that it might magnify the effect of external instability ondomestic economies designed for reasonable stability. How persuasivethat argument may be is hard for an outsider to say. One could gofurther and argue that some of the global instabilities could be seenas increasing the interest of eastern sellers in obtaining hard cur-rency for exports within CMEA whenever possible. This plus thespeeding up of the adjustment of intra-CMEA trade prices to worldprices (undertaken some years ago) could be seen as adding to thecircumstances which reduce the divisions between CMEA and the restof the world. This does not by itself begin to approach the conditionsof convertibility for the eastern currencies, but it might be thoughtto narrow some of the gaps. Conclusions on that matter must remaindebatable until facts prove them otherwise but the debate is relateIto how one judges the significance of CMEA to the eastern countries.

CMEA
When a number of countries group together and make special ar-rangements for their mutual economic relations-or some aspects ofthem-a two-sided process begins. On the one hand, they begin todraw together in at least some matters; in contemporary parlance it iscommon to speak of this as some form of "integration" though it issometimes very limited. On the other hand, a differentiation begins be-tween each country's relation to the others in the group and to therest of the world. There may be a simple and clear cut discriminationin the treatment of trade or payments as in a customs union or acurrency area or there may be more complex relations as in a freetrade area where each member is free to work out its own external re-lations. A key factor may be the decision to have a common policyof the member countries toward the rest of the world in certain mat-ters and then how that process works out in negotiations among thegroup and perhaps with the foreign countries concerned as well.Though some degree of discrimination is inherent in the concept ofintegration of a group of countries, it does not necessarily follow that
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for each member relations with the rest of the group is more important

than its relations with the rest of the world. Nor does the growth of

integration necessarily interfere with the development of new and

stronger external ties. Indeed, one of the main purposes of forming

the group may be to gain a larger "domestic" base than is provided

by separate national economies and an aim or result of this may well

be to strengthen the country internationally. 9 This is quite apart from

a second form of international strengthening which can come from col-

lective action by the group of cooperating countries in dealing with
the rest of the world.

All these characteristics 'of integration appear in CMEA and raise

far too many issues to be given adequate treatment here. The com-

ments that follow can only call attention to a few aspects of CMEA

that have a direct bearing on points already made about the relation

of the smaller East European countries to the world economy. The

two-sidedness of the cooperative arrangement within CMEA is il-

lustrated in trade, payments, the possibility of common action toward

the rest of the world and more generally in the whole question of

stability and the security of basic supplies. Through all of these sub-

jects there also runs the question of the "price" that each country

pays for the set of special relations and the gains it could not count

on if it were acting alone.
So far as trade and payments are concerned it is fairly easy to see

how the internal and external elements are related. Goods sold inside

cannot be sold outside. That is bad if they would otherwise earn

convertible foreign exchange which all the eastern countries need

badly. But it is good for the seller if it means that he is able to dis-

pose of something in the relatively easier eastern markets than he

would be able to in the West precisely because he is being paid in

softer currency. As a buyer the reverse situation applies, but of course

it also means that one sometimes accepts lower quality or pays a

higher price for the sake of conserving foreign exchange. A second

trade-off concerns the advantages of assured supply or markets pro-

vided by negotiated trade agreements within CMEA versus the loss

of freedom of action in external markets. A third and more complex

question concerns the extent to which CMEA arrangements for the

specialization of production provide economies of scale and improved
efficiency.

In principle, these would permit a country to sell more effectively

in world markets and also provide advantages for buyers within

CMEA. Even if that happens, the producing country might react by

thinking that the CMEA market was second best since no hard cur-

rency was to be earned there. Although significant results have been

achieved in a few cases, it appears that the potential economies of

scale through specialization are not as easily achieved within CMEA

as was hoped by many people because the large "internal" market

is not in fact a single market but is broken up into separate currency

and trade areas the relations of which are largely settled by bilateral

bargaining. The common currency for international trade within

9 For example, the arrangements made in Western Europe for the European Payments

Union in 1950 seemed to some people to risk perpetuating an area of relatively weak

currencies; instead the partial integration lived up to the expectations of others in help-

Ing to build up the strength that helped the individual countries make their currencies

generally convertible by the end of the decade.
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CMEA, the transferable ruble, is in fact not very transferable (forroughly the same reasons that the currency in these countries are notmore generally convertible). Therefore the usefulness of a creditbalance depends on negotiation. This in itself inhibits the expansionof specialization and prevents trade within CMEA from having thekind of flexibility that to most people would seem necessary for greatefficiency.
Some intra-CMEA trade is financed in hard currencies. A countrymay ask for this kind of payment if, over and above its commitments,it supplies another member of the group with products that it couldmarket in the west. There are some indications of an increase in theamount .of trade financed in this way and if it became large enoughone could argue that a degree of currency convertibility was beingprovided within CMEA by a further link with the internationaleconomy as a whole. However, it is unclear how large this segment is.A basic fact about CMEA, (even if we leave out of account itsless developed non-European members) is the immense difference insize between the Soviet Union and all of the other members. Thisnaturally has an effect on the kinds of issues just discussed since abilateral negotiation between one of the others and the U.S.S.R. im-mediately involves the possibility of economies of scale and raisesquestions of the disposition of a very large part of what each of thecountries has to sell (or what it can buy) within the group. For anumber of the smaller countries-notably the German DemocraticRepublic, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary-a further specialdimension is that a good deal of the bilateral trade is an exchange ofmanufactured goods from the smaller one against raw materials,energy and at some periods food from the U.S.S.R. (though the shareof manufactured goods in Soviet shipments to the smaller countriesis also substantial). Even when the bilateral pattern was different,one of the principal features of CMEA for the smaller countries wasthe reliable and stable supply of basic materials at letR than worldprices provided by the U.S.S.R. The disturbances in the world econ-omy through price changes, supply fluctuations, and booms and bustsin raw materials prices all increased the appreciation of CMEA in thesmaller countries during the first half of the seventies.By then the situation was already changing. The cost and securityof supply of food and energy were affected by changes in the outsideworld and in the Soviet Union. A changed price formula meant thatSoviet prices followed the rise in world prices, though with some lag.Several times during the decade the U.S.S.R. was a massive importerof grain and Poland and other countries had to buy from the westquantities that were formerly supplied from the east. No great re-versal of the new trend is to be expected. The more gradual shift withregard to oil supplies has been under way for some time and whileits future speed and magnitude remain uncertain there is little doubtof the direction of the movement. At the same time, the effort to supplyas much energy as possible within CMEA (and to a degree other rawmaterials) increases some of the ties between the smaller countriesand the Soviet Union as the former contribute in various ways to in-vestment in the expansion of production in the broad territories of,heir larger partner.
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Another set of issues concerns the possibility that CMEA should

act as a unit in some of its external economic relations. CMEA docu-

ments-including the Comprehensive Program which is still at least

nominally the framework for most major activity-stress the fact

that each member is a sovereign nation and that no important powers

for dealing with the rest of the world have been delegated to any

central organ. The CMEA countries that have acceded to GATT

have done so individually and membership in the Economic Com-

mission for Europe and other international organizations is a na-

tional matter.10 This is in contrast to the way the European Com-

munity functions with both separate national and community repre-

sentation in various international organs depending on what issues

are being dealt with. There is a CMEA agreement with Finland that

provides for a joint consultative commission to deal with a number of

issues-but its members appear to be national representatives. The

possibility of CMEA's acting as a unit in trade negotiations with

the European Community has been much discussed and is treated

elsewhere in this volume. I leave that issue aside though it is clear

that what happens (and why) has a bearing on what further efforts

might be made to think of CMEA as a unit in other international

economic activities. All that can be done here is to suggest a few

possibilities and note a few aspects of some of them.
Environmental issues, transportation, electricity, energy and re-

search on these and other matters are subjects of a good bit of coop-

eration in Europe and it seems not unthinkable that CMEA as a unit

should play some part in these matters. Many such activities would not

raise anything like the same issues within CMEA as have been stirred

up by the trade questions. Industrial cooperation is something else

again. To act together would require agreement on at least some mat-

ters that the CMEA countries now treat quite differently. Moreover,

in the west bilateral agreements on industrial cooperation have been

used by Common Market countries to limit the impact of their treaty's

stipulation of a common commercial policy. In the handling of export

credits rivalry among the western countries has been notorious and

the eastern countries presumably find this advantageous. Conceivably,

if the western agreements setting standards for export credits worked

more effectively in the future than in the past, the CMEA countries
might have some reason to want to negotiate as a group on these issues.

Western measures to regulate the Eurocurrency markets might

possibly elicit a similar response perhaps partly because the CMEA

banks have been borrowers as well as member governments. However,
the emphasis on greater use of compensation agreements points in the

other direction.
To carry further speculation on the possibilities of CMEA acting

as a unit in world affairs one should dismiss for the time being ques-

tions of short run feasibility or political acceptability. Monetary

issues offer some intriguing possibilities. When the transferable ruble

was announced some people wondered whether it would lead to CMEA

becoming a currency area that could collectively work out the rela-

15The Hungarian GATT protocol recognizes intra-CMEA trade relations as an excep-

tion to most-favored-nation treatment (as the Common Market is for its members) and

also assures other GATT signatories that their interests will not be damaged by changes

in CMEA.
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tions of its members to the rest of the world. Robert Triffin and someothers have at times envisaged a number of regional currency arrange-ments (EPU, Central American) as ways of linking local converti-bility with orderly relations with the rest of the world. The EuropeanMonetary System (EMS) shows another set of possibilities. Evenwithout internal convertibility a CMEA currency unit might con-duct relations with the rest of the world in ways that would givemembers a little more external convertibility than they could man-age on their own. Ideas of this sort were part of the suggestions forconvertibility based on a partial pooling of the hard currency re-sources of CMEA countries or the payment in convertible currencyof a percentage of debt or credit margins in a country's balancewith the group as a whole. There have always been good reasons whynone of these ideas seemed likely to work very well and some of thesereasons go deeply into the character of the economies involved. Never-theless if one plays with ideas one is led to think of CMEA as a blocwithin the International Monetary Fund. Would that overcome thepart of the Soviet Union's worry arising from the weighted votingarrangement? (There would still have to be a negotiated votingstrength for the U.S.S.R. appropriate to its position as a great power.)Such a step would be compatible with little or no monetary integrationwithin CMEA but it brings one back to the problems of asymmetrywithin the group and the concerns that have marked the debate ontrade negotiations with the European Community.Perhaps a small conclusion can be drawn from the fact that so muchof what might be said about the relation of CMEA to the outsideworld is speculative. Not the organization as such but the individualmember countries in it-at least those with which we are concernedin this paper-have been the agents of increased involvement in theworld economy. At least in part one can see that the different circum-stances affecting each country and the different ways in which itconducts its domestic economy have had much to do with d cterlmlilillgthe separate courses of action. Membership in CMEA may have inter-fered with certain possibilities but there may have been some com-pensation too from the internal trading arrangements and specializa-tion agreements. This is not a matter on which one can be sure withoutmore detailed evidence than I have seen. There is no doubt that CMEAhas provided a degree of stability and reliability especially in thesupply of basic products and this has been of positive value to mem-ber countries. But the prospects of the organization-really theU.S.S.R.-continuing to perform that role are decreasing.

NORTH-SOUTH ISSUES

In Eastern Europe there is a good bit of interest in the developingworld for a variety of reasons. Some of the countries have been closelyconnected with Soviet activities. Technical assistance of various sortshas been provided for other reasons as well. The whole range of mo-tives for increasing ties with developing countries that are to be foundin the west operate in the socialist countries: humanitarian, political,economic and whatever one wants to call the factors which have led toits being regarded as natural and normal that as countries become bet-ter off and more developed they should find ways to assist those which
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are not yet so far along. It should not be forgotten that much of the

early work on economic development was focused on Eastern Europe

and the Danube Valley so perhaps there is a certain sense of closeness

to the situation of other countries. As if to underline the connection,

Romania has put itself forward as a developing country and been ac-

cepted as such in such arrangements as preferential tariffs and

UNCTAD. North-South relations have also provided opportunities

for some of the socialist countries to help assert their own independent

personalities on the world stage (so to speak) and no doubt many in-

dividuals have found it satisfying to work for a time in new and dif-

ferent settings. The Eastern European experience of rapid industrial-

ization, planning and other matters has been of considerable interest

to many of the developing countries.
Naturally, trade is a large part of the concern for the socialist coun-

tries as it is for others. Developing countries are traditional suppliers

of a variety of raw materials and Eastern European needs have grown

with industrialization. The list of "tropical products" includes foods

and beverages sometimes scarce enough to be considered luxuries in

Eastern Europe. More of them can be afforded as part of bilateral

trade than if they have to be paid for in scarce foreign exchange.

There has been less interest in importing manufactured goods from

the developing countries for reasons that are not very difficult to see.

Although centrally planned countries are less vulnerable to some of

the disturbances that affect market oriented economies, they have not

been particularly forward in reorganizing their productive structures

to take larger amounts of LDC manufactured goods imports. Intra-

CMEA trading relations being what they are, an Eastern European

country must sometimes find itself having to choose between a supplier

within the group and an LDC from which it may be possible to get

something else. It is recognized that there ought to be some greater

response to the wishes of developing countries to sell more manufac-

tured goods." How great the response will in fact be. may well depend

on how much the Eastern European countries find they can sell in the

developing world and how heavily their import bill is weighted by

energy supplies from the Third World needed to replace the reduction

in Soviet shipments to them.
Naturally, the Eastern European countries have been interested in

selling to the Third World to pay for imports even when they cannot

earn convertible currencies there. Slow growth and more protec-

tionism in the west will stimulate the effort to sell to the developing

countries especially if those countries continue to grow or, in the case

of OPEC, become richer. Some of the Eastern European countries can

sell arms. For most the emphasis is on capital goods. machinery, fac-

tory equipment and quite often the design and setting up of whole

plants. Out of such relations which involve more than overnight con-

nections there may very well develop other sets of relations and ad-

ditional stimuli to some of the economic motives already mentioned.

Inescapablv two sets of polifieal relttions sre involved. One con-

cerns the position of Eastern European countries in the north-south

n See. for example. the October 20. 1977 resolution of the Central Committee of the

Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party cited in Istvan Dohozi. ed.. Economic Cooperation

aetween Socialist and De,,elopifal Co.'ntries, "Tr.nds In World Economy." No. 28,

Hungarian Scientific Council for World Economy, Budapest, 1978, p. 110.
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debate about the new international economic order. Here they are toa degree subject to the same pressures as the Soviet Union to addgreater practical performance to their diplomatic and rhetorical sup-port of the aspirations of the developing countries. Naturally, what isexpected from them is not as much as from the huge Soviet economy(but what the U.S.S.R. does is bound to influence the action of theothers). The other main set of issues concerns the advantages innorth-south relations that the smaller countries have compared to theSoviet Union. In the eyes of the developing countries it may some-times seem less of a political problem to be associated with thesesmaller countries than to establish a large Soviet presence. Visitorsfrom LDC's to Berlin, Warsaw and Budapest may also feel a differ-ence from Moscow that is relevant to their aspirations. The smallercountries may also be more flexible in some development matters thanthe U.S.S.R., as has proved true in some aspects of east-west rela-lations such as industrial cooperation. However one weighs these fac-tors, they are probably less important in shaping the future of EasternEuropean countries ties with the developing countries than the impactof the directions in which the world economy moves in the next decadeor so.

How THE WORLD ECONOMY MIGHT GoWe shall look at the future of the world economy in two ways: Asimple forecast of main trends (or the range within which they mayfall) and then some hypotheses concerning the different ways govern-ments may deal with these conditions. The reality will be shaped bythe interaction of factors, and while one may suspect that one com-bination is more likely than another, the rules of the game requireleaving open a series of possibilities' To avoid spinning too manyscenarios, we take a single rather broadly phrased forecast that prob-ably commands a good deal of general assent. Then three possibleof international cooperabion-not altogether mutually ex-Cilivl'~ aULU with different central emphases-give an oversimplifiedbut fairly wide range of possibilities in the light of which one canconsider the Position of the Eastern European countries over the nextdecade or so.
Quite a few people are forecasting a future along these lines : Slowergrowth in the OECD world than has been known for the last thirtyyears; scarcer and dearer energy which will require a good bit ofadaptation of most economies and will pose balance of payments prob-lems for many countries, rich and poor: a widespread effort by peopleto hold on to what they have and keep doing what they are doing-and for governments to support these wishesven though failure toadapt to changing circumstances will add to the burdens of slowgrowth and inflation and will hold back investment and reduce in-centives to innovation that might contribute to improving matters.Within this general formula there is roomi for snme differences in whatis assumed about how well that kind of wnrld masters inflation, theevolution of the international monetary svstem. the cost of raw mate-rials and what new stimuli can be expected from research and develop-ment. A key factor will be whether the developinr- countries that haveestablished themselves as leaders in industrialization over the last
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decade or so-the NIC's-will be able to keep a substantially faster

rate of growth tihan the OECD countries. All that is specifically as-

sumed about these matters here is that none of them develops in such a

way that it falsifies the central proposition of the summary.

Plainly such a world is less attractive to the Eastern European coun-

tries than that of the 1960's and even much of the 1970's. But how seri-

ous their problems are likely to be and what favorable opportunities

may open up depend heavily on the second element of our look ahead,

that is, alternative assumptions about the kind of international co-

operation that develops.
It is possible that in the face of slow growth and other difficulties

the main trading nations will try to make the best of the situation by

carrying further the cooperative approach that contributed so much to

their past prosperity. They would continue trade liberalization and

provide for fair competition through the MTN codes; some under-

standing would be arrived at about the management of floating ex-

change rates that would provide more stability than has existed in

recent years without recreating the difficulties of the fixed rate system.

To this strengthening of what can be thought of as the core of the

Bretton Woods system they would add at least consultation and, when

necessary, further agreements about investment, capital movements,

the coordination of macroeconomic policies and related matters. If

the western countries did that, the Eastern European countries would

gain a degree of security and some indirect material benefits resulting

from the contributions the cooperation made to the health of the

OECD world. They might well be able to take advantage of some of

the possibilities of fitting into the larger pattern of cooperation that

were pointed out earlier. However, it is also conceivable that in giving

new life to cooperation among themselves the OECD countries would

treat outsiders more harshly than in the past. They might, for example,

find that it was easier to keep open trade channels among themselves

if they discriminated more against outsiders on the grounds that there

is a limit to how much adjustment a country can make in difficult times

and that competition among OECD countries is strong enough to

assure reasonable efficiency.
It seems more likely, however, that for a number of different reasons

they would seek to develop their relations with some countries outside

the OECD. Priority would surely be given to oil suppliers and the

developing countries that offered the largest and fastest growing

markets. How far there would then be any bias against the East Euro-

pean countries is hard to say, but they might well be thought to offer

fewer attractions for favorable treatment. If one were going to nego-

tiate in that part of the world, the Soviet Union would be the most

interesting partner thanks to the size of its market.

The second general. pattern-not incompatible with the first but

differently focussed-would put the emphasis of the main trading

nations' activities on new kinds of international cooperative arrange-

ments. These might concern especially subjects-on which past arrange-

ments have been lacking or unsatisfactory, sxach.,as food, energy, in-

vestment and international business. Almost-hurely, they would em-

phasize issues of special interest to some of the developing nations.

This should not be thought of as primarily a partial enactment of the

New International Economic Order-though commodity agreements,
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the oceans and technology transfer are likely subjects. There would beas much emphasis on %vworking out new relations between the oldercenters and the newly important ones, the oil and raw material pro-ducers, the customers for capital goods and plants; there might evenbe rough approximations of the kind of arrangements that forward-looking thinkers have imagined for a long time in which the growth ofindustries in new countries was roughly geared to the dual process ofthe decline of competing industries in the old centers and the expansionin these of the manufacture of equipment for the new producers.12Where would the Eastern European countries be in this process?It is hard to be sure. Systemic impediments of the sort that have heldback the participation of centrally-planned economies in past inter-national understandings would not be major, one would think. In anumber of cases, there would be a certain presumption that the newagreements would be open to all (especially those agreements comingout of United Nations discussions). In other cases the important partof the bargain would be struck among a few key countries; the inclu-sion of others would be a secondary matter. As small countries, theywould rarely be crucial to these negotiations but they might often offersome desirable variety without raising the kinds of questions that areinescapable when the issue is Soviet participation in internationalagreements.
The third possible line of development is considerably less orderly.Slow growth, difficulties of adjustment, expensive energy, scarcities ofsome raw materials, balance of payments difficulties, sharp competitionfor markets-these elements of the forecast spell not cooperation butrivalry, not the repair and improvement of the Bretton Woods worldhbt its erosion and the violation of agreements. The MTN codes, underthis hypothesis, become either dead letters from no use or failures asstrong countries increasingly feel cheated and so disregard them. Safe-guard clauses-Article XIX of GATT or national measures-proveto be not foci of new international surveillance but devices that putpiessure n "di~srutiove" suppliers to come to term.s with the -- plain-

ing country for fear of losing still more of their markets. Under thisscenario new agreements would more often than not be bilateral dealsbetween an OECD country (or sometimes the European Community)and suppliers of energy or raw materials or customers for capitalequipment and whole plants. The OECD countries would be lookingin some cases for secure supplies and in others for privileged positionsin the foreign markets. To reciprocally let in manufactured goodsfrom the NIC's or, later on, OPEC petrochemical products, they would"make room" by excluding from their markets the products of othersuppliers. The discrimination would come to apply to other OECDcountries as well as the new competitors. Slow growth, failure to dealwell with inflation, international monetary instability would createpressures on every government to restrict; the refusal to adapt wouldworsen the problems of each couintry to whom the rest of the worldwould increasingly become the "them" on whom it is legitimate to putall nossible burdens unless "their" ability to strike back is too great.The Eastern European countries would surely not be happy in sucha world. It would deprive them of the indirect advantages of more
12 For examnlp, F.,cone Rtalep. World Economio Development: )ffecta on Advanced In-duetrial Countr ?ieRU blijlited1 '.v Ilhe International Labour Office. Montreal. 1944.
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constructive measures in the west, limit markets that they have found
shrinking in recent years and leave them in a weak position for dealing
with new difficulties. They might well see the picture as that of the
troubles of the 1970's magnified and intensified. And yet there would
be some opportunities for them in the turbulent- situation. Western
export rivalry, especially in capital goods, would provide the chance
of obtaining supplies of capital goods and technology on favorable
terms with quite a lot of credit. Industrial cooperation to be paid for
by compensation arrangements would be more interesting for some
western partners than before. The breakdown of general rules would
mean that a western or developing country would have less difficulty
in working out bargains tailored to the particular interests of an
eastern country even if it ignored others. Perhaps some of the eastern
countries could make good use of such opportunities. By and large,
however, their bargaining position would be fairly weak. That would
be less true of the U.S.S.R. so perhaps the result would be to tighten
the ties of the smaller nations with their big ally or even to make less
unlikely a common CMEA line. In any case, the relative security
CMEA provides would increase in value whereas in the other scenario
sketched above a larger emphasis would be on the disadvantages of

CMEA so long as it did not become more flexible.
Cutting across all these possibilities, and probably outweighing most

single economic factors, is the future state of east-west relations. At its

base is the strategic relation between the United States and the

U.S.S.R. and the atmosphere that engenders. But whether the tone of
that relation is that of 1968, 1972, 1975 or 1980, there is still room for

a range of relations of the Eastern European countries to the world

economy. Assume that NATO and the Warsaw Pact are each solid and

both pursuing their primary purposes; that still does not, in itself,

determine the state of economic relations between the members of those
two organizations. East-west economic relations in Europe are far

more important to the economic future of the smaller eastern countries
than their relation to the United States. But the United States has for

long differentiated in its economic policies among the countries of

Eastern Europe. If the dominant note of American economic policy

toward the Soviet Union were as negative as it was through the 1950's

and 1960's, that would have a bearing on some aspects of American

economic relations with the smaller countries. Still. over only a small

range of issues would identical treatment seem sensible or even politi-

cally natural. From the side of the eastern countries, Soviet-American
tension would create a considerably more difficult situation than gen-

eral detente. They would be constrained from taking advantage of

some opportunities the west might open. But there would still be

reasons, in the east as in the west, to look at some of the possibilities
that have been laid out in this paper. It is not that political and

strategic realities can be ignored, but that there are also economic
realities of some value to be taken into account. Those considered here

will not shape the-world but they can make it a better or worse place.
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I. OVERVIEW

Although a recent Radio Moscow broadcast claimed that "Comeconwas the only industrially developed zone on this planet which hasnot been affected by the energy crisis," 1 numerous developments inEastern Europe belie this assertion. Whereas Eastern Europe hasexperienced an "energy gap" since approximately 1960 in which pri-mary energy consumption has exceeded primary energy production(see table 1), the situation only became acute in the 1970's with spiral-ing world market prices for energy and increasing concern about theUSSR's continued capacity and fil]ingness to meet the regi-1' re-quirements for liquid fuel imports.2 How to close the region's energygap in the coming decades has already become a question of para-mount political significance that is debated at the highest governmentaland Party levels of the states concerned. The three most recent annualsessions of the Comecon Council have devoted primary attention tothis question, and elaborated a number of joint projects to develop thefuel and power resources of the member states. Joint projects to thisend announced since the June 1978 session of the Council representa watershed in Soviet-East European relations for they will requirean enormous commitment of resources by the participating partiesand create among them an interlocking dependence in the provisionof their energy supplies.
* Associate professor political science. Mary Washington College. Fredericksburg Va.1 Radio Moscow, August 10 1979. In this study, Eastern Europe refers to the Europeanmembers of Comecon exclusive of the U.S.S.R.2 For previous discussions of East Europe's energy situation see the following: John M.Kramer, "The Energy Gap in Eastern Europe" Survey (Winter-Soring, 1975), 65-78;lam,"B'etween Scylla and Char bdis: The Politics of Eastern Europe's Energy Prob-lem" Orbie (Winter, 1979), 929 950 H John Haberstroh, "Eastern Europe: GrowingEnergy Problems," In U.S. Joint Econoi Committee, Eaaf European Economies PostHeiainiki (Washington: GPO, 1977), 379-395.o
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TABLE 1.-EAST EUROPE'S ENERGY GAP

Ita millions of tons of standard coal equivalent]

Production of Consumption of Energy gap as per-

primary energy I primary energy l Energy gap cent of consumption

Country 1960 1975 1960 1975 1960 1975 1960 1975

Bulgaria -7.7 8.8 9.5 34.8 -1.8 -26.0 18 74

Czechoslovakia -49.8 65.8 54.4 95.4 -4.6 -29.6 8 31

East Germany -73.6 89.6 84.0 122.7 -10.4 -33.1 12 26

Hungary - 14.7 19.7 18.6 36.2 -3.9 -16.5 20 45

Poland -93.4 165.9 85. 1 149.2 +8.3 +16.7-

Romania -34.5 77.6 25.7 83.2 +8.8 -5.6 6

Total -273.7 427.4 277.3 521.5 3.6 94.1-

I Data include coal, crude oil, natural gas, hydroelectric, and nuclear electric power.

X-Calculated only for countries with a deficit energy gap

Source: Computed from data in tables 78 and 79 in Central Intelligence Agency, Research Aid: "Handbook of Economic

Statistics 1976' (Washington, D.C., 1977).

The principal initiatives that the Eastern Europeans are taking to

close their energy gaps-importation of fuels and power from the

U.S.S.R. and noncommunist countries, and the expanded production

and more assiduous conservation of indigenous energy reserves-carry

with them significant policy dilemmas.
These dilemmas in the Soviet-East European energy relationship

relate primarily to the price and quantity of future Soviet energy

exports to its allies and-to questions concerning joint Comecon projects

for the development of the region's fuel and power reserves. Most

importantly, should the Soviet Union price its energy exports to

Eastern Europe at the world market level and demand that its allies

pay for these exports with hard currency and/or with goods com-

petitive on international markets? If the price is not to be at the world

market level, then what should it be and how will it be computed?

To the extent that the Eastern Europeans must allocate an increasing

share of their resources to export in payment for Soviet energy im-

ports, what consequences will this have on their capacity to import

from the West advanced technology with which to modernize their

economies and consumer goods to mollify their populations? How does

the U.S.S.R. assess the costs and benefits of its energy exports to

Eastern Europe and what are thepolicy implications of such an assess-

ment? Does the U.S.S.R. increasingly see Eastern Europe as an eco-

nomic liability that it must subsidize by selling energy at lower than

world market prices? On the other hand, does the Soviet Union see

the Eastern Europeans providing political and economic benefits-

for example, the diplomatic and material support of bloc countries

for Soviet foreign policy initiatives in Africa or their participation

in joint Comecon projects to develop the U.S.S.R.'s fuel and power

reserves-that mitigate the cost of the price subsidy so far entailed in

its energy exports to the region?
What will be the future quantity of Soviet energy exports to East-

ern Europe, especially if predictions by the Central Intelligence

Agency prove accurate that declining domestic production of oil

will compel the U.S.S.R. to become a net importer of petroleum by the

early 1980's? 3 What are the opportunity costs to the U.S.S.R. of its

3 Central Intellicence Arency, Prospects for Soviet oil Production (washington: Gov-

ernment Printing Office, 1977).
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energy exports to Eastern Europe compared to similar exports tocapitalists countries? Would it be better for the Soviet Union to maxi-mize its petroleum exports to capitalist countries, currently theU.S.S.R.'s single largest source of hard currency, and then help theEastern Europeans in other ways to resolve their energy problems or,perhaps, simply accept the existence of these problems and the attend-ant economic dislocations that accompany them?Further, what are the optimum strategies within Comecon to dealwith the energy gap? Should the primary emphasis be placed uponthe expanded production of energy resources through joint Comeconprojects or the conservation of existing reserves? Is it better, forexample, to allocate the huge amounts of fiscal and material resourcesthat the joint projects will necessitate, or could at least part of theseresources be better utilized on importing advanced technology fromthe West to modernize obsolete production processes and thereby re-duce energy consumption ?
East Europe's effort to close at least part of its energy gap throughpurchases on the international energy market also raises a series ofpolicy dilemmas. First and foremost, how much energy should andcan Eastern Europe purchase on this market? Will OPEC nationsdemand hard currency in payment for these purchases or will theyaccept barter arrangements to cover most of the costs? If payment isin hard currency, where will the Eastern Europeans acquire the nec-essary reserves? Will they acquire them primarily through increasedborrowing on Eurodollar markets, and, if so, what will be the policyimplications of this growing indebtedness on East-West relations ingeneral and on relations between individual communist and capitalistcountries in particular? Will they be more likely to seek this hardcurrency through increased trade with capitalist countries, and, ifthey do, what are the political and economic implications of divertinginternal reserves now available for consumption and other domesticpurposes to the export marketi Will the U.S.S.R., which charges the.world ~arket; price for iIs energy exports to capitalist countries, pur-sue its own economic and political self-interest and support OPECwhen it raises prices, even though this means that the Eastern Euro-peans must also pay more for energy imported from OPEC nationsand for goods imported from the West whose cost has been driven upby inflation induded, at least in part, by escalating prices for energy?What will be the political implications of the Soviet bloc's-increas-ing dependence on non-communist sources for energy? Will bloc coun-tries, and, in particular, the U.S.S.R., become "hostage" to the polit-ical positions adopted by nations that they rely upon for vital energysupplies? How will the Soviet Union and its allies react if instabilitythreatens a politically conservative regime-for example, Iran underthe Shah-that nevertheless supplies bloc countries with energy ? Willthey seek to exacerbate this instability as a mechanism for spreadingtheir own influence in the country and enhancing their revolutionaryimage among radical forces? Or will they view the instability asthreatening their economic interests and seek to support the regimeand/or provide little, if any, encouragement to the forces opposingit?

A final series of policy dilemmas relate to domestic initiatives toclose the energy gap. Will the need for energy conservation necessitate,
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as the Central Intelligence Agency has predicted it may, a slowdown
in economic growth, and, if so, to what extent? 4 How should the eco-
nomic burden of energy conservation measures be apportioned among
the population, and, what steps, if any, ought to be taken to cushion
their deleterious consequences for consumer welfare? What changes
are necessary in economic planning so that. producers will have a
monetary incentive to conserve energy, and can such changes be im-
plemented without fundamentally altering the existing economic sys-
tem? To what extent will shortages of labor and capital constrain
efforts to move away from energy intensive production activities, and
what steps can the Eastern Europeans feasibly take to mitigate these
constraints? What are the economic and political implications of de-
voting an increasing share of investment resources to the development
of domestic sources of energy, primarily coal and nuclear power?

What role should potential threats to public health and the physical
environment play in decisions to exploit these energy sources, and
what measures ought to be taken-and at what cost-to minimize such
threats? And, finally, and perhaps most importantly, do many of these
domestic initiatives carry with them the prospect of engendering po-
litical'instability? Will, for example, price increases for fuel and
power and other energy conservation measures precipitate a response
similar to that which occurred in Poland, when in 1970 the announce-
ment of increases in consumer prices led to rioting that toppled then
United Workers Party First Secretary Wladyslaw Gomulka and
where in 1976 the same announcement again led to rioting that almost
ousted Gomulka's successor, Edward Gierek?

The above provides only a suggestive list of the policy dilemmas
that East Europe's political leaders must deal with now and in the
future. Clearly divergeit interests and views regarding these di-
lemmas among East European nations and the U.S.S.R. have already
led-and, undoubtedly, will continue to lead-to considerable con-
troversy, debate and even public, albeit, muted and usually implied,
criticism of Soviet policies-in short, to a policy setting more typ-
ically associated with alliances among democratic states. An. analysis
of the principal initiatives that the Eastern Europeans have pursued
to close their energy gaps deepens our understanding of the policy
dilemmas confronting political' leaders in this area and the efforts
they have undertaken to resolve them.

II. THE Sovlrr-EAsT EUROPEAN ENERGY RELATIONSHIP

The U.S.S.R. exports huge amounts of fuel and power to Eastern
Europe: between 1976-1980 over 400 million tons of petroleum and
petroleum products, 88 billion cubic meters of natural gas, and 64
billion kilowatt hours of electricity. Between 1970-1980 Soviet en-
ergy exports to these countries will more than double although their
annual rate of growth is to decline between 1976-1980 as compared to

the preceding five years. Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin recently
indicated that the U.S.S.R. would increase its deliveries of fuel and

power to Eastern Europe by about 20 percent during 1981-1985,
although data now suggest that the annual level of liquid fuel exports

Soviet Economic Problems and Prospect8 (Washington: GPO, 1977), p. 241.
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during these years may not exceed the level attained in 1980.5 Exceptfor Rumania, which to date has imported no liquid fuels from theU.S.S.R., Soviet energy exports comprise a substantial amount of thefuel and power consumed in the European Comecon countries.Although the U.S.S.R. has until now largely satisfied the energyimportation requirements of the Comecon countries, the Soviet-EastEuropean energy relationship has nevertheless experienced consider-able strain in recent years. Much of the strain results from the increas-ing expense of exploiting Soviet energy reserves located primarilyin Siberia and concern that these reserves are insufficient simultane-ously to satisfy its own internal needs, maintain, if not expand, energyexports to capitalist countries, and fulfill all of the energy require-ments of the Comecon countries. As noted, the Central IntelligenceAgency has even predicted that the U.S.S.R., currently the largestproducer and second largest exporter of petroleum in the world,may itself soon become a net importer of oil as its domestic produc-tion declines sharply in the 1980's.
While the Central Intelligence Agency assessment has not goneundisputed both within and without the U.S.S.R., the Soviets them-selves recognize that their energy reserves are not inexhaustible andthat their exploitation is increasingly difficult and costly. One conse-quence is that determining the volume of Soviet energy exports toEastern Europe has now become an annual ordeal for Soviet leadersseeking to reconcile the multiple and competing claims on their limitedenergy resources.
Another consequence is that the U.S.S.R. has pressed vigorouslyfor-and made it plain that future Soviet energy exports dependupon-the fiscal and material participation of East European coun-tries in the exploitation of the region's energy reserves, primarilythose located in th U.S.S.R.6 While many in Eastern Europe tradi-tionally have resisted proposals for multilateral cooperation, seeingin them a mechanism for enhancing Soviet politienal control in thleregion. now evern that prominent symbol of independence from Moscow,Rumania, has called publicly for the conclusion of such agreements.7Thus, the 1977 session of the Comecon Council called for the elabo-ration of "target programs" of ten to fifteen years duration for multi-lateral cooperation in several fields, with particular emphasis on fuel,energy, raw materials, and energy-related areas of engineering (e.g.,

6For data on Soviet energy exports to Comecon countries during 1976-1980 and forPremier Kosygin's remarks on energy export plans for 1981-1985 see Pravda (Moscow),
June 27. 1979. Soviet exports of fuel and power to Comecon countries grew at an annualrate of 9.5 percent during 1971-1975, but are scheduled to grow at about six percentannually between 1976-1980 Data from Czechoslovakia suggest that the U.S.S.R. in 1981-1985 may not increase the annual level of liquid fuel exports to Eastern Europe beyondthe level attained in s980. Thus, Slovak Premier Peter Colotka stated recently that Czeho
slovakia had 'ensured`" In the 1980's from the Soviet Union annual deliveries of 15 milliontons of crude oil and eight billion cubic meters of natural gas, that is, approximately the
amount of these fuels that the U.S.S.R. is sched uled to deliver to Czechoslovakia In 1980.
Radio Prague, Sept. is, 1979. Purther, Czechoslovakia Premier Lubomir Strougal has co-mented that after i9so any increase in crude oil Imports can "only" come from noncom-
munist countries Radio Hvezda, Au. 81, 1979.v As one Soviet commentator bluently explained "the growth of these exports after i980
depends largely on the condition that the InterCsted countries take part In building up
the additional oil and gas extracting capacity and recognize the expenses needed to
maintain the production of these Important products at an adequate level." (Vnleshniaia

aci~t~ 0(uchres), une9, 979, called for the conclusion of: "new cooperativevent res ong term gov rn m e~ a ree m n~ 5 conventions. and contracts for the ca pitaliza .tio of the ra w m at ria s, uel , a d p w er reserves of the C om econ countries, In order toincr ase del ver es nd o c ver as uch of the im port needs of those countries w ith
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nuclear engineering). All Comecon members now include in their
national economic plans a separate section that specifies their particular
contributions to joint projects.

The Orenburg natural gas pipeline and a 750 kilovolt electric power
grid are the two major multilateral projects for the development of

energy announced to date. The Orenburg project involves the partici-
pation of all European members of COMECON in the construction
of a gas pipeline and associated facilities from the Orenburg gasfields
in the Urals to the Soviet-Czechoslovak border where it will connect
with existing pipelines. The pipeline is scheduled to achieve its full

capacity of 28 billion cubic meters by 1981, although gas began flow-
ing through it in 1979. For their participation in the project, which

included the provision of manpower, credits, and machinery some of
which they purchased with hard currency in capitalist countries, the

Eastern Europeans are to receive annually for 20 years an amount of
natural gas equivalent to approximately one-half of the total proven
reserves of natural gas in Eastern Europe. Eventually the Orenburg
pipeline will be part of a larger system of jointly constructed pipe-
lines that by 1990 is scheduled to carry huge amounts of Soviet natural
gas annually to Eastern Europe and also to Westren Europe. How
these plans will be affected, if, in fact, Soviet exports of natural gas
to Eastern Europe between 1981-1985 do not rise above the 1980 level,
remains to be seen.

The 750 kilovolt electric power grid, which will entail the construc-
tion of high tension transmission lines and a complex of nuclear power
stations located in the U.S.S.R., is to be completed by 1990 when it
will boost the power generating capacities of the Comecon countries
by more than one-third over present levels. Recently, P.T. Neporozhny,
U.S.S.R. Minister of Power and Electrification, expressed interest in
eventually expanding this system to transmit power to Western Eu-
rope as well. Previous proposals to this end had floundered on the
insistence of West Germany that West Berlin be included in any such
project, but Neporozhny now indicated that the issue of West Berlin
was "only a secondary question that could be resolved." 8

The first part of the power grid is now completed, and in 1980 this
section will provide Hungary with approximately .20 percent of the
electricity that it requires in that year. As part of the grid, in March
1979 the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland agreed to
the joint financing of-the Khmelnitskii nuclear power station in the
Ukraine. The East European participants-are to finance one-half of
the estimated $2.2 billion cost of the project, with Poland contribut-
ing more than $600 million and Czechoslovakia over $350 million,
including the delivery of four 1,000 megawatt nuclear reactors. In
fact, however, these figures may represent only nominal, not overall,
costs: the total cost to the Eastern Europeans for this project may be
more than double the published figures (see below). The participants
are to be repaid for their contribution with electricity from Khmelnit-
skii between 1984-2003, after which they can purchase electricity from
the station at regular commercial rates.9

8 Pravda (Moscow), June 27, 1979. For details of Neporozhby's remarks, see the Wash-

ington Post, June 30 1979.
' See Radio Prague, Mar. 29, 1979, for details of this project.
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Cost estimates of all Comecon joint investment projects during1981-1990 range between $100 billion and $130 billion, that is, ap-
proximately eight times the estimated cost of such projects envisagedbetween 1976-1980.10 In 1976-1980 the Eastern Europeans are to pa~y
approximately one-half of these costs. Yet, two factors indicate that
these figures represent only nominal, not overall, costs. First, the usual
interest rate of 2 percent planned on loans for these projects "I has
been far below the rate prevailing on Eurodollar markets so that, in
affect, creditor nations (typically those in Eastern Europe) have pro-
vided debtor nations (typically the U.S.S.R.) with an interest rate
subsidy that substantially raises the cost of a joint project to the
creditor. Second, the Comecon practice of valuing investment credits
and the goods to be used in repayment at the different times they are
provided considerably devalues the credit during periods of rapid
inflation, because the debtor has to provide less goods to repay the
loan. The consequences of the interest rate subsidy and the devalua-
tion of credits because of inflation may well make the real cost of joint
investment projects to the Eastern Europeans approximately double
the nominal cost. These additional costs are only partially offset by
other, considerably smaller, investment projects in which the Soviet
Union plays the role of creditor.

The enormous costs of these projects have sparked rare public, albeitmuted, criticism of Comecon policies and, implicitly, of the U.S.S.R.
Thus, an Hungarian source has said of the methods for financing the
joint projects:

The currently existing credit system and the low interest rates fail to fulfilltheir most important functions-to serve as incentives for granting credits. Therising level of contract prices dictated by economic necessity depreciates thevalue of the credits expressed In transferrable rubles; indeed the real value ofthe fixed creait sum grows smaller every year. This development can be favor-able to the debtor because the later he complies with his obligations, the less hehas to deliver to repay the loans.12

Further, Premier Tubomir Strougal of Czechosiovakia, usually an
unswerving supporter of Soviet policies, has publicly stated his con-
viction that the "contribution of interested states to individual inte-
gration projects need not always take the form of immediate partici-
pation through loans or sharing in a given project." Part of the prob-
lem, Strougal explained, is the "high demands" of the joint projects.
Indeed, Strougal has reported that between 1976-1980 Czechoslo-
vakia's obligations to these projects will require 13 percent of the
total increase in investments during that period while Hungary must
allocate to such projects four percent of its total investments and ten
percent of its industrial investments in 1976-1980.13

With all East European nations currently devoting at least 30 per-
cent of their national income to investment, these additional alloca-
tions place a heavy strain on the already limited resources available

m Radio Free Europe Background Report, No. 59, Mar. 13, 1979, p. 3. Note that these costestimates are for all joint investment projects during this period, not just those concernedwith the development of fuel and energy reserves. In fact, however, most of the jointprojects do involve the exploitation of raw material and energy reserves.u E.G.. Ekonomicheskaia gazeta. (Moscow). No. 8, 1975, reports that for the Orenburgproject "it was decided to establish a lower interest rate in transferable rubles based ontwo percent annually for the entire te-m of the credit."
l2Kulgazdasag (Budapest), April 1978.13See Rude pravo (Prague). June 9. 1976. and April 14, 1976 for Strougal'8 remarks. -Data for Hungary from Kozgazdasagi Szemle (Budapest), April, 1977.
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for consumption and other domestic purposes. Ironically, one conse-
quence of this circumstance is that the Eastern Europeans find it diffil.
cult to import specialized (and expensive) machinery from the West
with which to lo..el'.;Ie o'soiete production.processes, and thereby
reduce energy consumption.14

That Communist countries find it impossible to calculate the profit-
ability of the joint investment projects, because prices employed in
intra-Comecon trade are established administratively and bear little
relationship to. the dictates of supply and demand, has also generated
criticism. As an article in an Hungarian journal succinctly stated:
within Comecon "foreign trade prices and the present national price
systems ... prevent the establishment of uniform criteria for economic
efficiency within the socialist division of labor.15 Premier Strougal of

Czechoslovakia has also spoken on this point urging that Comecon
consider "the relation of the expected expenditure to the anticipated
effect of the joint undertaking. The point is that in the future we
should devote increased attention to the value aspect of preparing and
executing the joint projects."

Sharp increases in the world market price for oil since October 1973
have also strained the Soviet-East European energy relationship pro-
voking considerable turmoil within it. Initially, East European offi-
cials had argued that they would be largely unaffected by such in-
creases, because prevailing prices in intra-Comecon trade had been set
in 1971 and were not scheduled to change until 1976.

However, the U.S.S.R. soon demanded a revision-of Comecon prices,
since after 1973 these prices for many commodities, especially fuel
and energy resources, were far below prevailing world market prices."

The Eastern Europeans, while coneeding the, inevitability of a price
increase, naturally somriht tr rnnrnie its extent. That too great an
increase in Soviet energy prices could engender politicial instability
resulting from. economic dislocations was the most persuasive argu-
ment that the Fastern Fairopeans emploved to this end. The com-
ment of an unidentified East European official captures the essence of
this argument:

It is quite clear that unfavorable economic developments mean a direct blow
to the living standards of our working men. And this unavoidably leads to a

sharpening of both social and political differences and to imaginary notions
about the inadequacy of the system."

The revised price formula permitted the U.S.S.R. a special price
increase for 1975 based on average world market prices for 1972-1974,
and thereafter an annual adjustment in commodity prices based on
average world prices for given commodities in the preceding five year
period. Further, the U.S.S.R. demanded that the Eastern European

" As one official has commented, "the main problem Is that the East Europeans spend
far too significant a share of resources to expand sources and supplies of energy and too
little remains for the building of a modern economic structure and the development of
economic activities including a lower demand for raw materials." Radio Budapest, Feb-
ruary 23 1978. A Polish source reports that modernization of Poland's foundaries would
save approximately 15 million tons of standard fuel annually, but "the country seems to
have neither the financ5il resources nor the manpower to make any telling modernization of
its processing methods." Zycie Warszawy (Warsaw). Mar. 13, 1979.

15 Kozgazdsagi Szemle (Budapest). November. 1979.
18 Rude praivo (Prague), July 9. 1976.
11 This was a consequence of the so-called "Bucharest" formula used between 1958-1975

for setting commodity prices in intra-Comecon trade. Under this formula, prices for a
given commodity were established for a five-year period and were based on the adiusted-
average world market rice for that commodity during the preceding five-year period.

U Quoted In the New york Times, Jan. 25, 1978.
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pay in hard currency at current world prices for any above plan deliv-eries of crude oil. Although the official price of Soviet petroleum toEastern Europe has risen substantially as a result of the revised priceformula, nevertheless at the beginning of 1979 it was reportedly stillapproximately one-third below the then prevailing world marketprice for crude.19 However, the Eastern Europeans must also pay sev-eral "hidden" charges for Soviet petroleum that substantially raisethe total price, that they pay for this commodity. First, the Comeconprice does not apply to above plan deliveries of Soviet crude oil which,as noted, must be paid for in hard currency at world market prices.Second, this price represents only the nominal, not the overall, pricethat the Eastern Europeans pay for Soviet petroleum, because it doesnot consider the interest subsidy that they provide and the devaluat-ing impact of inflation on their investments in joint Comecon proj-ects. Further, the U.S.S.R. has linked the provision of its energy ex-ports to willingness by the Eastern Europeans to accept Soviet goodspriced above their world market value or in quantities that the latterdo not desire. As an official in the World Economic Research Instituteof the Hungarian Academy of Sciences complained:
... We are not always able to buy the commodities we required and eventuallymake a profit on them, but must accept the kind and quantity our partner linksto the delivery of his raw materials . . . the profits of our Soviet partner derivedamong other things from the fact that it was able to sell commodities which itwould.have been unable to sell on the world market, or at least not for the sameprice, i.e., with smaller profit. That is, in order to offset such "price losses" it wasable to have costs acknowledged by the socialist countries which were notaccepted at all or to a smaller degree by other nonsocialist partners.'
Hence, while the data are not publicly available to calculate the totalprice of Soviet petroleum to Eastern Europe, it is undoubtedly farhigher than the official Soviet price would indicate and may approach,if not exceed, world market levels. On the other hand, a calculation ofthe total price must also consider that the Eastern Europeans Day formuch of this petroleum throuogh barter withi. "soft5' commodities thatarc not competitive on international markets.

What one can say with assurance is that higher prices for Sovietenergy and participation in joint Comecon projects have had dele-terious consequences for the economies of Eastern Europe, although,naturally, not all of -the region's countries are affected equally. Thusbetween 1976-1978 Czechoslovakia's trade deficit with the U.S.S.R.more than tripled, and in the same period over 70 percent of Czecho-slovakia's total trade deficit derived from the widening gap betweenthe prices it paid for imports of fuel and other raw materials and theprices it charged for exports of machinery and finished products.Hungary has failed to achieve a surplus in its trade with the U.S.S.R.since 1974, and in 1978 its trade deficit with that country increased byapproximately 10 times over the 1977 level.21 The Eastern Europeanshave also been forced to increase their borrowing on hard currencymarkets to pay for energy imports. Although this factor by no meansaccounts for all of the hard currency indebtedness of these countries,
.I According to Premier Strougal of Czechoslovakia as reported by Radio Hvezda, Aug. 31.i79.
)^ Knzeazdasai Rzemle (Budanest). Novemb~er. 1979." Data for C7eeboalorakIa calenilated from materal In Statisticke prehledjy (Praeue).No. 4. Anril. 1979 and frnm Radio Hvezda. Aug 31. 1979. Data for Hungary from MagyarStati8ztikai lBvkonyv (Budapest). 1974-1978.
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it is instructive to note that in 1973, when international market prices

for fuel and other raw materials had just begun to escalate, East

European hard currency indebtedness stood at $8.3 billion whereas

at the end of 1977 it had risen to $28.5 billion.
These circumstances have as well created problems for the U.S.S.R.

Thus, higher world market prices for petroleum have led the U.S.S.R.

to reassess the opportunity costs of its oil exports to Eastern Europe.

These costs have always been relatively high since much of Soviet-East

European trade, as noted, is on a barter basis, with the latter often

supplying low quality goods that cannot be sold on international

markets, whereas petroleum exports to non-communist countries are

the U.S.S.R.'s single largest source of hard currency and a primary

means whereby it acquires the sophisticated Western technology so

desperately needed to modernize its economy. If, as the Central In-

telligence Agency predicts, petroleum production in the U.S.S.R. be-

gins to decline in the 1980's, then the Soviet dilemma will become even

more acute as it seeks to determine the optimum balance between

domestic petroleum consumption and petroleum exports to communist

and non-communist countries.
While economic considerations may argue for an increase in Soviet

energy exports to non-communist countries and a reduction in such

exports to communist countries and/or a requirement that the Eastern

Europeans pay for these exports in hard currency at world market

prices, political considerations caution against these initiatives. First,

the Soviet leadership must be sensitive to the potential for political

disorder that could accompany the economic dislocations resulting

from pursuit of such alternatives. Second, the dependence of East

European 'countries on the U.S.S.R. for energy constitutes an im-

portant means whereby the latter can exercise political control over

the former. The U.S.S.R. has not been unaware of this circumstance.

Thus, Radio Moscow's Rumanian Service recently informed its listen-

ers of the U.S.S.R.'s success in increasing deliveries of oil to its

"friends," and added that in 1981-1985 these "friends" would receive

20 percent more Soviet energy than at present; 22 a none too subtle

suggestion to the Rumanians that if they wished to have their expressed

desire for Soviet liquid fuel exports 'fulfilled. then they should co-

operate more closely with the U.S.S.R. In fact, Western sources report

that in 1979 the Soviet Union may have agreed to export to Rumania

a small amount of oil, and that the latter, in anticipation of additional

such imports, is reducing its diplomatic support of the Pol Pot govern-

ment in Kampuchea 23
_-a development that can only please Moscow.

The considerable debate, controversy, and even limited public criti-

cism of Soviet policies among Comecon members as they grapple with

their energy problems testify to the seriousness of the policy dilemmas

inherent in the Soviet/European energy relationship and to the fact

that few, if any, of these dilemmas have as vet been resolved. If domes-

tic production of petroleum in the U.S.S.R. does begin to decline

sharplv in the 1980's, then the resulting strains on Soviet energy export

capacities can only exacerbate these dilemmas.

icbnter 1in 1 Radio Vree Fiironp. Rumanini sitaotion Revort. Sent. 14. 1P79.

2' If the U.S.S.R. has nereed to supplv oil to Rumania remains unclear. Both United

Press International and Reuter of Nov. 20. 1979 reported that Rumania would soon hpen

to import 8t50 thousand tons of Soviet crude. However. neither country has ever publicly

confirmed this agreement, and the 1980 Soviet-Rumanian trade protocol Includes no such

provision.
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III. EAST EUROPE AND THE INTERNATIONAL ENERGY MARrET

The adverse consequences for East Europe's energy situation result-
ing from the fall of the Shah of Iran illustrate the growing involve-
ment of these countries in the international energy market. First, Com-
munist diplomats reported that as a result of Iran's suspension in
October 1978 of natural gas exports to the U.S.S.R. (which had been
averaging approximately ten billion cubic meters annually) the latter
had reduced its energy supplies to Eastern Europe. Negotiations in
March 1980 between Iran and the U.S.S.R. to resume these exports
have broken down over the latter's refusal to meet Iran's demand for a
five-fold increase in the price of its natural gas as compared to that
charged by the Shah.

Previously, Iran's revolutionary radio had singled out the U.S.S.R.
for having "swindled" Iran for its buying and selling of Iranian
natural gas while the Shah was in power. "If you take delivery of
Iranian natural gas at the border and then, without involving yourself
in any processing, resell it there and then for three times the amount
you paid for it, then this is a clear case of swindling, even if you are
the Soviet Union," the radio added.24 Second, the decision of the post-
Shah regime to reduce substantially Iran's petroleum exports ad-
versely affected several East European countries, particularly Ru-
mania, for whom Iran had become an important source of crude. Fur-
ther, Iran's new petroleum export policy has created problems for the
Adriatic pipeline, a joint construction project among Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and Yugoslavia that was to provide these countries annually
in the 1980's with 34 million tons of Middle Eastern crude, much of it
from Iran. Third, the Shah's successors, like most other members of
OPEC, have announced that only in unusual circumstances will they
permit barter deals in payment for energy exports, whereas the Shah
was willing to conclude such deals with Communist regimes chroni-
cally short of hard currency.

Finallv, and most important, the Iranian provernment announced in
July 1979 cancellation of the "IGAT-11" pipeline project whereby the
U.S.S.R. would help construct a pipeline to bring 17 billion cubic
meters of natural gas annually from Iran for use in its Transcaucasian
republics and then export 15 billion cubic meters of its own gas via
Czechoslovakia for distribution in Western Europe. In 1976, as part
of the project, Czechoslovakia concluded its largest agreement ever
with a non-socialist state when it signed a $2.5 billion contract with
Iran for construction of a pipeline to transport natural gas from the
U.S.S.R. to Western Europe. In payment for the construction and for
pipeline transit fees Czechoslovakia was to reeeive a volume of natural
gas that would cover approximately one-third of its total importation
requirements for this fuel in the 1980's.

Where, if at all. Czechoslovakia will find an alternative source for
the natural gas lost when Iran cancelled "IGAT-11" remains to be
seen. Premier Strougal has indicted that C'echoslovakia has already
sought, and failed to find, such a source.2 5 The development mav force
the U.S.S.R. to alter its apparent policy of holding annual natural Lras
exports to Czechoslovakia in 1981-1985 at the level attained in 1980.

Rd Quoted In the Washington Poet Peb. 25. 1980.'~1 Radio Hvezda, Aug. 31. 1979.
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The threat of Western trade sanctions and a military blockade of

Iran's Persian Gulf ports in response to the continued detention of the

American hostages in Iran interjects a new variable into the prospects

of Iranian energy for Eastern Europe. The Iranian Finance Minister

has promised that if trade sanctions against Iran are implemented in

part "we will purchase what we need from the East European coun-

tries," and Iran and the U.S.S.R. have just concluded an agreement

for the transportation of Iranian goods through the Soviet Union if

the United States imposes a naval blockade. Increased deliveries of

agricultural and industrial products by Soviet bloc countries to Iran

since the beginning of 1980 are already evident, and in April of this

year Iran announced that it would sell to Rumania 100 thousand bar-

rels of oil a day at world market prices.26 Ironically, then, a rapproche-

ment between the stridently anti-communist Iranian revolutionary re-

gime and Soviet bloc countries may be one of the primary consequences

of American initiatives designed to free the hostages.
East European countries have also suffered from the rapidly

escalating cost of energy on the international market. Initially, the

U.S.S.R. and its allies enthusiastically greeted the Arab oil boycott

and the substantial increase in energy prices in the post 1973 period

as instruments whereby the economic stability of capitalist countries

could be undermined. By 1979, however, a Hungarian press report was

labelling as "irresponsible" the June 1979 price increase adopted by

OPEC,27 an especially interesting observation in that the U.S.S.R., as

noted, charges the OPEC price for its petroleum exports to capitalist

countries and to some extent to the socialist countries as well.
Two factors account for the change of attitude.. First, inflationary

pressures in capitalist countries, induced in part by increased energy

costs, also adversely affected the socialist countries in the form of

higher prices for goods imported from the West. Second, higher petro-

leum prices-and the unwillingness of most OPEC members to con-

clude many barter deals-forced the Eastern Europeans to revise plans

for substantial increases in petroleum imports from the Middle East

by 1980. Whereas in 1975 East European countries, excluding

Rumania, imported only 6.5 million metric tons of Middle Eastern oil,

they were scheduled to increase these imports to 41 million tons in 1980

but now are planning to import onlv 13 million tons.
These developments have especially affected Rumania which receives

all of its petroleum imports (almost nine million tons in 1977) from

OPEC members. Besides entailing obvious economic costs, these devel-

opments may also constrain Riimania's capacity to pursue its inde-

pendent foreign policies. Thus, in the aftermath of the Shah's down-

fall, Rumania has sought crude oil from Arab countries (e.g., Libya)

with much more hardline postures toward Israel than the Shah's-a

situation that makes Rumania susceptible to pressure from these coun-

tries to alter its policy of being the only nation in Communist Europe

to extend diplomatic recognition to Israel. Further, developments on

the international energy market have impelled Rumania to seek liquid

fuel imports from the U.S.S.R., a circumstance that the Soviets. as

mentioned, have attempted to exploit as a means to restrict Rumania's

independence from Moscow.
21 Washington Post, Apr. 24. 1980.
'T Cited in Ibid.. Jnly 15. 1979.
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These developments also present the U.S.S.R. with a series of difficult
policy choices, especially if Central Intelligence Agency predictions of
declining Soviet petroleum production in the 1980's materialize. If the
Soviets increase their own energy exports to Eastern Europe to com-
pensate for the loss of Middle Eastern imports, this could necessitate
a reduction in their energy exports to hard currency markets. If, how-
ever, the Soviets urge the Eastern Europeans to restrict energy con-
sumption through conservation and/or reductions in economic growth,
this could spark political unrest as consumer welfare declines or stag-
nates. The Soviets might also provide OPEC oil to Eastern Europe
either through direct purchase or by guaranteeing loans for this pur-
pose on the Eurodollar market-initiatives that would strain the
U.S.S.R.'s own limited reserves of hard currency. In fact, this latter
initiative is now being pursued. Comecon's International Investment
Bank is seeking for the first time hard currency credits for East Euro-
pean countries to purchase petroleum on the international market. 28

Growing involvement in the international energy market will also
inevitably impact upon the foreign policies of communist countries.
The case of Romania provides an obvious example of this circum-
stance. Of even greater import, it will increasingly become a variable
in how these countries view stability or turmoil in the capitalist world.
To the extent that communist political elites recognize that political
and economic turmoil in capitalist countries can adversely affect the
interests of socialists states, this may serve as a stabilizing force in
international politics. It seems clear, for example, that communist
leaders are ambivalent about the recent events in Iran, undoubtedly
applauding the breakup of the American-Iranian alliance but viewing
with dismay the exacerbation of East Europe's energy problems re-
sulting from the downfall of the Shah. Further, economic dislocations
in capitalist countries, created in part by the worldwide energy crises
are viewed apprehensively by many Eastern Europeans as these dis-
locations impact adversely upon their economies, rather than beinggrPet onfhusiastically by them as a mechanism to undermine political
stability in the capitalist world.

This is not to argue that communist leaders will always, or neces-
sarily even usually, see their interests better served by stability than
turmoil in capitalist states. It may be, for instance, that declining
domestic energy production in the 1980's will impel the U.S.S.R. to
support more vigorously revolutionary movements in an effort to
install regimes friendly to it in such oil rich, but politically conserva-
tive and anti-communist countries, as Saudi Arabia and the states of
the Trucial Coast. It is to suggest, however, that in today's increasingly
complex and interdependent world that these leaders are not neces-
sarily always desirous of, nor do they always derive benefits from,
political and economic dislocations in capitalist countries.

IV. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND PRODUCTION PROGRAMS

With no hope of closing their energy gaps through importation, all
East European regimes have initiated programs to conserve and ex-
pand production of internal energy reserves.

Because of the heavy reliance for power on coal with a low caloric
content, obsolete machinery, a predominance of energy intensive in-

Pinanciai Times (London), Mar. 13, 1979.

70-528 0 - 81 - 31
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dustries among power consumers, and the imperatives of economic

plans that emphasize production of goods rather than conservation
of resources, energy consumption in Eastern Europe is excessive in

comparison to other industrialized regions. Overall, Comecom coun-

tries consume 70 to 80 percent more energy than do advanced capitalist

countries to produce the same unit of national income.29

Energy conservation measures enacted to date, while varying by

country, include the conversion of production processes from liquid

to solid fuels, a stress- on economic activities that are not energy-
intensive, substantial increases in prices for fuels and. power, restric-

tions on energy consumption for non-essential purposes (e.g., street

lighting), and steps to make the transportation sector more energy

efficient, including the imposition of, or lower, speed limits, greater

use of public transportation, and the retirement of trucks, buses, and

other vehicles with a high fuel consumption.
Increases in prices for fuels and power undertaken by all East

European regimes in varying degrees during 1979 are the most promi-
nent feature of the latest conservation measures. The Hungarian price
revisions illustrate the extent and magnitude of the increases. There,
prices for fuels and power increased overall by 34 percent with aver-

age percent increases for gasoline, coal, fuel oil and electric power of
63,20,30, and 50 respectively.30

The price increases are policy initiatives of the utmost significance.
First, they depart fundamentally from the usual response of budget-
ary subsidies to the higher cost of commodities, including energy.
Thus, in 1978 Czechoslovakia provided over $300 million to. subsidize
the cost of home heating fuel, whose price had remained unchanged
since 1953; the head of the Federal Price Office has estimated that the

subsidy would more than double in coming years for this fuel if the

price remained the same.21 Several factors, however, made the con-
tinued allocation of subsidies increasingly unfeasible: (1) They place

severe constraints on the capacity of regimes to pursue alternative
policies and programs; (2) they make impossible rational decision-
making by distorting the real costs of production activities; and (3)

they provide little incentive to conserve energy.
Yet, while justified in economic terms, these increases may entail

political costs by redounding adversely upon consumher welfare. That
payments for energy, according to one Western estimate, now con-

sume approximately 10 percent of the average monthly wage of Ro-
manian industrial workers, compared to 5 percent before the recent
price increase, suggests the deleterious consequences for consumer
welfare of these initiatives,3 2 and that authorities in Czechoslovakia
reportedly ordered reinforced and highly visible. police patrols to
guard against disturbances when they announced the 1979 price in-

2 Nepszabadsaf (Budapest). Jan. 23. 1974. Rumania and Czecholovakia. for

example, consume respectively 3.000 and 1,930 Kilograms of conventional fuel per $1.000

of national income. while in Sweden. Italv. and Gedmanv the respective figures nrp 1.260,

1.2:x0. and 1 200 per $1.000 of rational income. Scinteia (Bucharest), Nov. 2. 1978.

so Radio Budapest. July 21. 1979.
at Rude prove (Pragne\ .T hly 21. 1979.
a Radio Free Europe. Background Report, No. 255. Nov. 23. 1979. Several regimes,

inelnl'inc thosp In e7echoslovakin and Hunnarv. sought through income s'unolemefntR to

mitigate somewhat the economic imnact of these price increases on consilners. However.

none of the measures promnlented to date will eomnpensate consumers completely for the

hibher nriees they must nay for fuels and power. See Radio Hvezda. July 20. 1979. and

Radio Budapest. July 2f. 1979 for the measures taken by, respectively, the Czech and

Hungarian regimes in this area.
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creases suggests their recognition of the politically sensitive natureof these initiatives.83
The limited data available suggest that the energy conservationprograms to date have had only minimal success.34 This is so for severalreasons. First, industrialists concentrate primarily on fulfilling theproduction quotas of economic plans and devote little, if any, atten-tion to the conservation of energy resources. For example, a recentsurvey on the state of energy conservation at Hungarian enterprisesfound an "appalling picture" of indifference to this task and calledupon industrialists to effectuate a "radical change of outlook and ac-tion" in this area.35 Second, East European regimes lack the financialresources necessary to modernize their production processes substan-tially and thereby make them more energy efficient. Much of the ma-chinery required for this purpose must be imported from the West andpaid for with hard currency-a commodity in very short supply inthe region. Third, the still heavy reliance upon coal, much of it oflow caloric content, throughout the region for industrial, household,and other purposes impedes the drive for greater energy conservation.East European regimes have also stepped up the search for, andsought to expand the production of, indigenous energy reserves. Theseefforts will entail enormous capital expenditures. According to oneHungarian authority, investments allocated to this end in several EastEuropean countries already comprise 40-45 percent of total indus-trial investments and will soon attain this level in other countries.31Such expenditures will likely strain the capacity of these regimes topursue alternative investment opportunities, including the modern-ization of production processes to reduce energy consumption andinitiatives to raise consumer welfare. In the words of the same Hun-garian authority, these expenditures may become a "serious drag onmodernizing manufacturing industries and improving public wel-fare."

Expanded production of energy in Eastern Eurornno -St cprimaW-rly from coal and nuclear fuels, and, perhaps, from the ex-ploitation of oil and natural gas deposits in the Black and BalticSeas. One estimate indicates that between 1978-1985 the states ofCommunist Europe may purchase from the West as much as $9 billionin equipment for the exploration and exploitation of off-shore energyreserves.37 Few discoveries of off-shore energy deposits have occurredto date, although Rumania announced in late 1979 that it had un-covered what it hoped would be "big and exploitable" reserves of oilin the Black Sea.38
Coal production in the region between 1971-1975 grew at an an-nual rate of only 1.6 percent. and production actually declined in Bul-garia, East Germany, and Hungary and increased only marginallyin Czechoslovakia.3s Economic plans for 1976-1980 envision only

33 AA rpnorted by the Nero York Times News Rervice. Julv 22. 1979.' qeP for evAmnle. RRilo Prnue. AnC. 22. 1979. and FPipneTo (Rndnpest). Jtly 27. 1979.for data indicating that, so far, in Czechoslovakia and Hungary few savings in energyhavP been renlized.
t3 Fiovelo (Rndanpst). ni, JR.ll 1979.
M' Tqf-n D-honl. "P'MI-V aoQnn-oe5 fR tfe Tb nr- # rlsiq: Eoft ad WPet. n-earPnresented at the TJ.5.lungarian ~Economic Round Table, May 7-9, 1980, Cambridge,
m wall Rtreet .Tol'rnal. Sept. 1. 197R.3 'Aso~ri., tn R-rinen~n President lieolp pAonspsdnv At the 12th Ce".ess ofthRnynanian Commonist Party, as ooPed in the Wnthi"ugtan PoRt. Nov. 20. 1979.Comoleri from, deta in Rtntisticat.f Fshenndntik Stran-Chlenov Roveta Blkono-mfchealkof Vzamoftpomoahchf (Moscow: Statistika. 1978). 75.
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modest increases in output of coal, except in Rumania which projects
an increase in production of approximately 75 percent during these
years. Preliminary plan data suggest that all countries in the region
will place greater emphasis on expanding production of coal in the
1980's. This development, while helping to close the region's energy
gap, will not be without its own costs: it will require huge capital
investments in machinery and transportation facilities, impede ef-
forts to make production processes more energy efficient, and intensify
already high levels of air and water pollution.

While expanded production of coal may prove a short run pallia-
tive for East Europe's energy problems, officials in the region see
nuclear power as the longer run answer to their problems. In contrast
to many countries in the West, concern over the safety aspects of
nuclear power seems largely absent in the region. As a citizen of East
Germany commented: "We have watched protest demonstrations on
West German television, but they did not make too much sense. Unless
we want to turn off the lights, we will just have to live with nuclear
power." 40 Whereas in 1975 the amount of electricity generated by
nuclear power in the region was negligible, all regimes have now com-
mitted themselves to a substantial expansion of their nuclear power
capacities by 1990 (see tables 2 and 3). Nuclear power stations are
already operating in-Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, and the
U.S.S.R., and are scheduled to begin operating in Hungary, Poland,
and Rumania in the early 1980's.

TABLE 2.-CONSUMPTION OF PRIMARY ENERGY IN EASTERN EUROPE

[In percent]

Primary energy source

Coal Oil Gas Hydro and nuclear

1965 1975 1965 1975 1965 1975 1965 1975

Eastern Europe -81.1 63.3 11.4 21.2 7.2 14.7 0.3 0.8
Bulgaria -72.4 52.2 26.0 40.9 .5 4.1 1.1 2.8
Czechoslovakia -87.0 70.9 10.7 22.1 1.5 5.7 .8 1. 3

East Germany--------- 93.3 69.0 6.4 18.0 .2 12.4 .1 .6
Hungary 74.2 42.2 19.3 37.1 5.9 19.4 .6 1.3
Poland 91.5 80.6 6.4 13.1 2.0. 6.2 .1 .1
Romania 20.2 22.1 25.1 25.2 54.6 51.8 .1 .9

Source: Secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, "Economic Survey for Europe" (New York
U.N., 1976), p. 90.

TABLE 3 -Electricity To Be Generated by Nuclear Power in 1990 '
Prcrent

Bulgaria - 50
Czechoslovakia -42
East Germany- 33
Hungary- 15

Poland - 21
Rumania 13

X Estimated.
Source: Secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, "Economic Survey for

Europe" (New York: UN, 1976), p. 111.

Much of the work in this field is proceeding under the auspices of
Comecon's International Atomic Energy Association, established in
1973 by the European Communist states to coordinate the production

4
0 Quoted in the New York Times, Apr. 15.1979.
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of nuclear power equipment among the member countries and pro-
vide technical assistance and training for specialists in the design, con-
struction, and operation of nuclear power stations. Czechoslovakia has
emerged as an important producer of, and source of supply for, nuclear
reactors within Comecon. Under an agreement concluded in 1974
with the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia plans to produce between 1981-
1984 about 18 light water reactors of the Soviet Voronezh type for
use in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and a recent commentary
on Radio Prague boasted that "it will not take long before we are
exporting these reactors even to Cuba." 4' In 1978, Rumania con-
cluded an agreement with Canada valued at $1 billion for the delivery
of four 600 megawatt nuclear reactors, and thereby became the first
Comecon country to receive Western aid in this area. This agreement
is part of a larger deal between the two nations whereby Rumania
in the next 20 years will receive 16 reactors built either by Canada
or by Rumania under Canadian license.42

Soviet support for the development of nuclear power in Eastern
Europe represents a departure from the U.S.S.R.'s past policy when
it failed to honor agreements concluded with the Eastern Europeans
during 1955-1956 for technical assistance in this area. The change
in policy appears primarily to be a response to the region's widening
energy gap. That the U.S.S.R. can enhance its political leverage over
East European regimes dependent upon it for developing their nu-
clear power capacities may also account for the change in policy.

V. PROSPECTS

Are the Eastern Europeans engaged in a Sisyphean endeavor to
close their energy gaps? Indeed, all options available to this end-in-
creased importation of energy from the U.S.S.R. and/or from the
international market, better conservation of existing energy reserves,
and the expanded production of indigenous soure's of Pnery-a en-
geiier- painful policy dilemmas, entail obvious costs, and provide no
panacea for the resolution of the region's energy problems. The extent
to which the U.S.S.R. is capable of, and willing to, close East Eu-
rope's energy gap through liquid fuel exports will be a variable of
primary importance in determining how acute these policy dilemmas
will become. In grappling with these dilemmas, East Europe's leaders,
like many of their counterparts in other political systems, are likely
to seek policy options that minimize costs and avoid choosing de-
finitively between one or another course of action. Whether such a
policy of "muddling through" will prove an appropriate response to
the policy dilemmas examined herein is a question of keenest interest
to observers of political life both within and without Eastern Europe.

42 Radio Prague, Mar. 17,1979.
42 For background on this agreement, see Radio Bucharest, Oct. 25, 1977.
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SUMMARY

All of the countries of Eastern Europe face a decade of sharply

reduced economic growth in the 1980's. This prospect is especially

grim in light of the region's rather impressive economic gains during

the 1970's and the expectations this record created for continued ini-

provements in living standards. Factors such as slowed investment
and employment growth are bound to hold down GNP gains in the

1980's; prospective energy shortfalls will simply lower the growth
potential even further.

I Research Analyst with the Office of Economic Research, National Foreign Assessment
Center, Central Intelligence Agency. The research in this paper drew heavily on the general
support and advice of Joan Zoeter. The energy balances were researched by Ann Ball. Our
projections of East European energy supplies relied on the research of John Haberstroh,
John Cushman and Michael Shanta. The analytical framework drew heavily from the
Soviet modeling research of Joseph Licari and Robert Ramsson, who also provided valuable
criticism during the course of the analysis. The graphics were prepared by Rhonda Yosinskl.
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The interdependence of economic growth, international trade, andthe energy balance in Eastern Europe means that all of these issuesmust be considered in any assessment of the region's growth prospects.The objective of this study is to estimate future economic growth ineach country consistent with energy and hard currency constraints.Thus, we employ an analytical framework that incorporates explicitlinkages among growth, trade, and energy. In particular, this ap-proach allows us to examine the sensitivity of East European growthprospects to Soviet energy policies in the 1980's. The overwhelming
role of the Soviet Union as a source of industrial materials, especiallyoil, means that each country's outlook is particularly dependent onSoviet energy policies and prospects.

The confluence of eIIects resulting from tighter energy suppliesand limits on hard currency trade are likely to make the 1980's a dec-ade of economic retrenchment for all of the countries of EasternEurope. Our projections suggest that economic growth between 1980and 1985 will average barely half the rate of the 1970's. Thoughmyriad factors contribute to the slowdown, projected energy short-ages will constrain economic growth in all of the East Europeancountries. In most countries, energy shortages are likely to accountfor half or more of the decrease in economic growth. Hard currencytrade will provide little, if any, relief through imports of Western oil.In several countries-Czechoslovakia in particular-per capitagrowth may be little more than zero, and living standards couldactually stagnate.
All countries except Poland and Romania rely heavily on Sovietoil deliveries to support their consumption of petroleum products.Our calculations indicate that a fifty percent reduction in those de-liveries between 1980 and 1985 would drive the average annual rateof growth over that period to one percent or less in Hungary, Czecho-slovakia and the GDR. Alternative policies for allocating reducedSoviet oil exports might reduce somewhat the growth losses incurredUy iieve couiitries, but the overall prOspets wo-uld Still be star-kLindeed.

INTRODUCTION

The rapidly shifting world energy balance promises to make thedecade of the 1980's a difficult period for the economies of EasternEurope.2 2The six countries of Eastern. Europe are already highlydependent on imported energy. As a whole, the region imports about athird of all the energy it consumes; excluding Poland and Romania,the share of energy supplies imported is nearly half.3 The region'sdependence on imported oil is even more pronounced. The six countriesproduce less than 20 percent of the oil they consume, and excludingRomania the share is only four percent.
Soviet oil deliveries, provided at prices below world market levels,account for almost 80 percent of Eastern Europe's oil imports. Mos-cow'sxuncertain oil situation in the 1980"s is well documented I and theprospect of slowed Soviet energy deliveries is an ominous prospect for
'In this paper, Eastern Europe is taken to Include the German Democratic Republic,Poland.-Hungary. Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia. and Romania.3 Energy Supplies in Eastern Europe: A Statistical Compilation.-Natlonal Foreign Assess-ment Center, Central Intelligence, ER 79-10624, December 1979, P. 5.4 Prospects for Soviet Oil Production, ER 77-10270, Central Intelligence Agency, Wash-ington. D.C.. April 1977.
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the region's energy supplies. For example, if: (a) East European
energy consumption were to continue to grow at rates experienced in
the 1970's; (b) domestic supplies were also to increase at the rates of
the 1970's; and (c) Soviet oil deliveries were held constant at 1980
levels, the region would need to buy about one and alhalf million
barrels per day of oil from the West by 1985. This could cost almost
30 billion dollars a year in 1985 prices, more than one half of projected
total export earnings by then.

Since purchases of this magnitude seem unrealistic, we need to
examine growth prospects for the region within a framework of two
simultaneous constraints: energy supplies and hard currency trade.
This task is the focus of the analysis that follows. The analysis will
examine East European economic prospects within a quantitative
analytical framework that describes the links connecting each country's
energy requirements and availability, hard currency trade, investment
in productive capital, and overall economic growth. In particular, a
principal advantage of such an integrated system is the consistency
among economic variables that it imposes in any projection of growth
prospects. Moreover, through such a comprehensive analysis it becomes
possible to gauge the sensitivity of economic prospects to alternative
assumptions of energy availability or financing constraints. In the
analysis below, we look specifically at three different conditions for
each country: (1) Growth prospects given likely trends in investment,
hard currency trade and energy supplies and requirements; (2) poten-
tial growth with no energy constraint; and (3) sensitivity to reductions
in Soviet oil deliveries.

BACKGROUND

The Origins of Energy Shortages in Eastern Europe

Energy availability in each of the countries in Eastern Europe is
determined by domestic production, net imports from other communist
countries, and net imports from the West. Domestic production of
energy varies -widely among the six countries. Only Poland and
Romania are able to meet the bulk of their energy needs through
domestic productions All of the countries except Romania acquire
most of their oil and natural gas from the Soviet Union. Thus Soviet
deliveries of oil and gas have generally been a critical energy source
for most of Eastern Europe. Efforts during the 1960's and i970's to
"modernize" or "rationalize" energy consumption have reduced the
share of coal in total energy consumption in every country except
Romania and have raised significantly the relative shares of oil and
gas (see table 1). At the same time, these efforts have increased each
country's dependence on imported energy sources.

5 Th annalysis that follows will frequently consider Romania and Poland separately
from the other countries of the region because of their distinctive advantage In the form
of indigenous energy supplies.
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TABLE 3.-EASTERN EUROPE: ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY FUEL TYPE
[Percent of total consumptionl

PrimaryCoal Oil Gas Electricity

1970:
Bulgaria 50.9 44.4 2.0 28Czechoslovakia 74.6 18.1 3.4 3.9German Democratic Republic- 86.0 12.3 .7 1.0ungary -------------- 5---------------- 3. 28.0 13.8 5.1Poland- - --------------------- 82.7 10.4 6.3 .7Romania --------------------------------------- 19.9 25.8 54.0 .2

Eastern Europe -688 18 0 11.4 1.8
1978:

Bugra------------- 306 49.1 9.1 11.3Czechoslovakia~ ~ ~ ~~~~~--- 61.4 26.4 9.2 3.0German Democratic Republic 68L94 26. 9.2 3.0Hungary. ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~68.9 - 21L3 6.6 3.2Polandary-30 5 41.6 23.4 4.476.5 15.6 7.5 5Romania-181 
30.0 48.9 3.1

Eastern Europe -55.8 25.6 15.6 3.0

Source: "Energy Supplies in Eastern Europe: A Statistical Compilation," National Foreign Assessment Center, CentralIntelligence Agency, ER 79-10624, December 1979.

Abundant and bargain priced Soviet energy exports were the basisfor most of the growth of East European energy supplies over the pastdecade or more. Thus the need to expend hard currency on energyimports has been small, accounting in most of the countries for only afew percent of total hard currency imports (see table 2). However,depleted reserves and the increasing opportunity cost of supplyingEast European needs are likely to limit the quantity and increase theprice of Soviet oil deliveries during the 1980's.e Therefore, the EastEuropeans will be increasingly forced to turn to the world market tomeet their incremental oil needs or, equivalently, to pay for Sovietoil with goods that might otherwise be sold in the West.
TABLE 2.-EASTERN EUROPE: ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY SOURCE

!r! barrels nor day of erude oil eaulvalentl

Imports from
Domestic Communist Imports fromproduction countries the West Exports Consumption'

1970:
Bulgaria -151 228. 19 7 391Czechoslovakia 906 324 8 101 1,136German 1, 172 365 22 68 1,491Hungary-------------- 277 176 8 29 431Poland --- ---- --------- 1, 895 232 0 474 1,653Romania ------------------------- 879 43 46 124 844

Eastern Europe- 5, 280 1, 368 102 805 5 946
1978:

Bulgaria -152 445 27 4 620Demolovakia 949 600 17 104 1,462German Democra~c Rep 1,174 571 44 82 1,707Hungary 304 305 29 46 5922, 530 410 76 639 2,377Romania --------------------------- - 1 127 92 259 165 1,313
Eastern Europe- 6,236 2I423 452 1,040 8,071

These figures are apparent consumption defined as domestic production plus total imports minus total exports.
Source: Energy Supplies n Eastern Europe: A Statistical Compilation, National Foreign Assessment Center, CentralIntelligency Agescy, December 1979.

* The price of Soviet oil to Eastern Europe is now calculated from a five-year movingaverage of world otl prices. A change in thts price formula could mean markedly Increasedenergy costs for the region.
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The Balance of Payments Constraint

The prospects for covering any future energy shortfall with pur-
chases on the world market are not especially promising for the
countries of Eastern Europe. Eastern Europe's ability to purchase en-

ergy through hard currency trade is a complicated function of each
country's export earnings, debt-service obligations, requirements for
other hard currency imports, borrowing from Western creditors and
the price of imported energy.7 Several of the countries, notably Po-
land, are already uncomfortably indebted to the Westw Poland's in-
terest and principal repayment obligation on the existing debt now
amounts to almost all of her hard currency export earnings. Moreover,

none of the countries can expect marked improvement over the near
term in their ability to earn hard currency. Their capacity to provide
raw materials and semi-finished products for export is not expected to
increase significantly. At the same time, long range plans to upgrade
the quality and quantity of manufactured exports will be severely
hampered by constraints on imports of Western technology and equip-
ment.8 Certainly, earlier plans to expand the region's chemical and
petroleum refining industries have been dashed by the current world
energy crunch and the resulting shortage of feedstocks. Moreover,
the OPEC price increases in 1979 and those certain to follow will cut
into the affordability of oil in the future. Even if future price increases
are moderate, the balance of payments burden of any oil imports would
be large.

The ability of Eastern Europe to finance trade deficits through
Western credits is limited both by the availability of Western credits
and by East European reluctance to become more heavily indebted.
The burden of future debt obligations could become especially heavy
with higher interest rates, a shorter maturity structure, and a rising
share of short term borrowing.

Nonenergy Hard Currency Import8

Eastern Europe's capacity to import energy for hard currency de-
pends on its non-energy import requirements and its debt-service ob-
ligations. The magnitude of the non-energy requirement in hard
currency trade is undoubtedly large but difficult to gauge precisely. In
general, East European countries became increasingly dependent on
trade with the West during the early 1970's. Between 1970 and 1975
the region's trade with Western developed countries more than dou-
bled; Poland increased the value of its imports from developed coun-
tries by more than six fold during the same period. Concerted efforts
have generally been made to control the growth in hard currency im-
ports since 1975, principally as a result of strained payments balances.
Trade with the West has grown less rapidly in recent years, but has
remained at high levels. Although food imports-especially grain-

'7 Hard currency trade Includes all trading partners except the Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe. Trade data are found in Handhook of Economic Statistics 1977, National Foreign
Assessment Center, Central Intelligence Agency, ER 79-10274, August 1979. We have

constructed hard currency debt and balance of payments series from various sources
Including official statistics.

8 CMEA economic planners have frequently touted Western technology as a "quick fix"
for their economies, and their inability to Import more from the West has been blamed for

some of their economic problems. It may be, however. that systemic shortcomings are an

overwhelming problem that would persist even If hard currency trade were less constraining.
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have occasionally comprised a healthy share of the hard currencyimport bill, industrial materials, capital goods, and high technologyproducts have generally dominated. Thus, the capital stock in EasternEurope has become increasingly reliant on Western technology andspare parts. This increased dependence on hard currency importsother than energy is an important factor to be considered in assessingthe flexibility of the import mix. Certainly there is a practical, if notprecisely identifiable, limit to any country's ability to increase energyimports at the expense of other Western imports.
One discretionary component of imports from the West is consumergoods other than food products. Manufactured consumer goods, how-ever, have traditionally represented a very small share of imports-generally less than five percent. Even in the unlikely event that theyare eliminated entirely, little additional import capacity is freed forother uses. Thus, the flexibility to trim non-energy hard currency im-ports is severely limited for all of the countries in Eastern Europe.In addition, most countries have already taken painful steps to trimany excess from the import bill, and little fat seems to exist now.

TimE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

We have developed a simple macroeconomic simulation model toexamine growth in the East European economies. The objective of themodel is to estimate future growth in GNP consistent with the energyand hard currency constraints that will exist for each country. Figure1 represents the most important components in the analytical system we

Figure 1

EAST EURnPRAN rROWRM PROJECTIONS FRAMEWORK
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employ to examine the linkages among energy, trade, and economic
growth in Eastern Europe (see the appendix for a more detailed

description of the model). The rectangles represent endogenously de-

termined variables, while the circles generally indicate variables that

are specified exogenously by assumption. GNP is determined in the

model by employment and active capital stock (link 1).9 The portion

of the capital stock that can be used (the "active" part) depends on the

ratio of energy availabiltiy to energy requirements (link 2).'

We assume that energy and capital are pure complements; as such,
the energy requirement is generated by the size of the capital stock

(link 3). Net additions to capital stock are a function of total invest-

ment.'1 Investment is in turn broken down into two categories; that

which is imported (link 4) and that which is produced domestically
(link 5). Thus international trade becomes an important determinant
of GNP both as a component of investment and as an alternative source
of energy (link 6).

The capacity of each East European country to import goods from

the West depends on its merchandise export earnings (link 7), net

earnings from invisibles, borrowing propensity, and the availability of

Western credit. Net invisibles deficits, at least for the near term, will

exert a significant drag on the import capacity of several of the coun-

tries as a result of large debt-service obligations on recent heavy bor-

rowings. To estimate debt-service obligations, we have specified the

interest and principal repayments components of debt-service sep-

arately. Interest payments depend on total debt and the average inter-
est rate, which varies with the assumed rate available on new borrow-
ings. Prinicpal repayments depend on the repayments obligations on
existing debt and the assumed maturity structure of new debt incurred.

Hard currency import capacity not absorbed by debt-service is allo-

cated to two categories: non-energy imports-raw materials, food, and

manufactured goods-and energy imports. The portion of import ca-

pacity devoted to energy imports is simply the residual left after debt-
service obligations have been met and minimum non-energy import
requirements have been satisfied.

UNDERLYING AssumrmoNs ABorT TnE EARLY EIGMliTES

Projections of near term economic prospects in Eastern Europe
depend upon a myriad of external factors. The overwhelming role of
the Soviet Union as a source of industrial materials, especially oil,

means than every country's outlook is particularly dependent on So-
viet policies and prospects. At the same time, prospects for energy
supplies from the West are intimately linked to hard currency earn-

ings potential and ultimately to economic growth in the West. Our

'The employment. capital stock, and GNP data are reported In Thad Alton. et. al.,

Eastern Europe Projected Growth of Official Output Measures and Project's GNP Measures

to 1980 and 1985, (L. W. International Financial Research, Inc., New York: May 1978).

10 Historical data on energy are taken from Energy Supplies in Eastern Europe: A

Statistical Compilation.
11 Official investment data were used for Hungary and Romania. Investment in the other

countries was calculated from the residual series in Thad P Alton, et. al., Czechoslovakia.

Hungary, and Poland: Domestic Final Uses of Gross Products. Structure and Growth.

Selected Years, 1965-78., opp 55, (L. w. International Financial Research. Inc., New York.

April, 1979), and Thad P. Alton. et. al., Bulgaria and East Germany: Domestic Final Uses

of Gross Product, Structure and Growth, Selected Years, 1965-1978, OP-58, (L. w. Inter-

national Financial Research, Inc., New York, August 1979).
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ability to assess these factors with any confidence rapidly diminishesas we extend the time frame of our projections, so we have limited
them to a five-year horizon, which is itself somewhat heroic.

A sumption8 About Hard Currency Trade
As suggested earlier, non-energy goods from the West are importantto East European economies. Recent modernization efforts havecreated a large appetite for Western technology and materials. More-over, chronic hard currency balance of payments problems have pre-sumably already forced most of the countries t6 trim non-essentialgoods from the hard currency bill. Thus, we have assumed that thereexists a floor on hard currency non-energy imports which must bemaintained. This floor has been set at 90-95 percent of the 1978 ratioof non-energy imports to GNP for each country. Non-energy importsare maintained at least at this floor throughout the projection period.
We have made rather optimistic projections of Eastern Europe'sability to generate hard currency earnings. But recent experience hasbeen disappointing in this area, and the impending slowdown of eco-nomic activity in OECD countries is a further discouraging factor.Nevertheless, we have extrapolated growth in export earnings at three

percent per year in real terms, which exceeds the expected rate ofgrowth in GNP in most countries. Romania-exports a large amount ofoil products, and the price of the oil component of Romanian exportearnings has been forecast to grow at an average rate of 20 percentper year (8 percent above the general inflation rate) consistent withour expectations of the general upward trend in the real price of oil.Similarly, Poland exports considerable quantities of coal to the Westand coal price increases are projected at the slightly more modest
rate of 16 percent per year (4 percent above the rate of inflation),

The constraint on hard currency borrowing that the East European
countries face is not easily quantified. We have specified a financing
limit through a ceiling on the debt-service ratio, a constraint that maybe externally or internally imposed. It is clearly inappropriate, how-ever, to apply the same debt-service ratio ceiling to all of the countries.
Currently, debt-service ratios are about 20 percent in Romania andCzechoslovakia, around 40 percent in Hungary and the German Demo-cratic Republic, about 50 percent in Bulgaria, and nearly 80 percentin Poland.12 We have assumed that the highest debt-service ratio inthe 1970's suggests the maximum likely ratio in the early 1980's, andhave thus used this as a ceiling during the projection period. In those
projections where the debt-service ratio'ceiling is reached before min-imum requirements are met for non-energy imports, some additional
deterioration in the ratio is allowed until minimum non-energy im-ports are obtained.

A variety of factors determine the size of debt-service in the severalcountries. The average maturity of medium and lon2 term debt variesfrom less than 3 years for Poland to over 8 years for Hungary. Ourprojections assume average maturity between 4.5 and 8 years. Interest
12 We calculate the debt-service ratio as: (principal repayments plus Interest payments)/(export earnings plus invisibles).
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rates display some variation, but we have assumed that future rates
are equal to the expected inflation rate, 12 percent. The share of debt
carried in short term instruments varies between 30 and 50 percent.
Naturally, small changes in any of these factors can markedly change
the apparent severity of servicing obligations of a given level of debt
for a particular country.

As8umsptiomn About Energy SuppZy and Demond

Energy supplies from domestic sources and net imports from other
communist countries are projected exogenously in our analysis, while
hard currency energy imports are determined within the model based
upon calculations of residual import capacity. We have projected
Soviet oil deliveries at a constant level between 1980 and 1985 for our
base case. On the other hand, natural gas deliveries from the Soviets
are expected to increase substantially by 1985. Indigenous energy
sources are not expected to change markedly except in two countries:
Polish coal production could expand at about 3-4 percent per year over
the period and Romanian oil production seems certain to decline as
reserves become severely depleted. On the average, the energy base
provided by domestic resources and Soviet fuel deliveries will probably
expand at only 1.7 percent per year between 1980 and 1985, compared
with 4 percent during the 1970's. Naturally, the size and impact of such
a slowdown in energy growth vary greatly among the several countries
of the region, as we will show in a later section of this paper.

Forecasting energy demand can be an even more formidable task
than forecasting supply. We have not found the popular technique of
tying energy use or demand to output to be particularly appealing.
Briefly, the possibilities that exist for altering the input mix, conser-
vation, and fuel switching make the connection between energy and
GNP a flexible one at best. Instead, we have tied energy demand to the
stock of capital and have extrapolated the trend in energy use per unit
of the capital stock. 13 This procedure is consistent with a hypothesis
that energy and capital are complementary factors of production,
while capital and labor are substitutes.

The energy requirement, in standard fuel units, is projected as a
function of the capital stock and a coefficient describing the average
energy intensity of the -capital stock. In every country of Eastern
Europe. the total energy used per unit of capital stock has steadily
declined since the late sixties. Figures 2 through 7 show the historical
and projected trends in energy used per unit of capital for each coun-
try in Eastern Europe. The rate of decline has averaged from nearly
three percent per year in Romania to less than one percent per year
in Poland. As the figures show, the stability of the trend varies among
the countries. In several cases-the GDR is an example-the trend
of the last several vears differs from that of the longer term and may
even turn out to be more indicative of the 1980's. In the absence of
firmer evidence, however, we have used the 1968-1978 trend in our
projections, which admittedly gives only a rough estimate of the
likely energy intensity of capital through 1985.

IsThe capital stock series that we employ (Thad Alton. et. al.. 1978) includes housing.
an Important energy user, and excludes non-productive capital assets.
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The rate of decline in Romania has been extraordinarily rapid,principally due to the extraordinarily rapid growth in Romania'scapital stock over the period, which in turn allows a more rapidimprovement in the average efficiency of capital. The rate of improve-ment has been much slower in the other countries; around 2 percentper year in Hungary and the GDR, about 1.5 percent in Bulgariaand Czechoslovakia, and less than 1 percent in Poland. Changingfuel mixes have a good deal to do with changes in efficiency. Thus,the improvements shown by the graphs also reflect changes in thefuel mix in most countries-from less efficient solid fuels, primarilycoal, to more efficient oil and gas. Conversion from coal to gas andoil has been quite marked except in Poland and Romania. As a coun-try shifts to a more thermodynamically efficient fuel mix, less grossenergy is required to obtain a given amount of useful work. Conse-quently, the apparent average energy intensity of the capital stockmeasured in gross energy terms can fall without an equivalent fallin useful work done per unit of capital.
Continuing our complementarity assumption between the energyrequirement and capital, we allow the ratio of total energy availableto total energy required to determine the utilization rate of the cap-ital stock. That is, if, the projected energy availability will satisfyonly 90 percent of requirements in a given year, the active or utilizedcapital stock will be only 90 percent of the nominal capital stock.Although the Cobb-Douglas production function formulation recog-nizes a degree of substitution between labor and capital, no substitu-tion between capital and energy is allowed except for some undefineddegree of substitution implied by the decline in the energy require-ment per unit of capital stock.

'Summary of Key A88uMptions

Table 3 presents our assumptions for some key energy and non-…--.vari-blees ud P-I-n th --.- The aQ---m- ra-es …f em,1nvm--n…growth, which follow from demographic trends, reflect significantslowdowns in all countries relative to labor force growth rates of thelast several decades. The growth in total domestic energy output isa composite of our assumptions about changes in the out'put of indi-vidual fuels. Projections of energy imports from CMEA incorporatean assumption that the Soviets will increase gas while holding oildeliveries constant. Hard currency export earnings are projected togrow three percent per year in real terms except in Poland wherecoal exports should provide faster growth. Except for the GDR,investment was assumed to depend on GNP growth and imports.As such, the growth rate of investment was determined within theanalysis. In the case of the GDR, we assumed investment was con-stant in real terms between 1980 and 1985. Everywhere except Bul-garia rates of investment growth are significantly lower than ratesrealized in the 1970's. Bulgaria apparently already had begun toconstrict investment by 1976.
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TABLE 3.-EASTERN EUROPE: PROJECTIONS OF KEY EXOGENOUS VARIABLES

[Average annual rate of growth, 198-51

Growth in Maximum
Growth in energy Growth in debt-service

Growth in energy imports from hard currency ratio I

employment production CMEA exports (percent)

Bulgaria 0.7 7.6 2.4 3.0 50

Czechoslovakia - .3 1.9 0 3.0 28

German Democratic Republic .7 .8 .1 3.0 67

Hungary -.--- ---------- 2 2.7 .7 3.0 4

Poland ------------------------------ 21.0 2 9 2.0 4.6 80

Romania -. 4 9 2.1 3.0 25

l The debt-service ratio is allowed to exceed the assumed "ceiling" in Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic,

and Hungary to meet minimum non energy import requirements after energy is no longer affordable.

IMPACT or ENERGY CONSTRAINTS ON EAST EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
GROWTH1

Projected E~nergy Balance8-The Base Ca8e

Even though other factors will hold down growth of GNP in Eastern

Europe in the 1980's prospective energy shortfalls are likely to impose

an additional barrier to economic growth. In our analysis, we define

energy requirements as the energy needed to operate fixed capital

fully; energy supplies include affordable imports of Western oil. Sup-

plies for each of the East European countries in 1970-78 and supplies

and requirements in the projection period, 1979-85, are depicted in

figures 8-10. The quantities of hard currency oil imports affordable in

.1985 are shown in table 4. Because financial constraints sharply restrict

these imports in all countries, hard currently purchases cover no

more than a small portion of the projected energy deficit by 1985.

These energy shortfalls lead to reduced utilization of the capital stock

throughout the region. In our projections, utilization rates in 1985

vary from 97 percent in Poland to less than 80 percent in Romania.
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TABLE 4.-EAST EUROPEAN CRUDE OIL IMPORTS FROM HARD CURRENCY COUNTRIES

ln thousands of barrels per dayl 19

1970' 1978 1 1985

Bulgaria -19 
27 26

Czechoslovakia -2 
44 0

German Democratic Republic - 22 29 0

Hungary-0 
76 99

Poland ------------------------------------------------ 
194 221

Romania ------------------------------------------- ---- 46

Total -102 
452 342

' Source: "Energy Supplies in Eastern Europe: A Statistical Compilation."

Although the projected deficit is relatively larger in countries such

as Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria, a significant gap is evident even in

Poland, where domestic coal production is assumed to grow quite
rapidly. Nearly all of the countries begin to develop a noticeable

gap between requirements and supplies beginning in 1980, although

Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia can obtain some short-term

relief by buying oil for hard currency. The contrasting roles of do-

mestic energy are particularly evident in Poland and Romania (figure
10). Whereas the rapid growth assumed for Poland's coal production

seems to hold the shortfall within a small range, the expected decline
in Romanian oil production creates .an increasing and sizable gap by

1985.
Bulgaria is counting mainly on nuclear electrical generating capac-

ity and significantly increased Soviet gas deliveries to increase energy

supplies in the 1980's. Hungary, in contrast, can hope to have much

more nuclear capacity only near the mid-1980's, and will be hard

pressed to purchase much oil from the West. Severe balance-of-

payments constraints seem inevitable for Czechoslovakia and the Ger-

man Democratic Republic. The fall-off in energy supplies between

1980 and 1981 in Czechoslovakia is mainly due to the balance-of-

payments-forced reductions in hard currency imports.

Projected Economic Growth

GNP in Eastern Europe grew at an average of 44 percent per year

in 1971-78. In marked contrast, our base case projections suggest that

economic growth between 1980 and 1985 will decline to barely half

this historical rate (table 5). In fact, all of these countries face dra-

matic slowdowns in economic growth. In Poland and Romania, GNP

growth falls to only half the rate of the 1970s while Czechsoslovakia
faces near stagnation.'4 On a per capita basis, the situation is even

1970's may have created optimistic expectations.for continued improve-

worse, with almost no increase in per capita GNP in most East Euro-

pean countries. Bulgaria seems capable of maintaining respectable

although considerably lower growth rates in. the early 1980's, in large

part due to imports of Soviet energy. However, it now has the lowest

per capita GNP in Eastern Europe, and rapid growth during the

14 Recent stattsttcs Indicate that the slowdown in Poland's growth rate has been very

pronounced. If this reflects a further deterioration In Poland's near-term growth potentIal

our present estimates of Poland's growth to 1985 may be too optimistic.
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1970's may have created optimistic expectations for continued improve-ment that three percent growth is unlikely to fulfill. Growth rates inHungary and East Germany are not expected to drop precipitously,but they were already below the average for the region.
TABLE 5.-GNP GROWTH RATES IN EASTERN EUROPE

[Average annual percentage changel

German
Czechoslo- *Democratic

* -Bulgaria vakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania

Historical (1971-78) '4.0 3.2 3.3 3.0 5.2 6.5Projections if energy requirements arefilly met (1980-85)- .... 3.7 2.3 2.7 2.9 2.7 6.0Projections constrained-b --feasibl-e-
energy supplies (1980 -85) - 2.9 1.3 2.3 1.9 2.5 3.2

I Thad Alton, et al., 1979.

Thus the long awaited and continually deferred prospects for acatch-up in living standards with the West seems remote. EasternEurope's leaders have been hard pressed in the last few years to main-tain investment and still improve the lot of the consumer; the taskcan only become more difficult when total output grows more slowly.Table 5 also presents an estimate of what East European growthmight be under an alternative scenario in which limits on energysupplies do not prevent the full use of fixed capital. These rates ofgrowth unconstrained by energy availability imply high and probablyunrealistic levels of borrowing to finance oil imports from the West.The debt-service ratio is driven above 100 percent in both Poland andRomania, and in the other countries it rises to more that twice theceiling assumed in the base case. The difference between the most likely(base case) scenario we have presented and the potential for growthin the absence of an energy constraint might be viewed as the sacrificeimposed by the expected energy shortage. The remaining retardationin growth is due to other factors, such as slower growth in the laborforce and the capital stock.
In the case of Poland, for example' 2.5 percentage points of the dropin growth from 5.2 to 2.5 percent can be attributed to non-energyfactors and 0.2 percentage point (2.7-2.5) to the projected energy gap.Reduced growth of capital stock and labor also account for most of theslowdown in the GDR. In the other four countries, however, energyseems to be a relatively much more important factor. Energy suppliesare especially critical to the large industrial sectors in Czecholovakiaand the German Democratic Republic: Hungary's and Bulgaria's sus-ceptibility to an energy shortage, however, result principally fromtheir overwhelming dependence on imported supplies. Romania,though especially vulnerable to energy problems over the next fiveyears, is much less dependent specifically on the Soviets for theirimported energy.
To fully cover East European energy needs, and allow growth at thehigher projections in table 5, the Soviets would have to increase energydeliveries to Eastern Europe by over one million barrels per day in1985, compared with total deliveries of about 1.6 million barrels perday in 1979. This would would raise total Soviet oil exports to Eastern
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Europe to 30 percent of production. If instead Moscow were to pur-

chase this additional oil on the world market, the cost of such a quantity

could be close to $20 billion (1985 prices). In either case, the burden

seems unrealistic.
Prospect for Conmumption%

GNP growth rates do not necessarily translate into growth in per

capita consumption. Trends in living standards, which are linked

directly to movements in per capita consumption, depend upon both

the share of GNP going to public and private consumption and popu-

lation growth. Therefore, projections of GNP must be combined with

projections of consumption's share and of population growth to assess

prospects for the standard of living. Typically, however, East Eu-

ropean definitions and reporting of non-consumption GNP compo-

nents are not easily adapted to a simple calculation of the residual

available for consumption.
The consumption residual expected for most of the countries sug-

gests that growth in consumption will probably closely follow growth

in GNP. That simply means stagnation on a per capita basis. Poland

and the German Democratic Republic have made genuine efforts to

limit the investment claim on production to allow some growth in

production of consumer goods. Through such a strategy the GDR and

Poland may be able to maintain an average annual growth in con-

sumption -at something like one percent over GNP growth. In both

of these countries, however, the greater projected growth in con-

sumption.than GNP is made possible by a reduced investment share,

and this holds obvious implications for longer term growth.'5

SENSrrIVITY TO SOVIET OIL DELIVERIES

The growth projections examined above were based on the assump-

tion that annual Soviet oil deliveries to Eastern Europe will remain

at their 1980 levels through 1985. There certainly is little reason to

believe that the Soviets -will be willing or able to increase oil exports

to Eastern Europe above 1980 levels. The eventual level- of Soviet

deliveries to the six countries is highly uncertain, however, and it is

useful to gauge the impact on our growth projections of alternative as-

sumptions regarding Soviet delivery policy. For comparison, we have

considered the rather bleak prospect that the Soviets gradually halve

their oil exports to Eastern Europe by 1985. Naturally, the impacts

would be profound.
Figure 11 shows the average annual rates of GNP growth that could

be expected under the assumptions presented earlier, modified by a

50 percent reduction in Soviet oil deliveries. On a GNP-weighted

basis, such a policy might reduce East European growth from an

average of 2.3 percent to 1.7 percent per year. The implications for

per capita GNP growth are even more pronounced. In Czechoslo-

vakia. for example, per capita GNP might actually fall and lower So-

viet deliveries could lead to -an absolute decline in the living standard.

" In addition, to the extent that the U.S.S.R. forces East European governments to

increase their defense budgets at a rapid pace, the increments to GNP available for con-
sumption will be smaller.
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Figure 11
EASTERN EUROPE: Effects of a Fifty Percent Reduction in

Soviet Oil Deliveries on 1980-85 GNP Growthl

(Average Annual GNP Growth, 1980-85)

Average Annual GNP Growth Rates, Percent

Bulgaria | 2.9 Contant Soviet Deliveries 1980D 85Bulgaria

1.5 Halved Soviet Deliveres by 1985

1z1 ] 1.3 Constant
slovakia 0 a

_ 03 Halved

German [ 2 3 Constnt
Democratic 1 l e
Republic Halved

| ~~~~~~~1 19 Constant
Hungary

0v 7 Halved

3.2 ConstantRomania

3.1 Halved

Poland 2.5 Constant

l J 2.3 Halved

1 Comparison of effects of, (a)holding Soviet oil deliveries constant and
(bMcurting deliveries steadily to half the projected 1980 level by 1985.
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Figure 11 also points out the relative insulation from Soviet oil

export policy that some of the countries enjoy and the marked vul-

nerability of others. Romania, for example, is barely affected by a

halving of Soviet deliveries, whereas growth rates in Czechoslovakia,

Bulgaria, Hungary, and the GDR would be sharply depressed. In

terms of absolute levels of GNP in those four countries, the level

feasible in 1985 with flat Soviet oil deliveries is seven percent higher

than that possible if Soviet oil exports were cut in half by the end of

the period.
The impacts of reduced Soviet oil deliveries to Eastern Europe

depend upon the particular criterion selected by the Soviets as a basis

for policy. The estimates in this paper view economic growth in

Eastern Europe as partly a function of Soviet oil deliveries. Rough

extrapolations from these results can be used to construct the rela-

tionship between growth and Soviet oil deliveries shown in figure 12.

The vertical intercept of each line represents expected growth in that

country if Soviet oil deliveries remain constant between 1980 and 1985

(the constrained growth rates shown in table 5 above). The slope of

each line measures the sensitivity of the particular country's growth

to reduced Soviet oil deliveries, everything else being held constant.

Not surprisingly, Romania and Poland-where domestic energy re-

sources provide the bulk of energy supplies-are much less sensiteive

to reduced Soviet oil deliveries than the other four countries.
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Would Moscow take into account the rather pronounced variation
in vulnerability among the countries in deciding, on future oil allo
cations? If so, what specific criterion might be used? If Moscow chose
to distribute a reduction in proportion to current deliveries, the result,
at least for a 50-percent reduction by 1985, would be the situation
described above. This criterion favors countries which depend little
on Soviet oil-like Romania-and discriminates against countries-
like Hungary-which rely heavily on Soviet exports. A more equitable
policy would take into account the differing vulnerabilities of each
country and would impose roughly equal burdens in terms of reduced
growth, not reduced deliveries.

If we. suppose that the ultimate Soviet goal is to reduce total oil
deliveries to Eastern Europe by 50 percent in 1985, while ensuring
equal sacrifices in growth, an interesting strategy emerges. First, Mos-
cow would completely eliminate oil exports to Romania and Poland
since even with no Soviet deliveries their indigenous energy supplies
would limit the loss in growth to less than that imposed on the other
countries in the region. The rest of the desired overall 50-percent reduc-
tion could then be realized by cutting allocations to Bulgaria by 32
percent, to Czechoslovakia by 41 percent, to the German Democratic
Republic by 35 percent, and to Hungary by 38 percent.s Each of the
last four countries would thus have their average GNP growth rate
reduced by less than one percentage point (figure 12) -a noticeably less
severe sacrifice than that entailed in an across-the-board equal percent-
age cut in Soviet oil deliveries. Disproportionate reductions of these
relative magnitudes may thus be most equitable in terms of sacrifices
imposed. Although several of the countries could be expected to appre-
ciate the logic of such a strategy, the Poles and Romanians might well
define equity quite differently.

PROSPECTS FOR AVERTING THE SLOWDOWN

The uncertainty associated with economic prospects for Eastern

Europe is great, and the confidence one has in any projection quickly
erodes as the forecast horizon is extended. In particular, the potential

for social and political change, managerial-teclmological innovations,
and transformation of productive factors is greatly multiplied as the

time is extended.
Especially low rates of capital stock retirement in Eastern Europe

coupled with an expected slowdown of productive investment seem to

define a fairly predictable short ternm picture for growth of capital

stock. That is, neither the quantities nor the characteristics of produc-

tive assets in Eastern Europe are expected to change radically before

1985. Moreover, one doubts that the existing output mix will shift very

much. International trade patterns and the mix of trade commodities
probably will not be profoundly modified either. The relatively fixed

economic structure permits some confidence, therefore, in the connec-

tions between energy demand and capital stock.
We certainly recognize a potential range of values for internal and

external economic variables, however. Perhaps the most volatile com-

' These estimates are derived from the slope coefficients incorporated in figure 11. The

individual country sensitivity coefficients provide relative weights which are used to
distribute the oil cut in such a way that the reductions in annual growth (in percentage
points) are equally shared.
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ponent of these economies is agriculture. Our projections assume aver-
age agricultural performance through 1985. Because the difference in
agricultural output between a bad and bumper year is substantial,
the subsequent need for imported food can have a marked impact on a
country's balance of payments. Poland, for example, has occasionally
been forced to use large amounts of precious hard currency to buy
grain. Any shift-up or down-in the trend of agricultural output in
the near term could sharply effect our projections.

One key growth constraint for Eastern Europe is the assumption
that the potential to generate greater hard currency export earnings
depends largely on the trend in export prices. Our basic projections
assume that real hard currency exports can be expanded three percent
annually, although even this modest rate is generally higher than
the expected growth in domestic output. This rate of growth also in-
volves the further optimistic assumption that export growth can ex-
ceed the rate of GNP growth in hard currency trading partners, since
few OECD countries expect a three percent economic growth rate over
the next few years.

There have already been indications that the diversion of output
to the U.S.S.R. may impede efforts to supply the hard currency market.
Additionally, there exists the very real prospect that the Soviets may
demand payment in higher quality goods for whatever level of en-
ergy deliveries that may be set. Joint ventures to develop Soviet en-
ergy resources also divert precious investment goods from the domes-
tic economy. Any such diversions of hard goods means a consequent
erosion of the capacity to import from Western countries. Nonethe-
less, the bleak growth prospects indicated above would be tempered
somewhat if East European countries can raise export earnings more
rapidly than we have assumed.

The capacity to import oil from the West might be improved if
the recently increased dependence on other hard currency imports
can be scaled down. Of course any requirement for imported grain
would be curtailed with great difficulty. Similarly, imports of indus-
trial materials, machinery and spare parts are not likely to be re-
duced without significant sacrifice. Already there have been indica-
tions that restrictions on imports of Western goods have affected Po-
land's ability to generate hard currency exports. Another means of re-
ducing hard currency non-energy imports exists, at least in theory. If
the CMEA countries can achieve greater integration and expand their
joint capacity to produce high teclnology goods, a measure of import
substitution from hard currency markets to intra-CMEA trade may be
realized. But this possibility seems more viable in the long run than
in 1981-85.

None of the other CMEA countries is in as serious a financial state
as Poland, and several of the countries are relatively creditworthy.
Czechoslovakia could probably expand its borrowing substantially.
None, however, would seem inclined to over-extend their indebtedness
to the West even if abundant credit were available. Most of the coun-
tries seem willing to borrow heavily only to cover what they view as
short term aberrations in their balance of payments. Such a view of
borrowing from the West militates against borrowing heavily to cover
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a chronic shortage, which can hardly appear transitory seven years
after the first run-up of oil prices. These factors could modulate any
internal propensity to finance chronic large trade deficits by borrow-
ing. Of course any reluctance on the part o0 Western bankers to further
exposure in Eastern Europe could narrow East European options
unilaterally.

Finally, of course, the extent of the prospective economic slowdown
in Eastern Europe depends on whether the emphasis placed by the
several regimes on raising productivity can be translated into results.
In principle, significant gains in productivity-greater than achieved
in the past-might allow continued rapid growth even in light of the
slowed growth in the capital stock and the labor force. There are how-
ever important impediments to the success of this course. One is the
slowdown in investment which means slower improvements in the
average quality of the capital stock. Another is the reduced access to
superior Western technology because of difficulties in financing trade
with the West. Lastly, a course which tends to substitute coal for more
expensive oil and gas would probably involve an efficiency sacrifice
which could undermine overall productivity.

Coupled with the dimmed prospect for a rapid improvement in the
capital stock are factors affecting labor productivity. One expects that
the prospect of s'ower growth or even stagnation in per capita GNP
and per capita consumption would erode work incentives. Any action
to prop up productive investment by further reducing investment in
housing and public facilities would also detract from a strategy aimed
at improving labor productivity.

In sum, the confluence of effects from tightening energy supplies and
hard currency trade are likely to make the 1980's a decade of economic
retrenchment for the countries of Eastern Europe. Domestic policy
choices may make the situation somewhat more or somewhat less toler-

ably, but they are not likely to alter the basic trends.

APPENDIX

MODEL DESCRIPTON

Our goal has been to develop an analytical framework assessing prospects

for economic growth in each country in Eastern Europe. The framework had

to meet two Important criteria. First, it had to be supported by the data base

for each of the six East European countries, which meant it had to be consirtent

with the "lowest common denominator" from a data standpoint. Second, it had

to maintain the essential linkages among productive factors (including energy),

the level of economic activity, and the hard currency balance of payments in

each country. Thus, the purpose of the framewwork is to ensure that projections

of GNP for each country are consistent with both energy and hard currency

constraints.
A flowchart of the important components and linkages in our general country

framework is represented in figure Al. Rectangles represent endogenously de-

termined variables, and trapezoids represent exogenous variables.
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This analytical framework generates values for variables in the following
categories:

Production.-GNP is computed as a function of employment and the active
capital stock.

Capital formation.-Total investment, both domestically produced and im-

ported, is the source of additions to the capital stock.
Energy balance.-The model generates forecasts of total energy require-

ments and total energy supplies. The ratio of these two variables is used

to estimate the effective or active portion of the capital stock.

Hard currency energy import8.-Affordable energy imports from the West

are calculated consistent with projected balauce ot payments accounts.

Hard currency balance of payment8.-East European trade with the West

is specified so that we can assess new uorro ving, hard currency debt,

principal repayments, interest payments, and the debt service ratio.

These projections from the model renect our assumptions about the following

variables:
Employment.-The projected growth of employment is based on official

projections and is exogenous to the model.'7

Energy supplie8.-Energy production, energy imports from communist coun-

tries, and energy exports are estimated outside of the model.

Balance of payments.-Hard currency export earnings are considered to be

principally demand driven and therefore exogenous. We also assume likely

values for the interest rate, average maturity of the debt, and a debt-

service ratio ceiling.
The functional relationships among the variables are shown in table Al.

Variable names are defined in tables A2 and AS. These equations define the en-

dogenous variables and describe the linkages connecting them and the exogenous

variables.
Production.-We use a Cobb-Douglas production function to generate esti-

mates of GNP from projections of employment and active capital stock,

which is simply nominal capital stock adjusted for utilization (equation

1).'8 The utilization rate of the nominal capital stock is determined by the

ratio of energy availability to energy requirements (equation 2).

Capital formation.-An identity calculates this year's capital stock from last

year's capital stock and net capital formation (equation 3). Net additions

to the capital stock are generated from estimates of total investment and

the assumed rate of retirement of the capital stock (equation 4). Invest-

ment in fixed assets is determined by both domestic output and total im-

ports of non-energy goods (equation 5). Thus, in addition to providing a

potential source of energy, international trade is a critical determinant of

total investment. The ratio of non-energy imports from the West to GNP

is not allowed to fall below an assumed floor (equation 6).
Energy balance.-Total energy supply in each of the countries is the sum

of domestic production, net imports from communist countries (essentially

Soviet deliveries), and the net imports that can be purchased for hard

currency on the world market (equation 7). The balance of payments

accounts determine how much import capacity will be available for hard

currency energy purchases. Energy requirements are computed from the

capital stock and projections of the average energy intensity of capital

(equation 8). Thus, we implicitly assume that energy and capital are com-

plementary factors of production. The energy requirement per unit of the

capital stock is extrapolated from the historical trend (equation 9).

Hard currency energy imports.-The capacity to import energy for hard cur-

rency is influenced by a number of factors. It not only depends on export

earnings, new borrowings, and the structure and size of the debt. It also

depends on competing eeds to import non-energy goods (equation 10).

Our basic assumption is that hard currency will be allocated to energy

Ad Thad Alton, et. al., 1978.
Is Statistical estimation with a conventional Hicks-neutral specification of disembodied

technological change proved unsuccessful in most of the countries. our assumption of con-

stant-returns-to-scale incorporates some of the technological change effect because actual

returns to scale are probably less than one. Thus, technological change Is embodied In the

growth of the capital stock and to some degree in the specified returns to scale, and not

na separate trend of improvement in total factor productivity.
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Imports Only after debt-service obligations have been met and minimumlevels of non-energy imports have been satisfied. The volume of affordablehard currency energy imports is calculated from this residual importcapacity and assumed future oil prices (equation 11). New financing forWestern imports is constrained through an assumed ceiling on the debt.service ratio (equation 12).

Hard currency balance-of-payments accounts.-We have disaggregated debt-service into principal and interest payments. Although we have been ableto estimate crudely the maturity structure of the Polish debt, data limita-tions prevent this breakdown for all of the countries. For these cases, prin-cipal repayments are simply a function of three factors: total debt, theportion which is medium and long term, and the assumed average maturitystructure (equation 13). Interest payments depend upon the averageinterest rate and the size of the debt (equation 14). The average interestrate in a given year (equation 15) is generated as a weighted average ofthe average interest rate on old debt and the assumed rate on new borrow-ings. The debt-service ratio is calculated as the ratio of interest andprincipal payments to total export earnings, including those from invisibles(equation 16). Total debt is determined from an accounting relation as theprior year's debt plus new borrowings minus repayments (equation 17).
TABLE A1.-Conden8ed Model StructureProduction:

1. GNP=f (KA,L)
2. KA=KX (ES/ER)

Capital Formation:
3. K=K(-1)+NKF
4. NKF=f (RET,I)
5. I=f(GNP, NEMC, NEMHC)
6. NEMHC=f (GNP)

Energy Balance:
7. ES=EP+EMC+EUIHC-EX
8. ER=KXQ
9. Q=f(t)

Hard Currency Energy Imports:
10. VEMHC=X+INVIS+GF-IP-PMTS-NEMHC
11. EMHC=VEMHC/EPR
12. GF=f (DSR)

Balance of Payments:
13. PMTS=f(MAT, MLT, DEBT(-1))14. IP=f(IRDEBT(1))
15. IRA=f(IRA(1) DEBT, IR, GF)16. DSR=(R±PMTs)I(x±INvIS)
17. DEBTDEBT(1) +GF-PMTS

TABLE A2.-Exogenous Variables
EM
EMC
EP
EPR
EX
INVIS
IR
L
MAT
MLT
NEMC
RET
t
X

Energy imports
Energy imports from Communist countriesEnergy production
Price of oil imported from hard currency trading partnersEnergy exports
Invisible earnings (hard currency)Interest rate on new borrowings
Employment
Average maturity of medium and long term hard-currency debtPortion of hard currency debt that is medium and long termNon-Energy imports from Communist countriesRate of retirement of fixed capitalTime
Hard currency export earnings from merchandise trade
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TABLE A3.-Endogenous Variables

DEBT Hard currency debt
DSR Debt-service ratio on hard currency debt

ER Energy requirements
EMHC Energy imports from the hard currency market

ES Total energy supply
GF Gross financing (hard currency)
GNP Gross national product
I Investment
IP Interest payments on hard currency debt
IRA Average interest rate on debt
K Capital stock
KA Active capital stock
NEMHC Non-energy imports from hard currency countries

NKF Net capital formation
PMTS Principal repayments on hard currency debt
Q Energy requirement per unit of capital stock
VEMHC Current dollar value of energy imports paid for in hard currency
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I. INTRODtUCTIoN

Over the past twenty years, energy consumption in the East Euro-pean CMEA countries has increased steadily, rising by an average of4tpercent per annum.since the mid-1950's. Given the absence of signifi-cant domestic energy resources,' increased consumption has translated"directly into a 'rise in energy imports-particularly oil and gas-much-of which has been supplied by the Soviet Union.
East Europe's ability to maintain its recent levels of energy con-sumption and imports, however, has been severely undermined by anumber of international economic developments, namelv:

'Production difficulties in Soviet oil industry, 2which have seriouslyconstrained the available near term supplies of -Soviet oil forEastern Europe;
Rapid rises in OPEC and-Soviet oil prices, which have severelytaxed Eastern Europe's ability to afford increased energy im-ports; and
Slower economic growth in. the West, which has reduced demandfor many East European export products, thereby cutting intohard currency earnings which otherwise might have been usedto pay for additional energy imports.

Office of East-West Policy and Planning, U.S Department of Commerce. The authorswish to thank Larry Kessler, Andrew Olekslw, and Keith Paneff for their valuable statis-tical assistance.
'Poland. with its large coal production, is East Europe's only net producer of energy.Romania has the greatest production of oil (about 290,000 bid in 1978), but In 1976Romnanla became a net Importer of oil.
2 CIA, Prospects or Soviet Oil Production, ER 77-10270, Washington. D.C., April, 1977;Robert Campbell Implications for the Soviet Economy of Soviet Energy Prospects,"ACES, Volume XX, No. 1 (1978), pp. 37-52.
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In addition, the large Soviet natural gas deliveries which have re-
cently eased East Europe's energy situation will peak and level off over
the next five years, after which other new energy sources will have to
be found to cover consumption increases.

While none of these developments will necessarily create a massive
energy crisis, East Europe's growing energy difficulties will have to be
solved if economic growth is to continue. In tackling this problem a
number of policy options are available, each of which will likely beemployed to some extent in fashioning a comprehensive energy pro-
gram.3 These include: conservation, accelerated development of
domestic coal and hydropower resources, nuclear power, increased
imports of oil and gas from the USSR and, finally, imports of oil from
the OPEC countries.

As a path to solving its energy problems, the latter alternative-
increased trade with OPEC-holds a considerable attraction for East-
ern Europe, as testified to by the growing amount of scholarly and
media commentary devoted to this theme.4 To begin with, OPEC
accounts for the major share of noncommunist oil production and
exports, and thus could be a principal source for additional East
European purchases of crude oil from outside of CMEA. Throughout
the 1970's, in fact, East European oil imports from non-communist
sources rose more than fourfold and now comprise nearly a quarter of
EE's total crude oil imports (see table A-1, appendix). OPEC holds
considerable promise as a market for East European exports in view
of OPEC's massive oil revenues and broad-scale economic development
programs. This has created the need for vast amounts of machinery,
equipment, materials, and technical assistance which East Europe
could provide as a means of paying for crude oil purchases. Addition-
ally, because the OPEC countries are less developed economically than
East Europe, factors which have constrained growth in East Euro-
pean exports to the developed West-for example, the less sophisti-
cated nature of East European products and technologies, the difficulty
of breaking into long-established Western markets, and protectionist
barriers against imports-appear to be largely absent in OPEC.
Finally, over the years East Europe has devoted considerable efforts to
cultivating political relations with many OPEC members, in part with
the aim of creating a favorable climate for trade. These factors create
a strong motivation for East European countries to utilize trade with
OPEC as a means of resolving pressing energy needs.

This paper examines East European trade with OPEC since 1970
in order to assess its present and future role in the resolution of East
Europe's emerging energy problems. In addition to charting the over-
all development of trade, the paper pays particular attention to the
growth in East European exports to OPEC. These exports are likely to
be East Europe's principal means of paying for imports of OPEC oil,
and therefore are the basic determinant of the viability of East-
European-OPEC trade as a partial solution to the region's energy
needs.

3 See, for Instance, Edward A. Hewett, "The Soviet and East European Energy Crisis:
Its Dimensions and Implications for East-West Trade," May 1978. mimeo.' See "Trade Relations Between CMIEA and OPEC Countries,' AW DDR-Au88Unwirt-
8chaft, vol. 7, No. 41, Oct. 10, 1979 (translated in JPRS 74707, Dec. 4, 1979, pp. 1 -3) and
"The Third World-An Important Direction for Cooperation." Handel Zaglaniczfly, No. 3.
Mlar. 1979. pp. 11-14 (translated in JPRS 79896. Aug. 9, 1979, pp. 79-90). For an excellentWestern discussion of this issue see, John Haberstroh, "Eastern Europe: Growing Energy
Problems," In East Eu ropean Economi Posc ommittee ( waington, D.C. : 1977), esp. pp. 386-389.
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No attempt is made in this paper to predict the outcome of whatis now widely discussed by Western analysts as Eastern Europe'spending energy crisis. Nor do we imply that trade with OPEC coun-tries is the best-or most likely-path to the solution of the region'senergy problems. Instead, the study limits itself to conclusions on theviability of East European-OPEC trade as one of the alternativepaths open to the East European countries in surmounting their com-ing energy problems.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II discusses thesources of data and the methodology used in analyzing East Europeantrade with OPEC. Section III provides a detailed examination of thetrade between 1970 and 1978, focusing chiefly upon East Europeanexports to the OPEC countries and the East European merchandisetrade balance with OPEC. In order to gauge the major East Europeanexport strengths and weaknesses, this section also analyzes the geo-graphical orientation of EE exports, their commodity composition,and East European market shares in OPEC. Section IV examines thetrading positions of the individuals East European countries, and Sec-tion V outlines the study's major conclusions and their implicationsfor the future.

II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The analysis in this paper centers on East Europe's merchandisetrade with the OPEC countries. While East Europe's commercialrelations with the OPEC countries also include military assistanceprograms and invisibles, we have not included either of these areas oftrade for the following reasons:
While there are no published estimates of the size of East Europe'smilitary assistance programs, they are believed to comprise onlya moderate source of East Europe's revenues from OPEC; 5While East European technical services to LDCs have become "alucrative outgrowth of the aid program," one can reasonablyassume that technical services generate frequent spin-offs ofmerchandise trade, and therefore are reflected in the merchandisetrade data; and
While services and "invisibles" are an important part of interna-tional commerce, many of the more important invisible items-tourism, banking, direct investment, insurance, shipping, etc.-arerelatively minor in East European commercial relations withOPEC.
The analysis of merchandise trade is primarily based on data ob-tained from foreign trade handbooks published by the thirteen OPECcountries. These handbooks are the source for statistics on East Euro-pean merchandise exports to OPEC, as well as EE imports fromOPEC of all products except crude oil. Data on crude oil imports fromOPEC have been obtained from the East European foreign tradehandbooks and are defined as the residual between total oil imports
The total value of East European military equipment deliveries to all LDCs In 1976was $3i15 million. If one assumes the proportion of Communist military technicians whichwere in the Middle East and North Africa (60 percent of total Communist presence In allLDCs) to be the same as the proportion of East European military equipment sold to OPEC,then East European military sales to OPEC would be approximately $190 million. Thisrepresents about 20 percent of the value of East Europe's merchandise trade. Furthermorewhile East European military equipment sales grew at an average annual rate of 22 percentbetween 1970 and 1976 the East European merchandise trade with OPEC grew at a 25percent rate for the same period. See CIA publication (ER 79-10412U), Communist AidActivities in Non-Communist Less Developed Countries 1978.
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and imports obtained from the CMEA countries. 5
7 To obtain the ap-

proximate cost of these imports to East Europe, the volume of imports

(in barrels) was multiplied by the average OPEC price for the given

year.8 Added to nonoil imports from OPEC, this yields an approxima-

tion-most likely a very close one-of the value of total East European

imports from OPEC. These data in turn are compared with data on

East European exports to construct yearly East European trade bal-

ances with OPEC for the 1970-1978 period.

Aside from compiling summary data on East European-OPEC

trade during 1970-78, additional data was used to analyze EE exports

in more detail. Eight OPEC countries regularly publish detailed

trade data according to commonly used international commodity

classifications. These eight countries 9 (referred to as the OPEC-8),

include nearly all the major OPEC oil exporters; moreover, they gen-

erally account for well over three-fourths of all EE exports to OPEC

as a whole. 10 Data for these eight countries, therefore, provide a good

indication of the kinds of products shipped by East Europe to the

entire OPEC group, including those countries for which detailed trade

figures are lacking. Regrettably, these data are available only for 1970

through 1976. However, given the stability of EE exports during this

period, observations made on this basis should be valid for subsequent

years as well.
To facilitate analysis of the composition of EE exports to the

OPEC-8, one-digit SITC tabulations were constructed for East

Europe as a whole and for the six individual EE countries. In addi-

tion, a tabulation of East Europe's most important two-digit SITC

export products was also compiled. In order to establish trends in East

Europe's share of OPEC markets, an additional tabulation was com-

piled providing a one-digit SITC breakdown of total OPEC-8 im-

ports from the world. Where appropriate, these tables have either

been provided in the body of the paper or in the appendix. Such com-

prehensive and detailed data provide insights into the specific areas

of East European export strengths and competitiveness on OPEC

markets, as well as a basis for speculation on the prospects for ex-

panded East European-OPEC trade.
Section III focuses mainly on a region-to-region analysis of-East

Europe's trade with OPEC (and the OPEC-8 subgroup), while Sec-

tion IV highlights the specifics of each individual East European

OEast European data were not used due to the following limitations: (1) Complete and

detailed foreign trade information for each East European country was lacking-due to

the absence or detailed statistics for the GDR and Romania (2) Much of the data in

East Eulopean trade handbooks are expressed in physical rather than monetary units,

thereby preventing the compilation of complete merchandise trade balances with OPECC;

and (3) East European data cannot all be expressed according to a common trade classi-

fication, again owing to the absence of detailed trade figures for several East European

OPEC foreign trade data by comparison, presented none of these limitations, and allowed

compilation of complete figures, in value terms, for trade with every East European

country for the 1970-78 period. In addition, detailed trade data, expressed either In

SITC format, or convertible to the SITC classification, were available for eight major

OPEC countries (see below), thereby permitting detailed analysis of the composition of

7 These data are conveniently provided in the CIA publication (ER 79-10624), Energy

Supplies in Eastern Eutrope: A Statistical omnpilation (December 1979). particularly

table 19. p. 13. For convenience, a copy of this table-with special corrections for GDR

oil imports (described beow)-is provided in the appendix (table A-1).

Since not all OPEC countries Include oil exports in their foreign trade statistics, and

since there are usually discrepancies l1etween exporting and Importing country reporting of

oil trade-due to transshipments. changes In destination, cargo swapping, etc.-OPEC

country figures on oil exports to EE were not used in this paper.
8See table A-2. appendix. for the average OPEC prices used In this study.

9 Algeria, Indonesia, Iran, Kuwait, Libya. Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela.

'0 IraqL the most important country not included in the OPEC-8. constituted 11 percent

of East Europe's exports to OPEC in 1978.
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country's trade with OPEC. However, in the regional analysis wefrequently distinguish between Romania and the other five EastEuropean countries, owing to Romania's special energy situation.Specifically, Romania is the only significant East European producerand exporter of oil and oil products."1 Furthermore, Romania is theonly East European country that traditionally has not depended onthe Soviet Union for its oil imports, instead obtaining nearly all of itsimports from OPEC."2 In 1978, in fact, Romania imported moreOPEC oil and exported more oil products than the rest of East Europecombined. These differences must be taken into account in any analysisof East European-OPEC trade. Thus, wherever Romania's specialoil situation would cloud the analysis, Romania has been treatedseparately.
However, Romania's oil situation is rapidly changing. In 1976 Ro-mania became a net importer of oil. As a result, Romania now facescostly OPEC oil bills which cannot be balanced by oil and oil productexports-a trade situation increasingly resembling that of Romania'sEast European partners.
Finally, it is important to note that throughout the paper consider-able emphasis is given to East Europe's trade balance with OPEC,which is used as a convenient barometer for gauging East Europe'ssuccess in keeping exports to OPEC in line with purchases of OPECoil. It is, of course, simplistic to assume that countries must balancetheir trade either with individual trading partners or groups of trad-ing partners. Nevertheless, recent developments in East Europe'soverall trading position make it almost imperative for them to en-deavor to maintain as close as possible a balance in trade with OPEC.These developments include:

Persisting trade deficits with the developed West, which have al-ready led to the accumulation of sizable hard currency debts;Burgeoning trade deficits with the USSR, following the CMEAprice adjustments of 1975. Since Soviet oil prices are peggedto the OPEC price, the cost of Soviet oil will continue to rise,thus insuring continuing large EE deficits with Moscow; andThe likelihood of a stagnation in trade with the LDC's-a sourceof modest surpluses in the past-as the LDC's themselves be-come burdened by growing energy bills.Therefore, lacking substantial additional hard currency reserves,the East Europeans are likely to feel continued pressure to keep apositive balance in trade with OPEC.

III. ANALYSIS OF EAST EuRoPEAN-OPEC TRADE

A. General Trend8
1. TRADE WITH OPEC AS A WHOLE

From 1970 through 1978, East Europe's trade with OPEC expandedvigorously, with imports growing at a rate of 44.3 percent per annum,
11 In 1977, Romania produced 28S.000 barrels per day of crude oil-84 percent of totalEast European oil production. In the same year Romania exported 153,000 b/d of oil

product8over half the RE total. See Energy Supplie8 in Eastern Europe: A Statistical
12 In 1980. Romania made tst first sizable purchase of Soviet oil. importing 1.5 millionM t (3.0 bp ) fhes morthard cure c a tplreevoailing- OPEC prices. Bucharest would doubtlesssevekrt stvet upe thesemportsif paymept could be made on a clearing account basis. How-

es- r. ovi t n wilin ne s t ac ep su h t rns m akes large-scale R om anian im portation
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and exports at a rate of 27.1 per annum (see table 1). OPEC was the
fastest growing segment of East European foreign trade in the 1970-78
period. Overall, however, OPEC still accounts for a minor share of
East Europe's total trade-3.1 percent in 1978-although it currently
makes up a major share (40 percent) of EE trade with all LDC's.

TABLE 1.-EASTERN EUROPEAN TRADE WITH OPEC, 1970-78

[Millions of U.S. dollarsl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978'

Total Eastern Europe:
Exports -281.4 349.0 395.2 534.1 854.1 1,264.1 1,329.6 1,788.1 1,920.2
Imports----------117. 5 149.9 203.9 407.4 1,007.7 1, 039.8 1,547. 8 1,705. 8 2,206. 9

Crude oil -37.1 61.0 98.8 280.7 851.4 870.9 1, 318.4 1,536.5 2,040.9
Other -80.4 88.9 105.1 126.7 156.3 168.9 229.4 169. 3 166.90

Balance - +163.9 +199.1 +191. 3 +126.7 -153.6 +224.3 -218. 2 +82. 3 -286.7

Romania:
Exports -70.1 86.2 91.6 139.5 221.1 435.0 392.4 479.6 63&87
Imports -24.3 47.0 58.8 135.0 405.9 443.9 751.2 842.8 1,233.1

Crude oil -1a 4 28.4 32.3 102.8 373.7 409.4 728.2 831. 5 1, 221. 1

Other -5.9 18.6 26.5 32.2 32.2 34.5 23.0 11.3 12.0

Balance - +45.8 +39.2 +32.8 +4. 5 -184. 8 -8.9 -358. 8 -363.2 -594.4

Other Eastern Europe:
Exports -211.3 262.8 303.6 394.6 633.0 829.1 932.2 1,308.5 1,281.5

Imports -93.2 102.9 145.1 272.4 601.8 595.9 796.6 863.0 973.8
Crude oil -18.7 32.6 66.5 177.9 477.7 461.5 590.2 705.0 819.8
Other -74.5 70.3 78 6 94.5 124.1 134.4 206.4 158.0 154. 0

Balance - +118.1 +159.9 +158.5 +122.2 +31. 2 +233. 2 +135.6 +445. 5 +307. 7

l Partly estimated by IMF "Direction of Trade" based on previous years' data (Iran, Nigeria, Libya, Saudi Arabia,

Qatar, and Gabon). For all other OPEC countries either lull year 1978 figures, or extrapolated partial year data were used.

Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF, "Direction of Trade." j

During the early 1970's, East Europe's exports to OPEC well
exceeded imports of OPEC products, which in addition to crude oil
included sizable quantities of food (fruits, coffee, cocoa) and raw
materials (rubber, phosphates). This situation changed drastically
by 1974, however, owing to the seven-fold rise in OPEC oil prices
(increasing from an average of $1.54 per barrel in 1972 to $11.54
per barrel in 1974). Between 1973 and 1974 East Europe's imports
from OPEC nearly quintrupled to $1 billion. Notwithstanding
strenuous efforts to boost exports to OPEC, which grew over 60 per-
cent in both 1973 and 1974, East Europe's trade balance with OPEC
nonetheless registered its first deficit in 1974. Romania's balance
with OPEC swung deeply into deficit and the other five East European
countries lost nearly all of their previous surpluses.'3 In subsequent
years, Romania's deficit with OPEC widened to over half a billion
dollars by 1978, as burgeoning imports of OPEC oil far exceeded the
growth in Romanian exports to OPEC. In contrast, a continued ex-
pansion of exports by the other East European countries, coupled
with only modest increases in imports of OPEC oil, enabled the
reestablishment of a sizable ($310 million) trade surplus with OPEC
by 1978. Figure 1 shows the development of East European trade
with OPEC in 1970-1978.

Is Grouping all six Past European countries together, however, masks slgnifcant dif-

ferences between Romania, which imports practically all of its crude oil from OPEC,

and the other five countrieS whose imports from OPEC comprise a relatively small-if

growing-share of their total oil Imports. Romania has accounted for has about half of

the dollar value of recent EE oil Imports from OPEC, while its exports have comprised

about one-third of the EE total.
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TABLE 2.-OPEC IMPORTS FROM EASTERN EUROPE, 1970-78
IMillions of U.S. dollars)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1
Iran 78.1 92.7 83.4 113.5 153.6 333.0 376.2 552.8 565. 0
Algeria…-- ------ 21.8 31.4 '42. 8 66.2 10&.9 138.8 138.9 244.9 302.5Nigeria ---------------- 31 1. 33.9 28 1 41.2 52.8 80. 8 102.8 202.9 224.0Iraq ---------------------- 52.9 83.9 116.0 111.4 188.7 262.5 257.8 232.6 212.6Libya -34.0 46.1 60.6 101.9 148.2 182.9 172.3 193.0 212.0Kuwdit A20.8 23.7 23.5 32.2 42.9 74.5 95. 1 127.0 133.0Saudi Arabia -------------- 8.3 12.1 18.7 32.0 35.8 23.9 60. 9 96.0 107.0United Arab Emirates - 1. 8 2. 8 3. 4 6.8 41.0 34.1 67.3 76.4 55. 5
Indonesia -9.6 6.5 4.7 8.4 62.0 101.8 26.4 21.8 52.0Venezuela 17.5 9.0 8.2 1 .1 9.0 8 .1 22.0 27.0 30.3
Ecuador ----------- 4.7 5. 5 5.0 5. 2 8.1 10. 5 5. 9 10.8 21.5Qabar -. 6 .8 7 1. 5 3.0 2.6 3. 5 2.7 3 1_a bon -- --------.---- 3-.1 .1 .1 .1 .8 1. 6 1.7Total from EE- 281. 4 349.0 395.1 534.1 854. 1 264.1 1, 329.6 1 788.1 1, 920. 2Total from world------- 9,623.7 10,838.20 14,067.6 19,842.6 33,8551.6 53,792.0 62,569.3 86 988 1 101, 556. 0

EE shlare (percent)--- 2.9 3.2 2. 8 2. 7 2. 5 2.3 2.1 2.1 1.9

l Partly estimated by IMF (see table 1, footnote 1).
Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF, "Direction of Trade."

2. TRADE WITJI INDIVIDUAL OPEC COUNTRIES

Iran has been East Europe's leading OPEC trading partnersince the mid-1970's (see table 2). Between 1975 and 1978, Iranianimports from EE grew 3.7 times to an estimated $565 million, 29percent of total OPEC imports from East Europe. Under the Shah,Iran signed a number of long-term barter agreements providing fordeliveries of crude oil in exchange for EE goods, a factor whichundoubtedly aided the expansion of EE exports to Iran. Since 1979,however, the Iranian rulers have disavowed these agreements and
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have required East Europe to pay for all crude oil deliveries in hard

currency, at prevailing world prices. It is too early to tell whether

this change-and the continuing political instability in Iran-will

affect the level of East Europe's trade with Iran. However, the loss of

all or part of the Iranian market, where EE goods have received

fairly broad exposure, would strike a severe blow to East Europe's

efforts to balance merchandise trade with OPEC.

The second largest OPEC importer from East Europe in 1978

was Algeria, whose imports approximately doubled since 1976. A

relatively minor oil supplier to East Europe, Algeria has provided

well over half of East Europe's non-oil imports from OPEC.14

Algeria is currently participating in a variety of joint projects with

EE partners (particularly Poland), concentrated in housing, infra-

structure development, water projects, and basic industry.1 5 The joint

projects appear to create a good basis for continued EE export growth

to Algeria, as well as potential increases in oil deliveries to East

Europe. Should trade with Iran stagnate, Algeria would probably

emerge as East Europe's leading OPEC trading partner.

Nigeria was the third largest importer from East Europe in 1978,

with imports ($224 million) doubling since 1975. Since 1975 Iran,

Algeria, and Nigeria have been the most rapidly growing OPEC

markets for East European goods. From 1975 to 1978, East European

exports to these three countries doubled to an estimated $1.1 billion

(57 percent of total EE exports to OPEC). During the same period,

East European exports to the rest of OPEC grew only 15 percent-

suggesting, perhaps, the existence of OPEC markets as of yet un-

tapped by East European exporters.
Iraq, an important customer for East European military hardware,

significantly reduced its merchandise imports from East Europe after

1975-causing a decline of 20 percent in imports by 1978. In fact, Iraq

is the only major OPEC. country to show a consistent decline in im-

ports of East European goods duiring the 1970's.
It is particularly noteworthy that despite the vigorous growth in

EE exports to OPEC, East Europe's share of the total OPEC import

market steadily contracted throughout the 1970's. In the region as a

whole, the EE market share dropped from a peak of 3.2 percent in

1971 to only 1.9 Percent in 1978 (see table 2). Individually. no OPEC

country-including the five largest importers from EE-obtained

more than 5 percent of its total imports from East Europe. Moreover,

in nearly every OPEC country East Europe suffered a significant loss

of market share following the OPEC price hike.
The above outlined trends illustrate both the apparent constraints

on East European export capabilities, as well as the evident prefer-

ences of the newly rich OPEC countries for Western as opposed to

East European goods.

B. Composition of East European Exports to the OPEC-8

The composition of East Europe's exports to the oil producing

countries is presented using disaggregated data for the countries com-

"'These include sizable amounts of phosphate fertilizers. iron ore. and textile fabrics.

See, for instance, "Our Bridgehead in Algeria." Polityka (Warsaw). No. 24. Jun. 16.

i979, Supplement p. 19 (Translated by JPRS 73986, Aug. 9, 1979, pp. 102-107).
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prising our OPEC-8 subgroup.- 7 The aim of this disaggregation isto identify the basis for the recent expansion in EE exports to OPEC.Of particular interest is the degree of success which East Europe hasachieved in the manufactured goods sector, which we would expect tobe a major growth area given the OPEC countries' moves to industrial-ize and East Europe's higher level of economic development vis-a-visOPEC.
1. GENERAL CO0lPOSITION

Table 3 provides a breakdown of East European exports to theOPEC-8 at the one digit SITC level. The data show that EE ex-ported predominately primary products (chiefly food) and inter-mediate goods (chemicals, steel, cement, glass, textiles, etc.) To-gether these two groupings accounted for 65 to 75 percent of EEexports to the OPEC-8 between 1970 and 1976, compared with 25to 35 percent for finished manufacturers. Significantly, primary andintermediate goods provided over three-fourths of the growth in EastEuropean exports to the OPEC-8 in 1973-75, quadrupling from $180to $711 million. Over the same period finished manufactured exportsgrew only 2.7 times, from $90 to $240 million and actually declinedsomewhat as a proportion of total exports (from 33 to 25 percent).Thus, as with East European exports to the West,'8 EE export strengthto OPEC is concentrated in basic goods-foods, raw materials, andsemi-finished industrial products-with finished manufactures play-ing a subordinate role. EE exports contrast sharply with Westernexports to OPEC, which (see table 4) are dominated bv finishedmanufactures-chiefly machinery and transport equipment ($23.7billion-51 percent of the total).

s7 Algeria. Indonesia. Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela (seeabove for a discussion of this goup).
s See Alien J. Lenz and Hedija ]H. Kravalis, "An Analysis of Recent and PotentialSoviet and East European Exports to Fifteen Industrialized Western Countries," in EastEuropean Economies Post-Helsinki, Joint Economic Committee (Washington, D.C.; 1977),



TABLE 3-COMPOSITION OF EAST EUROPEAN EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-8,1 1970-76

[Millions of U.S. dollars]

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

SITC Value Percent Value Perce Percent Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Total -------------------- 221.2 255.7 270.1 406.4 613.3 967.3 987.5

0 Foodandliveanimals -45.3 20.5 54.1 21.2 66.8 24.7 103.8 25.5 167.7 27.3 267.2 27.6 238.8 24.2

1 Beverages and tobacco --------- 2 Z 0.1 2 Z Z 2 2 0. 4 0.1 0. 4 2 0.1 Z

2 Crude materialsIbnaedcibl-eex-cludingfuel. 10.9 4.9 14.0 5.5 19. 5 7.2 31.8 7.8 58.3 9. 79.8 8.2 68.7 7.0

3 Mineral fuels, lubricants, etc -0.4 0.2 0.2 Z 2.1 0.8 5.4 1.3 1.4 0.2 6.0 0.6 10.8 1.1 C

4 Animal/vegetable oils and fats------ 0.2 0.1 Z 2 0.1 2 0. 5 0.1 2. 4 0.6 13.4 1.4 15.6 1.6 s.-A

5 chemicals ------------ 14.5 6.6 8.6 3. 4 9. 8 3.6 16. 5 4.1 72.2 17.8 128.3 13.3 54.7 5.5 00

6 Manufactured gooads b chief material - 71.7 32.4 78.6 30.7 81.4 30.1 108.7 26.7 155.7 25.4 222.4 23.0 282.6 28.6

7 Machinery and transport equipment---- 57.5 26.0 74.4 29.1 64.4 23.8 99.2 24.4 107.8 17.6 189.2 19.6 241.8 24.5

8 Miscellaneous manufactured goods 19.2 8.7 23.7 9.3 24.5 9.1 38.3 9.4 45.5 11.2 53.2 5.5 64.5 6.5

9 Items not classified----------- 0. 5 0. 2 0.1 2 0.1 2 0.1 Z 1.7 0. 3 2J.3 0.2 4.9 .0.5

0-4 Primary products------------ 56.8 25.7 68.4 26.8 88. 5 32.8 141.5 34.8 230.2 37.5 3668 37.9 334.0 33.8

5-6 Intermediate goods -- 86.2 39.0 87.2 34.1 91.2 33.8 125.2 30.8 227.9 37.2 350.7 36.2 337.3 34,2

7-8 Finished manufactures-------- 76.7 34.7 98. 1 38.4 88.9 32.9 137.5 33.8 153.2 25.0 242.4 25.0 306.3 31.0

Residual due to conversion to SITC---1.-0 0. 5 -1. 9 .7 -1.4 O. 5 -2.1 0. 5 -0.2 Z -5. 1 0. 5 -5.0 0.5

Algeria, Indonesia, Iran, Kuwait, Libya. Nigeria, Saudia Arabia, and Venezuela. 'Caused by inaccuracies in concordance used to convert BTN to SITC commodity codes.

Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks. Z-Negligible.
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TABLE 4-COMPOSITION OF OECD EXPORTS TO OPEC, 1975

[Millions of U.S. dollars]

1975

Amount Percent

Total - - - 46,5585 100.00 Foodandliveanimals -3,338.5 
7. 21 Beverages and tobacco 

375.4

2 Crude materials, excludingfuel- 
7488 1.63 Mineral fuels-7482.8 

1.64 Animal/vegetable oils and ts a--------------------------------------------- 293.9 .65 Chemicals-324 
8706 gauatue oods by chief material- ~ 3,248.8 7.04

6 acieadtasoesme-11,342.0 
24.48 Miscellaneou-s m-ansta-c-t-- - ---- 23,677.8 50.99 Items-not-elsewhere tured-d-- 

772,343.4 5.0
9 

-------------------------------- ~~~~~~~~~~pecfle707. 2 1.5
0-4 Primary-roducts- 

5,239.4 11. 35-6 Intermedisle goods 
14, 590.8 31. 37-8 Finished m-anufactured goods 26,021.2 55.9

Source: OECD "Trade by Commodities," vol. 1, January-December 1975.

Referring again to table 3, we note that the largest one-digit EastEuropean export categories were Food and Live Animals (SITC 0),Manufactured Goods Classified by Chief Material (SITC 6), andMachinery and Transport Equipment (SITC 7). Of these, food andlive animal exports posted the largest increase in 1973-75, quadru-pling to $266 million. Due to a severe drought through most of EastEurope in 1976, food exports dropped sharply to under $240 million.This drought was a major cause of the slow (4 percent) growth inEast Europe's exports to the OPEC-8 in 1976 and, suggesting per-haps the vulnerability of East Europe's attempts to balance tradewith OPEC to periodic crop failures.

2. LEADING TWO-DIGIT SITC PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Table 5, provides an even more detailed look at the composition ofEast Europe's exports to the OPEC-8, listing the fifteen leading two-digit SJTC exports. Of the top fifteen products in 1976, seven wereprimary products, four were semi-finished goods and four were fin-ished manufacturers.
Of the four intermediate goods exports, the dominant products wereiron and steel and non-metallic mineral manufactures-glass, ce-ment, asbestos and other building materials. Both contribute"d signif-icantly to the post-1973 EE export drive.
In the food category, all four items-live animals, dairy products,meat, and sugar-were clustered in the $50 to $60 million range. Ex-ports of meat products made the most impressive gains in 1974-75,jumping from $3 million to $49 million. After doubling in 1973, bothdairy products and sugar rose steadily. As noted earlier, poor agricul-tural conditions stunted EE exports of all food products in 1976.
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TABLE 5.-LEADING EAST EUROPEAN EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-81, 1970-76

[Millions of U.S. dollars[

1976
rank SITC-Product

1--- 71-Machinery, nonelectric-
2---- 67-Iron and steel-
3---- 66-Nonmetallic mineral manufactures-
4-- 00-Live animalsu-
5 73-Transport equipment-
6.. 02-Dairy products and eggs ----
7-- 01-Meat and meat preparations …
8---- 72-Machinery, electric-
9..... 06-Supar and honey-

10____ 65-Textile yarn and fabrics-
11.... 84-Clothing-
12.. 69-Metal manufactures-
13.. 24-Wood, lumber and cork-
14---- 27-Crude fertilizers and materials-
IS - 42-Fixed vegetable oils and fats-

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

38.6 46.9 37.3 43.4 63.8 108.7 136.8
37.6 39.0 29.4 39.5 53.8 77.9 92.1
7.6 8.1 15.9 20.5 35.1 45.7 61.0
8.6 16.3 19.5 28.1 30.2 57.0 59.5

10.1 12.6 10.9 37.5 17.7 42.5 54.3
5.7 5.4 8.5 15.9 38.2 44.8 43.9
5.0 2.8 3.2 3.4 13.7 49.4 51.1
8.7 6.1 16.2 20.6 27.4 36.0 50.6

18.1 19.6 17.0 35.5 33.3 48.0. 50.6
11.8 12.0 15.0 21.9 26.0 36.6 47.7
9.9 12.0 11.0 18.9 23.7 26.3 43.8
7.5 8.7 9.8. 14.0 15.9 32.3 41.0
7.2 9.0 9.7 19.3 28.2 32.2 37.3
3.4 4.3 8.3 10.7 26.1 36.6 18.5
.2 2 .1 .5 2. 3 13.4 15.6

Subtotal top 15---------------------180.0 202.8 211.8 329.6 435.4 687.4 813.8

Other EE exports -41.2 52.9 53. 3 76. 8 177.9 279.9 173.7

Total exports to OPEC-8 - 221.2 255.7 270.1 406.4 613.3 967.3 987.5

Share of top 15 (percent) -81.4 79.3 78.4 81.1 71.0 71.0 82.4

1 Algeria, Indonesia,. Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela.
Z-Negligible

Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks.

3. EAST EUROPEAN MARKET PENETRATION

As illustrated by figure 2, East Europe's only significant penetration
of OPEC markets has been in food products, whereas EE still remains

a relative outsider in the more competitive machinery and equipment
markets. EE market shares for food ranged from 6 and 8 percent for

dairy products and sugar to 15 and 22 percent for meat and live ani-

mals. By contrast, market shares for intermediate goods exports were

only about 2 percent, and for the finished manufactures exports only

1 percent-including only 1.3 percent for non-electric machinery, EE's
leading export to the OPEC-8 in 1976.

Figure 2.
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In the individual OPEC-8 countries, EE market shares for mostproducts do not differ greatly from the OPEC-8 averages. Howeverin two of the most important markets-Iran and Libya-exportpenetration in food products has been considerably higher than theOPEC-8 averages would indicate. In 1976, for instance, Libya ob-tained 58 percent of the live animals imports, and 72 percent of itsimports of meat and sugar from East Europe. In Iran, the comparableEE market shares were 34 percent for live animals, 16 percent formeat (down from 27 percent in 1975), and 24 percent in dairy prod-ucts (again, down from a peak of 29 percent the preceeding year).Since Iran and Libya together accounted for the overwhelming pro-portion of EE food exports to the OPEC-8,19 this suggests a signif-icant potential constraint on future EE export growth to thesecountries. On the other hand, the successes achieved by East Euro-pean foodstuffs in these two markets could indicate that the otherOPEC countries remain ready potential markets for EE food exportson the outside chance that additional food supplies could be madeavailable.

IV. EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRY TRADE WITHI OPEC
The present section highlights individual East European countrytrade with OPEC. Reflecting differences in their energy situations,each East European country tends to place a varving degree of em-phasis on trade with OPEC. This analysis, therefore, provides addi-tional insights into individual country export strengths and weak-nesses, and helps assess OPEC's potential role in meeting each coun-try's future energy needs.

TABLE 6.-EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRY EXPORTS TO OPEC, 1970-78
[Millions of U.S. Dollarsl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 19781

Total -281.4 349.0 395.2 534.1 854.1 1,264.1 1,329.6 1,788.1 1,920.2
Of which:

Romania - 70.1 86.2 91.6 139.5 221.1 435.0 392.4 479.6 638.7Poland - - 46.5 53.8 53.3 90.1 193.6 264.6 301.5 447.3 431.6Czechoslovakia-- 72.8 112.2 124.9 140.4 175.5 211.6 234.4 256.2 326.0Hungary -------- 40.0 37.7 42.6 56.7 87:2 113.2 165.0 332.7 232.9Bulgaia ------- - 31.9 34.7 42.9 46.7 112.5 141.4 135.9 139.7 171.7German Democratic Re-
public- - 20.0 24.4 40.0 60.7 64.2 98.3 100.5 132.6 119.4

1 Partly estimated by IMF (see table 1, footnote l).
Note: Columns may not add to totals due to rounding.
Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF, "Direction of Trade."
D In 1976, Iran and Libya combined accounted for the following proportions of EEexports to the OPEC-S; 98 percent of live animals exports 52 percent of dairy productsexports, and 68 percent of sugar and honey exports.
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TABLE 7.-East European Export Growth to OPEC, 1974-78

Average annual growth rate, 1974-78: Percent

Romania -----_------------------------------------------------- 
35. 5

Poland -18------------------------------------------------------- 
36.9

Czechoslovakia -32----------------------------------------------- 
18.4

Hungary -----------
29.------------------ ----- --- --- --- --- --- 3 6

Bulgaria -14.---------------------------------------------------- 
2956

G D R -- -- ---- - ----- -- - -- --- - --- --- -- -- -- ------- --- - ---- - -- -- -- --- 14 .5

Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks, and IMF Direction of Foreign Trade.

TABLE 8.-OPEC'S SHARE OF EAST EUROPEAN EXPORTS, SELECTED YEARS

la percentages]

1970 1973 1978

Romania- 
3.9 3.7 7.9

Poland ----------------------------------------------------- 
13 1.4 3.1

Czechoslovakia-19 
2.3 2.7

Hungary -- 
.------------ 6

Bulgaria --------------------------------------------------------- 
1.6 1.4 2.4

German Democratic Republic ------ 0-4 0.8 0.8

Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF Direction of Trade (for EE Exports to OPEC), and CIA (ER 79-10274,

"Handbook of Economic Statistics, 1979" (for total EE exports). The above shares should be regarded as approximations,

owing to inevitable "mirror-statiitical' discrepancies between EE reporting on total exports (basis for CIA calculations)

and OPEC reporting on imports from EE.

Some basic differences among the East European countries are ap-

parent on the basis of tables 6. through 8. Table 6, which ranks the

six -countries according to their exports to OPEC in 1978,. shows that

since 1974 Romania has been by far the leading EE exporter, followed

by Poland. In 1978, 'Romania and Poland together accounted for $1.07

billion in exports to OPEC, 55 percent of the East European total.

Czechoslovakia-which had been the largest exporter in the early

1970's-fell to third place by 1978 with exports of $327 million, about

$100 million larger than those of fourth-ranked Hungary ($233 mil-

lion). -Bulgaria and. the GDR were the smallest exporters to OPEC

in 1978 with exports of $171 million and $119 million respectively.

Table 7 provides the average annual rates of growth in exports

to OPEC from 1974 through 1978 and shows how individual country

exports have responded to the sharp rise in the cost of OPEC oil.

The countries are ranked according to the size of their exports to

OPEC in 1978. Not surprisingly, Romania and Poland, the two largest

exporters, show the most rapid export growth rates to OPEC during

1974-78-averaging 36 and 37 percent per annum respectively.

Finally, table 8 lists the proportion of each East European country's

total exports which have gone to OPEC in selected years, with the

countries again ranked according to the level of 1978 exports to

OPEC. Romania shipped the highest share of its exports to

OPEC-nearly 8 percent in 1978-while GDR shipped the smallest-

0.8 percent. Also shown in the table is the apparent diversion of re-

sources by East Europe to OPEC following the OPEC price rises.

In four of the six countries the share of exports going to OPEC in-

creased sharply after 1973-doubling in Romania, Poland, and Hun-
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gary. On the other hand, in Czechoslovakia and the GDR, whose ex-ports to OPEC rose the slowest following the OPEC price rises, theshare of total exports going to OPEC either increased marginally ornot at all.
The following individual country analyses provide additional de-tail on each country's trade with OPEC in 1970-78. In each case wehave also attempted a preliminary estimate of the country's 1980 tradebalance with OPEC, taking into account the further sharp increasesin the price of OPEC oil after 1978. The sections are arranged in orderof the countries' merchandise exports to OPEC in 1978, except forRomania whose special energy and trading position is analyzed last.

A. Poland
In 1974 Poland became the second leading EE exporter to OPEC,more than doubling its exports over the preceding year's level. Thisleap in exports coincided closely with Poland's first imports of OPECoil-imports destined to supply an expanding petrochemical industry.Table B-1 (appendix) shows that Poland's 1974 export drive to OPEClargely consisted of SITC categories 5 (Chemicals), 0 (Food andLive Animals), and 2 (Crude Materials). Of these only SITC 0showed continuous growth in subsequent years, becoming over one-fourth of Poland's 1976 exports to the OPEC-8. While Polish manu-factured goods exports have shown noticeable growth in recent years,the large and growing agricultural portion of Polish exports to theOPEC-8 underscores the importance of successful agricultural pro-duction for Poland's trade balance with OPEC.

TABLE 9.-POLISH TRADE WITH OPEC, 1970-78

[Millions of U.S. dollars]

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 11978

Exports - 46.5 53.8 53.3 90.1 193.6 267.6 301.5 447.3 431.6Crutsde oi18.6 19.7 15.9 43.5 111.8 229.3 360.8 374.2 39 1.1Crude oif 0 0 0 14.1 68.1 195.7 296.4 341.0 360.1Other- 18.6 19. 7 15. 9 29.4 43.7 34.1 64.4 33.2 31.0
Balance- +27.9 +34.1 +37.4 +46.6 +81.8 +35.3 -59.3 +73.1 +40.5

1 Partly estimated by IMF (see table 1, footnote 1).
Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF "Direction of Trade."

The pattern of Poland's imports of OPEC oil differs considerablyfrom that of most other East European countries (see figure 3). Insteadof contracting after the large OPEC price increases, Polish crude oilimports from OPEC have increased each year. Poland's merchandiseexports to OPEC were sufficient to cover its imports until 1976, whenslumping agricultural shipments resulted in a $59 million trade deficitwith OPEC. Subsequent export recovery restored a positive balance inPolish-OPEC trade during 1977 and 1978. When compared with tkoverall volume of trade, however, this balance was slim indeed. ,
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The OPEC price increases of late 1979 will be especially burdensome

for Poland. Even if imports of OPEC oil are held to the modest 5

percent increases recorded over the past 2 years (1977 and 1978),

present crude oil prices of over $28 per barrel would force Poland to

boost 1980 exports to OPEC by almost $450 million over 1978's record

export performance to avoid a deficit in Polish-OPEC trade. If recent

difficulties in agricultural production and slumping industrial output

continue, Poland probably will not achieve such sizeable increases in

exports to OPEC. Consequently, without stepped up Soviet oil deliv-

eries to replace some of Poland's imports from OPEC, and without

conservation or substitution successes, Poland faces very sizable trade

deficits with OPEC over the next several years. Such deficits can only

increase the strains on Poland's hard currency debt predicament.

B. Czechoslovakia

Czechoslovakia receives well over 90 percent of its crude oil imports

from the Soviet Union. Consequently, Czech reliance on OPEC oil-

from 2 to 8 percent during 1970-78-was the least of any East Euro-

pean country (excluding Romania). As shown by figure 4, Prague

sharply reduced the volume of its oil purchases from OPEC when
confronted by steeply rising prices. In fact, since the dramatic OPEC

price increases, Czechoslovak oil imports from OPEC have exceeded

their 1973 volume only once (in 1977).
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Czechoslovakia is the only East European country to enjoy a positivebalance of trade with OPEC each year from 1970 to 1978, despite im-porting considerable amounts of OPEC's nonoil products (see table10). The composition of Prague's exports to the OPEC-8 (see tableB-2, appendix) have also shown consistency, with most exports fallingin SITC categories 6 (Manufactured Goods by Chief Material), 7(Machinery and Transport Equipment), and 0 (Food and Live Ani-mals). Along with the GDR and Hungary, Czechoslovakia had thehiahest proportion of manufactured goods in its exports to theOPEC-8-40 percent in 1976, significant increase over previous years.The ability to boost exports of manufactured goods played a key rolein maintaining export growth in 1976, offsetting the drought-induceddrop in agricultural exports.

TABLE ID.-CZECHOSLOVAK TRADE WITH OPEC, 1970-78

[Millions of U.S. dollarsl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 X

Exports -72.8 112.2 124.9 140.4 175.5 211.6 234.4 256.2 326.0Importue -24.4 27.6 36.9 55.6 59.7 68. 4 147.5 173.1 124.7Crude oil 3.2 8.3 7. 5 28.0 30. 0 27.1 65. 8 126.9 81.6Other -21. 2 19. 3 29.4 27.6 29. 7 41. 3 81.7 46.2 43. 1
Balance -+48.4 +84.6 +88.0 +84.8 +115.8 +143.2 +86.9 +83.1 +201.3

I Partly estimated by IMF (see table 1, footnote 1).
Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF "Direction of Trade."

At present Prague's greatest energy concern probably centers on thecontinuance of generous Soviet oil supplies. If these continue, Czeclho-slovakia's merchandise exports to OPEC would probably suffice tocover its present level of oil imports from OPEC, despite recentprice rises.20 However, if a decline or slowdown in Soviet deliveriesforces Czechoslovakia to buy an increasing proportion of its oil fromOPEC, the current positive balance of trade with OPEC would comeclose to disappearing. For example, if Prague's total oil imports con-tinue to grow at their present rate of 8 percent per year, and if theshare of these imports supplied by the Soviet Union were to drop fromthe previous 95 percent to 88 percent (the average for East Europe asa whole, excluding Romania), Prague's oil bill from OPEC in 1980would reach approximately $450 million. This amount would just becovered by Czechoslovakia exports if they continue to grow at pastrates (about 20 percent annually).

C. Hungary
Hungarian trade with OPEC remained relatively undeveloped untilthe first dramatic¶oil price increase (see table 11). In fact, until 1974crude oil constituted less than half of Budapest's imports from OPEC.By 1978, however, crude oil imports had risen to comprise almost three-fourths of Budapest's imports from OPEC.
Although Hungary suffered a negative balance of trade with OPECduring the two years immediately following OPEC's first major price

20 Czechoslovakia haa imported an average of 16,000 b/d of crude oil from OPEC eachYear eSlsce 1973. These imports are lrk ely to cost about t17o million in 1980. Even withoutaddtioalexprt owh, Czechoslovak a would be able to afford tecIprai 90while retaing ae~al trade surplue with OPEC.
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increase, it has managed to record positive balances in subsequent

years. Budapest's strongest export performance with the OPEC-8 has

come in SITC categories 6 (Manufactured Goods by Chief Material),

7 (Machinery and Transport Equipment), and 0 (Food and Live Ani:

mals), with category 7 showing the strongest and most consistent im-

provement (see table B-3, appendix).
The actual quantities of Hungarian oil imports from OPEC have not

shown steady yearly growth, although an upward trend is noticeable

(see figure 5). Since the first major OPEC price increase, Budapest has

on the average imported about 22,000 b/d from OPEC. If imports of

OPEC oil remain at this level or even increase at the average annual

rate recorded since 1973 (about 8.5 percent), Budapest should be able

to cover OPEC oil imports with its exports to OPEC in 1980.21 How-

ever, should Soviet oil supplies be severely curtailed or should a slow-

down in the Hungarian economy prevent a continued expansion of

exports to OPEC, Budapest would probably begin to incur a negative

balance of trade with OPEC.
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TABLE 11.-HUNGARIAN TRADE WITH OPEC, 1970-78

IMillions of U.S. dollarsi

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 19780

Exports -40.0 37.7 42.6 56.7 87.2 113.2 165.0 332.7 232.9

Import -25.3 21.2 35.0 40.1 87.3 159.8 125.8 123.0 187.1

Crude oil------------ 3.2 4.9 9. 9 19.7 54.7 118.1 91.1I 77.3 138.1

Other - 22.1 16.3 25.1 20.4 32.6 41.1 34.7 45.7 49.0

Balance -+14.7 +16. 5 +7.6 +16.6 -0. 1 -46.6 +39. 2 +209.7 +45. 8

I Partly estimated by IMF, (see table 1, footnote 1).

Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF "Direction of Trade."

D. Bulgaria

Prior to the major OPEC price rise, almost one-fourth of Bulgarian

oil imports came from OPEC. After the large OPEC price rise, Sofia

21 In 1980, Imports of 22,000 b/d would probably cost close to $232 mllllon-precisely.

The value of Budapest s total exports to OPEC In 1978. An annual 8.6 percent Increase

in Imports of OPEC oil over 1978 levels would cost almost $273 million. Assuming an

average OPEC price of over $28 per barrel.
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reduced its OPEC oil imports sharply (to slightly above 5 percentof total oil imports in 1975) and began receiving substantially in-creased supplies of Soviet oil (see figure 6). Bulgaria is, however, theEast European country most heavily dependent on oil as a primaryenergy source, and Sofia's imports of OPEC oil, while still below thelevels recorded prior to the dramatic rise in OPEC oil prices, haveincreased steadily since.1975.

Figure 6. 400
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Almost as if in direct response to OPEC oil price increases, Bul-aria more than doubled its exports to OPEC in 1974, but due to aToubling of the value of OPEC oil imported, Bulgaria ran a smalltrade deficit with OPEC (see table 12). Since 1974, Bulgarian exportshave grown at an average annual rate. of about 12 percent. Food andLive Animals (SITC 0) have consistently been Sofia's most importantexports to the OPEC-8, comprising from 42 to 65 percent of totalexports during 1970 to 1976, the highest percentage for any East Euro-pean country (see table B-4, appendix). Large increases in food ex-ports, in fact, have been the primary factor enabling Bulgaria to keepits trade balance with OPEC from going deeply into deficit. Bulgarianexports of SITC categories 6 (Manufactured Goods by Chief Material)and 7 (Machinery and Transport Equipment) have exhibited consist-ent growth since the rise in OPEC prices, but as a portion of totalexports, these categories have remained relatively constant.
TABLE 12.-BULGARIAN TRADE WITH OPEC, 1970-78

[Millions of U.S. dollarsi

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978'
xIports- 31.9 34.7 42.9 46.7 112.5 141.4 135.9 139.7 171.7Cueo ----- 14. 5 28.5 27.8 58.5 139.8 57.0 77.4 96.4 131.9

Crude oil 7.5 17.3 21.5 53.1 133.4 48.2 70.2 85.9 126.7
Other -------------------------- 7.0 11.2 6.2 5.4 6.4 8.8 7.2 10.5 5.2Balance- +17.4 +6.2 +15.1 -11.8 -27.3 +84.4 +58.5 +43.3 +39.8

I Partly estimated by IMF (see table 1, footnote 1).
Source: OPEC Foreign Trade Handbooks and IMF "Direction of Trade."
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Even if Sofia is able to moderate the growth of imports of OPEC

oil, the recent large rise in OPEC oil prices will significantly increase

Bul aria's oil bill. For example, even if the growth of imports of

oil from OPEC could be reduced to the present rate of growth of oil

imports from the Soviet Union (about 4 percent per annum since 1974),

Bulgaria would still need to spend almost $310 million for OPEC oil

in 1980. Such a large oil bill would require Sofia. to increase exports to

OPEC over 30 percent annually to maintain a positive balance of

trade-a rate of export growth substantially higher than the 12 per-

cent growth of recent years.

E. German Democratic Republic

GDR imports of OPEC oil bulged between 1972 and 1974-ex-

actly coinciding with the large OPEC price hike (see figure 7). This

increase reflects a rising demand for the GDR petrochemical industry

and expanded exports of refined petroleum products to the West

(chiefly the FRG). Since GDR exports to OPEC actually declined in

1974, a large ($142 million) trade deficit with OPEC resulted (see table

13). Subsequently the GDR cut back sharply the volume of imported

oil from OPEC. Since 1975, imports of OPEC oil have averaged about

18,000 b/d-between 4 and 6 percent of total GDR crude oil imports.22
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TABLE 13.--GDR TRADE WITH OPEC, 1970-78

IMillions of U.S. dollars]

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 19781

Exports ----- -- 20.0 24.4 40.0 60.7 64.2 98.3 100. 5 132.6 119.4

Imports ------ ------ -: 10.4 5.9 29.7 74.1 201.0 81.6 85.1 96.2 139.0

PCrude oil ------- --- - 1>4.4 2.1 27.7 7613.70 189.3 72.-5 616.7 732.8 113 3

Other..--------------- : . . 17 1. .11. 24 2:

Balance - +9.6 +18.5 +10.3 +14.0 -136.8 +16.7 +15.4 +36.4 -19.6

i Partly estimated by IMF (see table 1, footnote 1).

Source: OPEC ForeignTrade Handbooks and IMF, "Direction of Trade."

2 In addition to direct purchases of OPEC oil, the GDR also imports sizable quantities

of Middle Eastern crude oil-averaging 20-25,000 b/d since 1975--through middlemen in

West Germany. As with other GDR imports of West German goods, payment is in the form

of GDR exapoorts to the FRG. Therefore, we have excluded these deliveries in computing

the GDR's trade balance with OPEC.
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Unlike the other East European countries, the GDR is mainly anexporter of finished manufactured goods to the OPEC-8, with AMa-chinery and Transport Equipment (SITC 7) comprising over a thirdof the export total (see Table B-5, Appendix). Since finished manu-factures are becoming the most important imports for the OPEC-S8(over half of all imports in 1976), OPEC seems to offer the GDR aready market for greatly expanded trade. In further contrast to theother East European countries, the GDR exports relatively smallamounts of SITC 0 (Food and Live Animals) -goods for which OPECdemand might be slackening.
The recent large rise in OPEC prices will probably worsen theGDR's balance of trade with OPEC-already negative in 1978. Evenif imports of OPEC oil increased only 10 percent per annum abovethe average level recorded between 1975 and 1978 (i.e. to about 22,000b/d by 1980), the GDR would face a bill of over $230 million in 1980.To cover this amount requires a doubling of 1978 GDR exportsto OPEC-an unlikely prospect given the GDR's recent lackluster ex-port performance on OPEC markets. Over the longer term, the GDR'sexport strength in finished manufactures might possibly bring tradewith OPEC into balance-assuming, of course, either the possibilityof expanding industrial output or redirecting export flows.

F. Romania
Romania is OPEC's most important East European trading part-ner. In 1976 Bucharest's total trade with OPEC broke the $1 billionmark-a level still unreached by the other East European countries.Unlike the other EE countries, Romania has traditionally not importedSoviet oil and is itself a major oil producer. However, an expandingpetrochemical industry, stagnating domestic oil production, and siz-able exports of refined petroleum products 23 have forced Bucharestto purchase increasing amounts of OPEC oil (see figure 8). In fact,purchases of OPEC oil have increased so rapidly that in 1976 Bu-charest became a net importer of oil. By 1980 Bucharest's importscould well exceed domestic oil production.
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23 Since 1960, Romanla has consistently exported in excess of 100,000 b/d of oil products.In 1976, Romania became a net importer of oil, based on crude oil imports of 169,500 b/dand exports Of 159,000 b/d of petroleum products. Since then, net oil imports have Increasedenormously, reaching 105,000 b/d in 1978.
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After the large OPEC oil price hike in 1973-74, Bucharest's exports
to OPEC increased dramatically 'but nonetheless failed to offset pur-
chases of OPEC oil. By 1978 Romania's trade deficit with OPEC
reached nearly $600 million (see table 14). SITC categories 0 (Food
and Live Animals), 6 (Manufactured Goods by Chief Material), and
7 (Machinery and Transport Equipment) have consistently dominated
Romanian exports to the OPEC-8 (see table B-6, appendix). Bucha-
rest's exports to the OPEC-8 of SITC- categories 0 and 6 rose most
sharply following the 1973-74 OPEC price increase-similar to the
export trends in most of the other East-European countries. Exports
of finished manufacturers, on the other hand, have not expanded as
rapidly and thus have declined as a share of exports to the OPEC-8,
although their dollar value is largest of any East European country.

TABLE 14.-ROMANIAN TRADE WITH OPEC, 1970-78

IMillions of U.S. dollarsi

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978'

Romania:
Exports. 70.1 86.2 91.6 139.5 221.1 435.0 392.4 479.6 638.7

Imports 24.3 47.0 58.8 135.0 405.9 443.9 751.2 842.8 1,233.1

Crude oil 18.4 28.4 32.3 102.8 373.7 409. 4 728.2 831.5 1,221. 1

Other-- 5.9 18.6 26.5 32.2 32.2 34.5 23.0 11.3 12.0

Balance +45.8 39.2 32.8 +4. 5 -184.8 -8.9 -358.8 -363.2 -594.4

I Partly estimated by IMF (see table 1, footnote 1).

OPEC's most recent price increase severely reduces Romania's
chances of continuing past oil policies. With domestic prodution stag-
nating, Romania must increasingly rely on expensive OPEC oil to

satisfy its own growing domestic needs and maintain hard currency

exports of petroleum products, which are vital to continued trade with

the West. If imports of OPEC oil continue to increase at past rates

and if domestic oil production continues to decline, oil imports

could cost Bucharest over $3 billion in 1980, far in excess of poten-
tial exports to the OPEC countries. If Romania were enjoying large
trade surpluses elsewhere' in the world it could perhaps use. these sur-

pluses to offset increased oil costs. However, while trade is almost
balanced with the Soviet Union and a moderate surplus exists for the

non-OPEC LDC's, Romania has posted large deficits in recent trade
with Industrial Western countries.24 Consequently, Bucharest's trade

deficits with OPEC loom as the most serious of the East European
countries.

V. SUNMM3ARY AND IMAPLICATIONS

A. SwmmOary

This paper has analyzed East European merchandise trade with

OPEC for the 1970-78 period in order to assess its present and future
role in solving East Europe's emeiging energy problems. Military

assistance programs, technical services, and other invisibles were ex-

24During 1978 and 1979, Romanta had trade defiets of over $700 million with the In-

dustrialized West.
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eluded from the analysis for lack of sufficient data. Moreover, mer-chandise trade was felt to encompass the bulk of East Europe's com-mercial relations with OPEC, thereby providing a sufficient basis forinvestigating past trade patterns and speculating on near term tradeprospects. Both East European and OPEC foreign trade data wereused.
Among the study's chief findings were the following:At the start of the 1970's, Eastern Europe eagerly expanded im-ports of OPEC oil, then considered an inexpensive source ofenergy. The cost of these imports was easily covered by EastEurope's exports to OPEC. The large OPEC price rise of1973-74, however significantly worsened East Europe's termsof trade, requiring greatly expanded export efforts to OPEC;After an adjustment period, every East European country exceptRomania was able to cover its imports of OPEC oil by expand-ing merchandise exports to OPEC;Agricultural products provided the bulk of East European exportgrowth to OPEC after the first oil price hike, and continue tobe East-Europe's most successful export sector;Finished manufactures exports, in comparison, grew more mod-erately during the 1970's, reflecting traditional East Europeanexport weakness as well as intensifying competition from othercountries on major OPEC markets;

A small group of OPEC countries-Iran, Algeria, and Ni-geria-accounted for most East European exports to OPEC.If additional EE export capacity exists therefore, the remain-ing OPEC members may prove ready markets for East Euro-pean goods;
Overall, however, East Europe has captured only a very small-and declining-share of lucrative OPEC markets. The onlyappreciable EE market penetration has come in agriculturalproducts, while in finished manufactures the EE share hassteadily declined as a proportion of OPEC's growing importmarkets; and
Recent OPEC price rises to an average of over $30 per barrel willseverely affect all East European trade balances with OPEC.For some (Romania, Poland), huge deficits will be incurred in1980. For others (Bulgaria, GDR), oil imports are unlikelyto be matched by increased exports to OPEC. For still others(Czechoslokavia, Hungary), barring decreases in Soviet energysupplies, exports to OPEC may possibly cover imports ofOPEC oil, but only by a relatively small margin.We conclude, therefore, that during the 1970's trade with OPEChas proven a viable means for the East European countries to supple-ment their energy supplies without having to draw down scarce hardcurrency reserves. It is questionable, however, whether East Europecan continue to rely on this strategy. Two very preliminary projec-tions of potential 1985 East European oil imports from OPEC (seeappendix C) illustrate the problems now facing most East Europeancountries. According to the first quite modest projection, EastEurope (excluding Romania) would be paying almost $3.4 billionmore for OPEC oil in 1985 than in 1978. The second projection foresees
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almost $6.8 billion more in oil costs by 1985. If East European ex-

ports to OP:E:C grow at a rate close to a number of recently published

plan figures for foreign trade expansion (around 10 percent per an-

num), trade deficits of $600 million to $4 billion would be incurred

with OPEC by 1985, depending on which of the two projections

obtain.
Given East Europe's persisting trade deficits and large accumu-

lated debts with Western countries, their burgeoning trade deficits

with the U.S.S.R., and the likelihood of a stagnation in trade with

the LDC's (already overburdened with growing energy bills), East

Europe is unlikely to find additional hard currency reserves with

which to pay for imports of OPEC oil.

B. Implications

If, as our analysis suggests, East Europe is unable to rely on ex-

panded imports of OPEC oil-paid for in merchandise exports to

OPEC-to meet a portion of future energy needs, the implications of

this situation for East Europe and the USSR would be quite severe.

For Eastern Europe, the inability to obtain as much OPEC oil as

needed would require an even greater emphasis on conservation and

development of domestic energy supplies-chiefly coal-or, barring

success in these areas, increased oil imports from the Soviet Union.

However, many Western analysis are of the opinion that East Europe's

energy conservation programs will likely play only a minor role in

reducing demand for oil, while near term possibilities for substituting

coal, natural gas, or atomic power for oil are quite limited. Further-

more, many Western analysts are predicting drops in the level of So-

viet oil production during the early 1980's. If Soviet oil production

falters, Moscow would find it difficult to replace a part of OPEC's

present shipments to East Europe.
Even assuming the availability of additional Soviet oil for East

Europe, Moscow's cost for replacing OPEC's present oil deliveries to

East Europe would be sizable indeed. If Moscow were to shoulder the

burden of covering East Europe's impending deficits with OPEC, it

would have to forgo from $600 million to $4 billion of its hard cur-

rency earnings in 1985. (Moscow's hard currency oil sales in 1979 were

$9 billion, about half of total hard currency earnings.)
Generous supplies of Soviet oil would not end, however, East

Europe's energy related financial problems. An increase in oil ship-

ments from Moscow would simply push East Europe more deeply into

debt with the Soviet Union. While principles of fraternal socialist

relations may dictate favorable terms for East Europeans debtors,

Moscow can also be expected to increase its demands for East European

goods and possibly to insist more forcefully on greater socialist eco-

nomic integration. Demands by Moscow for a greater share of East

European exports would severely reduce the availability of East Eu-

ropean goods for export to other foreign markets. Given East Europe's

sizable debts owed the West, a reduction in their ability to export to the

West will very likely lead to reductions in their imports from the

West, with additional far reaching economic implications beyond the

scope of the present paper.
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APPENDIX A
TABLE A-l.-EAST EUROPEAN CRUDE OIL IMPORTS FROM NONCOMMUNIST COUNTRIES

[Barrels per dayl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978'

Total -92, 400 122, 870 175, 820 226, 240 206, 780 216, 340 306, 880 326, 840 432, 440
Of which:

Bulgaria 18, 740 34, 940 38, 280 42, 780 32, 400 11,960 16 340 18 280 26 840Czechoslovakia 7, 920 16, 740 13, 280 22, 600 7, 280 6, 720 15, 320 27, 000 17, 300German Democratic Re-
public2 12,020 4, 230 49, 260 50, 760 45, 980 18, 000 15, 520 15, 700 24 000Hungary -7,940 9,800 17, 540 15,840 13, 820 29,480 21, 200 16, 440 29, 260Poland- 0 0 0 11, 400 16, 540 48, 480 69, 000 72, 540 76, 300
Subtotal- 46,620 65,710 118,360 143,380 116,020 114,640 137, 380 149, 960 173, 700Romania -45,820 57,160 57,460 82,860 90,760 101,700 169,500 176,880 258, 740

l Estimated.
2 Excludes imports of crude oil from the Federal Republic of Germany.
Source: CIA, "Energy Supplies in Eastern Europe: A Statistical Compilation" (ER 79-10624). Figures for GermanDemocratic Repubhlic imports of crude oil from the Federal Republic of Germany were obtained from Federal Republicof Germany, "Warenverkehr mit der DDR," Reihe 6

TABLE A-2.-Average OPEC Crude Oil Prices

Price per barrel1970… --- …-…-- -- $1.101 9- 
1.361972 -
1.541973 -
3.401974 

---- 11.28
1975 --------------------------------------------------------------- 

11.031976 -------------- 
11.771977 

- 12.881978 -
12.931979 -_- 
18.631980 -30.87

Source: CIA International Energy Statintical Review.



APPENDIX B
TABLE B-I-POLISH EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-8, 1970-761

jDollar amounts in thousands)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

SITC Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Total to OPEC- --------------- $30, 440 $31, 152 $32, 910 $68, 814 $5,14$1,6 24 9

As share of exports to all OPEC countries. S 15265.5 57.9 61.7 76.4 15 4 78.6 8216, 67 8 2U4395 81.1

0 sshr F odfn liex animals - 4,422 14.5u5,r4i16.6 3,197 12.8 14,924 21.7 28,383 18.7 51,655 23.9 66,452 27.2

1 Beversgesasdt~~~~~ba~~cO-~ *Z 32 0.1 9 z 3 Z 316 0.2 321 0.1 7Z

2 Crudematerialasinedibleexcluding fuel- 3,402 11.2 2,802 9.0 3,776 11.5 7,036 10.2 20,979 13.8 19,030 0.8 23,656 9.

3 Mineral fuels, lubricants, etc -12 Z 0 0.0 1 Z 308 0 4 51 Z 231 1.3 9, 80u 3.9

4 Animal/vegetable oils and fats17 0.6 0 0.0 0 0. 0 0 0.0 2,177 1.4 13, 179 6.1 11,880 4.9

5 Chemicals-2,523 8.3 2,834 9.1 3,335 10.1. 8,456 12 3 46,400 30.5 50,670 23.4 14039 5

6 Manufactured goods by chief material. 8,90 9. 9, 762 31.3 1,07 15.3 20, 631 30.0 29, 410 19.3 4072 188 5,16 4.

7 Machinery and transport equipment-.-- 5,670 18.6 7,054 22.6 782 3. 1,745 17.1 17,297 11. 4 29,352 13. 5 46,260 19.0

8 Miscellaneous manufactured goods- __ 4,454 14.6 3,173 10.2 2, 697 8.1 4,885 7.1 7,170 4. 7 8,563 4.0 15,233 6.2

9 Items notclassified----------- 35 0.1 23 0.1 13 Z 15 Z 3 Z 3 Z 5 Z

0-1 Primary products-8,020 26.3 8, 18 25.7 7,983 24.3 22,271 32.4 51,096 34.1 86,316 40.2 111,456 45.6

5-6 Intermediate goods -1--------- 1, 513 37.8 12, 596 40.4 14,091 42.8 29, 087 42.3 75, 810 49.8 31, 390 42.2 72, 605 29.7

7-8 Finished manufactures-1-------- 0, 124 32.3 10,227 32.8 10, 519 32.0 16,630 24.2 24, 467 16.1 37, 815 17. 5 61, 483 25.2

Residual due to conversion to SITC ------ -748 2.5 -288 0.9 -304 0. 9 -81 1 1.2 +72 Z -43 Z +1,114 0. 5.

I Algeria, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudia Arabia, Nigeria, Venezuala, and Indonesia. Columns may Z-Negligible.
not add to totals due to roundin g.

*Caused by inaccuracies in concordance used to convert data from BTN to SITC commodity codes. Source: OPEC Country Foreign Trade Handbooks.



TABLE B-2.-CZECHOSLOVAK EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-8, 1970-761
[Dollar amounts in thousandsi

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976SITC Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value PercentTotal to OPEC-8 -------------- $55, 657 $73, 463 $72, 530 $86, 148 $109, 833$1097$5810As share of exports to all OPEC countries 76.5 65.5 6 626 140, 974 $158,105 675
0 Food and jive animals - 11,609 20.8 14, 590 19.9 13, 590 18.7 24, 79 2.8 2 0 25.6 28, 755 20.4 18, 978 12.02 Crude maerials, iedi ------ 8---2---0 0.0 I Z 47 2 19Z

Crd3 aeias ndble, excluding fuel. 829 15 1,066 1.5 679 0.1 768 0.9 792 07 8,332 6. ,3 4.1 C
3 Mineral fuels, lubricants, etc -8 217 0 4 8 Z 1, 2 1 97967 .2 72 ° 2, 767 62 437 4.1 co
4 Animal/veges-t-e-o-s and fats 0 0.0 6 Z 0 0.0 0 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 0.0 2 Z We

5 Chemicals-~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~887 1.6 1,045 1.4 1,362 1.9- 1,814 2.1 2,422 2.2 3,375 2.4 6,491 4.
6 Manufactured goods by chief material 21, 055 37.8 30, 229 41.1 828 39.4 30, 454 35.4 40, 053 3. 5, 572 38.7 63, 334 3491
7 Machinery and transport equipment 16, 427 29.5 20, 813 28.3 17, 729 24.4 17, 806 20.7 28, 332 25.9 28,494 20.2 46,185 29.1
8 Miscellaneous manufactured goods 4,455 8. 0 5,835 8.0 7,253 10.0 7,866 9. 1 9,770 . 2,4 8. 125 10.8
94 Pitms srotuclassi--ed215-0. 

56 0.1 31 Z 46 0.1 30 2 254 0.2 163 0.10-4 Pri ma ry produ cts- ;12,660 22.7 15, 678 21.3 15, 515 21.4 26,555 30. 8 28,891 26.3 39 9 28 .3 2 , 4 1 1 6
5-6 Intermediate goods . 21, 942 39. 4 31, 274 42.6 30, 190 416 3,28 375 4,45 387 5,97 4.1 69,4825 44.2
7-8i Finished-manufactures . 20,882 37.5 26, 648 36.0 24, 992 34.4 25, 672 29.8 38, 102 34.7 40, 900 29.01 63,8310 40.0

Reiual due to conversion to SITC*---- +42 0.1 +163 0. 2 -1, 812 2.5 -1, 553 1.2359.1,9.4 +63741 40.4

' Algeria, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudia Arabia, Nigeria, Venezuela, and Indonesia. Columns may not Z-Negligible.add to totals due to rounding.
'Caused by inaccuracies in concordance used to convert data from BTN to SITC commodity codes. Source: OPEC Country Foreign Trade Handbooks.



TABLE B-3.-HUNGARIAN EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-8, 1970-761

[Dollar amounts in thousandsl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

SITC Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Total to OPEC-8 - -- ---------- $33,799 $29,208 532,406 $46,313 $61, 371 $89, 226 76.8 $111,455 67.5

Au share of exportu to all OPEC countries. 84.5 3 7751.25 ,2 76.15 43 810.7 00 170.4 76198 2.8 6703 2.5

0 Food and live animals- 7,150 2142 3 845 7 11.5 4,634 10.0 10,607 7. 2 23.8 27, 030 24.3

l Beveragesuand tobacco-- 2 Z 6 Z 6 1 13 Z 6 Z 2Z 7

2 Crude materials, inedible, excludin-gfuel.. 23 0.1 161 0.6 332 1.0 926 2.0 1,472 2.4 234 0 3 1,375 1.2

3 Mineral fuelu, lubricants, etc------ 0 0. 0 17 0.1I 0 0.0 187 0.4 46 0.1 237 0. 3 241 0.2

4 Animal/vegetableeilual~~d fats - 19 0.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0. 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 Cy%

5 Chemicals-------------- 473 1.4 766 2.6 683 2.1 1,469 3.2 2,535 4.1 4,173 4.7 7,86. a

6 Manufacturing goods by chief material 19,943 59.0 14,552 49.8 16,598 51.2 19, 556 42 2 21,726 35.4 32,596 36.5 39,667 35.6 O3

7 Machinery and transport equipment-.- 3,133 9.3 4,478 15. 3 5,457 16.8 11,690 25.3 13, 435 21.9 21, 504 24.1 23, 162 20.8

8 M~scellanolis manufatured goods 2,630 7.8 4,811 16.5 5,313 16.4 8,257 17.8 10,976 17.9 9825 11.0 11,440 10.3

9 Items not classified----------- 7 Z 8 Z 4 1 11 Z I Z 2 2Z

0-4 Primary roducts --- C------ 27,194 21.3 4, 029 13. 4 066 12. 5 5, 760 12. 4 12,131 19.8 21,685 24.3 28,653 25.7

5-6 lntermexiate goods----------- 20,416 60.4 15, 318 52.5 17,281 53.3 21,025 45.4 24,,261 39.5 36,769 41.2 47, 253 42.4

7-8 Finished manufacturers--------- 5,763 17.1 9,289 31.8 10,770 33.2 19, 947 43.1 24, 411 39.8 31, 329 35.1 34, 602 31.0

Residual due to conversion to SITC------- -419 1.2 -556 1. 9 -8 0. +40 .9 56 09 +45 .6 945 0.

1 Algeria Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, Venezuela, and Indonesia. Columns may not Z-Negligible.

add to totais due to rounding. EC Country reign Trade Handbooks.
Caused by inaccuracies in concordance used to convert data from BTN to SITC commodity codes. Source: OPECCutyFrinTaeHnbos



TABLE B-4.-BULGARIAN EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-8, 1970-76 '
fDollar amounts in thousands)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976SITC Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value PercentTotal In OPEC-8----- $22, 153 $24,387 $30,649 $35, 904 $90,205 $100,557 $102,440
An share of exports to all PEC counties_ - 69.4 70. 3 71.4 76. 9 -80.2 71. 1 7

1Berood and vebanimals …-- 10, 785 48.7 14, 448 59.2 19, 875 64.8 19, 431 54 1 58, 571 64.9- 42, 234 42.0 43, 861 42.8
20 0.1 90 0.4 39 0.1 I 2 8 z 17 z 18

2 Crude materials, inedible, excluding fuel 91 0.4 1,956 8.0 2,719 89 2,375 6.6 3,475 3.9 9,790 8.7 2,8246 2. 2
3 Mineralfuels,lubricantn etc - 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 3 3 4 0 0.0 C874 ~ ~ ~ oils and fats -~~~~~23 1. 0 22 0. 1 123 0.4 36 0. 1 128 0. 1 213 0.2 1,0 .1 Ci.3

5Ceial---- -C--------- 1,039 4. 7 960 3. 9 194 3. 9 1,150 3.2 6,486 7.2 23,371 23.2 4,324 4.

6 M an u f a ct u r i n g g oo d s b y c b i -fm a t e r i ;35,4 4 1 2 4 .6 3 , 5 0 8 1 4 .4 3 ,6 6 2 1 1 .9 7 , 7 0 3 2 . 9 ,2 1 2 1 0 .2 1 1, 0 41 1 . 3 73 5 1. 1
7 Machineryan transportequipment 3,989 18.0 2,559 105 2 450 8.0 3,521 9.8 6,808 7.5 9,776 9.7 13,567 30.0
8Miscellaneous manufactured goods 549 2.5 .1,436 5.9 786 2.6 1,295 3.7 2 541 2.8 1885 1.9 2,400 2. 3

0-4 Primary products-2 
2 2 65 0.2 1,1 1. 8 2,013 2. 0 4,682 4.

5-6 Pntermede goods - 1 20,4919 49.3 16,516 67.7 22, 756 74.2 21, 843 60 8 63,184 70.0 5 034 51 1 47 62 46.1
S- ----------------- 6,480 293 4,468 18,3 4,856 15.8 8,853 24.7 16,698 18.5 34,412 34.2 35,059 34.2

7-8 Finished manufactures 4,538 20. 5 3,995 16.4 3,236 10.6 4,816 13.4 9,349 10.4 11,661 11.6 15,967 15.6
R e o-ntoSITC' -214 1.0 +594 2.4 +200 0.7 -327 0.9 -357 0.4 -1,214 1.2 +493 0.5

noAl eria, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudia Arabia, Nigeria, Venezuala, and Indonesia. Columns may Z-Negligible.ot ao8 d to totals due to rounding.
Caused by inaccuracies In concordance used to convert data from BTN to SITC commodity codes. Source: OPEC Country Foreign Trade Handbooks.
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TABLE B-5.-GDR EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-B, 1970-76 1

[Dollar amounts in thousandsl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

SITC Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Total to OPEC-8 - - - $11,223 $13,460 2 $15,392 $38,598 $27,839 $4 61,281 3 $47,702 47.5

0 Food and live animals = 1,180 10.5 4,358 32.4 3,160 20.5 3,727 9.7 504 1. 8 10,331 16.9 1,278 3.0

I BeverageO~~~~ndt~b~~~~O laul. 0.0 .5 . 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 2

2 Crude materials, inedibletexcludina 50 0.4 34 0.3 30 0.2 557 1.4 505 1.8 2,009 3.5 34 15 I 8

3 Cuem atera iauls, lbicnts, et …16 0. 1 0 0.0 30 0.2 1 2 I 2 5 2 2634 0.1

4 AMinealvuels, lbreicandtsatc ------ 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 466 1.2 23 0.1 5 2 2,639 5.5

5 Chemial/etabl-isanas-408-36-33-2.5 
453 2.9 1,120 2.9 1,416 5.1 1,785 2.9 2,95.

6 Manufactured goods by chief material. 2,.394 21.3 2,222 16.5 3,662.0,25 1.9 11,731 482. 15,98 206. 14,6987 30.8
7 MacCine~andtraoopo~ equipment..-- 6,005 53.5 4882 36.3 53,445 35.4 23, 520 659 1062 38.2 24,8 40.6 17,0

8 Misellae~uSmanuactued ods 102 97 1,256 9.3 1,624 10.6 1963 5. ,9 04 ,51 09 553 1.7

9 Ite m s ne tl c lasu ifie d -- o o9 2 Z 10 0 .1 2 1 Z Z 0 .0 0 0 .0

0- PItm sr n rot l siiduc - --- -…1,246- - 11. 43 2 . 26 3,222 20.9 4654 12.1 1,033 3.7 12, 349 20.2 3,273 6.9

0-4 Intrim eda te pr oducs- - - - - - - - --- 2,80 2 56 .0 ,5 1 943 2 . 032 4j,319 28.0 8 415 21.8 13, 147 47.2 17, 783 29.0 5,010 10.5

7-8 Inishmed it m gnoacdrs- - - - - - - --- - 72,097 63.2 6,5138 45.60 ,6 45.9 25 483 66.0 13, 512 48.5 30,406 49.6 37, 358 78.3

Residual due to conversion to SIT… ……----- -77 0. -31 28 -7 50 53 .1 14 05 -43 .2 2,9 43

X Al eria, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudia Arabia, Nigeria, Venezuela, and Indonesia. Columns may Z-Negligible.

not aud to toss due to rounding. : OPEC Country Foreign Trade Handbooks.
'Caused by naecc racies in concordance used to convert data from BTN to SITC commodity codes, Source: PCCutyFrinTaeHnbos



TABLE B-6.-ROMANIAN EXPORTS TO THE OPEC-8, 1970-76'
[Dollar amounts in thousandsl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975. 1976SITC Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent
Total to OPEC--8 -- $67, 957 $84, 015 $86, 189 $130, 665 $171, 903 $359, 112 $323, 991

An share of exports to all OPEC countrie- 96.9 97.5 94. 1 93. 7 77. 7 82.6 82. 6
0 Foraglive animals - -- -- 10,087 14.8 12,258 14.6 22,216 25.8 36,249 006 31.5 82, 718 25.6
2 8 Z I z 8 9 Z 21 Z 49 2 9

2 Crude material, inedible, excluding fuel.. 6, 482 95 800 .5 11,013 12. 8 20,155 15. 4 31119 18.1 41,448 11.5 32, 097 9.9 at
3 Mineral fuels, libricants, etc.107 0.2 8143 0.2 851 1.0 796 0.6 1,245 0.7 492 0.1 1,005 0. 94 0 0.0 0 0.0 I Z 0 00 35 2 27 2 34 Z cO5 Chemicals9, 161 13.5 2,627 3.1 2,807 3.3 2, 520 1:9 13,276 7.7 44, 727 12.5 19, 750 6.1
6 Manu7actured goods and chief material 13,822 20.3 18,278 21.8 17, 519 20.3 23,046 17.6 43, 585 25.4 67, 500 18.8 77, 753 24.0
7 Machinery and transport equipment 22,276 32.8 34, 655 41.2 25 499 29.6 32,714 25.0 32,331 18.8 75,318 210 95,490 29.6
8 Miscellaneous manufactured goods- 5, 979 8.8 8,114 9.7 6793 7.9 14,064 10.8 12, 031 7.0 14, 956 4.2 14 809 4 6
9 Items not classified 

62 Z I Z 4 Z 0 0.0 03 0.0 0 0.0 040.0
0 -4 rimary roducts- 16, 684 24.5 20,422 24.3 34,089 39.5 5729 4 8 7,2 42.8 15,2 3. 1,6 8.8

5-6 Intermediate goods- 22, 983 33.8 20, 899 224.9 20,2 23. 257, 209 19.6 56, 861 33.1 112, 227 31.2 97, 503 30.17- Finishedutmcaonusfactiuornest-o-si~-28,255 41.6 42,79+82 0.1 3522 3076 46, 778 35.8 44, 362 25.8 90,274 225. 110,299 34.1
Residual due to conversion to SITC - -- 33 2 +82 0.1 +522 0.6 -1,112 0.9 +2,8452 1.72 -1,5897 0.45 -326 0.1 0.

' Algeria, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Saudia Arabia, Nigeria, Venezuala, and Indonesia. Columns may not Source: OPEC Country Foreign Trade Handbooks.add due to totals.
'Caused by inaccuracies in concordance used to convert data from BTN to SITC commodity codes.Z-Negligible.
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APNDIX C

I. POSSIBLE TRENDS IN EAST EUROPEAN 5 IMPORTS O0 OPEC OLT

The following trends are intended to provide simple backgrounds for assess-

ing the near term implications of Eastern Europe's trade with the OPEC coun-

tries. No attempt is made to assess the relative likelihood of these trends; yet

it is hoped that the trends have been cast broad enough to provide boundaries

within which actual future developments will take place.

1. Oil imports from OPEC grow only modestly at the past rate of growth

of primary energy consumption in Eastern Europe (about 4 percent annually).

This rate of growth is considerably lower than Eastern Europe's past rates of

oil consumption (9.2 percent per annum from 1970-1977), total oil Imports

(9.6 percent per annum from 1970-1978), or oil imports from OPEC (16.6 per-

cent per annum from 1970-78). Such a low growth in imports of OPEC oil could

be likely if:
The Soviet Union takes on the burden of supplying any possible major

increases in Eastern Europe's demand for oil; or
Eastern Europe's energy conservation programs are unusually successful; or

The substitution of coal and natural gas for oil succeeds in substantially

easing domestic oil consumption; or
A somewhat moderate combination of the above factors.

2. Oil imports from OPEC continue to grow at the rate (12.9 percent per

annum) after the first major OPEC price increase. This high rate of growth

in imports of OPEC oil could be likely if:
The Soviet Union-perhaps due to domestic oil production shortfalls-does

not continue to expand oil exports to Eastern Europe (8.9 percent per

annum during 1970-77) ; or
East European energy conservation programs have little short run impact

on domestic oil consumption; or
The substitution of coal and natural gas for oil proves too limited to reduce

domestic oil consumption.

ALTERNATIVE TRENDS IN EAST EUROPEAN IMPORTS OF OPEC OIL

lIn thousands of barrels per dayl

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Trend No. 1 -201.4 209.3 217.6 226.2 235.1 224.4 254.1

Trend No. 2 -218.7 246.9 278.7 314.7 355. 3 401.1 452. 9

If one assumes that OPEC oil for 1980 cost over $28 per barrel and that the

price of oil from 1980 to 1985 rises 10 percent annually, the above two trends

generate the following hard currency costs for East Europe:

ALTERNATIVE TRENDS IN EAST EUROPEAN IMPORTS OF OPEC OIL

[in millions of dollarsi

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Trend No. I- 914 1, 370 2, 206 2,522 2, 84 3,297 3,771 4, 312

Trend No. 2 -914 1, 487 2,602 3, 230 4,013 4,983 6,188 7,686

Excluding Romania.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the paper is to reconstruct the fuel-trade flows of theseven member countries of the Council for Mutual EconomicAssistance (CMEA); namely; Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR,Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the U.S.S.R. This reconstructionprovides.a comprehensive picture of the regional patterns of EasternEuropean and Soviet fuel trade from the financial side, as distin-guished from the real side. The reconstructed fuel trade flows for theperiod 1970-78 (1979 for the U.S.S.R.) are presented in section II.Price developments in Eastern European and Soviet fuel trade arediscussed in section III on the basis of the author's own calculationof fuel price indices for main partner trade regions. Particular atten-
*The author is a senior economist with Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates. Centrally PlannedEconomies Projects. The paper was written while he was an assistant professor of economics at the Uni-versity of British Columbia, 'Vancouver, Canada. The research for this paper was carried out under a grantfrom the National Council for Soviet and East European Studies. Numerous helpful comments and edi-torial assistance from Dr. John P. Hardt are gratefully acknowledged.
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tion is paid to the pricing of Soviet exports of oil and oil products to
individual CMEA countries and on the world market (Developed
West). Section IV discusses the prospects for Soviet exports of oil
and oil products as wvell as the prospects for Eastern European imports
of crude oil from the U.S.S.R. and from the Middle East during 1980-
85. In addition, we also attempt to point out some of the most impor-
tant implications of the predicted developments on the patterns of
Soviet and Eastern European foreign trade.

Data and projections presented in this paper can provide a basis
for further analysis. For example, the information presented can
be used to calculate the implicit Soviet subsidies to Eastern Europe
which take the form of selling its crude oil and oil products at below
world market prices (wmp's) and for the relatively overvalued (at
official exchange rates) non-convertible rubles instead of the converti-
ble dollars. To be sure, subsidy calculations of this kind must be inter-
preted in the broader context of Soviet-Eastern European economic,
as well as political, relations.

The data presented can also be used to quantify the energy con-
straint on the growth rates of the Eastern European countries during
the 1980's. The statistical information can also be useful for esti-
mating the pressure on world energy supplies that will be exerted by
the CMEA countries during the first half of the 1980's. Furthermore,
our range of estimates regarding the amount of hard currency the
Eastern European countries will need to purchase oil from the Middle
East is a critically important variable to include in any projection of
Eastern European imports from the Developed West, as well Eastern
Europe's capacity to service her hard-currency debt.

II. FUEL TRADE FLOWS OF TIHE CMEA SEVEN, 1970-78

Tables 1 through 9 present a reconstruction of the fuel trade flows
of the CMEA Seven with five major partner trade regions for the
period 1970-78 (1979 for the U.S.S.R.). The commodity category
"Fuels" is defined as SITC 3 or CTN 20 + 21 + 22 + 23; it includes coal,
coke, briquettes, oil, oil products, gas (natural and manufactured),
and electric energy. For individual Eastern European countries the
five partner trade regions include: the CMEA Five (the rest of East-
ern Europe except Albania and Yugoslavia), the U.S.S.R., the Other
Centrally Planned Economies (OCPE's), the AMore Developed Coun-
tries (MIDC's), and the Less I)eveloped Countries (LDC's). The bloc
of OCPE's includes Albania, China, Cuba, North Korea, Mongolia,
Vietnam, and Yugoslavia. The MDC's or the Developed West cover
North America, Western Europe (including Turkey), Japan, Austra-
lia, and New Zealand. The LDC's are the remaining countries of the
world. The sum of each country's fuel trade with the CMEA Five,
the U.S.S.R., and the OCPE's is called the Ruble Area total, While
the sum of her trade with the MDC's and the LDC's is called the
Dollar Area total. For each country, we, report exports and imports of
fuels in millions of current rubles for the Ruble Area and millions of
current dollars for the Dollar Area, as well as her fuel trade balance
or net exports. All data for vears 1970 through 1977 were taken from
Vafious (1980b), while the date for year 1978 came mostly from the
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official national statistical and foreign trade yearbooks. The 1978and 1979 data presented in parentheses are preliminary estimates basedon a combination of incomplete national trade data and mirror tradestatistics of other CMEA countries.
In the case of the Ruble Area, its name does not imply that the rubleis the sole means of payment in fuel trade transactions. Generally, thebulk of each country's exports and imports of fuels to and from theCMEA Five and the U.S.S.R. is sold for or paid for in rubles. Thistrade is also conducted at special intra-CMEA prices, which are differ-ent from wmp's. However, some portion of this trade is knownto be conducted in dollars at the current wmp's. Since with the excep-tion of Hungary it is not possible to identify the portion of intra-CMEA fuel trade conducted in dollars, the reported total of eachcountry's fuel trade with the CMEA Five and the U.S.S.R. is thesum of her ruble trade with these two regions and the dollar tradeconverted into rubles at the official, unrealistically low. dollar ex-change rates. This causes an understatement of intra-CMEA fueltrade in the case of countries which demand or are required to usedollars as means of payment (particularly Hungary and Romania).In the case of the OCPE's, most CMEA countries use rubles as meansof payment in trade transactions with Albania, North Korea, Mon-golia, and Vietnam. Dollars are used in trade with Cuba and Yugo-slavia, while both rubles and dollars are used in trade with China.Since the bulk of the CMEA fuel trade with the OCPE's involvesCuba and Yugoslavia, the OCPE's would be more appropriately in-cluded in the Dollar Area. However, because of the way aggregatetrade statistics are reported in the official CMEA statistical sources(socialist vs. non-socialist countries) and the fact that the dollar tradewith Cuba and Yugoslavia. involves accounting rather than fully con-vertible dollars, the OCPE's are included in the Ruble Area total.'Thus the dollar trade in fuels with Cuba and Yugoslavia was convertedinto rubles at the official exchange rates.

In the case of the Dollar Area, all fuel trade transactions are con-ducted in dollars or other convertible currencies and at the wmp's. Noattempt is made here to aggregate the Ruble and the Dollar Area total,either by converting the former into dollars or the latter into rubles.At the present time, in the absence of a reliable and economically ra-tional dollar/ruble exchange rate, the use of the official Soviet or theimplicit official Eastern European dollar/ruble exchange rates wouldamount to "adding up potatoes and oranges, pound for pound."2Hence, the use of two currencies as units of measurement in tables 1through 9 is preferable because it allows the maximum cross-countrycomparability of statistical data.
Tables 1 through 6 require little comment. On the export side, thelargest exporter of fuels is Poland, followed by Romania, theGDR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Bulgaria. While Poland and

1 The key implication of the use of accounting rather than fully convertible dollars is thatany surpluses or deficits In bilateral trade cannot be freely used to offset deficits or surplusesIn trade with the West. In addition, at least in the case of Cuba, the prices used in foreigntrade transactions are different from world market prices (wmp's) as pointed out inTheriot end Matheson (1979), pp. 558-562. Thus, the most appropriate regional aggregationwould be to Include only Yugoslavia in the Dollar Area total.The problem of binging intra-CMEA and East-West trade flows to a common denomi-mator is discussed in greater detail In various (1980a), Appendix, also appearing in this
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Czechoslovakia still export a fair amount of fuels within CMEA,

the remaining countries (notably Romania and Bulgaria) send the

bulk of their fuel exports to the MDC's. With the exception of Ro-

mania, most of individual country imports of fuels come from the

U.S.S.R. In 1978 the largest importers of fuels from the U.S.S.R were

Czechoslovakia and the GDR, followed by Bulgaria, Poland,

Hungary, and Romania. Romania imports most of her fuels (crude

oil) from the Middle East and in 1978 she was still the only CMEA

country not receiving any oil imports from the U.S.S.R.3 As far as

the imports of oil from the Middle East are concerned, in 1978 Ro-

mania imported by far the largest quantity and was followed by

the GDR, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary. and Czechoslovakia. Only

Poland and the GDR, appear to import significant amounts of

fuels from Western Europe (Belgium, Netherlands, United Kingdom,
and the FRG).

TABLE 1.-BULGARIAN TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubles In millions of current dollars

Sr ble Dollar

Year CMEA-5 U.S.S.R. DCPE's Ares total MDC's LDCos Area total

Exports:
1970-
1971 -
1972 --------
1973 --------
1974-
1975-
1976-
1977-
1978-

Imports:
1970-
1971-
1972-
1973-
1974-
1975-
1976-
1977-
1978-

Trade balance:
1970-
1971-
1972-
1973 …
1974-

*1975-
1976-
1977 …
1978-

2.9 0 0.2 3.1 5.1 0
1. 3 0 3 1.6 3.2 0
3.9 0 9 4.8 3.1 0
3.1 0 .4 3.5 8.4 0
3.1 0 .5 3.6 12.0 4.8
5.9 0 5.8 11.7 58.9 .6
4.5 0 5.1 9.6 64.6 6.9
7.7 0 4. 5 12.2 98.5 10.2

(10.8) (0 ) (5.4) (16.2) (153.4) (13.2)

5.6 166.5 5.1 177.2 24.3 9.5
5.7 198.2 5.6 209.5 34.6 19.2

11.2 210.2 6.4 227.8 13.3 29.6
12 3 245.0 5.9 263.2 0 43.9
29.9 291.7 7.2 328.8 8.9 131.9
24.6 657.0 5.8 687.4 22.2 53.9
19.4 747.6 5.9 772.9 27.0 74.5
55.0 935.5 4.0 994.5 6.9 93.0

(20.3) (1,136.2) (5.4) (1.161.9) (9.2) .(139.9)

-2.7 -166.5 -4.9 -174. 1 -19.2 -9.5
-4. 4 -198.2 -5.3 -207.9 -31.4 -19.2
-7. 3 -210.2 -5. 5 -223.0 -10.2 -29.6
-9.2 -245.0 -5.5 -259.7 8.4 -43.9

-26. 8 -291.7 -6.7 -325.2 3.1 -127. 1
-18.7 -657.0 0 -675.7 36.7 -53. 3
-14.9 -747.6 -. 8 -763. 3 37.6 -67.6
-47.3 -935.5 .5 -982.3 91.6 -82.8
(-9. 5) (-1, 136.2) (0 ) (-1, 145. 7) (144.2) (-126.7)

5. 1
3.2
3. 18.4

16. 8
59. 5
71.5

108.7
(166.6)

33. 853.8
42.9
43.9

140. 876. 1101.5

99.9
(149. 1)

-2&87-50.6
-39.8
-35.5

-124.0
-16.6
-30.0

8.8(17.5)

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vanous, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,

1950-1977" (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia, July

1980). 1978: Bulgarian Foreign Trade Yearbook and mirror trade statistics of other CMEA countries.

3The 1979 U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Yearbook Indicates that Romanla began to Import

oil from the U.S.S.R. in 1979.
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TABLE 2.-CZECHOSLOVAK TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubles In millions of current dollars
Ruble Area Dollar AreaYear CMEA-5 U.S.S.R. OCPE's total MDC's LDC's total

Exports:
1970 - 72.8 1.2 6.6 80.6 49.3 0 49.31971 -------- 74.0 .8 9.7 84.5 66.5 .9 67. 41972--------- 80. 0 1. 2 9. 2 90. 4 69. 5 1. 70.61973 -82. 2 5.6 11. 2 99.0 92.4 .1 92.51974--------- 85.4 11. 4 17. 4 114. 2 126. 6 .1 126. 71975 - 133.2 15.6 29. 2 178. 0 189.8 1.8 191.61976 -146.7 3.2 26.1 176.0 195.2 .2 195. 41977 - 165. 2 3. 5 20.3 189. 0 227.2 1 227.31978 -161. 8 4.6 21.4 187.8 203.8 0 203. 8Imports:
1970--------- 73.0 221.9 4.8 299.7 10. 3 0 10. 31971--------- 93.8 253.8 3.0 350.6 17.1 0 17. 11972--------- 92. 6 282.1 2.9 377. 6 11. 2 0 11. 21973 -------------- 102.6 300.2 2.37 405.5 5.8 28.0 33.81974 -104. 2 335.9 0 440. 1 26. 5 19. 1 45.61975 - 143.6 678.2 .1 821.9 10. 8 23.5 34. 31976------------ 161. 4 801. 1 0 962. 5 53. 8 20.9 74.71977 -- 159. 5 979. 5 0 1, 139.0 71. 5 69.4 140. 9Trade balance- 158.2 1, 218.1 5.9 1,382.2 72.2 29.6 101.81970--------- -. 2 -220. 7 1. 8 -219.1 39.0 0 39.01971 - - 19. 8 -253.0 6. 7 -266.1 49. 4 9 50. 31972 -- 12.6 -280.9 6.3 -287. 2 58. 3 1.1 59. 41973- -20.4 -294.6 8.5 -306. 5 86.6 -27.9 58.71974 --------------- -18.8 -324. 5 17.4 -325.9 100.1 -19.0 81.11975 -- -- -10. 4 -662.6 29. 1 -643. 9 179.0 -21. 7 157. 31976 -- 14. 7 -797.9 26.1 -786.5 141. 4 -20. 120.71977--------- 5.7 -976. 0 20. 3 -950. 0 155. 7 -69. 3 86. 41978--------- 3.6 .- 1, 213. 5 15. 5 -1, 194.4 131. 6 -29. 6 102.0

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vavnous, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,1950-1977" (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAMa Department of Economics, University of BritihA Columbia,July 1980). 1978: Czechoslovak Foreign Trade Yearbook and Czechoslovak Statistical Yearbook.

TABLE 3.-GDR TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubles In millions of current dollars
Ruble Area Dollar AreaYear CMEA-5 U.S.S.R. OCPE'u Total MDC's LDC's total

Exports:
1970 - 36.5 9.0 2.8 48.3 61.5 0.2 61.71971------------- 40.4 13.2 3.6 57.2 57.5 .4 57.91972 ------ : 40.8 18. 7 3.7 63.2 71.7 .5 72.21973 -31.4 14.6 5.1 51.1 135.6 .5 136.11974--------- 34. 6 4.0 10. 0 48.6 227.4 .5 227.91975------- 58. 6 12. 7 16. 3 87.6 237.0 .5 237. 51976- 68.8 9.0 13.1 90.9 296.1 0 296.11977 - 66.8 26.6 10.5 103.9 325. 6 0 325.61978 -(72.5) (18.0) (12.2) (102.7) (372. 7) (0 ) (372.7)Imports:
1970--------- 88.7 198. 2 2. 1 289.0 46. 8 11.2 58.01971 -- - 88.3 271.3 2. 2 307.8 . 53.0 7.6 60.61972--------- 109. 2 243. 1 2. 1 354. 4 89. 2 11. 7 100. 91973--------- 139. 3 275. 0 1. 9 416. 2 68.4 28.6 97.01974--------- 114.7 398.2 3. 2 516.1 53. 7 187. 7 241.41975 -166. 8 645. 8 3. 4 *816.0 156.3 150.4 306. 71976 -- - ----- 166. 1 .808.8 2. 3 977. 2 201. 3 159.6 360.91977------ 188.6 1,013. 2 3. 2 1, 285.0 218.5 178. 7 397. 21978 - - (195. 1) (1,242. 6) (3.6) (1,441. 3) (199.0) (194.8) (393.8)Trade balance:
1970------ -52.2 -189.2 .7 -240.7 .14.7 -11.0 3. 71971 - - -47. 9 -204.1 1.4 -250.6 .4. 5 -7.2 -23.71972 -- 68.4 -224.4 1.6 -291. 2 -17.5 -11. 2 -28.71973 - -107. 9 -260. 4 3.2 -365. 1 67. 2 -28. 1 39. 11974 - -80. 1 -394.2 6.8 -467. 5 173.7 -187. 2 -13 51975--------------- -108. 2 -633. 1 12.9 -728. 4 80.7 -149.9 -69. 21976 - - 97. 3 -799. 8 10.8 -886. 3 94.8 -159.6 -64. 81977…---------121. 8 -986.6 7. 3 -1, 101. 1 107.1 -178.7 -71.61978 - (-122.6) (-1,224.6) (8.6) (-1, 33&6) (173. 7) (-194.8) (-21.11)

Source: 1970-77: Jan Va;ous, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,1950--1977"' (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia,July 1980) 1978: East German Statistical Yearbook, mirror trade statistics ot other CMEA countries, West GermanStatIstical Yearbook.
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TABLE 4.-HUNGARIAN TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubles In millions of current dollars

Ruble Area Dollar Area

Year CMEA-5 U.S.S.R. OCPE's total MDC's LDC's total

Exports:
1970 -7.7 2.9 1. 9 12.5 15. 8 0 15. 8

1971 -10.8 2.5 2.3 15.6 11.5 .1 11.6

1972 - - 12.0 2.4 3.4 17.8 24.6 1 24.7

1973 --------------- 9.0 2. 1 2.4 2 13. 3 31.4 4 31.8

1974 - ------- 11.7 1.3 5.0 18.0 32.3 .2 32.5

1975 -- 46.-6-.12.1 2.6 5.9 20.6 91. 3 .1 91. 4

1976--------- 14.8 2.8 6.6 24.2 122.0 .5 122.5

1977 ------------- 15.9 4.5 9.5 29.9 148. 1 8 148.9

1978 -13.9 62.2 11.2 8.3 131. 4 4.5 135.9
Imports :

1970 --197 - 54.3 130.0 1.4 185.7 12. 3 2.9 15.2
1971 -------- 59. 5 151.7 2.7 213. 9 7.0 12.1 19. 1

1972--------- 58.8 168.4 1.9 229.1 5.9 16.5 22.4

1973--------- 60.8 183.1 1.6 245. 5 10.2 24.6 34. 8
1974 - 58.0 ~~~~~~ ~~~210.4 4. 3 272. 7 18.0 66.0 84. 0

1975 ---------- 91.9 438.2 3.4 533. 5 15. 3Y14.7

1976-100.4 524.1 2.8 627.3 60.0 95.9 155.9
1977--------- 109. 1 672.5 .2 781. 8 56.1 79. 3 135.4

1978 --------------- 132.9 815. 8 -4 949. 1 36.9 136.5 173. 4

l970 - -46.6 -127.-1 5 -173.2 3.5 -2.9 6

1971 ------ - -48.7 -149.2 -. 4 -198.3 4.5 -12.0 -7.
1972--------- -46. 8 -166.0 1. 5 -211. 3 18.7 -16.4 2. 3

1973--------- -51. 8 -181.0 .6 -232. 2 21.2 -24.2 -3.0

1974…-------- -46. 3 -209. 1 .7 -254.7 14.3 -65.8 -51.5

1975--------- -79.8 -435.6 2. 5 -512.9 76.0 -140.6 -64.6

1976--------- -85.6 -521. 3 3. 8 -603. 1 62.5 -95. 4 -32. 9

1977--------- -93.2 -668.0 9.3 -751.9 92. 8 -78. 4 14.4

1978--------- -119.0 -753.6 , 10.8 -861. 8 94.5 -132.0 -37. 5

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vouve us, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,

1950-19778 (Vancouver. B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of Britiah Columbia,
July 1980). 1978: Hungarian Foreign Trade Yearbook and USSR Foreign Trade Yearbook.

Note: There are some differences between the recoostructed statistics and the offic ially reported Huogarian statistics.

Thre official utatistics record trade flows on the banio of country of origin/destination since 1971; the reconstructed statio-

tics record trade on the basis of country of sale/purchase aa was cus~tomar prior to 1971. For years 1976-78, intra.CMEA

ruble and dollar trade in aggregated essentially on the bbusis of the official Soolet rather than the official Hungarian dollar/

ruble exchauge rate (the latter impliesuaoubstantial devaluation of the ruble via-a-via the dollar) is order to achieve con-

sistency is the 1970-78 time series.

TABLE 5.-POLISH TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubles In millions of current dollars

Ruble Area Dollar Area

Year CMEA.-5 U.S.S.R. OCPE's total MDC's LDC's total

Esports:
1970--------- 106.8 113.3 3.3 223.4 186.9 7.0 193.9

1971--------- 116.9 140.9 3.8 261.6 .241. 1 9.9 251.0

1972--------- 139.1 172.4 4.1 315.6 278.2 7.8 286.0

1973--------- 180.3 158.9 6.7 345.9 337.2 11.7 348.9

1974--------- 173.3 163.7 16. 2 353.2 804.6 45.4 850.0

1975--------- .249.8 361.7 25.6 637. 1 1, 127.9 82.2 1,210.1

1976--------- 256.5 360.8 8.7 626.0 1,043.5 110.6 1,154.1

1977 ------ -- 265.2 357.4 15.3 637.9 1, 042.8 117.1 1,159.9

1978--------- (285.7) (385.2) (14.3) 685.2 1, 136.2 99.9 1,236. 1

Imports: ----- 30.4 164.3 3.6 198.3 9.5 0 9.5

1971-------- 25.6 180.5 4.6 210.7 13.8 0 13.8

1972-------- 28.4 209.6 4.9 242.9 14.1 0 14.1

1973 ------ - 20.5 227.9 5.0 253.4 92.7 .7 93.4

1974-------- 20.8 224.8 6.8 252.4 178.3 31.8 210.1

1975-------- 40.1 554.6 5.2 599.9 291.5 54.8 346.3

1976-------- 36.8 654.8 4.5 696.1 396.1 42.2 438.3

1877-------- 34.7 879.3 6. 2 920.2 403.7 65.7 469.4

1978-------- (41.2) (1,107.7) (8.1) 1, 157.0 246.6 195.5 442.1

Trade balance: 7. 5. 3 2. 7. 184.4
1970 -39------ 7. 5.6 -.8 250.9 227.3
1971 ------ 91.3 -3. 09 273 9 9 237.2

1972-------- 110.7 -37.2 -.8 72.7 264.1 7:8 271.9

1973…-----159.8 -69.0 1.7 92.3 244.5 11.0I 255.5

1974--------- 162.5 -61. 1 9.4 100.8 626.3 13.6 639.9

1975--------- 209.7 -192.9 20.4 37.2 836. 4 27.4 863.8

1976--------- 219.7 -194. 0 4.2 -70.1 647.4 68.4 715.8

1977--------- 203.5 -W2. 9 9. 1 -282.3 639. 1 51.4 690.5

1978---------- (244. 5) (-722.5) (6.2) -471.8 889.6 -95.6 794.0

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vavnous, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,

1950-1977" (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, Unaiversity of British Columbia, July

1980). 1978: Polish Foreign Trude Yearbook sod mirror trade statistics of other CMEA countries.
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TABLE 6.-ROMANIAN TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubles In millions of current dollars
Year ~~~~~~~~~~Ruble Area Dollar AreaYear CMEA-5 U.S.S.R. OCPE's total MDC's LDC's total

Exports:
1970-45.1 19.2 10.0 74.3 70. 2 24 72. 6
1971- 34.2 18 1 8.0 74.3 1016 1 103.31972 - ~~~~~49.9 17.7 7.0 74.6 96. 0 11 97.11973- -- 58.8 19 5 11.0 89.3 210.5 26 7 213.21974-------- 602.2 3 30 20.0 98.1 451.4 5.3 456. 71967. 0 01 113.2 .440.4 5.8 446.2
1977 - 88.8 32.1 7. 4 128.3. 628.1 8.2 636.31977 8-122.3 227 3 9.6 154.2 572.2 103 582.5(78 7100.5) (270) 7.7) 39.2) (746.7) (14 (761S .

I mp o r t s : 
.1 4 5 7 1 2

1970 ----------- -- 21.6 21. 4 3. 6 46.6 37.0 22.2 59. 2
1971 -- 20.2 28:2 7.0 5.4 32. 2 6.7 594.2db a e 6 .7 1) (gS 33.6 6.6 66.3 18.5 45.9 64 4
1973 ----- 3--------- 8 9 39 9 9.1 79.9 44.2 89- 6 133.81974 ------------ 38. 9 36.6 11.3 86.8 70. 4 324.4 394.819765 - 61.4 66 6 15.6 143.6 76.4 372897.2 72 30. 5 197.9 84. 0 685.3 769.3

1977 ------- 97.6 86:0 27. 8 211.4 78. 5 701.0 779. 51978 --------- (99.4) (71.6) (31.5) (202.5) (118.1) (1053 (,14)1970 ------------ 23.5 -2 2 6.4971. 27. 7 33.2 -19.8 13.4----------- 28.0 -10:1 1.0 18.9 69.2 -250 4.
1972.. .. - 23.8 ~ 15 9 

4483 75.4: 2.1973 - 27.9 -204 19 9.4 166.3 -86.9 7.1974: 21.3~ ~~-18.7 87 11. 3 381.0 -319.1 61.941976-10.9 -35 8 5. -30.4 364.0 -367:0 -.1977------- -8. -38 1 -23.1 -69.6 544.1 -677.1 -133.01978 -44'.4.7 63. -18.2 -57.2 493.7 -690.7 -197.0
18-(1. 1) (-4. 6) (-9. 8) (-63.3) (628.6) -1, 038. 8 -410. 20

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vu'nous, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,1950-1977" (Vancouver, B.C.: ProjectCMEA..FORTRAM, Department of EconomcUniversity of British Columbia. iluly
.1980). 1978: Romanian Statistical Yearbook, mirror trade statistics of otheroCMEAls countries, and "Romanian ForeignTrade Statistics," G.A.T.T. document L/4926, Genevu, Jun. 25, 1980.

TABLE 7.-CMEA SIX TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubles In millions of current dolrYear CMEA-6 U.S.S.R. OCPE's Ruble AreaDolrAe
total MDC's LDC' Dollarlre

Exports:
1970 --- 271. 8 145. 6 24. 8 442.2 388.I8 9.6 398.41972 -291.--6 175.5 27. 7 494.8 481.4 13.0 494.41973….- ---- 325. 7 212.4 28. 3 466. 4 543.1 10.6 553.71974 -364.8---- 200. 7 36. 6 602. 1 815.5 15.4 830 .917------ 368. 3 198.3 69. 1 635. 7 1,654.3 56.3 1, 710.6
1976------ 53 .9 434 9.9 1, 4. 2,145. 3 91.0 2, 236.31977 - 9 580.1 407. 9 67.0 1055.0 2,349.5 126.4 2, 475.98------------ 643.1 414.3 69.7 1,127.1 2,414.4 138.5 ,5.

Imports: ---- (645.2) (497:0) (76.2) 1,218.4) (2, 744.2) (132. 1) (2, 876.3)1971 -273.6 902. 3 20.6 1, 196. 5 140.2 45.8 186.01972---------293. 1 1, 029. 7 25.1 1, 347.9 157.9 65. 6 23.1973 - 2.3 1,147.0 24. 8 1,498. 1 152.2 103. 7 255.9174 -366.4---271-1-6.2 
1, 663. 7 221. 3 215. 4 436.7

1975__366. 5 1, 497. 6 32.8 1, 896. 9 355. 8 760.9 1, 116. 7
1976 …-------528. 4 3, 040. 4 33. 5 3, 602. 3 572. 5 796. 1 1, 368.6
1977---------581. 3 3, 606.6 46.0 4, 233. 9 822. 2 1,078.4 1 0.

1977 .... .. 644.5 4 566.0 4 1.4 5,25 1. 9 835. 2 1,1 71 2, 902 2 .3Trade balance: -( 4 . )(5, 520) (54.9) (6,294. 0) (682.0) (1, 749.6) (2, 431.6)1970-.:::::::-1.8 -756.7 4.2 -754.3 248.6 -36.2 212.41972 --------- 5--854.2 2.6 -853. 1 -323.5 -52.6 27.
197L - - 6 ~~~-934.6 3.5 -931. 7 390.9 -93.1 297.81973 - -1~~~~~~. 6 -1070.4 10.4 -1, 061. 6 594.2 -200.0 39.1974 1.8 -1,I 299.3 36.3 -1 261. 2 1, 298. 5 -704.6 593.2197535 ------- _2,617.0 59.4 -2. 554.1 1, 572.8 -705.1 867.7

1976 - -1 . 2 -3, 198.7 21. 0 -3, 178.9 1, 527. 3 -952.0 575.31977--------1.4 -4,151.7 28.3 -4, 124.8 1, 579.2 -1, 048.6 530.61978 - (~~~~-1.9) (5,095. 0) (21. 3) (-5: 075.6) (2, 062.2) (-1,617.5) (444.7)
Source: 1970-77: Jan Vavnous, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,19 50-1977" (Vancouver., B. C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia,IuY 1980). 1978: Author's own calculation on the basis of tables 1 through 6.
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Table 7 summarizes the picture of fuel trade of the CMEA Six.

The shortage of hard currencies and much more rapid growth of prices

in the West explain the sevenfold increase of fuel exports to the Dollar

Area, while. exports to the Ruble Area increased less than three times

during the period 1970-78. However, the import statistics exhibit

even more impressive growth rates. The Eastern European imports of

fuels from the U.S.S.R. increased more than six times during 1970-

78, while imports from the Dollar Area increased almost thirteen times

(almost five times from the MDC's and about thirty-eight times from

the LDC's, that is, from the Middle East).
The rapidly rising dependence of Eastern Europe on imported fuels

is apparent from her fuel trade balances. In 1970 Eastern Europe had

a fuel trade deficit with the U.S.S.R. of about 750 million rubles,

which kept growing and reached the level of 1,300 million rubles in

1974. The 1975 revision of the intra-CMEA price formation formula,

which resulted in an increase in Soviet fuel export prices to the CMEA

Six of about 85 percent relative to the previous year, caused the East-

ern European fuel trade deficit to double to 2,600 million rubles.4

Additional price increases during 1976-78 as well as increases in the

quantity of fuel imports brought the level of this deficit to about 5,100

million rubles in 1978. Table 8 presented below indicates that the

Eastern European fuel trade deficit with the U.S.S.R. reached about

6,500 million rubles in 1979 and is expected to grow to about 7,600

million rubles in 1980.
On the other hand, Eastern Europe has a considerable surplus in

her fuel trade with the MDC's. This surplus grew from about 250

million dollars in 1970 to 600 million dollars in 1973, then jumped to

1,300 million dollars in 1974 due to the rapid growth of prices of ex-

ported fuels and continued to grow to the level of about 2,100 million

dollars by 1978. However, the growing Eastern European surplus in

her fuel trade with the MDC's is increasingly offset by a deficit in

her fuel trade with the LDC's (the Middle Eastern OPEC countries).

While in 1970 this deficit was less than 40 million dollars, it reached

200 million dollars in 1973 and jumped to 700 million dollars in 1974

as a result of near quadrupling of oil prices. By 1978 this deficit was

about 1,600 million dollars. As a result of the rapidly rising fuel trade

deficit with the LDC's, the Eastern European surplus in fuel trade

with the Dollar Area, which grew from 200 million dollars in 1970 to

almost 900 million dollars in 1975, began to decline after 1975. In 1978

this surplus was only about 450 million dollars and it can be expected

that it will disappear entirely by 1980 (it may have disappeared

already in 1979). However, it should be noted that the major cause of

this trend is Romania whose small surplus in fuel trade with the Dollar

Area between 1970 and 1974 turned into a deficit in 1975,. growing

rapidly to the level of about 400 million dollars by 1978.

4 According to the rather vague CMIEA rules for price formation in effect until the end

of 1974. intra-CMEA foreign trade prices (ftp's) were based on lagged averages of wmP's,

periodically (every five years) revised and purged of various negative influences of the

world canitallst market. such as monopoly influences. tem'vrAry speculative trends,. short-

term and cyclical influences, etc. From 1975 on intra-CMEA ftp's are supposedly con-

structed on the basis of the lagged 5-year moving average of wmp's.
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Tables 8 and 9 present the picture of Soviet fuel trade with its fourmain trade partner regions: the CMEA Six, the OCPE's, the MDC's,and the LDC's, as well as with individual Eastern European countries(based on Soviet foreign trade statistics). They, too, require littlecomment. With the exception of the Soviet fuel trade with the LDC's,the U.S.S.R. is a large net exporter of fuels with a surplus in 1979. ofabout 8,000 million rubles with the Ruble Area and 12,800 million dol-lars with the Dollar Area.. During the period 1970-79, Soviet netexports of fuels to the CMEA Six and to the OCPE's increased eight-and-half times, and to the MDC's almost eighteen times. On the otherhand, the negligible surplus in the Soviet fuel trade with the LDC'sin 1970 changed into a steady deficit, averaging about 250 million dol-lars during 1971-78.
Since all the fuel trade data presented in tables 1 through 9 are inabsolute ruble or dollar amounts, in order to present the picture of fueltrade in relative terms, in table 10 we report the share of fuels in ex-ports of each Eastern European country and the U.S.S.R. to theMIDC's, the share of fuels in each country's imports from the U.S.S.R.,and finally the share of fuels in total imports from the Dollar Area,that is, the MDC's and the LDC's taken together. Table 10 shows thatthe share of fuels in total exports of all countries to the MDC's rosedramatically between 1970 and 1978. In 1978, 64 percent of Sovietexport-earnings in the MDC's were accounted for by fuels (69 percentin 1979), while the corresponding share for Poland and Romania wasbetween 26 and 28 percent. and between 7 and 21 percent for the restof Eastern Europe. With the exception of Romania, the share of fuelsin total imports from the U.S.S.R. increased from 11-19 percent in1970 to 31-41 percent in 1978 depending on the country. In contrast,the share of fuels in the Romanian imports from the U.S.S.R. in 1978was less than 7 percent.

With the exception of Romania, for which the share of fuels in totalimports from the Dollar Area was about 23 percent in 1978, this shareamounted to between 3 and 11 percent for the remaining CMEA coun-tries. However, with the exception of Bulgaria, the share of fuels intotal imports from the Dollar Area shows a strong upward trendduring 1970-78 and can be expected to increase rapidly from 1980 on.
5 On the basis of the U.S.S.R. trade returns for January-Sentember 1980 published in theSupplement to the journal "U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade," No. 12/1980 the author would predicta dramati( Increase in these surpluses in 1980. A 15 to 20 percent increase in export pricesof fuels to the Ruble Area Is likely to push the Soviet fuel surplus with this region toabout 10 billion rubles. Rapid growth of oil prices In the West combined with a sharpincrease in Soviet exnorts of natural gas to West Cermany. France and Italy. and no growthin real Imports of oil from the Middle East are likely to push the Soviet fuel trade surpluswith the Dollar Area to about 19-20 billion dollars, Le., an increase of 151-164 percentover Its 1978 level.
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TABLE 8.-U.S.S.R. TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3)

In millions of current rubies In- millio.ns of current dollarn

Ruble Area Dollar Area

Year CMEA-6 OCPE's total MDC's LDC's total

Exports:3. 
794

1970-------------- - 914.2 181. 5 1, 095. 7 706.4 730 794

1971-------------- - 1,050. 7 206.2 1,256.9 984. 3 97.3 1,081.6

1972-------------- - 1,171.3 206. 3 1,377. 6 963.0 94.1 1, 057. 1

1973-------------- - 1 310.2 294.0 1, 604. 2 1, 849. 3 92. 5 1, 941.8

1974-------------- - 1,565. 4 486.6 2,052.08 3, 857.6 391.4 4, 249.0

1974---------------- 3,126.2 665.6 3, 791.8 4, 737.0 467.7 5,204.7

1975---------------- 3, 706. 6 783.6 4, 490.2 6,326. 3 473. 2 6,799. 5

1977 -__ ~~~~~~~~4, 675. 8 1, 016. 3 5,692.1 7, 466.0 635.2 8,101.1

1978-------------- - 5 647.9 1, 110.8 6,787 8,143. 3 576. 7 8, 720. 0

1979---------------- 6, 950.2 1, 556.0 8, 506.2 (13, 128. 5) (1, 183.5) 14, 312.0

Imors:0-------------- 143. 5 0 143. 5 7. 8 67.4 75. 2

1971 ------- -------- 174. 1 0 174. 1 9. 5 134. 1 143.6

1972 ------- -------- 204. 5 0 204.5 8. 3 226. 6 234. 9

1973 ------- -------- 210. 5 1.4 211.9 14. 7 415. 2 429.'9

1974-------------- 195. 5 .3 195. 8 22.0 590.2 612.2

1975 …… ~~~~~ ~ ~~~418.0 1.0 419.0 43.9 817.0 860.9

1976----------------- 407. 1 .7 407.8 60.5 770.6 831

1977 ------- -------- 411.4 :7 412. 1 55.9 855.0 910.9

1978 ------- -------- 497.0 .9 497.9 76.9 1,065.4 1,142.3

1979 ------- -------- 470.6 .8 471.4 (362. 7) (1112.0) 1,474.7

Trade balance: 707 1.5 922 686 5. 6 704.2

1970 …… ~~~~~~ ~~~876.6 206.2 1, 082.8 974.8 -36.8 938.0

1971- ----- -------- 966.8 206.3 1,173.1 954.7 -132. 5 822.2

1972---------------- 1 099.7 292.6 1, 392.3 1,834.6 -322. 7 1, 511. 9

1973 1369.9-486.3-1,856.2-3,835.6 198.8 3,636.8
1974 -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - --_ 6_ 4 6 3 , 56 2 3, 3 .

1975-------------- - 2,*708.2 664.6 3,372.8 4,693.1 -349.3 4,343.8

1976--------------------- 3 299. 5 782.9 4,082.4 6,265.8 -297. 4 5,968.4

1976---- 4,g264.4 1, 015.6 5, 280.0 7, 410. 1 -219.8 7,190.3

1977 ---------- - 5,144.5 1,116.3 6260.8 8,066.4 -488.7 7,577.7

1978-------------- - 6 479.6 1,555.2 68,034.8 (12,765.8) (71.5) 12,837.3

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vavnous, "Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Rink of Foreign Trade Flows of the CMEA Countries,

1950-1977" (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia.

July 1980). 1978-79: U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Yearbooks.

TABLE 9-.-U.S.S.R. TRADE IN FUELS (SITC 3) WITH THE CMEA-6

II1n millions of current rubles]

Czecho-

Year Bulgaria slovakia GDR Hungary Poland Romania CNIEA-6

Exports:
1970--------- 166.5 228.9 198.2 124.2 175.0 21.4 914.2

1971--------- 198.3 261.7 217.2 145.7 199.6 28.2 1,050 .7

1972-------- 210.1 288.1 243.1 . 157.7 238.7 33.6 1,171.3

1973 -------- 245.0 314.4 275.0 177.7 258.2 39:9 1, 310. 2

1974--------- 291.7 338.9 398.2 206.4 293.6 36.6 1, 565. 4

1975-------- 657.0 683.1 645:9 1435.6 638.0 66.6 3,126.2

1976-------- 747.6 836.6 808.8 524.5 718.9 70.2 3,706.6

1977--------- 935.2 1,022.0 1,013.2 673.0 946.4 86.0 4,675.8

1978 ------ 1,136.3 1,255.4 1,242:6 815.8 1,126.3 71.5 5,647.9

1979--------- 1,361.1 1,534.4 1,445.2 1, 112.8 1,350.8 145.9 6,950.2

Imports:
1970--------- 0 1.2 9.0 2.2 111.8 19.3 143.5

1971-------- 0 .8 13.3 2.5 139.4 18 1 174.1

1972-------- 0 1.2 18.7 2.4 167.9 14:3 204.5

1973-------- 0 5.6 14.6 2. 1 171. 0 - 17.2 210.5

1974-------- 0 11.4 4.1 1. 3 163.7 15:0 195.5

1975-------- 0 15.6 12.7 2.6 359.2 27.9 418.0

1976- ------- 0 3.2 9.0 2.8 360.4 31.7 407.1

1977--------- 0 3. 5 26.6 4.5 357.4 19.4 411.4

1978--------- (0) (4.6) (18.0) (62.2) (385.2) (27.0) 497.0

1979--------- (0) (4.9) (19:2) (27.2) (390.4) (28.9) 470.6

Trade balance:
1970--------- 166.5 221.7 189.2 122.0 63.2 2.1 770.7

1971--------- 198.3 260.9 203.9 143.2 60.2 10.1 876.6

1972--------- 210.1 286.9 224.4 155.3 70.8 19.3 966.8

1973 ----- 245.0 308.8 260.4 175.6 87.2 22:7 1,099.7

1974--------- 291.7 327.5 394.1 205.1 129.9 21.6 1, 369.9

1975--------- 657.0 667.5 633.2 433.0 278.8 38.7 2,708.2

1976 ------- 747.6 833.4 799:8 521.7 358. 5 38. 5 3, 299.5

1977 ----- : -- 935.2 1,018.5 986.6 668.5 589.0 66.6 4,264.4

1978 -(1,------ 136.3) (1,250.8) (1,224.6) (753.6) (741.1) (38.1) 5,144.5

1979 -(1,~~~~'361.1) (1,529.5) (1,426.0) (1085.6) (960.4) 170 ,7.

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vanvous, "Project CMEA-.FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trude Flows of the CMEA Coustries,

1950-1977' (Vancouver. B.C.: Project CMEA-FDRTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia, July

1980.) 1978-79: U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Yearbook and mirror trade statistics of other CMEA countries.
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TABLE 10.-SHARE OF FUELS IN TOTAL EXPORTS TO THE MDC's, TOTAL IMPORTS FROM THE U.S.S.R., AND TOTALIMPORTS FROM THE DOLLAR AREA

Czec ho-Year Bulgaria slovakia GDR Hungary Poland Romania U.S.S.R.
Exports to the MDC's:

1970.- - - - - - -- . . .1971 -1.8--6.4--61-2.4 
18.6 11.9 29.5

1972- 1.1 7.9 5.4 1.8 20.9 14.2 35 7
197 1 79 7.62 5.5 2.9 18.6 10. 327

3--------- 1:89 72 30. 1438286 57 .

1974 3-17 72.40 79 2.3 15.3 14.5 36
1974 2.7 7.8 95 2.0 26.7 22.0 461977------------ 13. 5 11.5 0 . 34.8 23.8 55.7197& - 11.5 11.9 107 7.6 29.6 29. 9

71978--------- 16.2 12.0 13.2 8.3 27.2 6. 62:4Impot from the6 U.S.S.R.2:Source- Autheor(s21.0) 9.6 .: (14:3) 6.6 25.7 (28.1) 64.01970.. 1973 on 20s41971-19.4 
20.4 11.3 17.4 13.4 4.81972 ------ 19.9 20.8 12.7 1. 41----1973hed 

16. 14.1 65her 
22oa 

6 c ------------
1974 - 18.9 22.0 :_14.2 

18.6 15.9 70----
1974 ----- ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~19.4 22.4 14.8 19.1 15.9

1975---320.7 
22.4 18.3 19.7 12.8 6-5----

1976 - 32.2- 33.3 21.4 27.5 23.3 9.7
1977----32.9 

35.2 25.5 301 281978..-------- 35.1) 36.6 26:6 32.9 27.7 88.68------
Imprts from the Dollar Area: (. 49 (31.2) (32.8) 32.3 (6.7) .1970 

4. (12 
67 ------1971--------- 7.8 ~ 9 3.9 1.7 .8 6.6 1.81972 ---------------- 11.3 1.4 3.o 9 1 9 1.0 6.1

1973---8.3 
.8 51 2.0 

375. .31974 - 6~~~~~1.4 1.7 35 2.3 2.5 7.2 5.0
1975 -10.9----1.7 

6: 3 3.3 3.6 12. :
1976--------- 5.1 1.3 8.1 129 51 14 49

19 ~~~~7.9 2.6 6. 5.9 5.9 21 4. 6
19778. 

. 8. 8 4.2 6.7 21.2 5.2
1978... (10.5) 2.9 (9.0) (4.5) 6.0 (22:9) 5.7

Source: Author's own calculation on the basis of data cited in tableu and national statistical and foreign trade Yearbooks
III. PRICES OF EXPORTED AND IMPORTED FUELS

Since 1973 on the world market and since 1975 on the CMEnAmarket prices of exp rted and imported fuels increased at rates unmatched by any other broad commodity category: In Table ell wepresent Paasche export and import price (unit value) indices of fulsfor the key fuel trade flows of the witEA Seven. The export plrcindices were calculated by the author according to the formula:

t (Xp /PXr )
'where PX1j is the aggregate :fuel export price index with region i,X are e xports of fuel j (coal, coke, oil and oil products, natural gas,and electric energy) to region i in. current prices, and PXj,, is the priceof exports of fuel 2j to region .Iprpicincewrealutdin the same fashion.e6 'P~pieidie eecluaeRather than dealing separately'with very similar price develop-ments in individual Eastern European countries, they are combinedtogether and we report separate price indices for fuel. trade of theIn the cane of the CMfEA Six.I inomtfeo otad motpies of different typesof fuels was obtained mainly (hugh not exclusively) from the Polish and the Hungarian
Foreign Trade Yearbooks. In the case of the U.., R exp ort and import unit values could
be calculated from the data published in the USS.RFoegTre Yearbooks for the
period 1970-76. but had to be esiae rmmro aafryss177 and 1978. While
exact commodity weights weraaialfrthU.SR.orhenire 

period 1970-78, for
the cAIEA Six these commodit eihs(potofarcurfel 

in current pri'ces)
were roughly estimated on the bai fprilifrainfridvdal 

countries.
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CMEA Six and the U.S.S.R. Since the CMEA Six export relatively

insignificant amounts of fuels to the OCPE's and to the LDC's and

import only a very small amount of fuels from the OCPE's, we do

not report these particular regional price indices. For the same reason,

we do not report price indices for Soviet imports of fuels from the

OCPE's and from the MDC's. All data presented in parentheses are

preliminary estimates based on incomplete national data and/or mir-

ror price or quantity statistics.

TABLE 11.-EXPORT AND IMPORT PRICE INDICES (PAASCHE) OF FUELS (SITC 3)

Ruble price indices Dollar export price indices Dollar import price indices

CMEA-6 CMEA-6 U.S.S.R.
Intra- imports Exports exports CMEA-6 U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. CMEA-6 CMEA-6 U.S.S.R.

CMEA-6 fIrom to to to to to from from fram

Year trade. U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. OCPE's MDC's MDC's LDC's MDC'S LDC's LDC's

1070 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1971 -- 100.2 101.6 96.3 109.1 140.1 129.7 121.8 122.0 108.2 111.5

1972 -- 115.9 104.7 102.6 107.4 140.1 135.2 124.1 128.6 162.0 149.1

1973 -- 120.6 105.8 101.2 129. 5 186.0 234.6 153.4 210.0 227.8 208.1

1974 -- 138.8 115.3 106.4 208. 3 362.3 512.1 489.9 434.9 805.0 506.4

1975 -- 232. 1 212. 1 224 1 257.8 464.2 542.7 537.7 406.7 799.4 578.6

1976 -- 238.8 233.1 241.1 286.1 428.4 578.7 559.4 415.8 838.4 571.8

1977 -- 252.8 (274.7) 244.5 NA 445.9 (631.3) (631.3) 452.7 893.6 (609.4)

1978--- - (278 0)(332.0) (269.7) NA (525.0) (636.9) 636.9). (528.0) 871.3 (594.2)

Source: Author's own calculation on the basis of unit values calculated from-various issues of Foreign Trade Yearbooks

of the CMEA countries, particularly those for the U.S.S.R., Poland, and Hungary

Among the ruble price indices, the most important is the index of the

price of imports of fuels by the CMEA Six from the U.S.S.R. It indi-

cates that in 1975 Soviet export prices of fuels to Eastern Europe in-

creased by -84 percent relative to 1974 and by 1978 Soviet prices were

about 232 percent above their level in 1970. However, during the period

1970-78, Soviet export prices of fuels to the MDC's and to the LDG's

increased about 537 percent in dollar terms and 384 percent in ruble

terms (at official exchange rates). This indicates the degree of the pref -

erential trade treatment granted to the CMEA Six by the U.S.S.R.

The indices for intra-CMEA Six trade and for exports from the

CMEA Six to the U.S.S.R. indicate a somewhat slower growth in

prices than the CMEA Six import price index from the U.S.S.R. be-

cause of the large share of coal and coke, the prices of which increased

more slowly than that of Soviet oil. The U.S.S.R. export price index of

fuels to the OCPE's shows a much faster growth than that for the

CMEA Six but still not nearly as high as that for the MDC's and the

LDC's.7
As far as the dollar export price indices are concerned, the index for

exports from the CMEA Six to the MDC's exhibits a somewhat slower

growth than the corresponding Soviet price index because of the rela-

tively large share of coal and coke in Eastern European fuel exports,

the prices of which have been rising more slowly than those for Soviet

oil, oil products, and natural gas. In the case of the dollar import price

indices, the index for fuel imports of the CMEA Six from the LDC's

This is due to the fact that the Soviet pricing of fuel exports to Yugoslavia follows the

trend for the MIDC's, while that for Cuba follows the trend for the CIEA Six. Thus, for,

example, In 1976 the unit value of Soviet efforts of oil and oil products to Yugoslavia was

65.57 rnhles/metric ton (compared to 69.59 for the AIDC's). while the unit value for

Cuba was a mere 32.72 rubles/metric (roughly the price charged to the GDR, which

was the lowest- of all CME;A countries). See Table 12 for comparison.
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shows the most rapid growth because Eastern Europe imports onlycrude oil from the Middle East, while the U.S.S.R. also imports natu-ral gas from Afghanistan and Iran, the price of which has not beenrising nearly as fast as that of crude oiL.s Since Eastern Europe importsitems such as coal (GDR imports from the Federal Republic), dieselfuel and other oil products, as well as some crude oil (from Belgium,Netherlands, and United Kingdom), the (JMEA Six price index forimports of fuels from the MDC's has not been rising nearly as fast asthat for imports from the LDC's.More detailed information on Soviet export prices of crude oil andoil products (CTN 21 +22) to individual Eastern European countriesand to the MDC's is provided in table 12 below. The purpose of thistable is to compare Soviet export prices to individual CMEA countrieswith the average prices charged to the MDC's. Again the data in pa-rentheses for years 1977 and 1978 are preliminary estimates and thedata for years 1979 and 1980 are the author's projections.e Immedi-ately, several interesting observations can be made.To begin with, the U.S.S.R. charged substantially higher prices forits oil exports to Eastern Europe than to the MDC's in 1970 and prob-ably also in preceding years. In 1971 and 1972 the ruble prices in thetwo markets were approximately identical, but since 1973 Soviet ex-port prices to Eastern Europe are well below those charged to theMDC's.10 This is as expected, since between 1970 and 1974 Soviet exportprices to Eastern Europe were stabilized by agreement and only amodest growth of prices could be achieved. In 1975 the USSR intro-duced a new intra-CMEA price formation formula in order to improveits terms of trade as the most important supplier of primary comrnod-ities within CMEA, in line with the developments on the world mar-ket. In 1975 intra-CMEA foreign trade prices of fuels (but not othergoods) were supposed to be based on the lagged average of wmp'sduring the period 1972-74, in 1976 the base period was extended tocover the years 1972-75, and from 1977 on intra-CMEA fuel pricesare supposedly constructed on the basis of the lagged five-year movingaverage of wmp's, converted into rubles at official exchange rates.-1Since fuel prices have been rising steadily on the world market, Sovietexport prices to the CMEA Six, being based on the lagged five-yearaverage of wmp's, must lag behind them.

'The USSR import price index for crude oil from the Middle East moves very closely
with Its Eastern uropean counterpart. In particular Its values were: 1970=100, 1971=

19 72-179.1, 1973=236.4, 1974=912.3, 1975=882.0, 1976=864.9, 1977=921.8,'The reason for the preliminary nature of the estimates for years 1977 and 1978 Is that
the U.S.S.R. ceased publishing quantities of key commodities traded (fuels In particular)
In its F'oreign Trade Yearbook in 1977 and now reports only the value of contracts, thus
making It Impossible to calculate unit values This was clearly done for two reasons.
First, this makes It much more difficult for analysts in individual Eastern European coun-
tries to compare how well they fare relative to each other as far as Soviet prices of key
exported and imported commodities are concerned that Is, to make the type of comparisons
attempted In Table 12. Second, Western analysts will have a harder time estimating the
quant ties of strategically Important commodities exported and Imported by the U.S.S.R.
(oil and other fuels, non-ferrous metals, certain ores and minerals, metal alloys, certainchemicals etc.) Moreover, trade In certain commodities was eliminated from the Foreign
Trade Yearbooks entirely, further increasing the scope of commodities included In t e
so-called "unidentified residuals' Commodities affected include non-ferrous metals, rubber,
most Imported fuels. etc.tfMoreoverx the U.S.S.R. also accepts payment for its fuel exports in the overvalued
~at official exchange rates) non-convertible rubles rather than In convertible dollars,
urther lowering its"effecie eprt p rices to Eastern Europe relative to those obtain-able In the West. E~g, information on the realistic ruble/dollar exchange rates obtainable

for Hlungary indicates that throughout the 1
970's at official exchange rates the ruble was

overvalued In relation to the dollar by 55 to 70 percent. Consequently, the "effective"
t~he iC',xalrteady In 1970 and oil products to Eastern Europe was below that charged to11 See. e.g., Penikava (1975).



TABLE 12.-U.S.S.R. EXPORT PRICES OF CRUDE OIL AND OIL PRODUCTS (CTN 21+22) TO EASTERN EUROPE AND TO THE MDCs

In current dollars/rubles per metric ton

Hypothetical average CMEA price according

In current rubles per metric ton MDC's to the price rule

Rubles

Czecho-Dolr 
RueAue

Year Bulgaria slovakia GDR Hungary Poland Romania Dollars Rubles Dollars Rule A Rule B

1970 - .. ~~~~~ ~~14.58 15.99 13.40 16.25 16.55--------13.20S 11.88 ------------ --------

1971 ------ ------- 14.62 16.23 13.60 16.64 16.55- -------- 17.183 15.46---------------------- C

1972 ------ ------- 14.93 16. 31 14.09 16.96 16.47 ------- -184.33 15.20 --- -----

1973 ------ ------- 14. 56 16.44 14.23 17.94 17.35 25.36--- ---------------- - -----

1974------------- 15.15 16.32 18.77 20.93 20. 56…-------- 84.78 64.15…-------------------

1975 ------ ------- 34.24 30.85 28.18 40.98 39. 50------- -893.9 60.58 45.53 341.902 33.08

1976 -- 37.51-34.08-32.06 44.73 i 42.03 -- 923 9-9 53 4

1977 -- (4~~~~~~~7.5.1) (41.36) (3.3 5.8 5.7 -(100.70) (74.20) 62.77 46.98 46.25

1978 ------- - (55.697) (48. 79) (48.10) (66.06) (62. 27)--------- (101. 60) (69.43) 79.24 58.78 54.15

1979 estimate - ..... ~~64. 36 56.10 55. 31 75921.0N 53.00o 100.334 92.673 67.598 60.770

1980 estimate---------- 71. 25 62. 11 61.23 8.1 92 A 260 6.5 0.3 4 36.5

Nt:The price rule is described in the text immediately above. Under rule A, the hypothetical Source: 1970-76: Author's own calculation from U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Yeurbooks, 1977-78:

CMEA uble prices (at official exchange rates relevant to par- Author's estimates based on value data from U.S.S.R. Foreign Trad Yearbook and quantity data

tic years) oi the o Under r Bhypothetical CMEA price is the average of lagged (mostly for crude oil only) from Eastern European Foreign Trade and Statistical Yearbooks; fr the

Soviet dola r prices, which is then converted into rubles by the official exchange rate applicable to MDC's, estimates are based on OECD unit value data and IMF commodity price statistics. 1179-80

the yetar for which the hypothetical CMEA price is calculated. For the CMEA-6, author's projection based on the rate of growth of prices predicted by rule A; for
the MDC's, projection based on IMF commodity price statistics.
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IV. SOVIET EXPORTS OF OIL AND OIL PRODU(CTS AND EASTERN
EUROPEAN IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL: PROSPECTS FOR 1980-85

The key to the growth of the Eastern European imports of crudeoil from the Middle East in the early 1980's will be Soviet fuelexport policy with respect to Eastern Europe. Several other studieshave dealt in considerable detail with the prospects for the Soviet fuel(oil) production and exports of fuels in the 1980's and almost all arecharacterized by an assumption that the Soviet oil production andexports of oil and oil products to Eastern Europe will reach theirpeak in 1979-80, followed by a gradual decline in the former andan unchanged level in the latter quantity at least during the first halfof the 1980's.12 If Soviet exports of oil and oil products to EasternEurope and to the OCPE's (possibly excepting Yugoslavia) are takenmore or less as a datum, what would be the implications for Sovietexports of these two commodities to the rest of the world? Can wereasonably conclude that the Soviet decisionmakers would acceptthese implications? The answer to the former question is summarizedin table 13 below.

TABLE 13.-ACTUAL AND PROJECTED SOVIET PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF CRUDE OIL AND EXPORTSOF OIL AND OIL PRODUCTS (CTN 21+22) DURING 1970-85
[ln million metric tonsil

Exports to- ImportsYear Production Consumption Net exports CMEA-6 OCPEs MDC's LDCs LDC's

1970....- 353.0 260. 7 92.3 40 293 10.192 41.567 3. 748 3. 500
1971 .... 377.1 277. 1 100.0 44.742 10.622 45. 627 4.109 5.1001972.---- 400.4 301. 2 99.2 48.924 11.284 42. 960 3.832 7. 8271973 ..- 429.0 320.9 105 1 55 237 8 2. 429 47. 704 2.930 13. 1791974 .... 458.9 347. 1 111.8 58699 13. 015 41. 527 2. 934 4.390
1975....- 490.8 366.9 123.9 63.276 14.381 47.978 4.716 6.4991976 .... 519.7 377.6 142.1 68. 375 15. 537 59. 980 4.622 6.4251977 .... 545.8 (391.6) (154.2) (72.805) (16. 550) (65. 659) (5. 742) (6. 556)1978 .... 571. 5 (414.8) (156.7) (76. 502) (17.380) (66.509) (5.013) (8.709)

L' Mo Ho L M H L M H L M H L M H L M H LM Mi H'1979 .... 585 585 585 432 432 432 153 153 153 80 80 80 18 18 18 57 57 57 -2 -2 -21980 .... 595 598 600 449 449 449 146 149 151 80 81 82 1718 18 53 53 53 -4 -3 -21981....- 585 598 610 449 455 460 136 143 150 80 82 84 16 18S19 46 47 49 -6 -4 -21982....- 565 593 620 449 460 472 116 133 148 80 83 86 15 18 19 29 37 45 -8 -5 -21983....- 545 588 630 449 467 484 96 121 146 80 84 89 14 18 20 12 25 39 -10 -6 -21984.... 525 582 640 449 472 496 76 110 144 80 85 91 13 18 20 0 14 35 -17 -7 -21985.... 505 578 650 449 478 508 56 100 142 80 86 93 12 18 21 0 4 30 -36 -8 -2
1 Low.
I Medium.
' High.
'Net exports.
Sources:

Production: 1970-78: U.S.S.R. Statistical Yearbooks. 1979-85: Low--CIA (high) in CIA (1977), p. 1. Medium-average of low and high. High-Dienes high in Dienes (1978), p. 44.Consumption: 1970-78: Production minus net exports. 1979-85: Low-4-percent growth in 1979, no growth ofterthat. Medium-average of low and high. High.-4-percent growth is 1979 and 1980, 2.5-percent growth after that.Net en .orts, exports (to the 4 trade regions), and impiorts from the LDC's: 1970-76: U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Year-books. 1 77-78: Author's own estimate based on U. SS.R. value data and mirror data estimates of prices or basedentirely oin mirror guantity estimates (mostly crude oil data).Net exports: 197-85: Production minus consumption.
Exports to the CMEA-6: 1976o85: Low-5Hpercent growth in 1979. no growth after that. Medium-1.2Spercentgrowth from 1980 on. Higho-2.5-percent growth from 1980 on.
Exportrie t thedium -no gCrEws h 197 Low -graidhual el mpination of exports to Yugoslavia, no grow th in exports to othercounrie. Mdiu-.n grwthafte 190. igh.2..pec~I growth from 1980 on.Exportu to the MDCS: 1979-85: Residual exports, i.e., net exports to all regions minus net exports to the CMEA-6,

N et exptus teim gowthe bD y 19 L0500°ow -s gp'~rowteh by 2,000,000 tons per year until 1983; residual for years 1984vnd 1985 p. Mediam 6gr6 by 1,?000,000 tons per year. Low-no growth after 1979.
s2
2 g. Dienes.(1979), PP. 225-228; Lee and Lecky (1979), pp. 583-584; Bond andLevine (1979), pp. 56-260, 264-265, and 270-277.
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In table 13, we present actual data on the Soviet production and

consumption of crude oil and the net exports of crude oil and oil

products to the four main trade regions for the period 1970-85."3 For

the period 1979-85, we also present three projections for each of the re-

ported flows, namely a low (conservative) projection, a medium one,

and a high one. It turns out that both under the low and the medium

projections, the Soviet exports of oil and oil products to the MEDC's

begin to decline rapidly in 1982-83. By 1985, the low prediction is

that imports of crude oil from the Middle East will be running be-

tween 36 and 40 million metric tons per year (0.7-0.8 mbd), depend-

ing on the Soviet export policy with respect to the LDC's, while the

medium prediction would put these imports into the range of 8-12

million tons (0.15A0.25 mbd).
We can probably conclude from this that Soviet exports of oil and

oil products to Eastern Europe at a rate of 80 to 86 million tons (1.6

to 1.7 mbd) per year are feasible up to 1985, unless the Soviet pro-

duction of crude oil follows the low prediction. However, even if the

Soviet production of crude oil follows the medium prediction, by 1985

the U.S.S.R. would have to forgo almost all oil exports to the West

in order to continue exporting to Eastern Europe and to the OCPE's.

This is a fairly strong assumption and there is some doubt that the

Soviet decisionmakers would accept this outcome without trying

to shift at least a portion of the burden of the consequent loss of hard-

currency earnings in the MDC's on Eastern Europe. However, in view

of the uncertainty with respect to the form in which a part of this

burden would be shifted on Eastern Europe, in the remainder of this

section of the paper we will assume that it would not take the form of a

reduction in the quantity of Soviet exports of oil and oil products to

Eastern Europe.'4

Before analyzing the prospects for Eastern European imports of

crude oil from the Middle East in the early 1980's, we should review

the developments between 1970 and 1978, which are summarized in

table 14 below. Table 14 shows clearly the dominant importance of the

U.S.S.R. as a supplier of crude oil to all Eastern European countries

except Romania. The Middle Eastern OPEC countries (Iraq, Libya,

Iran, Algeria, Syria, and Kuwait) represent a rapidly increasing

source of imports of crude oil, which can no longer be imported from

the U.S.S.R. in desired quantities. Some oil is also imported from

several Western European countries (Belgium, Netherlands, and

United Kingdom), a good deal of which are undoubtedly re-exports

" Negligible Soviet imports of oil prodiets from Eastern Europe (narticularly from

Romania and In 1978 and 1979 also from Hungary) and from the MIDC's are Ignored In

our calculatlons
14 The way in which the U.S.S.R. could shift a portion of the burden of the los8 of

hard-currency earnings In the MDC's on Eastern Europe could take the following forms:

(I) Imposing a requirement that a certain portion of Soviet oil exports be paid for In

convertible currencies; (it) switching to the current world market price as a base for Its

export price of oil to Eastern Europe; (i1) instituting more realistic ruble/dollar ex-

chance rates (as In the case of Hungarv since 1976). thereby raising the "effective' nrce

of Soviet oil; (Iv) reducing the quantity of exported oil to Eastern Europe In order to

increase its sales for hard currency in the Developed West: (v) insisting on a dramatic

improvement in the quality of manufactured goods Eastern Europe exports to the U.S.S.R.

as payment for her oil Imports. thereby sharply increasing the domestic cost of earning

1 ruble In Eastern European exports to the U. S.S.R.; (vi) requiring that Eastern Europe

Increase her exports of food to the U.S.S.R.. thereby reducing the Soviet hard-currency

outlays for imported food In the West; and finally (vii) insisting on greater Eastern

European nrancia, material, and ellabor participation in the development of new sources

of felsand aw ateialsas ellas the required infrastructure, Including pipelines, etc.
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TABLE 14.-IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL BY THE CMEA-7
[In million metric tons]

Year Bulgaria slovakia GDR Hungary Poland Romania CMEA-6 U.S.S.R. CMEA-7
From the world:

1970 5.696 9. 798 10.334 4. 349 7.011 2. 291 39.479 3.500 42 9791972 - 7.547 11. 505 10.919 4:892 7.894 2.858 45. 615 5. 100 509715
931 8.279 12.571 14 89589 6.0o69 7 04 282 4565 5.100 50. 715

1973 - 8~~~.627 12.15716 4 5 6 9.703 2.872 54. 348 7.827 62.175
1974 - 9.652 14. 176 ~~16. 045 6:555 11. 140 4.143 61.711 13. 179 74.890

1975 …::::: 10. 629 14. 655 16. 434 6.817 10.582 4 538 63. 655 4.390 68 045
1976 -_ 10.459 15.839 16.997 8.431 13.306 5.085 70.117 6.499 76.616
1977 …_ 10.839 17.082 18.036 8.785 15.095 8.475 78.312 6.425 84.737

11.763 18.322 19.042 8.538 16.404 8.444 82 513 6.556 89 069From the U.S.S.R: 18 577 19.925 9.960 16.615 12.937 90 658 8. 709 99 3674.759 9.402 9.233 3.952 7011 ------- 34:35793 5.8600 10.668 9.754 4.48082 7843 11973 ~ 6.66 11.907 11.213 5.188 9.703 44t7
1973 _ ~~7.513 13.046 13.025 5. 763 10. 570 ------ 49. 9171974::-:: 9.009 14.291 14.135 6.126 9 755 --- 53.316

1975_-----9.861 15. 503 15.097 6.957 10. 882 ------ 5830 -::: ---------1976 - 10. 022 16.316 16 012 7 725 11.645 - 61.7201978 -- 10 89 16. 972 17. 007 7.716 12 777 65.6321
From the Myiddle 11. 302 17. 712 17. 760 8.497 13.368 ------ 68.6391----------East:- 

- - - - - - - - -1970- _------- 1.101 .218 2.183 4.439 3.500 7. 939197 - 1.800 -- 688 .490 2.428 5.044 5. 100 10. 144
1973 21439 -i. i3-709 .877 - - 2 785 6.171 7.827 13 998
197- 2.-- 139 1.1 2130 1.265 .63 78- 3.959 9.281 13. 179 22: 460
1975 1. 510 .211 2.299 .636 .247 4.357 9.260 4.390 13. 650
1976 - .598 .291 1.900 1.469 .478 4.882 9.618 6.499 16. 117
1977 - 817 .246 2.4024 1.060 .346 8. 136 12. 629 6. 425 19 052
1978_ 94 .70 2.035 .822 .633 8.0 320 656 1981Fro1the rest of .314 2. 165 1 463 1.930 12. 420 19. 634 8.6709 285 343the world:
1970-.9 

1791971 -309 .~~~~837 ---- 477 - - 108 .6831973-. .ii3 '66-4 2'776 ---------------- *430 2.053--113 .664 2~~~~~.936 ---------- .087 3.800 -----
1974-::::::::------------ 

755 .004 .570 184 2.5131975...~~ 110 .153~------ 055 .8 sg 181 1.079 -1976-00.045 
.05 1.946 .203 2.1991977 --------- _ .-520 -3. 104 .339 3.9631978-2.994 

.338 3.932.551 - ~~~~~1.317 .517 2.385------------
Note: In the case of Romania for the period 1974

-78 and in the case of the U.S.S.R. for years 1977 and 1978, the quantity
of imported crudeol as estimated by dividing the known value of crude oil imports by an estimate of the price of Iton
of imported oil made by the author.

Source: Foreign Trade and Statistical Yearbooks of the CMEA countries,

originating in the Middle East. While in 1970 the U.S.S.R. supplied87 percent of crude oil imported by the CMEA Six, its share declinedto 76 percent by 1978. During the same period, the share of the MiddleEast increased from 11 percent to 22 percent. It should be stressed,however, that the rapidly rising importance of the Middle East as asource of crude oil for the CAEA Six is mostly due to the ranid growthof Romanian imports from this region, caused by the gradual deple-tion of Romanian oil fields and the fact that during the period 1970-78Romania was the only CMEA country that did not import any Sovietoil or oil products. Already in 1970, Romania accounted for 48 percentof the CMEA Six imports of crude oil from the Middle East and by1978 her share increased to 63 percent.Alternative projections of imports of crude oil by the CMfEA Sixfrom all sources, from the U.S.S.R. and from the Middle East (in-cluding the rest of the world) are presented in table 15 below. Thethree alternative estimates are based on the assumption of hihrl,. low,and medium growth rates of crude oil imports by Eastern Europe.
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TABLE 15.-PROJECTED IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL BY THE CMEA-6 DURING 1979-85 AND THEIR COST

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Imports from all sources (in million metric tons):
High estimate (10-percent growth in 1979, 5-percent

growth afterwards) -- - - 99 7 104 7

Low estimate (5-percent growth in 1979, 2.5-percent
growth afterwards) -- -- --- ----------- 95.2 97. 6

Imports from the U.S.S.R. (in million metric tons):
High estimate (5-percent growth in 1979, 2.5-percent

growth afterwards) - -72.1 73.9

Low estimate (5-percent growth in 1979, no growth
afterwards) - - - -72.1 72.1

Imports from the Middle East (in million metric tons):
High estimate (high for all sources minus low for the

U.S.S. R.)-_ _. --------- i 27. 6 32.6

Low estimate (low for all sources minus high for the
U.S.S.R.) . 23.1 23. 7

Medium estimate (average of high and low) - - 25.4 28. 2

Price of 1 metric ton of oil in current U.S. dollars:
High estimate (20-percent growth after 1980) -- 138 231

Low estimate (10-percent growth after 1910) - - 138 231

Medium estin ate (15-percent growth after 1980).-- 138 231

Projected CMEA-6 oil import bill from the Middle East

(in billion current U.S. dollars): (medium estimate

of quantity times medium estimate of price) - - 3.5 6.5
Burden of imported oil from the Middle East:

Proiected CMEA-6 exports to the Doflar Area (in
billion current dollars) - 23.5 27.0

Cost of imported oil from the Middle East as a per-
centage of C MEA-6 exports to the Dollar Area - 14. 9 24. 1

109.9 115.4 121.2 127.3

100.0 102.5 105. 1 107.7

75.7 77.6 79.6 81.5

72.1 72.1 72.1 72.1

133. 6

110. 4

83.6

72.1

37.8

24. 3
31.0

277
254269

43.3 49.1 55.2 61.5

24.9 25.5 26.2 26.8
34. 1 37.3 40.7 44.2

333 399 479 575
280 -307 338 372
305 35. 404 465

8.2 .0.4 13.1 16.4 20.6

31. 1

26.4

35.7 41.1 47.3

29.1 31.9 34.7

54. 4

37 9

Source: Author's own calculation.

The projections indicate that by 1985 the CMEA Six may import

anywhere between 26.8 and 61.5 million metric tons of oil annually

(0.55-1.25 mbd) from the Middle East, 44.2 million tons (0.90 mbd)

being the medium estimate. The projected CMEA Six oil import bill

from the Middle East based on the medium estimate of the quantity of

imported oil and the medium estimate of the rate of growth of prices

would be around 20.6 billion current dollars in 1985, or approximately

38 percent of the total projected export revenue earned by the CMEA

Six in the Dollar Area. Between 1979 and 1985 the oil bill is expected

to increase about six times, while the share of the export revenue de-

voted to oil imports is expected to increase about t~wo and a half times.

What are the likely consequences of the predicted trend in Soviet

exports of oil and Eastern European imports of oil for the patterns

of their foreign trade? In the case of the U.S.S.R., the torso questions

of the greatest interest are how the projected trend in Soviet oil ex-

ports would affect its imports from the CMEA Six and its trade be-

havior with the MDC's. Clearly, the expected rapid increase in prices

of Soviet oil will greatly increase the Soviet export revenue earned

in Eastern Eujrope, which will most probably be spent on imports

of Eastern European machinery and industrial consumer goods. This

is already apparent in the U.S.S.R. trade results for year 1978; in

1978 Soviet imports of Eastern European machinery and equip-

ment increased by an unprecedented 40 percent relative to 1977 (about

35 percent in real terms).
The declining importance of oil and oil products in Soviet ex-

ports to the MDC's will put a great deal of pressure on the Soviet

raw material industries and the natural gas industry to replace oil

as a source of hard foreign exchange. Both under the medium pre-

diction (at least through 1983) and the high prediction for oil exports
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to the MDC's it is likely that a combination of increased exports ofnon-food raw materials and natural gas, and continued increases inprices of both oil and natural gas will allow a steady growth of Sovietimports from the MDC's, though perhaps at a slower rate than thatobserved during the 1970's. Under the low prediction for oil exportsto the MDC's, Soviet imports of machinery and equipment fromthe MDC's will have to be reduced, followed by imports of non-essential raw materials, and finally grain. This would put a particularstrain on the Soviet raw material industries, which would then beexpected both to generate more export revenue and to replace someimports in order to reduce the hard-currency outlays, which may berequired to pay the oil import bill from the Middle East. In addition,Soviet exports of arms to the LDC's (mostly to the Middle East)would also be likely to increase rapidly from their present level ofabout 4.5 to 5.0 billion dollars annually.15The need to pay for the rapidly increasing oil import bill from theUSSR and from the Middle East is likely to have a profound effecton the foreign trade patterns of Eastern European countries as well.On the import side, the outlays for Western machinery and equipmentand non-essential raw materials may stagnate or even decline. In thecase of non-food raw materials, the Eastern European ability to reduceimports of these commodities both from the MDC's and the LDC's willcritically depend on the Soviet willingness to accelerate their exportdeliveries to Eastern Europe in order to relieve the pressure on East-ern European economies.
On the export side, Eastern Europe will have to rely on increasedsales of her machinery and equipment and industrial consumer goodsin the U.S.S.R., in the MDG's (in order to reduce her trade deficitsthere in view of the expectation of the rapidly rising deficits with theMiddle Eastern LDC's), and in the LDC's as well. This will put anoverwhelming strain on the capacity of the Eastern European machin-ery industry as well as on consumer goods industries and it may causeserious shortages of investment and consumer goods on the domesticmarket. While this is not the only possible scenario, it appears to bethe most likely one.

The only thing we can assert with certainty at the present time isthat as a result of the Eastern version of the energy crisis, hard timesare ahead for the Eastern European economies during the 19 80's. Weare likely to observe intensified economic difficulties and attempts tochange the structure of these economies, possibly even including fun-damental revisions in the basic institutional design and in the systemof incentives presently relied oil in Eastern Europe.
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INTRODUCTION

The East European (EE) economic programs designed to rapidlyimprove diets through increased animal product consumption duringthe last three plan periods have created a serious imbalance betweenlivestock numbers and livestock product output on the one hand, andthe ability of these countries to produce enough feedstuffs to maintainherds and production on the other. Despite the recognition that thegrowing dependency on imported feedstuffs has become a strategic anda financial burden, EE efforts to become self-sufficient have so far beenineffective.
This paper discusses the development of the feed-livestock economyin EE during 1966-80, and examines its likely direction during theupcoming 1981-85 plan period. It especially analyzes tendencies inthe production and trade of grains, oilseeds, and livestock productsduring those periods.
It is no coincidence that grain, oilseeds, and livestock products aresingled out for special attention within the feed-livestock economy.

*U.S. Department of Agriculture.
(561)
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Over the past several years, EE has become a billion dollar market for

U.S. grain, oilseeds, and oilseed meal to support its expanding live-

stock production. The United States also supplies livestock products

such as cattle hides, tallow, and bull semen to EE, while serving as an

increasingly important outlet for EE meat exports. Barring drastic

unforeseen changes, the United States is likely to continue to be a

major agricultural trading partner of EE in the 1980's.

When discussing the feed-livestock economy of EE, it is helpful to

distinguish between the countries which are basically self-sufficient in

grain production and those which rely heavily on imported grain. The

distinction is best made along geographic lines with Bulgaria, Hun-

gary, Romania, and Yugoslavia (the "southern countries") fitting the

former description, while Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic

Republic (GDR) and Poland, (the "northern countries") are of the

latter type.
The agricultural portion of the 1981-85 plan in each EE country

will likely continue to emphasize reducing the current feed-livestock

imbalance by greatly stimulating grain, oilseed, and forage output,

by decelerating the growth in livestock numbers, and by markedly im-

proving feeding efficiencies. Nevertheless, the region should continue

to be a strong market for world and U.S. feedstuffs even with moder-

ately successful domestic agricultural performance during the upcom-

ing plan period.
FOOD CoNsuMPrIoN

The East European countries' long range goal is to provide their

populations with sufficient food at an appropriate nutritional standard

from domestic resources. Thus, in the sixties, after an initial period

of neglect following World War II, agriculture's significance was rec-

ognized both as a provider of food for domestic consumers and

as a source of hard currency earnings through exports. With the help

of increased investments, agricultural research, and large-scale pro-

duction methods, emphasis was put first on increasing grain output,

then on livestock production in the seventies. The aims expressed by

planners in all EE countries called for self-sufficiency in food produc-

tion and consumption. Despite all past efforts, however, the region's

food consumption and production is not yet balanced.

The situation is most critical in Poland. Workers' food riots in Po-

land in 1970 triggered economic policy changes with far-reaching

implications in that country and for other EE countries.'Following the

Polish experience with consumers' resistance to retail price increases,

the EE leadership decided that staple food prices must be kept con-

stant irrespective of the cost of domestic production or prices paid for

imported raw materials. This policy was designed to prove that the

planned economic system is capable of (and its leadership cares about)

increasing the living standard. This policy, however, gradually led to

economic misallocations, large feed imports, and foreign indebtedness.

Within the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) the

EE countries formed a working group in 1976 to coordinate agricul-

tural and food industry growth plans. Their ultimate goal was to

achieve regional self-sufficiency in grain, meat, egg, vegetable oil,

sugar, vegetable and fruit production and to reach self-sufficiency in
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tobacco and alcoholic beverages.' Despite this cooperative effort, theregion's trade deficit in agricultural products approximated $2.8 bil-lion in 1978, and it is estimated to have been even larger in 1979.2Per capita consumption of meat increased significantly in the regionduring 1965-70, and the growth rate accelerated further during 1970-75. Bulgaria and Poland, previously lagging countries, registered par-ticularly large increases during 1970-75 on the order of 17 to 18 kilo-grams per capita. In recent years that rate of increase has slowed(table 1).

TABLE 1.-EAST EUROPEAN PER CAPITA MEAT CONSUMPTION, 1965-78 AND 1980 PLAN
[in kilogramsn

Country 1965 1960 1975 1978 1980 plan

Bulgaria - 39.6 41.4 58.0 61.1 70-75Czechoslovakia ~ ~~~62.0 71. 3 81. 1 83. 4 98German Demoacractic Republic - 58.7 66. 0 77. 8 86.2 88Hungay -51.6 
58.0 68.5 71.2 76-78Polauad 49. 2 52.6 70. 3 70. 6 75Romania.----::::::::: --------------- 26.6 30.0 45. 7 251.9 71Yugoslavia -29.4 35. 5 48. 3 51. 5 (X)

I Not available.
'1977..
Sources: Statistical yearbooks; Revista Economica, Bucharest, Dec. 29, 1978; Dunrzhaven Vestnik, Sofia, Nov. 13, 1979;Progress and Outlook for East European Agriculture, USDA, FAER No. 153, September 1978.

The explanation for the rapid increase in per capita meat consump-tion was the government policy designed to increase supplies, thegrowth of wages (table 2) and an inadequate supply of consumerdurables.

TABLE 2.-EAST EUROPEAN AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE OF NOMINAL WAGES, 1966-77
[Percentage increase]

Period
Country 

1966-70 1971-75 1976-77

Bulgaria-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -5 43 9 .Czechoslovakia-64 
3 3 3. 3German Democratic Republic-4.6---------------3.----3-Hunger ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3. 2 3.1Nuguy---------------------------- 

3.6 6. 2 7. 2Oland ----------------------------- 
3.4 9. 3 10.3Romania -4.3 

4.9 6.8
Yugoslavia ------------------------------------------------------- 

10.9 16.4 19. 0

Source: Radio Free Europe, Aug. 31, 1978; Statistical Yearbook of Yugoslavia.

Other contributing factors were subsidized retail prices, the spreadof institutional food catering in offices and factories, and urbaniza-tion. An influx of tourists also added to aggregate consumption.As meat consumption increased, cereal and bread consumption de-clined. Consequently, grain use for food stabilized. The per capita de-cline in grain consumption for food has been offset approximatelywith the increased consumption caused by rising population; however,
'Ferene Biro. CMEA Cooperation In Food Production Examined, Kozgazdasagi Szemle,#10. 1978, Budapest.
9 Agricuitural Situation, Review of 1979 and Outlook for 1980, Eastern Europe, Sup-plement 3 to WAS-21, USDA-ESCS, May 1980.
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grain used for feed has grown constantly, accounting for over two-

thirds of the total grain consumed in 1977-79.
Outlays for subsidies grew as meat consumption increased, causing

a serious strain on state budgets. Retail price subsidies increased when-

ever EE governments raised prices paid to producers since retail prices

were held constant. The disappearance of the spread between producer

and retail prices led farmers to give up traditional home slaughtering

and bread baking and, instead, to purchase subsidized processed food

in government stores. In many cases farmers bought bread from gov-

ernment stores to feed their hogs while selling their grain at high

state purchase prices.
Hungary increased food prices in 1976 by about one-third and re-

cently in 1979 by an average of 20 percent. In 1979, Bulgaria also

hiked up food prices, by more than 30 percent. The Polish Govern-

inent's attempts to raise retail prices by decree were rescinded in 1970

and again in 1976. Polish meat price increases in 1980 triggered strikes

and leadership changes, and forced the Government to grant wage

increases to workers for the higher prices. Poland for the last few

years has maintained a two-tier meat market where about 8 percent of

the meat is sold in so-called "commercial stores" at prices reflecting

production costs. In regular shops, short supplies limit the consump-

tion of low priced meat. The more market-oriented Yugoslavian econ-

omy was an exception to the pattern. Retail prices there were allowed

to increase frequently to dampen consumption.
Meat consumption during 1976-80 in EE will be less than planned.a

Consumption in Czechoslovakia and the GDR exceeded 85 kilograms

per capita-a high level even by western standards. Per capita con-

sumption in Hungary and Poland had surpassed 70 kilograms by 1979.

Only in Yugoslavia was consumption still below 60 kilograms.

GRAINs

East European production of wheat and coarse grain averaged 5.5

to 7.0 percent of the world's total during 1966-79. On a decreasing

harvested area, the region's output of grain rose from 69 million metric

tons in 1966 to a record 96 million in -1978-a gain of 39 percent during

that period. In 1979 the output declined to 91 million tons. EE annu-

ally produces almost half as much grain as the Soviet Union on only

a quarter of the area. Yet EE increasingly depends on grain imports

to supply its needs. Net imports of grain averaged 4.6 million metric

tons for 1966-70, 7.4 million for 1971-75, and surged to an estimated

12.2 million tons for the 1976-79 period. The result was that EE coun-

tries were 94 percent self-sufficient in grain production during 1966-70,

but were only 88 percent self-sufficient during 1976-79.
Since 1966, grain consumption for nonfeed use (food, industrial,

seed, and waste) remained relatively stable. The growing production

and additional net imports were used by the burgeoning livestock sec-

tor. Grain used for feed rose from about 54 percent of total consump-

tion in 1966 to between 65 and 68 percent in recent years. During 1966-

78, overall feed grain use has grown more than 56 percent-much

faster than the growth in domestic grain output for feed during the

3 Agricultural Situation, op. cit.
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same period. Expansion of feed use at this rate could only be main-tained by greatly increasing grain imports (table 3).
TABLE 3.-EAST EUROPEAN GRAIN SUPPLY AND UTILIZATION, 1966-791

Yield Thousand metric tonsArea (metric 
Consumption(thousand tons perYear hectares) hectare) Production Imports Exports Total Feed

1966-70 average - 30, 270 2.34 70,728 7,916 3,296 75, 348 42,2661971-75 average - 29,497 2.94 86,646 10,884 3,488 94,042 60, 8251976 29,325 3. 20 93,832 15, 097 3,681 105, 248 71, 3681977 -29 232 3.19 93,139 13,028 3,118 103, 049 69, 3831978- 28 831 3.32 95,684 14, 731 2, 413 108 002 70, 1631979 2 28, 865 3.12 90,149 17, 300 2,035 105, 414 71, 541976-79 average - 29, 063 3.21 93, 201 15,039 2,812 105, 428 70, 624
X Apparent utilization, or utilization of grain excluding the influence of grain stocks. East European countries keep somestocks but do not release information concerning their stocks. For the purpose of this study it was assumed that stocksaveraged zero over the period. The data do not incluoe rice production or trade. The trade figures in this table differsomewhat from those in table 6 because they attempt to show grain supply and utilization during a July-June crop year,rather than a calendar year as is used in table 6.' Estimate.
Sources: Country statistical yearbooks, country trade yearbooks, CMEA statistical yearbook, U.S. Department ofAgriculture attache reports, and own estimates.

Productian
Grain area equalled about 58 percent of arable land during 1976-79,almost unchanged from the 1966-70 average. A larger percentage ofland is sown to grain in the southern than in the northern countries.For the region as a whole, 34 percent of the grain area is sown to wheat,27 percent to corn, and 17 percent to barley. Similarly, wheat (38percent), corn (32 percent), barley (17 percent), and rye (10 percent)are the major grains harvested in the region.4 Oats make up only about4 percent of the crop, and its importance is decreasing. Rye was dis-placed by barley as the third most important grain in recent years, andits production continues to decrease.
Wheat and barley production predominates in the north, while cornand wheat are the major grains in the south. Poland and the GDRraise virtually no corn for grain, and Czechoslovakia harvests only0.5-0.9 million tons of corn annually. The importance of rye and oatsin the northern countries is due almost exclusively to Poland, whichalone produces 73 percent of total EE rye and 63 percent of its oats.Average wheat yields in both the northern and the southern countrieshave improved substantially despite occasional poor harvests. Theability of the southern countries to maintain surplus grain productionin suite of rapidly expanding livestock feed requirements while thenorth has become increasingly dependent on grain imports, has beendue to their success in corn production. The north, dependent on barleyand rye, has been far less successful in raising coarse grain yields thanthe countries where corn is the maior coarse, grain (table 4). Further-more, barley and rye yields have commonly fluctuated in the samedirection as wheat yields in a given year since these crops are mainlyfall sown and dependent on many of the same climatic and croppingconditions. This fluctuation exacerbates the grain shortfall and can

'Percentages are based on 1970-79 averages.
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change a poor grain harvest into a disastrous one, (such as occurred in

1979 when the combined production of these three grains fell almost 19
percent). Corn, in contrast, has a different vegetative period from
wheat, barley and rye, and often serves to offset rather than exacerbate
fluctuations in the production of other grains.

Eastern Europe Grain Yields

Quintals/hectare
45

* Corn

40--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4

35~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4

40

$

0 4~~-35 A

v-All Grains

30 Wheat-

25
1971-75 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
average

USDA Neg. ESCS 231-80 (4)

In the northern countries corn production for grain has done very
poorly because of the short growing season. The GDR has effectively
terminated corn for grain production, less than 1 percent of Poland's
grain is corn, and even Czechoslovakia has failed to significantly
expand corn output during 1966-79. Meanwhile, the southern countries
raised corn yields from the 1966-70 average of 27.6 quintals/hectare to

the 1976-79 average of 38.5 quintals.5
The four southern countries raise over 95 percent of the region's

corn. Among these countries, Romania is the largest corn producer
with over 10 million tons annually. Greatly improved hybrids, heavier
plant protection and fertilizer applications, and better cropping tech-
niques have permitted corn production to expand rapidly in these

r One quintal equals 100 kilograms.
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countries on an almost constant area. Wheat is the second most im-portant grain after corn in the southern countries, and is an importantcrop in both southern and northern EE as a livestock feed.

TABLE 4.-EAST EUROPEAN GRAIN PRODUCTION PROFILE, NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN COUNTRIES, 1966-79

Southern countries average Northern countries average
Grain 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79

Wheat:
Area (1,000 ha)
Yield (metric tons per hectare)
Production (1,000 tons)

Barley:
Area (1,000 ha)
Yield (metric tons per hectare)
Production (1,000 tons) .

Corn:
Area (1,000 ha)-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Yield (metric tons per hectare)---------------

R Production (1,000 tons)

Area (1,000 ha)
Yield (metric tons per hectare)
Production (1,000 tons)

Other grain: I
Area (1,000 ha)
Yield (metric tons per hectare)
Production (1,000 tons)

Total grain:
Area (1,000 ha)
Yield (metric tons per hectare)
Production (1,000 tons)

6,978 6,433 6, 128 3, 375 3,873 3,7292.16 2.80 3.22 2.71 3.30 3.5315, 104 17, 990 19,738 9,135 12, 762 13, 150
1, 406 1,440 1,667 2,084 2,732 3,1802.05 2.61 2.88 2.72 3.34 3.352,887 3, 775 4,802 5,673 9,137 10,664
7, 507 7, 510 7, 594 146 168 2542.76 3.32 3.84 3.36 4.04 3.6220, 727 24, 968 29, 192 490 678 919

404 270 202 5 121 4,178 3,8071.15 1.35 1.42 1.93 2.41 2.29465 365 286 9,865 10, 082 8,731
602 478 351 2, 642 2 416 2,1521.18 1.27 1.62 2.15 2.61 2.39711 608 567 5,674 6,302 5,152

16 897 16, 131 15, 942 13, 368 13, 367 13, 122i.36 2.96 3 42 2.31 2.91 2.9439, 894 47, 686 54, 585 30, 837 38, 961 38, 616

I Other grain includes buckwheat, millet, mixed grains, and sorghum. Data do not include rice.
Sources: Country statistical yearbooks, country trade yearbooks, CMEA statistical yearbooks, U.S. Department ofAgriculture attache reports, and own estimates.

Fertilizer application is perhaps one of the most significant vari-ables in explaining why the growth in grain output in the southerncountries has outpaced that of the northern countries. While the southis still far behind the north in fertilizer use, applying only slightlymore than one-half as much fertilizer per hectare of arable land
during the 1976-78 period, the growth rate in application has beenhigher in the south during the last three plan periods (table 5).

TABLE 5.-EAST EUROPEAN FERTILIZER USE BY COUNTRY I

Southern countries Northern countries

German
Dermo-

Yugo- Czecho- craticYear Bulgaria Hungary Romania slavia Average slovakia Republic Poland Average

1966-70- 159 109 51 68 96. 8 190 297 123 203.31971-75- 157 218 85 86 136. 5 272 355 208 278.31976-78 - 174 273 119 100 166. 5 321 341 241 301.0

I Kilogram of active ingredient per hectare of arable land.
Sources: CMEA statistical yearbooks and the Statistical Yearbook of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

The northern countries have a long tradition of heavy crop fer-tilization, ranking favorably with all but the heaviest West Europeanfertilizer users. The Federal Republic of Germany applied 422; France278; Italy 141; and Austria 238 kilograms of fertilizer in active in-

70-528 0 - n1 - 17
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gredient per hectare of arable land in 1977, compared with northern

EE's average of 301 kilograms during 1976-78. The growth rate of

fertilizer use has noticeably slowed in the north during the last two

plan periods, however, while use in the south has continued to grow

rapidly. Though we are not able to determine the specific contribu--

tion of heavier fertilizer use to grain yields, it is likely that the rapid

expansion of fertilizer application in the southern countries from a

small basic application level has contributed more per additional kilo-

gram of fertilizer applied due to a higher marginal return than in the

northern countries.
Grain Trade

Though the region as a whole is a large net importer of grain, the

situation differs considerably between countries. The northern coun-

tries were annual net importers of 11.8 million tons for 1976-79, while

the southern countries were net importers of only 380,000 tons (table

6).
TABLE 6.-NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN COUNTRY GRAIN TRADE WITH MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS

[in thousand metric tons, except percentl

U.S.S.R.

Total United U.S. share Total share

Calendar year imports States Canada U.S.S.R. (percent) exports U.S.S.R. (percent)

Northern Countries:
1966-70 average- 6,449 723 280 3,631 11.2 481-
1971-75 average - 8,298 2,282 258 3,213 27.5 648-

1976 -- 13, 385 6,588 1,065 473 49.2 654-

1977 -9, 733 3,546 1,088 1, 192 36.4 385-

1978 -11,600 4,176 983 0 36.0 372-
Southern countries:

1966-70 average ----- 1,395 459 12 156 32.9 2,811 46 1. 6

1971-75 average 2,183 803 262 95 36.8 2,623 323 12.3

1976 -3,158 912 232 2 28.9 4,245 879 20.7

1977 -2 860 528 167 30 18. 5 3,516 240 6.8
19785--------- 2.087 979 122 0 46.9 3,152 473 15. 0

Sources: USDA grain trade statistics for total imports and exports, and U.S. share. United Nations trade data were used

for Canada. The USSR imports and exports were compiled from USSR international trade statistics and individual Eastern

European Country trade publications..

Poland (6.8 million tons), the GDR (3.2 million tons) and Czecho-

slovakia (1.7 million tons) were the largest net importers, while Hun-

gary (545,000) was a large net exporter of grain during 1976-79. Bul-

garia is normally self-sufficient in grain production-only exporting

and importing small amounts to offset yearly production fluctuations.

Romania is normally self-sufficient or even a net grain exporter.

Romania recently has become a large trader in grain, sometimes

importing 2 million tons of grain while exporting a similar amount

in the same year. Yugoslavia is normally a small net importer, except

for years with large production shortfalls. In those years, net imports

rose to between 0.6 and 1.2 million tons.
Obviously, the northern countries have cause for concern over their

dependency on grain imports and its consequent drain on hard cur-

rency reserves. Yet it has not been an easy task to reverse the rising

level of grain imports. The percentage of arable land sown to grain

(58 percent) is already high in these countries and comparable to

the level in the EC-9.6 As in other industrial countries, the EE coun-

O The percentages represent averages over the 1976-78 period of arable land as defined

by FAO.
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tries are losing arable land to the demands of industrialization andurbanization.
Great progress has been made in plant breeding over the last threeplan periods, but these improvements have also fallen short in boost-ing grain production to desired levels. Meanwhile, the demands forgrain from the livestock sector continue to grow and EE countriesare forced to import ever larger quantities of grain on the worldmarket.

1976-80 Plan Fulfillment
East European grain output averaged 93.4 million tons annually in1976-79, much below the minimum 106.4 million tons planned for1976-80.' With one more harvest to come in the plan period, it is evi-dent that none of the EE countries will be able to fulfill their plannedgrain production target. Due to the nagging balance of payment situa-tion, investments for 1980 have been scaled down, which will be detri-mental to agricultural production growth during the final year of thisplan period. A slowdown in the growth of chemicals and energy use isanticipated during 1980 because of heavy EE reliance on imported rawmaterials and energy, further reducing crop potential.

OILSEEDS AND OILSEED PRODUCTS

The importance of increasing oilseed production has been recog-nized in all East European countries. Sown area has been expandedand coordinated research for increasing yields has been implemented.Oilseeds are important raw materials for vegetable oil, industrial oil,and livestock feed. They are also a source of foreign exchange earn-ings for most EE countries. Scientists in the region believe that, witha sufficient protein ratio in mixed feed, up to 30 percent of concentratefeed per unit of livestock production could be saved. Oilseeds are con-sidered the best sources for such protein.8 Rapeseed is the principaloilseed in the northern countries, while sunflowerseed and soybeanspredominate in the southern countries. Flaxseed and other minor oil-seeds have a limited role.
Production

The combined area of the three major oilseeds was 4 percent (2.1million hectares) of the total arable land in the region in 1976-78. Ofthe total oilseed area, sunflowerseed occupied 53 percent, rapeseed 32percent, and soybeans 15 percent. Of these three crops combined, EE'sshare was 3 percent of the total world area. This was somewhat abovea tenth of the world's sunflower area, 7 percent of the rapeseed area,but a relatively insignificant part of the soybean area. With yieldshigher than the average worldwide, EE's share averaged 16 percent ofthe world's sunflower production and 18 percent of the world's rape-seed production in 1976-78. Regarding individual country contributionto the world total, Romania is the fourth ranking sunflower producerfollowing the USSR, Argentina, and the United States. Poland is the
U7Thomas A. Vankal, Progress and Outlook for East European Agriculture, 1976-80USDA/ESCS/FAER No. 153, Washlngton, D.C., September 1978.sEmil Cakajda, Czechoslovakla Foreign Trade, Prague, September 1977.
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world's fourth largest producer of rapeseed following Canada, India,
and China.

Contrary to the potential of all EE countries to achieve self-suffi-
ciency in grain supply and utilization, self-sufficiency in protein feed
seems out of reach in the foreseeable future. Average annual produc-

tion of oilseeds, however, trended upward in EE during 1966-79. The
combined output of sunflowerseed, rapeseed, and soybeans increased
19 percent between 1966-70 and 1971-75, and 23 percent between 1971-

75 and 1976-79 to an average 3.6 million tons (table 7).

TABLE 7.-EAST EUROPEAN OILSEED AND OILMEAL SUPPLY AND UTILIZATION, PLAN PERIODS, 1966-79

[In thousand metric tons, except area and yieldl

Oilseeds Oilmeals

Area Yield
(thou- (tons Apparent

sand per Prodec- Produc- Consump-

Commodity and year hectares) hectares) tion Imports Exports tion Imports tion

Rapeseed:
1966-70 ------.- 453 1.79 810 15 129 365 1 366

1971-75 --------- 533 1.90 1,015 7 57 509 2 511

1976-79----61------ 610 2.01 1,223 26 143 595 4 599

Soybeans:
1966-70 ---- 57 1.02 58 120 7 131 595 726

1971-75 - 199 1.41 281 211 23 355 2,120 2,475

1976-791 - 343 1.39 476 414 5 281 3,340 3,621

Sunflowers:
1966-70 1,056 1.50 1,585 182 211 534 32 526

1971-75 - -- 1,098 1.52 1,673 148 88 598 98 696

1976-79; .- 1,145 1.70 1,950 144 44 550 95 645

Total: a
1966-70 - . 1,566 1.57' 2,453 317 347 1,030 1,498 2,528

1971-75- 1, 830 1.62 2, 969 366 168 1, 462 2,990 4, 452

1976-79 2,098 1.74 3,649 584 192 1,426 3,925 5,351

X For exports and imports 1976-78 averages are used.
2 Includes all oilmeal imports (peanut meal, cottonseed meal, rapeseed meal, and soybean meal).

Source: Agricultural Situation of Eastern Europe, USDA/ESCS (various years).

Although sown area is centrally planned, conformance with the

plans is not sought through direct commands. Instead, it is influenced
by prices, contracts, and production quotas. Management decisions
based on prices are more prevalent in Hungary, Poland, and Yugo-

slavia than in the rest of the countries. All EE governments are con-

cerned to make oilseed production comparatively advantageous with
other crops and significant funds have been allocated to research for
higher yielding and more resistant oi]seed varieties. Sunflower re-

search is most advanced in Romania and Yugoslavia. New hybrid
varieties of over 50-percent oil content are gradually replacing the
older Soviet propagated seeds. Apparently the Soviet seeds did not
adapt well to the new surroundings. Currently, however, the new
varieties are not available in large enough quantities to cover the
demand.

Research in rapeseed production is concentrated on developing
varieties with reduced erucic acid content. The high acid content pre-
vents the full use of rapeseed meal in animal diets since it is toxic in
high concentration. Rapeseed production also has weather-related con-
straints. It must be sown in late August when soil moisture is often
not adequate for germination, and is very susceptible to freezing. In
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1978-79, for example, the harsh winter killed about 40 percent of thePolish crop and seriously damaged the rapeseed in other EE coun-tries. Research in reducing erucic acid in rapeseed is producing somepositive results, but the new varieties reportedly have lower yields.Soybean growing is expanding slowly because of high productioncosts, low yields, and comparatively low domestic prices. Hungaryscrapped its plan for increasing sown area from the present 25,000hectares until higher yielding varieties are available. Bulgaria andRomania seem to have achieved acceptable results when soybeans aresown on irrigated land.

Trade in Oil8eed and Product8
While all countries in the region are traders of oilseeds and vege-table oil to some extent, they are all significant importers of oilmeals.Imports reached about 4 million tons annually since 1976. The growthin oilmeal imports is tied to the expanding mixed feed industry. Inthe countries deficient in both .rains and protein feed, imports areinfluenced by the price relationships between grains and oilseeds.Romania and Yugoslavia have increased their oilseed crushingcapacity beyond the oilseed supply from domestic sources. Thus, thesecountries have recently shifted somewhat from oilmeal to soybeanimports which they crush in their own plants. The crushing capacityin the GDR and Poland is directly geared to their domestic rapeseedproduction; therefore, they step up imports of other oilseeds in yearsof shortfalls in rapeseed production.

The GDR and Poland export rapeseed and rapeseed oil; domesticconsumption for food and feed must be limited because of the highacid content of their rapeseed. Hungary exports sunflowerseed becauseof inadequate domestic processing facilities. It also exports sunfloweroil. Romania and Poland are the region's leading vegetable oilexporters.
Vegetable oil imports must continue in the countries relying chieflyon rapeseed production since rapeseed oil must be blended with otheroils. Despite dietary need to replace animal fat with vegetable oil,the per capita consumption of vegetable oil is growing slowly. Tradi-tion and domestic availability favor consumption of animal fat. How-ever, urbanization and a shift from butter to margarine have addedstimulus to the use of vegetable oil in recent years.The United States is almost the exclusive exporter of soybeans to theregion. It is also an important supplier of soybean meal, but its roleas a vegetable oil supplier has diminished. U.S. soybean exports of600,000 tons to the region in 1978 and 740,000 tons in 1979 were des-tined principally for Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia. U.S. soy-bean meal exports averaged more than 1 million tons annually since1973 and all EE countries were recipients. Yugoslavia, the most sig-nificant importer of U.S. vegetable oil until 1975, has since achievedself-sufficiency, leaving Poland the only importer from the UnitedStates in 1978 and 1979. Current Polish imports from the UnitedStates average about 10,000 tons annually. The United States nor-mally exports sunflowerseeds to Czechoslovakia, but in 1978/79 Bul-garia also became an importer because of a shortfall in its 1978 crop.
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Soybean meal accounted for about 80 percent of the region's total

meal imports in 1976-79. The United States maintained its share of 35

to 40 percent of the market. Brazil and some West European countries

are the other important suppliers of soybean meal to EE.

1976-80 Plan Fulfillment

Oilseed production plans for 1976-80 were not quantified as suc-

cinctly as the grain production plans.9 Goals mentioned by high offi-

cials, aggregated by country, indicate an expectation of a 60-percent in-

crease in output by 1980 as compared with the 1971-75 production.

These plans were not achieved.
Hungary exceeded its sunflowerseed production target. Sunflower-

seed production growth rate was high in Yugoslavia, too, though less

than planned. The shortfall in rapeseed production was caused by un-

usually harsh winters in Poland, the dominant rapeseed producing

country.
There have been several impediments to plan fulfillment. Competi-

tion from other crops, particularly grains, puts a constraint on the

expansion of oilseeds on the gradually shrinking total arable land.

Climate and soils are other limiting factors. Problems with plant dis-

eases force management to adhere to proper rotation practices, mean-

ing that some oilseeds cannot be sown in the same soil within several

years.
THE LIVEsToCK SECTOR

The livestock sector was by far the most dynamic sector in East

European agriculture during the last three plan periods. Using 1965 as

the base year, it was estimated that the index value of animal prod-

UCt output grew at a rate almost twice as fast as that of crop output.10

Whereas the gross value of crop production has fluctuated during

1966-79, the gross value of animal product output has steadily risen.

Only the 1975 and 1976 distress slaughtering of livestock herds in

certain EE countries caused animal product output to stagnate before

resuming its climb.
The motivation behind the rapid increase in livestock production

was the governmental goal of raising the population's nutritional

levels, and earning hard currencies through exports. The increase in

per capita consumption of meat was considerable during this period

and net meat exports increased as well, but the rapid development of

the livestock sector put serious strains on EE economies. Ever larger

imports of feed (most of it for hard currency) were necessary to main-

tain livestock herds and animal product output.
Disposable income increased even more rapidly than meat produc-

tion. Consumer demand for meat and other animal products could

not be fully satisfied, and an inflexible price system resulted in market

scarcities, queues, and sometimes domestic disturbances. While retail

prices of meat remained relatively stable for much of the period, gov-

ernment purchase prices paid to producers rose. Input costs for pro-

Vankal, op. cit.
D0 Alton et al., occasional paper #56, 1979, Table 8, p. 14. The Alton calculations do

not include Yugoslavia, which showed a similar growth tendency.
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ducers grew, and EE governments picked up most of the additionalbill. An ever-widening gap was created between actual costs of produc-tion and returns at the retail level. The gap was filled by a host of directand indirect governmental subsidies to farms engaged in livestockproduction, to food processing enterprises, and to consumers.The situation varied from country to country, but every countryengaged in heavy subsidization. In the extreme case, the Polish gov-ernment in 1978 was estimated to be subsidizing the food economy ata rate of 250.6 billion zloties (7.6 billion dollars) per year, accountingfor about 25 percent of the total Polish national budget."' Direct re-tail subsidies on meat and meat products alone amounted to 57 billionzloties in 1978. These did not include numerous other subsidies oninputs into livestock production, such as those on feed, on capital in-vestment in livestock facilities, and on processing of animal products.Even in Hungary, with its more flexible price system and more cost-sensitive economy, planners ruled out the use of competitive prices inagriculture but retained competitive prices as a goal in industry."2Thus, in 1978 imported protein feedstuffs cost the country 1.6 billionforints (about $42 million at the 1978 commercial exchange rate) morethan agricultural enterprises paid for them.13
In 1980, farms are to be given a direct subsidy of 16,000 forints (444dollars) for each new cow stall built. The government pays an addi-tional 10 percent of the total construction cost, and feed and otherinputs are heavily subsidized. In addition to the subsidies mentioned,the farms receive 15 percent more per liter of milk than the consumerpays at the store. The total subsidy, direct and indirect, for milk andmilk products is estimated at around 50 percent.

Prod4ction
Livestock production is more intensive in the northern countriesthan in those in the south (table 8). The north has more animals perhectare of agricultural land, more meat production and consumptionper capita, and greater animal product output per animal unit. In 1978,there was an average of 70 cattle and 123 hogs per 100 hectares ofagricultural land in the northern countries, in contrast with an averageof 37 cattle and 70 hogs per 100 hectares in the south.The 1976-79 per capita production on a liveweight basis in the northaveraged about 43.1 kilograms of beef and mutton, 67.4 kilograms ofpork, and 13.6 kilograms of poultry meat, and 459 liters of milk (table9). During the same time, per capita production in the south averaged34.2 kilograms of beef and mutton, 51.4 kilograms of pork, and 20.4kilograms of poultry meat, and 175 liters of milk."4

U1 Henryk Kisiel "Current Financial Policy Tasks of the Polish Peoples' Republic,"Finause, #1, pp. 51-63, Warsaw, Jan. 1, 1979. The exchange rate used was 33 zloties=1
F' Bela Csikos-Nagy "The 1980 Price Adjustment" Figyelo, #25, June 20, 1979, pp. 1-4.For a detailed description of the Hungarian system of agricultural subsidies in effectas of January 3. 1980, see Lajos Kornyei "New Regulatory System in Agriculture" MagyarMezogazdasag #49, i979. pp. 23-26.g ySse nArclueMga": Budapest Homes Service, 0600 gmt, July 20, 1979.
" or ao c nst i stena t seriesa livewght production figures were used here. Series whichtr~ toestmat atua met pedction have problems in determining cutout rates, anddhether to include fats, edible offals in this production fligure. For the purpose of compari-son over time, lightweight serves as well as or better than an estimated meat production
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TABLE 8.-EAST. EUROPEAN LIVESTOCK NUMBERS BY CATEGORY, 1966-79

[in thousand head as of Jan. 11

Average Average Average
1966-70 1971-75 1976 1977 1978 1979 19801 1976-79

East European Total:
Cattle -.....Total .. 34,094 35, 733 38, 292 37, 728 38, 210 38, 598 38, 389 38, 243

Cows -16,507 16,870 17, 453 17, 087 17, 174 17, 287 17, 239 17, 248

Hogs ---------- 47, 807 60,456 66,022 63, 706 69, 304 70 310 71, 433 68, 155

Sheep -42, 725 39, 715 39,614 39 706 41, 102 4 453 43, 506 41,276

Poultry -317, 751 380, 290 414, 598 425, 324 437, 291 448, 728 455,010 436,190

Northern countries:2288 276

Cattle------------ 20,162 21,265 22,851 22,127 22,677 22,868 22,768 22,658

Cows -10, 237 10, 148 10,196 9,830 9,934 9,978 9,949 9,977

Hogs -28, 545 35,189 39, 831 34, 877 39, 858 40, 443 40, 629 39,128

Sheep---------- 5, 877 5, 220 5,865 5,818 6, 361 6,534 6,659 6,247
Poultry - 154, 606 176, 127 187, 047 171, 786 174,740 180, 893 183, 977 179,689

Southern countries:
Cattle ------------- 13, 932 14,468 15, 441 15, 601 15,533 15,730 15,621 15,585

Cowsa---------- 6, 270 6,722 7, 257 7,257 7,240 7, 309 7,290 7, 271

Hogs -19,262 25, 267 26,J191 28, 829 29,446 29, 867 30, 804 29, 027

Sheep- 36, 848 34,495 33, 749 33, 888 34, 741 35,919 36, 847 35,029

Poultry -163, 145 204,163 227, 551 253,538 262, 551 267,835 271,033 256,502

I Estimate.

Source: Country statistical yearbooks, CMEA statistical yearbooks, and U.S. Department of Agriculture attache reports

TABLE 9.-LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION ON A LIVEWEIGHT BASIS, MILK AND EGGS, 1966-79

Average Average Average
1966-70 1971-75 1976 1977 1978 19791 1976-791

Eastern Europe total:
Beerand veal(thousand metrictons)- 3,545 3,942 4,673 4,553 4,576 4,662 4,616

Pork (thousand metric tons) - 5,550 7,154 7,532 7,790 8,358 8,377 8,014

Mutton (thousand metric tons) 549 525 582 579 610 622 598

Poultry (thousand metric tons). 1,016 1,602 2,024 2,255 2,395 .2,530 2,301

Eggs (million pieces) 23, 835 29, 729 33, 550 35, 293 35, 950 36, 642 35, 359

Milk (thousand liters) -36, 230 38, 656 41, 073 42, 372 43, 355 43, 496 42, 574

Northern countries:
Beeand veal(thousand metric tons). 2,110 2, 427 2,894 2,699 2, 743 2,801 2, 784

Pork (thousand metric tons)- 3401 4,204 4,241 4,306 4,673 4,746 4,492

Mutton (thousand metric tons) ' 79 70 81 84 95 97 89

Poultry (thousand metric tuna) ---- 388 608 791 887 946 1, 002 906

Eggs (million pieces) -13, 972 16, 533 17, 729 18, 399 18, 440 18,780 18, 337

Milk (thousand liters) -26, 173 29,042 30,012 30, 398 30, 989 30,813 30,553

Southern countries:
Beet and veal (thousand metric tons). 1,435 1,515 1,779 1 854 1,833 1,861 1,832

Pork (thousand metric tons) -t-n -- 2,149 2,949 3, 289 3, 484 3,685 3, 5631 3, 522

Mutton (thousand metric tons) .... 471 -455 501 495 515 525 509

Poultry (thousand metric tons). 628 994 1,233 1,368 1,449 1,528 1,394

Eggs (million pieces) -9 863 13, 196 15,821 16,894 17,510 17,862 17, 022

Milk (thousand liters) -10 057 9,614 11,061 11,974 12, 366 12, 683 12, 021

I Estimate.

Sources: Country statistical yearbooks, CMEA statistical yearbooks, and own estimate.

The north-south profile of livestock production is gradually chang-
ing. While the expansion of livestock production in the northern coun-
tries meant seriously overreaching available domestic feed supplies,
feed output in the south was better able to keep up with feed needs.

Thus, starting from a smaller base, expansion of livestock and poultry

numbers in the south outpaced that of the north. Cattle numbers grew

at an almost equal rate in both areas, but in hog and poultry holdings
the growth rate wn s much higher in the southern countries. Only in the

minor category of sheep and goat numbers did the north outpace the

south.
Growth in output of livestock products showed similar results. Out-

plut of beef and veal in the northern countries rose slightly more
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rapidly than in the south due to better breeding and more intensiveproduction. Pork output, on the other hand, grew more than twice asfast in the corn-surplus south as in the corn-deficit north. Poultryoutput had very high growth rates in both areas, while egg outputgrew more than twice as fast in the south.
As the largest and most important livestock category, hog inven-tories and pork production have also been the most volatile. Whenslaughtering-off occurs in EE countries, it normally affects hogs mostseriously. The resulting hog cycle is similar to livestock cycles occur-ring in free market economies. The cycle varies by country, and it ispresent in both corn-growing and non-corn growing EE countries. Thecycles are most apparent when private livestock holdings are largest(see graph on next page):
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Fluctuations in Hog Inventories in Hungary and Poland
1965-80
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Part of the explanation for this cycle in planned economies lies in acombination of factors including production and trade in feedstuffs,governmental decisions and programs, procurement prices, and sizeof input and retail price subsidies. Much of the explanation lies, how-ever, in the unplanned portion of the agricultural economy, the privatesector.
The private sector has always played an important, though grad-ually diminishing, role in EE livestock production. In countries withpredominantly socialized agriculture. EE governments have set limitson the number of animals that a household can own. However, asidefrom these limits, there is little direct control over the level of livestockproduct output and marketing from the private sector. The house-holds make those decisions on an individual basis. The private live-stock producers need not conform to the economic plans which thesocialized producers follow, nor can they expect much governmentsupport in the form of subsidies and easv access to concentrate feedsand other inputs. Especially when overall feed conditions are tight,the EE governments tend to give preferential treatment to the social-ized farms in feed allocation. This policy often forces private pro-ducers to slaughter-off livestock which they cannot support from theirown feed sources.

The private sector (private farms. state and collective farm workers'private plots, households) in the countries with predominantly social-ized agriculture in 1966 held 32 percent of the cattle. 32 percent of thehogs, and 41 percent of the sheep (table 10). In 1979 they still held asignificant share of total EE livestock, but a much smaller percentageof the total than in 1966.

TABLE 10. SOCIALIZED AND PRIVATE LIVESTOCK HOLDINGS IN EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WITHPREDOMINANTLY SOCIALIZED AGRICULTURE, 1966 AND 1979t
[In thousand head, except percent)

1966 1979

Private Privateshare of share oftotal totalSocialized Private (percent) Socialized Private (percent)

Cattes - _.- - 13, 153 6,049 32 16,959 3,796 18Cowsa 5'220 2,330 31- 6,404 1,848 22Hogs- ------ 19. 662 9 119 32 32,600 8,855 21Sheep - -16,716 11, 757 41 20,433 10,978 35

XCountries Include Bulgaria, Hungary, the German Democratic Republic, Czechoslovakia, and Romania. Figures are forJan. 1 of the years Indicated.
a Figures Inclde buffalo.
Source: CMEA statistical yearbooks.

As expected, in Poland and Yugoslavia, where private farms pre-dominate, the private holding of livestock also predominates. Theholding of animals and the output of animal products from this sectoris not directly managed through administrative orders. but must beencouraged more emphatically through economic incentives much likein a capalist economy. Incentives (or lack thereof) contribute to the
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ebb and flow of livestock p1 roduction in these two EE countries

(table 11).

TABLE 11.-SOCIALIZED AND PRIVATE LIVESTOCK HOLDINGS IN POLAND AND YUGOSLAVIA, 1966 AND 1979

[in thousand head, except percent]

1966 1979

Private share Private share
of total of total

Socialized Private (percent) Socialized Private (percent)

Cattle -1,777 13,284 88 3,677 14,223 79

Cows -645 7,752 92 854 8 209 71

Hogs -------- 1,895 17, 590 so 6,734 22,12 7Z7

Sheep -851 11,589 93 1,687 9,603 87

Figures Include bred heifers In Yugoslavia.

Sources: CMEA statistical yearbooks and the Statistical Yearbook of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

A close and complex relationship has developed between socialized

and private livestock production. Socialized farms often supply

breeding stock and some fodder to private livestock producers. These

producers, in turn, often market their products through the socialized

farms. Although its share of total livestock production is decreasing,

the efects of variations in private livestock production are in-

creasingly felt in the marketplace.
Once the object of strict limitations, private animal husbandry is

now being actively encouraged by most EE governments. Where the

shift of production to the socialized sector has occurred, experience has

shown that low cost production in the private sector was replaced by

relatively high cost production on socialized farms. Small producers

have little physical investment, tend the animals in their spare time,

and use mostly locally grown fodder. Nevertheless the private pro-

ducers are not likely to strongly respond to the government encourage-

ment. The decline and aging of the rural work force, along with rising

standards of living, have decreased the willingness of households to

raise animals for more than their own needs.
The shift from private to socialized production continues. This

movement has in itself been a major factor in exacerbating the region's

feed deficit. Private livestock production predominantly uses local fod-

ders (local grain, root crops, forages, and garbage) while the large-

scale socialized production depends heavily on intensive use of grain,

oilseed meals, and feed concentrates. Growth of socialized large-scale

units has been accompanied by heavy subsidization of production in

these units. Not surprisingly, the socialized farms have often been ac-

cused of improper feed rationing, poor feed efficiency, and outright

wasting of the highly subsidized (often imported) grain and oilseed

meals. The growing concern over the high cost of feed imports has on

the one hand led to renewed interest in maintaining private livestock

production, and on the other hand has forced a reexamination and

recalculations of the costs of socialized livestock production.

Trade

In spite of domestic meat shortages, meat exports have been grow-

ing. Exports have usually been profitable in spite of the high cost of
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imported feeds, and have served as an important hard currency earner.*With an eye toward the western markets, these countries have con-centrated on developing exports of specialized meat such as cannedhams, pork shoulders, frozen poultry, and salamies in addition to theirtraditional exports of live animals and unprocessed meat. The com-petitive bid to enlarge their share of the American market for cannedmeats has led some EE exporters into direct competition with the ECand with each other.
Although Western Europe and the USSR remain the principalmarkets for East European livestock products, the United States hascontinued to grow as a secondary market-especially for processedmeat (table 12).

TABLE 12.-U.S. IMPORTS OF MEAT FROM EASTERN EUROPE, QUANTITY AND VALUE, 1966-79

Average Average Average1966-70 1971-75 1976 1977 1978 1979 1976-79

Quantity (metric tons).-- 32, 177 44, 964 64, 843 63, 398 75, 689 76, 643 70, 143alau (thousands) - $52,711 $101, 633 $206, 195 $192, 423 $256, 275 $253, 288 $227, 045

Source: U.S. Census Bureau duta.

Processed pork imports account for around 99 percent of U.S. meatimports from .EE. Three countries-Poland, Hungary, and Yugosla-via-supplied close to 90 percent of the volume and value of these meatimports during 1976-79 (table 13). The United States, in turn, sup-plies EE with a variety of livestock products, including breeding stock,bull semen, tallow, powdered milk, and cattle hides. Cattle hides are,by far, the most significant in terms of value. EE countries import cat-tle hides to supply their leather industries. Such imports grew from ayearly average of $11 million in the 1966-70 plan period to an averageof $84 million in 1976-79 (table 14). Three trading partners purchasedthe bulk of these cattle hides (table 15).
TABLE 13.-U.S. IMPORTS OF MEAT FROM THE TOP 3;EXPORTERS; QUANTITY, VALUE, AND SHARE OF TOTAL

EAST EUROPEAN MEAT EXPORTS, 1976-79

Total meat Share Value Share(metric tons) (percent) (thousands) (percent)

Poland -38,649 55.1 $129,716 57.1Yugoslavia - - 16, 011 22.8 51, 803 22. 8Hungary- 7,511 10.8 23, 229 10. 2

Source: U.S. Census Bureau data.

TABLE 14.-U.S. EXPORTS OF CATTLE HIDES TO EASTERN EUROPE, QUANTITY AND VALUE, 1966-79

Aves e AverageAvra
091po 1971-75 1976 1977 1978 1979 1976 -79

Quantity (thousand pieces)- 1,191 2,968 3, 349 3, 387 3,591 3, 444 3, 443alue (thousands) - $10,903 $40, 123 $54, 139 $65,975 $84, 294 $130, 760 $83, 792

Sources: Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States, selected issues, and U.S. Department of Agriculture foreignagricultural trade data.
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TABLE 15.-U.S. EXPORTS OF CATTLE HIDES TO THE TOP 3 IMPORTERS; QUANTITY, VALUE, AND

SHARE OF TOTAL EAST EUROPEAN CATTLE HIDE IMPORTS, 1976-79

Cattle hides
(thousand Share Value Share

pieces) (percent) (thousands) (percent)

Romania -1, 598 46.4 $41, 281 49.3

Czechoslovakia-, 653 19.0 16,668 19.

Poland ----------------------- 423 12.3 1083 3.

Sources: Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States, selected issues, and U.S. Department of Agriculture foreign

agricultural trade data.

1976-80 Plan Fulfihllment

Eastern Europe has come closer to fulfilling its 1976-80 plan target

for livestock product output than its target for crop production. Most

countries were very successful in stepping up their pork and poultry

production. In 1979, total meat output already exceeded the 1980

target in Czechoslovakia, and almost equaled the 1980 targets in Bul-

garia and Hungary.15 Meat output in Romania during the 1976-80

plan period has shown significant gains, but the plan target was set

unrealistically high and probably will not be attained. Aggregate

meat production in the region is expected to reach about 16.3 million

tons liveweight by 1980 instead of the 17.3-17.6 million tons as planned.

THE 1981-85 OUTLOOK

The feed-livestock economy will remain a crucial element of agricul-

tural plans during the 1981-85 plan period. So far, however, only

Poland and Romania have made detailed plans available. All the EE

countries are now in the process of formulating their plan goals. We

can expect that the planners will be influenced by roughly the same

general set of economic constraints, namely a slowdown in economic

growth, sluggish hard-currency exports, continued high foreign in-

debtedness and debt-servicing, and rapidly rising energy costs. In the

agricultural sector, planners are mainly concerned with the failure

of crop output to keep pace with livestock production, the dependency

on increasing feed imports, the high agricultural subsidies at both the

farm and retail levels, the continued outflow of labor from agricul-

ture and the resulting absorption of a high percentage of the agricul-

tural investment fund for labor replacement.
Specific problems of the feed-livestock industry will figure promi-

nently in the planners' decisions, especially those of improving feed-

ing efficiency and bringing domestic production of feedstuffs more

into line with domestic needs. In spite of these goals, EE should re-

main a heavy importer of grain and oilseeds. Strong efforts to decrease

feed imports will be hindered by many of the same production con-

straints which caused the feed-livestock balance to get so far out of

line during the previous two plan periods. Add to this the continued

domestic pressure for improved living standards and better diets at

low prices, and one can imagine the difficult task facing planners

when formulating the 1981-85 plan.

LI Vankaf, op. cit.
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Conmumption
'The 1981-85 plans will see continued emphasis on improving dietsthrough increased consumption of animal products. However, goals arelikely to be reduced substantially below the rate of increase in con-sumption planned during the past two plan periods. Consumptiongoals for animal products should be more modest in the northern coun-tries, where consumption is already high by world standards, than inthe southern countries.

- The expected lower per capita disposable income growth rate dur-ing the 1981-85 plan period, accompanied by low population growth,will take some pressure off the demand for animal products. Priceincreases at the retail level will also be necessary to help lower demand.So far, the southern countries have been quicker to raise food pricesthan their northern counterparts, but even they still heavily subsidizeprices. Large subsidies on input prices to the feed-livestock industryand the increasing gap between costs of production and retail pricesshould force more frequent price adjustment in all EE countries dur-ing the upcoming plan period than in the last decade. Bulgaria andHungary were successful in drastically raising retail prices for animalproducts in 1979 without serious domestic disturbances. However, therecent Polish experience may cause EE countries to hesitate to raiseprices soon. Shortages and queues are likely to continue their role inrationing consumption since prices are not likely to be raised commen-surate to general inflation and to real costs-making animal productsstill a relative bargain for the EE consumer.

Development of Grain Supply and Utilization
Increased grain production will be stressed in the 1981-85 planmore strongly than any other agricultural product. Emphasis will beparticularly placed on obtaining higher yields and reducing waste inharvesting and feeding of grain. Grain production can be expected tomaintain its secular increase through 1981-85, with more rapid andconsistent growth likely in the south than in the north. This increasein grain production may narrow (but not close.) the gap betweendomestic supply and demand during the next plan period. EE is likelyto remain a market for grain throughout the 1981-85 plan period,though net imports are likely to be below levels of 1976-80.An important constraint on increasing grain production during1981-85 will be the limited ability of East European countries to in-crease grain area. There is little margin for bringing new land intoproduction in EE, and small opportunity for shifting land from pro-duction of other crops to grain without endangering production levelsof those other crops. Industrial, commercial, and housing uses willcontinue to claim thousands of hectares of EE farmland despite tight-ened control of such losses. Thus, total grain area will likely increaseslightly during the first years of the 1981-85 plan in an effort toimmediately reduce the grain import burden, but in the followingyears grain area is likely to resume the downward trend of the past15 years.

Increased and more stable yields will be more important than ex-panded area in raising grain production. Improved plant varieties,
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better cultivation and harvesting tecimiques, and increased fertilizer

use will all contribute toward raising yields. Expanding use of irriga-

tion should help to make yields less susceptible to climatic variation.

However, these technological improvements are costly and require

proper management. Rapidly rising costs for all agricultural inputs,

especially energy and fertilizer, make it likely that EE countries will

be reluctant to allocate sufficient funds to agricultural investment for

a real surge in grain output-especially given the mounting demands

of other sectors of the economies. The most notable increases in grain

yields and production, therefore, are likely to come in the southern

countries where technological development in agriculture is still at

a comparatively low level. Proportionally greater increases in yields

can be obtained per unit of additional fertilizer application, for ex-

ample, in the south than in the north. Also, corn, the highest yielding

grain, is grown almost exclusively in the south.
In general, grain use should increase more slowly during the up-

coming-plan period than during the previous two. Grain consumption

for food should remain almost constant or even decline. Industrial use,

seed, and waste combined will increase slightly. Grain requirements

for feed will continue to grow, though not at the rate of previous

years. Alternatives to grain in feed rations, such as protein meal,

industrial wastes, potatoes, and forages will be used to the extent

possible, but cannot be expected to make more than a small dent in

feed grain demand.
Gains in feeding efficiency and success in substituting alternative

feeds for grain in the socialized sector will be largely offset by reduced

private plot animal husbandry. Consumption of grain for feed is

likely to reach an estimated 69 percent of total grain consumed in

1985, compared to about 67 percent for 1976-79 and 65 percent for

1971-75. An "optimistic" scenario for grain supply and utilization in

the region for 1985 compared to the 1976-79 average is shown in table

16. If the expected plan goals for raising yields and improving feeding

efficiency can be met, net imports of grain could drop to about 10 mil-

lion tons annually by 1985. These estimates are, of course, very prelimi-

nary and subject to numerous unpredictables. EE countries attempted

to reduce grain imports during the 1976-80 plan, yet they continued

to increase. There is little doubt, therefore, that EE will still be a

large net importer of grain in 1985. The question really is, how large.

TABLE 16.-POSSIBLE EAST EUROPEAN GRAIN SUPPLY AND UTILIZATION, 1985

Thousand metric tons
Area of Yield

(thousand (metric tons Net Total
hectares) per hectare) Production imports consumption Feed

1976-79 average 29. 1 3.21 93.2 12. 2 105.4 70.6

1985- 29.1 3.70 107.8 10. 0 117.8 82.5

Sources: Table 3 and own estimates.

Development of Oilseed Supply and Utilization

Continued problems of protein deficiency and ration balancing in the

EE livestock and poultry industries will encourage planners to put
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secondary (after grains) emphasis on increased oilseed output. How-ever, expansion of oilseed production will be limithd by many of thesame constraints which limit expansion of grain output. Unlike grain.net imports of oilseeds and oilseed meal can be expected to rise through-out 1981-85 as increased domestic production falls short of the de-mands for ration upgrading.
Again, the northern countries will be in a less favored position thanthe southern countries because of their dependency on one oilseed crop,rapeseed. Although rapeseed yields are likely to be quite high in agiven year compared to yields of soybeans and sunflowers, the suscepti-bility of rapeseed to wintering conditions leave open the possibility forfuture fluctuations in production as great as in 1979 when the crop wasonly 50 percent of the previous year's total. Introduction of the lowerucic acid rapeseed varieties will expand during the 1981-85 period,but will probably have more positive effect on the feed value of rape-seed meal than on rapeseed yields.
Soybeans should continue their steady rise in production due to acontinued expansion of soybean area. The countries where soybean pro-duction will most likely expand are Bulgaria and Romania. Plannersin these countries are seeking an improved balance between sunflower-seed and soybean production. Comparatively low yields and low pur-chase prices currently offered to farms for soybeans, if they continue,are likely to impede the expansion of soybean output during the next5-year plan.
Sunflowers will undoubtedly continue to be the most important oil-seed in the region. The EE countries are experienced in its productionand use, and recent world-wide improvements in sunflower breedingand processing technology will probably be quickly adopted by thesecountries.
Future trade in oilseeds and oilseed meals will depend on the expan-sion of the livestock industry and on feed ration-balancing decisions.As with grains, factors such as foreign indebtedness, credit availabil-ity, and others will figure prominently in governmental decisions onlevels of oilseed and meal imports. Demand is expected to remainstrong, however, throughout the 1981-85 period.

Developmnwnt of Livestock Production
The East European livestock sector will continue to generate demandfor foreign feedstuffs during 1981-85. In the upcoming plan, policy-makers will try to limit additional demand for imported feedstuffs and,if possible, to reverse the trend toward growing dependency. To accom-plish this, planners will most likely propose measures such as increased-use of domestically produced feeds, upgraded breeding, and improvedfeeding practices rather than cutting back on animal numbers or prod-uct output. Even with good harvests, the feed-livestock balance will bestrained during the 1981-85 period.
There is likely to be a difference of approach in the high per capitameat producing northern countries and the still low meat producingsouthern countries. Two distinct directions are likely. In the north,emphasis will shift from the protein-intensive hog and poultry produc-tion to increased production of ruminants which can use locally pro-
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duced forages and nonprotein nutrients such as urea-treated straw and

industrial byproducts. Herd growth will be limited, and farms will be

urged to concentrate on gains from better livestock management.
In the southern countries, a protein feed shortage is likely to persist

but will not be as serious as in the north. Grain output is likely to at

least keep pace with expansion of livestock output. Cattle, hog, and

poultry numbers are all likely to show strong growth, with Bulgaria

and Romania leading the expansion.
Several World Bank-sponsored agricultural development loans made

to Yugoslavia and Romania in the last 3 years of the seventies will

have an impact on livestock production in those two countries during

the 1981-85 period and beyond. From 1977 to 1979, Romania took on

World Bank loans totaling $231 million to finance three livestock proj-

ects specializing in hog and poultry production and processing. One

single project will have an aggregate breeding/fattening/processing
capacity of over 1.5 million hogs per year. Yugoslavia has received

several multipurpose World Bank loans for agricultural development.
These loans include funds for investment in livestock production and

processing in both the private and socialized sectors."'
In both the northern and the southern countries additional en-

couragement will be given to animal husbandry in the private sector.

Poland and Yugoslavia, with their predominantly private livestock

production, will continue to urge farmers to modernize and specialize

their livestock operations. Government support in the form of credit,

subsidies, and preferential access to machinery will be used to en-

courage private farmers in this direction.
In other EE countries, governments are likely to continue the policy

trend from the 1976-80 plan which gave household units encourage-

ment to pursue animal husbandry as well as greater access to inputs

for- this purpose. The additional government support, however, will

probably not stop the shift away from household production toward

large-scale socialized production. With rising living standards and

educational levels, farm workers are becoming increasingly reluctant

*to use their spare time for raising livestock and the fodder to support

it. In addition, the out-migration from agriculture in EE means fewer

households to raise animals. The net effect is that a larger percentage
of livestock products will be supplied by the high-cost, concentrate-

feed intensive socialized sector in 1985 than in 1980.
Livestock breeding programs will continue to receive a high level of

government support in the next plan period. In cattle raising, the

gradual shift from dual purpose breeds (meat and milk) toward sin-

gle purpose breeds will persist. Hard currency shortages are likely to

force breeders to concentrate on developing the domestically available

breeding stock and to expect fewer imports of breeding animals in the

next plan period. This is likely to cause a reduction in the value of

U.S. exports of beef and dairy breeding stock to EE which averagued

over $2.1 million from 1976-79 and reached $5.5 million in 1977. U.S.

exports of bull semen which amounted to $1.1 million in 1979. will

probably continue strong as EE countries upgrade their stock with im-

ported semen rather than imported live animals.

1 See the relevant World Bank staff reports for.agricultural loans to Romania and

Yugoslavia approved during the 1977-80 period.
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Poultry production is likely to reflect the swiftest advance as heavyinvestment in industrial scale poultry production in the last two planperiods reaches its full impact on production. Feed conversion andperformance on these large-scale poultry units is the closest of anycategory of livestock production to Western European levels. All ofthe countries have been cooperating with the western industrialcountries through breeding programs and imports of hybrid chicksand hatching eggs. The value of imports of U.S. poultry breedingstock in 1978 totaled $406,000 and $1 million in 1979. These importscan be expected to continue despite the development of high per-formance local breeds such as the Hungarian "Tetra" hybrid.Development of hog production during 1981-85 will mean a con-tinued shift from private household production to industrial-scalepig rearing. The large units will probably emphasize bringing leaneranimals to market sooner, destined for the export market. The small-scale producers will continue to favor the traditional fattier East Eu-ropean hogs.
Sheep numbers which showed a downward trend in the early sev-enties but reversed this trend in the 197-80 plan period, can be ex-pected to increase rapidly in the 1981-85 period. Domestic demand forwool, rising prices of synthetics, and strong export markets for mut-ton and sheep's milk cheese will spur the resurgence of sheep herdingin Pastern Europe.
Trade in animal products during the 1981-85 period will likelyreflect the priorities of the previous two plan periods-to minimizeimports and exploit export potential. EE governments are likely tocontinue to be very reluctant importers of animal products, limitingimports to the coverage of serious shortages.
Live animal and animal product exports should continue to expand,though the growth rate will largely depend on import policies inWestern Europe and economic developments in the United States. Itis difficult to predict what impact. if any, such world events as theGreek accession to the EC, the U.S. suspension of most agriculturalsales to the USSR, and the threatening economic recession in theWest will have on EE livestock product markets. It is certain, never-theless, that EE will be pushing to expand hard currency livestockproduct exports during the upcoming plan period. Yugoslavia, Ro-mania, Hungary, and Poland, which in recent years have investedheavily in projects to produce livestock products for the westernmarkets, want to see returns on their investment. Besides WesternEurope and the United States, the Middle East will be a target forlivestock export expansion. Beef, mutton, and poultry exports to theMiddle Eastern countries are likely to grow rapidly during the1981-85 period.
In economic terms. East Europeans will likely take a closer lookthan in the past at the real returns on their animal product exports.These countries will probably become more sensitive to internationalpriee relationships and fair influence on the profitnbilitv of livestockproduction for export. This is particularly true given the persistentproduction inefficiencies and the increasing EE dependence on feed,energy, and technology imports to support their livestock production.One good recent example of this heightened sensitivity is the 1979
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Hungarian decision to decrease egg production and exports because
of their unprofitability under current domestic production costs. Such
rethinking will probably not dramatically alter livestock production
or export policies in the 1981-85 plan period, but it is likely to be
increasingly pertinent for planners and policy makers as they shape
the East European feed-livestock economy during the 1980's.
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SUMMARY

Agriculture has a very important position in the national economies
of Eastern Europe. As measured by its contribution to total GNP, it
ranks second to industry in every country in this area.

In view of the rapidly rising demand for high protein food of animal
origin, the East European governments have taken a series of impor-
tant measures toward promoting efficiency and rapid growth, especially
of livestock production. Since the mid-1960s, the most important meas-
ures for increasing agricultural performances were directed toward:
(1) expansion of production of high yield varieties of feed grains and
concentrates; (2) rapid increase in imports of feed for livestock; (3)
higher allocation of inputs into agriculture, particularly fertilizers,
machinery and equipment, improved feeding technology, higher yield
livestock breeds, and advanced agricultural technology; (4) decentral-
ization of organization and management of farm production units;
and, most important, (5) a series of incentives to farmers in the form
of higher prices for farm products, stimulation of personal motivation
through higher profits, greater participation of farm workers in man-
agement of farms, major increases in fringe benefits, abstention from
further forced collectivization of farming, and other incentives, all
designed to promote more rational use of resources and achieve greater
agricultural production and productivity.

During the last fifteen years, comparative agricultural performance
has been uneven among the East European countries, and within par-
ticular countries, over different sub-periods. In the 1965-70 period,
agricultural output (defined as the supply of products for direct con-
sumption in kind by producers and for sales-of the farm sector; more
detailed definitions of output and input measures, used in this study
are given in appendix B) grew at a slow rate of about 1.9 percent for
the whole region; in the 1970-75 period, output grew at an average
annual rate of 4.1 percent, or about double the rate of the preceding
period. In the 1975-79 period, there was a slowdown in output growth
to an average annual rate of 2.7 percent. In response to rapidly grow-
ing domestic demand for animal products, their output over the 1965-
1979 period grew twice as fast as that of crops. The rate of growth
of output in Eastern Europe was highest in Romania, Hungary, and
Yugoslavia, followed in descending order by Czechoslovakia, Poland,
the German Democra tic Republic, and Bulgaria.

Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia, as a group with pre-
dominantly decentralized agriculture, showed superior growth per-
formance in all production measures (i.e. output of crops, output of
animal products, gross product, and net product of agriculture) to

that of the group of countries with centralized agriculture (Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, and the German Democratic Republic). The countries
with decentralized agriculture exceeded the performance measures of

the countries with centralized agriculture between 1965 and 1977-79
as follows: in crop output by 14;5 percent, in animal output by 11.3
percent, in net product by 14 percent, in output per unit of land by

14 percent, and in net product per unit of land by 17.1 percent.
Since the countries with centralized agriculture had allocated larger

quantities of non-agricultural inputs to agricultural production but
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had smaller increases in output, and gross and net product (bothdefined as value added) than those with decentralized agriculture, theyevidently used their non-agricultural inputs less efficiently than thegroup of countries with decentralized agriculture.An international comparison of agricultural outputs in the 1976-1979 period shows that Eastern Europe as a whole accounted for about39 percent as much as the United States. In terms of per capita levelsof agricultural output, as measures of self-sufficiency, the United Statesranks by far the highest, followed in descending order by Hungary,Bulgaria, the German Democratic Republic, Romania, Poland, Czech-oslovakia, the U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia, and Western Europe.The future performance of East European agriculture will dependlargely on personal incentives to farmers for more rational use ofproductive resources. More immediately, the cost and availability ofenergy supplies to East European agriculture will be an importantfactor affecting progress in production and productivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last fifteen years, the agricultural sectors in the East Euro-pean countries have made significant though uneven progress. Aseries of economic reforms designed to increase incentives and efli-ciency, during the second half of the 1960's, resulted in an acceleratedincrease in the real income of the population. Increasing real incomes,in turn, brought rapidly rising demand for more and better qualityfoods of animal origin in the 1970's. In some of the East Europeancountries, the domestic food supply did not keep pace with the growingdemand.
In order better to satisfy the rising demand for high protein foods,the East European countries have taken a series of important decisionswith regard to agriculture over the course of the last decade. Theresults of these may be outlined as follows: (1). imports of feed grain,oilcake, fish meal and other high protein feed for livestock have in-creased sharply since the second half of the 1960's; 1 (2) a continuingexpansion of domestic production of high yield varieties of feed grain,concentrates, and roughages has been implemented in varying degreesof intensity in all East European countries; (3) a larger flow of in-puts in the form of fertilizers, increased mechanization, improvedfeeding technology, higher yield livestock breeds, better crop varietiesmay be observed in several EE countries, and the general improvementof agricultural technology has been receiving greater attention; and(4) as part of broader economic reforms, a series of incentives to in-crease farmers' productivity have been continued in the form of higherprices for agricultural products, stimulation of personal interestthrough profits, greater participation of individual farm workers inmanagement of farms, substantial increases in fringe benefits, andother personal incentives designed to encourage rational use of re-sources and improve agricultural productivity.

In Poland and Yugoslavia, meanwhile, the ownership and manage-ment of farms continues overwhelmingly in private hands, organizedI See U.S. Department of Aerleniture. Rmnnemf" Stat'stles, and (nonerativeR Service.The Agricultural Situation.: Eastern Europe, 1979. pp. 15-21. and Progress and Outlookfor East European Agriculture. 1976-80. by Thomas A. Vankal, 1978, pp. 13. 18, 23, 28,35, 43, and 49. See also A. Terhaar and T. Vankal contribution to present volume.
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in many small private family farm units. Only 22 and 16 percent of
the agricultural land in Poland and Yugoslavia, respectively, is in
state and collective farms.2 Their governments have actively sup-
ported private farming, providing a variety of incentives to stimulate
the expansion of tarim output. Such policies, for example, in
Yugoslavia and to a degree in Poland during recent years,
consisted of: (1) government increases in prices paid to farmers for
their products; (2) expansion of agricultural credits to private
farmers on favorable terms; (3) increasing imports of feed-
stuffs and protein meal, sold to private farmers to enhance out-
put of meat and dairy products; (4) increasing mechanization of agri-
culture; (5) greatly expanding the use of fertilizers by private farm-
ers; (6) encouraging specialization and interfarm cooperation in the
use of machinery; (7) stepping up government agricultural research
to increase farm productivity; and (8) above all, abstaining from fur-
ther forced collectivization of agriculture.

In Hungary, the New Economic Policy, put into effect in agri-
culture after 1961-62 recollectivization, has provided a series
of incentives to collective and individual farmers. To a sig-
nificant degree, there has also been a decentralization of man-
agement of collective farms. In livestock, vegetables, and vineyard
production, the decentralized quasi-private organization of manage-
ment, and private ownership accompanied by strong material incen-
tives distinctly predominate. Even in the crop production sectors
where the state and collective farms predominate, the incentive sys-
tem for workers organized into production teams forms a distinctly
decentralized arrangement.

Romania, in general, has been operating under a heavily centralized
planned economic system. In agriculture, however, a good part of ac-
tivity has been concentrated in private sectors. Indeed, the govern-
ment, through various programs of financial and technical assistance,
has actively supported and encouraged expansion of production on
private farms. Although more than four-fifths of the farmland is
socialized and centrally managed, the large part of livestock, fruit, and
vegetable production is concentrated in private, fully decentralized
units. At an agricultural congress held in April 1977, private farmers
were heavily represented, and President Ceausescu granted them fa-
vorable taxation and full pensions. Thus an important part of Ro-
manian agriculture is operating under an incentive and decentralized
system.

Basically, two agricultural patterns emerge and continue to co-exist
in Eastern Europe, the one consisting of the countries with predomi-
nantly centralized agricultures-Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and the
Democratic Republic of Germany-and the other consisting of the
countries with predominantly decentralized agriculture-HunSary,
Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia. Since in all cases, agriculture func-
tions in the context of a Communist country under a more or less
centrally planned economic system (Yugoslavia, and to a certain de-
gree Hungary, have undergone significant decentralization) there is a
basis for taking a comparative approach between the two types of

'See Poland, Glowny urzad statystycany, Romzntik 8tatistleCznm, 1979. werseaw, 1979,
p. 218. and Yugoslavia, Savezni zavod za statistiku, Statisticki godisnjak SFRJ, 1979.
Belgrade, 1979, p. 222.
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agricultural systems in Eastern Europe: centralized versus decen-tralized.
In the following pages, the recent agricultural performance ofEastern Europe will be analyzed by country and by groups of coun-tries (centralized versus decentralized agricultural systems). Somecomparisons will also be made with the U.S.S.R., the Federal Repub-lic of Germany, and the United States, in an attempt better to ap-praise the performance of recent years.
The aim of this basically statistical study is to present the measuresand assess the changes in levels of agricultural development in theEast European countries since 1965. Aspects to be covered are: (1)changes in the relative importance of agriculture in the national econ-omy of each country; (2) changes in the growth and structure ofbasic output and input measures; (3) trends and levels of output percapita; (4) changes in productivity of land and labor in agriculture;(5) progress in agricultural technology and growth of investment;

(6) comparisons of output between Eastern Europe, Western Europe,
U.S.S.R., and the United States; and (7) the outlook for the next fewyears.

II. PLACE OF AGRIcuLTURE IN THE EAST EUROPEAN EcoNoMIs

Agriculture has an important position in the national economies ofEastern Europe. Until the mid-1960's, agriculture was the largest eco-nomic sector in several of the East European countries, measured interms of its share in total employment and its share in the gross na-tional product. Both its employment and GNP shares, however, havebeen declining steadily in all countries in the whole postwar period.In 1965, Bulgaria, Romania, and Yugoslavia had still close to one-half or more of their labor force in agriculture (Table 1). Polandwith more than one-third and Hungary with over one-quarter of theirlabor forces in agriculture were considered still semi-agriculturalcountries. Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic (here-after, GDR), meanwhile, each had less than one-fifth of their laborforces in agriculture. They were already reasonably well industrializedcountries.
It should be noted that agricultural measures developed in thisstudy may differ somewhat from those used in Thad P. Alton's con-tribution to this volume because of different pricing. Our indexeshere are based on FAO East European and Soviet Union wheat-based price relatives for 1961-1965, while the agricultural GNP meas-ures used in Alton's contribution are based on domestic prices ofthe respective East European countries. The quality of basic primarydata used in our calculations is considered best for Hungary, Czecho-slovakia, and the GDR, fairly good for Poland, Yugoslavia, andBulgaria, and worst for Romania.
In terms of agriculture's contribution to GNP, excepting the GDR,the shares were lower than for employment because the productivityper active person in agriculture was lower than that in non-agricul-tural sectors. Egstern Furope as a whole and the U.S.S.R. exhibitedstrongly agricultural characteristics when compared to the UnitedStates, which had less than seven percent of the labor force in agri-culture and 3.5 percent of GNP originating in agriculture in 1965.
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TABLE 1.-AGRICULTURE'S SHARE IN PERCENT OF TOTAL LABOR FORCE AND GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

Labor force Gross National Product

1965 1979 1 1965 1979'

Bulgaria - - - 44.9 24.5 35.2 19.9

Czechoslovakia - - 19.5 12.6 17.6 13.6

German Democratic Republic7 14.0 10.2 15.6 10.6

Hungary ----- 27.2 29.9 29.0 1851

Romania - -57.4 32.5 41.4 24. 5

Yugosaia 49.7 34.0 25.5 20.0

Eastern Europe 37.2 24.8 25.3 16.9

U.S.S.R -35.4 23.3 22.0 15. 5

United States -6.9 3.1 3.5 2. 9

I Preliminary.

Sources: Eastern European countries: Labor force: Agricultural employment is in terms of yearly averages or mid-year

data of economically active persons In agriculture taken from statistical yearbooks of the respective countries. GNP: Cal-

culated from Thad P. Alton, present volume. The shares were adjusted for forestry. Data for 1979 were estimated from

1978 and the plan fulfillment reports for 1979 reported by the statistical offices of the respective countries. U.S.S.R.: Labor

force: M. Feshbach and S. Rapawy "Soviet Population and Manpower Trends and Policies," Joint Economic Committee,

Congress of the United States. "Soviet Economy in a New Perspective," 1976, p. 132; GNP: Calculated from Herbert

Bloc'k "Soviet Economic Performance in a Global Contest," Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States.

"Soviet Economy in a Time of Change," 1979, pp. 135-137, and the plan fulfillment report for 1979 reported by the Central

Statistical Office in Moscow, January 1980. United States: "Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1976," U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, 1976, pp. 356, 365, and 395, and "Survey of Current Business," 1980, No. 1, pp. S-11 and 12.

Because of rapid industrialization, the share of agricultural em-

ployment, and, to a lesser degree, of agriculture's contribution to GNP
has continued to fall over the last fifteen years in all East European
countries, as in the U.S.S.R. By 1979, in all the East European coun-

tries except Yugoslavia, the share of agricultural labor had declined
to below one-third of the total. In Czechoslovakia, only 12.6 percent

and in the GDR, 10.2 percent of total employment remains in agri-
culture. The share of agriculture's contribution to the total GNP
decreased substantially in Bulgaria, Poland, and Romania, while in

the remaining countries the decreases were smaller from 1965 to 1979.

It is interesting to note that in 1979 the GNP share of agriculture
was somewhat larger than that of employment in the total for Czecho-
slovakia and the German Democratic Republic. This suggests that the

farmers' incomes in these countries are higher (because of subsidies)
than in non-agricultural employment.5 In all countries, agriculture is

still the second-largest sector after industry. The trend of decline in

agriculture's share in the total GNP in Eastern Europe has been
similar to that in the U.S.S.R. Both Eastern Europe as a whole and
the U.S.S.R. have a little less than one-fourth of their labor force in

agriculture and generate 16.9 and 15.5 percent of GNP in agriculture,
respectively. Compared with the United States, the relative im-
portance of agriculture is five to six times larger in the East European
and the Soviet economies.

m. RECENT GROWTH AND STRIUCTrURE OF OUTPUT AND INPurs

A. Performance of Centralized Versus Decentralized. Agriculture

The various measures of output and expenses for Eastern Europe
as a, whole and for two groups of countries-one with predominantly

a In Czechoslovakia. for example. the average agricultural lahor Income was 6 percent

higher than the average nonagricultural labor Income in 1979. (Calculated from Statisticko

! oernko 1976, pp. 108, 122, 148-1i1, 340, and 342. and ibid., 1979, pp. 195, 267. and 270.)
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centralized agriculture, the other with predominantly decentralizedagriculture-are given in tables 2 and 3 for the 1965-1979 period.4All measures presented in this study are independent estimates com-parable with Western agricultural measures. The data show the follow-
ing results:

(1) The overall performance of countries with decentralized agri-culture, which was distinctly superior to that of countries with cen-tralized agriculture in the earlier postwar period, has continued to besuperior up to the present, albeit to a more moderate degree. Between1965 and 1979, the former group surpassed the latter by a substantialmargin in total output, crop output, animal output, and gross and
net product of agriculture.

(2) Within agricultural output, both groups of countries achievedhigher rates of growth in animal products than in output of crops.The countries with centralized agriculture experienced slightly higheraverage annual rates of growth 5 of animal products in the 1965-70period than the other group. However, for 1971-79, the rates of in-crease were higher for the countries with decentralized agriculture
(table 2).

(3) Inputs into agriculture from other sectors continued to increasesharply due to rapid mechanization and better technology on farms.Both groups of countries more than doubled current operating ex-penses and depreciation from 1965 to 1979. During the 1965-75 period,the average annual rate of growth in expenses was higher than in the1975-79 period for the decentralized agricultures, which had steppedup their mechanization in the earlier period and then substantially
slowed down in 1975-79.

(4) Because of rapidly increasing expenses and depreciation, thegross and net products grew at much slower rates than output for bothgroups. Both groups of countries had similar annual rates of increasein the 1971-75 period, while in the 1965-70 period there was a slightdecline. The countries with decentralized agriculture, however, ex-perienced high rates of growth in their gross and net products in the1975-79 period, while the countries with centralized agriculture exper-
ienced a decline.

B. Performance in Individual Countrie8
From 1965 to 1979, the greatest increase in agricultural output wasachieved by Romania with an increase of 77 percent, followed by Hun-gary and Yugoslavia with 67 and 59 percent, respectively. Bulgariaand the GDR had the lowest increases in output, 34 and 35 percent,respectively, while Poland 6 and Czechoslovakia are in the middle with

'Measures of performance for earlier postwar years are given in G. Lazarclk, Coln-Peadium 1974, pp. 328-329.All average annual rates of growth In this study are calculated as the rates given byleast squares fitting of the growth equation I1=Io(i+r)n to the Indexes.
6 Poland Is the only country in Eastern Europe that computes agricultural outputmeasures (protukcja koncowa and produkcja towarowa; the former Includes the latterplus consumption in kind of their own production by farmers). The official Polish measure(produZkcia koncowa) may differ In some years from our output measure given in Table 2,especially in crop output. For example, in 1971 our measure of crop output shows a de-crease by 9 nercent while the official data show a 4 percent Increase (see RS 1976, p.229) in 1975 our measure shows a 10 percent Increase and the official one an 5 per-cent decrease (see RS 1976. p. 229). However, an evidently revised Polish official measuregiven In RSR 1978, p. 162. shows only a 3 percent deerease in 1975. For other yearsthe differences in crop output between our measure and the official measure are small,and there is reasonable agreement in animal output for both measures over time. Dlf-

(Continued)



TABLE 2.-GROWTH OF AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of growth

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 ' 1965-70 1970-75 1975-79'

Bulgaria:
OutpuL-
Crops-
Animal products

Czechoslovakia:
Output - ---------
Crops -
Animal products

German Democratic Republic:
Output ---------
Crops-
Animal products

Hungary:
Output …
Crops …
Animal products .__.

Poland:
Output ---
Crops-
Animal products__.. .

Romania:
Output-
Crops - -------
Animal products..___

Yugoslavia:
Output …
Crops-
Animal products _.. .

Countries with centralized agri-
culture: '

Output -
Crops-
Animal products .

Countries with decentralized agri-
culture: 3

Output-
Crops -- ---------
Animal products -

100 109.4 112.1 109.9 108.9 110.6 113.3 118.0 116.7 116.1 120.0 126.6 119.1 125.6 134.4
100 114.8 112.0 108.2 109.2 106.0 104.6 113.1 110.7 101. 3 99.8 109.7 94.6 IOLS8 109.5
100 101.3 112.2 112. 5 108.5 117.5 126.3 125.2 125.6 138.8 150.4 151.9 155.7 161.2 171.5

100 119. 3 110.6 113. 1 113.4 121.2 120.2 126. 5 128. 3 137.3 140.5 137.8 148.9 151.5 148.0
100 121.3 115.9 117.9 111. 3 117.8 102.8 110.2 116.1 123.5 132.3 119.6 141.6 140.1 127.2
100 104.0 108.3 111.0 114.3 122.8 127.9 133.7 139.2 143.4 144.2 145.8 152.1 156.6 151.2

100 106.3 109.1 109.7 107.4 110.1 111.6 118.4 121.0 128.0 130.6 129.7 134.0 .133.9 135.0
100 107.9 112.7 103.9 96.3 105.1 102.3 110.0 106.3 110.8 113.1 111.9 125.7 120.6 121.8
100 -105.6 107.4 112.2 112.4 112. 3 115.8 122.2 127.5 135.7 138.4 137.6 137.7 139.8 140.9

1.4 1.4 2.2
.3 -1.2 1.t

2.9 4.4 3.3

2.
1.
3.

1.

2

4
7
9

.5

.5

.3

100 107.4 115.4 117.6 127.3 113.0 129.0 134.8 143.2 149.5 146.1 144.0 166.8 169.0 168.7 3.3
100 110.7 125.8 124.6 148.4 104.5 124.9 137.8 153.8 145.9 145.0 137.5 167.9 164.0 159.1 3.2
100 104.8 107.2 111.9 110.4 119.8 132.3 132.4 134.8 152.4 147.0 149.2 165.9 172.9 176.4 3.2

100 107.5 109.8 109.9 109.4 108.2 109.7 117.6 126.4 130.4 129.2 126.5 130.1 137.3 137.1 1.3
100 108.1 110.6 112.3 105.0 109.3 100.6 104.2 108.9 102.2 112. 1 122.4 111.7 115.9 111.5 1.t
100 107.1 109.4 108.5 111.9 107.2 114.8 125.2 136.4 146.5 139.1 128.9 140.7 149.6 151.7 1.4

100 114.8 119.8 116.5 117.8 108.0 124.0 136.1 144.6 140.7 147.7 170.0 168.8 171.1 176.8 1.2
100 116.6 118.3 116.1 119.1 95.0 114.3 121.6 127.5 119.9 123.6 147.4 141.2 138.6 143.3 -. 6
100 112.5 121.6 117.0 116.2 123.9 135.5 153.7 165.3 165.9 176.9 197.5 202.3 210.7 217.4 3.3

100 115. 1 117. 5 112.7 124. 3 115.8 124.3 122.9 132.8 143. 1 134.3 147.4 155.0 151. 1 158.6 2.7
100 128. 1 126.7 118.9 141.0 113.9 127.7 123.9 136.7 140.9 124.1 144.3 147.5 135.7 143.6 2.5
100 102.0 108.1 106.4 107.4 117.8 120.8 122.0 128.8 145.4 144.7 150.5 162.5 166.7 173.9 2.8

100 108.0 110.3 110.8 109.6 113.7 114.7 120.8 123.4 127.9 131.0 131.4 134.9 137.3 138.9 2.0
100 114.0 113.2 109.1 105.2 108.6 103.3 111.3 110.5 110.2 112.6 113.0 117.4 118.1 118.3 .4
100 104.3 108.5 111.9 112.4 118.8 121.7 126.7 131.3 138.8 142.4 142.8 145.6 149.1 151.6 3.2

3.3
3.4
3.4

3.7
1.6
4.6

5.26.5
4.3

4.3
-.6
6.2

5.94.4
7. 3

3.6
2.4
4.8

3. 1
.7

3.9

2.02.8
2. 5

i. o
2.3
.5

4.6
3.75.3

2.0
-.7
3.3 6
3. 7 il~.
2.4
4.9

3.6
2. 3
4.8

1.61.4
1.7

3. 2
1. 6
4.2

100 110.5 114.4 113.0 117.0 110.5 118.7 125.3 134.2 138.2 136.8 142.6 149.1 152.2 154.8 1.9 4.7
100 115.3 118.7 116.8 123.8 106.1 114.3 118.6 127.2 122.6 123.1 136.3 136.5 134.0 134.7 1.4 3.0
100 106.7 110.9 110.1 110.1 114.0 122.2 130.6 139.7 150.3 147.8 147.7 159.1 166.8 170.8 2.1 5.8

4. 1 2.7
Total Eastern Europe:6utput

Crops-
Animal products.

100 109.7 113.0 112. 3 114.5 111.6 117.3 123. 7 130.4 134.6 134.8 138.8 144.2 147. 149.3
100 114.9 117.0 114.4 118.0 106.9 110.9 116.3 122.0 118.7 119.8 129.0 130.5 129.0 129.6
100 105.8 110.0 110.7 110.9 115.0 122.0 129.2 136.6 146.2 145.8 145.9 154.1 160.3 163.7

1.9
1.1
2.4

2.4
5.2

2. 7
1.6
3. 3

P Bulgaria, CLechoslovakia German Democratic Republic.
Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia.

Sources: See appendix A. Indexes were calculated from physical quantities weighted by FAO East-
ern European and Soviet Union wheat-based price relatives for 1961-65.



TABLE 3.-GROWTH OF OPERATING EXPENSES INCLUDING DEPRECIATION, GROSS PRODUCT, AND NET PRODUCT OF AGRICULTURE

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of growth
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 19791 1965-70 1970-75 1975-79 '

Bulgaria:Expenses----------- 100 114.8 122.3 140.7 137.9 141.8 159.5 153.3 146.5 169.9 153.5 166.5 193.7 209.5 236.7 7.2 1.6 11.1Gross product - 100 107.1 108.2 1.O 100 0 9 08 09.7 101.6 113.0 118.3 98.8 102.8 105.9 5 1.7 -2.:z e t h o dslv- 100 107.4 108. 9 5 9 1 99. 1 96.1 104.8 105.6 96.2 107.6 111.8 91.4 94.4 96.3 -1.2 1.2 -3.1Expenses-.... ..... 100 104.5 102.8 102.0 108.6 133.2 128.6 137.8 145.3 152.6 160.6 163.3 169. 8 181.8 183.4 4.5 4. 3.Gros product - 00 1 11 .6 115.3 119.93 122.8 122.2 114.8 131.2 124.7 116.8 1.6 2.7 -.1
German 0-10m14.c19.a12.0 11.9R073p10.l13.4 11.7 119.5 117.2 108.0 124.4 116.3 106.7 1. 5 2.0 -1.

Expenses----------- 100 106.8 107.5 110. 6 114.7 134.7 150.1 155.7 159:0 166.6 18. 205 192 174 230 51 53 11Gross produt- 100 106.2 09.9 100.8 105.9 102.2 98.8 107.6 109.9 117.3 116.1 105.2 117.2 116.4 116.4 .3
Netproduct -100 106.1 109.7 10.2 104. 2 99.9 94.9 102.1 104.4 111.2 108. 5 95.8 1 10 105 .4 E 2 2.6
Expenses --- - 100 8 .0 107.1 124.0 131.6 147.9 177.7 189.3 195.7 229.1 220.0 243.8 283.0 298.9 307.5o sN product -0- 0 109.9 117.8 114.9 125.5 101.5 112 1 12|.3 13.7 123.4 114.7 131.3 129.2 127.7 1.3 3.9 1.

Plnetpdu:10 112 1. 1. 2. 98.8 109.2 112.6 121.8 117.1 116.0 103.3 119.4 115.6 112.1 . .
Expenses -~~~~~~~~~ C0 10|1 l11'6 1 ° 3 100 93.7 103.7 107.2 155.5 144.1 129.1 142.5 163.6 182.4 220.0 196.6 210.5

Gross product -------- 10 3| 12 5 116 110. 92.911 °3 j | 4 92 04 56 2 27 2 220 10. 92 1.29

Grotsproduct ---:------ 100 11. 11. 1. 29 96.1 104.2 109.8 113.8 112.6 102.3 103.5 103.5 110.9 110.0 -2.2 1.7 2.2
Rmneira: c - 10 13.1 112.3 111.0i 90.7 93.7 101.8 107.5 111. 3 100.3 97.5 98.2 97.6 104.6 102.8 -2.8 1.3 1.2Expenses ----------- o0 111. 5 123.4 133.4 144.7 149.4 173.0 196.6 239.1 235.2 260.1 267.8 274.4 271.8 282.9 8.5 11. 8 1.8Gros podct ---------- 100 114.7 117.2 110.3 109.2 96.0 110.7 118.7 114.0 110.8 111. 1 148.2 137.1 142.0 163 -. . .Net product --------- 100 116.1 118.3 109.5 106.7 90.9 103.7 111.1 10. 0. 0. 2. 2.1 195 132.9 -12. 1.3 5.6Expenses----------- 100 116.9 110.7 100.8 112.7 112. 1 122.9 134.5 147.9 182. 1 143.7 176. 1 181.6 205.5 215.8 1. 1 7. 5 10.2

Gross product::------- 100 114.8 118.7 114.9 126.5 116.5 124.8 121.0 130.1 136.3 132.8 142.5 150.5 141.8 1489 3.0 2.9 2. 3
Net --product-- 100 114.8 118. 114.9 126.5 116.5 124.5. 128.8 130.0 136.0 132.6 142.1 150.1 141.2 14. 30 29 2.

Countries with centralized agri- 
30 29 2

TotalEasanEuoa

Expenses----------- 100 107.2 108.1 112.3 116.2 135. 3 142.0 147.1 *150.5 160.8 166.7 179.8 103.0 192.5 200.3 5.3 42 4.Grs rduct-100 10.-1 11.3-103-07.-13.7 10.3 109.8 112. 3 114.4 116.8 1112 115. 7 114. 8 113.6 .4 2.8 -.2
"etprdut100 108.4 111.6. 109.9 105.8 101.1 98.8 105.5 107.5 108.7 110.2 103.2 106.8 105.1 131 -1 21 -.

Countries with decentralized agri- 
1312 1Expenses---------- 100 101.3 109.7 115. 5 143.7 142.2 147.2 162.4 185.0 20. 203 211 248 235 204 85 98 37Gross product - ~~~~100 103.2 115.6 112.3 108.8 101. 4 111.4 115.1 119.4 119.2 114. 1 121.6 125.3 127.2 129.0 -.2 2.4 2.9

Net product--------- 100 103.8 116.0 112.2 107.5 99.2 108.6 112. 1 116. 1 115. 1 109.2 115. 4 118.6 119. 7 128.7 -. 7 2.0 2.4
Expenses-------- 100 103.8 109.0 114.1 132.0 139.3 145.0 155.9 170.3 185.1 197.5 202.4 212.7 221.8 229.1 7.2 7.6 4.0Gross product-100 111. 114.2 111.6 108.3 102.1 1o8 5 113.4 117.1 117.6 115.0 113 122.2 123.2 124.1 0 2.5 1.9Net product-100 112. 1 114.6 111.5 107.0 90.8 105.5 110.0 113.4 113.1 109.5 1111.6 114.9 115.2 115.3 .5 2.0 1.4

' 1979 figures are preliminary. 
Source: See appendix A.
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37 and 48 percent, respectively. Over the period as a whole, the output

of animal products grew at a higher annual rate than output of crops

in all countries except Hungary for 1970-75 and the GDR for 197549.

However, in the 1970-75 period the output of animal products grew

faster than in 1975-79 in most countries. In the last ten years, all the

East European countries, have put heavy emphasis on rapid in-

creases in meat, eggs, and milk output in order to improve the quality

of national diets.
The most spectacular rises in inputs from other sectors occurred in

Hungary and Romania, with about three-fold increases, followed by

Bulgaria, Poland, Yugoslavia, and the GDR with more than two-fold

increases, and Czechoslovakia with only an 83 percent increase, from

1965 to 1979.
Since inputs are subtracted from output to get the gross and net

products of agriculture, the higher cost increases in relation to in-

creases in output are reflected in more sluggish rates of growth in

gross and net product. In fact, the growth rates of gross and net prod-

uct of agriculture were negative in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia for

the 1975-79 period. Romania, Yugoslavia, and to a lesser degree,

Poland, however, performed quite well from 1975 to 1979. There was

a better performance in the 1970-75 period for both gross and net

products in most countries. The interrelationship of total output,

inputs, and gross and net product, which can be readily followed

country by country in Tables 2 and 3, seems to reveal a less efficient use

of inputs in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia in the 1975-79 period. In

contrast, the incentives given to Hungarian farmers through a share-

cropping system in the regions with specialized agriculture and

favorable treatment of Yugoslav and Romanian private farmers

brought favorable results in these countries during most of the period

covered.

C. Changes in Strtbture of Output 'and Inputs

It may be useful to review the structural changes of East Euro-

pean agriculture over time. Such changes are shown in Table 4 in

terms of percentages of output and may be summarized as follows:

Since the share of animal products increased in all countries during

the period, the efficiency of the transformation of intermediate prod-

ucts into animal products probably increased; but increased imports

of feed in recent years 7 also contributed to the relatively rapidly

ferences between our output measure and the official one are most probably attributable

to: (a) Differences in concepts of output: the official crop output (produkcja koncowe)

Includes sales of grain to fodder mixers which is returned to farms for feeding. Our

measure does not include these sales in output since they are Intermediate product

according to the FAO and ECE definition of output. (b) Differences in method of cal-

culation: The official crop output includes changes in crop inventories, while in our

measure of crop outnut no inventory chances are taken into account: the whole produc-

tion from a given year Is allocated to final uses in that year. (c) Differences In weights:

the official measure was calculated in 1971 producer prices while our measure of crop

output Is calculated In 1970 producer prices. (d) Revision In feed balances: Our meas-

ure of crop output was substantially revised on the basis of newer data on balances

for four major grains and potatoes as published in RSR 1978 these revisions apparently

were not taken into account In the general statistical yearbooks. RS 1976 and RS 1977.

The considerations In (a) to (d) above should very largely explain the differences between

our measure and the official one. Our measure of total output Is In close agreement with

the FAO measure of total output; see PAO. Production Yearbook 1978. p. 78. Our concept

of ontnut Is essentially the same as the PAO and ECE concept; see Anpendix B.

X U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Agriculturnl Situation: Eastern Europe. 1979. pp. 7-9.

and The Peed-Mivestock Economy of Eastern Europe: Prospects to 1980, ERS Foreign

Agricultural Economic Report No. 90, 197.h. p. 99. See also Terhaar and Vankal contribu-

tion to this volume.
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expanding output of animal products compared to that of crops.
The share of animal products in total output in 1975-79 was from
57 to 72 percent in the more industrialized countries: Czechoslovakia,
the GDR, Hungary and Poland, while in the developing countries
of Southern Europe (Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Romania), it was
around one half, between 51 and 54 percent. In all the countries over
time, the share of expenses and depreciation increased compared to
the 1966-70 shares; correspondingly, the share of gross and net pro-duct declined.

The East European countries with centralized agriculture are
almost as dependent on inputs from other sectors as Northwestern
Europe. However, these greatly increased outside resources have
brought no more favorable results for centralized agriculture in
Eastern Europe than they have for privately operated agriculturein Western Europe.

TABLE 4.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OUTPUT, EXPENSES AND DEPRECIATION, GROSS PRODUCT, AND NET
PRODUCT IN AGRICULTURE

[Outpui of agrlculture-100

Output of agriculture
Expenses

Anmland der- Gross NetArea and period Total Crops products clation product product

Bulgaria:

196-75: 100 60 40 32 74 681976-79 100 46 36 72 6419C6-79e--i100 49 30 43 67 5

1966 -70 5 -------------- O0 32 68 52 61 481976-79- 100 28 72 646 s 34German Democratic Relic100 2 0

1966-70- 100 30 70 32 76 681971-75- 100 28 72 40 70 60Rom976nia ----- ---------------- 100 28 72 46 66 54
19 ~~~~~~~100 47 53 30 77 701971-75- 100 45 55 42 67 5s9o7lan6 -79 --

------- ----------- 100 43 57 51 60 49
196 6-70 --------------------- 100 36 64 32 74 68197 -75------------------ 100 31 69 39 68 61o 9m6-79-

100 32 68 46 62 54
1966-70- 100 54 46 33 77 66
1971675-------------- - 100 48 52 47 66 54Yugslaia-100------------ D 46 54 47 67 5

1966-70 --------- 100 54 46 15 89 851971-79 -100---D 2050 1 84 80
Countries with centralize agriculture:

1966-70o------------ 100 38 62 39 70 611971-75------------- 100 34 66 46 65 543976-79 100 33 67 51 61 49Countries decentW~ralW~izdaricul-_
ture:

1966-70 ------------ 100 46 54 28 78 72
1971-75- 100 41 59 37 71 63
1976-79 -100 40 60 42 68 58

Total, Eastern Europe:
966-70 100 43 57 32 76 68
1971675---------------- 100 39 61 40 69 60

1976-79 --------------- 100 38 62 45 65 55

Sources: Output was calculated from physical quantities weighted by FAD East European and Soviet Union wheat-basedprice relatives for 1961-65. All other items were calculated from output and percentage d istribution of these items givenin natisnal currencies (see appendix A).
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D. Contribution of Individual Countrie8 to the Total Output and
Inputte of Eastern Europe

The relative importance of each country as a supplier of agricul-

tural output is shown in Table 5. Bulgaria, the smallest country, sup-

plied only about 7.6 percent of the agricultural output of Eastern

Europe in 1976-79, and her importance as a supplier decreased from

1966-70 to 1976-79. In ascending order of importance came Czecho-

slovakia (10.9 percent), Hungary (11.7 percent), Yugoslavia, Ro-

mania, and the GDR (13.9 to 16.3 percent), and Poland, the largest

supplier, accounting for 25.8 percent of the total output. The im-

portance of Bulgaria, the GDR, and Poland has declined. The share

of crops increased for Hungary and Romania from 1966-70 to 1976-

79. The share of animal output increased for Hungary, Yugoslavia,

and Romania and decreased for Czechoslovakia, the GDR, and Poland.
The share in total expenses increased for Hungary and Romania

over time. The share of expenses for the countries with centralized

agriculture declined from 1966-70 to 1976-79.
In terms of gross and net product, the share in the total for Eastern

Europe of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR, and Poland decreased
from 1966-70 to 1976-79. At the same time, the corresponding share

of Yugoslavia and Romania increased. Hungary remained roughly
the same.

IV. PER CAPITA TRENDS AND LEVELS or OuTOUT

A. Per Capita Output

Trends in per capita output express better than absolute figures the

quantitative improvement in the supply of agricultural products and

changes in levels of self-sufficiency in domestically produced food.

Tables 6 to 8 show the trends from 1965 to 1979 in agricultural output

measures in relation to population for individual countries, groups of

countries, and for Eastern Europe as a whole.
In general, the per capita trends are similar to the total performance

measures except that the rates of change are slowed down by increases
in population (Table 6). Because of rapid population growth in

Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia, the average annual rate of growth

in agricultural output per capita for the decentralized group of coun-
tries slowed down appreciably from 1965 to 1979, while for the

countries with centralized agriculture the overall rate of growth per

capita slowed down to a lesser degree.
The behavior of output per capita for individual countries is sum-

marized in Table 6. From 1965 to 1979 Hungary, Romania and Yugo-

slavia experienced the highest growth of per capita output, 60.2, 52.5,

and 39.1 percent, respectively, followed by Czechoslovakia and the

German Democratic Republic with over 37 percent growth for each,

while Bulgaria and Poland had more modest increases of 24.9 and 22.6

percent, respectively. Bulgarian per capita annual rates were low be-

cause her population also grew rapidly, as did that of Poland, Ro-

mania, and Yugoslavia. In all countries, per capita output of animal
products increased at a higher annual rate than that of crops, in line
with the effort to improve protein content in national diets, particu-
larly in the last ten years.



TABLE 5.-PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES TO OUTPUT, EXPENSES AND DEPRECIATION GROSS PRODUCT, AND NET PRODUCT IN AGRICULTURE
[Eastern Europe-1001

-Agricultural output Crop output Animal output Expenses and depreciation Gross product Net productCountry 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79
Bulgaria -8.5 7.9 7.6 11.9 11.1 9.9 6.0 5.9 6.2 8.6 7.2 7.3 B.3 8.2 7.7 8.5 8.3 7.8

GeranODea'oc--a-i----ep--bli- --------- 10.9 11.0 10. 9 8.0 7.8 8.0 13.1 13.1 12.6 17.8 16. 4 15.6 8. 7 8. 83 76 74 71
C h I vakia ~~~~~~ ~~ ~ 14.6 14 °3 1°3.9 10.2 10.2 10.2 17.9 169 9.5 8 '6 7 .

Ge -a-Dmora-cRe-- i-14.-143-3.9 18.-1.2-0.2 179-1.9 16.1 14.7 14.6 14.2 14.7 14. 5 14.0 14.5 14.2 13.6 OT
Hungary 10.8 11.4 11.7 11.8 13.2 13.3 10.0 10.3 10.7 10.3 12.0 13.2 10.9 11.0 10.8 11.0 11.0 10.4 COPoland 27.4 27.0 25.8 23.2 21.8 21.6 30.5 30.2 28.4 27.4 26.6 26.5 26.9 26.6 24.6 27.3 27.4 25.2 CO
Romania__ ------------------------------ 14.1 14.8 16.3 17.6 18.4 19.6 11.5 12.6 14.2 14.9 17.4 17.0 14.3 14.2 16.6 13.8 13.1 15.7
Yugoslavia-13.8 13.5 13.9 17.3 17.5 17.3 11.1 11.0 11.9 6.3 5.8 6.1 16.2 17.0 18.0 17.3 18.6 20.2
Countries with centralized agriculture - 34.0 33.3 32.3 30.0 29.1 28.1 37.0 35.9 39.9 41 2 33 2 37.1 31.7 31.2 30. 0 30.6 23.9 28.4
Countries with decentralized agriculture__. 66.0 66.7 67.7 70.0 70.9 71.9 63.0 64.1 65.1 58 8 61.8 62.9 68.3 68. 8 70. 0 63 4 70.1 71.6Total, Eastern Europe -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sources: Output was calculated from physical quantities weighted by Eastern European and Soviet Union wheat-based price relatives for 1961-65 period. Expenses and depreciation, gross and net product
were calculated from output and percentage distribution of these items given in national currencies (see appendix A).



TABLE 6.-PER CAPITA GROWTH OF AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of growth

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1 1965-70 1970-75 1975-79 '

Bulgaria: 128 110 197 129 185 109 168 149 07 0 .

Output------------ 100 108.6 110.7 107.6 105.9 106.9 108.8 11. 1. 0. 1. 9 118.5 110.9 411.8 124.9 0. . .

Crops ; -100°° 114.0 110.6 106.0 106.2 102.4 100.5 108.1 105.3 95.7 93.9 102 7 88.1 94 7 10.8 . 4 -1.7 .8

Animal products- -- 100 100.6 110.8 110.2 105. 4 .113. 5 121.3 119.7 119.5 130.7 141.5 14 145. 10 159. 2

Czechoslovakia:
Output-100 108.5 109.5 111.5 111.4 119.8 118.2 123. 8 124.8 132.4 134.4 130.7 140.2 141.7 137.5 2.9 2.7 1. 3

Crops-100 120.5 114.8 116.3 109.3 116.4 101.1 107.8 112.9 119.1 126.6 113.5 133.3 131.1 118.2 1. 4 2.8 .1

Animal products--10 103.3 107.2 109.5 112. 3 121. 3 125.8 130.8 135.4 138.3 138.0 138.3 143.2 146.5 146.j1 3.6 2.8 1.7

German Democratic Republic:
Output ------------ 100 106. 1 108.7 109.3 107. 1 109.9 111.4 118.3 121.2 128.8 131.9 131.5 136.0 136. 1 137.2 1.5 4.0 1. 1

Crops1 ; - - - 00 107.7 112.2 103. 5 96.0 104.9 102. 1 109.9 106. 5 111.5 114.2 113.5 127.6 122.6 123. 8 -.5 1.9 2.4

Animal products1 00 105.4 107.0 111.8 112. 1 112. 1 115.6 122. 1 127.8 136. 5 139.8 139.6 139.8 142. 1 143.2 2.3 4.8 .7

Hungary:
Output . 00 107.1 114.6 116.3 125.4 110.9 126.2 131.5 139.3 144.7 140.6 137.9 159.0 160.5 160.2 2.9 4.8 4.2

Crops.------------ 100 110.4 124.9 123.2 146.2 102.6 122.2 134.4 149.6 141.2 139.6 131.7 160. 1 155. 7 151. 1 2.8 6. 1 3.3

Animal products.------- 100 104.5 106.5 110.7 108.8 117. 6 129. 5 129.2 131. 1 147.5 141. 5 142.9 158.2 164.2 167. 5 2.8 3.9 4.9

Poland:
Output.------- --- 100 106.9 108. 3 107. 1 105.8 104.7 105.3 112.0 119.4 121.9 119.6 115.9 118.1 123.7 122.6 .5 3.4 1.2

Crops. ---- 100 107. 5 109.1 109.5 101. 5 105.8 96.5 09.2 102.8 95.5 103.8 112.2 101.4 104.4 99.7 .3 -.3 -1.5

Anima product---100 106.5 107.9 105.8 108.2 103.8 110.2 119.2 128.8 136.9 128.8 181 177 148 157 . . .

Romania:
Output.----------- 100 114. 1 118. 1 112. 5 112.0 101.5 115.2 125.3 132.1 127.3 132.2 150.8 148.3 148.9 152. 5 -. 1 4.9 2.8

Crops.------------ 100 115.9 116.7 112. 1 113.2 89.3 106.4 112.0 116. 4 108.5 110.7 130.8 124. 1 120.6 123.6 -1.9 3.4 1.4

Animal products.------- 100 111.8 119.9 112.9 110.5 116.4 125.9 141. 5 151.0 150.1 158.4 175.2 177.8 183. 4 187.6 1.9 6.3 3.9

Yugoslavia:
Output.----------- 100 113.8 115. 1 109.3 119.5 110.5 117.4 115.0 123.2 131.4 122.2 132.8 138.4 133.7 139. 1 1.7 2.6 2.7

Crops.---- ------- 100 126.7 124. 1 115. 3 135.6 108.7 120.6 115. 9 126. 8 129.4 112.9 130.0 131.7 120. 1 126.0 1.6 1.4 1. 4

Animal products.------- 100 100.9 105.9 103.2 103.3 112.4 114.1 114.1 119. 5 133.5 131.7 135.6 145. 1 147.5 152.5 1. 8 3.8 3.89

Countries with centralized agri-
culture:

Outputs.----------- 100 107.8 109. 8 109.9 108.4 112.6 113.2 119.0 121.3 125.3 128.1 128.1 131.0 133. 2 134. 3 1. 8 2.8 1.3

Crops.------------ 100 113.8 112.6 108.2 104.1 107. 5 102.0 109.7 108.7 107.9 110.1 110. 1 114.0 114. 5 114.4 .2 .8 1.2

Animal products.------- 100 104. 1 108.0 111.0 111.2 115.6 120.1 124.8 129.1 135.9 139.2 139.2 141. 4 144.6 146.6 2.8 3.9 1.4

Countries with decentralized agri-
culture:

Output ----------- 100 109.7 112.7 109.9 112.8 106.0 112.9 118.2 125.7 128.2 125:7 129.9 134.6 136.3 137.6 1.0 3.8 2. 3

Crops ------------ 100 114. 5 116.9 113.6 119.4 101.8 108.8 110.9 119. 1 113.7 113. 1 124. 1 123.2 120.0 119.7 .5 2. 1 .8

Animal products. ------- 100 106.0 109.3 107. 1 106.2 109.4 116.3 123.2 130.8 139.4 135.8 134. 5 143.6 149.3 151.8 1.2 4. 9 3.3

00:
0)

Total Eastern Europe: 
. J L

lutput 100 109.0 111.5 109.9 111.3 108.0 112.8 118.3 124.0 127.0 126. 3 129. 1 133. 1 135. 1 136.2 1 u

Crops --------- 100 114.2 115.5 111.9 114.7 103.5 106.6 111.2 116.0 112.0 112.3 120.0 124.6 118.5 118.2 .5 1.7 .9

Animal products - 100 105.2 108.6 108.3 107.8 111.3 117.3 123.5 129.8 137.9 136.6 135.7 142.3 147.2 149.4 1.7 4.6 2.6

X Preliminary.

Sources: Data In table 2 divided by population data taken from statistical yearbooks of respective countries (see appendix A).
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The trend in per capita inputs exhibited an ascending pattern simi-lar to that of total inputs in all the countries under study. Gross andnet product per capita, however, were declining in the first period inmost countries, but they were increasing in the second and the thirdperiod in all countries except Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia from 1975to 1979 (Table 7). It should be noted that in the German DemocraticRepublic the population has been declining since 1967, which favor-ably affected the per capita measures.8

B. Per Capita Level8 of Output
Table 8 shows per capita comparisons of levels of output, and grossand net product in agriculture in relation to the East European level,for individual countries and groups of countries in selected periods.These findings show that the per capita level of agricultural outputwas lower in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia thanthe average level for Eastern Europe, while Bulgaria, Hungary, andthe German Democratic Republic were significantly above that level.From 1966-70 to 1976-79, however, the levels of per capita agri-cultural output declined in Bulgaria and Poland in relation to East-ern Europe as a whole. Hungary improved its relative position great-ly, followed by the German Democratic Republic and Romania. Hun-gary has been and is the highest per capita producer of agriculturaloutput, followed by Bulgaria and the German Democratic Republic,while Yugoslavia has been the lowest. Again, Bulgaria and Hungaryranked highest in per capita output of crops, while the German Demo-cratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia excelled inper capita output of animal products. The lowest per capita levelsof output of crops occurred in the German Democratic Republic,Czechoslovakia, and Poland, while Yugoslavia and Romania ranklowest in per capita output of animal products. The German Demo-cratic Republic and Czechoslovakia have been large importers of grainin recent years. The levels of gross and net product per capita followroughly the output pattern for individual countries. Hungary, Bul-garia, the German Democratic Republic, and Yugoslavia rank abovethe average, while Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Romania are belowthe average level of Eastern Europe as a whole.The combined measures for country groups reveal that the relativelevels of per capita output of animal products in the countries withcentralized agriculture are higher, while these levels are lower in thecountries with decentralized agriculture. The relative level of outputand gross and net product, however, had a tendency to increase forthe countries with decentralized agriculture on a per capita basis, inrelation to Eastern Europe as a whole. The relative levels of cropoutput and gross and net product per capita are higher in decentral-ized than in centralized agriculture.

a Germany (Democratic Republic). Staatliche Zentralverwaltung fur Statistik. Statia-tisches Jahrbuch der Deutachen Demokratiechen Republik, 1979. Berlin, 1979, p. 1.



TABLE 7.-PER CAPITA GROWTH OF GROSS AND NET PRODUCT IN AGRICULTURE

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of growth

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 19791 1965-70 1970-75 1975-791

Gross product -100 1064-06. 9.0 97.4 98.4 95.7 103.7 104.4 96.0 106.3 110.8 92.0 95.6 98.4 -1.2 1.2 -3.0

Net product - 100 106.7 106.9 96.5 95.4 95.7 92.3 100.2 100.5 90.9 101.2 104.7 85.1 87.8 89.5 -1.9 .7 -4.1

CzechGoslsoaprduct100 11 17 115.8 120.4 115 5 106 9 109.7 112.8 116.0 118.4 116.9 108 123.5 116.7 108.6 1.4 2.0 --.8

Net product - 100 114.1 118. 124.3 116.8 106.0 108.6 111.0 113.5 115.2 112.2 102 117.1 108.8 99.2

Gross product -100 106.0 100.5 109.4 105.6 102.0 98.6 107.5 110.1 118.0 117.3 
1

Net product -100 105.9 109.3 108.8 103.9 99.1 94.7 102.0 104.6 111.9 109.6 97.2 109.4 107.9 107.1 -.3 3.0 6

Gross product -100 109.6 117.0 113.6 123.6 99.6 110.0 113.3 122.9 119.7 118.8 109.9 125.2 122.7 121.3 9 3.5 1.5

Not product -100 110.9 118.0 113.6 123.6 97.0 106.8 109.9 118.5 113.3 111.6 98.9 113.8 109.8 106. .4 2.8 I1

Gross product -- 100 112.1 110.7 108.1 89.8 93.0 100.0 104.6 107. 105.2 94.7 94.9 93.9 99.8 98.4 -3.0 .8 1.3

Net product---------- 100 112.4 110.7 108.2 87.7 90. 7 97.7 102.4 105.1 102.1 90.3 90. 0 88.6 94.2 92.0 -3.5 4 .8

Gross product..-------- 100 114.0 115.6 106.5 103.8 90.2 102.9 109.3 1041.1 100.3 99.5 124.4 120.5 123.6 126.2 -2.5 1.0 4.8

Net product --------- 100 115.4 116.7 105.7 101.4 85.4 96.4 102.3 96.3 91.9 90.6 115.0 109.9 112.7 114.7 -3.6 .3 4.6

Gross product--------- 100 113.6 116. 3 111.4 121.6 111.2 117.8 113.2 120.7 125.2 120.8 128.4 134.4 125.5 130.6 2.0 1.9 1.3

Net product-------- 100 113.6 116.3 111.4 121.6 111.2 117.6 113.0 120.6 124.9 120.6 128.0 134.0 125.0 130.0 2.0 1. 9 1.3

Countries with centralized agricul.

Gross product -100 107.9 110 7 109.4 106.1 102.7 101.0 108.2 110.4 112.0 114.2 108.4 112.3 111.3 109.9 .2 2.5 -. 5

Netproduct ---------------- 100D 108.2 111.0 109.0 104.6 100.D 1 97.5 103.9 105.7 106.5 107.7 100.6 103.7 101.9 99.7 -.3 1.9 -1.4

Countries with decentralized agri-

cuiture:
Gross product --in-table 100 112.4 113.9 109.2 104.9 97.3 106.0 108.6 111.8 110.6 104.9 110.7 113.1 113.9 114.7 -1. 1 1.5 2. 1

Net product.. .-------- 100 113.0 114.3 109.1 103.7 95.2 103.3 105.8 108.7 106.8 100. 4 105. 1 107.0 107.2 107.3 -1.6 1. 1 1.5

Totai Eastern Europe:
diross product.----- 100 110.8 112.7 1019.2 105.2 98.8 104.3 108.4 111.3 110.9 107.8 110.0 112.8 113.1 113. 2 -.7 1.9 1.3

Not product ------ 100 111.4 113. 1 109. 1 104.0 96.6 101.4 105.2 107.8 106.7 102. 6 103.8 106.1 105.8 105.2 -1.2 1.4 .7

I Prelimimnary.

Sources: Data in table 3 divided by population data taken from statistical yearbooks of respective countries (see appendix A).



TABLE 8.-PER CAPITA COMPARISONS OF LEVELS OF OUTPUT, AND GROSS AND NET PRODUCT IN AGRICULTURE
[Eastern Europe=1001

Agricultural output Crop output Animal output Gross product Net product
1966-70 1971-75 1976-791 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1 1966-70 1971-75 1976-791 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79' 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79

Bulgaria ------------- 124.0 115.3 111.6 172.9 161.9 145.7 87.3 85.8 90.9 121.6 120.1 113.7 123.2 121.7 114.6Czechoslovakia ----------------- 92.6 95.1 93.6 68.0 67.0 68.5 111.1 112.8 108.8 74.0 73.7 71.0 64.9 63.9 60.7
German Democratic Republic 104.1 106.3 07.2 72.6 75.6 79.2 127.8 125. 7 124.2 104. 7 107.2 108.6 103.8 105. 0 105 3

Hungary-128.3 137.7 142.1 140.4 159.3 162.2 119.2 124.1 129.9 129.4 132.8 131.4 1317.21421 133. 19 126:82119 
1241 12.9 19.4 32.8 131.

Polard-103.6 101.6 96.3 87.9 82.2 80.6 115.4 113.8 105.7 101.7 100.3 91.6 103.5 103.1 94 1 0
Romania ------------ 87.4 89.5 97.0 109.3 111. 1 117.1 71.0 75.9 84.8 88.8 85.6 99.2 85.2 79.2 93:4 CAYosntrlavwiacen -----------i~~~ 83.8 81.2 82.7 105.5 105.0 102.9 67.5 66.2 70.4 98.8 101.8 106.7 105.2 111.4 120.1
Countries with ce'ntir-alized agricul-ture- --------------------- 104.2 104.1 103. 1 92.0 91.0 89.6 113.3 112.4 111.3 97.2 97.8 95.7 93.9 93.6 90.7
Countries with decentralized agri-culture -98.0 98.1 98.6 103.8 104.2 104.7 93.6 94.2 94.9 101.3 101.0 101.9 103.0 103.0 104.2Total, Eastern Europe - 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0

I Preliminary.
Sources: Calculated from physical quantities weighted by FAO Eastern European and Soviet Union wheat-based price relatives for 1961-65 period divided by population data (see appendix A).
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V. PRODUoTIVITr OF LAND AND LIVFESOCK

A. Agricultural Land and Land Per Farm Worker

In most East European countries, the area of agricultural land 9

remained relatively stable during the period under study. In Czecho-

slovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, and

Yugoslavia, agricultural land declined from over 1 to over 4 percent,

while in Bulgaria and Romania it increased by 1 to over 7 percent in

the same period.' 0 Poland has close to 26 percent of the total agricul-

tural land in Eastern Europe, followed by Romania and Yugoslavia

with close to 19 to 20 percent each. The remaining four countries each

held between over 8 to 9 percent of the total agricultural land in

Eastern Europe (Table 16).
In comparison to the U.S. standard, the agricultural land per per-

son employed in agriculture is very small in all the East European

countries (Table 9). Because of the continuing rapid decline in agri-

cultural employment in the last fifteen years, agricultural land per

employed person in agriculture rose sharply in all countries except

Poland. By 1979, the number of hectares per person employed in agri-

culture ranged from 3.5 in Poland to 7.5 in the German Democratic

Republic, with 4.7 hectares the average for all Eastern Europe. The

growth of agricultural land per person employed accelerated for the

countries with centralized agriculture during the 1965-79 period, while

for the countries with decentralized agriculture the rate of growth was

slower in the same period. Poland actually experienced almost a 5 per-

cent decline in land per person employed in agriculture in the last

four years because agricultural employment increased (Table 15)

while total agricultural land declined.

B. Growth of Output and Input8 Per Unit of Land

In this section we summarize our findings on output and input

measures per hectare of agricultural land. As a result of the relative

TABLE 9.-AGRICULTURAL LAND PER PERSON EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE

Hectares per person employed Indexes,' 1965=100

1965 1970 1975 1979' 1965 1970 1975 1979.

Bulgaria- 3.27 4.11 5.01 6.04 100 125.7 153.2 184.7

Czechoslovakia - -- 5.67 6.00 6.67 7.16 100 105.8 117.6 126.3

German Democratic Republic. 5.62 6.58 7.39 7.52 100 .117.1 131.5 133.8

Hungiary----------5.54 5.83 6.61 6.81 100 105.2 119.3 122.9

Pondar -------- 3.7--- 3.71 3.74 3.68 3.51 100 100.8 99.2 94.6

Romania -2.70 3.08 3.90 4.72 100 114.1 144.4 174.8

Yugoslavia -3.40 3.73 4.07 4.35 100 109.7 119.7 127.9

Cou ntries with centralized
agriclture --- 4.64 5.38 6.23 6.86 100 115.9 134.3 147.8

Countries with decentralized
agriculture - 3.43 3.69 4.05 4.27 100 107.6 118.1 124.5

Total, Eastern Europe.. 3.67 4.01 4.46 4.74 100 109.3 121.5 129.2

'Indexes are calculated from unrounded data.
S Preliminary.

Source: See appendix A.

'ricultural land comprises all arable land. Including orchards, gardens, vineyards,

qnd temporary meadows, pasture, and grazing lands.
for Economic Mutual Assistance. Secretariat. Statiaticheakii Eshegodnik

1979, Moscow, 1979, pp. 226-227, and national statistical yearbooks.
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stability of the area in agricultural land, the output and input meas-ures per unit of land followed the same general trends during the pe-riod under review as the total performance measures given in Tables2 and 3.

Tables 10 and 11 show the trends of various measures of produc-tion and expenses per hectare of agricultural land by country, groupof countries, and region. In general, the productivity of land in-creased in all the countries. However, the economically less developedcountries except Bulgaria had the larger annual rates of increase be-cause their production per unit of land was low in the earlier post-war years. In all countries the average annual rate of growth ofoutput of animal products per unit of land exceeded that of out-put of crops except in Hungary for 1970-75 and the German Dem-ocratic Republic for 1975-79. During the whole period, the countrieswith decentralized agriculture experienced a higher annual rate ofgrowth of output per unit of land than the countries with centralizedagriculture (Table 10).
Current operating expenses per unit of land increased from 1965 to1979 most in Hungary (3.2 times), followed by Romania (2.8 times),Poland (2.3 times), Yugoslavia and Bulgaria (2.2 times), the GermanDemocratic Republic (over 2 times), and Czechoslovakia (1.9 times).Over the whole period the growth of expenses per unit of land washigher in the countries with decentralized agriculture than in thecountries with, centralized agriculture (Table 11). For 1975-79, how-ever, the annual rate of growth was higher for the latter group.From 1965 to 1979, gross and net product per unit of land increasedfastest in Yugoslavia (54 percent for both measures), followed byRomania (45 and 31 percent, respectively), Hungary (33 and 17 per-cent), Czechoslovakia (21 and 10 percent), the German DemocraticRepublic (18 and 7 percent), and Poland (14 and 6 percent) ; Bulgariahad an absolute decline in gross and net product per unit of land.The rates were higher for all countries in the 1970-75 period than in1965-70 and 1975-79. The countries with decentralized agriculturehad higher rates of growth, in gross and net product per unit of landfrom 1970 to 1979 than the countries with centralized agriculture.

C. Comparison of Leve18 of Output and Input8 Per Unit of Land
Relative levels of productivity of land in relation to the East Euro-pean average as a base are shown in Table 12. Over the postwar periodthe differences among countries in productivity of land have been re-duced, but in 1976-79 they were still very large, and they were greaterin the output of animal products than in-that of crops. In 1976-79,for example, the German Democratic Republic produced roughly threetimes as much, animal products per hectare as either Romania orYugoslavia. In the countries with centralized agriculture, productivityof land in terms of crop output had been about 24 percent higher thanin countries with decentralized agriculture in 1966-70, but this differ-ence was reduced to about 11 percent by 1976-79. Levels of animaloutput were substantially higher in the centralized group.



TABLE 10.-GROWTH OF AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT PER HECTARE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of growth

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1 1965-70 1970-75 1975-791

Outga ut-:100 109.2 110.8 108.3 104.7 105.7 109.3 113.5 113.0 110.5 116.7 118.3 111.2 111.1 125.1 0.4 1.5 1. 3

COups- -.- : : 100 114.6 110.7 106.6 105.0 101.3 100.8 108 8 107.2 96.4 97.1 102.5 88.3 94.9 102 0 -. 7 -1.0 .2

Animal products-------- 100 101.1rp ------------ 110.9 110.8 104.3 112.3 121.8 120.4 121.6 132.1 146. 3 142.0 145.4 150.2 159.7 1.9 4.6 2.3

Output------------ 100 119.5 111.0 113.8 114.3 122.3 121.7 128.0 130.1 139.5 143.7 141.2 152.9 156.0 152.9 2. 36 23

Crop - 100 121.5 116.4 118.6 112.2 118.9 104.0 111.5 117.7 125.5 135.3 122.5 145.4 144.3 131.4 1.9 3.7 1.|1

AniPmal~~ pout-100 10.2 108.7 111.7 115.2 123.9 129.5 135.3 141.2 145.7 147.4 149.4 156.2 161.3 162.4 4.1 3.7 2. 7

Output ------ ----- 100 106.6 109.6 110.5 108.4 111. 3 112.8 119.7 122.3 129.4 131.9 131.0 135.5 135.5 136.8 1.7 3.7 1.1I

Crops ; 00 108.2 113.3 104.6 97.2 106.3 103.4 111.2 107.5 112.0 114.2 113.0 127.1 122.1 123.4 -1.6 1.6 2.4

Animalproducts-------- 100 105.9 107.9 113.0 113.4 113.5 117.1 123.6 128.9 137.2 139.8 139.0 139.2 141.5 142.8 2.6 4.6 .6

Output------------ 100 107.8 116.1 118.4 128.5 114.3 130.8 136.9 145.7 153.3 150.0 148.1 172.3 175.5 175.9 3.5 5.6 5.0

Crops - 100 111.1 126.6 125.5 149.7 105.7 126.7 139.9 156.5 149.6 148.9 141.5 173.4 170.3 165.9 3.4 6.9 4. 1

Animal products:-------- 100 105.2 107.8 112.7 111.4 121.1 134.2 134.4 137.1 156.3 150.9 153.5 171.4 179.5 183.9 3.4 4.6 5.7

Output------------ 100 107.6 110.0 110.2 109.8 108.7 110.5 119.3 128.5 132.9 132. 1 129.7 133.7 141.4 141.6 1. 4 4.7 2.3

Crops -100 108.2 110.8 112.6 105.4 109.8 101.3 105.7 110.7 104.2 114.6 125.5 114.8 119.4 115.2 1.2 1.0 -.4

Animal products-------- 100 107.2 109.6 108.8 112.3 107.7 115.6 127.0 138.6 149.3 142.2 132.2 144.6 154.1 156.7 1.4 6.6 3. 5

Output ------------ 109 114. 5 119.4 115. 1 116.4 107.0 122.8 134.8 143. 5 139.4 146.2 168.2 167.0 169.1 174.7 1.0 5.9 3.7

Crops-100 116.3 117.9 114.7 117.7 94.2 113.2 120.4 126.5 118.8 122.4 145.8 139.7 137.0 141.6 -.8 4 4 2.3

Aimpalproducts1 ---------- 00 112.2 121.2 115.6 114.8 122.8 134.2 152.2 164.0 164.4 1 1954 20 208.2 28 3.0 7 4.8

Output 00 115.1 117.5 113.5 125.0 116.6 126.1 124.9 135.5 146.0 137.3 151. 5 159.8 156.3 164.5 2.8 3.9 4.0

Countries with dcentralized agricu-
Crops-109 128. 3 126.7 119.7 141.9 11. 12. 125.9 139. 5 1438 16. 14228.j3 153 139 14036 14. 2. 2.7 2.

AnmaCroducs - 10 10. 108 9 j78.1 107. 10. 118. 3 i7° i122. 12. 131.42 14. 14. 15. 16. 12j83 j20 j072. 180.4 2 2. 5. 5234

ture:

Output -- Data-----able-2-wer 100 109 1 110.2 110.8 108.9 113.2 114.4 120.3 123.3 127.1 131.4 130.2 133.8 136.3 138.1 1.a8 3.2 1.5

Crops------------ 100 115.2 113. 1 109. 1 104.6 108.2 103.0 110.9 110.4 109. 5 112.9 112.0 116.5 117.3 117.6 .2 1. 1 1. 3

Animal products------- 100 105.4 108.4 111.9 111.7 118. 3 121.3 126.2 131.2 138.0 142.8 141. 5 144.4 148. 1 150.7 3.0 4.0 1.5

Output----------- 100 110.5 114.4 113. 0 117. 1 110.7 119.3 126.3 135.7 140.0 138.7 144.9 151.8 155. 3 158.4 1. 9 4.9 3. 4

Crops---------- 109 115.3 118.7 116.8 123.9 106.3 114.9 119.6 128.6 124.2 124.8 138. 5 139.0 136.7 137.9 1. 5 3.2 1.9

Animal products-------- 100 106.7 110.9 110.1 110.2 114.2 122.8 131.7 141.2 152.3 149.9 150.1 162.0 170.2 174.8 2.2 6. 1 4.4

Total Eastern Europe:
6ulput-------- 100 109.7 113.0 112. 3 114.4 111.7 117.7 124.3 131. 5 135.7 136.3 140.2 145 8 149. 0 151.6 1.9 4. 3 2.8

Crops -10------- 0 114.9 117.0 114.4 117.9 107.0 111.2 116.9 123.0 119.7 121. 1 130.3 132.0 130.7 131.6 1. 1 2.6 1.7

Animal products ---- 1000 105.8 110.0 110.7 110.8 115.1 122.4 129.8 137.7 147.4 147.4 147.4 155.8 162.4 166.2 2.5 5.4 3.4

1 Preliminary.

Sources: Data in table 2 were divided by acreage of agricultural land taken from statistical yearbooks of respective countries (see appendix A).



TABLE II.-GROWTH OF OPERATING EXPENSES INCLUDING DEPRECIATION, GROSS AND NET PRODUCT PER HECTARE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of growth1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 17 1965-70 1970-75 1975-791

Expenses----------- 100 114.6 120.8 138.6 132.6 135.6 153.8 147.4 141.8 161.7 193 156 109 152 204 62 17 1.Gross product -.... 100 106.9 106.9 98.6 96.3 97.3 96.3 10. 162 97 109.9 110.6 92.2 95.8 98.6 -1. 1.8 .3Net product-......... 100 107.2 107.0 97.0 94.3 94.7 92.7 100.8 102.2 91.5 104.7 104.5 85.3 88.0 89.7 -2.1 14 -.Expenses ---------- 100 104.7 103.2 102.6 109.5 134.4 130.2 139.5 147.4 155.0 164.2 167.3 174.3 187.2 189.5 4.7 4.6 4. 1
Gros poduct--10 1. 1. 228 185 192 11. 116.7 121.0 124.8 124.9 117.6 134.7 128.4 120.7 18 29.
Net Product -------- 100 115.1 120.3 126.8 119.8 108.3 111.7 114.8 118.4 121.4 119.8 110.7 127.7 198 102 1.6 2.39 .Expenses ---------- 100 107.1 108.0 111.4 115.7 136.2 151.8 157.4 160.8 168.5 183.2 209.6 196.4 199.8 205.7 5.3 5.3 1.9

Gross prodct -100------ 106.5 110, 5 110.6 106.9 103.3 99.9 108.8 111.1 118.6 117.3 106.3 118.5 117.8 117.8 .5 3.4 1.1I
Net product---------- 100 106.4 110.3 110.0 105.1 101.0 96.0 103.2 105.6 112.4 109.6 96.8 109.0 107.5 106.8 0 2.6 .5Expenses----------- 100 98.4 107. 7 124.9 132.8 149.5 180.2 192.2 199. 1 235.0 225.9 250.8 292.4 310.4 320.6 9. 1 8.6 9.6
Gross product--------- 100 110. 3 118.5 1115.7 126.6 102.6 1114.0 11 7.9 128.5 126.9 126.7 118.0 135.6 134.2 133.2 1. 5 4. 3 2. 3Net prod'uct -------- 100 111.6 119.5 115.7 126.6 99.9 110.8 114.3 123.9 120.1 119.1 106.3 123.3 120.0 116.9 1.0 3.5 .8Expenses ----- --- 100 93.8 103.9 107.5 156.1 144.8 130.0 144.5 166.3 185.9 227.0 201.6 216.3 224.7 229.1 10.2 10. 4 1.3
Gross product--- 100 112. 9 112.5 111.2 93.3 96. 6 104.9 111.4 115.6 114.8 104. 6 106.2 106.4 114.2 113.6 -2.1 2.0 2.4Not product --------- 100 113.2 112.5 111. 3 91. 1 94.2 102.5 109.0 11 3.1 111. 4 99.7 100. 7 100.3 107.7 106.2 -2. 7 1. 6 2.0Expenses----------- 109 111.2 123.0 131. 8 143.0 148.1 171.3 194.7 237.2 233.1 257.5 264.9 271.4 268.6 279.5 8.3 11. 7 1. 8
Gross product--------- 109 114.4 116.8 109.0 107.9 95.1 109.6 117.5 1013.1 109. 8 110. 0 138. 7 135.6 140.3 144.6 -1. 4 2.0 5. 7
Net product --------- 100 115.8 117.9 108.2 105.4 90.1 102.7 110. 0 104. 7 100.7 100.2 128.2 123.7 128.0 131.3 -2.5 1.2 5. 5Expenses -------- 100 116.9 110.7 101.5 113.4 112.9 124.6 136.7 150.9 185.8 146.9 181.0 187.2 212.5 223.9 1.2 7.8 10.6

Grs rdc-100 14.8 118.7 115.7 127.3 117.3 126.6 123.0 132.8 139.1 135.8 146.5 155.2 146.6 154.5 3.1 3.2 2.6
Ne rdct-10 148 118. 7 115.7 127.3 117.3 163 122.8 132.7 138. 8 135.6 146.0 154.7 146.0 153.7 3.1 3.2 2.5

Countries with centralized agri-

Expenses----------- 100 108.3 108.0 112.3 115.5 134.8 141.6 146.5 150.3 159.8 167.2 178.2 181.5 191.2 199.1 5.1 4.3 4.3
Gross product--------- 100 109.2 111.2 110.3 106.7 103.3 102.0 109.4 112.2 113.7 117.2 110.2 114.8 114.0 112.9 .2 2.8 -.4
Net pout100 109.5 111.5 109.9 105.2 100.7 98.S5 1OS.1 107.4 108.1 110.5 102.3 106.0 104.4 102.5 -.3 2.2 -1.3Countriesp withcd'ec-e-nt-rali!z-e-d a-g-ri-
Expenses----------- 100 101.3 109.7 115.5 143.8 142.5 147.9 163.7 187.0 205.7 223.4 222.7 239.1 248.5 256.3 8.6 10.1 3.9
Gross product--------- 100 113.2 115.6 112.3 108.9 101.6 112.0 116.0 120.7 120.8 115.7 123.36 127.6 129.8 132.0 -.2 2.7 3.2
Net product---------- 100 113.8 116.0 112.2 107.6 99.4 109.1 113.0 117.4 116.6 110.8 117.3 126.8 122.1 123.5 -.7 2.3 2.6Total Eastern Europe:

I

I

a~ov; ------------- IM 1u3.a IuuS.O 114.1 131.9 139.4 145.4 156.7 171.7 186.6 199.7 204.4 215.1 224.7 232.6Gosproduct----- 100 111.5 114.2 111.6 108.2 102.2 108.8 114.0 118.0 118.6 116.3 119.5 123.6 124.8 126.0Not product------ 100 112.1 114.6 111.5 106.9 99.9 105.8 110.6 114.3 114.0 110.7 11, 7 11c 9 11C 7 *,.~
7.2 7.8 4.1

2. 1
-- ..~.., n,,.R .a Z. Z 1. 5

I Preliminary.
Sources: Data in table 3 divided by acreage of agricultural land taken from statistical yearbooks of respective countries (see appendix A).



TABLE 12.-COMPARISONS OF LEVELS OF OUTPUT, EXPENSES INCLUDING DEPRECIATION, GROSS AND NET PRODUCT PER HECTARE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND IN AGRICULTURE

[Total Eastern Europe=1001

Expenses including

Agricultural output Crop output Animal output depreciation Gross product Net product

1966- 1971- 1976- 1966- 1971- 1976- 1966- 1971- 1976- 1966- 1971- 1976- 1966- 1971- 1976- 1966- 1971- 1976-

70 75 791 70 75 79, 70 75 79 70 75 791 70 75 79' 70 75 73'1

Bulgaria - 108.6 95 90.8 151.4 138.4 118.6 76.4 73.4 74.0 110.2 89.8 87.8 106.5 102.7 92.6 107.9 104.0 93 3

Czechoslovakia--------------115.4 117.1 116.5 84.7 82.6 85. 3 138.5 138.9 135.4 189.2 174.8 167.2 92.3 90.8 83.4 80.8 78.8 75. 5 0

German Democratic Republic ------- 174. 3 170.9 164.4 121.6 121.5 121.4 213.9 202.0 190.4 175.4 173.5 168.0 175.3 172. 3 165.5 173.7 168.7 161. 1

Hungary -11-------------- 0-I& 125.7 129.6 129. 1 145.4 147.9 103. 7 113. 3 118.5 112.4 131.6 146.9 119.0 121.2 119.9 120.7 121.4 115.6

Poland-105.5 104.5 100.9 89. 5 84.6 8~~~~~~~~~~4.5 117.5 117. 1 110.8 105.6 103.3 103.7 103.5 103.2 96. 1 105.4 106. 1 98.6

Romania..---------------- 71.4 74.5 81.0 89. 3 92.5 97.8 58.0 63.1 70.9 75.3 87.2 84.7 72.6 71. 2 82. 9 69.6 65.9 78.0

Yugoslavia---------------- 70. 5 69.8 72.5 88.7 90.2 90.2 56.8 56.9 61.7 32.2 30.1 31.9 83.0 87.5 93.5 88.3 95.8 105. 3

Countries with centralized agriculture- 132.5 128.8 123.8 117.1 112.6 107.6 144.2 139.1 133.6 160.6 148.0 142.1 123.7 121.0 115.0 119.4 115.8 109.0

Countries with decentralie ariculture -- 88.8 90.0 91.6 94.1 95.6 97. 3 84.8 86.4 88. 1 79.1 83.3 85.1 91. 8 92. 7 91.7 93. 3 94.5 96.8

TotalEastern Europe-------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Preliminary.

Sources: Calculated from physical quantities weighted by FAQ Eastern European and Soviet Union wheat-based price relatives for 1961-65 divided by hectares of agricultural land (see appendix A).
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There have been even larger differences in inputs per hectare amongEast European countries. Czechoslovakia's and the German Demo-cratic Republic's levels were over 5 times as large as Yugoslavia's in1976-79. The use of non-agricultural inputs per unit of land in thecountries with centralized agriculture exceeded by 67 percent that inthe countries with decentralized agriculture in the 1976-79 period, butthe difference was 103 percent in the 1965-70 period.
Differences in levels of gross and net product per hectare amongcountries of Eastern Europe were smaller than those of inputs. Thenet product per hectare of land in the countries with centralized agri-culture exceeded that in the countries with decentralized agricultureby 28 percent in the 1966-70 period, and by less than 13 percent in1976-79. The level of Romanian gross and net product per unit of landremained the lowest among the East European countries over the mostof the period under study.

D. Yield8 of Selected Cro p8 Per Hectare
Table 13 provides a more specific view of comparative levels andtrends in productivity of land among various East European coun-tries. It shows yields per hectare for selected crops: wheat, rye,potatoes, and sugar beets. In the 1950's the yields in all the East Euro-pean countries, except the German Democratic Republic and Czech-oslovakia, were substantially below those in the Federal Republic ofGermany. In Bulgaria, Romania, and Yugoslavia the average yieldswere one half or less than half of those of the German Federal Repub-lic. It should be noted that the natural fertility of German land is notbetter than that of Eastern Europe; much of the land in the DanubianPlains is of superior quality. In the last 20 years an effort has beenmade to improve the productivity of land, and in most of the EastEuropean countries yields have increased substantially. In all thecountries, the yields of wheat improved the most, and by 1977-79, thedifferences in yields between East European countries and the FederalRepublic of Germany became much smaller. The rates of improvementin rye, potatoes, and sugar beets were less uniform among the EastEuropean countries; Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Romania showedmost rapid progress in yields of wheat, rye, and potatoes: the progressin yields of sugar beets was irregular. Overall the yields were stillbelow those of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1976-79.

E. Yields Per Livestock Unit
Throughout the postwar period, the yields of meat per pig wereincreasing steadily from low levels. In the periods from 1965-67 to1977-79 these yields increased in all countries by between 8 and 25percent (Table 14).
In the 1950's, milk yields per cow were very low in Bulgaria,Romania and Yugoslavia, but they have since increased substantially.The countries with higher milk yields, i.e., Czechoslovakia, the Ger-man Democratic Republic, Hungary and Poland achieved the highestincreases among the East European countries from 1965-67 to 1977-79.
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TABLE 13.-YIELDS PER HECTARE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND FOR WHEAT, RYE, POTATOES, AND SUGAR BEETS,
PER YEAR

Indexes of yields per hectare,
Quintals per hectare 1965-67=100

1965-67 1974-76 1977-791 1965-67 1974-76 1977-79 1

Wheat:
Bulgaria - --------------- 28.0 36.2 39.6 100 129 141

Czechoslovakia 25.5 37.1 40.3 100 145 158

German Democratic Republic 35.3 39.7 40.6 100. 112 115

Hungary -23.1 36.1 38.7 100 156 168

Poland- 21.5 30.0 30.2 - 100 140 140

Romania -18.---------- I9 21.7 27.4 100 115 145

Yugoslavia------------ 23.8 32.0 32.6 100 134 137

Federal Republic of Germany----- 34.8 46.1 46.5 100 132 134

Rye:Bulgaria 2.2 13.9 12.1 100 114 99

Czechoslovakia 20. 28.9 31.2 100 141 152

German Democratic Republic -- 23.7 27.0 26.4 100 114 III

Hungary------------- 11.3 14.9 17.2 100 132 152
Poland -18.0 23.8 21.9 100 132 122

Romania 11.5 12.3 12.6 100 107 110

Yugoslavia :-1 .8 12.6 13.3 100 107 113

Federal RepuDlic of Germany 28.0 35. 1 35.8 100 125 128

Potatoes:
Bulgarla- - 105.5 110.1 111.5 100 104 106

Czechoslovakia1 -22.3 142.0 171.5 100 116 140

German Democratic Republic 189.0 152.8 173.9 100 81 92

Hungary94.8 119.0 144.2 100 -126 152
Poland- 166.3 184.8 192.1 100 II1 116

Romania------------- 93.1 130.0 152.2 100 140 163
Yu oslavia-84.0 101.0 92.2 100 120 110

Federal Republic of Germany 263.2 286.2 297.0 100 109 113

Sugar beets:
Bulgaria------------- 317.5 295.1 278.4 100 93 88
Czechoslovakia -- 326.0 346.0 340.0 100 106 104

German Democratic Republic 303.1 241.8 289.6 100 80 96

Hungary- 312.3 323.9 335.0 100 104 107

Poland- 310.0 303.0 301.0 100 98 97
Romania -204.9 234.8 237.0 100 115 116

Yugoslavia -357.3 411.0 418.0 100 115 117

Federal Republic of Germany 418.7 430.0 476.0 100 103 114

Data for 1979 are preliminary.

Sources: Calculated from FAO yearbooks and statistical yearbooks of respective countries.

Yields of eggs per hen increased by between 31 to 71 percent in

Bulgaria, Hungary, the German Democratic Republic, Poland, Czech-
oslovakia, Romania, and Yugoslavia, in ascending order, from 1965-
67 to 1977-79. As of 1977-79, the yields per livestock unit remained
lower in all East European countries than in the Federal Republic
of Germany. The differences in yields, 'however, have been reduced
greatly among countries in recent years.

VI. PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOR IN AGRICUTUimR

A. Decline in Agrictutural Labor Force

Labor data used in this study are mostly in terms of the full-time

employment equivalents in agriculture, which includes farmers, their
wives working in agriculture, helping family members, and hired

labor. The quality of agricultural labor statistics varies from country

to country. The German Democratic Republic's, Czechoslovak, Hun-

garian, and Polish labor data are homogeneous, while those for the

other East European countries are less standardized, and consequently

the quality of labor units is less homogeneous.
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TABLE 14.-YIELDS PER HEAD OF LIVESTOCK FOR MEAT, MILK, AND EGGS
[Per yearl

Indexes of yields per head of livestockYields per head of livestock 1965-67=100
1965-67 1964-76 17-9I 1965-67 1974-76 1977-79 1

Meat per pig in kilograms of live
weight:

Bulgaria ..

German Democratic Republic
Hungary
Poland..
R~osmania.- --

Fedoral Republic of Germany.----
Milk por cow in liters:

sulgal a. ..- - - ----
German Democratic Republic
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Yugoslavia
Federal Republic of Germany

Eggs per hen in numbers:
Bulgaria ..-

German Democratic Republic-
Hungary
Poland
Yugoslavia - --

Fedoral Republic of Germany

113 122 125 100116 130 134 100112 122 121 100120 138 141 10092 109 115 10092 110 112 100110 126 125 100160 188 180 100
1, 864 2, 309 2,275 1002,069 2,807 2,926 1003,079 3,801 3,811 1002, 328 2,675 3 010 1002, 257 2, 605 2 913 1001, 621 1, 768 1, 970 1001,196 1,362 1,460 1003,666 4,000- 4,300 100

99 122 130 100150 215 225 100148 195 200 10097 120 130 10096 125 132 10091 139 151 10076 114 130 100202 279 298 100

108
112
109
115
118
120
115118

124
136
123
115
115
109114
109

123
143

132124
130153
150
138

I11
116
108

118125

122114
112

122
141
124
129
129
122
122
117

131
150135
134
138
166

171

I Data for 1979 are preliminary.
Sources: Calculated from FAD yearbooks and statistical yearbooks of respective countries.

In all of the East European countries except Poland, the labor forcein agriculture continued to decline substantially from 1965 to 1979.The percentage-declines for different countries are given in Table 15.Bulgaria and Romania had the largest exodus of labor from agri-culture (about 42 percent)-, followed by the German Democratic Re-public, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary (about one-fourthdecline, more or less), while Poland experienced first a slight declineand then a slight increase in between 1965 and 1979. Tn the last decade,the largest decrease occurred in Romania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,Yugoslavia, the German Democratic Republic, and Hungary.Table 16 shows the percentage distribution of agricultural labor.The Polish agricultural labor force in 1979 accounted for over 33percent and the Romanian and Yugoslav for 21 percent each, of thetotal East European agricultural labor force. The remaining fourcountries together account for only about one-fourth of the total.
B. Growth of Output and Inputg Per Worker

As a result of the decline in the agricultural labor force, a conse-quence of continuing- industrialization, the productivity of labor inagriculture increased sharply over the postwar period. Tables 17 to 19summarize trends in the -labor productivity by country, groups ofcountries, and region from 1965 to 1979.



TABLE 15.-EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of change

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 19791 1965-70 1970-75 1975-79

Bula-ria 100 96.8 95.3 90.7 86.1 82.5 79.1 77.3 74.8 71.8 67.1 64.1 61.9 60.1 58.2 -3.8 -3.8 -3.4

C;eshoitvaki ------ 100 99.6 97.2 95.6 94.5 93.7 92.5 86.9 84.5 83.8 83.2 81.5 79. 78.2 76.7 -1.4 -2.6 -2.0

German Democratic Re-p-ublic ----- 100 91.3 95.5 90. 6 87. 1 84.5 82.2 78.9 77.3 76.0 75.3 73.9 73.4 73.7 73.7 -3.4 -2.3 -.

Ttun alry- - Eastern--ur100 98.9 97.8 97.0 95.6 93.2 91.2 88.9 85.8 83.0 810.9 78. 77.6 77.3 77.3 -1.3 -2.9 -1.1

Poland--------100 99.7 99. 2 98.9 98.8 981.5 98.3 98. 1 97.8 98.4 98.9 99. 1 100.5 101.3 102.2 -.3 -.1 .9 g

Romania -100-----98.9-- --. 96.6 95.5 92.0 88.6 84.0 80.0 76. 8 73.3 70.1 66.5 64.5 61.1 57.9 -2.4 -4.4 -4.6

Yugoslavia ------------ 100 98.'1 96.2 94.3 92.4 90.4 88.5 86. 8 85.0 83.3 81.6 80.0 78.4 76.9 75.3 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0

culture------------- 100 97.8 95.9 92.2 88.9 86.5 84.0 80.6 78.4 76.6 74.2 72. 04 6. 80 -. 30 -.

Countries with decentralized agri-
culture------------- 100 98.9 97.4 96. 4 94.6 92.6 90.4 881.3 86.5 84.8 83.3 81.6 80.8 79.5 78.5 -1.5 -2.1 -1.4

Total, Eastern Europe.---- 100 98.7 97.1 95.5 93.4 91.4 89.1 86.8 84.8 83.1 81.5 79.6 78.7 77.4 76.3 -1.8 -2.3 -1.6

I Preliminary.

Sources: See appendix A.
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TABLE 16.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT, AGRICULTURAL LAND, AND TOTAL

POPULATION I

[Eastern Europe=100]

Agricultural employment Agricultural land Total population
1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-792 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79'

Bulgaria 8.1 7.5 6.7 7.8 8.0 8.3 6.9 6.8 6.8Czechoslovakia --- 6.2 6.2 6.2 9.4 9.4 9.3 11.8 11.6 11.6German DemocraiiIc ---
Republic -5.3 5.0 5.2 8.4 8.4 8.4 14.0 13.5 12.9Hungary -6.2 6.3 6.1 9.1 9.1 9.0 8.4 8.3 8.2Poland -26.8 29.8 33.3 26.0 25.8 25.6 26.4 26.5 26.8Romania -26.4 24.0 21.3 19.8 19.9 20.1 16.1 16.6 16.8Y~ugos4laia~ ------------- 21.0 21.2 21.1 19.5 19.4 19.2 16.4 16.7 16.9Countries with centralized
agriculture -19.6 18.7 18.2 25.6 25.8 26.1 32.6 31.9 31.3Countries with decentralized
agriculture -80.4 81.3 81.8 74.4 74.2 73.9 67.4 68.1 68.7

Total, Eastern Europe- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

X Percentages may not add up to total due to rounding.Preliminary.
Sources: See appendix A.

Obviously, countries with the largest declines in labor force experi-enced the largest increases in labor productivity, provided that totaloutput was not lagging. Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Yugoslaviaand Czechoslovakia had the largest increases in output per unit oflabor during this period (between 2 and 3 times); they were followedby the GDR and Poland with increases of 65 and 34 percent, respec-tively. From 1970 to 1979, the average annual compound rates of in-crease were higher for the countries with decentralized agriculturethan for those with centralized agriculture; the agricultural laborforce declined at a faster rate in the former group than in the latter.In Eastern Europe as a whole agricultural output per unit of laborincreased by 6.5 percent annually for the 1970-75 period and 4.3 per-cent annually for 1975-79. During 1970-75, except for Bulgaria thegrowth of output per unit of labor was higher for all countries thanin the 1965-70 and 1975-79 periods.
The increases in inputs per worker in agriculture were very impres-sive in all countries. The most dramatic increase occurred in Romania,with about 4.9-fold rise over the 1965-79 time span. In descendingorder, other increases were Bulgaria and Hungary (4-fold), Yugo-slavia and the GDR (2.9 and 2.8-fold respectively), Czechoslovakia(2.4 fold), and last, Poland (2.2 fold). From 1965 to 1979, the coun-tries with decentralized agriculture had somewhat larger increases ininputs per unit of labor than the countries with centralized agricul-ture. During the 1975-79 period, however, the former group had alower annual rate of increase in inputs per worker (5.2 percent) thanthe latter group (6.7 percent).

The increases in gross and net product per unit of labor in descend-ing order ranked as follows: Romania, Yugoslaviva, Bulgaria, Hun-gary, the GDR, Czechoslovakia and Poland (Table 18). In the 1965-75period the countries with centralized agriculture achieved higher ratesof growth in gross and net product per unit of labor than the countrieswith decentralized agriculture. In the 1975-79, however, the annual



TABLE 17.-GROWTH OF AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT AND EXPENSES INCLUDING DEPRECIATION PER PERSON EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE

Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of change

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 19791 1965-70 1970-75 1975-791

Outga ut-:100 113.0 117.6 121.2 126.5 134.1 143.2 152.7 156.0 161.7 178.8 197.5 192.4 209.0 230.9 5.4 5.4 5.8

Expenses - 100 118.6 128.3 155.1 160.2 171.9 159.7 198.3 195.9 236.6 228.8 259.8 312.9 348.6 5.5

Czechoslovakia:61 
41

Output. ---------- 180 109.7 113.8 118.3 128.:0 129.3 129.9 145.6 151.8 163.8 168.9 169.1 186.8 193.7 193.0 4.7 6.41

Expenses-a100 104.9 105.8 106.7 114.9 142.2 139.0 158.6 172.0 182.1 193.0 200.4 213.0 232.5 239.1 6.0 7.2 5.9

German Democratic Republic: 100 109.2 114.2 121.1 123.3 130.3 135.8 150.1 156.5 168 4 173.4 175.5 182.6 181.7 165.3 5.1 6.2 -.6

Outpenet --------- 100 109.8 112.6 122.1 131.7 159.4 182.6 197.3 205.7 219.2 240.9 280.8 264.6 267.8 275.4 8.8 7 .

Hungary:84 
57

output------------ 100 108.9 118.0 121.2 133.2 121.2 141.4 151.6 166.9 180.1 180.6 182.7 214.9 218.6 218.2 4.7 8.57

Expenses - 00 99.1 109.5 127.8 137.7 158.7 194.8 212.9 228.1 276.0 271.9 309.4 364.7 386.7 397.8 10.4 11.5 10.3

Poutput -100 187.8 110.7 111.1 110.7 109.8 111.6 119.9 129.4 132.5 130.6 127.6 129.5 135.5 134.1 1.6 4.3 1.1 o

Expenses - 100 93.9 104.5 108.4 157.4 146.3 131.3 145.3 167.3 185.4 222.4 198.4 209.5 215.4 217.0 0.5 9.8 3

Output------------ 100 116.1 124.0 122.0 128.0 121.9 147.6 170.1 188.3 192.0 210.7 255.6 261.7 280.0 305.4 3.7 1. .

YoExpeanses ------------------- 100 112.7 127.7 139.7 157.3 168.6 206.0 245.8 311.3 320.9 371.0 402.7 425.4 444.8 488.6 11.2 17.0 6.7

Output -100 117.3 122.1 119.5 134.5 128.1 140.5 141.6 156.2 171.8 164.6 184.2 197.7 196.5 210.6 4.8 5.7 5.7

Exp ense t100 119.2 115:1 106.9 122.0 124.0 1389 155.0 174.0 218.6 176.1 220.1 231.6 267.2 286.6 3. 7 124

Countr es wlth centralked agri-
culture: 1 243 5 . .

Output…------------ 109 110.4 115.0 120.2 123.3 131.4 136.5 149.9 157.4 167.0 176.5 182.5 191.6 198.1 0. . . .

Expenses ------------- 100 109.6 112.7 121. 8 130.7 156.4 169.0 182. 5 192.0 209.9 224.7 249.7 259.9 277.8 294.6 8. 5 7.4 6.7

Countries with decentralized agri-
culture:4 

192 34 69 47

Output ----------- 109 111.7 117. 5 117.2 123.7 119.3 131.3 141.9 155.1 163.0 164.2 174.8 184.5 191.4 9. . . .

Expenses- 100 102. 112. 6 191.8 151.9 153.6 162.8 183.9 213.9 239.4 264.5 268. 5 290.6 306.3 319.0 10.2 12.2 5.2

Ttl Eaterp u rope100i 111.1 116.4 117.6 122.6 122.1 131.6 142.5 153.8 162.0 165.4 174.4 183.2 190.1 195.7 3.8 6.5 4.3

Expenses-100 105.2 112.2 191.5 141.3 152.4 162.7 179.6 200.8 222.7 242.3 254.3 270.3 286.6 300.3 9. 10. 1 5.6

1 Preliminary.

Sources: Data In tables 2 and 3 divided by the indexes of agricultural employment of respective countries given in table 15 (see appendix A).



TABLE 18.-GROWTH OF GROSS AND NET PRODUCT PER PERSON EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE

0 
Indexes, 1965=100 Average annual rates of growth1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979' 1965-70 1970-75 1975-79'

Bulgaria:
Gross product -100 110.6 113.5 110.4 116.3 123.4 125.9 140.4 146.7 141.5 168.4 184.6 159.6 171.0 182.0 3.4 5.7 0. 8

O ~ ~~~~Net product ---- -- 0 1. 1. 0. 1. 2. 2. 3. 4.
Czechoslovakia: - 10 110 136 186 139 101 115 156 112 134.0 160.4 174.4 147.7 157.1 165.'5 2. 7 5.2 -.4

Gross product--------- 100 113.0 120.4 127.7 124.4 115.5 120.6 132.7 141.2 146.5 146.9 140.9 164. 159.5 152.3 3.1 5.4 2. 0
Nrost product ---- 10°0° 115.4 1223.34 131.8 125.8 114.5 119.4 130.5 138.1 142.6 140.9 132.5 156.1 14 1 2 9 4.8 2 0

German emocracReulc
Gro roduct - 100 109.1 115.1 121.2 121.6 120.9 120.2 136.4 142.2 154.3 154.2 142.4 159 5 1.5

Hunglary--- 100 109.0 114.9 120.5 119.6 117.5 115.4 129.4 135.1 146.3 144.1 129.6 146.9 144.1 143.0 3.3 5.2 .9Golad product -00 111. 120.4 118. 5 131.3 108.9 123.2 130.6 147.2 149.0 152.5 145.6 169.2 167.1 165.2 2.6 7.0 3.0
Net rodct ------------- 100 112.4 121.5 118.5 131.3 106.0 119.7 126.7 142.0 14. 134 111 159 195 150 21 62 15

Poland:141 
144 131 159 145 140 21 6.2.

Gross product--------- 100 113.1 113.2 112.1 94.0 97.6 106.0 111.9 116.4 114.4 103. 4 104.4 103.0 109.5 107.6 -1.9 1. 6 1.3
Net product--------- 0 114 12 112 918 91 106 196Romaa 10 1134 113 2 112 2 911 98.6 99.1 7.1 103.3 100.6 2.5 1.2 8 t_
Gross product - 10 0- - 1 16 . 121 3 115. 118.7 108.4 131.8 148.4 148.4 151.2 158.5 210.8 212.6 2327 12 6.8 10.9
Netprducs10a17ia12: 117 116.0 102.6 123.5 138.9 137.4 136.6 144.4 194.9 194.0 211.9 229.5 .1 6.0 10. 6Gross product ------- 100 117.0 123.4 121.8 136.9 128.9 141.0 139.4 153.1 163.6 162.7 178.1 192.0 184.4 197.7 5.1 5.0 4.3

Contreswthpodcet - 100 117.e1234 12.8 16.9 128.9 140.7 139.2 152.9 163.3 162.5 177.6 191.5 183.6 196.8 5.1 5.0 4.3culture:-
Gross product -t-'--- - 100 110.5 116.1 1199.6 120.7 119.9 121.8 136.2 143.2 149.3 157.4 154.4 164.3 165.6 167.1 3.5 5.9 1.9

Net product -.. : 100 110.8 1164 19.2 119.0 116.9 117.6 130.9 137.1 141.9 148.5 133 15. 116 116 30 53 10culture.
Gross product -100 114.5 118. 7 116.5 115.0 109.5 123.2 130.4 138.0 140.6 137. 149 1. 3 4.6 4.4
Net product--------- 100 115.1 119.1 116.4 113.6 107.1 120.1 127.0 134.2 135.7 131.0 141.4 146.8 150.6 1543.8 . . .

ross product 1 tgg I00 113.0 171.6 116.9 1160 111.7 121.8 130.6 138.1 141.5 141.1 148.6 155.3 159.2 162.6 1 4.9 3.6
Net product-------100. 113.6 118.0 116.8 11 4. 6 109.2 118.4 126.7 113.7 136.1 134.4 140.2 146.0 148.8 151. 1 1.3 4.4 3.0

I Preliminary.

Sources: Data in table 3 divided by the indexes of agricultural employment of respective countries given in table 15 (see appendix A).
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rates of growth for the decentralized group were higher than the
centralized (4.4 versus 1.9 percent for gross product, and 3.9 versus
1.0 percent for net product).

On the whole, the East European performance per unit of labor

has been impressive. It reflects largely the reduction of extensive

disguised agricultural unemployment by transfers of labor to non-

agricultural sectors of the economy, permitting better overall use of

available labor resources.

C. Levels of Output and Inputs Per Worker

It may be useful to bring into focus comparative levels of produc-
tivity of labor among the different countries in relation to the East
European average. Such data are shown in Table 19.

TABLE 19.-COMPARISONS OF LEVELS OF OUTPUT, EXPENSES. INCLUDING DEPRECIATION, GROSS, AND NET

PRODUCT PER PERSON EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE

[Eastern Europe=1001

Agricultural output Expenses including depreciation

1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 |

Bulgaria -104.3 105.5 112.3 105.8 96.2 108.6

Czechoslovakia -175.7 177.2 174.9 288.1 264.5 251.1

German Democratic Republic -277.1 . 284.4 266.6 279.0 288.7 272.4

Hungary -172.9 182.8 190.3 164.7 191.5 215.6

Poland -102.1 90.6 '77.6 102.3 89.4 79.8

Romania -53.5 61.7 76.2 56.4 72.2 79.7

Yugoslavia -65.6 63.8 66.0 o 30. 0 27.5 29.0

Countries with centralized agriculture -173.2 177.4 177.9 209.8 203.8 204.3

Countries with decentralized agriculture 82.1 82.1 82.7 73.2 76.1 76.9

Total, Eastern Europe -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Gross product Net product

Bulgaria--------------------- 102.3 110.0 114.5 103.7 111.4 115.'3

Czechoslovakia -140.5 137.4 132.7 123.1 119. 1 113. 4

German Democratic Republic…---------- _ 278.7 286.9 270.0 276.2 280.8 261.9

Hungary - ---- 174.4 176. 3 175.9 176.8 176.7 169.8

Poland -100.2 89.4 73.9 102.1 91.9 75.9

Romania -54.4 59.0 78.0 52.2 54.6 73.4

Yugoslavia-------------------- 77.3 80.0 85.2 82.2 87.6 95.9

Countries with centralized agriculture … 161.7 166.6 165.2 156.1 159.5 156.6

Countries with decentralized agriculture -85.0 84.6 85.5 86.3 86.3 87.4

Total, Eastern Europe -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

I Preliminary.

.Sources:SCalcuetted. fromvphysicaI quantities.weighted by FAO Eastern-European and Soviet Union wheat-based price

relatives-for-1961-65 divided by the number.of employed.in agriculture taken from statistical yearbooks of respective

countries. (See app. A.)

Very large differences in productivity of labor continue to exist
among the individual countries. Before the war a Bulgarian, Ro-
manian,.or Yugoslav worker in agriculture produced hardly one-sixth
as much output as a. German Democratic Republic worker. As of
1979, the Yugoslav worker still produced only about one-fourth and the
Polish and Romanian worker 29 percent of the GDR output per
worker. Hungary has been the second highest in output per worker,
followed by Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Poland, and Yugoslavia on a
rapidly descending scale.

The difference in relative levels of output of animal products per
worker have been even greater. Relative levels of inputs and gross and
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net product per worker were approximately of the same order of mag-nitude as in the case of output.
In comparing the groups of countries, we find that for the wholeperiod under review, output per worker in countries with centralizedagriculture was more than double that in countries with decentralizedagriculture. Gross and net product per worker were almost double thatin the former group as compared to the latter. A worker in the coun-tries with decentralized private agriculture had only about 38 percentthe magnitude of the inputs at the disposal of a worker in the countrieswith centralized agriculture in 1976-79. There was no significantchange in relative levels of output and input measures between thetwo groups of countries from 1965 to 1979.

VII. PROGREss IN AGRICULTuRAL TECHNOLOGY

A. Progress in Mechanization
A close relationship between mechanical power input and produc-tivity of land and labor has been observed in many countries."' Awidely used indicator of the extent of mechanization is the number oftractors per unit of land and per unit of labor. Table 20 presentsestimates of tractors in terms of standard 15 H.P. tractor units per1,000 hectares of agricultural land and per 1,000 workers in agricultureby country, groups of countries, and major regions. Our findings showthat in the 1963-67 period the extent of the use of mechanical powerwas still low, by West European standards, in most of the East Euro-pean countries. Only Czechoslovakia and the GDR were close to WestEuropean levels. However, the level of West European mechanizationwas, in turn, low in comparison to that of the United States, wherethere were 2,184 tractors per 1,000 full-time workers in agriculturein 1977.12

Progress in mechanization has continued to gain momentum. Inmost East European countries the rates of increase were high;in fact the percentage increases exceeded those of Western Europe. Asa result, the differences among individual countries and between East-ern and Western Europe have somewhat narrowqd with the passage oftime. By the 1976-79 period, Czechoslovakia and the GDR had almost4 times as many tractors per unit of land and five to six times as manytractors per worker as Romania.
Here it is not only the quantity of capital that is decisive in therate of progress in mechanization but also the quality and the effective-ness of its use. There is ample evidence that the productivity ofmachinery in agriculture has been declining, especially in Czechoslo-vakia and Bulgaria, due to the excessive age of tractors and machinesand their inefficient use (see more detailed discussions in individualcountry contributions to this volume by M. Jackson, F. Levcik andW. Newcomb).
Yugoslavia's level of mechanization was somewhat higher thanthat of Romania, and Poland's intensity in the use of tractors per
, U.N.. TAO, The State of Food and Agriculture 1968, Rome, 1968, pp. 93-95, and

ibil.d 1978, pp. 145-154.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Agricultural Rtatistic8 of 1977, op. cit., p. 431, and PAO,Production Yearbook 1978, Rome, 1979, vol. 32, p. 65.
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TABLE 20-NUMBER OF TRACTORS PER 1,000 HECTARES OF AGRICULTURAL LAND AND PER 1,000 WORKERS IN

AGRICULTURE

Indexes of number
of tractors

Number of tractors Eastern Europe=100 (1963-67=100)

1963-67 1973-76 1976-79k 1963-67 1973-76 1976-791 1963-67 1973-76 1965-79

Bulgaria:
Per 1,000 hectares-
Per 1000 workers

Czechoslovakia:
Per 1,000 hectares
Per 1,000 workers

German Democratic Republic:
Per 1,000 hectares-
Per 1,000 workers

Hungary:
Per 1,000 hectares - -
Per 1,000 workers-

Poland:
Per 1,000 hectares-
Per 1,000 workera-

Romania:
Per 1,000 hectares .
Per 1,000 workers .

Yugoslavia:
Per 1,000 hectares-
Per 1,000 workers .

Countries with centralized
agriculture:

Peri;000 hectares
Per 1000 workers-

Countries with decentralized
agriculture:

Perk 000 hectares
Per 1,000 workers-

Total, Eastern Europe:
Per 1,000 hectares
Per 1000 workers .

11 4 23. 3 24. 1 119 106 96 100 204 211

34.6 105.7 138. 5 108 113 118 100 305 400

24.7 38.5 38.4 257 175 152 100 156 155

139.6 250. 5 -267.8 435 267 228 100 179 192

23. 1 42. 1 41 6 240 191 165 100 182 180

128.2 300.5 313 5 339 321 267 100 234 245

9.1 17.2 18 6 95 78 74 100 189 204

44.0 107.8 126.7 137 115 108 100 245 288

7.3 25.6 33 7 76 116 134 .100 351 462

23.3 95.0 120.5 73 101 103 100 408 517

5. 5 10.4 11.6 57 47 46 100 189 211

13.0 35.9 50. 8 40 38 43 100 276 391

3.1 14.2 18:1 32 65 72 100 458 584

10.7 55.7 76.6 33 59 65 100 521 716

22.7 35.0 34 9 236 159 138 100 154 154

101. 3 206. 3 232.9 316 220 199 100 204 230

6.0 17.5 21.8 63 80 87 100 292 363

21.3 68.4 91.5 66 73 78 100 321 430

9.6 22.0 25 2 100 100 100 100 229 263

32. 1 93.7 117.2 100 100 00 100 292 365

Total Western Europe:
Per 1,000 hectares - 27. 1 46.0 50. 0 282 209 198 100 170 185

Per 1000 workers - 198.0 398.0 469.0 617 425 400 100 201 237

1 Data for 1979 are preliminary.

Sources: Calculated from statistical yearbooks of respective countries and FAO yearbooks and monthly statistical

bulletins.

worker was about a third to a half of that of either Czechoslovakia or

the GDR. Polish and Yugoslav progress in mechanization was par-

ticularly rapid in the last 15 years. The differences in relative levels of

mechanization between the countries with centralized and decen-

tralized agriculture, taken as groups, narrowed dramatically from the

1963-67 to 1976-79 period. The pace of mechanization was much faster

in the countries with decentralized agriculture.
Western Europe has nonetheless retained its lead in mechanization

over Eastern Europe. In the 1976-79 period, Western Europe still had

about two times as many tractors per worker as Eastern Europe.

Although progress in the mechanization of agriculture in Eastern

Europe has been at a faster rate than in Western Europe in the last

two decades, there is still plenty of room for further improvement

toward the West European level.

B. Growth of Fertilizer Conmu.mption

Most of the East European countries did not turn seriously toward

increased use of fertilizers until the late 1950's, but since then they

have made tremendous progress. Table 21 shows that by 1963-68,
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consumption of fertilizers per unit of land was approaching the WestEuropean level in most East European countries. Czechoslovakia andthe GDR already had extremely high levels of fertilizer use; in factthey exceeded the West European level by 1.6 to 2.4 times and that ofEastern Europe by two to three times in the 1963-68 period. Bulgarian,Polish and Hungarian consumption per hectare were getting close tothe level of Western Europe, and they were at about the average forEastern Europe in the same period.
TABLE 21.-CONSUMPTION OF COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS PER HECTARE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND

Nitrogen (N), phosphate Indexes of fertilizer(POO) and potash (KO) in Total, Eastern consumption per hectarekilograms per hectare Europe=100 (1963-68=100)
1963-68 1973-76 1976-79' 1963-68 1973-76 1976-79 1 1963-68 1973-76 1976-791

Bulgaria 79 105 116 118 76 77 100 133 147Czechoslovakia ------------ 117 214 242 175 154 161 100 183 207German Democratic Repub-
lic -201 281 276 300 206 184 100 140 137Hungary -------------- 61 204 218 91 147 145 100 334 357Poland -64 175 189 96 126 126 100 273 295Romania -22 69 76 33 50 51 100 314 345Yugoslavia --------- - 33 48 57 49 35 38 100 145 173Countries with centralized
agriculture -132 204 213 197 147 142 100 155 161Countries with decentralized
agriculture -44 117 128 66 84 85 100 266 291

Total Eastern Europe 67 139 150 100 100 100 10D 207 224Total: Western Europe 85 176 197 127 127 131 100 207 232

l Data for 1979 are preliminary.
Sources: Calculated from statistical yearbooks of respective countries and FAO yearbooks and monthly statisticalbulletins.

The consumption of fertilizers between 1963-68 and 1976-79 hasbeen expanding at the fastest rate in Hungary, Poland, and Romania,increasing about three to three and a half times, followed by Czecho-slovakia, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and the GDR, in descending order.The German Democratic Republic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, andPoland were the most intensive users of fertilizers per hectare of agri-cultural land in Eastern Europe. Their respective annual consump-tion was 276, 242, 218, and 189 kilograms per hectare in the 1976-79period. Bulgaria, one of the lowest users of fertilizers in the 1950's,also became an intensive user with an annual consumption of 116 kilo-grams in the 1976-79 period. Czechoslovakia, the GDR, and Hungaryexceeded the West European consumption level by 23, 40 and 11 per-cent, respectively, in the 1976-79 period. Poland achieved an averagelevel of 189 kilograms per hectare, or almost the same as in WesternEurope, while Romania and Yugoslavia remained the lowest userswith 76 and 57 kilograms per hectare annually in the same period.The countries with centralized agriculture had fertilizer consump-tion per unit of land 200 percent higher than the countries with de-centralized agriculture in the 1963-68 period. That margin, however,was reduced sharply to about 66 percent by 1976-79.
Eastern Europe as a whole compares quite favorably in fertilizerconsumption with Western Europe. The heavily increased applicationof fertilizers already has paid off with significantly increased yields inEastern Europe.
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C. Scientific Methods on the Farm

The adoption of high-yielding crop varieties and livestock breeds

helped to increase yields per unit of input in all the East European

countries. Research on improvement of seeds has been stepped up by the

agricultural research institutes, partly under the coordination of the

CMEA (Council for Mutual Economic Aid) Permanent Commis-

sion on Agriculture. A significant increase in wheat yields has been

attributed to the introduction of improved Soviet hard wheat varieties

(Mironovskaya-808, Bezostaya-1, Kavkaz and Aurora) during 1966-

79. These wheat strains were sown on more than 70 percent of the wheat

area in Czechoslovakia, East Germany and Hungary, and on more

than 85 percent in Bulgaria in recent years. Also, hybrid varieties of

corn and better strains of barley, rye, and oats were introduced. The

development of improved breeds of livestock has contributed to in-

creased yields of milk per cow, eggs per hen, higher dressing rates of

livestock, leaner types of animals, and higher daily gains in live-

weight for all livestock. New breeds of livestock are being imported

from Western Europe and the United States, especially by Hungary

and Yugoslavia.
Irrigation and drainage of agricultural land on a large scale is

increasing the productivity of land in all East European countries.

Technological knowledge has been disseminated through rapidly in-

creasing numbers of agricultural technical institutes and agricultural

colleges. The number of trained agronomists has increased several fold

in every East European country. Their application of more advanced

farming methods undoubtedly has contributed to the higher produc-

tivity of land and labor. The recent development in Eastern Europe

of agro-industrial complexes is increasing the overall efficiency of

labor use through local processing of agricultural products, employ-

ing seasonally idle agricultural labor, and diffusing technical knowl-

edge in rural areas.13

D. Investment in Agriculture

The recent growth of gross fixed agricultural investment and its

share in total investment in Eastern Europe is shown in Table 22.

These investment series should be interpreted with care, assuming a

considerable margin of error, because for some of these countries, not

enough is known about the prices of investment goods and the con-

tent of the investment total (it includes, for example some military

procurements), and the terms of measurement vary from country to

country. Yet, despite their shortcomings, these series indicate general

trends in investment in the recent years.
Throughout Eastern Europe there has been a substantial increase

in agricultural investment, generally with the less developed coun-

tries showing the greater increases: Romania, Yugoslavia, Poland,

Hungary, and Bulgaria experienced high increases in investment in

the 1966-70 and 1971-1975 periods; see Table 22. However, in the

1976-78 period increases in investment were smaller, especially in Hun-

gary, the GDR and Bulgaria. In comparison to the Federal Republic

'2 See Zemedelska ekonomIka, 1980, No. 1, pp. 1-2.
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TABLE 22.-GROSS FIXED AGRICULTURAL INVESWMENT AND ITS SHARE IN TOTAL INVESTMENT

Indexes of gross fixed Agriculture's share inagricultural Investment total investment percent
(1961-65 (1966-70 (1971-75

=100) =100) =100)1966-70 1971-75 1976-78 1966-70 1971-75 1976-78

BulgariaI-- 139 140 120 16.3 15.8 13.95 -coloals103 139 133 11.1 10.8 11.9German Democritic Republics ----- 162 121 112 14.1 12.6 10.7Hungayflad------------- 
182 143 115 15.9 13.0 12.8Romania 170 163 149 16.1 13.7 15.6

Yosavia-17 513 149 147 15.6 14.0 14.1Moa6-152-~rw~ ----- 9 16 …9.2 9.3 9.2Federal Republic9of Germosya6 96 109 2-0 3.4 2.4 3.0

' State and collective farms' investment in leva at 1962 and 1971 prices.O Total investment in agriculture in crowns at 1967 prices; 1976-78 at 1977 prices.nAgriculture Includes forestry; investment in marks at 1967 prices, 1976-78 at 1975 prices.' Investment in forints at 1968 prices; 1976-78 at 1976 orices.0 Investment in zlotys at 1971 prices; 1976-78 at 1977 prices.a Investment in lei at 1963 prices; 1976-78 at 1977 prices.Investment, including private farming, in dinars; 197E-78 is an estimate.8Investment in constant 1962 marks; 1976-78 at 1970 prices.
Sources: Calculated from statistical yearbooks of respective countries, "SE SEV 1976-1979," and "National Accounta ofOECD Countries," OECD, Paris, 1979 (see appendix A).

of Germany, most of the East European countries seemed to have amuch higher rate of investment in recent years. However, the Fed-eral Republic of Germany, despite her moderate increase in invest-ment, improved her performance in agriculture substantially (Tables13 and 14).
Agricultural investments may be usefully related to total invest-ment and then compared with agriculture's share in total GNP. Theserelationships are shown in Table 22 and Table 1. We notice that agri-culture's share in total investment was relatively low, from 9 to 16percent, depending on country, in the 1966-70 period. On the otherhand, in this period the contribution of agriculture to the total GNPwas over two times as large as the investment share in Romania, Bul-garia and Yugoslavia, almost two times as large in Poland, about 59percent larger in Hungary and Czechoslovakia, and 11 percent largerin the GDR.
In the subsequent 1971-75 and 1976-78 periods agriculture's sharein total investment in general declined (except for Czechoslovakia andYugoslavia). The decrease was from over one percent point in Polandand Romania to a maximum of 3.4 percentage points in the GDR (seeTable 22). However, the difference between agriculture's share in totalinvestment and its share in GNP also shrank. In the GDR and Poland,agriculture's share in total investment is about the same as its sharein GNP. In the less industrialized countries, Yugoslavia and Romania,the ratios of agricultural investment shares to their GNP shares are 46and 58 percent, respectively. This would seem to suggest that agri-culture is partly financing industrialization in these countries. In thefinal analysis, the ratio reflects governmental price and taxing policiestowards agriculture.

It is to be noted that the Soviet Union allocated 27 percent of totalinvestment to agriculture in the 1976-78 period.14 This is a much
14 See David M. Schoonover, "Soviet Agricultural Pollices" In U.S. Congress, JointEconomic Committee. Soviet Economy in a Time of Channge, Vol. 2, 1979, p. 93.
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higher percentage than in any other East European country for the

same period. In the USSR, agriculture's share in total GN`P was only

15.5 percent in 1979 (Table 1).

VIII. SIZE COMPARISONS Or OuTrPUT BETwEEN EASTERN EUROPE,

U.S.S.R., WESTERN EUROPE, AND UNITED STATES

In this section we summarize our findings as to size comparisons of

agricultural output between Eastern Europe, the U.S.S.R., Western

Europe, the USA, and individual countries for selected periods-in

terms of international wheat units (Table 23). (Output is used here

in the conventional definition: farm production of crops and animal

products for consumption in kind directly by the producers and for

sale outside the agricultural sector, for the food processing industry,

other industrial use, and exports.)

TABLE 23-COMPARISONS OF LEVELS OF AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT AND AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT PER CAPITA:

EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, U.S.S.R., WESTERN EUROPE, AND UNITED STATES

[in percent, United States=1001

Total agricultural output Agricultural output per capita

1966-70 1971-75 1976-79 1 1966-70 1971-75 1976-791

Bulgaria- 3.3 3.2 3.0 78.7 76.2 73.1

Czechoslovakia- 4.2 4.4 4.2 58.8 62.9 61.3

German Democratic Republic ------------------- 5.6 5.7 5.4 66. 1 70.3 70.3

HunDa i c 4.2 4.5 4.6 81.4 91.1 93.1

Puangy -10.6 
10.7 10.1 65.8 67.2 63 1

Romania 5 5 5.9 6.3 55. 5 59.2 636

Yugoslavia ---- --- 5.3 5.3 5.4 53.2 53.7 54.2

Countries with centralized agriculture -13. 1 13.2 12.6 66. 1 68.9 67.6

Countries with decentralized agriculture -25.5 26.4 26.4 62.2 64.9 64.6

Total, Eastern Europe 38.6 39.6 39.0 63.5 66.1 65.5

U.S.S.R -74.9 74.3 71i1 63.1 62.6 59.8

Western Europe -86.3 86. 0 80.1 52.7 53.3 50. 3

United States -- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

I Preliminary.

Sources Calculated from physical quantities weighted by FAD Eastern European and Soviet Union wheat-based price

relatives for the 1961465 perod for Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union; for Western Europe, the Western European FAO

wheat-based price relatives for the 1961465 period were used as weights; and for the United States, the North American

FAD wheat-based price relatives for the 1961465 period were used as weights. Physical quantities and population data

were taken from statistical yearbooks of the respective countries usee bibliography ans appendix A). The FAD wheat-

based price relative for the 1961465 period were taken from: Uniteo Nation; Food and AgrliCLture Orlanlzation, "Pro-

ducton Yearbook, 1975," Rome, 1976, pp 470-471, and FAD, "Monthly Bulletin of Statistics," 1979, No. 11, pp. 10-11.

From 1966-70 to 1971-75 agricultural output of most East Euro-

pean countries and of Eastern Europe as a whole in comparison to the

United States increased somewhat, because of slightly lower rates of

increase in the United States. The U.S.S.R. and West European

magnitudes, however, declined slightly in relation to that of the

United States. In the 1976-79 period, the output of most countries

decreased in comparison with the United States. East European agri-

cultural output relatively to that of the United States declined from

39.6 percent in 1971-75 to 39 percent in 1976-79, that of the U.S.S.R.

from 74.3 to 71.1 percent, and that of Western Europe from 86 to 80.1.

In the U.S. output increased faster than in the other countries during

the second half of the 1970's. Other authors show similar relative

sizes of the United States and U.S.S.R. outputs (U.S.S.R. as percent
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of United States 76.8 in 1971-75, and 74.7 in 1975-77 when both arevalued in 1968 ruble prices).15
International comparisons of output per capita provide better meas-ures of relative self-sufficiency than comparisons of total agriculturaloutput. In most years, the agricultural output of the U.S.S.R. andthat of Eastern Europe is not fully sufficient in providing an adequatefood supply to that region's population, while the U.S. agriculturaloutput meets domestic needs for a high level of nutrition and providesa surplus for export. Hence a comparison of the per capita levels ofagricultural output in terms of the U.S. per capita output will providea rough measure of the degree of "self-sufficiency." We may define"self-sufficiency" assuming that the U.S. level of per capita output isabout 25 percent above the norm of an adequate food supply."6 Theper capita levels of agricultural output in different countries in termsof the the United States = 100 for 1966-70, 1971-75 and 1976-79 aregiven in Table 23.

These per capita levels indicate that the U.S.S.R. produced roughly63 percent of the output of the United States in the 1966-1975 periodand roughly 60 percent in 1976-79; this is clearly inadequate if weconsider 80 percent of the U.S. level to be the norm for an industrialsociety.
Eastern Europe as a whole shows a little more favorable per capitalevel and trend of output than the Soviet Union. In the 1971-75 periodit produced roughly 66.1 percent as much agricultural output percapita as the United States. This level represented an increase of 2.6percentage points from 63.5 percent in the 1966-70 period. In 1976-79the level dropped slightly to 65.5 percent of the USA's because of poorharvests in most Eastern European countries due to adverse weatherconditions. The per capita levels of output in Eastern Europe in com-parison to the United States, and even more so vis-a-vis the SovietUnion, were improving in the 1971-75 and 1976-79 periods as com-pared to the 1966-70 period. Both East European country groups,centralized and decentralized agriculture, were improving in per capitalevels of output during the period under study.As for the individual countries, the highest per capita level in the1976-79 period was achieved in Hungary, with 93.1 percent of theU.S. level, followed by Bulgaria, with 73.1 percent, the GDR with 70.3percent, Romania with 63.6 percent, Poland with 63.1 percent, Czecho-slovakia with 61.3 percent, and, at the bottom, Yugoslavia with 54.2percent. If we refer to the norm given above (80 percent of U.S.output per capita=selfsufficiency), only Hungary would seem tohave about 14 to 16 percent of her output available for export whileproviding adequate food for the domestic population. All other EastEuropean countries would be considered to have 9 to 32 percent de-ficits in domestic output if they were to maintain roughly the U.S.food consumption level.

'5 See Douglas B. Diamond with W. Lee Davis, "Comparative Growth in Output andProductivity In U.S. and U.S.S.R. Agriculture." uS. Congress, Joint Economic Commit-tee, Soviet Economy in a ime of Change, A Compendium of Papers. U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office. 1979, D. 459. The authors niso dyve a comnarison In constant 1957-59
dollars which yields a higher level for the U.S.S.R. than the comparison in rubles.'8For the 1971-75 period. In the United States 92 percent of agricultural output was
consumed domestically and the balance was exported (see U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Agri-cultural Statistics. 1975, pp. 461. 576. and Survey of Current Business 1976. No. 12, p. 36).However, it is believed that the U.S. consumption level is more than adequate, and wereduce It to 80 percent as norm for Illustrative purposes.
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Western Europe seems to be the most deficient region in per capita
food supply, producing only a little over one-half as much as the

United States. More than one third of Western Europe's food require-
ments would have to be imported if 80 percent of the U.S. output
level were the norm.

The above comparisons of levels are affected to a certain degree by

the composition of output and prices in various countries, which in

turn reflect differences in natural resources, levels of income, tastes,
and governmental agricultural policies. Although they are very crude

indicators of relative sizes of levels and trends of per capita output
between selected countries and regions, they seem to show clearly that

the domestic output of food in Eastern Europe as a whole, and even

more so in the Soviet Union, was deficient by some 18 to 25 percent in

the 1976-779 period if the U.S. norm defined above as 80 percent of

U.S. output, were to be maintained. This deficiency seems to have been
improving for East European countries but worsening for the U.S.S.R.
in relation to the U.S. per capita output levels since the late 1960s.

IX. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Some tentative conclusions on the recent performance of East Euro-
pean agriculture may be highlighted as follows:

(1) Agricultural performance as reflected in our measures has been

uneven among the East European countries and over the period under

study. Agricultural output in the 1965-70 period experienced a slow
rate of growth: about 1.9 percent per year on the average in Eastern
Europe as a whole, and for both the centralized and decentralized
country groups of agriculture. In the 1971-75 period, output grew at

an average rate of 4.1 percent for the whole region, or more than double
the rate for the previous five years with the decentralized group of

countries experiencing a significantly higher rate of growth than the

centralized group. In Hungary and Romania output has expanded the
most rapidly, followed by Poland, the GDR, Yugoslavia, Czechoslo-
vakia, and Bulgaria. In the 1976-79 period, there was a slowdown in
growth. Output grew at an average annual rate of 2.7 percent for the
whole region, but the countries with decentralized agriculture had a

rate of growth twice as high as the countries with centralized agricul-
ture. Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia had the highest rate of
growth, while the GDR had the lowest rate, one percent (see Table 2).

(2) Hungary, Romania. Poland, and Yugoslavia, as a group with
predominantly decentralized agriculture, had a growth performance in
all production measures better- than that of the group of countries with
centralized agriculture. The advantage of a decentralized incentive
system in agriculture over a centralized bureaucratic system in agri-
culture seems to have continued in the 1970s to the present (see Tables
2 and 3) .

(3) In terms of gross and net product (i.e., agriculture's contribu-

tion to GNP and NNP), the group of countries with decentralized
agriculture surpassed the group of countries with centralized agricul-
ture by a comfortable margin in the 1975-79 period. Between 1965 and
1979 the former group, with less regimentation and more incentives in
farming, enjoyed increases of 29 and 20.7 percent in gross and net
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product, respectively, while the latter group, with large-scale, mecha-nized centralized farming, attained 13.6 and 3.1 percent increases, re-spectively (see Table 3).
(4) Since the countries with centralized agriculture had allocatedlarger quantities of non-agricultural inputs to agricultural productionbut had smaller increases in gross product and net product than thosewith decentralized agriculture (see Tables 4 and 12), they probablyhave used their productive resources less efficiently than the group withdecentralized agriculture.
(5) The better performance of the countries with decentralizedagriculture as compared to that of centralized agriculture is evidentin several growth measures. The countries with decentralized agri-culture had superior performance measures to those countries with cen-tralized agriculture between 1965 and 1977-79 as follows:

By margin of
Measure: 

(percent)Crop output----------------------------------------------------- 
14.5Animal output--------------------------------------------------- 
11.3E xpenses ------------------------------------------------------- 
26. 6Gross product 
2------------------------------------------------- 10.9Net product ------------------------------------- ------------- 14.0Crop output per capita ------------------------------- ------------ 6. 8Animal output per capita -------------------------------------- 
2.8Gross product per capita ------------------- 7---------------------2.5Net product per capita------------------------------------------- 

5.3Agricultural output per unit of land------------------------------ 14.0Gross product per unit of land------------------------------------ 
14.0Net product per unit of land-------------------------------------- 
17.1(6) Progress in mechanization of agriculture had been quitegood in Eastern Europe, but its level, except in Czechoslovakiaand the GDR, is still behind that of Western Europe. Yugoslavia andRomania have the lowest levels of mechanization. However, theapplication of commercial fertilizers is in general close to the WestEuropean level, and in Czechoslovakia, the GDR, and Hungary theuse of fertilizers per hectare of land is higher than in Western Europeas a whole. Hungary, Poland and Romania saw the greatest expansionin the use of fertilizers in the period under review.(7) The introduction of higher-yielding varieties of wheat, corn,barley, rye, and oats, with the increased use of fertilizers broughtrapidly increasing yields per unit of land in all the East Europeancountries. Livestock yields were being increased by importing high-producing breeding stock from the United States and WesternEurope, especially by Hungary and Yugoslavia.(8) Considerably greater emphasis has been placed on animal out-put in recent years in order better to satisfy rapidly increasingdemands for products of animal origin in all the East Europeancountries. Yields per unit of livestock have increased significantlyin the last 15 years.

(9) All the East European governments are putting increasinglystronger emphasis on increasing agricultural output and the produc-tivity of land and labor. To effect this, they are channelling moreresources into agriculture in the form of increased investment inmachinery and equipment, land irrigation, better technology on farms,technical education, more flexibility and incentives to managers of
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farms and individual farmers, and pricing systems more responsive
to changing scarcities, especially as shown in sharply increased prices
paid to farmers, and increased fringe benefits. These incentive policies
were followed especially in Hungary, Yugoslavia, and to a lesser
degree in Poland, Romania, and Bulgaria.

(10) An international comparison of agricultural outputs shows
that Eastern Europe as a whole accounted for about 55 percent as
much output as the U.S.S.R. and about 39 percent as much as the

United States in 1976-79. In turn, the U.S. output was about 41 per-
cent larger than that of the U.S.S.R. in 1976-79. In terms of per
capita levels of agricultural output, the United States ranks the
highest, followed by Hungary, Bulgarial the GDR, Romania, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, the U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia and Western Europe, in
descending order for 1976-79 period. These findings are significant
primarily 'in regard to self-sufficiency, and they do not take into
account- country specialization in the world division of labor, or
more narrowly the various national priorities as to the allocation of

manpower and other resources to agriculture and competing sectors
of production.

(11) On the basis of the above overall growth performance measures,
one is led 'to a conclusion that thus far centralized agriculture in the
countries of Eastern Europe has not lived up to the expectations of
their communist governments for higher growth rates in production
and in productivity than decentralized incentive farming could

achieve. Our comparisons of centralized versus decentralized farming
in Eastern Europe show better overall results for the latter.

(12) The findings of this study afford a critique of agricultural sys-
tems in Europe. With the evident trend toward rational use of re-
sources in Eastern Europe. leaders there, as elsewhere, may want to
ponder the significance of the systems as influences on productivity.
Their concern with agricultural efficiency has prompted the springs of
motivation through higher producer prices, higher profit, more free-
dom of action, control of resources, and other personal incentives.
Scarce foreign exchange has been allocated to importing advanced
agricultural technology. Agriculture remains a critical sector in East-
ern Europe in view of the rising populations and the sharply increas-
ing demand for more and higher quality, protein-rich foods of animal
origin.

In comparison with the relatively poor agricultural year for most
of the East European countries in 1979, the prospects for the remain-
ing last year of the current five year plans seem favorable. East Euro-
pean countries had dry weather since the beginning of the year, with
extensive areas of below normal precipitation. However, overwinter-
ing grains remain in good condition due to abundant precipitation
early in the winter.1 7 Barring more adverse weather developments in
the next few months, there should be a rebound in agricultural produc-
tion from last year's depressed levels (experienced in all countries ex-
cept Bulgaria. Romania and Yugoslavia). and some hope of at least
approaching the plan targets for 1980.

The official gross agricultural production -plans for 1980 and the
five-year plans for '19780 are quite optimistic. Table 24 summarizes

IT See U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. "News," March 20, 1980, p. S.
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the officially reported gross production results for the past two five-year plan periods and the average growth rate targets for the 1976-80five-year plan as well as planned and actual growth for 1979 and plansfor 1980.
Czechoslovakia and Hungary overfulfilled their 1971-75 productionplans, but all the other countries including the Soviet Union failed toreach their planned targets. Eastern Europe as a whole reported a 3.1percent average annual rate of growth in gross agricultural produc-tion which fell short of the 3.54.0 percent planned.

TABLE 24.-RATES OF GROWTH OF GROSS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, PLANNED AND ACTUAL 1976-80, ASOFFICIALLY REPORTED

[Average annual rates of growth; percetn

19791971-751 1976-0' 1976-792 1980actual planned actual planned actual ' planned
Bulgaria - - 2.2 3.7 2. 3 7.0 7.0 3.7Czechoslovakia- 2.9 2.6-2.8 1.3 3.8 -4.0 7.2
German Democratcrepul 2. 1 '3.0 1.2 ' 1. 3 .9 S. SHungary-..Poland - - 3. 25 3.2-3.4 2.4 3.0-3.5 ° 5.0-5.5Rumani---------------- - 3. 2 3.03...5 .8 3.9-4.8 -1.4 5.8
Romania_ --------------------------- 4.7 6.9-9.0 6.0 5.1-5.6 5.0 4.7-6.0Total, Eastern.Europe.----- 3.1 3.3-3.9 1.9 4.1 .2 5.5U.S.S.R_ --------------- 2.5 3.0 2.3 5.8 -4.0 8.8

I Change In the 5-yr average production from the average of the preceding 5 yr, expressed as annual compound rate.Averae annual cmpound rate between terminal years.
Estimated.
Production and services of the agricultural sector and food Industry combined.

Sources: National plans and plan fulfillment r rts of respective countries published In statistical bulletins of thesecountries; and World Economic Survey, 1978," d IV, "The Centrally Planned Economies," New York, United Nations,179, P. 29.

For 1976-80, the planned growth rates for gross agricultural pro-duction were set at about the same levels as for 1971-75. Bulgaria andHungary set slightly higher goals, and Poland and Romania some-what lower. The planned 1976-80 average annual rate of growth forEastern Europe as a whole is 0.2 percentage points lower than thatplanned for 1971-75, but about 0.5 percentage points higher than the3.1 percent realized in that period.
What are the prospects for the 3.3-3.9 percent planned 1976-80average annual rate of growth of gross agricultural production inEastern Europe? For the first four years of the current five yearplans, all countries have fallen behind the target rates. For the wholeof Eastern Europe, the reported actual average annual rate of in-crease was only 1.9 percent for 1976-79. The targets for 1979 werefulfilled only for Bulgaria and the 4.1 percent planned target forEastern Europe as a whole was transmuted into an actual 0.2 percentincrease. The planned targets for 1980 are again very optimistic, 5.5percent increase over 1979 for the whole region.Success in meeting this goal will depend on two major factors:weather, and continuation of increased supply of resources to agri-culture. The weather cannot be planned, but even if we assume thatit will prove more favorable than the average past experience, in-creased inputs into agriculture will be required to fulfill the currentproduction plans.
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Since the emphasis in the current plans is on increases in livestock
production to meet increasing domestic demand for meat and dairy

products, Eastern Europe confronts an insufficient domestic feed

base that has to be supplemented by sharply increased imports of feed

grains, oilcake meal, and soybeans, and other protein concentrates in

order to fulfill production plans.'8 Eastern Europe in recent years

has become increasingly dependent upon regular imports of feed-

stuffs. The net imports of feed grains rose from 2.1 million metric
tons in 1970-71 to 7.2 million tons in 1976-8, and imports of oilseed

cake, soybeans and soybean meal increased from 3.4 million tons to

6.3 million tons in the same period.'9

Such imports must be increased if the livestock production plans are

to be met. Since most of the suppliers of these feeds are hard currency

countries (United States, Canada, Australia, and South America),

Eastern Europe is facing difficult choices in allocating their limited

hard currency flows to finance increasing feed imports. The East Euro-

pean countries have steadily and increasingly relied upon imports of

feed grain, oil cake, soybeans, soybean meal, feed concentrates, vitamin

supplements, and breeding stock from North America, Australia, Latin

America, and other countries. Given East European expectations for

an increased supply of meat, this trend is expected to continue.
An important requirement for improved performance of agriculture

is the continuing provision of a variety of production incentives to

farmers, but on a larger scale than in the past. Finally, the cost and

availability of energy supplies will be an important factor determin-

ing progress in agricultural production. Since petroleum prices prob-

ably will continue to increase and its availability will become more re-

stricted, downward adjustments in planned rates of growth of

agricultural production would become necessary. Reduced availability
of energy supplies would adversely effect progress in advancing the

levels of output and consumption of quality protein foods in East-

ern Europe in the 1980's.
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APPENIX A

NOTES AND SOURCES TO TABLES 1 TO 24

1965-79

All quantity series and national prices needed for the construction of tables

1 to 24 were taken from publications published by the Research Project on

National Income in East Central Europe, Columbia University, Riverside Re-

search Institute (RRI), and L.W. International Financial Research (L.W.I.F.R.),

as follows: -
Bulgaria.-Gregor Lazarcik and Wassyl Znayenko; "Bulgarian Agricultural

Production, Output, Expenses, Gross and Net Product, and Productivity, 1939

and 1948-1967," OP-32, RRI, 1970.
Gregor Lazarcik, "Bulgarian Agricultural Production, Output, Expenses,

Gross and Net Product, and Productivity at 1968 Prices, 1939, and 1948-1970,"

OP-39, 1973 (updated to 1979). RRI and L.W.I.F.R., New York.

Czechoslovakia.-Gregor Lazarcik, "Production and Productivity in Czecho-

slovak Agriculture, 1934-38 and 1946-1967." Ph.D. dissertation (updated to 1979).

Columbia University, New York.
Gregor Lazarcik, "Comparison of Czechoslovak Agricultural and Nonagri-

cultural Incomes in Current and Real Terms, 1937 and 1948-1965." OP-20,

1968. Columbia University, New York.
East Germany.-Gregor Lazarcik, "East German Agricultural Production,

Expenses, Gross and Net Product, and Productivity, 1934-38 and 1950-1970."

OP-36, 1972 (updated to 1979). RRI, New York.
Hungary.-Laszlo Czirjak, "Hungarian Agricultural Production and Value

Added, 1934-38 and 1946-1965," OP-14, 1967 (updated to 1979). Columbia

University, New York.
Laszlo Czirjak and Paul Marer, "Comparison of Agricultural and Non-agri-

cultural Incomes in Current and Real Terms, 1938 and 1949-70." OP-21, 1973.

RRI and L.W.I.F.R., New York.
Poland.-Andrzej Korbonski and Gregor Lazarcik, "Polish Agricultural Pro-

duction, Output, Expenses, Gross and Net Product, and Productivity, 1934-38,

1937 and 1946-1970," OP-37, 1972 (updated to 1979). RRI, New York.

Romania.-Gregor Lazarcik and George Pall, "Romania: Agricultural Pro-

duction, Output, Expenses, Gross and Net Product, and Productivity, 1938 and

1948-1971," OP-38, 19i3 (updated to 1979). RRI and L.W.I.F.R., New York

Yugoslavia.-Joseph Bombelles, "Yugoslav Agricultural Production and Pro-

ductivity, Prewar and 1948-1967," OP-31, 1970 (updated to 1979). RRI, New

York.
Countries of Eastern Europe.-Thad P. Alton, Elizabeth M. Bass, Gregor

Lazarcik, and Wassyl Znayenko. "Agricultural Output, Expenses, Gross Prod-

uct, Depreciation, and Net Product in Eastern Europe, Prewar and 1950-1978,"

OP-56, 1979 (updated to 1979). L.W.I.F.R., New York.

U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.-United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization.

"Production Yearbook, 1978." Rome, 1979.

Note for 1979

Our indexes for 1978 (weighted by wheat-based price relatives for 1961-65)

were extended to 1979 by means of crop output indexes, animal products output

indexes and agricultural production indexes for individual countries calcu-

lated from plan fulfillment reports of respective countries for 1979 published in

January and February 1980 issues for Bulgaria: "Rabotnichesko delo," Sofia,

daily; for Czechoslovakia: "Rude pravo," Prague, daily, and "Hospodarske

noviny," Prague, weekly; for East Germany: "Neues Deutschland," Berlin,

daily, and "Die Wirtschaft," Berlin, weekly; for Hungary: "Nepszabadsag,"

Budapest, daily, and "Magyar Nemzet," Budapest, daily; for Poland: "Trybuna

ludu," Warsaw, daily, and "Zycie gospodarcze," Warsaw, weekly; for Romania:

"Elore," Bucharest, daily, and "Scinteia," Bucharest, daily; for Yugoslavia:

"Borba," Belgrade, daily; for U.S.A.: "Survey of Current Business," 1980, No. 1;

for U.S.S.R.: "Pravda," Moscow," daily.
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APPENDix B

Mz'THODOLOWIAL NoTEs
The definition of agriculture as an economic sector and the concepts anddefinitions of output and input measures used in this study have been set forthin detail in an earlier study of East European agriculture presented to the JointEconomic Committee of the U.S. Congress in 1970. (See Gregor Lazarcik, "Com-pendium 1970," pp. 467-472.) Perhaps only a very brief summary of the methodol-ogy used here may be in order for the benefit of the reader.
Forestry, fishing and hunting are not included in agriculture, while for somecountries U.N. statistics include forestry with agriculture. The coverage of ourdata ranges from 95 percent to almost 100 percent of agricultural output, depend-ing on the country. Our measures of output and inputs are based on physicalquantity series consisting of from 70 to over 100 individual products for eachcountry. Since the official output and input measures sometimes differ fromthose used by international organizations, or are not published, an independent,uniform calculation of all important measures was made by the Research Projecton National Income in East Central Europe in New York in accordance withstandard international definitions. These measures are presented in this study.Pricing 8s8tem.-The best available uniform price weights to facilitate inter-national comparisons of East European countries are the calculated wheat-basedprice relatives for Eastern Europe and the USSR for 1961-65 devised by theFood and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations for the calculation ofregional and world agricultural production. These Eastern European price-weights were used in this study for the aggregation of agricultural output. Theseprice relatives for agricultural products are the arithmetic averages of all thenational wheat-based price relatives weighted by the respective country's pro-duction of the farm products concerned. The national wheat-based price relativeconsists of the national producer price of the product expressed as a percentageof the national producer price of an equal weight of wheat. For most productsthe prices are weighted averages of producer prices for the 1961-65 period. (SeeU.N. Food and Agriculture Organization, "Production Yearbook 1975," vol. 29,Rome. 1976, pp. 469-471). Most recently the indices for regions are obtained byFAO by summing the country aggregates into US dollars by means of the ex-change rates of national currencies for US dollars; for East European countriesand the U.S.S.R., the non-commercial, tourist, and other rates were used for thispurpose (FAO, "Production Yearbook 1978," Vol. 32, Rome, 1979, p. 5).Other measures (i.e., operating expenses, gross product, depreciation, and netproduct of agriculture) were derived from output (calculated in wheat-basedprice relatives for 1961-65) on the basis of percentage relationships of thesemeasures for each country and each year calculated in each country's constantprices paid to or by producers for their products or production inputs. (Thenational price weights used were as follows: Bulgaria, 1968 leva; Czechoslovakia,1970 crowns; East Germany, 1975 marks; Hungary, 1970 forints: Poland, 1970zlotys; Romania, 1970 lei; and Yugoslavia, 1972 dinars.) This system of valua-tion takes into account the differences in relative scarcities in each country, andat the same time it permits international comparisons In terms of uniform wheat-based price relatives for all countries.

The index numbers of various output and input measures are computed by amodified Laspeyre's formula (the formula is

XPAQ.
ZPkQk'

where Pk represent the selected constant prices, Qk the quantities of the baseyear, and Q, the quantities of the given year) using the FAO Eastern Europeanwheat-based price relatives as weights. The time comparison base period chosenin this study is the year 1965.
Agricultural output.-In this study agricultural output is defined as end-useoutput from agriculture available for human consumption and industrial use,plus changes in livestock, and farm investment in kind by farmers' own efforts.The same concepts are used by the U.N. economic organs to calculate agricultural
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output in Western Europe and by the OECD member countries. In this study the

output of agriculture is calculated by subtracting from gross crop and animal

production all intermediate products utilized on farms in further production.

The physical quantities of output are then aggregated by the FAO wheat-based
weights. (The weights are given with some adjustments in G. Lazarcik, "Com-

pendium 1974," pp. 388-389.)
Empense8 and depreciation.-Current operating expenses are defined here as

the total quantity of all goods and services bought by the agricultural sector

from all non-agricultural sectors and from abroad and used up in the production
of agricultural output. Depreciation is here defined and calculated as the current

charge to take account of wear, tear and obsolescence of capital goods serving

agriculture. (See U.N. Economic Commission for Europe, "Agricultural Sector
Accounts and Tables, A Handbook of Definitions and Methods," Geneva, 1956, p.

10, and Organization for European Economic Cooperation, "The Measurement
of Agricultural Production and Food Consumption," Paris, 1955, p. 15.)

Gross product and net product.-The gross product of agriculture is the gross

value added by productive activity within the agricultural sector. It is the con-

tribution of the agricultural sector to gross national product (GNP). In this

study it is obtained from agricultural output by subtracting current operating

expenses. The net product of agriculture is the gross product minus depreciation.
It is the contribution of the agricultural sector to the net national product (NNP)

or net value added by the agricultural sector. For the years after 1970, the

expenses, gross and net product were calculated by a short cut method described
in detail in OP-48 (pp. 74-93 and OP-56, notes to tables 1 to 7.
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I. OVERVIEw

U.S. trade with the countries of Eastern Europe 1 showed an im-pressive rate of growth during the early part of the 1970 but in the past5 years has slowed to a much more modest pace. Even though the dol-lar value of total U.S. trade turnover with Eastern Europe has risenfrom around $500 million in 1972 to over $3 billion in 1979, the U.S.share of total Industrialized West trade with Eastern Europe remainssmall, and currently lies around 5 percent. Several factors account forthis. On the economic side, the small share of U.S. trade with EasternEurope has reflected not only these countries' traditionally establishedtrade patterns with Western Europe and-with other CMEA members
flureau of East-West Trade, Department of Commerce.X For purposes of this paper, Eastern Europe refers to Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, theGerman Democratic Repuduic (GDR). Hungary, Poland, and Romania, all of which aremembers of the Council of 'Mutual Economic Assistance (abbreviated CMEA, CEMA orComecon).
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and the historically self-sufficient character of the American economy,
but also the Eastern Europeans' difficulties with increasing hard cur-
rency-earning exports to the West and these countries' growing con-
cern with restricting imports from, and indebtedness to, the West.
Section II of this paper addresses some of these factors, insofar as
they relate to U.S. trade with Eastern Europe.

Beyond these elements, the low level of United States-East European
trade has been the result of our political relationship with these coun-
tries. Section III deals with the development of U.S. legislation gov-
erning trade relations with Eastern Europe. The most important legis-
lation in this regard is that relating to export control and to the grant-
ing or withholding of trade benefits, including Most-Favored-Nation
tariff treatement, Export-Import Bank and Commodity Credit Cor-
poration credits. Issues arising in the context of this legislation are
addressed in Section V, while Section IV presents an overview of facil-
itative institutions and mechanisms that have accompanied the gradual
evolution of U.S. commercial policy towards the region. 0

II. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN U.S. TRADE Wrrn EASTERN EUaROPE

From 1977 to 1979, U.S. trade with Eastern Europe continued the
expansion that characterized earlier years of the decade. Total trade
turnover with these countries nearly doubled between 1977 and 1979,
increasing from $1.6 billion to over $3 billion (see Tables la and lb).
Most of this increase was due to larger shipments of U.S. agricultural
products to Eastern Europe that more than tripled during this period,
principally because of poor harvests in many of the- East European
countries in 1979. As a result, the share of agricultural products in
total trade turnover increased from about 60 percent in 1977 to almost
80 percent in 1979.

U.S. exports of manufactured products demonstrated mixed per-
formance from 1977 to 1979 but did not match the rapid rate of in-
crease experienced in earlier years of the 1970s. Region-wide growth
in these exports showed a modest increase from 1977 to 1978 (from
$267 million to $353 million, Table la), but then declined to $323
million in 1979. U.S. imports of Eastern European manufactured
goods increased by almost 60 percent from 1977 to 1978 but slowed
to a 4 percent increase from 1978 to 1979 (Table lb).

As has been the case since the early 1970s, agricultural'products
continue to dominate U.S. trade with Eastern Europe. However, the
climate within which U.S. trade with these coumtries'is conducted
has improved in recent years, broadening possibilities for firms on
both sides to cooperate in non-agricultural areas. For example, the
1978 Trade Agreement' concluded between the United States and
Hungary provided for reciprocal extension of Most-Favored-Nation
tariff treatment, which has facilitated a number of cooperation agree-
ments between United States and Hungarian firms. The effects of
industrial cooperation agreements in the field of transport, for in-
stance, began to appear in 1979 United States-Hungarian trade sta-
tistics, which showed that U.S. imports of tractor and motor vehicle
parts increased from about $6 million in 1978 to $26 million in 1979.
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Although commercial relations between the United States and East-ern Europe have improved and the East Europeans continue to showan interest in pursuing contracts and agreements with firms in theUnited States, economic developments in these countries in recentyears have complicated the bilateral trade picture. East Europeaninability to increase hard currency-earning exports to the Westerncountries to pay for imports of technology, manufactures, and agri-
cultural products has resulted in a hard currency debt estimated atyear-end 1979 to be $54 billion.2 To reduce this debt, most of thecountries are now limiting their imports from Western countries. Asa result, U.S. exports to these countries, especially of nonagriculturalproducts, have showed slower growth since 1977, and for some coun-tries (notably Poland) have even fallen.

While the East European countries can gain some short-run reliefby reducing hard-currency imports, the reasons which persuaded themto seek Western goods and advanced Western technology in the firstplace-the need for intensive economic development, increased effici-ency, and to supplement agricultural shortfalls-remain as, if notmore, compelling. However, while unsatisfied needs for equipment,technology and grain remain large and enhance prospects for mod-erate increases in U.S.* exports, needs are not the sole determinantsof trade. In the long run continued growth of United States-EastEuropean trade will depend on the ability of these countries to expandtheir hard currency-earning exports to the United States and otherWestern countries, rather than on continued increase in the debt thatcontributed to much of the growth in East European imports in the1970s.
This situation poses a dilemma for the United States' East Europeantrading partners, for while the need to expand exports to the UnitedStates clearly exists, East European efforts to do so have met with onlymodest success. Even though many of these countries have emphasizedincreasing exports of manufacturers, earnings from these have beenheld back by traditional problems of quality and servicing. Thosemanufactures which have proven acceptable in the U.S. market, espe-cially footwear and clothing, have been increasingly susceptible toU.S. import protectionist measures. This also has been true of EasternEuropean exports of semi-processed goods, such as chemicals, ironand steel products, and textiles, which many East European countrieshave emphasized in their economic plans of the past five years.In addition to these factors, restrictions placed on U.S. commercialrelations with Eastern Europe by U.S. legislation have influenced bi-lateral trade levels. This legislation is addressed in the followingsection and in Section V.

III. TRADE AND THE U.S. POLITICAL RELATIONSHIP WITH EASTERN
EUROPE

Increased trade is generally argued to encourage more amicableand stable relations among nations, and.U.S. economic relations with
2 For a comprehensive review of the Eastern EMronean hard currency debt. see JoanParpart Zoeter, "East Europe: the Growing Hard Currency Debt,". which appears in this
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the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe specifically have been assumed
to be an effective lever to further U.S. national interests. Changes in

U.S. foreign economic policy toward Eastern Europe traditionally
have been used for a number of political ends deemed consistent with

U.S. foreign policy. Specifically, U.S. Eastern European policy has
attempted to encourage the moderation and reform of the East Euro-
pean regimes' domestic policies as well as to encourage polycentrism
in the Communist World, including improved bilateral relations of the

individual Communist countries with the United States and modera-
tion in their foreign policy to the West as a whole.'

Traditionally underlying the specific applications of economic lev-
erage has been the general attitude that the Communist countries have
posed a political and military threat to the United States and should

be denied any assistance in development of capabilities which might
endanger broadly-defined U.S. security. As a reflection of this atti-

tude, in the 1950s and 1960s restrictive trade legislation was enacted

that denied Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) tariff! treatment. The Jack-

son-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act of 1974 illustrates the per-

sistence of this attitude today.4 However, even before the advent of

East-West detente in the early 1970s, U.S. policymakers recognized
the individuality of certain East European countries in their approach
to domestic and foreign policy, and U.S. policies were modified ac-

cordingly. Thus, in 1957 a more liberal export licensing policy was in-

troduced for Poland in response to acceptable internal and external
policy changes by the Polish government, and MFN treatment was
restored to Poland in 1960.

Differentiation in U.S. commercial policy later (1975) was applied
to Romania and, more recently (1978), to Hungary under the terms of

the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act of 1974. The U.S.
approach normally has been a restrictive one with relaxation as re-

ward for specific East European policy changes. The postwar history

of United States-East European commercial relations has been char-

acterized by U.S. efforts to expand and improve bilateral political and

economic relations with Eastern Europe. This has taken place within
the overall framework of foreign policy objectives that attempt to

promote acceptable East European policies at home and abroad. This

has been done, on the one hand, by loosening restrictions on trade with

countries such as Poland, Romania, and Hungary, whose domestic
policies are relatively liberal or whose foreign policy demonstrates
varying degrees of independence from the Soviet Union, and by main-
taining a restrictive stance as regards the more internally repressive

regimes of Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and the German Democratic Re-

public, who closely follow the Soviet line on foreign affairs.

U.S. Legislation and Trade Relations

Legislation affecting U.S. commercial relations with Eastern Eu-

rope over the years has reflected this ambivalence. The major legis-

'John P. Hlardt. "United States-Soviet Trade Policy," In Issues in East-West Com-

mereal Relations. Joint Economic Committee Print, January 12, 1979.

'The Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act of 1974 (19 USC 24321 links free-

dom of emigration in nonmarket economy countries to these countries' ellgibility for MFN

treatment, programs of credits, credit and investment guarantees, or commercial

agreements.
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lation that has influenced U.S. commercial policy toward EasternEurope has been export control legislation and legislation grantingor withholding trade benefits (MFN tariff treatment, Export-Import
Bank and Commodity Credit Corporation credits). The continueddenial of MFN and the restrictions on government-supported creditshave affected those nonmarket economy countries unwilling to complywith the provisions of the Trade Act of 1974.

The administration of controls on U.S. exports to Communist coun-tries with potential military applications has been a subject of majorlegislation since the late 1940s, when the Export Control Act waspassed.5 Legislation in this area has been characterized by steadyliberalization, beginning in the 1960s and embodied in legislation
such as the Export Administration Acts of 1969,6 1974, 1977, and 1979.As part of the U.S. response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
President Carter in January 1980 announced his intention to imposenew restrictions on U.S. exports to the Soviet Union of agricultural
commodities and of high technology and other strategic items.

At the time of this writing, these restrictions have been directedonly at the Soviet Union, not at the countries of Eastern Europe.
While a certain risk of diversion to the Soviet Union is entailed incontinuing to license exports of some high-technology products toEastern Europe, the U.S. Government is monitoring carefully thoseexports. If such diversion occurs, U.S. policy towards Eastern Europewill undergo review.

IV. MECHANISMS AND INSTITUTIONS FoR BUSINESS FACILITATION

The overall improvement in political relations between the UnitedStates and the countries of Eastern Europe has given rise to a networkof institutions and mechanisms designed to promote business contactsand to facilitate trade and economic relations between both sides. In theprivate sector, bilateral trade and economic councils have been set upbetween the United States and all six Eastern European countries.
On the government-to-government level, these institutions include thethree Joint Commercial Commissions which the United States hasestablished with Poland, Romania, and Hungary. In addition, the U.S.Government has taken various initiatives to support increased eco-nomic and commercial contacts, has organized numerous trade promo-tion programs to facilitate business ties, and has attempted to maintainthe least restrictive conditions possible for East European businessmen
operating within the United States. Details of these various initiativesare outlined below.

Commercial COMrMiei8o8n

The United States has established Commercial Commissions withthree Eastern European governments. The Joint Commissions withPoland and Romania were established as a result of summit meetingswith the respective leaders in the early 1970s and were viewed as a way
5The Export Control Act of 1949 (50 USC App 2101 et. seq.) enabled the President tocontrol strategic trade with Eastern Europe as well as other communist areas, and wasInstrumental in the establishment of COCOM (the International Coordinating Committeeon Export Controls).
850 USC App 2401 et. seq.
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of expanding trade by creating an institutionalized, governmental
framework for resolving mutual economic problems. The United

States-Hungarian Economic Committee was formed as a result of the

Trade Agreement signed in March of 1978 by the two countries to

meet the same purpose as the other Commissions. The Commissions
essentially set trade goals, facilitate commercial relations and open

significant channels for the expansion of business contacts and indus-

trial cooperation. They are chaired by senior officials on both sides, and

include lower-level working groups operating in specific problem areas.

Each Commission meets annually, alternating between Washington

and the foreign capital, where discussions are held at the cabinet level.
The joint Commissions have been especially active in examining

problems regarding the availability of business facilities and improved

operating conditions in the CMEA nations. They also have been re-

sponsible for improvements in bilateral exchanges of commercial infor-

mation. Foreign trade laws and regulations on both sides have been

studied and explained, as have foreign investment conditions, tariff

structures and. domestic regulations and standards. The Commissions

have, in addition, served as channels for relaying information on spe-

cific trade and investment opportunities. They have also considered

questions of trade agreements, trade targets, trade promotion and in-

dustrial cooperation.

Trade and Economic Councils

In addition to the three joint governmental Commissions, six pri-

vate bilateral trade and economic councils have been established to

assist in. problems of trade development between the United States

and the East European countries. These councils, which on the U.S.

side are made up of leading businessmen, actively seek to improve
commercial relations and contacts between the U.S. business com-

munity and that of the East European countries. They carry out a

broad range of activities to meet these goals, including: annual meet-

ings of all members; smaller meetings and symposia on individual
topics or specific problem areas; guidance and logistical support for

individual businessmen; advice on doing business in each other's

countries; assisting in contracts, negotiations and disputes settlement;
supplying economic data and information on regulations and pro-

cedures; developing lists of common commercial terminology; identi-

fying trade opportunities; researching trade-related issues; partici-

pating in exhibitions and fairs; and liaison services with the respective
governments.

Trade Promotion

Since the signing of the Helsinki Final Act, the U.S. Government
has been carrying out an active program of official trade promotion

events ranging in scope from major commercial exhibitions, technical

sales seminars, to catalogue shows and seminar exhibits.
The U.S. Department of Commerce, since August of 1977, has spon-

sored official American participation in over a dozen commercial ex-

hibitions in every East European country, in cities such as Poznan,
Poland, Plovdiv, Bulgaria, Brno, Czechoslovakia, Leipzig, Bucharest,
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and Budapest. These exhibits brought over 600 U.S. exhibitors toEastern Europe, many of them for the first time. Show themes weretechnical and provided opportunities for new and significant contactsand exchanges of information in their respective areas.Official American commercial events in Eastern Europe have in-cluded the organization of between 5 and 8 technical sales seminars an-nually, covering each country of the region. Here again, the emphasishas been on high-technology products and the promotion of commer-cial and technically oriented contacts between United States and EastEuropean industry officials. Official trade promotion efforts have alsoincluded exhibits of American industrial and scientific catalogues.They were presented as a way of acquainting East European minis-tries, purchasing organizations and enterprises with U.S. products andtechnology.
In addition, the U.S. Government continues to operate a TradeDevelopment Center in Warsaw and Business Facilitation Centersin Bucdapest and in Prague to provide businessmen with on-the-spotinformation and assistance, tecrnical support services, liaison assist-ance with government officials and facilities for staging small salespresentations. U.S. trade promotion events in Eastern Europe wereattended by over 500 American firms annually since 1977.Additionally, as part of its domestic activities, the U.S. Depart-ment of Commerce has organized an Advisory Committee on East-West Trade, composed of leading members of the business and aca-demic communities. It meets quarterly to advise the CommerceDepartment on ways to facilitate the expansion and promotion ofEast-West trade.

V. MAJOR ISSUES IN U.S.-EAST EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL RELATIONS
The fundamentally restrictive basis from which Congressional leg-islation affecting U.S. trade with East Europe has departed has en-gendered the criticism of various East European governments. Thethrust of these criticisms, which have repeatedly been raised duringbilateral and multilateral discussions, is that U.S. trade policies infour specific areas discriminate against the CMEA states, and standas obstacles to the development of trade between the United States andCMEA countries. These four areas are: the denial of Most-Favored-Nation tariff treatment (MFN); the denial of government and gov-ernment-backed credits; export control restrictions; and market dis-ruption and antidumping legislation.7

Mfo8t-Favored-Nation Tariff Treatment
Of the East European CMEA states the United States presentlyextends MFN treatment to Poland, Hungary, and Romania. TheIUnited States does not extend such treatment to Bulgaria, the GermanDemocratic Republic, or Czechoslovakia. Extension of MFN tarifftreatment to these countries must take place within the framework ofthe 1974 Trade Act,8 which provides the legislative authority for the
"Fulfilling Our Promises: The United States and the Helsinki Final Act," a statusreport com ied and edited by the staff of the Commlssion on Security and Cooperationin EuropeSCs1ingone D.C.. Noveber 1979, p. 179.8 19 USC 2101 et. seq.
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anting of Most-Favored-Nation status to nonmarket economies.

Section 402 of the Act I links the extension of MFN tariff treatment to

a country's emigration practices and requires annual Congressional re-

view of those practices. Specifically, the Act allows the President to

waive the Act's prohibitions against extending MFN treatment and

to enter into a trade agreement with a nonmarket economy country

which does not grant its citizens the freedom or opportunity to emi-

grate if he determines that such a waiver will substantially promote

the objectives of free emigration, and if he receives assurances from

the foreign government that its emigration practices will, in the

future, lead substantially to the objectives of freer emigration. The

President's waiver authority must be renewed annually. Further-
more, MFN can be extended only as part of a bilateral trade agree-

ment, which is limited to a three-year, renewable term. Section 405 of

the Act lo outlines certain minimum provisions that must be contained
in a trade agreement.

If these conditions are satisfied and a trade agreement is negotiated
MFN tariff treatment is extended to the other party when approved

by Congress. Poland, which received MFN treatment prior to passage

of the 1974 Trade Act, is not subject to the conditions of the Act.
The United States concluded Trade Agreements with Romania in

1975 and with Hungary in 1978 in accordance with the above require-
ments. Both the Romanian and Hungarian Agreements contain sub-

stantive provisions designed to promote trade and economic coopera-
tion. These include nondiscriminatory trade relations; principles

governing the expansion of trade; facilitation of business contracts;
market disruption safeguards; rights relating to financial transac-

tions; rights relating to patents, trademarks, copyrights, and other in-

dustrial rights and processes; the establishment of government trade

officers; and settlement of commercial disputes.
With respect to Czechoslovakia, the Trade Act contains a separate

provision (Section 408, the Long-Gravel Amendment),"1 which re-

quires that the United States and Czechoslovakia renegotiate the

agreement of July 5, 1974, concerning the settlement of the claims of

U.S. citizens against the Government of Czechoslovakia. The re-

negotiated agreement must be submitted to Congress for approval at

the same time as any proposed trade agreement. The claims agree-

ment has not yet been renegotiated.
The Eastern European countries not now receiving MFN treatment

perceive its denial as discriminatory and in negotiations have declared
their view that this issue must be solved before our bilateral trade can

increase substantially. In addition to the economic obstacles engen-
dered by lack of MFN treatment, a symbolic importance is attached

to extension of this trading privilege: receipt of MFN treatement is

viewed as recognition of the legitimacy of the trading relationship and
as the cornerstone of normalized commercial relations. Furthermore,
Romania and Hungary, countries now receiving MFN treatment, have

indicated their desire to see the waiver period extended beyond one

year, claiming that the annual review provisions inhibit negotiation

D 19 USC 2432.
" 19 USC 2435.
1119 USC 2438.



of long-term business contracts. However, little evidence exists thatthis in fact is the case.
Those in the United States who favor granting MFN tariff treat-ment to the East European countries not now receiving it cite the sub-stantial increase in the level of bilateral trade which granting thisprivilege would generate. An econometric study completed some yearsago in the Department of Commerce indicated that 1976 U.S. importsfrom Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and the GDR would have increased41, 169, and 250 percent, respectively, had these countries been re-ceiving MFN treatment during that year.12.The implication is that, with enlarged hard-currency earnings fromincreased exports to the U.S., and lower tariffs on U.S. products, thesecountries would greatly expand their imports from the United States.Supporters of MFN tariff treatment also cite the discouraging effectthat its lack is likely to have on United States firms' participation injoint ventures with these countries.

As a consequence of such arguments, there have been some sug-gestions that the United States should reevaluate Trade Act legis-lation linking MFN and credits to human rights. While there maybe some support for eliminating such linkage, current Congressionalinterest seems to focus more on modifications of the waiver provi-sions to give the President greater discretionary power in their appli-cation. This interest is reflected in bills introduced in 1979 by Repre-sentative AuCoin (H.R. 1835) and Senator Stevenson (S. 339) thatwould amend the Trade Act of 1974 by removing the requirementthat the President receive assurances from a Communist governmentthat its emigration practices will lead substantially to freer emigrationof its citizens before using the waiver authority and extending thewaiver authority period from one to 5 years.A second bill introduced by Representative AuCoin (H.R. 1908)would provide, in addition to the provisions of the AuCoin-Steven-son bill, a five-year perjod for Presidential authority to extend thewaiver, except for the period of the initial grant, which would remainone year. The bills are still pending before Congress.

Credit8
Countries have access to U.S. commercial -banks and financial in-stitutions in order to arrange export financing. Restrictions on borrow-ing in the United States are contained in the Johnson Debt DefaultAct of 1934, which prohibits private persons from conducting certainfinancial transactions with foreign governments which are in defaulton their obligations to the U.S. Government."3 For purposes of theAct, Romania, Hungary, and Bulgaria are not in default of such obli-gations and are not affected by the Act. However, Poland and Czech-oslovakia are potentially affected. The applicability of the Act withregard to the GDR is subject to legal interpretation. Nevertheless,

"Helen Raffel, Marc Rubin and Robert Teal, "The MFN Impact on U.S. Imports fromEastern Europe, in East European Economies Post-Helsinki, Joint Economic Committee" The prohibited transactions include the making of loans to and the purchase or saleof bondss c uri tes , or O ther obligations of, a foreign government which Is within the
stattor caegoy. he poviion oftheAct apply to all countries, not solely the Corn-
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exceptions to the Act and interpretations by the Attorney General

have so narrowed the scope of the Act that a significant amount of

financing directly from private U.S. sources is still possible even to

those countries directly affected.
Unlike commercial banking credits, the extension of U.S. Govern-

ment credits is governed by specific provisions of U.S. law. Section

402 of the Trade Act prohibits the extension of government or

government-backed credits to non-market economy countries, other

than Poland (and Yugoslavia) unless the President makes a deter-

mination to waive these countries' emigration requirements as stipu-

lated in the Act. Such a determination has been made in the case of

Romania and Hungary, thereby making them eligible for U.S.

government-supported credits during the period for which the waiver

extension applies. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as

amended,'4 also contains certain provisions governing the extension

of financial support by the Bank. Such support may not be granted

to Communist countries unless the President determines that- it would

be in the national interest to do so. These determinations have been

made for all CMEA countries that are otherwise eligible for bank

financing (i.e., Poland, Hungary, and Romania). In addition, the Act

requires a separate national interest determination by the President

for any transaction with a Communist country in excess of $50 million.

*Lack of access to official U.S. Government-supported credits, guar-

antees, and insurance is an important issue to the three East European

countries not now receiving them, not only because such support

would help in financing U.S. exports to these countries, but also be-

cause they view denial as discriminatory. Furthermore, it is argued

that extending eligibility for government support to these countries

could have the indirect effect of encouraging U.S. commercial banks

to increase lending to them.
For a country such as Bulgaria, which currently is the smallest

trading partner of the United States among all the East European

CMEA countries, U.S. Government-supported. financing potentially

could have an impact on bilateral trade with the United States.

Bulgaria has an interest in expanding its imports of technology from'

the United States, but with an estimated year-end 1979 hard currency

debt of $4.5 million it must face the choices of either limiting imports

from the West. or finding alternative financing and cooperation ar-

rangements. Official U.S. 'Government credits potentially could fill

part of the financing gap. While trade with the United States would

he likely to increase were Bulgaria to become eligible for official credits,

such an increase is likely to'remain small, given the apparently low

priority which the Bulgarians accord the United States and the exist-

ing nature of our bilateral trade, which is mostly concentrated in

agricultural products. The benefits of increased trade between the

United States and the more highly industrialized countries of

Czechoslovakia and the GDR that would accrue to both sides were

these countries made eligible for U.S. Government financing support

are likely to be greater, since potentially more room exists for sus-

taining a more viable, diversified trading relationship.

"12 USC 82. 635 to 635g.



The Stevenson and AuCoin bills mentioned above also wouldliberalize the extension of loans to East European countries currentlyeligible to receive Eximbank credits by raising the ceiling for loansrequiring a Presidential determination of national interest from $50million to $100 million. In addition, they would replace the current$300 million ceiling on Eximbank of trade with the Soviet Union witha $2 billion ceiling for any Communist country. Such measures couldbenefit Hungary, Romania, and Poland by facilitating U.S. officiallending to these countries, but eligibility for the other three CMEAnations is unlikely to be established in the foreseeable future.

Export Controls

The United States, like all countries with an inherent interest inpromoting exports, must consistently strive to maintain a balance be-tween the need to increase exports generally and to control those ex-ports which might be detrimental to national security or foreign policyinterests. The two concerns are often contradictory, and both the leg-islative and executive branch of the U.S. Government strive period-ically to review and revise the laws and procedures governing U.S.export controls to ensure that they best meet the requirements of boththese interests.
Congress has attempted, in its periodic reviews of the Export Ad-ministration Act, to improve the procedures involved in U.S. exportlicense processing by clarifying and limiting specific licensing criteria,by reducing licensing delays and by minimizing unilateral 'U.S. con-trols. The Export Administration Act of 1979 15 comprises the firstmajor reform of export control legislation in the past decade by at-tempting to liberalize controls in several ways: providing for cleardistinction between foreign policy and national security controls; re-ducing the number of categories requiring validated licenses by en-couraging the periodic removal of goods as they become obsolete andby allowing application for multiple exports; setting time limits on anagency's decisions, and by requiring greater consideration of foreignavailability.

Market Disruption and Other Safeguards
The United States maintains laws to safeguard against market dis-ruption, dumping, and foreign subsidies. Four basic legal provisionsgovern the investigation of market disruption, injury, or unfair tradepractices complaints against imports from nonmarket economies: TitleI of the Trade Agreements Act of 1976,16 which replaces the Anti-dumping Act of 1921; the market disruption provisions and the es-cape clause provisions of the 1974 Trade Act; and the -countervailingduty provisions of the 1930 Tariff Act.!' Of these, the market disrup-tion provisions of the Trade Act and the antidumping provisions ofthe Trade Agreements Act apply specifically to imports from cen-trally-planned economy countries. The justification for this is based onthe need to protect against the presumed superior ability of the cen-

is 50 USC App 2401 et. seq.19 USC 1673.
1119 USC 1303.
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trally-planned economy to direct and control its trade, to price its ex-
ports without regard to producion costs, and to act without regard to
the market forces that constrain the behavior of other world traders."'

The antidumping provisions of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979
are intended to counter unfair foreign competition created by price
discrimination. Whenever the Secretary of Commerce I determines
that a class or kind of foreign merchandise is being imported into the
United States at less than fair value, thereby injuring, threatening
injury to, or preventing the establishment of, an industry in the United
States, a special dumping duty, equal to the amount by which the
foreign market value of the imported merchandise exceeds its United
States price is levied and paid on all such imported merchandise. This
is applicable to all countries.

Section 773(c) contains special provisions that govern the deter-
mination of the foreign market value of merchandise exported from
State-controlled economies. These provisions stipulate that the foreign
market value of such merchandise will be made on the basis of the
normal cost, expense, and profit as reflected by either (1) prices at
which such or similar merchandise of a non-state-controlled economy
country or countries is sold either for home consumption to other
countries; or (2) the constructed value of such or similar merchandise
in a non-state-controlled economy country or countries. Determination
of the constructed value of imported merchandise is governed by Sec-
tion 773(c) (1) of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979.

Following determination by the Secretary of Commerce that sales
at less than fair value exist, the case is forwarded to the U.S. Inter-
national Trade Commission (USITC) for a determination of
whether the imports at less than fair value are injuring a U.S. indus-
try. An affirmative determination of injury by the USITC is followed
by a formal dumping finding, after which all imports covered by the
finding are subject to the assessment of duties to offset any dumping
margins that exist on each entry of the merchandise following the date
at which appraisal was withheld.

In only five instances since 1970 has an East European import been
found to be sold in the United States at less than fair value, resulting
in the forwarding of the case to the United States International Trade
Commission for an injury determination. In only one of these cases
has the USITC investigation resulted in a determination of injury
to U.S. industry: that of golf cars from Poland. As a result of that
determination special dumping duties were imposed by the Treasury
Department. However, on May 20, 1980, the USITC removed the
finding of dumping following a reinvestigation of the case.

In antidumping cases involving imports of cast iron soil pipe fit-
tings from Poland in 1972, Romanian clear sheet glass in 1977, Hun-
garian incandescant light bulbs in 1978, and Polish carbon steel plate
in 1979, no finding of injury was made.

The market disruption provisions of the Trade Act give the Presi-
dent authority to restrict imports from nonmarket economy countries

is Karen Taylor and Deborah Lamb, "Communist Exports to the West in Import Sen-

sitive Sectors." in Issues In East-West Commercial Relations. January 12. 1979. p. 127.
Anexecutive order signed by President Carter on January 2, 1980, implementing a

reorganization of the trade functions of the U.S. Government vested in the Denartment
of Commerce new responsibilities In administering antidumping and countervailing duty

statutes. These responsibilities formerly where held by the Treasury Department.
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if such imports cause or threaten to cause material injury to the UnitedStates domestic industry. Since the Trade Act was enacted in January1975, only one investigation with respect to an East European im-port-that of clothespins from Romania and Poland-has been con-ducted, but no finding of market disruption was made by the ITC.Criticisms levied against United States antidumping laws and mar-ket disruption provisions, as they are applied to nonmarket economies,are based on the fact that they do create some difficulties for CMEAstates attempting to increase their exports to the U.S. Under U.S.procedures, however, no imports from CMEA states have yet beenlimited under the Trade Act's market disruption provisions and inonly one case have duties been assessed under U.S. anti-dumping laws.The conclusion can thus be drawn that, while from time to time spe-cific sectors or specific products might prove troublesome, exportsfrom the East European countries have not proved overly disruptive.Whether this conclusion from past studies will prevail in the futureis subject to conjecture. Generally, CMEA export composition doesnot reveal a pattern of concentration on sensitive sectors that differsnotably from world export patterns. Like other countries in the worldcertain individual East European countries have received access to theU.S. market in a few product areas which are sensitive-principally,textiles, clothing, steel, and footwear. Though their share of total U.S.imports in those sectors remains small, in some sectors this share isrising and those countries may meet with increasing import restric-tions.
Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 ("escape clause") provides ameans whereby relief may be sought for the purposes of facilitatingorderly adjustment to import competition. When petitioned, or on itsown initiative, the International Trade Commission is required todetermine whether an article is being imported into the United Statesin such increased quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious in-jury, or threat thereof, to the domestic industry producing an articlesimilar to or directly competitive with the imported article. This pro-vision closely parallels the market disruption provisions of the TradeAct of 1974, except that it applies to imports from all countries. Todate, no actions have been taken against imports from the EasternEuropean CMEA countries under these provisions.Pursuant to Section 701 of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 20 theInternational Trade Commission determines with respect to any duty-free article on which the Secretary of Commerce has determined that asubsidy is being paid, whether an industry in the United States isbeing or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being established,by reason of importation of such article. If an affirmative determina-tion is made, duties in the amount of the net subsidy are assessed andcollected except where the Secretary of Commerce determines thatadequate steps have been taken to reduce or eliminate the adverseeffect of the subsidy, or that imposition of an additional duty wouldnot be in the national interest of the United States. There have beenno countervailing duty investigations with respect to any of the East-ern European CMEA countries.

20 19 USC 1671.

70-528 0 - 81 - 42
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The issues discussed above constitute one set of factors influencing

trade between the United States and the countries of Eastern Europe.

Generally, these factors are viewed by the East Europeans as inhibit-

ing the development of bilateral trade with the United States. These

concerns may be valid, especially when one considers the expansion of

bilateral trade that has taken place since commercial relations have

been broadened between the United States and Poland, Romania, and

Hungary. However, favorable bilateral institutional and legislative

arrangements are not the only determinants of expanded trade with

these countries. In the present decade international economic develop-

ment and economic trends within the Eastern European countries will

continue to play a role in influencing trade with the United States

as well.



TABLE IA.-UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL AND NONAGRICULTURAL TRADE WITH EASTERN EUROPE, THE SOVIET UNION, AND CHINA, 1972 AND 1975-79
[U.S. dollars by countryl

Country 
1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Bulgaria --------------------------------------------------------------- 
- 1, 566,236 19,610,362 31, 558, 209 2, 430, 033 39, 893,171 41, 019, 381

German Democratic -Republc39, 
412 054 35,189,485 123,698,835 54, 487, 431 77,110,810 247, 998,734

HuGarman ------------------- 
11,631,383 10, 556, 031 58, 273, 277 31,196,631 153,960,199 321, 818, 044

Hungary 
10,453,499 40,463302 22 4418607 33 88974 52,676,231 24,1466, 270

Poland-10,453,499 
40~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6,463,3202 412290 4

Polad 479,864,974 367,813 420 481 272, 90 293 005, 348 503, 476, 918 651 370,650
Tota l ___ Es44, 

822, 880 101,053,421 171, 584, 447 118, 301,976 148, 543, 037 336 514, 989Total to Eastern Europ t s -187, 751, 026 574, 686,021 888,829,284 533, 311, 170 975, 660, 366 1,623,188, 068
Au percent of total exports to Eastern Europet6)(1 

4) 5)6) 2(9
U.S.S.Rhn -------------------------- 3434S14 1,135,613,59631) 1, 486, 970, 94) 1, 036, 763,S754) 1, 686, 548, 832 2, 854, 896, ($7)Peple's Republic of CblnL-58, 

189,098 79 689, 109 44, 185 63, 981 531 , 6 691 990,58,718Total agricultural exports 
680,284,926 1, 789, 988, 923 2, 375, 844,063 1,634, 056, 675 3, 235, 505, 491 5,468, 243, 253U.S. nonagricultural exports:

Culgaria -1,635, 
808 9, 687,587 11,761, 904 21, 479, 864 8,227,186 15, 205, 568

GermanzDemholocatic Rpli- - 9,469 344 17,710,049 23,767,602 19, 502, 038 28, 237,827 33,130, 718
HunGaryan -----------Repub 

3,155,793 6,622,076 6, 493,398 4, 902, 003 16,160,476 32, 703, 982
Polandar11, 

950, 498 35,588,645 40,518,049 45, 826,976 45, 005, 320 53,122, 014
RolandL 

31, 660, 880 212, 270, 166 139 762, 307 143, 530 580 173 544 853 134 887 291
----------------------------------------------------- 

24, 227,878 88,224,169 77,448 102 141,103,362 168,889,139 163, 949, 185
Total to Eastern Europe _-82,109, 201 370,103, 487 299, 751, 353 376, 344, 821 1, 805, 789 432,998, 750As percent of total exports to Eastern Europ e__ (31 ) 3 348 (5 9) (4821U.S.S.R Ruc C6,n9-- 

697, 081 44 818,963, 17) 586, 719 562%471,823 748,735 878
112,268, 

562, 41 748,2,016, 

093 223,941,804 135 343, 962 107, 336 577 244,944,426 726, 341, 187Total nonagricultural exports -196,385,189 1,661,230,226 1, 254,059,032 1, 070,481,141 1,247,472,030 1, 908, 075, 815Total agricultural and nonagricultural exports .876, 670,115 3,451, 219 649 3,629,903,095 2,704,457,816 4 482 977,529 7,376,319 058
Of which to Eastern Europe -269 851, 227 944, 789508 2,133, 370145 909, 655, 991 1 415 716, 155 2, 056, 186,818



rABLE 1B.-UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL AND NONAGRICULTURAL TRADE WITH EASTERN EUROPE, THE SOVIET UNION, AND CHINA, 1972 AND 1975-79

[U.S. dollars by countryl

Country 
1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Bulgaria ~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~2, 508, 755 19, 513, 0 26, 332, 503 15, 343, 824 16,195, 834 27, 769, 979
Bulgaria ,82,5,755 1,882,134 3,977,943 5,423,004 6,171,831 7, 766, 640

Czechoslovakia Republi-173, 
433 572, 090 905,112 1,703,745 2,721,620 2 226,820

German Dr mocratic Republic 
5,711, 261 13, 639,105 22, 492, 987 26,190, 896 34, 611, 192 35,3948406

Poland-79, 
864, 974-367,-13,420 83---------------------------------- , 367, 813420 481 272 909 293005348 5 918 651, 370 650

Poland ------------------------------------------------------ 44,822, 880 101,053,421 171, 584, 447 118 301976 148,53,037 336,514,89

Total from Eastern Europe134,-187, 
050) 504 473, 170- 706, 565, 885 459, 963,779 711, 720, 417 1,061,592,475

Toasl ecn fInamot from Eastern Europe…----------------'(48) 
(62) (61) (42829) (50),88140 (760

As percent of total Imports from Eastern Europe 3,847, 262 8,403,981 8,8785,656 132800279 12, 642 888 14, 049 076

U.SPSp R epublic -16,981,014 
28, 702, 634 56, 445, 587 67 797 867 84,704,761 87, 993, 479

Total agricultural importa -155, 
015, 326 541, 579, 785 771, 797,128 540, 546, 925 803, 068, 066 1,163, 635, 025 g

U.S. Bnonaagrijcultural imparts: 
28644

BUlg.nonagricultura l impo : 362, 798 704, 071 622, 226 2 607 060 2,896,478 6,932,756

Czechoslovakia--26, 
146 32, 460, 980 32, 397, 575 31, 175, 538 51, 832, 876 3,169 2

Gran eocratic Republic---------------10,162,673-------10, 
677, 483 12, 739, 739 15, 060, 048 32, 563, 135 34, 124, 225

German Democratic Republic -7, 014, 014 21, 012, 826 26, 520, 733 20, 393, 888 33, 852, 189 76, 276, 372

Polgand, -----------------------------
::: 74, 463, 114 123, 070, 300 174, 051, 149 203, 105, 982 283, 664, 754 261, 476, 820

Poland -- 26, 157, 841 120,447,198 182 636, 792 212,678,847 315, 245, 755 295,342,385

Romania-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,35 
72 05 1771 3 2 5 0

Total from Eastern Europe-145, 026, 581 308, 658, 850 453, 319, 93 485, 021, 354 720, 055,170 717, 322, 45300

Toanl fttl ut from Eastern Europe 52)--------------------- (38) (39) (51) (50) (40)

As percent of total Imports from Eastern Europe .S-91,593 3 '82 245, 794,822 21,83198 221, 06 338 527, 47 411 859, 102,882

Peoples Republic of China…15,338,652 129,627,838 145,471,334 134,863,390 239,247,815 504,287,388

Total nonagricultural Imports- 251, 959, 011 684, 031, 500 810, 623, 253 840, 947,134 1, 487, 050, 390 2, 030, 712, 700

Total agricultural and nona gricult ural imps -- ---- 406 974, 337 1, 225, 661, 585 1, 582, 420 381 1,381 494, 05 2 2 118 5 3,224,347, 725

ofw wich from Eastern Europe ------------------- 279 213 630 813,12,020 1, 159, 85 0 4,9,2 ,3,7,50 17894 7



TABLE IC.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH BULGARIA, 1972 AND 1975-79
[Dollar amounts In U.S. dollarsj

.Percent ofSITC 1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 total 1979
United Stales domestic exports to Bulgaria:

I

---. mI...;^~*SfAWY.
Cereals and prep of cereal, flour, etc ---------------------

1 , 595 174,757 22,764 9,141,758 16. 3
Cerels and prsepaofpereal --lour,---e------04 … …---- 14, 779, 595 28,455,241 1, 374, 896 25, 010,140 5,515,3539.

Agaerkl narticles and prdc ts ni~;::s::p ::: -- 2~~~579 ---------- 1413°'832 07 63 --------------- 358 940$p.8

arget les and accessories 2__ _ __ _ _ ____05 2,55236141, 0863, _ 1, 009 3,133,286 5.6--------------------- 84- _1,450 583,175 591 631 2,793,181 5.0
4 sskins and furskins, undressed…21--724, 

172--274,-567-746,471--528 82
robacco adtobacco manufactures.-- 12 49, 679 -- 22,14567 2746,47 696 8,820 1,128,972 1, 883, 25033

-------------------------- -- 
274,696 -------------- 633,717 1,675,256 3.0

d3fice machines and auto da pro e 75 -- -56,9422,36,38
Electric e quipmentnn~~p-f. and elect- 77--- n--p--- - -- -730, 683 1,324,682 2.4

edustrial mcby, n~a~pf.; and mac-ot-n-s-p------- 74'rot, scientific and control inst nspf ------- 
246,186~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~87----24,86 90,2---------------------- 1,089,248 ~~~~~~~~~916,199 1.6Iworking machiner ~ ~ ------------ 73 -- 6,19 30, 813 8,304 1 ,04 86 3 218, 058 400,048 .------------------- 59 40, 737 180,832 207, 563 895,085 224, 495 327, 477 .6

Tegtable43and rui---05--3,-036 
-426, 186------- - 1,033, 850 288, 813 .5

I Staten general Imports from Bulgaria: 32204 2,9,4 33013 2,0,i 8.h.-. - ufuc-ror.. ..-- 12 473 17-0,2-2,10-841,5,58 1,4,482,35,91 7.
Unite(

T
Wear app and access and articl made of fur- 84 ---- -- 25, 200 1, 515 983 1,'484,013 4.3
Office and automatic data process macha_-__75 558,7- --- 836, 728 1, 299,060 3.7

Footwear, new, escmiliiary or ort~hopdt...-85 
3,63 i 92io 3,i8 955'7525

I. 
47, 961-~--------------- ii~-------------- - 2742--1,-00683.

Nonmetallic mineral manufactures n.s.p.f 85 132, 934 98,128 - 92, -199 07, 909 2, 3, 4898 0, 7926 2.
Medicinal and pharmaceutical products---6- 130, 3428 18532, 8-58, 755 . 5

Esenia olsprfmeysops61,128 92, 8996209,7490-229,-114 
3 

373, 
390 1. 1oetaleocoa, teasices mfr-89 5387, 85320, 417, 63526, 954, 472 86, 653, 274, 3 4 206, 758 3.6

Metandmeat ores and rati not-0 2cr85,8 935,- 850 333, 231--- 252, 5978 18 11,9 515 64

land vegetable iiirial, 
38----------66 1,2,820,i-14 7,9 .01 333,693101357916

~~OJ~~~rtalmacli n~ ~~~~-s-p--f., cruit… --- 29 … …------- 159, 952 14,3 3,530 67 655 99, 452 3
.p~f.,anparts..------------- 74---------------------------- - - - 3,263 63,085 .2Total-------------------------------------2,871,553 ~20,217,~072 26,~9S4729 17,~950,88 19, 092,312 34,702,735 99.7

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



TABLE ID.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 1972 AND 1975-79

[Dollar amounts in U.S. dollarsl

Percent of

SITC 1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 total 1979

Unite itte domest9 83$ic,356 exors, to5 Czechoslovakia:4
UnilsedStteds andomesticexpors fruito Czechoslovk04 $4, 224,726 162, 44 $69, 680,151 8, 936, 293 $44, 642,556 167, 226, 332 49.6

OiCereal hns and prepof ceral, floro eti ----------------------------- 44 ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ,44 6 ,71 7Crenals acind-ptre o cerrfou enst-6 n8 14, 563, 959 18, 149, 126 27, 330,866 17,125,965 10, 746, 424 42,836,400 12.7

nimals fedking-stuian erncinse ceryea-21 13,171,793 8,813,524 11,555,877 15, 951, 685 14,375,677 31, 441, 926 9.3

Hetiiderssi, and furstiniermara undresed---------------- 56 -------------- 1,782, 625 9, 595, 500 2.8

Orilizes and flerializrs fmatriuatl n.s.pf2 2 3,530,086 3,665,607 7,114,233 8,116,486 4,251,537 4,108,313 1.2

Office macdnu e androutoeni t frui eqt-i 9 ------------------------------- - - --- 5,115,288 2, 944,368 .9

Poffic machienesfi and auondta ro c ns equip~----------------- 87---------------------------- - - - 2,414,662 2,771,775 .8

InProsielic and c - .-- -------------------------- - - - -3,031,842 2,352,508 .7

ReIazeindustrial machyn ipf ndeacy p n---p------------------ 72 1,608, 358 2,311,042 2,803,600 2,202,194 3,937,821 2,335,142 .7

Sbecioallzd inutrialc manfchinery------------------ 12 474, 359 3,601,471 5, 841, 288 3, 166, 026 1,815,001 1,996,754 .6

Tobaccln toac mauacues, 816, 440 32,839, 540 694746, 131 3 949, 077 279, 198 67 21, 1295, 360 8.0
Chemical materials and products n.s.p.f ------------------------------ 599 166--02 6309 6946,071 , 92028, 8 1.4

Gen merchandise, under $251, estimated ---------------- 9 --------- 2G7 12891

Misc manufactured articles n.s.p.f . . 89 259, 526 1549,558 1- 662,522 1, 200,956 464, 214 1,157,162 .3

Organic chemicald-51 422, 447 629, 420 13953i 1,233, 519 596, 689 1, 021, 996 i3

Inorganic chemicals ------------------------- 52------------------ - ----- 1,200 50 1, 249 982, 305 .3 Q

Total- ---- -48, 881, 398 52,899,534 147,466,437 73, 989, 469 105, 348,637 281,129, 452 81.0

United States general imports from Czechoslovakia:i5,8 6,3 22 669 1 7,08.

Footeari~ inewstexc militaery orotod------------------- 72 13, 243 188,134 75, 396 186, 703 5, 460, 319 6,831, 197 8.0

Nonetalid indral ma27chery 66 4, 010,653 3,948,040 5,146, 123 5,795,745 6, 596, 701 6,826, 284 8.0

Nomtali maninera manufdactuarers not-p-f-73 5,077,d053 2, 045, 356 1, 136, 038 959,p161 4, 886,1295 5, 243, 545 6. 1

Meatalokng metppaachionery--------------------- 01 433, 345 442; 846 1, 960,058 2,109,519 3,787,047 4,418,914 5.2

Meat and mteat prepaation------------------------ 67 4,654,503 3,342,749 3,248,759 2,459,581 11, 180, 757 4,072,290 4.8

Iron mandfastueel-ilsn~~ ------------- 89 1,869,040 5,186,305 1,672,184 1, 192,984 2,352,712 2,553,066 3.0

Yarns, fabric, and articles, textile - ------------------ 65 712, 168 1, 359, 956 1, 8'0008 1, 833, 369 2, 235, 554 2,255,157 2.6

Wear app and acces and articl made ef fur--------------- 84 653, 976 1, 106,128 1, 887, 274 2, 352, 589 3,052, 641 2, 242, 326 2.6

Vegetables and fruits ------------------------ 05 1,671 413, 004 784,707 1, 148, 337 52!7, 787 1,88220 2.2

Furniture and parts thereof---------------------- 82 680, 172 494, 425 823, 623 893, 370 1188 014 1,208, 257 1.4

Liht fxrfg;crmc plum fx n.s.p.f. ------------------ 81 510, 267 538, 867 537, 113 584, 938 I9986,0685 1953, 073 1. 1

Meicina ands parmaceuitical products -S-------------- 4 9,586 505,784 730, 124 84,4 ,7,3 9,4 1.0

Road vehices-,, ----------------------- 78 9---26, 727 642, 454 .8

Mnfcues omean.s.p.f -------------------- 69 21,865 -10-1, 72 ------ , i-5-89 ---- 16-4-,135- 272, 769 517, 389 .

Total-------------------------------------- 27, 971, 901 34,629, 114 36, 375, 518 36, 598, 542 58,004, 707 50,936, 592 55.6

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



TABLE IlE.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC, 1972 AND 1975-79
[Dollar amounts in U.S. dollarsl

Percent ofSITC 1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 total 1979
United States domestic exports to German Democratic Republic:

Animal feeding-stu', enl unml cereaL- flouretc--------- 04 $9, 965, 793 $6, 815, 609 $48, 742, 082 $20, 246, 099 $106, 812, 675 $245, 773, 593 69.3
Animal feedin stuff, excl unmi cereal- -- (8 ------- 5,~~~~~~1753 43, 573, 680 72, 835, 167 20.5

Ccareiones;,rber andaplastic matereals -58 7-i --------25,- 600 -------- 2998 72 241 1, 310, 292 8, 777, 264 2.5
PSpteia al machPT gos and timine2apprrs--- 4- -246,814 4, 130, 418 1.2Industrial macby, fl.s.p.f; and Mach Pt n~s~pj-------------- 74-----------1,019,336 

2497, 095 .
Cpe rubber, ncustheic and ieclaim-ed- 72 385,031 32,026 6 5- 559, 39 853,222 1, 943, 368 2

rude ruber, n.synthetc a ---- ----- ----- 87612,96 44 03, 835 455, 101 1, 498, 860 4Prof, scientific and control inst n~sp.f --- ---------- 23 --------------- - -2,032,1141,27,831.4
Hides, skins, and furskins, undressed- -21 132,056 853, 204 518,;426 1, 128, 310 868, 002 1, i09, 300 43Office machines and auto data proc equip----------- 75 ------- 429, 771 1,008,709 .3
Yarn, fabric and articles, testile --- 65 3,if 533 ------------ - 43 , 9-9-1 ------ 4,- 13-0 37, 587 889, 463 .3iseeds and oleaginous fruit--------------------- 22------ 840,000 1, 079, 891 563, 737 867, 838 .2Pulp and waste paper------------------------ 25 104, 720 --- 7 21 ,- 30 -0 165,0 ------- 3097 6245.Misc manufactured articles n.s.p.i --------------------------------

340, 987 692, 475 .2
Total - - ----

United Stales General imports from German Democratic Republic:

--., ... - ., o.- n-, .uo 70, U53 79, 657 573; 104 .2
14, 787, 176 17, 178, 907 64, 766, 675 36, 098, 634 170, 120, 675 354, 522, 026 98. 7

.fI,~,aa','uu uus~rI machine ry-72 , 992, 443 433, 419 407, 949 6 95 24 5,9367 16.3

Phtoeqi, PTgnorsad~mii~prt7 ii6 is, 8 i2,u; ---------- 
365, 957 41 39i8 247 315, 93618 16.3

Nonmetallic minerald mashnufactrersnsn.pf -- 66 1,416,077 1,499,522 1157, 983 2, 814, 87 3 99 10. 1Fertilizers and fertilizer materials- _ _ 56 - - - 2, 01 73 0, 184,9 9 6, 814, 873 3,61929 4 8.Office machines and auto data proc equcip------------------ -522......... 27, ,18 8 ,894714 3,135,44 940 8.Metalworking machineryifl timing----------- 7ppt- 18,766- 150,788--- i 42 358--- 167 958-1 2,9748,9 31,95,9129 s.sPhoto eqip OPT- 73goods 5Wear app and acces and articl made-----of--fui-88-- --- j----------------- - ------ 2,044, 559 1977, 26554Hides, skins, and furskins, undressed-21---133 403 461, 073 696, 629 1,495,734 2,424,397 1, 791, 639 4.9Tires and tubes for tires~----------- 84 22,081 8,008 5,612 7,200 1,658,084 1,765, 119 4.9
Leather, lea mfrs, n.s.p.f. and drssd furskns-62 ------ ii- 45, 096 4o8, i0669 7,238 1,399,157 1,756,334 4.861 236,347 172,500 608 455 200 1,316,167 1,545,871 4.3
Mioc manufactured articles n.s.p.f ------------------- 89 726, 201 1,095, 97 ,45, 8 1, 188,52 4,0,83 1,8,063.Sptoeia transactios n.... f93 13, 443 12, 783 56, 042 88, 294 152, 592 1, 277, 273 3.5Petroleu prwoducts------------------------- 33 1,328,212 1,094,703 561, 732 452, 415 924, 370 977983 2.7Crorkscen andmwoodsmfr exc furniture------------------- 63 277, 594 350, 349 364, 252 490, 996 797, 337 915, 287 2.5Piof, scientifnst and co-------------ro-----inst 7 -- ---------87----------651,----663---895,165 

2.551652.
Total -10, 336, 106 11,249, 573 13, 644, 842 16, 763, 793 35, 284, 755 36, 351, 045 88. 6

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



TABLE IF.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH HUNGARY, 1972 AND 1975-79

[Dollar amounts in U.S. dollarsl

Percent of

SITC 1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 total 1979

United States domestic exports to Hungary: 08 $6, 627, 727 $34, 908,209 $14,521,231 $12,254,864 $32, 360, 896 $13, 392, 739 17.8

Animal feeding-stuff, excl unml cereal -56 6 1, 320 6,988,830 13,637,732 8,501, 800 5,826,318 12,256,011 15.8

Fertilizers and fertilizer material n.s.p.f 72 460, 699 1, 255, 974 1, 429, 963 4,972,961 15, 867, 004 10,016,262 12.9

S ecialized industrial machinery - 21 2,557,929 2,791,043 5,174,924 8,104,079 5, 825,718 6,732,332 8.7

H ldes, skinsand furiklns, undressed-78 
5,508,576 4,124,546 5.3 3

Road vehicles (ind air-cushion) and ps -87 
2,-860, 814 3, 301,-091 4.3

Prof, scientific and control inst n.s.p.f…51 2,730,14- 3,786,814 1,960,814 1,224 049 508, 498 2,860,354 3.7

organic chemicals ------ --------------------- 66 435 029 711729 1 502 958 1,664,082 2,562,508 2,462,029 3.2

Nonmetallic ral mfis n.sT.- , , , 645, 077 2,194, 394 2.8

Industrial macho 
74spA.-an-mch-t-a-p

Medicinialachn n.s.p.;tani machptn.s.p… -54 4,-80 89, 810 359,730 981,763 2,717,062 2,148,557 2.8

Medicinal and p armaceutical e… -65 3, 500 141,877 149,105 7 851 337 461 1 845 355 2. 4

Mearnwabricand articles, textr y… 130, 996 3,206,802 5,701, 735 6,072 224 1,004 133 1 808 375 2.3

Metalworkine machin rw 26 6,000 3,758 7,364 3,000 27,257 1,736,849 2.2

Raw textile ibers nand teir waspe Mi,-,,---- 
721, 359 1,694,752 2.2

775----------------------------- 
626,0, 1,617,890 2.1 Q

Electric equip rls&p.f. and elect pts, n.s.p.f -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 75 --------------------------------------------------------
5 1 617 90 2.

Office machines and auto data proc equip-7
TOtficemal-ines and auto data equip ---------------------------- 22,403, 997 76,051,947 62,959,656 79,716,760 97,681,551 77,588,284 88.0

T otal -- -- -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -

United States general imports from Hungary: 4,787,419 12,475,209 19,797,702 20,014,964 27,248,394 25,836, 525 23.0

Meat and meat preparations- 
, , ,4, , , 5,705,967 23, 467, 533 20.9

Road vehicles -- - ------- 78 - - ----------------------------- 6,237,109 9,465,396 8. 4

Electrical machinery, n.s.p.f. and pts n.s.p.f-84 770,-658-----13465 814897

Wear app and acces and articl made of fur 495140,178-168,009 34,265 692,-590 838,652 8164,707 89 6

Organic chemicals and related products -51 140,178 168,979 225 026 494,560 838,666 6,707,418 6.0

Footwear, new, esc military or orthopdc-85 
12, 126 161,639 474764 1,859,466 6 420 611 5, 598, 602 5.0

Dairy products and birds' eggs-02 
97,326 173,771 184,500 370,322 876,435 4,965,604 4.4

Office and automatic data process machs -------------- 75 ------ 2,159,198 4,722,962 4.2

Ofires and tubestforatires ----------- - -- 62 3,252 43,-512 ,315,60 1,760, 559 2,792,298 4,215,721 3.8

Tires and tubes for tires 89 1,288,731 2,043,632 2,135, 884 2,472,559 2,095,759 3, 207,913 2.9

Mioc manufactured articles n.o.p.f-66 1, 545, 837 2, 048, 280 1,728,421 1,674,722 2,058,897 3,109,699 2.8

Nonmetallic mineral manufactures n.s.pf-7 131, 158 90, 984 560, 317 1,8348849 2 019,328 1, 999, 229 1.8

Coffee, cocoa, tea, spices, and mfrs-54 
1,232,266 609,620 3, 628, 37 3,3698,952 3,942,386 1,478,748 1. 3

Medicinal and pharmaceutical products -65 452717 124,992 192740 250110 155,904 1,440,057 1.3

Yarns,fabric,andarticles, te-tile-73 139,534 2,531,048 6,702,491 4,056 ,521 462,792 1,233,796 1.1

Total --------------------------------------------------------- 
12,725,275 34,651,931 49,013,720 46,564, 784 68,463,381 112,224,778 94.2

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



TABLE 2G.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH POLAND, 1972 AND 1975-79

[Dollar amounts in U.S. dollars]

Percent ofSITC 1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 total 979

United States domestic exports to Poland:
Cereals and prep of cereal, flour, etc0 2 5 2 2 7 2, 2Animal feeding-stuff, excl unml cereal -04-22-96,-46-25,-34,626136,736-82-$97-68,39-170-47,-921399, 

276, 841 50.808 13,180,402 37, 693, 990 74, 958, 847 46, 110,417 127, 207, 273 95, 468, 54212
Oil seeds and oloaginous fruit-22 11,847,879 36, 473, 268 12,813,335 5,049,055 41, 842, 579 55, 060, 002 7.0Rwextnailcheafibers and their wi --------------------------------------- 26 8,456, 410,857,585 5,117,341 17,5116,365 26, 240,000 3.3Vejeal isadItfixed…----------- 42 7,27, 888 1,126, 137 4,725,393 8,502 8,034,511 23, 903, 200 3.0no e skins and furskins, undressed-::::::---------- 21 9,69,679 10, 106, 551 .8,869,821 13, 442, 894 10,779,066 22, 697, 177 2. 9Fertilizers, crude and minerals endl coal ---------------- 27 118, 094 19,981,023 8,321,986 21,862,237 26, 343, 758 22, 081, 813 2.8Specialized industrial machinery ------------------- 72 1,601, 222 20, 962,281 19,041,013 10,340,318 16, 551, 047 16,051,245 2. 0Tobacco and tobacco manufactures -1---------------- 2 2,556,174 4,777, 096 6,450,299 11, 115, 838 11,226,350 13, 343, 447 1.7Metalworking machinery...73 242, 868 11,768,709 14, 307, 725 13, 753, 047 27, 722, 201 11,232,586 1. 4Industrial macby, n.s.p l; and------much------p--------------p-----31, 

385,662 10,197,525 1.3Rood vehicles (inci air- cushion? and pAs--------------- 78 ……………------- 6------------------12,895,438 9,472,810 1.2Yarn, fabric, and articles, texti? e- ---------------- 65 544, 356 4,305,054 4,962,456 2,165,213 5,731,396 9,260,132 1.2Vegetables and fruits.------:: ,8361 47961 7: qOrganic chemicals-05-1,183,651-4,729,621 
7,466,527 5 687 0

Total

United States General imports from Poland:

I--- I--- ovvp ooze -, sow, 1, JoOZ, 3, 54, 94/ Z, 551, 940 6 426, 854 8
_ _ _ ------ l 111,525,854 580,083,586 621, 035, 216 436, 535, 928 677, 021, 771 786, 257, 941 92.4

…*.,....p,~~pa, - -------------------- 01 52, 800,696 105, 964, 626 126, 992, 676 107, 703, 521 136, 043, 921 147, 026, 243 34. 5Wear app and acces and artics made of fur-84 4,627,014 11,592,753 25,P815,d272 37,857,951 49,950,318 44,31,65Menfatalwrkingf meachinery------------- 73 2,530,360 9,093,182 9, 014, 311 9,603,588 14, 548, 1 270,5 .Manefcturs of etaln.s.p.f------69 10, 316, 736 14, 127, 540 17,188,186 16, 587, 911 24, 656, 7 1 36 8 .Coal, coke, liynite, and peat --------------------- 32 169, 658 2,581,297 7,529,062 8,880,337 19,742,576 20, 820, 007 4.9Iron and stee ---------- 67 17, 423, 930 15, 059, 291 12,940,159 22, 394, 840 53, 408, 953 20,000,001 4. 8Yarns, fabric andarticles, textile65 6,418,147 '6,953,932 11, 107, 855 12,916,208 15,735,565 1,2,1 .Footwear, new, exc military or orthopdc ---------------- 85 2,671,051 11,349,107 19 169, 773 13, 854, 833 22, 374, 148 16, 537,8g0539
Toraniclchemicals and related products-51 5,031,551 109 343, 108 1 073 061 10,238,530 14, 050, 813 12,883,795 3.0F i s h : ( i 7 8ncl u di 1 h e9 7 9 i b ) a nda pr o p s-0 3 5 , 5 0 4 , 9 0 2 5 , 4 5 5 , 3 1 3 8 , 7 8 5 , 8 6 6r1 1 p1 5 5 , 9 6 5 5 5 6 2 , 6 9 0 1 0 , 6 5 9 , 0 1 5 2 .5Nonferrous metals-~---------------- 68 1708,665 900,318 1, 893,160 2,908,200 5,376,001 10,003,956 2.3Misc manafactured articles n--------a--p-f-89 3529,249 3,545,518 5068,'988 4,211,925 8,222,548 8,732,214 2.0Furniture and parte----------------- 82 3,600,279 6,289,908 7, 208,277 7,667,604 9,867,635 8,444,737 2.0Nonmetllic mneralmanataturex ~s~p~ - ------------ 66 4,500,189 3,577,790 4,943,934 5,757,155 7,183,'896 7,395,570 1. 7Roadvehicles-~~~~--------------- 78---------------------------- - - - 9,105,404 7,050,13817

Total ------------------------------------- 139, 170, 988 243 078, 513 318, 763, 398 329, 085, 429 438, 848, 649 426, 493. 931 88. 5

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



TABLE 1H.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH ROMANIA, 1972 AND 1975-79

iDollar amounts in U.S. dollars]

Percent of

SITC 1972 1975 1976 . 1977 1978 . 1979 total 1979

l
United states domestic exports to Romania: 4 06,99 $371,93 $74, 038,858 $36, 839, 968 $32, 545, 663 $116, 747, 188 23.3

Cereals and prep of cereal, flour, etc . -------------------- 22 919 3,505,646 45, 282,040 38, 646, 173 40,788,410 73,947, 278 48

Oil seeds and oleaginous fruit- - e 21 19,798,850 9,717,246 34,297,461 26,662,828 52,223,118 59,671,971 11.9

Hides, skins, and uirskins, undressed-08--5,-513,--048-1,-886,--102-17, 
730, 548 9, 500, 387 8, 556, 733 57, 016, 083 11. 4

Animal feedini-stuff, excl unmil cereaL-3 -2 1 312,604 17, 521,278 10,734,774 53,550,894 32,392 908 29,060,523 5.8

Coal coke, anbriq~uettes ------------------------------------------ 27 2,770,916 6,403,017 7 057 174 14,9 288241 8, 8646 24 01, 981 52

Feitilxers, rude nd minrals xci col…26 
7392,19 12, 08, 52 174, 485 6,587,757 13, 531, 804 24, 025, 754 4.8

Fetlzrcrue andustia al es 
98l26 73219 2285 25233 8,20,1 6,1,74 26,71,1

Raw textile fibers ia3nd their waste-- 72 1054, 696 4,586,490 2, 592 363 8,202,314 6,610,746 2 719, 810 2. 2

Industrial machy, n.s.p.f.; and mach ptnsptf75 
172,82569 908634,28 2.2

office machines and auto data proc; eQI78 
2--------------- 1,25,39 9,863,728 2.0

Road vehicles (incl air-cushion) and pts i 26ii 8 220 6489 6,791,192 47 896,2532 7 3 3

Metal working machinery-73 
1,5972,611 8,220,683 6,305,98 7,326,1221.

Puellsalnd- wagste paper-Y=25. 
1,497 054 5,824,898 9,375,421 11,166,806 52048 3,8 6,726 236 1.3

Pro, scientific and control inst n.s.p.f -------- 87 …………… 6,04 , 71567 6,426,22 1.3 256

Power generating machinery and equip-7_,30_8_2,5373 
1,_6,9,5 9, 8 ,7,7 5 5,221

Total - ---------------- -- --------------- - 69,050,758 189,277,590 249, 032, 549 259, 405,338 317, 423, 176 500, 464, 174 93. 2

United States General imports from Romania: 33 8,752,951 82,350,373 81,869,332 74, 497, 412 95, 241, 971 54, 556, 979 16.6

Petroleum products…I----------------------85 
3,457, 886 8,250, 314 17, 850, 443 20,26,96 3527,83 4,0,931.5

Footwear, new, exc military or orthopdc…----------------84 1,836,988 4,374,350 27, 325, 916 43, 22,744 56,847,474 39, 563, 211 12.0

Wear app and acces and articl made of fur_01 2,845,021 8,348,876 12,997767 14 756, 334 21, 932, 196 25, 384, 932 7.

Meat and meat preparations -- 66-------------------3,905, 591 4, 372, 566 10,147, 885 7,728,908 17, 186, 224 20, 154, 26261

N~oenmetallic minperal manufactures n.s.p.f 79-…--…66…3…905…591 4 372 566 10 1478856335, 022 19,817,596 6.0

Transport equipment. n.s.p.f -4.9------------------ 6 3,4 86 ,8,3 ,0,9

Yarns, fabric and articles textile 7, 8-3; 6, 592 5 580, 638 8, , 086 13, 86, 9472 16, 798 4

Furniture and parts thereof----------------------82 1,51,17 1,886368 4,065,15 68967 11, 349, 973 14, 550, 974 44

Iron and steel----------------------------67 
66,824 2,378,214 1,501,562 13, 326, 573 26,810,176 14,81036,71 3.9

lndust~ial machinery, n.s.p.f. and parts ---------------
297 ------------ ------- j 6-- 8,8,962,1 12, 8312, 367 3.9

Spe ialzed industrial machinery-7 -- ------------ 72 7,227 99,923 220,075 1,367,2 8,380,982 10,691 249 3.2

SNoalnferdrous metals- -machinery_ 68 1,603,108 - - 1,380,524 1,607,170 8,335,666 9,020,243 2.7

Crude rubber, inc synthetic and reclaim ---------------- 23 198------------- 1,397,354 1,046, 331 3,668,997 8,756,7062.

Metalworking machinery a-- reclaim 73 395, 185 345, 619,930 618, 945 4, 534, 751 7, 836, 245 2.4

Dairy products and birds g --e----------- ----- 02 781, 481 953, 804 1,699, 393 2, 303 442 3,821, 384 4,994,750 1. 5

Total -------------------------------------------------------------- 
31, 491, 466 132, 956, 334 198, 745, 143 233, 287, 333 346, 622, 460 329, 325, 266 90.9

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



a/

TABLE 11.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH THE U.S.S.R., 1972 AND 1975-79

[Dollar amounts in U.S. dollars]

SITC 1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 total 1979
United States domestic exports to U.S.S.R.:

Cere s an d pre p iof r f lu r, et- 04 $368,852,395 $1, 105, 449, 222 $1,346, 938, 103 $848,628, 612 $1,417,438,469 12,253 945,7 6 5Onimal sees and oaesginous frui-22 52 , 145, 758 32,668,135 1246689 i 19, 50 1, 02, 036 216,379, 948 493, 481,978 13.7
Specialized industrial machineryl ,t i 1 7 i5

---------------------------- 72 7,2,19-1-20 5,17-3 63, 87% 515 107,704,650 118, 870,901 3.3
Industrial macby, n.s.p.f.; and m~chl pt n72p7f-53, 

536, 4022110,2769, 430 3.6Inorganic chemicals 2 g ----------------------------------------S 53,53610 02 i8 76 3 0 5Misc manufactured articles n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~~p~~f-52 --- ~~~~ --- 2,640 7,759,315 104,952,654 2.9

Animal oisan4at 9 6, 812, 333 1,32, 9605, 24126 0,94 1 ,63 8,772 29 2,273 0,62 4 5

Metcanufeousresad metl nscrap-41- -13 987, - 27, 009, 320 26,662,003 46,829,693 64,6 769 1.S
.Animal ois andfats 4 ---------E8 i6;596;ii 8i;0ii2- -s1,43,616 - 248;04 10,21,059;6 18,744,2193 57,611 650 1.6

Prol Ife ruscieni es an conro 6sinsta- n~~~-87------ ---------- :37, 199, 889 48, 420 160 1.3

t 6268 gtj113--- ---- 28 -------- ---- j-- 443 6 16

R on tvehcl es .md air-cushion) andpts-78- -- - -46, 335, 415 41, 9825 1.2
Power generating machinery are ndt equipec7 556parable 4to91253 054, pre7s 2, 2 162 39 274,c337 41,297,340 1.1Petroleum nod petroleum products ---- 1 3,48,56 ii-ii,--53 ---- 521, 054_6-- 91,217,16_ 15, 509, 232 31, 506 746 .9------------------- 33 -------- 3, 162, 123 9, 272, 818 16, 854, 685 30, 434, 368 23,425 060 .7Office machines and auto data proc equip-------- 75 ----- 18,440,729 23,164716 .6Vegetables and fruits-0------------5 6,04, 149 7, 080,026 8,833, 291 18 06, 030 20, 810, 029 19,236 809 .5M etalw orking m achinery-7 3 1, 3~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~52, 954 16, 545, 440 29 3 , 3 8 18, 49 8, 005 28, 989, 395 18, 7 50 412 .5
Total ------------------------------------- 546,613,799 1,832,66995,2241 22,305,934,311 1,623,483,717 2,249,020,257 3,603,632,345 95.7

United States general imports from U.S.S.R.:
Godnonmon en ores rctwtSC---------------- 97--25 7978 548,831,438 62.9Nonlerrous metais' 184-------81,047,5-------------26 28,59,7282 11 83 87 1MIscrmanufactuedicarlesns pf52 --- --- ------------ - 33,044,158 60,646,783 6.9Misc manufactured ~ ~~~~~~~~89 2, 816, 113 4,8i04l,818 16, 123,090 10,019,502 9 097 760 31,436,112 3.6Metalliferous ores and metal scrap ------------------ 28 14, 056, 418 32, 506, 959 39, 171, 299 35, 243, 291 38,694:886 21, 129, 692 2.4Petroleum and petroleum products ------------------ 33 7, 461, 935 94, 778, 725 54,304, 930 64, 064, 121 43,642 152 15, 684,256 1.8Nonmetallic minerni manufactures n.s.p.f --------------- 66 15, 627, 103 14, 351, 268 18,155,130 25,617,149 18: 913 401 12, 233,741 1.4Hides, skins and furskins, undressed ----------------- 21. 3,013,937 3, 610, 638 6 195,366 8,363,383 9, 218,901 9,783,375 1.1Oevraganic chemicals-and-relate products-11 176, 982 819,453 1: 280, 229 3,305,510 4,343226 8,668,729 1.0

Organi ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~51 1, 107, 469 299,24 5,13 90 ,39 81 .10 703 3, 461, 668 .Paper, paperboard and manufactures ----------------- 64 35, 162 199,2 19 1211, 962 2,782,479 4,837:646 3,449,503 .4Fherticlzersrcrud and mroduicts, n.sjif.f --------------- 59 18,578 1,745,853 811,232 1, 789,178 2, 414,114 3,027, 055 .3Corkilands wooe ad mfrsesfrniturexa----------------- 27 187, 150 3, 744, 836 3,195, 772 3, 292, 957 1, 677 059 2, 092, 147 .2Corkand oodmfrs exc funitue --------------------------- 63 671,' 723 1, 228, 037 2,278, 750 2, 406, 300 2, 34,163 2, 048, 529 .2Specialized Industrinl machinery ------------------- 72 395,914 232,032 385,761 400, 538 892,628 1, 613, 511 .2
Total--------------------------------------95, 441, 049 254, 198, 803 220,617, 645 234, 342, 677 540, 392, 699 873, 151, 9S8 99.0

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



TABLE IJ.-UNITED STATES TRADE WITH THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 1972 AND 1975-79

[Dollar amounts In U.S. dollars]

Percent of

SITC 1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 total 1979

United States domestic exports to People's Republic of China: 04 $55,989,513 
$361,902,482 $482,652,656 28.1

Cereals and rep of cereal, flour. etc -26 ------ 628,-85-$7,482,-673-7 203, 754,137 419, 220,678 24.4

IRon and teel-6 
7-e 

a 
12,758,789 10, 907, 870 422,550 1,302,837 162,957,790 9.5

Ratextle csIndustrial machinery- -- - - -7i2 1,890,029 8 24-6,9-4 -3 3,333,89570 3,985,348 39,239,574 108,800,211 6.3

Specialized inutilmciey------------------ 
22-8,500-i--- 14,385,752 15,300, 134 106,722,3436.

oil seeds and oleaglinous fruiit -87 
………---------------- 2-------- 85 ---- 12,074,395 48,775,486 2.8

Prof, scientificand control Inst n.s.p.f- 87 8------- ----------------------- 11,787,750 46,267,242 2.7

Road vehicles (Icl alr-cushion) and pts -6 
8 075 907 38719, 325 44,607,874 2.6

Fertilizers sand fertilizer material n~s.pJf-42----2,---199----585 5 730-------------------- 2805297,3 3 2, 11,74 35843521

Vegetarbe oils and fats, fixed ---
4 52,7------- 65 - 342i 83 18, 0 606,940 3,2 ,346 33,876,255 2.0

Yarn, fabric, and articles, texile 58- 1,120 1,727,967 1,667,597 1,989 515 31,052,617 1.8

onuin;crubbe meaansd npla-sti-c materials-69 -10,008,727 4,826,897 1,034,600 14,05 6,72 21,680,151 1.3

Industrial machy, n.s.p.f.; and mach pt n.s.p.f -2488,762 
4725,614 7,683,678 11,740391 17,651,330 4 1.

Orgnercrous metals --- 
68 46,820,627 26,593, 499 5,331,921 6,181, 763 17,240,249 1.0

Total -- 
60,205,191 303, 630,913 35,388,147 171,318,106 818,241,117 1,716,499,905 92.9

United States general imports from People's Republic of China:84 8026 8,143 1,4589 2,1,48.3,7,71 1070202.5

Wear app and acces and articl made of fur -* - 84 442 8831438 16459829 25,518,48 4 63,372,791 16,43759,270 163

Petroleum and petroleum products-65----3,287,388-------3 
32,826,072-------46,829 -- 3502 63 49847 965,6135,5479 11. 3

Yarns fabric and articles, textile 
555---------------- 5 32739 28602 4,2,9 25,283,55 634870 56149I.I

Misc manufactured articles n.s.p.f - - - - 89 oo 6 14,744,982 25,374,55 25700,819 35,040,756 42,766,309 7.2

Animal and vegetable mirial, ni.s.p.f., cruda---------------29 7,777,9669 7, 560, 702 24, 396,708 30,758,024 38,724,393 30, 511, 448 5.2

Inorganic chemicals ------------------------
52----------------- - ---- ......... 4,147,344 19, 180,729 3.2

Footwear, new, exc miliary or orthopdc -85 126,480 1,159,439 3,434, 3,517,268 3,428,926 18,365, 965 3. 1

Fish (including shellfish) and props ------------------ 03 442,785 3,895,414 7,093,076 2,649,857 2,148,466 17,261,126 2.9

Exlsie and prutechnic products ------------------ 57 480,791 3,533,826 6,565,282 10,000,459 12,095,781 15,623,799 2.6

Metal-or--sores an d mrotetalhscprap28 
- - 2,624,013 3,377,109 4,660,335 6, 403,139 14,059,784 2. 4

Raw tex fib nd ir ast (EX WL T-26 075,769 4,374,665 8 193 005 7 539,658 10,027, 879 12,436,735 2.1

Cofe C an th ieir waste, - --------------- 07 2,222,218 5,044,075 8, 496:857 141,48,742 9,257,857 11,954,910 2.0

Cofe, ccoa, tea, pices, and----------MFR------S-----05 
1,147,490 2,832,447 5,740,887 8736,955 10,729,270 11,732,088 2.0

Vegetables and fruits 
69 244,739 766,928 911 541 893,856 4 155,212 9,841,991 1.7

Manufactures of metal, n.spr.f- ; -51 99,406 3,122,227 5,176,015 2,436,261 3,892,627 8,819,245 1. 5

Total ------------------------------ 
32, 319, 666 158, 339, 870 201,916,921 202, 661,257 323,952, 576 592, 282,994 88.8

Note: 1978 and 1979 data are not directly comparable to years previous to 1978 due to commodity schedule changes.



TABLE 2.-STATUS OF U.S. COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WITH COMMUNIST COUNTRIES

GermanDemocratic 
People's Repub.Albania Bulgaria Czechoslovakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania U.S.S.R. liceof China

Dxi l~ba matcr cognitio - - - - - - - -- N - - - - - - es -- -- -- -- Ye - -- - - - Ye -- - - - - - Y s -- - -- - - Yes- - - - - - Yes - - - - - - Yes- - - - - -- y s
Diplomaticf treatment--- ------- N ------ No.......N _: I----Ye 'MForeign business reprcognitio n tation -off N o -. Y e a - Y es - Y e n - Y es - Y e aY es -Y es Y es. C DEsimbank facilitiesa -- wit No No-No - No - No -Yes' - Yes -Yes '-Yes.'No - N o - N o - N o - Y es' - Y es - Y es'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -- - -- - o - -- -----a) - es.OPIC' No ~~~~~~~~~~------No ------- No--------NO--------No--------No--------Yea'------ N-Yet ------- ()
Martime agreement' No --- No - No----- N-...yea - Yes-sDouble tasation treatyo business No service no and-invest- '-No - No - No - No . Yea - Yes-.....es. oConsular convention 

.S CNoYen...tes y-Yes - es. Yes -a--- Yes -Chin Cou .Civil Aviation Agreement Is ------------- No ------------- No ------------- Yes ------------ NO Aviation----- 
ar 

Agreement'--NoeN ot ----No ---- sYes-Yess-- andes nm cooperat.Default ns etle ---bonds--- e settled--Ys--------YNe-----Yes -NN------- YeNo-----Yese------------ Yes-------Noo --- Yen-- .YsFinancial claims settled - No--------N - Yea----- - No------- - No-------- Yes------- No--------N - No------No -No----No-No.---- oJohnson Act inapplicable"1--------Yes-------Yesa-------No - C') - - Yes-------No----- Yes:-------No--------No.Fiaheries Agreement 1s - No--------Yes - ------- Ye-No - Ye - Yes - Yen -N-Science, Technolo ---y-Agreement-----------No -No…----YYs------- eo-----… -- Yes…-------Yes…-------Yea … Yet-----NoJoint Commercial omnmianion 's------NNo------ NoN - No------No-- No - Yes - Yea-------Ys- Yes----- Yes-------Ys- Yes----.e ------- YsJoint Trade Council (Private) - No-----N -------- -1( ------- ) - Ye--------Ys ---- )--- (I - -------- 0)--------( - Yes------- (s------- )(.)Trade Agreement------------No--------No--------No--------No--------Yes------- 
NO--------Yes--------(2)--------Yes.Lon g-Term Economic Cooperation No--------No--------No--------No--------No ------ N--Yea-------Yes ------- No.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Continued moves toward normalization l of economic relations withindividual countries of Eastern Europe 2 are likely to remain U.S.policy during the coming decade. The same rationale that led to theinitiation of this policy during the 1970's, namely, a desire to offerthe East European countries an economic alternative to excessivedependence upon the Soviet Union, will continue to hold during the1980's.
A normalized state of trade implies the removal of special impedi-ments to a two-way flow of goods and services, ie: impediments be-i+yond those that apply to trade with non-communist countries. Onthe part of the United States these impediments include tight exportcontrols, restricted access to trade financing, lack of MFN status, anddiscriminatory import relief measures.3
Despite the possibilities for selective liberalization of export con-trol towards some Eastern European countries, achievement of MFNstatus by some, and further rationalization of import relief, the pros-pect for the 1980's is one of only modest growth in the volume of U.S.-Eastern European trade. This is due to underlying economic limita-tions as well as to the ambivalent character of trade with the Easterncountries which, because of political and security related interests,places a curb on the maximum realization of the economic benefits ofEast-West trade. However, without changes in existing legislation,or in the ways in which current legislation is administered, trade willcontinue to be restrained during the coming decade.
International Economist at the Office of East-West Economic Policy, Department ofthe Treasury. The views expressed are solely those of the author and do not necessarilyrepresent the views of the Department of the Treasury. The author wishes to acknowi-

edge with thanks the assistance of Herbert Horowitz, Harvey Shapiro, Bruce Palmer.
Bill Barreda, Rodney Bent and Vladimir Pregelj in the preparation of this article. Specialthanks to Helen Raffel. The author, of course, assumes full responsibility for any errors
or flaws In the paper.I See "Normalization of U.S. Commercial Relations with East Europe" in this volume.2Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia. the GDR Hungary, Poland and Romania.See "Issues In U.S. East European Trade" In this volume.
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There are two major pieces of legislation that discriminate against

trade with the communist countries, namely, the Trade Act of 1974,

and the Export Administration Act of 1979.4 The Export Administra-

tion Act will expire in 1983 and will therefore be subject to intensive

review and possible amendment in the near future. The Trade Act may

also be subject to scrutiny in the 1980's.
From the point of view of East-West trade, the Trade Act impinges

on finance, tariff and other import restraints, and import relief meas-

ures such as market disruption. A question of continuing importance

is the proper relationship between official credits, MFN status and

human rights, that is, the question of linkage.
The Export Administration Act is concerned with export controls.

A central issue for review is whether the individual country approach

to export controls should be reinforced so that a differentiation among

the various countries of Eastern Europe can be strengthened. Or will

such differentiation increase the pressure exerted by the Soviet Union

on certain Eastern Europe countries to illegally transship U.S. tech-

nology from the recipient country to the U.S.S.R.?
The ways in which these questions are resolved both in the regulation

of existing laws and in any new legislation will affect the volume of

trade by influencing the three major variables in the U.S.-East Eu-

ropean trade equation: imports, exports, and credit.

II. THE TRADE ACT

FINANCING U.S.-EAST EUROPEAN TRADE: U3.S. OFFICIAL CREDIT

One frequently cited factor inhibiting the growth of U.S. trade with

Eastern Europe is the lack of official credits and guarantees to fi-

nance U.S. exports. At present only Poland, Romania, and Hungary

are eligible to receive U.S. Export-Import Bank and Commodity

Credit Corporation (CCC) credits. The Eximbank promotes U.S.

trade by providing four types of export financing services: direct loans

to foreign borrowers purchasing U.S. goods and services; guarantees

for private financial institutions; insurance for U.S. exporters against

exceptional risks inherent in foreign transactions; and discount loans

to provide incentives for private banks to finance U.S. exports. CCC

credits are extended to promote U.S. agricultural exports and to de-

velop long-term markets for U.S. agricultural goods. Interest rates

on Eximbank credits are below market rates and maturities are usu-

ally longer than for credits offered by private banks, whereas interest

rates for CCC credits are at market rates.
An issue of concern to the United States regarding trade finance is

the linkage between emigration in non-market economy countries and

U.S. official credit. Even those East European countries which cur-

rently have access to such credits must undergo annual review before

Congress of their emigration policies; the severity of the U.S. stand-

ards applied inevitably is affected by the political climate and thus

The Stevenson and Church amendments to the Export-Import Bank Act also discrimi-

nate against communist countries, but the policy issue is duplicated in the Trade Act.

Furthermore, Implementation of the antidumping legislation of the Trade Agreements

Act of 1979 necessarily requires different treatment of imports from state controlled

economies but could not technically be called discrimination.
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aggravates uncertainties in the economic relationships.5 A relaxationOI these standards, or less likely, a repeal of the Jackson-VanikAmendment, could result in the conclusion of trade agreements andaccess to official credits by other Eastern European countries. Con-versely, a tightening of standards could result in the non-renewal oftrade agreements currently in force and a denial of official credits tocurrent recipients.
The availability of official credits could be less important if otherimpediments to normal trade that are presently incorporated in theTrade Act were lessened. That is, if the Eastern European countrieshad greater access to sell their products in U.S. markets, their need(although perhaps not their desire) for credits, official or private, inorder to make purchases would diminish. On the other hand, theirexport potential is probably not large enough, even under the bestof circumstances, to finance the quantity of 1J.1. products that theywould like to purchase. Therefore the availability of credit shouldcontinue to be critical to the volume of trade. However, the availabil-ity of U.S. official credits may be constrained at least in the early1980's, as the direct lending budget for the Eximbank in real termsmay be curtailed by Congress."

IMPORT PROTECTIONISM

The East European countries will need to increase their exports tothe West during the 1980's in order to service past debts, as well as tofinance desired Western imports. They may be frustrated in severalways. First, it may well be that increasing East European domesticneeds, the demands of CME-A cooperation,7 and the need to pay forenergy imports from the USSR and other countries will diminishexports to the West. Second, the potential for increased exports to theWest may be limited, at least in the short run, by the economic situationin the West. Finally, there may be an increase in Western trade pro-tectionism during the 1980's.
U.S. obstacles to imports from state-controlled economies have tradi-tionally been stiffer than for imports from market economy countries.sSuch obstacles include failure to extend MFN status to many of thecommunist countries, market disruption criteria of domestic injurythat are-more easily applied to imports from communist countries thanto imports -from non-communist countries, and the application of U.S.antidumping laws in ways that may occasionally disadvantage com-munist country products because of the inability to price them on thebasis of domestic cost.
With the United States facing a period of serious balance of pay-ments difficulties, increased import barriers or individual relief meas-

O These considerations do not apply to Poland which received MFN in 1960 and istherefore not subject to the Trade Act provisions.a The budget for the Eximbank is reviewed on an annual basis, and lending authorizationlegislation is amended about every 5 years. The authority for the bank to make loansand guarantees, set forth in the Export-Import Bank Act, expires on September 30, 1983.For a discussion of the constraints on Eximbank lending, see "Hard Times for the Exim-bank." Chase International Finance, Vol. XV, No. 8. April 14, 1980, pp. 7-8.7 Council of Mutual Economic Assistance. Its members are the Soviet Union, Bulgaria.Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Cuba and
See Karen Taylor. "A Summary of U.S. Laws Applying to Imports of CommunistProducts." and Karen Taylor and Dehorab Lamb Communist Exports to the West inImport Sensitive Sectors," in Iues in East.West Commercial Relation8. Joint EconomicCommittee U.S. Congress, 1979.
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ures are a predictable response to all imports, including those from

Eastern Europe. The more frequent use of compensation agreements-

a method of trade strongly encouraged by the East European countries,

involving payback for imported U.S. technology and equipment with

shipments to the U.S. of the commodity produced by means of these

imports-may also intensify protectionist tendencies. If U.S. credits

are limited, and compensation agreements are discouraged by a rise

in import relief cases, then East European countries will experience

additional problems in financing imports from the United States.

ANTIDUMPING AND MARKET DISRtJPION AND THE ESCAPE CLAUSE

Existing antidumping provisions 9 afford an imperfect solution to

the problem of unfairly priced imports from nonmarket economy

countries, because costing of these imports can only be an artificial

construct.'0 The provisions attempt to deal with the dual task of in-

hibiting unfair trade practices while preserving the -benefits of com-

parative advantage in international trade.
To resolve antidumping cases, U.S. authorities must determine

whether the import in question was sold at less than fair value, i.e.,

at a price either below the cost of production or lower than the price

at which it is sold in the domestic market of the exporter in the normal

course of trade. Because prices in a communist country are established

by central authorities rather than determined by market forces, the

likely procedure in a antidumping case is to compare the price of the

communist good with the price of a similar good as produced in a

market economy at a stage of comparable economic development. The

"fair value" of the communist import is found, therefore, by hypo-

thetically relocating the producer in an economic environment most

like his home market. The chief problem in administering this law has

been how best to select the surrogate producer.
It has been suggested that rather than apply antidumping laws to

state controlled economies, these cases be handled under the market

disruption provisions of section 406 of the Trade Act."1 Under that

section, the importing country can increase its tariffs or impose quanti-

tative restrictions if increased imports are a significant cause of ma-

terial injury to the domestic industry (regardless of whether the price

of such imports is "fair" or "unfair"). This action does not require

any information on prices or costs, but is based entirely on the injury

test.
It has also been suggested that a legislative change be made so that

all import relief cases are handled under the escape clause provisions

of the Trade Act rather than under either the escape clause provision,

the market disruption provision of the Trade Act or the antidumping

provision of the Trade Agreements Act. The escape clause is primarily

designed to protect against rapidly increasing imports which are, or

threaten to be a substantial cause of serious iniurv to a U.S. industry

producing a like or directly competitive product. This provision is like

9 See the Trade Aereements Act of I979. Title I.

11 See Interface One. Eds. Wallace. Spina, Rawson and McGill. The Institute for Inter-

national and Foreign Trade Law, Georgetown University Law Center. Washington, D.C.

1950. pp. 75-55.
11 Market disruption: (Section 406 of the Trade Act of 1974). Market disruption

remedial measures protect against ranidir Increasina Imports whieh are or threaten to

be a significant cause of material injury to a domestic Industry. This section apnlies to

communist countries regardless of whether or not they receive MFN and regardless of

whether or not they are members of GATT.
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the market disruption provision as it requires only an injury findingin order to extend relief or impose import restrictions. It is unlike themarket disruption provision, however, because it does not discriminateagainst state controlled economies. This proposed change is differentfrom the change described earlier, in which cases involving importsfrom state controlled economies would be handled under the marketdisruption provision rather than the antidumping provision. Underthis change, cases involving imports from state controlled economieswould be handled under one provision which would not be discrimina-tory. Under the change described earlier, there would still be three pro-visions, however cases involving imports from state controlled econo-mies would be handled under the market disruption provision whichdiscriminates against those countries. The rationale for both proposedchanges is the same-to use only the injury test to determine if remedialaction is necessary.

MOST-FAVORED-NATION TARIFF TREATMENT

The granting of MFN status is linked to emigration conditions in agiven country through the Jackson-Vanik Amendment (Section 402of the Trade Act). It does not appear that the linkage will be droppedfrom the Trade Act in the near future.12 Even so, other Eastern Euro-pean countries may follow the lead of Romania and Hungary in com-plying with the terms of the Amendment."3 However, the extension ofMFN to more countries is not likely to significantly-alter the overalllevel of U.S.-Eastern European trade for two reasons. First, the lower-ing of the tariff rates, per se, is not likely to lead to a great surge in U.S.imports from these countries.14 Second, if it appeared that any EasternEuropean product-or indeed any foreign product-was making sig-nificant inroads into the U.S. market, a number of restraining meas-ures-market disruption or escape clause relief, orderly marketingagreements, and the like-could be initiated. Thus while politicallysignificant, MFN status alone will not play a major role in drawingEastern Europe economically closer to the United States.
III. THE EXPORT ADMINISTRATION ACT

Since 1969, trends in export control legislation have been toward nliberalization of controls on goods and technology which can be ex-ported to communist countries. Recent changes in the law include: theaddition of criteria that must be met before curtailing exports fornational security or foreign policy purposes; requirements to simplifyand expedite the export licensing process; a declaration that it is U.S.policy to minimize uncertainty in export controls and to encouragetrade; and modification of language to shift the emphasis of nationalsecurity from exports to communist countries to exports to any countrywhich poses a threat to the United States. Despite these changes, there
"2There has been some past sentiment for modifying, although not repealing theJackson-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act by adding flexibility to the President's waiverauthority with respect to emigration. One pro.'osedJ amendment put forth in the 96thCongress was to empower the President to make a determination that the granting of awaiver to Section 402 wo-rld lead substantially to- the achievement of free emigrationprovisions This amendment, however, was not made."3Poland has been receiving MFN treatment from the United States since 1960. anddoes not have to comply with the Jackson-vasnik Amendment.'4See Helen Raffel. 'Marc Rubin and Robert Teal. "The MFN Impact on U.S. Importsfrom Eastern Europe" in East European Economiee Post Helsinki. A Compendium ofpapers submitted to the Joint Economic Committee. U.S. Congress, 1977.
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is the continuing dilemma of how to encourage U.S.-East European

trade, while at the same time controlling the export of goods and tech-

nology for national security reasons.15

As the law has evolved in the direction of the individual country

approach to export controls and away from the political bloc approach,

differentiation among communist countries has become increasingly

evident. At present, Romania and Poland are under less severe export

control restrictions than are the other countries of Eastern Europe or

the Soviet Union. Hungary, which has signed a bilateral trade agree-

ment with the United States and been accorded MFN status, may also

eventually experience some degree of export control liberalization.

Differentiation among the Eastern European countries both

acknowledges that they do not form a single monolithic bloc, and

encourages them to independent action. On the other hand, the fact

remains that they all are Warsaw Pact members. The more differ-

entiation that is made between these countries and the Soviet Union,

the greater the possibility of pressures from the Soviet Union to ob-

tain via Eastern Europe technology products that have been denied

to it by U.S. export controls. Such a possibility may set limits on the

extent to which the United States can pursue a policy of

differentiation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has raised two critical questions in U.S.-East European

trade relations. First, will the 1980's witness further moves toward

normalization in U.S.-East European trade relations? Second, is

normalization likely to move far enough during the 1980's to achieve

a volume of trade sufficiently large to provide any Eastern European

country with an economic tie to the West that is comparable with its

economic tie to the Soviet Union?
The tentative conclusions are:

(1) That linkage of trade and politics is likely to continue in

U.S. legislation, but that it will not constitute the chief impedi-

ment to increased trade in the 1980's.
(2) That even if the United States were to take steps toward

eliminating its discriminatory approach toward import restric-

tions by means of changes in regulation or legislation, adverse

balance of payments in the 1980's may generate significant bar-

riers to any possible surge in imports from any source.

(3) That the low export potential of East Europe (coupled

with U.S. protectionism) will constitute the chief impediment to

increased trade; and
(4) That increased pressures for transshipments to the Soviet

Union may limit the extent to which the United States can pro-

ceed with differentiation among the U.S.S.R. and East European

countries with regard to export controls.
In short, the effect on the volume of U.S.-East European trade

of any further steps taken toward normalization is not likely to be

comparable to the surge experienced during the 1970's. No funda-

mental changes in economic relationships appear to be in the offing

for the 1980's.

U For a detailed analysis of U.S. export control laws and East-West Trade, see Tech-

nologu and Eaet-West Trade, Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress, Washing-

ton, .C.
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INTRODUCTION

The proposition that U.S. commercial relations with East Eu-rope W-as for that matter with the Communist world in general-arenot "normal" if measured with the yardstick of U.S. commercial rela-tionS with the industrial West or with the developing world, hardlyneeds elaboration. In broader general perspective. this lack of nor-mality stems from the significant theoretical and functional differencesbetween the West's and the East's conception of the nature of the econ-omy, its role in society and state-and vice versa-and, more particu-larly, the place of foreign commercial relations in the total economicand political picture. In a narrower and more specific sense, this ab-normality is, on the U.S. side, reflected in-and brought about by-anassortment of positive statutory or administrative measures in whichcommercial relations with Communist countries for various, most oftenpolitical, reasons are treated less favorably than those with non-Com-munist countries.
Normalization which would eliminate the abnormalities of the firstkind clearly is an extremely long-range, if at all realizable, undertak-

R rch Service, Library of Congress.omis Division, Congressional
1For the purpose of this paper, East Europe consists of Albania, Bulvaria, Czecho-slovakia, the German Democratic Republic (GDR),- Hungary, Poland, Romania, and
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ing, for it would require the harmonization of the widely divergent

organic characteristics of free-market and state-controlled economies

and their reciprocal commercial relations. A less elusive goal-at least

in theory-is normalization of commercial relations between the

United States and East Europe through the elimination or mitigation
of abnormalities of the second kind, namely, those statutory or admin-

istrative measures applied by the United States to commercial rela-

tions with East European countries that do not encumber U.S. com-

merce with the non-Communist world.
The purpose of this paper is to identify and briefly describe such

measures, as they affect U.S.-East European commerce, and indicate

the "normalizing" action that would have to be taken in order to elimi-

nate them. Accordingly, the main body of the paper consists of a

presentation of U.S. statutory or regulatory restrictions or specific en-

cumbrances placed on East-West commercial relations in the areas of

U.S. imports, U.S. exports, U.S. investment abroad, third-country
trade, and shipping. The last part gives a brief indication of the kinds
of action needed to overcome or eliminate these obstacles.

I. U.S. IMPORTS

A. Nondilwciminatory (Most-Fa'vored-Nation) Treatment

In 1951, the United States broke its policy of unconditional and

unlimited application of the most-favored-nation (MFN) treatment
to its trading partners by suspending, pursuant to a requirement of

the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, the MFN status of all

Communist countries except Yugoslavia. MFN status was restored
to Poland in December 1960. A statutory, but somewhat discretionary
mandate to deny the MFN status to all Communist countries without

exception, enacted as a provision of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,

was not immediately implemented and was amended in 1963 to permit

Poland and Yugoslavia to retain the MFN status. 3

This situation was changed in 1975 to the extent that the restora-

tion of the MFN status to Communist countries is now possible, but

subject to the quite restrictive provisions of Title IV of the Trade

Act of 1974.
The Act (sec. 401; 19 U.S.C. 2431) continues the general U.S. policy

of denying the MFN status-defined in the House Report on the

Trade Act, in effect, as application of concessionary instead of full

tariff rates-to "nonmarket economy" (i.e. Communist) countries

which did not enjoy such status at the time of the enactment of the 1974

Act (that is, all Communist countries except Poland and Yugoslavia).
It does permit, however, under a rather complex set of provisions and

conditions, the granting of the MFN status to a Communist country
whose emigration policy is reasonably liberal. The basic conditions

for granting the MEN status are spelled out in sec. 402 (the freedom-

of-emigration or Jackson-Vanik amendment; 19 U.S.C. 2432) and

several other related sections of the Trade Act.

A table showing the application of each restriction to each East European country

Is contained In the Appendix.
s In addition to Yugoslavia s eligibility for MFN treatment under U.S. statutes, such

treatment is also mutually spoiled between the tro countries pursuant to a treaty of

commerce between the United States and Yugoslavia's predecessor, the Kingdom of

Serbia In force since November 15, 1882.
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The law requires that several specific steps be taken in the processof restoring the MF}N treatment to an East European country. In theapproximate chronological order, these steps are:1. Bilateral agreement.-The United States must conclude with thecountry in question a bilateral commercial agreement providing,among other things, for nondiscriminatory treatment.4 Such agree-ment can be entered into whenever the President determines that itwill promote the purposes of the Trade Act and that it is in thenational interest.
The agreement must contain a number of specific provisions: Itsduration must be limited to three years (but may be extended for ad-ditional periods of no more than three years each if the United Stateshad derived from its satisfactory reciprocal benefits) ; the right totake any action for the protection of national security (including ter-mination of the agreement) must be provided for; arrangements(consultation, import restrictions) safeguarding against market dis-ruption must be provided for; if the foreign country is not a party tointernational patent, trademark, or copyright conventions, protectionof these rights must be provided for; arrangements for the protectionof industrial rights and processes must be provided for; arrangementsfor the promotion of trade and consultations for the purpose of re-viewing the operation of the agreement must be provided for.B. Presidential proclamation.-The President is authorized to pro-claim the entry into force of the agreement, but the proclamation can-not take effect until the Congress approves the agreement and theproclamation.

3. Compliance with the freedom-of-emigration requiremrent.-Forall practical purposes, this is the crucial step in the process of restor-ing the MFN status to an East European country. The freedom-of-emigration provision (Jackson-Vanik amendment) of the Trade Actrequires, in effect, that emigration from the prospective recipient ofthe MFN status be at least substantially free of restrictions or fees.5The law provides for two procedures of compliance this requirement.(a) The primary procedure, contained in the original Jackson-Vanik amendment, permits the conclusion of a commercial agreementand the extension of the MFN status only after the President hassubmitted to the Congress a report indicating that the country inquestion is not in violation of the criteria of free emigration estab-lished in the freedom-of-emigration provision. The President is alsodirected to submit to the Congress similar semiannual reports (June30 and December 31) as long as the agreement, extending the MFNstatus, remains in effect. Since the basic condition of this procedure isthat there be no violation of the freedom-of-emigration 'requirements,the potential for using this procedure is severely limited. In fact, noattempt has been made thus far to follow this avenue to the restorationof the MFN status to an East European country.
' The language, originally Introduced in the trade bill of 1973 for this provision. In-eluded also the participation of both countries In a multilateral agreement with MFNprovision (for Instance, the GATT) as an alternative to a bilateral agreement. The Con-gress eventually eliminated this alternative.The more s-ecific provision In respect to freedom-of-emlprstion to join a close rela-tive In the United States (sec. 409 of the Act- 19 U.S.C. 24391 contains Identical pro-visions as the general freedom-of-emigration provision (sec. 402) and is, in effect, aduplication of the latter.
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(b) Somewhat less demanding are the requirements of the alter-

native approach to the MFN status, added to the freedom-of -emigra-

tion statute as a result of a compromise between the Congress and the

Administration. The compromise provision authorizes the President,

in extending the MFN status to any country, to waive by Executive

order the primary requirement of no violation if he determines and

reports to the Congress that such waiver will substantially promote

the objectives of the freedom-of-emigration provision and that he has

received assurances from the foreign country that its emigration prac-

tices will lead substantially to the achievement of the objectives of

the statute.6
4. T'ransMi~ssion to the Congress.-The President is specifically re-

quired by law to transmit to the Congress the following documents

related to the granting of the MFN status:
(a) The bilateral commercial agreement, containing the exten-

sion of the MFN status and all provisions required by law (sec.

407 (a); 19 U.S.C. 2437 (a) );
(b) The proclamation providing for the entry into force of

the bilateral agreement; and
(c) The initial report indicating no violation of the freedom-

of-emigration requirement, or the report on his waiving the re-

quirement, containing or together with the determinations and the

statement in respect to his having received assurances which are

required by statute.
6. Congressional approval.-A commercial agreement containing the

grant of the MFN status and its implementing proclamation may take

effect only if the Congress adopts a concurrent resolution of approval

under the procedure specifically provided for by law (sec. 405(c); 19

U.S.C. 2435 (c) ). That approval statute (sec. 151 of the Act; 19 U.S.C.

2191) mandates the introduction of the resolution, prescribes its lan-

guage, prohibits any debates or amendments thereto, and sets up man-

datory deadlines for its various legislative stages. Consequently, if

either House wishes to disapprove the grant of the MFN status, it must

do so by voting against it; the resolution cannot simply die for lack

of legislative action.
In the case of Czechoslovakia, a further obstacle comes into play.

Sec. 408 of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2438) requires that the agree-

ment concerning the settlement of claims by U.S. citizens against the

Czechoslovak Government, initialled on July 5, 1974, be renegotiated

and submitted to the Congress as a part of any MFN agreement with

Czechoslovakia. The Congress has thus functionally tied the granting

of the MFN status to Czechoslovakia to an improvement, satisfactory

to the Congress, in the levels of compensation to U.S. citizens for

their property nationalized or expropriated by Czechoslovakia. At-

G The authority to waive the freedom-of-emtgration requirement may be extended an-

nually if the President determines that further extensions of the waiver authority will

substantially promote the objectives of the freedom-of-emigration statute, recommends

to the Congress not later than 30 days before the expiration of the authority, that the

authority be extended and sets forth his reasons for the recommendation. The determina-

tion must be made and the reasons for it explained in respect to every country for which

a waiver is in effect as well as In respect to the general authority to waive. The annual

extension of the waiver authority Is automatic unless either House adopts, within 60

calendar days after the end of the previous authority year and under procedure provided

for in sec. 153 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 2193), a resolution disapproving the extension of

the waiver authority either generally or in respect to any particular country.
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tempts at renegotiating the claims agreement with Czechoslovakiahave thus far proved unsuccessful.Moreover, implicit approval is required for the primary procedureof compliance with the freedom-of-emigration requirement. The ini-tial Presidential report to Congress, indicating no violation of therequirement (see 3(a) above), may be disapproved (and the grant ofthe MFN status thereby nullified) if either House within 90 sessiondays adopts a resolution of disapproval under the special proceduresprovided, for by sec. 152 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 2192; prescribed lan-guage, prohibition of debate or amendments, mandatory legislativedeadlines) .7

The initial use of the waiver in respect to an individual country, onthe other hand,. requires no explicit or implicit Congressional ap-proval. Congressional disapproval of -any particular waiver at thetime the waiver is first issued can be exercised only indirectly (except,of course, by passing a specific law to revoke the waiver) throughfailure to adopt the concurrent resolution required for the approvalof the bilateral agreement. tUnder the existing statutory procedure,any waiver can be revoked'directly by means of a disapproval resolu-tion adopted by either House (one-House veto) at the time of theannual extension of the waiver authority (see footnote 6).6. E xchange of notices.-The grant of the MFN status as a rulebecomes effective on the date the exchange of written notices ofacceptance between the two countries takes place.Thus far, the procedure required -under the freedom-of-emigrationprovision was followed, with the use of waivers, to extend-in EastEurope-the MFN status to Romania in March 1975 and to Hungaryin July. 1978. Four East European countries-Albania, Bulgaria,Czechoslovakia, and the GDR-are not eligible at this time for theU.S. MA N status.
Relevant for the consideration of the MFN status of East Europeancountries is the status of several of them as signatories of the GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and Trade, an international compact requiring,among other things, nondiscrimnatory commercial treatment of allother signatories. Of East European countries, Czechoslovakia is anoriginal (1947) contracting party. Yugoslavia became one in April196ff, Poland in June 1967, Romania in November 1971, and Hungaryin September 1973. The U.S. suspension of the MFN treatment in re-spect to Communist countries in 1951 conflicted with U.S. obligationstoward Czechoslovakia under the GATT and the United States hadto request-and did obtain-from the GATT contracting parties anapproval for the suspension. Yugoslavia's and Poland's accession tothe GATT created no problems in this respect since both countriesalready were receiving the U.S. MFN treatment at the time of theiraccession. When Romania and Hungary joined the GATT-at thetime not yet beneficiaries of the U.S. MFN treatment-the UnitedStates invoked the provisions of Article 35 of the GATT, which allows

A similar legislative veto (resulting In the termination of the MFN status of Indi-
vidual countries) can be exercised annually, in respect to the President's December no-
violation reports on individual countries. The statute requires that such reports be
submitted semiannually (see 3(a) above) if the MFN treatment, granted under the pri-
mary freedom-oi-emigration procedure, is to continue. As mentioned earlier, no country
at present enjoys the MFN status on~i the basis of this procedure, and the reports in
question are not being submitted to the Congress.
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nonapplication of the MFN treatment between two signatories in the

event that either of them has just become a new signatory to the

agreement.
aB. Generalized System of Preferences

Under its Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), provided for

in Title V of the Trade Act of 1974 and in effect since January 1, 1976,

the United States permits, for a 10-year period, duty-free importation

of a wide array of products from eligible less developed countries

(LDCs) designated as "beneficiary developing countries". (BDCs).

Certain countries are excluded from participation in the GSP for a

variety of reasons. Individually excepted are presumed developed

countries, among them-in East Europe,-Czechoslovakia, the GDR,

Hungary, and Poland (sec. 502(b); 19 U.S.C. 2462(b)). By impli-

cation of omission from this list, consequently, Albania, Bulgaria,

Romania and Yugoslavia are considered LDCs for the purposes of

GSP. The law, however, also prohibits the designation of any Com-

munist country as a BDC unless the country (a) has been granted the

MFN status by the United States, (b) is a signatory of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and a member of the International

Monetary Fund, and (c) is not dominated or controlled by interna-

tional communism. Under this triple restriction, only Romania and

Yugoslavia among East European countries have thus far been desig-

nated beneficiary developing countries and are able to participate in

the GSP.

C. Actions To Remedy Adverse Effect of Imports

Most actions to remedy or counteract the adverse effect of imports

from East European countries on U.S. domestic producers, provided

for by law, apply equally to Communist and non-Communist coun-

tries. In some instances, however, the remedial measure may be some-

what more readily applied in practice to a Communist than to a non-

Communist country. There are also some statutes that apply specifi-

cally to Communist countries.

1. MARKET DISRUPTION

Section 406 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2436) establishes

a special procedure to prevent or remedy the disruption of the U.S.

market by imports of an article specifically from Communist

countries.
While the general purpose of this procedure is the same as that of

the escape clause procedure (protection of domestic producers against

injury caused by increasing imports) and its mechanics are generally

identical, the two procedures differ in several significant aspects, all

of which tend to make the market disruption procedure less favorable

to imports than the escape clause procedure. Market disruption in-

vestigation by the U.S. International Trade Commission can be initi-

ated and the eventual remedy applied by the President in respect to

only the specific country or countries where the disrupting imports

originate while, in escape clause cases, imports of the article in ques-

tion from all sources, or at least all major sources, are considered, and
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the remedial action, as a rule, is applied on a nondiscriminatory basisto all countries." The causal connection between imports and injury,and the criterion of injury itself, underlying the USITC's recommen-dation for remedial action, are less strict in market disruption cases("significant cause of -material injury") than in escape clause cases("substantial cause of serious injury"), with the consequence thatinjury finding is more likely in market disruption cases.In market disruption cases, the USITC's investigation must be com-pleted in 3 months (vs. 6 months under the escape clause procedure),and an orderly marketing agreement, if such course of action is de-cided, must be entered into within 60 days (vs. 90 days in escape clauseactions). In addition, the President may take emergency import reliefaction before the USITC completes its investigation if he considers itnecessary; such emergency action is not provided for in escape clausestatutes.

Section 406, consequently, provides for an action to remedy import-injury whose implementation is easier, faster and more specific thanthat of the escape clause procedure. The action is also discriminatoryin that it applies only to imports from Communist countries; more-over, in contrast to most trade legislation that specifically affects Com-munist countries, it applies to all Communist countries without excep-tion, hence to all East European countries, including Yugoslavia.
2. MANDATORY SAFEGUARDS CLAUSE IN BILATERAL AGREEMENTS

Apart from the discriminatory nature of the fact itself that a rela-tive liberalization of trade relations with a Communist country (pri-marily, the granting of the MFN status) cannot take place withoutthe entry into force of a bilateral agreement, such agreement, by law,must also contain a safeguards clause providing for mandatory con-sultations and authorizing the imposition of import restrictions in theevent of actual or threatened market disruption (see also A (1) above).Such clauses are included in the trade agreements with Hungary andRomania.
3. ANTIDUMPING ACTION

East European countries are subject to the possible use of a specialprovision of the antidumping law (sec. 773(c) of the Tariff Act of1930, as added by the Trade Agreements Act of 1979; 19 U.S.C. 1677b(c) )-first enacted in 1975-which calls for an alternative method ofdetermining the foreign market value of imports from state-controlledeconomies that are suspected of being dumped on the U.S. market.Foreign market value is one of the elements used to establish whetheran imported commodity -is being sold in the United States at less thanfair value and to determine the level of the antidumping duty in theevent that .dumping has been determined to have taken place.Generally, foreign market value is the price at which an importedcommodity is sold in the country of origin or, alternatively, in thirdcountries to which it is being exported. If, however, the economy of
S Although escape clause procedure does permit discriminatory application of remedies"but only after consideration of the relation of such actions to the international obliga-tions of the United States" (sec. 203(k); 19 U.S.C. 2253(k)), import relief action hasIa practice always been applied in a nondiscriminatory manner.
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the exporting country is state-controlled to the extent that domestic

or third-country market export prices do not permit a determination of

foreign market value in the normal manner, foreign market value must

be determined on the basis of the price at which similar merchandise

produced in a "non-State-controlled-economy country" is sold either

domestically or in third countries, or, alternatively, on the basis of the

constructed value of similar merchandise of a "non-State-controlled-

economy country." The method for calculating the constructed value

is prescribed by law and contains mandatory minimal levels for cer-

tain cost components (general expenses, profit) ; it can, therefore, re-

sult in a value higher than the value based on actual cost of production.

As state-controlled-economy countries (with the exception of Yugo-

slavia), for which the normal method of determining the foreign mar-

ket value of an import would largely not be practicable, the countries

of East Europe are likely candidates for having the fair value of their

exports (in the context of the antidumping law) determined on the

basis of such third country-product value. Such course of action may

work to the disadvantage of the exporting country if the country is,

in fact, the least-cost foreign producer of the article in question, for it

may result in a higher antidumping duty than would normally be the

case or even in the levying of an antidumping duty where none would

be called for.
The antidumping law also contains a provision, not specifically

aimed at imports from state-controlled economies, which nevertheless

might, in practice, be more likely to apply to such countries than to

market-economy countries. In cases where export prices charged to

the United States are determined to be below the actual cost of pro-

duction, sales at less than fair value are presumed to have taken place

even though such prices are not lower than those charged in the ex-

porting country or to third countries, and foreign market value must

by law be determined on the basis of the constructed value. Since in

state-controlled economies, the sales price need not-and often does

not-reflect the cost of production, East European countries tend to

be more susceptible to the application of this provision than non-

Communist countries.

4. COUNTERVAIIING ACTION

Whenever a foreign country subsidizes the production or exporta-

tion of an article, the United States may counteract the competitive

advantage that the import has in the U.S. market because of the

subsidy by levying a countervailing duty, equal to the amount of

the subsidy. Amendments of the countervailing statute, enacted in

the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, provided for different applicabil-

ity of the countervailing duty, depending on whether or not the sub-

sidizing country is a "country under the Agreement" as defined by

law.9 Countervailing duty may be levied on subsidized imports from

OThe law defines a "country under the Agreement" as a country (1) which is a signa-

tory of the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing, concluded in the multilateral

trade negotiations of the Tokyo Round, or (2) which has assumed obligations substaf-

tially equivalent to those under the Agreement, or (3) which is not a party to GATT

but has'itnt force a bilateral agreement with the United States, providing for unconditional

MFN treatment (sec. 701(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by sec. 101 of the

Trade Agreements Act of 1979; 19 U.S.C. 1761 (b)).
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a country under the Agreement only if it is also determined that theyare actually causing, or threatening to cause, injury to a U.S. domesticindustry (Title VII, Subtitle A, Tariff Act of 1930, added by theTrade Agreements Act of 1979 (19 U.S.C. 1671-1671f)). Subsidizedimports from countries not under the Agreement do not have to meetthe injury test and are countervailed under the old countervailinglaw (19 U.S.C. 1303).
None of the East European countries (nor many non-Communistcountries) are "countries under the Agreement" and their subsidizedexports to the United States would be subject to a countervailing dutywithout the injury test.

II. U.S. ExPoRrs

A. Export Controls
The system of U.S. exportcontrols has since World War II devel-oped into an important tool of foreign economic policy, aimed pri-*marily at preventing the flow of strategic and high-technology prod-ucts and technical data of U.S. origin to Communist countries. Whilethe broad guidelines for controlling exports have been set by statute,their detailed and specific implementation has mostly been left toadministrative regulatory action, which is more flexible and adaptableto practical exigencies of a diverse and ever changing situation. Con-sequently, a system of export controls has gradually emerged inwhich there are differences in U.S. treatment not only of Communistas compared to non-Communist countries but also of- countries withinthe Communist group itself.

1. The bulk of U.S. exports of goods and technical data is controlledby the U.S. Office of Export Administration under the authority ofthe Export Administration Act of 1979 (50 U.S.C. App. 2401 et seq.),implemented through Export Administration Regulations (15 C.F.R.368-399.2). It is through these regulations that a specific level ofrestrictiveness is applied to exports to any destination in the world.There are basically three levels of restrictiveness as measured by therange of commodities that require individual "validated" licensesfor exportation to countries at that level and by the purpose of con-trols: (1) the level at which virtually all exports require validatedlicense, which, as a rule, is not issued, the result being a virtuallytotal export embargo; (2) the level at which validated license is re-quired only for strategic or high-technology exports, and may be issuedif the intended use of the export is judged not to endanger U.S. na-tional security; and (3) the level at which validated license is requiredfor strategic or high-technology exports, primarily for the purposeof preventing reexportation of the item to destinations in the other twogroups, and is usually readily issued, if control over reexportationis assured. Exports that do not require a validated license take placeunder a general license (a blanket permission to export), usually undergeneral license G-DEST.
Most commodities that require a validated license for export tocountries at level (2) and virtually all of those requiring a validatedlicense for export to countries at level (3) are articles whose exporta-
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tion is controlled internationally by the Coordinating Committee

(COCOM), consisting of all NATO countries (except Iceland) and
Japan.' 0

For purposes of more detailed control, the countries of the world
(except Canada) are assigned to specific "country groups" of which
one or more are placed at one of the three general levels of restrictive-
ness. Countries of East Europe, except Yugoslavia, are subject to the

middle level of restrictiveness and are assigned to country groups Q

(Romania), W (Poland and Hungary) and Y (Albania, Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia and the GDR). Yugoslavia has been placed in group
V (level (3) ), otherwise consisting of non-Communist countries out-

side the Western Hemisphere. While the differences in the degree of

restrictiveness affecting country groups Q, W and Y are minimal, Yu-
goslavia is treated significantly more liberally.

2. Exports of military articles are controlled under the authority of

sec. 38 of the Arms Export Control Act (22 U.S.C. 2778), which au-

thorizes the President to control all trade in defense articles and serv-

ices. Exports of any arms, ammunition, and implements of war listed
in the U.S. Munitions List (22 C.F.R. 121.01) and related technical
data generally require a specific license issued by the U.S. Office of

Munitions Control of the U.S. Department of State in coordination
with the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. While such
license may be denied for any of the several reasons stated in the regu-
lations in respect to exports to any country, the policy of the United

States is to deny any licenses for exports of U.S. Munitions List ar-

ticles to any Communist (hence also East European) country except
Yugoslavia. In its scope and mechanics, the arms export control is

similar to the control over general exports, implemented under export
administration legislation.

3. Exports of nuclear materials are controlled by the Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission under the authority of the Atomic Energy Act of

1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2011-2282). Certain nuclear materials
(except any kind of nuclear equipment and special nuclear material)
may be exported under general licenses provided that such exporta-

tion will not be inimical to the interest of the United States or, in

other instances, to common defense and security. The geographic ap-

plicability of such general licenses to East European countries varies:
all general licenses apply to exports to Yugoslavia, general licenses
for certain materials apply also to exports to Poland and Romania,
while a small number of nuclear materials may be exported under a

general license also to other countries of East Europe (10 C.F.R.
110.20-110.27).

B. Export Credit Operations

Some East European countries at present have no access to U.S.

Government export credit facilities and-to the extent that in prac-
tice private export credits functionally depend on U.S. Government
insurance or guarantees-only limited access to private U.S. sources

10 The original statutory authority for U.S. participation in cocoM (Mutual Defense

Assistance Control Act of 1951-"Battle Act") was terminated by sec. 17(e) of the

Export Administration Act of 1979 (50 U.S.C. App. 2416(e)); the present authority is

contained In sec. 5 (k) of EAA79 (50 U.S.C. App. 2404 (k) ).
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of export financing." The primary obstacle is raised by the provisionsof sec. 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2432), the same provi-sions that deny most-favored-nation status to Communist countriesunless their emigration practices are reasonably free of restrictions(see I. A. above). These provisions prohibit the participation of Com-munist countries in any credit operations of the U.S. Governmentunless the same freedom-of-emigration conditions are met. Conse-quently, a Communist country can participate in U.S. credit opera-tions only if it places no restrictions on emigration, or if its restric-tions are sufficiently mild to enable it to qualify for the required Pres-idential waiver. Although a country's privilege of participating inU.S. Government credit programs is not legally contingent on its hav-ing been granted the MFN status, the two benefits go hand in handbecause they are subject to the same explicit or at least implicit ap-proval procedure.12

1. EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES

The Export-Import Bank of the United States (Eximbank) pro-vides direct export credits and various types of insurance and guar-antees of export credits extended by private financial firms. Its ac-tivities in respect to exports to most Communist countries, includingseveral in East Europe, are severely restricted by law, a fact whichsignificantly hinders the potential growth of U.S. exports to the coun-tries to which the restrictions apply.13
In addition to the general restriction on export credits mandated bythe freedom-of-emigration provisions of the Trade Act of 1974, Exim-bank's credit transactions with East Europe (and other Communistcountries) are also subject to specific restrictions, contained in the Ex-imbank's organic act itself. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945,as amended, in sec. 2(b) (2) (12 U.S.C. 635(b) (2)) prohibits anycredit activities of the Bank related to direct or indirect exports toany Communist country (hence to all East European countries, in-cluding Yugoslavia) unless the President determines that such credittransactions would be in the national interest. Moreover, every such

U Although Johnson Debt Default Act (18 U.S.C. 955), which prohibits altogether,
under criminal penalties, loans by private individuals or entities to governments, their
subdivisions or agencies of countries in default to the United States, except under certainconditions, Is often mentioned in connection with export credits to East European andother Communist countries, its provisions ordinarily do not constitute a serious obstacleto private export credit nancng, While some East European countries are In defaultto the United States and do not meet the conditions of statutory exceptions, this situa-

tionited htates have lIsied r prinioP5v~ate epxpo~rt credoi~ts. Three Attorneys General of
AG.e~ n No.f15 (1968) (oenson ed 42 O~p. A .G Ndo.es27n (1967) (Clark) ] holding that theprohbitin ofthe Johnon Dbt efaut Ac dos no appy t cusomar comercial
"There Is technically a slight difference between the MFN and the credit approvalprocedure In that, In waiver cases, no action by Congress Is necessary for a country'sellgiblilty for credit once the waiver Is Issued. From a practical standpoint. however, itiR not likely that credit facilities would, In fact, be extended to a country to which the

MPfN status has been denied by a vote of Congress, and the waiver In question wouldcertainly be revoked by Congress at the time of the next annual extension of the waiverauthority, if not sooner rescinded by the President himself.fs Although, a s n mentoned in footnote 11, the Johnson Debt Default Act banis nt inerprted s aplyin tocustomary commercial credits, a collntrv's eligibilityor participation in Eximbank's programs facilitates its access to U.S. private exortthfexort.Iamnport Bank Act of 1945, as amended (12 U.S.C. 637h)s~cr d it i tca e x e mpth C ks U f ro m t h e ba n th o s U .S. a c r e dit tr a n s a c tio n s th a t ta k e p la c e
~vih hepatiiptin r n onecio wtha rasatio n of the Eximbank (e.g., private
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transaction involving a Bank's loan of $50 million or more requires a

separate Presidential determination of national interest. All deter-

minations must be reported to Congress. Although a statutory ban on

Eximbank's transactions with Communist countries, with a proviso

regarding the Presidential determination, has been in effect since

1963, it has not represented a serious obstacle to the Eximbank's financ-

ing of exports to Communist countries, since the President's deter-

minations of national interest have been readily made. Thus, for all

practical. purposes, the obstacle to East Europe's access to Eximbank's

credit facilities is the freedom-of-emigration provision.
The same four East European countries that have been extended the

U.S. MFN status (Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia) are

also eligible for and have utilized Eximbank's export credit programs,

since the President has made the required national interest determina-

tions in respect to all four. Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and

the GDR are not eligible.

2. COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION

Financing of export sales of agricultural commodities by the Com-

modity Credit Corporation to East European countries is subject only

to the restrictions of the freedom-of-emigration requirement of the

Trade Act of 1974. Thus, CCC credit sales at present cannot be made
to Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and the GDR. All four East

European countries that are eligible for CCC export credits (Hun-

gary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia) have used them.

III. U.S. FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

Opportunities for direct investment by American firms in enter-
prises in East Europe are limited, principally because of the unwill-

ingness of several Communist countries to offer any opportunities at

all. In the few countries that do offer them, restrictions are in effect

as to the maximum share of foreign, especially private, ownership or

other participation, because of their views on private vs. social owner-

ship and management of the means of production in a socialist
economy.

To the extent that American investors are willing to commit their

capital to joint ventures in East European countries, their willing-

ness to invest might be enhanced by their being able to benefit from

the programs offered by the Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(OPI C).

OPIC was created by Title IV of the Foreign Assistance Act of

1961 (FAA 61), as added by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1969

(FAA 69) (22 U.S.C. 2191-2200a), as a Federal agency charged with

the task of encouraging and supporting U.S. private investment in

less developed friendly countries. Its activities encompass assistance

in finding investment opportunities abroad, underwriting investment

insurance and guaranties, and extending loans and loan guaranties
to help finance foreign investment. Before the insurance or guaranty
program can be implemented in a foreign country, a bilateral agree-

ment must be concluded with the country in question, in which the
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guidelines and conditions of the program (including provisions forcompensation of covered investment losses) are spelled out.OPIC's operations in East European countries (as well as otherCommunist countries), however, are subject to several restrictions.The most pervasive and basic is the freedom-of-emigration ban ofthe Trade Act of 1974, which places OPIC's operations in East Euro-pean countries in the same position as export credit operations (seePart II. B.): unless the conditions of the Jackson-Vanik statute aremet, investment guaranties or loans cannot be extended.In addition, the general prohibition of extending assistance to anyCommunist country, contained in sec. 620(f) of the FAA 61, asamended (22, U.S.C. 2370(f)), applies also to OPIC operations. Thisrestriction may be waived, however, if "the President finds and re-ports to Congress that (1) such assistance is vital to the security of theUnited States, (2) the recipient country is not-controlled by the inter-national Communist conspiracy, and (3) such assistance will furtherpromote the independence of the recipient country from internationalcommunism."
This somewhat cumbersome waiver procedure can be dispensedwith in the case of Romania and Yugoslavia. A special statute (sec.23 9(g) of the FAA 61, as amended (22 U.S.C. 2199(g)), enacted in1972, specifically permits the operation of OPIC programs in thesetwo countries if the President determines it to be important to thenational interest.
An additional practical, although not clearly defined, obstacle isthe provision that OPIC's programs be carried out only in respectto "friendly" countries. "Friendly" countries are nowhere defined inthe FAA 61, and a functional decision on this score must be made ineach case by OPIC itself.l4
Inasmuch as OPIC programs can be carried out only in respect toless developed countries, some East European countries would be ex-cluded from it on that account alone, although there is no statutorydefinition of a less developed country for the purposes of OPIC opera-tions (or any other operations under the FAA 61).15The practical result of these various provisions is that OPIC pro-grams are operative only in Yugoslavia and Romania, the two coun-tries in which the operation of OPIC programs is specifically per-mitted by law and with which bilateral investment guaranty agree-ments were concluded in 1973. Even there, the agreements containspecial provisions, reflecting the special circumstances in which foreigninvestment takes place because of the socialist conception of the owner-ship of means of production.

IV. CONTROL OF THIRD COUNTRIES' TRADE

In certain instances, the United States also maintains control overexports of goods or technical data from third countries. Such controlis exercised over reexports of goods or data originally exported fromthe United States, over exports of articles containing components or
1 One essential pragmatic indication of "friendliness" of a country would be its uIll-ingness to conclde a bilateral Investment guaranty agreement with the United States.An even more basic one would he the maintenance of diplomatic relations.z Although there Is an implicit list of LDCs in the GSP provisions of the Trade Act of1974 (see Part I. B.) It does not'necessartly apply to programs under the FAA 61.
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technology of U.S. origin, and over internationally controlled products

exported from a third country by a firm owned or controlled by a U.S.

entity. These controls apply in addition to-and sometimes in conflict

with-any export controls that may be exercised by the authorities of

the exporting country itself.

A. Reexport8

Under the authority of the Export Administration Act, export ad-

ministration regulations (15 C.F.R. 374) place virtually identical

restrictions and licensing requirements on the reexportation from a

foreign country of articles originally exported from the United States

as they do on direct exports from the United States. Consequently, re-

exports of U.S.-origin commodities from third countries to East Euro-

pean countries must take place essentially under the same type of

license, issued by the Office of Export Administration, as would be

required-depending on the country of destination-for direct exports

of. the same commodity from the United States (see Part II. A. 1).

B. Exports Containing U.S.-Origin Part8 or Material8

The incorporation of U.S.-origin components, parts, or other ma-

terials into products made abroad and intended for exportation is sub-

ject in certain instances to prior approval of the Office of Export

Administration (15 C.F.R. 376.12). With the same differentiation

among the various country groups as applies to controls on exports

from the United States, such incorporation into a foreign-made pro-

duct to be exported to an East European country may not take place

without prior U.S. approval when the final product or in most in-

stances in which the part or component itself could not be exported

to the same destination from the United States under general license

G-DEST (that is, would normally require a validated export license).

C. Reexport8 of U.S. Technical Data

Under the provisions of 15 C.F.R. 379.8, U.S. controls on reexports

of U.S.-origin technical data by third countries apply to two basic

forms of data exportation: reexport of technical data as such, and

export of products manufactured abroad by use of U.S. technical data.

The Office of Export Administration exercises control over the second

type only in respect to reexports to Communist countries, except Yugo-

slavia. Such controls apply principally to an array of highly sophisti-

cated products with strategic implications that are specifically listed

in relevant export administration regulations. They also apply to

articles produced by any plant or major component thereof that is a

direct product of UY.S. technical data and included in the list.

D. Exports by Foreign Subsidiaries of U.S. Firms

The United States also exercises controls over certain exports by

foreign entities owned or controlled by U.S.-resident individuals or

firms. This control mechanism functions in practice as an extension of
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the international COCOM export controls (see Part II. A. 1). Ameri-can-owned or -controlled foreign firms are prohibited from exportingdirectly or indirectly to any Communist (hence, East European) coun-try, except Yugoslavia, without a U.S. license any article subject toCOCOM controls (high-technology items, munitions, nuclear ma-terials.) Exports made from and licensed by a member country of theCOCOM to a Communist country other than Cambodia. North Korea,or Vietnam (hence to all East European countries) are exempt fromthis restriction. In contrast to most export controls, these controls areadministered by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. De-partment of the Treasury under the provisions of 31 C.F.R. 505(Transaction Control Regulations), promulgated under the erstwhileauthority of sec. 5(b) of the Trading With the Enemy Act (50 U.S.C.App. 5 (b) ).21
In practice, then, these restrictions apply to exports of COCOMcontrolled articles from countries that are not members of COCOMto Communist countries, except Yugoslavia.

V. SHIPPING CONTROLS

Unilateral as well as COCOM international controls on exports toEast European (and other Communist) countries are reinforced byU.S. controls on U.S.-flag shipping implemented through Transporta-tion Order T-1, issued under the authority of secs. 101 and 704 of theDefense Production Act of 1950, as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2071and 2154). The order has been in effect since December 8, 1950, and isadministered by the Assistant Secretary for International Trade ofthe Department of Commerce. It prohibits, under criminal penalties,any U.S.-flag ship or aircraft from carrying strategic or high-technology articles (all articles internationally or unilaterally con-trolled to all destinations, plus some others) directly or ultimatelydestined to any country falling into export control country groups Yand Z (in East Europe: Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDRand Hungary) unless the article, has been issued a U.S. validated ex-port license (in the case of a U.S.-origin article) or the shipmenthas been authorized by the Assistant Secretary (in the case of a third-country export).
In practice, authorizations by the Assistant Secretary are rarelyif ever needed. The exportation of the restricted articles from theIUnited States, or if they contain IT.S.-origin components or tech-nology, from third countries, needs and is presumed to have a U.S.validated export license, hence, does not require a specific shipmentauthorization. Shipments of articles wholly of third-country origin-which would require a shipment authorization-however, are notlikely to be carried in U.S.-flag ships or aircraft and hence are notlikely to be subject to the provisions of the order.

1I Although the national emergency authority of the Trading With the Enemy Act,under which the Transaction Control regulations were originally promulgated, has beenrepeledby ee.l~ia) f PL. 5-23 of Decemb~er 2R. 19l77. the exercise of authoritiescontained in thoseregulO ations Phasbeen continued until September 14, 1981, under sec.101(b) of the same Act (50 U.S.C. App. 5 note) and Presidential Determination ofSeptember 8, 1980 (45 P.R. 59549).
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VI. NoRMALzATIoN OF RELATIONS

As has been said in the Introduction, normalization of commercial
relations with East Europe means in the context of this paper merely
the elimination of those discriminatory statutory or regulatory provi-

sions which place special obstacles, restrictions, or requirements on

trade with East Europe; it means, briefly, the action needed to place

East European countries on even footing with non-Communist coun-

tries as far as commercial relations are concerned. It is, furthermore,
not the purpose of this brief consideration of normalizing action to

assess the probability of or to present arguments either for or against

such normalization, nor, indeed, to analyze the validity of and the

reasons for the original placing of any special restriction or obstacle

on commercial relations with East European countries.
In the preceding consideration it has already been mentioned that

the various discriminatory provisions do not apply to all East Euro-
pean countries with equal impact: Yugoslavia is in most instances al-

ready treated like a non-Communist country, and Romania, Hungary,

and Poland are in a somewhat more favorable situation than the re-

mainder of East European countries. Whatever general normalizing
action might be undertaken would not affect all East European coun-

tries equally.
Implicit in the description of the various obstacles to normal rela-

tions with East Europe is the suggestion that these obstacles are the

result of several types of implementing mandate. Some of them are

required by law, others are set up by Executive regulation based on

a specific statutory authority (which in most practical instances

amounts to an implicit legislative mandate), others again have been

implemented through regulation based on a statutory authority of

more general purpose or scope and are clearly discretionary. Conse-

quently, normalizing action need not in every instance be of the same

type.
It goes without saying that all restrictions, regardless of whether

explicitly or implicitly mandated or merely authorized by law, can be

removed by legislative action. In view of the likelihood that-as pre-

sumed by this paper-discriminatory treatment would be removed only

insofar-as East European countries are concerned and would not extend

to other Communist countries as well, such legislative action could

not take the form of a simple repeal of the mandating or authorizing
legislation, for a repeal would make it impossible to continue applying

the same restrictions to Communist areas other than East Europe. A

more appropriate approach would consist of specific legislation author-

izing or requiring that the countries of East Europe be exempted from

the purview of the respective restrictive measure.
Any restriction not mandated by law-but implemented pursuant to a

statutory authorization can, technically, be eliminated merely by Exec-

utive action. The Executive would, of course, have to remain guided

by the legislative intent of the underlying statutory authority. When

the legislative intent or U.S. policy would seem to go against it, some

legislative modification of the intent may also be called for before the

Executive action is taken.
A certain degree of normalization in practice can be-and has been-

achieved by an East European country's meeting the statutory require-
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ments and conditions in those cases where such action is possible (e.g.,gaining the MFN status by complying with the freedom-of-emigrationrequirement). Nevertheless, as long as these conditions, applicable ex-clusively to Communist countries, still remain part of the law, onecannot consider, within the context of this paper, that full normaliza-tion has taken place.
Legislative action would clearly be required for the elimination ofsome important restrictions. The freedom-of-emigration requirement,blocking the extension of the MFN status to East European countriesas well as their participation in the programs of the Eximbank, theCommodity Credit Corporation and the Overseas Private InvestmentCorporation, cannot be completely avoided without legislation. Whileit is possible for East European countries to be granted the trade bene-fits restricted by the freedom-of-emigration provision, this granting iscontingent on their meeting certain requirements and conditions. Thisis not required oIf non-Communist countries. Although their status canbe "normalized" within the existing law insofar as its practical effect isconcerned, such normalization and its continuation are still tied to con-ditions which do not apply generally.
A similar situation, with additional conditions, exists in respect tothe participation of East European countries in the U.S. generalizedsystem of preferences and requires legislative normalizing action.Legislative action is required also to eliminate the market disruptionprovisions of sec. 406 of the Trade Act of 1974, the mandatory inclusionof safeguards clauses in bilateral trade agreements with Communistcountries, and the alternative method of determining foreign marketvalue of imports from "State-controlled-economy" countries in anti-dumping investigations.
Also mandatory-although waivable-and hence removable only bylegislation is the ban on the participation of Communist countries inEximbank programs. As mentioned earlier, this ban itself has not con-stituted an obstacle that could not be readily surmounted in practicethrough Presidential waiver action as authorized by the law itself.(The principal obstacle in this connection is the freedom-of-emigra-tion requirement.)
Legislative action is needed for the elimination of the statutory banon foreign assistance to Communist countries, which directly affectsOPIC operations (restricted also by the freedom-of-emigration re-quirement). In contrast to the comparable Eximbank provision, how-ever, the Presidential waiver procedure in the case of the OPIC banis considerably more cumbersome and tied to less easily fulfilled condi-tions. It has been, therefore, thought more practical to remove thestatutory obstacle by specific legislation, as in the case of Romania andYugoslavia (see Part III).
The system of export controls is based on legislation that authorizesrather than mandates Executive action in this area; such controlscould, technically, be mitigated or perhaps even removed by Executiveaction alone. Significant changes in the system have, in fact, beentaking place all along within the existing statutory guidelines. Atotallv free hand of the Executive is, however, significantly circum-seribed in practice by the clearly stated Congressional intent and-especially in the context of the Export Administration Act-by Con-gressional findings, declarations of policy and, implicitly, administra-
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tive directives which the Congress has inserted into the legislation.
Thus, while marked changes in the administration and mechanics of.
the export control system are possible by Executive action alone, a
total removal of controls applying specifically to East European coun-
tries would appear to go counter the existing policy guidelines and
would for practical purposes require Congressional sanction as well.
A change in Congressional mood, expressed through new legislation,
-would almost inevitably be called for as a basis for the "normalization"
of controls on direct U.S. exports to East European countries.

Third-country exports of articles of U.S. origin, or of articles con-
taining U.S.-origin components or technical data, would probably fall
within the same category. Exports from third countries over which the
United States claims control-often faced with the respective foreign
Governments' serious annoyance at what they consider U.S. inter-
ference in an area of their sovereign competence-only because they are
produced by an American-owned foreign subsidiary. or shipped on a
U.S.-flag carrier, can probably be released from U.S. control by Execu-
tive action without serious disregard of Congressional intent, since the
occasions for exercising this control authority are generally quite in-
frequent and, in the case of shipping controls, virtually nonexistent.

It is obvious that-speaking practically-the prospects for substan-
tial normalization of commercial relations with East European coun-
tries, regardless of how readily any normalizing action on the part of
the United States can be taken in theory, essentially depend on changes
in the internal and external political situation of East European coun-
tries as it affects or is perceived to affect the national security or foreign
policy interests of the United States, namely, those interests which
prompted the United States to put these restrictions into effect in the
first place. This element, however, depends more on the flexibility of the
East European countries than on the goodwill of the United States.

APPE'NDIx

STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES IN RESPECT TO SPECIAL ASPECTS OF COMMERCIAL
RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

German
Demo-

Czecho- cratic Yugo-
Albania Bulgaria slovakia Republic Hungary Poland Romania slavia

Nondiscriminatory treatment:
Statutory ------ X- - X
Under freedom-of-emi-

gration waiver ----- X -- X
GSP beneficiary developing

country - - -(1) (1) (1) (1) X X
Market disruption statute X X X X X X X X
Special procedure for deter-

mining foreign market
value in antidumping cases X X X X X X X

Level of export controls
2- 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3

Eligibility for:
Export credit operations -X X X X
OPIC programs -X X

Shipping controls - X X X X X --------------------
Special conditions -(3)
GATT signatory -- X - X X X X

' Ineligible for BDC designation because considered a developed country.
2See part lI.A.I.
3 Agreement on settlement of private claims must be renegotiated and submitted to Congress as a part of the MFN

agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to present ordered statistical information
on Soviet and Eastern European foreign trade with particular con-
centration on the period 1970-197-7 (1979 for the USSR). The data
presented here were taken from the third edition of the author's Proj-
ect CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and
Balances of the CMEA Countries, 1950-1977. Aside from the internal
version of the CMEA Foreign Trade Yearbook, which is not avail-
able in the West, this is the only other-comprehensive and regularly
updated data bank of this kind. The Data Bank contains 1080 time
series of exports and imports of each CMEA country (Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania, USSR),
the CMEA Six (Eastern Europe), and the CMEA Seven with nine
main trade regions (World, Socialist Countries, Capitalist Countries,
CMEA, CMEA Five, USSR, OCPEs, MDCs, LI)Cs) disaggregated
by five commodity categories (Machinery and Equipment, Fuels, Non-
Food Raw Materials, Food and Raw Materials for Food, Industrial
Consumer Goods). In addition, the Data Bank contains 664 time
series of commodity and overall trade balances. All data are reported

-in millions of current SDRs. All time series have a consistent com-
modity coverage, which follows the 1962 version of the CMEA Trade
Nomenclature (CTN.). The Data Bank can be obtained from Wharton
EFA, CPE Projects, 1110 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20005.

The data in the Data Bank were compiled by-the author on the
basis of the officially published data in the CMEA countries (Statis-
tical Yearbooks, Yearbooks of Foreign Trade), unpublished official
data (internal versions of Yearbooks of Foreign Trade), secondary
statistical information (Soviet and Eastern European books on for-
eign trade and economic journals), results of previous statistical work
by other Western reseachers (van Brabant and Marer), and finally
U.N. trade publications and mirror OECD trade statistics.'

In this paper, Eastern Europe, which consists of Bulgaria, Czecho-
slovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, and Romania, is treated
as one country. The study analyzes Soviet and Eastern European for-
eign trade with five major trade regions, namely the CMEA Six
(Eastern Europe), the USSR, the Other Centrally Planned Econ-
omies (OCPEs, which include Albania, China, Cuba, North Korea,
Mongolia, Vietnam, and Yugoslavia), the More Developed Countries
(MDCs, which include North America, Western Europe incl. Turkey,
Japan, Australia and New Zealand), and the Less Developed Coun-
tries (LDCs, or the rest of the world).

The paper is divided into four sections. Following this introduction,
section II analyzes the commodity pattern of Soviet and Eastern
European regional trade flows. In section III we present estimates of
foreign trade prices and (net) terms of trade, as well as estimates of
quantity indices and gross baiter terms of trade. Finally, evidence on
activity and relative price elasticities in Soviet and Eastern European

IDetailed information on the method of reconstruction of trade flows by trade regions
can be found In Vafious (1977), pp. Iv-xiv. Complete list of primary sources of data can
be found on pp. xxvii-xxxix. Updated information will be available In Vahous (1980b).
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foreign trade is presented in section IV. In addition, the problem ofbringing intra-CMEA and East-West trade flows to a common de-nominator and its implications are discussed in the Appendix.

II. CoI3IO0DITY PATTERN OF SOVIET AND EASTERN EUROPEAN

FOREIGN TRADE

In Tables 1 through 4, Soviet foreign trade with the four major traderegions-the CMEA Six, OCPEs, MDCs, and LDCs-is recon-structed by seven main commodity categories. The commodity dis-aggregation and coverage follows the 1962 version of the CMEA TradeNomenclature (CTN), which is slightly different from its more recent1971 version, and includes: Machinery and Equipment for Invest-ment (CTN 1 minus Arms), Arms, Fuels (CTN 20 + 21 + 22 + 23)1Non-Food Raw Materials (CTN 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 minus Fuels). Gramand Flour (CTN 700 + 82001 + 82002 + 82099), Other Food (CTN6 + 7 + 8 minus Grain and Flour), and Industrial Consumer Goods(CTN 9). In addition, in the case of the Soviet imports from theOCPEs, imports of Cuban Sugar (CTN 72306) are separated fromOther Food. All data are in millions of current SDRs.2
Because of the overevaluation of the ruble viS-a-vis the dollar in the

official Soviet foreign trade statistics, no attempt is made here to
aggregate the Soviet trade with four major trade regions and presenta "world total" for each commodity trade. The reader should be awarethat 1 (accounting) SDRs vorth of commodities in Soviet trade withthe CMEA Six or with the OCPEs is not equivalent in value to 1 SDRsworth of commodities in Soviet trade with the MDCs and the LDCs.Any attempt to aggregate unadjusted trade flows across differentregions amounts to "adding up potatoes and oranges, pound forpound" and will result in the calculation of world aggregates ofdubious economic meaning. This is a reflection of two facts, namelythat the average intra-CMEA price level has historically been set well

'The SDR unit is essentially the same as the U.S. dollar in its 1971 purchasing powerin terms of other currencies. The key reason for using SDR units rather than dollars asunits of measurement Is that intra-cMEA trade, relatively the most importdnt regionaltrade flow, recorded in tDR units does reflect changing prices in bloc trade but not theappreciation of the transferable ruble in terms of the dollar due to the declining valueof the dollar in terms of an average basket of other currencies.The following exchange rates between the national devisa currencies of the CMEAcountries and the SDR were assumed for the period of 1970-1977 (in units of nationalcurrency per SDR)
Bulgarian leva-1.17
Czechoslovak crown-7.20
East German mark-4.20
Hungarian devisa forint-11.74
Polish zloty-4.00
Romanian lei-O.00USSR ruble-o0 so

The average rate of appreciation of the national devisa currencies of the CMEA Six vis-a-via the dollar (1971=1.000) was 1.087 in 1972, 1.205 during 1973-1977, and 1.318 in1978. This Is slightly different from the average rate of appreciation of the SDR (asdefined by the IMF) vis-A-vis the dollar. Consaeliiently, what the writer calls the SDRIs slightly different from the SDR as defined by the IMP.Finnlly. the Soviet foreign trade data with the MfDCs and the LDCs were s'lightly ad-justed in order to align the ruble/dollar exchange rate used in the official Soviet foreigntrade statistics with that prevalent In the CMEA 'Six. To olfret the different rates ofappreciation of the ruble vis-k-vis the dollar In comnarison with the rate Of anpreclationof the national devisa currencies of the CMEA Six vis-a-vis the dollar, the USSR statisticswere converted from rubles into SDRs by dividing the ruble stalstiest by a factor 0.9and then mnultip-inc them hv the following correction factors: l972=0.9989. 197.q=1.0147.1974=0.9869. 1975=1.0349. 1976=0.9905. 1977=1.0134, 1975 and 1979=1.0000 . Thisprocedure makes them fully comparable with the corresponding trade data for the CMEAThe reader interested in more detailed discussion is urged to read the Appendix.
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above the average world market price (wmp) level and that intra-
CMEA and CMEA-OCPE relative foreign trade prices are distorted
vis-a-vis the wmp's and favor the trade in manufactured goods rela-
tive to primary goods. Consequently, the proper aggregation of com-
modity flows across different trade regions cannot be undertaken with-
out a detailed investigation of the patterns of both the average and
relative -price distortions in intra-CMEA and CMEA-OCPE trade
and is not attempted here. A more detailed discussion of the over-
valuation of the ruble vis-6-vis the dollar and its consequences is
presented in the Appendix.

The data presented in Tables 1 through 4 require little comment
and we will limit our remarks to point out only some of the most im-
portant trends or shifts in trade patterns. In the case of the Soviet
trade with the CMEA Six, on the export side we notice the rapidly
increasing importance of fuel exports and the virtual disappearance
of food exports (both grain and other food). Because of the rapid in-
crease in the Soviet prices of exported fuels starting in 1975 the share
of fuels in total Soviet exports to Eastern Europe increased from 15.0
percent in 1970 to 37.5 percent in 1979. During the same period, the
share of exports of grain and other food declined from 8.0 percent to

TABLE 1.-SOVIET TRADE WITH THE CMEA-6

[in millions of current SORs]

Machinery
and equip- Nonfood Grain Industrial

ment for raw ma- and Other consumer
Year investment Arms Fuels terials flour food goods Total

Exports:
1970 -1, 416. 1
1971 -1, 660. 1
1972 -1, 895. 5
1973-------- 2,250. 1
1974 - --- 2672.8
1975 -2, 879.3
1976 -3, 454.4
1977 -4, 117. 5
1978 -(4, 480. 0)
1979 -(4, 570. 0)

Imports:
1970 -2, 926. 7
1971 -3,079.6
1972 -3, 735. 3
1973 -4, 197. 2
1974-------- 4, 413.4
1975-5, 729. 8
1976 -6, 316. 5
1977 - 7, 266. 9
1978 - (10, 130. 0)
1979 - (10,320.0)

Trade balance:
1970 -1, 510.6
1971 -1, 419. 5
1972 -1, 839.8
1973 . - -1, 947.1
1974 -1, 740. 6
1975-------- -2, 850. 5
1976 -- - -2, 862. 1
1977 - -3, 149.4
1978 - (-5 650. 0)
1979 - (-5, 750. 0)

744.3 1,015.7 2,888.3
662.6 1,167.5 2,947.9
660.9 1,301.5 3,047.4
729.8 1,442.6 3,194.3
866.0 1,739.3 3,551.7

1,099.5 3,473.5 4, 840.4
1 230.5 4,118.4 5,133.2
1, 418.3 5,195.4 5, 438.3

NA 6, 275.5 NA
NA 7,722.4 NA

294.7 159.4 1,068.4
307.3 193.4 1,111.9
398.4 227. 2 1,335.2
485.2 233.9 1,279.8
531.3 217.2 1, 342. 5
510.3 464. 5 1, 811.6
707.2 452.3 1,997. 3
878.2 457.1 2, 200. 9

NA 552.2 NA
NA 522.9 NA

449.6 856.3 1, 819.9
355.3 974. 1 1, 836.0
262. 5 1, 074.3 1, 712. 2
244.6 1,208.7 1,914.5
334.7 1,522. 1 2,209. 2
589.2 3, 009.0 3, 028. 8
523.3 3,666.1 3,135.9
540.1 4, 738.6 3,237.1

NA 5,723.3 NA
NA 7,199. 5 NA

305.4
431. 1
225. 1
223. 4
310. 1
271. 8
57.5

224.3
5.0

169. 0

35.2
33. 4
20.7
48. 5
29. 5

184. 7
94.3
29. 3
45. 1
53.7

270.2
397.7
204.4
174.9
280.6

87. 1
-36. 8

195. 0
-40. 1
115. 3

235. 5
208.6
165.0
161. 7
241. 0
234. 1
138.6
137.5

NA
NA

581. 3
676. 1
823.1
760. 5
958.6

1 278. 3
1, 268.3
1, 479.1

NA
NA

-345. 8
-467. 5
-658. 1
-598. 8
-717.6

-1,044.2
-1, 129. 7
-1,341.6

NA
NA

153. 1 6, 758.4
163.5 7,241.3
178.6 7, 474.0
199.0 8,200.9
291.7 9,672.6
386.1 13,184.7
430.3 14,562.9
431.0 16,962.3

NA 18, 828.3
NA 20, 609.5

1,568.0 6, 633.7
1, 856.8 7,258.5
2, 001. 1 8,541.0
1, 986.9 8, 992.0
2, 063.2 9, 555. 7
2, 589.3 12, 568.5
2, 748.7 13, 584.6
3, 079.3 15,390.8

NA 18, 639. 9
NA 19, 414.5

-1, 414. 9 124.7
-1,693.3 -17.2
-1,822.5 -1,067.0
-1 .787.9 -791.1
-1, 771.5 116.9
-2,203.2 616.2
-2, 318.4 978. 3
-2,648.3 1,571.5

NA 188.4
NA 1,195.0

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vanous. Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreien Trade Flows and Balances of the CMEA

Countries, 1950-77 (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British

Columbia, July 1980), 1978-79: preliminary data from the 1978 and 1979 U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Yearbooks.
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(most probably) less than 2 percent. The share of the historicallymost important export commodity-non-food raw materials-gradu-
ally declined from 42.7 percent in 1970 to 32.1 percent in 1977. On theimport side, the pattern has changed very little during the period1970-1977. The share of imports of machinery and equipment forinvestment and of industrial consumer goods, which amounted to 44.1and 23.6 percent of Soviet imports from the CMEA Six in 1970, repre-sented 47.2 and 20.0 percent of total imports in 1977, respectively. Thepattern of trade balances for individual commodity groups revealsthat the USSR earns a growing surplus in trade in fuels, non-food rawmaterials and arms, which is offset by rising deficits in trade in theremaining commodities. Only the commodity category grain and flourexhibits a trend toward balanced (read zero) trade.

TABLE 2.-SOVIET TRADE WITH THE OCPEs

[in millions of current SDRsl

Machinery Indus-and equip. Nonfood Grain trial con-
ment for raw ma- and Cuban Other sumerYear investment Arms Fuels terials flour sugar food goods Total

Exports:1970 - 576.7 106. 5 201.7 418.7 122.7- - 94.7 87.5
1971 - 578.3 209.4 229.1 433.8 1047 4 114.3 107.21972 -------- 623.7 128.8 229.2 416.9 78.7 - ------ 148.0 106.81973 -------- 659.8 124.8 339.9 416.2 104.2- - 158.9 123.31974 -------- 831.8 110.9 540.7 630.8 167.1---------230.8 139.41975 - ------- 940. 1 148.4 739. 6 627. 8 186.3 - -2------- 23.5 153.61976- 1, 263.6 136.4 870. 7 805. 7 220.8 ---------- 242.2 172.81977 -------- 1, 407.4 205.6 1, 129. 2 824.8 271.2--------259.8 163.31978 -------- (1: 660. 0) NA 1,234.2 NA 219.2 -- - H---- A NA1979- ( 85100 ) NA 1, 728.9 NA 289.4 - - NA NAImports:

1970 - 85.6 . 0 302.5 404.8 94.4 115.31971-67.1 0 366.4 206.1 121.8 158.11972 --67.3 --- 0 339.9 2 146.1 129.4 241.219736-68.7- 68. 1484 1.6 407.3 - 358.9 134.6 277.21974- -- 130.8 -------- .3 540.1 ----- 678.6 212.1 331.1975 -------- 210. 2----- 1. 1 633.6------1, 493. 7 218.1 394. 41976 - 400 8 669.0......1,553.1 206.8 427. 71977 -44----- 3.2 .---- 8 682.6 ----- 1,g61. 5 282.8 417. 21978 -~~~~_(550.0) ----- 1.0 NA------2, 352.4 NA HA1979-------- (500.0) ----- 9 NA------2, 264.3 NA NATrade balance:
1970 -------- 491. 1 106.5 201. 7 116. 2 122.7 -404.8 .3 -27.81971 -------- 511.2 209. 4 229.1 67. 4 104.4 -206.1 -7. 5 -50.91972 -------- 556.4 128.8 229. 2 77. 0 78.7 -146.1 18. 6 -134.41973------ 591. 1 124.8 338. 3 8.9 104.2 -358.9 24.3 -153.91974 ------ :: 701. 0 110.9 540. 4 90. 7 167.1 -678.6 18.7 -191.71975 -------- 729.9 148.4 738. 5 -5.8 186. 3 -I, 493.7 5.4 -240.81976------ 923 .6 136. 4 869.9 136. 7 220.8 -1, 553.1 35. 4 -254.91977 - ~~~~~964.2 205.6 1, 128.4 142.2 271.2 -1, 861. 5 -23.0 -253.91978----- (1, 11I0. 0) NA 1, 233.2 NA 219.2 -2, 352.4 NA NA1979 -------- (1, 310. 0) NA 1, 728. 0 NA 280.4 -2, 264.3 NA NA

1,608.5
1,776. 5
1, 732.1
1, 927. 1
2, 651. 5
3,019.33, 712.2
4,261.3
4, 774.2
5, 616.4

1, 002. 6
919. 5923.9

1, 248. 3
1,893.0
2,951.1
3,197.4
3, 688.1
4, 408. 9
4,393. 0

605. 9
857. 0
808.2
678. 8
758. 5

68. 2514. 8
573. 2365. 3

1, 223. 4

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vanous, Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and Balances of the CMEACountries, 1950-77 (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia,July 1980). 1978-79: Preliminary data from the 1978 and 1979 U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Yearbooks.

As far as the Soviet trade with the OCPEs is concerned, fuels rep-resent a steadily growing portion of Soviet exports and Cuban sugara growing portion of Soviet imports. In 1970 fuels accounted for 12.5percent of exports and Cuban sugar for 40.4 percent of imports; in1979 the share of fuels in exports increased to 30.8 percent while the
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TABLE 3.-SOVIET TRADE WITH THE MDCs

[In millions of current SDRsO

Machinery t.Indu,-
and equy Nonfood trial con-

ment for raw ma- Grain and Other sumner
Year investment Arms Fuels terials flour food goods Total

Exports: 9:
1970 --- _ - 91.0 13.1 706.4 1,324.9 22.7 156.3 9 2,393.4
1971-------- 85. 7 10.4 984.3 1, 349.6 81. 5 154.2 92.4 2,758. 1
1972 --99.0 10.3 886.0 1,451.5 24.7 123.5 114.2 2,709. 2
1973 -- 168. 1 13.3 1, 535.0 2, 055.1 120.6 167.6 167.8 4, 227. 5
1974 -- 197- 184.t 9 14.U9 3,201. 1 2,770.5 277.e7 224.2 188.3 6, 861.6
1975 --- 300. 7 18.0 3, 929.6 2,309.5 28.0 231. 1 243.3 7,060.2
1976 ------------ 333.2 19.8 5,1248.9 2, 551.3 0.2 203.2 265.0 8, 621.6
1977 --------- - 287.2 23.3 64.6 2,899.5 25.8 164.2 333.8 9, 928.4
1978 -------- (315.0) NA 6, 1 82. 9 NA 10.5 NA NA 9, 667. 8
1979-------- (400.0) NA (9, 569.1) NA (50. 5) NA NA 13,895. 7

Imports:
1970 1,---- 104.1 1-- ---- 7.8 1, 154.0 122.7 106.3 327.4 2,822. 3
1971tetht- i sitef1,032.5 ------ 9.5 1,256.8 182.0 98.2 1972,
1972 ------- - 1, 247.0 - -- - 7. 7 1, 339.4 817.8 108.0 298.9 3, 818.8
1973-1,------ 605.1 -- ----- 12.2 1, 821.9 1, 267.6 226.5 240.3 5,173.6

19742,19.8 - 183'3515.3 496.0 242.3 352.6 6,3.

1975-------- 4,128.3 ------- 36.4 4, 372.1 1, 751.7 333.9 536.2 11, 158.6
1987-------- 4,745.8 -- ----- 50.2 4,021.2 2,142.9 416.9 534.3 11,911.3
1977 - 4,967.4--46.4-3,81.1 1, 150.6 656.1 513.3 11, 174.9

1978 - (5, and 305.0) --------- 58.4 NA 1,V608.2 NA
1979-------- (5,030.0) ------- (264.4) NA (2,411.5) NA NA 14,719.3

Tra e balance:inraeinteim otnc ffeleprtpi

19a70 -b as a -1, 013.1 13.1 698.6 170.9 -100.0 50.0 -248.4 -428.9
1971 ------- -946.8 10.4 974.t 8 92. 8 -100.5 56.0 -218. 5 -131.8
1972 -- 1,140.0 10.3 878.3 112.1 -793.1 15.5 -184.7 -1, 109.6
1973 ----- -1, 437.0 13. 3 1,522.8 233.2 -1, 147.0 -58.9 -72.s5 -946.1
1974 -1,924.9 14.9 3,182.8 -744.8 -218.3 -18.1 -164.3 127.3
1975 -------- 3,827.6 183.0 3,893.2 -2,062.6 -1, 723. 7 -102.8 -292.9 -4,098.4
1976 -------- 4,412.6 19.8 5,198. 7 -1, 469.9 -2,142. 7 -213.7 -269.3 -3, 289.7
1977------- -4, 680.2 23.3 6,140.2 -94 1.6 -1, 124.8 -491.9 -179. 5 -1246.5
1978--------(-4,990.0) *A 6145 NA -1, 597.7 NA NA -2,530.7
1979--------(-4,630.0) NA (9,304.7) NA (-2,361.0) NA NA .- 823.6

Note: During 1976-79 the U.S.S.R. also impiorted machinery, equipment, and pipes (included in nonfood raw material
category) for the Orenburg pipeline project from tour MDCs. These merchandise imports should be added to the re-
ported total, but cannot be allocated to the 2 commodity groups they belong to. They amounted to SDR 347,900,000
in 1976, 734,900,000 in 1977, 216,000,000 in 1978, and 21,900,000 in 1979.

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vanious, Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and Balances of the CMEA
Countries,-1950-1977 (Vancouver, B.C.:- Project CMEA.FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Co-
lumbia, July-1980). 1978-79: preliminary data from the 1978 and 1979 U.S.S.R. Foreign Trade Yearbooks.

share of Cuban sugar in imports reached 51.5 percent.3 It is of interest
to note that in spite of the poor Soviet grain harvests in 1972 and
1975, the USSR has continued to export significant amounts of grain,
flour and other food to Cuba, North Korea, and Vietnam.

The most dramatic increase in the importance of fuel exports, pri-
marily as a result of spectacular price increases (of about 600 percent

3Soviet trade statistics reveal that Soviet payments for imports of sugar from Cuba
are mostly disguised payments for Cuban mercenary services in 'various parts of Africa
and Asia (Angola, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Yemen, etc.), I.e., payments for the cost of
proxy intervention on behalf of the USSR. These activities began on a large scale In 1975
and Cuba was immediately rewarded by about 275 percent increase In the price of sugar
pmaid by the USSR during the period of 1975-1977 (relative to 1970). In 1978 the USSR
iport price for Cuban sugar increased by 360 percent relative to 1970. During the same

period, world market prices of sugar were falling rapidly and by 1978 they fell roughly
to one quarter of their all time high 1974 level. If we take into account these relative
price developments and the fact that already In 1970 the USSR paid about 665 percent
more for imported Cuban sugar than it would have been required to pay on the world
market, we can calculate the implicit subsidy element in Soviet imports of sugar which
benefits the Cuban economy (currently running about 300 dollars Per caita, or about
25 percent of the Cuban GNP). The writer estimates that in 1975 this rimnlicit subsidy
element was about SDR 390 million, and then it began to rise rapidly to SDR 900 million
in 1976, SDR 1320 million in 1977. and SDR 1860 million in 1978. These estimates are
very clone to those made by Theriot and Matheson (1979), p. 560.

For a more general treatment of the problem of implicit trade subsidies and unconven-
tional gains from trade see Marrese and Vafious (1980).
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TABLM 4.-SOVIET TRADE WITH THE LDCs
[in millions of current SDRsj

Machinery
and equip- Nonfood Grain Industrialmeet for raw and Other consumerYear investment Arms Fuels materials flour food goods Total

Exports:
1970 1
1971.-

1973-
1974

1976-

1977 -

Imports: ------
970.

1971
1972
1973 .
1974-.-
1975.-
1976
1977
1978 .----
1979 - (Trade balance: -------
1970-- - - - -- - -

1971 ---------
1972
1973.
1974

1978

1979 -- (--.... ,

674.1 891.3 73.0 235.3 17.5 113.9689.7 779.5 97.3 249.7 44.6 130.8740.8 1,063.0 86.6 230.4 8.5 57.6814.5 1,934.8 76.8 396.8 5.8 45.9745.2 1,825.1 324.8 599.5 34.0 141.9923.9 1, 847.5 388.0 473.9 12.6 105.41010.3 2,214.8 392.6 367.7 .3 67.51189.5 3,737.5 527.1 413.9 3.7 62.6315.0) (3,700.0) 437.9 NA 5. 7 NA1475.0) (3, 700.0) (862.6) NA (5.0) NA
1.5 -67.4 657.8 0 410.82.8 -134.1 630.4 25.0 458.16.0 -208.5 607.9 0 487.011. 7 -344.7 783.8 0 598.011.8 -489.7 1, 011.7 105.0 718.119.0- 677.8 933.9 345.2 1,154.718.4- 639. 3 767.9 292.6 1, 093.823.4- 722.1 1, 000.2 58.0 1, 290.5(35.0)- 808.9 NA 236.2 NA(25.0) -(810.5) NA (165.1) NA

672.6 891.3 5.6 -422.5 17.5 -296.9686.9 779.5 -36.8 -380. 7 19.6 -327. 3734.8 1,063.0 -121.9 -377. 5 8.5 -429.4802.8 1, 934.8 -267.9 -387.0 5.8 -552. 1733.4 1,825. 1 -164.9 -412.2 -71.0- 576.2904.9 1,847.5 -289.8 -460.0 -332.6 -1,049.3991.9 2,214.8 -246. 7 -400.2 -292.3 -1, 026.3166.1 3,737.5 -195.0 -586.3 -54.3 -1, 227.9280.0) (3 700.0) -371.0 NA -230.5 NA450.0) (3 700.0) 52.1 NA (-160. 1) NA

34.6
38.641.6
36.1
45.5
54.9
62.8
75.0

NA
NA

135.4
161.5
189. 0
221.9
277.8317.7
275.0
280.8

NA
NA

-100. 8
-122.9
-147.4
-185.8
-232.3

-262.8-212.2-205.8
NA
NA

2,039. 7
2,030. 2
2, 228. 5
3, 310.7
3, 716. 0
3,806. 2
4,116.0
6, 009. 3
6 362.6
7,018.3

1,272.9
1,411.9
1, 498. 4
1,960. 1
2,614.1
3, 448. 3
3, 087. 0
3,375. 0
3,145.8
3,543. 9

766. 8
618. 3
730.11,350. 6

1, 101. 9
357. 9

1,029. 0
2 634. 3
3,216.8
'A A74 A

Source: 1970-77: Jan Vanous, Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and Balances of the CMEACountries, 1950-1977 (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, Universit of British Colum-bia, July 1980).1978-79: preliminary data from the 1978 and 1979 U.S.SR Foreign Trade Yearcooks. -

between 1970 and 1979 in terms of SDRs), took place in Soviet ex-ports to the MDCs. Between 1970 and 1979, the share of fuels increasedfrom 29.5 to 68.9 percent. The share of non-food raw materials, for-merly the most important Soviet export commodity, declined from55.4 percent in 1970 to 29.2 percent in 1977. The most important im-ported commodity from the MDCs is machinery and equipment forinvestment; its share declined from 39.1 percent in 1970 to 34.2 percentin 1979. However, as a result of two major grain harvest failures inthe 1970's, imports of grain and flour exhibit the most rapid growth.While in 1970 they amounted to mere 4.3 percent of total imports fromthe MDCs, in 1979 they represented 16.4 percent, and even reachedthe level of 24.5 and 18.0 percent in the two years immediately follow-ing harvest failures, namely 1973 and 1976. What is quite surprisingis that since 1974 the USSR has had a trade deficit in every com-modity category except fuels and arms (the latter being due to negli-gible exports to Finland), i.e., even in the commodity category non-food raw materials. However, since the USSR imports large amountsof steel and steel products (pipes) which are included in this category,the bulk of this deficit can be attributed to this factor. Nevertheless,Table 3 reveals the enormous dependence of Soviet imports on therevenue from fuel exports. Should the USSR find it necessary to startreducing fuel exports to the MDCs or begin large-scale oil imports
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from the Middle Eastern OPEC countries, as some specialists predict
will take place between 1982 and 1985, this would require the elim-
ination of trade deficits in machinery and equipment, imports of those
non-food raw materials with more or less adequate domestic substi-
tutes, and ultimately also the elimination of deficits in grain and
other food.4

The most fascinating aspect of Soviet exports to the LDCs is the
importance of arms: between 1970 and 1979 their share in total exports
increased from 43.7 to about 53 percentU During the same period, the

4 See, e.g. widely reported predictions of the CIA recently appearing In the press, and
Bond and Levine (1979) who present some possible scenarios and simulations of the

forthcoming Soviet energy crisis and its impact on the Soviet foreign trade sector (pri-
marily trade with the Developed West) using the SRI-Wharton Soviet Econometric Model
(SOVMOD). Also see Lee and Lecky (1979), pp. 581-599.

5 The arms exports to the LDCs reported in Table 9 include commercial transactions
and exclude any gifts, grants, or military aid (items not included in the USSR foreign
trade statistics), which are likely toebe substantial as well.

At the present time, three types of estimates of the Soviet exports of arms to the
LDCs are available, each relying on different methodology. Vahious minimum estimate is

calculated by subtracting the sum of reported exports to all individual LDCs (whether
Identified by commodity or not) included in the official Soviet foreign trade statistics
from the reported LDC total. According to the information available to the author from

internal CMEA sources, Soviet exports to the LDCs not identified by country represent
exports of arms. In fact, in the internal version of the CMEA Foreign Trade Yearbook
published by the CMEA Secretariat in Moscow, the reported Soviet exports and imports

exclude arms, and the reported total Soviet exports to the LDCs equal the sum of exports
to the individual LDCs that can be calculated from the USSR Foreign Trade Yearbook.

Vaiious maximum estimate of Soviet exports of arms to the LDCs assumes that in fact

a small portion of the tISSR-LDC arms trade is hidden in the country export statistics
In the form of an "unidentified commodity residual." This estimate is obtained through
the following series of steps. First, the author makes an estimate of total Soviet exports
of arms. Next, Soviet exports of arms to the CMEA Six, to the OCPEs and to Finland
are estimated using a variety of techniques. The description of the first two steps of this

procedure can botandfrom the author on request. Finally, Soviet exports of arms
to the LDCs are assumed to be the difference between the total Soviet arms exports and
Soviet arms exports to the above three areas. This estimate is the one reported in Table 4
above.

The third estimate is the CIA estimate reported by Ericson and Miller (1979), p. 214.

The methodology of construction of this estimate is not known, but it is likely to be
calculated as the sum of Soviet arms exports to individual LDCs estimated on the
basis of reports by field agents and country desk specialists.

The three estimates for the period 1970-1979 are compared below (in millions of cur-
rent dollars)

Ratio of Ratio of
Vafious CIA to

Various Vafious maximum to Vaffous

Year minimum maximum CIA minimum minimum

1970-792.0 891.3 995 1.125 1.256
1971 --------------- 694.3 779.5 865 1.123 1.246
1972--------------- 1,065.9 1,155.3 1,215 1.084 1.140
1973--------------- 2,148.3 2,330.9 3,130 1.085 1.457
1974--------------- 2,027.2 2, 199.4 2,310 1.085 1. 140
1975--------------- 1,893.4 2,227.2 1,845 1.176 .974
1978--------------- 2,319.4 2,669.4 2,575 1. 151 1. 110
1977-3,887.9 4,504.4 3,515 1.159 .904
1978--------------- 4,183.2 4,873.0 3,825 1. 165 .914
1979--------------- 4,336.5 5,052.0 NA 1.164 NA

The comparison of Vafious maximum and CIA estimates reveals that they are fairly
close to each other for years 1970 through 1972. 1974 and 1976. Vathous maximum esti-

mate Is well below that by CIA for 1973 (by 800 million dollars) and It exceeds the CIA
estimates in 1975 (by about 380 million dollars) and in 1977 and 1978 (by about 990
and 1050 million dollars, respectively).

flow can the above difference between Vallous maximum and CIA estimates be recon-
ciled? Firstly, the two estimates may not estimate the same thing. Consequently, we
need to compare just what is included in the two estimates. Secondy t i CIAserenright
and Valious wrong, then Vafious must underestimate Soviet exports of non-food raw
materials to the LDCs reported In Table 4 by about SDR 210 million 1975 and SPE 810
and 800 million In years 1977 and 1978, respectively, Similarly, Vafious would have to
overestimate these exports by about SDR 670 million in 1973. It is Immediately apparent
that the latter possibility can be ruled out (exports cannot be negative). The former
possibility can also be riled out because It would implyv under-reporting of Soviet exports
of non-food raw materials on an unprecedented scale. .Therefore. either Vafious Is right
or the, CIA should prove that the assumption underlying Vafmous minimulm estimate Is

wrong and the LDC export residual not identified by country contains commodities other
than arms.



share of civilian machinery exports declined from 33.0 to 21.0 per-cent. This trend requires little comment and indicates what is the So-viet idea of assistance to the economic development of the ThirdWorld. On the import side, we should note the rapidly rising im-portance of fuels; their share increased from 5.3 percent in 1970 to22.9 percent in 1979. Between 1970 and 1977, the share of imports ofmanufactured commodities (machinery and industrial consumer goodscombined) declined from the already low 10.8 to mere 9.0 percent.This indicates the degree of real Soviet support (as distinguished fromvocal propaganda in international forums such as UNCTAD oonfer-ences) for the preferential trade treatment of the LDCs in order toencourage the industrialization of their backward economies.Last but not the least, right in line with the classical 19th-centuryBritish imperialist tradition, the USSR runs a steadily growing over-all trade surplus with the LDCs while incurring persistent overalltrade deficits with the MDCs. During the period 1970-1979 the cumu-lative Soviet overall trade deficit with the MDCs was about SDR 14.5billion, while the cumulative Soviet overall trade surplus with theLDCs was about SDR 15.3 billion. The cumulative Soviet arms ex-ports to the LDCs during the same period amounted to about SDR21.7 billion, indicating that in their absence the LUSSR would have hada cumulative overall trade deficit with, the LDCs of about SDR 6.4billion and a cumulative overall deficit with the entire dollar area ofSDR 20.9 billion instead of a surplus of SDR 0.8 billion.An interesting question that arises is to whether at least a part of theSoviet current trade surplus with the LDCs can be used to offset. aportion of its current trade deficit, with the MDCs. In the opinion ofthe writer. at least one third of the cumulative Soviet trade deficitsincurred with the MDCs during 1970-1979 was offset by its surplusesin trade with the LDCs. This conclusion is based on the followingreasoning. If we make an extreme assumption that all Soviet exportsof civilian machinery to the LDCs, amounting to SDR 9.6 billion dur-ing 1970-1979, were sold for inconvertible currencies and on long-term-credit, then still at least SDR 5.7 billion portion of the cumulativeSoviet surplus with the LDCs could be used to offset about 39 percentof its cumulative deficit with the MDCs. However, in recent years(1974-1979), around one-half of the Soviet civilian machinery exportsto the LDCs was sold to Iran, Iraq, and Libya, which are likely to payin convertible currency. If we assume more realistically that aboutone-half of the Soviet exports of civilian machinery and about three-quarters of its exports of arms were sold for convertible currency, thenat least SDR 5.1 billion portion of the cumulative Soviet trade surpluswith the LDCs could be used to offset about 35 percent of its cumula-tive trade deficit with the MDCs.e
The commodity structure of foreign trade of the CMEA Six with thefive main trade regions-the CMEA Six (intra-CMEA Six trade),USSR, OCPEs, MDCs, and LDCs-is presented in Tables 5 through9 below. Five commodity categories are distinguished: Machinery andEquipment (CTN 1; includes both machinery for investment and arms

aThe CIA estimate of Soviet hard-currency receipts for exports of arms to the LDCfduring 1970-1978 1Is reported In Ericeon and Miller (1979), p. 214. Converted to SDRs,it amounts to about 6.3 billion dollers for the nine-year period, or about 46 percent of thecumulative Soviet overall trade deficit with the MDCs.
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except in the case of CMEA Six-USSR trade), Fuels, Non-Food Raw
Materials, Food (grain, flour, other food), and Industrial Consumer
Goods. As in the Soviet case, no attempt is made to aggregate com-
modity trade flows across different trade regions in view of the ruble-
dollar exchange rate problems.

The first Table, Table 5, presents the picture of intra-CMEA Six
trade. As in 1970, when the share of machinery and equipment ac-
counted for 53.4 percent of this trade, in 1977 machinery was by far the
most important traded commodity accounting for 56.5 percent of intra-
CMEA Six trade. The share of non-food raw materials remained vir-
tually unchanged between 1970 and 1977 (it increased slightly from
19.4 to 20.4 percent), while the shares of the three remaining commodi-
ties slightly declined. Overall, intra-CMEA Six trade has been char-
acterized by very stable pattern of commodity trade.

The trade of the CMEA Six with the USSR was discussed earlier
from the Soviet point of view and requires no additional comment.
The only difference between Tables 1 and 6 is that the former is based
on the USSR foreign trade statistics, while the latter is based on the
aggregation of foreign trade statistics of the six Eastern European
countries. Minor differences in numbers (by definition Eastern Euro-
pean exports should equal Soviet imports and vice versa) are due to
differences in recording practices (the USSR records trade on the
basis of country of destination for exports and origin for imports,
while all Eastern European countries record trade on the basis of
country of sale for exports and purchase for imports), registration
dates, and valuation.

TABLE 5.-INTRA CMEA-6 TRADE

[In millions of current SDRsl

Machinery Nonfood Industrial
and raw consumer

Year equipment Fuels materials Food goods Total

1970 -- 2,620.8 303.0 953.9 421. 1 610.4 4,909.2

1971 -- 2,929.0 324. 8 1, 085. 2 466.7 633.7 5,439.4

1972 -------------- 3, 280.1 362.2 1, 288.7 486.1 738. 5 6,155.6

1973 -:- 3,993.9 406. 3 1, 449.8 534.7 820.8 7,205.5

197A-4--------- 4,650.4 408. 2 1,648.6 638.0 911.6 8, 256.8
1975 - 5, 314.2 589.1 2 162.3 654.5 1 038.4 9,758. 5

1976 -6, 420: 6 645.2 2, 392.2 938.8 1,107.8 11,504.6

1977 -7, 272. 3 715.2 2, 624.2 950. 2 1, 305.0 12, 866.9

Note: The data presented in this table are an arithmetic average of the estimate of intra-CMEA-6 exports and imports,

which should be equal by definition but are not equal because of minor statistical discrepancies.

Source: Jan Vanous, Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and Balances of the CMEA Countries

1950-77 (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia, July 1980)

There were no major structural shifts in trade of the CMEA Six
with the OCPEs during the period under study. Machinery and equip-
ment remained the most important commodity, accounting for 50.1
percent of total exports in 1970 and 42.6 percent in 1977. Because of
higher rates of price increases the share of exports of non-food raw
materials increased from 30.3 percent to 39.2 percent during the same
period. On the import side, non-food raw materials and food ac-
counted for 35.7 and 32.2 percent of total imports in 1970, and 39.8
and 24.5 percent in 1977, respectively. Primarily as a result of in-
creased imports of machinery from Yugoslavia, the share of ma-
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TABLE 6.-TRADE OF THE CMEA-6 WITH THE USSR
[in millions of current SDRs1

Machinery
and equip- Non- IndustrialYear ~~~~~ment for food raw consumerYear investment Arms Fuels muterials Food goods Total

Exports:
1970 ~ ~~~2, 094. 7 294. 7 161. 8 i, 0go. 9 593.1 1, 586. 4 6, 629.61971-- 3, 097. 9 307. 3 195.1 1, 150. 6 683. 3 1,859. 8 7, 284.01972 --- - 3, 787. 1 398. 4 236. 1 1, 374. 9 816.1 1,993.2 8,605 81973 - 4,226.2 78485.2 223-1 ,308.0 793.8 1,982. 9018.59972 --- 4, 24,469.9 531. 220. 4 1,321.4 3 973.1 2 06.6 9,587.791755 2, 6817.0 510 3 4705 1,857.27 13285 2' 561.7 12,46 1 70 72 91 2.3 1, 989. 9 .264:5 2:721.5 13, 506. 9Imports:7,8. 8782 3 1 2,438 0 3,061. 4 15,587.91970 .-- 1, 453. 5 744. 3 002. 7 -,5 2, 926.8 519.3 154.3 6 800.71971- 1,670.4 662.6 1,144.1 3,051.0 609.6 154.0 7,291.7

1972.--------- 1,934. 6 660. 9 1, 274. 4 3, 149. 3 387. 7 164.6 7, 571.51973 ---- 2, 259. 5 729. 8 1,73989 3,24 36 987 50152 292. 98 183.23
1974 -2,636. 7 866.0 1, 664. 0 3, 4260. 2 505 7 2. 38 9 4831. 341975 --------- 2,912.6 1099.5 3,378.2 4,774.2 507.8 379.6 13,051. 93, 383.51 1230.5 4,007.3 096.4 187.8 431.7 1,368Trde: balanc: - 4, 139.c 7 1418.3 5,073.2 5,651.2 353.2 433.6 17, 069.11970 ~ ~~1, :51: 2 -449. 6 -840. 7 -1,837. 9 73.8 1, 432.1 -171.1972 - ~~~~~~1,852.5 -262. 5 -1, 038:3 -1, 774. 4 428.4 1,828.86 1, 034. 31974 - -~~~~~1, 966. 7 -244.6 -1,175.8 -1, 938.0 437.1 1789.8 835.21975 - -~~~~~1, 833. 2 -334. 7 -1, 443.6 -2,122. 8 467. 9 1 775. 3 175. 22,904.4 -589. 2 -2,907.7 -2,916. 5 82.7 2,182. 1 -506. 2- 2,987.0 ~~~-523. 3 -3,554.0 -3,106.5 1,076.7 2,289.8 -830. 33, 342. 5 -540. 1 -4,612.9 -3, 383. 4 1,084. 8 2, 627.9 -1, 481. 2

9Source: Jas Vanous, Project CMEA-FORTRM DaaBnko oreig Trad Flw0 n aac of the CMEA Countries,1950-77 (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia, July198).

TABLE 7.-TRADE OF THE CMEA-6 WITH THE OCPEs
[In millions of current SDRsJ

Machinery Nonfood IndustrialYear and raw consumerequipment Fuels materials Food goods Total
rvnnn.-

1970----482.4
1971 -560.0
197 - ----- 528. 4
1973 -509. 2
19754--------------- 615.61975 --------------- 783. 41976 - 894. 519177 - -- - -- -- 974. 7Imports:97.
1970- 93. 2
1972. --------- 119.21973:::::: -------- 127. 21973 -185. 81974 -206.0

1976--------- 289.95-------- 8.6
1977--------------- 2285. 7Trade balance:-321. 2
1970 389. 2
197- 440. 819772 --------------- 401. 2973 -323. 4
19774--------------- 409.61976- 502.81976 --------------- 608.81977- 653. 5

27.5 292.0 61.5 99.630.7 343.3 56.9 108.431.5 364.5 55.7 99.940.5 396.0 66.2 98.376.8 593.0 107.9 112.6103.2 741.3 97.5 140.9
74. 5 687.0 193.3 152.777. 5 897.6 153. 5 187. 1
22.9 275. 1 248.0 131. 727.9 337. 1 289.4 148.027.6 366.2 247.2 163.429. 2 397. 7 291. 3 165.636.4 641. 1 473. 2 204.437. 3 607.0 426.6 256.751.2 651.0 412.8 225.846.1 725.4 447.8 284.0
4.6 16.9 -186. 5 -32.12.8 6.2 -232.5 -39.63.9 -1. 7 -191. 5 -63. 511. 3 -1. 7 -225.1 -67. 340.4 -48.1 -365. 3 -91. 865.9 134.3 -329. 1 -115.823.3 36.0 -219. 5 -73 131.4 172.2 -294.3 -96.9

963. 01099.3
1080.0
JIID. 2
1505.9
1866.3
2002.0
2290. 4

770. 9
921. 6
931.6

1069. 6
1561. 1
1608.2
1626. 5
1824.5

192.1
177.7
148.4
40.6

-55. 2
258. 1

375. 5
403. to

Source: Jan Vanous, Project CMEA-FORTRAM Data Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and Balances of the CMEA Countries.1950-77 (Vancouver, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia, July 1989).



TABLE 8.-TRADE OF THE CMEA-6 WITH THE MDCs

[in millions of current SDRs[

Machinery Nonfood Industrial
and raw consumer

Year equipment Fuels materials Food goods Total

Esports:
1970-------- 430.1 388.8 1, 598.5 1, 150.8 753. 2 4,321.4
1971-* - 43563.0 481.4 1,597.6 1,191.1 897.1 4,730.2

1972---- - 613.9 56 1724.7 1,506.6 1,029.4 5,374.6

1973 - - 755.0 674. 8 2301.0 2,029.9 1,278.5 7,039.2

1975--------------- 1,053.8 1769.1 2,637.3 1 851.9 1, 614.2 8,926. 3

1976--------_ 1,234.3 1,942.7 3,139.4 1, 883.9 1, 902. 1 10, 102.4

1977 - - , 1378.0 1, 990.3 3 095.7 1, 864.6 2,137. 1 10,465.7

p90------ 1,559.9 140.2 2,402.9 663.5 234.2 5,000.7

197 -- - 844.7 157.9 2,618.9 651.0 3

1971 --------- 2,259.4 140.3 3,003.6 803.8 2841. 5,561.2

1972 ------------- - 2, 901.8 183.4 4,422.5 1,022.7 354. 906, 1 5

1974-------- - 3,822.2 294.6 7, 368.4 1, 405.8 642.2 13, 533.2

1975-------- - 4,814.0 474.2 6, 936.7 1, 599.6 577.1 14, 401.6

1976 -------- 4,921.9 68.4 6959.7 2,321.5 651.9 15, 535.4

1977 ..-------- 5,287.6 689.4 7 012.0 1, 860.5 704.8 15, 554.3

Trade balance:
1970 ..---------- 1,129.8 248.6 -804.4 487.3 519.0 -679. 3

1971 ..------ -1,281.7 323.5 -1,021.3 540.1 615.3 -824.1

1972..-'-1,645.5 359.7 -1, 278.9 702.8 675.3 -1, 186.6

1973 . . -,16.-49.4 -2121. 5 1,007.2 702.8 -2, 066.9

1974 . . -2, 966. 5 1, 074.9 97.4 699.2 899.0 -4, 29 8

1975 . -3,7.- I2 1,294.9 -4,299.4 252.3 1, 1 -5,4 7.

1976 ..- ---- -3,687.6 1, 262.3 -3,820.3 -437.6 1,250.2 -543.

1977 -3, 909.6 1-300.9 -3, 916.3- - 4.1 1432.3 -5, 088.6

Source: Jan Vanous, Project CMEA-FORTRAM Dba Bank of Foreign Trade Flows and Balances of the CMEA Coun-

tries, 1950-77 (Vancouner, B.C.: Project CMEA-FORTRAM; Department of Economics, University of British Colombia..

July 1980).

TABLE 9.-TRADE OF THE CMEA-6 WITH THE LDCs

[In millions of current SDRsJ

Machinery Nonfood industrial
and -raw consumer Toa

Yea'r equipment Fuels materials Food goods oa

E 970--rt --- 590.9 9.6 385.5 109.2 161.0 1,5.

1971.------658.9 13.0 417.1 109.5 175.3 1, 373. 8

1972 .704.8 9.7 ~~~~~~ ~~~396.7 120.8 l77G 1, 409. 6

1973.-----700.2 12.7 458 153.6 220:6 1,542. 9

1974 .1,943.0 46.8 1,027.2 27. 298 2,5.7

19745-------- 1465.0 75.4 962.6 351.3 350.7 3,205.0

1976 . 1,---675.7---104.9 873.8 432. 5 343.6 3, 430. 5

1977.--------- 2,010.1 114.8 1,40.3 592.3 41. 4,77

Imports: 9.9 45.8 594.4 286.1 40.9 977.1

1970 ------ 1. 65.6 617. 5 276.9 4.

1972 .~~~~~~18.3 95.6 638.7 265.8 66.0 1, 084. 4

1973.-------- 14.7 178.0 685.9 337.8 85. 5 1,301. 9

1974.-----15.6 630.2 1,258. 5 363.9 109.0 2. 377. 2

1975.-------- 14.4 658.5 1,282.8 359.8 102.0 2,417.5

1976......... 19.9 892.7 1,298.1 006.4 118:7 2,935. 8

1977.-------- 16.6 979.0 1,528.8 750.9 126. 1 3,401.4

Trade balance:121 
271

1970.-----581.0 -36.2 -208.9 -176.9 12. 271

1971 .~~~~~~643.7 -52.6 -200.4 -167. 4 131.7 355. 0

1972.-----686.5 -85.9 -242.0 -145.0 11. 322

1973 .~~~~~~685.5 -165.3 -230.1 -184.2 135.1 241.0

1974 .1,----927.4 -583.4 -231. 3 -87.0 189.8 215. 5

1975.-------- 1450.6 -583. 1 - -320.2 -8.5 248.7 77

1976 .~~~~~1,655.8 -787.8 -424.3 -173 9 224.9 494.7

1977.-------- 1,993. 5 -864.2 -488.5 -158:6 29. 743

Source: Jan Vanous Project CMEA.FORTRAM Data Bask of Foreign Trade Flown and Balances of lire CMEA Countries,

1950-77 (Vancouver, R.C.: Project CMEA.FORTRAM, Department of Economics, University of British Columbia, July 1980).
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chinery in total imports increased from 12.1 percent in 1970 to 17.6percent in 1977.
As in 1970, when non-food raw materials accounted for 37.0 percentof exports of the CMEA Six to the MDCs, in 1977 they remained themost important export commodity with a share of 29.6 percent. How-ever, the fastest growing export commodity were fuels, the share ofwhich increased from 9.0 to 19.0 percent. The shares of manufacturedexports, represented by machinery and industrial consumer goods,increased from 10.0 to 13.2 percent and from 17.4 to 20.4 percent, re-spectively. Consequently, the share of food in exports declined from26.6 percent in 1970 to 17.8 percent in 1977, primarily as a result of theimposition of restrictions on imports of food (from outside world)lay the Common Market from 1975 on. The structure of imports of theCMEA Six from the MDCs changed very little during the period1970-1977. The share of non-food raw materials slightly declinedfrom 48.1 percent to 45.1 percent, while the share of machinery andequipment slightly increased from 31.2 to 34.0 percent. The time seriesof commodity trade balances indicate that the CMEA Six have per-sistent deficits in machinery and non-food raw material trade, sur-pluses in trade in fuels and industrial consumer goods, and increas-ingly fairly balanced food trade. Of the cumulative overall tradedeficit of the CMEA Six with the MDCs of about SDR 25050 millionincurred during the period 1970-1977 (and expected to have reachedthe level of about SDR 35 billion by the end of 1979), roughly SDR3200 million is attributable to the disappearance of the Eastern Euro-pean food export surplus (due to both the reduced export possibilitiesand the increased import requirements), about SDR 5100 million isdue to the increased cost of non-food raw material imports between1973 and 1977, and the remaining SDR 16750 millio is due to increasedimports of Western machinery and equipment from 1972/73 on.7As far as the trade of the CMEA Six with the LDCs is concerned,little change appears to have taken place on thre export side. Machineryand equipment (including arms) accounted for 47.0 percent of totalexports in 1970 and 48.1 percent in 1977, followed by non-food rawmaterials with the respective shares of 30.7 and 24.9 percent. On theimport side, non-food raw materials still remain the most importantimported commodity; in 1970 their share was 60.8 percent and in 1977it amounted to 44.9 percent. By far the most dramatic increase tookplace in the fuel category (primarily as a result of a 650 percentincrease in their SDR price between 1970 and 1977) ; its share in totalimports increased from 4.7 percent in 1970 to 28.9 percent in 1977.The share of manufactured imports which amounted to mere 5.2 per-cent declined. even further to 4.2 percent. In this respect. the perform-ance of the CMEA Six is even worse than that of the USSR. The pat-tern of trade balances of the CMEA Six witih the LDCs reveals a con--tinuation of the patterns observed already during the 1950's and190(0's; Eastern Eiuriope earns surpluses in trade in manufacturers andincurs deficits in trade in all primary commodities, and she earns anoverall trade surplus.

I In this calculation. It is assumed that if Eastern European economies continued thepattern of behavior observed between 1970 and 1972 also during the remainder of theperiod under study, they would have been able to cover the cost of 60 percent of theirnon-food raw material imports by exports of goods in the same commodity category.
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III. FOREIGN TRADE PRICES AND THE TERRBS OF TRADE

In recent years, several authors have studied the trends in Soviet

and Eastern European foreign trade prices and the terms of trade.'

Unfortunately, with the exception of studies on intra-CMEA (or

rather the CMEA Six-USSR) price developments, these studies con-

centrate on analyzing the aggregate total export and import price

indices of individual CMEA countries with socialist and capitalist

countries and rely on the officially published Soviet and Eastern

European price statistics. 9 These studies do not represent an original

statistical effort and are excessively aggregative. Moreover, the amount

of the officially released detailed statistical information on foreign

trade prices in the CMEA countries is extremely limited, Hungary

being the only exception to this rule.
At the present time, overall export and import price indices

with the world can be obtained from official sources for Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, East Germany (years 1970 through 1976 only),

Hungary, Poland, and the USSR. Aggregate price indices for trade

with socialist and capitalist countries can be obtained only for

Hungary, Poland, and the USSR; those available for Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, and East Germany have to be obtained through

tedious calculations and cannot be viewed as reliable. Only Hungary

publishes ample regional trade price indices disaggregated by several

commodity categories.10 Except for Hungary, very little is also known

about the methods of construction and the commodity coverage of

the officially published Soviet and Eastern European price indices;

in most cases they appear to be Paasche unit value indices with

shifting base weights. Only the methodology of construction of the

Hungarian price indices is adequately described and they are known

to be Fisher ideal price (not unit value) indices.
The author's aim in this section of the paper is to present an

independently constructed and more detailed information on the

trend in Soviet and Eastern European regional trade price indices,

which could serve as an alternative estimate of price trends in CMEA

trade. Because of limitations of space, we cannot undertake a com-

parison of our results with those of other researchers; this exercise

is left to the interested readers-specialists.
Our estimates of Soviet and Eastern European aggregate export

and import price indices and the terms of trade with main trade re-

gions are presented in Tables 10 and 11 below. For each of the four

main trade regions, the USSR price indices are based on the aggrega-

tion of seven commodity group price indices collected or constructed

by the author, corresponding to the commodity disaggregation used

in section II above. The CMEA Six price indiees are based on the ag-

gregation of five commodity group price indices for each of the five

aSec. e.g., Kohn and Lang (1977), Vahous (1978), Tiraspolsky (1978), Hewett (1978),

Diets (1979), Portes (1980), etc.
9 The latter group of price studies includes Vafious (1978), Tiraspolsky (1978), and

Portes (1980).
10See KAA (1978) and relevant sections of the Hungarian Foreign Trade Yearbooks.
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main trade regions and they were also collected or constructed by theauthor."'
As far as the disaggregate regional commodity price indices used inthe construction of aggregate regional price indices are concerned,some of the disaggregate price indices for manufactures, namelymachinery and equipment and industrial consumer goods, were basedon adjusted unit values, deflated by a factor of 1.01 - 1.03 per annumin order to take account of improvements in quality and of the re-duced unit weight as a result of technological improvements. Most ofthe disaggregate regional price indices for primary commodities werebased on unadjusted unit values. Most of the collected disaggregateprice indices used in the construction of aggregate price indices for

TABLE 10.-AGGREGATE SOVIET EXPORT AND IMPORT PRICE INDICES WITH 4 MAIN TRADE REGIONS AND TERMS
OF TRADE

[Based on prices in rubles or SDRsj

Year CMEA-6 OCPEs MDCs LDCs World

Exports:
1970 -100.0 100. 0 100.O 100.0 100. 01972 -------- ---------------- 101.1 102.6 113.9 104.5 104.11972 --------------------------- 102.4 103. 5 108.8 104. 1 104. 01973-102. 3 107.0 135.2 110.0 110. 719754.. 107.7 137. 1 231.8 138.9 138. 41975 -------- 147.5 148. 1 244.7 147.3 164. 61976- 163.3 165.0 267.0 150.7 181. 11977----------------------------- 176.1 176.3 292.0 162.7 194. 1Imports:
1970- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 01971 -99.5 102.6 104. 6 102.8 101.21972 -100.4 103.7 100. 5 107.5 101.31973 -101.1 121.1 110.5 144.4 108.81974 -102.6 163.5 155.4 182.2 128. 11976--- ------ - ---------- 129.9 209.6 172.3 187. 1 155. 31977------------------------- 139.0 209.4 163.0 202. 1 157. 8

Terms of Trade: 143.3 223.3 171.6 241. 5 165.61970 .o1.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 01971 -- 101.5 100.0 108.9 101.6 102. 819972 ----------------------------- 102.1 99.8 108 2 96 8 102. 71973 -------- ----------- 101.2 88.4 122.3 76.2 101. 7974---------- -104.9 83.9 149.2 76.2 108. 01975 -------- -- 1 13. 6 70. 7 142. 0 78. 8 106. 01976- 117. 5 78.8 163.9 74.6 114. 81977 -122.9 78.9 170.2 65.8 117.2

Source: Calculation by the author on the basis of the disaggregate price data reconstructed by the author for the SRI /WEFA Project SEEMOD Data Bask.

'1 In the case of the CMEA Six, aggregate commodity price indices were based on theprice and unit value data available for Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland. The keysources of raw data on intra-CMEA foreign trade prices were: Hewett (1974), pp. 72, 73,76-79; Hewett (1978), pp. 8 and 9; KAA (1978), pp. 18, 19, 21, 26, 31, 32, 35, 83- USSRForeign Trade Yearbooks (for own calculation of fuel and grain trade price indices)Polish Foreign Trade Yearbooks (for own calculation of fuel trade price indices). ForEast-West trade (including the trade with the LDCs), the key sources of data were:UNCTAD internal foreign trade price data bank (Laspeyres unit value indices for 13SITC aggregates for the period 1962-1974), U.N. export price indices of machinery forkey Western exporters (from the Monthly Bulletin of Statistics; covering the period1970-1977); KAA (1978), pp. 18-20, 27-29, 33, 36, 83; USSR Foreign Trade Yearbooks(for own calculation of fuel and grain trade price Indices), Polish Foreign Trade Year-books (for own calcslation of fuels trade price indices). For the OCPEs, the key sourcesof data were: USSR Foreign Trade Yearbooks (for own calculatin of fuel, grain, andCuban sugar price indices); Yugoslav price indIces from the UNCTAD data bank; Hun-garian Foreign Trade Yearbooks. In addition, numerous other sources of bits and piecesof price data were employed as well, which the limited space available here does not permit
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TABLE 11.-AGGREGATE EXPORT AND IMPORT PRICE INDICES OF THE CMEA-6 WITH 5 MAIN TRADE REGIONS AND

TERMS OF TRADE

lBased on prices in rubles or SDRs1

Year CMEA-6 U.S.S.R OCPEs MDCs LDCs World

Exports: 110.0 .
100.0

1971 - ~~~~~~100.1 99.5 100.6 107.4 101.0 101.6

1972-1 101--------- 101.6 100.3 101.3 109.7 101.5 w 102.9

1973 -103.1 101.1 104.0 125.6 108.0 107.9

1974 -105.8 102.6 124.0 163.2 133.5 120. 1

1975 - 123.9 129.6 138.5 170.5 135.4 137.0

1976 -138. 1 138.8 145.7 169.8 139.4 145.6

1977 -143.2 143.3 152.3 179.4 148.3 151.2

Imports: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1971 - -------- 100.1 101.0 101.4 105.0 102.1 101.9

1972 -101.6 102.4 101.8 107.2 109.8 103.9

1973 - 103.1 102.3 109.8 124.7 140.4 111.0

1974-------105.8 107.6 147.0 157.7 259 129.9

1975 -123.9 147. 1 150.2 165.9 239.8 149.2

1976 -- -------- 138. 1 163.0 153. 1 159. 1 266.6 158. 2

1977 - 143.2 175.5 164.4 167.9 314.6 1682

Terms of trade:
1970 100.0 100.0 100.O 100.0 100.0 100.0

197 -1 0.0 98.5 99.3 102.3 98 9 99.7

1972-------100.0 98.0 99.5 102.3 92.4 99.1

1973- 100.0 98.8 94.7 100.7 76.9 97.2

1974 - -100.0 95 3 84.4 103.5 56.6 92.9

1975- 100.0 88.2 92.2 102.8 56.5 91.4

1976 -100.0 85.2 95.1 106.7 52.3 92. 0

1977- 100.0 81.7 92.7 106.8 47.1 89.9

Source: Calculation by the author on the basis of the disaggregate price data reconstructed by the author for the SRI I

WEFA Project SEEMOD Data Bank.

trade with the MDCs and the LDCs were of the Laspeyres type, most

of the indices constructed by the author (particularly for fuel and

grain trade) were of the Paasche type, and the remaining disaggregate

price indices collected mostly for intra-CMEA trade were Fisher ideal

price indices.' 2

The aggregate regional export price indices were calculated accord-

ing to the formula:

2Xj

i.e., they are Paasche price indices. In the above formula, PX, is the

aggregate export price index with region i, Xi1 are exports of com-

modity j to region i in current prices, and PXj is the price of exports

of commodity j to region i. Import price indices were calculated in

the same fashion.
Concentrating on the Soviet terms of trade, we can see a substantial

improvement in the terms of trade with the CMEA Six from 1975 on

1e One may legitimately inquire whether the disaggregate price indices of Laspeyres,

Paasche and Fisher Ideal type can meaningfully aggregated into one global index of

any of the above three types. This is an acceptable procedure so long as there are no

major changes In relative prices within a particular commodity category; in the complete

absence of any relative price changes within a given commodity category (all prices

change In the same direction and at the same rate) a sub-aggregate price index of any

of the above three types will indicate an identical rate of change of prices. The important

thing then is to defne different commodity categories so that they contain commodities

with a very similar behavior of prices. The writer feels that the best possible small-scale

disaggregation was achieved hy the choice of commodity categories: machinery and equip-

ment for Investment, arms, fuels, non-food raw materials, grain and flour, other food, and

industrial consumer goods.
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and with the MDCs from 1973/74 on. In the former case, this is aresult of the introduction of the new formula for intra-CMEA priceformation in 1975, while in the latter case the improvement in theterms of trade is mostly due to the rapidly rising prices of Soviet fuelexports. 13 The deterioration of the Soviet terms of trade with theOCPEs and the LDCs can be explained by rapid increases in Sovietimport prices of Cuban sugar from 1973 on (Cuban sugar accountsfor 40-55 percent of the Soviet imports from the OCPEs), and by thehigher proportion of fuels and non-food raw materials in Soviet im-ports from the LDCs than in Soviet exports to the LDCs, both ofwhich were subject to large price increases from 1973 on.'4Before we embark on the discussion of the developments in EasternEuropean terms of trade, it is important to impress upon the readerthat we treat Eastern Europe as if she were one country. WithinEastern Europe, there are large differences in trends in the terms oftrade among individual countries, particularly as far as their tradewith the MDCs and the LDSs is concerned. The reason for this arelarge differences in the commodity composition of exports and importsamong these countries and substantial differences in the rate of changeof ices of particular commodities."5
As far as the terms of trade of the entire Eastern Europe are con-cerned, they exhibit a decline with all regions except with the MDCs(naturally, the intra-CMEA Six terms of trade remained unchangedby definition). The terms of trade of the CMEA Six with the USSRdeclined in proportion to the improvement of the Soviet terms oftrade, already discussed above. The decline of the CMEA Six termsof trade with the OCPEs is attributable to the higher proportion ofmanufactures in exports than in imports, and to the lower rate of priceincreases for manufactured relative to primary commodities. The im-provement in the Eastern European terms of trade with the MDCs isdue to the substantially higher proportion of fuels in Eastern Euro-pean exports than in imports, and the fact that the fuel price inflationhas greatly outpaced the inflation in prices of other commodities inrecent years.18 The most dramatic decline in the Eastern Europeanterms of trade appears to have taken place in their trade with theLDCs and is attributable to two factors, namely the high proportionof machinery in exports, which were characterized by relatively smallprice increases, and the high proportion of fuels and non-food rawmaterials in imports, which were characterized by rapid priceincreases. 1 7

lIn 1975 the Soviet exports prices of fuels to the CMEA Six Increased by 84 percentrelative to 1974, while the prices of non-food raw materials Increased by about 43 per-cent. At the same time the Soviet Import prices of machinery and equipment increasedby about 20 percent, and those of Industrial consumer goods by about 14 percent. Between1970 and 1977 the Soviet export prices of fuels to the MDCs Increased by 425 percent(535 percent for oil and oil products).14 For the discussion of Pr cing of Cuban sugar, see footnote 3 above1. For the analysis of differences In trends in foreign trade prices and the terms of tradeamong individual CMEA countries see studies cited in footnote 9.' Between 1970 and 1977 the price of exported fuels to the MDCs Increased by about270 percent while the prices of all imported commodities except fuels increased only17 Between 1970 and 1977 tbe prices of exported Eastern European machinery to theLIIICs increased only by- about 37 percent. while the prices of imported fuels increasedb 640 percent, prices of imported non-food raw materials by about 175 percent, and
prices of imported food and raw materials for food by about 180 percent.
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The availability of aggregate Paasche price indices allows us to

calculate aggregate Laspeyres export and import quantity indices. In

the case of the export quantity index. the formula is:

QXp=xpx

In the above formula, QXI is the aggregate export quantity index

with region i, X7 are exports of commodity j to region i in current

prices in 1970, and PX' 0 is the base of the price index (=100). By

dividing the import quantity index by the export quantity index we

obtain the so-called gross barter terms of trade, which measure the

de facto cost of real imports, i.e., they indicate the purchasing power

of exports in terms of imports, or how much of real imports can ob-

tained for a given quantity of real exports. These terms of trade

presented in Tables 12 and 13 matter to a central planner more than

the net barter terms of trade presented in Tables 10 and 11 because

they indicate how well off a country is rather than how well off it

might have been.'8

Tables 12 and 13 contain the Soviet and Eastern European export

and import quantity indices and gross barter terms of trade with four

and five main trade regions, respectively. One interesting finding from

these tables is that the intra-CMEA price reform of 1975 did not

lead to a more rapid growth of Soviet exports to Eastern Europe as

one might have expected. Rather, Soviet exports to Eastern Europe

stagnated during the period 1974-1976 and began to grow again only

in 1977. This would seem to imply that the improvement in the Soviet

net barter terms of trade with Eastern Europe of about 8.3 percent

in 1975 and an additional 3.4 percent in 1976 was not sufficient to in

duce faster growth of Soviet exports. Alternatively, it may be argued

that the USSR was not willing to run even greater trade surpluses with

Eastern Europe, given either the limited ability of Eastern Europe

to increase her exports to the USSR, or the limited ability of the Sov-

iet economy to absorb more imports from Eastern Europe."9

Otherwise, both the USSR and Eastern Europe achieved the high-

est rate of growth of real exports with the LDCs and the highest rate

of growth of real imports with the MDCs. On the other-hand, in

both cases, the slowest growth of real exports took place with the

MDCs and the slowest growth of real imports with the LI)Cs. Thus

the rate of growth of both the real exports and real imports is inversely

related to the rate of growth of their prices, indicating that both the

foreign demand for Soviet and Eastern European exports and the

domestic demand for imports are sensitive with respect to relative

prices.
The differences in the pattern of the net and gross barter terms of

trade, the former presented in Tables 10 and 11 and the latter pre-

'A Hewett (1978). p. 17. The difference between the net and the gross barter terms

of trade Is that the former measure the purchasing power of a unit of exports for a

unit of imports. while the latter measure the ratio of total real imports purchased to

that of total real exports sold.
le For mnre detailed discussion of this and related problems, see Hewett (1978) .

Kohn (1979), pp. 246-262; Dietz (1979), pp. 263-290; Kohn and Lang (1977). Up.

135-151.
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sented in Tables 12 and 13, reflect the changing patterns in tradedeficits and surpluses. If the respective 1970 trade balances remainedin the same relative position, i.e., if both nominal exports and im-ports grew at the same rate, then both sets of terms of trade would

TABLE 12.-AGGREGATE SOVIET EXPORT AND IMPORT QUANTITY INDICES WITH 4 MAIN TRADE REGIONS ANDGROSS BARTER TERMS OF TRADE

Year CMEA-6 OCPEs MDCs LDCs World

Exports:
1970 - 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.01971 -106.0 

107.6 101.2 95.2 103. 61972 108.0 104.0 104.0 105.0 106. 21973 -11 6 112.0 130. 6 147.6. 124.71974 ------------ : ---------------- 132.9 120.2 123. 7 131.2 129.31975 -13Z. 3 126.7 120.6 126 7 128.51976 --- 132.0 130.9 134.9 133:9 133.8Im 9ts77 - 142.5 150. 3 142. 1 0 81.1 149.61970 -------- ------------ '1X10. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.01971 110.0 89.4 97.9 107.9 105.11973 -- 128.2 88.9 134.6 109.5 124.41973-------- 134. 1 102.8 165.9 106.6 136. 11974 140.4 115.5 153.5 112.7 138.4197- 145.9 140.4 229.5 144.8 165.4107- 147.3 152. 3 258.9 120.0 171. 7Gross barter terms of trade - 161.9 164.7 230.7 109.8 173.11970 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.01971- 103.8 83.1 96.7 113.3 101. 4197- 118.7 85. 5 129.4 104.3 117.11974 - 113.1 91.8 127.0 72.2 109.119 --- ------ ------ ------ 105.6 96.1 124. 1 85.9 107.01976 - 110.3 110.8 190.3 114.3 128.7197 -111.6 108.9 191.9 89.6 128.31977 --------------------- 113.6 109.6 162.4 60.6 115.7
Source: Author's own calculation on the basis of the data contained in tables I through 4 and 10.

TABLE 13.-AGGREGATE EXPORT AND IMPORT QUANTITY INDICES OF THE CMEA-6 WITH 5 MAIN TRADE REGIONSAND GROSS BARTER TERMS OF TRADE

Year CMEA-S U.S.S.R OCPEs MOCs LOCs World
Ex--e -

1970 - 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 100.01971 110.7 110.4 113.5 101.9123.4 129.4 110.7 113.41973 - --- 142.4 134.6 110.9 129.71975--------------- 159.0 141.0 126.1 131.11975 -160.4 146.0 139.9 121.11976 --------------- 169. 7 146 8 142. 7 137. 71977- 183.0 164.1 156.2 135.0Imports:130
197--------------- 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.01972--------------- 110.7 106.2 117. 9 105. 81972 -123.4 108.7 118.7 122.41973 -142.4 117. 6 126.4 146.01975--------------- 159.0 128.6 137.8 171.61976--------------- 160.4 130.5 138.9 173.61977 - --- 169.7 129.3 137.8 195.3Gross brte; terms o-f 183.0 143.0 144.0 185. 3trade:
1970--------------- 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.01972 --- 100. 0 96.2 103.9 103.8197------------ 100.0 84.0 107.2 107.91974-------------- 100.0 87.4 114.0 112.61975-------------- 100.0 91.2 1093 13.91976 ------- 100.0 89 4 99 3 143.4977 100:0 88.1 96.6 141.8197--- -100.0 87.1 92.2 137.3

100.0 100.0
101. 3 108. 5110.6 121.6
113. 7 132.9
154. 6 143.6188.4 146.6
195. 9 156. 9224.1 166.0

100.0 100.0102.1 107.
101. 1 116.3
94.9 131. 1

103. 1 147. 3
103.2 149.0
112.7 157. 3
110.7 163.4

100.0 100. 0
94.3 99. 1
91.4 95.6
83.5 98. 6
66.7 102. 6
54.8 101. 6
57.5 100.

Source: Author's own calculation on the basis of the data contained in tables 5 through 9 and 11.
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move identically. 2 0 In the case of the USSR, if we compare the two

sets of terms of trade from Tables 10 and 12, we can see that its gross

barter terms of trade with Eastern Europe improved dramatically in

1972 and 1973. This is a reflection of large Soviet trade deficits (SDR

1070 and 790 million, respectively) due to the increased imports of

machinery to finance certain fuel and raw material investment projects

(above all the Orenburg natural gas pipeline). However, during the

period 1975-1977 the USSR ran substantial trade surpluses with East-

ern Europe, which implied foregoing about one third of the potential

terms-of-trade gains implied by the net barter terms of trade. Similar-

ly, large Soviet borrowing in the West in 1975 and 1976 caused its

gross barter terms of trade to greatly exceed its net barter terms of

trade, and its huge surplus in trade with the LDCs in 1977 resulted

in a large decline in its gross barter terms of trade with this region.

In the case of Eastern Europe, if we compare the two sets of terms

of trade from Tables 11 and 13, we can see how heavy Eastern Euro-

pean borrowing in the West from 1973 on caused the Eastern Euro-

pean gross barter terms of trade to greatly exceed her net barter terms

of trade. However, the most interesting finding is that although the

Eastern European net barter terms of trade with the world were

supposed to decline by 7 to 10 percent during 1974-1977 relative to

1970, the combination of borrowing in the West and in the USSR

during this period helped to maintain the Eastern European gross

barter terms of trade basically unchanged from their 1970 level. In

short, during the period 1973-1977 Eastern European decisionmakers

succeeded to offset the unfavorable price (net barter terms-of-trade)

developments and postpone their full impact into the late 1970's and

early 1980's.

IV. ACTIVITY AND PRICE ELASTICITIES IN SOVIET AND EASTERN

EUROPEAN FOREIGN TRADE

Activity and relative price elasticities provide information about

the percentage change in the quantity of exports or imports in response

to a 1 percentage change in the level of the domestic economic activity

(industrial production, investment, agricultural production, personal

consumption, etc.) or a 1 percentage change in the level of relative

export or import prices. Consequently, the knowledge of the magni-

tude of these elasticities helps us to understand how the foreign trade

sector of an economy responds both to changes in the internal eco-

nomic situation of a country as well as to external exogenous economic

developments.
All elasticities presented below are estimates of relevant regression

coefficients from log-linear equations of an econometric model of the

foreign trade sector of the Soviet economy and of Eastern European

economies estimated by the author for the SEEMOD Project."' With

the exception of the Western demand equations for Soviet and Eastern

f The gross barter terms of trade equal the net barter terms of trade only when trade

Is balanced or at least the percentage change in the value of exports and imports Is

equal. The former index will exceed the latter Index If country's Imports grow faster

than her exports, I.e., If the country has a growing deficit or falling surplus. The former

Index will fall below the latter Index If country's Imports grow more slowly than her

exports, i.e., If the country has a growing surplus or falling deficit.
f' For more detail, see Vahous (1980c).
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European exports, the dependent variables in the estimated equationswere real exports or real imports, and the independent variables in-cluded real domestic economic activity (in few cases also real foreigneconomic activity), relative export and import prices (with respectto prices of other exported or imported commodities, or with respectto the price of exports or imports from another partner trade regions),dummy variables, bilateral balancing variables (for intra-CMEAtrade only), and variables representing the availability of foreignexchange (for East-West trade only). In the case of the Westerndemand equations for Soviet and Eastern European) exports, the de-pendent variable was the real Soviet (Eastern European) share intotal imports of a particular commodity by the MDCs or by the LDCs.The independent variable was the relative price of Soviet (EasternEuropean) exports with respect to the price of imports by the MDCsand the LDCs from all regions of the world.Activity elasticities of the demand for imports for five separatecommodities are presented in Table 14 below. The number in paren-theses appearing next to the estimate of the particular elasticity is itst-statistic. XWith few exceptions, there as well as the remaining elastici-ties were estimated from the data covering the period 1960-1977.The elasticities of the demand for imports of machinery with respectto total machinery investment are mostly below unity, the Sovietelasticity of imports from the LDCs and the elasticity for intra-CMEA Six trade being two exceptions. Thus, contrary to the com-monly held belief among most Western students of Soviet and EasternEuropean economies, there is a tendency for a long-term decline inthe share of imported machinery in the total investment in machineryboth in the USSR and in Eastern Europe. It is especially interestingthat this finding also holds for imports of Western machinery.The elasticities of the demand for imports of fuels with respect tothe total industrial production are all well in excess of unity. TheCMEA Six elasticity of imports from the USSR, estimated to beabout 1.2, is of particular interest because it indicates the degree ofEastern European dependence on fuel imports from the USSR. How-ever, this elasticity is a pseudo-estimate rather than a genuine estimatebecause it appears that at least in the 1970's it is more reasonable toassume that Eastern European imports of fuels from the USSR weresupply- rather than demand-determined. Consequently, it may be pref-erable to interpret this elasticity as indicating that a 1 percent in-crease in the Soviet exports of fuels to Eastern Europe enables thegross industrial output in Eastern Europe to grow by about 0.8 per-cent. The stagnation of the domestic output of fuels in Eastern Europecombined with her limited ability to secure additional fuel importsfrom the USSR explain the relatively high magnitude of the CMEASix elasticities of fuel imports from the MDCs and the LDCs. How-ever, the Soviet. activity elasticity of fuel imports from the LDCs israther high as well and it perhaps signals the forthcoming bottleneckin the Soviet economy.

As far as the elasticities of the demand for imports of non-food rawmaterials are concerned, since the USSR is assumed to be capable toproduce domestic substitutes for most of its imports of these goods,two elasticities were estimated in this case. The first elasticity is with
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TABLE 14.-ACTIVITY ELASTICITIES OF SOVIET AND EASTERN EUROPEAN DEMAND FOR IMPORTS .

Trade region USSR CMEA-6

Machinery and equipment for Investment (with respect
to total investment in machinery and equipment):

CMEA-6
USSR
OCPEs ----------------------------------------
MDCs -- ---------- ---- ---- ---- ---- --------------MDCs ------ ,i

Fuels (with respect to total industrial production; net for
the USSR and gross for CMEA-6):

CMEA-6
USSR ----
OCPEs ---------- -------------------------
MDCs -------- -----------------------
LDCs. t to-- - - - - -- - - - - - - -total ;!r -

Nonfood raw materials (with respect to total industrial
production and net output of raw materials in the case
of the USSR):

CMEA-6
USSR ----
OCPEs ---O-- ----------------
MDCs - ------- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - --- -
LDCs_ ---

Food (excluding grain for USSR) (with respect to net
output of processed foods and weighted average of
total net farm output In the case of the USSR; with
respect to gross output of food industry and weighted
average of gross plant output of agriculture in the case
of CMEA-6):

CMEA-6
USSR
OCPEs ----
MDCs ---- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----------
LDCs - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Industrial consumer goods (with respect to weighted
average of soft oods and durables consumption in the
case of the USSR; with respect to retail sales of non-
food consumer goods in the case of CMEA-6):

CMEA-6
USSR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
OCPE --
MDCs ------------------------------MDCs_-

0.95 (17.92)
(1)

f 742 (3.99)
0.91 (5.55)
3.57 (9.64)

(a)(1)(4)

3.08 (2.64)
2.89 (2.77)

1.16 (36.78)
0.862 (3.88)
0.72 (5. 96)
0.93 (14.45)
0.51 (4.48)

(e)
1.24 (43. 20)
1.57 (19.89)
2 73 (13.50)
3.79 (3.98)

(3) (2) (5)
(1) (1) 0.72 (4.54)

9.66 (2.99) -10.33 (2.85) 0.54 (7.86)
10.84 (3.37) -10.12 (2.81) 1.27 (26.10)
0.45 (2. 33) (') 0.59 (5. 32)

(a) (0) (0) (

(I) (l) (a}' (3)
1.86 (5.71) () 0.42 (2.52))
3 17 (2.96) -3.59 (2.07) 1.92 (3.19) -1.80 (1.78)
4.27 (13.01) -3.18 (6.89) 0.13 (0.76) ('

1.39 (24.22)
(5)

1.50 2 (5.00)
2.17 (5.53)
3.32 (14.66)

1.11 (8.50)
1. 92 2 (4. 33)
0.77 (4.46)
1.99 (18.00)
2.49 (18.97)

Because of the specification of the import demand function the elasticity had to be estimated indirectly and its

t-statistic is greater or equal tohan the stated number.n mdld ssplydtrmnd. ain

I Not available (function not estimated because imports are rationed and modeled as suppeyadetereined

4 Imports equal zero or are negligible, or a particular explanatory variable does not appear i the regression equation.

Definitions:
Weighted average of total net farm output in the USSR=0.25 XAGT7o-0.75 XAGT70-i.

Weighted average of gross output of agriculture in CMEA-6=0.25 XAGP+0.75 XAGP-i.

Weighted average of soft goods and durables consumption in the USSR=0.776 CSG--0.224 CD.

Source: Jan Vanous, "An Econometric Model of Soviet and Eastern Europen Foreign Trade," paper prepared for the

SRI/WEFA SEEMOD Project, June 1980.

respect to the total industrial production and the second elasticity is

with respect to the domestic production of import substitutes. If the

total industrial production and the domestic output of industrial raw

materials were to grow at the same rate, a 1 percent increase in both

outputs will cause the imports of non-food raw materials from the

OCPEs to decline by 0.7 percent, from the MDCs to increase by 0.7

percent, and from the LDCs to increase by 0.4-0.5 percent. However,

during the period 1960-1977 the Soviet total net industrial production

grew at an average annual rate of 6.0 percent while the net output of

raw materials grew only 5.3 percent and the gap between the two could

widen even more, causing the rapid growth of imports of these ma-

terials in the early 1980's.
The CEMA Six elasticity of imports of non-food raw materials

from the USSR should again be viewed as a pseudo-elasticity because
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it is more reasonable to assume that during the 1970's the EasternEuropean imports of non-food raw materials from the USSR weresupply- rather than demand-determined. Thus, this elasticity, whichwas estimated to be about 0.7, should Tbe preferably interpreted as in-dicating that a 1 percent increase in Soviet exports of non-food rawmaterials will enaole the gross industrial output in Eastern Europeto grow by 1.4 percent. The limited ability of Eastern Europe to secureadditional imports of non-food raw materials from the USSR explainsthe relatively high CMEA Six activity elasticity of imports from theMDCs as well as the zero price elasticity of these imports (see below).It is also interesting to note the substantial difference between theCMEA Six elasticity of imports from the MDls and that from theLDCs, which were estimated at 1.27 and 0.59, respectively. Perhapsthis indicates the growing dependence of the economies of EasternEurope on semifabricates and manufactured materials (such as chemi-cals which are imported from the MDCs rather than on raw materialsin their primary (raw) state which come mostly from the LDCs.The elasticities of the demand for imports of food are quite high inthe case of the USSR and relatively low for Eastern Europe. A 1percent increase in both the net output of processed foods and the totalnet farm output in the USSR will result in a 1.9 percent increase infood imports from the OCPEs (excluding Cuban sugar imports), 0.4decline in imports from the MDCs, and 1.1 percent increase in importsfrom the LDCs. A 1 percent increase in the gross output of food in-dustry and the gross plant output of agriculture in Eastern Europewill result in a 0.4 percent increase in imports from the OCPEs, and a0.1 percent increase in imports from both the MDCs and the LDCs.Consequently, the imported raw material content in Eastern Europeanfood production has a tendency to decline quite rapidly, while thatfor the USSR is probably closer to being constant.22
The elasticities of the demand for imports of industrial consumergoods are all well above unity, the CMEA Six elasticity of importsfrom the OCPEs being the only exception. The elasticities of importsfrom the MDCs and the LDCs, which lie between 2.0 and 3.3, are ofparticular interest because they indicate increased sensitivity of Sovietand Eastern European central planners to consumer needs, which is inturn reflected in the growing proportion of high quality consumergoods in retail sales to consumers. The Soviet elasticity of imports fromthe CMEA Six of 1.4 indicates that Eastern European consumer goodsare in greater demand by Soviet consumers than is Eastern Europeanmachinery by Soviet investors (its elasticity being only 0.95). Therelatively hifrh CMEA Six elasticity of imports from the USSR re-flects more the Soviet insistence on greater sales of its consumer goodsto Eastern Europe rather than a genuine Eastern Euronean demandfor Soviet consumer goods; the long-term Eastern European elasticityof imports from the USSR, as distinguished from the short-termelasticity presented here, is close to unity.Estimates of relative price elasticities of the demand for importsare presented in Table 15 below. As in the previous work of the author,

T If account is taken of the rising Soviet imports of grain from the MDCs and the LDCs,and rising imports of Cnban snuar. then the imported raw material content of the Sovietfood production was rising very rapidly in the 1970's.
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many of these elasticities are assumed to be zero because no meaning-
ful estimates with the correct negative sign could be obtained and the
relative price variable had to be dropped from the regression equa-

tion.23 In the remaining cases, most estimates were not particularly
stable and quite a few were not statistically significant. The import
price elasticities do not exhibit any systematic pattern and thus are not

discused in any detail. The only general conclusion we make is that the
Soviet and Eastern European import flows are considerably less sensi-
tive to relative prices than those of developed market economies for
which we have ample estimates. However, this finding is hardly sur-
prising in view of the nature of the centrally planned economic sys-

tem with its general lack of the profit motive and cost considerations,
as well as the lack of behavioral flexibility and a very slow responsive-
ness to the changing economic conditions.

In view of the fact that some trade flows in the model of Soviet and

Eastern European trade were modeled as supply-determined, in
Table 16 we present estimates of the activity elasticities of the supply
of exports of three "hard" commodities, namely fuels, non-food ram%
materials, and food. 24 This reflects the asumption that intra-CMEA
trade in hard commodities as well as CMEA-OCPE trade in hard
commodities is supply-determined. In addition, a possibility that all

fuel exports and the Soviet food exports to all trade regions may be
supply-determined was also tested.25

The elasticities of the supply of exports of fuels from the USSR are
of particular interest because they indicate that the Soviet oil export
priorities are also based on political considerations rather than on eco-

nomic calculation alone. This is illustrated by the inverse relationship
between the magnitudes of the estimated elasticities and the rate of

increase in export prices. In particular, the elasticity of exports to the

CMEA Six is about 1.7 (1977/70 increase in price of exported fuels is
145 percent), to the OCPEs it is about 1.4 (in excess of 200 percent), to

the MDCs it is about 1.0 (about 425 percent), and to the LDCs it is 0.6

(in excess of 400 percent) .26 Of the four elasticities estimated, it is par-
ticularly the elasticity of Soviet exports to the CMEA Six that is of
interest because its magnitude indicates the growing burden of the

Soviet fuel deliveries to Eastern Europe on the Soviet economy.
Clearly, the virtually unchanged pattern of growth in the Soviet fuel

23 vadiou (1979), pp. 140-173, 225-226.

2" In the parlance of economists studying the Soviet and Eastern European foreign

trade, the relatively underpriced primary goods in Intra-CMEA trade vis-?h-vis the world

market prices are called "hard" good, while the relatively overpriced manufactures are

called "soft" goods. Hard goods are assumed to be saleable within CMEA In "unlimited'

quantities at the prevailing intra-CMEA foreign trade prices since there Is persistent

excess demand for them and their imports have to be rationed These goods are also saleable

In the West at world market prices without any significant discounts because they are

not differentiated by quality or design and because CMEA exporters account only for

a relatively small fraction of the supply of these goods on the world market.

25 In the case of fuels. this was done In anticipation of the possibility of an enerey

crisis in the USSR and in Eastern Europe beginning In the early 1980's. In the case

of the Soviet food &xports, their volatility clearly indicates that they are responsive

to the domestic supply rather than the Western demand conditions
2 This may appear to contradict the conclusion from Table 12 above about the stagna-

tion of Soviet exports to Eastern Europe during 1974-1976 due to the slow growth of

Intra-CMEA foreign trade prices relative to those obtainable for Soviet exports in the

West. However, the Soviet fuel exports to Eastern Europe appear to be an exception to the

above statement; the USSR cannot afford at the present time to reduce the quantity of

Its oil exports there because of the likely grave consequences of such a step (recession In

Eastern Europe, outbursts of consumer discontent, political instability, etc.).
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exports to Eastern Europe between 1962 and 1977 cannot continue intothe 1980's. It is generally believed that the Soviet fuel deliveries toEastern Europe will level off in 1980/81 (particularly in the case of oiland oil products) and thus we may find that the relevant elasticity willrapidly move close to zero in the near future.17 In the case of the CMEA
TABLE 15-PRICE ELASTICITIES OF SOVIET AND EASTERN EUROPEAN DEMAND FOR IMPORTS

Trade region USSR CMEA-6

Machinery and equipment for invest-ment:
UMEAS _- -0.27 (1.30)-PMIUM - -0.46 (2.92)-PM23XX.OCPEs - () -- 1.57 2 (2.57)-PMIXX.MOCPs--------------() ------ - ---- 1.20 (l.81)-PMlXM.MDCs -- 0 96 (4.25)-PX2UM -- 0.50 (0.97)PX14XM (lagged).Fuels:
CMEA-6- - (3)--------------------------------- (3)UCPR---- ---- ( ) -0.11 (2.47)-PX14XU.OCE- )--- ----------------------------- 1.47 (.0)-PX4XO.MD~ ... ::: ----------- 1.6(1.46-PM4U ----------- 1. 15 (5.05)-PX14XM.LOC- -- 0.79 (3.24)-PM14UM - -0.45 (I.53)-PX14XL.Nonfood raw materials:

USSR-cldn('ag~~Or--ssR)- 7 ( 2PIU-05(39P14LCMEA-6_ ----- ------------- -------------------- °-)

CMEAUSR (-) -0. 64(2,67)-PX14XU.

OCPEs-I-(9

MOCs --------------- 0.97 (2.46)-PM2OU1M ------ 9
MDCs -- 1. (1---------- :: (--------M.Fod(escluding grain for UISSR: (.2-xIL _____ 5(.2-x4
USSR. -------- -- ( - -
MOCPs --- ------- ----------------- (4).LDCsL--- ----- ---- 16 (4.33)-PX124UM---------0.71 (I.93)-PX3XM.LS----------------0.96 (.19)-PXI4uL -------- (9.Industrial consumer goods:
USSR-6------------(4)-------------------0.25 

(1.04)-PM4X M.UCPSS-------------- ()------------------(4).MOCs -------------- (4)-....... ---------- 0.90 (2.15)-PM4X M.MDCs - -------------- .27 (I.72)--PM4UE---------(4).

Not applicable.
2 Because of the specification of the import demand function the elasticity had to be estimated indirectly and ita I-statisticin greater or equal than the staled number.
a Not available (function not estimated because imports are rationed and modeled as supply-determined).Imports equal zero or are negligible, or a particular explanatory variable does not appear in the regression equation.Note: The price appearing nest to the estimate of tbe price elasticity is the p rice appearing in the denominator of therelative price expression in the regression equations (for definitions seue below)Definitions:

PMIXM=Price of imports of machinery and equipment by the CMEA-6 from the MDCs.PMIXX=Price of imports of machinery and equipment in intra-CMEA-6 trade.PMIUM=Price of imports of machinery and equipment by the USSR from the MDCs.PM14UM=Price of imports of machinery and equipment and industrial consumer goods by the USSR from theMDCn.
PMiOUM=Price of imports of nonfood raw materials by the USSR from the MDCs.PM23XX=Price of imports of fuels, nonfood raw materials and food in intra-CMEA-6 trade.PM4XM=Price of imports of industrial consumer goods by the CMEA-6 from the MDCs.PM4UE=Price of imports of industrial consumer goods by the USSR from Eastern Europe.PX124UM=Price of exports of all goods escept grain and other food from the USSR to the MDCn.PX14XL=Price of exports of machinery and equipment and industrial consumer goods from the CMEA-6 to theLDCs.
PX14XM=Price of exports of machinery and equipment and industrial consumer goods from the CMEA-6 to theMDCs.
PXI4XO=Price of exports of machinery and equipment and industrial consumer goods from the CMEA-6 to theOCPEs.
PX14XU=Price of exports of machinery and equipment and industrial consumer goods from the CMEA-6 to theUSSR
PXI4UL=Price of esports of machinery and equipment for investmsent and industrial consumer goods from theUSSR to the LDCs.
PXIIUL=~Price of esports of machinery and equipment for investment from the USSR to the LDCs.PX2UM=Price of esports of fuels and nonsfood raw materials from the USSR to the MDCstPX3XM=Price of esports of food from the CMEA-6 to the MDCst

Source: Jan Vanous, "An Econometric Model of Soviet and Eastern European Foreign Trade," paper prepared for theSRI/WEFA SEEMOD Project, June 194.

27 See footnote 4.
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TABLE 16.-ACTIVITY ELASTICITIES OF SOVIET AND EASTERN EUROPEAN SUPPLY OF EXPORTS

Trade region 
USSR CMEA-6

Fuels (with respect to net output of energy in the case of the

USSR; with respect to net output of fuels and gross output

of all Industry in the case of CMEA-6):

USSE-------------------------- -- (s ~) -0. 27 (4. 50)

OCPEs - ---------------- --------------- ----------- - 1. 36 (14.45) 0.58 (1.63) ( I

MDCs-------------------------- 
0.96 (7.58) 0.94 (4.81) (

LDCs -L------- 0 60 (4.93) (5) -0.69 (3.4)

Nonfood raw materials (with respect to net output of industrial

materials in the case of the USSR; with respect to gross output

of fuels and nonof od raw materials in the case of COMOA6: .9(3 & .2a(.5

CMEA-6- - -- 1.39 (33.3 .78 (18.02)

USSR- 1.32 '(4.60) 1.33 5(3.26)

Food (escluding grain for USSR) (with respect to weighted
average of total net farm output and net output of processed
foods in the case of the USSR; with respect to gross output of

food industry in the case of CMEA-5): 2.80 (2.25) -2. 39 (2. 47) 1.21 (17.43)

CMEA-6-(s) 
(5) ~~~-----------1.40 0 (5.40)

USSR --------------------------- 
.54(.1

OCPEs -1.93-(6.54-- - 1.54 (9.0- 9
MDCO-~~~~~~~~~~~~~1.40 (3.73~

LDCs-6 
15 (2 32) -5. 28 (2.15) (3

Imports equal zero or are negligible, or a particular explanatory variable does not appear in the regression equation.

' Because of the specification of the import demand function the elasticity had to be estimated indirectly and its

t-statistic is greater or equal than the stated number.
4 Not available (function not estimated because exports are modelled as demand-determined).

Source: Jan Vanous, "An Econometric Model of Soviet and Eastern European Foreign Trade," paper prepared for the

SRI/WEFA SEEMOD Project, June 1980.

Six, real exports to the USSR and to the LDCs showed a declining

trend with a sudden upward shift in 1971 in the former case, and in

1974 in the latter case, and this is reflected in the negative gross indus-

trial output elasticities (representing the growing domestic fuel

needs),28
Among the elasticities of the supply of exports of non-food raw ma-

terials, the Soviet elasticity of exports to the CMEA Six is of greatest

interest. It, too, illustrates the growing burden of the Soviet export

deliveries to Eastern Europe on the Soviet economy. The estimated

elasticity of about 1.4 may be more relevant for the period 1960-1974

than for the latter half of the 1970's and the 1980's. A downward shift

in exports took place in 1975 and although they began to grow again in

1976 and 1977, we may reasonably expect the elasticity to decline to

unity or below for the rest of the 1970's and early 1980's.

As far as the elasticities of the supply of exports of food are con-

cerned, they are mostly close to or exceed unity. A 1 percentage increase

in the total net farm output and the net output of processed foods in

the USSR will result in a 0.4 percent increase in exports to the CMEA

Six, 1.9 percent increase to the OCPEs, 1.4 percent increase to the

MDCs, and 0.9 percent increase to the LDCs. The Soviet supply elas-

ticity of exports to the CMEA Six is a reflection of the new pattern

of intra-CMEA specialization, involving the virtually complete phas-

ing out of Soviet food exports to Eastern Europe and increasing Soviet

food imports, which are to be exchanged for additional supplies of

Soviet non-food raw materials. The high supply elasticity of exports to

2 These upward shifts in the supply function of fuels were caused by changes in

Polish export policies as a result of the Soviet pressure in the former case and the large

Brazilian-Polish deal for deliveries of Polish coking coal to insure fuel supplies for the

Brazillan steel industry In the latter case.
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the OCPEs is a reflection of political considerations on the part of theSoviet leadership; Soviet exports of grain, flour, and other food to theOCPEs (Cuba, North Korea, and Vietnam) are less sensitive to grainharvest failures and are less likely to be curtailed even during a seriousfood crisis than exports to the remaining three regions. In the case ofthe CMEA Six, the elasticity of exports to the USSR, estimated at 1.4,is a short-run elasticity which reflects the effect of bilateral balancingof food exports for imports of non-food raw materials and limited im-ports of food from the USSR; the long-run elasticity is close to unity.Finally, in Table 17, we present estimates of the elasticities of theWestern demand for Soviet and Eastern European exports with re-spect to their price. The first important finding is that 19 out of 20estimated elasticities have the correct negative sign and only 4 are notstatistically significant, including the single positive elasticity esti-mate. In the case of the USSR, 8 out of 10 estimated elasticities arewell in excess of unity, indicating that a 1 percent decline in theSoviet export price will result in a 1.5-3.0 percent increase in the realSoviet export share in a particular market. The relatively low fuelexport elasticity on the MDC market is probably more relevant to theperiod 1960-1973 when the world oil market was highly competitive.Since 1974 the degree of competitiveness substantially declined andSoviet exports of fuels should more properly be modeled as supply-determined; in any case, during the latter period one would expectthe price elasticity to be substantially higher as the Western buyerswould have eagerly snapped up the relatively lower-priced Sovietoil exports. Soviet exports of machinery and equipment for invest-rnent to the LDCs appear to be completely insensitive with respect torelative prices, indicating the limited growth potential in this mar-ket. On the whole, the relatively high estimates of price elasticities inthe case of the USSR indicate that the key way to achieve a greaterpenetration of Western markets is through price-cutting or improve-inents in the quality of Soviet manufactured exports while holdingtheir price unchanged (which de facto amounts to hidden price-cutting).
In contrast to the USSR. with the exception of machinery andequipment, the export elasticities of the CMEA Six on the MDCmarket appear to be well below unity, indicating a limited potentialfor a rapid expansion of Eastern European exports to the MDCs. Sur-prisingly, the implication is that the greatest potential for export ex-

TABLE 17.-PRICE ELASTICITIES OF WESTERN DEMAND FOR SOVIET AND EASTERN EUROPEAN EXPORTS
Commodity group 

U.S.S.R CMEA-6

MDCs:
Machinery and equipment -- -1.95 (1.32) -2.11 (6.22)Fuels ra 

-0.93 (3.91) -0.74 (6.09)Nonfood (riawi mrinls --- 1.76 (8.12) -0.34 (0.73)Food(excludingI grain for USSR) ----------------------------- - -2.15 (8.45) -0.56 (1 72)Industrial consumer goods -- 1.95 (2. 59) -0.89 (9.81LDCs:
Machinery and equipment -0.17 

0.34) -1.32 5.74)
Nonfood raw materials - -2.97 (4. 875) -1.22 (5.10Food (excluding grain for USSR)--- 2.94 (4. 52) -1.59 (4. 84Industrial consumer goods -- 1.51 (2.06) -1.44 4.32)

Source: same as Table 13.
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pansion is in the category machinery and equipment and the export

pricing strategy generally suggested for the USSR could be used in

-this case as well. The generally low estimates of the Eastern European

price elasticities on the MDC market relative to those for the USSR

may perhaps be explained by the fact that in the case of primary com-

modities Eastern Europe offers less attractive exports (coal vs. Soviet

oil and natural gas; manufactured foodstuffs vs. Soviet raw materials

for food: steel, chemicals, non-metallic minerals, etc. vs. Soviet non-

ferrous metals and ores, lumber, cotton, etc.). In the case of the MDC

demand for industrial consumer goods, the fact that the USSR is

a relatively new entrant in the market while Eastern Europe is a more

"established" exporter and inay have exhausted most of her initial

growth potential may explain why the Soviet price elasticity is twice as

high as that for the CMEA Six. On the other hand, all CMEA Six

price elasticities on the LDC market are in the 1.2-1.6 range, indicating

a relatively greater export growth potential in this market than in the

MDC market. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the Eastern

European export gro~lvth potential in the MDC machinery market still

looks superior to that in the LDC market due to the substantially

higher price elasticity in the former market,.namely 2.1 vs. 1.3 on the

LDC market.
APPENDIX

NOTE ON THE RuBLE-DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATE

There are several serious problems with the conversion of Soviet and Eastern

European ruble trade flows (essentially intra-CMEA trade flows and CMEA

trade flows with the OCPEs except for Cuba and Yugoslavia) into dollars. To

begin with, at the official exchange rates the ruble as well as the national devisa

currencies excluding the Hungarian forint are greatly overvalued vis-a-vis the

dollar.2' Based on the limited evidence relying on the Hungarian data, during

the period 1970-1979 the average degree of overvaluation of the ruble vis-a-vis

the dollar ranged from 55 to 70 percent. This is apparent from the data presented

in Table 18, upon dividing the CMEA asumed realistic ruble-dollar exchange

rate by the official Soviet ruble-dollar exchange rate.

29 At the present time only Hungary uses the realistic exchange rate also as the

official exchange rate. The Hungarian devaluation of the ruble vis-h-vis the dollar in

1976 helps to explain the curious development in the official Hungarian foreign trade

statistics supplied to the U.N. for publication In its "Commodity Trade" series, which

are reported in dollars. In 1975 Hungary reported total exports of 7178 million dollars,

of which 2038 million dollars went to developed economies. 545 million to developing

economies, and 4595 million to centrally planned economies. In 1976 total HungarlTi

exports were only 5528 million dollars, of which 2102 million went to developed economies,

576 million to developing economies, and 2850 million to centrally planned economie .

Similar development also took place in imports. Contrary to the initial Impression, the

Hungarian commercial relations with centrally planned economies did not collapse in

1976. Rather the Hungarians merely devalued the ruble vis-h-vis the dollar by aLout

45 percent and abolished the meaningless concept of devisa forint (artificial accounting

unit used onlv in foreign trade), henceforth reporting their foreign trade statistics

In domestic forInts.
Interestingly enough, the CMEA (particularly the Soviet) bureaucrats In the Moscow

headquarters were not exactly pleased with the Hungarian policy steps. The 1977 CMEA

Statistical Yearbook (P. 323) reports 47 percent increase in Hungarian exports and :39

percent increase in Hungarian Imports (denominated in rubles) in 1976 relative to

1975. This truly spectacular trade performance of Hungary in 1976 was created by the

CMEA bureaucrats In order to hide the Hungarian devaluation of the ruble. They found

it preferable to assume unchanged forint-rulble exchange rate and Inflated the Hungarian

foreicn trade statistics with the dollar area instead.

3' The assumed CMEA realistic ruble-dollar exchange rate is essentially the Hungarian

realistic exchange rate corrected for year 1975. The reason for the correction in 1975

Is the following. During the period 1970-1975 the Hungarians operated with an effective

exchanee rate of Ft 40=R 1. In 1976 this rate was reduced to Ft 35=R 1 In order to

offset the Impact of inflationary price Increases in Intra-CMEA (ruble) trade. However.

this adjustment should have taken place one year earlier since as Table 15 in this paper

indicates, the Soviet export prices to the CMEA Six increased by 37 percent in 1975 and only

about 11 percent In 1976. while the Soviet import prices from the CMEA Six increased

by about 27 percent in 1975 and mere 7 percent In 1976.
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The above problem is aggravated by the fact that the average degree of theovervaluation of the ruble vis-a-vis the dollar need not at all be typical for thetrade in different commodities. This is the consequence of relative price dis-tortions in intra-CMEA and CMEA-OCPE trade vis-a-vis the world market prices.Consequently, no simple uniform adjustment or correction can be easily made inorder to bring ruble and dollar trade flows to a common denominator.
TABLE it8-REALISTIC AND OFFICIAL RUBLE-DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATES

{Rubles per $1,

Eastern
European

CMEA ~~~~~average ox-Czechoslovakia Hungary (cMe USSR cluding Hungarra c ra(correctedYear (realistic) (realistic realistic rate) (official) (official)
1970 -1.563 1.500 1.500 0s90 0.9001972 .---- 1.536 1.500 1. 5001973-1.595 1.381 1.380 829 8281973 -1.553 1.200 1.200 .736 7471974 -1.337 1.169 1.170 .757 .7471975 -NA 

1.098 1.250 .721 .7471977N6 
NA 1.188 1.190 .754 .74719787 -- ----------- NA 1.169 1.170 737 .7471979- - NA 1.139 140 3 0684NA 1.112 1.110 .656 .667

Source: Czechoslovakia: Author's own calculation on the basis of data in Klacek (1973), p. 744 and various otherCzechoslovak sources. Hungary: Author's own calculation on the basis of KAA (1978), p. 83. USSR: U.N. MonthlyBulletin of Statistics, Trade Conversion Factors, December 1980. CMEA: Based on the Hungarian realistic rate correctedfo~ry~ear1975 (seefo~otnote 30).E~astern Europe: Author's own calculation from U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Trade

Finally, a somewhat less serious problem is the fact that CMEA ruble-dollarexchange rates are not uniform across countries and therefore these countriesuse inconsistent cross-exchange exchange rates. This is apparent from the datapresented in Table 19. Although during 1970-78 (only 1970-19716 for Hungary)the Soviet ruble and the Eastern European national devisa currencies were sup-posed to be fixed at their 1970 relative value with respect to each other, these cur-rencies appreciated with respect to the dollar at different rates, neither corre-sponding exactly to the rate of appreciation of the USSR ruble (to which theywere supposed to be linked) nor to the rate of appreciation of the SDR (as definedby the IMF) vis-a-vis the dollar. Hence, it is not even clear what is the exactofficial CMLEA ruble-dollar exchange rate.
TABLE 19.-AVERAGE RATES OF APPRECIATION OF SOVIET AND EASTERN EUROPEAN CURRENCIES VIS-A-VIS

THE U.S. DOLLAR

Czecho- EastBulgaria slovakia Germany Hungary Poland Romania USSRYear (leva) (koruna) (mark) (forint) (zloty) (lei) (ruble) SDR
1970-----1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1. 00000 1.00000
1971 l.-- 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1. 00000 1.00000 1. 00000 1.00000 1. 002981972-----1.08330 1.08598 1.08527 1.08603 1.08696 1.08499 1.00565 1.085711973-----1.20579 1.23221 1.20690 1.25013 1.20482 1.20724 1.22241 1.192131974-----1.20619 1.23275 I. 20690 1.28306 1.20482 1.20724 1.18934 1.202641975-----1.20858 1.28912 1.20690 1.36670 1.20482 1.20724 1.24757 1.214151976- 1.21103 1.24787 I 20690 1.44335 1.20482 1.20724 I-.19376 1.15452

97 7 1.33923 X 2738 I =3= 7

1977 -1.23392 1.27386 ~1.20690 144623 120482 1.20724 12137 1.167521978-----1.31600 1.32926 1. 20690 1.58382 126342 131610 1.370 1.252001979-----1.35316 1.35497 1.20690 1.68644 1. 29492 1.34228 1.37318 1.29200

Source: Author's own calculation on the basis of the U.N. Trade Conversion Factors reported in the Monthly Bulletin ofStatistics, December 1980; KAA (1978), p. 83; IMF statistics.

What caused the overvaluation of the ruble and other national devisa curren-cies vis-a-vis the dollar? The single most important cause of their overvaluationis the fact that at official exchange rates the average intra-CMEA price levelhas historically exceeded the world market price level." For example, one study
a The reasons for this are discussed in detail in Marer (1972). pp. 2-22.
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estimates that in 1963 CMEA prices of all traded commodities on the average ex-

ceeded the world market prices by 19 percent.n2 A modified estimate, Which cor-

rects for the difference in the quality of manufactures traded within CMEA and

in the West, puts the average 1963 intra-CMEA price level at least 37 percent

above the world market price level.' Additional evidence, implying an average

overvaluation of the ruble vis-a-vis the dollar of 67-74 percent in 1970 and 54-77

percent in 1974 is presented in Table 18. Both the Czechoslovak and the Hungar-

ian realistic ruble-dollar exchange rates are essentially based on the average

cost of earning a unit of foreign exchange in terms of the domestic currency.

Why is it so difficult to correct for the overvaluation of the ruble vis-a-vis the

dollar? As some authors have suggested, the only correct way of bringing intra-

CMEA and East-West trade to a common (dollar) denominator is to revalue

intra-CMEA physical trade flows at world market prices." Specifically, intra-

CMEA trade flows have to be adjusted by proportionately deflating or inflating

the official trade flows (shown in national devisa currencies) according to

whether the actual price levels were above or below world market price levels

for each main commodity category. This is an enormous task requiring a vast

amount of time and data and thus can rarely be undertaken.'

What are the consequences of the overvaluation of the ruble vis-a-vis the dollar?

First of all, the use of an unrealistic exchange rate provides an incorrect signal

about relative costs to exporting, importing, as well as production enterprises in

the economy. Exports to the East and imports from the West are made to look

unduly attractive, creating an incentive for potential surpluses in intra-CMEA

trade (actual intra-CMEA trade balances of individual countries are typically

fairly close to zero) and for deficits in East-West trade. Secondly, if one recal-

culated the trade balances within CMEA for various pairs of countries at world

market prices, in many cases one would find that trade would no longer be

bilaterally balanced. Such revaluation would benefit mainly the USSR since it

tends to export the relatively underpriced fuels and non-food raw materials in

exchange for the relatively overpriced manufactures; it would consequently

have just the opposite effect for East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and

Hungary-large net exporters of manufactures.
7 Moreover, such calculation in

the case of the Soviet trade with Eastern Europe would disclose the pattern of

implicit trade subsidies granted to individual countries in return for certain

services (political allegiance, military alliance, etc.). Finally, the unrealistic

ruble exchange rate renders the official trade data of the CMEA countries incom-

parable with those of market economies. In particular, the information on the

territorial composition of trade is distorted since the relative importance of

"ruble area" trade is overstated, the importance of the "dollar area" trade is

understated, and the total absolute amount of trade is overstated."
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I. SUMMARY

Eastern Europe's I hard currency debt to the West 2 has continued

to grow rapidly in spite of efforts in the past few years to curb imports

and boost exports. By end-1979, net debt to the West had climbed to

$49.3 billion, compared with a level of $18.7 billion at end 1975. Rising

*Office of Economic Research, National Foreign Assessment Center, Central Intelligence

Agency. This paper draws heavily on Ron Mfiller's estimates of East European debt and

debt burden. For a more complete discussion of the estimates and of the methodology used

to derive them, see Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency Debt, National

Foreign Assessment Center, 1980. The author wishes also to express her appreciation to

George Lowden, Office of Economic Research, CIA, for his help in compiling many of the

statistics presented here. This paper was completed in April 1980.

1 Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, and Romania.

2 Calculated from trade with all non-Communist countries throughout this paper (see

appendix A). The data are from East European foreign trade statistics.
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world market prices, slack demand in the West, and continued highgrain imports have added greatly to the borrowing required to helpuel economic growth. Thus, Eastern Europe has met with onlylimited success in reducing its trade deficit with non-Communist coun-tries and-because of rising interest payments-even less success innarrowing the current account imbalances.The next few years will be difficult ones for the East Europeans. Inorder to keep new borrowing down, they will have to carefully monitorimports from the West while attempting to maximize exports. Sinceeconomic growth depends to an important degree on imports of West-ern goods, further curbs on imports will damage the economic healthof the East European countries. Although all of the countries appearready to accept at least some slowdown in economic growth, the willbe hard pressed to hold down their imports from the West since Sovietdeliveries of energy are expected to level off and Soviet supplies ofother industrial materials will at best grow very little. At the sametime, maintaining a modicum of growth in consumer welfare will benecessary in order to minimize consumer discontent.

II. LARGE DEFIcrrs CoNTiNUE
Except for Bulgaria-and in 1979, Hungary-the East Europeancountries have had little success in their attempts to narrow tradedeficits with non-Communist countries. Since 1975, all the countrieshave tried to curb imports. Bulgaria-presumably under strong pres-sure from Moscow and, in any case, the least dependent on Westerntrade-has by far been the most successful. Efforts to cut importshave had to be relaxed at times, however, because of the need (a) forWestern grain and other feedstuffs (especially in the case of Polandand East Germany) due to poor harvests; (b) to replenish depletedinventories of industrial materials; and (c) in the case of Romania, tosatisfy rapidly rising oil import requirements. At the same time, ris-ing world prices for many imported goods and continued slow growthin Western markets have continued to favor larger trade deficits.East European nominal imports from non-Communist countriesrose less than 9 percent a year in 1976-78 but roughly 15 percent in1979 (see Table 1). Romania-whose imports rose 22 percent a yearin 1 9 76 -79 -accounted for nearly two-fifths of the increase in total EastEuropean imports from non-Communist countries. Roughly halfof the increase in Romanian imports was the result of the rise in im-ports of OPEC oil at sharply increased prices, from $400 million (5million tons) in 1975 to about $2.2 billion (16 million tons) in 1979.8Bulgaria, on the other hand, held import growth to less than 2 percenta year, and Polish imports increased by less than 5 percent a year.Real East European imports rose roughly 2 percent a year in 1976-79;Bulgaria and Poland reduced real imports substantially.4

3 Romanln exports Of petroleum products to non-Communist countries have grownconsiderably more slowly than imports, turning Rmania from a net oil exporter of600.000 tons In 1975 to a net Importer of aho,,t 8 milion tons in 1979.Our estimates of the real growth of East European foreign trade are based on OECDindices which take into account both price changes and fluctuations in other Western
currencies via-a-via the US dollar.
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TABLE 1.-EASTERN EUROPE: TRADE WITH NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES'

[In millions of. U.S. ddlharsl

1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Total Eastern Europe:
Exports - - 5 640' 15,076 16,739 18,2 20 786 25 456

Imports ------------- 6,027 20, 633 22.61.0 23, 462 26, 365 30, 268

Balance -- -386 -5, 557 -5, 871 -5,184 -5, 579 -4, 812

Bulgaria:
Exports -414 937 1,058 1,270 1, 547 2,310

Imports -436 1, 498 1, 288 1, 285 1, 401 . 1,603

Balance -- 22 -561 -230 -15 146 707

Czechoslovakia:
Exports -1,141 2, 379 2, 329 2, 746 3,079 3,600
Imports- 1,131 2,745 2,927 3,372 3,503 4,120

Balance -10 -366 --598 -626 -424 -520

East Germany: 3
Exports -1, 261 3,062 3, 643 3,557 3, 950 4,500
Imports -1,560 4,187 5,234 5,080 5,100 5,900

Balance - -298 -1,125 -1, 591 -1, 523 -1,150 -1, 400

Hungary: '
Exports -767 1,691 1,945 2,185 2,535 3,361
Imports -863 2,390 2,461 3,005 3,849 3,880

Balance -- 96 -699 -516 -820 -1, 314 -519

Poland:
Exports --------- 1,282 4,123 4,441 4,882 5,499 6,335

Imports -1,134 6, 796 7,375 7,034 7,392 8,095

Balance -148 -2,673 -2,934 -2,152 -1, 893 -1,760

Exports ------- 775 2,884 3,323 3,638 - 4,176 5,350

Imports -903 3,017 3,325 3,686 5,120 6,670

Balance -- ---------- -128 -133 -2 -48 -944 -1,320

' Imports and exports are on anf.o.b. basis.
2 Provisional estimates.
S Data for 1975-78 are partly estimates. The official West German Deutschemark/U.S. dollar rate was used to convert

intra-German trade in East German marks to U.S. dollars. Using the EastGerman mark/U.S. dollar rate understates the

value of trade. East Germany converts West German marks into East German marks at parity, but actually the East German

mark is worth less than the-West German mark.
4 Hungarian imports on an f.o.b. basis for 1970, 1976-78 are from CEMA yearbooks.

Source: Official East European foreign trade Statistics.

Western data indicate that East European imports of machinery
and equipment rose 6 percent a vear in 1976-78, with only Bulgaria
and Poland reducing such imports. Commodity breakdowns of trade
with all non-Communist countries are available only for Czechoslova-
kia, Hungary, and Poland (see Appendixes B, C, and D). Imports
of agricultural products and foodstuffs accounted for nearly three-
fourths of the total increase in the value of Polish imports from non-

Communist countries in 1976-79, with imports of fuels and chemicals
also rising substantially. Polish purchases of Western machinery and
equipment dropped by nearly one-fifth. On the other hand, purchases
of Western machinery and equipment accounted for nearly one-half
of the rise in Czechoslovak imports in 1976-78 and for more than one-

third of the increase in Hungarian imports. Czechoslovakia also in-
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creased imports of agricultural products substantially, and Hungaryboosted imports of both agricultural products and chemicals.Efforts to raise exports met with only limited success. Eastern Eu-rope continued to face slack demand in many Western markets, andbottlenecks created by restrictions on imports of industrial materialsprobably hampered export production in some of the countries. Evenso, the value of East European exports rose 13 percent a year in 1976-78 and about 22 percent in 1979. Bulgaria enjoyed the fastest growthas exports increased-from a small base-by 18 percent a year in 1976-78 and jumped by 49 percent in 1979. East European exports climbedby roughly 7 percent a year in real terms in 1976-79, although Czecho-slovakia, East Germany, and Poland achieved rates of less than 4 per-cent a year.

Machinery and equipment accounted for more than one-third ofthe rise in Polish exports to the non-Communist countries in 1976-79and metallurgical products for nearly one-fifth. Much of the rise inexports of metallurgical products was the result of price increases forcopper and silver in 1979. Exports of coal, on the other hand, grewquite slowly as domestic demand outpaced production. Machinery andequipment also accounted for more than one-third of the increase inCzechoslovak exports in 1976-78, with exports of manufactured goodsand wood and wood products accounting for another third. The risein Hungarian exports was fairly evenly distributed among severalcategories.
For the area as a whole, the deficit on trade with non-Communistcountries averaged $5.5 billion a year in 197 6 -78-the same as in 1975.According to preliminary data, the deficit dropped to $4.8 billion in1979 as Bulgaria achieved a large surplus and Hungary cut its deficitby three-fifths. East German and Romanian trade deficits increasedappreciably in 1979, and the Polish trade gap narrowed somewhat.Because of rising interest payments, Eastern Europe's current accountdeficit fell only slightly in 1979, to an estimated $7.6 billion.5In addition to their current account deficits with non-Communistcountries, the East Europeans ran imbalances on credits extended toboth the developed West and the LDCs. Drawings on East Europeancredits and grants to the LDCs averaged at least $400 million a yearin 1976-78.0 (The actual totals could have been substantially higheras the estimates are based on incomplete information.) LDC repay-ments to Eastern Europe presumably were much smaller than draw-ings, since most of these credits are very long term. On the positiveside, some of the East European countries-notably Czechoslovakia-have realized surpluses on sales of military equipment not recordedin their trade statistics. Total East European deliveries of militaryequipment to the LDCs averaged an estimated $320 million in 1976-78.7

C Because Insuffiient data are available on East European Invisibles, I have made veryroug~h estimates for the urpose of analyzing East European balance of payments.Communist Aid Activities in Non-Communist Less Developed Countries, 1978, NationalForeign Assessment Center. F'R 79-i043iU, September, i979, p. 11.
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III. DEBT MOUNTS

Borrowing required to cover East European deficits pushed the net

debt up from $18.7 billion at yearend 1975 to $49.3 billion at the end

of 1979.8 Poland's debt totaled $20.0 billion. East Germany, Hungary,

and Romania had debts of $8.4 billion, $7.3 billion, and $6.7 billion,

respectively (Table 2). Bulgaria curbed the growth of its debt the

most. Romania-after allowing little growth in its debt in 1975-76-

incurred sizeable increases in 1977-79 as the 1977 earthquake and 1978

drought, dwindling oil reserves, and soaring OPEC oil prices in 1979

raised import requirements. Poland-which accounted for two-fifths

of the total rise in East European net debt in 1976-79-managed to

slow down the growth considerably but still incurred a 170-percent

rise.

TABLE 2.-EASTERN EUROPE: ESTIMATED NET HARD CURRENCY DEBT TO THE WEST AT YEAREND

[In millions of U.S. dollars, yearendl

1971 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979'

Total debt -4,927 18, 657 25, 297 32, 860 42, 265 49, 260

Bulgaria -- 723 2,257 2, 756 3,169 3,710 3,730

Czechoslovakia -1 160 827 1,434 2, 121 2, 513 3, 070

East Germany------------- 1205 3, 548 5, 047 6,159 1, 548 8,440

Hungary -8------------- 48 2,195 2, 852 4,491 6e,532 7, 320
Poland --------------------------- 71,764 7, 381 0, 680 13, 532 16, 972 20,000

Romania- 1,227 2, 449 2, 528 3,388 4,990 6,700

' Provisional estimates.

Most of the increase in Eastern Europe's debt originated in private

borrowing from commercial banks (see Appendix E). Estimated

gross liabilities to commercial banks rose from $15.9 billion at year-

end 1975 to $40.5 billion at yearend 1979, and their share in total

East European gross debt rose from 69 percent to 74 percent.9 Czech-

oslovakia in particular substantially increased its dependence on bor-

rowing from commercial banks, which grew from 38 percent of total

debt in 1975 to 68 percent in 1979. Hungary continued to rely on

commercial banks for nearly all of its borrowing, whereas only 55

percent of Romanian debt was in the form of private credits from

banks at yearend 1979.
East European assets with Western banks dropped by $540 mil-

lion between yearend 1975 and yearend 1977-to $3.8 billion. They

then rose to roughly $5.5 billion at yearend 1979. These assets rep-

resented only about two months worth of East European merchan-

dise imports from non-communist countries, ranging from about

11/2 months for Poland to four months for Bulgaria. Net liabilities

'Because the U.S. dollar has depreciated considerably vis-i-vls most developed Western

currencies In recent years, the growth of Eastern Europe's hard currency debt to the

West In 1976-79 would be substantially less if exchange rate fluctuations vis-)-vis dollar

were taken Into account. In the case of Poland, for example, the net hard currency

debt at year end 1979 would have been $15.8 billion (instead of $20.0 billion) in terms

of 1975 V.S. dollars.
9 According to U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve Statistics,. .S.-based banks and

their major foreign branches held $4,330 million In net claims against Eastern Europe

at the end of 1979. up from $1.18S million at yearend 1975. About three-foulrths of

these claims were held bv the foreign branches. NDet claims against Poland were $13642

million at a yearend 1979; Hungary, $924 million: East Germany. $782 million; Bulgaria,

$473 million; Romania, $380 million; and Czechoslovakia, $129 million.
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to Western commercial banks rose from $11.6 billion at yearend 1975to roughly $35.0 billion at yearend 1979.A large part of the commercial bank borrowing was on a direct bank-to-bank basis whereby the East Europeans obtained time depositsand short-term credits. Syndicated loans have also been of great im-portance in East European borrowing. For Hungary and Poland,this type of financing accounted for about one-third and one-sixthof total gross liabilities to commercial banks at yearend 1978. Mostof the syndicated loans can be used for balance-of-payments pur-poses even when tied to specific East European development proj-ects. They generally carry repayment periods of between six andeight years with grace periods of three to four years. Spreads overLIBOR on syndicated loans obtained in 1979 ranged between 0.5 per-cent to 0.75 percent for all countries except Poland and between 0.75percent and 1.375 percent for Poland. East European liabilities tocommercial banks also include some non-recourse paper, althoughmuch of this is believed to be held outside of commercial banks.9aOther forms of East European commercial debt rose at only one-fourth the rate of total debt and fell from 15 percent of total EastEuropean gross debt at yearend 1975 to 9 percent at yearend 1978.10Poland's non-bank commerical debt dropped by nearly one-fifth in1977-78 as Western lenders became increasingly reluctant to buy Polishpaper. In an attempt to support the value of their paper. the Polesthemselves in 1978 limited the transferability of paper carrying theBank Handlowy guarantee to a one-time transaction.1lEastern Europe's debt on Western government-backed export creditsremained relatively small, accounting for only 13 percent of totalgross debt at yearend 1979 (see Appendix F). Only Poland sharplyincreased its use of such credits, pushing the share in its total grossdebt up from 14 percent in 1975 to 21 percent in 1979. A greatly in-creased share of Poland's Western government-backed credits wasused for imports of commodities such as steel and chemicals as wellas for grain and other agricultural products. Poland's use of officially-backed credits for purchases of Western machinery and equipmentpresumably fell since imports of such goods dropped during the period.For other East European countries, the share of debt on government-backed credits dropped somewhat and by yearend 1979 ranged fromnil for Hungary to about 12 percent each for Czechoslovakia andRomania.

Only Poland and East Germany made much use of other officialcredits, but even for these two countries such credits represented lessthan 5 percent of total gross debt at end-1979. In the case of Poland,this category of debt consisted mainly of DM 1 billion ($500 millionat the 1978 D)M/$ rate) owed on a West German official financial creditdrawn down in 1975-77. The West German interest-free swing credit-which has a ceiling of DM 850 million- aeounted for most of EastGermany's debt on official credits.
D- Non-recourse or a forafet, financng is a form of supplier's financing whereby the

institution accepting bills or notes from an exporter for discount absorbs the risks of
zoilecting payment from the Importer.

10 Other types of commercial debt Inelude promissory notes and other supplier creditsheld hy institutions other than banks and by banks outside of the BIS reporting area.
1 "Poland Has Begun to Reschedule," Euromoney, December 1979. pp. 30, 32.
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Romania-the only East European member of the IMF-has bene-

fitted from sizeable low-interest long-term World Bank project

credits and IMF standby arrangements and compensatory credits. By

the end of 1979 Romania owed $418 million to the World Bank and

$392 million to the IMF.'2 These two sources of financing accounted

for about 16 percent of Romania's end-1979 gross debt, up from 7

percent in 1975.
In determining Eastern Europe's net debt, we have taken account

only of assets held in Western banks. The East Europeans could

also have domestic reserves; the Romanians, for example, are known

to have significant gold reserves. Total Hungarian reserves as of

yearend 1978 were about $1.9 billion, of which about one-half consisted

of assets in Western commercial banks.l" The East Europeans also are

owed considerable amounts on trade and development credits extended

to both the LDCs and the developed West. In 1971-78, gross drawings

on East European credits and grants to the LDCs totalled an esti-

mated $2.2 billion.'4 Although a large portion of these credits pre-

sumably will be repaid in goods rather than in hard currency, they

still help assure future supplies for the East Europeans.
Our estimates of East European hard currency debt apply only

to the West. In addition, these countries owe substantial amounts of

hard currency to the CEMA banks. At yearend 1978 Eastern Europe

as a group owed about $1.9 billion net hard currency to the Inter-

national Investment Bank (IIB), up from $411 million at yearend

1975.'5 Poland owed an estimated $480 million at yearend 1978, and

Bulgaria, East Germany and Hungary about $350 million each."

Most East European obligations to the IIB were incurred in financing

their share of the Orenburg pipeline, for which they will be repaid

in deliveries of Soviet natural gas. In addition, some of the East Euro-

pean countries probably have obtained hard currency credits from

the International Bank for Economic Cooperation (IBEC) and from

the USSR and other members of CEMA. Moscow, which provided

hard currency credits to Bulgaria in the 1960s and to Poland in the

early 1970s, very likely has provided hard currency credits since then

to help these countries in particularly difficult times. Some CEMA

countries may also have borrowed in the Euromarkets. on behalf of

other countries.

12 Romania's drawings from the IMF totaled SPD 135.0 million in 1973-75 SDR

261.6 million in 1976-78. and SDR 41.3 million in 1979 (through Nov.) for a total of

SDR 437.9 million. Of this, reserve tranche drawings made up SDR 47.5 million; credit

tranche drawings ordinary, SDR 206.6 million; and compensatory drawings, SDR 183.8

million. Of the total of SDR 246.8 million in IMF credits outstanding at yearend 1979,

SDR 91.6 million was on credit tranche drawings ordinary and SDR 153.8 million on

compensatory credits. Source: International Financial Statistics, International Monetary

Fund, March 1980, pp. 12-19.
" The figure for total reserves is for gold, currency and foreign exchange holdings,

and sight accounts as reported in the Economic Bulletin of the National Bank of Hungarv,

June 1979 page 25.
U See Communist Aid Acti ities to Non-Communist Less Developed Countries, 1978.

National Foreign Assessment Center. ER79-10412U, September 1979, page 11.

'5 See Ron Miller, op. cit., p. 12.
1a Ibid., p. 12.
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IV. THE DET BuRDEx
The various measures of debt burden for the six East Europeancountries (Appendixes G through IC) all show that the burden for allbut Bulgaria and Romania has increased substantially since 1975.17Using the ratio of repayments on medium- and long-term debt tomerchandise exports as the criterion of burden shows that Poland isworse off with a debt service ratio of 95 percent in 1979 (up from30 percent in 1975) followed by East Germany, 55 percent (25 per-cent); Bulgaria, 36 percent (33 percent); Hungary 36 percent (19percent); Romania, 24 percent (23 percent) ; and Czechoslovakia, 22percent (14 percent).18 -(The assumption when using this measure ofdebt service is that the East Europeans have no difficulty in rollingover their short-term debt.)

Because of the differences in maturity structure, a somewhat differ-ent picture emerges when debt-rather than debt service paymentis related to merchandise exports (see Appendix I). Poland stillshows by far the heaviest burden, with gross debt nearly 3.5 timesexports in 1979. But Hungary shows a debt burden about the sameas East Germany's, i.e., nearly 2.5. times exports. Bulgaria-with adebt/export ratio of 2 -comes next. And Czechoslovakia and Ro-mania-with debts not substantially exceeding exports-remain at thebottom.
In terms of the maturity structure of medium- and long-term debt,Poland-and East German -with an estimated one-half of theirend-1978 liabilities falling due in 1979-80 are in the worst. position.A large part of the meteoric rise in Poland's debt service ratio since19 7 6 -when only 36 percent of medium- and long-term debt fell duein the next two years-has resulted from the dramatic worsening ofthe maturity structure.
In large part this has been due to Poland's use of an increasingshare of its officially-backed export credits to import commodities(grain, steel, chemicals, etc.) for which terms are considerably shorterthan on credits for imports of machinery and equipment. The maturitystructure of East Germany's medium- and long-term debt, on theother hand, has not changed much since 1975. East Germany has longhad a considerably smaller share of long-term (five years or over)debt than the other East European countries because much of its debtconsists of medium-term credits from commercial banks and fromWest Germany. It has a relatively small amount of longer-term West-ern government-backed credits. Hungary and Romania, on the otherhand, had only 25 percent and 30 percent, respectively, of their end-1978 medium- and long-term debt falling due in 1979-80. Hungary'smedium- and long-term borrowing has consisted of long-term syn-

1T Of course, the relative debt burdens would change to the extent that one East
European country has borrowed on behalf of another.Is These ratios would be lower if rough estimates for earnings from exports and in-
visibles were used as the denominator. In the case of Poland, the debt service ratio would
then be roughly 78 percent In 1979; for East Germany, 43 percent; for Romania, 22 per-
cent; and for Czechoslovakia, 20 percent.
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dicated loans. Romania has depended heavily on long-term officially-

backed credits for the purchase of machinery and equipment and on

even longer term World Bank project credits. Bulgaria and

Czechoslovakia fall in between, with less than two-fifths of their year-

end 1978 medium- and long-term liabilities coming due in 1979-80.

Czechoslovakia .has managed to improve its maturity structure since

1975, in part because of the increased use of long-term syndicated

loans.
Looking at the maturity structure of medium- and long-term debt,

however, is not enough. We must examine the magnitude of short-

term debt. As Lawrence Brainard has pointed out, the East Euro-

peans would face "great risks . . . in the case of payments difficulties

since short-term debt would dry up very rapidly and would probably

force a payments moratorium." 19 of the East European countries,

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary are estimated to have more

than two-fifths of their total gross debt in short-term liabilities (see

Appendix J). About three-tenths of East Germany's debt is short-term,

Romania's less than one-fourth, and Poland's about one-sixth. If short-

term obligations. were taken into consideration, Hungary would have

had a debt service ratio of about 155 percent in 1979; Poland, about 140

percent; Bulgaria and East Germany, 125 percent; and Czechoslovakia

and Romania, about 66 percent and 50 percent, respectively. Of course,

Western banks probably would not call in all of the short-term debt

but rather would continue to roll it over. In fact, it appears that at the

present time, bankers tend to find short-term lending more. attractive

than longer-term lending. Thus although a large short-term debt does

not now present a serious problem for the East Europeans, should

banker attitudes change those countries which rely most heavily on

this type of financing would be in serious trouble.
Ron Miller has provided another interesting measure of the debt

burden by relating new financing to debt service (see Appendix K).

This measure shows that for all of the East European countries except

Czechoslovakia and Romania the ratio of debt service to drawings in-

creased considerably on average between 1975-76 and 1977-79. Bul-

garia-which devoted nearly 90 percent of new financing to servicing

its debt in 1977-79-was in the worst position. Then came Poland with

a debt service to drawings ratios of almost 80 percent. Best off was

Romania, which gave up one-half of drawings to debt service.20

Still another interesting perspective on the debt burden has been

offered by Lawrence Brainard. He compared increases in net debt with

imports of machinery and equipments Brainard's thesis is that if in-

vestments financed by Western credits-for which imports of West-

ern machinery and equipment are a proxy-"are timely and productive

and lead to exports (or import savings), foreign exchange will be

generated in future years to repay the debt associated with such in-

vestments. If, however, foreign credits are being used to purchase con-

19 Lawrence J. Brainard. "East Europe's indebtedness policy choices." Money and

Finance in the East and West, edited by C. T. Saunders (Volume 4 in the East-West

European Economic Interaction Workshop Papers of the Vienna Institute for Comparative

Economic Studies) Springer-Veriag Vienna and New York, 1978, page 90.

X A high debt service to financing ratio Is not always a bad thing. It may indicate

that a country is curbing imports-and import credits-to slow the growth of its debt;

e.g.. Hungary in 1979 and Romania in 1975-76.
n Lawrence J. Brainard, op ct, page 88.
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sumption goods or raw materials such as oil then future debt servicewill be harder to manage." Brainard's comparison-which relies onWestern data on exports of machinery and equipment (SITC 7) toEastern Europe-shows that in 1970-75 only in East Germany andPoland did the growth of net debt exceed imports of machinery andequipment (by 30 percent and 10 percent, respectively). Our calcula-tions-also based on Western trade data-indicate that-except forBulgaria-the ratio of the increase in the Value of net debt to importsof machinery and equipment has increased substantially: 22

1972-75 1976-78

Bulgaria.-------7 ----------------- 155 121Czechoslovakia _-------------------_ - 33 69EastGermany- 
114 127Hungary -11------- --------------------------------- 

96. 192Polnani- 
125 167-omania-_- -------------- 50 98

V. OUTLOOK

Eastern Europe's struggle to slow the rise in its hard currency debtwithout sacrificing economic growth and improvements in consumerwelfare will continue for several years. In general, priority is to begiven to insuring or-in the case of Poland-restoring external finan-cial equilibrium. Hungary and Poland project little or no economicgrowth, while the other four appear prepared to accept slower growth.The East Europeans will, however, be hard pressed to curb theirimports from the non-Communist countries. Because deliveries ofSoviet energy are expected to level off and Soviet exports of other in-dustrial materials at best will grow slowly, Eastern Europe will re-quire increasing amounts of Western oil and other materials.28 Theexpected continued rise in OPEC oil prices will compound the diffi-culties. Additional poor harvests-likely in at least some of the years-could keep the need for imported agricultural products high, especiallyfor Poland and East Germany. Although imports of machinery andequipment could be reduced for a time without much effect on economicgrowth, several of the countries have so far shown not much inclina-tion to cut imports.
The outlook for increasing exports is dim as Western demand willprobably remain sluggish and protectionism strong. Moreover, EastEuropean exports of chemicals, textiles, and steel will meet increasingcompetition, especially from the LDCs.

2 Czecboslovak. Hungarian, and Polish data on Imports of Western machinery and
equipment generally show higher values for these imports than do Western data becausein many cases re-exports and transhipments as well as exports of technology are notreflected In Western reporting on exports to Eastern Enrope (see "Reconciliation of Sovietand Western TrPde Data: The United States as a Case Study" by Damian T. Gullo,Soviet Economy in a Time of Change: A Compendium of Papers Submitted to the JointEconomic Commission Congress of the United States Vol. 2, October 10 1979. pp. 528-550.) Thus, although the East European data on imports of Western machinery andIpment show the same genemrl trends ast shown above, they give lower ratios for the
inrae In net debt to Imports of machinery and equipment. Using Polish data, forexample, showa a ripe In the rntio of net delht growth to Imports of machinery and equip-ment of from 97 In 1972-75 to 131 In 1976-78 aind to 153 in 1c79.* 2 See, Robin Wa tson, "The Linkages Between Energy and Growth Prospects In EasternEurope", in this compendium.
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Although a slowdown in economic growth could free up some

products for export, bottlenecks created by injudicious cuts in imports

could seriously hamper export capacity. Imported Western plant is

not likely to produce the hoped-for significant gains in export capabil-

ity- because of lags in completion which not only will delay the be-

ginning of production for- export but also-in some instances-will

render the products. obsolete before they even hit Western markets.

Moreover, the East Europeans may have to divert some hard currency

exports to the USSR to cover deficits created by worsening terms of

trade.
Thus, although Eastern Europe probably will meet with some success

in cutting its trade deficits over the next few years, sharp reductions

are unlikely for most of the countries. Burgeoning interest payments

will make it even more difficult to cut the current account deficit, espe-

cially if interest rates remain at their present high level. Even if cur-

rent account deficits are reduced, borrowing needs will remain high-

and for some countries will rise substantially-as repayment obliga-

tions continue to mount. For most of the countries, the burden of the

debt will become increasingly onerous. Poland in particular should

continue to experience serious balance-of-payments problems for sev-

eral years and will have to continue its scramble for financing and de

facto rescheduling-such as the recent juggling of its 1980 obligations

on French government-backed debt.24

Moscow probably will continue to provide some assistance to the

East Europeans-especially those it perceives to be threatened by polit-

ical instability. Such aid probably would consist mainly of above-plan

deliveries of raw materials and permission to continue running deficits

in trade with the USSR. The Soviets also might extend some hard cur-

rency credits, but these are unlikely to be large.

APPENDiX A

THE TRADE DATA

We have decided for the purposes of this paper to use East European trade with

all non-Communist countries instead of trade with the developed West only. There

are several reasons for this:
(a) An increasing share of East European trade with the LDCs is on a multi

lateral-i.e., hard currency settlements-basis. In fact, Hungarian data on trade

with the "convertible" area indicate that nearly all trade with non-Communist

countries is included. In -the case of Bulgaria, which runs a large surplus with

LDCs, some 87 percent of exports to the LDCs and 53 percent of imports were

supposedly on a multilateral basis In 1978. Bulgaria ran a surplus of $574 million

with these countries in 1978 and a small deficit with its bilateral LDC partners.

(b) There has been a significant shift in the reporting of some of the East Euro-

pean countries. Poland, for example, which used to report most of its Westerm

crude oil as coming from Western Europe, now shows it coming mainly from the

OPEC countries. Thus, more recent data on trade with the developed West are not

comparable with earlier data.
(c) It Is appropriate to use trade with all non-Communist countries for pro

Jections of East European trade since the bulk of Eastern Europe's energy im

ports from the West come from the LDCs and since the share of multilatera

trade with the -LDCs is expected to continue to grow.

24 See "Poland Has Begun to Reschedule," Euromoney, December 1979, pages 20, 2

-and "The Agreement that the French Keep Under Lock and Key," Euromoney, March 198(

pp. 112, 116, 117.
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We do not attempt to break out Eastern Europe's trade with its multilateral
LDC partners. In the first place, the completeness of the reporting on trade with
individual LDCs varies among the East European countries. East German data is
particularly poor in that not only are a lot of the LDCs omitted, but only turn-
over is reported. Moreover, for all of the East Europeans, some of the trade
with the multilateral LDC partners is on a barter basis. Conversely, part of the
trade with bilateral LDC partners may be on a hard currency settlement basis.

APPENDIX B

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: EXPORTS TO NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES BY COMMODITY

ln millions of U.S. dollarsl

1970 1975 1976 1977 1978

Total -1,113 2, 379 2, 329 2,746 3, 079
Food, live animals, beverages and tobacco -100 254 154 202 280Crsde materials, inedible, except fuels 92 166 181 235 288Of which: wood, lumber and cork 51 109 124 166 205Mineral fuels, tbricants and related materials- 49 192 195 228 202Of which: Coal, coke, and briquette - 32 132 112 110 119Chemnicals 64 171 158 208 223Manu~tfacthfehd goods 357 653 667 728 783

Textile yarn, fabrics, madeup articles, and related products 54 144 143 161 168Iron and steel -184 292 299 328 352Machinery and transport equipment -329 673 690 816. 936Other -122 270 283 329 365

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: IMPORTS FROM NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES BY COMMODITY

Total -1,131 2,745 2,927 3,372 3, 503
Food, live animals, beverages and tobacco - ------------------ 1 380 560 619 599Of which: Grain-------------------------- 31 20 141 37 72Crude materials, inedible, except fuels -230 522 482 597 512Of which: Textile fibers -86 178 156 237 155Mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials -10 34 28 81 46Of which: Petroleum and petroleum products -9 34 26 79 71Chemicalsnu d -164 446 444 439 470Manufactured goods -120 345 311 338 410Machinery and transport equipment -325 806 858 1, 035 1,171Other -86 210 243 263 295

Source: Facts on Czechoslovak Foreign Trade, 1971, 1977, 1979.

APPENDIX C
HUNGARY: EXPORTS TO NONCOMMUNIST COUNTRIES BY COMMODITY

[in millions of U.S. dollarsl

1970 1975 1976 1977 1978

Total -797 1,691 1,945 2,213 2,536
Food liveanimals,beverages,andtobacco -246 457 449 561 689bf which: Meat and meat products -. 62 177 175 219 267Crude materials, inedible, except fuels - 91 119 164 175 222Petroleum and petroleum products -15 90 115 138 126Chemicals 56 131 175 209 253Manufactured goods -218 372 473 460 473Of which:

Textile yarn, fabrics, made up articles and related products 42 78 96 108 118Iron and steel -101 153 222 181 169Machineryandtransportequipment- 5 310 333 374 409Articles of apparel and clothing accessories - 27 85 102 126 149Other -59 129 134 171 215

70-528 0 - 81 - 47
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HUNGARY: IMPORTS FROM NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES BY COMMODITY'

Total ------------------------------ 888 2,464 2,5 51 3,088 3,916

Food, live animals, beverages, and tobacco -174 365 399 572 567
Crude materials, inedible, except fuels -- --------- 154 245 270 275 348
Mineral fuels, lubricants, and related materials -IS 156 112 93 164

Of which: Petroleum and petroleum products -8 151 105 93 157
Chemicals -- ----------------------------------------------- 132 492 524 601 753
Manufactured products - 210 530 513 614 785

Of which:
Textile yarn, fabrics, madeup articles and related products -48 117 129 167 185
Iron and steel- -45 141 104 105 144

Machinery and transport equipment -153 558 608 770 1,081
Other-50 117 124 163 219

' Imports are on a c.i.f. basis.

Source: Kulkereskedelmi statisztikai 8vkonyv, Budapest, Hungary, 1975, 1978.

APPENDIX D
POLAND: EXPORTS TO NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES BY COMMODITY

ln millions of U.S. dollarsl

1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Total - ,-- ,,,,,, --, --, ----, -- ,1,282 4,123 4,441 4,882 5,499 6,461

Of Which:
Fuels and power -,,--, -- ,,,,,, -- ,,---- ,, 194 1,209 1, 154 1,156 1, 233 1, 478
Machinery and equipment -,--,,,,, --- ,,,,,,, 200 966 1,107 1, 334 1,550 1,826
Industrial materials - ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 469 1, 219 1, 302 1, 480 1,790 NA

Of which:
Metallurgical products - ,,,,, - ,,,, - , 165 299 338 390 502 723
Chemicals .--- -- - - - 113 431 359 403 403 465
Light industry products -87 279 352 381 429 513

Agricultural products and foodstuffs - ,,- ,,,,,,,- , 405 680 832 859 964 1,064

POLAND: IMPORTS FROM NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES BY COMMODITY

Total -1,134 6,796 7,375 7,034 7,392 8,109

Of which:
Fuels and power -12 368 459 469 424 722
Machiner and equipment -269 2,494 2,575 2, 360 2,381 1,973
Industrial materials -569 2,883 2,839 2,721 2,833 N/A

Of which:
Metallurgical products -169 1, 258 1,180 1,015 959 1,037
Chemica s - 196 1,002 996 1,067 1,205 1,517
Light industry products -100 310 322 318 286 420

Agricultura products and foodstuffs -280 1,042 1, 492 1,474 1,728 1,985

Sources: Polish Central Statistical Office: RocznikStatystyczny Handlu Zagraniczenego, 1979, and BiuletynStatystyczny
No. 2, February 1980.
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APPENDIX E
EASTERN EUROPE: POSITIONS VIS-A-VIS WESTERN BANKS'

fin millions of U.S. dollarsl

End 1975 End 1976 End 1977 End 1978 End 1979
Liabilities Asnetn Liabilities Ansets Liabilities Assets Liabilitien Asnetn Liabilitien Annets

Eastern2urope '15, 608 4, 376 20,297 4,054 25, 033 3, 835 33, 669 4,634 40, 490 5, 470
Bulgaria ----- 2, 033 383 2, 433 442 2,8966 538 3,422 553 3,640 770Czcolvka-- 426 305 1, 035 428 1, 532 495 2,000 693 2, 750 950East Germany 4, 000 1, 640 4,423 809 5,227 986 6,712 1346 7,800 1, 700Hungary------- 2,830 940 3, 772 1, 197 5,135 ,1,614 6, 880 941 7, 400 700Poland -- ----- 5,230 633 7, C98 803 8,894 435 11, 963 872 15, 100 1, 100Romania -- --- 1, 089 475 986 375 1, 379 217 2,692 229 3,800 250

.1 These estimates represent the East European.csuntries' positions with-Western banks as reported to the Bank for-international Settlements (BIS) plus an estimated allocatio of the residual in BIS reporting on the U.S.S.R. and EasternEurope pins estimates of their positions with Austrian banks prior to 1977 lens estimates of Western government-backedcredits included is the BIS statistics.

APPNDix F
EASTERN EUROPE: ESTIMATED STRUCTURE OF HARD CURRENCY DEBT TO WEST AT YEAREND'

lIn millions of U.S. dollars]

1971 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Eastern Europe:
Gross debt _ - -- - 6,072 23, 033 29,351 36,695 46,899 54 730Govmernm l ent ~-ace------------ 3,554 19,516 24,494 30,119 38,:881 45,530Govrnmnt-acedseport credits ----- 1, 912 2,470 3,486 4,850 5936 6,940Other officially-backed debt -------- 606 853 988 1, 142 1, 272 1,315IBRD, IMF -0 194 403 584 810 945Bulgaria:
Gross debt ------- 743 2,640 3,198 3,705 4,263 4,500Commeridebt i - 442 2,453 2,878 3,397 3,935 4,180.Government-backed export credits -208 il 236 262 269 270Other officially-backed debt -------------- 93 76 84 51 59 850*Czechoslovakia:
Gross debt ----------------- - 485 1,132 1,8962 2,16 3,206 4,020Commsercial debt. ------------- 284 926 1,575 2,6290 *2,798 3,550Government-backed export credits-201 206 287 326 408 470East Germany:
Gross debt------------------ 1, 408 5, 188 5, 856 7,145 8, 894 10, 140Commercial debt ----------- 855 4,485 5,043 6,140 7,729 8,800Government-backed export credits ----- 418 403 493 635 745 850Other officially-backed debt -135 300 320 370 420 490Hungary:

ross debt -1,071 3,135 4,049 5,655 7,473 8,020Commercial debt- ------ t-------------- ere968 3,081 3,998 5,596 7,380 7,900Government-backed export credits ----- 103 54 51 59 93 120Poland:
Gross debt ------------------ 1,138 8 014 11, 483 13, 967 17,844 21,000Commercial debt ------------ 420 6, 547 9, 159 10, 393 13, 430 16,000Govrnmntbacedexport credits ----- 370 1,091 1, 849 2,6921 3,709 4,400Other officially-backed debt -------- 348 376 475 653 714 700Romania:
Gross debt------------------ 1,227 2,924 2,903 3,605 5,219 6,950Commercial debt .------------- 585 2,024 1, 841 2,306 3,606 5,100Government-backed export credits ----- 612 605 550 647 721 830Other officially-backed debt -------- 30 101 109 68 79 75IMF, IBRD--------------- 0 194 403 584 810 945

1Repayments on medium and long-term debt plus interest on total debt as a share of merchandise exports to non-Communist countries.
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AniENDIx G

EASTERN EUROPE: ESTIMATED DEBT SERVICE RATIOS'

[in percentl

1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Bulgaria- 36 33 39 45 47 36
Czechoslovakia------------------------ 10 14 15 17 20 22
East Germany --------------------------------------- -- s18 25 29 37 46 55
Hungary -1---------- 14 19 21 25 36 36
Hulngar---------------------------- 15 30 42 59 79 95

Romania -27 23 18 19 21 24

Repayments on medium- and long-term debt plus Interest on total debt as a share of merchandise exports to non-
Communist countries.

APPENDIX H

EASTERN EUROPE: ESTIMATED REPAYMENTS AND INTEREST ON HARD CURRENCY DEBT TO THE WEST

[In millions U.S. dollars!

1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Repayments on medium- and long-term debt:
Bulgaria -128 149 233 336 352 405
Czechoslovakia -95 236 250 297 350 425
EastGermany -208 468 708 867 1 113 1,450
Hungary -- - 62- 2 120 172 218 287 400
Poland..-------------------- 200 730 1,213 1,968 2,869 4,000
Romania -247 460 420 496 528 700

Interest on total debt
Bulgaria -54 164 181 236 372 425
Czechoslovakia -39 88 106 161 281 350
East Germany -93 307 350 435 725 1,050
Hungary - 78 204 230 330 624 800
Poland -74 481 655 919 1,467 2,040
Romania -90 207 174 203 351 575

APPENDix I

EASTERN EUROPE: GROSS DEBT AS A SHARE OF EXPORTS

In percent]

1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Bulgaria -198 282 302 292 276 199
Czechoslovakia -46 48 80 95 104 112
East Germany -95 169 161 201 225 239
Hungary -140 185 208 259 295 244
Poland -87 194 259 286 324 334
Romania -99 101 87 99 125 131
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APPENDIX J

EASTERN EUROPE: ESTIMATED SHORT-TERM DEBT AS A SHARE OF TOTAL GROSS HARD CURRENCY DEBT

[In percent]

Yearend 1976 Yearend 1978

Bulgaria -38 43Czechoslovak i a ------------------------------------------------------------- 28 45East Germany-32 31Hungary-----------------------------------50 49Poland -12 15R om ania ------------------------------------------------------------------- 22 22

APPENDIx K
EASTERN EUROPE: DEBT SERVICE AS A SHARE OF WESTERN FINANCING'

-[In percent]

1972 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Bulgaria - 46 29 52 68 80 112Czechoslovakia -56 101 36 44 67 61East Germany------------- 85 31 77 60 64 76
Hungary -37 29 37 30 43 106Poland---------------- 44 30 40 65 64 83
Romania -125 97 149 58 41 52

'Repayments on medium--and long-term debt plus interest on total debt as a share of drawings on medium- and long-term credits plus additions to shart-term debt
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FOREWORD

This paper was first drafted in early 1977 and has since been an-
nually updated.

The initial 1977 version projected an end 1980 Soviet-East Euro-
pean debt ranging from $59 to $67 billion, depending on the import
and export growth assumptions utilized. At the time., this range
seemed high to many observers. However, with end 1979 Soviet/EE
debt now estimated at about $65 billion and, given the prospects of
further debt growth this year, the 1977 projections of 1980 debt now
appear to have been on the low side.

INTRODUMTON AND PURPOSF

The rapid growth in trade during the 1970s between the communist
countries of Europe and the Industrialized Western countries has
been imbalanced, with Western exports significantly exceeding imports
from the communist countries. Given this imbalance, a significant part
of total trade growth has been fueled by heavy infusions of Western
credit, resulting in rapid growth of CMEA hard currency debt."

*U.S. Department of Commeree
The CMIEA countries included in this analysis are: U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,

German Democratic Republic, Hlungary, Poland, Romania, and Cuba. For purposes of
this paper Yugoslavia, is not considered a communist country or part of Eastern Europe.

(732)
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Looking to the future, if there is to be continued growth in CMEA-1 Vestern trade, it will have to be supported either by Western imports
expanding more rapidly than exports to the communist countries, or
by continued expansion of Eastern debt, or by some combination of
these two tendencies.

The objectives of this paper are:
To analyze the past and likely future roles of Western credit in

supporting an expanding East-West trade.
To provide some crude estimates of future debt growth under

selected trade growth assumptions.
This paper does not focus on U.S. credit and trade relations with

the Eastern countries. Rather, it examines the import/export/debt
relationships of individual CMEA countries with Western countries
as a group.

As part of this examination, statistics detailing the East-West trade
imbalance and the growth of Eastern debt over recent years are pro-
vided and the role of credit in making possible the growth of East-
West trade during the 1970s is analyzed.

The division of Eastern debt between official credit agencies and
commercial banks, and the effects of changes in Western interest rates
are briefly noted.

General comments are offered on credit as a factor in-future East-
West trade and on Western motivations to allow continued expansion
of Eastern debt in order to permit continued Western surpluses on
trade with the communist countries.

Finally, to provide a useful frame of reference for assessing future
trade and debt growth possibilities, using a simple arithmetic model,
individual country debt is projected to 1983 and 1985 under various
import and export growth rate assumptions. Alternatively, export
growth rates required to stabilize debt levels by 1983 and 1985 are
calculated vis-a-vis various import growth rate assumptions.

THE ROLE OF CREDIT IN RECENT EXPANSIONS OF EAST-WEST TRADE

Table 1 displays 1973-1979 hard currency export and import vol-
umes for the Soviet Union, the communist countries of Eastern Eur-
ope, and Cuba. The hard currency trade deficit of the group over the
5-year 1975-79 period was about $50.1 billion.

Table 2 details the growth of CMEA country hard currency debt
over the 1971-79 period. By end 1979, the net debt of the East
European countries was about $49 billion, with about two-fifths of the
total ($19.5 billion) held by Poland. Net Soviet debt, excluding debt
of the CMEA banks, is estimated at $10.2 billion.

However, an assessment of CMEA debt must also include borrowing
by the CMEA's International Investment Bank (JIB) and its Inter-
national Bank for Economic Cooperation (IBEC). The hard currency
debt of these banks has now reached about $5.5 billion, equivalent to
about one-twelfth of the net obligations of the CMEA countries.

Because of its CMEA membership and the increasingly strong
economic links between the USSR and Cuba, any assessment of bloc
debt also should include Cuban debt, which has now reached about
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$2.7 billion, raising the total of the CMEA countries shown in table
2 to $67.7 billion at end 1979.2

Table 3 summarizes export, import and debt growth for the 1975-79
period. Poland's debt growth was equivalent to about 42 percent of its
hard currency imports during these years; Hungarian debt growth
was about 36 percent of its imports, with comparable figures of 24
percent for the GDR and 30 percent for Eastern Europe as a whole.

By contrast, Soviet debt growth during the 1975-79 period was
equivalent to only about 10 percent of its hard currency imports.
However, if the CMEA banks' (IIB and IBEC) debt growth is
added to the Soviet total (lending to these banks is often considered
"Soviet risk" by Western banks) the amount increases to some 15 per-
cent. Overall, Soviet/EE/Cuban/CMEA bank hard currency debt
growth was equal to about 24 percent of their hard currency imports
during the period.

COMPosrIoN OF CMEA DEBT

Estimates of the composition of CMEA debt are provided in table
4. Available statistics do not permit a totally accurate description of
the distribution of CMEA borrowing between direct loans from West-
ern official export credit agencies, private sector credits backed by
Western government guarantees, and private commercial lending lack-
ing such guarantees. The estimates provided in table 4, however, in-
dicate significant differences in the borrowing strategies of individual
CMEA countries.

The Soviet Union relies most heavily on official credits, with about
45 percent of its gross debt in this category. However, its commercial
bank debt of $9.5 billion is offset in significant measure by $7.0 billion
of commercial assets deposited in Western banks. Interest costs on
Soviet debt to commerical banks, which "float" with changes in
Western interest rates, are thus substantially offset by interest income
on deposits in Western banks, where deposit interest rates similarly
vary with the market.

At the opposite extreme, Hungary has virtually no official credits.
Poland has about one-fourth of its net debt in officially backed credits,
but each of the remaining countries of Eastern Europe owes 75 per-
cent or more of its debt to commercial lenders, for the most Part
private banks. This distribution is important since, while official
credits by Western government agencies are made with relatively
longer maturities and at lower, fixed interest rates, commercial bank
loans are generally shorter term and "float" with generally more
expensive market rates; e.g., Eurodollar rates recently reached new
highs.

The effects of floating interest rates on the cost of servicing debts,
can be significant. Table 5 summarizes the interest costs of each of
the CMEA countries for its end 1979 debt at various average interest
rate levels. For example, with a debt of $19.6 billion, a 1 percent in-
crease in the average interest rate now costs Poland almost $200 mil-
lion annually in additional interest payments.

2Other CMEA countries not included In this analysis are The People's Republic of
Viet Nam and Mongolia. PRV debt, though still small at $300 million Is growing, while
Mgngollan debt Is neligible. Yugoslavian debt of about $9.3 billion is also excluded.
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CREDrr AS A FACTOR IN FUTUR EAST-WEST TRADE

Although the Soviet Union achieved in 1978 a current account
surplus on the basis of significant income from "invisibles" (arms
sales, gold sales and earnings from shipping and other sources), ex-
ports of goods will continue to provide the basic source of hard cur-
rency earnings for the other CMEA countries. While Bulgaria has
recently achieved a surplus on its hard currency trade, most observers
see the CMEA countries as unlikely to make really significant gains
in exports to the West over the next few years. If this view is correct,
most of the CMEA countries will continue to require a further ex-
pansion of their borrowing from the West to make possible a con-
tinued growth of imports from the West.

There are, of course, no defined limits on Western willingness to
lend or on CMEA willingness to borrow. The limits in each instance
are determined by a host of ever changing economic and political
factors. It appears, however, that, as a group, the CMEA countries
have, as yet, by no means exhausted their borrowing capabilities.
Nevertheless, it is equally clear that Eastern debt has reached a level
where it now does constrain the rate of future growth of the trade.

Given their persistent problems of unemployment, the Industrial-
ized Western countries have welcomed the continued unbalanced ex-
pansion of East-West trade. Increased exports have been an important
reason for both extending official export credits and expanding com-
mercial bank lending to the communist countries.

Continued Western policies to mitigate unemployment .and other
domestic economic problems partly through a continuation of gen-
erous export credit policies may postpone the need for Eastern hard
currency trade surpluses that would stabilize growth of Eastern debt.

Ultimately, however, CMEA imports must be paid for .by exports
to the West. Indeed, although targets change with the passage of
time, Western banker credit worthiness assessments generally assume
(either explicitly or implicitly) stabilization in the debt of individual
communist countries, or a reduction in growth to more modest levels,
in the relatively near term.

With the possible exception -of the Soviet Union, which accrues
significant surpluses on "invisibles"' and Bulgaria, which has achieved
recent surpluses on its hard currency trade, a reduction of communist
country debt clearly would necessarily require that current Western
trade surpluses be replaced by CMEA trade surpluses and Western
deficits. It is perhaps less obvious, however, that merely stabilizing
Eastern debt,. or even slowing -its rate of growth, could also require
Western trade deficits.

The willingness of Western governments to accept trade deficits
with the communist countries is uncertain. The only alternative, how-
ever. is a continued expansion of Eastern debt to the West.

Using estimates of 1979 trade levels as a. base, table 6 shows the
annual growth in exports and/or debt required to achieve balance in
the current accounts of individual CMEA countries.

Based on their large income from "Invisibles." the Soviets are esti-
mated to have generated a significant current account surplus of about
$3.8 billion, with Bulgaria accumulating a surplus of nearly $500
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million. These surpluses may be somewhat tenuous. Uncertainties in
the gold market could reduce Soviet earnings in that area, though this
seems unlikely now. Some portion of arms sales may be supported by
long-term credits, adding little to current Soviet cash income. Simi-
larly, though Bulgaria has an overall surplus on its non-CMEA trade,
it runs a substantial deficit with the developed West. Though there is
little evidence on the subject, some portion of Bulgaria's surplus on its
LDC trade also may employ long-term credits. If so, this could leave
Bulgaria with a continued need to expand borrowing from the West.

For the remaining CMEA countries, however, the need for a con-
tinued expansion of borrowing is clear. For Eastern Europe as a whole
the 1979 gap between the cost of imports and interest on debt and in-
come from exports of goods and services totalled $8.4 billion, an
amount equal to about 33 percent of 1979 exports. The huge $3.3 billion
Polish hard currency shortfall was equivalent to over 51 percent of
Poland's 1979 exports (this calculation assumes an average interest
rate on outstanding debt of 12 percent; a lower average interest rate
would, of course reduce the shortfall); Romania's nearly 38 percent;
Hungary's over 37 percent; the GDRs nearly 32 percent.

It is, of course, extremely unlikely that these countries can quickly
balance their current account by expanding exports. Clearly then, at
least for the next few years debt must continue to grow if their imports
are to grow, or even to continue at recent levels.

PROJECTIONS OF EASTERN DEBT-ExPoRT GROWTH UNDER VARIOUS
AssuMPrioNs

Future levels of trade and debt will be determined by ever changing
economic and political factors and cannot be accurately projected.
Estimates inevitably are only as valid as the assumptions on which
they are based and the assumptions frequently turn out to be incorrect.

Nevertheless, some useful insights can be obtained by noting the
effect on debt levels of projections of future exports and imports under
selected assumptions.

The limitations on the trade and debt projections in this paper
include:

Since most of the CMEA countries do not publish statistics con-
cerning their hard currency debt, Western estimates of end 1979
debt levels must be utilized.

Similarly, available statistics on CMEA country hard currency
trade are often inadequate, requiring use of estimates in some
instances.

Data concerning "invisibles" transactions of the CMEA coun-
tries are especially inadequate, again forcing extensive use of
estimates.

Information on the composition of communist country debt be-
tween official credits and commercial bank loans is frequently
lacking; similarly, there is little information on the division
of commercial bank debt between various currencies. Both
factors create problems in determining an average interest cost,
since not only are there wide disparities between official and
commercial bank lending rates, but there are often very sig-
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nificant differentials between, for example, Eurodollar andDeutschmark borrowing rates.
Projections three to five years into the future are quite sensitiveto the assumed lending interest rates; however, interest costs onmost commercial bank loans "float" with money market ratesthat may change frequently, and cannot be accurately foreseen.Since the dollar is the unit of value for trade accounting, changes

in its value against other key trading currencies, e.g. the DMand the yen, necessarily distort valuations of trade and debt.Trade data for recent years reflect the effects of continuing infla-tion. Increases in the dollar value of trade do not necessarilyreflect real increases in physical volume. Thus, projections offuture trade levels, either implicitly or explicitly, are also inpart estimates of future inflation rates. Actual rates may, ofcourse, vary significantly from the assumed rates.
To be most useful, projections of future debt levels must be incurrent dollars, i.e., including the inflationary component, sincedebts are settled in current dollars, rather than on a real value

basis. However, any projections of future levels which incor-porate inflationary growth will seem larger viewed from thecurrent perspective than they would at a future date. This isbecause future inflation of Eastern export prices may act toreduce the amount of real resources (i.e., the physical volume ofexports) required. tosettle a specific debt.
In the following sections, individual CMEA country trade anddebt levels are projected to 1983 and 1985 -under various assumptions.For each country, trade and debt levels are projected by extrapolatingexport and import growth rates for the 1975-79 period. Other projec-tions are also made using-export and import growth rates selectedby the authors. Additionally, the export growths required to stop debtgrowth by end 1983 and end 1985 are calculated for various importgrowth rate assumptions.
In addition to the more general problems of projections noted above,the reader should be aware of the following:

The model used in the projections which follow is simplistic,
focusing on varying extrapolations of recent export and importgrowth rates to derive debt levels. While a country's recentexport/import performance is probably the best single indi-cator of its near term future performance, exports and importsare affected by many factors that may dramatically alter futuretrends.

For the reasons noted above extrapolations of 1975-79 trendsthus may be of limited value. The additional export/import
growth rate assumptions selected for use in this paper for themost part do not vary widely from the 1975-79 averages. Thus,rampant future inflation could make the selected assumptions
far too low, resulting in 1983 and 1985 debt levels that mightbe much higher, in dollar terms, than those projected.

Because of limited data availability and the relatively stable andminor role of services and other "invisibles" in most CMEAcountry trade accounts (the U.S.S.R. is of course, a notableexception), our projections simply hold constant the estimated1979 levels of "invisibles less interest on debt."
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Similarly, the projections hold constant throughout the projec-
tion period the assumed interest rate. However, each projection,
excepting Cuba, has been done using two different average in-
terest rate assumptions, 10 percent and 12 percent.

Notwithstanding the above limitations, projections under various
stated assumptions can provide useful insights into future East-West
trade and financial relationships. The projections which follow should
not be viewed as forecasts of debt or trade performance. Rather, they
are arithmetic calculations of resulting debt/import/export growth
that would occur under the assumptions specified.

U.S.S.R.

Although the U.S.S.R.'s 1979 hard currency trade deficit was the
smallest since 1974 (see table 1), it was still substantial at $2.1 billion.
However, gold and arms sales, shipping, tourism and other services
provide an "invisibles surplus" of nearly $7.5 billion (excluding in-
terest on hard currency debt), resulting in a current account surplus.
including interest on debt, of approximately $3.8 billion. Reflecting its
overall trade performance, Soviet debt is estimated to have declined
from a 1977 thigh of $11.2 billion to $10.2 billion at end 1979.8

Soviet hard currency exports and imports over the 1975-79 period
have increased at nearly parallel rates; 21.2 percent annually for
exports, 20.6 percent for imports. The export growth, however, has
been very largely due to quantum jumps in the price of oil, a com-
modity that has provided over 40 percent of Soviet export earnings
in recent years. Future price increases could further spur earnings
from oil exports, even in the face of predicted declines in tonnage of
Soviet oil available for export. But, if tonnage declines are sharp
enough, oil earnings will diminish, or even disappear, notwithstanding
future price increases.

There are also uncertainties concerning future Soviet "Invisibles"
earnings. The $2.3 billion 1979 earnings from Soviet gold sales could
change markedly, depending on the price of gold and Soviet sales
strategy. Arms sales, another major income producer, may remain
high, Tit are not immediate cash producers if the sales are on long-
term credits.

Assuming, however, that Soviet hard currency oil sales can con-
tinue for the next several years, that modest progress can continue on
expanding exports in other commodity areas, and that invisibles
earnings can continue at or near the 1979 level, the U.S.S.R. will have
considerable flexibility with respect to its hard currency trade and
debt policy during the early 1980s. The current debt level could be
further reduced; exports could be reduced; imports could be in-
creased; or some combination of these three strategies could be
followed.

Unless the Soviets anticipate future declines in export capabilities
(e.g., from loss of ability to export oil), there would 0otherwise seem
to be little economic rationale for them to reduce further their current
modest debt level in an era of persistent, strong Western inflation
which tends to subsidize borrowers at the expense of lenders. This is

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .R

'The data used In this section do not Include the xs.5 bllloni (-M EA bank debt, often
considered by Western banks to be '8Soviet risk."
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particularly true of Soviet debt since such a large portion of it is inlong-term credits from Western government credit agencies at rela-tively low, fixed interest rates.
While their oil exports may decline in the next few years, theSoviets will likely continue their efforts to. increase exports of non-oilproducts. Expansion of Soviet exports of manufactured goods is anobjective they have seen as requiring a long time to accomplish andone in which they will likely persevere. However, increased exportsof non-oil products could not compensate for an elimination of oilexport revenues in the next several years.

Nevertheless, barring a series of agricultural disasters and an earlydemise of oil export capabilities, Soviet imports seem unlikely to beseverely restricted by a hard currency shortage over the next fewyears. Immediate and near-term export income prospects look good,and the U.S.S.R. could probably borrow significant additional amountsif it wished to do so. Factors which might mitigate a further expansionof Soviet imports in the next few years could, however, include thefollowsn-
Soviet anticipation of a coming hard currency shortage stem-

ming from a decline or elimination of oil exports.
An ultra conservative approach to borrowing based on-Ideology.
Anticipation of a need to use financial resources to. support

CMEA bloc requirements.
Political and economic prestige and strength perceived by theSoviets as emanating from a stable or declining debt- position.Inability to absorb efficiently an increased volume of capitalequipment imports from the West.
A return to more autarkic policies.

In sum, the Soviets could pursue a variety of options in their ap-proach to trade with the West over the next several years -and couldaccomplish significant increases in imports without insuring in-ordinate debt.
For example, if invisibles earnings were maintained at the 1979level, maintaining roughly equal export. and- import growth rates wouldallow consistent large annual reductions in outstanding-debt, reduc-ing it to zero before 1983. Alternatively, imports increasing at 20percent per annum, with exports declining to a 15 percent annualgrowth rate, would result in an end 1983 debt unchanged from the1979 .$10.2 billion level, assuming 10 percent annual interest on debtcost (see table 7).
A further drop in the export growth rate to 10 percent, whilemaintaining an -import growth rate of 20 percent per annum wouldyield an end 1983 debt of $23.8 billion, a relatively modest level for aneconomy of the U.S.S.R.'s size.

BULGARIA

Bulgaria has consistently improved its hard currency trade balanceover each of the last five years, progressing from a 1975 deficit of$561 million to a 1979 surplus of over $700 million. Over the five yearperiod, Bulgaria's exports increased at an annual rate of 20.2 percent,while import growth -was held to an average of only 4.4 percent yearly.
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Continuation of recent Bulgarian trade trends, coupled with its
"invisibles" earnings (Bulgaria has an invisibles surplus if interest on
hard currency debt is excluded), would permit Bulgaria either to re-
duce sharply its debt in the next few years or, alternatively, to slow
export growth rates, while simultaneously increasing import growth
rates.

Simply extrapolating recent Bulgarian trends and applying sur-
pluses to repayment of debt could eliminate Bulgarian debt in 1982.
However, continuation of the widely divergent recent export/import
growth rates for several more years would probably not be possible for
Bulgaria to achieve and, in any event, would not be a desirable policy
for an underdeveloped economy such as Bulgaria to follow. Apart from
the stimulus to economic growth that may result from expanding capi-
tal goods imports from the West, the motivation to employ import
restraint in order to reduce debt is minimal in an era of high Western
inflation, which tends to result in wealth transfer from lender to
borrower.

Little of Bulgaria's hard currency 'trade strategy for the early
1980s is known. Bulgaria, for political or other reasons, might actually
take steps to reduce its debt to the West. However, a more reasonable
strategy for Bulgaria would appear to be to slow growth of its exports
somewhat, while significantly increasing import growth rates, though
not to levels that would inordinately increase Bulgarian debt or go
beyond the limits of Bulgaria's ability to absorb efficiently imports of
machinery, equipment and technology

Table 8 presents various alternative export/import/debt scenarios.
The model indicates that if Bulgarian imports were held to the recent
4.4 percent growth rate, exports could actually decline 2.1 percent per
year through 1983, at which time the 1979 current account surplus
would be eliminated and debt would have been reduced to about $2.8
billion, assuming average annual interest costs of 12 percent.

More realistic scenarios, however, are probably those which assume
expanded imports. For example, one possible realistic scenario could
call for export growth of about 5 percent per annum, with imports
growing at a 15 percent rate. This combination would reduce debt to
$2.9-$3.2 billion by end 1983. In other alternative scenarios, if the an-
nual export growth rate remained at 5 percent, while imports grew at
only 10 percent, 1983 Bulgarian debt would decrease to $1.8-42.1 billion
by end 1983.

Increasing the growth of imports at a 20 percent rate while holding
exports at the 5 percent rate would raise 1983 debt to the $4.1 to $4.5
billion range, depending on the interest rate. However, Bulgaria might
not be able to absorb effectively import increases at a 20 percent annual
rate for even a few years.

CZECHOSWVAMA

Recent Czechoslovak export and import growth rates have been
similar (9.4 and 9.3 percent respectively). However, given a $500
million 1979 trade deficit, a small deficit on invisibles, and the cost of
interest on current debt ($319 million at 10 percent, $383 million at
12 percent; about 88 percent of Czechoslovakian debt is held by com-
mercial banks, making 12 percent probably a low-sided estimate of
Czechoslovakia's current interest cost), extrapolation of the previous
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five years' export and import trends leads to continued growth ofCzechoslovakia's debt, which would reach $7.9 or $8.3 billion in 1983,for respective 10 and 12 percent interest rate assumptions (see table 9).Assuming imports continue to grow at the recent average 9.3 annualrate, Czechoslovakia's exports would have to grow at over 14 percentper year to stem further debt growth by end 1983.

GERMAN DEMocRAnc REPtao
At $8.6 billion, GDR hard currency debt, roughly 87 percent ofwhich is held by commercial banks, is second only to Poland in EasternEurope. At about $1 billion, its invisibles earnings are significant, butnot sufficient to overcome a $1.4 billion 1979 trade deficit, let alone tocov er annual interest costs of $860 million to $1 billion for an assumed1-12 percent interest cost range.
Extrapolation of recent (1975-79) trade performance (8.3 percentannual growth on exports, 7.6 percent on imports) leads to continueddebt growth through 1985, reaching $15.4 billion in.1983 under a 10percent interest assumption; $16.4 billion assuming 12 percent interestcosts. (See table 10).
If imports were to continue to increase at the recent 7.6 percent an-nual rate, exports would have to increase more than 14 percent an-nually to stem debt growth by end 1983 with debt peaking then at alevel of about $12 billion.

HUNGARY

Over 98 percent of Hungary's gross hard currency debt is held byWestern commercial banks. Exports grew during the 1975-79 periodat a 14.8 percent annual rate, imports at 10.2 percent, with a 1979 tradedeficit of about $519 million and an end-year net debt of about $7.3billion.
Although the 1979 trade deficit was not large, Hungary has no sig-nificant positive balance from invisibles earnings and interest on exist-ink debt is now significant (over $700 million at 10 percent, nearly$900 million at 12 percent) so that under an extrapolation of currenttrends and an assumption of 10 percent interest costs, debt would con-tinue to grow through 1983, to $10.9 billion (see table 11). Given a12 percent interest rate, debt would continue to grow through 1983,reaching $11.7 billion.
It may, however, be difficult for Hungary to continue an exportgrowth rate of nearly 15 percent through 1983, while holding importsdown as it has done in recent years. A reduction of the export growthrate to 10 percent with imports increasing at 5 percent annually wouldyield 1983 debt levels of $10.6 billion and $12.7 billion, for respective10 and 12 percent interest cost assumptions.
A scenario assuming annual export growth of 12 percent and importgrowth of 3 percent may correspond quite closely with current Hun-garian plans. Under these assumptions end 1983 Hungarian debtwould be $8.8 billion or $9.5 billion for 10 and 12 percent interest as-sumptions. Continuation of this scenario through 1985 would resultin $6.7 and $8.1 billion debt levels, not markedly different from theend-1979 level of $7.3 billion.
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About one-fourth of current Polish debt is held by governmental
official credit agencies. Further, a substantial portion of the official
credits (about $1 billion in U.S. CCC credits) is at essentially
commercial money market rates. The great majority of Polish debt is
thus subject to commercial interest rates which fluctuate with the
money market. Polish interest costs are, therefore, clearly high. As of
mid-May, the Eurodollar LIBOR rate was about 111/4 percent, down
sharply from recent 20 percent levels, and the Polish borrowing rate
has ranged from 1 to 1 percent above LIBOR in recent years. How-
ever, a large portion of Polish borrowing is in Deutsche Marks (DM)
and other currencies which carry relatively lower interest rates.
In consideration of these facts plus the potential for declines in future
interest rates, separate projections utilizing 12 and 10 percent were
prepared.

Extrapolating Poland's 1975-79 hard currency export and import
average growth rates to 1983 (see table 12) yields an end-1983 debt
of $32.3 billion, assuming a 10 percent average interest rate; the
alternative $34.6 billion figure resulting from a 12 percent interest
rate is a good indication of the sensitivity of financing requirem !iits
to the interest rate.

Carrying the projections two years farther, yields end 1985 debt
levels of $38.3 billion and $42.6 billion and would result in a minor
trade surplus of $160 million. Debt would, of course, continue to grow
beyond 1985, since the 1985 annual interest cost on outstanding debt
would be about $3.5 billion at 10 percent; $4.6 billion at 12 percent.

Alternatively, if imports were to continue to increase at the 1975-79
annual rate of 6.8 percent annually, exports would have to grow 16.5
percent per annum to arrest debt growth by end 1983 if a 10 percent
interest cost is assumed. If interest costs are increased to 12 percent,
a 17.6 annual growth in exports would be required to arrest debt
growth by end 1983.

To end debt growth by end 1985, annual export growth rate require-
ments drop by about 2.8 points, to 13.8 and 14.7 percent, respectively.

If historical inflation rates continue, a 6.8 percent increase in im-
ports by dollar value may provide no real import growth, and could
represent a decline in real terms. However, a third scenario, assuming
a 5 percent annual import growth and 15 percent export growth,
(pushing imports below the historical trend and exports above those
actually achieved) may, nevertheless, be useful.

This scenario results in a 1983 trade surplus of $1.2 billion, but not
enough to arrest debt growth, given interest charges of $2.6 billion at
10 percent. $3.3 billion at 12 percent.

A fourth scenario assumes zero growth in imports. If inflation con-
tinues this would clearly constitute a decline in real terms and, at some
point, a reduction in imports will not only imperil long-term economic
growth prospects and run the risk of creating domestic di~ficulties, but
actually inhibit Poland's near-term export capacity and, hence, be
counterproductive.

Nevertheless, assuming such a drastic reversal in Poland's trade
trends and a 12 percent annual interest cost, Poland's debt would con-
tinue to grow through 1983, topping out at about $25.2 billion before
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beginning to decline. If the average interest rate were 10 percent, debtwould peak at end 1982, at about $23.7 billion.
Viewed another way, assuming zero import growth, the annual ex-port growth rate required to arrest debt growth by end 1983 would be10.3 percent where the annual interest on debt is 10 percent, and 11.6percent where interest costs are at the 12 percent rate.

ROMANIA

Only a small portion, about 13 percent, of total Romanian debt is inthe form of official export credits with low, fixed interest rates in the7 to 8 percent range. A 12 percent annual average interest cost couldtherefore actually understate current Romanian interest rate levels.During the 1975-79 period, Romania's non-CMEA imports in-creased more rapidly than its exports, with respective annual rates of16.3 and 14.1 percent, culminating in a $1.3 billion 1979 trade deficit.If these historical trends were to continue the 1983 trade deficit wouldreach $3.1 billion, while end 1983 Romanian debt would reach nearly$20 billion, and $32.7 billion by end 1985, even assuming interest costswere only at 10 percent (see table 13).
The historical trends may reflect increasing Romanian crude oil im-ports, partly to support Romania's own consumption and partly tosupport the reexport of refined products and other manufactures, suchas chemicals, that require crude oil inputs.
However, Western credit is unlikely to support for long such rapidexpansion of imports over exports. If Romanian imports were to con-tinue to grow at 16.3 percent per annum through 1983 Romanian ex-ports would have to increase by over 23 percent per annum, an unlikelyperformance, to arrest debt growth by end 1983 at a level of over $12billion.
Assuming that imports were to grow at 10 percent annually withexport growth at 15 percent, end 1983 debt would reach $13.4 billionat 10 percent interest, and $14.3 billion at 12 percent. In both situationsa trade deficit of over $400 million would be incurred in 1983 and debtgrowth would persist into future years.
Alternatively, if import growth were held to 10 percent annually,export growth of 17.2 percent annually would be required to arrestdebt growth by 1983.

CtBA
Cuba's extreme hard currency export dependency on sugar makesit vulnerable to both fluctuations in annual production and erraticworld market prices. High prices in 1975 were primarily responsiblefor peak export earnings that year of over $1.6 billion (see table 1),but export growth over the 1975-79 period has actually been negative(-4.8 percent) and imports have followed this trend (-2.2 percent).Given Cuba's already relatively large hard currency debt ($2.7 bil-lion, three times its 1979 exports) its future import plans will neces-sarily closely parallel an export performance that is likely to be erratic,mirroring market price swings.
Given the unpredictability of Cuban exports, table 14 provides twoimport growth rates and the matching export growth rates that wouldbe required to arrest debt growth in 1983 and 1985.For example, were Cuban hard currency imports to grow at 10 per-cent, exports would have to grow at 14.7 percent annually to stabilize
70-528 0 - 81 - 48
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the debt by end-1983 at a level of $3.3 billion. The 1983 export level
of $1.56 billion in this scenario, although below the 1975 record high
level of $1.65 billion. would require exports of 2.5-3 million tons of
sugar at 18 to 22 cents per pound. Exports and prices in this range
are perhaps achievable for brief periods, but unlikely to persist over
the multi-year period required for Cuba to stem growth of its hard
currency debt while increasing imports 10 percent annually through
1983.

TABLE 1.-SOVIET AND EE HARD CURRENCY TRADE WITH NON-CMEA COUNTRIES,I 1973-79

[In millions of U.S. dollars]

Average
annual

compound
growth

rates end
Total 1974 to

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1975-79 end 1979

U.S.S.R.:
Exports- 4, 790 7, 470 7, 835 9, 721 11, 345 13,157 19, 524 61, 582 21.?
Imports - 6,547 8, 448 14, 257 15, 316 14, 645 16,951 21, 593 82, 762 20.6

Trade balance -(1,757) (978) (6, 422) (5, 595) (3, 300) (3, 794) (2, 069) (21, 180)

Bulgaria:
Exports 679 921 937 1 058 1, 270 1, 547 2 310 7,122 20. 2
Imports -682 1,292 1,498 1 288 1, 285 1, 401 1,603 7,075 4.4

Trade balance -(3) (371) (561) (230) (15) 146 707 47 -

Czechoslovakia:
Exports -1,776 2, 301 2, 379 2, 329 2, 745 3,079 3, 600 14,132 9. 4
Imports -1,955 2,637 2,745 2,927 3,373 3,503 4,120 16,668 9.3

Trade balance-. (179) (336) (366) (598) (628) (424) (520) (2, 536)

German Democratic Republic:
Exports -2,230 3,014 3,062 3, 643 3,395 3,950 4,500 18, 550 8.3
Imports -3,004 4,082 4,187 5, 234 4, 895 5,100 5,900 25, 316 7.6

Trade balance -(774) (1,068) (1, 125) (1, 591) (1, 500) (1, 150) (1,400) (6,766)

Hungary:
Exports -1,407 1,688 1,691 1 945 2, 185 2, 535 3, 361 11 717 14. 8
Imports -1,452 2,390 2,464 2 551 3,081 3,849 3,880 15, 825 10. 2

Tradebalance -(45) (702) (773) (606) (896) (1,314) (519) (4,108)-

Poland:
Exports -2, F29 3,683 4,123 4, 441 4, 882 5, 499 6, 335 25, 280 11. 5
Imports -3,800 5,830 6,796 7, 375 7,074 7,392 8,095 36, 732 6.8

Trade balance - (1,271) (2,147) (2, 673) (2, 934) (2,192) (1, 893) (1, 760) (11, 452) .

Romania:
Exports -1 804 2,762 2, 884 3 323 3,638 4,176 5, 350 19, 371 14. 1
Imports- 1846 3,132 3,017 3 325 3, 686 5,120 6,670 21, 818 16.3

Trade balance -(42) (370) (133) (2) (48) (944) (1, 320) (2, 447)-

Total EE (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Exports -10,425 14, 369 15,076 16,739 18, 115 20, 786 25, 456 96,172 12. 1
Imports -12, 739 19, 363 20,707 22,700 23, 394 26, 365 30, 268 123,434 9. 3

Trade balance -(2, 314) (4, 994) (5, 631) (5, 960) (5, 279) (5, 579) (4, 812) (27, 262)-

Cuba:
Exports -499 1,153 1 649 787 788 799 900 5,123 -4. 8
Imports -519 1,064 1 879 1,586 1,393 974 950 6,782 -2.2

Trade balance - (20) 89 (230) (599) (605) (175) (50) (1,659) .

Total CMEA:
Exports -15, 714 22,992 24,560 27,447 30,248 34,742 45,880 162,877 14.8
Imports -19,805 28,875 36,843 39,602 39,432 44,290 52,811 212,978 12.8

Trade balance - (4,091) (5, 883)(12, 283)(12,155) (9,184) (9,548) (6, 931) (50,101)-

'Trade data include developed and less developed countries.

Source: "Handbook of Economic Statistics, 1979", National Foreign Assessment Center, ER79-10274, August 1979.
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TABLE 2.-THE GROWTH OF CMEA NET HARD CURRENCY DEBT 1971-79

[in millions of dollarsl

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

U.S.S.R --------------- 582 555 1,166 1,3654 7,541 10, 114 11, 230 1127 10,200uslgSaRia ---- - 723 909 997 1 360 2, 257 2, 756 3 169 3,710 3, 850
vaka --- ----------- 160 176 273 640 827 1, 434 2121 ,1 3,190German Democratic epublic- 1, 205 1,229 1,876 2,592 3, 548 5,047 6,159 8,640Hungary 848 1, 055 1, 696 1, 537 2, 195 2, 852 4, 491 6 532 7 320Poland ---------------------------- 764 1 150 2,213 4,120 7, 381 10,680 13 352 16,972 19,590Romania---------------1, 227 1,204 1, 495 2,483 2,449 2, 528 3,'388 490 6 ,730

Total EE (excluding U.S.S.R) .. 4,927 5, 723 8, 550 12, 732 18, 657 25, 297 32, 680 42, 265 49, 320IIB/IBEC -478 1,240 1,454 1,789 2 790 3, 457 4,154 4,617 5,500Cuba -NA 500 600 700 1,000 1, 300 2,200 2, 600 2, 700
Total CMEA -NA 8,018 11,770 16,875 29,898 40,168 50,264 60,699 67, 720

Source: "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER8O-10327,June 1980.

TABLE 3.-ESTIMATED SOVIET AND CMEA COUNTRY END 1979 HARD CURRENCY DEBT LEVELS AND "DEBT TO
EXPORT" AND "DEBT GROWTH TO IMPORT" RATIOS

[In millions of dollars]

Hard currency Hard currency Hard currency 1975-79exports Imports debt debt
End 1979 growth/Growth End debt/X 1975-7w9Mh1975-79 1979 1975-79 1979 1975-79 1979 ratio (percent)

U.S.S.R -61,582 19,524 82,762 21,593 8,546 10,200 0.52 10.3
Bugazria ----------- 7,122 2,310 7,075 1,603 2,490 3,850 1.67 35.2Gzermoloan ---- 14, 132 3,600 16,668 4,120 2,550 3,190 .89 15.3German Democratic Republic 18,550 4,500 25, 316 5,900 6,04 8,640 1.92 23.9Hulngd --------- 11,717 3,61 15,825 3,880 5783 7,320 2.18 36.5Poland ------------------- 25,280 6,'335 36,732 8,095 15,470 19,590 3.09 42.1Romania ------------------ 19,371 5,350 21,818 6,670 4,247 6,730 1.26 19. 5

Total EE -96,172 25,456 123,434 30,268 36, 588 49,320 1.94 29.6
Total U.S.S.R./EE- 157, 754 44,980 206,196 51,661 45,134 59, 520 1.32 21.9IIB/IBEC - - - ----------------- j --- W 3,711 5,500 ---Cuba -6,755 900 8,365 950 2,000 2,700 3.0 23.9
Total CMEA- 164,509 45,880 214, 561 52, 811 50,845 67,720 1.48 23.7

Sources: "Handbook of Economic Statistics, 1979," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER79-10274, August 1979"Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER80-10327, June 1980



TABLE 4.-COMPOSITION OF CMEA DEBT END 1979

lin millions of dollars]

German
Democratic

U.S.S.R. Bulgaria Czechosolvakia Republic Hungary Poland Ramania Total EE 1IBJIBEC CUBA Total CMEA

Commercial debt- 9, 500 4,178.0 3, 550 8, 800.0 7, 700.0 15, 400 5, 150. 0 44,778.0 5, 500.0 1,900 61,678 _j

Owed to U.S. banks - 1, 100 683.8 175 1 100.9 788.2 1, 515 287.5 4,550.4 66.3 -
Officially backed debt 7, 700 322.0 470 1, 340.0, 120.0 5, 090 905.0 8, 247.0 - -1,000 16,947 o

Guaranteed export credits -470 850.0 120.0 -830.0
Other borrowing - - - -835.0 835.0 -835

Gross debt -17, 200 4, 500.0
Commercial asset -7,000 650

Net debt -10, 200 3, 850.0

4,020 10, 140.0 7, 820.0 20, 490 6, 890.0 53, 860. 0 5,500.0 2, 900 79, 460
830 1, 500. 0 500.0 900 160.0 4, 540.0 - -200 11,740

01, Uu
---

3,190 8,640.0 7, 320.0 19, 590 6, 730.0 49, 320.0 5, 500.0 2,700 8 an nonn
bl, /zu

Source: "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER80-10327, June 1980.
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TABLE 5.-ANNUAL INTEREST COSTS OF END 1979, CMEA COUNTRY DEBT UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMED, AVERAGE

INTEREST RATES

[In millions of dollarsi

German
Demo-

Bul- Czecho- cratic Hun- Ro- IIB/U.S.S.R. garia slovahkia Republic gary Poland mania IBEC Cuba

Assumed rate:
9- - 918 347 287 778 659 1,763 606 495 24310 - -1,020 385 319 864 732 1,959 673 550 27012 - -1,236 462 383 1,037 878 2,351 808 660 32414 - -1,428 539 447 1,210 1,025 2,743 942 770 37816- 1,632 616 510 1,382 1,171 3,134 1,077 880 432Cost of 1 percent increase In :

average rate - -102 39 32 86 73 196 67 55 27

Source: "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER80-10327,June 1980.

TABLE 6.-ESTIMATED ANNUAL SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN DEBT/EXPORT GROWTH REQUIREMENTS UNDER
STEADY STATE 1979 LEVELS OF IMPORTS

German
Demo-

Bul- Czecho- cratic Hun- Ro- Total TotalU.S.S.R. garia slovakia Republic gary Poland mania EE Cuba CMEA

Imports (1979 levels)----. 21, 593 1,603 4,120 5,900 3,880 8095 6,670 30, 2G8 950 52, 811Less X (1979) -- - 1- 9 524 2,310 3,600 4,0 3361 6,335 5,350 25, 456 900 45,880Less invisibles (shipping,
tourism, gold, arms)-.- 7,480 250 (50) 1,000 150 850 100 2,300 75 9,855Plun interest on debt at
end 1979 levels I -X/- 1,570 462 383 1,037 878 2,351 808 5,919 270 7,759Required growth of XI
debt to balance dollar
accounts -(3,841) (495) 953 1,437 1,247 3,261 2,028 8,431 245 4,835

Percent of 1979 experts- (19. 7) (21.4) 26. 5 31.9 37.1 51. 5 37.9 33.1 27. 2 10. 5

' Interest amounts were calculated assuming an average rate of 12 percent, except for the U.S.S.R. estimated at 10percent. Soviet interest includes that payable on CMEA debt
Sources: "Handbook of Economics Statistics, 1979," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER-79-10274, August 1979."Estmating Soviet and East European Hard Currency Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER8D-10327, June 1980.

TABLE 7.-U.S.S.R.: PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE AND DEBT LEVELS UNDER
SELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in millions of dollars)export Debt toX growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- exportYear rate rate rate rate port ports balances terest Debt ratio

1983 - ---- 21.2 20.6 10- 42, 129 45, 667 (3, 549) (216) (6, 312)1985 ------- 21.2 20.6 10------61,865 66, 435 (4550) (1,0Ot0)( 4, 366).----1983- 15.0 20.0 0-----34,148 44,775 (3,148) 645 10,242 0.30
15.0 20.0 12- 34,148 44,775 (10,268) 838 10,968 .321985 -15.0 20.0 10- 45, 160 64, 476 (19, 316) 1, 825 31, 908 .7115.0 20.0 12- 45,160 64,476 (19,316) 2,312 33,413 .741983 -10.0 20.0 10- 28,585 44,775 16,190) 1,375 23.839 .8310.0 20.0 12 ------ 28, 585 44, 775 (16,10 1,725 24, 809 .871985 - 10.0 20.0 10 34, 588 64 476 (29 889 4,103 67, 542 1.9510.0 20.0 12 34586,46 (9,189)0 ,1 70, 113 2.031983 -- 10.0 15.0 0- 28,585 37,766 (9,181) 518 7,404 .2610.0 15.0 12 - 28,585 37,766 (9,181) 685 8,091 .281985 -10.0 15.0 10- 34, 588 49,946 (15, 358) 1, 265 21, 795 .6310.0 15.0 12 - 34,588 49,946 (15,388 1,628 23,077 .67

Sources: Based on calculations using debt data derived from, "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency Debt,"National Foreign Assessment Center. ER8D-10327 Jlune 1980, and trade data derived from "Handbook of Economic Statis-tics, 1979," National Foreign Assessment CentEr, ER79-10274, August 1979.
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TABLE 8.-BULGARIA: PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE AND DEBT LEVELS

'UNDER SELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in-millions of dollars) Debt to
exportDeto

X growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- export
Year rate rate rate rate port ports balances terest Debt ratio

1983-------- 20.2 4.4 10 ----- 4,822 1, 904 2, 918 (91) (4, 240)------
201.2 4.4 12 4,822 1;504 2,918 (94) (4, 094)

4.4 12 -2.1 2,124 1,904 219 355 2,844 1.34

1983------------- 5.0 15.0 10 _ 2,6808 2, 804 4 289 2,921 1.04
5.0 15.0 12 2 808 2,804 4 315 3,241 1. 15

15.0 10 6.8 3,009 2,804 205 260 2,400 .80
------ ~ 2015.0 12 3.3 3,060 2,804 257 330 2,515 .84

1985 ------------ 5.0 15.0 10 - - 3,096 3,708 (612) 324 3,926 1.27
5.0 15.0 12 ------ 3096 3,1708 (612) 439 4, 451 1L44

15.0 10 8.47 3,812 3, 7 l8 14 150 1,294 .34
15.0 12 8.9 3,858 3, 708 150 211 1, 511 .41

1983-------- 5.0 20.0 10-------2,803 3, 324 (516) 352 4,142 1.48

5.0 20.0 12 2--- 1980,and--e80t 3,324 (516) 452 4,483 1.60
------ 20.0 10 114 3, 557 3, 324 233 247 2, 238 .63

20.0 12 11.8 3,605 3, 324 281 316 2,423 .67

1985 ----------- 5.0 O 20. 0 10 ---- 3,036 4,1787 (1,691) 535 7, 322 2.37
5.0 20.0 12 ... 3 096 4, 787 (1, 691) 691 1, 949 2. 57

------ 20.0 10 13. 4,920 4, 787 134 114 874 .18
------ 20.0 12 13.6 4,960 4, 787 113 110 1,165 .23

Source: Bused on calculations using debt data derived from "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency

Debt,' National Foreifn Assessment Center, ER88-10327, June 1908, and trade data derived from "Handbook ol Eco-
*nomic Statistics, 1979, ' National Foreign Assessment Center, ER79-10274, August 1919.

TABLE 9.-CZECHOSLOVAKIA: PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE-AND DEBT LEVELS

UNDER SELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in millions of dollars)
esport ~~~~~~~~~~~Debt to

X growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- export
Year rate rate rate rate port ports balances terest Debt ratio

1983-------- 9. 4 9.3 10-------5,157 5, 880 (723) 644 7, 852 1.52
9.4 9.3 12 - - 5,15 5,880 (723) 805 8,291 1.61

------ 9.3 10 14.2 6,142 5,880 262 513 5,430 .88
9.3 12 14.7 6,233 5,880 353 633 5,603 .90

1985--9--------- 9.3 10-------6,112 7,025 (853) 947 11,323 1,83
9.4 9.3 12- - 6,172 7,025 (853) 1, 215 12, 238 1.98

------ 9.3 10 12.9 1,456 1,025 432 662 6,906 .93
9.3 12 13.2 7,590 7,025 566 829 7,225 .95

1983 -10. 0 5.0 10 - ------ I- 5,271 5,008 263 504 5,328 1.01
10.0 5.0 12 - - 5,271 5, 088 2638 6 5,719 1.09

------ 5.0 10 10.1 5,281 5,088 289 500 5,261 .99
------ 5.0 12 10.6 5,388 5,008 380 616 5,422 1.01

1985-------- 10.0 5.0 10------- 6,318 5,521 856 531 5,102 .80
10.0 5.0 12 ----- - 6;378 5,521 856 110 5,819 .91

------ 5.0 10 8.8 5,914 5, b21 453 630 6 528 1.09
5.0 12 9. 2 6,104 5,521 582 787 6:814 1.12

Source: Based on calculations, using debt data derived from "Entimating Soviet and East Earopean Hard -Currency

Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER80-10327, June 1980, and trade data derived from "Handbook of Eco-

nomic Statistics, 1979,"-National Foreign Asstssment Center, ER79-10274, August 1979.
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TABLE 10.-GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC: PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE ANDDEBT LEVELS UNDER SELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in billions of dollars)export 
Debt toX growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- exportYear rate rate rate rate port ports balances terest Debt ratio

193 -8.3 7.6 10- - 6,190 7, 909 (1,718) 1,332 15, 366 2.488.3 7.6 12- - 6,190 7,909 (1,718) 1,678 10,384 2.657.6 10 14.1 7,620 7,909 (288) (1, 140) 11 831 1.551985 8.3 ~~~~ ~~~7.6 12 14.8 7,824 7,909 (85) 1,414 12, 287 158935----7.6 10 -- - 7 ,261 9,156 (1,896) 1,771 20,375 2.818.3 7.6 12 7 261 9,156 (1,896) 2,299 22,350 3.087.6 10 12.5 9,110 9,156 (465 1,354 13,943 1.537.6 12 13.1 9,395 9,156 238 1,712 14,737 1[571983 - 10.0 5.0 10- - 6,588 7,171 (583) 1,170 12,456 1.8910.0 5.0 12 - - 6,588 7,171 (583) 1,482 13,419 2.045.0 10 11.3 6,912 7,171 (259) 1,127 11,651 [695.0 12 12.1 7,117 7,171 (55) 1,396 12,088 [701985 - 10.0 5.0 10 -7,972 7, 907 65 1, 298 13,217 1.6610.0 5.0 12- - 7,972 7,907 65 1,717 14,964 1.885.0 10 9.8 7,883 7,907 (24) 1 319 13,530 1.725.0 12 10.4 8,163 7,907 257 1 664 14,276 1[75

Source: Based on calculations using debt data derived from "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard CurrencyDebt" Nations Foreignl Assessment Center, ER80-10327 June 1980 and trade duta derived from "Handbook of EconomicStatistics, 1979," National Foreign Assessment Center, 9R79-12074, August 1979.

TABLE 11.-HUNGARY: PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE AND DEBT LEVELS UNDERSELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in millions of dollars)export Debt toX growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- exportYear rate rate rate rate ports ports balances terest Debt ratio

1983- 14.8 10. 2 10- - 5, 838 5, 722 115 1,017 10,921 1.8714.8 10.2 12 - - 5,838 5,722 115 1,287 11,747 2.0110.2 10 16.4 6,162 5,722 440 :7 976 10,148 1.64------ 10. 2 12 17. 2 6, 334 5,722 612 1, 212 10, 547 1.671985 -14.8 10. 2 10 - - 7,693 6,949 744 1,147 11,720 1.5214.8 10.2 12- - 7, 693 6, 949 744 1, 513 13, 229 1.7210.2 10 14.6 7, 602 6,949 653 1, 166 12, 019 1.5810.2 12 15.2 7,844 6,949 895 1,475 12,723 1[621983 -10.0 5.0 10- - 4,921 4,716 205 995 10, 593 2. 155.0 12 12.4 5,369 4,716 653 1,188 10,283 1.921985 -100 5.0 12- - 5,954 5,200 755 1,460 12, 725 2.145.0 12 10.51 6,121 5,200 922 1,414 12, 125 1. 981983 -12.0 3.0 10 - - 5, 289 4, 367 922 894 8,757 1.6612.0 3.0 12- - 5,289 4,367 922 1,137 9,541 1.801985 -12.0 3.0 10- - 6, 634 4 633 2 001 806 6, 712 1.0112.0 3.0 12- - 6,634 4,633 2,001 1,093 8,052 1[21

Source: Based on calculations using debt data derived from "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard CurrencyDebt," National Foreiqn Assessment Center, ER8D-10327, June 1980, and trade data derived from "Handbook of Eco-nomic Statistics, 1979,' National Foreign Assessment Center, ER79-10274, August 1979.
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TABLE 12.-POLAND; PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE AND/DEBT LEVELS UNDER

SELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in millions of dollars) Debt to
exportDeto

X growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- export

Year rate rate rate rate port ports balances terest Debt ratio

1983- 11.5 6.8 10- - 9,791 10,532 (740) 2, 907 32, 269 3.3
11. 5 6.8 12-------9,791 10 532 (740) 3, 671 34, 550 3.5

6.8 10 16.5 11,656 10,532 1,124 2,668 27, 770 2.4
6.8 12 17.6 12, 124 10,532 1,592 3,310 28,849 2.4

1985 --------- 11.5 6.8 10----- - 12 173 12, 013 160 3,58330 3.
11.5 6.8 12 - - 12,173 12,013 160 4,629 42,595 3.5

* 6.8 10 13.8 13, 770 12, 013 1,757 3,194 32, 929 2.4
6.8 12 14.7 14, 434 12,013 2,421 4,037 34,812 2.4

1983.------- 15.0 5.0 10 - ------ 11,080 9,840 1,240 2,639 27, 341 2.
15.0 5.0 12 - - 11,080 9,840 1,240 3,345 29,531 2.7

1985 . -15.0 5.0 10 - ------ 14, 653 10,840 3,805 2,721 25, 681 1. 8
1985 --------- 15.0 5.0 12 - - 14,653 10,48 3,805 3 626 29 585 2.0

1983 -150 0 10 - - 11, 080 8,095 2,985 2,371 22, 650 2.04
15.0 0 12 - ------ 11,080 8095 2,985 3, 020 24,748 2.23

1985 -15.0 0 10 - - 14,653 8,095 6,558 1, 982 14,792 1.01
15.0 0 12 - ------ 14,653 8,095 6,558 2,7814 18,327 1.25

Source: Based on calculations using debt data derived from "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency

Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER83-10327, June 1980, and trade data derived from "Handbook of Eco-

nomic-Statistics, 1979, ' National Foreign Assessment Center, ES79-10274, August 1979.

TABLE 13.-ROMANIA: PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE AND DEBT LEVELS UNDER

SELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in millions of dollars)
export Debt to

X growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- export

Year rate rate rate rate port ports balances terest Debt ratio

1983-------- 14.2 16. 3 . 10-------9,099 1,202 (3, 103) 1, 539 19, 935 2. 19
14.2 16. 3 12------- 9,099 12, 202 (3, 103) 1,920 20, 921 2. 30
; 2 -16.3 10 23.4 12,'411 12,202 208 1,142 12, 253 .99

16. 3 12 23.9 12, 602 12, 202 400 1, 411 12, 674 1.01

1985 - ---- 14.2 16.3 10------- 11,687 -16, 505 (4, 637) 2,563 32,729 2.80
14.2 16.3 12 - ------ 11, 687 16, 505 (4, 637) 3,256 34, 924 2.99

------ 16.3 10 21.4 17,084 16, 505 580 1,550 1,373 .96
16.3 12 21.7 17,384 16,505 880 1,946 17,187 .99

.1983 -15.0-------------- 10.0 10 ---------- 9,357 9,766 (408) 1, 190 13,394 1.43
15.0 10.0 12------- 9,357 9,766 (408) 1, 495 14, 263 1.52

10.0 10 17.2 10,080 9,766 315 1,099 11,679 1.16
10.0 12 17.7 10,271 9,766 505 1,357 12,063 1.17

1985---------- 15~.0_ 10.0 10-------12,375 11,816 559 1,461 15,417 1.25
15.0 10.0 12 - - 12,375 11,816 559 1,903 17 100 i 38

10.0 10 15. 2 12, 500 11,816 64 1, 436 15,011 1.20
10.0 12 15.6 12,787 11, 816 970 1,800 15,726 1.23

Source: Based on calculations using debt data derived from "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency

Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER8O-10327, June 1980, and trade data derived from "Handbook of Eco-

nomic Statistics, 1979, ' National Foreign Assessment Center, ER79-10274, August 1979.

TABLE 14.-CUBA: PROJECTED END 1983 AND END 1985 HARD CURRENCY TRADE AND DEBT LEVELS UNDER

SELECTED TRADE GROWTH AND INTEREST RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Balancing End year amounts (in millions of dollars)
export Debt to

X growth M growth Interest growth Ex- Im- Trade In- export

Year rate rate rate rate port ports balances terest Debt ratio

1983- 10 10 14.7 1, 557 1, 391 166 323 3,311 2.13
---------- 15 10 19.3 1, 821 1, 662 159 326 3, 353 1. 84

1985-10 10 13.2 1, ~10896 1,68 213 363 3, 705 1. 95
15 10 .17.8 2,404 2,197 207 371 3,797 1.58

Source: Based on calculations using debt data derived from "Estimating Soviet and East European Hard Currency

Debt," National Foreign Assessment Center, ER80-10327, June 1980, and trade data derived from "Handbook of Eco-

nomic Statistics, 1979; ' National Foreign Assessment Center, ER79-10274, August 1979.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since early this year, political and economic uncertainties haveemerged that pose new questions about the outlook for East-Westtrade and finance. In response to Soviet military involvement in Af-ghanistan, President Carter acted to limit U.S. grain exports andtechnology sales to the Soviet Union. The reaction in Japan andWestern Europe to the Afghan developments was more restrainedand slower to develop. Actions were taken, however, that did affecteconomic and financial relations, such as the suspension of govern-ment credit facilities for new Soviet projects by Japan and the UnitedKingdom. Though these measures and the U.S. policies restrictingtrade are apt to be relaxed in the future, they do raise the possibilitythat East-West commercial relations could stagnate or even loseground during the next few years.
Two aspects of these trends raise issues relevant to prospects forEastern Europe.' First, to what extent will the worsening in relationsbetween the Soviet Union and the West, particularly with the UnitedStates, affect Eastern Europe's future ties with the West? Second,will a deterioration in political relations have a marked influence oneconomic ties between Eastern Europe and the West?
In the United States, commercial relations with Eastern Europeand the Soviet Union have always been highly vulnerable to thevagaries of politics. Commercial relations, though, cannot easily sur-vive sharp swings in policy such as those that took place in U.S. policytoward the Soviet Union earlier this year. In recognition of this,Washington has privately assured U.S. companies that its policies

*Vice president and senior International economist. Bankers Trust Co.. New York.Presented at the conference "East-West Interaction: Possibilities. Problems, Prospects.and Politics" organized by the Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Stockholm,June 9-11, 1980.
' As used here. Eastern Europe refers to the six smaller CMEA Eastern Europeanstates, excluding the Soviet Union.
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that encourage business involvement and lending in Eastern Europe
remain unchanged. As for the Soviet Union, the official policy is to
link political and economic relations, as clearly was reflected in the
economic sanctions imposed on Soviet trade earlier this year. The
administration's assurances to the business community concerning
Eastern Europe, therefore, appear credible only if one assumes that
Eastern Europe can be isolated from the worsening in political rela-
tions with the Soviet Union. There-are many U.S. companies with
misgivings in making such an assumption. While these doubts have
not led major companies to pull out of the market, many U.S. business-
men sense that the risks of doing business in Eastern Europe have
risen and greater caution should, therefore, be taken.

In Japan and Western Europe, by contrast, there is an evident de-
sire to insulate their economic. relations with Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union from the current downswing in U.S.-Soviet rela-
tions. The reason is simply that the economic stakes are very sub-
stantial, while the expected political benefits of economic sanctions are
doubted. Interdependence in trade and finance is a fact of life for
these countries. The western countries depend on the East as a source
of raw materials and as a market for their investment goods. Eastern
Europe, in turn, looks to the West for essential imports and the credits
to finance them. There is little prospect, for example, that Eastern
Europe would be able to eliminate or much reduce their recourse to
western credits, which now total over $50 billion.

Economic interdependence is substantial, but the structure of these
mutual dependencies is neither uniform across countries or balanced
between pairs of countries. This causes a problem because the coun-
tries most dependent on maintaining such ties have only limited in-
fluence on the state of overall East-West relations. Interdependence,
for example, is strongest for West Germany, Austria, Poland and the
G.D.R.; it is weakest for the Soviet Union and the United States. This
factor helps account for the varied reactions to the U.S. request of its
allies to agree upon joint economic sanctions against the Soviet Union.
Japan, for example, recently gave the go-ahead for discussions with
the Soviet Union on the third phase of a major forestry project which
had been held up since January. This decision was based on an ap-
parent agreement with EEC countries that projects should be exempted
from sanctions ". . . whose suspension would hit their economy or
which would have little economic sanctions impact." 2

These uncertainties in East-West relations come at a time of grow-
ing economic strains in western economies and financial markets due
to recent oil price hikes and prospects of more to come. The adjust-
ment to a rising OPEC surplus this time will be different from what
has taken place since 1974. ThV, manner in which recycling has been
managed over the past six years constrains the adjustment options
open to oil-importing countries, including those in Eastern Europe.
Past adjustments, for example, filled U.S. and other international
bank portfolios with loans to Eastern European and developing coun-
tries, thus increasing the overall risk level of their asset holdings. Such
lending was desirable since it allowed countries to spread out the bur-

' Japan Economic Journal, May 27, 1980, p. 1.
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den of adjustment over a number of years. These debts now limit theability of the international banks to accommodate the current prob-lems of recycling. As a result, most oil importing countries will beforced to adjust sooner than they would have liked.The experience of these years has also altered the perceptions of oilproducers concerning prospects for inflation, economic growth, andforeign exchange rates. This has led to changes in the mechanism bywhich oil prices and production are set by OPEC. OPEC appears will-ing and able to keep oil prices rising in real terms in the coming years.These developments are contributing to a major structural transitionin western economies that will stretch into the mid-eighties.The confluence of these economic events and the new political un-certainties represent a unique stage in the relatively brief history ofEast-West commercial relations. A key question is how Eastern Europewill be able to adjust to these developments. Since 1973-74 most ofthem have relied on financing to postpone the necessary structuraladjustments to the oil price hikes. Priority will now have to be givento making these adjustments, since new credits will be more limitedthan in the past. Such adjustments pose both political and economicchallenges. Will there be the necessary political commitment to under-take such adjustments and can they be accomplished without majorimprovements or reform of the present systems of planning andmanagement?
There are important policy issues here for western countries. Towhat extent, if any, should the West assist the adjustment process inEastern Europe, for example, by granting trade concessions or balanceof payments credits? The French government in early 1980 was re-ported to have granted long-term financial credits to Poland that ineffect permitted the refinancing of repayments scheduled in 1980-81for past official French loans.3 Such credits were granted without theusual consultation with other OECD countries. This example raisessome unanswered questions regarding trade and credit policy towardEastern Europe: Should other countries be encouraged to follow theFrench initiative? Should western countries have a coordinated policyregarding such assistance to Eastern Europe?

A useful perspective on these policy issues can be gained by firstreviewing key aspects of East-West trade over the past decade.

II. OPENING TO THE WEST

During the 1970s Eastern Europe's trade and financial relations withthe West expanded markedly. An essential precondition for this open-ing to the West was the SALT process between the United States andthe Soviet Union, which got underway in the late 1960s. These discus-sions provided a framework within which competition in strategicarmaments between the two superpowers could be contained. They re-moved a major uncertainty overhanging East-West commercialrelations.
The rapid expansion of imports of western capital goods and creditsby the East that followed during the first half of the 1970s, however,

aE~uromoney, March 1980, p. 112.
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did not produce the expected economic benefits. The oil price hikes in
1973 and the subsequent world recession enlarged Eastern Europe's
existing trade deficit with the West. This deficit had to be covered by
even more western credit, rather than the hoped for export growth.
Since 1975, Eastern European countries have sought to stabilize their
balance of payments positions and reduce their trade deficits with the
West. By 1979, however, Bulgaria was the only country to achieve a
surplus trade position with the West. On top of these disappointing
economic results, Eastern Europe once again faces significant political
uncertainties due to the derailing of the SALT process between the
United States and the Soviet Union.

III. DIVERGENT ECONOMIc TRENDS

Since the mid-seventies a growing dichotomy has been evident in
Soviet economic trends compared with Eastern Europe. After ex-
periencing a record trade deficit in 1975, the Soviet Union rapidly
achieved a surplus payments position by 1977, and hard currency
surpluses followed in 1978 and 1979. Eastern European countries,
however, are still trying to reduce payments deficits caused by past
oil price hikes, recession, and a rising burden of debt servicing. The
evidence suggests that Eastern Europe's adjustment to external eco-
nomic pressures during the mid-seventies was much less successful
than the Soviet adjustment to these pressures. This reflects Eastern
Europe's much greater dependence on foreign ,trade, an unfavorable
structure of trade with the West that resulted in adverse shifts in
their terms of trade, and a reluctance for sociopolitical reasons to
allow the external price changes to directly affect consumers' real
incomes.

Reflecting the adverse trade trends, Eastern Europe's total foreign
indebtedness has continued to climb. Though trends vary by country.
the total has grown some $6-8 billion each year since 1975. The level
of Soviet debt, however, peaked in 1977 and declined in 1978-79.
Estimates put Eastern Europe's total debt to the West at $53.6 billion
at the end of 1979, compared with $16.2 billion for the Soviet Union.

EASTERN EUROPE'S GROSS INDEBIEDNESS TO THE WEST

[Estimates in millions of U.S. dollarsi

End 1978 End 1979

Bulgaria -- 4,000 3,900
Czechoslovakia-- 3 500 4,200
German Democratic Republic -- 9,000 10,500
Hungary -- 7, 300 8,100
Poland. -- 17, 500 21, 000
Romania -- 5,000 6,750
U.S.S.R -- --------------------------------------------------- 17. 200 16,500
Comecon banks - -- 5,800 6,200

Total -69,300 77,150
Total (excluding Comecon banks) -63, 500 70,950

Note: Foreign assets held as deposits in Western banks totaled approximately $11,000,000,000 at end 1979.

The level of any country's debt must be viewed relative to that
country's ability to earn foreign exchange by export sales. Given the
relatively modest rates of Western economic growth since 1975, it is
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not surprising that the expansion of Eastern Europe's exports laggedfar behind official plan targets. As a result, imports of plant and equip-ment from the West were cut back sharply. These reductions, whichact to cut domestic growth, reflect the commitment of policymakersto maintain their country's creditworthiness by reducing the rate ofdebt accumulation in line with actual export growth.Looking ahead to the eighties, Eastern Europe's leaders face morelimited policy alternatives than ever before. The economic results forthe year just finished reflect rates of economic growth that are the low-est in three decades; prospects for a quick improvement are dim. Inan address that discussed economic problems in Hungary, JanosKadar underscored a dilemma that faces policymakers throughoutEastern Europe:
[T]he unfavorable changes in external economic conditions are bringing outin sharper relief the weak points of our economy and the faults of our work. Inthe face of adverse development of the conditions we must and can act effec-tively through the alteration of production structures and selective industrial de-velopment. The practice of economic direction, however, has not been able to makesufficiently quick and elastic adaptions to the changed circumstances.'
Another worry concerns trade prospects with the Soviet Union.Total Soviet oil output rose only two percent in 1979, the lowest ratesince the early fifties. With the, exception of Romania, the EasternEuropean economies are heavily dependent on Soviet oil deliveries.The Soviet Union has been helping to ease the economic burdens of itsEastern European neighbors by delaying the adjustment of the priceof its oil deliveries to prevailing world market levels and by grantingsubstantial trade credits for the 1976-80 five-year plan. Soviet short-ages of energy and raw materials, however, are a reality that will be-come increasingly troublesome in the coming years. The Soviet Unionhas pledged to maintain Eastern Europe's current volume of deliveriesof oil and raw materials into' the eighties. There is, however, littlescope for increases from present levels. Shortfalls will' have to be madeup by purchases in world markets. Eastern Europe's imports of oilfrom the Mideast already account for over 10 percent of total oil im-ports.
The divergent economic trends in the area are clearly evident in datarelating to oil revenues. Soviet petroleum exports to the West totaledan estimated 1.1 million barrels per day last year, down about 20 per-cent from the 1978 level. Higher oil prices, however, helped boost reve-nues about $2 billion to $7.8 billion. Oil exports to the West this yearwill likely fall 10-15 percent in volume, but based on current prices,oil revenues will climb an additional $3.0 billion. Eastern Europeancountries (excluding Romania) imported an estimated 210,000 barrelsper day of Middle Eastern oil last year, up 9.4 percent from 1978. Thecost of this oil at current prices is nearly $1 billion more than lastyear.

IV. A CHANGING WORLD ENIRONMENT

The world economy is now entering a structural transition necessi-tated by the sharp increases in the price of oil. This transition involvesthe replacement of traditional patterns of post-war economic growth
4British Broadcasting Company, Survey of World Broadcast&. SWB/EE/6382, March28,1iP8O, p. C/i4.
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by a new model of economic growth. The new model, already beginning
to work itself out, is based on expensive, energy and a new structure
of relative prices resulting from expensive energy. By its nature the
transition to this new economic model involves substantial shifts in
comparative advantage among countries and industries within them.
At issue, therefore, is how efficiently Eastern Europe will be able to
accomplish the changes in economic structure implied by this
transition.

The necessity for a fundamental economic restructuring at some
time in the future has been evident in Eastern Europe since the sixties
when there were extensive reform discussions in all countries. The
limits on energy availability that are now emerging have drastically
shortened the time period available to accomplish these adjustments.
The challenge facing national policymakers is to identify and develop
new economic patterns based on the use of energy-eficient capital
and the replacement of inefficient existing capital stock. This challenge,
in effect, requires a rationalization of Eastern Europe's industry on
the basis of the new world market price structure which acts as a guide
to efficiency.

V. POLICY ALTERNATIvES IN EASTERN EUROPE

Policy options facing East European policymakers include the in-
troduction of changes in economic structure, reforms in the system
of planning and management, and the promotion of conservation and
alternative energy supplies. Though discussions continue in most coun-
tries, Hungary is the only country to have introduced a reform of its
price system with the goal of achieving basic changes in the structure
of the economy. The last option has so far received the primary
emphasis.

The CMEA countries are committed to developing an ambitious
nuclear power program. The initial targets of this joint program call
for nuclear power by 1990 to meet 25 percent of the overall require-
ments for electric energy in Eastern Europe (excluding the Soviet
Union), compared with 10 percent currently. Two nuclear stations
with a total capacity of 4 million kilowatts are to be built in the Soviet
Union for exporting electric power to Eastern Europe, and an addi-
tional 37 million kilowatts of capacity is to be constructed in Eastern
European countries. In addition to this cooperative program, the So-
viet Union will be building a number of nuclear plants for domestic
needs.

The projected 25 percent contribution of nuclear power to electric-
ity requirements in 1990 is a substantial figure. It represents, however,
a much smaller percentage measured against total energy consump-
tion. And the contribution comes with a massive price tag. The capital
costs of the program-to be met primarily from CMEA countries' own
resources-are very large, exceeding $100 billion if all the plants are
constructed. The program, therefore, will intensify pressures on avail-
able investment resources, particularly in construction, which has
long been a bottleneck throughout Eastern Europe. This means that
substantial resources will be tied up in the nuclear program that
otherwise might be used for industrial investment to modernize plant
and equipment. There is a strong possibility that the program will be
scaled down because of limitations on available domestic resources.
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Prospects for energy conservation are likewise mixed. There is littleroom to cut back energy consumption in the consumer sector given thecurrent low levels of personal energy consumption in Eastern Europeand trends toward catching up with Western European consumptionlevels, due, for example, to greater automobile ownership. In industry,energy use is relatively inefficient and the potential for industrial en-ergy savings appears good. The existing planning and incentive sys-tems, however, are not well suited to the task of encouraging energysavings, since profitability criteria are still underutilized in influenc-ing decisionmaking at the enterprise level.The outlook for structural change in the Eastern European econ-omies does not appear promising at this time, either in economic plan-ning and management or in industry. One lesson derived from the ex-perience of the seventies is that the resistance to structural change isdeeply ingrained in these economies. The predominant model of tech-nology transfer was to import modern western technology and im-plant it within the traditional economic system with little or no changein this system. To be sure, positive results were achieved, but the re-sults are modest if measured against the rates of export growth re-corded or the size of debts incurred. Even where joint ventures havebeen tried, as in Romania and Hungary, the difficulties of accommo-dating a profit-oriented firm within the traditional planning systemhave limited the potential benefits to be had from such cooperation.The process of structural change in western economies involves sub-stantial changes in the relative valuation or pricing of resources. Thisin turn affects product prices and, ultimately, the productivity of ex-isting capital. The structural changes are propelled 'by incentives thatoperate through the price system, rewarding, for example, the ownersof certain resources. The resulting redistribution of income causessome industries to decline and some firms to go out of business, whileredirecting new capital investiment toward profitable opportunities.Government intervention is, of course, present in varying degrees inthis process, but the primary channel of adjustment is via the pricesystem.
Eastern European policymakers face the identical pressures forstructural change. What is lacking in their countries is a price systemto provide direction for the necessary changes that must be made atthe factory or enterprise level. The direction must come from the plan-ners, i.e., from top to bottom. Such a system is capable of making thegeneral kind of adjustments that are called for. The historical evi-dence, however, clearly shows that the system is much less efficient inmaking such changes than western market systems.With the exception of Hungary, significant reforms of the economicsystems in Eastern Europe are not probable at this time, given thenature of the internal and external disequilibria that policymakersare facing. This means that the necessary structural adjustments willhave to be accomplished with the traditional planning systems ofthese countries. Failure to pursue these adjustments will alter a coun-try's traditional comparative advantage, thus leading to the erosionof its export competitiveness and creditworthiness. This is a prospectthat undoubtedly worries the policymakers.

Hungary is in the process of implementing a major reform of theirdomestic price system. The goal of the reform is to align domesticprices with world market prices rand to provide for greater flexibility
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of prices to adjust to changes abroad. The hope is that a more rational
price system will encourage the needed structural changes in the econ-

omy. Hungary's price reform represents a pioneering effort to follow
a decentralized approach to promoting structural adjustment. The
progress of the reform will be eagerly studied in both East and West.

As part of the adjustment process, CMEA policymakers will also

continue to keep tight limits on imports and look for new ways to

boost exports. There is scope for export improvement within the
present system by providing better incentives for export enterprises,
by more effective marketing and servicing, and through widening the
scope of industrial cooperation to attract Western participation in

export-oriented industries. There has been resistance even to these

modest institutional changes in some countries. Recent political devel-
opments make more liberal policies in these areas less likely. The same

applies to membership in the IMF and World Bank, which had been

under consideration in several Eastern European countries.
It appears probable that cutbacks in domestic growth, together with

limitations on investment and imports, will provide a major focus of

economic policy during the adjustment process that lies ahead. For
social reasons Eastern European policymakers do not appear inclined
to make significant cuts in the share of resources allocated to consump-
tion. If external economic pressures do not let up until the mid-
eighties-as seems quite likely-Eastern European countries may find
themselves facing a predicament similar to the one they experienced in
the late sixties. Their capital stock will be seriously out of date and
inadequate, the legacy of the under-investment now taking place in
plant and equipment modernization. The difference between the two
periods will be the stock of foreign debt contracted in the interim
which must. be serviced.

VT. POLITICAL UNCERTAINTIES

A remaining question concerns the impact of political uncertainties
on Eastern Europe's efforts to deal with the economic problems being
encountered. Eastern Europe will not likely face a direct embargo of
trade or credits, as does the Soviet Union. A deterioration in U.S.-
Soviet relations, however, could adversely affect their economic pros-
pects in the coming years. Political uncertainties caused by this deteri-
oration and the risks associated with it may lead them to slow down
and limit the expansion of East-West commercial relations. There may
also be questions about the wisdom of depending on inflows of western
credit as an essential component of these countries' economic plans.
A major unknown is whether the Soviet policy toward Eastern Europe
will change as a result of a deterioration of East-West relations.

These trends point to a significant stagnation in East-West commer-
cial relations in the coming years. How long the stagnation lasts de-
pends importantly on Eastern Europe's success in adjusting to a chang-
ing world environment and on current political trends. The fact of
East-West interdependence in trade and finance, however, cannot be
ignored. The management of these interdependencies in the context of
an uncertain East-West political environment will pose significant
challenges for all concerned.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of western bank lending practices to Eastern Europehas come under scrutiny, following an unprecedented growth of thatregion's indebtedness in the 19 70s. Loans outstanding for the regionrose from $5 billion at the beginning of the decade to nearly $70 bil-lion at its end. The real or perceived political implications of this trendhas fostered concerns about the ability of banks to evaluate risksassociated with exposure in individual countries in general, and inthe Centrally Planned Economics (CPEs) in particular.The objective of this paper is to discuss those aspects which dis-tinguish country risk analysis of the CPEs from that of other coun-tries, and to identify other determinants that influence banks in theevaluation of loans to, and exposure level in foreign countries.

II. A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The general direction of post-war East-West banking relations wasdetermined by the cold war atmosphere, as reflected in the EastEuropeans' failure to participate in the Marshall Plan and in theirwithdrawal from the IMF. The low level of Western banks' involve-
*Bank of America NT&SA San Francisco. Calif. In the issues covered in this paperIt Is impossible to represent anvone's opinion except the author's. The views on countryrisk and particularly on the usefulness of systematic country risk apalysis in bank dect-

slonmaking (section IT) tend to be very subjective. Reference to "bankers' evaluation"which one finds In the press falacionslv implies consensus among bankers-the views ofindividuals nrav not be those of their institutions. much less those of other institutions
The author is arateful to Paul Marer. HI. Robert Heller. and Lawrence Brainard for com-ments, suggestions, and encouragement and to Jan Alfstad and Ruth Witzel for typingunder pressure.
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ment in the East, consisting of short-term, trade related transactions,
was primarily caused by the weak demand. Contributing to this con-
dition were autarkic. development strategies of the CPEs; -official
xenophobia and suspicion of possible ulterior motives behind lending
by Western banks; and a kind of nationalistic pride, which held that
national development could be accomplished without Western funds.
At the end of the 1950s, debt of Eastern Europe was estimated at $400
million.

While some aspects of this attitude were gradually relaxed, major
changes in national development strategies started taking place only
towards the end of the 1960s and at the beginning of 1970s. Pro-
pitiously, this transition period was characterized by the emergence of
a new atmosphere of detente in East-West relations concurrently with
high liquidity in the Western financial market. Western banks thus
shared the euphoria of the Western business community over the
prospects of saturating a huge untapped market with Western con-
sumer and capital goods.

The increasing contact between the East and the West gradually
resulted in a recognition of considerable functional similarities in the
interests and behavior of Eastern and Western professional groups,
among them bankers. This positive impression was compounded by a
favorable analysis of facts. First, the East Europeans had not de-
faulted on commercial loans. The existing failures to fulfill financial
obligations by the pre-communist governments or those associated with
the American lend-lease program to the USSR were (or could be) ex-
plained as defensible on political grounds. Second, the East European
countries had very little or no debt. Third, as centrally planned econ-
omies, they were thought to have a superior control of exports, im-
ports and especially of finances. Fourth, their bankers were known to
be conservative and the countries without external financial problems.
And finally, the USSR, with its abundant reserves of mineral re-
sources, especially of gold, was generally perceived as a lender of last
resort to other countries in the East Bloc. Their failure- to provide
data on their economies and their respective financial situation could
therefore be largely overlooked. While some differences were recog-
nized among East European countries, the "bloc attitude" towards
them by western banks generally prevailed.

By the mid 1970s, when Eastern indebtedness rose to $30 billion,
the increasing sophistication of Western bankers and the recognition
of the differences among Eastern countries in their borrowing prac-
tices, in their financial skills, and in their level of indebtedness, led to
a growing differentiation in the attitude of western banks towards in-
dividual East European countries. This development was in line with
the growing sophistication of country creditworthiness analysis by
major banks. Analysts in many banks displayed a desire to incorporate
the East European countries in the country risk rating system that were
being developed and to evaluate them by more or less standard com-
parative criteria. As a result, Eastern countries have been increasingly
treated like other countries.
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III. COUNTRY RISK ANALYSIS

A. The General Framework
In addition to the usual criteria banks use to evaluate the credit-worthiness of domestic borrowers, additional country-specific factorswarrant consideration in banks' relations with foreign entities. Theseinclude factors related to the national currency and the economysuch as: changes in the exchange rate and foreign exchange controls,the rate of inflation and economic growth; social, political and eco-nomic conditions; and pertinent laws, regulations and customs. Coun-try risk therefore influences the entire spectrum of lending toeconomic units within a specific country. It includes lending to the cen-tral government and its entities (sovereign risk) as well as to non-government banks, corporations, and individuals. It is concernedwith the willingness and ability of the central bank to furnish a bor-rower with convertible currency to repay external obligations (trans-fer risk), as well as all risks that differentiate otherwise identical bor-rowers in separate countries. Country risk analysis is required forboth asset and liability management as it may affect both the sourcesand the uses of funds. In the case of the CPEs, banks are primarilyconcerned with sovereign and transfer risks associated with lending.Most banks have developed country risk rating systems. Variousmethods have been employed, ranging from fully qualitative to fullyquantitative, each with its own degree of sophistication and opera-tionality (depending on the confidence of a bank's senior managementin analytic methods). Country-risk evaluation systems may be dividedinto several types:

1. Fully qualitative.-Usually without a standard format. Reportsvary in size, depth, and scope. There is a tendency to write about issueson which data are readily available, rather than on what may actuallyrequire analysis.
2. Structured qualitative.-A standard report format is usually pre-pared, frequently supplemented by tables. The reports typically in-clude information on various demographic, economic and politicalvariables. (Neither of these first two systems facilitates comparativeanalysis and neither produces a rating.)

*3. Checklist.-Performance of a country is scored with respect tovarious indicators or variables. Both quantitative and qualitative vari-ables are used, involving some subjective judgment. The scores mayadd up to a final score, depending on a set of subjectively determinedweights. The summary score is relatively easy to interpret, cross coun-try comparisons are possible, but some bias towards quantitative fac-tors may be involved. Many banks use this and the structured quali-tative system.
4. Fully quantitative 8ystem.-This is a subject of continuing re-search efforts both in business and in academia. While several suchsystems are currently in existence, they are viewed skeptically espe-cially among professional business men and very few banks use them.
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Some banks employ systems which combine both the quantitative
and the qualitative or subjective methods.

Even the most sophisticated country risk rating system is useless
if it fails to conform to the needs, behaviour, biases, and structure of
its ultimate user-a large, complex organization. Lest these behavioral
considerations be neglected, sophistication must at times be sacrificed
for simplicity, and academic beauty and theoretical precision for
practicability.

To present a full operational country risk rating system is beyond
the scope of this paper. Some illustrations are available in the litera-
ture.' There is, however, a set of variables which is commonly em-
ployed in country risk rating systems and in non-systematic analysis
of country risk by banks. The variables are observed either with a
desire to assign confidence level to a country in general, (derived from
the evaluation of its economic, political and social stability and/or
resiliency), or are believed to reflect specifically the willingness and
ability of a country to service its external debt obligations, (that is,
the relationship between a country's projected external debt service
schedule and the resources that can be made available to meet it).

Which variables should be included in a country risk rating system
and what weight should be given to each is the subject of incessant
debate. However, the following variables have been employed most
frequently in the analysis: (1) Economic GNP per capita, real
GNP growth rate; a measure of inflation (consumer or wholesale price
index); money supply growth; a measure of investment performance
(such as investment to income ratio, the rate of growth of investment,
ratio of income growth to fixed capital formation, etc.); and mineral
resources; (2) variables related to the external sector-exports (value
and volume), export concentration or diversification; similarly for
imports, their value, growth, the share of consumption imports, the
share of capital imports, compressibility of imports, such as the share
of food and fuel in total imports; a measure of exchange rate adjust-
ment and of fluctuation; measures related to international reserves,
their value, composition, value in terms of months of projected im-
ports covered; measures related to external debt, such as level, debt
to GNP ratio, debt to exports ratio, growth to debt, etc.; debt service
needs, the composition of debt, IMF borrowing; and share of trade
in GNP, and trade and current account balances; and (3) social and
political variables associated with political stability, such as frequency
and prospects of political violence, unconstitutional transitions of
leadership, conflicts with neighboring countries, trends in unemploy-
ment, etc.

As mentioned, systems differ in the relative weights assigned to the
determinants in measuring a country's performance. In general, some
paradigm for comparative measurement is formulated, taking into
account the desired time frame as the relevance of individual variables
differs over the short, medium and long terms.

I Richard Puz, "How to Find out When Sovereign Borrower Slips from A-1 to C-3",

Euromoneyj, December 1977; P. Nagy, "Quantifying Country Risk: A System Developed
by Economists at the Bank of Montreal, Columbia Journal of World Busines8, Fall 1978.
and many others.
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B. Focus on Eastern Europe
Incorporating Eastern Europe in this framework raises numerousproblems. First, because of the differences in the formulation andimplementation of economic policies, the inclusion of centrallyplanned economies in the rating system creates certain biases. Forinstance, the inclusion of the CPEs' record of minor fluctuations ingrowth rates, minimal or non-existent open inflation, lack of openunemployment, bias on a comparative country rating system by undulyshifting the international averages or other standards with whichindividual countries' performance is compared and rated. Second,the significant definitional differences and/or absence of the largeportion of necessary data make necessary extensive estimation. Sincetimely estimation can not account for annual fluctuations with arequisite degree of precision, it exaggerates economic stability and thusagain inserts a bias into a system, which compares and rates countriesaccording to the degree of fluctuations of variables around some stand-ard. Third, the Comecon countries share a set of characteristics dis-tinguishing them from the rest of the world, which are of considerableimportance in the country risk evaluation. While East European coun-tries may be incorporated into an objective country risk rating system,considerable manipulation is required to complete the evaluationprocess.

We shall now proceed to identify those characteristics which dis-tinguish most East European countries from world standards. Therelative applicability of these individual factors or variables to in-dividual East European country emerges as a criterion in their rating.1. Data.-Up to now, Comecon countries have failed to publish on atimely basis a considerable portion of data required for proper analysis.Where data are provided, the definitions frequently do not coincidewith standard international practice. Furthermore, the importanceand meaning of many economic indicators differ between the CPEsand western economies. The most salient paucity of data is in thearea of balance of payments and debt, but lacunae in the area ofdomestic economy are also considerable. East European countriesvary in the quality and quantity of data provided and published. Thedegree of confidence in our knowledge of economic and financialstanding thus varies among the East European countries and is adeterminant in their rating.
The emphasis that banks place on data availability and reliabilityhas dramatically increased in recent years. In the past, decisions couldbe based on banks' knowledge of. East European countries' insignifi-cant level of borrowing and of debt, their impeccable payment record,and belief in both the lender of last resort theory and in the benefitsof central planning. Now, however, the rapid growth of debt, con.tinued high borrowing needs. differences among East European coun-tries in mineral, capital, and labor resources, and political develop-ments invigorated the need for much more complex analysis. Accessto the international financial market for countries which fail to pro-duce on a timely basis appropriate data consistent with standardinternational practice is increasingly reduced and so is, consequently,their creditworthiness.
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2. Hard versus soft currency.-Trade among Comecon countries

and with some outside countries is conducted almost exclusively by

means of annual and long-term bilateral trade agreements. The ac-

counts of trade flows are kept in transferable rubles-a unit of account
not convertible into dollars. Transactions with most western countries
and developing countries take place in freely convertible currencies;
East European currencies are not used. Quantitative country risk

analysis therefore requires concentration primarily on the freely con-

vertible currency portion of the international financial stocks and

flows of the East European countries-although it is recognized that

all trade is economically meaningful.
Reliance on hard currency values instead of overall trade and pay-

ments variables may, however, result in biased comparative analysis.
For instance, the trade/GDP ratio, frequently used as a proxy in the
analysis of comparative vulnerability of an economy to external devel-

opments, would be improperly smaller in the case of CPEs. Expe-
rience has shown that developments in the world markets have had
a substantial impact on the CPEs in spite of the relatively low indi-

cator of "openness." 2 The debt/GDP ratio may be subject to a similar
bias, so in comparative analysis the ratio of hard currency debt/hard
currency exports is therefore more appropriate. Furthermore, eco-
nomic relationships within a CPE may be such that simple austerity
measures, usually effective in market economies to improve balance
of payments, may not result in achieving equilibrium in the hard
currency current account (as presently evidenced in at least one CPE).
In such cases, measures directed specifically at the problem (without
the necessary substantial reduction in economic growth) would be
warranted. The CPEs must therefore be judged on the basis of their
ability to identify and implement appropriate policy measures con-
cerning their hard currency financial situation.

3. Central economic planning and the monopoly of foreign trade.-

Comecon economies are centrally planned with various degrees of
orthodoxy. The Soviet-type of central planning has both positive and
negative effects on country risk. The economies tend to be economically
more stable than comparable market economies in that: business cycles
in the western sense have not existed (although with the expansion of
relations with the west, the CPEs are increasingly more vulnerable to
western business cycles and other developments in the world mar-
kets) ;3 labor unrests are very infrequent; monopoly of foreign trade
potentially provides greater ability to control imports and trade in

general (but see next paragraph); and the central control of inter-
national financial flows combined with the traditional conservatism
of most East European financial authorities decreases the probability
of unexpected hard currency financial developments. On the negative
side, while central planning has been efficient in the mobilization of
resources it has been found inefficient in their allocation. In the East
European framework, central planning results in the misallocation of

I P. Holzman argues In "Creditworthiness and Balance of Payments Adjustment

Mechanism of Centrally Planned Economies", 1979. the domestic financing of a given

hard currency debt service ratio requires a savings effort in a CPE that is usually

much less than that of a comparable western nation.
aSee Neuberger, Egon and Tyson, L.D. eds, The Impact of International Economic

Disturbances on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe: Transmigsion and Response,

Elmsford, N.Y. Pergamon, 1980; see also, supra, p. 128-147.
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labor (concealed unemployment), lack of motivation or motivation inan improper direction for both management and labor, and a generallack of dynamism. Many shortages and inefficiencies could be relievedby increased flexibility of the system. The relatively orthodoxy of thesystem is then an important criterion inversely related to the countryrating.
The 1970s produced examples refuting some earlier held views aboutthe virtues of central planning and the pertinence of some economicindicators to country risk -analysis in the CPE context. First, there isevidence that while some CPEs have displayed considerable ability tocontrol imports, others have shown even less ability than comparablemarket economies. The relative import control depends on the par-ticular institutional framework and on the relative political strengthof various interest groups within the CPE. A generalization aboutCPE's ability to control imports as a positive factor in country riskassessment is therefore erroneous.
Similarly, the ability of the CPEs to reorient current production toexports is subject to doubt. Due to the considerable differences be-tween the world market and the protected domestic and intra-Come-con markets, expansion of productive capacity in the CPEs may failto generate ability to export. The CPE experience also exemplifies theweaknesses of some indicators frequently used in country risk analyis,namely the share of investment in GDP and the share of capital goodsin total imports. While hi-her shares of investment and of capitalgoods imports strengthen the productive capacity of a country, it isimportant to evaluate the ability of the system to allocate scarcecapital resources to their most productive uses, especially as it con-cerns the international competitiveness of the resulting products. Theratios are relevant only to the extent that the increased productivecapacity can be turned into comparably increased hard currency ex-port earning capacity. Experience has shown that for some, CPEs thatextent is relatively small, due not only to the duality of the markets,but also due to delays in project completion, waste and neglect of im-ported capital goods, deficiency in quality and logistics of domesticsupplies, and below-capacity production. Various other measures usedin country risk assessment are also inappropriate in the CPE contextbut due to this paper's size constraint cannot be elaborated here.44. Role of financial authorjtie8 and banks.-Related to the precedingparagraphs is the relative authority and influence of the CPE's na-tional bank, foreign trade bank, or the ministry of finance, on thedirection of the economy. These authorities are iost aware of thebalance of payments and debt situation of their respective countries.Having perhaps the most extensive external contacts, bank officialsare more than others aware of external developments, limits and draw-backs of reliance on foreign savings, and they are able to perceive thetrue importance of the balance of payments performance. However,the banks' role in the system is frequently limited to the execution ofpolicy rather than its formulation.

For instance, various measures of inflation and foreign exchange rate adjustmentsare Inappropriate since compared to market economies, in most CPEs prices and priceexpectations play a much less important role in managerial decisions. To the extentthat foreirn trade deficit is policy-determined. the domestic currency is ipso facto over-valued. Therefore, the dependent and independent variables In the system are reversed.In this context, see also iolzman, op. cit., for a discussion of some other variables.
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As a consequence, two tendencies may be observed. First, since west-

ern bankers tend to deal primarily with Eastern bankers, information
about the CPE is being funnelled through a source which is potentially
biased and which may not represent the complete view and attitude

of the leadership. That is not to necessarily imply intentional decep-

tion, but rather that reality may be confused with the hopes, intentions
and wishes of the CPE bankers, who may or may not be speaking
with authority on issues related to the national economy. The western
banker may be under the impression that he is dealing with the gov-

ermnent when he is actually dealing only with one of its departments.
The CPE bankers, after all, only channel and monitor the flow of

hard currency, while the ability to earn it depends on others. Second,

the concerns of Westerners and the real dimensions of the balance of

payments and debt problems, are communicated to the CPE leader-

ship and the economy via CPE bankers. Therefore, in CPE, where

the direction of the economy depends on the relative political strength

of various interest groups and where the absence of economic scarcity
considerations in investment project evaluation tends to result in ex-

cessive borrowing, the more influential are the CPE bankers and

financial authorities, the more probable is the implementation of ap-

propriate stabilization policies and measures, and consequently the

higher is their creditworthiness.
6. Sophistication in dealing with the West.-As noted earlier, even

under conditions of high. elasticity of demand and supply, the redirec-
tion of production from the domestic market to exports may be hin-

dered, inter alia, by commercial considerations. One may argue that

whereas in commerce in market economies the behavior of participants
reveal an intent to overcome demand constraints, in CPEs the primary
concern appears to be to overcome supply constraints-even in cases

where productive capability exists.
The ability of East European countries to procure convertible cur-

rencies is related to their ability and willingness to learn and accept
western banking, trading, and marketing principles. Considerable dif-

ferences exist among the CPEs in this regard, usually related to the
degree of strictness of the political regime. Export promotion and good
trading performance require the ability to establish personal contacts
and relations, knowledge of foreign languages and extensive travel
abroad to develop an understanding of foreign markets and practices.
In many CPEs such activities are suspect. Because of its implication
for hard currency earning potential, the sophistication of the CPEs
in dealing with western institutions (including banks) is positively
correlated with their creditworthiness.

6. Membership in the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

(Comecon) i8 relevant in ri8k analy8i8.-First, it provides a country

access to hard currency funds from two Comecon banks: the Inter-
national Bank for Economic Cooperation (IBEC) and the Interna-
tional Investment Bank (IIB). Both of these banks procure their
funds in the Eurocurrency market. Second, the trading mechanism of
the Comecon countries has positive and negative aspects. The intra-
Comecon price formation mechanism has in recent years been reviewed
as a positive factor to the extent that it has provided a partial shield
for the East European countries from the OPEC price hikes. Taking
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this notion a step further, longer term trade agreements assure a degreeof stability; intra-Comecon trade is not subject to business cycles and-especially important in the recent period-the flow and prices of rawmaterials are predictable.
On the other hand, the intra-Comecon trading pattern and practicesare among the causes of the relatively low level of sophistication ofexporting industries and ultimately the deficiency in hard currencyearning capacity of the CPEs. The ability to reorient trade from thesoft to the hard currency area is generally believed to be low; to theextent that it exists, it affects positively a country's creditworthiness.Another relevant issue is the so-called "leakage" problem. Hard cur-rency imports directly or indirectly "leak" to the soft currency area ata cost to the country's economy. This problem is mitigated to the extentthat a portion of intra-Comecon trade is conducted in hard currencies,inter alia, to compensate for the hard currency cost of re-exports.7. Influence of the USSR and Communizst Party governments.East European countries have had strong economic and political tieswith the USSR and are governed by communist parties. Irrespectiveof its genesis and foundation, the relationship has historically im-plied a high degree of political and institutional stability. It is be-lieved that political' and institutional stability in East Europeancountries has been higher than in other countries at similar stages ofdevelopment. However, the degree of political stability does varyamong countries, and this factor is one of the criteria used in countryrisk assessment.

Political and institutional stability tends to be considered one of themost important positive determinants of creditworthiness. In thisrespect it is important to note the difference between East Europeancountries and some developing countries. While a degree of inequalityof the distribution of wealth is recognized in Eastern Europe, theinequality is measurable only within the context of the country (suchas inequality in the distribution of various privileges) and not in aworldwide context. In other words, in no East European country is'the country's wealth concentrated with a single leader or family,whose flight (due to political instability) could inflict significantdamage to the national economy (viz Iran and Nicaragua).8. Umbrella theory.-The ideas presented in the preceding sectionsand the general notion of the existence of the Soviet bloc stimulatedemergence of what has been metaphorically called the umbrella theory.In its simplest and most prevalent version, the USSR is believedto come to the rescue of its allies when they face financial difficulties.No known legal premise for this belief exists as there is no signedagreement, bilateral or multilateral, within the context of the Come-con, that would make it incumbent upon the USSR to be the lenderof last resort. Nevertheless, this belief is enhanced by reports ofSoviet financial assistance to allies in need.5 It is presumed to be inthe political interest of the USSR to provide that function, according
6SI-billion Soviet hard currency emergency aid to Poland was. presumably erroneouslyreported in "Poles seek up to 7 bn in New Credits" Financial Times. February 13. 1980

and repeated scam on April 25. fSeveral other publications repeated the reports. A
i-billion rubhle Povlet-P0 lh agreement was apparently signed in Novem'er. 1976. but
only a small part of It included a hard currenev loan to Poland. The USSR assistedHungary in iSof. Czechosolovakia in 1969 and Poland in 1971. suggesting its willingnessto assist Its allies after periods of military intervention and political turmoil.
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to some observers, possibly in exchange for non-membership in the
IMF.

The umbrella theory could be perhaps best interpreted as follows:
To the extent that Comecon countries perceive the West as treating
their creditworthiness to a large degree as a unit, they are expected
to assist one other in some form should financial difficulties occur.
Assistance is expected to come primarily, but not exclusively, from the
USSR. A direct relationship exists between the external debt servicing
capacity of individual countries and the group as a whole. An imper-
fect repayment record of any member of the group would be reflected
in the deterioration of terms and conditions of loans to the other mem-
bers of the group. This relationship is expected to weaken in the long-
term as individual Comecon countries become increasingly treated as
separate units by western institutions and as some of them increasingly
pursue independent domestic economic and foreign policies. One can
thus differentiate in the degree to which the umbrella theory may
apply to individual countries, and this constitutes another criterion in
the evaluation of their creditworthiness.

More recently, as a consequence of the Afghanistan crisis, many
banks returned to treating East European countries as a bloc, as a
result of the "inverted umbrella theory". This view is based on the
(probably mistaken) belief that the dominant partner can force its
allies to renege on their financial obligations to the West if such action
fits its foreign policy goals.6

The initial reaction of most banks to the Afghanistan crisis was to
reevaluate their position in Eastern Europe and to take a defensive
posture. In many banks, dealing with the East has always been a sub-
ject of political rather than economic analysis, and country guidelines
and lending practices have essentially been results of policy ("busi-
ness") decisions as opposed to "credit" decisions. The Afghan crisis
served to re-enforce that attitude. To be sure, while political aspects
deserve substantial weight in the decision-making process, viewing the
issue of lending to individual CPEs exclusively as a policy decision
erroneously fails to recognize the substantial differences in their eco-
nomic management.

As Soviet allies, the CPEs are generally assumed to take a foreign
policy stand in support of the dominant partner. Nevertheless, this
support can range in spectrum from merely "paying lip service" to
taking a militant stand surpassing that of the USSR. Due to publicity
and country risk reasons banks cannot remain aloof to militantly hos-
tile policies and the desire to lend is inversely related to the relative
militancy of the CPE's foreign policy (see also point 10, below).

Furthermore, the maneuverability of East European countries is
evidently reduced in periods of colder political atmosphere. This is
then directly translated into reduced enthusiasm for East-West proj-
ects. which constrains the hard currency earning potential and con-
sequently reduces creditworthiness.

6 F. Ghtlles. M. Lafferly, "Banks Get Tough on East European Loans". Financial Times,

January 10. 1980.
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Similarly. an interesting behavioral side-effect of political develop-ments on lending to the CPEs takes place in large organizations. Whenthe East ceases to be perceived as an area of long-term opportunities(e.g: after Afghanistan). the priorities of senior management are re-oriented to other areas and a lack of enthusiasm is displayed for busi-ness related to CPEs. The perception of this change filters down to theworking level of management which then exerts no extra effort topromote within the organization difficult-to-explain and substantiateEastern business, therefore effectively causing its retardation.9. Membership in the International Monetary Fund.-With the ex-ception of Romania, no Comecon country is a member of the IMF,although some, as founding members, participated in the drafting ofthe IMF charter. The IMF is thus not a possible source of funds. Theimportance of the IMF goes beyond that of being a source of funds.Consistent with the IMF charter, membership of a country in theIMF signifies to commercial banks the availability of institutionalizedmeans to overcome unpredicted temporary financial difficulties. Fur-thermore, in several cases, western banks have found the IMF's ad-visory role of economic policies of several countries to be an importantelement in the countries' ability to regain "confidence of the (inter-national financial) market." Forceful IMF advice tends to increasetho authority and views of those factions in governments whichadvocate acceptance of corrective measures.The first two roles of the IMF are very applicable to the East Euro-pean countries. However, the potential importance of the third roleof IMF to the East European countries is frequently exaggerated. Asan international organiation. the IMF tends not to advocate system-atic adjustments. Historically, its advice has encompassed chieflyausterity measures and currency adjustments. Such advice would beredundant in the case of East European countries because when theyface financial difficulties they tend to impose austerity measures with-out outside advice. As noted earlier, such measures may not be appro-priate or sufficient. Banks frequently express their concerns to CPEfinancial authorities without the IMF's umbrella implying that lackof corrective measures mav result in reduced access to the financialmarket. Such "informal conditionality" may in fact be less embar-rassing to the CPEs and equally effective.
Related to the IMF membership is also membership in the WorldBank. The importance of membership in the World Bank to the EastEuropean countries is also at times exaggerated since only the lessdeveloped of the East European countries would qualify for loansfrom the World Bank. In view of the first two roles of the IMF.mentioned above and the availability of World Bank developmentfunds for the less developed of the 'Comecon countries, on balance,western private banks consider membership in these organizations a
The USSR particinated in the drafting blt failed to ratify the IMF Charter Polandwithdrew in Mtarch 1950 (inter alia because its request for a $600 million loan from theWorld Bank was turned down), and Czechoslovakia was expelled in 1954 primarily due to itsfailure to provide financial and economic information. The founding quotas were $1.2billion for the USSR, and $125 million each for Poland and Czechoslovakia. Romaniabecame a member in December1l972.
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very important positive factor in assessing creditworthiness. As a
corollary, the refusal to join (despite the lMF's effort to bridge the
impediments) raises concern about the commitment of the CPEs to
the international monetary order. This consequently has an adverse

effect on their creditworthiness 8 even though most CPEs are believed
to be unable to join due to external constraints. Numerous problems in
the financial field are related to the absence of an international insti-
tution delegated to deal with East-West financial issues in an orderly
manner. In view of the growing Eastern indebtnedness, the need for
such an institution is becoming more evident, and non-membership in
the IMF weighs increasingly heavier as a negative factor in the assess-
ment of creditworthiness of the CPEs.

10. U.S. foreign policy.-The existence of the Soviet bloc and its
equivocal participation in the international economic and monetary
order discussed in the preceding sections has its consequence in that

U.S. foreign policy towards individual countries in Eastern Europe
and towards the bloc as a whole influences bank decisions more than
US relations with other countries. The difference stems mainly from
the adversary relationship and the bi-polar nature of current inter-
national relations. It reflects the general uncertainty and the absence
of a solid foundation of and consensus on East-West business relation-

ships. In this environment, banks, together with non-financial cor-
porations, seek explicit, unequivocal policy statements from the
Administration. Unfavorable policy statements towards a particular
country can directly affect bank lending policy. General public mood
may also be influential if for no other reason than because any large
institution that deals extensively with the public dislikes to advertise
and promote a relationship with unpopular and controversial regimes.

11. Financing by Western government institutiovns.-A considerable
share of Eastern borrowing has been provided by Western govern-
ment export credit agencies, such as the U.S. Export-Import Bank. In
addition to the pecuniary value of the funds provided by these insti-
tutions, their participation in particular credits or, simply their
willingness to provide credit to a CPE has proven to be a factor
encouraging private bank lending in the area.9 Conversely, the absence
of official credit facilities has limited private sources of funds. While
the correlation between official and private credit is generally appli-
cable, in the Soviet bloc's case the issue tends to receive additional
weight. Creditworthiness of individual CPEs is then affected by the
availability of official credit facilities.

Taking the issue a step further, there is a (perhaps unfounded)
belief among many private bankers that when a country faces a need

5 For discussions on the Soviet bloc's objections and the IMF efforts, see S. Dell, "Inter-

national Monetary Reform and the Socialist Countries", The Banker, 5/28/70; L. Brain-

ard, "The Stir Within Comecon-Why Eastern Europe Is Talking About The IMF,

Euromoney, October 1979; A. Zwass, "The First Soviet Statement on the IMF" Euromoney,

January 1980. For an Eastern view advocating membership, see Dr. Kazimlerz Zabielski,

"Stosunek Kralotw i Instgucji RWPG do Miedzynarodowego FundU8ZU Walutowego i

Banks SwiatowCego, Institut Finansow, Warsaw 1971. Zabtelski argues that CMEA as a

bloc would be sufficiently powerful to overcome the "U.S. dominance". In fact, in the

founding period, the CMEA bloc would have had nearly 20 percent of the vote, including

12.4 percent of USSR and 1.5 percent for Poland and Czechoslovakia.
9Paul Marer, ed., US Financing of East-West Trade, IDRC Indiana University, 1975.
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to restructure its existing debt, it *vill first approach an official insti-tution with that request, given the advantage of a presumably largerrange of negotiating points which exist between political entities.While private banks' domain include virtually financial issues only,numerous political, commercial and other issues may be involved inquid-pro-quo negotiations between government entities.Finally, the CPEs differ considerably in their ability to receivefinancial support from western Government institutions in periods offinancial stress. The differences are due to political, strategic andcommercial considerations, as well as to historical and cultural affin-ities between particular CPEs and western countries. On the whole,compared to a NATO or an OECD member, the relative ability ofComecon countries to receive such financial assistance is judged lower.Nevertheless, this issue may at times receive high consideration inassessing creditworthiness of individual CPEs.9a12. Legal aspedt&.-Various US and other laws apply to many EastEuropean countries, including the Johnson Act of 1931 (which pro-hibits lending to any government entity in default to the US govern-ment) and the more recent Jackson-Vanik and Stevenson Amend-ments (which affect East-West trade and finance). Since the CPEstend to borrow via a single institution, the legal lending limit (limit-ing maximum exposure of a bank to a single borrower to 10 percentof capital and surplus) has at various times limited an individualbank's ability to lend to individual CPEs. Finally, partly because theSoviet bloc is in the west identified as an adversary, and partly becausethe commercial practices of state-trading countries differ from thoseof market economies, CPEs tend to be vulnerable to various commer-cial legal actions, such as dumping charges and protectionist measures.To the extent that the legal aspects reduce access to possible sourcesof funds as well as reduce the hard currency earning potential of in-dividual CPEs, they adversely influence a CPE's creditworthiness.

C. Summary
In summary, the preceding discussion admittedly (and to some ex-tent intentionally) fails to leave the reader with an unambiguoussense of the creditworthiness of individual CPEs. The failure reflectsthe highly subjective nature of the exercise. Nevertheless, country riskassessment usually includes an underlying objective quantitativeanalysis, concentrating on the external financial status and prospectsof individual economies. Current experience clearly indicates that theCPEs are no longer perceived superficially as a single unit. The posi-tion of the CPEs as a group in the international financial markethas been changing, and the wide differences in "spreads" at which in-dividual CPEs are able to borrow reflect primarily, albeit not exclu-sively, their relative country risk rating. For illustration, but strictlywithout any explicit or implied endorsement, the relative position ofthe CPEs among 96 countries in the financial market as perceived by
See V. Pregelj, K. Jurew, and R. Bresnick, 8upra.
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Intitutional Investor (September 1979 and March 1980) is presented
below.10

RANKING OF THE CPE'S AND SELECTED COUNTRIES BY INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR

Rank (from I to 96) I.I. credit rating'

Country March 1980 September 1979 (from B to 0o0)

U.S.S.R -26 17 71. 5

German Democratic Republic -34 - -61.4
Czechoslovakia- 36 36 O.

Hungary ----------------------------------------- 38 35 52.64
Romania _…67_- - - - - - 53 47 52.6
Poland -- ------------------------------------------- 67 59 41.6

For comparison:
Switzerland -1 3 98. 5

Austria- 12 12 86. 3

Greece-43 33 37 61. 4

Brazil- 43 33 5. 0

Yugoslavia 51 46 53. 4

Phi ippines------------------------57 52 98. 5
Peru -- 72 76 35.2
Zambia- -87 86 18. 4

* According to Institutional Investor, the ratings reflect responses of 101 banks asked to 'grade the creditworthiness of

each of the countries on a scale of zero to 10, with zero representing the least creditworthy countries . . . and 10, represent-

ing the most creditworthy . . . . The individual responses were weighted, using an Il formula that properly gives more

weight to responses from banks with the largest worldwide lending exposure and the most sophisticated country analysis
systems.'

IV. THm ROLE OF CouNTRY RISK IN LENDING DECISIONS

Country risk analysis as described in section III is an important
determinant in a bank's lending guidelines to individual countries.
Nevertheless, it cannot and should not be viewed as the sole deter-
minant. It is only an analysis (far from perfect) of economic, polit-
ical and social aspects of risk, without any consideration of business
aspects and of benefits. The role that country risk analysis plays in
individual banks depends on the confidence of senior management in
the viability of quantitative analysis, on the (dis)trust in "academic"
work, on organizational factors, and on other considerations which
will be detailed below.

A. Country Risk and Default

A prediction of financial difficulties arrived at by quantitative analy-
sis is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for default. That is, if
all indicators are positive the country will almost certainly not de-
fault. If most of the indicators are negative, the country may not
necessarily default, but some difficulty is highly probable. Bank analy-
sis is thus mainly oriented towards assessing the probability of diffi-
culty or delays in a borrower's fulfilling financial obligations and not
necessarily towards the issue of default vs non-default. Indeed, histor-
ical experience reveals that relatively very few countries actually de-
fault on their obligations for an extended period of time. Currently,
of the over 150 countries participating in the international financial
market only about five are known to be in arrears (none in Eastern
Europe). In some of these countries the problem could have been and
was predicted by country risk analysis. To the extent that banks re-
sponded to these predictions, their losses were minimized. In two of

lo "Results of a survey of 90 banks", presented In "Rating Country Risk", Institutional

Investor, September 1979, and March 1980.
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these countries the problem was entirely of a political nature and verydifficult to predict. Nevertheless, some signs of concern were raisedeven about these countries. Despite the signs of concern, many bankscontinued to lend to these countries.

One may, however, objectively argue that this "business decision"was probably correct even though it ultimately may have resulted insome financial loss. One needs to compare the temporary loss to thepast income stream to the foregone income stream had the risk not beentaken in all similar cases. Some signs of concern, after all, exist inmost countries in the world. The bank's choice of alternatives isessentially set within limits of Type I and Type II errors: The bankcan either stop lending to any country with potential difficulties andthereby forego a profitable earning stream, or, going to the otherlimit, it can lend to all countries except those actually in default.Most banks' behavior falls somewhere in between these extremes, andhere subjective judgment plays an important role.Clearly, default is neither in the interest of a borrower nor of abank. A country in default ceases to have access to the internationalfinancial market and is therefore precluded from conducting normaltrade relations. Since to most countries such a state is undesirable,self-interest leads them ultimately to attempt to resolve the problemto the satisfaction of their creditors., The small number of countriesin default (for an extended period) has at least until now shown thatoverly cautious bank portfolio management would be at the cost offoregone profits, and that diversification of exposure has been theappropriate strategy;

B. Country Risk and "Market Confidence"
Since default is in neither the borrower's nor lender's interest, thefinancial market (or a group of banks) can override results of academicquantitative analysis by retaining confidence in a country, as expressedby continuing to lend to it. In other words, at least in the short-term,the issue of market confidence-and thus the borrowing power ofa country-is perhaps the most important determinant of its credit-worthiness. The short-term creditworthiness of a country is thus tosome extent a function of the perceived creditworthiness of a country,despite the circularity of this argument. This. is not unlike the caseof a person whose creditworthiness in the view of a bank is boostedby his ability to borrow from someone else. Nevertheless, in situationswhen market confidence is retained despite analytical assessmentsthat point in the opposite direction, in-depth country analysis inmajor banks still takes place, complemented by assessment of qualityand influence of personnel in the borrowing country (such as issuesdiscussed in section III (B) (4)). In fact, the U.S. regulatory author-ities find the question of banks' confidence in the governments, therole of central banks and the quality of economic, planning andmanagement teams of high importance in their evaluation ofborrowers.

11 One could argue that the possibility of Comecon-wide self sufficiency reduces thestrength of the argument that disruption of trading relations with the west is a deterrentto default by the East European countries.
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In the long-term, the importance of market confidence should not
be exaggerated. An economically and financially weak country will
not be able to retain market confidence for an extended period of time.
A country heavily dependent on the financial market is vulnerable to
the developments in that market; a general credit squeeze may result
in temporarily insurmountable complications for that country.

Country risk analysis is thus the ultimate predictor of financial
difficulties; market confidence will sustain the country only if the
economic and financial difficulties are temporary. As soon as it be-
comes obvious that appropriate corrective measures have not been
taken, banks will individually attempt to reduce their exposure, which
in aggregate may consequently induce a financial collapse.

C. Country Risk and Ternas and Conditions of Borrowing

In the period of adjustment prior to expected financial difficulty,
a borrowing country faces pressure from the increasing cost of borrow-
ing, Country risk analysis can therefore to some extent predict the
relative cost of borrowing, but this should not be understood to mean
that systematic country risk analysis is actually utilized in establish-
ing the rates, terms and conditions of lending to individual countries.
Terms and conditions are a result of interplay of aggregate and coun-
try-specific demand and supply forces, which are surely influenced
by relative (country) risk. The views of western governments, and
the attitudes of public media may also play an influential role. A low
rating does not imply cessation of lending, but rather higher spreads
and limits on individual banks' country guidelines. The higher cost
of borrowing then reflects the departure of marginal lending banks
from the market (for assets related to the particular country) as well
as the limits on total exposure which major lending banks wish to
have in their portfolio.

Hence, the role of country risk analysis is not necessarily to advise
a bank to stop lending to a particular country, but to exercise appro-
priate precautions and adjust expected yield on assets and loan-loss
reserves to the appropriate degree of risk. The yield on assets lent
by a bank should reflect the incurred and potential costs to the bank
of lending to a particular borrower.'2 These costs include the cost of
maintaining non-interest-earning loan-loss reserves, the cost of execu-
tive time allocated to difficult cases, travel expenses, opportunity cost
associated with the allocation of assets with a borrower in difficulty
as opposed to another one, etc.

D. Other DetermnnantM of Lending

Numerous other factors are always involved in making individual
decisions on specific loans by banks. These factors may overrule the
results of pure country risk analysis. Such decisions are frequently

D Yield Includes spread, "front-end" fees and other charges. Spread is the difference
between an Internationally recognized Interest rate (such as prime rate or LIBOR) and the
rate charged to a borrower. Because of the high publicity spreads receive, they tend
to be accepted as indicators of borrowers' status in the financial market, and borrowers
are therefore more willing to compromise on other charges than on spreads. Lenders, In
addition to the elements Included in the calculation of yield, may receive additional
benefits from the "relationship", that is various fee and Income generating services
(such as letters of credit, deposits. etc.).
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misunderstood by the uninitiated. For example, a bank may not desireto participate in a specific syndicated loan because of some overallmanagement considerations, such as a desire to increase its capital/asset ratio. On the other hand, at times a bank may extend a loan to aparticular country even at seemingly low lending rates to maintain agood relationship, market share, influence, etc. Frequently, banksaccommodate a request by a favored domestic customer to facilitateexports.

In many of these regards, a small bank may differ from a large one.While the extremely large number of participants in the financialmarket precludes monopolistic behavior on any bank's part, the de-cisions of large banks are frequently followed by smaller banks in thebelief that the former have greater financial resources for in-depthanalysis. Most large banks allocate considerable financial and humanresources for proper analysis.
In most large banks the final decisions are made only after views andopinions of different groups with divergent interests are presented.On the marketing end, market excitement and competition with otherbanks, the borrowers' enthusiasm and optimism transmitted to thelending officer, and a bias in favor of short-term benefits over long-term risks may at times result in an excessive desire to extend loans.On the other hand, those who evaluate credit tend at times to be biasedtowards pessimism, since the staff's performance is evaluated in lightof experience connected with the ultimate repayment of loans. Eco-nomic and political analyses add another dimension to the process. Thefinal decision of a bank about its relationship with a borrower is thusa result of a complex set of pressures and interests which reduces theprobability of a bank taking an undue risk relative to reward.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In the East European case, the original decision of Western banks inthe 1960s and early 1970s to participate in lending was made withoutsophisticated economic analysis. At that time such analysis was foundto be unnecessary, and given' the lack of data, impossible. Nevertheless,in the last decade most banks as well as the East European countrieshave found the relationship profitable. Given the advanced stage of therelationship and the absence of international institutions which wouldfacilitate the transitions and complications in the relationship, countryrisk analysis has begun to play a very important role. For this rela-tionship to remain highly desirable both for western banks and forEast European countries, it is necessary for both parties to be awareof the need for bona fide cooperation in the resolution of all issues.The availability of basic information according to standard interna-tional practice is now more essential than ever before.
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I. INVESTMENT THEORY AND PRACTICE UNDER CENTRAL PLANNING

It is often observed that while Communist thinkers were very con-
cerned with the dynamics of capitalism and the relationship of those
dynamics to the proletarian revolution, they left very little written
guidance on how to organize and manage a socialist economy. It was
ironic that the first Soviet longterm plan, the GOELRO program of
the 1920s, was based fundamentally on the analysis of pre-revolu-
tionary economists and engineers.1 Whereas the establishment of sup-
ply planning, given defined needs and known capacities, is a relatively
straight-forward proposition and has been accomplished in many war-
time economies, the task of investment planning over a long horizon
represents a far more complex problem. This becomes evident once
one considers the various dimensions in the allocation of investment
resources-among sectors, across regions, the locational choice within
regions, technological choice, the impact of the foreign sector, and the
intertemporal coordination of investment projects.

The builders of socialism did not even have the guidance of modern
mathematical economics in the specification of the problem. However,
the elegant principles of intertemporal optimization under constraints
help more to illustrate the complexity of the investment problem than
to provide a solution.2 One crucial problem is that of valuation, as
Montias posed the question: 3

*Vice president. Chase Manhattan Bank.
1This formative perlod in central planning is discussed In Leon Smolinski, "Grinevet-

skil and Soviet Industralization," Survey, 67i1968), pp. 100-115. Further sanalysis of
the period is contained In Donald W. Green, Industrialization and the hngineering As-
cendancy: A Comparative Study of American and Russian Engineering Elites, 1870-
1920 (Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation. Berkeley, 1972) and Kendall E. Balles. Tech-
nology and Society under Lenin and Stalin: Origins of the Soviet Technical Intelligent-
sia, 1917-1941 (Princeton, 1978).

' The programming and mathematical methodology was presented in R. S. Eckaus
and K. T. Parlkh, Planning for Growth (Cambridge, Mass., 1968), and S. Chakravarty,
Capital and Development Planning (Cambridge, Mass., 1969). A synthesis from a
planning perspective Is givn In G. M. Heal The Theory of Economic Planning (London,
1973), Chap. 10-14.

3John Michael Montias, Central Planning in Poland (New Haven, 1982), p. 145.
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Which is better, to plan ahead with perspective balances that suffer from allthe pitfalls of current physical planning together with a much greater degree ofuncertainty, or to base the expansion of the economy's capacity on calculations ofinvestment efficiency grounded on prices that reflect correctly neither the scarci-ties of today nor those of tomorrow?

A second problem is the determination of the objective function andthe appropriate rate of time discount. A third set of problems concernthe treatment of technological uncertainty over the planning horizonand the specification of terminal conditions to be met at the end of thehorizon.
The actual practice of investment planning under communism bearsonly a weak resemblance to the mathematical specification of theproblem. In the Soviet Union, the process was soon dominated by an"engineering approach" which sought to reduce the problem to a man-ageable size.4 The objective was reduced to terminal conditions forsector capacities (tons of coal, steel, etc.) after a fixed horizon of fiveyears. The valuation problem was solved by using fixed, average-costprices and building annual material -balances in physical terms. Tech-nology was conceived as fixed, deterministic, linear and with constantreturns to scale once optimal plant size was achieved. The environ-ment was also simplified by treating the foreign sector as passive (toserve as a residual in the annual balances). Conceived in this way,specialists could then engage in derivative sub-optimization for vari-ous partial problems: locational decisions under ministerial authority,choice among alternative linear technologies, measurement of capitaleffectiveness, transportation planning, and many others. Sub-optimiza-tion at the microeconomic level does eventually lead to questions ofmacroeconomic efficiency, and it is just such a process which gave riseto the critiques of central planning presented by Kantorovich andKornai .

One of the principal attractions of the "engineering approach" toinvestment planning is that it left the fundamental decisions of ob-jectives, structure and the tempo of growth to the Communist Party.One must supplement the engineering concept of a dynamic intersec-toral model with a political system of regional and functional lobbyingfor investment allocations and specific projects. The institutionaliza-tion of the engineering model with the political allocation system gaverise to heavy inertia in the budgetary process. Political decisions, en-forced by the top leadership, became the only mechanism for shiftingpriorities. Unlike the decentralized market, the centralized system re-quires a skilled pilot to redeploy the allocation of resources whenc anges occur in objectives, technology or the environment.For the purposes of this paper, we also note the absence of any needfor investment banking under centralized planning. There is no needfor intermediation between the saving of property owners at currentrelative prices and the investment programs of entrepeneiurs given
'The development of Soviet investment planning Is reviewed In Maurice Dobb, SovietEconomic Development Since 1917, Rev. Ed., (New York, 1966), Chap. 14. A similardescription or Polish Investment planning Is given In Montias. op. cit., Chap. 5.L. V. Kantorovich. The Best Use of Economic Resources (Cambridge, Mass., 1965);J. Kornal, Mathematical Planning of Structural Decisions (Amsterdam. 1967).
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expectations of future relative prices. Banks in a classical centrally-
planned economy have only a minimal role in the investment process. 6

First, construction organizations must be financed and audited, typi-
cally the function of the Stroibank or Construction Bank. Second, the
Central Bank and the Ministry of Finance must be concerned with
macroeconomic balance between nominal incomes and consumption
goods given the bias of central planners for high accumulation rates
in the national economy. The financing of investment expenditures
was initially done through government budgets rather than through
bank credits. The tendencies toward bureaucratic inertia and specialist
sub-optimization also did not enhance the role of the banks; instead,
this tended to reinforce the hierarchical nature of investment alloca-
tion given the ministerial structure of authority. The principal hori-
zontal linkage to coordinate investment plans and expenditure across
different ministries is the regional Party Official, responsible for ter-
ritorial efficiency, and not the banking system.

II. THE ROLE OF EAST EUROPEAN BANKS IN THE FINANCING OF CAPI-

TAL INVESTMENT: THE PAST Two DECADES

By the early 1960's many East European economists recognized
that the financing of capital investment via State budgetary grants
was contributing to a .decline in capital effectiveness and the long
delays in project construction. The standard diagnosis was that in-
centivo systems were defective for both construction organizations and
productive enterprises, and that these problems would be at least
partially resolved by financing investment through bank credit. At
the same time, strong interests within the planning hierarchy and poli-
tical leadership sought to retain central control over both the ag-
gregate level of capital investment and the selection of major in-
vestment projects. During the 1960s and 1970s, the importance of
bank credit and enterprise funds in investment financing tended to
rise; however, this trend did not seriously reduce the pervasive
influence of central planners and ministerial authorities over the al-
location of capital investment. As in the case of short-term credit for
enterprises, banking relationships became more complex but credit.
continued to serve more as the ratification of allocation decisions al-
ready made on the basis of other criteria.

One of the most significant criticisms of theoretical socialism was the
recognition that a centralization of property rights over capital goods
by the State could have a serious impact on the efficiency of investment
allocation and the effective utilization of capital. When capital goods
are "costless" to production units faced with strong output demand,
investment demand will be excessive. The distortion will bias project
information provided by enterprises for central budgetary support.
Establishing charges for capital allocations will neither restrain de-
mand nor improve project selection, since capital costs and losses in
capital efficiency become embedded in the structure of prices and budget

a This description of investment banking in the classical CPE Is based on T. M. Podolski,
Socialist Banking and Monetary Control: The Experience of Poland (Cambridge. 1973.),
Chap. 2: George Garvy. Money, Financial FlowR and Credit in the Soviet Union (Cam-
bridge, Mass.. 1977): and Adam Zwass, Money, Banking, and Credit in the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe (White Plains, N.Y., 1979).
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subsidies. Construction organizations have few incentives to improvecapital productivity complete investment projects on time and withinbudget, or take a lonser view of capital durability. Introducing bankfinancing and control into a void of enterprise property rights willclearly not solve socialism's problems in this area.The evolution of the banking role in investment finance is particu-larly instructive in the case of Poland.7 During the mid-1950s, bankcredit was first introduced to finance "quick-yield investment" and thento finance "decentralized investments" by longer term credit (usually5 years) . This role of banks remained minor until the establishment ofgreater enterprise discretion over capital spending in 1958. There wasa surge in decentralized investment in 1959 as enterprises sought tostart projects immediately in order to establish claims on future re-sources; aggregate investment grew 23 percent during that year withintense pressure on construction capacity and the supply of buildingmaterials. By 1960, direct controls were imposed on "decentralized in-vestments" and the use of bank credit in this area remained limiteduntil after 1965. Thereafter, bank credit became the major source ofPolish investment finance but the causal determinant of the level andcomposition of investment remained the decisions of the planningauthorities. When the surge in capital investment took place in theearly 1970s, bank credit rose quickly to cover the delays in project com-pletion and cost overruns. From 1970 to 1977, the volume of investmentcredits rose by a factor of 51/2 while the level of investment activitygrew only 21/2 times and the volume of physical capital grew only 11/2times." One cannot fault the Polish banking system for the excessiveinvestment surge and the breakdown in financial discipline; the bankswere directed to finance projects approved by the planners and toborrow abroad to pay for purchases of Western equipment andtechnology."
In most countries of Eastern Europe, there was a significant shifttoward the financing of capital investment from bank credit andenterprise own funds after the mid-1960s. In Czechoslovakia, Polandand Hungary the investment bank was eventually merged with theState bank to better coordinate credit policy for State enterprises.Enterprise self-financing of investment projects became quite signifi-cant in Hungary and the GDR by the mid-1970s, but centralized de-cisions continued to dominate investment activity in the GDR through-out the decade.lo The Hungarian reform of 1968 provided enterpriseswith considerable financial liquidity, resources which financed a surgeof investment spending in 1970-71, during 1974 and again in 1977-1978. The National Bank of Hungary was not able to exercise finan-cial restraint on investment spending, and as in Poland, was forced toborrow more heavily abroad to pay for imports of machinery andbuilding materials. As Portes has noted, the new economic mechanismfailed to force ministries and enterprises to bear the costs of excessspending, poor project selection, and delays in completingconstruction."'

' This summary of Polish experience Is hased on Podolski, op. cit., Chap.. 8-11.
' ROcZnik Stat ystvcezny 1979 (warsaw, 1979).Zblgniewr N. Pallenbuchi The Polish Economy In the 1970's," In U.S. Congress

East European uEconomies Post-Heiesink7 (washington 1977), p. 851.~PZwfssa op. ciPt., pp. 13c3-i138.fgRicshanr~d cPfortes, 'Bnngary: E5onomic Performanc Polc an1 rspc1"-nUS
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It is clearer now that for socialist bank credit to serve in the regula-
tion and allocation of capital investment several prerequisites are
necessary. First, the number of investment projects selected bv central
planners and financed by the State budget should be a smaller share
of total investment than is usually the case in Eastern Europe. Second,
the pace of construction activity must be brought down within the
capacity of the construction sector and the building materials indus-
try. Third, some expansion of property rights must take place at the
enterprise or association level in order to establish better incentives
for efficient project design and efficient use of completed capital goods.
Fourth, domestic producer prices must adjust more rapidly to reflect
external prices and domestic capacity constraints with projections of
those prices made available to both central and enterprise authorities.
And fifth, the banking system itself must be given incentives to allo-
cate credit more efficiently among branches and enterprises, a reform
which may require some decentralization of banking itself and nego-
tiated interest rates.

III. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FOREIGN BORROWING IN CHANGING THE ROLE
OF BANKS IN THE INVESTMENT PROCESS

As an economy's dependence upon foreign trade rises, foreign cur-
rency costs and benefits become more significant in the selection of
investment projects. Even with relatively free trade and convertible
exchange rates, it has often required many years for large corpora-
tions to gain an international perspective on their capital spending
plans. In Eastern Europe, capital investment decisions did not
usually consider the foreign trade aspects until the 1970s, despite the
criticisms of many economists. As domestic growth strategies became
linked to imports from the West and the buildup of external debt, it
became evident that nearly all major investment projects had explicit
or implicit costs and benefits in foreign currencies. Among the im-
portant considerations in an investment decision are the current ex-
penditures on imported machinery and technology, future revenues
from project exports and future gains from import substitution.

It is clear that the central planner must consider a new price. the
current and future value of foreign exchange. Furthermore, with fixed
domestic prices for labor, capital and input materials and a non-con-
vertible currency, what prices should the planner use to evaluate the
rate of return or "capital effectiveness" of the project? For East Euro-
pean planners, the dilemma is compounded because two external
price systems and exchange rates are important. To the West, he faces
world market prices for commodities and money, and within the
CMEA, he faces intra-CMEA prices in transferable rubles, prices
which tend to overvalue manufactures relative to agricultural and
basic materials. For certain projects, both external markets may have
to be considered in his analysis. In practice, conversion coefficients that
were highly differentiated were often used to reduce all values to the
domestic currency-a procedure which may have satisfied the bureauc-
racy but would seldom convince economists.

East European economists recognized that world market prices
might be introduced to guide domestic investment decisions given the
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serious problems with the domestic price structure. As early as 1950,Kalecki proposed that world market prices be used to guide invest-ment and foreign trade decisions. Alternatively, programming modelssuch as those developed by Kantoroviclh and Kornai could be used tocalculate shadow prices to guide investment decisions. In his 1901model, Trzeciakowski combined the two approaches of programmingand external prices.12 The model included constraints on sector capacityand currency balances with the two major trading regions. Given thecurrent and future prices in world and CMEA markets, the solutionof the programming model would generate a system of implicit pricesfor foreign exchange as well as an overall efficiency rate of exchange.This represented an elegant solution to the central planners' dilemma,but there still remained many difficulties. One of the most serious wasthe actual forecasting of future world prices and the size of variousmarkets. Special institutes have been established in most East Euro-pean economies to provide such forecasts, and one must remember thatthe same problem is faced by all enterprises in the world market.In the late 1970s, Hungarian economists became the major critics ofintra-CMEA pricing and currency non-convertibility. Kalman Pecsihas argued that a regional price system should be developed in theCMEA which would link domestic and foreign trade prices to worldmarket prices.l3 In an earlier essay, he adopted the same position inevaluating East European investment in Soviet energy resources suchas the Orenburg pipeline for natural gas. 14 The interest paid on creditsto the U.S.S.R. is far below world inflation and world interest rates,while the prices of Soviet energy exports will rise steadily with worldprice increases. The major reason for using world prices in domesticeconomic analysis is oportunity cost. East Europe must borrow abroadto finance Soviet energy development; given the level of external debt,the transfer of resources to the U.S.S.R. reduces the financing ofdomestic investment from foreign credits. In fact, one can interpret theHungarian price reform of 1980 as a response to the analysis of Pecsiand other East European economists. Industrial producer pricesin Hungary have been raised to world market levels and will adjustwith a short lag to changes in external prices. These prices are thenbeing used to guide the trade and investment decisions of Hungarianenterprises.
The critique of investment, criteria and foreign trade by East Euro-pean economists has seldom been linked directly to the role of banking.However, the shift toward world market prices in the evaluation ofinvestment does suggest a greater role of the banks in project evalua-tion as well as their usual task of external financing. The rise of ex-ternal debt during the 1970s has made the supply of convertible cur-rency a binding constraint on the aggregate level of investment. Fur-thermore, access to Western credit markets and the terms of borrowingcan no longer be separated from the investment strategy selected by
Alfred Zauberman, "The Soviet and Polish Quest for a Criterion of Investment Effi-ciency," ECOaomia, August i962; and Zauberman, "The Criterion of Efficiency of Foreign

Trade in Soviet-Type Economies" Economsca, i964.Kalma Peesi, "The Success of the Principle of Reciprocal Advantage in Hunfarian-Soviet Economic Relations," Kozgardasagi Szemle, November 1979, reviewed In Rad o FreeEurope Research, Hungary/22, 5/i2/7914 K.j Pecsi, Kulgazdasag April i978, reviewedj in Radio Free Europe Research, HUn-
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central planners and the political leadership. In several countries this
pressure has already established a broader constituency among the
banks, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Foreign Trade to
offset the inertial investment policy of the central planners. Certain
projects have had to be abandoned because of their external conse-
quences, and the scope and structure of other projects have been altered
to gain support of this domestic financial coalition.

IV. THE IMPLICATION FOR EAST EUROPEAN BANKING DURING
THE 1980's

In the 1980s, Eastern Europe faces an environment which would
appear to be particularly difficult for economic reform and institu-
tional change. The adverse movement in the terms of trade for the
CMEA Six as well as the unprecedented rise in State debts to house-
holds and the West impose severe constraints on the political leader-
ship. Significant investment programs for energy and energy con-
servation are necessary, a rising volume of exports is required to pay
for imports and service debt, and the household sector may hold
productivity hostage if improvements are not made in dietary stand-
ards, housing and the quality of consumer goods. However, we still
expect significant reforms to occur in Eastern Europe during this

decade, reforms which will require an expanded role for banking and
finance.'5

The expanded role for banking expected in Eastern Europe may

even spill over into investment decisions. Here, however, one must
acknowledge the formidable barriers to property rights which are

likely to persist during the decade. Centralization of property rights
over capital goods and "ministerial commandism" will continue to

limit the decentralization of investment choice and consequently the
role of investment banking. Such problems continue to arise in the
Yugoslav economy even after several decades of development in the
property rights of enterprises, workers and banks. There are serious
limitations, moreover, in the capacity of the banks in Eastern Europe
to make efficient decisions in the allocation of investment funds. Major
investment reform would also require significant changes in the con-
struction sector, shifting incentives and organization toward mar-
ket patterns observed in international construction.

During the next five-year period, the two most significant con-
straints on economic policy will be energy and the balance of pay-
ments. As external financing becomes a critical function -for any
organization's growth, one is likely to observe an upgrading in the
role of financial authorities, both internal and external, in the con-
duct and strategy of the organization. This phenomenon has been
directly observed in the pattern of capitalist enterprises, and is likely
to be taking place already in socialist economies with relatively high
levels of external debt. In fact, one of the sharpest adjustments in
investment policy took place in the Soviet Union during 1977-1978
and was a reaction to perceived constraints in energy and convertible

15 A survey of those developments is presented In Donald W. Green. "The Role of
Banking and Finance In East European Reforms," in NATO Economics Directorate.
Economic Reforms in Eastern Europe and Prospects for the 1980s (Brussels, 1980).
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currency. Similarly in Poland and Hungary, constraints have beenimposed on aggregate investment to reduce imports from the Westand there has been a re-allocation of investment resources to exportindustries, energy, and sectors producing for the domestic market.Central planners could act directly to reduce foreign exchange re-quirements and thereby maintain their authority over the allocationof investment and exchange within the domestic economy. In fact,this would be one interpretation of the drive for compensation or buy-back agreements which seek to bypass the normal channels for ex-ternal borrowing. This policy, which can often be inefficient andultimately quite costly, did receive strong support from planners, min-isterial authorities and some foreign trade officials. Deliberation amongalternative compensation projects could proceed without the influenceof the banks, and the ultimate decision to adopt the project and thechoice of the Western partner would remain as before with the po-litical leadership.
Although the compensation device will continue to be importantat least through the early 1980s, we do not expect that East Europeanplanners will be successful in restricting the influence of financialofficials. Because of the increase in external debt during the 1970s,Eastern Europe now exhibits the prerequisites for investment bank-ing in the 1980s: An intermediation of property rights given the es-tablishment of internal productive assets which are matched byexternal liabilities. The relationship to Western credit markets hasbecome a major determinant of where the convertible currency con-straint will bind investment decisions in the future. Under these cir-cumstances, the managers of the country's portfolio of external assetsand liabilities will become more influential in areas of domestic policy,including the critical investment decisions.
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INTRODUCTION

The second follow-up Conference on Security and Cooperation in

Europe began in Madrid on November 11, 1980, after preliminary

meetings starting on September 9. This 35-nation East-West confer-

ence takes on special significance at a time when East-West relations

have deteriorated sharply, primarily as a result of the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan. East-West trade and economic cooperation are among

the major categories of items on the Madrid agenda, together with

issues in European security, and human rights. The purpose of the

Conference is both to review the progress made to date in implement-

ing the CSCE Final Act and to explore further ways to expand

East-West cooperation.
Issues in economic relations may not occupy the most prominent

place in the calculations of either Western or Eastern participants

at Madrid. The Soviet Union and its East European allies want to

focus on questions related to "military detente" in Europe. The United

States and many West European countries are continuing to stress

security issues and human rights. But the economic agenda, given the

strong mutual interest of Western, Eastern, and neutral participants,

could contribute substantially to the ultimate success or failure of the

Madrid Conference and the future of the CSCE process.

On the American side, the U.S. Congress is playing a major role at

Madrid. Members of Congress are on the U.S. delegation and the

U.S. Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe has a direct

'Analyst in Soviet and East European Affairs, Foreign Affairs and National Defense

Division, Congressional Research Service. Librarv of Congress.
This report was completed In 1980 and revised during February 1981.
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role. Additionally, Congress can have an impact as a result ofits legislative responsibility over many trade issues addressed atthe Conference.

THE PLACE oF EcoNoMic ISSUES IN THE HELSINKI FRAMEwoRK
The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe has itsorigins in Soviet proposals for a "European Security Conference"dating back to 1954. By the early 1970's, Soviet aims ap-peared to be: (1) to gain recognition of the postwar boundaries andpolitical status quo in Europe; (2) to reaffirm its predominant positionin Eastern Europe; (3) to achieve a gradual reduction of Americaninfluence in Europe without precipitating the emergence of a strongunited Western Europe; (4) to increase Soviet influence in WesternEurope; (5) to reduce East-West tensions and improve Moscow'sinternational image at a time when the Sino-Soviet dispute was in-tensifying; and (6). to expand economic cooperation with the Westand gain increased access to Western technology and know-how."The last of these objectives was one that may initially have been ofsecondary importance but which became a higher priority as the So-viet Union adopted the policy of relying more heavily on economiccooperation with the West as a means of speeding its own economicdevelopment.2 Most East European countries shared this interest inEast-West economic cooperation from the start.The West was slow to respond to Soviet initiatives. In the 1950's and1960's, most Western governments were suspicious of Soviet motivesand saw no value in a security conference. Western positions changedas a result of the general improvement in East-West relations. Still theUnited States and its allies set a number of preconditions before agree-ing to hold the conference. The Soviet and East European governmentsmet these by accepting the United States and Canada as full partici-pants in the European negotiations; the Soviet Union, Poland, and theGerman Democratic Republic signed treaties normalizing relationswith the Federal Republic of Germany; a Four Power Berlin agree-ment was signed in 1971; and negotiations on mutual force reductionsin Central Europe (MBFR) were set.

Finally, the Soviet Union agreed to expand the agenda of the Con-ference to include issues in the area of human rights, human contacts,and a freer flow of information between East and West. The UnitedStates may have had the lowest expectations from the Helsinki Con-ference among CSCE participants initially. It felt that most of itsobjectives had been achieved by way of Soviet concessions on otherissues, even prior to the formal meetings. In the early stages, WestEuropean governments took a stronger interest in the substance of thenegotiations, particularly the discussions aimed at reducing the bar-riers between Eastern and Western Europe. But interest in the discus-sions on expanded economic cooperation was shared by all participants.
I See Povolny. AMojmir. The Soviet Union and the European Security conference. Orbls,vol. iS, no. 1, Spring 1974, p. 201-230. Bykov, Vladimir L. The U.S.S.R. and Security inEurope: A Soviet View. Annals of the American Academy of Political Science, July 1974,p. 96-104.
2 See Bressensdorf, Erwin B. von. Security and Economics in Europe. Aussenpolitik,vol. 24, no. 2,1973, p. 130-136.
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CSCE preparatory negotiations were held from November 1972

through June 1973. The first formal stage of the conference was held

in Helsinki at the foreign ministers' level from July 3 to July 7, 1973.

The second negotiating stage took place in Geneva between September

1973 and July 1975. The Final Act of the Conference was signed dur-

ing a summit level meeting of heads of state of the 35 participating
nations in Helsinki on August 1, 1975. The first CSCE review confer-

ence was held in Belgrade between October 4, 1977, and March 9, 1978,

after preliminary meetings in the summer of 1977.
As the talks moved from stage to stage, the roles and attitudes of

different countries changed. The expectations from CSCE of the

United States and other more skeptical Western governments rose

visibly. The Soviet Union showed mounting dissatisfaction with the

stress placed on human rights questions by many Western govern-

ments. At each stage of the negotiations, the economic agenda occupied

an important, though not central, place. As the least controversial,
economic issues received less prominent media attention than other

subjects. But, as a result, the economic discussions proceeded in less

polemical and more businesslike fashion. This atmosphere has been

difficult to maintain in Madrid, in the aftermath of the Afghanistan

crisis and the resulting downturn in United States-Soviet economic
relations.

THE ECONOMIC CONTFNT OF THE HELSINKI FINAL ACT3

The provisions of the CSCE Final Act, signed in August 1975,

were placed under three headings, popularly termed "baskets." Basket

I, dealing with European security issues, included a declaration of

principles guiding relations among participating states, as well as

political-military confidence building measures. Basket II contained

the provisions on economic, scientific, technological, and environmen-
tal cooperation. Basket III dealt with humanitarian, cultural, and

educational cooperation. The third "basket" contained the understand-
ings regarding the freer movement of people and information between

East and West. A concluding section of the document laid out the

principle of follow up meetings. The time and place for the first such

conference was set for 1977 in Belgrade.
Basket II of the Final Act contained a preamble followed by six

sections. The preamble expressed the conviction that cooperation in

the economic, technological, and scientific sphere, on the basis of equal-

ity and mutual interest, would serve to strengthen European security

and improve living conditions. It recognized the special needs of the

developing countries and the fact that growing world-wide economic

interdependence called for joint measures to solve global problems,

as well as concerted effort to maintain international economic stability.

It established for the United Nations Economic Commission for

Europe (ECE) and other international organizations a role in the

implementation of Basket II.

3 U.S. Dept. of State. Bureau of Public Affairs. Conference on Security and Cooperation

In Europe: Final Act, Helsinki, 1975. Washington 1975. 27 p.
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1. Commercial EXchange8
General provisions.-Participating states pledged to: (a) promoteand ensure conditions favorable for the expansion of trade; (b) rec-ognize the benefits of applying most-favored-nation treatment; (c)encourage the expansion of multilateral trade; (d) seek intergovern-mental and other long-term trade agreements; (e) try to deal withmonetary and financial problems so as to allow the continuous expan-sion of trade; (f) seek to reduce and eliminate trade obstacles; (g)promote steady trade growth while avoiding abrupt fluctuations; (h)seek to avoid foreign market disruptions; and (i) facilitate the par-ticipation of firms and enterprises in the development of trade.Business contact8 and facilitie8.-CSCE signatories agreed to: (a)encourage contacts between firms, banks and official organizations,especially between the sellers and users of products and services; (b)help accelerate business negotiations between firms and organizations;(c) improve working conditions for foreign businessmen by provid-ing necessary information, permanent offices, hotel accommodations,means of communication, suitable offices and residential accommoda-tions; and (d) encourage greater participation in trade by smallerfirms.

Economic and commercial information.-The signatories alsopledged to promote the publication and dissemination of economic andcommercial information quickly and at regular intervals, including:(a) national economic indicators; (b) foreign trade statistics; (c) lawsand regulations concerning foreign trade; and (d) information to helpbusinessmen in commercial contacts such as directories and organiza-tional charts of enterprises. In addition they agreed to efforts withinthe framework of the ECE or other joint commissions to encouragethe exchange of commercial information, create a system of notifica-tion of laws and regulations, and standardize statistical terms.Marketing.-Participating states agreed to: (a) help firms and en-terprises of other countries to develop marketing knowledge and tech-niques; (b) improve conditions for trade through market research,advertising measures, establishment of supply facilities, furnishingspare parts, supplying after sales services, and training local person-nel; and (c) encourage international trade promotion, in particularthrough the ECE.

2. Induetrial Cooperation and Projects of Common Intere8t
Industrial cooperation.-This section pledged CSCE signatories toencourage industrial cooperation through many of the same measuresas those listed under commercial exchanges, including increased accessto information, improved working conditions for businessmen, facil-itation of business contacts, and participation of smaller firms. Signa-tories agreed to encourage a variety of forms of industrial coopera-tion, including joint production and sale, specialized production andsale, construction and modernization of plants, supply of completeindustrial installations under product-pay-back arrangements, mixedcompanies, exchanges of know-how and technological information, li-
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censes and patents, joint industrial research, as well as new forms of

cooperation. To improve conditions for industrial cooperation, signa-

tories -pledged to seek to protect the interests of the other partner, in-

cluding legal protection of property, and to take into account the needs

of industrial cooperation within the framework of national economic
policies and programs.

Projects of commo'n interest.-CSCE signatories pledged to encour-

age projects of interest in the fields of energy resources, raw materials,

transportation, and communications. Exchanges of electrical energy,

cooperation in research for new sources of energy, particularly nu-

clear, development of navigable and road networks in Europe, joint

efforts on multimodal and container transportation were listed as

hopeful areas of cooperation.

3. Provisions Concerning Trade and Industrial Cooperation

Harmionization of standards.-To help reduce obstacles to trade,

participants reaffirmed their interest in harmonizing standards and

technical regulations. They expressed their willingness to promote in-

ternational agreements in this area and to. increase international co-

operation to achieve standardization.
Arbitration.-Signatories supported the inclusion of arbitration

clauses in contracts between firms and enterprises, under a mutually
acceptable set of arbitration rules, allowing arbitration in third
countries.

Specific bilateral arrangemnents.-CSCE participants encouraged
bilateral agreements to avoid double taxation, facilitate the transfer

of profits and the return of the value of assets invested, and to settle
other similar problems.

4. Science and Technology

Possibilities for improving cooperation.-The signatories affirmed
their intention to: (a) remove obstacles to scientific and technological
cooperation; (b) facilitate the exchange and dissemination of infor-

-mation; (c) encourage international visits by specialists; and (d)

make wider use of commercial channels for applied research and the

sharing of results, while protecting intellectual and industrial prop-
erty rights.

Fields of cooperation.-The Final Act listed some specific areas in

which signatories felt that cooperation would be particularly bene-

ficial. These included: agriculture; energy; new technologies and ra-
tional use of resources; transport technology; physics; chemistry;
meteorology and hydrology; oceanography; seismological research;
research on glaciology, permafrost, and cold climate problems; com-
puter, communications, and information technology; space research;
medicine and public health; and environmental research.

Forms and methods of cooperation.-Specific forms of cooperation
outlined included: (a) exchange of publications and papers; (b)
visits and direct contacts among specialists; (c) international and na-
tional conferences, seminars, and courses; (d) joint projects; and (e)

use of commercial channels for cooperation between firms and enter-
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prises. This section of the Final Act also called for periodic exchangesof views and information on scientific policy, regional and sub-regional cooperation. and the use of existing international organiza-tions (such as the ECE, UNESCO, and UNISIT).

5. Environment
Aims of cooperation.-Signatories agreed to: (a) address environ-mental problems affecting nmore than one country; (b) improve meas-ures for the protection of the environment; (c) seek to harmonizeenvironmental policies; and (d) cooperate in the production and im-provement of equipment for environmental protection.- Fields of cooperation.-The following areas of cooperation werelisted in the Final Act as examples: air pollution; water pollution andutilization; protection of the marine environment; conservation; im-proving urban environment; research, monitoring, forecasting, andassessing environmental change; legal and administrative measures forenvironmental protection.
Forms and methods of cooperation.-CSCE countries agreed to co-operate through: (a) exchanges of information; (b) conferences andexperts meetings; (c) exchanges of specialists; (d) joint projects;(e) harmonizing environmental standards; (f) consultations on en-vironmental protection; (g) promotion of international laws on theenvironment; (h) use of the ECE and UN Environment Program;and (i) utilization of information already available. Signatoriesagreed on two specific measures: (1) an extensive international pro-gram to monitor and evaluate the long-range transportation of air pol-lution; and (2) an ECE study on activities of individual governmentsto predict the environmental consequences of economic and tech-nological activities.

6. Cooperation in Other Area8
Participting states agreed to cooperate in areas such as the devel-opment o transport in Europe, promotion of tourism, economic andsocial aspects of migrant labor, and personnel training.

ECONOMC ISSUES AT BELwItADE
Basket II proved less contentious than other portions of the FinalAct in part because many of its provisions dealt with issues that hadalready been resolved or were in the process of being resolved bila-terally among the participants. Yet where problems existed, theyoften defied easy solution. Compliance with the Final Act was mostsatisfactory with regard to those provisions which either alreadyconformed to the practices of individual countries or where the bene-fits of compliance clearly outweighed the costs.4 But implementa-tion of provisions requiring changes in the behavior of individualsignatories proved as painful and uneven as under the other baskets.Between the Helsinki and Belgrade conferences, progress on imple-'Testimony of John Hardt at a joint hearing on CSCE's Basket II of the Commissionon Security and Cooperation in Europe and the Subcommittee on International Economicand Trade Policy, House Foreign Affairs Committee, March 6, 1980.
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menting Basket II was slow and uneven. In some areas there was
actually retrogression in the performance of individual governments. 5

The Final Act provided for followup meetings to CSCE, the first
of which was to be held at Belgrade in 1977. The followup format
emerged as a compromise between those countries which wanted to
create a permanent CSCE institution and others, including the
United States, which opposed formation of a standing organization.

The Belgrade CSCE conference (October 1977-March 1978) fol-
lowed on the heels of a crackdown against human rights advocates
in the Soviet Union and some of the countries of Eastern Europe.6

The United States and other Western countries saw the conference
primarily 'as a forum for taking the Soviet and East European gov-
ernments to task for these and other perceived violations of the Final
Act. Soviet 'and East European governments, on the other hand,
wanted the conference to address further measures to implement the
CSCE accords, with only the most general discussion of what had
been accomplished.' Western critics saw the Eastern approach as one
aimed at avoiding international scrutiny of their records of compli-
ance with CSCE, calling it a tactic of "escape forward." Western
governments refused to consider new proposals until there had been
a thorough review of the record and substantial movement by all gov-
ernments to fullfill the commitments already made.

Not surprisingly, the economic -agenda fell victim to East-West
differences over these issues, even though the Basket II working
group undertook a comprehensive review of the record' of implemen-
tation, as well as discussion of new proposals. In the review
stage, the United States was particularly critical of the Eastern

,record in terms of providing economic information and data. U.S.
negotiators charged that while there had been modest improvement
in the practices of some countries, others had actually become more
secretive with data since the signing of the Helsinki accord. They
called on Eastern states to be more forthcoming in particular with
foreign trade, balance-of-payments, and five-year plan information,
needed by Western businessmen conducting trade with the East.

The United States also criticized Eastern practices concerning
business contacts and facilities. It was pointed out that West-
ern trading partners still lacked access to the end users of their
products. Other problems cited were the lack of multiple entry visas
for businessmen, travel restrictions within Eastern countries, the ab-
sence of adequate business and residential facilities, and inadequate
efforts by Eastern countries to create opportunities for small and
medium-sized Western firms. In addition, the United States charged
that several Eastern governments were giving preferential treatment
to industrial cooperation projects, to the detriment of other forms of
cooperation, sometimes even when industrial cooperation ventures were
not commercially justifiable. U.S. delegates voiced greater satisfaction
with the implementation of the scientific and environmental coopera-
tion provisions of the Final Act. But even here they criticized the con-

5See U.S: Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Implementation of the

Helsinki Final Act. Washington, 1977. Second Semlannual Report of the President to the

conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, December 1, 1976-June 1. 1977. Wash-

ington. Dept. of State, June i977, p. 11. (Special Report No. 34.)
5 Second Semiannual Report of the President. op. cit., p. 5-8.
7 Kuznetsov, V. What to Bring to Belgrade. Novoye Vremya, No. 17, April 22, 1977

(FBIS: Soviet Union, Aprll 2S, 977, p. BB4).
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tinued impediments to direct contact between Western and Easternscientists and the lack of reciprocity with regard to access to informa-tion. Other Western governments had similar complaints. Much of theWestern criticism was rejected by Eastern governments as either un-founded or insignificant.
Eastern governments criticized the United States and other Westerncountries for continuing to raise their own barriers to East-West trade.The U.S. practice of making the granting of MFN and credits con-tingent on emigration policies of individual communist governmentswas particularly criticized. In the end, Eastern and Western partici-pants could agree only that much remained to be done to implementthe accords.8
A number of new proposals on Basket II were tabled at Belgrade.The United States and the European Community cosponsored threeproposals aimed at creating opportunities for smaller firms in East-West trade, allowing greater contact between Western and Easternscientists, and encouraging time-tables for completion of industrialcooperation projects so as to cut down on serious delays. Other Euro-pean Community proposals for improving commercial information,improving communications and office facilities also received U.S. back-ing. Neutral Austria submitted a comprehensive proposal aimedat cutting the red-tape and improving conditions for East-West eco-nomic cooperation.s The Eastern reaction to Western proposals was forthe most part negative. Eastern representatives termed the proposalstoo minor to include in any document coming out of Belgrade.The Soviet TJnion and its East European allies also submitted acomprehensive proposal. It called for the full application of MFN, theremoval of tariffs and other trade barriers, and favorable treatment ofproducts stemming from industrial cooperation. The Soviet Union sub-mitted a proposal to convene all-European conferences on energy, theenvironment, and transportations A Conference on the environmenthas since been held in November 1979.

None of the new proposals could gain the consensus needed foradoption because of the linkage of Basket IIto other issues. In fact,the only reference to Basket II issues in the Belgrade concluding docu-ment was the agreement to hold a scientific experts meeting in Bonnin the summer of 1978. Many participants expressed the view thatmore progress could have been achieved in the economic discussions atBelgrade if it had not been for the linkage between Basket II and thestalemate in the conference as a whole.

THE ECONOMIC AGENDA AT MADRID

Problems and Pro8pect8
The most significant achievement of the Belgrade Conference, ulti-mately, was the scheduling of the 1980 Conference in Madrid to ensurethe continuation of the CSCE process. To avoid a repeat of the dragged

S U.S. Department of State. The Belgrade Followup Meeting to the Conference onSecurity and Cooperation in Europe. October 4. 1977-March 9. 1978. Washington. June1978. P. 20-21. (Office of Public Communication Special Report No. 43.)9 Hass-Hurni. Bettina S. The Relevance of Economic Issues at the Belgrade Conference.Intereconomics, No. 5-6, May-June 1978, p. 143.10 Yuryev. N. Towards a Europe of Security and Cooperation. International Affairs(Moscow), No. 2, February 1977, p. 19.
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out preliminary discussions at Belgrade, dates were set for both the

preliminary and the formal meeting at Madrid.
Participants at Madrid faced greater obstacles to success than in any

previous stage of the dialogue. The chill in East-West relations on the

eve of the Madrid meeting at first cast some doubt on whether the

meetings would even take place as scheduled. There were some sug-

gestions that the meeting be postponed in view of the current interna-

tional climate. Some observers argued that the timing of the meeting
was bad from the start, coinciding so closely with election campaigns

in the United States and the Federal Republic of Germany. None of

the participating countries advocated cancellation of the Madrid Con-

ference. Eastern and Western official views agreed that on balance

CSCE is a useful exercise that should be continued, that communi-

cations in the CSCE framework are even more important during this

period of heightened East-West tension than before, and that can-

cellation of Madrid could end the CSCE dialogue.
East-West consensus emerged on the need for more fruitful results

from Madrid than were achieved at Belgrade. Participants agreed

that to avoid an unproductive East-West confrontation, there had

to be a careful balance in emphasis on all of the baskets of the Final

Act, as well as between the review function and the consideration of

new proposals at the Madrid conference. Extensive consultations took

place among participating governments to lay the foundation of the

conference. These preparations were dealt a setback by-the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan. The danger of failure resulted not only from

the deterioration in East-West relations, but also from the very dif-

ferent views of various states concerning how the Final Act should

be implemented, and further obligations under the provisions of

CSCE.
The economic dialogue is again influenced by problems in other

spheres at Madrid. Decoupling Basket II from other issues is no more

feasible than at Belgrade. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, ex-

plicitly and implicitly weighs heavily on the proceedings, as do other

problems which have developed in East-West relations (SALT post-

ponement, the NATO theater nuclear weapons modernization decision,

and the crisis in Poland). But many analysts still hold out the hope

that the strong mutual interest in economic cooperation among

Western and Eastern nations will actually provide a stimulus to the

overall success of the conference.
A more direct burden on the Basket II talks is posed by the

chill in East-West, and particularly U.S.-Soviet, commercial relations

that has followed the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The U.S. trade

reprisals against the Soviet Union, especially the embargo on U.S.

grain sales and restrictions on the transfer of technology, translate

into a substantial downturn in U.S.-Soviet trade volume and com-

plicate efforts to reach agreement at Madrid. Western Europe has

been reluctant to join in sanctions against the Soviet Union but has not

excluded the possibility of such action in the future. The European

Community postponed its talks with CMEA, scheduled for March

1980. Conditions for success at Madrid are also hindered by the eco-

nomic problems and growing protectionist sentiment of the recession-

ridden industrialized West, as well as the substantial hard-currency

debt of the Eastern countries.
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The U.S. Approach to Madrid

The Carter administration went on record as seeking both a "can-did review of progress in implementation of the Final Act" and con-sideration of new proposals.- The President indicated in advance thatthe tone of the meeting would depend on the willingness of participantsto meet their obligations under the Final Act. The United States alsoexpressed the hope that new proposals would be limited to a numberthat can realistically be dealt with at the conference. The administra-tion endorsed in principle French sponsored moves to expand on themilitary confidence building measures contained in the Final Act. Atthe same time, the United States indicated that it would not accept aone-sided focus on what Eastern spokesmen refer to as "military d6-tente," to the exclusion of other CSCE issues, in particular the questionof human rights. The United States has used Madrid as a forum fordiscussing the relevance of Afghanistan to European security.The U.S. strategy on Basket II emerged after extensive coordinationand consultation with U.S. allies and other countries. In terms of re-view, the focus of U.S. concern is similar to that at Belgrade. The maincriticism against the Eastern record of compliance remains the East'sfailure to provide adequate commercial and economic information. TheUnited States does not feel that there has been improvement in eitherthe quality or the volume of information provided by the Soviet Unionand Eastern Europe. The Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria,Romania, and the GDR are viewed as the least forthcoming. TheUnited States actually suspended joint activity with the Soviet Unionin two areas of energy cooperation because of unsatisfactory Sovietperformance in exchanging information.
The United States also remains dissatisfied with the performance ofsome Eastern governments in terms of providing Western tradingpartners with access to trade officials and end users. The Soviet Unionand Czechoslovakia are viewed as the worst offenders. Business facil-ities in the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia have also been criticizedas inadequate. Visa and travel restrictions on foreign businessmen areseen as particular burdensome in the Soviet Union.12
The United States is focusing on these shortcomings both in thereview phase of the conference and in discussion of new proposals.One suggestion was made that the United States propose the establish-ment of a continuing committee within the CSCE framework to discussdata and information luestions.13 On the eve of the Madrid meetingthe United States decided not to initiate its own new proposals atMadrid. though it was prepared to co-sponsor European proposals.The United States is also having to defend its own record in imple-menting Basket II of the Final Act. A study on the U.S. record ofimplementing CSCE by the Commission on Security and Cooperationin Europe concluded that while the U.S. record is good it still leavesroom for improvement and indicated areas in which 'the United Statesmay be vulnerable. These include the denial of MFN and credits tocountries (the Soviet Union, the German Democratic Republic,

11 Seventh Semiannual Report by the President to the Commission on Security andCooperation In Europe, June 1, i979-November 30, 1979, Washington, January 1980,pp. 2-3t. (Department of State Special Report No. 62.)"2 Ibid.. p. 9-12.
I Testimony of John Hardt, op. cit.
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Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria) on the basis of their emigration poli-
cies, export control restrictions on goods to CMEA countries, and
market disruption and antidumping regulations.'4 The U.S. economic
sanctions against the Soviet Union have been attacked by Eastern
governments at Madrid as measures going against the spirit, if not
the letter, of the Final Act. The main U.S. argument against this
type of criticism has been that economic cooperation cannot proceed
in isolation from the performance of countries in other areas.

West European A Mie8' Vieuws of Madrid

The West European governments have a strong continuing com-
mitment to the CSCE process and to the success of the Madrid confer-
ence. Their aim at Madrid is to achieve a thorough review of CSCE
implementation and to build on the Helsinki agreements, while avoid-
ing a repeat of the East-West conf rontation at Belgrade.'5

In the wake of the crisis over Afghanistan, there was a degree of
uncertainty over how to proceed and what could realistically be ex-
pected from Madrid in the current atmosphere. Some countries
held open the possibility that it might be preferable to postpone or
even cancel the Madrid Conference rather than to allow it to become
the arena for a major confrontation. There were even indications that
the host Spanish government was prepared to postpone if the interna-
tional situation requires it."(

The French government expressed the following position in advance
of Madrid: (1) That a Madrid Conference had to be "useful" and
could only be that if the Soviet Union made some gestures to reestab-
lish a climate of confidence; (2) that the essential purpose of the meet-
ing had to be to contribute to East-West cooperation and detente; (3)
that the continued Soviet presence in Afghanistan might make French
participation doubtful because the United States might want to turn
the meeting into a tribunal to condemn the Soviets; and (4) that
France would not decide until September whether it will attend the
conference.1

Other EC and NATO nations also initially opposed the idea of using
Madrid as a forum for the condemnation of the Soviet action in
Afghanistan. They did not want a postponement of the Madrid Con-
ference but felt that the only alternative was to convince the super-
powers not to use Madrid as an arena for confrontation.

On the substance of Basket II, West European interests are similar
to those of the United States. The European Community and other
countries share the American interest in gaining fuller implementation
of the information, business contacts and facilities provisions of CSCE.
Major initiatives are focusing on those areas at Madrid. Europeans
generally take a more direct interest in all-European cooperation proj-
ects, such as the proposed conferences on energy, transportation and
the recently concluded conference on the environment.

X U.S. Commission on Security and Cooperation In Europe. Fulfihlin our Promises:
The United States and the Helsinki Final Act. Washtneton. D.C., Novemfer 1979. P. 179.

13CSCE: Bilateral FRG-Poland Consultations. Atlantic News, No. 1179, December 21,
1979. p. 4.

'3CSCE: Adjournment of Madrid Conference? Atlantic News, No. 1188, January 25,
1980. p. 4.

1I French Stir Discussion About Nature of Madrid Meeting. Atlantic News. No. 1205.
March 26. 1980, p. 1.
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Differences between United States and West European posi-tions have been apparent over the linkage of Basket II to other sec-tions of the Final Act. West Europeans have been more reluctant thanthe United States to use East-Wqest trade as a political lever. Theyhave been more inclined to pursue economic cooperation with the Easton its own merits without seeking Eastern concessions in other areas.A main West European objective from CSCE's Basket II has been toachieve long-term stability in East-West economic relations, shield-ing them from the ups and downs in other areas. Efforts to use BasketII as a political bargaining chip are seen as undermining that objec-tive. West European governments also are far less questioning of thedesirability of trade with the East. They have not visibly shared U.S.concerns that trade will contribute to strengthening the SovietUnion in ways that might endanger Western security.'5

Attitude8 of the Neutral8 and Nonaligned
No signatories of the Final Act have more directly identified theirvital interests with the success of the CSCE process than have thegroup of neutral and nonaligned countries. The CSCE is seen as theonly major European forum where they have an equal voice with theNATO and Warsaw Pact blocs. Despite the differences in ideologyand government systems, this loose grouping of countries which in-cludes Sweden, Finland, Austria, Switzerland and Yugoslavia hasmaintained considerable cohesion. These countries were concerned overthe lack of progress achieved at Belgrade and indicated that they hadgreater expectations from the Madrid Conference.In the aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the neutralcountries were unsure of how to proceed in preparation for Madrid.But at high level consultations in early April 1980, they agreed thatthe Madrid meeting should take place.19 According to Austrian For-eign Minister Pahr, the Madrid meeting was more necessary than eversince the current international situation had seriously affecteddetente.20

On Basket II, their attitudes are very similar to those of the UnitedStates and its European allies. They feel the consequences of the in-adeauacies of Eastern performance in some areas more sharply thanthe United States and some other countries. They are among the mostdependent on trade with the East. They have demonstrated their will-ingness to press for Eastern compliance in a number of areas and aretaking a leading role on many issues at Madrid. But they also appear toshare the view of some other West European states that it is counter-productive to use Basket II as a trade-off for Eastern concessions inother areas.
The Soviet Approach to Madrid

The Soviet attitude toward the Madrid conference seems moreambiguous than it was at previous stages of CSCE. While the Sovietshave given some public attention to Madrid, media discussion does notcompare in volume or substance to the extensive positive treatment of
'a Mueller, Frledemann, East-West Trade and Security Policy, Aussenpolltlk, vol. 30,No. 2. 1979. P. 181-183.
'9 Preparations for Madrid CSCE. Die Presse (Vienna), April 3, 1980, p. 2.so Fore cn Broadcast Information Service. Daily Report: Western Europe, April 4.1980, p. Al.
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earlier CSCE negotiations. There is a feeling among some Western
observers that Moscow's enthusiasm for the continuing dialogue has
waned, that its approach to CSCE is now essentially one of damage
limitation. Soviet spokesmen have themselves indicated that their
commitment to Madrid is not unconditional, that it must be what they
perceive as a "constructive" meeting to be worth the effort. As one
Soviet spokesman put it:

The work of the Madrid meeting must cover the political and military aspects
of security, as well as questions of cooperation in the economic sphere and the
humanities, which arise from the Helsinki agreements in general. It is impor-
tant for the success of the meeting that all questions raised correspond to the

compelling demands of the day; their solution be of interest to the meeting's
participants, or at least not conflict with the interests of any of them; finally
discussion of the proposals put forward must promote the development of mu-
tually beneficial cooperation and the strengthening of security in Europe, and
not entail confrontation, spread mistrust, or undermine detente.21

The main Soviet and Warsaw Pact initiative in advance of Madrid
was in the area of military confidence-building measures or, in Soviet
terms, "military detente," first proposed at the 1978 Moscow meeting of
the Warsaw Pact Political Consultative Committee.22 Soviet spokes-
men claimed that while CSCE had already achieved a number of suc-
cesses in the political sphere, there had been a"glaring lack" of prog-
ress in the military sphere.23 Specific proposals were put forward by
Soviet President Brezhnev on March 2, 1979 and were endorsed by
the Warsaw Pact Foreign Ministers meeting in May at Budapest. The
measures included: (1) non-first use of nuclear or conventional weap-
ons; (2) freezing the memberships of military alliances (NATO and
the Warsaw Pact); and (3) expanding CSCE confidence building
measures to include a ceiling of 50,000 on military exercises, giving
notice of major air and naval exercises, and advance notice of major
troop movements.24

The Soviet/Warsaw Pact proposal called for the convening of a
high-level conference on military detente with the participation of
all CSCE signatories. Soviet spokesmen argued that this conference
should be separate from Madrid but could enrich the work of that
conference. Western countries were at first hesitant about such a
conference, suspecting that the Soviets might be seeking to decouple
military-security considerations from CSCE in order to downgrade
the remaining CSCE agenda. Eventually, they agreed in principle to
the holding of such a conference-after the Madrid meeting based on
a somewhat different French proposal.25

The Soviets have opposed discussion of Afghanistan at Madrid, with
the argument that the subject has no relevance to European security
and cooperation. At the same time, Moscow tried and failed to exploit
differences among Western countries over how to respond to Afghan-
istan in order to drive a wedge between the United States and its allies
at Madrid. Soviet leader Brezhnev in a Pravda interview accused the
United States of trying to "undermine the spirit and essence of the

21 Security and cooperation In Europe: Achievements and Prospects. International Af-

fairs (Moscow). No. 11, October 1979, p. 10.
22 1978 WTO PCC communique-Moscow.
2t Security and Coopertion in Europe: Achievements and prospects, ep. cit., p. 8.
24 WTO Foreign Ministers' meeting communique-Budapest May, 1979.
25 Seventh Semiannual Report of the President .. . op. cit., p. 2.
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Helsinki Final Act" and of pursuing the aim of "subduing the Euro-pean States, first of all its own allies." 26

Notwithstanding its emphasis on military detente, the Soviet Unioncontinues to have a substantial interest in the economic agenda atMadrid. The Soviet Union has maintained from the outset that eco-nomic cooperation is an essential part of East-West detente. In addi-tion to answering Western criticism of Soviet performance in imple-menting Basket II, Soviet delegates arrived in Madrid with grievancesof their own. Even prior to the sanctions imposed by President Carteron trade with the Soviet Union, the Soviets had itemized specific com-plaints. The most severe criticism is aimed at the United States forbarring most-favored-nation treatment and credits to the Soviet Unionunder the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act of 1974, as wellas what the Soviets perceive as excessively rigid export controls andthe general tendency to want to use trade as a political lever.The Soviet Union is also concerned about what it sees as growingprotectionist sentiment in the industrialized West generally. The estab-lishment of the European free trade zone between the EEC and EFTAin 1977 is seen as discriminatory against third states, and causingdeteriorating marketing and customs conditions for Soviet exports.The Soviets see a campaign against buy-back arrangements in theWest's frequent claims of "dumping" by CMEA nations. The U.S.sanctions against the Soviet Union in response to Afghanistan aredepicted by Soviet spokesmen as but the latest illustration of theU.S. inclination to discriminate against the Soviets in trade, and as aclear violation of the Helsinki Final Act.27
Soviet new proposals at Madrid will aim to correct some ofthese perceived problems in East-West economic cooperation and toexpand economic relations in areas of particular interest to the SovietUnion. The Soviets are interested in expanding industrial cooperationon a product-pay-back basis. They are eager to encourage long-termcomprehensive inter-governmental agreements on economic, indus-trial, and technological cooperation. They support the expanded useof joint governmental commissions as the vehicle for expanded busi-ness contacts. More generally, the Soviet Union would like to seeMadrid help to remove the instability and uncertainty from East-West economic relations.28

East European Views of Madrid
The East European countries, with the exception of Yugoslavia andto a lesser extent Romania, take public positions on CSCE and theMadrid meeting which are closely in line with Soviet views. Despitethis formal CAIEA cohesion, the East European governments havestrong interests of their own. The original conference and the con-tinuing process are seen as providing the multilateral framework with-in which they can pursue closer political and economic relations withthe West bilaterally. Some East European countries have suggested

N Interview with Leonid Brezhnev, Pravda. Jan. 13, 1980. p. 1."Piehugin, B. Soviet-Western Economic Relations, International Affairs (Moscow), No.8, August 1979, p. 18-19.
" Ibid., p. 14-15.
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that CSCE is the primary vehicle for expanding detente.29 In line with

this view, all of the East European countries were disappointed with

the East-West tensions and limited, results achieved at the Belgrade

Conference. They share a concern that Madrid could further undermine

East-West relations, a result all wish to avoid.
The CMEA countries arrived in Madrid with a well.coordinated

approach. They have endorsed the Soviet call for discussions focusing

on military detente. Poland has offered to host such a conference.

Romania has put forward its own disarmament proposals and Yugo-

slavia has also indicated its interest in pursuing confidence building

measures at Madrid. East European governments have voiced oppo-

sition to any attempt to use the conference as a forum for discussing

Afghanistan, or even contentious issues covered directly by the Final

Act. In their view, positive results can be achieved only if all partici-

pants are willing to emphasize issues where interests are mutual and

thus agreement is most likely. They opposed an extensive human

rights debate, because in their view it would also hinder "con-

structive" results.30 This East European attitude reflects the fact

that Eastern Europe would have more to lose from a breakdown of

the CSCE process than would the Soviet Union, which has already

achieved at least some of its objectives from CSCE.
Nonaligned Yugoslavia, which equates detente with its own survival,

has a special stake in the success of the conference. Despite the fact

that the Yugoslav government is in sharp disagreement with the

socialist bloc on many issues Yugoslavia condemned the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan for example-it also opposed the raising of

contentious issues at Madrid. Yugoslavia seems to agree with other

East European countries which feel that the atmosphere at the conclu-

sion of the Madrid conference will be more significant than the. sub-

stantive content of the negotiations.
Basket II is an area in which the East European countries have

especially strong independent interests. although here too CMEA is

presenting a more or less united stand at Madrid. East European

concerns on the subject differ according to the status of their indi-

vidual trade relations with the West. Because West European coun-

tries occupy a more significant place in East European economic rela-

tions than the United States, East European attention tends to focus

on problems in that trade. Problems in trade with the United States

can be expected to be raised primarily by those countries (Czechoslo-

vakia, the C.D.R., and Bulgaria) which do not currently enjoy U.S.

trade preferences. Czechoslo'vakia is particularly critical of U.S. per-

formance. This stance in part seems to be a response to the U.S.

administration's past criticism of Czechoslovakia.3 ' It also reflects

Czechoslovak disap ointment with the failure of the United States

to come to terms on the claims/gold issue.

"Trybuna Ludu (Warsaw), February 1, 1980 (FBIS: Eastern Europe, Feb. 5, 1980,

p. BB4).
Be Interview with Pal Race. Magyar Mirlap (Budapest), July 29, 1979. p. 4.

a Petr Vladimir. Who Threatens Helsinki: A Reflection on International Relations.

Pravda {Bratlslava), December 4, 1979, p. 6 (FBIS: Eastern Europe, December 11, 1979.

p. BBI-7).
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THE ROLE oF THE U.S. CONGRES

The U.S. Congress has taken a strong interest in CSCE, in partic-ular its human rights provisions, since the signing of the Helsinkiaccords. This interest was demonstrated most vividly with the estab-lishinent of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europein 1976. The Commission is a joint Congressional-Executive branchorganization consisting of six senators, six representatives, and threeexecutive branch appointees (representing the Departments of State,Defense, and Commerce). Its task is to monitor and report to Con-gress on the implementation of CSCE, as well as to coordinate withother government agencies.
The Ford Administration opposed the establishment of the Com-mission. The monitoring and implementation of the CSCE Final Actwvere viewed as responsibilities resting exclusively with the Execu-tive branch. Both the White House and State Department argued thatthe Administration would be placed in an untenable position if it werelinked to the actions of a Commission which by its makeup would in-evitably be controlled by Congress.32 In subsequent years, executivebranch cooperation with the Commission improved but the relation-ship remained essentially one of uneasy coexistence.Congressional attention was initially fueled by a belief that the Ad-ministration was taking little interest in the implementation of CSCEonce it had been signed. Secretary of State Kissinger had in fact statedthat the Soviets had already paid for the accord many times over.Subsequently, the Carter Administration took a more active in-terests in CSCE, particularly its human rights provision. This wasevident in the leading role played by the United States at Belgrade.The conference was welcomed by the Administration as forum foradvancing its new human rights policy.Members of Congress were on the U.S. delegation in Belgrade. TheCommission staff played a direct role in both the preparation and atthe actual conference. Congress is playing a similar role at Madrid.Commission Chairman Representative Dante Fascell (D-Fla.) isserving as deputy head of the delegation. The reports on the record ofimplementing the Helsinki accords, prepared by the Commission in1979 and 1980, are major supporting documents for the U.S. dele-gation at Madrid.33

Congressional interest in CSCE has also been manifested by a coli-tinuing series of hearings on every aspect of the Helsinki accords. Thehearings-have been conducted by the CSCE Commission, in some casesjointly with other Congressional committees. The latest hearing onBasket II was held on April 6, 1980. Both Government and privatewitnesses testified on the current status of East-West commercialrelations. In addition a number of resolutions have been introduced inboth houses of Congress related to the Final Act, mostly dealing withBasket III and human rights.
32 U.S. Congress, House Committee on international Relations, Subcommittee on rnter-national Political and Military Affairs. Conference on Security and Cooperation In Europe:

Pt. 2. Hearings held November 18, 1975 and May 4, 1976. Washington, Govt. Print. Off.,3Commisslon on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Fulfilling our Promises, op. cit.
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The Congressional role has been criticized for its emphasis on hu-
man rights issues to the exclusion of other items in the Final Act.
This criticism has been applied specifically to the neglect of Basket
II, or a perceived interest in using it solely as a lever to gain Eastern
concessions elsewhere. But prior to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
several legislative measures related to Basket II of CSCE were under
consideration.

In the Final Act, signatories affirm the benefits of applying most-
favored-nation status. Section 402 of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974
barred the granting of MFN and credits to communist countries, un-
less the President determined that they allowed free emigration.
Yugoslavia and Poland were exempted from the provisions of the
legislation because those countries already enjoyed MFN status at
the time the legislation was enacted. Romania (1975) and Hungary
(1978) were granted U.S. trade benefits, under the waiver provision
of the amendment, based on the finding that the policies of those
countries were in compliance with the requirements of the legislation.
But this waiver is subject to annual review and therefore creates some
uncertainties affecting long-term trade commitments. In the case of
the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, the G.D.R., and Bulgaria, U.S.
MFN and credits continue to be denied, even though there has been
some improvement in the practices of at least some of those countries
on emigration. The Soviet Union allowed a record number of Jews
to emigrate in 1979.

Senator Adlai Stevenson (D.-Ill.) and Representative Les Aucoin
introduced bills in 1979 which would have revised certain provisions
of the Trade Act in a manner consistent with CSCE. The bills (S.
339 and H.R. 1835) would have allowed the President to grant a
waiver of Section 402 on the basis of his own determination without
formal assurances on emigration from the recipient country. They
would have lengthened the waiver period from one to five years, thus
removing some of the uncertainties in U.S.-East European trade rela-
tions. The bills also addressed the question of credits, removing the
present ceiling of $300 million Export-Import credits to the Soviet
Union and replacing it with a $2 billion on loans to all Communist
countries. The bills were not reported out of committee.34

Congress has modified export control legislation, another subject
on which the United States has been criticized in the CSCE context.
The Export Administration Act amendments of 1977 had the effect
of allowing the President greater flexibility in applying the controls
to individual countries. Also the designation "Communist countries"
was replaced by "countries which pose a threat to U.S. national se-
curity" in the definition of the targets of the legislation.3 5 The 1979
amendments to the Export Administration Act reform U.S. export
control legislation in major ways. The amendments make a clear dis-
tinction between foreign policy and national security criteria. They
reduce the list of categories of goods requiring licenses and speed up

U.S. Congress. Ilouse. committee on Foreign Affairs. Subcommittee on Europe and

the Middle East. U.S. Relations with the Countries of Central and Eastern Europe. Wash-
ington. U.S. Govt. Print Off.. 1979. p. 8.

85U.S. Congress. Joint Economic Committee. Issues in East-West Commercial Relations
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1979. p. 4-6
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the licensing process. The amendments also emphasize coordinationof controls with other countries.36 Despite these reforms, the CSCECommission has found that too many items are subject to review andthat U.S. implementation of CSCE could stand further improvementon this score.37

CONCLUSIONS
The Madrid Conference has come at a time when East-West rela-tions have deteriorated sharply. It would be difficult for the meetingnot to reflect the general trends in East-West relations. But in theview of some observers, the conference may have come when it is mostneeded. Some analysts voice the hope that Madrid will contribute toputting East-West relations back on a more stable basis. As other East-West communications channels become closed, the Madrid Conferencemay be the main forum for maintaining the dialogue and trying toease tensions.
The Madrid Conference could have a significant impact on U.S.-West European relations. Throughout the history of the CSCE nego-tiations, there has been a recognition, at least within official U.S. circles,that the Conference is at least as important in terms of U.S. relationswith its European allies as it is in terms of East-West relations. It wasrecognized that, depending on the approaches of the different parties,the conference could restore greater cohesion and unity or it couldheighten the differences which had developed over the Western re-sponses to Afghanistan, Iran, and other international problems. Avery rigid Soviet stance at the beginning of the conference hascontributed to Western unity.
The United States and its allies may still not share identical viewson the priorities among different objectives to be. pursued at the con-ference. The primary West European goal of a "successful" meeting-one that furthers detente-even if it means downplaying certain issuesof interest to the West, may still conflict with the U.S. aim of convinc-ing the Soviet Union of its concern over recent Soviet behavior, evenif other results at Madrid are sacrificed. Many analysts would arguethat Western unity should in fact be the primary objective at Madridand that compromises are required to achieve that unity.Under normal circumstances, the chances for agreement on a numberof Basket II issues would be enhanced by the genuine mutual interestsof all 35 participants in East-West trade. But the disruption of U.S.-Soviet relations by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the U.S.economic reprisals taken in response complicate negotiations. In thisarea, too, allied differences have yet to be overcome. U.S. and alliedassessments of the economic problems that need resolution at CSCEare similar. But the level of importance attached to the economicagenda at Madrid may differ. West European governments view East-West economic relations as sufficiently important to merit insulationfrom most problems in military and political relations, and to seekBasket II agreements on their olvn merit. The United States, whichis less dependent on trade with the East, has thus far been unwillingto decouple Basket II from other CSCE issues.

M U.S. Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Fulfilling our Promises,op. cit., p. 186-187.
17 Ibid.. p. 192.
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I. SUIMMARY AND OVERVIEW

The recently concluded Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Nego-

tiations (MTN) was significant in a number of respects, not the least

of which was the active participation of the countries of Eastern

Europe. The Tokyo Round negotiations marked the first time the

Eastern European countries had actively participated in a major

round of multilateral negotiations within the framework of the inter-

national trading system.
Participation in the Tokyo Round negotiations provided the East-

ern European countries with an opportunity to gain international

political prestige, seek concessions from their Western trading part-

ners, and lessen their economic dependence on the Soviet Union and

their partners with the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

(CMEA). Similarly, the participation of the Eastern European coun-

tries provided an opportunity for their Western trading partners to

draw them into the multilateral framework of international trade,

thereby increasing the impact of the world economy upon their do-

mestic economic systems.
From a trade standpoint, the results of the Tokyo Round negotia-

tions between the Eastern European countries and their Western

trading partners were modest in scale. However, from a broad per-

spective, the results of the Tokyo Round negotiations represent a sig-

nificant step in the process of integrating East-West trade into the

framework of the international trading system. The process of in-

tegration will be lengthy, and will require adjustments to the eco-

nomic systems of the Eastern European countries, and to the interna-

tional trading system itself, but eventually will result in expanded

trade between East and West.

*Offlce of the U.S. Trade Representative.
(802)
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II. INTRODUCTlON

In September 1973, the foreign ministers of. the world's major trad-ing partners convened in Tokyo, Japan, to assess the problems facingthe world economy. As part of the program for dealing with theworld's economic woes formulated at that session, the foreign minis-ters announced the intent of their countries to enter into another roundof multilateral trade negotiations. The Tokyo Round, as it becameknown, would be conducted within the framework of the GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and have the intended aimof reducing existing tariff and nontariff barriers to world trade. Nearlysix years later, after prolonged and often arduous negotiations, theTokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) formallydrew to a close with the signing of the Geneva Protocol of 1979, andthe final session of the Trade Negotiations Committee.The results of those five and one-half years of negotiations are sig-nificant in many ways, far overshadowing the results of the six pre-vious rounds of multilateral trade negotiations. Significant reductionswere negotiated in the average world wide levels of industrial tariffs.When fully implemented, the tariff reductions negotiated in the MTNwill result in an average cut of 33 percent in the industrial tariffs ofthe world's developed countries, reducing them from an average of6.2 percent to an average of 4.2 percent.Significant progress was also made in the Tokyo Round negotia-tions in reducing nontariff barriers to world trade. Unlike previousrounds of multilateral trade negotiations whose focus had been onreductions in world tariff barriers, the Tokyo Round negotiations alsoaddressed the nontariff measures used by governments to restrict inter-national trade. The basic rules of international trade had remainedvirtually unchanged since their original formulation in 1948. Largelythrough the negotiation of codes of conduct governing the use of cer-tain of these nontariff measures, such as standards, licensing, subsidiesand countervailing duties, procedures for government procurement,customs valuation, and anti-dumping, the rules of international tradewere updated and modernized to provide an effective, just, and equi-table trading system for the coming decades.Easily overlooked, and paling in comparison to the achievementsof the Tokyo Round, but significant nevertheless, was the participa-tion of the nonmarket economy countries of Eastern Europe 1 in theMTN. For the first time, Poland, Romania, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,and Bulgaria actively participated in multilateral negotiations withinthe framework of the international trading system. 2 Of the nonmarketeconomy countries of Eastern Europe, only Albania and the GermanDemocratic Republic chose not to participate in the Tokyo Round ne-gotiations.
lFor the purposes of this article, the nonmarket economy countries will be defined

as the German Democratic Republic. Poland, Czechoslovakia Hungary, Romanla, Bul-
garia, and Albania. Yugoslavia is more appropriately classified as a market economy for
the purposes of the GATT. as reflected by its protocol of accession, and was in fact
treated as such In the MTN. Consequently, a discussion of Yugoslav participation Inthe Tokyo Round negotiations falls outside the scope of this article.' Both Poland and czechoslovakia nominally participated in the Kennedy Round. 1967-
1971. Poland acceded to the GATT In 1967 at the time of the Kennedy Round and its con.
tribution to the Round was the concessions contained in its protocol of accession.
Czechoslovakia agreed to effect reductions in Its customs tariff during the Kennedy Round,
but little Importance was placed upon them by the other participants In the Round.
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The prospect of the nonmarket economy countries of Eastern Eu-

rope participating in the MTN negotiations presented a dilemma for

the other participants in the Tokyo Round. While their participation
-offered an opportunity for further integrating them into the multi-

lateral framework of international trade, thereby increasing the im-

pact of the world economy upon their domestic economic systems, their

participation also presented the other participants with the problem
of securing concessions of value from nonmarket economy countries

within the framework of an agreement originally concluded between

market economy countries and based on the principles underlying
market economies.

III. MOTIVATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION

There were basically three motivations underlying the participa-

tion of the Eastern European countries in the Tokyo Round of Multi-

lateral Trade Negotiations. Participation in the Tokyo Round negotia-

tions afforded the Eastern European countries an opportunity to (1)

gain the international political prestige associated with participation

in a major round of trade negotiations withn the multilateral frame-

work of the international trading system; (2) graduate from the

status of "second class" citizens within the GATT; and (3) press

their Western trading partners for concessions which would enable

the Eastern European countries to expand their exports to the West.

From a political standpoint, participation in the Tokyo Round

would enable the Eastern European countries to gain considerable
prestige within the world trading community. Nearly one hundred

nations actively participated, to varying degrees, in the Tokyo Round

negotiations. A refusal to participate would have had the effect of

further isolating the Eastern European countries from the world trad-

ing system, and thus strengthening their dependence upon trade with

their traditional trading partners within the CMEA framework. On

the other hand, participation in the Tokyo Round negotiations would

allow the Eastern European countries to play a larger role in the in-

ternational trading system, and gain a greater degree of acceptance

from their Western trading partners.
Closely related to the desire of the Eastern European countries to

gain a greater degree of acceptance in the international trading sys-

tem, was the desire of the Eastern European countries to graduate

from their "second class" status as GATT members. The other con-

tracting parties to the GATT had traditionally viewed the Eastern

European members as "second class" citizens, countries whose member-

ship had been desired for political reasons, despite the incompatability

of their economic systems with the fundamental principles of the Gen-

eral Agreement.
Poland had acceded to the GATT in 1967, with Romania acceding

four years later in 1971. Lacking tariff regimes which were effective

regulators of their foreign trade, and therefore unable to offer tariff

reductions of value to the Contracting Parties in return for the bene-

fits of membership, both countries agreed to undertake commitments

to expand their imports from other GATT member countries on an

annual basis. Poland agreed to increase the value of its imports from
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GATT member countries by 7 percent per annum. Romaniapledged to increase its imports from the Contracting Parties at a rateat least as favorable as the rate of increase in its total imports.Hungary became a contracting party to the General Agreement in1973. Unlike the accession negotiations of Poland and Romania, aworking party comprised of GATT member countries judged the Hun-garian tariff regime to be an effective regulator of Hungary's foreigntrade. As a result, Hungary was admitted to the GATT on the, basisof tariff reductions on imports originating from GATT membercountries.
However, all three countries-Poland, Romania, and Hungary-were required to negotiate protocols of accession outlining their GATTrights and obligations and setting forth certain conditions for theirmembership. These protocols of accession contain stringent provisionsdesigned to enable other GAT'T member countries to insulate theirdomestic economies from the potentially disruptive effects of tradewith nonmarket economy countries. Most onerous of these provisions,from the standpoint of the Eastern European countries, is the pro-vision allowing other GAT'1' member countries to continue to imposediscriminatory quantitative restrictions on imported products fromthe Eastern European countries, provided that the discriminatoryelement is not increased, and is eventually eliminated. The protocolsof accession of Poland, Romania, and Hungary also contain provisionsallowing other GATT member countries to selectively impose restric-tionIs, contrary to the provisions of Article XIX of the GATT, onimports which cause or threaten to cause disruption to their domesticmarkets.

Czechoslovakia, on the other hand, had been an original signatoryto the General Agreement in 1948. However, with the communist take-over and the subsequent conversion of the Czechoslovak economicsystem into a centrally planned nonmarket economy, the other mem-ber countries of the GATT had moved to limit the scope of theirGATT relations with Czechoslovakia. Although Czechoslovakia hadnot been forced to accept conditions qualifying its membership to theGATT, similar to those later accepted by the other Eastern Europeancountries, some of the Contracting Parties had taken measures, suchas the imposition of quantitative restrictions on imports from Czecho-slovakia, to protect their domestic markets from potentially disruptiveimport penetration.
Bulgaria, although not a contracting party to the General Agree-ment, had established an observer mission to thD OA'V1.The Eastern European countries perceived the Tokyo Round nego-tiations as an opportunity to demonstrate their willingness and theirability to comply with all the obligations associated with membershipto the GATT, and to put pressure upon the other GATT membercountries to treat them on an equal basis with all other contractingparties to the General Agreement. The Eastern European countriessought to accomplish this by contending that they had lived up to theconditions contained in their protocols of accession, particularly thoseinvolving potential market disruption resulting from their exports,and that the conditions had proven largely unnecessary. Moreover, theEastern European countries intended to participate in the negotia-
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tions on nontariff barriers, particularly those on anti-dumping and
safeguards actions, to further demonstrate their reliability as trading
partners within the GATT framework.

In contrast, the Eastern European countries contended that the

other members of the GATT had failed to comply with their GATT
obligations in their trade relations with the Eastern European coun-

tries. Foremost in this regard was the failure of the European Com-
munity to progressively liberalize its quantitative restrictions on
imports from the Eastern European countries. Although the Commu-
nity had agreed to liberalize and eventually eliminate these quantita-
tive restrictions, progress towards that end had been slow, and
restrictions continued to be maintained in product sectors of major
export interest to the Eastern European countries. The European
Community represented the largest Western market for the exports
of the Eastern European countries. However, the continued mainte-
nance of these quantitative restrictions effectively limited the potential
for growth in the Eastern European countries' market share.

Similarly, the Eastern European countries were unhappy with the
failure of the United States to apply the GATT in its trade relations
with them. Of the Eastern European countries, the United States has
entered into GA'1V relations with only Poland.3 The United States

was precluded from extending most-favored-nation (MFN) treat-
ment, as called for in Article II of the GATT, to any other communist
country (except Yugoslavia) by the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,
and other previous legislation. Thus, when Romania acceded to the

GATT in 1971, and Hungary in 1973, the United States, lacking the
necessary legal authority to extend most-favored-nation status to coin-

inunist countries, was forced to invoke GATT Article XXXV, pro-
viding for the non-application of the General Agreement between two
contracting parties.

The Eastern European countries had anticipated that the Trade

Act of 1974, authorizing the participation of the United States in

the Tokyo Round negotiations, would provide the United States with

the legal authority to extend most-favored-nation treatment to com-
munist countries, thereby enabling the United States to apply the

General Agreement in its trade relations with Romania, Hungary,
and Czechoslovakia, in addition to Poland. However, the final version
of the Trade Act provided only for the extension of most-favored-
nation treatment to communist countries on a limited conditional
basis. More specifically, Section 405 of the Trade Act stipulated that

MFN status could only be extended to a communist country within
the context of a bilateral trade agreement. Such agreements would
remain in force for a period of three years, although renewable for

additional three year periods provided a satisfactory balance of con-

cessions had been maintained throughout the life of the agreement.
The extension of MFN treatment to communist countries was further

conditioned upon the annual waiver by the President, with the consent
of the Congress, of the provisions of Section 402 of the Trade Act,

the so-called Jackson-Vanik Amendment, denying the extensions of

OThe United States and Czechoslovakia at one time enjoyed full GATT relations.

as original signatories to the General Agreement. However, the United States and

Czechoslovakia mutually suspended GATT relations in 1952, following the enactment of

Congressional legislation denying trade benefits to communist countries.
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trade benefits to communists countries denying their citizens thefreedom of emigration.
The limited nature of the authority under Title IV of the TradeAct to extend most-favored-nation treatment to communist countriesrequired the United States to maintain its invocation of GATTArticle XXXV in its trade relations with Romania and Hungary,as well as to continue the suspension of its GATT relations withCzechoslovakia. Although Romania and Hungary subsequentlyentered into bilateral trade agreements with the United States underthe provisions of Title IV of the Trade Act, receiving most-favored-nation status albeit on a limited basis, the Eastern Europeancountries-specifically, Romania, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia-continued to express their dissatisfaction with the unwillingness of theUnited States to treat them on an equal basis with other membercountries of the GATT.

Finally, from a trade standpoint, the Tokyo Round negotiationsoffered the Eastern European countries an opportunity to seek con-cessions on tariff and nontariff barriers from their Western tradingpartners which would enable them to expand their exports to the West.Although modest in scale, trade with the West was essential to thecontinued economic development of the Eastern European countries.The Eastern European countries relied heavily upon imports from theWest to enable them to modernize their manufacturing facilities, in-crease their national productivity, and improve their standards ofliving, thus reducing their economic dependence upon the Soviet Unionand their traditional reliance upon intra-CMEA trade. However, thetrade expansion effect of any concessions granted to the Eastern Euro-pean countries by their Western trading partners wou ld largely dependupon the success of the Eastern European countries in persuading theirWestern trading partners to dismantle the economic and political ob-stacles limiting the growth of trade relations.Despite the limited nature of its trade relations with the countries ofEastern Europe, the United States, after an initial period of indecision,encouraged the participation of the Eastern European countries in theTokyo Round negotiations. From a broad political perspective, theparticipation of the Eastern European countries in the Tokyo Roundnegotiations would constitute a significant step toward greater involve-ment in the international trading system. An expanded role in theinternational trading system would, in turn, lessen the economic de-pendence of the Eastern European countries on the Soviet Union andtheir CMEA allies. Moreover, their participation in the internationaltrading system would increase the impact of the world economy upontheir domestic economic systems, thereby creating pressures for eco-nomic decentralization and more flexible, market-oriented economicpolicies.
From a trade perspective, the Tokyo Round negotiations presentedthe United States an opportunity to press the Eastern European coun-tries for concessions on items of export interest to the United States.Historically, U.S. exports to the Eastern European countries had beenrelatively small, accounting for less than five percent of the EasternEuropean countries total imports. However, concessions on the part of

70-528 0 - 81 - 52
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the Eastern European countries within the framework of the MTN
might facilitate greater access to Eastern European markets for U.S.
firms and businessmen, thus enabling the United States to expand its
exports to the countries of Eastern Europe.

The European Community, on the other hand, was somewhat less
enthused by the prospect of Eastern European participation in the
Tokyo Round negotiations. The Community was unsure that the fur-
ther integration of the Eastern European countries to the interna-
tional trading system was in fact desirable. The centrally planned
nature of the Eastern European economies made them basically in-
compatible with the market-oriented principles of the GATT, and
unable to grant concessions of value in the traditional manner in

return for concessions granted by other GATT member countries.
The participation of the Eastern European countries in the Tokyo

Round negotiations also presented the European Community with a

dilemma. The European Community represented the Eastern Euro-
pean countries' largest market in the West. More so than any other
participant in the Tokyo Round negotiations, the European Commu-
nity had the greatest amount of leverage in negotiating with the

Eastern European countries. Yet the Community was also the most
vulnerable. Despite agreeing in the protocols of accession of Poland,
Romania, and Hungary, to their liberalization and eventual elimina-
tion, the Community continued to maintain discriminatory quantita-
tive restrictions on imports from the Eastern European countries.
Entering into negotiations with the Eastern European countries in the
Tokyo Round would provide the Eastern European countries with an
opportunity to criticize the Community for not honoring its GATT
obligations. However, concessions made by participants in the Tokyo
Round would apply to all participants on a most-favored-nation basis,
including the countries of Eastern Europe. The Community could
reduce the benefit to the Eastern European countries of its Tokyo
Round tariff concessions by limiting them to items which were not
of principal export interest to the Eastern European countries. But to
seek concessions in return, the Community would have to engage the
Eastern European countries in formal negotiations.

IV. THE PROBLEM OF RECIPRocrrY

The most vexing problem posed by the participation of the Eastern

European countries in the Tokyo Round negotiations was that of

the nature of their contribution to the negotiations. The basic purpose
of the GATT and the obligations assumed by member countries is to
promote the expansion and liberalization of international trade. Pe-
riodically, multilateral rounds of negotiations had been convened to

reduce existing barriers to world trade. These rounds of multilateral
trade negotiations had traditionally centered on reductions in tariff

barriers. The basic assumption underlying the Tokyo Round negotia-

tions, like other previous rounds of negotiations, was that reductions

in tariff barriers, as well as the curtailment of nontariff barriers, would
lead to expanded international trade.

Due to the most-favored-nation principle embodied in the General

Agreement, tariff reductions made by participants in the Tokyo Round
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would benefit all other GATT members, as well as other countriesenjoying most-favored-nation treatment through various bilateral ar-rangements. The Eastern European countries, like other participantsin the negotiations, would benefit from the tariff concessions made byGATT member countries in the Tokyo Round.In seeking reciprocal concessions from the Eastern European coun-tries participating in the Tokyo Round, the other participants werefaced with the problem of identifying traditional or new concessionson the part of the Eastern European countries which would have asimilar trade expansion effect as those put forward by countries withmarket economies. Four general forms of reciprocal concessions onthe part of the Eastern European countries were considered:

A. Tariff Reductions
Traditionally, multilateral trade negotiations have focused on tariffbarriers to international trade. Accordingly, the traditional contribu-tion of participating countries in multilateral trade negotiations hastaken the form of reductions in existing tariff levels. In a market econ-omy country, the customs tariff regime is the principal regulator ofthe country's foreign trade. However, the customs tariff regime does-not play a comparable role in regulating the foreign trade of a cen-trally planned economy country. As a rule, in a centrally planned econ-omy the customs tariff regime plays only a minor role in determiningthe sources and composition of foreign trade. Purchasing decisionswith regard to imports are generally not based on commercial con-siderations. Individual firms and producing enterprises have littlecontrol over economic decisions involving sources of supply, costs offactors of production, amounts of goods produced, and the prices goodsare sold at. Tariffs are an effective regulator of trade only to the extentthat the individual firms are free to negotiate with and select sourcesof supply, both domestic and foreign; are free to fix selling pricesaccording to costs; and have access to foreign exchange at uniform,reasonable rates of exchange.

The basic features of the centrally planned economy preclude theconditions necessary for the customs tariff regime to be an effectiveregulator of foreign trade. In a centrally planned economy importdecisions are based instead on factors such as planning prioritiesexpressed in the foreign trade plan formulated by the central plan-ning agency, the manipulation of foreign exchange multiplier rates.the allocation of foreign exchange, the granting of import licenses,and other forms of administrative discretion. As a result, reductionsin tariffs on the part of a country with a centrally planned economywould not necessarily have a comparable trade expansion effect astariff reductions on the part of a. country with a market economy. Thetrade expansion effect of tariff reductions by a centrally plannedeconomy country is further limited by the isolation of the domesticprice structure from the world economy. In a centrally planned econ-omy prices are arbitarily set, rather than determined on the basis ofcosts of production plus margins of profit. Therefore, through themanipulation of prices domestically produced goods may remain com-
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petitive with foreign products despite reductions in customs tariffs,

thereby negating their associated trade expansion effect.

B. Import Commitment8

Commitments on the part of the Eastern European countries to

annually increase their imports from other GATT member countries

presented another potential contribution by the Eastern European

countries to the Tokyo Round negotiations. In return for the benefits

of tariff reductions offered by other Toyko Round participants, the

Eastern European countries would agree to increase their imports

from other GATT member countries by a certain amount annually.

In theory, annual import commitments would have a trade expansion

effect similar to that asociated with tariff reductions, although not as a

result of market forces.
However, there were several drawbacks to annual import commit-

ments on the part of the Eastern European countries in return for

tariff concessions offered by other participants in the Toyko Round.

Most importantly, past experience with annual import commitments
had indicated that they did not necesarily provide adequate reciprocity

for tariff reductions made by other GATT member countries. Both

Poland and Romania had agreed to annual import commitments in

their protocols of accession to the GATT. However, neither commit-

ment had functioned well. The Polish import commitment called for

Poland to increase the value of its imports from GATT member coun-

tries by seven percent annually. Initially, Poland experienced little

difficulty in fulfilling its commitment. But in recent years, despite the

advantageous effect of inflation, Poland had been unable to fulfill

its commitment. Romania's commitment called for an increase in

Romanian imports from GATT member countries at a rate no less

than the rate of increase of Romania's total imports. Although in

practice the Romanian import commitment has functioned somewhat

more effectively than that of Poland, neither commitment had fully

reciprocated in trade terms the benefits to Poland and Romania from
the reduction in tariffs resulting from accession to the General Agree-
ment.

Secondly, the intended trade expansion effect associated with an

annual import commitment may be easily distorted by the centrally
planned nature of the economies of the Eastern European countries.

Given the ability of the central planning agency to control the sources

and composition of foreign trade, the Eastern European countries

could fulfil their commitments by concentrating their imports from a

few arbitrarily selected GATT member countries, such as their CMEA
partners or political friends, despite the concept of nondiscriminatory
treatment provided for in the General Agreement.

A further drawback to annual import commitments was the fact

that they would not serve to encourage economic liberalization and a

larger role for market forces within the economic systems of the East-
ern European countries. On the contrary, the necessity to ensure the

fulfilment of import commitments would tend to reinforce the control
over import decisions by central planning authorities.

Past annual import commitments had been applied to imports of

all products from all GATT member countries. Also considered as
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potential concessions on the part of the Eastern European countrieswere import commitments covering specific product sectors. Theseso-called sectoral import commitments would consist of undertakingson the part of the Eastern European countries to import specificamounts of certain products for certain periods of time. The exactproduct coverage, the level of imports of each product, and the dura-tion of the commitment would be the subject of negotiation betweenthe country requesting the commitment and the particular EasternEuropean country.

Sectoral import commitments on the part of the Eastern Europeancountries participating in the Tokyo Round negotiations might serveas an intermediate step for several of the Eastern European countriesin the transition from annual import commitments to tariff reductionsas the basis for their GATT membership. Sectoral import commitmentsmight also serve to promote a greater reliance on the part of the East-ern European countries on their tariff regimes as regulators of theirforeign trade. Similarly, sectoral import commitments might forcethe Eastern European countries to diversify the composition of theirforeign trade.
However, the application of import commitments on a sectoral basispresented several new problems in addition to those presented by thetraditional application of import commitments. Sectoral import com-mitments on the part of the Eastern European countries would notnecessarily guarantee an increase in their total imports from othermember countries of the GATT. Instead, they might only result in ashift in the composition of the Eastern European countries' importsfrom GATT member countries. The Eastern European countries wereplagued to varying degrees with large balance of payments deficits,high accumulated hard currency debts, and small rates of exportgrowth. As a result, they had relatively fixed amounts of hard currencywith which to purchase imports from other GATT member countries.In order to fulfill sectoral import commitments in certain product sec-tors, the Eastern European countries might be forced to curtail im-ports in others. Given these constraints, the conclusion of sectoral im-port commitments might set off a competitive struggle among themembers of the GATT to gain a piece of the relatively small EasternEuropean market for their exports.

Moreover, rather than encouraging greater participation on thepart of the Eastern European countries in the multilateral frameworkof international trade, sectoral import commitments would lead to agreater degree of bilateralism in their trade with other GATT mem-ber countries. similar in effect to their bilateral trading arrangementswithin the CMEA framework. Furthermore, the acceptance of sectoralimport commitments by the Eastern European countries would likelylead to increased centralization of control over import decisions, ratherthan a larger role for market forces in economic decisionmaking.

C. Nontarifi Barrier8 to Trade
Unlike previous rounds of multilateral trade negotiations, theTokyo Round negotiations also focused on the nontariff measures usedby governments to restrict the normal flow of international trade.Rules, or codes of conduct, governing the utilization of nontariff
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measures in the following areas-standards, licensing, customs pro-
cedures, subsidies and countervailing duties, and government pro-
curement procedures were negotiated in the Tokyo Round. These
codes of conduct were intended to limit the use of nontariff measures
so as to create a more fair and equitable international trading system.

More specifically, the Standards Code establishes rules for the
formulation and application of industrial and health and safety
product standards. These rules are based on the principle that na-
tional product standards should not constitute a barrier to interna-
tional trade. The basic thrust of the Standards Code is toward greater
openness in the establishment and administration of product stand-
ards, with the eventual goal of harmonization of standards inter-
nationally. Where possible national standards should be formulated
to conform with international standards. The Code requires that all
proposed standards be published and interested foreign parties be
offered the opportunity to comment on them prior to their adoption.
Test methods and administrative procedures for compliance with
national standards should also be published, and where possible test-
ing of products carried out in exporting countries in accordance with
foreign testing procedures be accepted.

The Licensing Code deals primarily with the administration of
import. licensing regimes. The purpose of the Code is to simplify and
harmonize the procedures which importers must follow in obtaining
import licenses, so that the procedures themselves do not constitute
unnecessary obstacles to international- trade. The Code establishes
open and simplified procedures governing both automatic and non-
automatic import licensing regimes.

The Customs Valuation Code establishes a set of international rules
for the determination of the value of imported goods for the purpose
of assessing customs duties. The Customs Valuation Code attempts to
ensure that these rules are fair, simple, con-form to commercial reality,
and allow traders to predict, with a reasonable degree of accuracy,
the duty that will be assessed on their products. In addition, the Cus-
toms Valuation Code contains various technical provisions designed
to streamline import documentation, customs handling procedures,
and other customs matters.

The Subsidies/Countervailing Duties Code addresses the use of
export subsidies which confer unfair competitive advantages to the
products of the subsidizing country. The Code sets up methods for
determining injury to domestic industries resulting from the sales of
subsidizied products. In addition, the Code establishes rules for the
identification of export subsidies, the determination of injury result-
ing from them, and the assessment of countervailing duties as
remedies.

The Government Procurement Code is designed to facilitate access
of foreign suppliers to the procurement needs of government entities.
Most government procurement systems are presently closed to foreign
producers by various formal and less formal systems of discrimina-
tion in favor of domestically produced products. This discrimination
in favor of domestic producers is often achieved through highly in-
visible administrative practices and procedures. The rules contained
in the Government Procurement Code are formulated to discourage
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discrimination between domestic and foreign suppliers at all steps inthe procurement process.

Adherence by the Eastern European countries to some or all ofthe codes of conduct negotiated in the Tokyo Round might serve tostimulate liberalization of their domestic economic systems by sub-jecting them to a greater degree of international discipline. In addi-tion to promoting adjustment within their domestic economies, ad-herence to the codes would more fully integrate the Eastern Europeancountries into the framework of international trading system. Whilethe adherence of the Eastern European countries to the codes wouldrequire them to assume obligations limiting their use of nontariffmeasures, they would also receive certain benefits from code member-ship. As such, adherence to the codes alone would not constitute suffi-cient reciprocity for the tariff concessions made by other participantsin the Tokyo Round negotiations.
Moreover, given the arbitrary nature of the price structure in acentrally planned economy, and its insulation from the effects of theworld economy, adherence by the Eastern European countries to thosecodes addressing pricing concepts would be of little real value in theabsence of fundamental reform of their economic systems. However,the adherence of the Eastern European countries to those codes whichare not directly related to pricing might prove useful in limiting thedegree of administrative control exercised over foreign trade.In this context the adherence of the Eastern European countriesto the Standards Code would be the most desirable. Their adherencewould encourage greater openness in their standards systems and pro-cedures, thereby reducing the use of product standards as a barrierto trade. Similarly, adherence of the Eastern European countries tothe Licensing Code would force them to inject a greater degree oftransparency into the application and administration of their importlicensing regimes. Licenses for imports would have to be granted inaccordance with international rules. Adherence of the Eastern Euro-pean countries to the Customs Valuation Code might also be desirable,encouraging a greater degree of conformity to internationally acceptedprocedures for import valuation.

On the other hand, Eastern European adherence to the Subsidies/Countervailing Duties Code and the Government Procurement Codewould not be desirable. Adherence to both codes would require funda-mental reform of their domestic economic systems in order to complywith the provisions of the codes.

D. Business Facilitation Mea8ure8
Measures undertaken by the Eastern European countries participat-ing in the MTN to facilitate the conduct of trade with GATT membercountries could also serve to reciprocate the concessions made by otherparticipants in the Tokyo Round negotiations. Liberalization of therules and regulations governing the conduct of business between West-ern firms interested in exporting to the Eastern European countriesand the relevant ministries and producing enterprises would have atrade expansion effect, although difficult to quantify, similar to thatassociated with the tariff concessions put forward by other partici-pants in the MTN.
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Frequently, domestic laws and regulations governing the conduct

of business with foreign entities have acted as an impediment to in-

creased trade between the Eastern European countries and the other

members of the GATT. In particular, laws and regulations limiting

the rights of Western firms to open and operate business representa-

tion offices, hire local employees at reasonable wages, advertise, con-

clude contracts, gain access to end-users of their products, gain access

to local courts and administrative bodies, and provide technical serv-

ices to the same extent as nationals and enterprises of the host country

have hampered the ability of Western firms to conclude business

transactions and effectively compete in the domestic markets of the

Eastern European countries. Liberalization of these rules and regula-

tions would enable Western businessmen to penetrate these relatively

closed markets, and develop and expand commercial relationships.

Increased market access for Western firms would in turn increase the

impact of the international economy on the domestic economic systems

of the countries of Eastern Europe, creating pressures for economic

decentralization, and for more flexible, market-oriented policies. Al-

though the immediate trade expansion effect of these concessions

would be small and difficult to quantify, the value of these concessions

over the long term might prove to be much more significant.

Similarly, increased access to economic information on the econo-

mies and foreign trade of the Eastern European countries would aid

Western firms in their efforts to develop commercial relationships with

the ministries and enterprises within. the countries of Eastern Europe.

The availability of such informationwremains extremely limited. The

paucity of this information often acts to discourage Western firms

from entering into business relationships with the countries of East-

ern Europe because they are unable to engage in the necessary market.

analysis and research to determine the product sectors in which their

products are competitive. Access to more detailed financial and eco-

nomic data, in particular, balance of payments information and de-

tailed foreign trade statistics, including intra-CMEA trade, on a

frequent basis would enable Western firms to determine which products

are and are not competitive with domestic production, and whether or

not Western products are discriminated against in favor of imports

from other CMEA member countries. By targeting those sectors in

which they are most competitive, Western producers could more ef-

fectively take advantage of business opportunities within the Eastern

European markets.
The problem of identifying concessions on the part of the Eastern

European countries participating in the MTN which would provide

adequate reciprocity for their own concessions was a difficult one to

solve for the other participants in the Tokyo Round negotiations. The

concessions sought from the Eastern European countries had to be

relevant within the context of the centrally planned nature of their

domestic economic systems. They also had to address the means by

which centrally planned economies regulate international trade. At

the same time, concessions on the part of the Eastern European coun-

tries had to be formulated in a manner which would overcome the

ability of centrally planned economies to moderate, far more easily than

market economies, the trade expansion effect associated with tradi-

tional GATT concessions and obligations.
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V. THE TOKYO ROUND NEGATIONS

All the Eastern European countries participating in the TokyoRound negotiations chose to put forward tariff concessions in oneform or another as reciprocity for the tariff concessions made byother participants in the Tokyo Round negotiations. The TokyoRound negotiations offered the Eastern European countries an oppor-tunity to gain an added degree of legitimacy for their tariff regimesthrough the acceptance of their tariff concessions as adequate reci-procity for tariff concessions made by other participants in the Round.The desire to secure acceptance of their customs tariff regimes wasof particular importance to Poland and Romania. Neither countryhad established customs tariff regimes at the time of their accessionto the GATT in 1967, and 1971, respectively. Subsequent to their acces-sion to the GATT, both countries introduced customs tariff regimes;Romania on January 1, 1974, with Poland following suit two yearslater. However, at the time of the Tokyo Round negotiations neithercountry's tariff regime had been determined to be an effective regu-lator of foreign trade. Romania had submitted its tariff regime forexamination by a working party comprised of GATT member coun-tries. The working party had been unable to reach a conclusion on itseffectiveness as a regulator of Romania's foreign trade. The Polishtariff regime, on the other hand, had been described upon its intro-duction as experimental, did not apply to the other members ofCMEA, and had never been submitted to a GATT working party forexamination.
Both Poland and Romania viewed the MTN as an opportunity togain some degree of legitimacy for their tariff regimes which couldbe used to influence any future examination of their tariff regimes byGATT working parties. Acceptance of Polish and Romanian tariff con-cessions by other Tokyo Round participants as adequate reciprocityfor their own tariff concessions would establish de facto equality be-tween the roles of customs tariffs in the Polish and Romanian econo-inies and those of other GATT members. and would constitute, ineffect, acceptance of the Polish and Romanian tariff regimes as effec-tive regulators of foreign trade.

The acceptance of tariff concessions on the part of Poland andRomania by other Tokyo Round participants would assume addedsignificance in light of the desire of both countries to eventually re-place their annual import commitments with tariff reductions as thebasis of their membership to the GATT. Both Poland and Romaniaregarded the annual import commitments contained in their protocolsof accession as evidence of their differential treatment as GATT mem-bers, and had long been interested in substituting tariff reductions asthe basis of their GATT membership, in the manner of other contract-ing parties to the GATT. Acceptance of Polish and Romanian tariffconcessions in the MTN would lend considerable weight to their argu-ments that the Polish and Romanian tariff regimes were effectiveregulators of foreign trade, and, therefore, there was little need forcontinuing the import commitments contained in the Polish andRomanian protocols of accession.
To this end, from the outset of the actual negotiations both Polandand Romania indicated their intention to provide reciprocal conces-
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sions in the form of tariff reductions in return for the tariff conces-

sions offered by other participants in the Tokyo Round. In fact, both

countries subsequently adopted the tariff cutting formula agreed to in

the MTN, albeit with many exceptions.
Czechoslovakia also chose to advance tariff concessions as its prin-

cipal contribution to the Tokyo Round negotiations, although for

some different reasons. In negotiating accession to the GATT in 1948,

Czechoslovakia had entered into tariff negotiations with the other

contracting parties and had agreed upon certain tariff reductions in

return for the benefits of GATT membership. Despite the diminished

role of Czechoslovakia's tariff regime following the communist take-

over and the establishment of a centrally planned economy, Czechoslo-

vakia continued to maintain its tariff regime, although largely for

administrative purposes. In each of the rounds of multilateral trade

negotiations preceding the Tokyo Round, Czechoslovakia had agreed

to tariff reductions. Thus, the tariff negotiations during the Tokyo

Round- offered Czechoslovakia an opportunity to further demonstrate
the continued viability of its customs tariff regime.

Bulgaria, as a non-GATT member, did not stand to benefit from

the tariff reductions made by GATT member countries within the

context of the Tokyo Round negotiations. However, Bulgaria would

receive the benefits of concessions made in the Tokyo Round by coun-

tries with which it enjoyed most-favored-nation status through bi-

lateral relationships. Consequently, Bulgaria was not as compelled
to offer reciprocal concessions as the other Eastern European coun-

tries participating in the Tokyo Round. Nevertheless, the Tokyo

Round negotiations provided an opportunity for Bulgaria to influence
the basis for future accession negotiations, in the event it decided to

apply for membership to the GATT.
Towards the conclusion of the Tokyo Round. Bulgaria unilaterally

introduced a tariff instrument, offering reductions in the Bulgarian

tariff regime. in return for acceptance by GATT member countries of

the legitimacy of the Bulgarian tariff regime as an effective regulator

of Bulgaria's foreign trade and the extension of certain GATT rights

to Bulgaria. Acceptance of the instrument by GATT member coun-
tries might enable Bulgaria to seek GATT membership on the basis of

tariff reductions instead of on the basis of an annual import commit-
ment similar to those of Poland and Romania. The Bulgarian tariff
instrument was later rejected by the Contracting Parties, as prejudic-
ing the outcome of any future examination of the Bulgarian tariff
regime by a GATT working party, as well as any future negotiations
on terms of accession which might take place following a Bulgarian
application for membership to the GATT.

Given the centrally planned nature of the economies of the Eastern
European countries, and the comparatively minor role played by their

tariff regimes in regulating their foreign trade, tariff reductions on the

part of the Eastern European countries were generally considered
to be of little value by the other participants in the Tokyo Round, and

insufficient as reciprocity for their own tariff concessions.
The one exception to this general assessment was the tariff con-

cessions put forward by Hungary. As a result of a process of economic
decentralization begun with the introduction of the New Economic
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Mechanism (NEM) in 1968, Hungary's tariff regime played a muchmore central role in regulating Hungary's foreign trade than its coun-terparts in the more higrhly centralized economies of the other EasternEuropean countries. As evidence of its role, tariff concessions hadconstituted the basis for Hutneary's accession to the GATT in 1973.Following, Hunoary's application for membership, a working partyof GATT member countries had examined the Hungarian tariff re-gime and had found it to be an effective regulator of Hungary's for-eign trade. Subsequently, Hungary entered into tariff negotiationswith the Contracting Parties, including the European Community,and provided tariff concessions in return for the benefits of member-ship to the General Agreement. The United States did not enter intotariff negotiations with Hinzarv at the time of Hungary's accessiondue to the lack of legal authority to extend most-favored-nation treat-ment to communist. countries. However. the TTnited States approvedHungary's protocol of accession to the GATT, and reserved its rightto enter into tariff negotiations with Hnngary at some future date inthe event of U.S. disinnvocation of GATT Article XXXV. Since itsaccession to the GATT. Hungary had continued its efforts at economicdecentralization. As a result, there existed considerable precedence foraccenting Hungarian tariff concessions as adequate reciprocity fortariff concessions put forward bv other participants in the TokyoRound negotiations. and reasonable expectation that they would re-suIt in increased trade between Hungary and the other member coun-tries of the GATT.
Of the countries participating in the Tokyo Round negotiations,the European Community and the United States were the two coun-tries to negotiate most actively with the Eastern European countries.The European Community shared the general assessment of the par-ticipants in the Tokyo Round that tariff reductions on the part of theEastern European countries. except those of Hungary, were of littlevalue and would not be sufficient reciprocity for its own tariff con-cessions of benefit to the Eastern European countries. The EuropeanCommunity strongly supported instead the negotiation of sectoralimport commitments as the best means for securing reciprocal con-cessions from the Eastern European countries participating in theMTN. The Community contended that nondiscriminatory sectoralimport commitments would constitute meaningful concessions onthe Part of the Eastern European countries, consistent with the natureof their internal economic systems, and would result in expandedtrade.

Accordingly, the European Community formally requested sectoralimport commitments covering a.ricultural products and consumergoods from each of the Eastern European countries participating inthe MTN. The Community's requests for agricultural sectoral importcommitments covered a wide variety of products, including food prep-arations, oil cakes. wine, tobacco, and fruits and vegetables. They wereformulated on a bilateral basis, requesting fifty percent increases inimports from the Community over the first five years; with a mini-mum growth in imports of six percent per year. At the conclusion ofthe five year period, the commitments would be renegotiated. The
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Community's requests of the Eastern European countries for sectoral
import commitments on industrial products were formulated on a

nondiscriminatory most-favored-nation basis, requesting engagements
to ensure an appropriate rate of increase of imports from the member
countries of the GATT over the ensuing eight year period. These re-
quests covered primarily consumer goods, including pharmaceuticals,
photo equipment, textiles and apparel, leather goods, footwear, copper

articles, watches, furniture, electrical machinery, autos, aircraft, and
optical instruments. The requests were based on existing tariff nomen-
clature, and formulated to accord with the general staging principle
of eight years agreed to for. tariff reductions negotiated in the MTN.

Each of the Eastern European countries participating in the MTN
rejected the European Community's requests for sectoral import com-

mitments, although for different reasons. Both Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia had acceded to the GATT on the basis of reductions in their
customs tariff regimes. Agreement to the negotiation of sectoral import
commitments, in lieu of tariff reductions, in return for the benefits of
tariff reductions offered by the Community would undermine the
existing credibility of their tariff regimes and the basis for their
membership in the GATT. The Community's requests were particu-
larly offensive to Hungary because the Community had entered into

tariff negotiations with Hungary at the time of Hungary's accession
to the GATT.

Theoretically, the Community's requests for sectoral import com-
mitments might have been more amceptible to Poland and Romania.
Both countries were anxious to replace their annual import commit-
ments with tariff reductions as the basis for their membership to the
GATT. Sectoral import commitments had been depicted as an inter-
mediate step in the transition to an effective tariff regime. However,
upon closer examination, both countries perceived sectoral import
commitments as entailing additional obligations to those inherent in
their present import commitments. Rather than serving as an inter-
mediate step toward GATT membership on the basis of an effective
customs tariffs regime, they would instead solidify their current second
class status as GATT members.

For Bulgaria, a non-GATT member, acceptance of the Community's
requests for sectoral import commitments might prejudice the basis
for any future accession negotiations following a Bulgarian applica-
tion for membership to the GATT.

The rejection by the Eastern European countries of the European
Community's requests for sectoral import commitments, and the un-
acceptability of tariff reductions on the part of the Eastern European
countries, Hungary excluded, left the European Community with the
prospect of receiving nothing in return for its own concessions. The
Community was the largest trading partner of the Eastern European
countries among the member countries of the GATT. However, al-
though the Eastern European countries exported a wide variety of
products to the Community, they were the principal suppliers of very
few. As a result of the most-favored-nation application of tariff re-
ductions agreed to in the MTN, the Eastern European countries stood
to benefit from numerous concessions offered by the European Com-
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munity to the principal suppliers of products of which the EasternEuropean countries exported small amounts to the Community. More-over, due to the Eastern European countries position as minor sup-pliers of most of their exports to the Community, the Community wasunable to withdraw concessions benefiting the Eastern European coun-tries without upsetting the balance of negotiations with other partic-ipants in the Tokyo Round. Faced with the prospect of the EasternEuropean countries receiving, in effect, a "free ride", the EuropeanCommunity sought to negotiate reciprocal concessions from the East-ern European countries in some other fashion.The problem of receiving reciprocity from Hungary was simplifiedby the acceptability of Hungarian tariff concessions. The Communityengaged Hungary in tariff negotiations, which proved largely success-ful in striking a balance of concessions. The Community also soughtcommitments from Hungary to liberalize certain nontariff measureswhich could be used to moderate the trade expansion effect associatedwith the tariff reductions agreed to by Hungary.The problein of identifying acceptable reciprocal concessions on thepart o the other Eastern European countries was more difficult. Al-though somewhat skeptical of their value in terms of trade expansion,tho Community requested concessions on business facilitation measuresfrom Poland, Romania, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria. The EasternEuropean countries were not initially forthcoming in their responseto the Community's requests. Cognizant of the Community's inabilityto effectively withdraw concessions of interest to them, and aware thatthe trade expansion effect of the tariff concessions offered by the Com-munity would be limited by the Community's quantitative restrictionson their exports, the Eastern European countries were not readily in-clined to respond with concessions of major significance. However,subsequent negotiations produced agreement on the part of the East-ern European countries to undertake certain business facilitationmeasures, primarily in the area of access to economic information,which would provide some degree of reciprocity to the European Com-munity for its concessions of benefit to the Eastern Europeancountries.
The United States also considered tariff reductions on the part of theEastern European countries, except those of Hungary, to be of littlepresent value, and inadequate as reciprocity for tariff concessions putforward by the United States in the Tokyo Round negotiations. How-ever, during the early stages of the Tokyo Round, only Poland andRomania received most-favored-nation treatment from the UnitedStates, and as such were the only Eastern European countries whichwould benefit from U.S. concessions. As a result, U.S. negotiationswith the Eastern European countries in the MTN were initially lim-ited to seeking reciprocal concessions from Poland and Romania.The United States rejected the tariff concessions put forward byPoland and Romania as reciprocity because neither country's tariffregime had been found by a GATT working party to be an effectiveregulator of foreign trade. The negotiation and acceptance of tariffconcessions put forward by Poland and Romania might prejudice thefindings of future working parties examining the Polish and Romaniantariff regimes. Moreover, the United States was concerned that accept-
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ance of Polish and Romanian tariff concessions would have implica-

tions for the continued viability of Poland and Romania's annual im-

port commitments. Having received de facto acceptance of their tariff

regimes, Poland and Romania might choose to ignore the obligations

entailed in their import commitments, pushing forward instead with

attempts to replace them with tariff reductions as the basis for their

GATT membership.
Although declining at the time to accept tariff reductions from

Poland and Romania as adequate reciprocity for U.S. tariff conces-

sions, the United States encouraged both countries to make reductions

in their customs tariffs. At some point in time both countries might

undertake sufficient economic liberalization so as to make their tariff

regimes effective regulators of their foreign trade. In that event, in

the absence of reductions in the interim, the other GATT member coun-

tries would then face inordinately high tariff walls in each of these

countries, thereby restricting the expansion of trade.
Faced with the rejection of its tariff concessions as adequate reciproc-

ity by both the European Community and the United States, and un-

able to secure commitments from either with regard to the outcome of a

future examination of the Polish tariff regime by a GATT working

party, Poland eventually withdrew its tariff offer. Romania, on the

other hand, chose to implement the tariff reductions it offered in the

Tokyo Round negotiations.
Unlike the European Community, the United States took the posi-

tion that the negotiation of sectoral import commitments on the part of

the Eastern European countries woud lead to increased centralization

of control over import decisions within the Eastern European coun-

tries, and result in an increased degree of bilateralism in their trade

with other GATT member countries. The United States chose instead

to seek reciprocal concessions from Poland and Romania in the form

of measures which would facilitate the conduct of business by Western

firms operating in the two countries. These requests centered upon

access to economic and financial statistics, and rules and regulations

limiting the ability of Western firms to conclude business transactions.

Poland was generally not forthcoming in its responses to the requests

of the United States, agreeing to minor concessions involving economic

information and business exchange rates. However, Romania and the

United States reached agreement on a number of business facilitation
measures which should enable Western businessmen to conclude busi-

ness transactions with less difficulty in Romania.
With the conclusion of the United States-Hungarian bilateral trade

agreement in mid-1978, Hungary also became eligible to benefit from

tariff concessions offered bv the United States in the Tokvo Round.

The United States continued to invoke GATT Article XXXV in its

trade relations with Hungary, and was therefore unable to enter into

tariff negotiations with Hungary within the framework of the Tokyo

Round. However, the U.S. invocation of Article XXXV did not

prevent the two countries from entering into bilateral tariff negotia-

tions, paralleling the AITN negotiations, but outside the framework of

the GATT.
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The United States considered tariff reductions on the part of Hun-
gary, negotiated in this manner, to be the most effective means ofgaining reciprocity for U.S. tariff concessions put forward in nego-
tiations with other MTN participants, but of benefit to Hungary aswell. After several rounds of intensive negotiations, the United States
and Hungary reached agreement on reciprocal tariff concessions cover-ing a wide variety of products of export interest to both countries.
When combined with the tariff reductions effected by the mutual ex-tension of most-favored-nation treatment, the tariff concessions areed
to by Hungary and the United States should result in a sigificant
expansion in trade between the two countries.

As with Poland and Romania, the United States also sought com-mitments from Hungary on measures to facilitate the conduct of trade.Hungary was generally forthcoming in its responses, agreeing inprinciple to the elimination of present restrictions on the import ofconsumer goods, and to the conformity of its import licensing pro-
cedures with accepted international principles.

The United States also encouraged all three countries-Poland, Ro-mania, and Hungary-to formally adhere to a number of the codes
of conduct on nontariff measures negotiated in the MTN, in particular,
the codes on standards, import licensing, and customs valuation. Todate, Hungary and Romania have formally adhered to these codes.
Poland has requested observer status to a number of the committees
created to implement the codes, and formal adherence to several of
the codes is still under consideration.

Czechoslovakia has formally adhered to the Anti-dumping Code.Bulgaria has become an observer of several of the code committees
and has expressed an interest in formally adhering to the Standards
Code.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the negotiations between the Eastern European
countries and the other member countries of the GATT participating
in the Tokyo Round were modest in trade terms. The concessions put
forward by both sides will result in increased trade. However, theEastern European countries were largely unsuccessful in their at-tempts to persuade their GATT trading partners to treat them on
an equal basis. Similarly, the other member countries of the GATT
were unable to persuade the Eastern European countries to reduce
the trade barriers inherent in their centrally planned economies. Con-sequently, the expansion of trade resulting from the concessions put
forward by both sides will continue to be limited by the nature
of the Eastern European countries' domestic economic systems, and
the various measures taken by their Western trading partners to in-sulate their domestic economies from the potentially disruptive effects
of trade with centrally planned economies.

Nevertheless, the participation of the Eastern European countries
in the Tokyo Round negotiations was significant in several respects.
Foremost, the participation of the Eastern European countries inthe Tokyo Round negotiations represents an important step in the



process of integrating East-West trade into the multilateral frame-
work of the international trading system. The increased participation
of the Eastern European countries in the international trading system
will eventually lead to expanded trade with the Westj and lessen
somewhat their traditional dependence upon trade with the Soviet
Union and their other CMEA partners. Moreover, increased participa-
tion in the international trading system will force the Eastern Eu-
ropean countries to assume greater discipline in their trading prac-
tices, ensuring that East-West trade will be conducted on a more
fair and equitable basis, in accordance with international rules and
principles.

In addition to expanded trade between the Eastern European coun-
tries and their Western trading partners, the participation of the
Eastern European countries in the international trading system will
also increase the impact of the international economy upon their
domestic economic systems. The increased influence of the interna-
tional economy will stimulate pressures from within the domestic
economic systems of the Eastern European countries for economic
reform, decentralization, and the pursuit of more flexible, market-
oriented policies.

The Eastern European countries' participation in the Tokyo Round
negotiations was significant for another reason. The results of the
negotiations between the Eastern European countries and their West-
ern trading partners underscored the problems associated with assimi-
lating countries with centrally planned economies into a multilateral
trading system based on market principles. The difficulties encountered
in identifying and negotiating concessions on the part of the centrally
planned economy countries of equal value with the traditional conces-
sions put forward by the Western market economy countries* illus-
trates the inadequacy of the existing international framework in
dealing with trade with countries with centrally planned economies.

The integration of the centrally planned economy countries' into
the international trading system will require the alteration of existing
GATT rules in order to effectively deal with ability of the centrally
planned economy to limit the effect of market forces on its foreign
trade. Ideally, this reform would take the form of a new GATT
section containing guidelines or codes of conduct applying to the
instruments used in centrally planned economies to control foreign
trade. However, it is highly unlikely that the Eastern European coun-
tries would agree to being singled out in this fashion. Whatever re-
form of the GATT that is undertaken to deal with the problem of trade
with centrally planned economies should be designed to promote the
development of more liberal market-oriented policies within the coun-
tries of Eastern Europe. However, in seeking to deal more effectively
with the problems of trade with the Eastern European countries, the
other members of the GATT must be careful to preserve the existing
framework of rights and obligations underlving the international
trading system. The burden of adjustment will clearly rest with the
Eastern European countries.
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OVERVIEW

At a time when redeployment a~nears to. be one of the major diffi-
culties of the Western economy, it is striking to see how little im-
portance is attached in studies on the "New International Division of
Labor" to the part played by the East European countries and to
what. extent the East-West axis appears- to be treated in isolation
from the North-South axis.

To a great extent this arises from the fact that the Eastern coun-
tries through their absence hitherto from the North-South dialog-
which in consequence is a West-Snuth confrontation-seem to have
gained an important strategical advantage by leaving it to "the neo-
colonialists" to shoulder the entire responsibility for its possible
failure.

Tripartite Industrial Cooperation (TIC) is an important new de-
velopment in that the East has joined the West in partnership to
cooperate in southern third countries. Through the TIC approach,
East and West are now jointly building industrial complexes in the

*Economlst. Direction d'Etudes de Soctolocle des Relations Internatlonales de M. J.
Vernant. Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris. This paper constitutes a
synthesis of my works on the subject. I wish to thank Geoffrey Myers for his friendly
help with the Enelish rendition and also Francis Arkwright and Jean-Christophe Romer for
their assistance in previous studies.

East Europe refers to Bulgaria, C7.echoslovakla, GDR, Hungary. Poland, Romania, USSR
and Yugoslavia. These countries win also be referred to as the East or Eastern countries.
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South. Western engineering firms in partnership with socialist ForeignTrade Organizations (FTOs) erect plants in developing or semi-
industrialized countries in cooperation to a greater or smaller extent
with local firms and industries.

This development, which only began to acquire momentum in the
seventies, may result in a qualitative modification of East-West rela-
tions. While being in line. with East-West d6tente, TIC has the addi-
tional advantage of contributing to the promotion of the relations
which both of the industrial partners wish to have with the Third
World.

Recent developments show the practice of TIC to be far more ex-
tensive than in 1965-1975. At least 88 new operations have been com-
pleted or started in 1976-1979, in contrast with only 138 during the
ten-year period 1965-1975. A. significant increase'has also been regis-
tered in the number of protocol agreements (umbrella agreements for
the implementation of future joint ventures) between Western firms
and socialist FTOs for cooperation in third countries: 82 in the years
1976-1979 as opposed to 37 in the years 1965-1975.

TIC now embraces 56 countries in the Middle East, in the Maghreb
countries of North Africa, in the rest of Africa, in Asia, in Latin
America and in the Mediterranean and accounted for some 230 opera-
tions by the end of 1979.

It is thus not just a phenomenon limited to a few specific countries
which, solely for political reasons, may have had recourse to this form
of cooperation; it is a practice which is being generalized. It is arous-
ing growing interest, particularly in the Eastern countries where it
is very well received.

As a general rule East European economists consider that TIC is
not just a "new form" of economic cooperation but that it will have
or has already had structural consequences for international relations.
For instance, Leon Zurawicki (Poland), states that "tripartite co-
operation is not based on the usual model of trade exchanges between
East, West and South, but signifies a qualitative change in the In-
ternational Division of Labor".' And again, Jozsef Bognar (Hungary)
asserts that "TIC is the most constructive approach to the present
problems of world economy. It favors the creation of a fairer worldeconomy." 2

As to the impact of TIC, great prudence must be observed but its
very existence indicate the possibility of structural evolution, which
will necessarily be determined by the course of East-West relations in
general and by the dynamics of East-West Industrial Cooperation in
particular. The approach to TIC cannot be determined in isolation. On
the contrary, while focusing the analysis on the East, we shall have to
consider the scope and significance of TIC in the light of the approach
of both East and West, relative to their strategy towards the South.3

1 Cf. L. Zurawicki "Perspektywy wspolpracy troJstzonnej Wschod-Zachod-Poludnie"(The pros ects for Tripartite Cooperation), Sprawy Miedzrnarodowe, No. 5/1978, p. 81.2Cf. J. ognar, "Le Commerce Est-Ouest et la detente", Mondes en WDveloppement No19. 1977 t p. 573. No.Most o the tables are given in appendixes so as not to burden the study with statisticalmatter.
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1. EMERGENCE AND SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICs OF EAST, WESr, AND
SouTHm TRIPARrITF INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION

A satisfactory assessment of the rise and growth of East-West-South Tripartite Industrial Cooperation can be attempted only by acombined study of the different policies of the three poles (East, Westand South,) their bilateral economic relations (East-West, East-South), and their conflicting interaction within the opposition of theEast-West and North-South axes. This method should illuminate theforces-positive or negative elements-which, in the simultaneous in-terplay of these bilateral dynamics, have favored the emergence ofTIC, and thus clarify the nature of the resulting East-West-South
"triangle". At the same time, an examination of the problematic ques-tion of the "agents"-firms and international organizations-who havecontributed to promoting it, can provide valuable indications about therole which they are intended to play. This analysis cannot be disso-ciated from an examination of the dynamics at work in as far as thereis a consensus 4 on accepting the institutionalization of TIC.

A. The Concept of TIC
Before examining the circumstances in which East-West-South Tri-partite Industrial Cooperation arose, it is important to pin down itsprecise meaning, and particularly the qualification of "tripartite"which has a special sense in this context. It must not be confused with"triangular commerce" or even with "trilateral cooperation".
It is not "triangular commerce", which is a kind of three-sided barterallowing the Eastern countries, and particularly the USSR-throughtwo successive operations, the one East-South and the other East-West-to sell manufactured goods to the South in exchange for rawmaterials which are then resold to the Western countries to settlepurchases of capital goods and technology. TIC, in effect, gives rise tothe signature of two separate contracts as a general rule. In additionto the primary aim of limiting technical and financial responsibilitiesto the work done by each one, it makes it more difficult for East-Southcompensation agreements to be transferred automatically to the West-ern partner. Methodologically TIC, which is an industrial arrange-ment, can hardly be confused with triangular trade, which is acommercial practice.
Neither is it "trilateral cooperation", which is used to describetwo practices: in the sense used by the Development Center of OECD,the first means North-South-South cooperation between Western coun-tries (which supply goods and technology), oil producing Arab coun-tries (investors and/or lenders of excess capital 5) and "poor" de-veloping countries of the South; in the other sense the expression isused by the "Trilateral Commission" and refers to a three-fold in-dustrial interaction between the United States, Japan and Europe.

'In this context. "consensus" does not necessarily mean "recognition" hut tacit ac-ceptance in practice, particularly In USSR. We shall deal with this question In detailIn Part II.
5Chiefly through the Arab Development Funds and Banks.



It will be noted that in either form of "trilateral cooperation",
whether North-South-South or North-North-North, the Eastern coun-
tries are noticeably absent. Consequently, the analysis of these concepts
places them in categories of triangular cooperation which are quite dis-
tinct both as regards their underlying political intentions and the
type of international division of labor to which they may give rise.
TIC is thus the only method of triangular cooperation which can bring
together simultaneously the representatives of different geo-political
areas of the world economy. It is tripartite because it refers to the
participation of at least one of each of the three constituting parts:
East, West and South.6

We intend to discuss here only East-West-South Tripartite Indus-
trial Cooperation, but the existence of a variant in the East-West-
South triangle should be noted-"West-rich South-East" Triparte In-
dustrial Cooperation 7 in which the Western firms provide the goods
and/or technology (and accessorily participate in investment), the
"rich" southern countries, chiefly Arab, furnish the necessary capital
(a substantial but usually minority share) for the erection of industrial
complexes in the Eastern countries. This triangular pattern usually
originates in cooperation-generally financial and not necessarily in-
dustrial between OPEC and CMEA. It becomes TIC through the
inclusion of Western firms to which a part of the work is sub-con-
tracted. It is nevertheless still a very limited form of cooperation, and
cannot be compared to the development of East-West-South industrial
cooperation.

B. TIC, a Means of Revising Trade in Relation to the Traditional
Bilateral Circuits

Even if little has come of this in practice for the time being TIC can
be regarded as evidence of a desire to remove the obstacles which
hamper the growth of East-West and East-South bilateral trade by the
formation of a tripartite relationship aimed at improving dynamics all
around. In this light, TIC can be explained in two ways:

1. A MANIFESTATION OF THE WILL TO EXTEND EAST-WEST DYNAMICS TO
THE SOUTH

In the first instance, TIC is described as the will to make the South
benefit from the dynamism of East-West relations. This concept is to
be found both in Western and Eastern interpretations, which even if
clothed in adroit phraseology, in fact relate to the economic constraints
encountered in the exercise of East-West trading relations. Their
growth rate has indeed been high, but this does not fundamentally
alter the situation in which East-West commercial exchanges still re-
main marginal in terms of world trade. The repercussions of the West-
ern economic crisis brought about an even greater imbalance in the

0 Whether part of the "rich" or "poor" South.
' "West-rich South-East" tripartite cooperation developed as a result of the sharprise in oil prices in 1973; it is thus much more recent than "East-West-South" tripartitecooperation. The circumstances in which it came into being explain the small number ofprojects implemented; nevertheless its extent is probably under-estimated inasmuch aswhen Western firms are called in as sub-contractors, the venture is usually referredto in the press as East-West cooperation, because they are given separate contracts, andconsequently no reference is made to the pre-existing East-South arrangements.
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trade structure and have aggravated the growing indebtedness of theEastern countries which led them to reduce imports of plant, equip-
ment and technology from the West after 1975 since they were experi-encing greater difficulty in exporting to the West. The recent periodunderlines how much their import capacity depends on their policy ofgrowth and their export possibilities towards the West; that is to say,on the absorptive capacity of Western markets with respect to Eastern
products.

Appearances aside, it was logical under the circumstances that social-ist East and capitalist West, after working together in joint-ventures,
should try to resolve their difficulties by seeking to expand trade byextending their system of industrial cooperation to the South. They didso cautiously but on a high level-by building turnkey plants in third
countries. This was a logical consequence of their earlier joint commer-
cialization in third markets.

But it was only once the necessary conditions existed (normalization
of international relations through d6tente, the habit of working to-gether, and consequently the international normalization of techniques,
i.e. the prime conditions for realizing joint ventures) that TIC couldreally be developed. It was the outcome of two clear tendencies whichbrought with them and continue to entail changes in the world econ-omy, namely the growing interdependence of commercial exchanges
andthe internationalization of production.

2. A MANIFESTATION OF THE WILL OF THE EAST TO REVIVE EAST-SOUTH
TRADE THROUGH THE FRAMEWORK OF INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION WITH
THE WEST

An examination of the commerce of the Eastern countries durin theperiod 1970-1977 8 shows that all of the European countries of theCMEA with the exception of the USSR and of Poland to a lesserdegree, have been experiencing a deterioration in their terms of tradesince 1970. Their imports include more goods subject to price variationsthan do their exports. To all intents and purposes the deterioration isgeneral, but it varies in intensity from country to country and fromyear to year.
Moreover, an examination of the evolution of East-South relations,"and, more particularly the percentage share of "Eastern countries

LDCs" exchanges in the trade of each group of countries, shows a sig-nificant stability in socialist exports to the LDCs, which oscillate
around 15 percent, and an increase in socialist imports from the LDCsfrom 8.8 percent in 1965 to 10.6 percent in 1976. On the other hand, forthe LDCs, the Eastern countries lose ground in both exports andimports.

Thus the LDCs play a relatively more important part in the East'sexport trade than vice-versa: between 1965 and 1970 the exports ofthe Eastern countries to the LDCs. increased more quickly than theirimports (9.7 percent a year versus 6.2 percent), while between 1970
C Cf. A. Tiraspolsky. "Les termnes de I'dchange des pays de P'Est de 1970 A 1977".Courrier des PaPs de i'Rst, No. 218, May 1978. pp. 3-29.
g Cf. J. Diambou, "Les dehanges des pays soclallstes avec les pays en vole de develo pe-ment: tendanees globales sur longue periode", Courrier des Pays de I'EBt, No. 215,February 1978, pp. 3849.



TABLE 1.-PERCENTAGE SHARE OF EAST-SOUTH EXCHANGES IN THE TRADE OF EACH GROUP OF COUNTRIES

In the trade of the Eastern countries In the trade of the LDC's

Exports Imports Exports Imports

1965 -15.0 8.8 6.2 8a5
1970 ------------------------------ 15.7 10.0 5.7 8.9
1971 -14.9 9.0 5.0 8.2
1972- - 14.3 8.8 5.0 8.1
1972 ---------------- 15.6 9.6 4.9 8.4

19734 -16.3 11.2 3.6 6. 8
1975 -15.7 10.8 47 6.6

1976 -15.5 10.6 4.1 6.7

Source: J. Diambou.

and 1975 this process was reversed (23 percent and 26 percent
respectively).

These developments are all the more serious for the Socialist coun-
tries because their practice has always been to use the surplus obtained
in the East-South framework to balance the deficit accumulated in
East-West trade. Consequently TIC should not be assessed solely in
relation to the difficulties encountered only in the East-South frame-
work, even if they constitute an important element of the Eastern
countries' interest in tripartite cooperation. Above all, it should be
appraised in the light of the maintenance and continuation of East-
West cooperation. This has become a prime, if not determining, factor
in Eastern strategy. It follows that TIC can likewise be regarded as
an attempt by the East to solve it8 own probvernms by embracing the
South in its cooperation with the West.10

This point has also been raised by G. Wild. but in a different man-
ner. He writes: "The relative blockage in East-South relations fits
fairly easily into the more general context of the crisis in inter-
national relations and is one of its constituent elements. But it would
not have been sufficient to put in question the system of which it has
become a part. It had, in fact, given rise before the crisis broke out,
to attempts to introduce the West in the East-South circuit in an
attempt to lubricate its machinery. The chief flaw in these attempts
was that they appeared to be East-West actions in the direction of
the South: the 'residual' character of the participation of the LDCs
remained.- When they enhanced their position by pounding on the
table, they made difficulties for the dominant partners, namely the
Western countries. Thenceforth, the formulas of tripartite associa-
tion were better received in each of the participating camps and took
greater account of the interests of the LDCs."11

10 This, at least Is the assumption made by S. Amin in the course of discussions we

had In January 1978 at a seminar on "The Future of North-South-Eqst Economic
Relations" organized In Paris by the GERPI. S. Amin considers that TIC Internalizes
the transfer of the East-South surplus towards the East-West circuit as a means of

payment Integrated In tripartite operations: the Internalized compensation constituting
for the Eastern countries a satisfactory but limited means of mitigating the consequences

of their absence from the international monetary system.
As for us. we do not believe that TIC can he recar.ed as "triangular tradle"-even If It

does allow the practice of countertrade, and this principally in the East-South circuit-
precisely to the extent that the signinu of two separate contracts, stands In the way of
counter trade being automatically carried over.

5l Cf. G. Wild. "Les relations Oconomlqnes entre l'Est etle Sud dans Ia perspective de
la crise des dchanges Internationaux" Courrier dea Paya de V'Eat, No. 193, February

1976, p. E-10.
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Actually it is precisely on this last point that TIC can give rise to
controversy and requires all the more careful analysis. Better account-
ing for the interests of the South may be the publicly declared aim
of both East and West, but the two chapter headings with inter-
pretations given above of the origin of TIC point to its having been
developed simply for the mutual benefit of the Northern parties. In

-both cases, it is true that the South is integrated in their arrange-
ments, but as an external element, favoring the development of East-
West dynamics.

C. DeveZopment and Inetitutionali2ation of TIC

1. ENGINEERING FIRMS AND TIC

Engineering firms contributed to the development of TIC, but they
did so at first without any reference to the slogan of "Tripartite
Industrial Cooperation".

In the course of our inquiry among French firms we were even
struck to find that the setting up of joint East-West ventures in third
countries gave little rise to any need for those taking part in this new
development to publicize it specifically. Such ventures were regarded
like any other operation and there was no wish to institutionalize
them as a new method of approach. The only question which con-
stantly came up was the significant correlation between the practice
of TIC and previous participation in East-West industrial coopera-
tion.'2

It was only little by little that those concerned began to realize the
significance of this phenomenon and the need to foster its expansion
by the signature of "protocol agreements"-general framework ac-
cords binding the Western and Eastern partners to extend their joint
projects to third countries in specific sectors corresponding to the
activities of the participating firms. It was thus only as the practice
extended that the firms realized the advantages they could gain in
international industrial marketing by developing it into a partciularly
efficacious strategy of joint tendering in international bidding. (cf.
Part III).

In this connection, the share and the determining role of the Eastern
partners should be noted: the Socialist Foreign Trade Organizations
very quickly understood the stakes involved and made more pressing
appeals to Western engineering firms. Study of the press dealing with
foreign trade-in particular the examination of industrial contracts-
is significant in this context. Not only do the publications of the So-
cialist countries, destined in practice for the West, such as "Marketing
in Hungary" and "Review of Polish Economy", but also articles in
the Western business press develop very favorable arguments for
broadening the practice of TIC and institutionalizing it. It will beseen that in this spirit TIC is in fact a method of East-West coopera-
tion to which a third component has been added to form East-West
cooperation in -third markets. This is, moreover, very frequently men-
tioned in the communiques of official visits and the statements of joint

Is For further details, see P. Gutman and F. Arkwright (1975 and 1976).
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inter-governmental meetings. It shows not only the will to promote the
practice but also to institutionalize it.13

2. THE AGENTS OF ITS "INSTITUTIONALIZATION, THE INTERNATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS

The international organizations have not taken part, to date in the
promotion of TIC-as for example the United Nations Develop-
ment Organization does when it carries out technical assistance mis-
sions in the LDCs-but they have expressed the wish that TIC will
play a favorable role as a factor contributing to the New Economic
International Order.

We use "institutionalization" in inverted commas, because no insti-
tutional framework, in the strictest sense of the words has been set
up and no directives for putting TIC into practice have been laid down.

At the level of international organizations, the United Nations Con-
ference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has played an essen-
tial part in the study and promotion of "Tripartite Industrial Coopera-
tion," notablv through the Seminar which it organized in December
1975. on "Industrial specialization through various forms of multi-
lateral cooperation." 14

It should be particularly noted that TIC was considered by
UNCTAD, the development forum of the United Nations system, as a
way of using East-West relations to help in improving North-South re-
lations. Interest in TIC was shown by the United Nations General As-
sembly. at its Seventh Special Session in its Resolution 3362 (S-VII)`
more recently TIC was the subject of a "supporting paper" 15 pre-
sented in Manila during the Fifth Session of UNCTAD in May 1979.

It has also been studied by the Economic Commission for Europe."6
Seen from this angle. the contribution which the relations between

developed countries of the East and West could make to a solution of
the problems of the Third World would be the best justification for
these links. The temptation is therefore great to demonstrate the va-
lidity of this justification. and to present TIC as more natural and
easier than it is in reality, -because it is a way of "retrieving" East-
West cooperation for the benefit of North-South re]ations.'7

Playing the part of an "active neutral.' ITNCTAD lays stress on
the advantages that the LDCs can reap from TIC. but its significance
and implications must nevertheless be defined. It is important to clarify
the link between the practice of TIC and the global strategy of those
taking part in it-that is to say, the way TIC is embodied in the

Is By forming sectoral groups In third markets within intergovernmental joint com-
mittees. In France this practice has been developed considerably with most of the
Eastern countries since 1972. In Austria skeleton agreements including the formation
of specialized working groups have been signed with Czechoslovakia. Poland and Romania.

"See "Tripartite Industrial Cooperation". Study by the UNCTAD Secretariat (TAD/
SEM.i/2. November 25. 1975) and also papers presented by governmental experts and
individuals.

"3Cf. Tripartite Industrial Cooperation and cooperation In third countries", Study by
the UNCTAD Secretariat. (TD/24A/Supp.5 April 20. 1979).

15 See Promotion of Trade through Industrial Cooperation, Tripartite Industrial
Cooperation. Results of an Inquiry", Note by the ECE Secretariat, (TRADE/R.373/Add.1,
October 12. 1978).

11 Cf. G. (le Lacharrlire. "The role of East-West Cooperation for the development of
Tripartite Cooperation". p. 2. UNCTAD Seminar, Geneva, December 3-5, 1975 (TAD/
SEM.1/16).
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dynamics of each of the systems, the East and the West, from whichit has come into being, but above all the interaction of these dynamicsbetween them and also in relation to the Third World.

3. FOR A POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TRIPARTITE INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 1

If TIC in fact appears to be at the cross-roads, merging the East-West and North-South axes, the specific nature of the meeting whichtakes place must be appraised: is it an artificial juxtaposition or areally integrated synthesis?
In other words, does TIC, or does it not amount to a clash of thesystems? Besides. it would be curious, in either case, if the result werea draw. As with the theory of international trade. it is not sufficient todemonstrate that-it is in the partners' interest to practice it, but the dis-tribution of the resulting gain must also be analyzed.
Consequently, in the hope of removing the ambiguity which resultsfrom this duality, one must not be tempted to regard TIC simply asone of so many methods within a typology of agreements on industrialcooperation's It must be analyzed chiefly in regard to the dynamicsof the systems. It then ceases to be a specific practice-within a rangelimited for the requirements of the study-and both its significanceand its scope are seen in fact to result from the strategies of the powers,and, more precisely, from the way these strategies are brought intoplay in relation to one another. Recourse to TIC can thus be appraised

as an element of a strategy of optimizing the penetration of the Southby the two competing systems, the East and the West.

II. TIC AND THE EASTERN COUNTRIES

A. Ea8tern Countrne8' Approach to TIC: Theory and Practice

An analysis of Western participation in TIC can be made independ-ently, since the practice is in no way bound up with any doctrine. Onthe other hand, when studying Eastern participation one must bearin mind that TIC clashes with officially expounded doctrine in theUSSR. The Soviet approach is, therefore, more complex.
Besides, the Eastern countries cannot be considered as a homoge-nous entity, for they are appreciably different in their approach.

1. ASSESS3MENT OF TIC: THE IDEOLOGICAL ASPECT

The Soviet press is almost completely silent on this type of coopera-tion. Articles can be found on East-South relations, and others aboutthe exploitation of the South by the West, but nothing, at any rateopenly expressed, about tripartite operations. This silence is, in fact,the fruit of fundamental socialist doctrine which, in the final anal-ysis, is at the root of the Soviet refusal to couple the Eastern coun-tries with the rich industrialized W1rest in a North-South relationship.
1 8

Title borrowed from the excellent survey by C. H. MeMillan.(1980); It Is a formula.tion which perfectly fulfills the need for a global approach and interpretation of TIC.iv We have nothing against the principle and necessity of a typology of agreementson industrial cooperation, but In the present case it would seriously limit the perceptionof TIC.
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Ideologically, the doctrine rejects the conception of East-West-
South cooperation. Mr. Malik, permanent representative of the USSR
at the United Nations made this point clear when in September 1975
he declared at the U.N. General Assembly: "We will never accept,
either in theory or in practice, the conception of a division of the
world between rich and poor, between North and South, placing the
socialist states on the same plane as the capitalist states." Thus, no
official Soviet pronouncements on TIC for internal conbunption exist.
However, certain allusions to it can be found here and there. Probably
the clearest reference was made in a small sentence buried in an article
dealing with East-South relations. It said "the practice has started
of making multilateral agreements with the participation of socialist,
developing and capitalist countries." 20

On the other hand, the subject is discussed by Soviet experts in
papers destined for consumption outside the USSR. The Chief of the
Economic Division of the Institute for United States and Canadian
Studies (Academy of Sciences) presented a paper to the UNCTAD
Seminar on TIC.21 The public for which these papers are destined
permits the Soviet experts to state the official line on the practice of
TIC, as long as this line is not discussed for internal consumption.
But it should be noted that these Soviet experts are as favorable as
those of any other country.

For instance, Mr. Ivanov at the UNCTAD Seminar said: "As it
makes a substantial step forward from simple commercial transac-
tions, TIC offers the kind of advantages and trade-creating effects
that are prevalent in the more common forms of industrial coopera-
tion. Some of its advantages are: ability to take advantage of econo-
mies of scale because of specialization; production-sharing, with a
minimization of incremental costs leading to an increasing exchange
of specialized products and parts; the combination of financing, ma-
terial resources, technology, managerial skills and marketing facilties:
the creation of new industries; the development of hitherto untapped
markets; and more generally, the expansion of exports, particularly
through subcontracting for the production of goods which would other-
wise be beyond the partners' manufacturing ability." 22

It is significant that the Soviet experts chose to commit themselves
at UNCTAD, the forum of the Thilrd World. From this it can be
deduced that the USSR is cautiously but definitely interested in this
type of cooperation.

Moreover, side by side with the ideological explanation for the ab-
sence of Soviet pronouncements on TIC, a political explanation exists
which derives from the relative positions of the Eastern countries, as
compared with the USSR, in the practice of TIC.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE PRACTICE ITSELF: THE POLITICAL ASPECT

From an examination of CMEA participation in TIC, shown in
table 2, it will be seen that for the period 1965-1975 Hungary and
Poland are the main countries involved. Not only are they at the top
of the list of East European participants, but together they account

2 Cf. I. Zpvin. G. Prohorov, "Economic cooperation of the socialist and developing
countrles', IMEMO, 3/1977, p. 47.

ft Cf. I. Ivanov, "Tripartite Industrial Cooperation: Recent situation, problems and
prospects". UNCTAD Seminar, Geneva, 5-5 December 1975, (TAD/SEM.1/7).

" I. Ivanov, op. cit., p. a
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for nearly half of the cases, with respectively 27.4 percent and 18.5
percent of the total. They occupy the same place during the period
1976-1979.23 Again for the period 1965-1975, that followed in dimin-
ishing order, but with a certain lag, Czechoslovakia, the USSR, Ro-
mania, Yugoslavia, and finally much further down, Bulgaria and the
GDR.

With regard to the more recent period of 1976-1979 the salient factis the progress of the USSR which appears to have decided to take the
plunge and signed a large number of protocol agreements to cooperate
in third countries: its relative share grew from 2.7 percent for the
period 1965-1975 to more than 18 percent for 1976-1979. This dynamic
and planned policy resulted in the maintenance of its share of com-
mitments which remains stable around 11 percent.

The development cannot be attributed simply to a temporary policy.
It reveals the interest of the USSR in TIC and thus shows that after
a hesitant start, reflecting a certain mistrust, accompanied by mis-
givings, it did not want to miss out on this form of cooperation. It
is therefore probable that the Soviet Union finds TIC to be in its
own interest.

TABLE 2.-EASTERN INVOLVEMENT IN TIC, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

TIC concrete cases ' Protocol agreements
1965-75:138 1976-79: 88 1965-75: 37 1976-79: 82

Eastern involvements' Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Bulgaria 7 4.8 0- - 6 16.2 10 12.2Czechoslovakia -19 13 6 6. 7 1 2.7 1German Democratic Republic 5 3.4 10 11.1 0 4 4.9Hungary 40 27.4 18 20 14 37.8 24 29.3Poland 27 18. 5 25 27.8 11 29. 7 20 24.4Romania 16 11 5 5.6 3 8.1 5 6.1U.S.S.R -17 11.6 10 11 1 1 2.7 15 18. 3
Yugoslavia -15 10.3 16 17.8 1 2 7 3 3. 7CMEA -131 89.7 74 82.2 36 97 3 79 96.3

Total, East 146 100 1 90 100 37 100 82 100

I The totals of involvements (146 and 90) differ from the totals of cases (respectively 138 and 88) because of the partici-
pation of more than I Eastern country in certain projects.

I Projects implemented or under way; (planned or under negotiation excluded).

It can be assumed that the U.S.S.R. first wanted to test TIC throughits satellites, in accordance with its habit of treading warily before
any change of line. In fact, the Soviet Union appears to have used the
satellites as trial balloons because it did not want to enter into commit-
ments without first assessing the resultant economic and geopolitical
advantages and drawbacks.

Apart from this, the different levels of Eastern participation in TICgive rise to two considerations:
The place occupied by Hungary and Poland, and at a lower level byRomania, is not surprising, considering that these countries were al-ready the chief pillars of East-West Industrial Cooperation.24 It is

therefore normal to find them in the lead in the practice of TIC.
t With a certain advantage for Poland which seems to take a good lead over Hungary(27.8 percent as opposed to 20 percent), while the opposite Ia true for the number of pro-tocol agreements they signed.
20 These three countries account for nearly 60 percent of East-West Industrtal Coopera-tion according to the ECE Secretariat (TRADE/R.392, October 9. 1979, Annex, p. 7).
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The increased commitments of the GDR from one period to the

other, the decline in Romanian participation and the double function

of Yugoslavia in TIC must also be considered.

a. The case of the GDR

The small number of GDR ventures and the even smaller number of

protocol agreements are striking. The lack of interest shown by the

GDR can, however, be logically explained by the fact that it has never

had extensive trade relations with the South as shown in table 3; it is

at the bottom of the CMEA list for trade with the Third World, ac-

counting for only 4 to 5 percent of the total volume.
In addition, when an East-German Foreign Trade Organization

(FTO) undertakes to put up an industrial complex in the Third

World, it does not necessarily need Western technological cooperation,

and therefore prefers to use the bilateral East-South pattern of trade.

It is the G.D.R.'s technological superiority which is the cause of its

small participation in TIC.

TABLE 3.-RELATIVE SHARE OF LDC'S IN EAST EUROPEAN FOREIGN TRADE, BY COUNTRY

[in percentl

Eastern countries 1960 1965 1970 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Bulgaria:315 42
Exports ---------------------- 3.15 4.42
Imports- 2.08 3.14

Czechoslovakia:
Exports 10.36 9.48
Imports- 8.86 7.36

German Democratic Republic:
Exports- 4.03 4.24
Imports 4.10 4.25

Exports -6.63 7.08
Imports- 5.94 7.43

Poland:
Exports -7.01 7.71
Imports 6.62 8.97

Romania:
Exports 3.057 6.17
Imports- 3.08 5.10

U.S.S.R.:
Exports 6.35 13.94
Imnnrt- _ -__ --- 9.72 10.23

5.91 

4.82 6.66 6.39 - 5.90 5.94 - 6. Z'

7.06 

6.58 7.95 7.32 7.22 7.47 6.70

6 23 6.88 11. 98 9.62 8.08 10.52 11.90
4.42 4.67 7.05 3.77 4.27 4.66 4.01

8.72 7.44 8.70 8.65 7.52 8.01 7.89
5.79 6.40 7.27 5.64 5.29 6.73 4.74

3 93 3.60 3.99 4.03 4.06 4.33 NA
3.69 2.81 5.44 4.04 4.49 4.81 NA

5.91 4.82 6.66 6.39- 5.90 5.94: 6.29
7.06 6.58 7.95 7.32 7.22 7.47 6.70

7.27 4.86 7.76 8.03 8 8.10 6.94
5.43 3.78 4.74 4.68 4.17 4.74 5.36

8.26 14.57 13.78 18.17 17.63 19.48 19. 51
5.96 9.13 11.79 13.51 17.93 14.61 17.97

15 75 18.29 16.46 14.21 13.70 15.46 15.67
10. 87 11.1.8 12.80 11.27 9.84 10.15 8.13

8.26 

14.57 13.78 18.17 17.63 19.48 19. DI

5.96 

9.13 11.79 13.51 17.93 14.61 17.97

15 

75 18.29 16.46 14.21 13.70 15.46 15.67

10'. 

87 11. L8 12.80 11.27 9.84 .10.15 8.13

Source: Calculated from "Handbook of Economic Statistics 1979-A Research Aid," CIA, August 1979, ER 79-10274.

A second reason, a corollary of the preceding one, lies in the fact

that the GDR, having a more advanced technology than its CMEA

partners, can enlist them as sub-contractors just as the Western coun-

tries do in the TIC "East-West-South" framework. Its advanced

technology enables it also to compete with Western firms in certain

Third-World markets. An important French engineering firm lost

two contracts to the GDR which initially were to have been imple-

mented as a joint France-East-South deal and took the form of a

GDR-East-South arrangement.
However, since 1976, with the prospect of increased inter-German

cooperation, the GDR seems to be more interested in TIC. This may

be seen from recent agreements between Krupp GmbH and Unitechna

for the construction of a cotton mill in Ethiopia, between Wagner-
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Biro AG and two East German FTOs for the erection of a thermal
power station in Greece, and from a growing number of arrangements
reached with Austria,25 in particular with the state-run Voest-Alpine
group for a refinery in Mauritania and for the production and chem-
ical treatment of lignite in Australia.

b. The case of Romania

The somewhat abrupt decrease in Romania's participation during
the period 1976-1979 raises the question of whether it represented a
disengagement resulting from a change in the Romanian political line.
It was in the early seventies that policy statements began to show that
Romania wanted to enter the ranks of the developing countries, with-
out however renouncing her status as a socialist republic.

In other words, Romania wanted to be recognized as having a status
similar to that of Yugoslavia. The supposition could be made that
there was an inverse relationship between her participation in TIC and
the political importance attached to the slogan "Romania is a develop-
ing country." Romania does not at all want to be identified with the
industrialized North, since the percentage of its foreign trade with the
Third World is the highest of the Socialist bloc and that of its trade
within CMEA is the lowest.26

c. The case of Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia needs to be studied separately, considering that it takes
part in TIC both as an Eastern and a Southern country.2 7 As a so-
cialist partner, besides furnishing certain equipment, Yugoslavia ex-
ports labor-specialized assembly and civil engineering teams.28 It has
a double advantage in exporting specialists because there is more value-
added to be gained and, when abroad, they send back foreign currency.
The currency allows Yugoslavia to buy equipment from the West,
either directly or through the TIC framework in which it then be-
comes a third country, a receiver of East-West turnkey plant, thus
showing in a concrete manner its character as a non-aligned country.

In both ways, Yugoslavia registered from one period to the other
substantial progress in its TIC participation. It was chiefly as an

25 Cf. U. Dietsch, who explains that the GDR regards Austria as a neutral country, with
low political risk, and the Voest-Alpine group as a particularly valid partner since it is
state-run and alone accounts for a substantial percentage of Austria-GDR trade (40 per-
cent in 1976) In Intereconomics, no9-10/1977, pp. 266-267.

With regard to Austria, see the interesting study made at UNCTAD request by Dr.
F. Levcik and J. Stankovsky. "Recent trends in TIC: Austria's experience" 1978.

96 To Such an extent that the relative share of the LDCs in Romanian exports since1976 is equal to or even higher than that of the USSR (in 1978 19.5 percent versus
17.5 percent): the same trend appears In Romanian imports: in 1976 and 1978 the relativeshare of the LD~s was hiogher than that of the TTSSR (in 1978 18 percent as opposed to
16 percent). Cf. "Jfandbook of Economic Statis tics-A Research Aid" CIA, August 1979,ER 79-10274. pp. 106-107.

bu It Is sidnificant that aVuroslavia is treated as a Third World country by UNCTADbut considered an Eastern partner by the Economic Commission for Europe.
2 This is a policy which China seems to want to adopt as well. and she may very soon

take art din tripartite operations. The first Skeleton agreements which she signed inAugus and November 1979 with Western engineering firms are indicative of this policy.Thev provide for the Chinese National Public Works Company to furnish labor to Italsat,an Italian company of the state owned JRl. and to the French Buil0rding Federation, forpublic works in the civil engineering branch outside China-and, in particular, In the ThirdWorld. This development was made Possihle by the adoption at the end of June 1979 ofthe law on foreign investments In China which applies also to the creation of Joint com-panies abroad using Chinese labor. cet Le Monde, 8/8/1979, p. 19 and Lea Echos, 7/8/1979.
p. 3 & 28/11/1979, P. 11.
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Eastern partner, thanks, in particular, to the activities of Ingra,

Energoprojekt and Energoinvest, FTOs for which the average annual

percentage of exports through TIC during the period 1971-1978

amounted to 15 percent of their total exports. This figure is slightly

higher than the average percentage of the six socialist FTOs surveyed

by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe.29

In general-and despite national particularities-the analysis of the

participation of the Eastern countries in TIC shows: 1) a substantial

increase in recourse to it and 2) the generalization of the signature of

protocol agreements-veritable reservoirs of potential projects.

An important consideration is that the practice of TIC does not

seem to reflect the jolts to which the detente has been subjected lately.

This is true essentially for two reasons: Because the field of action of

TIC is above all micro-economic, bypassing political difficulties, even

if they concern third countries, the pawns of ideological competition.

Because in a period of crisis when international competition becomes

keener, industrial redeployment becomes a necessity; TIC constitutes

an attractive method for both East and West.

B. Ea8tern Countrie8, Dynamic8 of the Sy8tems and TIC

By studying tables 4, 5, and 6, we shall examine the strategies of

penetration and the structure of the links of the Eastern countries

carrying out TIC. We shall endeavor to show their dominant features

rather than to present an exhaustive statistical commentary.

TABLE 4.-INVOLVEMENT OF THIRD COUNTRIES IN TIC BY REGION, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

1965-1975:138 1976-79:88

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of

Third countries by region Number world total region Number world total region

Algeri ---------------------------- _9 6.5 12.3 6 6.8 12.8

EAgeyrit .- 6 4.3 .2 0 1---------------------
Egp--------------- 

9 6.5 12.3 8 9.1

Ira - 4 10.1 19.2 16 18.2 34

Jor~an ------------- - 1 0.7 1.4 1 1. 1 2.1

Kuwait - -5 3.6 6.8 3 3 4 6.4

Libya -- 8 5.8 11 6 6.8 12.8
bya- - 6.- 6 65 12.3 02.°.-------i---------

Morocco-~~~~~-----6 4.3 B. 2 2 2.3 4.3

S I 8;s, ---------- - ----- - -- ° ---------oi~~~~l-
T~unisia-0 1.48. 5

U n Itead Arab Eirate- ------7 K1 1.1 2.1i

Yemen. -------------------------- -. 0.7 1.4 0 - - - -

Total, Meghreb and middle easL 73 52.9 100 47 53.4 100

Cemeroon -.. 2 1.4 10 2 2.3 12.5

Congo -. - 2 1.4 10 0-------------------
Dahomey ---------------------- I1 0.7 5 0 -------

Eto -i -- ---- --------- ° -------- --------------- ' i1 63
GEthopia- 1 07 5 1 1.1 6.3

Guan-i-- 3 2.2 15 1 1.1 6.3

Madagascar, RepublIc of -0 I 1.1
Maur tania0 . - I 2.7 5 ° 4-------- 25 4 4. 25

Niger -5--------3.6----- 0---- 2 2. 3-- 12.5- 0
Nigaerli::- :: :: :::°---------:---------- K i------ 2&-- 4 24 5 25'
Senegal -1---------------- 1 0.7 5 6.3

Somalia -0.... - - 3 I 4 18.8

Sudan -0
Tanzania -- 0------------------ .07 5-° ----- ------0--- -

Togo-1 . , I 0.7 0-_
Zambia -1 0.7 5 0

Total, Africa--20 14.5 100 16 18.2 100

See footnote at end of table.

U Cf. ECE Secretariat, TRADE/.3,75/Add.i, p. 13,1978.
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TABLE 4.-INVOLVEMENT OF THIRD COUNTRIES IN TIC BY REGION, 1965-75 AND 1976-79--Continued

1965-1975:138 1976-79:88

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent ofThird countries by region Number world total region Number world total region

Afghanistan ...............
Australia ---
Bangladesh - - - ---------
India
Indonesia -- - - - - -- - - -- - -
Korea, Republic of
Malaysia - : -
MPkisb ..
Phlippines
SingaporeSri Lna......

Thailand

Total, Asia

Argentina
Beoivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia --------
Cuba
Ecuador -- -- - -- - - - -- - - -
Guyana
PeruUru-guay -- -- ----

Uruguay
Venezuela --- - - - -- - - - - -

o 1 Li ~~~~~~~~~~~12.5o --- I LI ~~~~~~~~~~12.5O- - I 1.1 12.5
12 8.7 60 1 i 1 12.50---- 2 2.3 251 .7 5 0 .
2 1.4 10 0
2 1.4 10 0o-1 L I. 12.5
12 1.4 5 0

0--- I I 12.5
20 14.5 100 8 9.1 100

2 1.4 14.3
i° --------2 ----4 2.9 28.6--ii i1 0.7 7.1
1 0.7 7.1
1 0.7 7.1
0.

2 i ii.3
1 0.7 7.1
1 0.7 7.1
1 0.7 7.1

1. 1. . 20

I -------- i-i---------26---

1 LI '.' 20
I L~i 20

0 .~~~~21 1.1 20I I 2
Total, Latin America 14 10.1 100 5 5.7 100

Cyprus- 0- I 11 8.3Greece ------------------------------ 3 2.2 27.3 3 3.4 25Turkey- 8 5.8 72.7 8 9.1 66. 7
Total, Mediterranean 11 8 100 12 13.6 100
Third world countries, total 138 100 88 100

Of which I unspecified North African case.

TABLE 5.-DISTRIBUTION OF EACH EASTERN COUNTRY'S LINKS WITH THE WEST, REGION BY REGION
kIn number of projects and percent)

Regions

Maghreb and Latin Mediter- All Of whichMIddle East Africa Asia America ranean regions in OPEC
East-West links. Num- Per- Num. Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-1965-79 ber cent ber cent ber. cent her cent ber cent ber cent ber cent

Hungary:
Federal Republic of

Germany- . . . 10 27,8 1 25 2 28,6 -2 20 15 25,9 9 29Italy- 719,4 1 25 2 28,6 -5 50 15 25,9 722,6Austria--------- 822,2- - 2 28,6 -1 10 11 19 516,1Belgium- 616,7 ------- 610,3 6 19, 3France. -2 5,6 1 25 ----- 3 5, 2 0UntedKingdom- - - - - I 100 1 10 2 3, 4 1 3,2Sweden. 1 2,8 --- 14,3 - 2 3,-4 1 3, 2Switzerland -1 2,8 1 25 --- 2 3,4 2 6,5Netherlands - --- 1 1 2 1,7 0 6Netherlands~ ~ 12, -------------------------------------------- ' '° 1 '7 ° -----Spa n-2 1,8 - -4 1--,7 0
Total - 36100 4 100 7 100 1100 10 100 58 100 31 100

Poland:
Federal Republic of

Germany- 939,1 3 25- - 5 62,5 17 32,7 7 31,8France- 6 26,1 i- ------ 4 66, 7 - 2 66,7 3 37,5 15 28,8 4 18, 2Switzerland----- 2 8, 7 3 25 --- - 133, - -6 1,5-22,Austria- - 5 41,7 - -5 9,6 0Japan -313- -233,3 - 5 9,6 313,6Italy 1 4,3 1 8,3- 2 3,8 1 4, 5
Belgium2 8,7 2 3,8 2 9, 1

Total- 23 100 12 100 6 100 3 100 8 100 52 100 22 100



TABLE 5L-DISTRIBUTION OF EACH EASTERN COUNTRY'S LINKS WITH THE WEST, REGION BY REGION

[in number of piojects and percentl

Regions

Maghreb and Latin Mediter- All Of which
Middle East Africa Asia America ranean regions in OPEC

East-West links, Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num. Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-

1965-79 ber cent bar cent bar cent bar cent ber cent bar cent bar cent

USSR:
France - ----- 4 36,4 1 33,3 1 50 2 28,6 -830,8 330

United ingdom- ---- 33,3 -- 3 428 1 33,3 519,2 1 10
Italy-_--------218,2-------------- 228,6--------415,4 110
Federal Republico 1333 3115 1 1
*Germany------- 19,1- ----- 1 50 ------ 33 3 .

Finland -2 18 2 1 33,3 ----------------------------------- 311, 220

Austria ----------------- 19.1---------------------- 13,8 110

Belgium - 1 9,1 ----- 3,8 110
Netherands-133,3 13, -----------

Total -11 100 3 100 2 100 7 100 3 100 26 100- 10 100

Czechoslovakia:
Federal Republic of 50 ------ 10 43,5 8 72,7

Germany ------ 8so0 1100 ----- - 626- 327
France- 531,3 -- 1 33,3 44 261 03273

Austrli -31881 33,3 -

Italy -- - 1333- -14,3 0
Unted-Klngdom -- ---- 1 50 --------- 4
Finland - 100 14,3-

Total -16100 1 100 3 100 2 100 1 100 23 100 11 100

Romania:
Frnc555e61 33,3 --- 630 375

Federal Republic
of Germany -- 111-- ,1'-------- 266,7 1 25 1 100 525 0.--

United States ------ 222,2 1 33,3 ------- 125--------420 125
Austria---- 125-- 15 0
Canadae - - I, -------------- 15 0.
Finland - --------------------------- 1-25----- - - 1. -----5 0

Japan-- 1 33,3 ---- 15 0
United Klngdom- - 1 33,3 ---- 15 0-

Total -9 100 3 100 3 100 4 100 1100 20 100 4 100

German Democratic
Republic:

Austria- 2 50 2 50 2 oo -- 2100 861, 5 240

Federal Republic
of Germany - -50 --------- -------- 7215,4 240

France - ---------------------------------------- 100 -- ------- 1 7,7 0.
Italy -1 25 ----- 177 0----

Ireland - -- 125----- 17,7 120

Total -4100 4 100 2 100 1 100 2 100 13 100 5100

Bul~garia:
France - 50 -------------------------- ----------- 125 133, 3

United Kingdom - ---------------------1100- 125 0.

United States - - 100 - - 125 133, 3

Total -2100 1 1100 0 0W O 4-100 3100

France 6 37,5 3 37,5 3 100 -1 100
United Kingdom- 3 18, 8 2 25 ---
Ita- 3 18,8 ------- -----
UniLed States- 2 12,5 1 12,5-

13S
3
2

43,3 7 46,7
16,7 2 13,23
10 3 20
6, 7 0 ---

F

S
J1
S

ederal Republic
ofGermany ------ 1 6,2 ------- 1 50 ------------ 2 6,7 0

wikerland 6,2 225 -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 6,7 0 ---
iternd - - 2 25 --- 1 3, 3 1 6, 7

bpan -- - - - - - -- 1 6,2 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
weden - - - -1 50 1 3, 3 0

Totel … 16100 8100 3100 2100 1 100 30100 15 100

CMEA-West 101 86,3 28 77, 8 24 88,9 18 90 25 96,2 196 86,7 86 85,1

East-West - 117 100 36100 27 100 20100 26100 226100 101 100
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1. STRATEGIES OF PENETRATION AND TIC

The patterns of penetration belong to two types of strategy-maxi-
mizing gains or minimizing losses-and they really concern only two
sides of the triangle: the East and the West. The South is in fact essen-
tially a recipient for the time being and is consequently considered
more as a customer than as a partner. Thus, it is above all a stake, both
economic and political, in as far as it represents a possibility for each
system to extend its sphere of influence. Thus, the East and the
West find themselves faced with a dilemma, the choice between two
strategies:

a. an offensive strategy consisting of conquering new markets and
penetrating the opposing sphere of influence.

b. a defensive strategy consisting of preserving vested interests in a
zone which is beginning to manifest a will to self-reliance.

In both cases, TIC offers a solution to the dilemma by avoiding it.
It offers the two systems, East and West, the possibility of avoiding a
clear-cut choice between simply giving up or maintaining an untenable
position, for it allows each of them to seek what might be called a"political-moral surety" in the opponent's sphere of influence. The
surety does not even have to be advertised, for it is implicit in theexecution of joint projects. TIC, thus provides East and West with the
Possibility of limited but effective cooperation in the South.

TABLE 6.-OVERALL REGIONAL STRUCTURE OF EACH EASTERN COUNTRY'S LINKS WITH THE WEST, COUNTRY
BY COUNTRY

[in number of projects and percenti

Regions

Ma breb and Latin Mediter- All Of whichMiddle East Africa Asia America renean regions in OPEC
Eat-West links, um- Per- um Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per-
1965-79 ber cent ber cent bar cent bar cent bar cent bar cent ber cent

Hungary:
Federal Republic of

Germany - 10 66,7 1 6,7 2 13,3 -2 13,3Italy -7 46,7 1 6,7 2 13,3- 5 33,3Austria---- - 872 72--- - 2 18,2 - 1 9,'1Belgium-------- 6 0
France - 266,7 1 3310 3 -0-------------United Kingdom 2-66,7-i-33,3
Sweden -15- I 0 1 50Switzerland- I 50 1 50
Netherlands --------- I 100Spain- I 100 -- -------------

Total -36 62,1 4 6,9 7 12,1 1 1, 7 10 17,2
Poland:

Federal Republic of
Germany - 52,9 3 17,6 --- 5 29,4France- __ ---- 6 40 - - 4 26, 7 2 13,3 3 20Switter-nd- 2 33,3 3 50 -- 1 16,7Austria -510- --------------------------0-

Japan -3 60 -- 2 40Italy - 1 50 1 50
Belgium -2 100

15 100 9 60
15 100 7 46,7
11 100 5 45,5
6 100 6100
3 100 0-
2 100 1 50
2 100 1 50
2 100 2100
1 100 0-----
1 100 0----

58 100 31 53,4

17 100 7 41, 2
15 100 4 26,7
6 100 5 83,3
5 100 0-
5 100 3 60
2 100 1 50
2 100 2 100

-

Total -23 44,2 12 23,1 6 11,5 3 5, 8 8 15,4 52 100 22 42,3
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TABLE 5-DISTRIBUTION-OF EALH EASTERN COUNTRY'S LINKS WITH THE WEST, REGION BY REGION-Continued

[In number of projects and percent]

Regions

Maghreb and Latin Mediter- All Of which
Middle East Africa Asia America ranean regions in OPEC

East-West links, Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Pe,-
1965-79 ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent

U.S.S.R.:
France --------- 4 50 1 12,5 1 12,5 2 25 -------- 8 100 3 37, 5
United Kingdom i-15- - 120 -- 3 60 1 20 5 100 1 20

Italy -2 50 2 50 -- 4 100 1 25

Federa Republic of 333------- 1 33 3 10 1 33
Germany -------- 133,3 -- 133,3 -1 33,3 3 10 13 6,3

Finland -2 66,7 1 33,3 ------------------------- 3 100
Austria -1 100… … … … … … 1 100 1100
Belgium - , I100------ 1 100 1100
Netherlands ------ 100 I 100 0-

Total -11 42,3 3 11,5 2 7,7 7 26,9 3 11, 5 26 100 10 38,5

Czechoslovakia:
Federal Republic of 8 80-1-10- 1 10 - - 1 0 8 so

France- 5 83,3 -1 167 --- 6 100 350

Austria -3 75- 1 25 --- 4 100 0

Italy - -100- -1 100 0
United Kingdom - - - I 100 ------ 1 i0 100 ---
Finland ----- 11001

Total -16 69,6 1 4,3 3 13 2 8, 7 1 4, 3 23 100 11 47,8

Romania:
France ------- -- 5 83,3 … 1 16,7 --- 6 100 3 50
Federal Republic of

Germany ------- 1 20 -- 2 40 1 20 1 20 5 100 0.
United States - 2 50 1 25 -- 1 25 -- 4 100 1 25
Austria - -- 1 100-- 1 100 0-

Canada -1 100----- 1 100 0
Finland - - - - 100 -------- 1I 100 0-----
Japan-- I 100 ---- 1 100 0
United Kingdom- - I 100 1- 100 0o

Total- 9 45 315 3 15 4 20 1 5 20 100 420

German Democratic
Republic 2 25 225 225 -2 25 8 100 225

Federal Republic of
Germany -- 2100 - -2 100 2100

France- - - 1100-1 100 0

Italy - --------- 1100 ------------------------------------------------ I 100 0.
Ireland-11001 100 I100

Total -4 30,8 4 30,8 2 15,4 1 7,7 2 15, 4 13 100 5 38,5

Bulgaria:1101 00 10
France I 100 -------------------------------------------…----- I 100 I100
Italy -1 100 - - - I 100 I100
United Kingdom I0-- -1 ------------------------ i 100 0---
United States- - I 100 - -1 100 1100

Total- 2 50 1 25 1 25 0 0 4 100 3 75

Yugoslavia:
France -6 46,2 3 23,1 3 23,1 -1 7,7
United Kingdom- 3 60 2 40
Italy- 3 100
United States - 2 66,7 1 33, 3- ---
ino--aI - -n-ui -

13
5
3
3

100 7 53, 8100 2 40
100 3 100
100 2 66,7

S,
J1~
S

edRUM ItepuDIIC OT
Germany - 50 - - 1 50 ---------- 2 100 0°----

witzerland --------- 2 100 -------------------------------- 2--- 2 100 0 -io
apan … 1100 -I 100 1-100
weden - --------------------------------------- 1100 ----------- I 100 0 ----

Total -16 53,3 8 26,7 3 10 2 6,7 1 3, 3 30 100 15 50

CMEA-West - 101 51,5 28 14, 3 24 12,2 18 9, 2 25 12,8 196 100 86 43,9

East-West- 117 51,8 36 15,9 27 11,9 20 8, 8 26 11, 5 226 1OO 101 44,7
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The question, of course, arises whether the East is not gaining an
inordinate advantage over the West 'by means of TIC itself. In this
way, TIC might be interpreted as a new de Witte system I' in which
the partners are not the allies of the USSR, but on the contrary her
adversaries who have not the political means to sustain the competition,
and find it easier to buy their tranquility in this manner. It was the
lapsing of allies into adversaries which marked the de Witte system."

A study of the "spheres of influence" to which the southern countries
subscribing to TIC agreements belong helps to provide an answer.
Table 4 shows that it is essentially the "rich" countries belonging to the
"useful" Third World-with raw materials and energy-which have
the most recourse to TIC. To a great extent these countries belong to
the Western sphere of influence, or, if they are not an integral part of
it, are nevertheless not subject to commnunist influence.

Finally, we can see that the West penetrates Southern markets under
Soviet influence with greater difficulty than the East penetrates those
in the Western zones of influence, and that the socialist countries pene-

trate the West-South markets.
TIC would therefore appear to show the West to be more on the

defensive, reacting to: (a) the East's strategy for increasing interven-
tion in Southern markets, particularly in those of the "useful" Third
World (OPEC); and (b) the growth of inward-looking autonomous
trading areas among the developing countries seeking to adopt a policy
of self-reliance.

It requires only a small step to deduce from this that TIC merely
favors the international expansion of the Eastern countries, and
numerous observers have made this assumption without seriously
analyzing the question. Before accepting this hypothesis we must first
consider the relative positions of the powers in the East-West-South
TIC triangle.

2. TIC AND THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE POWERS

The nature of the triangle is examined by Egon Kemenes in discuss-
ing new forms of trade competition. He writes: 82 "Cooperation (A),
combining both Western Europe's spirit of innovation and the massive
production capacities of the Eastern countries with the labor and natu-
ral riches of the developing countries-would be fruitful. It would allow
the resources of Western Europe's growth potential to be expanded by
giving the region a more important role than that which it could hope
to have in cooperation (B) limited to the United States and Japan
(. ) It is evident that these forms of cooperation are not exclusive.
The interest of Western Europe is to compensate the drawbacks of
cooperation (B) with the advantages offered in cooperation (A). The
participation of Western countries in cooperative ventures of type (A)
is low. To strike a good balance it would be desirable to increase the
number of these cooperative arrangements".

" A reference to the practice of the Finance Minister of Czars Alexander Ill and
Nicholas II. It consisted of the subsidization of Russia's economic and military power
by her allies, as the price of maintaining their alliances.

1' Cf. the analysis of detente made by A. BesanCon, pp. 76-77, In "Court traitd de
sovietologe A l'usage des autoritds civiles, militaires et religieuses", Paris Hachette, 1976.

52 Cf . Kemenes, "Phenomtnes nouveaux de la competition Internationale contempo-
raine-, pp. 53 & 55, in "Competition Internationale et Redfploiement gtographquelBditlons Masson, 1978, (Proceedings of the seminar organized by the University of Paris-

IX and l'Institut de l'Entreprise, Paris, April 1977).
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This argument makes it clear that for the Eastern countries TIC

offers an alternative to "United States-Europe-Japan" cooperation
recommended by the Trilateral Commission, from which both the East

and the South are absent.33

It is striking that this juxtaposition-in opposition-of these two

conceptions of the triangle is made by an economist of a second rank

CMEA country, in a context favorable to the furtherance of European
development by East-West cooperation in which TIC would, of course,
have a choice place. Eastern countries of second rank thus see the pos-

sibility of achieving a supplementary degree of autonomy by means of

TIC. TIC among other things, allows them to obtain more oil supplies,
as it is practised to a great extent in the OPEC countries. It thus
helps Eastern Europe to solve its problems by enabling it to export
capital goods and improve the balance of foreign trade.

But it also helps the West European countries to counteract the

influence and preponderant weight of the United States. In fact, it
offers the medium European powers the double possibility: (a) On

the one hand, of asserting themselves against the super-power in their

bloc; and (b) on the other hand, of asserting themselves in coexistence
against the condominium of the United States and the Soviet Union..

Consequently, it is not surprising to find that the U.S. -and the

USSR play a minor part in TIC: they reserve for themselves the role

of being the driving force within their spheres of influence. Neither is

it surprising to find that the two super-powers are not side by side in

the exercise of TIC. Their joint action would only too openly lay stress
on the dual leadership which characterizes international relations.

This does not, however prevent the leaders of either bloc from taking

part in joint ventures in third countries with partners of second rank

of the other bloc. In particular, US firms cooperation with Romanian
and Yugoslavian FTOs to penetrate certain countries of the Third
World.3 4

III. TRIPARTITE INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION OR EAST-WEST COOPERATION

IN THIRD CouiNTRIES?

Far from being an exercise in semantics, a reply to this question is

vital for the future of TIC. It involves its raison d'6tre as a means of

using East-West relations for improving North-South relations.

A. TIC and International Industrial Marketing

1. PHASE 1: UNCERTAINTIES.OF INTERNATIONAL TENDERS

Far from being the outcome of a definite strategy carefully prepared
by Western engineering firms. and socialist FTOs TIC deals before
1972, depended on the hazards and procedures of international bid-

= A Polish author, notes that the experts of the Trilateral commission are absolutely

against making the North-South dialogue depend on the East-West dialogue maintaining

that North-South relations are a separate matter, mainly involving economic problems.

Cf. Gowin In Sprawy Miedzynarodowe, n°3/1978, p. 90.
" For example, Occidental Petroleum has agreed to cooperate with Romanian companies

In offshore oil drilling and secondary recovery, the exploitation of bituminous shale, the

production of chemicals, synthetic materials and fertilizers, and the establishment of

joint companies both In Romania and third countries. cf. Buatness Eastern Europe,

In addition, US-Yugoslav or US-Romanian cooperation on third markets can take the

form of joint bidding on the World Bank.



ding. At that time some of the Third World countries tried to applytheir policy of non-alignment to their commercial dealings. They wouldconsider not so much the intrinsic merits of a tender but the politicalcomplexion of the country in which they placed a contract.
A number of other factors, such as the overall economic situation,explain why Eastern FTOs and Western firms decided on joint deals,but at that time there was little organized strategy. For instance:A Western firm may have wanted to do a good turn to an EasternFTO with which it was on excellent terms;
During a boom period, a Western main contractor may have pre-ferred to sub-contract with an Eastern FTO for low-cost equipment orparts in short supply, enabling it to concentrate on its own account onmanufactures with higher returns and to expand its overall produc-tive capacity; and
An Eastern FTO, acting as principal for the erection of a complexin an LDC may have needed Western technological assistance andprocesses, or the LDC itself may have insisted on Western technology.As the practice of TIC grew and its advantages were better under-stood, the Eastern and Western partners institutionalized it by estab-lishing protocol agreements as frameworks for their joint ventures.

2. PHASE 2: GENERALIZATION

Thenceforward, the considerations of the authorities of ThirdWorld countries in placing contracts became less and less important.LDCs came to expect that their invitations for international biddingmight be answered by joint East-West tenders. TIC has been particu-
larly successful in lowering the total costs of projects. This has beenso well understood that it has become a more and more frequent prac-tice, to submit one or even several joint East-West tenders in interna-tional bidding.

This was the case at the end of 1977 for the construction in Algeriafor S.N.I.C. of sodium carbonate works with an annual capacity of150,000 tons at a cost of 200 million dollars. The bids included twoEast-West joint tenders. The first was made by an Italian consortiumunder Italconsult Spa and the Romanian FTO Industrialexport. Thesecond tender came from the West German Klockner IndustrieanlagenGmbH and the Polish FTO, Polimex-Cekop.115
The fact that Western firms with East European partners competedagainst one another shows how important TIC has become at a time ofever keener international competition. Western firms and socialistFTOs learned that a geo-political area traditionally depending on onebloc could paradoxically be approached by a representative of theother bloc, shouldered by his competitor of yesterday.
So, there are. now few categories of Third World countries whichcannot be penetrated through TIC. The approach has become decisivein conquering markets, because TIC, without doing away with spheresof influence, reduces their significance by favoring dual interventionthrough the international distribution of labor.
A new departure from the usual procedure of protocol agreementshas been the formation of joint East-West companies for cooperation

X Cf. East-Weat Market8, 22/8/1977, p. 11.
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in third countries. For instance, in May 1976, Technipex, a joint

Franco-Polishi company, was created to strengthen economic relations

between the two countries, but more importantly, to promote joint ven-

tures in third countries. Fifty percent of Technipex's capital is French

(40 percent Technip and 10 percent Banque Nationale de Paris) and

50 percent Polish (45 percent Polimex-Cekop and 5 percent Polska

Kassa Opiecki). 3 In September 1977, Tecnicon SA, a 50-50 venture

between the IRI engineering affiliate, Italpiamti, and Licensintorg of

Moscow, was promoted in Genoa, Italy, under the chairmanship of

Alberto Capanna, head of Finsider. Tecnicon specializes in the design

and construction of tin and steel mills in third countries.37
This type of association of East-West engineering firms and banks

constitutes a new stage in industrial cooperation and cannot in any

way be considered mere joint East-West marketing in third countries.

The specific character of TIC and its relation to the distribution of

work need to be examined to see whether it is the result of complemen-
tarity or, on the contrary, the outcome of competition between the

partners.

TABLE 7.-TIC "France-East-South" (1965-75), partners' contributions by type
of work'

FRENCH FIRMS SOCIALIST FTOs THIRD COUNTRY FIRMS

Assembly

Civil
engineering

Planning and 30%

constructional No work
Sub-contracting

engineering Assembly &

Civil engineering 65%

l ~~~~~~~~35-X
82k5%

Sub-contracting
ndustrial engineering & Assembly 5Z

&!
Sub-contracting

17,5% Assembly &

Planning and cons- Civil engineering

Sub-contracting tructional engineeri

17,5 17,5% 30%

'The percentages are arrived at by taking the average of partners' contributions In 40
projects.

N Cf. East-West Markets, 17/5/1976. p. 3.
81 Cf. Moscow Narodnyl Bank Press Bulletin, 21/9/1977, p. 12 from International Herald

Tribune, 16/9/1977.
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TABLE 8.-TIC "FRAN(;t-EAST-SOUTH" (1955-75) RELATIVE SHARE IN M3NETARY VALUE OF EACH PARTNER'S

CONTRIBUTION

[in millions of francs]

Frances' share Eastern countries' share Third countries' share
Proj- Per- Per- Proj- Per- Per- Proj- Per- Per-ects cent Value cent ects I cent Value cent ects cent Value cent

Percentage of cost of each
project:

0 to I -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 21 61:8 -- - - - - -to 0 ---------- 10 29,4 438 15,9 .22- _64, 7 - --4 9-1 87-21--1,I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~987 8 23,5 50, 3 8,821 to so -- -- 6 17,6 257 22, 4 6 17,6 270 4,8 4 11,8 234,7 22,951 to 75 7 20,6 616 22, 5 2 5, 9 254 4,5 1 2,9 700 68,376 to 100 - 11 32,3 1,431 52,2 4 11,8 4,605 81,9
Total -34 100 2,742 100 34 100 5,620 100 34 .100 1,025 100

Percentage of total cost of
the 34 TIC projects I- 25.7 52. 72 9.6

I The total amount does not come to 100 percent because a few Western non-French subcontractors have not been in-cluded in the table; the 12 percent roughly corresponds to the purchase of foreign technological processes by French maincontractors.
2 The hI h figures are explained by the fact that the U.S.S.R. obtainsd 3 exce ltionally biz contrasts conse uently thereIs a considerable discrepancy between the relative share of certain socialist countries in terms of number of projects andIn terms of the value of these same projects. The U.S.S.R. itself which only'represents 18 percent of the total Eastern corn-.mitments however accounts for 85 percent of the total value obtained by all Eastern countries in the TIC exercise. Cf. P.Gutman and F. Arkwright (1976).

B. TIC and the In&ternational Dittribution of Labor as

A detailed study of forty cases of TIC practised between France,the East and Third countries shows that the main cost advantages forthe LDCs in joint East-West bids are the very low prices quoted forfurnishing certain Eastern equipment and assembly work, coupledwith unbeatable credit and financing terms.
Table 7 enables us to make the following assessment of the all-roundstrategy:
The West needs to integrate materials manufactured and assembledby the Eastern countries so as to take advantage of their highly com-petitive prices. By doing so through TIC, Western engineering firms:(a) improve their chances of winning contracts in international bid-ding; (b) gain the political advantage in the Third World of workingin partnership with Eastern FTOs; and (c) avert cut-throat compe-tition from East European countries.

The Ea8t. Thanks to their price and credit approach, Eastern FTOshave been able to force the export of their plant and equipment throughTIC, either: (a) by winning difficult contracts in stiff bidding, as maincontractors with the inclusion of Western technology; or (b) by beingincluded as sub-contractors in capitalist projects.
The South, at least theoretically, gets the best out of the commercialand financial competition between East and West in international bid-ding. Third countries, by taking the most favorable credit terms of-fered by the East and West through TIC can considerably reduce theburden of financing the industrial complexes which they want to build.Moreover the existence of a clearing system between the East and thirdcountries can be a supplementary advantage for the latter inasmuch

a We shall not examine here the Tic approach sector by sector, but statistical elementscan be found In the appendix. For further analysis, see P. Gutman (1980).
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as it reduces their foreign currency requirements for payment. Settle-

ments are made through buy-back or counter-trade arrangements,39

which improve the balance of payments of the third countries and at

the same time give them foreign market outlets.
TIC brings down the immediate cost of a~project for the South, but

-the analysis of the division of work between the partners shows that

the industrial share of third countries, nearly always limited to as-

sembly and civil-engineering work, is small or negligible. Thus the

third countries are all the less active partners in building their own in-

dustrial complexes, as. the socialist FTOs, which are specialized in

assembly work themselves, entice them through favorable commercial

and financial terms to renounce using their own local labor even

though it is often technically qualified for the work.
The resultant imbalance in the cooperation of the three East-West-

South partners is seen in tables 7 and 8.
Table 7, setting out the relative share in the work, type by type? of

the partners in 40 projects, shows that TIC, at any rate for the time

being, is a dual process with marked complementarity between East

and West, and at the same time, with manifest competition between

East and South. It also shows the minor share of the third countries

in the work on the projects.
Table 8, setting out in detail the relative value of each partner's

share in the work in 34 East-West-South projects (the West being

France), shows the South to have an even smaller share in monetary

value than when set out by type of work in Table 7. Table 8 shows the

average share in the work ofIthe South to be less than 10 percent (9.6

percent). of the global -value of the projects. Study of the figures in

detail reveals the great extent of East-West complementarity. The

figures for France and the East studied side by side in the "1 percent-

20 percent" and the "76 percent-100 percent" brackets show such com-

plementarity that the residual share of the southern third countries is

negyligible.40
TIC in its present stage is thus seen to be East-West cooperation in

third countries rather than tripartite cooperation in the real sense of

the words. The very mechanism of invitations for international bid-

ding makes for competition rather than cooperation.
However, the relationship of today might hopefully evolve from

one of "East-West seller"-"South buyer" to that of a partnership.
This would require a radical change of perspective.

The practice for the time being of cooperating simply in the erection
of industrial complexes would develop into a permanent relationship
in which the partners took part in tripartite joint venture8 for produc-

tion and marketing. Besides, if the three partners were to contribute
capital on a more equal basis, this would necessarily lead to a continu-
ing process of transferring to the-South technology for improving pro-

duction, as the partnership would involve the distribution of profits
and losses.

For further details, see P. Gutman and F. Arkwright (1976).
'O That Is why the ECE Secretariat includes in its study (1978) only projects In which

southern firms participate directly under the terms of the contract. Even with this ap-

proach, the contribution of the South Is a minor one. According to six FTOs interviewed

by the ECE, the southern share in monetary value varies between 15 percent and 40 per-

cent, being usually much nearer the former than the latter. Cf. ECE Secretariat, TRADE/

R.375/Add 1. P. 13, 1978.



Certain multilateral coproduction ventures exist already:The Mifergui Nimba joint coproduction venture in Guinea for min-ing iron ore; is partners are to receive part of the return on their invest-ments in the form of iron ore; quantities of extracted ore not purchasedby the partners will be jointly marketed abroad.
In Nigeria, Imarsel Chemical Ltd. has been functioning for severalyears as an example of a tripartite mixed company. It was jointlyestablished by Medimpex (Hungary), which has a 40 percent equityshare, Medimpex's affiliate Pharma Labatec S.A. (Switzerland), 20percent equity. Initially the company engaged only in commercialactivity, marketing Hulngarian pharmaceuticals. Its activities haveexpanded to local manufacture on the basis of components importedlargely from Hungary. Sales in 1977 amounted to 5.6 million dollars.42
CONCLUSION: SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF TIC FOR THE FATURE
What ultimate importance should be attached to the fact that theEastern countries take part in TIC !
Does their participation in TIC imply a radical or minor change ofpolicy ? Is it a tactical or strategic change I
It would be a strategic change if their participation in the TICEast-West-South triangle could be interpreted as their implicit recog-nition that a real "World System" was being established. As a con-crete manifestation of this development, '11C would bring aboutmultilateralization of trade.
It is too early to draw such a conclusion from the actual practice ofTIC. Even so, the approach cannot be interpreted as a mere change ofday-to-day practice. TIC is not regarded by the East as just a secondbest solution.
The analysis of the Eastern countries' strategy and work shows thatthe way they take part in TIC gives it its specific characteristics. TICenables them to have a more important place in the International Divi-sion of Labor: it allows them to be joint exporters with the West ofcapital goods to the developing countries. The participation of theSocialists in TIC, and particularly their acceptance of the interna-tional distribution of work undertaken, cannot be regarded as non-committal. By acting as sub-contractors and even as principals, East-ern FTOs adapt themselves to the Western conception-both in tech-nology and practice-of erecting the industrial complexes which theyhelp to build.

Consequently, even if the FTOs are not the main vehicles of thisinternational normalization of techniques, they take part in it, and indoing so, endorse it. The new part they play has become an importantfactor in their attitude to world economy. The change has to a greatextent been brought about as a result of working arrangements with
sWith the following capital distribution: Guinean Government (50 percent) and nineother partners: Nigerian Government (135 percent), Libyan Government (10 percentAlgerian Government (7 percent), Nicinmen (Japan) (7 percent), INI-Sierra-Mineral-Corel (Spain) (6.76 percent), Mineral Import-export (Romania) (2.5 percent), Solmer(France) (2 percent). Usinor (France) (2 percent) and Liberian Government (0.25 per-

Cent) Cf. Le Mo eur (9 om~mpeprcne d'lnternatdonai n-229, 19/6/1978, p. 16.



the multinationals in the East.43 These have even led the East to de-
velop a commercial-and soon productive-infrastructure abroad now
extending both to the South and to the West.44 -

Thus, the decade of the seventies appears to us to coincide with the
emergence of a "World Economic System" characterized by an inter-
nationalization of production which is greater than the international-
ization of capitalist production alone.
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APPENDix A
TABLE A-l.-WESTERN INVOLVEMENT IN TIC 1965-75 AND 1976-79

TIC concrete cases Protocol agreements

1965-75:138 1976-79:88 1965-75:37 1976-79:82
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Western participations':
Austria ---------------- 19 11 13 1341 6 16,2 6 7, 3Belgium 9 5,2 3 3 1 2,7 7 8. 5Danmarak- 0,6 0 0 2 2,4Finland---------1 0,6 0------ 0----- 12Finland -I D 6 4 4 0 9 11France -------- 46 26,7 15 15,2 9 24,3 9 11Federal Repubilc of Ger-

Yanj - 36 20,9 24 24,2 11 29,-7 21 25,6Ireln1 0,6 0------- 0 0----iItaly-------- 22 12,8 8 8,1 2 5,4 g iJapan ------- 4 2,3 6 6,1 1 2,7 3 ,Netherlands ------------ I 0, 6 2 2 2 5 4 2 2,4Spain -- ------- 2,9 a - ----- 0 - -- 0 .Sweden ---------------- i4 2,3 1 i i- 5° -------16,-1Switzerland - 8 4 7 8 8,1 0 --------- 3 3,7United Kingdom ---- 10 5,8 10 10F.1 1 2,7 3 3, 7UnitedStates- 4 2,3 5 5,1 3 8,1 2 2,4EEC --- W ------ 126 73,3 62 62,6 26 70, 3 52 63,4Total ----------- 1172 100 '99 100 37 100 82 100

'The totals of partlcIpaIons (172 and 99) differ from the total of cases (respectively 138 and 88) because of the Involve-ment of more than I Western country In certain projectLProjects Implemented or under way; (planned or under negotiation excluded).



TABLE A-2.-RELATIVE SHARE OF EACH EASTERN COUNTRY IN PROTOCOL AGREEMENTS SIGNED BY THE WEST, COUNTRY BY COUNTRY: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 196575 AND 1976-79

[in percenti

Eastern partners Western country's Share of PA

German PA's with CMEA with Eastern

Democratic as percent of couhtries as percent
Western partnera Bulgaria Czechoslovakia Republic Hungary P oland Romania U.S.S.R. Yugoslavia it's PA's of all western PA's

Austria: 101.
1965-75 -16,7 16-------------- 66,7 16,7 -- -- 100 i67---
1976-79 -516, 3-- 100 7,3

1965-75 --------------------------------------------------- i3 2,7
Belgium: 

8,5

1976-79------------ 13--------. 100------------ 857-----------------------

Canada: -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1976-79 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Denmark: - --------

1965-75 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
1976-79 -------------------------- 100 -----------------------------------

Finland: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1976-79--------------------------------- 22,2 -------- 33,3 4,410I



France:
1965-75 ------------ 44,4 till --------- 22,2 11,1 --------------- 100 243i
976-79 -33,3 ----------- i---Federal Re ublic of Germany: 22,2 33,3-1---

19765- 7 ii;3 4,- I ti2

----1976- ---79--- - - - -- - ------- ----- - ------------ -X@ 15°l36- --,4- - -- - - iii8 ,

1976-79 .----- 45.43,4 18,2 --5010
'ifay:957 ----- 14,3 4,-------- 42,8 19 ------- - 19 --------- 29.7

1965-75 
I . .2

i19 765 7 5 0.. . . 0 . 4

United~ ~ ~ ~~~~~. Klgo* -**-*3, 6 .. ............ .. . 33.I, -------------- 97

Japan:-1, -111, ----- 2----------

1976-75 t.i
1976-75-100----------7---Netherfands:-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 , . . .. . . . . . . . .: - - - - - - - - - - 0 ,

1965-75 .. 333.......... ........ 3 , - - -- 3, -- -- - 100 2,4

1976-79 ------- ...............

SwHzeufand:~ ...... 7

United Kingdom:--------------------3 a ,
1965-7 .. . . . . .- - - - -

1965-75 66-----7 ---1---00 i10 , 7
1976-79 ------- .......... 33333.

---- ---- ----:--- ---- ---- 1002 4



TABLE A-3-DISTRIBUTION OF EACH WESTERN COUNTRY'S LINKS WITH THE EAST, REGION BY REGION

[in number of projects and percent]

Regions

Maghreb and Arica Asia Latin America Mediterranean All regions Of which In OPEC

WestdEast links, 1965-79 Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Federal Re b e 42-55,6 17 31,5 7 25,9
Po bic fn Grma10 330 1 43 229------ ---------------- 2 22,2 is 27,8 9 33.3

U55o -------------------------------- 14-3 ' 20 ---------------- 7 4HN 1a0- 33,3 1 14,3-1-33-310 18s 8 29,6

C=e usoai------------3-- --- 2143--40------- 1 33,3 ------ ,---5 9, 3 0------

Roma ia - ------- ---- --- 1---0---1 3 -- - - - - - - - - 11,1 3 5,6 1 3,7
USRomaw la c6i~- ------- 1 3,3---------i.C---- 2 37 2 7

German emocrtic Republi - -2 28,6 - 2 3,7 0 -

Yugoslavia--- ___ 1 3-1 333-2 3.7 0

TotaL -- _--- 30 100 7 100 5 100 3 100 9 100 54 100 27 1o0

France: 
4 1

Poland-6 2,7----------------- 0 20 4 ------------------ 375 15 28,3 4
Yugoslavia-~~~~~~~~~~6 2I,7 3----- 3 30------ 125 13 24,5 7 33,3

u.S.S.IL-4 13,7~~~~~~~~~~~~I 1 20 1--0-2 40 ------- - ---- 8 15,1 3 14,3

Czechoslovakba_-5 17,2 - - - 1 10 - _-_- __- 6 11,3 3 14,3

Romania-5 17,2 --- 10 --- 6 11,3 3 14,3

Nuntary--69 20- -------------------------2---------------------------------- 
3 5I 7 0

Hungary-1 3,------------------- 2 69---1-1,-1
Bulgariab - 1- 20- 3, I1 1, 9 01----
German Democratic Republic-3 10 0

TotaL -- __- 29 100 5 100 10 100 5 100 4 100 53 IO 21 100

Austria: 81 57,1----------- 2 40----------- 1 33,3 11 36,7 5 62,5

German Democratic Repub-it-2 8 14,3 2 28,6 2 40-2 66,7 8 26,7 2 25

PoHnd 71, 4 2 -- -- 5 16,7 0-
Gtechohwn a - 14 _ _1 2 ----- -------------------- 7 --- 33 ° ------i-s

Czechoslovak~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5 7,4---1- 2 -4 13,3 0..----

U.S.S.L-~~~~~~~~~~~~1 7,1- - - ---------------------------- 1 3 3 I-2,

Romania-1- - 100-- 3_3 0-_IIW

TobL_ ----------------------------- 14 to0 7 100 5 100 I 100 3 100 30 100 8 100

Hunlary-7 46,7 1 SD 2 66,7 - 5 100 15 55,6 7 53,8

U.SS.R- -__--2 13,3 -__ -__- 2 100- _ --------- 4,8 - 3 1,
Yugoslavia- -__---- 3 20 - _-_-_-_-- - - 3 7 3 3,1

Poland----------------- 1 6,7 1 ---- 2 37, 1 7,7
Poland __ _ _ ~ ~~~~~~~1 6, 7 1 0 ------------------------- ------ -~---~-------- --------- I j7 1 7

Bulgaria -1--- 6,7 - ------------------ -------------------------------- 1 3,7 0-

Czechoslovakiah---1 
3,7 0-3

German Democr tIc Rep--b-l---- _-_1 6, 7 _ 3 _I ,7 0 _

Tot al-___ 15 100 2 100 3 100 2 100 5 100 27 100 13 100

United KinMdofl 25 61 50 5 3 1 25

USS R_____ ____ ____, _c -------------------------- 5 33,3 2 50
-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -ZS.;IRS- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -._ 

_R )1



-- --- -- --- -- --- --- -- --- -- --- --- -- --- -- --- -- 1 6,7 0 -- - - - -
TotaL- -------- 3 100 4 100 I 100 5 100 2 100 IS 4 100

Swiltzerland:
Hungary -- -------------------- 1 33,3 1 16,7 -2 20 2 28, 67niand-2 66,7 3 S0 -- I 100 -------------------- 6 6 5 71,4Yugoslavia --- 2 33,3 - -2 20 0

TotaL.- 3 100 6 100 0 1 100 0 - ----- 10 100 7 100
Belgium:

Hungary --.
Poland-
U.S.S.R

Total . - --- --------

6 66,7 .-------- --,2 7- 6 66,7 *6 66,7I 100 0 - - -0-- 22, 7 1 2 i2,. . *, I ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~I I I.i,I
9 100 0 -- - --- O --- - - - O -- -- - 0 - - - - - 9 inn a -n

United States:
Romania ------------ 2 So 1 33,13 I w -4 S0 1 25Yu oslavia --------- - 2 50 1 3, 3 -3 37 5 2 S0Bulgaria-1 3-1 12 5 1 25

Total -4 100 3 100 0 1 100 0 8 100 4 100
bapan:

land ------------ -3 75 - 2 100 -5 71,4 3 75Romania.. --- ------------------- ---------- i---- I 10 - --------------------------------- 14, 3 0 -----Yugoslavia-1 25 1 1001 143 ------- i
Total -4 100 I 100 2 100 0 - 0 7 100 4 I00Finland:

U.S.S.R . 2 100 1 100 ----------------. -- - 3 60 2 100Czechoslovakia. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
i Iw I 20Rumania-1 100 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------- 20 0- ----Romania ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I '00 --------------- -- I 20 0- ----Total ------------------- 2 100 I 100 0 - 1- I 00 I 100 5 100 2 100
Sweden:

Hungary--- - - - - - - - - - - - -
YugTotavli .

Total -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-- I 100I- 100 1 100 2 66,7 1 I0o
1 -100 0 -------- --- I inn . -

Netherlands: - - u 3 100 I 100
Hu, ary-1---------------------------------------0----

1 50 1 50 0Total -0 0 0 0 2 100 2 100 0~~_ -_ -u- l c5 10 00---10
-ela ^ wr a ue -Mo a Repuil~c - --- I 100 0 - ---- 0 -- --- 0 - 0 ------ I IwSpain: Hungary 1 100 0 0 0 0 1 100Canada: Romanla. ----------------- I 100 0 0 0 - . 0 1- I 100EEC-East -87 74,4 . 18 50 19 70, 4 15 75 22 84, 6 161 71,2

w_. t. ._ .~~~~~--

I 100
0 .
0 .

rr - ---t---------------------- 117 100 36 100 . 27 10 2 10 r a 9Ws *x

75 74, 3
... ---

- --- Zvialu Iuu



TABLE A-4.-OVERALL REGIONAL STRUCTURE OF EACH WESTERN COUNTRY'S UNKS WITH THE EAST, COUNTRY BY COUNTRY

kIn number of projects and percentl

Regions

Maghreb and
Middle East Africa Asia Latin America Mediterranean All regions Of which in OPEC

West-East links, 1965-79 Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Federal Rejublic of Germany: .52,9 3 6-i 29,4 17 100 7 41 2

Polan --------------- 139 15 100 9 6
Czechoslovakia ~ ~ -- --- S 580 1 7'° --------- ------ i ---- ------ -- ---- -- 2 - ------ i8

Hungary S----R. --- 10 66,7 1 637 2 1.3-2- 13,3

German Democratic Republic - - - 2 100 ------ 2 100 02-10

Yugoslavia -1--------------- 50 ---------------- ----- 50-2-

Total -30 55,6 7 13 5 9,2 3 5,6 9 16,7 54 100 27 50

France:is 
10 27

Poland-~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~6 40 ..... 4 26,7 2 13,3 3 20 15 00 4 2,
Poland ------------------------------------ i 3 7,12 1,3 3 07 13 i0w 7 R 68

Yugoslavia --------------- 6 46,2 ---- 2-3.1- 3 23,1 --- --- 77 1 10 7 5,
U.S.S.R-4 50 . 6 46 i 12,5 1 12,5 2 25-8 100 3 3,5

Czechoslovakia -5 83, 3 -1 16,7 ---- ---------------- 6 100 3 50

Romania ----- - 5 83,3 - - 1 16,7 - 100 30 50

Hungary . -----~-------------- 2 66,7 1 33,3 -------------------------------- 3 --- iw-2 1 --- 3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 100
Hungary ------ --------- -

German Democratic Republic . . I.100.I

Total -29 54,7 5 9,4 10 18, 9 5 9,4 4 7,5 53 Iw 21 39,6

Austria: 
1 10 5 4,

Hungary.-8 72,7 ------------------- 2 18,2 .... 1I 9,1 1 45,5

German Democratc Republic -2 25 2 25 2525 8 100 2.25

Poland- 5 100 - 100 0-

Czechoslovakia -3 75 --- 1 25-------------------------4-------- 100 0- 10
U.S.S.R - . 100- - - - i ioo - ------ I 100 -
Romania 1---100-- 100 0------------------------------------------------------ .

Total -14 46,7 7 23,3 5 16,7 1 3,3 3 10 30 100 8 26,7

Italy: 331 7 4,

Hungary - 7 46,7 1 6,7 2 13,3 ---- - 5 33,-3 15 100 7

U.S.S.R -2 50- - - - -2 50- --- 100 3 2
Yugoslavia -3 100 -- --------------------------------------------------- 2 100 1 3

Poland -------- 9 50 - --------------------------- 2I 100 I 01

Bulgaria-1 10------------------- I ' --------------------0---------- - - - - 10 1 1

czechoslovakia - - - -- 1 00-- 100 0.-I-Iw
German Democratic Republic -1 100w1-100-0-

Total - 15 55,6 2 7,4 3 11,1 2 7,4 5 18,5 27 100 13 48,1



Bu-gar- i iO0-,.,-,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,,,,2 ,,, , i OCzechoslovakia ---- I -100 -- 100 0Romania.. -- ----------------------------- 
I 

'00
1 100 -- 1---100----1--- oTotal ------------------------------- ------ I 100 0OTotal-. . , , ----- -- 3 20 4 26,7 1 6, 7 5 33, 3 2 13,3 15 100 4 26,7Switzerland:

Hungary ---------------- 1 50 1 50Poland-2 .2 100 2 100ugosavia ---------------- 2 33,3 3 50 -1 16, 7 6 100 5 83,3Yusei ------------------ 22 
100 0.Total -3 30 6 60 0 I 10 0-10 100 7 70

Belgium:
polend6 100HU. r2 10-- ------------ -0* 6 100 6 100RoiandR-1 100- ------------------------ 2 100 2 100…,S S. R. -------------------------- I 100 I 100 1 100Total - - -------------- 9 100 0 0 - 0

United States:
Romania - --------------- 2 50 1 25- 254 100 25Yuoslavia -2 66, 7 1 33,3 -3 100 2 66, 7Bulgar- 100 1 100 1 100

Total -4 50 3 37, 5 0 1 12,5 0 I 100 4 50
Jlapn:

P ola nd -- --- ----- 3 60 - - - 2 4-5 100 3 60sRomanb ---------------------------------- 3 106010 
0

Yugoslavia ---------------------- I-100-_-_-_-_-_- 100 1 100- - -1 1 0 6

Tota l 4 57,1 1 14,3 2 28,6 0 0 7 100 4 57,1Filabnd:
U.S.S.R ---------------. 2 66, 7 1 33,3 3-100-2-66,-7Czerhosiovakia2 - - - - --- 

100 1 2 667Romanba - - --------------------------------------------------------------- 100 I 100 0-1 100 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------ 100 0Total -2 40 1 20 0 1 20 1 20 5 100 2 40Sweden:
Hungary -- - -1 50 1 50 --------

Yuosava ------------------------- - -------------------------- 1 - -100 ----- ------- 2 100 1 soTotal . 100 0 ----------- I °° °----------N Ther lands: -'------------------ 1 33,3 0 1-- ----- ' 33, 3--3 0 - --- 3 100 1 33, 3Netherlands:
Hungary ------------
U.S.S.R.- ----------------------------------------------------------------- I 100 1 i10 0

-1~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 100 I 100 0Total - -0 0 0 0 2 100 2 100 0Ireland: German Democratic Republic 1 100-I 100 1 100Spn Hungary- 100 . I 100 0 .Canada:Romanb ------------------------ ' 0 
I 100 0EEC-East-. 87 # 18 11, 2 19 11, 8 15 9, 3 22 13, 7 161 100 75 46,6



TABLE A-5.-SECTORAL STRUCTURE OF WESTERN COUNTRIES' INVOLVEMENT IN TIC: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Building
goods goods oods and public Commerce, Trans-

Agriculture Energy Mining Industries Industries indusbies works services portation Various All sectors

Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-

West ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent

Austria:2 
1,Il 0

Belgium: 2867 100

1965-75 -5 714- 21 20 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1976-79-1 50 15

1965-75-1 100-1 
100Conada:I 
0

1976-79- 0-
19S5-75---1 1004- -- -- 1 100

Finland:

1976F79 4 1000

1965-75------------- - 12 30,8 1 2,6 18 46,1 2 4 3-2 521100

1976-79------------ -----: 4 28,6 0----- 6 42,9 3 21,4 0------------------ -- I1

Federal Republic of Germany: 
1 31----3 0

1965-75---------------- - 721,9 1 3,1 160 31,3 3 9,4 10 31,3 0 -- 1-- 3,1---------
1976-79 - -9 40. 9 1 4,5 627,3 0 9-4 5 22,7 1 4-5 0 --3-- - -- - 22 100

I reland: 
1-- - - - - - - - - - I 1 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

1965-75 - -- -------------------------------------------------------- 1---- 1 0 0O1
1976-79 O--------0--- 1



Italy: 6 -5 - 1 02 0 . . .
1976-79-1 - -1470-210 - 3 15 0

1 14,3 6 -------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 0
open 1.3 2 8, - -- 1,32 28,6 1 14,3-...................... 7 ioo

19575 . ----:-:----------- 2 66,7 1 33,3 0 .-

eterlands:-1- -- - -- --25-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - 3- 100
1965-75

Sweden:---.. .. .......... 0 - ----- ---. . I IO
1965-75 0....

Switzerland:-11000---- 0-21 0
19765-759 ------------------ 2 IOo

1965-75-0 1~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~ 1 33 0-2 68,73 10
1976-795----- ------- 30 142, 0----- 2286-1,3 14,--007-0

United Stts- 12, 1W1V5 0 ------- 1 2,..2.. 1, 3 100
19765-759-----0-0 - -12 - -0- -------

197-7 ...... ....... 10,9.. 413 ,39 2---8- 3431,8 5 4,6 1917,8 0 1--0,9---2--1,9 0 - 17 100
-1-- 1,8------- 183,5 12,72 5.6 1S27.3 .73 84S..30 - 1 18 2 .6 5 0

United State7s:39 683 412,7 5.823 12,75 0 5 21,4----- 2 IA 0- 13 8 10,2
1965-75------- ------- ------- ------ 0 ----- - 1 33, 1 33,3 ----- 4--5---4



TABLE A-6.-RELATIVE SHARE OF EACH WESTERN COUNTRY IN TIC, SECTOR BY SECTOR: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Building

I goods goods goods and public Commerce Trans
Agriculture Energy Mining Industries industries industries works servies portation Various All sectors

Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-

West ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent

196-75 --- 13 208,3 0 16,7 6- 0----- 2 8,7 ° I 0 18 13

16-79 9,13 2--------I-------------I------------------------------- 
I72 2 3

1A76a7 9
1 20 1 16,7-4-9,8 -2-8-7----- 3,3 1 51 13,6

Belgium: , - ,- .

1965-75-1 2,8- 3,8-22,37
1976-79 __ 0__0
1965-75 ,- 0- 2 4 1- 0,7
1976-79- 

1 02,7

Federa R epib ic of erm an 7 12,7 1 50 10 24 3 37,5 10- -3-, 1 31 -- -- - -- - ---- ---- --- -------- ~2 2
Finland: 01 24' '

1965-75 _1 i3----------------------------- 0- - - - - - -- 2 4---------------- ------- 1 0 7

1976575-- 0 _1,1 - 0.
1976-79 4-----17,4----------210-------0----- 0- -14--- 9

1rance: ------------ ---- 12 21,8 1 16,7 18 43,9 2 25 4 74 -------------- 0 - -- 9 25,

Federal Republic ol'Germany:
1965-75---------------- 7 12,7 1 16,7 10 24,4 3 37,5 10 43,5 0 ---- 1 50 -------------- 2 2,

1976-79 --------- --- 9 25 1 50 6 23,1 0.---- 5 i 1 25 0------------------ 2 5

Ireland: 1 4,3-------10,7
1965-75 ------------------------ ------------ - - - -0-0-----
1976-79 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - ----- --- - - -



Italy:
1965-75 100 14 25,5 - 2 4,8313 0-20-14,5
Japan6-7 1 100 2 5,6 1 3, 8- 2 20 1 25 ----Japan: 1 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 1 ,19 5-5 -- -- -- - - .. .. .. .. .. . 2 3,6 1 16,7 0 

-.. . . . . .. . . . . 7 819765-795 ------------------- 1 16, - ------------- ------- -------- -------------------- ......... 3 2,2Netherlands:11
1965-75 -0 0--32

1965-75 1-0 
....... .. 2.2,.3Spain:1 3,-2 23

1976-79 1 12,5 .--- --- ,-7Sweden: -- 0 -- 1 07
1976-79 -0 1 2,4 1 12,5-2 1,4Switzerland:-I 2,8------

1976-79 0 1 16, 7 0 2 8,7 3-2,-2United6-79 d 5 13, 9 0 2 7, 7 - - 0-- -- - 8United Kingdom:1965-79 - 3 5, 5 0 2 4, 8 1 12,5 1 4, 3 0 0 0 7 5,1
1976-79 --------------------------- 1 2,8 1 50 0 1 25 1 ---- 1 33, 3 8 9 1United States: 10 2 50 1 501965-15 0 1 16, 7 1 2,4 01-- 0- 5-3 2,21976-79-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 11, 1 0 --- - 0 --- 10- -- - - - -- -- 1~ 5 ~ -- - -- - - ---- --- 3 2,25 5 7 nEEC:4-110-0-5,7
965-75 1 100 41 74,5 3 50 34 82,9 6 75 19 82,6 0 1 50 2 100 0 - 107 77,51976-79 -1 100 18 50 2100 15 51,7 4 100 880 4 100 0 550 2667 5562,5
West:

1965-75 -1 100 55 100 6100 41 100 8 100 23 100 0 .. 2 100 2 100 0- 1381001976-79 -1 100 36 100 2100 26 100 4 100 10 100 4 100 0 2 100 30- 88 100



TABLE A-7.-SECTORAL STRUCTURE OF WESTERN COUNTRIES' INVOLVEMENT IN PROTOCOL AGREEMENTS: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Building
g gds do goods and pub- Commerce, Transpor-

Agriculture Energy Mining Imdustries. indusries industries lic works services tation Various Muitisector All sectors

Hum- Par- Hum- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-

West ber cent bar cent bar cent bar cent bar cent bar cent ber cent bar cent bar cent bar cent bar cent bar cant

AU581i~~~~~a65 75 1 16,7 °i --i6;i- 3 50 3 1° --i6 i- 0 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 1,7 10

Austria:.. 2 333 ---- 1 6 -------------------- 1_1 7 1 1 7 6 10

1965-75 -°------------------- 116,7 0 -2... ,3 0 6,7 ,7-1-----------6,7------------- 116,7--i- i 100

1976-79-0 - 116,7 350I 116,7-0-0 - 110 1 
0 

3 
0

Belgium: 0-1 100 0------------------------- -1jT 100

1976-79 -1----1----,3----0----6--------,7- 
100

Canada: 0-2-100
1965-75 -- - - - - - - - - - - - O- -

--- --- --- --- --- --

1976-79 - 1 50 -1 50 
0

Denmark:
1965-75 -0 

- 0 
------------------------ 7 ------ °i-----------i 0

1976-7910 
-10

Finland: 0-0
1965-75 -2 222--2 --22,2- -

° -------- i-

1976-75---1,1 11,-- -- 2 -- 2 22,2 0-------------n-ii-i-0--0----- i- 4 44,4 0 - 9 100
France: 2 1, 22, 0 - 0.1 22 0 --- 0-

1976-79-0--- ----- ----- ----
1---- 

---
0------ 

- 0 - -100



Federal Republic of Ger-
many:

1976-795 - 0 . 9 0------- 9, 1 4 36,4 4 36, 4 -1 9,1 91--
Jta p a: - - --- 2 9 , 5 1 4 , 8 2 - - - - - -1 5 0*196-75 -190- -0- 4 19 523,8 -3-------------0_

Swedn I 3 50 2 100a p19n6-7 ; - - - - - - - - -- 1 111 1 0-------- -0 - - 0 0° 4

jg676-75 --------------- I 13 ------- I 1 _H 0-ii ------ 0 I0 1

Ja p anited- --- -- -- -- ---11 1 11 1 1 3 9 10 0
1965-75 0 1100 -133 ,3 1 10

N e th e r l a nd s3- --------- -- ------ ------- -- 1 3 3- ---- ----------- 2-660-7-,-0 3 1 0 0
1965-75 1 0- - - - 50 1 50 2 100Sweden:-1- - - - - - - - - -- 1 5 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 0 -- - - 0 - - - 01965-75 -2--1 100 0..- 0-- '2 100

Switzerland: - - - 120 0--120 120 - 120-----3 1 0-----1 100

Wiled~l~o:---

196-75 0 -- 0 ----------0- 5 l82
Un 7ite ats-1I ~ -2----------------6 26,7------------------1------1--1----

Un It jd K n; -o----- ------------~-- ------ 3 100
1965_ _750

1EEC: 75 - 0 - 25,4-1-2,7-7-18,9-5-13-5-821,6-0--127 1 ,7 7 89 513,537- 100

1976-79----- 0- ---- 10 12,2 3 3, 7 17 20,7 10 12,2 8 9, 8 2 2,4 2 2,4 2 2, 4 5 6,1 23 28 82 100



TABLE A-8.-RELATIVE SHARE OF EACH WESTERN COUNTRY IN PR9TOCOL AGREEMENTS, SECTOR BY SECTOR: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Building
gsrds goods goods and pub- Commerce, Transpor-

Agriculture Energy Mning industres IndustrMes industries Ikwrk serves tation Various Multisetr All sectors

Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- NUm- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-

West ber cent bar cent ber cent ber cent ber cent bar cent bar cent ber cent ber cent ber cent bar cent bar cent

1976-795-01 50 0 ---- 2 28,6 5114,3 1 204 61 2

Belgium: 
12,5 ----- 27

1976-79 -1--------------- ---------- 0-- 1 2-0 ----- 6----26,1--------7---8,-----

Canada:
1965 75 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 -- 

-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -

0--10 - 1--22,1976-79 ----------- --- I IO _I 5

Denmark:
1 96979 ---------------------- -----------------------------------------

Finland:-00
1976-792

i 76_3 ---------- ----------- ::: °i-i8 
------ -i-

Franc 
:

196-75---------------------- 1 100 1 14,3 1 20 2 25 0 - 0 - 0 - 457,1 0----- 9 24,3

1976-79-0--2---- -8---0--- ---- 1---- ------ 0-- -- 9 15



Federal Republic of Germany:
1965-75 0 0 1 14,3 4 80 4 S0
Italy:9 -

2------------ 20 333 2 1l' 4 40 5 62,5 -1------------ 1(0C 1 14,3 0----- 11 29,71"i976-79 ---------------------------- 2 50 ------------- 33, 3 11,-8-4-40- 0- -. 3 60 4. 17,4 21 25,619765-795 - -- - - -- - - - - - - I SO I -- 0-- 0 - - -- I 100 -- - - - - - 0 0 . 2 5Japan:I 10 50 1 2 5 4

1976-790 I 1 1 14,3 20----,---,339 3 7
Netherlands:-1.10. 1 1,1

1965-75 0
1976-79-.. . . . . .0- -- -i -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - --.- - - - - - - 1 1 ,Sweden:1976-79- I-1001 14, 10 - ---- -------- I 20 2 5, 4

1976 79 ----- 0 ------ 0 14'3 1° - - 1° -- i0 - - - - 2 ,Switzerland:-1 33,3 0- 1 10 1 12,5 - 0-- - - 1 2,71976-79 1.. 50 - - - - - -- -- - - - 5 6,1
1 965 -75 

0 ----United Kingdom:
1 9 6 5 -7 5 O01 

2 0 1 2
United37S~t7teig-- -- 1 10 - 2 11,8-1 20 1 27

1965-75 I 1------ 2 40- - 3 3,7
19 7679 -1 14,3

d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0 2,

E.E.C.:
1965-75 - I .50 1 100 2 28,6 5 100 7 87,5 5 - 100 1 100 6 85,7 2 40 26 70,31976-79 ----- --- 0 - --- 5 50 1 33, 3 8 47, 1 6 60 6 75 2 10 1 5 0 5 10 1 3 2 6Total West:
1965-75 - 0 - 2-100 100 1100 7 100 8 1 100 0 1001 100 1 7 07100 5100 37 100
1976-79, - 0- 10 100 3 100 17 100 10 . 100 8 100 2 100 2 100 2 100 5 100 23 100 82 100



APPENDIX B

TABLE B-1.-RELATIVE SHARE OF EACH WESTERN COUNTRY IN PROTOCOL AGREEMENTS SIGNED BY THE EAST, COUNTRY BY COUNTRY: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

[in percenti

Eastern
Western partners 

Eastern country's
country's share of

PA's PA's withwith Western

EEC as countries
Federal percent as percent

Republic Nehr wte- United United of its of all

Eastern ofNehrSwte-P' EaenPA

partners Austria Belgium Canada Denmark Finland France Germany Italy Japan lands Sweden laend Kingdom Staten p A' Easter 5 P A

Bulgaris 16,7-66 ,7 1----------------- ------------- ----0 10 io1:::::::::-i o -io- - 6,7 66,7 16 2

1976-79-10 -31 2 7

Czechoslovak -a 
---------------

1,965-75---------------100-------------to--------------------------------- 
- - 100 12

1976-79 ............
German

Democratic
Re ubllc---

1965-75 --- - -- - - ----- -----.--------------- --- 
50 

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -45- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1976-79. 25 -25 25-_------5-------

Hun ry 2,6 7,1 -- 7,1 35'7 7,1 7,1 7,1 - - -------- i- 64,3 37,8

1976-79 -,-83- 40' _-_-i4---- -8,3 37,5 12,-5 4,23 4 8,--- 9 29,7

Poland: 
9 - - -- - -- - - - ,I 9

1965-75 _9, 10 30 5 61,2 36,4 9,1-9,1 - - 9 -1 - 75 24,4
1976-79 10- - - - 15 20 6 _ _ 10

Roma nl- 
--- -- - - --

a:081965-7566,7 
100-- -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -8 - - - ,1

1976-79---------- ---- 2o------- 0 0 20-------------6---------1---

U.S.S.R.: 
--- 0 ,

19654 5 - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -,3-- - -- - - -6--- - - -- - -7 -46,-- -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - -8,3-- - - -- 1 ,
1976-79 -13,3 -26, - 26,7 i _ -i3,-3 -6,-i-_-----i-18-

Yu19l7av3a: 
103 33,3 2, 7

1976-79-333-6-----------------------7---



TABLE B-2.-SECTORAL STRUCTURE OF EASTERN COUNTRIES' INVOLVEMENT IN TIC: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Buildinggoods goods goods and public Commerce Trans-Agriculture Energy Mining industries industries industries works services portation Various All sectorsEast~ ~ ~ Nm Per- Num- Per. umNef um- Per- Num- Pe-Rm Per- Num- Per- Rum- Per- Num- Per- Rum- Per- Rum- Per-her cent ber cent hbr cent ber cent ber cent her cent ber cent ber cent bre cent her cent her cer-t
Bulgaria:

196 -75 ------ - ----------
Czechoslova177: 0 25 125-1 25 1 25-4 lao1965-75 9~----~ 8-44,4----------- 4 22, 2 211,4 422,-2-18 

100Gen Democratic Repu7 c - - 3-60 - 2-40- 0-- - - - 5 10015-75 -1 33 3-- 1 33, 3-1 i 33, 3 IOD
1976-790 

318 105 5 50 - 3 -3 103 10 100
19765-75 

5 1 ° 45 - 12,5 3 7 5 11 7,5 
0 100

197and-19---5,6 4 ------ 2 II, 1 3 16, 7 3 16, 7-0- -40------------------ 156 100

19769----------------------------3- 20 2- 13,-3 8153,13 1 6,37 0 1 6, 2-15 100
U 1..6-7 ---- 1----0-- --- 

120--------------_ 1 2 
5 100

Yugoslavia: 
I6,'7 Si- - - - 9 519765-759-----------------4 28,6 1, 7,1 5 35,7 2 14, 3 2 14,3 01ME^976-79 ------------------ 7 24376 6,3 2 --------- 0 ------- ° 14 100

CMEA:- 1, 12, 5--------212, 5 212,5-1---------- 1 6,33 1 16 101965-75---------- 1 08 5 411 4 36 2 6 48 21 691976-79 - 10,--51-41,1---3629 64,1 2116,9 0 -- ~_21,6 2 1,6 0 12 ia
East:-1 14 29 40 3 1 1,4 2 33,3 2 5, 8 11il i is 0- 1 1,4 2 2,8 72 100196-7-- -- 0,7 55 39,9 6 4,3 41 29,7 i 5,8 23 16,7 0 2 1,4 2 1,4 0- 138 ioo

1967 -------- 1,1 36 40,9 2 2, 3 26 29, 5 4 4, 5 10 11, 4 41,5 0 2 2, 3 3~~ 80



TABLE B-3.--RELATIVE SHARE OF EACH EASTERN COUNTRY IN TIC, SECTOR BY SECTOR: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Building
goods goo~~ds gods and public Commerce Trans-

Agriculture Energy Mining Inous in iIust goodindustres works services portation Various All sectors

Nu- Per- Num- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per-- Hum- Per- Hum- per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per-

Les br ent be cnt ber cet er cenHum en ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent
East ie cn be; cent be; cent ber cent ber Pceent bm certNm; P-Nu; e-Nm; e-Nm P N

1965-75B1 
1 50 1 50 ___-_-_-_ 4 2,9

19766 799 ---- ------------ 0 ---------- ------------ ----------- ------------ ----- 0----- -- _-------- -----------

C9,5-75 3 8 3 _ _ 
_ _ 42 79 7 

2 25 4 
17,4--18 

13

Czechioslovakia: 844, - 1, 05 4 1, --------------- -10------------ 11,4

1976-79 -- - - -- - - - -- -2,2-- - 3 8, - - -- - - -
German Democratc Republic: 

3 2 2

1965-759 -_----------------_- 1 2,8 -_-_ 5 19,2-330-- 1 50 -- 10 11,4

1976-7912fl 
_ ,_ _ _

TW --------- : 0- 18832,7 3 50 5 12.2 -117,8--403,31 
29,

1976-79 -1 0-0 - i8 22,2 7 0 --0 2 7,7 3 75 3 30 - ------- 133-------------- -,3i 18 20,-5

Poland: 11, - 33, 0 313 0---- 1 50-------- 0 - 2719,6

i965-76 ----- -8 22 2 -- s0 13 50 1 25 0 2-5 0- _333 25 28,4

19;6-79 ------- 8,3-_1_-i 3,8 1-25 1 io : :: :::::::0-:::: 50 o :::::::::::::: I

1965-75R 2 3---------------------------3,3 819,5 1 0-------------------------25 _ 9 5,7

1976-79 
0 

5 

_7 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 6-16,-_-_-_-_-,-_
U.S.S.R.: 11 20--------- 5 12,2 -------- 14 3 0---------------------------17 12, 3

1965-75----------------- 6 16,7 -------- 1 3,8 -1------ 10 1 25---------------------- 910,2

Yugoslavia:- 4 7, r 16,7 5 12,2 2 25 2 8,7 0----50 -- 1 0- 0 -1 146 1802

1965-75 ---------------- 4 7377 ------- 2 20 2 50 ------ -- so
1976-79 --------- 7 19,4 1 50 2 

1 168,

i965-75E-A- - I 100 51 92 7 5 83,.3 36 87,8 6 75 21 91,3 0 2 100 2 50 - 12 84 8

196-5-15 _ ii°°100 29 80,6 1650 24 92,3 4 00 880 2 50 0- -1 ° 266,7 1,8

i965-75 1--- - 100 SS100 6101 00 00 100 23 100 0 200--- 2 100 0 - 380

1976-79 ------ - I 100 36 100 2 100 26 100 40 00 10 0210 30 80



TABLE B-4.-SECTORAL STRUCTURE OF EASTERN COUNTRIES' INVOLVEMENT IN PROTOCOL AGREEMENTS: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Buildingindustries ~ e goos, ap pb Commerce, Transpor-Agriculture Energy Mining ind~stries industian ind uoi iC woorks services tton Various Multisector All sectorsNu- Per- c Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per Num Per- Num Per- bum Per-

East h~~~ ~~~er cent her cent her cent ber cent her cent her cent her cent her cent her cent her cent her- cent her cent
Bulgaria:

1965-75----------------------0 116,7 116,7 0 -Czechoslovakia: 
-ioi- 0- 1 10, 1 i6--7--- 10-2 33,3 2 33 3 6 100i1E9.6- 75i00 

------ ~~~~---------------------------- ----------------------------------- I I10 I 10

l9~6-79. 0::: 
0- - 7----- 70--- 10 100

German Democratic Repubilc -
1 1-0--100 

--- 100
1965-7~
1976--0 

-0 --------- 0 - 0 - 01976-79-~~---------- 2 14,3 0- -- 2 14,3 1 7,1 6 42,9 0 -- 2 14,3 1 7,1 1 0

1976 _39 ---------

5 
: 

25i1 25 14 i00
Polanid:-6_ 9 - 2 8,3 1 4,2 7 29,2 7 29,2 3 12,5 p 4 2-14-3-1-7-1-14-100

i976_79 .......... 
------------ -i2 

8 ,3 1 4,2 24 100
o 965i 75 a--2- 0 I 9, 1 3 27,33 2 18,2 2 18,2 , 15 1009 7500 

2 - -- -- - .3 3I3 0 3 1 0 0
USSR- 1----------- - 2 020 0----------- - - - 63

1965-75: 0- - 0 - - - - 0 - - -36 0 20 100Yugsl6i5-35-------------- 20 --------- ---- 1 36,7 2------------- 1 3 13,3-0-- - -1 0 01976-79 -0------------- ------ - 11 00I - 1 36,7 3 20-- 15-- 100
YuMosavi: 

2 66,70 3 100

196-7 ------------------- 2 5,6 1 2,8 16 16, 7 5 13,9 8 22,2 0 - 1 2, 8 1 2, 8 7 19, 4 5 13,9 36 30029 14 3 3, 8 7 21, 5 10 12 7 8 10 1 2 2,5 2 2, 5 0- 5 6, 3 23 291 79 100.
East: ------------- 2 5, 4 1 2, 7 7 18, 9 5 13, 5 8 21,6 01 2,7 1 2, 7 7 18, 9 5 13, 5 3 100196 7- 10 12,2 3 3,7 17 20,7 101i2,2 88 29,86 2°---2,4i- 21 2, 47 2 2, 18 j3 5 6,1 2 38 82 100

1967 ------------ 

_0 

12 2 
2 2 2_ 4_61 2 8 9



TABLE B-9.-RELATIVE SHARE OF EACH EASTERN COUNTRY IN PROTOCOL AGREEMENTS, SECTOR BY SECTOR: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Consumer Building
god ods gods ,and pub- Commerce, Transpor-

Agriculture Energy Mining industries industries industries iic works services tation Various Muitsector All sectors

Hum- per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Num- Per- Hum- per- Hum- Per- Hum- Pe-NHum- Pr u- Pr u- Pr u- Pr u- Pr

East ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent

Bulgaria: - 11, 1200------------------------- 28.6 2 40 6 16,22

19165-79 - 33,0 3 0 - 1 10 1 12,5-7 304 10 152

1976-795-0---------------14,3------- 0 1 125---------------------1 2,2
Czechoslovakia:

1976-79-1 -0 I
German Democratic Repub-

1965-75 
O- O 01 - 0-

1976-79-1-50-1 
20-120 14,3 1

Huga_,:-2 100 0 - 228,6 1 20 6 75 0-------------------22,6 120 1437,83

197-79----------2 20 1 33,3 741, 2 7 70 3 375 1 50 ---- 2408-6 14,324

Pola1d9 701:100 428 2I 4 2 2250 100 1 14,3 1 20 11 29,7

19765-79-2------------- 20 133,3 3423,5 1 10 2 25 -1 50 -- 0 1 20 8 34,8 20 24,4

1965-75 1------ --- 100 -1 14,13 03 8,1
Romania: 

I to ------- 1 1 ---- 3 8

19575 -0-- 0- 1 200 10 - 0- 3 13,1 56,1

1976-79 3-0----- -I -- 29 0-0i-----o-----2--- - -------- 1 20 1 2,7U.S.S.R.:-5 - -- - ----- ------------------------------------------ -- 3-
19765-79 -- 3-30----29,4----10 251 20 3 13,1 15 18,3

Yugoslavia: 
- 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

1976-79- I 10 - 0-2 1003 3

CMEA: 2 100 1 100 685,7 5 100 8100 0... 1 100 I 100 7 100 5 100 36 97.3

1976-795 ; -9 90 33100 1710 10100 °8 2 10 100 0 -- 100 23 100 79 96,3
1976-79 -------- ------ 9 0 3 0

Totali East: 20 100 1100 100 s 1 0100 1 100 7i100 5 100 37 100

1976-79 ------------ 10 100 3100D 17 100 10 100 810 2o1 2 2 00 2 10 50 30 20



APPENDIX C
TABLE C-l.-SECTORAL STUDY OF TRIPARTITE INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS, 1965-75 AND 1976-79

[In number of projects and percentagel

TIC concrete cases 
Protocol agreements

1965-75 1976-79 1965-79 1965-75 1976-79 1965-79Sectors Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number PercentAgriculture _…1 0,7 1 1,1 2 0,9 0-0 .Energy (production, distribution)... 55 39, 9 36 40,9 91 40, 3 2 5,4 10 12,2 12 10,----------- l ------
Mminng 6 4 3 2 2, 3 8 3, 5 1 2, 7 3 3 7 4 3, 4

In egoods industries -41 29,7 26 29,5 67 29, 6 7 18, 9 17 20,7 24 20,2
Equipment goodu industries -8 5, 8 4 4,5 12 5, 3 5 13,5 10 It, 2 15 12,6'
Consumer goods industries- 23 16, 7 10 11, 4 33 14,6 8 21, 6 8 9,8 16 13,4
Building and public Works - 4 4, 5 4 1,8 0 -2 24 2 1,7
Commerce services- 2 1 4 0 2 0 9 1 2,7 2 2,4 3 2,5

Transportation_- 2 1 4 2 2,3 4 1,8 1 2, 7 2 2,4 3 2,5
V o _3 3,4 3 1,3 7 18 9 5 6,1 12 101

Mu------------ 0 ------- 0 ------------ 5 _13,5 23 28 28 23,5138 100 88 100 226 100 37 100 82 100 119 100
Total -

_



TABLE C-L-SECTORAL STRUCTURE OF TIC IN THIRD COUNTRIES, REGION BY REGION: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ,1965-75 AND 1976-79

Intermediate Equipment Coqsumer Building
gods gods goods and public Commerce Trans-

Agriculture Energy Mining Industries indu s Industries works services portation Various All sectors

Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per- Hum- Per-

Regions bet cent bar cent bar cent b er cent bar cent bar cent bar cent be; cent be; cent bar cent bet cent

Maghreb and Middle East:

1965-75 -1 1,4 27 37 2327 1824,7 45, 19 26 0--------------- 2 2,7 0----73 100

1976-79:-0------------: 1634 1 221 163 4 24,3 6 128 24,3-24,3 243 47 100

Africa: 315 630 2 10 2 10 0 2 10
1965-75-0 725 3 - 2 10 °i20 

100

1976-79-13 77- i 1 1 6, 3 2 129 5 R 6,3 318,7 1 6,3 0------i-2-3-3----3,i16 100
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I. INRODUUTION

In light of -the structural changes in international economic rela-

tions in the last years as well as of the efforts being made to reorganize
these relations, it would seem sensible to investigate the future role

of the USSR and the East European countries in the world economy,
to outline the observable trend in the development of East-West eco-

nomic relations and to describe any possible latitude these countries

may enjoy in the development of these relations.
Since those countries united in the Council for Mutual Economic

Assistance (CMEA) began more than ten years ago to expand their

trade with the West, to accept new forms of economic cooperation and

gradually to become a part of the institutional network of the world

economy, they have gained experience and are now better able to de-

cide which countries are the most attractive partners, what would be

the optimal form of cooperation and which regions of the West should
be favored for economic relations.

The period of relative d6tente existing in the 1970s resulted in an

expansion of East-West economic relations, in particular between

Western and Eastern Europe. It is difficult at the present time to pre-

dict to what extent growing tensions between the superpowers
caused by events taking place outside of Europe or in noneco-
nomic sectors will have an effect upon the whole range of relations
between both parts of Europe. It is understandable that the United
States expects supportive measures from its allies for its own actions
and for the preservation of sensitive Western interests. One must,

however, take into consideration that West European countries, be-

cause of their geographic position, their limited political options, and

* Research Institute for International Affairs (FRO).
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finally their economic involvement with the CMEA, do not share ageneral convergence of interests with the USA.
Similarly, there exists no far-reaching convergence of interestsbetween the Soviet Union and its CMEA partners, although the con-trol mechanisms are far more clearly defined.
The purpose of this study, any possible political and security policychanges aside, is to examine the economic basis for the on-going de-velopment of economic relations in Europe made possible by theatmosphere of detente and to outline any existing potential for furtherdevelopment.

II. Tir FOREIGN ECoNoMIc PoLIcY STRATEGIES OF CMEA
CCouNTRIEs HAVE CHANGED

The economic policy goals of the Soviet Union and the other membercountries of the CMEA have actually not changed in the last decades.In politico-economic reality, however, the "Basic Economic Law ofSocialism", i.e. the striving for economic growth and a parallel devel-opment of man's potential in the socialistic sense, has led to variousforeign economic policy strategies. This is not surprising since theCMEA countries differ from one another not only in their levels ofdevelopment, the size of their domestic markets, and their raw mate-rial resources, etc., but also in the extent of their actual or perceivedfreedom to pursue national development concepts. These factors, whichchange with the passage of time, will be more closely examined later, tothe extent that they are important to the questions being discussedhere.
Not least because of the decline in economic growth evident dur-ing the last years ' has Soviet interest in technology imports from theWest grown, in order to compensate at least partially for the existinglag in innovative technology. The already existing Soviet interest inWestern credits will become even stronger because, due to the low levelof internal growth, it must expect a decline in industrial exports andforeign exchange revenues. Certainly, the "terms of trade" of theUSSR (like Poland's) have improved, particularly because of theworldwide increase in the price of crude oil and coal, 2 thus concealingany resultant structural problems. If, however, the pessimistic Westernprognoses about a bottleneck in Soviet oil production in the 1980's 3are correct, the realization of the so basic postulate of economicgrowth in socialist countries could encounter considerable difficulties.Also, there would be a growing threat of domestic politicaldestabilization.

One of the difficulties which could arise from an intense involvementby CMEA countries in the world economy is the growing impact ofexternal disturbances which could affect the CMEA countries. Western
IThe reasons cannot be pursued here. From the prognoses of. among others, the CIA.Abram Bergson and Philip Hanson. one can Infer the reason must he a defcliency In Innovation caused less by a shortage of expenditures for research and development than byproh'ems In applying the results in nroduction.'Seefor xamle ~. Klves "Itegrtio ito the World Econonn, and Direction ofSeoromi Develomple -nt inHungar"in Ac¢ta'~Oeconomica 20/1-2 (1978) pp. 108 ff. and~eonomic Commission for Europe, The Economfic Survey for Europe in 1978 Part I, Table
.As a recent example see .J. Bethkenheen Energievrobleme in der Sotowetunion uandihreAuawrkunenauf ie wrtacatcben Ent wicklunpuen in den osteurpfliachen,~nder,, (Energy Problems in the SovhpietUnion and Their Impcet fnr the Economic De-velopments. in Eastern Europe). (Berlin: Deutsches Institut ffr Wirtschaftsforschung,
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recession and inflation flow through the channels of economic relations
between East and West into the rather inflexible centrally planned
economies (CPE). These economies, just like those of the West, must
then accept the fluctuations in demand for their products and in the
prices of the goods they desire, and must be able to include these
fluctuations in their centralized planning.4

Here the Soviet Union, with its "talent for independence," is natu-
rally less likely to be affected than the other East European cointries.
Their considerably greater dependence on stable raw material imports
as well as on export markets, which bring in foreign currencies,
and in particular their existing involvement with the West (in 1979
the CMEA's share of trade with the West was 27.3 percent of exports
and 30.1 percent of imports) makes them extremely sensitive to the
above-mentioned economic .disruptions, so that they are forced to
adant their foreign policy strategies to the altered situation.

The policy of detente of the 1970s served the economic needs of the
USSR and the East European countries well. Eastern authors in par-
ticular emphasize repeatedly the connection between improved eco-
nomic exchanges and the maintenance of the status quo as well as the
renunciation of the use of force in Europe.5 The stronger economic
orientation toward the industrialized West should nrimarilv insure
continued economic growth without having a destabilizing effect on
the socialist countries. Correspondingly, they did not originally
develop a comprehensive new concept for their economic policy toward
the West. Rather, they carefully approached- new possibilities and
forms of economic cooperation. Until the end of the 1960s, the socialist
countries made more or less sporadic advances, and their success or
failure depended to a considerable extent on the existing state of the
East-West relationship. Thus any Soviet participation (and also that
of several East European countries) -in the new order of the interna-
tionalzmonetary and trade systems up to the end of the 1940's (in-
volvement in the-discussions on the founding of an International
Currency Agencv and an Tnternation-1 Trpd'- Organization) within
the framework of a growing East-West conflict became impossible.
Also, the Soviet advances during the first- United Nations Conference
on Trade and D)evelopment (TTNCTAD) in 1964 had Ps their primary
goal-aside from the obvious intention of gaining stronger considera-
tion for non-market-economy mechanisms in the world economy-to
counter with corresponding measures the American initiatives for the
expansion of world trade."

Poland and Romania made the first concrete advances toward in-
tegration of CMEA member countries in the international economic

' See E. Neuherger and L. Tyson. ed., The Impact of Western Economic Disturbances

on Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union (New York: Pergamon Press. 1980.

a See for example N. Shmelev. "Problems of an All-Euronean Economic Cooperation",

in Acta Oeconomica 19/3-4 (1977) pn. 379 ff.: E. Faude, "Die Stellung der RGW-

Gemeinechaft in der Weltwirtschaft" (The Position of the CMTOA Community in fhe

World Economy) in Deutsche Aussenpolitik 24/i (1979). pp. 27-43; A. Inotai, The EEC

at the End of the Seventies (Budapest : 1979). in particular pp. 82 ff.
$In the Trade Expansion Act, signed on November 11. 1962. Congress granted the

American administration the power to take initiatives directed at expanding world trade.

These culminated, in the Kennedy Round, named after the then U.S. president. which was

the 6th tariff reduction round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

which began its work in Geneva in May 1964, during the expiration of UNCTAD I.
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organizations of the West. Without doubt these smaller East Euro-pean countries were thereby attempting to increase their economicmaneuverability and take advantage of an international division oflabor which was not limited to the sphere of CMEA. This was donein addition to an intensification of integration within the CMEAwhich was supposed to result from passage of the ComprehensiveProgram in 1971. Since the beginning of the 1960s, Romania had re-jected USSR proposals for the development of a common plan with-in CMEA which, if accepted, would probably have led to even greaterSoviet dominance within CMEA. Romania's actions were certainly inthe interest of other East European CMEA members and contributedto the establishment of a more independent foreign and foreign eco-nomic policy. Thus Romania became, after the CSSR (founding mem-ber since 1947) and Poland (1967) and before Hungary (1973) a.member of GATT in 1971, and is presently the only CMEA countryto he a member of the IMF and the World Bank (since 1972).These efforts of certain East European countries behind whichlies an attempt to achieve treatment as a most-favored nation and towiden the basis for receiving credit on Western capital markets,were supplemented by the gradual establishment of contacts with in-stitutions of the European Community. These CMEA countries werecertainly motivated to take these inituitives by the creation of a Com-mon. Trade Policy of the-EC: trade agreements with EC members canno longer be negotiated on a bilateral basis, since the Commissionassumed this competence in January 1, 1975.
At this point it should be pointed out and this is quite typical of theperceptional and conceptual changes in Eastern Europe and theUSSR-that establishment of contacts with the EC was preceded andthen accompanied by a remarkable process of ideological reorientation.This process has by no means been completed. What had formerlybeen called an imperialistic and hostile "economic equivalent ofNATO" became more and more a "reality in Europe," whose economicmerits could not be completel v denied.
If one summarizes the activities of the East European countriesand the Soviet Union, starting with the beginning of d6tente betweenEast and West and proceeding to the second half of the 1970s,7 one cansee that the Centrally Planned Economies (CPEs) were generallyconcerned with improving their position in the world economy, tak-ing into consideration the political and system-affected limitationswhich they faced, and thereby aiding their own national economicdevelopment. In the forefront, clearly, stood the need to make largehard-currency earnings in order to be better able to finance Westernimports. Where international economic organizations were concerned,they tried to achieve this by eliminating trade barriers and in particu-lar by achieving most-favored-nation status.
In addition, more Western credit and better terms of repaymentwere to assist the smaller CMEA countries in particular to increaseeconomic growth and advance their economic modernization. Thenecessary process of adaption should lead to an improvement in the
PFor a detailed analysis of this phase see max Baumer and Hanns-Dieter Jacobsen."CMEA and the World Economy" in U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, EastEuropean Countries Post-Helsinki (Washington e V.: GPO, 1077), pp. 999-1018.



economic flexibility of the CMEA countries and thus also have favor-

able political consequences. It was also accepted that ideological res-

ervations about the possible dangerous consequences for the socialist

system were to be stifled and are today no longer to be heard. In order

to realize these ideas, the CMEA countries-and this is not difficult-to

deduce from their actions-have had no common or even uniform con-

cept. Much more, the individual efforts seem today to have been an

attempt to take soundings on how possible it would be, for example,

to improve their own economic standing through membership in

GATT, to develop relations with the underdeveloped nations through

initiatives within the UNCTAD, or to secure additional sources of

credit through membership in the World Bank.
As will later be shown, these institutions have only been able to a

very small extent to -satisfy the expectations of the C .MEA countries,

since these institutions have themselves been subject to alteration due

to certain structural changes in the world economy as well as to the

appearance of new actors and problems.8 The Soviet Union, at least

since the failure of the International Trade Organization in 1948, has

always considered the political price of full cooperation in world

economic institutions like the IMF or GATT to be much too high when

compared with the economic advantages of such cooperation. It has

not, however, blocked the membership of certain CMEA countries in

GATT and has even accepted Romnnia'smemb3rship in the IMF. The

very meager results of the Tokyo Round of GATT for the CPEs and

the ever more strident demands which the underdeveloped countries

are making on Eastern industrialized countries, for example at the

UNCTAD V in Manila, seem to mark the end of both a learning

process of the CMEA states and, quite apparently, of a period char-

acterized bv a comparatively broad and undifferentiated foreign eco-

nomic policy strategy toward the world economy and it organizations.

Rather. a new strategy seems to be developing which would take much

less advantage of the whole spectrum of world -economic organiza-

tions, as it is more problem-oriented and geared to regional concepts.

This process of change will be discussed in the following chapter.

III. THE INTEREST OF THE CMEA STATES IN STRONGER REPRES1N-

TATION IN THE IMPORTANT GLOBAL ECONOMIC ORGANIZATIONS HAS

NOT GROWN

In the last years, speculation surrounding the entrance of CMEA

member-states to the IMF has been heard repeatedly. As early as

1968 there were rumors concerning Hungary's activities, and then in

1972 Romania became a member. Because of China's appearance on

the world economic scene, and based on certain initiatives. there was

legitimate speculation about the potential membership of China in the

IMF.9 This speculation turned out to be correct. The technical difficul-

ties which could thus arise are in principle no different from those

8On thiq trend. see Max Baumer and Fanns-rieler J.aobsen. "changing Role of In-

ternstional Institutional Actors In Eest-West and Nodth-So Ith Peh-tions". In Carl

?If eNIlan and Zbignlew Fallenbuchl. ed.. Partner8 in East-West Economic Pelations-

The Determinan~f of Choice (New York: Percamon Press. 19791 n-. 91-110. see also

R. Portes, 'Ouest et Sud: le role des dcnnomies centralement plantfides dans l'Vconomle

Internationale" In Rev-e' d'Etudes rompnrnoVves Est-Ouest 10/3 (1979) pp. 31-73.
See Nene ZUricher Zeitung (April 20, 1980). P. 11.
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associated with membership of CMEA states, since here too one isdealing with a socialist centrally planned economy.Actually, the real economic situation in some CMEA countries (inview of the growing economic ties with the West as well as the effectsof economic reform) further encourage such speculation. Hungary,for example, would certainly be in a position of pursuing an economicpolicy oriented toward at least limited convertibility. Thus, for ex-ample. the state economic policy has led to a larger allocating functionfor prices, more decision-making authority at the enterprise level anda closing of the gap between the officially-established exchange rate ofthe forint and the forint rate on Western currency markets. This gapis much smaller than the corresponding one experienced by otherCMEA currencies.10
From the point of view of the IMF, a series of adaptation processeshave taken place as a consequence of the collapse of the Bretton-W oods-System which have proved beneficial to the membership possi-bilities of the CPEs. According to the statutes, for example, there areextensive alternatives available in the new exchange rate system (fromfixed to flexible). The European Monetary System (EMS) for exam-ple. which can be regarded as a regional subsystem of the IMF, is infull accord with the IMF's statutes."1 An analogous application of thestatutes for a CMEA country seeking membership is certainly con-ceivable.

The main advantage which CPEs could derive from membership isto be found- in the increased possibility of getting credit to compen-sate for temporary balance of payments difficulties and-with simul-taneous membership in the World Bank (IBRD)-in the nossi-bility of obtaining long-term credits in convertible currencies at favor-able interest rates. The growing debts of CMEA countries in the Westand their continued great interest in obtaining credits are a good indi-cation that such membership could be an important inducement forEast, European countries and the Soviet Union.However, East European states are unlikely to join the IMF withinthe next few years. Besides information-related problems,12 system-related difficulties could arise from such membership. Economic in-tegration in the CMEA is first of all integration in the productionsector, and even the moderate step toward internal convertibilty ofCMEA currencies, envisioned in the program of 1971, not to mentionthe establishment of a "collective currency" in the form of a transfer-able ruble, has lagged far behind aspirations. Theoretically, the ques-tion whether a convertible transferable-ruble is necessary to the prog-ress of CMEA integration remains unanswered.'s
10 Not only here does Hungary break new ground. On November 9. 1979 in Budapest,a Central Euronean International Bank (CEIB) with western majority participationwas founded which could result in new dimensions for East-West cooperation.11 See Dieter Hiss. `Zur Stellung des Europlischen WAhrunggsystems Im Rahmen desWeltwiihriingssystems"' (On the Position of the European Monetary Union in the WorldMonetary System), In Kredit und Kapital 12/3 (1979) pp. 354-362.12 These refer to the publication of oreviously Inaccessible economic data from socialistcountries made necessary by their membership In the IMF. In particular figures on theirbalance of payments such as debts, servicing of debts. currency reserves, etc. The detailedstatements are required In Article VII. Paragraph 5 of the IMIF* Statutes.'~On the Western side, the Idea has become prevalent that without fundamental changesIn the planning system of the CMEA states It would be impossible to realize this, kindof convertibility. Tihis relationship is most clearly Illustrated by F. D. Holeman. "SomeSystemic Factors Contributing to the Convertible Currency Shortages of Centrally Plannedl~contlmies" In .4merican Economic Retviewc Pap 69/2 (i979) rp. 76-SO.
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In reality, in any case, a trend seems to be developing which is more
likely to lead to intra-bloc convertibility of national currencies or
which could, through increasing financial transactions in parallel cur-
rencies (dollar, D-mark, etc.) make even this convertibility super-
fluous. If their national currencies were only convertible on a limited
basis within the CMEA, it would be politically possible for one or even
more CMEA countries to join the IMF only with the consent of the
Soviet Union. '4 Given the disruption of the internal CMEA process
of integration resulting from such a step, this consent is not to be
expected (thus Romania's initiative in 1972 must in fact be interpreted
as an atypical step). Due to the magnitude of the situation, Soviet
membership in the IMF would cause serious problems. The result
would be not only a new allotment of quotas within the IMF or Soviet
demands for its own executive director, but also in all probability there
would be consequences for the formulation of policy within the IMF.

-Independent of the attitude of IMF members, such a step is not
necessarily sensible from the point of view of the USSR. It could
secure a whole range of economic advantages by other means (for
example through credits granted in bilateral agreements or through
the Euro-credit markets). Furthermore, the political costs and risks
of membership in an institution dominated by Western industrialized
nations would be relatively high: the Soviet Union would not only be
required to publish the above-mentioned economic data and to begin
to seek a solution to the problem presented by its price and exchange
rate systems; the leader of the CMEA would also be forced to re-
linquish at least partially its freedom to make decisions in the im-
portant economic sphere of monetary policy.

While one is dealing here primarily with political arguments
against membership of socialist countries in the IMF, it was
primarily for economic reasons that their originally large interest in
GATT has abated. Certainly the motive of those CMEA countries
which joined GAITT of obtaining most-favored-nation status from
the other contracting parties played an important role.'s Inversely, the
corresponding question, to what extent Poland, Romania and Hungary
must guarantee reciprocity, that is, grant reciprocal concessions, could
not be settled during the intricate membership negotiations. However,
the basic problem remained: to what extent could the CPEs, with their
foreign trade monopoly, make suitable concessions at a world-wide
tariff reductions round, where they could behave in a protectionist
manner inst bv completely ignoring the attempts tn sell bv foreign pro-
ducers? To this extent, the concentration of GAIT-activity on non-
tariff trade years has certainly coincided with the structures and
interests of the East European member countries.

14 And this is without doubt one of the main reasons that 3. Fekete. Vice President

of the Hungarian National Bank. has emphasized that for Hungary alone ITAF membershbD

would be impossible: such a step would -e conceivable only In concert with other CMEA

members. See Vilaggazdasag 202 (October 19, 1973) p. 1.
" The following East European countries are members of both CMEA and GATT: TSSR.

Poland. Romania. and Hungary. Bulgaria ti only an associate member of GATT. but did.

however, take Dart in the multilateral negotiations of the Tokyo Round and signed the

concluding agreements.
X This Is 0iscvssed In detail In the study by M. Kostecki, anparently written as Darky as

the mld-1970s. East-West Trade anA the RATT Hystern (London: 1979). 'n. 10 Mf as

well as in the case studv by John W. Evarns. "OATT As a Framework for East-West Trade".

In The Atlantie Council Committee for East-West Trade. ed. East-West Trade (Boulder.

Coao. 1977) pp. 122 if. New developments are discussed in the essay by M. Kostecki.
"L'U.R.S.S. face au systtme de commerce multilateral". in ReV ue d' Etudes Corniparatives
Fst-Ouest 10/3 (1979) pp. 75-89.
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But as was the case in the Kennedy Round, the major burden of'the trade negotiations in the Tokyo Round, has been placed onthe main partners in world trade, the EC, the USA and Japan.The underdeveloped countries have claimed repeatedly that theywere not sufficiently represented at the negotiations, although theyhave come to enjoy a number of advantages, for example throughspecial regulations granting favored treatment to developing coun-tries." In particular, the introduction of a code of safeguard clauseswhich would permit selective measures directed against individualcountries is interpreted as an instrument with strong overtones of dis-crimination which is directed against them."' These fears could also beexpressed by the East European members of GATT, using the sameargument. These members, like the underdeveloped countries, not onlyhave no interest in such protective regulations, but also are in com-petition with these countries for access to the markets of the Westernindustrialized countries.
The fact that it would soon became apparent how the negotiationswould end could have contributed to the fact that the East EuropeanGATT members neither came forward as a group nor made any spec-tacular demands, but rather have accepted and already initialed theresulting regulations. And this is certainly one of the main reasonsthat the USSR has until now refused to ioin GATT. Since the dis-cussions about an International Trade Organization (ITO) in theyears immediately following the Second World War, and since pre-senting its proposals in 1968 for a new world economic order, it hasleft no doubt that it does not wish to oppose the goals of the under-developed countries and emphasizes that it supports these goals. Infact, the proposals which the USSR made at the UNCTAD on March26, 1964 in Geneva "I contained at least in the economic sphere a seriesof concepts which shortly thereafter were again to be found in the"Charter of Algiers" of the Group of 77. dated October 24, 1967, andtoday are still part of the goals of the Third World. 20In the successive UNCTAD conferences (up to UNCTAD V, whichended in June 1979 in Manila), the USSR and the East Europeancountries repeatedly emphasized their interest in cooperating withthe developing countries and on important questions have always takena stand. together with the Groun of 77.. (which now numbersalmost 120 countries) against the Western industrialized countries.They have received little thanks. Rather, the countries of the Group

17 See the conclusions of the group "Frnmework" of GATT, Doc.. MTN/FR/W/20/Rev. 2. O.0.. o.J.. in particular Points 1. "Differential and More Favourable Treatment,"and 4. "Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of Developing Countries."IA From the until now preliminary analyses of the results of the Tokyo Round whichare concerned with the prints mentioned here. see the two articles: Victoria Cur'aon Price,"Surplus Capacity and What the Tokyo Round Failed to Settle". and Hugh Corbet."Importance of bein Earneat about Further GATT Negotiations". In The World Economy2/S 'September 1979) pp. 305 if. and 319 if."lTo this beloncs the foundation of a new w-rld trade organization under the auspicesof the United Nations which would replace GATT and contribute by means of, among otherthings, an agreement on International commodities, to price stabilizantion, growth ofex0or~tproeeeds a~nd ormation of a program for development aid. See Facts on Pile 24/
rat A sun'ary of three pols and the resulting Ptrateeies Is to he found In W. HowardWiasins. 'Third World Stretesies fo" Cbnre-'hPe Politleal Context of No~th-SouthIntnerd~ependence" In1980s Project/Coundl on Foreign Relations, Reducing Global In-



of 77 have, for example, extended to the CMEA states their demands

that industrialized countries make 0.7 per cent of their gross national
product available to the Third World as development aid and have

no doubt drawn the obvious conclusions from declarations of soli-

darity, which have remained only verbal thus far.2 '
No fewer than fifteen points criticizing the behaviour of the USSR

and the other socialist countries could be counted in the Manila Dec-

laration of 1976. Among the most important were not only that the

level of development aid was too low, that this aid was offered pri-
marily on a bilateral basis, or that the developed CMEA countries
imported goods from the Third World to an insufficient extent, but

also that the underdeveloped countries enjoyed no preferential treat-

ment.22 The reaction of the CMEA states to these demands in both

their Joint Statement at' UNCTAD IV 23 and their Declaration of

Principles at UNCTAD V 24 was extremely limited. They refused,

instead, to accept the thesis that the richer nations (including the de-

veloped CMEA states). should be required to make financial aid avail-

able to the poorer. After all, there is a "basic difference between the

two socio-economic systems, between the capitalist and socialist, and

a very basic difference in the attitudes of these countries to their rela-

tions with the developing countries." 25

The socialist countries never were colonial powers and are therefore
not responsible for any present underdevelopment in the Third World.

But it is not only the growing pressure which has put a damper on the

economic initiatives of the USSR and Eastern Europe. Also, at least

for the present, the failure of the attempt to build a "New Interna-

tional Economic Order" in the sense of the Group of 77 has certainly
contributed to the fact, that any initiative toward increasing the

strength of the USSR in the Third World is for now highly unlikely.

However, as William Diebold correctly indicated,28 the USSR would

certainly not withdraw from basic initiatives made under the aus-

pices of the United Nations.
In view of the manifold economic and political issues, it is not possi-

ble within the limits of this study to describe sufficiently the

complex structure of Soviet-East European interest vis-a-vis the

changing structures and general conditions of world economic devel-

opment or to deduce from it the foreign economic and political

strategies of the CMEA states.

21 Compared to their gross national products, the countries of the Organization for

Eonomie Coo'eration and Development (OECD), which formed the Development Assist-

ance Committee (DAC), gave six times as much bilateral development aid in 1978 as the

socialist countries (0.3 per cent versus 0.05 per cent). For data, although the computation

of the gross national product of the socialist countries obviously noses some methdological

problems. see Natinal Foreign Assessnment Center. Handbook of Economic Statistics ER

80-10452. (Washington. D.C. : October 1980). pp. 10. 11. and 100.
2 See "Manila Declaration and Program Action", UNCTAD-Doc., TD/1195 Feb. 2, 1976.

2 See "Joint Statement by Socialist Countries at the Fourth Session of UNCTAD".

UNCTAD-Doc. TD/211. Mav 25. 1976.
24 See "Evaluation of the World Trade and Economic Situation and Consideration of

Issues. Policies and Appropriate Measures to Facilitate Structural Changes in the Inter-

national Economy". UNCTAD-Doc. TD/249 from April 19. 1979.

25 A. Manshulo (Deputy Forei'n Minister of the USSR) and G. Krasnow. "Internation-

Ples Forum foir Hanriels- und Wirtschaftsproblenme. Zu' den Ergebnissen der V. UNCTAD

Taminn" (International Forum for Trade and Feonomlc Problems, On the Results of

UNCTAD V). in Aussenhandel, No. 9 (Moscow: 1979). p. 21.
See W. Dietold. Jr.. "The Soviet Union in the world Economy". in U.S. ConeTess Soviet

Economy in a Time of Change. A Compendium of Papers Submitted to the Joint Economic

Committee. Washington. D.C.: 1979. p. 62.
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However, recent developments seem to indicate that the alreadyhalting advances of the East European countries, the USSR in par-ticular, to the important institutions of the world economy will prob-ably be retracted rather than increased.
The end of the 1960s to the beginning of the 1970s was a time which,after the conclusion of the Kennedy Round, led to a remarkable re-duction in trade restrictions for East European countries. Also, withinthe framework of the IMF restructuring processes, political currencyregulations serving the interests of the CMEA states were at least notprecluded. And finally, at the start of the second development decade,due to certain activities of the developing countries, basic changes inthe world economic order became possible. The CMEA states werethen obviously willing to end the deep economic isolation in whichthey found themselves in order to profit from these developments. Theworld-wide process of detente, in particular between the USA and theUSSR, was certainly of considerable significance since it contributedto a relative expansion in the economic sphere and to acceptance of aninterdependent structure in the East-West relationship.In the meantime, however, skepticism is growing and endeavors onthe part of the CMEA countries to develop a more carefully plannedand effective foreign economic policy strategy which would be ingreater accord with changes in the world economic structures (in par-ticular with the rise in the price of crude oil on the world market)seem to have intensified.

That economic and political relations with West European coun-tries and in particular the EC play a special role can be attributedin no small measure to the fact that the Soviet-American relationshiphas been subjected to considerable stress since the mid-1970s, and ob-viously, for the foreseeable future, no comprehensive and long-termcooperation is likely to develop. In addition, America tends to evalu-ate any economic exchange with CMEA states in political terms.Given this attitude and the world-wide competitive relationship be-tween the USA and the USSR, it seems unlikely that a broad movetoward economic cooperation could begin largely independent of po-litical developments. 27 In fact, it has become evident in the last yearsthat Soviet efforts to establish various levels of cooperation in Europehave intensified; this impression deepens when one compares theseefforts with the rather more retrogressive efforts vis-it-vis the rest ofthe world.28

IV. Ecowomc AoREEmENTS ON TmIE ALL-EuRoPEAN LEVEL HAVEBEcoME RELATIVELY MMORE IMPORTANT TO THE CMEA STATES

It has already been indicated that the attitude of the socialist coun-tries toward the West European process of integration has changed.The Eastern polemic against the EC has yielded gradually to a far
la For a more detailed discuslson see Hanns-Dieter Jacobsen. "Die Ostwirtsehafts.olitikder U~SA. Moglichkeiten und Greneen von 'Linkage'-Politik" (The Foreign Policies of the~SA Towards the East. Possibilities and Limits of 'Linkage'-Policy). (Ebenhausen:St('tunv Wiasenschaft end Politilc SwP-8 279. iPO).It is incidentally mentioned that E. Ivano'. in a recently published essay. "The Con-

dl for Mutual Economic Assistance and International Economic Relations" in{ Infernot~onaiAfirs No. 10. (Moscow: 1979) pp. 24-32. was concerned almost exclusively with EC-CMEA relations. Particularly in the case of Soviet authors such an emphasis is no accident.



more differentiated viewpoint.29 Not only have they come to accept

the EC as a reality during the last few years, but more importantly,

the legal positions-important prerequisites for the conclusion of any

agreement between the two systems of economic integration in Europe,

the EC and CMEA, have become less a subject of dispute, at least on

the part of the CMEA.30-
In the course of increasing economic exchanges and also in the quite

apparent change of pace in the preparatory negotiations for the Con-

ference for Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE),31 formal

contacts between representatives of both integration systems were

finally made in 1974. The Eastern states, of course, pursued much

more ardently their goal of concluding an agreement.
Since January 1, 1975, there was a non-contractual agreement

in the sphere of trade policy between the members of the CMEA and

the EC. The cause of this state of affairs is the Common Trade Policy

of the EC, which established that on December 31, 1974, the bilateral

trade agreements between the EC members and the CMEA states

would expire and the competence for signing trading agreements

would be finally passed on to the EC Commission. The Community had,

indeed, in good time (as early as 1974), given the CMEA states a draft

of the trade agreement; however, no CMEA member, with the excep-

tion of Romania, 3 2 reacted seriously
As mentioned before, the bargaining positions have become less di-

vergent in the last five years. In the course of a number of exchanges

of notes and mutual visits, however slowly and minutely, progress has

been made. Thus, in the fall of 1979, the EC took up the long-main-

tained. demand of CMEA for dealing with questions of trade in an

agreement between the EC and CMEA. In a very general and not very

meaningful formulation it conceded that the expansion of trade and

the reduction of restrictions would be desirable. The EC still insists

that trade agreements can only be concluded between the EC and indi-

vidual CMEA member countries. but it no longer refuses to mention

even the term- "trade" in talks with CMEA. In the fall of 1979, both

parties agreed for the first time to establish a joint working group

which is to draw up the draft for a treaty.

2'This process is described In detail by Eberhard Schulz, Moskau und die Europdische

Integration (MoscoW- and European Integration) (Munich/Vienna: 1975). He depends

here primarily on Margarita M. .Maximova's study, which has since become a standard

work on the subject, Economic Aspects of Capitalist Integration (Moscow: Progress Pub-

itshers, 1973).
" This becomes apparent from remarks. which can he considered to be official, of, for

example, the Soviet expert on international law V. I. Kusenozow "The contracts between

the CMEA and the EEC demonstrate that the CMEA could come to recognize the legal

existence of the EEC". Sowletwtiesenschaft. Geaelischaftswiaseen8chaftliche Beitrdge, No. 9.

(1978) pp. 945-954, quote from p. 950.
21 For more details, see Max Baumer and Hanns-Dieter Jacobsen, "EEC and CMEA:

Intricate Negotiations Between the Two Integration Systems In Europe in W. J. Feld,

ed.. West Europe's Global Reach: Political Cooperation.and World Interests (New York:

Pergagamon Press 1980, pp.liO-i24.
3' Here also Romanin made its special position clear not only by applying

receiving from the EC-generally preferential treatment, bht also by showing a willingness

to sign a bilateral trade agreement with the EC without awaiting further developments

in the EC-CMEA negotiations. Becausp of Romania's behaviour, speculation is growing

in the West (and particularly in the EC Commission) that one needs only to continue to

maintain a hard line In order to free the other countries one after the other from the

grasp of the CMEA. Such an attitude obviously is unrealistic and ignores the ro'e of out-

PF9er which Romania can play in the CMEA and the Warsaw Pact. For a discussion

of the basic nrohlem see A. 11. Smith. "Romanian Economic Relations with the EEC"..

in Jahrbuch flir die Wirtxchaft Osteuropaea. Vo. 8, (Munich/Vienna: 1979) pp. 323-361.



Despite these more encouraging developments a number of substan-tial problems remain to be solved. The chief stumbling block seems tobe that neither party is really prepared to acknowledge the competenceof the other side to accept and, in a way, by concluding an agreementto sanction the internal, politico-economic state of affairs in the othercamp. Apart from these political questions, the negotiation processis hampered by the fact that the negotiating countries do not shareidentical economic motives for the conclusion of a treaty since eco-nomic pressures and expected gains vary widely. Thus, some EC ne-gotiators claim to be at a loss when asked what economic gains theEC could derive from the conclusion of an agreement or what theyshould demand in return for Western concessions. There are consid-erable differences of opinion among EC members with respect to theextent to which the Western markets can or should be open to Easternexports in certain sectors that are thought to be sensitive. Beyond theconsideration that some EC nations might fear national, competitivelosses in Eastern markets from a more coordinated EC policy, the dis-tribution of potential, additional gains among the EC countries re-mains a delicate and unresolved question. As far as the CMEA coun-tries are concerned, the exports of the smaller East European. nationsare much more affected by EC import restrictions than the primarilyraw material exports of the USSR. Due to this factor, and becausetheir share of foreign trade in GNP is much higher than in the case ofthe Soviet Union, their interest in an agreement is comparativelyhigher.
The changes and partial reorganizations in the world economy didnot eliminate Eastern reservations about closer integration into theglobal economic organizations, particularly since the continuing po-litical and military rivalry between the USA and the USSR seems toprevent closer economic cooperation between the two superpowers.Viewed against this background, CMEA's initiatives vis-h-vis the EC,.the Eastern proposals for closer all-EuroDean economic cooperationin general, gain new dimension. The CMEA countries, in particularthe Soviet Union, seem to concentrate their international economicefforts and strategies on Western Europe. Emphasis seems to lie onconsidering the potentials for a long-term economic division of laborin Europe, improvement of the European infrastructure, etc., and notso much on more short-term economic gains. In this, geographicalproximity (transport costs, knowledge of internal political, social andeconomic conditions, etc.) plays a role as well as the fact that almostall high technology and credit needs can be met by West Europeansources at competitive prices. Furthermore, rarely have West Europeancountries found it useful to link economic concessions explicitly withdemands for a certain political conduct.

An agreement between the EC and the CMFA can only provide theskeleton for expanding economic relations. Such a skeleton agree-ment would have to be filled out by concrete projects and regulationsbetween the two institutions and/or their member countries, accord-ing to the mutual competences in each case under consideration. Theskeleton should be large enough to be able to handle the volume andthe expansion of mutual politico-economic relations. From this point
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of view a treaty, covering only the areas in which an understanding
has already been achieved (statistics, standardization, etc.) will not

suffice. However, a broader, more extensive agreement which could

build the basis for a long-term diversified foreign economic policy
presupposes the political will to put an end to the lasting quarrel over

mutual competences; i.e., the underlying resistance to mutual recog-
nition would have to be abandoned. One of the reasons why the EC

has been hesitant in this respect is the fact that-beyond considera-
tions of conflicts of interest within the EC-one member clearly domi-
nates the CMEA-the Soviet Union.33

A successful conclusion of the negotiations between the EC and

CMEA might also be desirable as a counterweight to the slowdown or
even stagnation in the detente process. Their postulate of economic
growth requires that the CMEA countries continue to open their
economies to the West, and in particular to Western Europe. If the

expansion of economic relations with the CMEA countries were given
a long-term politico-economic dimension by concluding an agreement

with the CMEA, there would be a better chance of overcoming tradi-

tional structures and of creating moderating constraints within the

CMEA countries. West European decision-makers will have to take
this into account when-in the light of increased tensions between the

superpowers-reconsidering their policy vis-a-vis in the CMEA
countries.

Apart from the EC-CMEA negotiations, a number of other pro-

posals have been made with the goal of closer economic ties between
Eastern and Western Europe. Linked with the CSCE negotiations and

the UN Economic Commission for Europe, these proposals-essentially
put forward by the Eastern European countries and the Soviet

Union-cover a wider range of macro-as well as microeconomic
fields such as the creation of an all-European free trade area, installa-

tion of joint facilities for better financing of East-West economic re-

lations, and East-West European cooperation in the fields of energy,
transport and environmental protection.

:As far as trade is concerned, the creation of a free-trade zone is the

most far-reaching proposal.8 4 It. entails not only mutual granting of

MFN but the gradual abolishment of internal tariff and non-tariff
trade barriers. Irrespective of undoubtedly very serious political prob-
lems, the question of reciprocity would still be more difficult to solve

than in the case of the EC-CMEA negotiations. Finland has been the

first OECD member to try to find a solution to this problem at the

bilateral level. After signing a cooperation agreement with the CMEA
in 1973,36 Finland concluded free-trade agreements with most CMEA

member countries. The question of reciprocity between countries hav-

83 Cf. J. Pinder, "Integration In Western and Eastern Europe: Relations between the EC

and CMEA", in Journal of Common Market Studies, Vol. XVIII, No. 2 (December 1979).
p. 125.

U Cf. R. Lawniczak, "The Free Trade Area Idea and East-West Trade Promotion".

in EFTA-Bulietin, No. i (i1'75), pp. 11-14. in an International Political Science Associa-
tion (IPSA) conference In Moscow, August 12-iS. 1979. M. Schmidt. Director of the GDR's

institute for International Politics and Economics (IPW), reactivated the idea of an all-

European free trade area. Cf. M. Schmidt. "Eeonomic Cooperation as a Factor in Giving

Substanee to Relations Peaceful Coexistence Between States with Differing Social Sys-

terrs." Manuscript.
8 In contrast to the treaty between Finland and the EC (1973). the treaty between

Finland and the CMEA does not deal with Questions of trade (texts are reprinted In:

Europa-Archtr, Vol. 29, No. 5 (1974), pp. D 99-D112).
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ing different economic systems has been tackled in Article 9 of thetreaty with the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (CSSR). (1974).There it is stipulated that the CSSR use all instruments availablewithin the limits of its economic system to assure. that its imports fromFinland enjoy the same privileges as Finnish imports from theCSSR.36 This rather imprecise, nonbinding formulation demonstratesthat a magic key to the problem of reciprocity could not be found andthat confidence in mutual goodwill' is crucial. However, there are alsosome safeguard clauses to be found in the agreement which are' notcustomary for freetrade agreements between developed market econo-mies. Only experience can show whether such bilateral compromisesare functional and to what extent they are acceptable by other West-ern countries.
Ther Soviets proposed All-Europea arrangements in the fields ofenergy, transport, and environmental protection. This reflects theirintest in finding common interests in certain economic sectors withneighboring Western Europe. The sectors'chosen are-even though toa varying degree-also of interest and importance to the West Euro-pean countries. The conference on environmental protection, held bythe EOE in the fall of 1979, dealt with question of trans-border airpollution, environmentally acceptable technologies, and the protection*of water, wildlife and plants.37
No spectacular results were to be expected from this first conference.However, the process is to continue and, it is conceivable that problemsof nuclear technology, e.g. disposal and storage of nuclear waste, willalso be placed on the agenda..

Preparations for. a conference on energy have proceeded far enoughto expect an all-European energy meeting at the 1981 CSCE meetingin Madrid. The EC member countries have so far been unable to ar-rive at a joint energy policy and coordination seems difficult to achieve.However, the economic problems arising in this sector are much felt,and the specific types of energy problems in Eastern and Western Eu-rope seem to differ to such a degree that negotiations promise to bedifficult.3s The potential for political tensions arising from insufficientenergy and power supplies could be reduced by cooperating in theplanning and construction of implementing measures, energy trans-port systems, measures for the saving of energy: for example, the elec-trical power systems of Western and Eastern Europe could be moreclosely interconnected to their mutual advantagie.39
An all-European conference on questions of transport and traffic-the third of the sectors proposed for negotiations-could usefullystrive to find methods of coordination in' the expansion of East-Westtransport ways and systems, including such problems as establishingstandards and norms. Controversial issues, like the Eastern quest forimproved East-West transport routes and facilities, and the Western

'The Finland-Czechoslovakla rree Trade Agreement, in Journal of 'World Trade Law,Vol. i1, No. 5 (Se t./Oct. 1977), pp. 479 ff.5' An Introduction to related problems is "iven by J. Filllenbsch. Tfmweltschutz zwischenOat und Wtrest (Environmental Protection. Issue Between East and West) (Bonn: 1977).* Cf. F. Mfller, "Gesamteuropnitche Zusammenarbelt Im Energlebereich" (All-EuropeanCooperation In the Energy Sector), in Europa-Archiv, Vol. 34, No. 11 (1979). pp. 313-322.C!. Ri. fotalan, "Ost-West9tromverbund und alte Mltteleuropaldee" (East-West Elec-trleltyv~Grjd and the Old Central Enropean Idea), in Auseienpolitik, Vol. 30. No. 4 (1979).
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demand for economicall calculated international transport rates

could be brought into a argaining context and possiblybe solved.

The West European countries have reacted rather reservedly to the

project of an all-European conference on transport. This may be ex-

plained by the lack of a joint or even coordinated transport )olicv

within the EC.

V. Tirm PRsENT SITUATION REQUIRES THAT THE WEST MAKE CERTAIN
BAsIC POLICAL DECISIONS

The study presented here comes to the conclusion that the CMEA

countries, and in particular the U.S.S.R., at present are pursuing a

foreign economic policy strategy which concentrates far more heavily

on Western Europe and the European Community than in previous

years. Naturally, Western Europe has always played a special role

in Soviet policy towards the West-the efforts surrounding the incep-

tion of the CSCE are the best example-and the conclusion is to this

extent not surprising.
Domestic economic problems became increasingly important to the

CMEA states in. particular; they could reverse the process of their

integration into the world economy only at great cost. And if the

CMEA states, on the basis of previous experience, seem to come to the

conclusion that it makes sense for them to place more emphasis on

Europe, the West European countries are thereby being offered an im-

portant chance to be politically effective.
Developments in the 1970s have shown that East-West economic

relations are of decisive importance to d6tente and the long-term sta-

bilization of political relations between East and West, in particular

in Europe: A hardening of the Soviet-American relationship must

not necessarily overshadow the politico-economic interest of the Euro-

pean countries to such an extent that they can no longer be pursued.

In light of the difficulties in arriving at meaningful conclusions in

the negotiations on Baskets I and III of the CSCE, and in view of the

fact that the economic problems and development prospects in West

and East, at least since the oil price crisis of 1973/74, have gained

dramatically in importance, questions of all-European economic

cooperation have become the pivot for all future deevelopments.

It should be obvious from the preceding discussion that any initia-

tives on the European scale which went beyond bilateral agreements

actually emanating only from the East European countries. The West

European countries were unable to counter these initiatives with

their own concept; rather, they reacted uncertainly and in several

different ways. These East-West relations, however, seem to have cul-

minated at a point where it is absolutely necessary to stabilize the

existing complex network of bilateral regulations by means of multi-

lateral agreements. This means that the possibilities open to and the

limits on the relations with the East European countries must be re-

examined by those politically responsible, not only in the foreign oi

security policy sector, but also in the economic sphere. The resulting

political decisions and concepts should ensure development of a cleai

framework within which entrepreneurs, ministers, and not the leas

functionaries of international organizations like the EC can operate
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